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Foreword

Foreword

If you're new to 71ze Macillloslz Bible, welcome. And if you're not, welcome
back, to this Seventh Edition. I've come back, too, after having written the
T hird Edition, way back when, and then gone off to do other things. Mter
having been asked to comribute some chapters to the last edition, I realized
that what I really wanted was to do the whole darn thing again, start to finish.
It took a lot of lobbying, but the powers-that-be at Peach pit Press finally
agreed-with some trepidation, of course, seeing as how the last two editions
had umpteen editors and a cast of thousands as contributors.
If you' re one of the tens of thousands of readers w ho have bought many
editions through the years, you'll notice a big change in this edition-and it
might be a familiar one. What I've done with this version is bring it back more
to what the earlier editions were: heavy on the tips, tricks, and shortcutsespecially for desktop and other interface elements- and much less in the way
of software reviews and general, not-so-Mac-specific background information.
This book is for any and every Mac enthusiast. Whether you're a beginner
or an experienced user, you'll find many things throughout the book that
you didn' t know before-or perhaps knew, but not quite as thoroughly
as yo u thought!
If you'd like to be a part of the next edition, or offer feedback on this one,
drop by tlzetipsler.com!

Sharon Zardetto Aker
North Caldwell, NJ

July, 1998
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About This Book

About This Book
System Software. This book assumes you're using at least OS 8; everything
was written and tested for 8.0 and 8.1. However, the operating system is a
moving target, with 8.5 scheduled to release when this book hits the shelves.
C hapter 11 is an overview of 8.5, written with only a (late) beta copy of 8.5
available- consider it a beta chapter (many of the "screen shots" are faked).
Bylines. With only a few exceptions, the initials you'll see after some entries
identify the people who worked on the material in previous editions (although
everything was checked and updated for this one). The contributors are
identified, chapter by chapter, in Appendix A
Web addresses. When a company is mentioned in the text, its URL is noted
in the margin to save you the trouble of looking it up in Appendix B or online.
We've dispensed with the URL prefix of http://IVIVIV; not only can we assume,
reasonably safely, that you know enough to handle the simple form of the
address, but current browsers don't even insist on your typing in that part.
(And if you're not familiar with URLs, you could read Chapter 27 first.)
Icons. Margin icons are a Macintosh Bible tradition. But along with the total
redesign of the book, there are new icons this time around.

~

Top Tip. Something especially
important or interesting, or
just downright nifty.

~

Just for Fun. This icon is, as
you may have noticed, an
Easter Egg- the phrase used
to describe a hidden joke in
software.

121
"'

''

Product Pick. Software that the
author particularly likes, and
you probably will, too.
World Wide Web. The web
address for a company
mentioned in the text.

The Macintosh Bible Doesn't End Herel Most computer books are out
of date a few months after they're published. But not The Maci11tosh Bible. To
keep the information in it current, free access to a readers-only companion
Web site is included in the price of the book. At this site, you'll find live Jinks
to all the Web sites mentioned in the book, clarifications and corrections,
online resources, and more. We'll also post a maj or update in the fall of 1999
filled with new tips, tricks, shortcuts, and product reviews. The companion
site is located at www.macbi bl e. com. Note that you must own this book to
get access to this readers-only site. It's password-protected, and the password
is hidden inside these pages, so make sure you have your book on hand when
accessing the site.
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On the Desktop
The Pointer and the Mouse
The screen. When you first turn on your M acintosh, you see the famous
Mac desktop, the home base fo r all your com puter activities. At the top is the
menubar, displaying individual m enu titles. The little pictures on the desktop
are icons; there are miniature icons in the menubar, too.

The program that actually provides the desktop and its operations is the
Finder, so the terms desktop and Fi11der are used pretty much interchangeably.
Menu ti tles

Menubar
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•
The Mac desktop,
with its menubar
and icons- and
various windowsis what you see
when you fi rst start
the computer.

0

t:l...,, tl

~~

.

""'

.
•

Disk window
folder icons

=-:==:=:=::::::::=::~===~~~j--wi th

l.ou nc:hl!r

Trash icon

launcher wind ow with b uttons

Your desktop probably looks different. There are lots of reasons your
initial desktop screen won' t look like the one shown here, and no ne of them
is anything co worry about. If, fo r instance, your Mac's been used (and it
pro bably has been), there may be no w indows, or many different w indows, on
the desktop; and it's unlikely your Launcher butto ns-if your Launcher window is open- will match the ones here.

But if the icon in the far right of the menu bar is different from th e ones
you sec here, you' re running a different ve rsio n of the system software.
The picture here shows, fro m top to bottom , OS 8's Finder application
icon and m cnubar clock; System 7.5's clock and Help
menu icon, with its Finder applicatio n icon ; and System 7's
H elp m enu and Finder icon. If there's no Help me nu at all,
and a diffe rent icon for the Finder, the Mac is running some
versio n of System 6.

5
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Your menus might be different. With the advent of OS 8, the Finder
comes in two flavors: simple and a little less simple. When your desktop is
in Simple Finder mode, the menus list only the most essential of commands.
Simple Finder is turned on and off thro ugh a checkbox in the Preferences
dia log, accessible through the Preferences command in the Edit menu. If
your Finder menus don't have as many comm ands as appear in pictures here
and througho ut the book, you need to unchcck the Simple Finder checkbox.
(I haven't introd uced menus, o r commands, or even checkboxes for that ·
matter, but thought I'd mention this now in case you were wondering.)
New folder
Op en
Print
Move To Tr ash
Close Window

Get Info
l abel
Sh aring _
Duplicate
Make Alias
Put Away

118N

aco

MP
M<EI
II8W

-118 1

Duplicate

MD

Find_

IIIF

~

MD
8CM
XV

118F
FindShow Original 118R
Page Setup ...
Print Window...

New Folder
XN
Open
aco
Cl ose Window II8W

D

8

Preferences
rontro r vtews:

Ge=•ev:..:..:.o_ _.....;.J:I

._1

@Jill

fil Stmpt e nnder
Provldt, enlv tM e»enttal ftalurttlnd ~mm~nm

Turn the Simple Finder on and off in the
Preferences dialog.
The standard
Finder File menu
(left) and the
Simple Finder
version (right).

Pointer, cursor. When you move the mouse around on your desk, an arrow
moves around on the screen. The arrow is called the pointer, reasonably
enough , since you point to things w ith it. But it takes other shapes, too, and
you don't always just point with it, so it's also generally referred to as the mouse
wrsor, or simply the cursor.

The pointer and
the /-beam (top)
are the most
common mouse
cursors. The OS 8
desktop includes
four new cursors
(middle). The
watch and the
beachba/1
(bottom ) are
"wait" cursors
that tell you the
Mac is busy.

Common cursors. T he two most common mouse cursors arc the poi nter
and th e text (or !-beam) cursor th at appears w hen you're dealing wi th text. But
you'll see an amazing variety of cursors as you work with the Mac, since the
shape of the cursor usually indicates w hat you're able to do at any point in
usi ng a program . Even the Finder provides fo ur special new cursors in OS 8,
to go along with fo ur of its new desktop capabilities.

A "wait" cursor tells you the Mac is busy and you' ll have
to wait until it's finished. It was originally a static wristwatch, later replaced by one with spinning hands so you
could tell if the computer was really worki ng o n something or if it had fro zen up for some reason. The
spinning "beachball" is another system-level wait signal.

For Beginners Only

Mouse moves. T here are six basic mouse actions:

•

Pointing is simply rolling the mouse to move the cursor to a specific
spot, usually so that it points to an item.

•

Pressing is holding the mouse button down while pointing to something; you press on a menu title to open a menu.

•

Clicking is a quick press-and- release of the mouse button; you
usually click 0 11 something, which means you point to an object before
you click.

•

Double-clicking means clicking twice in a row, at just the right speed
and without moving the mouse in between (so that the Mac doesn't
interpret it as two single clicks) .

•

Click-and-a-half-new to O S 8-is clicking the mouse button twice,
but keeping it down on the second click; this lets you do some special
things with icons on the desktop.

•

Dragging means keeping the button down while you move the mouse .
Sometimes you actually drag an item; sometimes the drag operation
doesn't move anything but is used to define an area of the screen.

There are other "mouse moves," too. Some programs-including the Finderlet you perform special operations by combining the basic mouse moves with
the press of key. So, holding down ~ (the Command key) while dragging a
desktop icon (a "command-drag") makes the icon snap to the invisible desktop
grid when you let it go; holding down Ioption! while you drag an item (an
"option-drag") usually makes a copy of the item in the new location.
Getting help. On the Mac, help is never more than a few mouse moves
away. T he Help menu (the last menu title in the Finder, and in most applications) has not one, but two kinds of help: Balloon H elp, which was introduced
in System 7, and Mac OS H elp, introduced as Apple Guide in System 7.5.

Tum on Balloon Help by choosing Show Balloons in the menu. Then point to
something-you don't even have to click the mouse- to get information about
it, which shows up in a little balloon. The information in the balloon comes
from the program you're using, so the actual helpfulness ofBalloon H elp really
depends on the programmer's thoroughness.

Show Balloons
Help

38?

To dtso.-rd &n lttm or tjtot " disk,
drac;J It to tht Truh. To gtt .11n ittm
buk, optn tht Tn sh loon 1nd dt"l9 Uw

lttm out of tht Tr"uh 'W'fndo'W'.

The Help m enu is always
available as the last menu; i t
lets you a ccess both the Balloon
h elp and OS Help syst ems.

Tht Truh locks full bto1uu thtrt fs
somt thlnQin lt .

When Balloon help is
on, pointing to any
item gets you an
information -filled
balloon.
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OS Help is an interactive help system that no t only lets you look up information, but can even walk you thro ugh necessary steps, opening menus and
wi ndows and control panels, showing you what to do-it even draws a big red
circle around any item that it wants to bring to your attention! You access it by
choosing Help fro m the Help menu, or by pressing @ID}). When you're in
applications, the H elp menu may have m ore selectio ns, depending on what
the program provides in the way of help.

•

m=!!it: ·:vtr-=H:,~:m:;mmr··-;r, n:: ·=. ~tooiim·frm·utt::Hir.·

IIll Mac OS Help I
1. Click a t opic area:

OS Help lets you
look for help in
several ways:
according to
topics, through an
index, or by using
a search feature.
You can look up
facts or get a
demonstration.

LearnlnO the Basks
SOU'ld

=~lion
Progams
ors (standard
settklQs)
Organlmg Your Fies
ustorrlzing Your Computer
rtntlno

...
~

Fonts

Disks
0-ROM Discs

clot

!sPeech

""

Topics

· ~mm:·j~:1mm;; .m

n·:=m;rrn:up·, , =m;: I!

[mJ ~
Index

Look For

2. Click a phrase, then click OK:

...

~elp

vAbout

~

dsks
v Howdo l
insert a f1DWY disk1
prepare • disk for use1
eject adsk1
erose a disk?
copy • f1DWY disk?
protect • disk?
lod< or unlock • floppy <isle?
make • dsk the startup dsk1

I

....
OK
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Working with Desktop Icons
Icons. Icons represent various things on your desktop, like disks, folders, and
files. (A.file is any discrete collection of information-a program like a word
processor, a memo you WTote with the word processor, o r a component of the
system software.)

A document icon
is usually visually
related to the
application that
created it. When
the Mac doesn't
know about the
"paren t" application, it uses a
generic document
icon for the file.

T here are many different types of icons o n the M ac. There are icons to represent each kind of disk you use (a hard disk, a floppy, a CD) as well as for
other types of storage. Each application has its own distinctive icon, and a
document icon is usually visually related to the "parent" application. If the
Mac can't figure out which applicatio n created a document, it uses a generic
icon, w hich represents a piece of paper w ith its upper-right corner turned
down. T hen there are folder icons, which
you use to organize the other icons o n your
desktop. There are lots of special folders and
Word
Word doc
files used by the Mac's operating system,
generic
and most get special icons. T here is, for
instance, a common element in the des ign
PageMaker PageMaker doc
of all control panels, and of all extensions.

D
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Date & Time

li

Appearance

~

Apple Guide

~

Monitors & Sound

li

Color Picker

AppleTel k

r••~
:~···
I ll

~

Quicklime"'

~

Apple CD- ROM

T

rca

~

~

Extensions

System Folder Apple Menu Items

Control Panels

fbi

The icons at the left are all control panels, and include the nsliderncontrol in th e icon design.
Those in the middle group, usin g the puzzle-piece design, are all extensions. The group at the
right consists of special system folders- notice the slider and puzzle-piece themes are
carried through for the Ex tensions and Control Panels folders.

xo
MP
Move To Truh X<m
aose Window 'li:W

Folders. Afolder can hold files and other folders, so you
usc folders to organize what's on your disks. You create a
new folder with the New Folder command in the File
menu. You can put folders within folders within folders
to your heart's content-whatever you need to o rganize
you r work and make things easy to find.

Selecting icons. To select an icon, click on it; it's darkened, and its name is
highlighted, to show that it's selected.
You can select more than o ne icon at a time by clicking o n one and then shiftclicking (hold down !Shift ) while you click the mouse button) on the others. Or,
drag a rectangle around the icons you want: point to an empty spot in a window, press the mouse button, and drag. You' ll sec a thick gray line defining the
rectangle, and any icon even partially inside the rectangle will be selected.

You know you're a Mac Addict when y ou refer to the
Macintosh Bible as " The Good Book. "

'

'

To deselect an icon, simply select something else, or click where nothing will
be selected.

Michael Fields, submitted to Mac Addict magazine

'

'

Renaming icons. To rename an icon, first select its name by clicking directly
on the name (not on the picture); a selected name is highlighted inside an editing rectangle. There's a brief delay from the time you click to the time the
editing rectangle appears, so be patient.
(If you click a second time too soon,
the M ac thinks you've do uble-clicked
untitled fr~de r
and will open the icon .)

tl

Clicking on the name of an icon puts an
editing rectangle around it (and selects
the icon); when the cursor is inside the
rectangle, it changes to the t ext cursor.

Basic text-editing techniques work in
the editing rectangle. You can use
icon names of up to 31 characters,
and include any character except the
colo n (:) .

9
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When you drag an
icon, a ghost of the
item moves with
the pointer; when
you let go of the
mouse button, the
icon moves to the
new spot.

Moving icons. M ove a standard icon

08

-. lntHD ~'S¥

0

I I Items, 376.2 MB eve11eble

by dragging it to a new position.
(Button icons are a little triclcier to
move-you have to grab them by their
nam es.) A "ghost" of the icon moves
along with the pointer until you release
the mouse button, at w hich point the
icon jumps to its new location.

...

-:--

~

Utilities

.JA._~ .....'"
..,

•l'flll

H

~

Dragging an icon from one place to another on the sam e disk just changes its
location. But dragging an icon from o ne disk to another leaves the original
intact and puts a copy onto the other disk. So, dragging a file from a floppy
disk or CD to your hard drive means there arc then two copies of the file: the
original and a duplicate o n you r hard d rive.
When you're dragging one icon into another- putting somethi ng into a
fo lder, or into t he Trash-the "target" icon darkens when you've moved the
cu rsor (and the icon) into the right position.

When you're putting one icon into another, the NtargetN
darkens w hen you're in the right area. In the picture on
the left, the document won't be in the folder if the
mouse button is released, but the one on the right will.

Opening icons. The basic way to open an icon is to double-cl ick on it. You
ca n also select an icon and then choose Open fro m the File menu or press
@:IDQ). An opened icon is filled with a dark dotted pattern to show that it's
open. Finder windows also have a special "button" view which turns a window's icons into buttons that need only a single click to open them.
What happens when you open an icon depends o n what the icon represen ts:
opening a disk, a folder, or the Trash opens a window; opening an application

0
Standard icons (as
on the left) need a
double-click to
open them. Using
the button view for
icons (as on the
right) means you
need only a single
click to open them.
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icon launches the program; opening a document icon launches its parent
application and then opens the document inside it.

Trash

Using the Trash. To erase a file, you drag it into the Trash
can. But items just sit in the Trash until you use the Special
menu's Empty Trash command. You' ll know when the Trash
needs emptying because its lid comes off, and the contents
stick out, whenever there's something inside it.

Trash

To take something out of the Trash before it's erased, double-click on the
Trash icon to open it, and drag the file out of the Trash's window. Or, just
select the icon in the window and use the Put Away command from the
Special menu-the icon zooms back to wherever it was before you trashed it.

Ejecting disks. To eject a floppy disk or CD, select its icon on the desktop
and choose the Eject command from the Special menu. Or, you can drag the
disk icon to the Trash; don't worry-nothing will be erased! But the icon disappears from the desktop and the disk is ejected from the drive.

Working with Windows
Windows. When you open something on the desktop-a disk, a folder, or
the Trash-you get a window that shows what's stored inside. Opening a document in an application displays the contents of the document in a window.
Windows are your work areas on the Mac, and although Finder windows have
some special properties to make file-handling easier, most M ac w indows
behave in the same way and have common controls.
Close box

I

El ~

All Finder
windows, and
m ost document
windows, share the
same basic NpartsN
and controls
(although the
header is a Finderonly window
component).

Title bar
-~

Zoom box

Jn~
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l:l
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Utilities

4ILUil

rm

Documents

~

Syotem folder

Collapse box

l:l.
l:l.
Mise

Buolnes•

jill
;

...

~

Header
Scroll arrow
Scroll box

Scro ll bar

Size box

Opening and closing. When a window first opens on the desktop, it's
active: it's on top of any other open windows, and any wi ndow commands,
like "Close," apply to only to this window. Only one window is active at a
time; you can tell which it is by its striped title bar. If you want to activate
a window that's already open, all you have to do is click anywhere in it.
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To close a window, click its close box at the left end of the title bar. Or, choose
the C lose command from the File menu or press~.
lntiiD
1 4 Herr.,. 174 7 t18 .,vttltt.h
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The active window-shown in
the front here-has a striped
title bar and visible scroll
controls. An inactive window,
like the lnt HD window In this
picture, has a blank title bar
and scroll areas. The System
Folder icon in the background
window is darkened because
it's opened-that's the window
that's in the foreground.

Spring-open folders. OS 8 introduced a special way to access an item
inside a series of folders. Instead of opening each of the nested folders with a
double-click, you can use the new "spring-open" folder option. With a clickand-a-half (click once, then click again immediately, keeping the mouse
button down on the second click) on a disk or folder icon, the mouse cursor
changes to a magnifying glass. Hold the mouse button down, and the icon
opens. With the mouse button still down, move the cursor over the next
folder you want opened, and it springs open; find the next folder you want,
put the cursor over it, and it opens, too. As long as the mouse button is down,
the folders keep opening.
But wait, there's more! When you finally have your last folder open, you
release the mouse button, and all the windows except the last one neatly close
themselves!

Basic window manipulation. To move a w indow, you drag it by its title bar
or by any of its outer edges. You change its size by dragging the size box-the
triple stripes in the lower-right corner.
To quickly change the size and position of a w indow, click in its zoom box: the
w indow w ill zoom back and forth between the size you created and a size
that's just large enough to display all its contents.
If your screen is cluttered with windows, click in the collapse box to collapse it
into just its title bar; another click snaps the window open again.
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Another way to get desktop windows out of the way without closing them is
to turn them into tabs at the bottom of the screen: grab a window by its title
bar and drag it all the way to the bottom of the screen. (O r, use the As Pop-up
Window command in the View menu to turn the active wi ndow into a tab. )
You' ll get a tab with the w indow's name on it. O nce a window is a tab, you
can click on the tab fo r the window to pop up to show its contents; click on
the tab again to send the window back to the bottom of the screen. To turn it
back into a regular window, j ust drag it up onto the desktop again, or use the
View menu's As Window command.

You can turn
windows into popup tabs a t the
bottom of the
screen; click on a
tab, and the
window pops up,
like the lnt HD
window here.
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The vertical scroll bar h ere is
dark gray, w hich m eans there
are items a bove and/or below
the o nes displayed . Since the
horizontal scro ll ba r is light
and missing a scroll box, there
are no i tem s to the left or right
of the o nes tha t are sh owin g.

~

Scrolling windows. Light gray scroll bars in
an active window mean everything that's in
the window is showing. When either or both
scroll bars are a dark gray, there are items in
the window that aren' t displayed.
T he position of the scroll box in the scroll bar
indicates what part of the wi ndow you're looking at: If it's at the top, for instance, you're
viewing the uppermost items in the window.
•

C lick on a scroll arrow to scroll the wi ndow
in that direction; press on an arrow (that
is, keep the mouse button down) for continuous scrolling.
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•

C lick in the scrofl bar above or below the scroll box to scroll the window
contents in larger increments-the width or height of the window itsel(

•

D rag a scroll box into a position that corresponds to the area of the w indow
you want to see.

Changing window views. T here are three basic ways to view the contents
of a window: as icons, as buttons, or as a list. T he View menu lets you choose
the view, as well as set some details like how the items are organized (alphabetically, or by size, for instance) and the size of the icons or buttons.
The techniques you use on icons (like double-clicking to open, clicking to
select, draggi ng to select multiple items) work on items in list views, too.
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List views. When a Fi nder wi ndow is in a list view, each folder in it is
marked with a triangular arrow. C lick on the arrow, and the folder expa1tds to
list what's in it; click again, and the folder coflapses to hide its contents. (The
terms e.:'Cpand and collapse differentiate these procedures from opening and
closing folders.) You can also expand and collapse the folders inside the
expanded folders to as many levels as you want.
Clicking on a
folder's a rrow in a
list view (on the
Applications folder
in the left-most
window, and on
the ClarisWorks
folder in the center
window) expands
the folder, listing
what's inside.
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Menus and Dialog Boxes
Menus

To select from a
menu, press on its
title, slide down to
the command you
want, and then let
go of the mouse
button.

Using menus. Using menus is a cinch: you press on the menu title to open
the menu, slide the pointer down to the command you want (each command is
highlighted as you touch it), and release the mouse button . If the menu's open
and you decide you don't want any of the commands, simply move the pointer
off the menu and let go-you don't have to go back up to the menu title.
Undo

:.tl

XX

Cut
P4Stl'

~ ;t.V

Oear

OS 8 introduced sticky menus: click briefly on a menu title,
and the menu stays open even though the mouse button is
released. To choose a command from a "stuck" menu, just
click on it.

Dimmed commands. Sometimes a command is dimmed in the menu-its
name is gray instead of black, like the Paste command in the last picture. A
dimmed command can't be used because it doesn't apply to the situation at
the time you open the menu. (In the case of the dimmed Paste command,
there was nothing to paste.)
Application and system menus. Most menu titles are words, and
"belong" to whatever application you're working in. You'll see these titles in
the menubar change as you move from one application to another (although
most programs include a File and Edit menu). There are some
system menus, however, that stay on the menubar no matter what program
you're in-they're system-wide rather than application-specific. Most system
menus are icons, although the Help menu is an exception to that. The basic
system menus are:

•

The menu at the far left lists whatever you put in the Apple Menu
Items folder inside the System Folder. (Arthur Naiman, author of the
original edition of 711e Maci11tosh Bible, pointed out that this is called the
Apple menu, since so few people can pronounce .)
The Application menu at the far right lists all open app lications so you
can easily switch from one to anotl1er.

•

System menus are
usually little icons,
although the Help
menu is also a
system menu.

The Help menu that appears as the last menu title, to the right of all the
application menus.

Utility programs can put their own icon menus in the menubar, too, so that
you' ll be able to access them no matter what application you're working in.
Apple menu

C~

File

Edit VIew

Application menu

Help menu

Specllll HeiP-

5:09 PM

EJ"""J
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1mB

_, os l cons
as Buttons
liS liSt

The arrow to the
right ofamenu
command indicates
a submenu.

asWfntlow
~Pop-up Window
Clean Up
by Name
by Date Modlned
by Date Created

VIew Options-

Submenus. A triangular arrow to the
right of a menu item means there's a
submenu ; pause on the main men u
command, and the submenu appears.
To choose from the submenu, slide
the pointer into it, to the command
yo u want.

by Kind ~
by Label

Toggle commands. Some "commands" are actually choices that stay in
effect until you turn them off-a Bold command in a Style menu, for
instance, w ill turn selected te>..'t bold but can also keep you typing in bold text
until you turn it of£ This kind of command is called a toggle because if you
choose it when it's turned off, it gets turned on, and vice versa. A toggle command sometimes has a check mark in front of it to show that it's in effect,
although some change wording, like Show Balloons and Hide Balloons.

I

'

'

N ot all checkmarks in a men u are
toggles. The View menu, for instance
'
'
This is the Mac. It's supposed to be fun/
(shown in the last picture to illustrate
Arthur Naiman, Th e Macintosh Bible, Rrsc Ed ition
submenus) puts a check mark in front
of the current w indow view; you don't choose it to turn it off-you choose a
different view, and then that's the checked item in the menu.
Keyboard commands. Many menu commands have keyboard equivalents,
which means you can give the command without opening the menu at all,
but just by holding down &:@ while you press a letter (whatever's listed in
the menu nex't to that command). So, pressing &IDQl is the same as choosing
O pen from the File menu. (The &:@ key-on some keyboards there's no
apple on it, but just the cloverleaf squiggle-is called the command key.)
Keyboard commands are often simply&:@ plus the first letter of the command name. Sometimes other modifier keys in addition to&:@ (like IShitt l,
IOpllonl, and even @ill, alone or in combination) are used so you'll have more
keyboard combinations available.
Although the letter listed in a menu for a keyboard command is in uppercase,
you don't press IShii!) to use it- in fact, adding !Shift ) to the combination can
change the command entirely.

Dialog Boxes and Alerts
Dialog boxes. C hoosing a command with an ellipsis after it (those three
dots .. .) opens a dialog box where you enter information-which document to
open, for instance, or how many copies to print. (It's called a dialog because
the Mac is telling you something and asking for a response.) Dialog boxes
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have all sorts of "controls"-buttons, boxes, lists, and menus-that let you
easily input information and give commands.
Radio buttons

.

'-~r_:i: .::e:.: .~;n;.;.r~~i;_L_a-se-rW-ri_te_r_
:
....
_l_..-'-'l --P-ag-~s: :~stlnatlon: I
0 From:

CJ To: I
I
L___l

Auro Select

•I

(" ·

....

Copies: L.:._J
IJI
l'aper Source: fl All11ages from:

0 First page from:

•rtP (:.!'> SIPel. )

0 Print Selection Only

A typical Mac
dialog box and
i ts standard
components.

Jil
l Popup menu

Printer ...

Text b ox

1

0 Collate Copies - - Checkboxes

'I

Cancel J [l?f=
P r=ln=t=91U- Push buttons

Text boxes and lists. A text box is a frame where you type in information,
like the name for the document or the number of pages you want to print. To
move from one text box to another, you can click in the box you want, or
press ~ to m ove co the ne>..'t box.
A list box has a scrollablc list from which you m ake a choice by clicking on the
item, or sometimes by typing one or more letters to identify the item you want.

Buttons. Buttons arc the quickest way to input dialog box information.
There are three basic types:

•

Standard buttons, called puslz buttons, are rounded rectangles with comm ands inside them; click a button to execute
the command. When a button is highlighted with a border
[ Cancel J
aro und it, it's the difault butto n: pressing !Return! or !Enter!
works the same as clicking the button.
• Radio buttons come in groups, fo r options that are mutually exclusive:
choosing one of them means you can't have any of the o thers. When you
click on a rad io button {it fills in to show it's been selected), the previo usly chosen button is deselected.

([

•

Open

~

Clwckboxes can be used singly, but often come in groups for items that arc
11ot mutually exclusive: you can check any, all, or no ne of the chcckboxes
in a group. C licking in the box putS a checkrnark in it, which indicates
the option is "on"; clicking in it again turns it "off."

Pop-up menus. You' ll find a variety of pop-up menus when you're working
with the Mac: menus that show up someplace other than in the menubar at
the top of the screen. In dialog boxes, the standard pop-up m enu has a do uble
arrow at its right. (Jf you've turned off the "platinum w indows" option in the
Appearance control panel, pop-up menus revert co the older-style shadowed
box with a downward-pointing arrow at the right.) Press on a pop-up menu,
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and it-well, it pops up, and lets you select something by dragging the mouse
up or down.
0

~
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Using a pop-up
menu.
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Dismissing dialogs. When you' re finished setting options in a dialog box
you have to get it off the screen. All you have to do is click an OK button for
the d ialog to go away and the origina l command to be carried out using the
parameters in the dialog box. lfyou want to forget about the whole thing, you
can go back to w here you were before you chose the command that opened
the dialog: click the Cancel button in the dialog (or press~. which m ost
dialogs interpret as a Cancel comm and) .

An alert warns
you about
something you're
about to do,
providing minimal
options from
that point

Alerts. An alert is a special kind of dialog box, one with just a statement or a
warning in it, like: Using Revert will cancel all the changes you've made since you opened
tlte dowment. (An alert is more of a monologue
A\ Color data may be lnst II
than a dialog.) Alerts have a minimum of buti l l you change the bit depth.
Do you still want to chnnge
tons-usually just OK and Cancel, or sometimes
the document bit depth?
just the OK button so you can acknowledge the
n COnce.l !I I continue I
warn ing and dismiss the dialog.

Beyond the Desktop
Applications and Documents
Applications and their documents. Applications are programs that enable
you to get work done; rloctlmer·t/s arc the fi les you create with applications. So, a
word processor is an application; w hen you write the first chapter of the G reat
American Novel, o r a brief memo-those are documents.
. Launching and quitting applications. To use an application, you launch
it, w hich is another way of saying you open it. Opening an application (the
same way you open any desktop icon) gives you a whole new environment to
work in, w here the basic ru les you've learned still apply but a wealth of other
capabilities await you.
Every application provides a Quit command in its File m enu, and its keyboard
equivalent ~ won't vary from program to program. Quitting an applica-
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tion automatically closes any open documents, fi rst giving you the option to
save any changes you might have made.

The Launcher. While double-clicking on an application icon is an easy way to
You click on a
button in the
Launcher window
to la unch the item
t hat the button
represents.

launch it, sometimes it's not so easy to get to the icon- it might be buried in
one, two, or even three (or more!) folders. T he
0 • -~ l iluncher ~.., 8
Launcher window is an easy way to launch programs that you'd otherwise have to open folders
FOtH&ktr
to get at. You simply click once on the icon button
~
~ -0in the Launcher window to open the program.

11~1

~

~I

To open the Launcher window, open the Launcher control panel; you can
make it open automatically on startup by checking the Show Launcher at
System Startup button in the General Controls control panel. To add a button
to the Launcher, j ust drag a program icon right into its window; the program
won't really move there, but a button will be created for it.

Moving between applications. As long as you have enough memory, you
can run more than one program at a time. The Application menu at the far
right of the menubar lists all applications that are open ; selecting one from the
list moves you to that program.
The Application
menu lists all the
open applications.
Choosing one
from the m enu
moves you into
that program .

Any windows that belong to inactive but open applications hang around in the background, coming forward
when the application is selected from the menu.
C licking anywhere in a background wi ndow is another
way to move into an application. If you don't want the
background applications' windows showing while
you' re working, use the Hide/Show commands in the
Application menu.

Opening and creating documents. To open a document, use the O pen
command from the application's File menu. If you' re on the desktop, you can
double-click on the document: the application that created it launches and
opens the document. If the application is already running, the Mac switches
from the Finder to the application and opens the document.
Select ing the New
command gives
you a new, blank
do cument in any
application.

Most applications start up with an empty document
window for you to work in. But if you don't have an
empty window, or if you've used the initial one, you
can get a new blank document by using the applicacion's N ew command.

Saving and closing documents. A document exists only in the computer's memory and disappears w hen you close it unless you've stored it on
the disk, using the application's Save command. C hanges to an existing document also have to be explicitly saved.
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When you use Save on a new document, you'll get a Save dialog where you
can name the document and show where on the disk you want it stored.
When you use Save on a document that's been saved before, no dialog
appears-the Mac just goes ahead and saves the edited version of the document, replacing the previous version on the disk. Most applications provide a
Save As command so you can save an edited document as a separate document, with a different name, so the origi nal document stays intact.
Don't wait until you're finished working on a document to save it; instead,
save every five or ten minutes to guard against mishaps like a power failure or
a computer crash that could cause you to lose the work you've done.

The Open and Save dialogs. The dialog boxes you' ll see when you' re
opening or saving documents (cleverly referred to as the Open and Save
dialogs) have many features in common, since both let you navigate around
disks and through folders. A Save dialog, though, has to provide at least one
more optio n- that of naming the current document. The dialogs in the following figure are the basic o nes; many programs provide extra controls, like
checkboxes and pop-up menus, depending on the features the program provides. You might, for instance, be able to specify what kind of files will show
in the list, or a special format in which the document will be saved.
The disk icon shows which
disk you're looking at.

The pop-up menu shows
the folder that you're in.

I

[et Oarls Home Page
The basic Open
dialog box lets you
navigate through
the folders of your
disk to find the
document you
want to open.
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The list shows t he items in
the current folder.

Use the pop-up menu to move to
a folder "above" the current one.

In the Open box:

•

The pop-up m enu shows the curre nt folder. To move "up" to one of the
listed folders, select it from the menu.

•

T he list shows the files and folders in the current folder. To open something in the list, cl ick on it and then click the Open button, o r just
double-click on the name in the list.

•
•

The disk icon shows which disk the current folder is on .

•

The Eject butto n is available when the current folder is o n a Aoppy disk,
or other removable media.
The Desktop button jumps you right up to the top level, listing the files
and folders that are out loose on the desktop.
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•

The Cancel button dismisses the dialog w ithout opening anything.

•

The Open button (since it's the default button, you can press !Return!
instead of clicking it) opens the item you've selected in the list.

The basic Save box has three additional features:

•

The text box is where you type the name of the document you're saving.

•

The New Folder button (it doesn't say "Folder," but uses an obvious
icon) lets you create a new folder inside the current folder.

•

The Save button, which you click after you've picked a location for the
document and given it a name, changes to Open if you've selected a
folder in the list.
e lntHD

FiJ ch ont t eo ottlftte

fi:il cltords t

® d nyligh l chart

The basic Save
dialog lets you
name your
document and
choose a place for
it to be stored.

~

t;ji.'Cl

I

fjl <t at·e

'@ DlsneyEII
';j EgyptPic

Desktop

I t:l

New+

Click here to create a new
folder inside the current folder.

Cancel

m! eqy ptptc I

I~En!JXCretl

Save

J

Save this document as:
J.!U~n~tl~tle~d!__ _ _ _ __::.J------~ Type the title of your document here.

Cutting, Copying, and Pasting
The Clipboard. One of the most elegant and useful tools on the Mac is the

Nearly every Edit
menu starts with
these four
commands, and
the keyboard
equivalents for
them never vary.

Clipboard- a temporary holding place for material that you cut or copy from
one place to paste in an other. T he C li pboard can hold m aterial of almost any
length, and it's an easy way to move material inside a document, between documents, or even between applications.
You'll find C ut, Copy, and Paste commands in the Edit
menu of every Mac program . The keyboard shortcuts for
Cut
88X
these commands are practically sacred and don't change
Copy
ace
from
one program to another as other keyboard equivaPaste
XV
lents do: ~00 is C ut, ~ is Copy, and ~ is Paste.
Together with the ~III shortcut for the Undo command, these four fixtures
of the Edit menu use the first four keys on the bottom row of the keyboard.
88Z

The Cut, Copy and Paste commands. U sing Cut or Copy on selected

material places the selection on the Clipboard; with Cut, the selection
disappears from the document, while Copy leaves the original in place. If you
want to delete a selection from a document without moving it someplace else,
there's no need to put it on the C lipboard: just press IDelete I.
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To put something from the C lipboard into a document, you use the Paste
command. If you're working with text, the pasted material appears at the
insertion point or replaces selected text. In graphics programs, a pasted item
usually appears in the center of the window and stays selected so you can
move it w herever you want.
Tempo, tempo. T he C lipboard is a temporary holding place in two ways.
First, because it can hold only one item at a time, putting somethi ng new on
the C lipboard replaces what was there before. Second, the C lipboard contents
disappear entirely when you shut down the com puter.

O n the other hand, using Paste doesn't empty the C lipboard, so you can conti nue using the command to put m ultiple copies of the C lipboard contents
anywhere you want them.
The Undo Command. The U ndo command in the Edit menu was introduced with the very first Mac; the first time you accidentally delete ten
paragraphs of text, you'll appreciate the concept. If you use the U ndo command twice in a row (without doing anything in between), you can undo the
undo, putting things back the way they were before the first undo. In fact, after
you've used U ndo, the command in the Edit menu often changes to Redo.

Undo is restricted to editi11g actions, so you won't, for instance, be able to
undo saving a document or opening a new window. It's also restricted to a
single action, the last one you took; so, use it immediately or lose the opportunity for a quick fix. Some programs implement a "m ultiple undo" feature,
so you can reverse, step by step, the work that you've done.

The early Macs had rocker switches o n
t heir backs t o turn them o n and off
instead of keyboard power control. The
d ocumentation fo r the original
Macintosh showed a serious young man
staring t houg htfully at his Mac screen.
But you mig ht wonder just what his
thoughts were as he concentrated o n a
blan k screen. Only the back of the Mac
showed in the photo, but the rocker
switch is very obvio usly-to tho se o f us
w ho fo r yea rs reached around to t he
back of the Mac to switch it o n and offin the off posit ion.
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Inside and Outside
Processors
A chip off the old silicon block. A chip is a little silicon wafer with microscopic circuits etched into it; it's more formally called an integrated cirwit, or IC,
chip. You don't see or handle these chips; they're encased in plastic or ceramic
blocks with metal connectors protruding from them. These
little insectoid blocks are also usually referred to as chips.
The processor chip. At the very heart of the computer is (to mix a
metaphor) its brain, the ceutral processing unit, or CPU. It's also referred to as
the microprocessor, processor chip, processor, or simply chip, although there are many
other kinds of chips, including memory chips.

Just what does a processor chip process? Instructions. M any millions are sent
to the chip every second by system software and applications.
CPU and CPU. While CPU does stand for central processing writ, ever since the
modular Mac II came out way back in the Middle Ages, "CPU" has also
referred to the actual box that holds the CPU (and the motherboard, and
slots, and other things).
The two processor families. Macs can be divided into two groups: those
that use a M otorola 68000-series processor chip (all the Macs from the original one up through the Q uadra), and those that use thdBM/Motorola
PowerPC chip.

We often have to differentiate between these two major categories of Macs for
both convenience and practical reasons. So, we refer to the older Macs as
being the 68K models, the K standing for the kilo prefix that indicates 1,000.
The PowerPC models are either referred to just that way, or, more commonly,
as PowerMacs-even though several Performa models are PowerPC-based.
The PowerPC processor. Current Macs use the Power PC chip made by
IBM and Motorola. These chips use a special technology called RISC (reduced
ius/ruction set computi11g); they have more raw power than the previous chip
technology, CISC (complex instruction set computiug). There are several different
PowerPC chips in use:

•

601: The first generation of this chip runs at 60 to 80MHz; the last goes
to 120MHz.

•

603: The 603 was designed to be inexpensive and energy efficient. It's
actually slower than the 601: a 75MHz 603 works at about the same pace
as a 66MHz 601.
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•

Clock speeds •
and cache
Later this chapter

603e: Even smaller than the 603 (which was smaller than the 601-that's
why it was cheaper), the 603e also gives off less heat, making it perfect for
the first round ofPowerPC PowerBooks. But it's faster than the 603
because its cache is twice the size. With clock speeds of up to 200MHz,
it's great for the low-end desktop Macs, too.
604: The 604 is an improvement over the 603e in the area that counts
the most: speed. Part of that comes from the more efficient way the
cache works.

•

604e: A small name change, but a big performance boost because the 604e
cache is twice the size of the 604's, and it can handle many more instructions in the same time frame. (Of course, the time frame is in milliseconds
when you're talking about chips.)

•

750: This chip is so special, it gets a name (sort of) instead of a just number: the G3. It also gets an entry of its own, coming right up.

The G3 processor. A few years into the PowerPC-chip series, which began
as a standard for use by more than o ne operating system, somebody finally
decided to tweak the chip's performance for the only OS that was really using
it: the Mac OS. The result is the PowerPC G3 which, despite its superior performance, actually costs less to make. Apple is so proud of the development
that they named a new line of computers after it, the G3 series.

'

'

The 68000 family. The Mac started
out using the Motorola 68000 chip
I can design computers./ know I can.
'
'
itself, but later models used subsequent
Steve Wozniak, designer o f th e Apple II
chips in the series: the 68020, 68030,
and 68040. The PowerBook 190 was the last model to be manufactured with a
Motorola 68000-series processor. (The 68000 chip was so named because it
had 68,000 transistors etched on it. Does the 68040 have forty more transistors? No--it has almost forty times as many: around 1.2 tnillion!)

The 68000 chip is called the "sixty-eight thousand," but other chips in the
series aren't pronounced as their numbers; the 68020, for instance, is "sixtyeight o h-twenty." But that's a mouthful, so the chips are abbreviated, in wr iting
and speaking, to the numbers that differentiate them: '020 ("oh- twenty"),
'030 ("oh-thirty") , and '040 ("oh-forty"). If you're referring to a 68000-series
chip without meaning any specific one, you use the number 680x0 or the
abbreviation 68K.
A quick look at some of the capabilities of the chips in this family shows how
technology continually improves and speeds a computer's performance. You
can skip this list if you hate the technical stuff (you'll find all the terms
explained later in this chapter) .
•

The 68000 was used for the fi rst Macs. Altho ugh considered a 32-bit
chip, it handles o nly 16-bit chunks of info rmation internally.

Hardware

T he 68HCOOO is a special low-power version of the 68000 chip. ("Lowpower" refers to the electricity needed to keep it running, not to its
capabilities; it was used in the battery-powered PowerBook 100.)

•

The 68020, introduced in the Mac II, deals w ith 32-bit chunks
internally and has a 256-byte instruction cache to hold frequently
accessed information.
•

T he 68030 includes a 256-byte data cache in addition to the instruction
cache and provides two 32-bit data paths instead of one so it can handle
twice the in fo rmation traffic. Th\: '030 includes a paged memory matlagelllelll 11nit, known as a PMMU, something that's necessary fo r using
virtual memory.

•

The 68040 has instruction and data caches sixteen times larger than the
ones in the '030, and has built-i n capabilities for most of the functions of
the math coprocessor that had to be added separately to earlier machines.

•

The 68LC040 is a special, low-cost version of the 68040 that doesn't
incl ude the math coprocessor functions.

GURU. A terrific guide to the specs of all the Macs is GURU: GUide to
Memory Updates, from N ewer Technology. Despite its name, and its origi nal
•
,../ intent as a memory guide, you' ll get information about the C PUs, too, and all
newertech.com sorts of details. Selecting a model from the main palette gives you a window
with three tabs of information about that machine. It's available for free from
Newer-you can download it from their web site.
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Caches, Clocks, and Coprocessors
Cache as cache can. A memory cache (pronounced "cash," not "ca-shay" or
"catch") speeds a Mac's performance by storing frequently used instructions
in special high-speed memory that's faster than regular RAM. A level 1 cache
is built into the processor; a level 2 cache-also referred to as a secoudary caclre,
and abbreviated L2-is an external one installed in a slot on the logic board.
Most PowerMacs come with secondary caches.
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The newest term in caching is backside caclle, the type of cache used for G3
processors. The speed at which information passes between a processor and a
level 2 cache is limited by the speed of the system bus-the internal route for
moving information around. A backside cache is connected to the CPU so
they can talk directly back and forth, at a rate lim ited by on the processor's
speed rather than the bus speed; that can double the transfer rate, although
not all backside caches work at that to p limit.
Caches vary in size from one CPU and M ac model to another. A larger cache
provides faster overall performance.

Clock speed. Info rmation marches through a processor chip to the beat of a
very special drum: a quartz crystal that vibrates in response to an electric current. The pulses are so rapid that they're measured in megahertz-millions of
cycles per second. T his crystal "clock" determines the clock rate, or clock speed,
or, simply, the speed of your processor. A 200M H z clock beats 200 million
times a second. To put that in perspective: if your heart beat as many times as
a 200MHz clock beats in a siugle miuute, you'd be over 300 years old.
You can't compare clock speeds from one computer to another if they're using
different processors; a more advanced chip often outperforms an older chip
that has a fas ter clock rate. A PowcrMac 6500 running at 300M H z, for
instance, is only half as fast as a PowcrMac G3 at 266MHz.

Speed (and other) checks. Don' t know exactly what your clock rate is?
Wondering just what processor chip is buried in that box? The Apple System
Pro filer is a neat little utility that lets you check lots of your system's hardware
and software basics. If it didn't get installed with OS 8 on your computer, you
can run the Installer to get it onto your hard drive. (C hapter 8 ta lks about
installing separate system components.)
T he first screen that shows up when you run the program identifies, among
other things, your Mac's processor and its clock rate. U se the Select menu to
get reports on different aspects of your Mac's setup; you can just view them
on-screen, or print them o ut, o r even save the reports as text fi les.
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The software speed bump. Accelerate your Mac without changi ng its
hardware: install Speed Doubler 8 ($50, Connectix). While the name is a
slight exaggeration-you won't double the speed of your machine-you will
connectix.com sec a significant increase in its performance, depending on just which activities you' re measuring.

Speed D oubler 8 has changed from a small extension that did only behindthe-scenes speed-ups to a collection of utilities to make your Mac work faster.
Its main module, as always, boosts the speed of non-native code (instructions
written for the 68K-based Macs instead of for the PowerPC chip) for appl ications that haven't been completely rewritten. With all major, and most
smaller, applications having been optimized for PowerPC, Speed Doubler's
core technology is less important than it was, the addition of other items was
almost a necessity. Speed Doub ler 8's extra components provide: faste r disk
performance by improving Apple's disk caching feature ; faster file copying on
the desktop, even (and especially) across networks; fi le synchronization for
PowerBooks; and basic backup capabilities.
In all, though, you' ll most benefit from Speed Doubler if you have an older
Mac and software.
Speed bump. Accelerate your Mac without touching the hardware-just
install Connectix' Speed Doubler ($100).

Speed Doubler's main module is for Power Macs; it boosts the speed considerably. Since even the Finder is still not entirely native for PowerPC Macs,
Speed Doubler helps even users who are using native applications. The speed
increase you get depends on your Mac, and your software, but you can generally assume you'll be bumped up a little past the capabilities of the model
that's one step beyond yours; so, a PowerMac 6100 with Speed Doubler can
perform a little better than a PowerMac 7100.
Speed Doubler also includes a module for 68K Macs that increases their performance, although not as impressively as on the PowerMac side.
Coprocessors. A coprocessor is a secondary processor that specializes in a specific kind of computation, speeding up the tasks it's specifically designed for
and relieving the main processor of some work. PowerMacs, for instance, use
DMA (direct memory access) chips to supervise the exchange of information
between memory and disks and other devices.
The 68K coprocessors. When the Motorola 68000 series was the standard
Mac processor, it often got a boost from coprocessors:

•

FPU: T he most commonly used processor was a math coprocessor,
the FPU (ftoating poi11t unit). It didn't help straightforward math much
(although it let the Mac work with 18 decimal places of accuracy instead of
14) but accelerated calculation-intensive processes like three-dimensional
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modeling and animation. The Mac II and '030 Macs used FPUs; the
chip's functio ns were built into the '040 Macs.

•

PMMU: The functions of a PMMU {paged memory management ttllit) were
built into '030 and later chips. But because the Mac II (the first color
Mac) was a 68020, and System 7 needed a PMMU for certain functions,
the PMMU used to be a big deal.

•

DSP: A DSP (digital signal processor) was used in AV Macs to help speed
data transfers, necessary for handling sound and images.

FPU emulation. Some older applications absolutely insist on findi ng an FPU
chip-they won't run at all without one present. This presents a problem o n
\
,.,,' machines whose FPU functions are built into the processor ('040 and later
shareware.com Macs). The shareware SoftwareFPU can trick almost any program into thinking there's an FPU in the Mac. There's even a special version written in native
PowerPC code.

Busses and Slots
Boards, mothers, and daughters. Chips are attached-sometimes just
snapped in, sometimes soldered-to boards that are printed with metal tracings
to serve as circuits (hence the full phrase pri11ted cirwit board). T he logic board is
the main board in a computer; it has the ROM chip on it. The main board is
also called the wotherboarcl; continuing the matriarchal metaphor, boards
attached to the main board are daugllferboards. There are also boards that arc
installed separately from the logic board; sometimes they're referred to as cards.
Slots and cards. An expansion slot is a connector inside the Mac where you
plug in a card or board. Metallic spots or pins alo ng the board's edge make
contact with the connectors inside the slot when you install it.
Most Macs offer specialized slo ts for things like memory or an internal
modem. In addition, they offer several slots of one "generic" type that accept
boards for things like video output, video or processor acceleration, DOScompatible computing, or special networking capabilities.
Sometimes getting at a slot is an exercise in frustration. The more paranoid
among us might think that Apple is punishing us for begging for an "open
Mac" all those years ago (you couldn't always open a Mac's case, and it didn't
always offer slots). Just to install m emory in a 7100, for instance, requires
removing the power supply, the intern al hard drive, the floppy drive, and the
CD-ROM drive-not a process for the fa int-of-heart!

The data bus. Information travels inside the Mac on its data path, o r data bus.
The wider the path, the f.·lSter the m achine works for a given processor and
clock speed, just as more cars can stream by when there are more lanes on the
highway. T he data path is measured according to how much information can
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be moved in one chunk; 68K Macs have 16- or 32-bit paths, while PowerMacs
use 64-bit paths.
A narrow data path can cripple a computer, no matter its speed. For example:
The LC had an '020 processor running at 16M H z, and the LC II had a muchimproved '030 processor at 16MH z. The LC II should have been faster
because of its better processor, but the two machines had almost identical
performance because they both had 16-bit data buses.
The two bus routes. T he first expandable Macs, and years of subsequent
ones, used N uBus slots for internal expansion. The size and number of these
slots varied from one model to another; some models need 7-inch NuBus
cards, others take 14-inch ones. The revolutionary glory of the "NuB us
architecture" was that it was self-arbitrating: the Mac knew which cards were
installed, which had priority at any given time, and so on. This was wonderful
in comparison to PC operations, where every time you installed a new board
you had to fiddle w ith li ttle switches and jumpers and hope you had it right
so the information flow on the data bus didn't come to a screeching halt as
one card's demands clashed with another's.

But, N uBus has served its purpose and can no longer keep up with the
demands of the fastest Mac models. The current expansion slot standard
is a PCI (Peripheral Co111ponent Interconnect) slot; it, too, is self-arbitrating
and has become a cross-platform standard.
Hopping another bus. Apple never produced a Mac that used both PC I
and N uBus slots, although it would have eased the transition to new
machines for ma ny users. PowerCom puting sold a model with both types
of slots when PCI was a new standard. So, if you move from a N uBus to
a PC I machine, you won't be able to take your NuBus cards w ith you.
Off the bus route. T here are several other common slots inside various
Mac models:

•

PDS, or processor direct slot, with a direct connection to the processor.

•

A com m unications slot (CS) for an inte rnal modem .

•

Memory slots fo r RAM.

•

Video slots for video cards that run moni tors.

The PDS slot. Some Macs have a PDS (processor direct slot), a direct connection
to the computer's processor. A Mac can have only a single PDS. ("PDS slot" is
an accepted phrase, but it actually translates to "processor direct slot slot"!)

T here are different kinds ofPDS cards, named for the machines in which they
first appeared-SE PDS, LC PDS, and LC Ill PDS, for instance. [n some models,
using a PDS card blocks one of the N uB us slots; then again, some models have a
PDS slot that takes an adapter so you ccan plug in a NuBus card instead.
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Expansion bay and PCMCIA slots. PowerBooks have two special expansion capabilities no t found on desk Macs: the expansion bay and the PC MC IA
slot. T he expansion bay is not the sam e thing as a "storage bay" in tower-design
desk Macs, which is merely a space (and waiting cables) to add internal storage
devices. Bo th the bay and PC MC IA are covered in the PowerBook chapter.

1/0 Ports
Ins and outs. Yo u do n't need to open the M ac to add hardware. In fact, the
most common and useful hardware add-o ns are, by their very nam e- peripheral-outside the Mac: modems, printers, keyboards, scanners, and so on. The
socket where yo u plug in a peripheral's cable is called a port, and there's a wide
variety of them on the back of the Mac. They're sometimes referred to as l/0
po rts, fo r Input/Output.
Serial and parallel. Ports can be divided into two general categories: serial,
where the information travels in a stream of data pretty much single file, one
bit at a tim e; and parallel, which is more like a m ulti-lane highway, letting the
information march along at least eight bits abreast. Parallel, of course, is a
much faster connection; the Mac's modem and printer ports are serial, while
the SCSI port is parallel.
The basic ports. Not all M acs have all the ports listed here; in fact, if you
include PowerBooks, there are some M acs that have only two ports. But most
Macs provide abo ut a half-dozen ports for standard peripherals. O nly the
m odem and printer ports accept the same cable, so it's hard to attach something incorrectly; besides, every port is labeled with an icon to help you figure
out what goes where.
The ADB port (Apple Desktop Bus- rem ember, a bus is something that
information travels on in a computer) is for your keyboard and mouse,
and anything that replaces one or the other-a trackball, for instance.
Most Macs have a single ADB port, since you can plug the keyboard into
it and then plug the mouse into the keyboard.

•

The printer port not only accommodates printers but also serves as the
main network connector.

•

The modem po rt is used, of course, for m odems, but can also handle
other serial devices, like som e printers.

•

The SCSI port is for external SCSI devices like hard drives, C D-ROM
drives, removable storage (like Z ip and SyQucst) , and scanners. Desk
Macs use a 25-pin SCSI connector; PowerBooks use a more compact one
called HOI-30.

•

The display, or monitor, port, is on Macs that provide support for a monitor. But keep in mind that there arc different levels of "support": few models
can run an extra- large display from their internal video, and many are limited in the number of colors they can display on even a standard-size screen.
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•

Video-in and video-out ports arc included on all AV and many later
PowerMac models. The video-in port lets you hook up a camcorder or
VCR to play into a window on the Mac. The video-out port (not to be
confused with the monitor port) lets you send a video signal to a standard
TV ora VC R.

•

The sound out port, available on most Macs, lets you plug in headphones or small speakers that use a standard miniplug (like Walkman
headphones). All Macs already have built-in speakers.

•

The sound input port accepts an Apple microphone (some models just
have built-in mikes so you wind up pretty much talking to the screen).
Some Macs have, in addition, stereo sound input, with separate ports
for left and right input.

•

The Ethernet port, available at least as an option on most new Macs, is
for Ethernet net\vork connections.

•

There's a separate headphone port on some later Mac models, conveniently located on the front of the case rather than on the back.

SCSI styles. The ex1:crnal SCSI port on all Macs so far· is the standard SCSI
that's been used on Macs since they first had SCSI ports. Many newer models
offer two separate SCSI busses: the standard one for external devices, which
often includes the default internal drive, and a second, faster SCSI bus for
multiple internal devices in tower-case models. The old standard SCSI might
eventually be referred to as SCSI-1 , since newer standards are labeled SCSI-2
and SCSI-3. There's lots more about the SCSI standards in the Wonderful
World of SCSI section of C hapter 4.

Catching the newest bus. The release of the iMac introduced the Mac
world to the latest and greatest of l/0 schemes: USB (Universal Serial Bus).
O n the iMac, the U SB is used in lieu of SCSI, ADB, and standard serial ports!
In the larger computer world, the USB is expected to become a standard for
many devices, including drives, keyboards, mice, modems, printers, scanners,
cameras, and even monitors.
A U SB-capable machine can support up to 127 USB devices, although each
nce.ds it's mvn connector. You won't find more than two or three connectors
on any machine, but there are USB hubs that connect to the computer and
provide multiple U SB ports. In fact, the iMac's keyboard is a hub, and you
can plug both the mouse and another USB device into it.
Unfortunately, while U SB is inexpensive and fast for a few devices, it slows
down with multiple devices-not a big deal for a keyboard or floppy drive,
but a problem for high-capacity storage.
Video port or video port. The name of the port for built-in monitor sup-

port has been gradually evolvi ng; it's generally called the video port, although
sometimes it's called the mo11itor port. Apple began referring to it as the display
port when it introduced Macs with ports for hooking up video equipment like
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TVs and camcorders. If you see or hear the term video port o r video mpport,
you' ll have to judge from the context whether it's referring to a monitor display or the more general video capability.

The GeoPort. The GeoPort isn't a separate port at all, but a specialized versio n
of a setial (modem or printer) port. This port provides extra speed, so that it can
be used for multiple purposes- send a fax, print a document, maintain a network connection-all at the same time. The modem ports on AV models are
GeoPorts, as arc both the modem and the printer ports on most PowerMacs.
GeoPorts provide room for a nine-pin connecto r instead of the standard
eight-pin serial connector, so you usually can tell something is a GeoPort just
by looking at iL That ninth hole provides electricity to Apple's GcoPort
Adapter, if you get one. But the GeoPort approach has never caught on. A
combination of lack of user understanding, initial modem speeds easily
eclipsed by stand-alone modems for not much more money (or, at some
points, for less money), and other minor but annoying hardware and software
drawbacks kept it from becoming any kind of standard, even on a computer
that's used to setting its own.
Lucki ly, since the GeoPort difference is an extra hole, it can still fu nctio n as a
standard serial connector.

Not always a GeoPort. The external difference between a GcoPort and a
standard serial port is the presence of a ninth pin. The PowerMac 5200 and
the Performa 5200 and 6200, however, have a ninth pin on their modem
ports-but they arc uot GeoPorts.

The high-density display port. Many PowerPC-based Macs have a special, over-sized display port called the AV or high-density port. T he AV port is
actua lly a combination monitor, ADB, sound, and video port that was
designed for multimedia monito rs like Apple's AudioVision 14 Display, wh ich
has built-in speakers, a microphone, and places to plug in a keyboard and
other periph erals. It supports monitors up to mid-size or portrait, but not
large 19- to 21- inch models. You need a $30 PowerMac Display Adapter to
connect any other monitor to an AV high-density port. -JK

Memory Chips
Rich Wolfson was the
special contributor
for this section,
though his initials
aren't on the entries.

Measurements
A common measuring stick. Both memory and storage space use the
same units of measure: bits, bytes, ki lobytes, megabytes, and so o n. This probably accounts fo r the beginner's frequent confusion between the room o n the
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hard drive and available memory ("What does this dialog 111ea11, there iSII't enough
me111ory? I ila11e 500 megabytes a11ailable on lilY hard drive!").
These units are based on the binary numbering system that's at the heart of
the computer's processor, in contrast to the human-friendly decimal, or base
10, system.

A little bit. The smallest unit of information a computer deals with is a bit,
a word that comes from the phrase binary digit. A bit, like the binary digits
1 and 0, can represent one of only two possibilities: 1 or 0, black or white,
on or off. Eight bits together make a byte. A byte is still very small when it
comes to representing information: a single alphabetic character, for instance,
is usua lly represented internally by a byte- and that doesn't include any font
or styling information. (Old hands at programming also have a special word
for a group of four bits-a half-byte: a nybble.)
Beyond bytes. The measurements we use after bits and bytes are a some-

times confusing blend of binary numbers and the words we use in our
decimal system of numbering.
The preftx kilo, for instance, stands for thousa11d, but a kilobyte is not 1000
bytes: it's 1024 bytes, the closest "round" number to a thousand in binary. The
kilobyte, abbreviated asK, is something you're probably fami liar with as a unit
measurement for file sizes.
With mega standing for million, a 111egabyte is roughly a million bytes. Just as
1,000,000 in decimal is actually 1000 thousands, the megabyte (abbreviated
MB) is 1024 kilobytes. The amount of memory in your computer and the size
of many hard drives are usually given in terms of megabytes, or 111egs.
The ne"'t unit is the gigabyte, which-as you may have anticipated-is 1024
megabytes. The term is often shortened to gig, and is abbreviated GB. Most
hard drives now offer a gig or more of storage (and 500MB drives are sometimes referred to as a "half gig" or .5GB).
H ere's a quick review:
1 byte

8 bits
1024 bytes

1 kilobyte (1 K)

1024K
1024MB

1 megabyte (1MB)
1 gigabyte (1GB)

What's next?. Well, it'll be a while before you can find a drive that offers a terabyte of space, but when you do, you' ll know it's 1024 gigs.

Memory Basics
RAM. RAM (random access memory), or just memory, is where your computer
stores information when it's on. RAM holds part of the system software, and
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part or all of the applications and documents you're working on, so the
amount of memory in your Mac limits the size and number of app lications
and documents you can have open at one time.

Hoping to make it easier for beginners, the Mac system origina lly calculated a kilobyte as an even 1000
bytes. Apple gave up this particular swim against
the tide and switched to the 1024-bytes-to-a-K system in 1986 when it released System 3 (which, by
the way, came with Finder 5).
: But here's what happened to those of us caught in
the transition: Before the system update, the thenstandard 400K disk showed 400K available for
storage. You updated your system, put the disk back
in, and found that the disk had 391 K available.
Where did that 9K go? Nowhere: 400 "old" K's
equaled 400,000 bytes, while 391 "new" K's equaled
400,384 bytes, the true capacity of the disk.

But RAM isn't just a nebulous electronic cavern that gets filled with
information as you work. It's a series of
tiny electro nic switches that keep track
of infonnation by being in either O n or
Off positions. The switches, packed like
minuscule sardines into a memory
chip, arc held in position by a constant
Aow of electricity; so, tum off the computer, and you lose whatever's in RAM.
All Macs come with some RAM, but
you can buy and install more. All Macs
also have limits as to how much RAM
they can actually use; as system software and application demands increase
over the years, the RAM li mitation in
o lder Macs is usually what makes
owners consign them to a closet.

ROM. ROM stands for read-only wewory. Despite the word memory in its
name, it's not at all the kind of memory people are referring to when they talk
about a computer's memory. It's the read-only part that makes it so different:
you can use the information stored in it, but you can't change it or add to it.
As the Mac developed, its ROMs grew: the original Mac had 64K of information in its ROM, while the first PowerMacs had 4 megs: sixty-four times as
much! There's a move away from ROM-based information in Macs, with
more information stored on disk and in RAM; this makes Macs cheaper to
produce and easier to upgrade.
Clean and dirty ROMs. Starting with the Mac II, Macs were theoretically
able to address m ore than 8 megabytes of memory. But it was only in theory
for that model , as well as for the Mac Ux, Ilfx, Ilcx, and S£30 because of their
ROMs-later to become kno-wn as "dirty" ROMs. For these machines to usc
more th an 8MB of RAM, you need an extension called Mode32. (This is covered in more detail in C hapter 13.)
On-board and add-in. The earliest Macs had memory that was soldered
onto the motherboard along with everything else. Current Macs have no RAM
soldered on, just slots for memory cards. Along the way, there were models
with both soldered-in memory and memory slots. When you see a reference to
"on-board" memory, that refers to RAM that's soldered to the motherboard.
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SIMMs and DIMMs. The chips that make up your computer's RAM arc
attached to little boards to create a memory module. SIMMs (si11gle in-li11e memory
modules) and DIMMs (dual it1-line, etc.) are the two main types of memory
boards used in Macs. The si11gle and dual parts of the their names (both terms
are pronounced as words, not as initials) refer to how their VO contacts are
designed, with the dual setup being able to transfer information more quickly.

Older Macs use SIMMs, while the newer ones use DIMMs. The iMac uses
SODIMMS: small outli11e dual in-line memory modules, which are smaller than
the standard DIMMs.

PowerBooks don't use SIMMs or DIMMs because there's not enough room
inside; they use something that's referred to generically as memory modules.
A typical memory
module, a SIMM.

Since most of the information in th is chapter refers
to both SIMMs and DIMMs, I'm going to use the
abbreviation S/DIMM to refer to both types.
Size isn't size. The size of a S/DIMM isn't its physical dimensions, but
its capacity, also sometimes called its deusity- the amount of memory on
the board. Originally, SIMMs were 256K, so you needed four of them to
upgrade your Mac Plus with an additional meg of memory; later, the SIMM
standard size was 1MB, so four of them gave you four megs. Over the years,
the SIMM size increased as, luckily, the relative price dropped. N ow you
can buy DIMMs for yo ur PowerMac in 16- and 32-meg sizes. (D id you
notice that S/DIMM sizes use that ever-popular binary numbering system:
1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and so on?)
Memory speed. A S/DIMM is rated by the speed at which its memory can
be accessed. The speed is measured in nanoseconds, abbreviated as ns.

Lets take a few whole seconds to think about this scale. A nanosecond is
a billionth of a second. H ow small is that? Well, start with a millisecond, a
thousandth of a second: electricity can travel the length of Manhattan in less
than a millisecond. In a nanosecond, electricity can travel from about the back
of your heel to the tip of your toe. (The next unit is a picosecond, which is a
trillionth of a second ; electricity travels from one side of the period at the end
of this sentence to the other in a picosecond.) N ow, back to S/DIMMs.
The speed rating of a S/DIMM is given in terms of how long it takes to do
something, rather than some miles-per-hour type of rating. So, a lower number means a faster rating: a 100ns SIMM is faster than a 120ns SIMM .
The RAM barrier. The amount of memory you can put in your Mac depends
on the number of slots available for S/DlMMs, and how large a S/DIMM the
slot can accommodate. There are also rules, which we'll cover later, that limit
your choices as to how much RAM you can put in at a time-you can't just
say, T#ll, I cm1 afford three megs this month, and I'll get two more as soo11 as I can.
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Most important, however, is the overall RAM limit in a M ac, which varies
from one model to another.

A Little Beyond the Basics
Pseudo, and so on. The basic RAM chi ps that make up your computer's
memory is more completely referred to as DRAM, ("D-ram") with the D
standing for dynamic, because its contents change. The phrase comes in handy,
since sometimes we need to diffe rentiate between this kind of memory and
the other kinds of memory chips in your computer:

•

VRAM. ("V-ram"). Video RAM is specialized high-speed RAM used-you
guessed it -for the video display. (Early Macs grabbed screen memory
from the DRAM, which wasn't such a problem back when Mac screens
were black-and-white, 9-inch displays.)

•

PRAM. ("P-ram"). Parameter RAM is a small amount of memory in your
Mac that's powered by an internal battery. It keeps track of various control panel settings like the mouse tracki ng speed, the virtual memory
setting, and the time and date. (T hat's how the Mac remembers what
rime it is even if you unplug it.)

•

Static RAM, SRAM. ("S-ram") . Static RAM doesn' t need constant
refreshing to keep its infonnation; it holds it until you change it.

•

P seudo-static RAM. Pseudo-static RAM takes only a very little electrical power to keep its switches set in place, so it's used in PowerBooks,
where power draw is always a concern. It's also a lot less expensive than
true static RAM.

•

F lash RAM. Despite its name that connotes a short-l ived flash-in-thepan attitude, flash RAM actually holds its information even without any
electrical current available-for as long as ten years. Flash RAM is available for some PowerBooks, on insertable cards that serve as extremely fast
hard drives.

EDO and EDON'T. There are two types of DRAM DIMMs. EDO (pronounced as separate letters) is exte11ded data o11tp11t and is five to twe nty-five
percent faster than the other ki nd. T he "other" kind, which is often j ust
referred to as "standard" or "regular" D IMMs, is fast page mode, or FPM . Some
PowerMacs need EDO DIMMs; others can't use them; still others can use
either-but may not benefit from the extra EDO speed. The biggest caveat:
the PowerMac 7200 can be damaged if you use EDO DIMMs in it. T he EDO
information is rounded up on the next page.
And now, SDRAM. You know all about a computer's clock speed- the
metronome that keeps things moving through the processor. But memory
access has always had a different timing scheme, based on the memory chips
themselves. Because the memory is asy11chro11ous-it's timing has nothing to
do with the speed or needs of the processor's cycles-there are periods of
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PowerMacs and EDO DIMMs
Model

FPM

•

6100,7100, 8100
4400
5200, 5300, 6200, 6300
5400, 6360, 6400 (no Zip drive)
6400 with internal Zip drive
7200
7300, 7500, 7600, 8500, 8600, 9500, 9600

EDO

EDO

(no speed benefit)

with speed benefit

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

X Using EDO in the 7200 can ruin the motherboard

inactivity ("wait states") fo r the processor. Standard DRAM, as described two
entries ago, is asynchronous.
But synchronous DRAM, or SDRAM, uses a clock that synchronizes with the
processor's clock and eliminates the wait state, resulting in speeds up to
twenty percent faster than EDO RAM. SDRAM is used in the G3 Macs.

Translation. If you're looking at memory specs, or at the S/DIMMs
them selves, you m ay see m arkings like 1 x 8-40 or 4 x 32-80. First o f
all, the pro nunciation is "on e by e ight, forty. " N ext, it's relatively easy
to interpret the numbers.
T he first two numbers-ax &-describe the total amount of memory on the
board, w ith a being the amount of memory in each chip, and b the number of
chips. But of course it's not quite that straightforward, since the chip memory
is described in terms of megabits.
With binary numbers, mega actually stands for 1,048,576, so that's how many
bits there are in a megabit. You can divide that by 8 to find out how many bytes
there are-131 ,072- and divide that by 1024 to find that a megabit is 128K
So, for a 1 x 8, there are 8 chips of one megabit each : a total of 1,0241<, or one
meg. For the 4 x 32, the chips are four megabits each (512K) ; with 32 of
them, that's 16,384K, or 16 megs.
The second number also provides a clue as to whether the module is a SIMM
or DIMM, and how many pins it has: 32 is a 72-pin SIMM, 8 is a 30-pin
SIMM, and 64 is a DIMM. The number after the hyphen is, as you've probably guessed, simply the memory's speed.
l

, ,,'
thechipmerchant.com

If you want to get even more technical, go for it. In fact, go on the Web fo r it.
The C hip Merchant, an excellent place to buy memory, has all sorts of background information on its web site.
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Don't read this entry about refresh rates. Unless you' re really a techie,
a techie-wannabe, or really, really curious.
You may see specs on a DIMM that refer to its rifresh rate. It all harks back to
the issue of RAM, or DRAM, needing a constant supply of electricity to keep
its switches set-to "remember" things. That's not exactly accurate, although it's
the party line because nobody wants you to think the RAM contents can survive
a shutdown. But the truth is, the chips don't need a constant flow of electricity;
they work perfectly well with little zaps at regular intervals. RAM chips (the real
chips, the tiny things inside that black block we also call a "chip") are arranged
in tiny rows and columns; each row gets a new zap of electricity (or is
"refreshed"), and then the next row gets zapped, and so on. The refresh rate
refers to the number of zaps it takes to get all the rows juiced- in other words,
how many rows can be zapped in a single "refresh cycle." A 2K refresh rate handles 2000 rows of chips in a single cycle. Which, of course, is measured in small
fractions of a second. So, if you can turn off your Mac and get it back on again
in that time frame, your RAM contents will be there waiting for you.

SIMM (and DIMM) City
Pin count. SIMMs come in 30-pin and 72-pin styles; DIMMs come as 168pin models. The "pins" are the tiny metallic strips at the edge of the board
that make contact with the connectors when you slide the board into the
memory slot. The oldest Macs use the 30-pin SIMMs, while the later 68K
models use the 72-pin model. The earliest PowerMacs also used 72-pin
SIMMs, but all subsequent ones use DIMMs.
Bank on it. A ba11k is a group of memory slots that accommodate 30-pin
SIMMs, although it's not always clear how many slots make a bank: four slots
might be a single bank, o r two banks of two slots. The bank system varies
fro m one m odel to another.
The important thing about banks is that you have to treat them as an entity
when you install SIMMs: each bank has to be totally filled or totally empty,
and each slot in a bank has to have the same size STMM. Some Macs have
individual "banking" requirements, like needing one bank filled before the
other if you're using only one, or one should hold the lower-density SIMMs
if you're putting different sizes in each bank.
Whether a bank is two or four slots for 30-pin SIMMs depends on which
Mac model you're using and how it handles information internally. A 30-pin
STMM handles 8 bits of information at time. Most Macs usc four slots to a
bank because they handle 32 bits of information at a time, grabbing a "layer"
of8 bits from each of the four SIMM banks simultaneously. In a model like
the LC, which handles 16 bits of information at a time, a SIMM bank is only
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two slots because it can grab only two 8-bit chunks of information at a time.
The banks are usually identified (as A and B) right on the logic board.
But the whole ban Icing business (so to speak) in 30-pin Macs is nearly moot
now because the price of memory has dropped so precipitously: it's a reasonable cost to fill all slots in all banks with the highest possible SIMM size.
Self-banking for 72-pln SIMMs. A 72-pin SIMM can hand off information in 32-bit chunks at a time, just what later-model 68K Macs require. So,
there's no need to deal w ith banks of slots; a 72-pin SIMM is, to all intents
and purposes, a bank all by itself. As a result, you can add 72-pin SIMMs one
at a time; you can put a SIMM in any available slot; and, you can put any size
SIMM in any slot in any order
PowerMacs and SIMMs. The earliest PowerMacs used SIMMs, not the
DIMMs that later models used. Since PowerMacs move 64 bits of information around at time, and their 72-pin SIMMs provide 32-bit chunks, many
PowerMacs require you to install pairs of SIMMs, so the computer can get at
64 bits of information at a time. Some models that don't require it still recommend it for best performance. On the other hand, in some models, it makes no
difference at all!

'

'

PowerMacs and DIMMs. Once
Apple created a machine that handled
One of my nerdy friends has a megabyte of linear
RAM in his Macintosh. What's he do with it? He
64-bit chunks of information interInstalls six applications in Switcher. What's he doing
nally, it needed memory modules that
w ith the applications? Not much... Everybody
matched so we wouldn't have to worry
needs a hobby.
'
'
about pairing SIMMs to get things to
Doug Clapp, Mac User, Febru ary 1986
work. Luclcily (well, maybe not all that
luclcily- somebody probably did some research and planning), DIMMs came
along. With its 168-pin connector, a DIMM can receive and send 64-bits of
information at a time, just what a PowerMac needs.

You might be surprised at first to find that DIMM speeds don't seem all that
much faster than the SIMMs used in PowerMacs: 70ns DIMMs and SOns
SIMMs, for the most part (remember, a lower number is a faster speed). But
keep in mind that the DIMMs are moving twice as much information for
every tick of that really tiny clock the computer uses: 64 bits versus a SIMM's
32 bits. So the DIMM is already moves information twice as fast as a SIMM
with the same speed rating.
Interleaving: speeding up even more. Even though information zips
around inside a PowerMac at speeds only dreamt of a few years ago, engineers look to tweak every little aspect they can think of to increase the speed
(and therefore the performance) . The special tweak for PowerMac DIMM
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memory is something called interleavin~ which lets the Mac "read and write"
to mul tiple spots in memory at the same time.
For machines that support memory interleave (basically the 7500, 8500, and
9500 series), you have to install pairs of same- sized DIMMs in the correct
slots so the Mac can look at them both at the same time.
What are the correct slots for the pairs? The slots are labeled with letters and
numbers: A1 , A2, A3, and so on, and B1, B2, and B3, and on. Start with the
highest number of each letter (A6 and B6, or A4 and B4 fo r most models) and
put the matching DIMMs in them. U se the next-highest pair of slots for the
next two DIMMs, and so on.
Some non-PowerPC Macs with 72-pin SIMMs also use interleaving to speed
performance, but it's easier to figure out where the SIMMs should go to make
interleaving kick in: put pairs of same-size SIMMs in adjacent slots.

The cost of computer memory has gone down over the years, with only a few occasional
upward b lips along the way. And it's a good thing, too, considering how much memory we
need to run a system and an application or two these days.
The original Mac had 128K of memory. An upgrade to the "Fat Mac" total of 512K cost $1000,
for just that extra 384K of memory- which comes out to over $2600 per meg I At that rate, the
128 megs in my current Mac would be worth over $332,800.
But it cou ld be even worse. A year after the first personal computer, the Altair, wa s available, you
cou ld buy a RAM upgrade for $150- for a 4K board. (That's not a typo: K, not meg.) At that rat e,
my 128 megs would be worth, at about $38,400 per meg, $4,91 5,200!

Buying and Installing Memory
Where to get memory. There are three basic ways to buy memory:

•

Bring your computer to a computer superstore and pay them not only
fo r the memory, but for the installation. T his is the most expensive
option, as you'll be paying premium prices for the memory as well as for
the labor. You could buy the memory there and then install it yourself at
home, but between the store-display packaging cost and the store's
markup, you' ll still spend more there than anywhere else.

•

O rder from a multi-purpose vendor like Newer Technology that provides full service: they'll know what chips you need, they' ll provide
installation instructions, and they do a little bit of hand-holding, too.
This kind of vendor is less expensive than going to a computer store.
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Buy from a memory-only vendor like Chip Merchant, which will
know exactly what you need and provide the S/DIMMs but no instructions. The chips are guaranteed, and they even buy back ones you may
not need anymore .
.)

There are other vendors w ho can be trusted to know what they're doing, but
newertech.com Newer and C hip Merchant have wonderful reputations in the Mac commuthechipmerchant.com nity and I can recommend them both from years of personal experience.
Installing (and removing) S/DIMMs.lt's not difficult to install memory
in your computer, although some models make it difficult to get at the memory slots by putting all sorts of things in the way. You don't have to be a techie
to do it; as long as you're not all thumbs, you' ll be okay. For years now, Macs
have com e with memory installation instructions. Make sure you look through
your manual to see how to open the Mac's case and get at the memory slots.

In general:
1.

Unplug the Mac and any attached devices.

2.

Carefully remove the cover and any components obstructing the
memory slots.

3.

Before handling the memory, touch the Mac's power supply. This will
discharge any static you and/or the Mac have built up.

4.

Install the memory boards, keeping these guidelines in mind:

•

S/DIMMs go in only in one di rection! For SIMMs, look for the little
hole in the one end of the SIMM, and make sure it matches the
SIMM bracket on the motherboard.

•

Older Macs have little clips that hold the SIMMs in place; they're easy
to break and difficult to replace. The clips usually release the SIMM
when you push the top edge of the SIMM at an angle; sometimes you
have to use a fingernail or small screwdriver to get the cl ips to let go.

•

Once the clips are open, or if there are no clips, it's usually difficult to
just pull the board straight out. Older Macs need the board angled
before you can pull; in most Macs, you may find that alternati ng gentle
tugs at each end of the board, pulling from the top edge, will get it out.

•

Never force the boards into position ; you can damage both the board
and the socket. Position the S/DIMM, then push firmly but gently on
the top edge to slide it into the socket. On most older Macs, you
have to insert the board at an angle (if that's the way it came out) and
then straighten it; if there are clips, make sure they snap into place
when the board goes in. - 5ZA/RT

Speed signs. You can tell the speed of a SIM M just by looking at it: the
speed is printed somewhere on the chip. Of course, it would be much too
easy if the actual speed rating were printed on the board. For 60ns and SOns
chips, you'll see those numbers, but triple-digit speeds are often marked with
only two digits: 10 for lOOns, 12 for 120ns, and so on.
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Use faster memory, but not slower. U sing faster memory than what your
Mac is rated for won't speed anything up, but it won't hurt, either. O n the
other hand, using memory that's slower than what your Mac can hand le does
slow down the whole system. The chart at the end of this chapter lists the
memory speed requirements for all the Mac models.

'

'

Avoid composite memory. A composite S/DIMM has double the usual
number of chips on it because the
chips themselves are of a lower density-and therefore less expensive.
So,
for instance, a composite 16MB
the Apple warranty, however.
'
'
Macworld, February I 986
SIMM has sixteen 1MB chips instead
of eight 2MB chips. Some composite
S/DIMMs have timing problems in working with the Mac's processor, with
pleasant side effects like frequent, random system crashes. Sometimes
you'll get composite SIMMs to work, but it depends on the SIMMs and
how they' re manufactured, and on which Mac you' re using, since some are
more tolerant of the timing problems. But even if you get a few to work,
adding a few more may bring the whole thing crashing down-even
though the new ones might work all by themselves, too. Since you' ll never
be able to tell which composites might work and which won't, it's best to
avoid them completely and pay a little extra for a sure thing.

To cope with the fact that many new programs
have outgrown [512K of memory in] the Macintosh,
some Mac owners are installing memory upgrade
boards [that) can boost the amount of RAM to as
much as 2 megabytes. Many of the upgrades void

Current (and Recent) Models
The PowerMacs
About PowerMacs. The PowerMac li ne was launched in March 1994 as the
first branch of the Mac family to use the new, more powerful IUSC technology of the Power PC processor chips. The first group of machines (the 6100,
7100, and 8100, using the 601 chip) was barely in the stores before they were
each upgraded to faster speeds. The next round (the 5200, 6200, and 7200)
included two machines with the less-eli.'Pensive 603 PowerPC chip instead of
the 601. Subsequent models, including the 7500, 8500, and 9500 series only a
year later used the 604 chip, while the 7600, 8600, and 9600 series that followed soon after went to the 604e. The PowerMacs don't have a lock on the
PowerPC processor: Many Performa models use it, coo.
The G3 series. The computers based on the "G3" 750 PowerPC chip
(hmm ... it just occurred to me that perhaps that stands for third generation)
are called G3 computers. The approach Apple has taken for the G3 line is that
you pretty much have your choice of two form factors and two feature sets.
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The fo rm factors are the shape: a tower or the common, flatter CPU box
(which Apple refers to as "a sleek, low-lying desktop model"). The feature
sets are meant to appeal to two different types of users: the general Mac user
(business and education) and the graphic designer/ multimedia honcho who
needs more power. For the latter group, there's a faster chip, a higher RAM
limit, a larger hard drive, and 24-bit video input/output ports.
All the initial G3 models use IDE drives of at least 4GB capacity and come
with built-in Zip drives. (The 8600, released at the same time, offered the
same but used an internal SCSI drive.)
Because /Macs are
just being launched
as I write this, go to
macbible.com for
our exclusive iMac
supplement. (For
even more specific
iMac info, look for
the forthcoming
The Little iMac Book.
by Mac expert Robin
Williams, also from
Peachpit Press.)

The iMaginative iMac. T he introduction of the new iMac (it's been introduced, but it's not yet available as I write this) puzzled many Apple watchers.
Not because of the design-although that raised many eyebrows- but
because of what's included, and not, wi th this unit, supposedly the first of a
new line of consumer-level Macs.
First, the design. It's George Jetson-ish, from the rounded lines of the partly
translucent case to the curved keyboard and strange mouse. The colors are "icc"
white and "Bondi" blue (Bondi is a surfer beach in Australia); even the mouse is
translucent, and its half-blue, half-white ball seems tO be mesmerizing people as
they work with it. But why aren't they looking at the 15-inch built- in screen
(with its ultra-high n:fn::sh rate uf 117Hz) instead of the mouse?
But the iMac is famous for what it doeSII't have. No built-in Z ip drive. N o
PCI slots. No SCSI port. No ADB connectors. No floppy drive! This Mac
seems to be an island. What it does have is a USB (Universal Serial Bus) connector, the coming thing in computer connectivity. Unfortunately, it's not
coming as fast as the iMac, so you'll be hard-pressed to find USB devices
(floppy drives, modems, Z ip drives) for a while. It's possible to connect a
non-USB device by using a special adapter, but then you' ll need a special
driver from the manufacturer of the U SB device in order for the Mac to
"see" the peripheral anyway.
What's the i in iMac? It's for internet, of course. But don't be fooled by the
buzzword (or, in this case, the buzzletter): the first round of iMacs will ship
with System 8.1, and the iMac has no more internet ease-of-access or features
than other Macs with the same system software.

Native and emulation modes. A PowerMac can work in two different
modes: native, which means it's using software made to take advantage of the
Power PC chip, and emulation, which means it's pretending to be a 68000based machine, running software made for earlier Macs. These modes are
invisible to the user: The Mac works in whatever mode is necessary to get the
job done, switchi ng back and forth without your telling it to-in fact, without
you r even knowing.
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PowerMacs and memory. Every product line seems to have a few quirks
when it comes to memory requirements, and the PowerMacs are no exception.

•

The 4400, which needs EDO DIMMs, doesn't support interleaved m emory. The first socket can accommodate only up to a 32MB DIMM; the
other two can use 64MB DIMMs.

•

U sing EDO DlMMs in the 7200 series can damage not only the
DIMMs, but also the Mac's logic board.

•

Apple approved 70ns DIMMs for the 8600 series, but many users found
pro blems with those; 60ns or faster DIMMs seem to work better.

•

Some versions of the Performa 6330 logic board fully support EDO
memory, and others don't- although using EDO won't harm anything.
So, use EDO just in case yo ur particular machine can benefit fro m it!

PowerMac AV's. PowerMac AV models (mostly variations of the xlOO
models- 6100, 7100, and so on) include an AV card in the PDS slot instead
of an accelerated display card. The AV card provides a second display po rt and
video-in and video-out ports; it gives you (not surprisingly, considering its
name-the AV stands for audio-11isua/) all the special video capabilities of a 68K
AV Mac, but on a faster machine. There's no DSP chip on the card (as there
is in the AVs) because the PowerPC chip can handle all its functions at speeds
rivaling that dedicated chip. But there is a DAV slot on the AV board that yo u
can use to add cards that extend the audio and video capabilities of the computer. N ote that many PowerMacs come with video-in and video-out ports
even though they' re not AV models. -SZA!JK

Apple's award-winning introductory commercial for its new Macintosh computer aired only
once: during the 1984 SuperBowl. Its theme: why 1984 (the year) wouldn't be like 1984 (the
book). Hundreds of brain-washed workers trudged into an auditorium to listen to a te levised lecture, until the screen was smashed by a slow-motion sledge hammer throw. Most people have
no idea just what propaganda was being spouted by that talking head, but here it is. You can
download a copy of this on the web at apple/whymac/ads.htm l.
Each of you is a single cell in the great body of the State. And today, that great
body has purged itself of parasites. We have triumphed over the unprincipled
dissemination of facts. The thugs and wreckers have been cast out. Let each
and every cell rejoice! For today we celebrate the first glorious anniversary of the
Information Purification Directive. We have created, for the first time in all history, a garden of pure ideology where each worker may bloom secure from the
pests purveying contradictory and confusing truths. Our unification of thought is more powerful a weapon
than any fleet or army on earth. We are one people. With one will. One resolve. One cause. Our enemies
shall talk themselves to death, and we w ill bury them with their own confusion. We shall prevail!
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Silence isn't golden. If you have external speakers connected to a
PowerMac 5500 or 6500 at startup and then disconnect them while the computer's running, the internal speakers won't make any sound. You have to
restart the computer to get the internal speaker working correctly.
The Sxxx and 6xxx mystery problem. If your Mac is from the PowerMac
or Performa 5200, 5300, 6200, or 6300 series and you're experiencing continual freezes, there's a special utility on your system CD that you should run.
Freezes and other You'll find it in the C D 's Utilities folder; it's called the 5xxx/6xxx Tester. You
problems run the test, and if a message tells you a problem was found, you call Apple
··· ········ ··Ch·~~~~~24 and they do a free repair. (Of course, your problem could be just softwarebased, in which case the Tester won't diagnose anything. ) The 6360 model
(PowerMac and Performa) is exempt from whatever problem seems to plague
the others in the family.

tl

5xxx /6xxx Tester 1.1

Any Mac in any of these series (excepting the 5260,
6320, and 6360) won't be able to run OS 8 if it's suffering from this unnamed hardware problem, so
make sure you run the tester.

Performas
About Performas. Performas were originally marketed as Apple's consumer
machine: bottom of- the-line power, pre-packaged with a keyboard and notso-great monitor, bundled with software, given a special set of "extra-easy"
system software, and sold th rough general stores like Sears and K-Mart. In
fact, to get around Apple's original agreements with its dealers, which prevented it from selling Macintoshes except through them, these machines were
named "Performa" w ith no "Macintosh" anywhere in the name.

But everything changes. Later Performa models weren't under-powered by any
means; they matched other mainstream Macs' capabilities, used standard Mac
software, and even had an official name change to "Macintosh Performa. "
Performa names. Performa m odel names are probably the worst of any in
the Mac fa mily. Sometimes the only difference from one model to another
is the inclusion of a CD-ROM drive or a modem ; sometimes it's an even
sim pler matter of the size of the hard drive. So, we wind up with mode l
numbers like 460, 466, and 467, and 5200, 5215, and 5216! Who can keep
track? We've put the important specs in the chart at the end of the chapter,
combining similar machines (mostly into "series" groups, like the 5200
series, fo r instance) into single entries.

In general, the last number of a three-digit model number (460, 466, 467) means
a minor difference like a hard drive or modem, while the major componentsprocessor, speed, slots-are the same. For a four-digit model number, the last
two digits (6200, 6215) are the ones that indicate minor component differences.
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The most important clue you can glean from a Performa name, however, is
whether it's a PowerPC machine: to date, all 3-digit Performa models are 68K
Macs, and 4-digit models use the PowerPC chip.
Performa system software. Performa models up until the 580 (in the
spring of 1995) were released with a special versio n of the system software, the
"P" version of System 7 and System 7.1. The majo r differences between the P
and standard versio ns were the inclusion of At Ease (a Finder replacement), a
special Launcher window, and :~ different General Controls control panel. But
even early Performas are still Macs, and you can install the standard, later system software on them; and the Launcher and the special General Controls
control panel became part oflatcr system software versions.
No HFS Plus startup. Perform a m odels based on the '040 chip can't make
full use of the E>..'tended format option for hard drives introduced with OS
8.1. (This special formatting optio n is covered in detail in Chapter 4.) An '040
machine can't start up from an HFS Plus drive, nor can it store virtual memory files on one. It can, however, access disks formatted for HFS Plus.
Performa equivalents. Because of the original marketing idea for
Performas (mainstream vs. Apple dealer), many of the early Performa models
are basically the equivalent of some other Mac:
Performa
200
400
405, 41 0, 430
450
460, 466, 467
550,560
575, 577, 578
600,600CD
630
630 DOS

Other Mac
Classic II
LCII
LC II (plus modem and larger drive)
LC Ill
LC Ill (with faster clock speed)
LC550
LC 575
llvx (without cache card and FPU)
LC630
LC 630 DOS

And, for balance, many of the recent Performa models are almost exactly the
same as the Power Mac model with the same number (like a 61 00). -SZA/JK
The missing modem port. Performas with built-in modems still have a
modem port-but it's covered with a little plastic cap because it's dead,
blocked by the internal modem. You can resurrect it if you need it fo r an
external modem (because you bought one that's faster than the internal) or
for some other serial-port device. O pen the Performa case and take out the
internal m odem. That's it. Oh, and take off the plastic cap.
The 5300/100 LC heat sink. If you're adding or removin g a SIMM from
the slot next to the processor on a 5300/100 LC board, you have to (I hate to
tell you this) remove the heat sink on the logic board first, and then replace it
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when you're finished. You'll have to pry off the four corner tabs of the heat
sink on the back of the board, then remove it from the top of the board.
Install or change the SIMM, and then replace the heat sink.

Not Your Mainstream Mac
Ephemeral Macs. Did you ever hear of the Mac TV? An all-in-one design,
32MHz-'030 with an 8MB RAM limit, a CD-ROM drive, a 14-inch color
monitor, stereo speakers-and a TV tuner, all in a consumer-electronics black
casing? It was an odd animal, with very limited availability during its short
lifetime, so don't be surprised if you never knew of its existence.
There are other Mac models whose names are sometimes bandied about, yet it's
hard to find solid information about them. This is usually because the model
was strictly for the overseas market. The Ilvi, for instance, was basically the same
as the IIvx; the Color Classic II was a slightly improved version of the nowdefunct compact unit; and, the 5300 (not to be confused with the PowerBook
5300) was a lOOMHz Performa 5200.

The Anniversary Mac. Jerry Seinfeld wasn't the only one with this Mac
model (it replaced his earlier one, also apparently unused, back in the corner
of his TV living room), but he was one of only a few. This 250MHz 603e
machine's chief appeal was its sleek black styling, but it came with lots of special stuff, like a Bose sound system (including integrated stereo speakers and
subwoofer), a TV and radio tuner, and a special keyboard with detachable
touchpad. Nearly everyone was put off by the incredibly high price tag.
The somewhat confusing name-the Twentieth Anniversary Mac-referred
to Apple's birthday, not the Mac's.

'

'

Mac clones. In early Mac days, a
"clone"
was definitely a Bad Thing: an
The Mac, some Mac, any Mac that's any good will
illegal (and therefore behind-the-times
be cloned.
'
MacUser.June 1988 '
and/or very glitchy) copy of the Mac's
ROMs and supporting hardware in a
cheaper setup than you could get from Apple. Mter a decade or so, a clone
became a Good Thing, with Apple licensing its technology so other companies cou ld build Macs by any other name.
Now, a clone is a non-existent thing: Apple changed its strategy to boost its
own sales and save the company from a slow, painful death by canceling all
licensing agreements. Whether the strategy succeeds remains to be seen.
C lones that came and went include PowerComputing, Daystar, Radius, APS,
and UMax. The specs for clone machines aren't in the charts in this book, but
you can find them in N ewer's GURU guide (described earlier) and on various Mac-related web sites.
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The Servers. Any Mac can work as a file server o n a network, but Apple has
provided two lines of machines specifically for that purpose. Workgroup
Servers and N etwork Servers come without monitors o r keyboards, but with
hardware enhancements like support for up to 20 (Workgroup series) o r 70
(Network series) SCSI devices. Some also come with various workgro up/
network administration software. The first Workgroup server was basically a
Quadra with a tape backup drive, but subsequent m odels are all PowerPC based, and the latest are G3 models. There's a chart at the end of the chapter
that lists the Server models.
Macintosh DOS and Windows. Mac models with "DOS Compatible" in
their names are two, two, two computers in one. T he PowerMac 6100/66 DOS
Compatible, the LC 630 DOS Compatible, and the Performa 630 and 640CD
DOS Compatibles each came with a 486DX2 processor on a separate card inside.
But that processor is to the PC world what the '040 is to the Mac world (and,
heaven knows, there's no parallel to DOS in the Mac world). Later Compatible
models include a Pentium processor instead, and their names use the phrase

PC Compatible.
Creating a hybrid. You don't have to buy a DOS o r PC Compatible Mac
model: you can make one. Apple's not the only manufacturer making Pentiumbased PCI cards that let you put another computer inside your computer.
Besides the Apple PC Compatibility Card, there's the Detante from Radius
and the OrangePC Coprocessor from Orange Micro. The cards range in price
from $700 to $1200, depending o n which processor and speed you're buying.
But you can buy a low-end or mid-range Pentium machine for the sam e price
(or less), so you'll have to decide if you'd rather have two or two-in-one. Sure,
you'll save on needing two monitors if you opt for the card route, and it'll save
desk space, too, but you'll have to share the hard drive and add more memory.
When you need access to a PC, the hardware route has a big advantage
because it's the "real thing"; software emulation , however, is handy for j ust an
occasional foray to the other side when speed isn't critical. (You'll find information on P C emulation in C hapter 8.)

Older Macs
Quadra and Centris
Centris and Quadra. The short- lived Centris line debuted in early 1993, in
the midst of a veritable explosion of new Mac models; they were the first to
use the '040 processor. Within a year, these models were sucked into the
Quadra line in Apple's effort to streamline its offerings.
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The Quadras derived their name from the '040 chip. They introduced the
"tower" style case that offers bays for extra internal storage devices; they were
also the first Macs to include Ethernet network connections.
The Quadra/Centris combo. The Centris 650, introduced with a 25MHz
processor, got a boost to 33M H z and was re-christened the Quadra 650 less than
a year later. So, you'll often see the name Quadra/Centris used to refer to it and
to the 610, which was also renamed a Quadra after a speed boost to 25MHz.

For some Quadra/Centris models, like the 650, there are minor differences
between the two, like whether or not an FPU was standard or optional. Other
Quadra/Centris models, like the 660AV, are absolutely identical.
No HFS Plus startup. Although Centrises and Quadras can run OS 8, they
can't make full use of the fu:tended format option for hard drives introduced
with OS 8.1. (This special formatting option is covered in detail in Chapter 4.)
An '040 machine can't start up from an HFS P lus drive, nor can it store virtual
memory files on one. It can, however, access disks formatted for HFS Plus.
The AV models. The Q uadra and Centris AV models were the first ai med at
multimedia and other audio and video mavens. Their DSP processor helps
speed data transfers (sound and video are hefty packages of data). They can
output directly to TV or tape using NTSC, PAL, or S-video signals, and can
record and play back video and CO-quality stereo sound.
Greenish-screen fix. If you're using the Apple Basic Color Monitor on a
Centris or Q uadra, you may find the screen is greenish or washed-out blue.
U se the Apple Basic Color Monitor extension to clear it up.
Quadra 950 display problem. If you use the built-in video card and set
the monitor to millions of colors, you may find that many graphics images
don't display correctly. U se the 950 Color Addition extension to clear it up.
Centris and Quadra memory interleaving. For Q uadra and Centris
models 610, 650, and 800, you can get up to a ten percent speed boost by
installing SIMMs in the correct order because they support memory interleaving (discussed earlier in the chapter). Keep SIMMs in pairs in adjacent
slots; for instance, 8-meg SIMMs in the first two slots and 4-meg SIMMs in
the next two, instead of alternating SIMM sizes in the four slots.
The Quadra 900/950 conundrum. When you check the table at the end
of the chapter, you'll sec that the Q uadra 900 is listed as using a maximum of
64MB of RAM , while the 950's max is 256. Whether or not that's actually
true is debatable, depending on the source of your information. I, of course,
checked w ith Apple for you- but that was little help. Their deep-level memory guideline treats both computers the same, but these are the specs: 16 slots
to handle 1, 4, 8, or 16MB SIMMs; 8 and 16-meg SIMMs are not "officially
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supported" on either platform since they were not part of the test cycle;
256MB maximum RAM limit. Those facts don't fit together: use the largest
approved size and you get a 64-meg limit (16 banks of 4-meg SIMMs, with
nothing on the logic board).
Okay, so maybe 256MB is the theoretical limit. But check other Apple literature- made for "the masses" instead of the techies-and you'll see the
machines listed differently: a 64MB maxi mum for the 900, and 256MB for
the 950. So, that's what's in our chart.

The Cache Switch control panel. The Cache Switch control panel is
strictly for '040 Macs-Quadra and Centris models-because they have builtin caches that act independently of the disk cache. T he radio button choices in
the control panel aren' t exactly helpfully labeled.
C lick the Faster button to use the full speed of your machine; use the More
Compatible button if you're having trouble running software that's even older
than your M ac, even though you may find its speed cut in hal£ (That is, in
fact, the reason for the Cache Switch-when the Quadras first came out, software that didn' t strictly adhere to Apple's programming guidelines often had
trouble working at all.)
The buttons are actually labeled Faster (Caches Enabled) and More Compatible
(Caches Disabled). Note the use of the plural caches. These machines have
two caches, one for instructions and one for
~liRil!iil Ceche Switch
data,
that are switched on and off together.
.'1/)f{) Proo..sor C.oht:
@ Fu1tr (C.ohts Enobltd)

0

Mor• Compa11blt (Cachts Dlu bltd)

Sorn. .tppliclltions 'W'I11 not work corrtot~
whtn tht proe.nor's ctch.-s ¥ t trwbt.d.

Unlike most control panel settings, you don't
have to restart the computer for the settings in
Cache Switch to take effect.

Golden Oldies
The II Line. The Mac II line started with-w hat else-the M ac II, which was
the first modular Mac. It had no built-in screen but cam e with slots so you
could add a video card of your choice (not that there was much choice then)
and other cards as they became available. The Mac II was the first to go
beyond the 68000 processor chip; it uses the 68020, while all the other Macs
in the line use the '030 chip.
During the five-year life span of the II line, six other models came out:
•

The llx introduced the '030 chip and included an FPU; it also was the
first to use 1.4MB floppy drives.

•

The llcx was a slightly faster Ilx, with three N uBus slots instead of six.
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•

The Ilci ran at 25MHz instead of its predecessors' 16MH z, and was the
first Mac to have a built-in video card and a cache card slot.

•

The Ilsi, meant as a low-cost alternative to the ci, in troduced the "pizza
box" case, RAM on the motherboard, and a sound input port with a
microphone.
The llvx replaced the Ilci, and provided a now-standard innovation: an
internal C D-RO M drive.

•

The top of the II line was the Ilfx, with its 40MHz processor and six
NuBus slots.

There used to be some logic behind the Mac naming conventions. Not a lot, but some.
The second and third Mac models were named simply 512 and 512e (although t he popular
name was Fat Mac). The Mac Plus had a lot of p luses, with its BOOK drive, SCSI port, and a fu ll meg
of memory; the Mac SE w as apparently named for system expansion because it h ad an expansion
slot; the SE/30 was an SE w ith an '030 processor.
In the meantime, there was the Mac II line which started with, of course, the Mac II and then
added the Mac llx, w hose capabilit ies extend ed beyond those of the II.
But that's where all the problems began. The important difference between th e SE and the SE/30
w as that '030 processor; the move from the II to the ll x wa s the same. But you cou ldn't ca ll it the
Mac 11/ 30 because at the time two numbers with a slash between them, like 4/40, ind icated
memory and hard drive capacity and 11/ 30 would be way too confusing. And why cou ldn't they
use the 11/llx convention for theSE upgrade? Well, if t hey added t he x to theSE ...

The LC line. The LC line was meant to be the low-cost alternative to other
Macs (that's what the "LC" stands for) and they were, for a while. But once the
Performas- that other low-cost alternative-were no longer limited to stores
like Sears, the LC family became an educational-institution-only line before it
just faded away. (Its LC cognomen lives on in some PowerMac models.)

The LC models range from the original LC with its 16MHz '020 chip to the
later '040 models, but they're all severely limited in expansion possibilities,
with no NuBus or PCI slots.

Classics. The first Mac C lassic was a throwback in more than j ust the return
to a compact case: it also returned users to a 9-inch black-and-white screen
and the poky 68000 processor, with no FPU and a 4-meg RAM limit-hardly
better than the long-dead Ma·c Plus. The C lassic II bettered the situation with
a 16M H z '030 chip and the ability to address up to 10 megs of memory. The
Color C lassic finally put a color screen into a classic case, allowed for an
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optional FPU, and provided a PDS slot. But to no avai l: Performa models
were finally offered as ali-in-one units with larger screens, and no one wanted
a compact after that! .

Ancient history. How can we not mention, at least in passing, the Mac that
started it all, and its immediate successors?
•

The original Mac, which we retroactively refer to as the 128K, was
ground-breaking in concept, design and execution-all in 128K of memory, with a single, 400K floppy drive. The so-called Fat Mac, with
quadruple the memory (all of 512K), was introduced about ten months
later. That's over $2600 per meg!) The 512Ke, released the following year,
offered an 800K drive.
•

The Mac Plus came out two years after the first Mac,
with an 800K flo ppy drive, a SCSI port for a hard
drive (even though there was no hard drive available),
and a full megabyte of memory, expandable to 4MB.

•

The Mac SE showed up more than a year after the
P lus, with an internal slot (that you couldn' t get at),
the ADB connector for keyboard and mouse, and
a second floppy or an internal hard disk; later production models included the SuperFloppy drive. The SE/30 introduced
the '030 chip and the FPU, and was the first compact Mac to break the
4-meg RAM barrier.

Memory and Mac II line. Here's what you should know about memory
and the Mac II models:

•

The M ac II and Ilx require a special type of SIMM if you're using larger
than 1-meg modules. Be sure to specify your model when ordering
SIMMs and make certain the vendor knows the difference. They have to
be PAL (programmable logic array) SIMMs that have one chip beyond the
usual eight on a SIMM.

•

In the Mac II, you can't put SIMMs larger than 1MB in Bank A. And, if
the Bank A SIMMs are larger than the ones in Bank B, the memory
won't be recognized.

•

If a Mac IT is upgraded to use a Super Drive, which includes new ROM
chips, the model's inherent memory problems (mentioned earlier in this
entry) are solved. You'll be able to use standard instead of PAL SIMMs,
you can use large SIMMs in Bank A, and it doesn't matter which bank
the lar ger set of SIMMs is in.

•

To take advantage of more than 8MB of physical RAM, the Macintosh IT
must have a PMMU installed and Apple's 32-bit System Enabler o r
MODE32.

•

The Mac Ilfx uses SIMMs different from any other Mac: it needs special
64-pin SIMMs.

•

O n a Ilci using its internal video card, keep Bank A (the one closer to the
drive) filled with the smaller SIMMs if you're using different densities in
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the two banks. The ci's built-in video steals RAM from the first bank;
with this SIMM arrangement, you can keep things from slowing down
any more than necessary.

Speeding up the llci and llsi. Upping the cache amount in the Memory
control panel on a Mac Ilci or Ilsi boosts their performance considerably
because of the way these two models use regular RAM to help their video displays. O n a Ilsi with color or gray set to four levels or higher in the Monitor
(or Monitors and Sound) control panel, set the cache to 768K. This keeps the
cache and video-dedicated RAM in the main memory chips on the motherboard instead of in SIMMs, resulting in much faster performance. To get the
same benefits for a IIci set to four or more grays or colors, there are tv,ro add itional conditions: there should be 5, 9, or 11 megs ofRAM installed; and the
four 256K SIMMs that make the odd-number total of RAM must be in Bank
A (the one closest to the disk drive).
Both models will show significant speed increases if you use a separate video
card instead of the built-in one.
And, for the Ilci only:
•

If you're using the internal video and have different-density SIMMs in
each bank, keep Bank A filled with the smaller SIMMs.

•

For an all-round, but small, speed increase, keep 32-bit addressing turned
on in the Memory control panel even if you don't have more than 8 megs
of memory.

•

Finally, if yours is an early Ilci that doesn't have a cache card, see if you
can get one-they were originally $70 but if you can find one at all, it will
only be about $20 now. It's well worth it if you're sticking with the ci for
a while. It's easy to see if you have one: Open the case and look at the
motherboard-the cache slot is right in the center.

Sound on the llsi. The Ilsi has a fin icky connection between the motherboard and the speaker; sometimes the sound output quits until you restart.
Here are some things you can do about it: Open the Sound control panel, set
the volume to maximum, and then reset it to the volume you want. Or, attach
an external speaker to the sound port, since the problem is the connection to
the internal speaker. Or, open the case, unplug the speaker cable, clean the
contacts, and plug the cable back in.

Catch LCII. The LCII can address a maximum of 10 megs of memory. It has
4MB on board, and two slots; you have to put the same size SIMMs in each
slot. So, putting a 4-meg SIMM in each slot gives you a total of 12 megs with
the on-board memory. But the LC II can sec only 10 of them. (Now do you
get the pathetic pun in the entry title?)
Classic and Classic II memory expansion. The C lassic came with one
meg of RAM soldered to the logic board. If you want to add RAM, you have to
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use Apple's Macintosh Classic 1MB Expansion Card. It has an additional
meg of memory, and two SIMM slots (the 1MB in the tide refers to the o nboard memory-you fill the slots to get more than the 1MB). Since the C lassic
can handle only 4MB of RA.l\1, you can put only 1MB SIMMs in each slot.
The C lassic II also uses the expansion card, but the card came with the
machine. Classic II specs note 2MB of on-board memory, but that refers to
one on the logic board and one on the expansio n card. Since the Classic II can
handle 10 megs of memory, you can put two 4-meg SIMMs in the slots.
For the Plus and SE. The Mac Plus and SE have four SIMM slots that are
paired in two banks. These models can't address any more than 4 megs of
memory, so you'll want to put a 1-meg SIMM in every sloe; you don't have to
worry about the banks at all.
But you do have to worry about the special attention these two machines need
if you're adding memory. Not o nly are they difficult to open, but they also
have special jumpers or resistors on their mo therboards that need to be
adjusted if you want to install their four-meg maximum memory. This is not
a do-it-yo urselfjob unless you really know what you' re doing yoursel( That
doesn't necessarily mean you need a professional (in fact, few shops would
know much about these relics); you might find an old hand in a user group
who's done this before.
The rare ROM disk. The Classic has a unique feature: a ROM disk that lets
you start up the machine with the built- in System 6.0.3 without any disk. To
access it, you startup while holding down ~Option(K@.
When you have nothing better to do .... There are lots of nifty little
things hidden in the older Mac m odels. (Maybe there are things in the newer
Macs, too, but we haven't found them yet.)
•

The Ilci has a picture of its design team buried in it. Set the Mac's date to
9/20/89, set the monitor to 256 colo rs, and restart while holding down
loxloptionmlii. Restart by using the reset switch.

•

The Ilfx design team left its picture inside, too: Set the clock to 3/19/89,
the monitor to 256 colors, and then restart holding down ISfl!loption l"f] xL
Restart by using the reset switch.

In each case, restart the Mac by using the reset switch.

•

There's a secret message in the Mac Plus. Press the interrupt switch at the
left side of the computer. Type G 40E118 (type the space and use a zero,
not the letter 0), then press IReturnl

•

The SE has the same secret message. Press the interrupt switch and type
G 40E118 and press IReturnL

•

The SE also has a built-in slide show. Press the interrupt switch, type G
41D89A , then press !Return!.
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•

For the S.E/30's secret message, press the interrupt switch and type DM
4082£853 20 (type both spaces!) and press IRetuml. (You want to know the
message. Wflat are you staring at? No, I know you're reading the bookthat's the message.)

Buying Hardware
Being a Smart Consumer
Lead time. Magazines and newspapers set up their advertising in advance,
and things often change between the time the ad was designed and when you
see it. For magazines, the lead time is at least a month-that's why so many
ads for things with volatile prices, like memory chips, say "call for price." As
for local newspapers and stores, ads usually go in on Thursday for the Sunday
paper-so if Apple announces a new machine or price cut on Friday, it won't
be reflected in the ad. And supplemental circulars are prepared months in
advance, so the prices on older models might be entirely different by the time
you see the ad.
You don't need a MAP. Apple, and some other vendors, restrict their
resellers with something called MAP-mir1imum advertised price. That means
that no matter what the store might be willing to sell the computer for, they
can't advertise below Apple's set price. How does knO\ving th is help you?

•

The price in the store might be lower than the one advertised in the
newspaper; don't compare prices based just on ads.

•

A store may make up a "bundle," or offer a great price on a second, nonMAP item, when you buy the computer at the advertised price.

•

The salesperson, or the manager, might be willing to sell it fo r less than
the marked price; it can't hurt to ask.

Roll your own bundle. The profit margin on Macs is relatively small, and
so there may not be much bargaining room when you start with its sticker
price. But smaller items usually have larger profit margins, so you might suggest a roll-your-own bundle that includes cables, printer paper, and some
soft\vare, at 20 to 30 percent off their sticker prices.

This is also a good reason to plan to buy lots of stuff all at once instead of the
computer first, and peripherals and supplies later.
Money-back guarantee. Don't buy from a store that doesn't offer a
money-back guarantee fo r hardware, no questions asked, for t\vo weeks to a
month. And make sure you check the "fine print" on that guarantee:

Items like printers are often excluded from this guarantee because once
you try them, they're used and can't be resold.
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•

Are you going to be charged a "re-stocking" fee if you return the item?

•

For mail order: Do they pay the shipping on the return? Do they reimburse you for the original shipping? Is there a "hand ling fee" separate
frqm shipping, and is it non-refundable?

•

If you pay by check originally, will you have to wait weeks for a cash refund?

Get price protection. Shop at a store that offers 30-day price protection.
That m eans if the price drops within 30 days of your purchase, you can be
refunded the difference. Make sure you keep your receipts, and check the
price just before the 30-day period is up. (This is hardly worth the effort on a
$30 piece of software that drops by a few dollars. But when your new Mac's
price drops $200 immediately after you buy it...)

Even if a store doesn't advertise this policy, you may find that they're willing
to do it-especially if they offer a return policy, because otherwise you could
return the item at the original, high price and just buy another box at the new,
low price. (Sometimes it helps to point this out to sales or management!)
Already-opened boxes. If the box you're buying has obviously been
opened and re-closed, don't take anybody's word for its being because of some
"stock" or "check" procedure. Assume the box has been opened and emptied:
Open the box in the store, make sure the inner packaging is in shape and that
everything, including cables, .manuals, and registration cards, is still there.

Which brings us to another point: Often items are returned to stores simply
because a customer changed his mind, o r didn't like it, or decided on something even better- it's not necessarily because there's something wrong with
the item. You can ask if there's any returned merchand ise available at a discount- the store can't always return it to Apple, nor can it sell it as
brand-spanking new, and is often willing to sell it at som e discount.

\

,./
store.apple.com
maconnection.com
macwarehouse.com
smalldog.com
outpost.com

Mail-order and online merchants. For years I've bo ught software and
small hardware (memory, drives) through mail-order but recommended
"real" sto res when it came to the computer itself. With Mac sales down in the
world-at-large, computer stores stock o nly a few models and have even fewer
knowledgeable sales people. Buying the
M ac itself through mail order or on
the web is a good approach, and even
Apple has opened an online store for
sales, imaginatively named The Apple
Store. In addition, here are a few places
T can recommend from experience:
MacConnection, MacWarehouse, (print
catalogs with web sites), Small Dog
Electronics, and Cyberian Outpost
(web-only).

- - ----

~/ Ji- ~ 1~

The Apple Store
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A few more points. A few final admonitions:

•

If the price seems too good to be true, it probably is. Dealer costs are
almost always the same. C heck the fine print.

•

An Apple warranty always applies to a new Mac no matter where you buy
it, but service and support vary from one store to another.

•

Avoid shopping at crowded, rushed times: weekends, holiday sales, the
hour before closing. When the store is crowded, you can' t get undivided
attention or barga ining time.

•

If a salesperson says an item is out of stock and he doesn't know when it
will be available, that's the truth-Apple never tells when back orders will
be filled. If you get the reverse ("We'll have it nex't week" or "It will be
th ree months"), don' t count on it.

•

U sing a credit card for the purchase is always your best defense, no matter where you're shopping, since you can stop a disputed payment. U sing
anything other than a credit card for mail-order merchandise is the height
of foolishness.

Buying a New Mac
Falling prices. Computer prices are always falling. There's always a new
model just around the corner. If you focus on these two facts, you'll never
buy a computer.
So, other than watching the timing in regard to Apple's releasing new models
(which usually drops the price of the current models), when you're ready, go
tidbits.com get a computer. C heck your favorite web sites for up-to-date information ; the
electronic newsletter TidBITs is a good source of information about upcoming new releases.

The penultimate Mac. Unless you're doing high-end video or multimedia,
you don' t need a top-of-the-line Mac. Second from top can save you hundreds of dollars and will probably still be more than you need . A model j ust
recently discontinued (as long as it's not dead-end technology, like a processor
chip that won't run the nex't operating system) is always a bargain.
Hidden costs for the second-time buyer. When you already have a Mac
and want to buy a new one, take into account all the non-obvious costs of
upgrading. The memory you added to your old Mac to boost it to 48MB
might not fit in the new model-and the buyer of your old Mac may not
want all that memory. If you have a video card for a large monitor, that may
not fit in the new machine either, and you'll need a new one-and, once
again, your buyer may not want that card or large monitor. Finally, your software: if you're switching from a 68000-based Mac to a PowerPC -based one,
you may need different versions of your basic soft\.vare packages to run on the
new machine.
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The three-year plan. Or two. My father's car-buying philosophy was to
buy a new car every three years-before the current one started having trouble and/or had racked up enough mileage to really drop its trade-in va lue.
My computer-buying philosophy was the sam e for a long time, because a
three-year-old machine brought in a decent sum- it's not that out of date, and
there will always be new computer buyers on a tight budget. In the past few
years, I've changed that recommendation to keep closer to a two-year plan,
because as the price of a new computer drops, so does that of used computers.
I also put the trickle-down theory into practice: when I get a new computer,
the kids get mine, and theirs gets sold. It keeps them upgraded, and I have a
reasonably new machine to fall back on if something happens to my main
one. (Oh, okay, you might as well know: my husband's Mac is also in the
house-he has another one at work-and we have three Power Books, too.
It's not likely I'll be Mac-less for a second of my current existence.)

Buying a Used Mac
Is an old Mac usable? Well, it depends, of course, on how old the Mac
is and w hat you want to do with it. After all, an eight-track tape player is
usable if it comes with all the tapes you'll ever want to listen to. Likewise
even the oldest Mac, if it has its original software, is still usable. You
could type in the original MacWrite, play in MacPaint, and print on an
ImageWriter printer. But you couldn't get support for those programs o r the
system software if you have a problem, and you couldn' t run any new software on it. And you couldn' t share info rmation with any other users with
newe r Macs-the disks they're using won't work in your machine and, in
all likelihood, you're not using software that's compatible anymore, either.
Older Macs have many problems for someone who wants to stay even reasonably current on the software front. Newer software, even if it's not w ritten
strictly for a PowerPC-based Mac, needs lots of memory and there are 8- and
10-meg limits on older machines. And if the software runs on a nonPowerPC machine, it may run so slowly that it's practically unusable,
especially on something less than an '040 machine. Then there's the absence
of a CD-ROM drive, and relatively small internal hard drive to consider.
In general, if you can get a Mac that will do what you need, don't worry
about "better and faster" unless that's in your budge t. But even if you're
on a tight budget and buying used equipment, don't buy more than one (or
possibly two) generations behind the current models. And, finally, don't
worry about buying a discontinued model: just because the line's discontinued, that doesn't mean the Mac stops working.
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Buying used. Buyi ng a used computer isn't like buying a used car. You' re
not getting something with high mileage and components ready to fall apart;
most fau lty hardware problems show up in the first couple months of use,
while under warranty and in the original owner's possession. Still, there are
many things to consider if you're not buying new.

•

The CPU. It's not just a matter ofPowerPC versus non-PowerPC
processors, nor is it j ust "Oil, I don'tmind if it's goi11g to be slow-l 'm 1101 all
tllat swift myself." Lots of software, and OS 8 itself, won't run on less than
an '040 chip.

•

Memory. C hoose About this Computer or About this Macintosh on the
Apple menu to make sure you're getting all the RAM you think you arc.
Hard drive. lf the machine starts up, you'll be able to see the hard drive
and verify that it's worki ng. But check the size: if it's around 100MB or
less, you'll need to get a new drive-the OS 8 System Folder alone can
run upwards of 90MB.

•

Keyboard. C heck every single key, and the supporting feet that hold the
keyboard up at an angle. Wiggle the cable at both ends (the computer and
the keyboard) and make sure that doesn't cause a problem with the connection. It's easy to buy a new keyboard, but it will run you about
another $100.
Mouse. Roll it around and make sure the cursor on the screen moves
accordingly. Wiggle the cable at both ends while you're using it. If the
performance is erratic, pop out the ball and make sure there's not a lot of
dirt inside causing the problem.
Floppy drive. Make sure it can read a variety of disks-bring your own.
Format a disk, too, and make sure that works without a problem.
Screen. Middle-aged monitors start losing their brightness. You may not
even be able to identifY a "faded" monitor unless you're next to, or used
to, a very bright one. You don't have to avoid the purchase if it's less than
shiningly bright, but make sure you can live with it. (Don't forget to try
the brightness controls!) A really old monitor might have some bum-in;
turn it off and see if there's a ghost of the menubar on the blank screen. If
there is, either don't buy it or use it as a bargaining point on the price.
Video card. If there's a separate video card in the Mac, use the Monitors
control panel to see what it is. If it's strictly a black-and-white affair,
you'll certainly notice wi thout the control panel, but it's hard to tell, just
by looking, whether you've got, say, 4 or 16 shades of gray, or 256 or
thousands of colors, or thousands or millions of colors. The list in the
control panel will be clear. C licking the O ptions button in the control
panel will identify the specific video card in use.

Buying old and upgrading. Don't. Buying a used M ac that needs further
upgrading is not usually a good idea. Spend a few hundred on the Mac,
another hundred or so on memory, around two hundred for a big hard
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drive-and you've got the cost of a new, low-end M ac. Or at least certainly
the cost of a newer used Mac!
Buying a used PowerBook. If you're shopping for a used PowerBook
(which can be a great bargain if all you need is a traveling word processor
and e-mail machine), there are some addi tional things to keep in mind:

The o ldest PowerBooks have sm all hard drives, severe restrictio ns o n
memory, and laughable 2400-baud modems. Figure in the cost of a
new m odem and possibly another hard drive; you can't do much about
m emory limitations.
•

Rechargeable batteries aren't immortal; if the PowerBook is two years old
or more, you're going to need a new battery (or two). Yo u may also want
to buy a newer, more efficient power adapter if yours is an o lder model.

See the PowerBook chapter for more detai ls.
Used versus reconditioned. Buying a reco11ditioned, or refurbished, Mac is
not the same as buying a used one (and buying afoctory-refurbished unit is
different from buying one refurbished by a thi rd party). When someone buys
a Mac and returns it either because there's a problem o r he just changed his
mind, a sto re can't legally sell it as new.

Apple gets these items back eventually. If there was a problem, the component
is replaced ; then, everything is wrapped just like new, with all the interior
packaging, manuals, and so on. T hen it's sold at a discount. I've been
recommending refurbished uni ts to people on a budget w ho don't need
cutting-edge setups (refurbished units arc usually a step behind the current
models), and there's not been a single problem with any of the units I've been
) involved w ith.

""

smalldog.com Most resellers o n the Web have refurbished units available at least occasionally.
store.apple.com Try Sm all D og Electronics, the User Group Connection, and the Apple Store.

Upgrades
PowerMacs
G3: Gee whlzl Writing about almost any product in a book is like shooting at
a moving target, but w hen it comes co hardware upgrades, the targets arc
moving even faster than usual. As I w rite this, G3 upgrade cards are just coming out; the companies providing them are playing leapfrog, each pushing the
speed envelope a little further w ith each product, and th e prices are stratospheric for the top-end cards. So, while the general advice in this entry (and
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others in this section) will remain sound, the particulars-product availability,
product specs, and, especially, prices-will be changing on at least a monthly
basis in the early stages of the game.
U pgrading a "standard" PowerPC to a G3 can be a really good move; how
good a move it is can depend on the price, and the price often depends on
what machine you're starting out w ith. In addition, there's a vast difference in
price depending on the speed of the processor on the upgrade card, and the
size and speed of the backside cache that comes along with it. (Backside
cache? Didn' t you read the entire chapter up to this point? We covered that
quite a while ago.)
For instan ce, Newe r Technologies' MaxPowr Pro G3 upgrades offer several
different choices in processor speeds, and a variety of cache sizes and speeds.
As you can see (the current-as-of-this-writing prices are used here), a highend upgrade is three times the price of a low-end one- and costs more than a
bra nd-new low-end G3 machine!
Processor speed
220 MHz
250 MHz
266 MHz
300 MHz
300 MHz
300 MHz

Cache size
512K
512K
1MB
512K
1MB
1MB

Cache speed
110 MHz
125 MHz
133 MHz
150 MHz
150 MHz
300 MHz

Price
$540
$680
$980
$980
$1330
$1930

Newer isn't the only vendor offering a variety of G3 upgrades. Total Impact's
PowerUP 750 boards range from a 250MJ-Jz processor with a 125M H z,
powerlogix.com 512K backside cache to a 275MHz processor with a matched-speed 1MB
totalimpact.com
cache. PowerLogix's PowerForce cards offer processor speeds of 250 and
newertech.com
275MHz, both with 275MHZ, 1MB caches.
Which PowerMacs can you upgrade with the cards? The list varies slightly
from one ve ndor to another, but you can pretty much count on being able
to upgrade a Mac from any one of these series: 7300, 7500, 7600, 8500,
8600, 9500, and 9600.
G3-ing an x1 00 Mac. At th is point, there's only one vendor offering a G3

upgrade for your 6100,7100, or 8100 Mac, and it's a bargain. N ewer has two
versions of its MaxPowr G3 card for your 6100: 21OMJ-Jz ($500) and 240M H z
($700). For the 71 00 and 8100, the prices are a hundred dollars higher.
The 604e upgrade. If a G3 upgrade isn't in your budget, perhaps you can

treat yourself to a fast 604e Power PC processor (speeds fro m 150 to 250
MI-Iz) upgrade card, doubling or even tripling your Mac's performance.
MAXpowr Citation from N ewer, PowerUP 604e from Total Impact,
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DayStar's upgrade card, and PowerBoost fro m PowerLogix can supercharge
your 7300, 7500, 7600, 8500, or 9500 for $200-$450.
All these companies provide benchmark comparisons so you can sec how
much of a speed boost you might get fro m this kind of upgrade; you can also
check the reviews in the "back issues" of magazines like M acworld that keep
their inform ation on their web sites. But for a less-than-technical evaluatio n,
here's w hat happened when I put a 200Mh z 604e card in my 7600, replacing
its l 20Mhz 603 processor (not coincidentally, I did it while writing this chapter) , with times given in minutes and seconds:
Startup
Launch Word 6
Completely expand System Folder to list all 2500 items
Scroll through completely expanded System Folder

Before
2:24
:28
1:10
4:27

After
2:00
:18
:SO
3:50

As far as I'm concerned, the minor speed boost was not worth a $200 upgrade.
Make sure your step up in an upgrade is a big enough leap to make it worth
the money-moving up from a 601 to a 604e, fo r instance, makes sense.
The collateral upgrade costs. C heck carefully as to what else o n your
Mac system w ill have to be changed if you upgrade yo ur processor. When I
went from a 603 to a 604e, for instance, I had to change the cache card ($50)
that had come with the Mac because it had some timing problems, and
replace my 70ns memory with 60ns mem ory ($200). Together, that cost m ore
than the upgrade card! (Not to mention, as a side issue, that I o rdered the
card from M acWorks and it didn't work, and they insisted on a re-stocking fee
as well as e>.'tra shipping charges for both the return of the card and its
replacem ent (which I told them I did n't want) ... and on and on. Thank goodness my bank let me stop the charge card payment-and it's still in dispute
months later because, despite their verbal agreem ent to forgo the re-stocki ng
fee because the card was defective, MacWo rks won't credit my account! )
Then came the G3 card. The surprise expense there was also extra memory.
I got past the first hurdle, which is having just the right type and speed of
RAM- I already had that. But you can' t use virtual mem ory o n a PowerPC
M ac that's upgraded to a G3 because it's too slow and causes crashes from
timing problems. Since programs use so much mo re m emory if there's no
virtual memory tu rned o n (as deta iled in C hapter 12), I had to add another
64 megs of memory to my Mac so I could continue working on this book
(which has me keep Word, FileMaker, Photoshop, QuarkXPress, and
Explo rer open at all times!).
Reset the logic board. If you replace the processor card in your Mac, make
sure you reset the motherboard. T here's a little red butto n on m ost PowerMac
motherboards (on my 7600, the button was gray and very difficult to see); if
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you swap processor cards, press the button before you put the CPU case back
together. You'll find that this also resets the intem al clock for time and date.
Use a cache. If your PowerMac has an optional cache, and you didn't opt for
it, chan ge your mind! Installing a cache can give you an immediate speed
boost of ten to fifteen percent. (You won't see the same significant improvement if you simply upgrade a 256K cache to a 512K one.)

Older Macs
To upgrade or not to upgrade. At this poin t in Mac development, it
doesn't pay to upgrade a non- PowerPC Mac. If you need more speed and better performance, there's nothing you can do for the older machines that will
make you happy. Accelerators that replace one 68K chip with another won't
get you w here you want to go; a clock boost for an existing chip is unreliable
at best and still won't perform well enough. Even replacing the logic board
with a PowerPC logic board (if you can find a compatible one) is a questionable move: you' ll still need more memory and a larger hard drive, you'll be
stuck with N uBus slots instead of PC I, the internal bus speed will slow things
down-and you'll have spent enough on the upgrades to pay for a new lowend PowerPC, or a used model that's still lots newer than yours.

If you can't move to a new machine yet, adding memory and getting a larger
hard drive is a reasonable stopgap measure: memory's cheap, a hard drive can
go with you to the next machine, and you'll reap immediate benefits from
either improvement. If that just won't do it, consider buying a used Mac that's
better and faster than the one you're using-there are some incredible bargains out there.
../ ' Getting upgrade components for the oldest Macs is becoming more and more
shrevesystems.com difficult. Your best bets for older parts and upgrades are Shreve Systems,
smalldog.com Small Dog Electronics and Pre-Owned Electronics.
preowned.com

PowerBook
upgrades
Chapter 23

Apple 68K CPU upgrades. Apple no longer provides logic board upgrades
for older Macs, except for some PowerPC upgrades. If you' re buying or dealing with used equipment whose owners insist that there's a different machine
"inside" than that identified on the outside, this list of past Apple CPU
upgrades might be helpful :
Original model
Mac Classic
Mac LC or LC II
Perfo rma 400, 405, 41 0, 430
M ac II o r llx
Mac llvx, Perform a 600, 600CD
Quadra 900

Changed to this
Mac Classic II
Mac LC Ill
Performa 450
Mac llfx
Quadra 650
Quad ra 950

With part number
M 1545LUA
M1386LUA
M0375LUA
M1330LUA
M 1421LUA
M6940ZA
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Tables
Rich Wolfson was the
special contributor
for this section,
though his initials
aren't on the entries.

PowerBook
spec charts
Chapter23

The charts. There are three charts here, for different groups of Macs. The
entire Mac family could be broken down in many different ways: desk models
versus compacts; PowerPC versus non-PowerPC; 68K models divided into
'030, '040, and others; separate charts for separate model lines. But the breakdown we're using is:
•

PowerPC-Bascd Macs

•

'040 Macs

•

O lder Macs

A separate list for PowerPC models needs no explanation. But there's a good
reason for a separate '040 list: they're the only non-PowerPC Macs than can
run OS 8, so they are still usable in a way the other 68K machines aren't. All
the rest of the machines arc grouped into the final chart, which includes, for
old-times' sake, the original compact Macs along with everything else.
This division docs present a few problems for someone looking up a model:
Performas, for instance, are in all three charts, and LC models are in two of
them. But there's a quick look-up guide in another entry coming up.

The models. There's little sense in listing every single Mac model ever
made; the differences from one model to another are sometimes as mi nor as
the inclusion of a CD-ROM drive. Other times, everything's the same except
that the processor runs at a different speed-which is worth noting, but not
worth giving a model another whole line in the chart!
Whenever models are nearly identical, they're combined into a single entry;
so, for instance you won't find an entry for a Performa 5215 or 5216, since all
the pertinent information is listed for the 5200. (Although in some instances,
for clarity, multiple model names are listed on a single line- as for the
Performa 400, 405, and 410.) Differences that warrant a separate entry are
things like a different chip, a different internal drive standard, and different
memory capacities. Differences that don't warrant a separate entry are, first of
all, things that aren't even included in the chart (like the size of the original
hard drive, an internal CD-ROM drive, or how much memory a model came
with initially), as well as simply the speed of the processor chip.
As a general rule, the last two digi ts of a four-digit model number aren't listed
separately in the chart, nor is the last digit of a three-digit model. There are
exceptions where necessary: the 5260, for instance, uses a different chip from
the rest of the 5200 series, so it needs a separate line. Other models rolled
together are those like the 7600/120 and the 7600/1 32: since their only difference is the processor speed, the different available speeds are simply listed
under the processor speed.
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Where's my Performa/LC? Because Performa and LC models evolved
quite a bit during their model lifetimes, you'll find them in more than one of
these charts, based on their processor chips. H ere's a quick roundup, by
model number groups, of where they can be found:
PowerPC-Based
Chart

'040Models
Chart

OldarMacs
Chart

Performas

2xx
4xx
Sxx
6xx
5xxx,6xxx

all

47x
57x
all others

all others
all others

600

all

LC's

LC, LC II, LCIII

all

4xx
Sxx
6xx

all
all others

520,550

all

The specs. The Spec C harts here try to be thorough without succumbing to
the gotta-have-everything-listed syndrome. So, the columns in the chart list
processors and their speeds, L2 caches (for PowerPC models), slots, and
memory specification- the stuff you really need to know about.

•

Chip and Speed: On the Power PC chart, all the chips are, of course,
PowerPC chips. On the other charts, all the chips are 68000-based
Motorolas. When a model series had machines with different speeds, like
the 6100/60 and 6100/66, the two different speeds are noted in the Speed
column, but the machine is treated as a single model.

•

L2 cache: This is only on PowerPCs; the chart notes whether one was
standard or optional.

•

Internal drive: IDE or SCSI is noted.

•

Slots: The number of PCI or NuB us slots is noted, along with a list of
other internal slots.

•

Memory: For PowerPC models, the memory type (SIMM or DIMM) is
noted; all SIMMs are 72-pin. For non-PowerPC models, all memory is
SIMM-based, with the number of pins noted.
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.' ... ..... ....' .............. .... ........ ........ ... ................... '' ............................................................................. ······ ... ' .......................................
'

~ PowerPC-based Macs
; Mo del

Chip

PROCESSOR
Speed IMHzl

L2cacha

PCI

•

6
3

NuBus

SLOTS
Other

· G3Models

Tower models
Desktop models

750
750

iMac

750

266/300
233/266
233

9600
9500/200
9500/180MP* 2CPU

604e
604e
604e

300/350
200
180

9500
8600

604
604e

120/132/150
200/250/300

8500
8100

604
601
604

120/132/150/180
80/ 100/ 11 0
120/ 132

601
604e
601
601
603e

100
166/ 180/200
75/90/120

Po werMac

7600/120
7500/100
7300
7200
7100
6500
6400
Anniversary Mac
6100

603e
603e
601

5500
5400
5300/100 LC
5260
5200/75 LC
4400

603e
603e
603e
603e
603
603e

66/80
225/ 250/275/300
200
250
60/66
225
120/ 180/ 200
100
100/ 120
75
160/200

Perlorma

6400/200
6400/180
6360
6260CD
6300CD
6200CD
6 11 0CD
5400CD
5260CD
5300CD
5200CD

603e
603e
603e
603e
603e
603
60 1
603e
603e
603e
603

200
180
160
100
100/ 120
75
60
120
100
100
75

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

opt

opt
opt

•

opt
opt
opt

cs
cs

6
6
6
6
3
3
3

(PDS filled )

3

(PDS filled)

3
3
3
3
2
CS, TV, video in/out

2
1*

opt
opt

•
•
•
•
•

opt
opt

CS, TV, video in/out
LC, CS, TV, video in/out
LC, CS, TV, video in/out
LC, CS, TV, video in/out
2
2
2

•
•

•opt
opt

•
••

* NuBus or PDS
CS, TV, video in/out

1*

CS, TV, video in
CS, TV, video in
LC, CS, TV, video in/out
LC, CS, TV, video in/out
LC, CS, TV, video in/ out
LC, CS, TV, video in/ out
* NuBus or PDS
CS, TV, video in/out
LC, CS, TV, video in/out
LC, CS, TV, video in/o ut
LC, CS, TV, video in/ out

~
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Int. drive

Max

Tower models

IDE

768

3

Desktop models

IDE

384

3

iMac

IDE

128

2

9600

SCSI

768

9500/ 200

SCSI

768

9500/ 180MP* 2CPU

SCSI

768

12

9500

SCSI

768

12

8600

SCSI

512

8

8500

SCSI

51 2

8

8100

SCSI

264

7600/ 120

SCSI

512

8

7500/100

SCSI

512

8

7300

SCSI

512

8

Modal

On-board

Slots

MEMORY
SIMM(7l)

DIMM

SpHCf (ns)

G3Models

•
•
•

60
60
60

PowerMac

7200

SCSI

256

7100

SCSI

136

6500

IDE

128

6400

IDE

136

Anniversary Mac

SCSI

256

12

8

8

•

4
2

8

•

2

2

6100

SCSI

72

8

2

5500

IDE

128

8

2

8

5400

IDE

136

5300/100 LC

IDE

64

2

5260

IDE

64

2

5200/75 LC

IDE

64

2

4400

IDE

160

3

6400/ 200

IDE

136

8

2

6400/ 180

IDE

136

8

2

6360

IDE

136

8

2

6260CD

IDE

64

2

6300CD

IDE

64

2

6200CD

IDE

64

2

•

2

•

•
•
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6110CD

SCSI

72

8

2

5400CD

IDE

136

8

2

5260CD

IDE

64

5300CD

IDE

64

2

5200CD

IDE

64

2

2

•

•

4
8

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

70
70
70
60
70
80
70
70
70
70
80
60
70
60
80
70
70
80
80
80

•
•
•
•

70

70
70
70
80
80
80
80

•

70
80
80
80
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'040Macs
MODEL

PROCESSOR

#-

0

~l;-

II
"'~

SLOTS

I

~

~
~

~

0

MEMORY
~
t~.,

If~
~<)

~

~

~~

~

otj

~~I

0~ ~

~~ I
..~~
4~1'

68LC040

50

LC PDS

SCSI

36

4

72

80

68LC040

66

LC PDS,CS

SCSI

36

4

72

80

68LC040

66

LC PDS,CS

IDE

52

4

2

72

80

630/630CD

68LC040

66

LC PDS,CS

IDE

36

4

1

72

80

: 630CD DOS
Compatible

575,577,578
: 580CD

68LC040

66

cs

4

2

72

80

68LC040

66

LC PDS,CS

IDE
IDE

52

631CD

52

4

2

72

80

635CD

68LC040

66

LC PDS,CS

IDE

36

4

72

80

68LC040

66

LC PDS,CS

IDE

36

4

80

637CD

68LC040

66

LC PDS,CS

IDE

36

4

638CD

68LC040

66

LC PDS,CS

IDE

36

4

72
72
72

640CD DOS
Compatible

68LC040

66

cs

IDE

52

4

72

80

· 636/636CD

2

80
80

Quadra/Centrls
Quadra 605

68LC040

50

LC Ill PDS

SCSI

36

4

1

72

80

, Centris 61 0

68LC040

40

PDS

SCSI

68

4

2

72

80

Quadra 610

68040

50

PDS

SCSI

68

4

2

72

80

Quadra 610
DOS Compatible

68040

50

PDS

SCSI

68

4

2

72

80

Quadra 630

68040

66

LC PDS,CS

IDE

36

4

1

72

80

Centris 650

68040

50

3

PDS

SCSI

132

4

4

72

80

Quadra 650

68040

66

3

PDS

SCSI

136

8

4

72

80

. Quadra/
Centris 660AV

68040

50

1

PDS

SCSI

68

4

2

72

70

Quadra 700

68040

50

2

PDS

SCSI

20

4

4

30

80

Quadra 800

68040

66

3

PDS

SCSI

136

8

4

72

60

Quadra 840AV

68040

80

3

SCSI

128

4

72

60

Quadra 900

68040

50

PDS

SCSI

20

16

30

l Quad ra 950

5

80

68040

66

5

PDS

SCSI

256

16

30

80

LC
LC 4 75

68LC040

50

LCIII PDS

SCSI

36

4

72

80

LC 575

68LC040

66

LC PDS,CS

SCSI

36

4

1

72

80

LC 580

68LC040

66

LC PDS, CS

IDE

52

4

2

72

80

: LC 630

68LC040

66

LC PDS, CS

IDE

36

4

72

80

. LC 630 DOS
! Compatible

68LC040

66

cs

IDE

52

8

72

80

2
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0/derMacs
MODEL

PROCESSOR

~~

(J

Perform a

200
250
400, 405,410, 430
450
460,466,467
550,560
600,600CD

~~

!J.'lil

"~

68030
68030
68030
68030
68030
68030
68030

16
16
16
25
33
33
32

SLOTS
~

~
~

3

~
~

0

~

~q,
~-~

..s'Q"

I'

~

~~

MEMORY

~

oti

0~

LC PDS
LC PDS
LC Ill PDS
LC Ill PDS
LC PDS
PDS

SCSI
SCSI
SCSI
SCSI
SCSI
SCSI
SCSI

10
10
10
36
36
36
68

2
4
4
4
4
4
4

LCPDS
LCPDS
LC Ill PDS
LCPDS
LCPDS

SCSI
SCSI
SCSI
SCSI
SCSI

10
10
36
36
36

2
4
4
4
4

PDS
PDS
PDS

SCSI
SCSI
SCSI
SCSI
SCSI
SCSI
SCSI

20
32
128
128
17
68
128

SCSI
SCSI
SCSI
SCSI
SCSI
SCSI
SCSI
SCSI

10
10
4
32
4
4
512K
128K

~~$

~

..~~

2
2
2

30
30
30

ob

~

1!;-

C?~

30

100
100
100
80
80
80
80

2
2

30
30
72
72
72

100
100
80
80
80

8
8
8
8

30

120
120
120
80
100
80
80

1
1
4

72
72
72

The LC Models

LC
LC II
LC III
LC 520
LC 550

68020 16
68030 16
68030 25
68030 25
68030 33

Theil Line

II
llx
llcx
llci
llsi
llvx
llfx

68020
68030
68030
68030
68030
68030
68030

16
16
16
25
20
32
40

6
6
3
3
1
3
6

1
4

4

4
8
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30
30
30
30

Compact Models

Classic II
Color Classic
Classic
SE/30
SE
Plus
512K
128K

68030 16
68030 16
68000 8
68030 16
68000 8
68000 8
68000 8
68000 8

LCPDS
SE/30 PDS
SE PDS

2
4

2
2
2
8
4
4

512K
128K

30
30
30
30
30
30

100
100
120
120
150
150
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Hardware

Keyboard and Mouse
Easy as ADB
The other bus. Most people are at least vaguely aware that there's a "bus" in
the computer-usually they're thinking of the SCSI bus, the wires along
which SCSI information travels. But there's another very important Mac bus:
the Apple Desktop Bus, or ADB, that's used for basic input devices: the keyboard and the mouse, mouse substitutes like trackballs and trackpads, and
even some scanners.
ADB chains. You can create a chain of ADB devices-a keyboard, a trackball,
and a mouse, fo r ins tance. But since the mouse presents a dead end, it always
has to be the last device. There are T- and Y-connectors available that let
you branch two items (a mouse and a trackball, for instance) from a single
ADB connector. And many devices, especially trackballs, come with "passthrough" connectors so you can plug in the new device and then the mouse.

There's a theoretical limit of sixteen ADB devices for the Mac, since there are
sixteen different "addresses" that can be assigned internally to ADB devices
to keep track of them. But you can really use only three or four in a chain
(which, face it, ought to be plenty) because with more than that, the signal
from the last device is too weak to reach the Mac. That's probably because the
other ADB chain limitation kicks in- the total length of the chain shouldn't
exceed five meters (about sixteen feet).
Live ADB unplugging. Although it's generally believed that plugging or
unpluggi ng an ADB connector while the Mac is turned on is a dangerous
thing, it was a problem only on some early Mac models.

There was nothing inherently dangerous about the ADB on these machines,
but the design of the logic board was such that a minor flexion of the board
could occur if the ADB plug was inserted or removed a little too vigorouslyresulting in a short from the ADB power line to the metal shielding on the
inside of the case. Zap! And goodbye to the ADB fuse! Later Macs have thermal, self-resetting fuses which prevent this problem.
But you are left with this minor annoyance: If you have to connect your mouse
after the computer's on, it's going to move the cursor very slowly, and using the
Mouse control panel to reset the tracking speed isn' t going to help much. You
need to restart the Mac to get the mouse to behave correctly. - SZA/DR
The Plus's minus. The Mac Plus does not use the ADB standard for its keyboard or mouse, so you can't buy a new keyboard or mouse for it.
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Getting along. If your keyboard wire is too short, get a different one.
Computer supply catalogs and web sites offer six-foot ADB cords in coiled
and uncoiled varieties. My keyboard cable is attached to the back of the Mac
CPU, then snakes around the back of a corner desk and under it, into the
slide-out keyboard drawer. Try that with the standard cable!

ADB cable. The ADB cable used on the Mac is the same as Super VHS
cabling (S-video)-even the connectors are the same. So if you want an
extra-long or extra-short custom ADB cable, you can get one at a local electronics store.

Keyboards
Evaluating keyboards. When you buy a modular Mac, the keyboard
usually isn't included. Most people will automatically buy an Apple keyboard,
even though there are others on the market that might suit a particular purpose much better. T here are two major considerations for a keyboard:
•

Key feel: Every keyboard has a slightly different feel. Do you prefer a
hard, solid keystroke or a softer, mushier one? You'll need to do some
hands-on testing to decide.

•

Ergonomics: Using a keyboard a lot can also put you at risk for various
injuries, some of which can become permanent disabilities. If you're constantly typing, you should seriously consider getting one of the specially
built ergonomic keyboards on the market.

There are additional items to keep in mind, although since there aren't that
many keyboards out there, you may not be able to get the exact combination
of features you want.
•

Extra keys: Make sure the keyboard you get has function keys along the
top and a separate numeric keypad. You can use the function keys in various programs for all sorts of shortcuts (not to mention programming
them for macros), and you'lllove the ease of entry a numeric keypad provides. We also highly recommend "extended" keyboards that include a
separate grouping of the cursor-control keys (EEIII:!I) and a cluster for
moving around in your document (~,!Page Down~ and so on).

•

Built-in trackballs: Some keyboards have built-in trackballs, which save
you the expense of buying one separately if you want one. But don't
assume the keyboard's trackball will work the same way as others you
might have used; built-ins tend to be smaller and harder to control.

•

Built-in trackpads: A few keyboards provide built-in trackpads so you
can work the way you would on a PowerBook keyboard (but less cramped).

•

Key arrangement: Some keyboards have unique layouts you may find
either very convenient or very annoying. The basic alphanumeric keys
are always in place, but the placements of the Power key, and~. lcontrofl,
and IOptlonl vary.

Hardware

The ADB connection: A thoughtfully designed keyboard has two
ADB connections, one on each side or at each end of the back so you
can plug in the mouse on either side. Some, though, are hard-wired for
the Mac connection, and a wire sticking out from the center back of a
keyboard can keep you from storing it against the base of the Mac or in
a small keyboard drawer. -SZA/JKIJC

Some basic keyboards. There's a variety of keyboards around for you to
choose from if you're not looking for anything fancy.
Apple's AppleDesign ($90) and the Apple Extended Keyboard II
($160). They're virtually identical except the AppleDesign has a nice contoured shape and the Extended II includes a plastic template that fits over
the row of function keys that serves as a reference for shortcuts.
Datadesk was one of the first companies to make Mac keyboards, and it
still does. The Mac101E ($120) is lighter yet more satisfying to the touch
than Apple's or other companies' offerings.
MacWarehouse's "house brand" PowerUser 105 Extended ($50) has a
durable design and a one-year warranty, but has no height adjustment,
pressing the keys down required some extra effort, and it has an uncomfortably smaii(Delete) key.
Another model worth checking out is MicroSpeed's Keyboard Deluxe
Mac ($70). -SZA/JK!JC

'

'

Ergonomic keyboards. An
"ergonomic"
keyboard is one that is
Mainframe: A large, expensive p eripheral for
friendly
to
your
wrists and fingers,
desktop computers.
'
'
anon.
letting them stay in a more natural
position w hile you type. If you spend
unbroken hours at your keyboard, you need one of these. Ergonomic keyboards have the alphanumeric keys split down the middle so your hands can
be further apart; the two key sections are at a slight angle to each other, and
the keyboard is generally humped in the middle, with a built-in wrist rest. All
together, these details add up to a less painful typing experience. (As I can
attest to: when I first started having problems-chronic tendinitis in my hands
and wrists- my doctor told me to wear wrist braces, which helped considerably. But after a few weeks of the braces, with a standard keyboard, my
shoulders were killing me because I had to squeeze my elbows in so close to
my body while my wrists were being kept straight. A natural keyboard, combined with the wrist braces, made this book possible.)
The finger-friendliest ergonomic keyboard for the Mac is Adesso's Tru-Form
($90), which I usc-although I dislike the placement of the Power On key,
right between (Option) and Icontrail to the right of the spacebar. I am very grateful
to the system feature that traps the press of that key, asking me ifl really
want to shut down!
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Get on your feetl Does your keyboard have feet? Let me tell you a true
story that has nothing to do with keyboards: A young married couple, who
shall remain nameless, bought a sleek, modern, wood-and-glass coffee table
that they really loved, although they were disappointed that, while the showroom model rolled around easily, theirs sat immovable on it wooden base.
Years later, as they m oved from their apartment to their first house, the coffee
table was being lifted o nto the van and they saw that underneath, tucked up in
the wooden base, were the casters, safely wrapped in a plastic bag.

O kay, back to the keyboard : did you ever look at the bottom of yours? Most
keyboards have feet or ledges that can be raised or lowered to change the
angle of the keyboard fo r more com fortable typing.
Trackball keyboards. If you like a trackball instead of (or in addition to) a
mouse, you do n' t have to get a separate unit. D atadesk offe rs several keydatadesk.com boards with built-in trackballs: TrackBoard ($1 50), SmartBoard ($100),
and Lil' BigBoard ($80). Don' t forge t that the feel of a built-in trackball,
which is usually much lighter than a separate unit, differs greatly from the
external trackballs.
Trackpad keyboards. Your best bet for a keyboard with built-in cursor
control is TouchBoard ($180, Datadesk) which features a touch-sensitive pad
similar to those on PowerBooks. The pad offers better, mo re accurate control
of the mo use than a built-in trackball. It lacks a numeric keypad but you can
add o ne fo r $70 if you find you really miss it. - SZA/JC
Wrist rest. T he best keyboard accessory you can get is a wrist wrest, which fits
against the front of the keyboard to support not your wrists, but usually the
heel of your palm ; this keeps your hands from bending at the wrist at an
unnatural, straining angle as you finge rs touch the keys but the base of your
hand rests near or on the desk surface, below the height of the keyboard.

Mouse and Substitutes
Ergonomic mice. Apple's basic mouse has gone through several redesigns
over the years. The current o ne, the ergonomically designed Desktop Bus
Mouse II ($80) is molded to fit into your hand and requires less effort to
cl ick the mo use button, which helps prevent inju ry from repetitive motions.

For a fraction of the price, Kensington's Mouse in a Box ($40) gives yo u a
design and shape similar to Apple's but comes with a five-year warranty and
an amazing 90-day no risk trial.
T he Kensington folks also m ake the two-button Kensingto n Mouse
($60) and the programmable, four-button Thinking Mouse ($90); both
kensington.com have a symm etr ical shape and allow their buttons to be configured to reduce
repetitive tasks. - SZA/JC

Hardware

The Macintosh uses an experimental pointing
device called a "mouse. " There is no evidence that
people want to use these things.
'

'

John C. Dvorak, San Francisco Examiner,
February, 1984

'

'

Chopping off the mouse's tail.
There are several cordless mouse models available, which can work on the
desktop or for presentations when you
want to be fu rther away from the Mac.

•

Logitech's Cordless MouseMan ($70) uses radio signals sent to a
receiver that's plugged into the keyboard's ADB port. The battery-powered mouse has three buttons, and can be used up to six feet away from
the receiver.

•

Logitech's second offering is TrackMan Live ($150), which uses the
same software for its three programmable buttons, and also uses a radio
receiver, but you can get 30 feet away from the Mac.

•

The Port Presentation System ($130, Port) also uses a receiver that
plugs into the keyboard, but it uses infrared light (like television remotes)
to transmit information; you can be up to 45 feet away, as long as you
have pretty good aim. As its name implies, it's meant for presentations, so
it has five programmable buttons to trigge r whatever effects you've set up
for your screen presentation.

•

The GyroPoint Desk ($70, Gyration) works both on the desktop and in
mid-air. It's not cordless-it has a nine-foot (!) wire-but it's good for
presentations because its gyroscopic innards let you wave the mouse in
the air and get true cursor movement on the screen. (If you tend to talk
with your hands, of course, this could be a problem.)

Trackballs. Trackballs are like upside-down mice: you roll a ball that sits
inside a stationary holder. Trackballs take less desk space and provide more
precise control over the cursor on the screen , which is particularly important
for graphics. They all have at least two buttons: one that's like a normal
mouse button, and one that can lock in the down position so you can drag
obj ects or menus without holding the button down with you r finger.

•

The TurboMouse ($ 110) from Kensington is the best-known Mac trackball; year after year, Mac magazines give it top review ratings and "Best
Of" awards and it remains one of our favorites as well. Its ball is much
larger and heavier than other trackballs, so it has more inertia. The size,
position, size, and feel of the four buttons are excellent; they require
enough pressure that they keep you from clicking accidentally, \vlthout
maki ng you press very hard. Kensington includes its own software that
has many advanced features; you can, for instance, select spots on the
screen and make the pointer jump to them by clicking both TurboMouse
buttons and rolling the ball in the proper direction.
CoStar's Stingray ($1 00) has a small ball that's easy to control; its two
buttons take the form of a pair of sloping wings which surround the ball.
They're so sensitive you have to be careful not to click them accidentally.
You can alter pointer speed and select which button you want to use as
the normal click and which to use as the click-lock-a boon to lefties.
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•

Microspeed's MacTRAC ($70) is comfortable to use, and sports a builtin sloped wrist rest.

•

The Trackman Marble ($100, Logitech) is a highly ergonomic trackball
that fits comfortably into the palm of your hand. It has three buttons at
the end of a large, curved palm rest, and the trackball is off to the side for
your thumb to control. You can program two of the three buttons using
the MouseKey software for custom shortcuts. - SZA/88/JC

Trackpads. Trackpads were introduced in PowerBooks, but it didn't take long
for them to migrate to the desktop, first as add-ons and then as an integral part
of a keyboard design. U sing a trackpad means just sliding your finger lightly
around on its surface: they're easy to use, but take a lot of getting used to. As
with most PowerBook trad:pads, you can just tap or double-tap the pad instead
of clicking or double-clicking a button. The most popular trackpad add-on is
the GlidePoint ($80, Alps), with its three programmable buttons. -SZAJJC
0
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The Mouse control panel. There's not a lot to customizing the mouse, but the two options-tracking
speed and double-click speed-are important. They're
covered in detail in Chapter 5.

•
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Monitors
Monitor Basics
Pixels and resolution. The tiny dots that make up the images on your
screen are pixels, a term cobbled from the words pict11re elements. The smaller
the dots are, the finer the lines that can be drawn; the more dots there are, the
more information can be displayed.
The word resol11tion is used in two different ways when it comes to monitors.
It can refer to the number of pixels that fit in an inch: the dots per inch , or dpi
of a monitor-which, of course, also describes the size of the dots. A higher
number means higher resolution; a lower number gives lower resolution,
with sometimes chunky-looking lines and text. Mac monitors started out at
72 dpi, but have dropped as low as 64 dpi (on the awful1 2" color monitor) ;
most Apple monitors offer resolutions from 72 to 80 dpi.
Another way resolutiotJ is used- the more common usage, which we'll stick to
for the rest of this chapter-is to describe how many pixels are displayed across
and down the screen: a standard monitor has a 640 (horizontal) by 480 (vertical)
resolution, while a double-page monitor's resolution is usually 1,024 by 768.

Hardware

Monitors of different sizes can have the same screen resolutio n: the Apple
14- inch color m onito r and the 9-inch PowerBook Duo screen both display
640 by 480 pixels, for instance. The pixels on the Duo display are much
smaller, of course, in order to fit that many in that space-the Duo has a
85-dpi display, compared to the monitor's 69 dpi.
Live long and phosphor. Computer monitor screens are coated o n the
inside with phospho rs; a gun at the back of the monitor shoots a stream of
electrons at the screen, and the phosphors glow when they're "excited" by
the electrons. The combination of glowing and dim phosphors combine to
give you the images on your screen.

For black-and-white monito rs, the phosphor coating is white, so you see
either black or w hite whe re the phosphor spots are glowing or not. For a
grayscale monitor, the electron gun shoots w ith varying intensities to provide gray shades. For color monitors, each pixel on the screen is actually
made of three dots together-red, green, and blue; the electron gu n (or
th ree guns, sometimes) fires at one or more of the dots and they appear as
a single colored dot on the screen.
Scan rates. The electron gun inside the monitor shoots at the screen (and at
you!) starting in the upper left comer, tracing a horizontal line to the other
edge of the screen, then snapping back to the left side and d rawing another
line beneath the first. After it zigzags its way to the bottom of the screen, it
jumps back up to the top to start again-and it has to get there before the
phospho r fades fro m the top line, or the image will flicker.

The scan rate
changes to
a ccommodate
different
resolutions on the
display.

The speed at which the gun works is called its scan rate or rifresh rate; the rate
is m easured in hertz (cycles per second), abbreviated H z . Larger monitors
need faster refresh rates; a monitor with a
r Re so Iutl on
higher resolution also needs a faste r refresh
Show: I Recommend ed
;J
rate.
If you can switch your monito r's resolu640
67Hz
832. 62• '1!SHz
tion, you' ll see the different refresh rates
1024 "' 768, 75H:::
11::52 x870, 75U
1280
7$t:
noted for the resolutio ns in the Monitors &
Sound control panel.
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Multisync. Many monitors can be set up to display several different resolutions-depending o n the capabilities of the Mac they're hooked up to-so
you either cram more information onto the screen or blow everything up to a
more readable size. T hey're called multisync (or, occasionally, multisca11) monitors and can usually be used with PCs as well as Macs.

You might need a special adapter plug from the monitor's manufacturer (it's
inexpe nsive, and sometimes even free) to make a particular resolution work,
but if you've installed a display card you sho uld be able to make the switch
thro ugh the Monitors & Sound control panel. -SZA/JK
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Monitors and memory. The original Mac display's resolution was 512 by
384; because it was black and white and needed only a single bit of mem ory
for each of its nearly 200,000 pixels, it needed a total of only about 24K of
mem ory to take care o f the display.

'

'

Compare that to the memory cost fo r
the larger and m ore colorful displays:
[The future "appliance Mac" features .•. ] The
monitor will be a separate unit allowing a choice
a standard 14" m onitor at 640 by 480
for those affluent enough to take advantage of it.
resolution uses 256K of RAM for 8-bit
The basic monitor will be a black-and-white,
color (256 colors); it needs twice that
portrait-format, page-size box.
'
'
(not surprisingly) for 16-bit color ; and
Steve 8obker, M acUser. June 7988
a full meg of memory is needed to
provide millions o f colors. A larger monitor- a d ouble-page d isplay for
instance-needs four megs of memory to work with the millions of colors
that 24-bit color provides.
Keep this in mind: a bigger screen need s more m emory, and so d oes greater
color depth.
In the orig inal Macs, and for some time into the product line, the RAM
needed for video display was just grabbed from the standard system m emory.
As mo nito rs and their memory requirements grew, separate RAM-video RAM,
or VRAM (''vee-ram ")-chips were added to support the monitor. VRAM can
also be installed on a separate video card, if that's w hat you're using to con nect
your m onitor to the Mac.
In many cases, the VRAM in your Mac or on a video card is upgradable, so
if you' re not getting millio ns of colors but want them, adding VRAM may be
all you need.

Not out of your depth. On the original Mac's black-and-w hite screen, each
pixel corresponded to a single bit in the computer's memory. Since the pixel
could be only black or w hite, and a bit could be only one or zero, o ne bit o f
m em ory per pixel was enough to keep track of things on a black-and-white
display. (That's w here the wo rd bitmapped com es fro m-each pixel is mapped
to a single bit in memory.)
O n a color (or grayscale) screen, you need m ore than a single bit of memory
per pixel, so that each pixel can be one o f several colors. If you double the
memory allotment, the two bits provide four di ffe rent choices (because, in
binary, two digits can represent numbers from zero to th ree). With fou r bits of
memory, you can do 16 colors; eight bi ts gets you 256 colors, and so on :
1-bit

=2 colors

2-bit = 4 colors
4-bit = 16 colors

8-bit = 256 colors

=

16-bit 65,536 colo rs
24-bit = 16.7 million colors

Hardware

You can refer to a monitor setup in regard to the number of colors it can display ("256 colors") or by identifying its bit depth ("8-bit color"), which refers
to how much memory is allocated to each pixel.

'

'

Video support. The earl iest Macs
came with built-in displays, and the
My own conclusion is that color, while it's a
definite enhancement, is not really all that crucial
early rounds of modulars supported
only Apple monitors. Some current
toaPC. David Bunnell, Macwor/d, January 1986 ' '
models still support a built-in display,
and others provide built-in video circuitry so all you have to do is plug in a separate monitor; in most cases, the
built-in support can be upgraded with VRAM to provide support for larger
monitors or more color depth. On any Mac with slots, you can add a video
card so you can plug a monitor into it, replacing or supplementing the builtin video support.
Miscellaneous terminology. Here's a list of other terms used in relation
to monitors:

RGB: The three primary colors on a monitor (finger paints and P lay
Doh notwithstanding) are red, green, and blue- because you're mixing
light, not pigments. RGB monitor is an almost archaic term at this point,
since color is the standard.

•

CRT: The electron guns at the back of early monitors (and TVs) was a
cathode ray tube, so we had CRT monitors for a long time. The term is
archaic now, even if the technology hasn't changed much.

•

Dot pitch: Three colored dots-red, green, and blue-make up each pixel
on a color screen; the distance between the dots is the dot pitch, measured in
millimeters. A smaller dot pitch gives a higher-resolution display (resolution
meaning the size of the pixels, not the number of pixels on the screen).

•

Interlace: Mac monitors draw their images one line at a time, from top
to bottom. Television screens, and some monitors for ocher computer
systems, draw altern ate lines on the screen: the odd-numbered lines are
drawn on one pass, while the even-numbered lines are drawn on the
next. Drawing alternate lines is called interfaci11g, and it reduces flicker on
systems that aren't as fast as the Mac's tzon-itllerlaced setup.
Degaussing: Does your monitor have automatic or manual degaussing,
and w hat the heck is it? If you move your display and put it down a little
roughly, or just bump into it, you may find that the colors change because
the j arring might shift the magnetic fi eld. Degaussing corrects the colors
by resetting the field.

•

Convergence: T his is a way to focus the three color beams to work
together. A monitor that lets you adjust convergence without having to
open up the casing is a Very Good Thing.

•

VGA, SGVA: The CGA (color graphics adapter) standard in the PC
world was replaced by VGA (video graphics array) and SVGA (super
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video, etc.); they're generic terms that refer to monitors designed for PC
computers, but most are usable on the Mac.

•

ELF, VLF: The electromagnetic emissions produced by your monitor-extremely low frequency and very low frequency rad iation.
Although some health concerns were raised in recent years, no conclusive evidence was ever produced to link this radiation to cancer or
other health concerns.

• NTSC: The signal that runs a monitor is nothing like the one that's used
by a TV-the NTSC (National Television Standards Committee) signal.
You can use special hardware to turn the Mac output into an NTSC signal that can go to a videotape to be played on a television.

•

Energy Star: The program set up by the C linton administration that
required all computers bought by the government to use low power consumption w hen idle. An Energy Star-compliant monitor sleeps or
otherwise cuts down its power draw when not in use.

Monitor manufacturers. Apple monitors are excellent (most use Sony
tubes), but there's not a wide enough variety for serious shoppers. As with so
many peripherals, and especially in categories where we share hardware with
the PC world, specific models come and go rather quickly. So, here are the
monitor brands that have consistently received high ratings in the Mac community (you'll have to check current Mac publications, or the manufacturers'
web sites for specifics): Apple, Radius, Sony and NEC.

More About Monitors
Measuring a monitor. A standard monitor measurement (14" color, 15"
portrait, and so on) is a diagonal one, like the one for televisions. But it hardly
tells you anythi11g helpful. For one thing, the measurement is unlikely to be
the actual display area-the part that shows things, not including the black
rim- up to a quarter-inch or more- surrounding the picture. For another, the
diagonal measurement alone doesn't give a clue as to the orientation of the
screen: you'd think a 15" monitor would be a little bigger than a 14", but
when the first is a portrait display and the second is a standard "landscape"
display, there's a big d ifference as to what you'll be able to see on each one.
And, finally, the measurement doesn't tell you anything about the resolution-how many pixels will be displayed horizontally and vertically. And
it's that pixel count that really counts (not the overall number-which still
doesn't tell you the size or shape of the screen-but the resol ution). When
you're monitor shopping, check all the specs.

72 dots to the Inch. Always. No matter how many pixels your monitor
packs into an inch, the basic Mac measurement is still 72 dots per inch. Huh?
Every 72 dots on the screen equals an inch in a printout. If you're using a program with a ruler in it, the ruler's inch marks will be at every 72 dots, no
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matter w hat the true on-screen measurement is. As odd as it might sound,
this quirky rule of measurement ensures that as you move from Mac to Mac,
or change monitors on your own system, what you intended to design in your
document stays the same. It also means that the higher your monitor's resolution, the smaller the 72-dot inch measurement. On an 86-dpi screen, for
instance, a ruler inch actually measures about .84 inches; on a 65-dpi screen, a
ru ler inch's actual measurement is about 1.11 inches.

'

'

16.7 million colors. Always. A Mac
can
always "think" in millions of colors
I don't think that Apple is going to come out with a
Macintosh that features absolute built-in color. It
(16.7 million, to be more exact). The
color limitations of256, or thousands,
will always be an option.
'
'
Neil Shapiro, MacUser. April 1987
for a video display refers to the number
of colors that can be shmvn at one time.
The colors come from the overall collection of16.7 million. There's a basic
"system palette" of256 colors, for instance, that the Mac uses on the desktop.
But if you're in a graphics program, you can switch to a palette of pastels, or a
palette of saturated hues-any set of256 colors at a time is possible.
Not the scan rate. A monitor's refresh rate-how often it redraws the image
on the screen-helps determine how steady and solid the image looks. But
don't confuse the refresh rate with the screen's ability to keep up with the
mouse when you move a graphic around on the screen; the latter depends on
the speed of the Mac and its graphics acceleration, if it has any. - JK/AN/88
My friend flicker. There's no reason you would want make your screen
flicker, except that in describing how to do it, I get to pass on an important
piece of M ac lore.
Find yourself a hard candy (Life Savers are the tradi tional choice). Don't let
it melt in your mouth: crunch it, biting down sharply while staring at the
screen-preferably out of the corner of your eye, but a good crunch will let
you look at it straight on. The tiny but sudden jarring to your vision caused
by the crun ch will put you r vision out of sync with the monitor's scan rate,
and you'll see the screen flicker. While you're at it, get Wintergreen Life
Savers and do the flicker trick in the dark with a friend so you can parallel
process, doing a second test at the same time: see if those candies really do
emit a spark when they're crunched.

Grayscale limitations. True grayscale monitors (as opposed to a color monitor that can run in a "black and white" mode) can produce only shades of gray,
and only up to 256 of them, because the shades arc produced by an electron
beam of varying intensities. So, while limited VRAM can keep you to fewer
than 256 shades of gray, extra VRAM can't push you beyond that number.

Old monitors sometimes die ... But first they fade away. A monicor's
brightness fades over time, so gradually that you won't notice it until you're
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looking at a new one. But keep that in mind if yo u' re buying a used unit, figuring that you' ll eventually replace the C PU but keep the mo nitor.

Catch the wave. If yo u find that the image o n your monitor is sort of swimming or shimmering, there may be nothing wrong with it-it could be the
enviro nment at fault. Low-frequency magnetic waves interfere with the
image, and guess what? Monito rs produce low-frequency magnetic waves.
So, a double-mo nitor setup is particularly prone to a little wave action, as are
monitors set back-to-hack in a shared office space; but you might also find
interference from power lines coming into the building near where your
monitor is set up.
Monito rs include shielding (some more than others) but you may need som e
ell.'ternal shielding in some cases. A steel sheet set between the monitor and the
source of the interference can do the trick; the thicker the metal, the better it
will work. But it has to be the right kind of steel, too, since certain alloys work
better than others: stainless steel is the least effective, while an alloy made
specifically to shield magnetic fields works best. An alloy called Mumetal is
,,/' o ne that's made to solve interference problems; it's a little expensive, but
magnetic-shield.com worth every penny when your monitor is making you seasick. O ne supplier
is Magnetic Shield Corporation.

The Control Panel
Monitors Br Sound. The Monitors & Sound control panel lets you set the
number of colors you want displayed on the screen, and choose a resolution if
your monitor provides more than one. The picture here shows the basic choices
for an Apple 14" color monitor running from a M ac's internal video port.
El
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The settings. T he number of grays or colo rs available in the Color Depth
sectio n depends o n three f.1ctors: the monitor, the mo nitor support (internal or
add-on card), and the amount ofVRAM available. T he color bars beneath the
list of choices change to show you what you'll get at different color depths.
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To select a new resolution, just click on one of
the choices in the list. The choices vary from one
Mac and monitor to another. I have two monitors
on my Mac, and they provide different resolution
options; yours may be completely different-and
might offer none but the default setting.
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Two different
monitors on the
same Mac offer
different resolution
choices: a standard
Apple 14"monitor
on internal video
support (top) and
anApple20"
display on an
added video card
(bottom).
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The most puzzling of the control panel choices
is the Gamma setting. You may have only one
choice-which is, of course, no choice at allso you don 't have to worry about it. Or, you
may be faced with up to three choices: Mac
Standard Gamma, Page-White Gamma, and
Uncorrected Gamma. A click on each one will
show you the changes: Standard is brighter
than the uncorrected Gamma setting, while
Page White affects the white areas of the display
rather than the mid-range of colors that the
other choices correct. Unless you're having
problems, leave it at the Mac Standard setting.

By any other name. Apple renamed its AppleVision 750 and 850 displays
ColorSync Displays. The Monitors & Sound control panel in OS 8.1 identifies the monitors by their new names, but you can keep using the 750 or 850
ColorSync profiles, since they're identical.

'

'

We recommend you take an x-acto knife,
remove the offending page from the magazine,
shred it, and hoover up the pieces. Then reward
yourself with a coke and a twinkie from the
frigidaire. (You might want to xerox this page
for future reference.)
MacUser, 1988 (Reply to E·Machine's complaint''
rhar their trademark The Big Picture had been used
as a title for an article about big-screen displays.)

Monitors, no sound. Some video
devices can't be accessed using OS 8's
Monitors & Sound control panel . But
you can usually use the old Monitors
control panel instead to adj ust settings.
You'll find it stored in the Apple Extras
folder on your hard disk if you did a
regular system install; otherwise, you
can find it on your system CD.

Using Large or Double Monitors
The full-monty monitor.lfyou do page layout work, a double-page display
(a 20" or 21 " monitor) is worth every extra penny, even including the price of
the video card and VRAM you' ll probably need to run it. Being able to see
facing pages side-by-side is more than a convenience: it's a design necessity.
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Big monitor strategies. The extra real estate on a large monitor is great for
big and multiple document windows in an application- that's why you got it.
But it also calls for a little re-thinking, especially when you're working on the
desktop. (All of these apply fo r m ultiple-mo nito r setups, too, of course.)

•

C ut down on e:>..'tra mouse mileage by sprinkling a few trash can aliases
around.

•

C reate an alias of your internal hard drive, or any other volumes that are
usually mounted, and put it in the opposite corner of the screen, in case
you're in that neighborhood when you need to open it.
If you never used the Launcher (described in C hapter 12) because there
wasn' t much room on the desktop, it's time to take it out.

•

Set up your most-used windows as window tabs across the bottom
expan se of the screen.

•

C reate aliases for drag-and-drop convenience and leave them right out on
the desktop.

•

Increase the tracking speed of the mouse through the Mouse control
panel-a big screen takes a long time to traverse.

•

The Applications menu is far away, up in the right corner of a large
monitor. Several contextual menu add-ons (described in C hapter 6) let
you pop up the equivalent of an Applications menu anywhere on the
screen. I like Window Monkey (described in C hapter 12) because its
application/window menu can be appended co the end of the other
menus in the m enubar, putting it roughly in the center of a large monitor.

The double monitor setup. Lots of people (like me) w ind up with two
mo nito rs because they start with a standard size, then later spring for a
two-page display. For graphics and layout, you can't beat this setup: the large
monitor for the main work, and the smaller o ne for tool palettes and other
support items, or for extra document windows.

To run two monitors, you'll need a video card for one of them, because very
few Mac models provide internal video support for two monitors. But that's
really all you need, because the Mac was designed to support multiple monitors.
When both monitors are running, they're treated as one large virtual monitor:
the mouse cursor glides from one to the o ther, and you can easily drag things
back and forth. One monitor is designated as the mai11 monitor; it gets the
menu bar, and it's where applications open their windows by default.
The new, dead monitor. When you first hook up a second monitor and
turn everything on, the new monitor will stay blank unti l you open the
Monitors & Sound control panel; at that point, the Mac looks around and
realizes you have an extra monito r, and the monitor com es on.
The control panel. When you're working with two (or more) monitors,
the Monitors & Sound control panel changes to provide the extra options
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ava ilable for multiple-monitor setups. When you open the control panel,
you' ll get two nearly identical w indows, one on each monitor; to set the resolution, or any of the monitor-specific options, click in the window on the
monitor you want to adjust.
The control panel window on the main monitor offers more controls: the
sound buttons, for one, but also the Arrange button that lets you define the
relationship between the two monitors. When you click the Arrange button in
the control panel , you' ll see two monitor icons in the window, with a list of
options above them.

•

You can drag the mouse directly from one monitor to the other when you
have two, but you have to tell the Mac their relative positions by dragging
the monitor icons to the right spots.

•

If your monitors are the same size so you're not sure which icon stands
for which monitor, press the Idwtify the monitors button. A number will
appear on each monitor (both the real ones and the icons) so you can see
which is which. Although the button looks like a standard push button, it
works differently: the numbers stay on the screen only as long as you
keep pressing the button.

•

To set the main monitor-the one that will have the menu bar on itdrag the miniature menu bar to the monitor icon of your choice.

•

To set the startup monitor-the one that will get the Welcome to
Macintosh screen-first click the Identify the startup screw button. You'll see
a smiling Mac appear on the current startup monitor; leave it there or
drag it to the other monitor.
•
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The zoom buttons in the lower
left work but are useless, since
the zoom levels they provide
make absolutely no difference
to what you have to do in this
window.

Closing the Monitors & Sound control panel window on either monitor
closes them both.

J
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Preventing flyover. If you want to keep your mouse cursor from sliding over to the other screen too easily, you can
set up the icons in the Monitors & Sound control panel as
shown here. (Personally, I'd rather have a few accidental flyovers than have to go to only a single spot to get across.)
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Video mirroring. Although the default multiple-monitor setup lets you
use the two displays as a single, large one, there are time you might want to
set up video mirron't1g, where both monitors display the same information.
(This is usually for presentations, or in ed ucational settings-and for some
PowerBooks, it's the only way you can use an attached monitor.) Use the
Arrange button in the Monitors & Sound control panel to set up mirroring:
just drag one monitor icon o n top of the other. If the moni tors are different
resolutions, the smaller screen appears centered on the bigger monitor with a
black border around it.

When m irroring is set up, you can prevent the mouse cursor from showing
up o n the "slave" monitor by clicking the Hide poi11ter 011 this monitor checkbox
in the control panel window on the target monitor; you'll find it not in the
Arrange "screen" of the control panel, where it logically belongs, but back on
the main screen you see when you click the Monitor icon at the top of the
control panel window.

Caring for a Monitor
Keeping it clean. You may have no ticed that a quick wipe of a dusty screen
with something like a tissue doesn't help much- in fact, sometimes it makes
things worse because the static build-up from the swipe attracts more dust.

A screen needs a damp wiping to do any good-but that's damp, not wet. You
should use a special monitor-cleaner solutio n, because the glare- reductio n
coating on most screens can be damaged by any abrasive cleaner. And if you're
using a spray, don't spray it on the screen, where it might drip down into the
casing; spray the cloth. As for the cloth-the finer, the better: cloths made for
monitors, o r for eyeglasses, are best. My favorite approach, though, is also simple: I keep a container of Monitor C leaning Wipes (mine's from Kensington)
.. .... ... ................... .............. ......................
at hand; like baby wipes, they're "premoistened" and pop out one at a time.
You can find items like these in almost
any computer or office supply sto re.
Berkeley Systems entered, and then owned, the
screen saver market with a package, and on-screen
theme, called Flying Toa sters (the grandfather of the
Flying Toilets in their Totally Twisted package). A
copy-cat program, Bill and Opus, came out soon
after; Berkeley Systems sued, and won.
Then, Jefferson Starship (nee Airplane) sued
Berkeley Systems fo r stealing t heir flying toast ers
from 30 Seconds Over Winter/and. Jefferson won.
Pretty slick, huh?

Screen savers. In the early days of
computer monitors, "burn-in" was an
issue: when an image stayed on the
screen too lo ng, with the screen's
phosphor coating constantly being
refreshed in exactly the same spots, it
was possible to "bum" the image into
the phosphor so a ghost of it would
always stay vaguely visible no matter
what else you did.

Hardware

While the time needed to really burn in an image wasn't something normal
users would run into, the whole idea spawned the software category of screensaver utility: a program that would kick in if the computer was idle for too long,
constantly changing the display unti l you came back to work. M odern monitors
aren't candidates for screen burn-in, but the fun of scrcensavers has been
burned into the collective users' consciousness, so they're here to stay. (Your
monitor goes to sleep to save energy, not to preserve the phosphor coati ng.)

berkeley.com

The first Mac screensaver w:~s Pyro, which put simple fireworks on the screen.
But the standard is Berkeley System's After Dark ($25-$40 per package),
which comes in so many flavors it's staggering. Whether you want the old
standbys that include Boris the Cat and Flying Toasters, or something thematic
like Star Trek (original and The Next Generation), Marvel Comics, Looney
Tunes, Disney characters, the Simpsons, o r the Totally Twisted collection, you
can have it. And you'll find plenty of o ther modules on-line for downloading.
Each package provides not only ready-made screens, but also the ability to edit
them and combine features from different scenes. After Dark isn't the only
screensaver around, but it's the standard by which all others are measured:
other screcnsavers can run After Dark modules, and make sure that their modules work with After Dark.

The Shock Clock
and Toxic dump
selections from the
Totally Twisted
collection.

Tablets and Scanners
Scanners
In general. Scanners arc devices that convert images-photographs or o ther
artwo rk-in to digital form so they can be stored and manipulated by computers. When used in conjunctio n with OCR (optical character recognition)
software, they can also convert a page of text into an editable document o n
yo ur computer. Mac- compatible scanners ra nge in price from a few hundred
dollars to thousands of dollars. (The really high-end eq uipment is needed fo r
demandingjobs like colo r photographs in slick publications.)

The scanner models on the market change frequently and there are often variatio ns even between one individual unit and ano ther, so make sure you're
fami liar with scanner features and capabilities befo re you start shopping. - JM
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How scanners work. During scanning, light is reflected off (o r passed
through) the artwork and focused onto CCDs (charge-coupled devices-basically, light sensors) that convert the light energy to electricity. Color scanners
use colored filters (or sometimes a prism) to read red, green, and blue values
separately, and then combine the three single-color scans to yield a full-color
image. Though the principle is the same for all scanners, units differ in several
ways: how many readings per inch they take (the scanner's resolution); how
much color information they capture at each reading (the scanner 's bit depth) ;
whether they take separate passes of the light source to read the red, green, and
blue values (three-pass scanners) or take all the readings in a single pass (minimizing the chance for mis-registration and speeding up the scanning process);
and the quali ty of the scanning software that comes with the machine. -JM

Bit depth. One-bit scanners read all sample points as either black o r white.
There aren't very many of these around anymore. Most people use 8-bit
grayscale scanners (for 256 shades of gray) or 24-bit color scanners (256 shades
each of red, green, and blue, for a total of more than 16 million colors).
Some scanners read 36 or 48 bits of information at each sample point, even
though their final product is a 24-bit file. Doing this reduces the amount of 11oise
(inaccurate data) that CCDs inherently produce. (The less noise there is in relation to total data collected, the more usable information the scanner can deliver.)
This extra info rmation doesn't go to waste. A common problem when you
alter scans is that you lose information-if you brighten colors, for example,
you might lose image detail. But when you scan 48 bits, you can tell the scanner to digitally convert only the brightest 16 million colors, say, so that its
final 24-bit image contains the best information. - JM

~

Here's a peripheral you never heard oft

i Back in the really early days, a "fat" Mac was one with 51 2K of memory, the computer case was
! sealed, and SIMMs (memory modules) hadn't been invented. But you could add memory-as an
' external peripheral, the DASCH (Disk Acceleration/Storage Control Hardware). It connected to
the printer or modem port, and you could string together multiple units to get up to 16 megs of
RAMI Here's a comment from the October 1985 issue of MacUser:
And the price is pretty reasonable. DASCH comes in three versions. The 500K version
lists for $495, the 7 MB version is $975, and the 2MB monster is $1 785.

Resolution. A scanner's resolution refers to the number of sample points
per inch it's capable of capturing (often expressed as dpi, although spi is
more accurate). Some scanners are also rated in terms of total resolution,
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the maxi mu m number of points they can sample. To com pare these two figures, divide the total resolution by each dimension of your intended output,
then average the two figures. For exam ple, a scanner w hose total resolution is
2,000 by 3,000 dots can output a 5- by 7-inch image at a resolution of about
41 5 dpi (2,000/5 = 400; 3,000!7 = 428.6; (400+428.6)/2 = 414.3). - JM/AN

Types of scanners. The t\vo most com mon types of scanners are:

•

Flatbed scanne rs. T hese operate like photocopiers; you place the artwork on a glass surface, and a scan head and light source move across it
under the glass. Flatbeds can scan almost anything that has at least one
flat side-even a slab of marble. Most of them can' t scan transparencies
or slides, but some manufacturers offer attachments for that purpose.
All flatbeds will scan up to at least 8.5 by 11 inches, and some go up to
11 by 17 inches.

•

Transparency scanners. As their name suggests, transparency scanners
scan transparent materials such as 35mm slides, negatives, and larger photographic transparencies (4 by 5 inches or 8 by 10 inches). -JM

Evaluating scan quality. You can't evaluate the quality of a scanned image
for a printout by looking at it on the screen . Scans that look dull on a screen
may actually contain better data for printing than those that look bright and
colorful. It usually isn't possible to make a scan and then print it on the output device you're planning to use, but you can at least avoid some of the
most obvious and com mon problems by making a few test scans and analyzing them with Photoshop's Levels chart (other image-editing programs have
sim ilar capab ilities).
In the end, the quality of your scans w ill depend just as m uch on you r skill in
processing them as on how good a scanner you used. J ust about every scan
needs to be brightened and sharpened in software, and no scanner program
can take the place of a good image-editing program like Photoshop (which
comes bundled with many scanners). Also remem ber that, for most people,
d ifferences in quality won't matter as much as differe nces in convenience.
Small color imbalances probably won't bother you if you're producing
newsletters, but a slow scanner will annoy you every time you usc it.
T he scanner should provide a Photoshop plug-in or some other software
that enables you to scan directly into your image- editing package. Because
most scans need correction, most people find this the most conve nient way
to work. - JM

Which one? Perhaps because there are so many scanners out there, models
seem to come and go faster than Mac models do. Dependable, reputable manufacturers whose scanners have consistently received good reviews are La Cie,
Epson, Hewlett-Packa rd, N ikon, Microtek, and Apple. You should check curre nt Mac publications for information and reviews about current products.
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The PaperPort alternative. N either a flat-bed nor a transparency scanner,
the PaperPort ($150, Visioneer) is a tiny (about 12 by 4 inches) unit that

,j
accepts paper through its rollers. It's perfect for OCR scanning (it includes
vlsioneer.com O mniPage Lite software), business cards (with the included Corex CardScan),

and graph ics-as lo ng as you' re not doing high-end graphic work.
The PaperPo rt Strobe offers the same tiny footprint, a updated sleek design,
and color scanning fo r o nly $250. It also hand les documents as small as business cards, and 8.5" wide paper up to 30 inches long.

The OCR solution. If you scan a page of text, it comes in as a graphic-that
OmniPage

is, it's just a picture of the text, not editable words. With O C R (optical character recognitio n) software, however, you can scan a page of text and it turns
into editable text.

It's easy to get good OCR software: just buy O mniPage ($100, Caere). Its
intelligence consistently amazes users, correctly interpreting different fonts
caere.com and handling multiple-column layouts with ease.

•

,)

Expanding serial ports. If you're running out of places to plug in serial
devices (such as modems, additio nal printers, scanners, or graphics tablets)
yo u have a couple of expansion options.
The least expensive route is an NB switch box (about $25, and $1 0 for an
additio nal serial cable), which allows the connection of one additional serial
device on o ne of the Mac's two serial ports. The only disadvantage is that you
can use only one of the two devices at a time. You could also potentially run
into a problem with any system extensio ns or control panels that need to com municate with the particular serial device you've switched off on the NB box.
An entirely di ffe rent solution is a card that supplies additional serial ports,
alo ng with software that lets your Mac take advantage of the extra outlets.
"/ Prices range from $230 to $725 fo r cards with two, four, or eight ports; most
creative-soiutions-lnc.com cards provide four ports for a mid-range price. Some of your choices are:
megawolf.com
keyspan.com Lightning-PCI (C reative Solutions), Romulus (Megawol£), and the SX-4
(Keyspan). C heck the specs carefully before you buy an expander like this:
some can't handle specific peripherals like a MIDI unit, o r a Q uickCam, or
certain printers. -SZNJC

'

Graphics Tablets
The tablet alternative. Sometimes a mo use just doesn't cut it. Especially
when you want to really draw, using a pencil or pen. T he solu tio n is a pressure-sensitive tablet that lets you usc a special pen to draw on its surface, with
the motio ns translated into "mouse moves." O ther than a "driver" fo r the
tablet, you don't need any special software-once the tablet is up and running,
you can use it any graphics (or other) program you want.
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The pens that accompany tablets have gone from being wired-on to wireless
but battery-powered to wire less and battery-free. But wired or not, the artistic
freedom a tablet provides is invaluable for someone who has to argue with the
mouse when trying to work in a graphics program.
The Wacom way. Wacom, the industry leader in graphics tablets for some
time, has a full line of ArtZ tablets (ranging from 6 by 8 to 12 by 18 inches,
from $300 to $850). T he ArtZ can interpret as many as 256 pressure levels; its
featherweight stylus, the UltraPen, has a programmable switch you can use
wacom.com to assign different functions. T he best thing about the ArtZ tablets is that you
can completely customize the performance of the stylus and the tablet, and
save different sets of preferences for each program you work with, so you
don' t have to waste time switching them back and forth. My favorite adjustment is the C ustom Pressure C urve, w hich lets you control the tablet's
response to different pressure levels, so you can, for example, obtain a softer
and more sensitive "brush." -SWAUJC
DrawingSiate II. The CalComp DrawingSiate II features a cordless stylus,
and although it's a li ttle heavier than the Wacom's, it's very responsive, and
the tip has a great feel to it. The stylus has two buttons for defining actions or
calcomp.com commands that, together with the 18-function menu on the tablet, make
DrawingS late a useful tool for working with macros. The models range from
4 by 5 inches ($100) to 12 by 18 inches ($500). - SZA/AUJC
Tracking speed. T he Mouse control panel lets you set the tracking speed for
the cursor: the relationship bct\veen how fas t you move the mouse and how
far the mouse cursor travels on the screen. When you're using a graphics
tablet, you'll want to set the tracking to the special
tvtous:e
0
13
very-slow tracking setting so you can sketch in a
[2J ~ ~
more natural movement on the pad-there's no
e
0 00000
difference, at that setting, between the distance you
IIH'IJ $1o"
Fu•
+
move on the tablet and the distance the cursor moves
•o ! ~ t o
Ooublt-Click S!l"d
on the screen.
1'101.1Jt lr•~
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About D isks
The Basics
Some basic terms. There are a few terms used in this chapter, and th roughout the book, that don't sound at all Mac-ish (not surprisingly, since they
pre-date the Mac), but they're very useful and we have no alternatives.
A volume is a disk or anything that's treated like a disk on your desktop: a floppy,
a CD, a disk partition, a removable disk like a Zip or a SyQuest, a file server, or
even a folder that's shared separately across a network. When a volume's icon
appears on your desktop, it's mounted. Removing the icon is 111111/0IIIlting (not dismolmting). When the Mac is getting information from a disk, it's rl!flding from it;
when it's putting information onto the disk, it's writing onto it.

The magnetic storage standard. The bi-polarity of magnetism, where
Bits, bytes, and K everything is either north or south, happily coincides with the binary language
Chapter2 of computers, where everything boils down to either zero or one. A disk sur-

face is covered w ith iron oxide, which is easily magneti zed. So, the standard
storage media-floppies and hard drives-use the north/south orientation of
tiny magnetized particles to represent the ones and zeros of a computer's
mother tongue.

'

'

But just how small are those small magnetic particles? Consider a Mac
floppy, which isn't nearly the densest storage medium available. It stores 1.4
megabytes of information. T hat's 11,744,051 bits of data, so there's nearly 6
million bits on each side of the disk. (That num ber refers to only your data;
there's other, invisible, stuff that the Mac stores on every disk.) T he surf.1ce
area of a 3.5" disk, after subtracting the center hub, is about 8.5 square inches.
... ... .. ... .... .. . ... ....... ... .. ... .... ............
That comes to about 706,000 bits of
information, or magnetic particles, per
Computer p eople spend their time worrying about
whether magnetized particles are standing up or
square inch. And that's nothing compared to disks that pack things in much
lying down.
Ganrz & Rochester, The Naked Computer ' '
more closely!

A disk surface is

divided into
concentric tracks
that are
subdivided into
sectors.

Tracks and sectors. A disk's surface is divided into concentric rings called
tracks; the tracks are subdivided into areas called sectors. T hese divisions aren't
physically present on a disk; the entire surface has an iron oxide magnetic
coating. When you first format a disk, the operating system creates the dividers-little magnetic fences- so it
will be able to use the disk. (And diffe rent systems need
differe nt track/sector setups-that's why there's a diffe rence between a Mac-formatted disk and one formatted
for that other kind of com puter.)
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Read-write heads. O n the inside, drives and disks basically work somewhat
like record players (remember those?). Instead of a needle, the "tone arm" has
electro magnets on it that check and change the info rmation on the disk; the
m agnets, and the w hole arm assembly, are called read-rvrite heads. Instead of
traveling inward in a spiral groove as a tone arm does on a record, the readwrite head m oves in towards the center and out towards the perim eter of the
disk; this motio n combined with the spin ning of the disk lets the read-write
head get at every last particle on the surface area.
Mounting two volumes with the same name. N ormally, you can't have
two items with the same name on the desktop, but you can have two disks
with identical names. The Mac assigns each mounted volume a unique 10
nu mber, and uses that number internally to refer to the disk.

A Little Beyond the Basics
No trespassing! A portion of every disk is reserved for the Mac's use. There
are several invisible files the Mac uses to keep track of things on a disk; the
larger the disk, the large r the file. Storage space fo r the invisible files is set
aside when a disk is initialized. That's w hy you'll never, ever, start with an
empty disk that reports every last K available; even a newly initialized floppy
reports at least 1 K as being used even with no items o n the disk.
Do you know where your files are? You think you do, but you don't. You
think they're in folders on your disk, but th ose folders are nothing mo re th an
graphical m etaphors to help us puny little humans find the files we need.

File fragmen tation
Later this chapter

W hen you save a file, it's stored in as many sectors on the disk as arc needed
to accommodate it. Som etimes the sectors aren't even next to each o ther. And
even if several files are sto red in contiguous secto rs, it's unlikely that every file
that you have "in" a folder is actually stored ne>.1: to, or anywhere ncar, the
o ther files in that folder.
The Mac uses a special database to keep track of w here fi les and pieces of files
are stored. This invisible file is stored on the main level of a disk, and acts as a
ki nd of table of contents; instead of chapter titles and page numbers, it stores
filenames and sector n umbers. But imagine read ing a book the same way the
Mac reads a file! It would go something like this: Chapter 2 starts 011 page 37 a11d
co11titwes forfo ur pages. T11e11 j ump to page 123 and read ten pages. Next, go to page 7

and read hvo pages.
Formatting versus Initializing. Actually, there's little "versus" abo ut these
two terms, since they' re used interchangeably o n the Mac. Fo r some reason,
initializatio11 is used most often when deali ng with floppies, w hile fo rmatting
seem s to be the term of choice fo r hard d rives.

Hardware

Initializing or formatting erases files from a disk and builds the little magnetic
fences that divide the surface into tracks and sectors. The process also blocks
out any bad segments of a disk so they won't be used, and reserves certain
spots for special data li ke startup information and file locations.

Recovering
trashed files

Chapter 24

Emptying the trash doesn't erase files. When you drag someth ing to
the trash and empty it, the file isn't actually erased. Instead, the file's name is
erased from the disk's invisible directory, and the sectors that it used are
marked as available; for most intents and purposes, the sectors are empty.
But since fi les aren't immediately erased, and sectors aren't always immediately
re-used, that means the fi les are still recoverable, with the right software tools.

How many files can dance on the platter of a drive? The Mac's original filing system (MFS, Macitifosh Filitig System) choked on as few as 400 files:
that's how many you could keep on a disk. Then HFS (Hierarchical Filing
System) came along, and upped that limit considerably: its 32- bit system for
keeping track of disk contents allowed 2,147,483,648 bytes of information on
a disk: 2 gigs.
System 7.5 pushed that barrier so that the Mac could see drives as large as 4
gigabytes, although space wasn't used too efficiently. OS 8 didn't change
much about disk formatting, but its first update did: OS 8.1 introduced HFS
Plus, described in more detail in the next section.

'

.
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When the Mac operating system moved from MFS to HFS to accommodate more files per
disk, there was a simpl e way to tell whether a disk had been initialized as an MFS or an HFS
volume (we're talking about floppy disks here, since that's all there was). The picture here
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Allocation Blocks
Forks and resources

Ch apter 12

Allocation blocks. This is one of m y favorite topics. It's so ridiculous to
have to worry about things like allocation blocks, but understandi ng them
helps you understand some other disk issues.
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As you already know (if you've read this chapter so far) , a disk is divided into
tracks and sectors. But there's another divisio n, too, known as an allocatio11
block. It's not a physical section on the disk; instead, it's a "logical" divisio n, a
way the Mac can treat a group of sectors as a single unit.
The allocation block is the smallest unit the Mac works with when sto ring a
file. A block can't store cwo difrerent files; if it isn't completely filled by a file
(or a part of a file that's spilled over from its other storage blocks), the
remaining space stays empty. Putting a very small file into a very large block
wastes a lot of space, and the problem is compo unded by the fact that most
Mac files consist of two forks, one for data and one for resources, and the forks
are stored in separate allocation blocks no m atter how small they arc. But
there's nothing you can do about it, since the Mac's operating system defines
the allocation block size.

A file is larger on a larger disk. O nce you've got the concept of allocation
blocks down pat, you're ready fo r this mind- boggling corollary: the larger the
disk, the m ore room a file takes. Try it. Make an alias on a floppy disk and get
Info on it; the size is reported as 1K. Drag it to your hard drive and check the
size. What do you get? It might be 2K, it might be 8K, it might be 641<- it all
depends on the size of your hard drive.
The actual size of an allocation block depends on the size of the disk; larger
disks have larger blocks, because a disk can be divided into only 65,535 blocks
at most. Disks under 60MB use 1K fo r each allocation block; for every 32MB
of disk capacity, the size of an allocation block grows by .SK. So, you get a
progression like this (I've skipped a lot of steps):
Disk Size
(floppies)

Allocation Block Size
lK

128MB

2K

256MB

4K

384MB

6K

1GB
2GB

20K
32K

4GB

64K

Keeping in mind that the allocation block is the smallest "container" for a file,
and that extra space can't be shared with another file, you can sec why a tiny
file like an alias can take lK o n a floppy and more than 64K someplace else.
(In fact, a 1K file can take 1281< of space on a 4-gig drive because it needs two
blocks to store its two separate forks.)

Get Info for physical and logical sizes. It's easy to find out how large (o r
small) a file really is without regard to the allocation blocks it's using up. The
Get Info window for a file lists its size: bo th its true ("physical") size and the
allocatio n block ("logical") size. In fact, Get Info makes the difference very
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clear, as you can see in the pictures here. The size is first given in terms of
how much room it takes on the disk (it might be reported in K o r MB,
depending on the file's size) ; then, parenthetically, it gives the number of
"bytes used"-that's the physical size of the file.

~1

ti2J

So, the larger file (at the top of the picture) is reported as 2.3MB on the disk,
with an actua l size of 2,469,996 bytes-numbers that are reasonably close to
each other. The alias, however, is o nly 538 bytes (about half a K) in physical
size, but takes 20K on the disk-a space about fo rty times larger than it needs.
(And here's a trick with which you can amaze your family and friends: with
just the information in an Info window for a small file, you can identify the
size of the drive it's on. The one in the picture, for instance, is 20K; using the
chart from a few entries ago, you can see that a 20K allocation block is used
o n o ne-gig drives, ergo ... )
Cl
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You might be wondering, for the file pictured at the top, how something that's about
2.47 m illion bytes seems to be taking less
room then necessary, at 2.3MB. If you arc
wondering, then you've forgotten the binary
rules of computer sizing, where a K is 1024
bytes and a meg is 1024K So, the file at 2.46
million actual bytes is about 2.3MB.

Not a total waste, but a waste. When you consider, say, the 20K allocation
blocks on a 1GB drive, and that a 1K fi le uses an entire block, it's easy to start
feeling that 19 o ut of every 20K is wasted. But that's not the case. If you have
a 211< fi le, it's goi ng to fill an entire block, and overflow to the next, where it
uses only 1 of the 20K. And if your fi le is j ust shy of 1MB, it's going to completely fill 51 blocks and spill over perhaps only ·1K to the fifty-second block,
where it wastes 19K. So, the most you can waste o n a 1GB drive is 19K perfile.
And it's un likely that in every instance of a partially filled block only 1K wi ll
be used; on average, 1OK per fi le wasted on a 1GB disk.
As the disk gets larger and the allocation blocks get bigger, the numbers for
the average number of fi les and the average waste per file increase. When you
reach 2GB drives, the percentage of wasted space on a drive is significant, and
by 4 gigs it's ridiculous. The table on the ne>..' t page gives you an idea of how
the problem increases with the size of the drive.
If most of your fi les arc very large, the total number of fi les on your drive is
smaller and so the waste factor is lower; of course, fo r tons of small files, the
situation is even worse than in the chart. In other words: a small num ber of
large fi les uses space more efficiently than a large number of small files.
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: Wasted Drive Space
Drive
size

Allocation
blockslza

Average wasta
per fila

Average number of
files (filled drive)

Total
average

Percentage of
drive wasted

500MB

17K

8.5K

7,500

62MB

12%

1GB

20K

lOK

15,000

146MB

14%

2GB

32K

32K

30,000

469MB

23%

4GB

64K

64K

60,000

1.88GB

47%

HFS Plus: Extended Format
HFS Plus to the rescue. Starting with OS 8.1, the larger disk/larger file
size problem was licked. T he upd ate to OS 8 introduced a new file structure
that allows many more allocation blocks per disk. Instead of the former
65,536-block limit, it has a limit of 4.2 billion blocks, resulting in smaller
allocation block sizes: 4K no matter what the size of the drive.

The new file structure is referred to as HFS Plus, or Mac OS Extended format
(making the older structure HFS o r Mac OS Standard format). To make usc
of it, you'll to have to reformat your disk either by using the Erase Disk
command from the OS 8.1 Finder's Special menu or with a formatter that
understands the new structure (the version of Drive Setup that comes with OS
8.1, or an updated version of your favorite third-party fo rmatter). Reformatting
your disk means wiping it out completely, so you'll have to back up everything
someplace else and then restore the contents. But reformatting the drive isn't
enough: you also have to use OS 8.1 itself to avail yourself of the new, compact
fi le format.
You can use OS 8.1 without reformatting your drive-it can work with previous file formats. That's a good thing, since floppies and CDs remain standard
1-IFS file structures!
Why 4K7 The actual file structure ofi-IFS Plus allows allocation blocks to be
as small as 512 bytes-half a K. So why does it work with something eight
times larger?

As you work with files and they grow and shrink in size, they use a different
number of blocks; additional blocks don't usually 'l.vind up being next to the
originals, and the more you change the files, the more fragmented they become.
The smaller the application blocks arc on a disk, the more likely it is that a file
will eventually be chopped up into lots of tiny pieces instead of fewer, larger
pieces. That extra fragmentation slows down a disk's performance.
Despite 1-IFS Plus's ability to usc .SK allocation blocks, Apple settled on 4K as
a balance between too-large allocations that waste space and too-small allocations that increase file fragmentation and degrade drive performance.
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Your mileage may vary. With Extended formatting, you' ll be able to store
more on your hard disk, but how much more depends on the size of the disk
you started out with and the size of your files. Under Standard formatting, the
"wastage" is higher on larger drives and for smaller file sizes; your savings will
be relative to what you were wasting before.

Choosing between
Standard (HFS)
and Extended (HFS
Plus) formats
when erasing
disks-a Zip (top)
and a hard drive
(bo ttom).

The Plus is optional. Because there are some compatibility problems with
HFS Extended Format-the major one being that disks formatted that way
can't be used on systems lower than
Completely erue dis k named
OS 8.1-using the format is an option.
~ "Zippy• (SCSIIO 6 (5.0.3))1
When
you erase a disk with the
Nome: IZippy
I
Finder's
Erase command, you' ll be able
Fonnot ~ M<ac OS Standard 95.7 Mil Ell
t·1M•fJti@@1 fWUM
to choose bet\veen the formats, as you
can
see in the picture here. The option
COmpletely erase disk nam ed
8
• tnt HI>'" (Bus 0. SCSIIO 0 (\18.0.9))1
shows up for any volume larger than
Name: ltntlll
I
32MB, which is the threshold for HFS
ronnat: ~illcOSStandard 1.1 G8
Ell
Plus advantages.
§§ll•fitit!®® 111H'*
! canc~l ~~
HFS minus.An Extended format disk can be read only by OS 8.1 and later.
Hook up an HFS Plus disk to an earlier system, and you won't be able to get
at its contents. All you'll see is a single file
o - 'Yi¥ •. ExtHD ~ Il!l8
named-well, you can see in this picture
I
Hem,
zero
K
evailable
a
what it's named. It's a Simple Text document
.
that explains to the uninitiated (that's not
Who re_l\llve_.1Lmy_flle•--Qone?
...
you, since you've been initiated here) that the
• 0- disk can be read by OS 8.1 and later systems.
•

•

..

Don't jump to HFS Plus right away. Before you move to OS 8.1 and its
HFS Plus formatting, make sure that you have updates for your important
disk and file recovery utilities; older versions won't be able to work ·with the
new file structure. And make sure you know the difference between a utility's
compatibility with OS 8.1 and its working with HFS Plus. Norton's Utilities
version 3.5.2 will work under 8.1, for instance, but it can't diagnose or repair
HFS Plus volume problems; so, it's fine for a standard-format drive under
8.1, but not for the new format.

When should you move to the extended format, then? If your disk utilities
are updated for the new format, you can use it on your internal hard drive
(as soon as you find time to completely reformat it, that is). Here are some
other considerations:
•

The disk should be at least a gig in size before you bother with HFS
Plus. For smaller disks, the percentage of waste is relatively minimal,
especially compared to the bother of backing up, reformatting, and
restoring the contents.
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•

The disk must be greater than 32MB or an Extended-format initialization
will fail.

•

If you're partitioning a newly formatted drive with Drive Setup, you can
format some partitions as Standard and Others as Extended.

•

The majority of your files should be on the small side. If your documents
are mostly from word processing, spreadsheets, databases, programming,
or web pages, your disk is a good candidate for HFS Plus. If you do highend graphics, sound, or video, your large files aren't wasting that much
space to begin with.

•

The disk should be an internal one; externals might need to be used on a
Mac running an earlier system.

•

You can share an Extended format drive on a network, and Macs using
earlier systems can still access it and read all the files on it.

As for externals and removables: use the standard format if there's even the
sliglrtest chance that the disk will be used on a machine that's not running OS
8.1 or later. Also be guided by the size of the disk: it's not worth using the
HFS Plus for formatting a drive under two gigs in size.
The hidden extension support. If you're using Extended format disks, you
need a special extension and support files in your System Folder: the Text
Encoding Converter extension and its folder of
support files. These get installed automatically with
Text Encodings ~
OS 8 and later, but make sure you don't delete
Text Encoding Converter
them (even if they have no obvious purpose).

~~

PlusMaker and PlusMaximizer.Alsoft quickly pounced on the HFS Plus
bandwagon by offering, just bifore OS 8.1 came out, two utilities related to the
new disk formatting feature. Alsoft's PlusMaker ($30) lets you set up your
drives to use small allocation blocks without having to reinitialize them, by
alsoftinc.com futzing with the disk directory instead of manipulating the files themselves; it
takes about 20 minutes to process a larger hard drive (instead of the several
hours for a real reformat). PlusMaximizer ($30) lets you get even more out
of a true reformat, by allowing allocation blocks of .SK instead of the 4K that
Apple settled on for the block size.
Third-party drives and formatters. If you're using a non-Apple drive
and its formatter doesn't offer the HFS Plus option, you can still get it: in
most cases, you can format the drive, then restart under OS 8.1 (but not with
the drive as the startup!) and use the Erase command from the Special memory to set up the drive with Extended format.
No all-round Plus for '040 Macs. OS 8 and its descendants won't run on
any 68K Mac except for those with '040 chips, like Quadras. But an '040
machine can't start up from an Extended format drive, nor can it store virtual
memory files on one. But when running OS 8.1, it can access other HFS
Plus volumes.
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Floppy Disks and Drives
Basics
Floppy disks and drives. T he first Mac had a single, internal floppy drive
whose disks stored 400K of information; a few months later, an external floppy
drive became available-and it seemed such a luxury to have one floppy to
hold the system software and an application, and a second one to hold documents! About two years later, the double-sided floppy and drive were
introduced, with an astounding 800K of storage available on a single disk.
(Now the Mac comes standard with an internal drive that holds more than a
thousand times that amount of information.)
Since 1990, the standard floppy drive has used floppies that hold 1.4MB of
data. They've been standard for so long that they no longer need a name to
differentiate them from their predecessors, but Apple officially called the drive
FDHD (floppy drive, high density); less formally, the drive and disks were
referred to as the SuperDrive and super.floppies.
Why are those little hard-cased things called floppy? Because the inner material
is a disk of magnetic media (much like the material used as audio cassette
tape), and it really is floppy. And, prior to the 3.5" plastic-encased disk that the
Mac made popular, there were 5.25" and 8.5" disks covered in cardboard, for
which the .floppy nomenclature made sense.

Backwards compatibility. Millions of Mac users will live their whole
computing lives without ever seeing a 400K disk; some won' t ever run across
an 800K disk, either. But if you do, don't worry: the current drive can read all
three sizes of disks.

1.4MB floppies

(right) have an
extra hole in the
disk case.

H ow can you tell the difference among the three? The disk case is usually
stamped somewhere wi th "single-sided" or "double-sided" and/or "doubledensity" or "HD" (for high density). You can, however, tell a 1.4MB flo ppy at a
glance because it has a square hole in the comer of the
case, across from the hole that serves as a lock. And, of
course, you can just slap the disk into the drive and see
how much information is stored on it.

Buying floppies. If you buy floppies, you don't have to buy made- for-Mac
floppies-in fact, you'd be hard-pressed to find them. A box of floppies
labeled double sided, double density or HD is all you need. In many cases, the
double density label may be missing, so just check that the capacity of the disk is
around 1.4MB. For a little extra money, you can buy pre-formatted disks;
you' ll have to be the judge as to whether or not a few extra dollars is worth a
few minutes formatting time.
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Pre-formatted disks come in two flavors-Mac and PC. It's hard to find Macformatted disks in computer or office stores, although Mac catalogs carry
them. If the only thing you can find is PC -formatted disks, you can buy them
and just reformat them fo r your Mac, which can handle both formats equally.
My husband buys IBM-formatted disks and uses them as-is; the Mac can read
and write to them with no problems, and he can easily hand them to a
Windows-based colleague without worrying about whether they'll be able to
read the disk.

When the first Mac came out, you could buy a box of Sony-manufactured but Apple-labeled
floppy disks: $50 dollars for ten of them. Within months, the price plummeted to $35 for ten: only
$3.50 each for 400K disks! Later, of course, prices truly plunged. (And, just for f un, compare even
the best floppy storage price to a Zip disk, which isn't physically much bigger but stores 100
megs of information at about 10 cents p er meg as of t his writing.)
400Kdlsks

BOOK disks

Price
Price per
per diJk MB stora ge

Price
Price per
per disk MB storage

Mar 84

$3.50

$8.96

Novas

$1.99

$5.09

May88

$1.09

$2.79

1.4MB disks
Price
Price per
per disk MB atorege

$1.39

$1.78

Apr92

.90

$1.15

$1.50

Jun 94

.80

$1.02

$1.20

.86

50

.36

Mar98

$1 .07

Initializing a floppy disk. Initializing a new floppy disk is so easy, it's hardly
worth mentioning, except that there are some options in the main dialog.
When you insert a new disk that's never been formatted, you'll get a dialog
telling you the disk is unreadable and asking if you'd like to initialize it (see,
there's that initialize/format thing again). T his polite little stopgap is just in
case the disk is already formatted and has information on it that you need, but
for some reason is currently unreadable.
If you want to initialize the disk, you can type in a name for it (or leave it at
untitled, and name it later), and choose a format: Macintosh 1.4MB, the
default; DOS 1.4 MB for DO S and Windows machines (this choice is available if you have the PC Exchange control panel running); and ProD OS
1.4MB for Apple II computers. (If you're working with an old 800K disk, the
choices in the menu will be Macintosh 800K, DOS 720K and ProDOS
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BOOK. ) Then click the Initialize button ; you' ll see a series of dialogs as the disk
is being processed, and in a minute or two you' ll have the disk ready to go.
Thi s disk I s unre~dable by this Macintosh.
Do you w ant to Initialize the dlst7

The disk
formatting dialog
provides three
options in its
menu (inset).

Care and feeding. Floppies are not delicate little creatures. While pouring
sticky liquids all over them or sticking a pin through the media after opening
the protective shutter is bound to cause problems, you don't have to be overly
careful. (In fact, I've taken apart poured-upon floppy cases, cleaned everything
off, put them back together and used them. O f course, that was back when I
had important stuff on floppies, and two small children.)
And, while anything that stores information magnetically is prone to problems
from magnets, it takes a lot of magnetizing to scramble a disk's information. I
couldn't find a non-initialized disk when I wanted to do some screen shots for
this chapter, so I tried to ruin a disk by rubbing it with a magnet. It was still
readable. I tried a small rare-earth magnet, w hich is stronger. It was still
absolutely readable!
So, be reasonably careful when handling disks, but don't worry about it.

Using Floppies
Ejecting a floppy disk. You h ave several choices when it comes to ejecting disks :
•

Select the icon and choose Put Away (lox)vi) from the File menu.

•

Select the icon and choose Eject (I~III) from the Special menu.

•

D rag the icon to the Trash.

In O S 8, using the Eject command finally works completely: it both ejects the
disk and removes its icon from the desktop. Previously, the icon would
remain in a "ghost" state even though the disk itself was ej ected.
These options also work for any removable media, like Z ip cartridges.
Ghost icons
Chapter6

Leaving a ghost behind. If you like the way the Eject command used to
work, leaving the floppy's ghost icon on the desktop, you can still have it that
way: holding IOption I while opening the Special menu changes the Eject command to Eject and Leave Behind.
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Holding down
Option changes
the sta ndard Eject
command.

I'm not sure why you'd ever want to do this; leaving a ghost disk behind triggers an annoying "Please insert the disk" dialog at frequent intervals. When
you insert a disk, the delay before it appears on the desktop is due to the
Finder's reading the disk contents so it can display its windows as soon as you
do uble-click on the disk or any of its folders. If you eject the disk no rmally,
then re-insert it, the read process repeats. So, this is the only scenario that I
can think of where you might want to use the Eject and Leave Behind option:
There's nothing written on the disk's label, so you insert the disk to sec
what's on it. You open its windows, then temporarily ej ect the disk so you can write on the
Empty Tras h
label befo re you forget what's there. Then you
. •·
Eras e Dis k-.
reinsert the disk to copy or use the files. By leavSle ep
ing the ghost behind when you ej ect the disk,
Restart
ShutDown
there's no delay when you re-insert it.

Emergency eject. Yo u can eject a floppy in an emergency situation by pressing ~Shift[}} Or, in a real emergency, you can po ke a straightened paper clip
into the little hole by the floppy drive to push the disk out. (There's a sim ilar
hole by the CD tray, fo r the same reason.) When you ej ect a floppy manually,
its "ghost" icon remains on the desktop.

Erasing the disk. Erase a floppy w ith the Special menu's Erase Disk command. You'll get a dialog similar to the one fo r blank disks; click the Erase
button and the process continues as it does for a newly initialized disk.
Erasing a disk with the Erase Disk command takes longer than just dumping
the disk's contents into the trash and emptying it, but there are good reasons
fo r doing it the long way:

•

Everything on the disk is erased, including invisible files that may be taking up needed space.

•

CompletelY erase dlslcnamed
"lor llyse" (Internal drive)?

The Erase dialog is
nearly identical to
the Initialize dialog.

Name:

Ilor llyse

format:

I Macintosh 1.-4 MB
U

Cancel

;

I

I

Erase

I

I

T he invisible Desktop file is
re-created from scratch, with
old icons purged from it, freeing up m ore room on the disk.
T he initialization process
checks the entire disk fo r any
flaws, so you can be more
sure of the disk's reliability.

Erase dialog shortcut. If you're absolutely sure you want to erase a floppy
and don't need to check its contents befo rehand, you can have the Erase dialog appear automatically: hold down ~OptlonOO as you insert the disk.
Locking a floppy. Lock a disk by sliding the plastic locking tab so the hole is
open. (Doesn't that feel backwards? When the hole is o pen the disk is locked,
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and when it's closed the disk is unlocked.) Any windows belonging to a
locked disk display a little padlock in their headers.

A locked floppy
(top) has an
open tab.

You can't change anything o n a locked disk. You can copy fi les from it, but not
to it. You can o pen the locked disk's windows and even move its icons
around, but those changes arc o nly in the Finder's memory and won't be
stored on the disk; the next time you insert the disk, its
gl
lol
windows and icons will look the same as the last time you
e~__!_-.Jr
inserted it.

lr

0\

Copy a file that's "too big." If you have a flo ppy disk that shows 14K of
remaining space, go ahead and copy a 40K fi le to it-it's likely the file will fit
with no problem. In fact, you might be able to copy a 1.5MB o r 1.6MB file to
a floppy w ith a standard capacity of 1.4MB. Because of the allocation block
issue described earlier-which makes files take more room on larger driveshow "large" a fi le can be dragged to a floppy depends on how large the disk is
where the original file is stored.
Disk labels. You don't have to peel off a disk label in order to put on a fres h
one: you can just layer them three or four deep if you want. Just make sure
that the small edge that wr aps around to the bottom of the disk is pressed o n
firm ly so it won't interfere with the drive m echan ism.

The whole notion of computing takes a quantum
leap when you discover that information can be
stored in one place rather than scattered over
'

'

hundreds of little disks.

Macworld,July 1985

'

'

If yo u peel off a label and the disk has
ad hesive residue on it, rubbing it with
a cloth m oistened w ith a li ttle WD-40
oil (or lighter fluid, o r rubber cement
thinner) \vill take it off.

O r, try erasable labels: the LabelOnce kit for floppies comes with a special
pen and eraser and 25 labels for about $9; "refills"- a set of 50 labels- are $7.
The felt-tip markers m ake for quick-drying, legible writing that can later be
I
...) erased. (Of course, you can write on a standard label with a pencil so that's it's
apstech.com easily erased-but it's not so easily read!) Kits for other types of disk labels
(Zip, J az, Syquest, and so on) are also available; you can check them o ut
through the APS catalog or web site.

The Disk Copy utility
Later this chapter

Floppy-to-floppy copy. If you want to copy the contents of o ne floppy to
another, use the hard drive as a go-between. Copy the floppy to the hard drive by
dragging its icon right onto the hard drive icon or into its window. The Mac will
create a folder ·with the same name as the floppy disk, and put all the disk contents in the folder. Eject the disk, insert another one, open the folder that was
created for the floppy contents, and drag the folder contents to the new flopp)~
T his is lots faster than trying to swap two floppies in and out of a single drive.
This doesn't work for special floppies, like installatio n disks, that have invisible
files on them for bo th practical and copy-pro tection purposes.
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Working with PC floppies. Macs can read from, write to, and even fo rmat
floppies that DOS/Windows machines use-as long as you have the PC
Exchange control panel installed. As lo ng as P C Exchange is in your system,
you don't have to do anything special. The PC -formatted disk
will appear o n your desktop like any other floppy, but with a PC
stamped on the icon. To fo rmat a disk as a PC disk, j ust select
Exchange
that option in the Initialize dialog.

fdl

Keep in mind, though, that being able to read a disk , and being able to read
the .Jiles on it, are two different things. (File translation issues are covered in
Chapter 12.)

The PC floppy slowdown. While the Mac has no trouble working with
PC-formatted disks, it does take longer to read from and write to that fo rmat
than its own forma t. So, if you have a choice, stick with Mac-formatted floppies; don't be lazy and skip reformatting a PC disk because you think it's
exactly the sam e as using a Mac disk.

More Floppy Info
Floppies and the trash. If your trash can's lid pops off when you insert a
floppy disk, something was dragged from the floppy to the Trash the last time
the disk was used, but the Trash wasn't emptied ; so, the file is still on the disk.
Trying to copy files to a disk that has trashed but not yet erased files gets you a
dialog offering to empty the trash- if erasing those files will actually provide
enough room for the copied file.

Making more room on a floppy. When I started this seventh edition proj ect, I decided it was time to drop some really old stuff that's been carried
through several editions. I assumed that not too many people used floppies
too often, and that all the little hints and tips we've used forever were perhaps
a little stale, and not all that useful.
T hen, while I was working on this chapter, one of my husband's colleagues
called: she needed to transfer a fi le from her PowerBook to her Perfo rma and,
for vario us reasons, her only option was using a flo ppy. But the file, at its
smallest, was still SOK too big to fit on the floppy. I suggested a trick that
amazed her: I had her insert the floppy while holding down fSlliD and Ioption!.
Like magic (sort of) , she was then able to copy the file to the floppy.
As described earlier, the Mac keeps invisible files on every disk to keep track
Rebuilding of things. O ne of the files is a database that stores the icons of the files o n the
the desktop disk. When you erase the files, the icons remain in the database; the mo re difChapter24 ferent icons that have lived on the disk, the larger the database is. When you
"rebuild the desktop" by holding fSlliD and IOption I when a disk is inserted, the
file is purged of all the icons that aren't being used by files still on the disk.
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Since her invisible file was almost lSOK, and rebuilding made it only 1K,
there was plenty of room to copy the file to the disk.
0
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Top, the main window for an
NemptyN floppy disk that
shows zero items, yet only
1.2MB available. The Get Info
window reports 146K used by
two items-invisible desktop
files. After rebuilding the
desktop, the same disk
(bottom) shows zero items
but 7.3MB available; its Info
window shows only 7K used
by two invisible files.

Where do all those K go? You put in a floppy, there are no files o n it (or
you erase the files), but there's hundreds of K still reported as being used.
T his table shows where they might be, and what to do to recover them. (You
don 't have to guess at which of these is the problem; using the Erase Disk
command erases trashed fi les and invisible o nes, rebuilds the desktop file, and
checks for any bad sectors.)

Why they're missing...

How to get them back•••

There are files dragged to the Trash, but
· not yet erased.

Use the Empty Trash command.

· The desktop file is bloated w ith old icons that
have been used for files on this disk)

Re-insert the disk w hile holding down
@!! and lcaes Lock) to rebuild the desktop fi le.

There are invisible files on the disk (besides
the desktop file) that were put there by some
utility or program.

You can delete invisible files with the correct
utility but it's easier to just reformat the disk.

There are some bad sectors on the disk that were set
aside as unusable when the disk was formatted.

There's nothing you can do about this.

The "minor repairs" offer. If you insert a disk and get a dialog that says
something li ke: Tllis disk 11eeds minor repairs. Do you tvant me to repair it?, go
ahead and click the O K button. If you don' t, you won't be able to read the
disk contents; if you do, the process wo n't erase anything on the disk.
No more floppy info. Starting with OS 8, you can't enter comments into
the Ge t Info window for a floppy. The space that used to be allocated fo r that
is now used to keep track of the extra view settings fo r the disk and its folders.
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Disk Images
Rich Wolfson was the
special contributor
for this section,
though his initials
aren't on the entries.

RAM disks and
virtual memory
Chapter 73

The virtual floppy. As if RAM disks (treating memory as di sk space) and
Virtual M emory (using disk space as RAM) weren't enough in the way o f
computer con cepts, we also have something else: a disk image, wh ich provides
a sort of virtual floppy disk on your desktop.
Disk images are often used as the medium of transfer for software downloads
from web sites: you get the disk image, put it on a real £1oppy or mo unt it as a
virtual floppy, and access th e info rmation. You'll find some disk images o n
your OS 8 CD that help you make emergency startup floppies.
A disk image is created by, and later in terpreted by, the Disk Copy utility that
comes with your system software. (Tn earlie r systems, there was a Mount
Image control panel that let you hand le disk images.) T he fi le that Disk Copy
makes and interprets is called a disk imagefi le. Its icon looks like a docume nt
(with the turned-down. comer) w ith a floppy icon on it.
Disk Copy can also be used to make copies o f, and copy information to, actual
floppy disks.

Mounting a disk image. With D isk Copy anywhere on you r hard drive,
mounting a d isk image is a single-step process: double-click o n the image fi le.
Disk Copy opens, mounts the image, and quits-and all you sec is a d ialog or
two flashing by as Disk Copy does its work, and the n the disk image on the
desktop, looking just like a real floppy.
You can also mo unt a disk image "manually," by first running the Disk Copy
program. Then, you eithe r use the Mount [mage command to open the image
file, or just drag the image file into the Disk Copy wi ndow:

~

Mou~tlno

l mnge

__

Mounting disk lm~oe " Disk Tools l .lmg".

--

~ Disk

lmtCJO Namo:

Copy

13

Di sk Tool s I .Yr~Q

Volumt Ni mt :

Disk Tools 1

Chteksum :

VAL ID (NDIF ealculattd $06841 FE6)

Tht MCMZ~t lr'M9• oper.ition complttt d succtssful~ .

Double-click on the image fi le (upper
left) a nd Disk Copy does its work,
mounting the disk image (lower right).

You can mount images manually by first
running the Disk Copy utility.

Using a disk image. Once a disk image is mounted, you can treat it li ke a
standard floppy disk. If it was created as a read-on ly image, you' ll sec a lock
icon in each of its windows and you won't be able to copy anythi ng to it -j ust
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as with a real disk. When you want to get rid of the disk image, drag it to the
Trash or use the Eject Disk or Put Away command.

Memory allocations
Chapter 13

Thanks for the (extra) memory. Disk Copy's defau lt memory allocation
lets it easily mount disk images, but isn't always enough for making copies to a
floppy disk, an operation that often needs more memory. You should set its
Preferred memory size to 2 megs (2048K) if you're going to make real floppies.
Creating a disk image. You can easily create disk images from folders or
from other disks with Disk Copy. Simply use one of the three C reate commands ti-om the Image menu and follow the prompts. (The C reate N ew
Image command was added in the 6.2 version; it lets you create a blank disk
image which, when mounted, lets you copy things to it.) You'll have to choose
one of the three disk image formats: Read/Write (the only one available for
blank images), Read-O nly, and Read-Only Compressed.

If you use the Read/Write option, you' ll be able to write information to the
mounted disk image; when the disk is unmounted, the infonnation is written
bac k to the image file, so that the next time it's mounted, the new information
will be there. The Read-Only option creates disks that are locked when
they're mounted.
Starting with version 6.1.2 of Disk Copy, which shipped with OS 8, inserting
a floppy, or even a CD, while Disk Copy is running in the foregro und automatically triggers the C reate Image from Disk command.
The ever-changing version number. Disk Copy 6.1.2 shipped on the
first OS 8 C Os, and 6.2 on the first OS 8.1 COs; somewhere in- between,
there was a 6.1.3 update, too. All these little number changes add little features. The major changes fro m the O S 8 version to the OS 8.1 version arc:
the ability to create blank read-write images; support for Macintosh &'tended
format volumes; support for segmented images; and, now Disk Copy will
launch without the O bjectSupportLib extension active, although it's necessary
for AppleScript control of D isk Copy.
Converting disk images. Disk Copy's Image menu includes a Conve rt
Image command that lets you change an image's format (Read/Write, ReadOnly, Read-Only Compressed) fro m its original state to the one you want.
You can also use the Convert command to change the old Disk Copy 4.2
images to the newer format.
Disk images for backups. I use Disk Copy as another way to back up my
hard drive at work: I make a compressed disk image that can be stored on the
fi le server. Ifl run into a disaster with my hard drive, I can easily restore it
wi th the weekly "snapshot" that Disk Copy takes.
Making a rea/ floppy. To create a fu ll- fledged floppy from a disk image,
you run Disk Copy and use the Make a Floppy command. You' ll be asked to
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select the image file fo r the procedure, and to insert a disk; there are settings
you can alter regarding w hether or not you ge t warned if there's already info rmation on the disk.
Yo u can also start the copy-to-floppy process by do uble-clicking o n the
image file with !Option! down. If Disk Copy is already open, you can drag
the image file into the window while you hold down IOption!, which w ill
send the data to the floppy rather than mounting the image.
IOptionl-dragging an image into the Disk Copy window is a little tricky. When
an application is open and you IOptlonl-click on the desktop or any of its icons,
the system interprets that as your wanting to m ove to the desktop and hide
all the windows of the current application . With the Disk Copy window
active, the IOptionl-click on a desktop disk image (when you grab it for dragging) m eans the Disk Copy window disappears! To avoid chis pro blem, just
start dragging the d isk image into the Disk Copy window witho ut any keys
down;just befo re you let go of the mouse button, press and hold IoptionI.

Working with old image files. If you have disk image files fro m previous
versions of Disk Copy, you'll be able to use them by first runni ng Disk Copy,
and then manipulating the images. Here are the things that w on't work if you
have old image files and the new Disk Copy:

•

Double-clicking on the image fi le to get th e disk image to mo unt.

•

loptionl-double-cl icking on the image fi le to start the copy-to-a-real-flo ppy
process.

•

IOptionl-dragging the file into the Disk Copy window to start copying to a
floppy.

If you want these capabilities fo r older image files, run them thro ugh OS S's
Disk Copy, using the Convert command to change them to the new format.

Where is that floppy image71've never used disk images except briefly
w hen I've downloaded them from Apple's system software support site. So I
never tho ught much about them until I started writing this sectio n. And then
I started wondering: where exactly does an image "live" when it's mo unted? It
doesn't get its own memory allocation, and it doesn't use u p any of the system 's mem ory allocation, as does a RAM disk. Aha, I thought, it's an invisible
fi le on the startup drive! A little investigation proved that wrong, too.
The disk image is nothing m ore than a fancy kind of alias that points to the
ori ginal image.file. The disk image lets you manipulate the informati on on
your virtual disk, but it's just a way of manipulating the informacion in the
image file. T he disk image, tempo rarily stored on your startup drive, takes no
mo re room than does an alias (a few K) no matter w hat's "on" it; the image
fi le, on the o th er hand, uses about 1.4MB of space-the size of a floppy
disk-on w hatever disk it's stored on.
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And where's that image file? If you've lost track of an image file and for
some reason want to get to it while the image is mounted, do a Get Info on
ll4skTools 11010
the disk image. The Where information
o
8
identifies the volume that stores the image,
()ist:Toob1
though not the enclosing folder path . The
KIM: dht.
file's name is always the same as the image's,
with .img added to it, so you can use Find
UsOII: I . S MBoamst ( 1,396,496 b\otn). ror
17ih,.,
File if you have to.
Wkn: Oh l Tools 1. ltn191 ftlt · oh k Toob

El

U OJ·onvohmw ·Hkos 8 1·.

Aloha. C hoose the About command from under the Apple menu while Disk
Copy's open, and @]ID-click on the copyright symbol; hold down the mouse
button to see w hat happens. Then try it with@]) and IOption I down-and then
you'll understand the title of this entry.

The Make Disk
icon on your
system CD is
simply an
AppleScript that
directs Disk Copy
co make actual
floppies. Ifyou
want ro mount an
image, doubleclick on it directly.

Scripted procedures. Disk Copy is very AppleScriptable: a program can be
written in AppleScript which is then executed by Disk Copy. The Disk Tools
folder on your system CD holds a good example of this: when you click on
the Make Disk Tools Floppies icon, you're
D
Di sk Tools
t!l1!3
prompted to insert a floppy, and the information
3 1toms. 58 MB available
til
is copied directly to the floppy. But the icon is
~
just an AppleScript that tells Disk Copy what to
• flopple'
Mal:.e D•'k Tuub
do. If you wanted to actually mount the disk
images to take a look at them, you'd just dou~
~
OhkTooh l.t""l Dhk Tools 2.1mQ
ble-click
directly on the disk image files instead
~
•
of on the Make Floppies icon.

.

..

ShrinkWrap for special needs. Aladdin Systems' ShrinkWrap used to be
miles ahead of the disk-image options provided with the Mac system software. It's still a little ahead, with better compression/decompression, and
aladdinsys.com £1stc r mounting and copying, but unless you're going to be handling lots of
disk images or disk copying, it's hard to beat the freebie that comes with the
system software. In fact, Aladdin now categori zes this product under
"Developer Technology" for those distributing software.

Hard Drives
About Hard Drives
Hard drives. The difference between a disk (the storage medium) and a drive
(the mechauism) is easy to sec when you're talking about floppies. But a hard
dri11e is the medium and the mechanism in one, sealed unit; understandably,
the terms hard dri11e and hard disk are interchangeable.
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T he basic internal mechanism of a hard drive is li ke a flo ppy drive on steroids:
there are multiple platters coated w ith m agnetic particles, and a read-write
head fo r every platter.

Why hard drives are faster. Hard drives work at warp speed compared to
floppies for a num ber of reasons:
•

A floppy d isk sits still in the drive unti l you ask for its attention, at w hich
point it starts spinning; it takes a few seconds fo r it to come to full speed.
T he hard drive platters are always spinni ng.

•

T he hard drive platters spin lo ts t1ster than a fl oppy: ten to twenty- five
times faste r.

•

T he info rmation on a hard drive is packed together more tightly than it is
on a floppy. As a result, the read-wr ite heads don't have to trave l as fa r to
get from one piece of info rmation to another.

The mighty mote. H ard drives are sealed sh ut because even a tiny speck of
d ust can cause disaster in a mechanism that works at high speeds and small
tolerances. H ow tiny is tiny? A smoke particle could be a problem (that's
smoke, not ash ); leave a fi ngerprint on a platter and you could have a problem.
And just how small are the to lerances? T he read-w rite head in a hard drive,
un like that in a floppy, never touches the platter; it floats a few micro11s above
the media (far less than the width of a human hair).

There were no hard drives avai lable when the Macs first came o ut; the o nly sto rage device was a
single 400K floppy d rive. The first Mac hard drive fro m Apple was an external 20MB mo d el. It
cost $1500 and, altho ugh you could event ually run the Mac fro m a System Folder o n t he hard
drive, you couldn't start up from it. You had to start up with a special floppy and t hen turn control over to the system o n t he hard drive.

Fragmentation. Whenever you put something o n a d isk, the Mac tries to
save it in contiguous blocks. If it can't find a large eno ugh space, it d ivides the
file into pieces and puts them wherever it can. T his is usually referred to as
fmgmentatiou, or diskfragmellfatiou (even tho ugh its the.Jiles that are actually fragmented). Fragn1entatio n can slow down your hard d isk because it takes longer
to gather up all the fragn1ents of a fi le when you wan t to open or copy it.
Fragm entation also occurs as you edi t fi les: a document may have been in one
spot on the disk w hen you first created it, b ut iflater editing makes it larger,
and there isn't any empty space next to its origi nal blocks, it saves th e "spillover " in some other, possibly far away, location.
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Fighting fragmentation Defragmenters, or optimizers (because they optimize
disk perfo rmance) , are utility programs that work by analyzing your disk and
shuffl ing fragments of files around until each fo rms a neat, contiguous whole.

The best of the bunch has always been Alsoft's DiskExpress; the current package is DiskExpress Pro ($50), which needs to be updated to 3.0.1 at least to
work with OS 8. (If you have version 3, you can download a minor update
patch from Alsoft's web site). DiskE'qJress can do irs thing on command or
alsoftinc.com whenever your Mac is sitting idle, any time or during hours you specify.
lacie.com
symantec.com Besides defragrnenting, it can track what fi les you use most often and group
them at the most accessible parts of the disk. Altogether, it's a great tool for
the compulsive hard-disk jockey.
You'll find a simpler optimizer in the leading disk utili ty, Symantec's Norton
Utilities; there's also an optimization command in La C ie's Silverlining
disk formatter.
All of the optimization programs take precautions to ensure your disk won't
be scrambled if there's a crash or a power outage during the defragmentation
process, but it's always a good idea to make sure you have an up-to-date
backup before letting an optimize r loose. Also, as of this writi ng, none of
these utilities work with HFS-Pius formatted disks, although they should by
the time you read this. - SZA/HN/JC

Drive maintenance
Chapter24

Don't fight it.AJI the information in the last entry is accurate. Accuratebut perhaps misleading. I can't really recommend you add defragmentacion
to your arsenal of drive maintenance procedures. The time you save in
accessing fi les won't add up to the time it will take to do a precautionary
bac ku p and the defrag itself A drive chat's used a lot should be, every year or
so, just completely w iped and reformatted anyway; that keeps fil es from
being severely defragmcnted.

Formatting and Partitioning
The Apple formatter. Your internal Apple hard drive comes already formatted, but if you need to reformat it, use the Drive Setup utility that comes with
your system software. (Remember: formatting not only readies the drive for
use by mapping out cracks and sectors, but also sets aside any bad sections of
the disk so data won't be stored in an unreliable spot.)

For nearly a decade, the formatting software that came with Apple's system
sofMare was HDSC Setup, with the SC standing for SC SI. When Apple
started selling Macs w ith IDE drives, that didn't quite cut it, so they came out
with a utili ty called Internal HD Format (since only internal drives arc IDE's).
You don't have to worry any more about what drive you have and which utility to usc, since OS 8's Drive Setup can handle both kinds of drives.
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Third-party formatting software. Apple's formatter works only on Apple's
drives. For other drives, you use either the software that comes with the drive or
a "universal" hard disk formatter to set up the drive and install or update the disk
driver (covered in the next entry). Thjrd-party disk formatters work for almost
any kind of drive, including Apple's, and also for re movable med ia. (Apple's formatter is slated to handle third-party drives soon, so check for updates before
you worry about getting some other software.)
Two companies head the pack when it comes to Mac drive formatting. FWB
I
..J Software offers Hard Disk ToolKit Personal Edition ($50), w h ich provides
fwb.com all the basics, and Hard Disk ToolKit ($130) , which includes all sorts of
lacie.com
extras like file and folder protection, heavy-duty encryption security, and the
ability to format mu ltiple drives simu ltaneously. (The Pe rsonal Edition is all
most people need.) Silverlining ($100, La Cie) has long been a Mac favorite.
Both publishers update their products regu larly.

Disk drivers. A driver is a piece of software that regulates how the Mac
interacts with a peripheral device. The icons for various printers in your
Extensions folder, for instance, are printer d rivers. A hard drive needs a driver,
too, but you won't find it in your Extensions folder. A disk driver is quietly tucked
into its own invisible partition on a hard drive when you format it. It loads into
memory every time you start up, and mounts the disk's icon on the desktop.
The driver can be updated separately at a later date without your having to
reformat t he d rive. When you upgrade the operating system, it's important
to also update the driver. It won't affect the data on the drive, so you can
update the driver w ithout moving your files away to a safe p lace. (Although
it's recommended you do a backup before an update '1ust in case," I don't know
anyone who ever has, nor anyone who's ever had a problem \vith lost data.)
You update the driver with disk formatting softwa re. For Apple drives, usc
the Drive Setup utility: select tl1e drive in the Setup window, and choose
Update Driver from the Functions menu. For third-party drives, you use
whatever formatting software you used
Drive Setup
13
for the drive. You'll be able to update
U st of Drives
the formatting software, if necessary, by
Y•'-".....U)
... mu•
downloading
the latest version tweak
~~dr"lve)
=~ -:~11
from the publisher's web site.
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Keep in mind that you can only update
a driver w ith the most recent version
of a drive uti lity: you can't, fo r instance,
update a driver for OS 12.5 with the
drive utility that came w ith OS 12.

The disk icon. The standard hard drive icon you see on all the scrcenshots
throughout this book are the Apple icons, which are automatically used by all
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Apple hard drives. But when you buy a third-party drive, and format it with
third-party software, you' ll get a different default icon ; some formatters let
you choose from among several icons for the disk. (You can also paste in your
own icon, as described in C hapter 6).
Low-level and zeroing options. The Drive Setup utili ty offers two unexplained options when you're forniatting a drive: low-level format and zero all
data. A standard initialization doesn't erase information on a drive-it just
crases the directory th:tt keeps track of where fi les are stored. The low-level
fo rmat wipes the drive clean-and it can take a couple of hours for a large
drive, so be sure you have the time, even though you won't usually have the
need for it. The zeroing option replaces every bit of data on the drive wi th
zeros, obliterating the information so even a file-recovery program can't
retrieve anything. If you work for the C IA (or against it, for that matter},
you'll want to zero things out.
The interleave ratio. Because older Macs couldn't digest data as fast as it
could be read off a hard disk, you had to tell your fo rmatting software to go
th rough some special tricks to give the Mac a little time to catch up between
each bit it read from the disk. This process was called setting the i11terlea!le
ratio, or just the i11terleave.

U sing an interleave of 3:1 , for example, makes the Mac skip two sectors and
read only every third sector on the disk. T his gives the Mac enough time to
swallow the data before the next sector passes underneath the read-write head.
T he Mac Plus required an interleave ratio of3: 1; fo r theSE, the C lassic, and
the PowerBook 100, the requisite ratio is 2:1. All later Macs however, have
been able to handle a 1:1 ratio, wh ich makes performance much better. An
interleave of 1:1 means that every consecutive sector is read wi th no "digestion time" required.
Most formatters now suggest or automatically set the optimal ratio, so you
shouldn't have to th ink about the issue at all-if you confront a choice, just
leave it at 1:1 unless you're working with one of the early Macs. -HN/JC
When the driver doesn't fit. Okay, I already reassured you th ;~t updating
a disk driver doesn't mean you have to re format your drive, but on very rare
occasions, that's just what you'll have to do. For instance: disk drivers used
prior ro System 7 took a 16K partition, but with System 7, they grew to
need more space-a partition of32K, where it remains now. You can't
update a pre- System 7 driver without reformatting the drive because you
can' t change partitio n sizes without reformatting. And, sometime in the
future, the 32K partition isn't going to work anymore either, and everyone
will be reformatting drives to accommodate a 64K partition.
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Partitioning. Partitioning is dividing a single disk into multiple "logical" volumes- sections that the Mac treats as completely separate disks. Here are
some reasons why you might want to partition a large drive:
•

If you work with mostly small files (word processor documents or
spreadsh eets) and your hard drive is a gig or more in capacity, you waste
lots of space if you're working with a system (and drive formatting) prior
to OS 8.1; this "allocation block" problem was described in detail earlier
in the chapter. A smaller partition gets smaller allocatio n blocks, and utilizes space more efficiently.

•

If you share your hard drive with kids or a coworker, o r use it for distinctly
separate purposes (business and home), you can mount disk partitions only
when necessary and protect the important ones with passwords.

•

You can keep extraneous volume partitio ns from mo unting at startup,
which saves time (because the Finder has to read through the disk contents at startup) and desktop space until you really need to use the
volumes, at which point you can manually mount them.

You can partition a drive only w hen you' re formatting it, so it's something you
have to do either right at the beginning o r you'll have to be wi lling to erase
your disk and start again. Apple's Drive Setup utility doesn't provide extra
options like password protection, but most third-party products do.

Creating partitions. Partitioning a hard drive with Apple's Drive Setup is
easier than it was with the HDSC Setup utility:
- s
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1.

Launch Drive Setup .

2.

Select the target drive in the window.

3.

C lick the Initialize button.

4.

C lick the C ustom Setup button.

5.

Select the number of partitions you want
from the Partitioning Scheme pop-u p
menu. (U se one of the HFS choices; the
ProD OS choices at the bottom of the
menu are for Apple IT computers.)

6.

Manipulate the "map" in the lower left
corner of the window to adjust the relative sizes of your partitions. You'll see the
exact size in megabytes listed at the right.

1

wrt:!llf. .

(EJD:CJ

7.

C lick OK to start the partitioning process. (You'll get to name the partitions when they appear on the desktop.)

Since Drive Setup works on only Apple drives, and Apple provides only internal drives, the o nly time you'll be using Drive Setup for partitioning is if you
reformat yo ur internal drive. So, you' ll be running the Drive Setup utility
from a different disk: the OS CD, o r an external hard drive o r removable that
can also work as a startup.
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Selecting a small partition. If you have a relatively sma ll partition in the
Drive Setup m ap w hen you're creating partitions, it's hard to select it by clicking on it. But if you press~. it wi ll select volumes in turn, so you'll get to
the tiny one sooner o r later.

Working with partitions. Wh ile my startup disk (the internal Apple
dri ve) is over a gig in size, I've left it unpartitioned . But my second intern al
drive is a good example of how handy, and easy, it is to usc partitio ns once
they' re set up.
I have six partitions on the 4GB drive. There's 120 mcgs each for three different system software ve rsions, which I think of in a Dickensian sort of way
as past, prese nt, and future: System 7.6; a straight-vanilla current OS 8.x
w ith no th ird-party extras; and an OS 8 "plus" for beta, and, later, genuine
but still test versio ns of OS 8 updates. None of these mounts automatically
at startup. There are three other partitions that do m o unt at every startup: a
reasonably large partition for applications that I need ava ilable, but don't use
all that often; my backup volume; and, my Warehouse volume that ho lds all
so rts of stuff
When I want to mount one of the unmo unted partitions, I simply open the
APS Mo unter utility I keep in my Apple m enu (the disk is from APS,
although as you can sec in the picture, it's a Quantum mechanism), select the
partitio n in the list and click the Mo unt button. Unmo uming is a simple matter of selecting something and clicking Unmount; auto matically m ounting (or
not) at startup is a simple checkbox in an Info d ialog.

0
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A partition as a startup. As no ted in C hapter 5, you can set an individual
partition as the startup device, since partitio ns appear as separate drives in the
Startup Disk control panel.
But it's important that you set that partition to be mounted at startup, through
w hatever software you use to manipulate your partitions. It's easy to overlook
this. Yo u might manually mo unt a partition during a work session and later
assign it as the startup drive before you shut down. At the next startup, the
Mac will try co start up with that partition but w ill usually cho ke part way
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through the process because the lack of an auto-mount setting interferes with
the Mac's using that partition at all.

Choosing a Hard Drive
Speeds and specs. When you buy a hard d rive, the three main considerations are capacity, price, and a dependable vendor. Except for ultra- high-end
video and multimedia development where every nanosecond counts, you
don't have to worry much about the down- and-dirty specs. But here's what it
all means:
Form facto rs. Drives are categorized by two physical dimensions: the
diameter of the platters inside and the height of the entire sealed mechanism. The diameter is measured in inches. The heigh t is referred to as
jilll-lteight, half-height, or low-profile, altho ugh the small PowerBook drives
are measured in m illimeters. So, a drive might be referred to as a halfheight three-and-a-half-inch mechanism, or a low-profile
two-and-a-half-inch device.

•

Seek and access times. Average seek time is how long it takes the heads to
move to the desired track. Average access time is that figure plus an additional amount for lateucy, the average wait fo r the desired sector to come
around under the heads once they get to the right track. Unfortunately,
many vendo rs arc sloppy and inconsistent in their use of these terms;
some \vill even tell you they mean the same thing. If m illiseconds (ms)
matter to you, be sure you're using the same standard when comparing
products: a drive with an average access ti me of 12 ms is actually fas ter
than one with an average seek time of 8 ms.

•

T hroughput or transfer rate. T he data transfer rate is a measure of how
fast a drive can del iver data to the Mac once it gets to the sectors it's looking fo r. T he transfer rate is counted in megabytes per second (or
som etimes, j ust to confuse things, megabits per second) . If you deal
mostly with small files or database records, transfer rate is less important
than seek o r access time, because your drive will spend more time getting
to the data you need than transferring it to the M ac. But if you work with
large scanned images in Adobe Photoshop, fo r example, or big
Q uarkXPress layouts, or giant Q uickTi me fi les, transfers actually take
whole seconds, so differences in the transfer rate m atter-much mo re
than a differe nce of a few thousandths of a second in seek or access time.

•

Burst transfer. There's a differe nce between burst transfer rates and sustaitled transfer rates. T he forme r measures how fast a d rive can pump out a
small am ount of data loaded into mem ory buffe rs on the drive controller;
the latter is how fast it can delive r large r amo unts, even after the buffers
arc empty. Burst rates are much higher, so some vendors focus on those,
but for most purposes the sustained rate is more important.
Spindle speed . T he standard spiudle speed-the rate at which a hard
disk's platters rotate-used to be 3,600 rpm . In the last few years drive
manu f.1cturcrs delivered drives that spin at up to 10,000 rpm. T he extra

•
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rotatio n speed reduces latency, but its main value is to boost sustained
transfer rates: the faste r the disks are spinning, the faster the drive sho uld
be able to read in all the data it's after. You'll notice the d ifference mainly
with big files. -SZA/HN/JC

'

'

Mean times. Real mean. A hard
d
rive is one of the few computer comAverage users can store all their programs as well
as a year's worth of files on a 10-m egabyte hard
ponents with m echanical pares-and
disk-and theoretically never have to look at a
those parts perfo rm at high speeds and
wi th small to lerances. Drive manufacfloppy again. David Bunnel, Macworld, July 1985 '
'
turers usc a reliability rating referred to
as MTBF- mean time between fa ilures.
Now, there's a term about as accurate as "life insurance," which we all know
is actua lly death insurance. The MTBF rating, given in hours, is not really
the time between f.1ilures, but the time until a failure. And si nce the fail ure is
usually som e component entirely giving out, it's really a measure of PLS:
probable life spa n. That said, however, MTBF is pretty much a useless figure,
with ratings for most drives these days from 500,000 to a m illion hours. Even
if you keep the drive on fo r twenty-fo ur hours a day, that's around a hundred
years. (I guess we can safely assume that those fig ures are extrapo lated fro m
laboratory tests and no t calculated from actual fie ld data!)
Warranty. The length of time a drive is covered by warranty is extremely
im portant; most offer one- or two-year coverage. Should the drive mechanism o r any components inside an external case fail (power supply, fan, and so
on), the vendor wi ll typica lly replace the drive at no charge. They will not,
however, cover the cost to recover or re-create any data lost as a resu lt of a
drive failu re, so be sure you back up religiously. - HN/JC

The bus slowdown. No matter how f.1st a hard d rive is, you won't get the
benefits of its speed un less your Mac can receive info rmation at a speed at
least as fas t. Pre- Q uad ra desktop models, PowcrBooks up through the 500's,
and Duos arc limited to about 1.5MB a second, despite the fact that basic
SCSI specs call for a transfer rate of 5M B a second. Yo u can use faster disks
with these machines, but you won't see the extra speed. Since the
Centris/Quadra, the Mac's SCSI bus handles 5MB per second ; recent models
with t:vJo SCSI busses have a fast, lOMB-per-second internal bus and the
standard SM B per second for e}l:ternal devices; some of the latest models handle twice that speed, for a 20MB-per-second rate.

All guts, no glory. Most of the hard drives you sec aren't m anufactured by
the companies whose names are on the outside of the case. Instead, drive
companies buy the innards from a handful of su ppliers, referred to as
OEMs-(it's pronounced as separate letters and stands for original equipme/11
1/lamifaclrtrers): Quantum , Seagate, and IBM are am ong the best and the most
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popular. The drive ve ndor puts the mechanism in a case, adds a power supply
and then sells it with o r without warranties, software, cables, and so on.
A few more points. Here arc a few more thi ngs to keep in mind when
you' re buying a hard drive:

APS Drives

•

The price. Of course, I didn't have to tell you that. And you already
know that a high price doesn't guarantee high quality. But keep in mind
that the price-per-meg of storage goes down as the capacity goes up, since
there's a relatively fixed cost for the case, power supply, and cables for
each unit.

•

The case. Do you need a small unit fo r transportability from, say, home
to wo rk? Do you want one that sits flat, or stands on end-or one that
can be used either way?

•

Cables. Docs the drive come with a high-quality cable? (Cables, and
their quality, are covered in the SCSI sectio n.) Does it come ·with the rigllt
cable for your Mac and other peripherals? Sometimes you get a choice of
which cable will be included-one that connects the drive to the Mac or
one that connects it to other SCSI devices.

•

Termination. Is it internally terminated? Actively terminated?
Unterminated? C heck the terminatio n section later in this chapter-but
active terminatio n is the best.

•

Software. Forget the gazillion megabytes of shareware games, because you
can get that an)'\vhere. Get a drive with formatting software if you cansoftware that's suppo rted with frequent updates by the manufacturer.

•

For internal drives. Internal drives arc cheaper than external ones
because you're not paying for the case or cables, or power supply. Make
sure you get the right size for your Mac model, and check whether you
need to order cables or brackets for the drive, o r if they're ready and waiting in your Mac already.

Brand-name buying. Assuming that you're reading this book for some
concrete recommendations as to which products to buy, here are two outright
recommendations: APS Technologies and La Cie. When I first wrote this,
they were separate companies, but befo re the book was finished, La C ie
bought APS (although they are operating separately). You get mail-order and
web-order availability of top-no tch products from Mac-oriented companies;
APS's "extras," like cables, are high-q uality items.

These aren't exclusive recommendatio ns: shop around, read ads and reviews,
apstech.com check with friends, and then buy fi·om a company that's been around for a
lacie.com

while, since that's the best indicator for its being around for awhile lo nger.

The RAID approach. RAID stands for redu11da11t army of i11expensive disks,
which sounds a little silly, since the disks aren't all that inexpensive-and were
lots more e"-pcnsivc back when the phrase was coined. (Sometimes the setup
is just referred to as an array.) RAIDs are multiple disks attached to your Mac
and used in either of two special ways: for striping or as mirrors.

Hardware

In striping, th e disks arc used as a single disk, w ith info rmacio n split across
the drives; w ith rwo read-w rite heads
working at the same time, storing data
'
takes less time. Its disadvantage is that
Mac User, January 7986 '
'
(in regard to Apple's first hard drive, 20 megs for S 7500)
if you lose one disk, you've effectively
lost both, and all your data. With mirroring, the same information sent to both d rives at the same time; you have
two copies of your data at all times, m aking backups as you go alo ng. The
drawback is that it takes lo nger to store the two copies.
Given Apple's history •.. the hard disk is nice, but the
price is phenomenal! It's realistic, reasonable,
responsible, affordable, and most of all, totally
uncharacteristic.

'

Recycling an old internal drive. If you decide to replace an o lder SCSI
Hard drive inside internal hard disk with a larger-capacity drive, you don't have to usc the
LaserWriters o ld internal as a paperweight. One good use for a forme r internal drive is
Chapter 15 putting it in a LascrWritcr that can accommodate its own disk for font storage
(although not all d rives fit inside LaserWriters).

A great way to recycle an o lder internal drive is to turn it into an c>.:tcrnal
drive. Yo u need a case and a power supply, available from companies like APS
Techno logies.
Hard-wiring an 10 number. Internal hard drives arc set to TO 0, w hich
never presents a problem- until you usc the tip in the last entry and turn au
old internal disk into an external one. Yo u'll w ind up with an external drive
set to TO 0, and the new internal which must also be set to ID 0.

Jumper
combinations for
SCS/10 numbers.

Internal drives, and the replacement you buy, use pins and jumpers on their
circuit boards to ind icate the ID number. The pins com e in three sets of two,
and the jumpers between them (or lack thereof) add
1
2
3
up to the 10 number, using a panern that works with
oos
oso
00
0 0
binary numbers, as shown in the picture here. The
oo
jumpers
themselves usually com e in a little package
00
along with the drive, and they're not difficult to install.
4
5
6

B
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Other Storage Media
Removable Media
In general. RemoJ,able media refers to high-capacity storage systems that let
you change disks o r cartridges; the most popular types are CO-ROMs, Z ip
disks, and SyQuest cartridges.

Removablcs arc SCSI devices, which presents a problem : the Mac checks chc
SCS I chain at startup to mount disks, and then doesn't look at it again. So it
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doesn't notice when you insert a disk because it's not looking at empty SCSI
devices. And while a removable disk will be mounted if it's present at startup,
the Mac has no way of knowing that you've ej ected it because it doesn't
expect SCSI devices to change after startup.
At this point, you may be wondering what I'm talking about, because you've
inserted and ejected COs on your system w ith no problem. But there are
extensions in your Extensions folder that take care of this-chiefly, the Apple
CD-ROM extension. And that's just what you need for any type of removable:
an extension (and/or a control panel) that lets the Mac understand the comings
and goings of other kinds of removable disks. When you buy a rem ovable disk
system, you' ll get the software you need to handle its media, although the
Iomega extension for Z ip disks even comes with Apple's system software now.
The fixed disk that ain't broke. If you hear the phrase fixed disk, it's not
referring to a repaired item. It's simply the generic term for drives/disks that
don't have removable cartridges.
A removable as startup. You can set a removable disk to be the startup by
using the Startup Disk control panel. The device appears in the control panel
as long as any disk is inserted- it doesn't need a system folder o n it to show
up. Later, as long as there's an actual system startup disk in the drive, it will be
used as the startup.
After-mount. If you insert a removable disk and it doesn't show up on the
desktop, you may be missing the proper extension, or the extensio n might be
newertech.com incompatible with the system software you're using. Several utilities can
shareware.com mount SCSI-device disks after they've been inserted, but you can't beat
SCSIProbe, a long-time Mac favorite freeware program that's now distributed by
Newer Technology. It also serves as a general-purpose mounting utility, since it lets
you select drives and mark them (and their
partitions) to mount automatically at
startup; and, if a fixed disk fails to mount for
som e reason, SCSIProbe will let you get at
it. Another nifty, free mounting control
SCS/Probe can
panel is Mt. Everything by Horst Pralow,
mount disks that
aren't mounting
who asks nothing more than a postcard in
automatically.
payment for his efforts.
Auto-mounting removable media. If you don't have the right d river for
a removable disk to be m ounted on your desktop, and you don't have a uti lity
for after-the-fact mounting, restart the Mac with the disk already in the
drive-it will be m ounted like any other SCSI disk. You'll have to shut down
the Mac to remove the disk.

Hardware

Removable drivers on the disks. just as a hard disk needs a driver
installed in order for it to mount on the desktop, so does a removable disk; the
removable's driver is installed when you format the disk. Occasionally you' ll
find an old removable disk or cartridge with a driver that's much older than
the mounting software or the system software expects to find. Sometimes that
means the disk just won't show up on the desktop. But you can usually mount
it either with something like SCSTProbe or with the utility that came with
your removable drive; the drive utility can also usually update the driver on the
disk. Very old cartridges might have to be reformatted before the driver can be
updated, if the new driver needs a larger partition than the old one did.
Removable t echnologies. Here's a roundup of removable media types,
excluding the popular Zip and Jaz drives, which get entries of their own .

•

SyQuest drives were the first popular removable-media devices for the
Mac, and they ruled the roost for a long time. A SyQuest cartridge is like
a hard disk except there's only one platter, in a plastic cartridge. Insert the
cartridge in the drive, and its shutter opens to give the read-write heads
access-much the way a floppy disk behaves. T he original SyQuests had a
capacity of 44MB; it took several years to move to 88MB cartridges, but
not long afterwards, it jumped to 200MB. Each offered "backward compatibility," the ability of the drive unit to read earlier fo rmats.

•

Flopticals. Magnetic storage technology was stuck in a awkward rut for a
while: the relatively ungainly heads had a hard time getting to just the
right spot as the magnetic particles were made smaller and packed
together more tightly to provide more storage capacity. The cleverly
nam ed jloptical (floppy/optical) disks and drive addressed the issue by
using a laser to accurately position the magnetic read-write head. But a
flop tical isn't truly an optical storage technology because the laser isn't
involved in reading or writing the data.

•

Magneto-opticals. Beyond the positioning problem solved by flo ptical
technology, the standard magnetic head can' t focus on a small enough
area of a disk, so particles have to be spread out in order not to be accidentally flip ped-leading to lots of wasted space on standard magnetic
disks. In magneto-optical (MO) technology, lasers are an integral part of
the read-write process. In a write operation, the MO's plastic disk is
attacked from both sides at the same time. O n one side, a laser heats up a
spot to a point (the Curie point, as a matter of fact) where the media's
crystals become susceptible to a magnetic field. On the other side, a magnetic write head aligns the crystals in one direction or the other for a one
or a zero. This dual approach solves the problem of a magnetic head's not
being able to focus on a small enough area. T he read process in an MO
drive is solely optical, as a less-intense laser hits the data and is reflected
back at an angle dependent on the align ment of the crystals it hits.

One of MO's biggest advantages originally was the stability of its media,
with a 30-year shelf life for stored data. But the drives are slower than
magnetic removables because their heads are larger and heavier, and
because a separate erase pass is needed before new information can be
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w ritten to th e d isk. While MO techno logy has advanced from painfully
slow to j ust plain slow, it has lost its edge as a basic storage or even archive
medium: other fo rmats Oaz, COs) offer more storage per disk, at lower
cost per meg, and C Os offer shelf-life at least as long as the MO medium.

•

BemouJii drives. You probably recognize the name Iomega in relation
to its Z ip and Jaz cartridges, but it was known first for another kind of
removable medi a: Bernoulli d rives. Named after the eighteenth-century
mathematician who observed and quantified air pressure phenomena, a
Bernoulli drive is based on the same principle that keeps an airplane up
in the air. The two flexible d isks inside a Bernoulli drive arc lifted towards
the read-write heads because of the negative air pressure caused by their
spinning. Bernoulli technology never caught on in the Mac market. It's not
at the head of the class for price, performance, or capacity; its main claim to
superiority-its immunity to serio us head crashes-has been obviated by
the improved technology of standard magnetic media.

•

DVD. What's mo re compact than compact discs? OVD d isks. It's too early
to w ri te much about them (since they're not available as I write this) but
keep your eye out fo r th is ultra-h igh-density storage option. -SZNHN/JC

f'(]e]]

Zipplty do-dah. When Iomega introduced its Zip drive ($150),
evolutionary in design and revolutionary in price (initially, $200), no
ZiP 100
one uttered the ph rase "removable hard drive"; perhaps its removable cartridges arc j ust too much like floppies to warrant the connotation of
some big, cl unky design. Wi th a "head-to-d isk interface" different from the
SyQuest approach, using the somewhat forgiving heads of a hard drive (usually
paired with rigid disks) and a slightly flexible media (usually paired with the
rigid heads of a floppy drive), the Z ip d rive exploded onto the market oflering
100MB of data on a floppy-sized disk, for a price anyone can afford. And, not
least of all, its speed is closer to a hard drive than to other removable media.
~

T he original Zip d rive has some an noying design features: you're limi ted to
selecting only 5 or 6 as its SCSI 10 number; there's no power switch-if it's
plugged in, it's on; the curved top surface means you can't put anything on
top of it, even a lightweight modem of about the same size; the dark bl ue case
sticks out like a sore th umb on almost any setup, withou t the saving grace of
being at least an interesting color.

Zip drive

The Zip Plus ($200), introduced in early 1998, offers an on/off switch, the
ability to hook up to either a Mac or a Wi ndows machine (the original had two
different versions), and a universal power supply that can be used if you're traveling outside the U .S .. (My guess is that the older units will be available only
until existing supplies run out, since there's no reason to offer both models
concurrently.) But not long after their introduction, some d isk-access problems
were discovered, and the only solution was to keep the Zip Plus drive as the
only external SCSI device. We're awarding it an Editor's Product Pick anyway
because of how special it is, but you sho uld check on the status of that problem
before you get one.
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In all , Z ips became so standard so quickJy that unless you need a removable
that offers m ore than 100MB on disk (to store huge graphics o r multimedia
files), the Z ip is the only sensible way to go: it's g reat fo r backups and
archives, and it works well as a transfer medium because so many peo ple have
iomega.com Z ip drives. The drives are even an option on some G3-series M acs; and,
there's a removable drive available for Power Books that accept swappable
Aoppy and C D units.

All that Jaz. Inspired by the success of the Z ip technology and the problem
of high-end designers not being able to use the disks because their fi le sizes
often exceed 1OOMB, Iomega created the Z ip's big brother: the Jaz drive
($400) and its gigabyte-capacity disks. Jaz didn't take over the m arket the way
Z ip did-but then, it cost twice as much and was targeted to a smaller group
of users, most of who m already had some kind of high-capacity removable
storage and backup solutions.
T hen SyQuest anno unced its SyJet 1.5G B system (that's in the next entry)
and [om ega upped the ante wi th the Jaz 2GB ($650) system in early 1998.
The new m odel doesn' t leave early adopters out in the cold, since it can read
the 1GB cartridges, too.

The SyQuest answers. SyQuest was a little late o n the miniaturization
bandwagon, resting on the laurels of its standard cartridge:; fur a little too
long. When the Z ip drive cam e o ut, people glad ly tossed their clunky, lowercapacity SyQuests.
SyQuest's reply, the EZ135 technically beat the Z ip at its own game: the small
cartridge stored 30 percent more than Zip disks, at a faste r speed, for a lower
price per megabyte of storage. But Z ip was first o ut of the gate and the EZ 135
never caught up. So, SyQuest moved to its EZFlyer ($150) model ·with
syquest.com 230MB cartridges (and a copycat blue design) as its lower-capacity device. To
offer competition against Iomega's J az, there's the SyJet ($300), which provides 50 percent more storage than the original Jaz, at 1.5GB per cartridge.
Both EZFiyer and SyJet beat Iomega's offerings in technical aspects. But
EZFlyer has an almost impossible task, considering the Z ip's market penetratio n. The SyJ et, on the other hand, still has a chance to own the highercapacity removable market.
If you need m ostly personal backup and storage capacity, and wo n't be
exchanging disks with others, give the SyQuest offerings serious consideration.

CO-ROMs
CD-ROM drives. Unlike Aoppies and hard drives, which let you both store
your inform ation and get it back, a C D-ROM d rive offers a one-way capability, evidenced in its very name: compa(l disc read o11ly memory. A C D stores about
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600MB of inform ati on. (Did yo u notice that C Os are discs and other, co mputer-only items, are disks?)
A C D-ROM drive is not a magnetic storage mediu m. A disc is produced
with smooth laud areas and little bumps called pits. Instead of a read-write
head, a CD-ROM d rive uses a laser directed at spots o n the disc.
A laser beam hitting a pit is scattered, but when it hits a sm ooth
area, the beam is refl ected directly back at a sensor: together, they
CD Di sc
provide the binary feedback of computer storage.

CD

Caddy shack. O lder C D-ROM drives, including those built into the fi rst
Macs to offer that optio n, use a caddy to hold a C D. You put the disk in the
caddy, then insert the caddy into the C D-RO M d rive opening.

Playing audio CDs

Chapter 22

T he newer approach has been used fo r years: press a button o n the drive and
a tray slides o ut co accept the C O ; a gentle push slides the tray back in. In all,
it's very much like an audio C O mechanism in a stereo setup. If you have a
choice (if you're buying a used unit, say), avoid the caddy systems-if no thi ng
else, you can be sure the unit is very slow compared to current offerings.

External drives. If yours is an older Mac witho ut a buil t- in C O-ROM
drive, you can add an external one, hooking it to the SCSI po rt the same way
you add an external drive. But if you're trying to update a really old Mac, be
careful : a friend of m ine planned to buy an external C D d rive fo r the old LC
that her pre-school granddaughter "inherited," since all the decent kid's stuff
comes on C D. But a quick look at a dozen or so packages proved the fu ti lity
of that m ove: every one requ ired at least an '040 Mac (the LC is an '030)
and/or more memory than the LC, with its lOMB RAM lim it, could provide.
C D-RO M drives are one of the few peripheral devices that Apple makesand one of the even fewer whose price is reasonable compared to th ird-party
offerings. O ther reliable C D-RO M drive brands include APS, La C ie, Sony,
and Panasonic.

CD speed. T he original computer C D-ROM d rives worked at the same
speed as audio C Os, with a transfer rate of about 150K per second.
Subsequent m odels have increased the spin rate considerably, a great relief to
anyone who's taken upwards of five minutes to dig down through a folder
hierarchy on a C O.
The speed of a CD is given in terms of the speed of that original technology:
a 2X unit (also referred to as double speed) is twice as fast; 4X units (also
referred to as quad speeds or quads) are fo ur times faster, and so o n. Not all the
increm ents doubled the speed: next came 6X and 8X models, then 12X and
16X; as of this wri ting, there are new G3 Macs that include 24X units, and at
least one m anufacturer is offering 48X models. (After the quad speed uni ts,
people stopped using descriptive words, and stuck with just the num bers; you
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won' t hear anything about /rex-speed, oct-speed, or dodeca-speed drives. The
speeds are referred to wi th their numbers and the letter X, so you say "12 X,"
not "twelve times.")
Feel the burn. Despite their read-on ly nomenclature, COs can indeed be
written to, and the cost of the technology has dropped so sharply that it's in
the realm of upscale computer users. T he general term for the technology,
and sometimes the units, is C D-R, for C D recordable, but the units arc also
general referred to as "burners," for their ability to burn information into a
blank C D. (Although what's really happening inside is not the industrial
"burning" of pits: instead, the writer deposits tiny splotches of material to dull
the reflectivity of certain spots.) Pinnacle, Microtek, La Cie, and others all
make dependable un its.
IDE and CD burns. C reating a CD with a recordable unit usually involves
setting up the C D contents on a hard drive, and having the information written to the C D from the drive. Most IDE drives perform too slowly for this to
work correctly, so make sure you'll be ab le to do the transfers from a SCSI
drive. (SCSI and IDE are described later in the chapter.)
Starting up from a CD. When you want to start up from a CD that has a
System Folder on it, you have two choices. You can insert the CD while the
computer's on, select it in the Startup Disk control panel, and restart; or you
can put in the CD and start up by holding down the@ key.

Of course, if the computer's off, you can't put the CD in because the tray
won't open. But here's how you do it: start the computer and immediately
press the button to open the CD tray. As soon as it opens, slap in the C D and
give the tray a little push, and get that @ key down immediately. It's not so
hard to get it all done while the Mac is still going through its basic startup
process, before it eve n looks for a system disk.
The CD-DVD clash. From the strange-but-true fi le: if you have a DVD
ROM drive and you start up you r Mac with a boatable C D in the C D-ROM
drive lmt the CD isn't the startup disc, you might not be able to see any DVD
disks. You can start up with a non-boatable CD in the drive, or you can start
up w ith the C D itself, and you'll be able to access the DVDs.
Shortcut to a COs inner folders. Say you have a CD of clip art. On its top
level, it may have two folders, one for art and one for some sort of catalog.
The art folder might be divided into types of graphics files, and each of those
folders might be divided into topics. Further in, maybe there are subtopic and
sub-subtopic folders, and then, perhaps, folders for alphabetical groupings.
You keep accessing a sixth-level folder for the icons you like to use on your
web page designs.

You don 't have to click your way through all the folders (or use the springloaded folder option) to get to the inner folder- it can take a long time to
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open folders on a relatively slow CD-ROM drive. Instead , m ake an alias of
the folder you usc often, and leave it o n the desktop, in the Apple men u, or
any place on your hard drive that's easy to get to. D ouble-click on the folder
alias while the CD is in the drive, and its window appears-without the outer
folders opening at all.
If you want to be able to select from several inner folders on a CD w ithout
opening the o uter o nes, put an alias of the CD itself into your Apple menu.
Whenever the C D is in the drive, the item in the Apple menu will show submenus for all of the folders.

Using Zips
Zip disks. Soon after Z ip drives were introduced, the disks settled down to a
standard $15 per disk. Within a year or so, buying a 10-pack and getting the
long-lived rebate brought the price down to $1 0 per disk. If you need only a
few disks, buy a 10-pack anyway, beca use the price is much better-it's easy
eno ugh to find someone to split rhe pack w ith you. Z ip disks come pre-formatted for Macs or PCs; if you can't find Mac disks, get the PC disks and
reformat them o n your system .
But do n't go out and buy a carton of a hundred or so disks un less you're
going to use them all w ithin a few mo nths. Why? Because although Iomega's
zealously and jealously guarding its rights to be the sole producer of Z ip-compatible cartridges, they've practically lost that battle in Europe as of this
writing, and the U.S. m onopoly probably won't hold. Iom ega's profit margin
o n the disks is phenomenal- the disks cost about a do llar to produce-and
they could easily cut the p rice in half and still m ake lots of money w henever
some competitor starts selli ng discounted disks. (D id you ever wonder w hy
the drives are so inexpensive? It's like G illette practically giving away razors
because you' ll have to buy the blades.)

Power down. T he newer Z ip drives have power on/off buttons, but the
originals don't; to turn off power to the origi nal drive, you have to unplug it.
But you do n't have to reach under your d esk to get at the plug: just d isconnect the power supply from the side of the drive. (You think that's obvious,
don't you? Well, then, I won' t reveal the names o f any of the people I mentio ned this to who said "Gee, I never thought of that!")
Accessories. Z ip disks haven't spawned a cottage industry of accessories, but
there are quite a few things available; as you might guess, they vary in usefulness. Some are available from Iomega, and some from other vendors:

•

Power cords. If you constantly use your Z ip in two locations, getting an
extra power cord so you ca n leave one at each site is a great convenience.
Iom ega offe rs the standard power cord that comes with th e drive as a
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separate item. If you bought an early Zip drive, you can buy the newer
power cord that includes an international power supply if you need it for
your travels.
•

Carry cases. You'll find there arc two sizes: one is barely larger than the
Z ip drive itself, while the other accommodates the power supply, cable,
and a handful of a disks. One o r the other is a necessity if you bri ng your
Z ip back and forth betvveen locations.

•

Storage cases. Z ips don't fit in holders made for floppies. While their
individual plastic cases protect the disks themselves, a stacking holder
makes them easier to see and access.

•

Battery pack. If you're using an external Zip drive with a Power Book
and need to run it without plugging it in, you can get a separate battery
pack to power the Z ip.

The bi-platform Zip Tools disk. The Zip drive com es with a Zip Tools
disk that includes: the extension you need for the Mac to acknowledge
inserted disks; a special program that lets you mount and unmoum Z ips even
\ovtthout the extensio n running; a form atter fo r formatting Z ip disks with
options like write verifies and password protection; a utility to ease Z ip- to-Zip
copies; a utility that catalogs what's archived on each removable disk; and the
obligatory folder of shareware games.

Although the Z ip driv<.: you buy for a Mac is different from the one you buy
for a PC, the Z ip Tools d isk is the same; however, as soon as you usc it once,
from then on it works only for a PC or Mac-whichever was its first experience. Spooky.
Check out the Tools utility. If you buy formatted Zips, you may never
open the Tools utility to format a disk, and you'd never know that it offers
options like password protectio n for reading from o r writing to a disk. It also
lets you set options for the Z ip drive, including whether o r not to verify every
write operation (which takes a little longer, but fu rther ensures data integrity)
and how long the sleep interval sho uld be (a disk spins down if you're not
using it for a certain length of time.)
Be my guest. The Tools disk includes a utility called Iomega G uest that lets
Z ips be mounted and unmo unted even if the Iomega extension isn't installed.
U sc the G uest program and you get exactly the same support as when the
extension is running-you just have to run it m an ually each time you start up
the Mac.

This helps in two situations. First, if you bring your Zip with you to another
Mac, you can just run the G uest program and you' ll be able to insert and eject
Zips. But the Guest program can be very useful at "ho me," too: if you're
troubleshooting and have to start without extensio ns, but you need to access a
Zip disk (perhaps the extension conflict is one that's preventing you fro m seeing the Zip), running the Guest program is a good workaround.
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Don't erase from the Finder. Erasing a Z ip disk with the Finder's Erase
Disk command will erase the information on the disk, but the disk won't be
checked for bad spots the way a floppy is when you use that command. You
should take the time to erase a Zip with the Tools utility, and choose the option
Suiface Verif y which can repair bad spots on the disk. Noce that the Q uick Erase
optio n in the Tools utility is the sam e as using the Finder 's Erase command.
The emergency eject. T hat little round eject button on the fro nt of the Z ip
drive doesn't normally work o n Mac systems, where you have to eject the disk
from the desktop or from within a uti lity program. If you've inserted a disk
that doesn't mount, the eject button usually wo rks.

But in an emergency-like when the power's off-you can use the emerge ncy
paper clip ej ection tool. O ld Mac hands know all abo ut this, as it's the same
way yo u can get a disk out of a floppy drive or, now, a C D-RO M drive. But
yo u may no t have realized that the Z ip has a paper-cl ip hole-it's at the bnck
of the unit.
Using a Zip as a startup. Yo u can m ake a startup disk on a Z ip and usc it
to run your Mac in a pinch. What kind of pinch? Well, my sons have o ne program that just won't run under OS 8 and they still need to use it, so they have
System 7.6 on a Z ip that can run the Mac when they need that program. You
might consider a clean (no third-party extensions) O S 8 Zip disk as insurance
against when your own cluttered System Folder tempo rarily collapses under
its own weight.

SCS/Probe
Earlier this chapter

To make a Z ip startup, just usc the O S Installer (covered in C hapter 8).
U se the Startup Disk control panel to set the Z ip as the startup device and
restart the M ac. If you wa nt to be able to use the Z ip startup in an emergency
when your Mac won't start up (and so you can't set the Zip as the startup
disk), make sure you include a copy of SCSTProbe on the Z ip disk. Then, you
can start the Mac while holding down ([@ option! Shift! Delete l, which makes it
igno re the internal drive. Finally, use SCSIProbe to mount the internal drive.

PowerBook hookup. To connect a Z ip drive to a PowerBook, you need a
special adapter to provide a 25-pin SCSI connector fo r the Z ip cable. Iomega
··' J makes such a PowcrBook adapter, but APS's SCSI DOC ($30) docs that and
apstech.com also provides the capability to switch to a SCSI-mode connection. (See the
PowerBook chapter for further details on all that.)
PC-formatted Zips. If you usc the PC Exchange control panel that comes
with your system software, you'll be able to mo unt and use P C- formattcd
Z ips the same way you can use P C-formattcd flo ppies. However, Iomega recommends that you do this only when it's necessary to transfer files between
platforms, and not as a standard operational procedure: storing M ac files on
PC - formatted Zips risks losing data from those files. So, if you buy PC -fo rm atted Zips, reformat them to the Mac fo rmat.
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You can't use the Erase Disk command in the Finder to erase a Zip and format it to another standard (PC to Mac, or Mac to PC); for that, you have to
use Iomega's Tools utility.

The Wonderful World of SCSI
The Basics
The scuzzy standard. SCSI stands for small computer system itlterfoce. It's pronounced scuzzy, which has an appropriately derogatory ring to it considering
the problems it often causes.
SCSI is the bus that handles the electrical signals flowing from one device to
another on your computer setup, back and forth between the Mac and
peripheral devices like hard drives, CD-ROM drives, other removable storage
devices, and scanners.

Subsequent scuzzy. As quirky as SCSI can be, its 5MB-per-second transfer
rate was so much faster than other available options that it became the standard. But everything changes in time, and computers change in record time.

'

'

The SCSI-2 standard encompasses three variations: Fast, with double the
speed of standard SCSI because the data is traveling faster; Wide, with double
the speed of standard SCSI because
twice
as many wires are used; and Fast
SCSI (pronounced "scuzzy" or, in the Mac
community, Nsexy" ... )
a11d Wide, with-you guessed it-both
Michael D. Wesley, MacUser, September 1986 '
'
faster transfers and more wires, for
(The alternate pronunciation never caught on.)
quadruple the standard speed.
Then there's SCSI-3, long proposed but just implemented as of this writing.
The current incarnation, known as Ultra SCSI, uses double the normal SCSI
bus clock rate of10MHz to speed transfers; while SCSI-2's top speed is 20MB
per second for the Fast and Wide option, SCSI-3 can hit 40MB per second.
T he Mac's standard for external SCSI devices is still the original SCSI. But
many later-model Macs offer two separate SCSI busses, one for inside the
machine and one for external devices-with the internal bus a SCSI-2 bus
that supports the lOMB-per-second Fast (but not Wide) standard.
To get the benefits of an advanced SCSI bus, however, you have to buy devices
that are capable of making use of the bus: SCSI-2- or SCSI-3- capable devices.

The SCSI chain overview. Since Macs have a single SCSI connector on the
outside (some have a second, strictly internal one), if you want to add multiple SCSI devices, you have to link one to another in a series referred to as a
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daisy chai11. But you have to worry about more than simply findi ng cables with
the right connectors: a SCSI chai n is an inherently unfriendly setup, guaranteed to cause more problems as you add mo re devices.
The basics you have to consider when setting up a SCSI chain are: the num ber of devices, the ID number of each device, the tOtal length of the wiring
used in the chain, and proper termination of the SCSI signals. All these issues
arc covered in detail in the next few sections.

PC/ and slots in
general

········· ......Ch~~-~~;2

After-the-fact SCSI 2 and 3. If your Mac has o nly a single, plain old standard SCSI bus but has PCI slots, you can add f:1ster SCSI. Adaptec's
PowerDomain SCSI accelerator cards provide a new, faster SCSI bus for
your Mac. The 2940UW ($350) or the 3940UW ($550) can be a good investment if your computing activities are disk-inte nsive (as with high-end
graphics and video).

The SiliconExpress IV ($650, ATTO) provides fast and wide SCSI for
NuB us PowerPCs and Q uadras. But if you're so in need of speed that you're
adaptec.com considering a faster SCSI bus, it's unlikely that the speed of your NuBusatto.tech based Mac is good enough, and your m oney sho uld be invested in a new Mac
rather than in a pricey SCSI upgrade.
Combining SCSI types on a chain. If you have a SCSI-2 bus, you can add
standard SCSI devices to it. If you're mixing devices on a chain, put the
SCSI-2 devices first so that they'll work at their faste r speed. Then, where
you want to add the standard SCSI device to the chain , use a special adapter
that converts the 68-pin wide SCSI bus to th e standard 50-pin connector. APS
offers several optio ns alo ng these lines for $20-$30, depending on whether
you're stepping down from SCSI-2 or SCSI-3, and its adapters include special
termination for those 18 pins that are no lo nge r being used o n the chain.
The IDEs of drives. In a cost-cutting m easure, Apple began several years ago
using IDE (Integraled Drive Electrollics) in ternal drives instead of SCSI models
in the lower-priced models of each of its lines. The IDE drives, which are
cheaper and offer higher capacity for their physical size than SCSI devices,
have been available in the PC world fo r a long time.

Why don't all Macs use IDE drives and devices, then? Because, altho ugh
newer models offer ever- increasing speed, they lag behind their SCSI counterparts. SCSI devices have their own microcon trollers; an IDE device needs
the CPU's help for transferring data, wh ich can result in quite an overall perfo rmance hit. More importantly, you can have only two IDE devi ces on a
chain, w hich severely limits both internal and external expansion.
Macs with IDE drives still offer a SCSI port for other devices. If you usc
third-party formatting software instead of Apple's, you'll have to make sure it
knows how to deal with IDE drives and not j ust SCSI ones.

Hardware

Firewire.Firewire is a proposed industry standard that would al low about 60
devices to chain to a single, six-pin port. Yo u' ll be able to add and remove
devices from the chain without shutting things down, you won't have to
worry about termination, you could use cables that are less expensive . .. a
d ream come true. We'll see.

The SCSI Chain

SCSI Probe
Chapter 24

Number of devices, and ID numbers. A SCSI chain can consist of up to
seven devices (eight, if you count the Mac itself, which acts as the "host" fo r
the chain). Each device needs a unique ID number, from 0 to 6----computers
like to start counting at zero, not one. Apple's internal hard drives are always
set to 0, and the Mac is assigned 7, so you use numbers 1 thro ugh 6 fo r everything else.

Most external devices have simple switches that let you easily change the ID
number. Some models make you push little buttons that combine to stand for
a number (like one switch up and three down stands for 1), and other, older
designs actually have internally set IDs; avoid both!
Default ID numbers. With the exception ofO (used by the internal drive)
and 7 (used by the Mac), you can use any available SCSI ID number for your
devices. T he ID numbers you assign don't have to be related in any way to
the o rder in which the devices are attached. But there are certain numbe rs
almost always used by certain items, so you sho uld stick with the conventio ns:

•

ID 0 is assigned to the internal hard drive. You don't usually have to
worry about this, since that's the way the computer com es. But if you buy
a new, larger hard d rive to replace the original, it needs to be set to 0.

•

ID 1 is used for factory-installed internal Duo Dock drives, so it's good to
stick to that if you add one of your own to a Dock. A PowerBook in SCSI
disk mode defaults to ID 1, although that's easily changed through a control panel. U sing ID 1 for a second internal bard drive in a desktop M ac
is a good approach, since it's unlikely to conflict with other standards
unless you occasio nally hook up your PowerBook as an external drive o n
your desktop system.

•

ID 3 is used for Apple's internal CD-ROM drives, so it makes sense, if
you're using only an external CD unit, to set it to 3.

•

Z ip drives are limited to being set to ID 5 or ID 6.

The startup scan. At startup, the Mac scans the SCS I bus for a device wi th
a System Folder on it. It doesn't care w hat's connected where; if it can't start
from the internal hard drive, it checks other SCSI devices in reverse order of
their ID numbers, with the highest number getting start-up priority.
Checking SCSIID numbers. You don't have to peer around to the back of
your Mac's peripherals to check their ID numbers, or rip open the case to
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check the settings for internal devices. Just do a Get Info for the drive (or, for
removables, insert a disk/cartridge and Get Info o n it). The Info window
notes the SCSI ID number of the device.
There's another piece of system software th at will show you SCSI ID num bers even if you don't have anything inserted in the removable devices: the
PC Exchange control panel. C lick its O ptio ns buttons and you' ll sec a list of
attached devices.
A drive's Info
window (left) and
the PC Exchange
control panel
(right) both tell
you the SCSIID
numbers ofyour
d evices.
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Keep a ll devices on. T he general rule is that all SCSI devices on the chai n
should be on, w hether or not yo u' re using them. You'll find people who claim
they keep one or mo re devices switched off and their chain works just fi ne,
but more often than not an unpowered SCSl device on the chain--even on
the very end of it--can cause problems up and dow n the entire chain.
Double your pleasure. If you have a double SCSI bus o n your new
PowerPC -based Mac, you get to have up to 14 devices hooked to your Mac:
seven on each chain, with the Mac acting as the eighth device fo r both chains.
N o doubt you'll be doubling your chances of SCSI problems, too.

Cabling
Basic ports and cables. Desktop Macs have a 25-pin connector for SCSI
devices. Since most SCSI devices have 50-pin SCSI conncccors, you need a
cable with a 25-pin connector at one end and a 50-pin connector at the other,
both ma le; Apple's basic SCSI system cable provides this setup.
When you're adding more than one external device, you have to connect their
50-pin connectors by a cable with two male 50-pin connectors; Apple calls this
cable its SCSI peripheral illteiface cable. For an external device that uses a 25-pin
connector, however, you need a cable with two male 25-pin connectors; most
such devices come with the cable so you won't have to buy it separately.
You can get any of these cables fro m any computer supplier; they don't have
to be Mac vendors. The standard connecto rs are referred to as Celllrollics, so
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you can buy a 50-pin male to 50-pin male Centronics SCSI cable, and you'll
have the equivalent of Apple's SCSI peripheral interface cable.
PowerBooks, of course, have their own SCSI connector, smaller than that at
the back of desktop Mac. It's called the 1-101-30 (high-density interface, 30
pins), and uses a cable called the HDI-30 SCSI System C able to attach SCSI
devices to the PowerBook.
More ports in the SCSI storm. If you go beyond the original SCSI standard, you'll have to also move beyond the basic cables and connectors. Most
SCSI-2 adapter cards, for instance, use a special high-density 50-pin connector (HD-50) because the standard 50-pin SCSI connection is too large to fit
on the edge of the card.

For wide or fast and wide SCSI setups, there's an entirely different connector
to accommodate the different number of w ires; the connector is has 68 pins.
SCSI chain lengths. If your SCSI chain is too long, signals may be too
weak to be received clearly and you could wind up with a variety of problems. Theoretically, the chain can extend up to 7 meters (about 23 feet),
measured from your computer to the last device in a SCSI chain-including
all internal ribbon cables (figure 4-10 inches inside each device). Apple
recommends a maximum of 6 meters (about 20 feet). A general rule: The
shorter, the better-for both the total chain and individual cables. Standard
SCSI cables are 2 to 6 feet long, but you can get 12" cables that can save
many feet in a multi-device setup.

Note that the length of a cable includes the connectors, which are usually at
least an inch and a half deep, adding three inches to the overall measurement.
You may look at a cable and estimate it to be 8 or 9 inches long because you' re
looking at the wire portion, but in reality it's probably a 12-inch cable. - SZA/HN
Cable quality. The quality of your cables can make the difference between
constant hassles and a bus that hums along smoothly. It may seem silly to
spend $20 tO $50 for a foot or so of wire, but if you' re building a complex
SCSI chain, this is not the place to economize. Look for double-shielded
cables; they're usually thick and heavy because they have lots of shielding
around the separate w ires inside the cable to minimize the possibility of signals on one line generating noise on another, as well as shielding around the
whole bundle just under the outside layer. Look for a good, strong connection
between the cable and the connector, and for gold-plated pins on the connectors, too. -SZA/RS/HN
Cable care. Cables aren't overly delicate, but you should be kind to them .
Don' t bend them more than necessary. Don't push the devices agai nst a wall
so that there's a 90-degree bend in the cable right after the connector. When
attaching or removing them, push straight in or pull straight out- don't
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wiggle them back and forth . Use th e snap-in or screw-in faste ners to keep
the connection tight.

The no-cable setup. If you have multiple external drives, getting them all
from the sam e vendor can help, because companies like APS and La Cie make
special SCSI connectors for stacking their drives; the connectors arc more like
clamps than cables, and let the SCSI signal travel the shortest distance
between the tvJo devices.

Hot plugging. Hot pluggiug, wh ich mea ns adding or removing a SCSI device
while the Mac is turned on, is not something you should contemplate. Or, go
ahead and contemplate it, but don't do it. If you don't insert or remove the
SCSI connector eve nly so that all the pins m ake o r cease contact at the sam e
time, you can blow the connection-and the device, and your Mac. It's usually easy enough to do a smooth connect or discon nect, but it's hardly worth
the risk. (An early scene in Raiders ojtl1e Lost Ark comes to mind: Indiana very
carefully replaces the golden idol with a sack of sand so the weight o n its
pedestal remains constant. And you know what happened tlleu!)

Termination
Termination. The electrical signals that race up and down your SCSI cables
generate electrical echoes, or noise. If they're not suppressed, these reflections
can be strong eno ugh to confuse devices on the bus. That can cause all sorts
of problems, including slowdowns, data erro rs, drives refusing to appea r o n
the desktop, and crashes. A terminator (also called a resistor) keeps signals from
echo ing back on a SCSI chain.
A terminator requires a small amount of electrical power-termiuatiou powerthat's usually provided by the SCSI device irsel( T he only time "term power"
is an issue is if you hook up a device with no termination power co a Mac that
provides no termination power. All Macs except the Mac P lus and
PowerBooks (and the Portable) provide terminatio n power. Without termination power, the SCSI chain can't work, so hooking up a PowerBook as an
external SCSI device to a Mac Plus turns inco a problem. -SZA/HN

Terminators. A terminator looks somewhat like the connector on a SCSI

A pass-rhrough
rerminaror.

cable, but has no cable attached. Some terminators are dead-ends: a 50-pin
connector on o ne side, and a blank wall on the other. Others arc pass-through
terminators with 50-pin connectors on both sides (one male, o ne fe male) so
you can connect a cable to it, although you can use a passthrough connector at the end of a chain the same way
you'd use a blank one.

Self-termination and active termination. Back when every Mac that
had an e>.:t ernal device had only a single o ne-a hard drive-i t made some
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sense to have the termination for that drive inside the drive itsel£ With termination needed at the end of the SCSI chain, and the external hard drive always
being at the end of the chain, there wasn't much problem. But now this kind
of device-referred to as internally or self tenninated-is a real pain in the chain.
The better solution is a device that has active termination: internal termination
that can be turned o n or off as needed. Many hard drives are now actively
terminated, which is a real boon. But watch the terminology: self-termination
has sli pped a little in its rm:aning and is sometimes used to describe an activetermination device. If something is described as self-terminated, double check
whether it has standard termination built-in (you don't want it because you
have to open the case to adjust it) or has active termination (you do want it).
Basic termination. T here are termination guidelines rather than rules because
you can follow all the standard termination advice and still have SCSI-chain
pro blem s. For most systems, with no or few additio nal SCSI devices, the
standard setup works. For system s with lots of devices, especially problematic
ones like scanners and SyQuests, sometimes the standards just don 't work,
and you have to play around until you find a winning combination of device
order and termination control.

The general guideline is simple: the first and last devices in the chain should
be terminated. The internal hard drive is terminated with resistors on its circuit board, so you don't have to worry about that end. If you add a single
external device, it should be terminated; if you add multiple devices, the last
one should be terminated. - SZA/HN
Additional termination. When the basic termination-at-both-ends doesn' t
seem to be working, it's time to start considering additional termination
somewhere else along the line, or an alternate placement of the second terminato r. My favorite first-step solution is to put the second terminator before the
last device; sometimes a terminator both before and after the last device is
what you need. For a long SCSI chain, a third terminator somewhere in the
middle is often helpful ; general guidelines call for a terminator at every 10 feet
along SCSI cabling (remember to include the invisible cabling inside the
device itsel().
When there's no internal hard drive. For a Mac without an internal hard
drive, terminating the drive itself is usually sufficient; if it's not actively terminated internally, you can use one of its connectors to attach it to the Mac and
the other for a terminator.

If you're connecting more than one device to a Mac without an internal hard
drive, you should use o ne terminator before the first hard drive, and another at
the end of the chain. This means you need a pass-thro ugh terminator that connects to the back of the d rive and lets you hook up the cable from the Mac. A
standard terminator on the last device takes care of the other end of the chain.
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SCSI Sentry. If you had any idea of how many times I've recom mended
that people buy SCSI Sentry ($40, $20 fo r optional power adapter) or
SCSI Sentry II ($70) over the years, you'd thin k I was getting kickbacks
SCSI Sentry

from APS Technologies.

SCSI Sentry is not much larger than a standard terminator; it can be used as
an end or pass-through terminator. It has several lights on it that let you know
what's going on in the SCSI chain-when informatio n is being requested,
and when it's being provided. C hecking what lights are on or off can help
determine what the SCSI problem is: a bad o r loose cable, a problem in the
Mac itself, a lack of power, an ID conflict. But you won't have to worry much
about what's going o n, since SCSI Sentry adjusts the termination on the chain
apstech.com as needed. The optio nal power cord lets you provide termination power along
the chain, too-an optio n often needed in Power Book setups. SCSI Sentry II
is all that and mo re, w ith termination power included wi th an internatio nal
power supply.

Special Macs, special termination. Some older Mac models have special
termination considerations:

•

The internal SCSI drive on the Quadra 950 should remain unterminated
because the termination is on the motherboard fo r the internal SCSI bus.

•

The Mac IlfX follows the general rules above, but it requires a special
terminato r at the end of the chain because it uses a special SCSI chip.
Apple calls it the SCSI Terminator II, but everyo ne else refers to it as the

black termiuator.

•

Because the Mac Plus has no internal SCSI connector, your first ell.'ternal
device (the one closest to the Mac) is considered the first device and
should be terminated, as should the last device o n the chain. If you have
o nly o ne drive on the chain, it should be terminated.
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Starting Up and Shutting Down
Turning on the Mac
Turning it on. Depending on your Mac model, you tum it on with either
the Power key on the keyboard (the one with the leftward-pointing triangular
arrow) or, for older models, the switch at the back of the machine. On some
models the monitor might have to be switched on separately.

Peripherals like modems and printers, and even monitors, can be turned on
after you've started the Mac. Almost everything else (external hard drives,
C D-ROM drives, Zip drives, scanners) will be attached through the SCS I
port and should be turned on before the Mac.
Booting. Booting, or booti11g up, is another term for starting up the com puter;
rebooting is, logically enough, restarting it. The origin of the term is not yet lost
in the mists of time. Early computers used a series of small "loader" programs
to get going, since nothing at all was built in; each did its own little job and
then loaded the next program. This was referred to at first as bootstrapping,
from the old saying "pulling yourself by your own bootstraps" and was later
shortened to booting.
I0:-19AM

The startup disk is
always the one at
the top- the tnt
HD in this picture.

lnt HD

l

The startup disk. When you turn on the Mac, it looks for
a disk wi th a System Folder on it. Any disk with the System
and Finder files on it is a system disk; the one the Mac uses is
the startup disk. The internal hard drive is almost always the
startup disk. If it can't find a startup disk, the Mac displays a
floppy disk icon with a blinking question mark in it.

If there's more than one system disk available to the Mac (say, on an intern al
hard drive, and external hard drive, and an inserted CD), it's easy to tell
which is running the Mac: the startup disk icon is always in the top right
corner of the screen.
The startup procedure. When you first turn on the Mac, you' ll sec the
famous "Happy Mac," an icon of a smiling Mac. Then you get the friendly
'Welcome to Mac OS" dialog box with
the Mac OS logo. Ne>..'t comes a "progress
bar" labeled Starti11g Up that replaces the
Welcome statement; the bar gives you some
idea of how far along the Mac is in its
startup procedure, and how much farther
it has to go. You'll see a series of icons
appear across the bottom of the screen- the
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extensions and controls panels that are loading into memory. (This part is
referred to variously as the icon parade or the in it marcf1-"init" being an old
term for "extension.") Finally, you get to your desktop.
There's lots going on during a normal Mac startup before you even see that
H appy Mac. When you hit the Power key, the C PU gets to work and looks to
a special spot in the ROM fo r instm ctions as to what to do next. It follows
those instmctions, mnning some hardware self-diagnostics; if everything
checks out, it looks for a startup disk.
O nce the C PU finds the startup disk, it reads part of the System file into
memory. It's a selfless act: the first info rmation it reads in is the part of the
operati ng system that controls the CPU. At that point, the operating system
takes over, leaving the CPU to sim ply follow whatever orders it receives from
the system . (There's lots more going on that we mere mortals don' t need to
know; this is about all we need to keep us happy and informed.)
The extra-happy Mac. Someti mes the H appy Mac stays on your screen a
lot longer than usual. This happens on PowerMacs for the first startup after a
system crash, because the Mac is taki ng time to check the integrity of all the
files on the disk-some may have been harmed if open when the crash
occurred. The larger your hard drive, and the more files on it, the longer the
Happy Mac will be smiling at you during startup.
The not-so-happy Mac. The H appy Mac's evil twin is always waiting in the
background. The Sad Mac shows up at startup on some models when things
are going really wrong. Sometimes his appearance is triggered by corrupted system files, sometimes by mild or severe hardware problems. H e's accompanied
by some heart-sinking sounds like arpeggiated chords (fondly referred to as the
cl1imes qf doom) or car-crash sound effects. T he Sad Mac, and other startup
problems like general crashes and freezes are covered in C hapter 24.
More memory, longer startup. One of the self-diagnostic procedures during startup is checking out the installed memory. So, the more memory you
have, the longer your startup takes. You probably won't notice anything unless
you add more memory and then the startup takes longer than you're used to.
I

Empty Tra sh.-

l;lect
'~E
Erase Disk...
Sleep

Restarting. Restarting is not the same as shutting down
the Mac and then turning it on again; it's a separate procedure, using the Restart command in the Special menu.

Why would you want to do this? Sometimes you make
some changes in a control panel that won't take effect until
the next ti me you start up the Mac, and you might want to
start it up right away. O r, sometimes you'll be having some intermittent problems due to possible memory fragmentation, and you'll want to start all over
with a restart.

...

Shut Down

~
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Another way to use the Restart command is to simply hit the Power key on
the keyboard; this is actually a shutdown procedure, but you'll get a dialog
asking you if you want to shut down or restart.
Restarting is also sometimes referred to as a reboot, or any of several phrases
containing the word "warm," implying that the machine's still warm from
being used: wan11 start, wan11 restart, warm boot, warm reboot.
Auto startup. The Energy Saver control panel (which works on current and
recent Macs and systems) lets you set an automatic time for your Mac to start
up. C lick the Scheduled Startup & Shutdown button, and enter the time you
wan t the Mac to start up on its own. Giving the Mac a head start at startup
means you won't have to twiddle your thumbs through what can be a lengthy
warm-up. You can even set it fo r only weekdays, or only weekends, or a specific day of the week by using the pop-up menu.
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The hardware restart. Sometimes your Mac freezes up and you'd like to
restart it, but you can't because it won't recognize anything you do with the
mouse--even clicking in a button that says Restart. There's more about this in
C hapter 24, but here's the way out of that particular pickle: press @IDcontrol l
and the Power key all at the same time. This works for all current and recent
Mac models.
Use a power strip. If you have a lot of peripherals, use a power strip to turn
them all on at the same time by using the switch on the power strip.
Kensington makes a terrific color-coded power strip, where each outlet is
framed in a different color. It comes with matching color tabs you can attach to
the far end of each power cord (near the device); you can tell which plug is for
what peripheral without having to trace along its length to see where it winds up.
You won't pull the plug on the wrong device! There arc also power stri ps that
put lots of space between the outlets so that a chunky AC adapter won't block
an extra hole. In my setup, a telephone, an answering machine, a Zip drive,
and an external modem all need adapters and crowd standard power strips.

.... .......... .......... ~.~~~ But don't plug the Mac itself into a power strip. The internal battery that
Chapter 13 keeps PRAM charged while the Mac is off is itself trickle-charged by the
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power supply; keeping the Mac unplugged, or its equivalent by turning off
a power strip that it's plugged into, means the battery won't last as long.

Startup Options
Startup keys roundup. There are lots of different key combinations that
you can press at startup to do something to (or with) the Mac's operating system. Here's a roundup-you'll find details on most of these items in the
chapters noted.

•

To start with a neat desktop, with all its windows closed no matter how you
left them , hold down IOptlonl. You don't have to hold it through the entire
startup procedure- pressing it after the extensions have loaded is usually
time enough. This closes all windows-including any you've turned into
pop-up windows, so their tabs won't be at the bottom of the screen anymore. (There's a little interface breakdown here, since using other
close-all-windows options on the desktop doesn't affect window tabs.)

•

To prevent extensions and contro l panels from loading during startup,
hold down !Shift]as you start up; the standard welcome dialog will note
that you've turned the extensions off. (Chapter 9)

•

To keep the startup items in the Startup Item s folder from launching,
ho ld down !ShUt] through the time the desktop starts to appear; you can do
this w ith or without turning off extensions, d epending on when you press
the key. (Chapter 9)

•

If there's a QuickTime movie in your Startup Items folder but you don't
want to see it for the umpteenth time, press @]I] to cancel it.

•

If you're using the Extensions Manager that came with the system software, holding down Ispacebar) at startup opens the Extensions Manager
before everything else load s so you can specify w hich extensions you
want to use for a work sessio n. (Chapter 9)

•

Turn off virtual mem ory temporarily by holding down
startup proced ure. (Chapter 13)

•
•
•

Hold down lo"loptionl to rebuild the desktop. (Chapter 24)

~ during

the

Press io"(OptionlPIEI to zap the PRAM. (Chapter 24)
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Bypass the internal hard drive by ho lding down ,l.,o'""""
(C hapter 24)

Starting from a CD. If you have a system CD in the drive- that is, a CD
w ith a system folder on it-some Macs w ill automatically give precedence to
the CD as the startup drive. When you want to force the Mac to use the CD
as the startup (of course, only when there is a system on the CD), hold down
@] at startup.
Create startup items. If you want som ething to open automatically at
startup-an application, a specific document, or even a folder, puc it or its alias
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in the Startup Items folder inside the System Folder. (If you've checked the
Sholl! Larmcher at startup button in the General control panels, the system puts
an alias of the Launcher control panel in the Startup Items folder.)
T here's lots more information about startup items in C hapter 9, including
tidbits li ke having sound, or even a movie automatically play at startup.

The startup scre en. Replace the boring ''Welcome to Mac OS" box at
startup with a graphic of your choice. Take any PICT-type graphic (graphic
file types are covered in C hapter 19) and name it StartupScreen ; capitals
don't matter, but be sure to leave out the space between the two words.
Some graphics programs provide an option to save a document as a startup
screen, which not only sets the correct type for the fi le but often also gets rid
of extra whi te space around the image and/or centers it on the page. Drop the
fi le in your System Folder (11ot in the Startup Items folder);
the file gets a cute little H appy Mac icon and, if you didn' t
use capital letters when you named the file, it's automatically
SlarlupScreen
edited to S tartupScreen.

e

T he ncx"t time you start up, you'll see your picture instead of the standard
welcome dialog.
H ere arc a few other things you should know about the startup screen:

•

T he startup screen is only a tem porary picture, to replace the Welcome
dialog, and is not the same as a background picture for the desktop.

•

If the startup picture is bigger than the screen, it's displayed starting at the
upper left corner.

•

If you use the wrong type of graphics fi le as the startup screen, it may be
ignored, or you may wind up with a very strange display graphic on
startup. It might look like your computer is realfy messed up-you'll
probably get a random dotted pattern-but the startup procedure will
continue.

•

When you use a startup screen, you won't get the Welcome to
Macintosh-which, of course, you can live without. But you also won' t
get the progress bar that shows how m uch of the system has loaded in,
and you might m iss that quite a bit, even though you' ll still see all your
extensions marching across the bottom of the screen.

Ejecting a floppy. If you shut down with a floppy in the drive, you can eject
it during the startup process by holding down the mouse button as the Mac
starts up. T his used to be a great way of spitting out a floppy startup disk so
you wouldn't waste time starting up just to close down again so you could
insert another flo ppy startup. The chances of your using a floppy as a startup
arc so slim these days, that th is is probably the last time this particular piece of
in formation will remain in an edition of the Bible!
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Multiple Startup Devices
Startup order. The icon in the upper righ t corner of your desktop is that of
the startup disk, the one with the System Folder o n it; usually, it's your internal
hard drive. But you might have more than one device with a System Folder
available to the Mac at startup-a floppy disk, a C D, an external hard drive,
and so on. Here's the o rder in which the Mac scans its devices for a startup
folder-the first o ne it finds "wins"!
1. Floppy drives: first, the internal, then a second internal drive, and then
an external drive. (There were days when a system could actually fit on
a floppy!)
2.

T he device identified in Startup Disk control panel.

3. T he internal hard d rive.
4 . External SCSI devices, starting with the one with the highest ID number.
5. A second check on the internal hard drive.
6. Back to the floppy drive (in case you didn't get that disk in fast enough
at startup!).
When the Mac can't find a startup disk at all, it puts up a disk icon with a
flashing question mark in it.

The Startup Disk control panel. You can override the normal startup

The Startup Disk
control pane/lists
all mounted
volumes, whether
or not they have
System Folders on
them.

order by specifYing a startup disk in the Startup Disk control panel; all you
have to do is click on the disk you want used as the startup. The control panel
isn't all that bright- it will list all disks currently
D
Stortup DISk
8
available to the Mac, whether or not there are
S.ltet • Sl vt-..Oidc :
System Folders on them. (It won't list a floppy, since
that's the default first startup disk anyway.)
8

.....
ffi

4

V~rtMin•

artdtpct

.

C licking in the white area of the Startup Disk
control panel's window so that no icon is selected
sets the startup disk to the one with the highest
SCSI ID number.

Startup partitions. If you have a hard drive divided into several partitio ns,
SCSI/Dsand
partitions
Chapter4

each partition shows up in the Startup Disk control panel as a separate drive.
In older systems, choosing a partitio n as a startup did n't always work. T he
only thing the Mac noted was the device's SCSI ID number, and used it to set
the startup; the first partition it fou nd o n that drive was used as the startup no
matter what you might have selected in the control panel-and "first" partition could be the first alphabetically o r the first created.
This is no lo nger a problem: the partition you select is the one that 'vvill be
used as a startup as lo ng as it has a working System Folder.
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Ignoring the control panel. If you' re starting your Mac and realize that
you want the startup to default back to your internal drive but something else
is selected in the Startup Disk control panel, you can start up with I~( Optionl
held down: that zaps the PRAM and makes the Mac "forget" the Startup D isk
control panel settings.
Where is that other drive? When an external hard drive doesn't show up
on the desktop because it wasn't ready-you didn't turn it on in time-when
the Mac looked for it, restarting the system will mount it. But you can also
force the drive to show up on the desktop without a restart by using a special
utility like SCSIProbe, as described in Chapter 24.

Sleeping
Perchance to dream. Starting up the Mac can take pretty long these days;
and, if you're working in multiple applications on large and numerous documents, getting back to where you left off isn't worth shutting down the Mac if
you're only on a long lunch break. But leaving everything up and running
seems like a waste of electricity, not to mention all those little photons smashing themselves against the phosphor coating on your screen for no good
reason. With later-model Macs, Apple has finally been able to provide something less drastic than shutdown: the Sleep mode that PowerBook owners
have long been able to use.

T here are two aspects to sleeping: one that turns off the screen, and one that
spins down the hard drive. You can separate these functions so that, for
instance, your screen will sleep (dim) but the hard drive will stay on in case
someone needs to access it on a network.
To put your computer to sleep, use the Sleep command in the Finder's special
menu. (In computer-speak, sleep is also a verb: "Sleep the computer if you're going
to leave it on by itself.") To wake up the Mac, just hit any key on the keyboard.

Putting your Mac
into sleep mode
saves energy.

When you wake your Mac-by simply pressing any key-you'll find it exactly
as you left it, with applications and documents and windows open. Unlike
with the Shutdown command, which prompts you to save documents before
shutdown, sleeping triggers no warnings. While the sleep
'.
mode itself won't cause any work to be lost, who knows
Empty Trash •••
what might happen if you're away from your computer for
E;Ject
38E
Erase Disktoo long. Even if you're leaving the documents open, make
.. ,
lt'Jtll
it a habit to save your work any time you walk away from
Restart
ShutDown
your computer.
When you install OS 8, the Energy Saver control panel is automatically
installed and set to put your computer to sleep after a certain idle interval
(as long as it's a model that can sleep). Since this can be really confusing to
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beginners-coming back to a blank screen when they thought they left the
computer on- there's a startup notice on e11ery startup about the sleep function and the control panel. The notice continues until you've reset the control
panel manually, at which point the Mac figures you know enough about it to
not be worried about a seemingly comatose machine.

Triggering sleep from the keyboard. If you want to put your computer
to sleep immediately without going to the Finder to use its Sleep command,
press the Power key on the keyboard. The dialog asks if you really want to
shut down (since that's what the key is really for), but one of the buttons in
the dialog also provides a sleep option instead. You can click the button or just
press @ (with no @liD) to trigger it.

Automatic napping. You can set the Mac to go to sleep if you're away from
it for too long-after all, what's it going to do without you around, anyway?
U se the Energy Saver control panel to set the "idle time": how long it should
wait with no activity before going to sleep. C lick the Sleep Setup button in
the control panel, and move the slider to the time interval you want. If you
move the control to the Never setting, the computer won't sleep when you
leave it alone.
If you want the computer to shut down when you've been away too long,
click the Shut down irzstead cif sleepit1g checkbox.
Use the Sleep
Setup button in the
Energy Saver
control panel to set
the idle interval,
and to choose
bet ween sleeping
and shutdo wn
when the Mac's
been inactive.

8
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Show Detolls
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Details, details. U sing the
Show Details button in the Energy
Saver control panel expands the
box so you can set the screen and
disk sleep modes separately. You'll
find that, logically enough, you
can't set a component to sleep at a
larger interval than you set the
whole system to sleep. You'll even
get some nice interface feedback
S ln,ls•lw· ,.,..,..r lhlllltW'tldf'IQ"P
I llide Details
about the situation: as you can see
in the picture here, although the
display sleep is set co about fifteen minutes, its control bar is shaded to the
point where the system sleep is set-you can' t drag the control past that spot.
0

The full Energy
Saver control
panel provides
sep arate con trois
for display and
h ard disk sleep
intervals.

Shut dtNIII~teod

ohlupl ftQ

CnargySI'Ytlr

h'111'f'1 Jitt;a hfn tcr thu rnttr111fl.
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When not to fall a sleep. If your Mac is getting ready to perform a timeintensive task like a low-level d isk format, set the hard drive sleep to Never.
O therwise, it's possible that the drive will spin down w hile the Mac is "thinking" fo r a little w hile, and the process might stop entirely, reporting an error
that you won' t really be able to identify.
Screen sleep only. If you want to set only your screen to sleep and leave
the drive running at all times (perhaps because others will need to access it on
a network), slide the system sleep control to Never, since it's the overriding
control. T hen you can set the hard disk sleep to Never, too, and leave the display sleep at whatever time you want.

Shutting Down t he Mac
Shutting down isn't turning off. The M ac uses a special shut down procedure when you use the Shut Down command in the Finder's Special menu,
and it's not the same as just flipping an Off switch on the Mac or a power strip.
The most obvious thing the Mac does when you shut down "properly" is
check if there are any unsaved documents hanging around and ask if you want
to save them. It also quits each of the programs in turn, which means any
temporary files an application creates for itself while it's running get erased
instead of remaining on the drive.
But on the desktop, there are things that you think you've done, because you've
done them- but the Mac hasn't. The Mac has merely stored the changes in
its memory so they can be done at a later, more convenient, time; this makes
things seem to work faster while you' re doing them. If you shut off the computer without any warning, the Mac never transfers the information from
memory to the disk. As a result, you may find that the window you opened
and reorgani zed is closed and still disorganized when you start the Mac again ;
an annoying, but not earth-shattering, problem.
Finally, if you abruptly shut down, nothing in your Shut Down Items folder
will run. What? You don't have anything there? Maybe you do without realizing it. If you've set up something to do automatic backups, or virus or
disk- integrity checks at shut down, that might get triggered at shut down
time. And some software and/or extensions run special routines at shutdown-and if they don't know the computer's being shut down, they can't
nm. A shutdown routine m ight be as simple as one that empties the Trash,
but it might be as important as one that takes care of disk security, file recovery, or backup information.

Shut down with the Power key. When you want to manually shut down,
you don't have to use the Finder's Shut Down command. Just hit the Power
key, and you'll get the dialog shown here, givi ng you the option of truly
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shutting down o r restarting or going to sleep-or canceling the whole thing.
(I for one am extremely grateful for this dialog. I use a special ergo nomic
keyboard, and it has some odd key placements-including the Power key's
being in between !Option! and !Control), so I occasionally hit it by mistake.)
~
~

Pressing the Power
key opens this'
dialog.

I

Are you sure youwantto shutdown your

computer now?

Restart

II

Sleep

II

Cancel

I HShut Down~

There are several keyboard equivalents for the buttons in the Shutdown dialog:
Shut Down:

I Return Ior !Enter!

Cancel:

~or lruiDO

Sleep:
Restart:

@

®

Leaving it on. The general consensus of professional opinion has always been
(and perhaps still is) that leaving your computer o n for long periods of time is
less stressful on the components than turning it on and off. I used to leave my
Mac on for days at a time (hey, if you start at seven in the morning and work on
and off till midnight, it hardly seems worth shutting offi), but that was in the
early days with an early Mac that didn't draw all that much power.
While leaving your Mac o n is unlikely to do it any damage, there is the electricity to think about-the really hidden cost of a large Mac setup. My current
approach (no pun intended) is: on first thing in the morning, and off last
thing at night, even if I'm gone for ho urs in the middle of the day. Luckily,
with the sleep option now available on desktop Macs, I don't have to leave it
on all the way when I'm not there.

Shut down automatically. You can set the Mac to shut down automatically

You'll get a
warning if you're
still working when
the automatic
shutdown t ime
approaches.

using the Energy Saver control panel. C lick the Scheduled Startup & Shutdown
button, and enter the time you want the Mac to shut down. If you happen to be
working around the shutdown time, you' ll get a fifteen-minute warning dialog
with the option to cancel the shutdown entirely or put it off for an hour. You
can even set the startup/shutdown choices to work only o n weekdays. If you set
an auto shutdown but leave some open, unsaved documents around, don't
worry: it won't shut down and ignore the documents.
~ This computer Is: scheduled to
tJ,ii,l shut down today at 6:00PM
NotAl ShutliOVa..,lll bt postpo~ euto~T~~Stie.llv

lfthtoomputer b:~ tiU In UMtl thtt ti me

I C.ncel Shutdown I
Waltt~nhour

OK

But all through my System 7.6 year, and in all my time with OS 8 so far, I
have found Energy Saver to be very undependable. Somehow the shutdown
time is erratic-sometimes it shuts me down in the middle of the afternoon
instead oflate at night, no matter how many times I check the settings of both
the system clock and the Energy Saver. And, if the Mac is sleeping when the
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shutdown time rolls around, it won't shut down-and I always have the sleep
setting on. So, I just manually shut down most of the time.
The CPU's power button. Current and recent Macs have power buttons
on the C PU box; in most cases, the button has a circle with a straigh t line in
it. This functions the same as the on-off switches on older Macs-if you hit it
while you're working, it's as if you'd pulled the plug out of the wall socket.
The Mac turns off wi thout saving anything at all.
Wake up and shut down. If you set you r Mac co automatically shut dowu,
but the computer's sleeping when the shutdown time arrives, here's what will
happen. You come back to your computer and press a key to wake it up; maybe
you even press the Power key because you think it's shut down. In any case, it
wakes up, and you see a dialog on the screen asking if you want to save some
document that you left open and unsaved. You click OK. The document gets
saved, the application quits, and the computer shuts down-much to your surprise, because it's supposed to ignore the shut down when you're working.

But once the shutdown sequence begins, the Mac doesn't pay any attention to
how it was triggered; it behaves as if you had selected the Shut Down command. So, even though you're sitting there waiting to get back to work, the
Mac shuts down. (It's a little like the countdown in a self-destruct sequence
without Captain Kirk / Picard /Janeway around to stop it.)
Oddly enough, when you don't have any unsaved documents waiting and the
auto shutdown rolls around while the computer's sleeping, you can come
back, wake it up, and get back to work-the shutdown time has come and
gone with no effect at all.
The adding-insult-to-injury dialog. If you don't shut down the Mac
properly-which means you've pretty much pulled the plug, literally or figu ratively- you'll see this dialog w hen you start up again. It's so ridiculous, and
insulting-! know how to shut th is thing down-the only ti me I can't do it
correctly is when the Mac crashes and I have to shut it off. Oddly enough, the
dialog doesn't even mention the Finder's Shut Down command but only the
Power key.

Lucki ly, you can prevent this dialog from showing up by unchecking the rMlm
me checkbox in the General Controls control panel.
This computer moy not hove been shut down
property th e last tlr.e It wos used . To tum o rr
this computer, always press th e Powe r key on

Sbut Down y.,rning - - - - - - - - - - - ,

[if Warn me if computer was shut down impr operly

the teyt>oord.

One of the most
annoying of all
Mac dialogs.

You can turn off the improper shutdown
dialog through this setting in the General
Controls control panel.
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Mouse and Menus
The Mouse

It's tip of the arrow
that *counts" and
has to be touching
a disk ico n ifyou
want to select it.

The hot spot. The most important part of any cursor is its hot spot: the one
spot (a single pixel in size) that "counts" when you' re using the cursor. O n
the pointer, the ho t spot is the tip of the arrow, and that's the spot that has to
be to uching the item you're pointing to. The entire arrow doesn't have to be
inside the object you' re selecting; on the other hand,
if everything except the tip is inside the object, it
won'
t do any good at all.
It

1111

New system cursors. The mouse pointer, or cursor, can take on a wide
variety of shapes. Some of them are system cursors, used o n the desktop and
available to any program that needs them; others are specific to the application
you're using.

The four new
desktop cursors.

OS 8 has added fo ur new cursors for use on the desktop. One is a subtle
reminder fo r when you're draggi ng an icon that's going to be copied instead of
just moved: there's a little plus sign appended to the pointer. The other three
~+ ~ ~~~ Q
show up when you use the new features added in OS 8,
13
contextual menus, drag-aliasing, and spring-loaded folders.

The"wait" cursors. There are som e cursors, generally referred to as "wait"

Animated cursors
ore actually stored
as separate
cursors that are
used in sequence.

'

'

cursors, that are animated- they spin or change to let you know that the
Mac hasn 't frozen up while some tedi ous operation is taking all its attentio n.
An animated cursor (the spinning hands
on the watch, the spinning beachball,
counting fingers, or spinning globe) is
actually a series of cursors displayed one
after the other.

Double-clicking as Open Sesame. A double-click of the mouse almost
always opens something. It usually substitutes for a single click to select
something and a subsequent Open command from a menu or butto n.
Double-click on a folder icon o n the deskto p to open the folder; double-click
on an application icon to open-or
The Lisa [the Mac's immediate predecessor] uses a
launch- it. Even double-clicking o n an
device known as a mouse to move a pointer around
item in a list in an Open dialog works
the screen. A mouse is a sort of executive joystick. If
instead
of clicking on the item and
you want to file somethin g, you move the pointer to
a picture of a little folder and push a button.
then clicking the Open button.
Business, then, becomes a computer game.
Peter MacWilliams, The Wo rd Processing Book, 1983 '

'

The majo r exception to this rule is that
double-clicking on text usually selects
an entire word.
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The click-and-a-half. OS 8 added a new term to the mouse lexicon: clickand-a-half. It's like a double-click but instead of releasing the mouse button at
the end of the second click, you keep holding it down. It's used for drilling
down through folders on the desktop.

The double-click speed. The only difference between a double-click and
two single clicks is the amount of time between the clicks. But you get to set
the length of that interval (slow, medium , or fast) by using the speed settings
in the Mouse control panel. Since a click-and-a-half
D
might also be a click followed by a press, the doubleclick speed setting affects that operation, too.
Adjust the doubleclick and mouse
tracking speeds in
the Mouse control
panel.
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The double-click speed setting also affects the
"rename delay" for a desktop icon: the time it takes
for the editing rectangle to appear around an icon's
name after you click on it.

Tracking speed. The Mouse control panel also lets you set the tracking speed
for the cursor: the relationship between how fast you move the mouse and
how far the mouse cursor travels on the screen.
Setting the tracking at Very Slow means there's no difference between the
mouse and cursor "mileage": moving the mouse three inches moves the cursor three inches, no matter what your speed. At other settings, the mouse and
cursor distances match if you move the mouse very slowly. But when you
move the mouse quickly, the cursor can move from about twice the mouse
distance (at a slow settings) to about five times the mouse distance.

Coruscating cursors. If you're bored with black-and-white cursors, there is
a cure; in fact, there are two cures. DubiCiick's ClickChange and Nova
Development's Zonkers utility packages, described more fully later in this
chapter, let you change the drab basic system cursors into eye-catching little
works of art. A steaming coffee cup instead of the spinning wristwatch. A
pulsing red wedge instead of the arrow-or a shimmering rainbow pointer. If
you want something other than what's supplied with the package, use the
included cursor editor to design your own.

Menu Basics
Menu blink control. A menu item blinks when you select it (it's subtle
but appreciated feedback). You can turn off the blink entirely, or choose one,
two, or three blinks as the feedback in the Menu
Blinking section of the General Controls control panel.

Don't backtrack. If you've opened a menu and dragged to a command and
then change your mind, you don't have to backtrack up to the menu name to
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get out without triggering a command. Just slide the mouse cursor off the
menu anywhere (you' ll see that the highlight disappears from the menu command) and then let go of the mouse button. T his works in submenus as well
as main menus.
For further info •••• When a menu command is followed by an ellipsis (three
dots, like this ... ) that means the Mac needs more information before the command can be executed, so a dialog box opens when you select the command.
Key symbols in menus. The (W symbol is easy to display in a menu because
it's also a symbol on the keyboard. But the other modifier keys~, IOption I,
and ©ill-need special symbols in a menu because they appear as words on
the keyboard. The cryptic symbols Apple picked are shown here.
.................................
Modifier keys, and
non-printing keys,
use the special
symbols shown
here w hen they
appear in a menu.

8e Command
Shift
~ Option
Control
Spacebar
Enter
i}

~

-

""'

+I

Tab
Return
Arrow
Key
+
I&) Forward Delete
F9 Function Key
(gi] 9 Keypad Number

...

And what happens when a keyboard
command involves some other nonprinting key (like~. !Enter!, or
IReturn!) that has to show in a menu?
T hey, too, have their own symbols.

Highlight color. Back in the dark ages (or, more precisely, the black-andwhite ages), menus were white, their commands black, and dimmed commands
were a black-and-white checkerboard that looked sort of gray; the highlight as
you selected a command was a simple w hite-on-black reversal. With color Macs
and later systems, the menus were still black-and-white, but dimmed commands were actually gray letters, and the selection highlight was also gray.

Welcome to the more colorful world of OS 8. Menus now have a gray background, as does the menubar (though I confess I prefer the white) and the
highlight when you select a command is .. . whatever you want it to be. When
you use the Appearance control panel to set the Accent Color that's used for
dialog box and window components, as described in later in the chapter, the
color is also used fo r menu highlighting.
Two commands for the press of one. To give two or more keyboard
commands in a row, you can keep the @]ID down while you press the other
keys you need. For instance, if you want to save a document, then close it,
then quit the program, you don't have to press ~. then ~. then ~@.
Just hold down ~. then press@),~. and (Q) in turn.
Menus and keyboard modifiers. Holding down IOption I or lShittl (or sometimes both) can change one or more commands in some menus. The Finder
offers several examples of this feature (they're covered in C hapter 6), but
always remember to experiment in all your applications. I blush to admit that
it wasn't until after a year of use that I realized that holding down lShlftl while
opening Word's File menu changes the C lose command to C lose All.
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More Menus
Submenu selection. When you want something from a submenu, you
don't have to make a ninety-degree turn from the main menu into the submenu. If you move fast enough (you don't have to be really speedy), you can
slide diagonally from the main menu command directly to the submenu
com mand without the submenu's closing.
You can drag
directly to a
submenu
command (right).

..

VIew Optlons_

Alwont Garde.
6en uulat

..................................
A menu with too
many items to
display at once
has an arrow at
the bottom (left).
Hold the pointer
at the bottom of
the menu, and the
menu scrolls; an
arrow appears at
the top of the
menu to show
that it can scro ll in
that direction, too
(right).
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Scrolling men us. When a menu has
so many items on it that they can' t all
fit on the screen, the menu can scroll to
show you all the choices. A downwa rdpointing arrow at the bottom of a
menu indicates that there arc items off
in that direction; slide down to the
arrow, and the menu starts to scroll.
O nce it's scrolling, there'll be an
upward-pointing arrow at the top to
show that there are now choices off in
that direction; slide the pointer back up
to scroll in that direction.

~~

You don 't have to put the cursor on a scrolling menu's arrow to make it scroll
up or down; anywhere along the bottom (or top) edge of the menu will do. In
L'lCt, you can even hold the cursor below the menu and keep it scroll ing as
long as you slide out through the bottom of the menu and not its side.
It's hard to catch the item you want as it scrolls by, but you don't have to
worry about that: once you see it, just slide the pointer back into the menu
and the scrolling stops so you can get to the item you want.

Speed scrolling. If your scrolling menus are incredibly long (as can happen
with font menus), you might find it handy to adjust the scrolling speedeither faster so you can get through it, or slower so you can better sec the
names as they scroll by. Position the cursor anywhere in the body of the
scroll arrow for medium-speed scrolling. To slow it down, keep the point of
the cursor just outside the scroll arrow, j ust past its base. Put the cursor at the
pointed tip of the scroll arrow to make the men u scroll faster.
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Pop-up men&Js. When pop-up menus first started popping up in the Mac
interface, there wasn't much in the way of standardization. Sometimes a popup was simply a rectangle with a drop shadow, sometimes it had an arrow in
or near it; sometimes the current menu choice showed as the menu's "title,"
and sometimes the title hovered above it.
In OS 8, though, pop-up menus seem to have settled down. You'll see a
rounded rectangle that includes the current menu choice and a double-headed
arrow at its right. C lick on it (anywhere on the menu-you don't have to click
on the arrows) and you'll get a standard square-cornered menu from which
you can choose a command or option. The double arrow is a nice detail to
have added to the menu; previously, the standard was a downward-pointing
arrow, but pop-up menus tend to pop up, or in both direcI EveryOay
tions, at least as often as they open downward.

Old-style pop-ups. If you turn off the "platinum windows" option in the
Appearance control panel, pop-up menus revert to the older-style shadowed
box with a downward-pointing arrow at the right.

Sticky menus. Another new OS 8 feature is sticky menus. Just click on a
menu title in the menubar and the menu stays open even if you release the
mouse button. You can even slide the mouse cursor away from the menu and
it stays open.
To select a command from an open menu, just click on it. To close the menu
without choosing a command from it, click anywhere on the screen, or press
~. (Or, you could sit there and do nothing for a while-stuck menus
close themselves after about 15 seconds.)

Switching sticky menus. Once a menu is "stuck" open, you can open a
different one by sliding the mouse cursor (remember, you' re finger's not on
the button at this point) over to another menu title. The original menu closes
and the new one sticks open for you.

Stuff sticks all over the place. Sticky menus work everywhere-at least
everywhere I could think to try it so far. You might expect them to work from
the menubar in every application (and they do), but it's nice to find that they
work on pop-up menus in dialog boxes (like the Open and Save dialogs) and
even on contextual menus that pop up anywhere on the screen that you need
them- just click to open the menu and it stays open until you use it or click
elsewhere.

Teflon-coated menus. If your sticky menus don' t work exactly the way
you'd like them to, try the freeware Teflon, a control panel that lets you disable sticky menus (odd that Apple didn't provide that capability), or adjust
their behavior: they can drop down and stick without your even clicking the
mouse button, or you can adjust the amount of time that defines the difference
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between a click and a press on a menu title (since that's the difference between a
stuck menu and one that goes away when you release the mouse button).
Contextual menus. OS 8 introduced a special kind of pop- up menu: the
coutextual menus that pop up when you hold down [Control! and press the mouse
button. There's lots more about these in Chapter 6, because although this is a
system-wide feature, it's most fully implemented on the desktop at this point.
As soon as developers jump on this particular bandwagon, you'll have pop-up
contextual menus everywhere. (There have been pop-up contextuals in several
programs already-Microsoft products and FileMaker Pro 3 come to mindbut they've been strictly application-specific and will have to be re-done to
comply with the system's contextual menus.)
The System font. The font used for menus and dialogs changed fro m our
beloved C hicago to the slightly more angular C harcoal for OS 8. You can
switch back by using the Appearance control panel and setting the System
font to C hicago.

Use the
Appearance
control panel to
switch system
fonts.

You might have been disappointed to find only two fonts in the Appearance
control panel. H owever, the Appearance control panel is ready to use five
other fonts: Capitals, Gadget, Sand, Te>.'tile,

r::::::-~:o~1@~t......T.l ::~1~eec;~~:~~:r:~~et:~:t~o~~

be available

Windows and Dialogs
About Windows

Window basics
Chapter 1
windows
Chapter6

The new look. OS 8's windows have a new, three-dimensional look referred
to as "platinum." With the new shading, the stripes in the title bar look like
ridges, the close box looks somewhat concave, and there's a rolled rim around
the sides and bottom of each window, outside the scroll bars. T he size box
in the lower right, though still officially designated as such, is no longer a
box-it's a triple stripe. And, there's a new control in the upper right, the collapse box, that takes over for the old Window Shade control panel. (After a
decade of clicking in the upper right of a window to zoom it, I keep hitting
that collapse box instead-couldn't they have kept the zoom box in the corner
and put the collapse box on the inside?!)
0
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look and some
new window parts.
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The standard
zoom box (top)
and the vertical
zoom box
(bottom).

The uni-directional zoom box. T he Finder's About box is the only place
I've found this so far, but there's obviously a special window control built-in
to the system for programmers to hook into. The About box can be resized
only vertically, and its zoom box acknowledges the fact by using a
slightly different design. (The Find File application, w hich also
allows only vertical resizing, still uses a standard zoom.)
Controlling the new look. You can change the basic look of your windows-and some of their behaviors-through the Appearance control panel.

With the Colo r option selected, you can choose an accent color that will be
applied to scroll boxes in windows and parts of dialog boxes, like progress
bars. (The same accent color wi ll be used for your menu selectio n highlight.)
C licking the Options button in the control panel lets you set the behavior
for collapsing windows, change the system font (used in menus, dialog
boxes, and window titles) from the new C harcoal font back to good ol'
Chicago, and set the 3-D platinum window option for only the desktop, or
for all your applications, too.
e o

The two faces of
the Appearance
control pane/lets
you control the
new window looks
and system font.
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Getting the old look back. If you turn off the system-wide platinum windows in applications, you'll get the standard System 7 windows. You'll lose not
only the "look," but also the collapse box, and the rim around the outside of
the window that lets you drag the window around. The collapsejrmctio11 is still
available if you leave Double-dick title bar to coUapse checked in the Appearance
control panel; you'll just have to access it by double-clicking on title bars
instead of using a collapse box.
A diHerent new look. If the platinum look just isn't enough for you, you
can take the years of development that went into the elegant M ac interface
and ruin it in just minutes.
=;::~
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A very small
sampling of
possible title and
scroll bars from
ClickChange.

•

ClickChange ($58, DublC lick Software) lets you control
just about every facet of the Mac look. Windows, for
instance: move the title to one end or the other instead of
leaving it centered; pick a new style of title bar, scroll
arrows, and scroll boxes. Turn your menu titles into
icons-into animated icons, if you want. Substitute colored, animated cursors for the drab, static system version.
There's more slicing and dicing than is worth listing here
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(including adding double scroll arrows and assigning sounds to various
system events).

•

Kaleidoscope ($20, shareware) is a terrific collection of interface-twisting
capabilities brought to you by the folks who made the shareware packages
Greg's Buttons and Aaron Lite (and Heavy). Select a "color scheme" and it
changes the color and look of window components; you can also assign
colors to the background of Finder windows, and even change the font
used in menus and dialogs (beyond the choices the Appearance control
panel provides). If you look around online, you'll find color schemes that
other people have designed that you can add to your Kaleidoscope folder;
you can use Kaleidoscope's tools to create your own color schemes.

• ---.-.1 System Folder ---1 • •
38 fttrM, 147.9 MB evoll•bl~

Two Kaleidoscope
window fashions,
Sherbet (orange
flavor) and BeBox
varieties; with the
latter, even system
icons change.
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A few of Niji's
window choices.

•

Niji ($20, shareware) is Japanese for
"rainbow" and that's w hat you get fo r
your windows: a rainbow of colors and
designs to apply. The p ictures here don't
do the designs justice. Niji changes the
whole look of your menus, too.

Zonkers ($25, Nova Development) suggests you can turn your Mac into
a virtual theme park with all its interface alterations, including w indow
color and styles, buttons, animated cursors, background pictures and icons.

Live scrolling. The "live scroll" feature that was introduced in OS 8 works
on the desktop, and in any application that's aware of the capability and allows
its use. What's live scrolling? As you drag the scroll box, the contents of the
window move so you don't have to guess where you should let go in order to
see a specific spot in the document.
Some applications, like Netscape Navigator, provide the live scroll feature as a
standard, or an option, separate from OS 8's provision.
Why windows scroll backwards. Scroll controls seem to work back\vards
when you're new to the Mac. (Of course, scrolling becomes second nature in a
very short time, so it hardly matcers how it feels at first!) But here's why a click
in a down arrow scrolls things upwards, a click in the left arrow scrolls things to
the right, and so on: You're not scrolling the contents, you're moving the window. Conceptually, although not physically, a click in the down arrow moves the
window down, which makes the relative position of its contents move up. The
picture on the next page explains it better than any more words can.
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Clicking in a
scroll arrow
conceptually
moves the window,
not the contents.
With the Control
Panel window
supposedly
moving down
when you click the
down arrow, the
contents, relatively
speaking, move
upwards.
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Scroll arrows: two heads are better than one. If you move your windows around a lot and find that parts of them are often off-screen, you've
probably discovered the frustration of not being able to scroll your window to
where you want it because each end of the scroll bar shows only one scroll
arrow. U se the shareware DoubleScroll or D ublClick's ClickChange to
turn every scroll arrow into a two-headed beast so you can scroll in both
directions from either end of a scroll bar. Use double scroll arrows for just a
little while, and you'll realize Apple made a major interface omission.
Splitting windows. Some applications have document windows that can be
split into separate areas, usually referred to as panes, by a split bar, a thick black
li ne next to the scroll arrow. By moving the bar, you divide the window into
two parts, each with its own scroll controls. Splitting a window lets you look
at two different parts of your document at the same time. In a word processor,
for instance, you could work on any part of the document while keeping your
introductoru comments in view at all times. In a spreadsheet, you
~~~ can usuall; ~plit a window both vertically and hori zontally, giving
you four independently scrolling areas on the screen.

Windoids. Okay, hardly anyone calls them windoids anymore. These special
kinds of w indows are variously referred to as floating windows or palettes. Most
applications refer co them as tool palettes and you hardly even think of them as
windows. But palettes are windows, special ones that defy the general rule that
the frontmost window is the one that's affected by your actions. While you
work in your standard document window, a palette floats on top of it so you
can reach tools and commands, or see information about what you' re doing.
T he floating issue aside, most palettes follow basic window rules amongst
themselves-when you have more than one open, for instance, and they're overlapping, the one you've clicked in most recently is on the top. A few palettes
have resize boxes; most have title bars, although the bars are thin, have a different pattern in them, and can be at the top or side of the palette. And, almost all
have that all-important feature: a close box so you can get it off the screen.
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Manipulating Windows
Moving and resizing. The standard way to move a window is to drag it by
its title bar. With OS 8, finally, there's an additional option: you can grab a
window by any of its outer edges in order to drag it around. (As long as you
keep the Platinum option turned on in the Appearance control panel-that's
what gives windows the extra edge.)
EltlilS- ~ Svstem Folder "~-." QJ El
37il!'MS, i4]MBW~Uab1e

You can drag a
platinum window
by any of its four
edges.

Change a window's size by dragging the size box
in the lower right. Of course, in the Platinum
world, it's not really a box anymore: it's a triplestripe affair in the corner of the window.
To quickly re-size a window, click in its z oom box.
This toggles the window's size and shape between
the one you created and a full-screen size.

Getting windows out of the way. There are many ways to manage a
Hiding windows screenful of windows, keeping most of them out of the way
that belong to with the most important ones. You can:
applications in
the background •
Close some or all of the windows you're not using.
Chapter 12 •

•
•

while you work

Collapse unused windows down to their title bars.

Hide windows that don't belong to the application you're currently
us mg.
Turn the window into a tab at the bottom of the screen on the desktop .

Moving inactive windows. You can move an inactive window without making it the active one by holding down ~ as you drag the window by its title
bar or outer edge. This works in most programs, though not all; it's been a
Finder feature for a long time. If you have multiple applications open, you can't
move windows that belong to another application without bringing that application to the front; the ©:ID-drag works only for windows within an application.
Full-size versus full-size. When it comes to windows, the definition of
"full-size" varies according to where you are.
On the desktop, clicking the zoom box to open a window to its full size opens
it only far enough to display all the items in it. The largest zoomed size, no
matter how many things are in the window, is the size of the screen less a strip
along the right edge so disk icons and the Trash are always visible. (This is a
thoughtful touch-you can zoom the window open for maximum access but
still drag things from it to the Trash or another disk.)
In other programs, the zoom toggle will certainly switch between two sizes,
but the "full-size" is open to interpretation. And if you have a large monitor,
or a two-monitor setup, zooming is an adventure. On my 20- inch monitor, in
various applications, a full-screen zoom can be: the full screen ; the full height,
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but not the full width of the screen; just enough to show the window conten ts; or only as large as the memory partition for that program can handle.
And, since I use a double-monitor setup, sometimes clicking the zoom box in
a window on one screen zooms it over to the other screen where the menubar
is; zooming a window that's straddling the two monitor screens sometimes
keeps it on the screen where the zoom box is, and sometimes sends it to the
screen that "owns" the larger portion of the window when I click it.

[ Mac windows weren't born with zoom boxes; they
[ weren't added until the advent of the Mac Plus In

The tile-and-zoom method for
multiples. When you have several
windows open in an application that
doesn't have a Windows menu to help
you get to the one you want, use the
old tile-and-zoom approach.

[ 1986. Maybe that's why there's still some confusion

First, tile the windows-arrange your
windows so you can see all of them
completely. For four windows, give each a quarter of the screen; for three, set
them each to take a third of the screen horizontal, and so on.

[ as to exactly how the zoom toggle should behave.

To work in a window, click its zoom box; it zooms to fill the screen. Zoom it
down when you're finished, and zoom up the next one. This way, you can
always easily see a little of each window so you can tell which one you wantsomething you lose when you collapse a window down to its title bar. And, if
the application provides window-to-window drag and drop, you'll be able to
move selections from one place to another.

Collapsing Windows
o-
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Appllceuon'

Click in a window's
collapse box to
shrink it down to
just its title bar.
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No more WindowShade. The WindowS hade
control panel that came in System 7 is already
gone, replaced by a window-frame control: to collapse a window down to its title bar, all you have
to do is click in its collapse box.

You can still double-click directly on the title bar
of a window to collapse it instead of clicking in
the collapse box. Use the Appearance control
panel to turn the double-click option on and off, and to keep or squelch that
cute little p.JJft sound during the collapse/expand procedure. (The bigger you r
window is, the longer the expand sound lasts. Really. A little window goes p.fft,
but a large one goes plfJffft.)
4 1];

IO

JntHD
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No platinum, no collapse control. As mentioned briefly earlier in the
chapter, if you turn off the System-wide platinum appearat1ce option in the
Appearance control panel, you'll lose not only OS 8's 3-D look for windows,
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but also the new window controls, including the collapse box. You'll still be
able to collapse windows as long as you leave the double-click option on in
the control panel.
Use the
Appearance
control panel to
turn the doubleclick and sound
options for collapsing on and off.
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_ Collap s ing Windows _ __
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The complete collapse. H old !Option! while you click in a w indow's collapse
box, and you' ll collapse all an application's w indows at once (this works fo r all
Finder windows, too.

The expand-zoom combo. The zoom box remains on a collapsed title bar
and still functions as it should, although perhaps not exactly as you'd expect.
[f you collapse a small w indow and then click its zoom box, you won't ge t a
title bar zooming to another size: you'll get the w indow zoomi ng open to its
full size. If you collapse the full size window, clicking the zoom box opens the
smaller ve rsion of the window. So, the zoom box both opens the w indow and
zooms it to the other view-handy when you' re going from a tiny title bar to
a full-size w indow. N ot so handy to shrink it down again, since it takes two
clicks: one for the zoom box, then one for the collapse box- which has
moved away from your mouse cursor after you clicked th e zoo m box.

The title bar is still a window! The title bar is still a w indow, even if most
of it is hidden from view. So, you can still use commands on it that you
would if it were expanded: you can close it, for instance, with the close box or
a keyboard or menu command, and you can save the documen t without having to actually see the contents-just as long as the title bar itself is active.

Dialog Boxes
Modal dialogs. Most dialog boxes are modal: you can't do anything else until
you've dealt with them-you're stuck in that mode. You have to put away the
dialog before you can get back to your application . If you click outside the dialog, you'll just get a beep. Some dialog boxes are obviously modal because
they're totally unmovable, without even a title bar you could usc for dragging.
Other dialogs seem non-modal because they have title bars-but that's only
because the program is being nice and letting you move it on the screen in case
you need to see something behind it to make your dialog decisions.
Alerts. An alert, as noted in C hapter 1, is more of a monologue than a dialog,
since it's just a statement or warning, with only an OK or Cancel button (or
both) fo r your feedback.
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There are three standard icons used in alert boxes, fo r situations of varying
intensity. N ote is a talking head; Caution is an exclamation point in a yellow triangle w hose color and shape were obviously inspired by roadside warning
signs; and the red Stop, which also uses the traffic theme. Take that stop sign
serio usly, because if you go ahead with w hatever you were doing that trig-
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gered the dialog, it usually means you' re about co do
something really important that can't be undone.
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The Mac has always had three basic alert icons, with the same basic meanings. But the icons
were not always so easily differentiated. In fact, only one is still the same (except, of course, for
the addition of color and now OS B's 3-D look).
All three of the original icons were talking heads, in keeping with the
"dialog" theme. As you can see, it was d ifficult to figure out the level of
urgency-which is mo re serious, an exclamation point or an asterisk?

Missing close controls. Some dialogs (like the About boxes or opening
screens for some applications) have no close controls-neither a close box in
the window nor Cancel or Close buttons. C licking in the dialog often closes
it; usually pressing IReturni,IEnterl, ~or sometimes any key at all- works.
Selecting from lists. To select something from a scrolling list in a dialog,
you can scroll until you see the item you want, and then click on it. But in
m ost dialogs, you can type a few letters of the item's name to jump to it, and in
some you can use the arrow keys (ffland Cfl) to move up and dow n in the list.
T here's no standard for dialogs that have m ore than o ne scrolling list. In
some, you can click on or tab to the list you want, and then type to select your
item ; sometimes the "active" list is surrounded by a frame to show it's the one
that's "accepting" the typing. Other dialogs let you type to select from only
one list, or from the most recently used list, or just igno re your typing.

Multiple selections in a list. Som e dialogs let you select more than one
item from a list at one time. But there's no indication of w hich lists allow mu ltiple selections, and the way to do it varies from one application to the next.
Try a multiple selection in a list by holding dow n !Shittl as you click on different items. T his is the most commonly available option, but it doesn' t always
work the same way. Sometimes the ]Shittl-click selects the single item you
clicked on, adding it to the selectio n, as w hen you select icons in a desktop
window. Sometimes ]Shittl-clicking selects everything from the original selection to the place you're clicking, like when you're working with text.
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Sometimes holding down (Shift I will let you drag across parts of the list, adding
all the items you touch to the selection.
When a (Shittl-click won't let you select non-contiguous items in a list, try
clicking with@]) down (a fairly common option), or (Option I.
Keyboard controls for buttons. The default button in any dialog used to
be surrounded by a heavy, clunky frame; in OS 8, the defaul t button has a
more elegant rim around it. Hitting (Return I or (Enter! almost always triggers the
default button. For a Cancel button, especially when it's not the default,~
o r @i£1 usually works.

The framed default
button is triggered
by pressing Return.

You'll notice that a well-designed Mac program has the correct button as the
de£·mlt in a dialog; depending on the situation, the "correct" button might be
OK or it might be Cancel-or any o ther button. It should always be the conservative, you-can-take-it-back choice that's the de fault so you don't hit it by
mistake. If the question is Ok to erase tlte entire hard drive? or
Open
Delete a/11,345 records from the database? you don't want OK to
I Cancel
be the default!
Dialog tabs. Some dialog boxes ask for lots of information. To keep the
dialogs from getting too large, options are broken down into groups that you
can look at o ne at a time. While some dialogs offer a pop-up menu to select
what group you're looking at (as in Print dialogs) and som e give you icons
along the side to click in (as in the Appearance control panel), the idea of tabs
is gaining ground. You can see all the tabs all the time (which makes them
better than pop-up m enus) and they don't take as much room as icon buttons.
You move from o ne group of options to ano ther by clicking a tab.

In Microsoft products, both the tab that you click on and the screen of information it reveals are referred to as tabs, and the terminology will probably
creep over to the Mac OS while we're not looking.
The Options
dialog for the PPP
control panel uses
tabs to divide its
information into
smaller chunks.
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Buttons and Text Boxes
The new look. T he OS 8 Platinum 3-D appearance has affected buttons as
well as windows: everything has a gray (oh, all right, platinum) patina to it
and a slight 3-D effect. Radio buttons are particularly
0 Radio button off
interesting, with the shadows giving a real pushed-in
f> Radio button on
look to the button. Checkboxes have gone from having
0 Checkbox off
~Checkbox on
an X in the middle to having a real checkmark.
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Push buttons are like menu commands. Of the three types of butto ns-push, radio, and checkbox- the push button is the one used to
execute a command rather than select an option. Because it's so much like a
m enu comm and, a push button often exhibits menu-command-like behavior: you may find an ellipsis (these three dots ... ) in its label, meaning a dialog
will open; it can be dimmed when the current situation wouldn't allow that
command to be carried out; and it can even have a command-key equivalent
listed right in the button.

Don't click on the little buttons.

Ever wonder why those little round ones are ca lled
"radio" buttons? It has to do w ith how clicking on
one deselects the previously clicked one in the
group. On old car radios that let you push buttons
in t o select a radio station, pushing in a b utton
popped out the p reviously pushed-in one.

The Italic
checkbox is
darkened because
some, but not all,
of the selection is
italicized.

When it comes to radio buttons and
checkboxes, you don't have to click
right in the little circle or box: clicking
anywhere on the button name works
just as well.

The mixed checkbox. C heckboxes
are gray blanks when an option isn't
selected, and have a checkmark in them
when it is. But you'll occasionally see a
dark gray in-between state, too.

Say yo u've selected some text that is a mixture of formats-som e is italicized
and some is not. You open a text-formatting dialog that has checkmarks fo r
turn ing formats on and off. Will the Italic box be checked or not? Some programs ignore mixed formats and set the boxes to m atch the beginning of the
selection. But smarter ones darken the checkbox to indicate
Styl e
(i!6o ld
that it applies to some, but not all, of the selection.
• Italic

OUnderllne
The

selection.

C licking on a dark gray checkbox will cycle it around from
checked to unchecked to darkened again.

Text-box basics.A text box (also called a text field, or field, or box) is where
you type info rmation in a dialog-as when you type the name of a document
in the Save dialog, or the number of copies you want in the Print dia log.
Keep in mind that most basic text- editing procedures work in most dialog text
boxes, so you can usually:
•

Double-click to select a single word.

•

U se the arrow keys (1+-1-+1) to move the insertio n point.

•

Type to replace selected text (so, if the text is already selected, you don't
have to hit IDelelel before you start typing).

•

Paste something into, or copy it from, a text box with the Paste or
Copy commands.
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Moving around. You can move from one text box to another in a dialog by
clicking where you want to go, or by using~ to m ove to the next box and
! Shift~ to move to the previous one. The tabbing is circular: if you hit ~
when you're in the last box, you'll wind up in the first box.
When you move to a box by clicking, you usually w ind up with the tex't insertion point at the spot that you clicked ; when you usc~ to move to a box,
the entire contents of the box are selected.
Tabbing is ge nerally a better way to move around, not only because the keyboard is faster than the mouse for this operatio n, but because with the
contents selected, you can j ust type to replace them. If you want to on ly do a
mino r edit on text-box contents, clicking in the box exactly at the spot you
want to edit can be quicker because the blinking insertion point will appear
exactly where you click.
If you're a keyboard whiz, even minor editing may be accomplished mo re
quickly fro m the keyboard. You can tab to the box, then use 8 or G to move
to the beginning o r the end of the selection ; a few mo re arrow-key presses
will get you to the spot you want.

When the last shall be first. You can jump to the last text box in a dialog
when it first o pens by hitting @!i!!!llihl. Since most dialogs open with the first
text box already selected, moving to the "previous" box puts you in the last
one in th e dialog.
Using Tab when there's only one text box. If yo u use~ in a di alog
with only a single text box, sometimes the contents of the box w ill be
selected. This can be handy. Say you've done a search for the word movie in
your document, and come up with nothing. The Find dialog is still open,
with the blinking cursor at the end of the word movie. To replace it withji/m,
yo u have to either backspace five times and then type, o r go for the mouse,
double-dick to select the word, hit IDelete I to erase it, then type. In dialogs
that let you use~. you can just hit~ to select the box's contents, then
type the new word to replace it.
A snappy little utility. I'm not sure what amazes me more: th:Jt Apple left
out some minor interface details they should have th ought of, or that som eone else always remedies such ove rsights. The freeware utility SnapTo places
the cursor over the default button in a dialog box no matter w here it was
when the dialog was called up. Dismiss the dialog, and the cursor snaps back
to where it was before you started. It's a minor convenience on standard
screens, and a major o ne on large screens and multiple monitor setups.
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The Clipboard
About the Clipboard
The Clipboard. The C lipboard doesn't actually exist except as a conceptit's not a desk accessory or uti lity that yo u can open. But it works as a transfer
medium for text, graphics, and even sound, from one place to another within
a document, between documents, and between applicatio ns.

T he four important things to keep in m ind about the C lipboard are:

•

T he C lipboard ho lds o nly one item at a time (although the item can be
very large).

•

When you put som ething on the Clipboard, it replaces the item that
was there.

•

Pasting an item from the Clipboard doesn't take it off the C lipboard; the
item remains on the C lipboard un til it's replaced by something else or
until you shut down the computer.

•

C lipboard contents are held in RAM-the part of memory that's erased
when the co mputer is shut off.

Using Cut, Copy and Paste. The commands you use in dealing with the
C lipboard are all gathered into every application's Edit m enu. T he Cut and
Copy commands place selected material on the Clipboard; Cut removes the
selection from the docum ent, w hile Copy keeps the original in place.

T he Paste command places the Clipboard contents into your current document. W here the pasted material appears depends on the type of document. In
a word processor, for instance, the pasted mater ial appears at the insertion
point or replaces a selection. In a graphics or layout program, the pasted item
is usually an object that appears at the center of the window, selected, so you
can move it w here you want.
U sing Paste doesn't clear the Clipboard of its contents-you can use the Paste
command over and over for multiple copies, in vario us places, of whatever's
on the C lipboard.
The Clear command. Along with the Cut, Copy, and Paste commands,
most Ed it menus include a Clear com m and that deletes a selection w ithout
placing it on the C lipboard- it's the sam e as pressing IDelete I.
Inter-applicat ion copy and pastes. Som etimes what you copy in one
program is not exactly what gets pasted into another program. This isn't a
C lipboard limitatio n: it's because som e applications do n't understand all the
fo rmats used by other applications. For instance, if you create a FileMaker layout that has an icon button with an attached script, you can copy the button to
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the Clipboard and paste it into another layout, and the script goes along with
it. But paste that icon into a graphics program, and you'll get the icon alonethe graphics program doesn't understand the format of a script attached to a
button. Each application does its best to interpret the Clipboard contents as
completely as possible, extracting all the information it understands.
The one and only Clipboard. There's no such thing as a system Clipboard
and an application Clipboard. T here's only one C lipboard, but some people use
these phrases to refer to the way using the C lipboard preserves all the formats
of an item while you're inside an application, but might not transfer everything to another program.
Restoring Clipboard contents. If you cut or copy something and then
realize you still need what was previously on the C lipboard, use the Undo
command. When it undoes the Cut or Copy command, it also restores the
C lipboard to its previous state.
Remembering the keyboard commands. The keyboard equivalents for
C m, Copy, and Paste don't lend themselves to mnemonics, although of course,
the C for Copy is easy, and the X for C ut is somewhat like a pair of scissors.

But it's easy to remember the series of commands as they appear in almost all
Edit menus: the keyboard equivalents for Undo, Cut, Copy, and Paste are @liD
with
0. ©. and (Y), the first four keys in the bottom row of the keyboard.

rn.

In some Edit menus,~ is the keyboard equivalent for the Clear command. T hat's left over from when the Mac keyboard had a !Backspace] key
instead of a !Delete] key.
Function key equivalents. The function keys (f[), [[), [fi), and (B] are
single-key commands for Undo, Cut, Copy, and Paste in almost all programs.
{It's amazing how much easier that can be than a two-keys-at- a-time shortcut!)

Undoing
I take it back! I didn't mean it! There are many things about the Mac that
I wish I could have in my "real" life. One of them is the ability to add more
memory. The other is an Undo command. On the Mac, Undo is an escape
mechanism of sorts. When you change your mind about something you've
j ust changed in your document-whether it's maki ng a title bold or deleting
the first five paragraphs of your novel-choosing Undo "undoes" it.

Undo is meant only for editi11g commands-changing styles, cutting or pasting,
or typing, for instance; you can't Undo something like saving a document.
Undoing the Undo. The basic Undo command is a one-trick pony: it
undoes only the most recent editing action (typing is an editing change). Try
usi ng Undo twice in a row in most programs, and the second Undo undoes
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the first undo. (Did you follow that sentence? The second Undo acts as a
Redo command, restoring what you had before you used Undo the first
time.) Som e applications actually provide a Redo command in the menu, with
the name changing to help you figure o ut what you might be redoing: Redo
Typing, Redo Formatting C hange, and so on.
On the o ther hand, some applications provide multiple levels of Undo:
choosing Undo eradicates the last editing procedure, ano ther Undo selectio n
undoes the change before that, and so on. To get the Redo function in these
programs, you have to choose a separate Redo command.

The ultimate Undo. The ultimate Undo command isn't in any menu, but it
works even when an Undo command wouldn't be available. Befo re you make
a majo r change to your document that you might want to "take back," save
your document. Then make the change. If you don't like it, open the saved
versio n of the document. Som e programs actually offer this function as a File
m enu command; usually, it's called Revert or Revert to Last Saved.
A very few programs-FileMaker, for instance-save changes to the d isk as
soon as you m ake them, so you won't be able to revert to the previously saved
version. If a program doesn't have an explicit Save command in the File
menu, it's saving changes autom atically.

Back to the Clipboard
Checking the Clipboard contents. When you use a Show C lipboard command (like the one in the Finder's Edit menu), you get a "view-only" window
that shows you what's on the C lipboard-you can't select it or edit it in any way.
But you can usually scroll and/or resize the window to view all the contents.

The Scrapbook side trip. If you'd like to check just what's really on your
C lipboard, you can paste it into the Scrapbook, which accepts almost anything-te>..'t, graphics, sound, and m ovies. You' ll get no t only a report as to the
size of what you pasted, but a list of what ki nd of resources- special file types
o r formats-are included.
In the picture on the ne>..'t page, text was copied fro m Microsoft Word and
pasted into the Scrapbook at the left. You can see the types listed: DSIG, CLAP,
styled text, and RT F. The very same selection was pasted into C larisWorks,
copied, and pasted back into the Scrapbook at the right. The only type that's
left is styled text. Look at the size of the two selections, too: 2K for the Word
paste, and 429 bytes (less than half a K) for the C larisWorks paste. All the
applicatio n-specific fo rmats that Word copies to the C lipboard (and that the
Scrapbook preserves) are lost if you paste the selectio n into C larisWorks. This
makes perfect sense, of course; Word's styles (that is, paragraph styles as
opposed to bold/italic char acter styles) wouldn't work in C larisWorks anyway.
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The Scrapbook notes the
types of information that
were pasted in from the
Clipboard. Word's formats
(left) are significantly
different from ClarisWorks'
(right), although they look
the same on the surface.

Flushing the Clipboard. Since the C lipboard contents are held in memory,
when you copy a large item to it, there can be a significant amount of memory
tied up. You may find your app lication running a little more slowly. Since
pasting from the C lipboard leaves the contents intact, it's not immediately
apparent how you can clear the C lipboard if you don't need the large item
there anymore.
But you can "flush" the C lipboard to free up memory. You can' t actually
empty it without restarting the Mac, but you can put something smaller
on it. Copy a single letter (or, if you' re in a graphics program, a very small
graphic item) to the C lipboard-twice. The first time you do it, the new
item is on the C lipboard, but the old contents are being held in reserve in
case you use the Undo command, which would undo the copy procedure
and place the old contents back on the C lipboard.

A bulging Clipboard slows you down. A fu ll C li pboard can slow you
down as you launch applications or move from one to another. When you
"enter" a program, whether you're moving there from another one or just
launching it, the application takes a look at the C lipboard and interprets its
contents as best it can, figuring out which of the stored types of information it
can handle. Depending on your Mac's inherent speed, a switch to another
program might take up to 30 seconds or more instead of three to 10 seconds
when you have a full Clipboard. So, if you don't need what's on the
C lipboard, flush it before you move to another program.
A bulging Clipboard can slow you down within a program, too, not because
of any translation process but because it might be using up a big chunk of
memory that would otherwise be used for other things in the application. If
you notice a slowdown, flush the C lipboard; if you need the contents for
something, you can temporarily paste it somewhere else in your document, or
in a temporary document yo u create just for that purpose.

The Clipboard file. O kay, I lied. I told you that the C lipboard contents are
kept in memory, but that's not always entirely true. Sometimes what you put
on the C lipboard is j ust too large to be held entirely in RAM, so the information gets dumped to the disk, to be retrieved when necessary. There's no
difference from the user's point of view-you don 't save or open the
C li pboard file, and you'll lose it when the computer shuts off.
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The file itself is stored in the System Folder; its icon, not surprisingly, is
a C lipboard.

~

Clipboard

You can play a
sound that's on
the Clipboard, in
the Finder if not in
other applications.

If you double-click on the C lipboard icon, it opens into the
Clipboard window-the same one you get when you usc the
Finder's Show C lipboard command.

What is the look of one hand clapping? You can copy sounds w ithin
and between certain programs, wh ich means they're on the Clipboard at some
point. And you can look at the C lipboard contents-if not in the program,
certainly from the Finder. That means you can
l:l ~ Oipboard ~ 1:!18
look at the sound on your Clipboard. But you
Clipboord contonto: aound
...
won't sec much. In earlier systems, what you'd
I Play Sound I
see is the generic Mac sound icon, but now you
get something handier: a Play Sound button that
~I
I~ ~
lets you hear what's on the Clipboard.

.

When the Paste command won't. Sometimes transferring information
from one application to another via the C lipboard becomes a problem that has
nothing to do with the format of the item that's o n the C lipboard. Sometimes
you just get a little glitch that doesn't seem to transfer the C lipboard contents
into another program: you use Paste, and you get what used to be on the
C lipboard (or there's a dimmed Paste command and you don 't get anything at
all). You move back to where you came from, check the C lipboard contents
and, sure enough, there's the new m aterial after all. Move back to where you
trying to paste, and, somehow, those C lipboard contents are gone. (In my
experience, Microsoft Word is often a culprit in this area, but then I usc Word
more than anything else, so that's not exactly a statistically valid observation. )
In any case, here are a few things you can try when your copied material
doesn't seem to "stick" to the Clipboard between applications; they've all
worked for me at one time or another.

•
•
•

Repeat the C opy comm and at the original location and try again .
H old (Option! while you choose the Copy command from the Edit men u .
Paste the material inside the original application before switching to the
other one.

•

Go through the Finder: Move to the desktop, check the C lipboard with
the Show C lipboard command, and if the material is there, move to the
second application.

•

U se the Scrapbook as a last resort. From the original applicatio n, go to the
Scrapbook and paste the material there. Then m ove to the second application; sometimes you can do a direct paste at this point, without having
to copy the m aterial out of the Scrapbook. But if the paste doesn't work,
move back to the Scrapbook, Copy or Cut the material, and then paste it
into the second application.
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Oddly enough (although there are philosophies that claim there are no such
things as coincidences), as I was working on this tip, my friend Carol called
and complained that she couldn' t paste something that she copied from
PageMaker into QuarkXPress. I made all the above suggestions, reading them
right off the screen . No dice. I tried it myself: sure enough, Quark won't
accept anything that carries PageMaker's ALD6 format type along with itand we're talking just selected text here, not anything fancy. Frankly, I think
it's a plot, not a bug.

Allocating memory
Chapter 73

Applications can run out of memory. Not all programs put large
C lipboard contents on the disk. If you get any Out of Memory messages (Catt'l
complele operation--out of memory; Can 't Urtdo--twt enough memory; Rt11ming low 011
memory-save your dowme~~t and quit the application) it might be because a huge
C lipboard is taking up a lot of room. Flushing the C lipboard sometimes alleviates the out-of-memory problem, at least temporarily. You should plan to qu it
the program as soon as possible and allocate more memory to it for the next
work session.
Optional preservation on quitting. Some programs ask if you want to
preserve the C lipboard contents when you're quitting. If you don't need
what's there, tell the program to get rid of it. If there's a lot on the C lipboard
and you don't need it, but the program isn't smart enough to ask you, Aush
the C lipboard you rsel£
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Put the Clipboard in the Apple menu. You can make a generic Show
C lipboard command for the Apple menu so you can use it whenever an application doesn't provide one of its own. Make an alias of the Clipboard file
that's in the System Folder; rename it ShoiV Clipboard and put it in the Apple
Menu Items folder.
Make a Show
Clipboard
command for the
Apple menu.

About this Application

® Show Oipboard

When you want to check the C lipboard, select the
"command" from the Apple menu; it wi ll even have
a neat little C lipboard icon that came from the original. You'll be switched to the desktop and the
C lipboard window will open.

Option-copying to the Clipboard. Most programs that generate
PostScript artwork provide a special copying option so you can either copy
all the PostScript information to the C lipboard to be pasted in another
PostScript-savvy program/document or copy just the Q uickDraw information so that almost any program can usc that information. Most of the
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Left, the paste
result from a
standard copy;
right, the p aste
result from an
option-copy.

programs work this way: use the Copy command, and the PostScript info rmation in the selection is copied to the C lipboard; hold down !Option I while
you choose Copy and o nly the QuickDraw information is copied. The figure here shows what gets pasted
down into a non-PostScript-savvy program w ith each
POSTSCIUI'T'
of those procedures.

Not t he Clipboard: Drag and Drop
Drag and Drop. When Apple introduced the phrase drag and drop with
System 7, it referred to the ability to drag a desktop document icon and drop
it onto an application icon, and have the application launch with the docum ent opened in it. T here was some mild confusion because Microsoft had
introduced a drag-and-drop editing feature in its programs that meant you
coul d simply drag a selection fro m one spo t to another in your document
without using the Clipboard.
When System 7.5 was announced, Apple's drag-and-drop philosophy had
fallen mo re in line with Microsoft's: you could just drag a selectio n from one
place to another, skipping the Cut, Copy, and Paste commands.
But an application has to be designed to use the system-level drag-and-drop
capability, so you don't autom atically get this nifty feature. If yo u want to see
what it's like, you can use two of Apple's desk accessories, the Scrapbook and
the N ote Pad. Type something in the N ote Pad, select it, and then drag it right
into the Scrapbook window.
The drag-and-drop approach was first added to the Mac inter face as extensions
throughout System 7 releases: Macintosh D rag-and-Drop, C lipping Extension,
Drag Manager Extension, Dragging Enabler-all came and went as they were
eventually rolled into the system. T hey're all an intrinsic part of OS 8.

Drag and drop within applications. I f you can do drag and drop in an
applicatio n, even from one document window to another, that doesn't necessarily mean that the application is using Apple's d rag and drop technology.
Wh at's the difference? When it's the application itself , you can use drag and
drop only w ithin the application; when it's Apple's, you can use it fo r moving
things from one applicatio n to another (and to and from the desk.-top).
Droppings ... whoops, I mean clippings. When you don't have two applicatio ns open and can't drag and drop between them, you don't have to store
the transfer material in an interim application o r desk accessory like the
Scrapbook: You can just drop the selection o nto the desktop. Later, you can
drag it (the icon itself) into the document where you want it.
A dropped selection is called a clippi11g; its icon is that of a page torn o ut of a
notebook, but changes according to whether the clipping is text, graphics, or a
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sound. The default name is simply text clipping, or picture clippi11g, so you
should rename it right away in order to keep track of what it really is. Doubleclicking o n a clipping icon opens a window that displays the text or graphic
(do uble-clicking a sound clipping m erely plays it).
If you find yourself creating and using clippings, there's no need to clutter
your desktop: clippings can be dragged into the Scrapbook for easy storage
and viewing- and most things that can be dragged to the desktop can be
d ragged directly to the Scrapbook to begin with.
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Copying a clipping. If you have a clipping that you want to usc in a document but that applicatio n doesn't support d rag and drop, open the clipping
window and copy the contents so you can paste it into your application. (If
you do that more than o nce or twice, though, you should just be dropping
selections into the Scrapbook to begin w ith.)

Yo u do n't have to select the contents of the clipping window before you copy
them; in fact, you ca11't select anything in the window. But the Copy command
in the Edit m enu works o n the whole window even though nothi ng's selected.
Dragging a copy versus dragging the original. When you drag a selectio n from one application to another, o r between an application and the
desktop, the o riginal stays in place, so the drag is actually a copy-and-paste
operation. However, when you drag a selection within an application, whether
it's within o r between documents, the d rag almost always moves the o riginal
to the new location- the equivalent of a cut-and-paste. U sing IOption I as you
d rag usually lets you drag a copy of the selection to the new spot.

Using the Key board
A Keyboard Tour
The Mac keyboard Is not a typewriter. There arc a lot more keys on a
computer keyboard than o n a typewriter. The letters and punctuation are the
same, but you also get: fu nction keys (like liD and([[)); mod ifier keys ~.
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Ioption),~; cursor and window-scroll controls ((!}:±:1~8. !Home), lEnd),
~.! Page DownQ; and special keys li ke~ and@ (Forward Delete). And,
of course, you have the convenience, o n most keyboards, of a separate
numeric keypad for number entry.

Keyboards
Chapter3

Some keys that look like standard typewriter keys~ for instancebehave differe ntly on a computer keyboard. In fact, even the so-called standard
letter keys act diffe rently because, instead of providing only two characters per
key (upper and lowercase), the Mac keyboard provides four char::~cters per key
in most situatio ns.

Modifier keys. Modifier keys are the ones that don't do anything by themselves, but are used, singly or in combination, along w ith o ther keys to either
give a keyboard command or type special characters.

•

[@ (sometimes there's an apple, sometimes it's only the cloverleaf sym bo l) is used to give comm ands fro m the keyboard instead ofby using
menus and buttons. It's called the comma11d key.

•

IShift) acts like a typewri ter's shift key w hen you're typing, changing most
characters to uppercase. But paired with other modifiers, it provides mo re
key combinations for either typing special characters or for givi ng keyboard commands.

•

Ioption) acts like a second Shift key when you' re typing, letting you type
special characters from each key. Like IShifll, it can also be paired with [@
fo r keyboard commands.

•

IControl) doesn't have a specialized functi on, since it's a relative newcomer
to Mac keyboards. Sometimes it serves as an alternative[@ key (so la"Jol
can do one thing and lcontroi[Q) another) or an additional m odifier for a
keyboard command. O n some keyboards the key is too small fo r the
who le title, so it's spelled @ill.

T he m odifier keys are often used in combination, as you've already seen in
many entries in the book: ~J Opllon) or IOptionJShift), fo r instan ce.

The numeric keypad and Numlock. T he numeric keypad m akes num ber
entry m ore convenient, with all the numbers, a period fo r the decimal point,
and standard mathematical operato rs clustered together. ({!) is for multiplication, 0 is for d ivision).
T he )Num Lock) ("numeric lock") key is for toggling the keypad between two
di ffe rent functions in program s that let you use the keyboard not only for
number entry, but also fo r something like cursor contro l. Most keyboards
have a numlock light which might or might not be coordinated with the programs you use.
But the numeric lock function of that key is actually the lesser of its functio ns: its maj or functio n (based on the relative sizes of the word pri nted on
the key) is as a !Clear) key. What does it do? Sometimes it triggers the C lear
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command, if there is one in the Edit menu-a way of deleting som ething
without cutting or copying it to the keyboard. But it offers a handy optio n in
applications like spreadsheets: if yo u have multiple cells selected, pressing
(Delete I erases only the contents of the active cell, while pressing (Clear) em pties
all the selected cells.
Function keys. Theji mctiotl keys along the top of the keyboard, (IT] through
[E![), perform different functions in different programs. In some programs,
they don' t do anythi ng at all (except for, if you' re lucky, the system- level C ut,
Copy, and Paste commands as noted in the next entry). This is probably
because the whole functio n-key concept never really sank into the collective
M ac programming consciousness, since the keys weren't available o n M ac
keyboards for years.

But they're really handy. Most high-end programs use them fo r built- in or
user-assigned shortcuts. Most of all, though, they're handy for when you
make your own keyboard shortcuts w ith a macro utility, as discussed in
C hapter 10.
A functio n key is no t the same as an FKEY, which is something old Mac
hands know abo ut-a special kind of"resource" that can be called up w ith
certain key combinatio ns starting with @IDShift) and including a number, li ke
the screen-dump option described in C hapter 10.
Hard-wired Cut, Copy, and Paste. The (IT] through IE] keys act as
single-key commands for Undo, C ut, Copy, and Paste. Because this is a
system-level feature, it's available in most programs, or at least it sho11ld be.
Delete back and forwards. On older keyboards, the !Backspace) key moved
the text insertion point backwards one character at a time, erasing characters
in its path. It was, of course, nam ed for the same key o n typewriter keyboards,
whose functio n it m im icked to some extent. But since the key also erased the
letters, and served to erase selected text and graphics, somebody finally realized it sho uld have a new name; hence, the !Delete ) key.

But a key that's almost as handy is@ (Forward Delete), in the cluster of
keys that i nclude~ and (Page Down l. As you might expect, it erases characters to the r ight of the insertio n point. If you fo rce yourself to use it (it's
easy to igno re !), after a w hile you' ll wonder how you lived without it. In
m ost programs, it also serves as a general delete control, erasing selected text
and graphics.
Help! I need somebody... The~ key has finally settled down, in OS 8,
to a specific functio n controlled by the system: it triggers the m ain H elp item
in the Help menu- the same as pressing~.
You can go home again. The~. !Page Down ), (Home ), and (End ) keys don't
work consistently from one program to the next. (Home) and l End) som etim es
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move you to the begi nning and end of a document, as they should, but sometimes they merely move you to the top and bottom of the screen instead.
~and IPage Down! sometimes move you to the top and bottom of a screen,
and sometimes to the ends of w hat wou ld be a printed page. With all fou r
keys, sometimes it's j ust the view that shifts from o ne part of a document to
another, and sometimes the insertion point is also moved to a new spot.
Once you learn how they work in the applications you use most often, however, you'll find them very handy.

The Mac's keyboard has evolved along w ith the Mac itself. Not o nly did the early keyboards have
no function keys, the earliest o nes-for th e original M ac and the Fat Mac-didn't have arrow
keys, either. Steve Jobs was fanatically adamant about th e mouse's being the main device for
selecting and moving things on the screen and wou ldn't allow arrow keys on "his" keyboard. The
third Mac, the Mac Plus, had a keyboard with arrow keys, much to the relief of those of us who
wanted to be able to move a character or a line at a time in text without reaching for the mouse.
Oh-and as long as we're t alking about keys on the keyboard: What is that shape on the
Command key? A cloverleaf? A butterfly? No, it's a symbol that's a Swedish campground trail
marker that stands for "remarkable feature." How's that for trivia?

The great escape. As with so many keys that weren't on the early Mac keyboards, the ~ key performs various functions, or sometimes has no effect at
all. T he only standard for this key is that it (almost) always works to trigger
the Cancel button in a dialog box.

Keyboarding
Caps lock isn't Shift lock. On a typewriter, there's a Shift-lock key: it
mechanically locks the keyboard into a mode w here all the shifted characters
are typed without your havi ng to ho ld down the Shift key itsel£ On a computer keyboard, leaps Lock! is just w hat it says: it locks the keyboard for capital
letters, not for shifted characters. T he difference? You can type a number from
the top row of keys and really get the number, not the punctuation; you can
type commas and periods instead of< and >, and so o n, yet still get all the
uppercase letters w hen you usc the alphabetic keys.

Return versus Enter. Sometimes IEnter I is just an alternative fo r IReturn~ and
som etimes it performs a different function- it depends w hat application
you' re in. Most of the time, they're the same- you can use either, for
instance, to "click" the default button in a dia log. But spreadsheets and
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databases, for instance, consistently treat the keys diffe re ntly: !Return ) enters
information in to a cell and also moves you into the ne>.:t cell w hile !Enter)
enters information without changing the active cell.

The key repeat and delay. When you h old down a key that types a character, you w ind up with a whole string of those characte rs typed into your
d ocument. T he speed at which the characters are typed is the key repeat rate; if
it's too fast, you won't be able to rem ove your finger from the key at just the
right time-with just the righ t number of characters having been typed. (Or,
mo re commonly, w ith just the right numbe r of characters erased, since most
people use the repeat-key capability for IDeteteJ and@.) But before the repeating starts, there's a slight delay, to give you time to get your fi nger off the key;
wi tho ut a reasonable delay, you m ight be typing liiiikke tthiiiss.

Use the keys at the
bottom of the
Keyboard control
panel to adjust key
repeat speeds and
delays.

You can set both the repeat rate and the delay timing in the Keyboard control
panel, w hich provides slide r controls for both. The Off setting for the Delay
d oesn' t turn off th e delay (which would
Keyboonl
mean there's no delay and every key press
release would be a race between you and the
computer); it actually turns off the repeat.
Turning off the repeat completely is he lpful
for young children and for people with physical limi tations fo r keyboarding.

Typing ahead. If you start typing while the Mac is busy do ing som ething,
like ope ning a dialog box, up to ten keystrokes go into a buffe r that the Mac
reads wh en it gets a chance. Hit @ID]) fo r Save, and yo u can start typing the
name of document before the dialog appears; or, hit l:ru!I£) for Find, and start
typing the word you ' re looking for before that dialog shows up.
The buffer works for more than just typing lette rs--othe r keys, and keyboard
com m ands, are sto red, too. You could hit ~. type book, and hit !Return ) all
before you see the dialog and you 'll start the search fo r that word as if you had
waited to click the d efault butto n in the dia log.
Typing ahead doesn' t always work; som etimes the M ac is busy and when it
com es back to you, o ne of the first things it does is empty the keyboard buffer
w ithout paying any attention to wh at's in it. This can be an important feature
in many cases, becau se it keeps inappropriate keystro kes from being passed on
to another program , say, o r to the wrong part of the program you're in. In
o th er cases, of course, it's simply annoying.

The most important keyboarding tip of all. Learn to type! Whatever
time you put into learning and practicing w ill be paid back a hundredfold
during your computing hours. Even if you don' t de ign to learn that pesky top
row of numbers-learn those le tters and basic punctuatio n! Some typing software is covered in C hapter 25.
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Foreign Character Sets
Using foreign keyboards. The Keyboard control panel lists quite a few
foreign languages, along with cute little icons that pretty much represent a
country's flag. You can select one or more keyboards beyond the default U.S.
by checking them in the list. (You can't uncheck the U.S. keyboard; it will
always be in the keyboard menu.)

Typing accented
characters
Chapter 14

And then what? Well, fi rst of all, everything that's checked gets listed in a special Keyboard menu that appears on the far right of the menu bar as soon as
you close the control panel. It's a system menu, so it'll be available no matter
what application you're working in.
C hoosing a keyboard from the menu changes the characters that are available
from each key. Lucki ly, the Key Caps desk accessory reflects the changes
you've made so you can keep track of things.

0

Checking a
keyboard in the list
(top) will add it to
the Keyboard
menu (bo ttom).

Uft Ct«w•un•f.~tk.ft·S..o. W t~ n l t l •
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Th e Keycaps desk accessory can show
you what the new keyboard layout
looks like. These are the unshifted
(top) and shifted (bottom) layouts for
the French keyboard.

About KeyboArds ••

i::swedlsh

0 Swiss Germon
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Keyboard resources. The keyboard layouts listed in the Keyboard control
panel exist as resources inside your System file. (There's mo re information
about resources, and your System file, in C hapter 8.)
It's easy to add or remove keyboard resources. Double-click on the System file
suitcase icon, and it opens to show you the user-modifiable resources. You' ll
see keyboards and sounds. Just drag out the
[J
system
1!18
2Sittrns, t449M8tv-'1tth
keyboards you no longer want.
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Keyboard
resources in the
System file.
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To add a keyboard resource, you can drag it
into the closed System file-but no t into the
closed System Folder, which won't know
how to ro ute it to the correct spot.
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Using Dvorak. Some readers may recognize that name as belo nging to a
computer-industry columnist, but that's not who we're talking about. We're
referring to the man (the columnist's uncle or great-uncle, ifi recall correctly)
who redesigned the standard QWER1Y keyboard layout so your fingers
wouldn't have to travel so far as they type. The Dvorak layout puts the letters
you type most often right under your fingers instead of in the most awkward
spots. (The current arrangement was designed to keep very old mechanical
typewriters from jamming by not letting anyone type too quickly.)

The Dvorak layout keyboard resource
is readily available almost everywhere
online, so if you want to try it you can
download it and install it. Prepare to be
very confused for a while.

The Dvorak layout .

Easy Access
The Easy Access control panel. The Easy Access control panel was
designed co help those whose physical limitations might be interfering with
typing multiple-key combinations. With Easy Access, you can use a single finge r
to type shifted characters and combinations like la3CIOption [Q l And you can bypass
the mouse entirely, using the numeric keypad to do mouse moves. These little
feats of m agic are performed through Easy Access's three components: Mo use
Keys, Slow Keys, and Sticky Keys. Easy Access is not part of a standard OS installation, but if you need it, you can go back and install it separately in OS 8.0
(customized and partial installs are covered in Chapter 8); in OS 8.1, you'll find
it in the Universal Access folder inside the CD E."1:ras folder on the system CD.
Mouse Keys. To control the mouse cursor from the keyboard, turn on the
Mouse Keys section of Easy Access. Once the m ouse control is turned on, the
keys surro unding (ID on the keypad move the cursor in any of eight directio ns.
The (ID key itself acts as the mouse button for clicks and double-clicks;@)
locks down the mouse button so you can use menus and drag things o n
screen, while 0 unlocks it.

Pressing one of the cursor-control keys m oves the cursor a single pixel on the
screen; holding the key down keeps the cursor sailing slowly in that direction.
The Initial Delay setting in the Easy Access window defines how long it takes for
that initial key press to be interpreted as a key being held
down. The Maximum Speed setting sets the speed limit
for the cursor o nce it gets going.
Mouse Keys:

The Mouse Keys
actions for the
keypad.

unlock
lock

dick. doubleclick

0 a. •

ort

.,,........ oo•oo
.... ......
Hu......,,,..., oo •ooo oo
1\ow

fut
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Slow Keys. The Slow Keys option adds a delay to each key press so an accidental press won't register; you can turn it on and off, and set how long the
delay should be. When Slow Keys is active, keys don't repeat no matter how
long you hold them down.
Oo.

Slow Keys:

........... o.•.,:

~otr

00~00

loo<J

-

·

The optio nal "key click" sound for Slow
Keys blips at the end of the delay period
Gust befo re the key registers), and again as
the character is typed. (The blip itself
seems to have been taken from the video
game Pong. Remember that?)

Sticky Keys. Sticky Keys lets you type a combination like @XIQI or
by pressing one key at a time instead of all at once. You can "stick"
a modifier key down for just a single subsequent key press (the way you'd want
to for a capital letter (@!illillJ) or a simple command combination ~@) , or
keep it stuck down so you can type something like ~[Shift[ Option @.

@Fioption[ffi

Turn Sticky Keys on and off by using the buttons in the control panel or
by pressing IShitt l five times in succession. When Sticky Keys is on, a little
-------bracket (which is supposed to represent a
sucJcyKevs:
Oan ~ 0 "
depressed key) appears in the right corner
fiJ Bttp v hm mQCtifW kf\1 l:s J.tt
of the menu bar.
To set a modifier key for a single further keystroke, just type it. The Sticky
Keys icon in the menubar changes to show the modifier is locked down. Type
the next key, and it will be combined with the modifier.
Top, the bracket
icon that shows
Sticky Keys is
activated; middle,
a modifier is set;
bottom, a modifier
is locked.

9:3BPM ij

~1

9:39PM ij

,!,l

I
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To lock down a modifier for multiple key presses, j ust press
the modifier twice; the bracket icon fills in to show the modifier is locked. Then type the other modifiers and characters
you need. The modifier lock lets you type something like
~Shlft[OptionlRJ o ne key at a time, or do something like set
both Bold and Italic text style by locking down ~ and then
pressing (ID and ITl in turn.

To unlock a modifier, press it twice in a row again. (If you want to "unset" a
modifier without using it, you have to press it a total of three times-once to
set it, once to lock it, and once more to cancel it.)
The icon in the menu bar indicates only that there's sometl1ing set o r locked;
there's no indication as to which modifier, or how many modifiers, are actually in use. But you can get audio feedback as modifiers are set, locked, and
canceled by checking the Beep when modifier key is set checkbox.

A few more details. H ere are a few more handy details about Easy Access:

•

You can set an overall audio feedback for when Easy Access is activated
and deactivated by clicking the Use On/Off Audio Feedback button at the
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top of the control panel. You' ll get a little ascending brrrp when it's turned
on and a descending one when it's turned off.

•
•

Activate Mouse Keys from the keyboard by pressing lo~I ShittiOplloniCtearl.

•

Perform a 1Shi11l-click operation by locking the Shift key down with Sticky
Keys and then manipulating the cursor and clicking the mouse button
with Mouse Keys.

1\vo additional ways to turn off Sticky Keys are: pressing any two modifier keys at the same time, or pressing @]ll]. (Really pressi ng @]ll], both
keys at the same time.)

The nudge command. Most programs that let you move objects in a document provide a "nudge" command to move a selection one pixel at a time. If
the program you use doesn't, use Mo use Keys. It often takes less time to activate and use Mouse Keys even for a single nudge than to repeatedly reposition
an item, missing the exact placement you want.

System Sounds
Basic Beep and Barely Beyond
Beep beep. The system beep, or alert sotmd, is that beeping sound you get with
an alert box, or as an alert by itself w hen you're doing something that's not
quite allowed. The beep doesn't have to be a beep at all, altho ugh it's still
called a beep no matter what sound it makes. T here are several d iffe rent alert
sounds incl uded with your system; you can add others, and even create your
own. In add ition, you can set the volu me for the beep o r turn it off altogether.
To select a new sound, click on the Alerts button in the Monitors & Sound
control panel, and click on one of the listed sounds; you'll hear a sample
as soon as you click. C hange the volume by dragging the slider control by
the li ttle speaker icons. Sliding it all the way to the left turns the sound off
completely; instead of beeping, the Mac w ill flash the menubar as an
attention-getter.
0

Change you r alert
sound, and its
volume, in the
Monitors & Sound
control panel.

Montton&Sound :~~

8
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Adjusting the volume. To change the volume of your alert sound, click the
Sound button in Monitors & Sound, and use the slider control in the
Computer Speaker Volume area to set the volume.

If you click the Mute button, there will be no alert sound at all. Instead, the
menubar will flash to get your attention. (This controls both the alert sound
and any audio CD you play; it doesn' t affect the startup sound.)
B

-------

SoundOutLevel _ _ _

Adjusting the alert
volume.

~·

G)==> ~~)
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[ OMute
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The Mac always had sound. At its debut, it actually talked- that was back in the days when Steve
Jobs knew how to put on a show. MacinTalk speech aside, the Mac could always at least beep
from day one-which sounds like no big deal, but the "other" personal computer didn't have any
built-in sound capability. But all you cou ld do at first was adjust the volume of the Mac's singlesound vocabulary. When the Mac II was introduced, it had special controls for setting the system
beep, which no longer had to be a beep; this capabi lity became part of the system software in
1988, with System 6.0.

Taking sounds out of the control panel. There are two ways to take a
sound out of the Alert sound listing in Monitors & Sound. The first, easiest, way is to select the sound in the list and click the Delete button. The
other way involves dealing w ith the System file itself, which is covered a
little further on.
It's not a control panel. The Monitors & Sound control panel isn't a control panel, despite its icon and its residence in the Control Panels folder. It's
actually an application, which you can see if you do a Get Info on it. So, if
you're having any trouble recording sounds and get out-of-memory messages,
try allocating more memory to it, as described in C hapter 12.
The Sound control panel. A standard installation of OS 8 puts the old
Sound control panel inside the Apple Extras folder. I thought at first that, since
the Monitors & Sound control panel refused to support the Cut, Copy, and
Paste commands for sounds the way the Sound control panel did, that Apple
left it around in case you wanted to do that. Unfortunately, while you can use
it to Copy sounds, you can't usc it to Paste sounds-so you're left putting
existing sound files into the System file only by dragging them there directly.
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Creating and Collecting Sounds
Recording an alert sound. All recent Macs com e with a m icrophone,
either built in or as an accessory that plugs into its own port. You can use it to
record sounds that you can put in various places-including the Monitors &
Sound control panel!

Here's how to record a sound (you can test it by saying something):
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1.

In the Alerts section of the
Monitors & Sound control panel ,
click the Add button.

2.

The small dialog that opens provides basic recording controls:
Record, Stop, Pause, and Play.
C lick the Record button. If you're
finished with the sound before the
progress bar reaches the end (you
have 10 seconds), click the Stop
button.

3.

Click the Save button.

4.

Nam e the sound.
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GiVe this sound a name:

IgreeUngs
Al ert Sound - -
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Adding anew
sound to the
control panel.

I
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You'll fi nd your new sound listed in the control panel, and already selected.
Record from
an audio CD
Chapter 22

But you don't have to record sounds yourself to use as alert sounds. Everyone
else already has, and half of them have posted their collections somewhere in
cyberspace. If you're surfing the web o r hanging out on AOL, you'll be able to
find all sorts of sounds fo r your system.
Keep it short even if not sweet. Although you can record up to ten seconds of sound for an alert, you don't waul to record ten seconds of sound .
First, sounds load completely into memory before they're played. So, a long
sound takes longer to load, and eats up memory. And you'll get reafly tired of
long alert sounds in no time at all!
Master of your sound domain. If you're into system sounds, here are
some items you sho uld take a look at:

•

Kaboom! ($30, Nova Development Software) lets you take total control of
system sounds on your Mac-not just the system sound (the alert beep),
but all sorts of sounds. With Kaboom! you can assign a sound to any of a
zillion events-inserting a disk, emptying the trash (the favorite among
adolescents everywhere-making it sound like a flushing toilet), zooming
or even scrolling a window. But wait, there's more! Along with the 150
sounds that come with the package, you get a sound editor that lets you
tweak those and other sounds: play them backwards, chop them up, add
echoes. It's a great time waster (and I mean that in the nicest possible way).
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•

SoundMaster ($15, Bruce Tomlin) served as the basis fo r the commercial package Kaboom! With it, you can assign sou nds to events like startup
and shutdown, emptying the trash, and inserting a disk.

•

Snd2SysBeep (part o f MiniG rinders utilities, freeware, Steve Smith and
Apple Computer) extracts sounds from fi les and converts them to separate sound fi les that you can use as system sounds. So, drag a sound
clippings file o nto SndConverter, or a sound page right from the
Scrapbook, onto SndConverter, and you get a sound resource fi le you can
put into your System fi le. O r, drag any file that contains a sound-eve n
an applicatio n-onto SndConverter and it w ill look through the file for
any extractable sounds.

•

I f you want to buy a great collection o f sounds, try ClickTrax ($40,
DubiC iick Software). Four megs o f sounds-mostly impersonatio ns o f
the rich and/or famous, but also some "generic" people sounds (there is,
for instance, a folder named Oy 11ey). You also get a control panel that lets
you assign sounds to all sorts of Mac events. DubiC iick's C lickC hange
utility, described elsewhere in this chapter, also includes the ability to
assign sounds you already have to various events

Sound Files and the System File
Sounds and the System file. The sounds listed in the Alert sound list are
actually resources sto red in your System fi le. If you do uble-click on your
System fi le in the System Fo lder, you' ll see icons fo r each of the sounds in the
list. You can d rag sound resources in and out of the System file as long as no
applications are ru nning. The additions and deleti ons w ill be reflected in the
alerts list in Monitors & Sound.
O f course, if you want put a sound fil e i11to the System fi le, it had to be just
the right kind o f sound. There are many different kinds o f sound files in use
on the Mac, and not all can be system sounds. The sounds that work arc files
or resources of the type slld, also referred to as
0 ~ Syste m -==--- t!l8
"System 7 sounds," since the fi le type
26 1tems, 148.4 MB avalleble
changed from System 6 to System 7. But it's
~
~
easy enough to find o ut what works: drag a
Wild Eep
Oroplel
sound fi le into the System file window, or,
Quock
more conveniently, into the closed System
Indigo
Sosuml
...
fi
le, and if it goes in, it's the right type.
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Sounds in the
System file.

~

Renaming a sound. Yo u can renam e a sound while you're in the opened
System file-it's the o nly type of resource w hose name you can change while
it's inside the System fi le.
Using a system sound else~here. T here's no obvious way to move a
system sound into ano ther program that uses sound. But you can o ften do it
this way:
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1.

Open the System file and drag out the sound (or drag out a copy of the
sound by ]Optionl-d raggi ng it out of the System file's wi ndow).

2.

Drag the sound file directly into the Scrapbook window.

3.

Copy the sound from the Scrapbook.

4.

Paste the sound into the application.

Startup Sounds
A new startup sound. You can't alter th e basic startup chord that your Mac
uses when it starts up. But you can easily add another startup sound of your
own for w hen the desktop appears: put a sou nd file o r its alias into your
Startup Items folder. As long as the sound plays w hen you double-click on it,
putting it in the folder wi ll "open" it at startup-which plays the sound.
Killing the startup sound. C hangi ng the volume or clicking the Mute
button in the Monito rs & Sound control panel doesn't affect the sta rtup
chord. If you want to dampen it, you have to plug som ething into the aud io
port on the back of the Mac. If you use earphones (to keep your coworkers
from realizing you're playing C Os or games!), that will keep the startup
chord from being audible. If you just want to get rid of the sound, get a
"miniplug" from an electronics store-it's the little plug that's at the end of
earpho nes, and plug that into the audio port. But then you won' t hear any
sounds, incl uding alert so unds.
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On the Desktop
The Basics
Finder/desktop. The Finder is the application that gives you your desktop
and takes care of all the file-handling procedures (copying, re-naming,
deleting) you do on your desktop. Finder and desktop are pretty much interchangeable terms, except in a few nuanced instances. You can, for instance,
"move to" the deskto p or the Finder, o r "work" in the Finder o r 0 11 the
desktop; but, while you can put som ething on your desktop, you don't put
anything "on" o r "in" the Finder. (There are other almost-always interchangeable terms on the desktop, like icon and .file, and fo lder and window.)
The desktop is both a general place where you work, and the actual background of the screen while you' re working there ("click 0 11 the desktop") .
The desktop itse lf is a solid surface (metaphorically speaking, of course). If
you're in an application and want to switch back to the Finder, you do n' t have
to click o n one of its icons or windows: you can click o n any exposed desktop
surface. (This wasn't always the case; prior to System 7, you couldn't click on
the deskto p surface and get switched into the Finder.)

Activating desktop. The desktop itself can be active, so that selecting an
icon with a keyboard command can be done for "loose" icons scattered
around. ]fall Finder windows are closed, the desktop is active by default.
But you can activate it while windows are open, too, wi th any of these:
•

C lick o n the actual desktop- the pattern or picture. (You used to have
to click on a desktop icon-clicking the desktop itself didn't work if there
were any open windows.)

•

C lick o n an icon that's o n the desktop.
Press lox)shift).

Shared and shared alike. While the desktop is created and maintained by
the system on your hard drive, loose icons out on the desktop don' t necessarily belong that hard drive. T he desktop is shared by every disk that you're
using at o ne time-which could be, say, your intern al hard drive, a second
hard drive, a floppy, and a C D.
This can cause confusion at first. You drag a file from a floppy o nto the desktop, thinking you've copied it to your hard drive but, w hen you ej ect the disk,
the icon disappears. (And when you reinsert the disk, the icon comes back.)
That's because the fi le is still stored o n the floppy disk-still "belongs" to the
floppy-and is just being displayed out on the desktop where you dragged it.
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Get Info command
Later this chapter

There's no way to tell just by looking at an icon w hether it "belongs" to your
hard drive o r another mo unted volume, but you can use the Get Info command to see where it's actually stored.

What's new on the menu. OS 8's Finder has changed its menus around.
And, reversing a "no submenu" policy that Apple OS engineers crossed only
for the Apple menu until now, some of the menus actually sport submenus.

•

T he Label menu has disappeared, sucked into the File menu as a
submenu.

•

The File menu includes two new commands: the long-awaited Move to
Trash and the handy Find Original.

•

The Edit menu now includes a Preferences command, which sets some
desktop-wide options; it replaces som e control panels, li ke Views.

•

The View menu has been completely re-organized into a more logical set
of commands, to accommodate new window capabilities in the Finder.

•

The Special menu has lost its C lean Up command, which has moved
over to the View menu where it more logically belongs.

What looks like a new menu on the desktop-Help-is the new system
approach to the Help m enu; it's no longer a question-mark icon menu at the
right of the menu bar.

Turn the Simple
Finder on and off
through the
Finder's
Preferences
command.

The Simple Finder option. There are two versions of the Finder: the
standard one you get by default w hen you install the system software, and a
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edit menu.
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The Simple Finder cuts down on the number of menu commands available,
as shown in the picture here, and disables some o ther desktop capabilities like
pop-up contextual menus and pop-up windows, file sharing setup, making
aliases, changi ng the options in windows for things like icon and button size,
and all keyboard equivalents for m enu commands.
Of course, you' ll be such an expert when you're done with this book that you
won' t need Simple Finder, but you m ight want to set it on for young kids, o r
beginners w ho you're helping out.
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Sticky stuff. As explained in Chapter 5, OS 8 offers a feature called Sticky
Menus: you can simply click on a Finder menu and it stays open without your
having to hold the mo use button down. To select a command, click o n it
once; click an)'\vhere o utside the m enu to close it without using a command.

All types of menus stick now, including pop-ups in dialog boxes and desktop
contextual menus.

The About Command
The About Command. The About This Computer command in the Apple
menu gives basic info rmation about your M ac's hardware configuration, its
system software, how its memory is allocated, and which applications are running. (The command changes to About [Wizatever], depending on the
application that's running.)

In early systems, this command used to be Abo ut the Finder. Later, it changed
to About this Macintosh. Then, in an effort to encompass clone-makers in the
fold, the command changed to Abo ut this Computer. At this writing, Apple's
pulled back all its clo ning licenses; I'd expect the command to be changed
back to About th is Macintosh in subsequent system software.
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Control-click on the
icon, name, or
memory-use bar of
a listed item, and
use the Open
command to move
to the application.

Open applications

and their memory
allocations
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The About
command in the
Finder provides a
dialog box with
lots of important
information.
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Opening a listed program. The About box, while offering important information, has always been limited in interactive capabilities. Wouldn't you think
that as long as yo u've got a list of running applicatio ns, you could just doubleclick on one and switch to it? Every rime a new system comes out, it's one of the
first things I check. So, when OS 8 came out, I clicked and double-clicked to no
avail-and then I remembered: contextual menus! Sure enough, lconlroll-clicking
on one of the listed applications (or anywhere in its m emory bar) popped up a
menu with three choices: Help, Open and Get Info. Choosing Open sends
you to the program. (Quibble: why Ope11? If it's in the box, it's already open.
Why not Go to, or Switclr to, o r Bn"11g to Front?
1~,4 1'1 11 C:
And why can't it be the first item?) Unfortunately,
6.4 MB C:
SI.SMB C
choosing Get Info invariably gets a non-fatal error
dialog, at least in OS B's initial release.
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More about the memory allocation bars. The dark-versus-light areas in
the bars for each running application refer to the memory allocated and the
current memory used. Turn on Help balloons, point to a bar, and you'll get a
balloon that tells you how much memory is actually being used. (There's
more about this, and other application memory issues, in Chapter 13.)
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The old Finder picture and credits. For a trip down memory lane-more
o r less-hold !Option! while opening the Apple menu. The command changes
to the older About tile Finder command, and the dialog that opens is a paean to
the original Finder dialog which was a black-and-white mountain affair. Wait
five to ten seconds for a scrolling list of credits. (Unfortunately, the old trick
of holding !Cmd(OptionJ when you choose About, which used to get you a smiley-face cursor with an ani mated tongue, has been dumped. Maybe they'll put
it back in-it won't hurt to try it each time you update your system.)

Desktop Details
Adjusting the window font. You can change the font that's used for labeling icons and in window headers (not window titles) through the Preferences
o
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command in the Edit menu. Just pick
the font and size, and the change is
instant; it's also global, applying to
every w indow, and to the desktop itscl£
The system }011t, which is set through the
Appearance control panel, is something
different: it's the one that's used in window tide bars, menus and dialog boxes.

Create a little clutter. Although even the standard monitor these days provides a lot more real estate than the o riginal nine-inch Mac screen, it's easy to
clutter up the desktop. But keeping often-used icons out on the desktop
makes sense because it's easier than drilling down through folders or even
sliding through the Apple menu. H ere are som e ideas for what you might
want to leave out o n your desktop, depending o n the way you work. Don't
forget that you don't have to leave the real thing out on the desktop-you can
usc an alias.
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A project folder that you open every day-or several times a day.
A calendar or To Do document that you usc constantly.
The System Folder so you can easily install fonts, control panels, and
extensions by just dragging them in without having to open the drive's
main window.
The Apple Menu Items folder so you can drag things into (and out of)
your Apple menu with no fuss.
Drag and drop utilities for various handy operations: Stuffit Ex-pander,
for instance, or perhaps your word processor to force documents to open
in it by dropping them on the icon.
Trash aliases so you don't have to drag things too far to get rid of them.

The Desktop Folder. Yes, the desktop is actually a folder. Sort of. T he
things out on your desktop are actually stored on your hard drive, of course,
even though they're not in the hard drive's window or any of its folders. The
solution to this seeming conundrum is the ephemeral D esktop Folder. If you
put an alias of a disk into your Apple menu, and then look at the ftrst submenu, you' ll see an item named Desktop Fo lder; look at its contents, and
you'll see the items that arc out on your desktop.
You'll also see a Desktop Folder if you' re networked to another Mac; the
remote machine's icon will have a Desktop Folder on it that contains its desktop icons. If you open the folder, the arrangement of icons in the window will
duplicate the arrange ment of the icons on the other computer's desktop.

Browsing your way through the Finder. For an alternative view of the
Finder, try greg's browser (shareware, $20). It doesn' t replace the Finder, but
works as a separate window of multiple columns. Select an item in one column and see its contents in the next, and so on. You can install buttons at the
top of the window for instant-open folders, and you can manipulate any of
the items you see: move them from one place to another, open them, or even
send them to the trash.
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The out-of-memory Finder report. T he Finder, being an application
somewhat like other applications, works in a certain amount of memory.
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When m em ory's tight, you may get an out-of-memory message aslcing you to
close windows and try again w hatever it was that choked the Finder-a copy,
fo r instance, or opening another window. Complying with the close-window
request (you can close them all at once by pressing I&IDOptlan~) should let
you get on with your work. But you should restart the computer at your earliest convenience, just in case there's something mixed up about the memory
allocation, which wi ll cause a more serious problem if you keep worlcing.

Rebuilding your desktop. The phrase rebtJilding your desktop has no thing to
do with arranging icons or selecting a new desktop background picture. It's a
trouble-shooting procedure described in C hapter 24.

Contextual Menus
Contextual menus. OS 8's new desktop "contextual menus" are great: hold
down Icantrall and click on something-anything-and a menu pops up with
commands that can be used on that item. As soon as you press !Contrail, the
cursor changes to show you can get a contextual menu with the click of a button: a tiny menu is appended to the usual mouse pointer. The pictures here
show some of the contextual menus available in the Finder.
To get a menu for an open window, you can !Cantrall-click on its title or header,
or on any empty spot.
Help
Open

Help

EmptvTrU hGet lttfo

Open

The contents of
the contextual
menu depend on
what you're
pointing to; the
menu at the far
right is the one for
windows.

Get Info
label ~
Sharing _
Make Alias

label
~
Make Alias
Help

Hel_P _

Open

HelP_ _
Open

Move To Trash

Move To Trash

Get Info
label

Sharing_
Duplicate
Make Alias

•

Get lnfe
lAbel
Dupllcete
MlkeAIIu

New fold er
OoseWlndow
Get Info
Sharing_
VIew
•
Oun Up
Arrange
•
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The window context. Sometimes it's difficult to get the right pop-up menu
in a list-view window, because you wind up cliclcing on an item in the list
instead of on th e window itself-or, you click o n the window instead of the
item . If you wa nt the window's menu, m ake sure you're not on an icon o r
touching the text in any of the columns; or, click on the title bar or the window's header area to get the window's menu. When you want the icon's
menu, cliclcing anywhere along its row won't work-you have to click on the
icon itself, or on any of the text in its row.

The Operating System

Command-click here to pop
up a menu for the folder.

Command-click here to pop
up a menu for the window.

In the first row in this window,
Comm and-clicking anywhere
inside one of the striped areas
will pop up a menu for th e
folder; Comm and-clicking inside
one of the gray boxes will pop up
the window contextual menu.

The desktop menu. When I said you could get contextual menus everywhere on the desktop, I really m eant every111ilere: click on the bare desktop and
you get a menu with basic View commands, as well as N ew Folder and
Change Desktop Background, which o pens the Desktop Pictures applicatio n.
Don't select first, just click. The handiest little trick when it comes to
contextual menus o n the desktop is that you don't have to select the item
before you click o n it fo r the menu: lcontrotl-clicking on an item selects it and
pops up the m enu at the same time.

Work on multiple selections. If you have mo re than one item selected,
you can use a contextual menu to do someth ing to all the item s at o nce-just
lcontrotl-click on any o ne of the selected icons. If you select icons of different
types, the pop-up menu will be li mited to the commands that can work o n
every item in the selection.

Watch for widgets. Contextual menus are an extensible part of system softwa re: Apple left "hooks" in the feature so other people could not only put
contextual m enu menus in their programs, but add to ones that already exist.
When yo u see utilities beginning with the letters C M or C M M (contextual
menu manager), that's a clue they're related to this feature.
~

If you add any C M utilities or plug- ins, you' ll find a
Contextual Menu Items folder added to your System
Contextual Menu Items
Folder; it's automatically given a special icon, as are the
other special System Folder subfolders. It will often have sub folders of its
own to hold items needed by other utilities.

a

Contextual menu extensions. H ere arc a few shareware suggestions fo r
tweaking your contextual m enus:
If you do n't want to have to hold down jcontrot ) to get the pop-up menu
(and it's amazing how annoying a two-handed option can get) , Look
Mom, No Hands ($9) lets you get at co ntextual menu single-handed ly;
all you' ll have to do is hold down the m ouse button for about two seco nds, and the contextual menu will pop-up. Nifty idea, but it's expensive
for a o ne-trick pony-especially when there are m ulti-trick ponies available fo r the same price, o r less--or fo r free.
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• PowerMenu ($15) provides a pop-up menu anywhere, not just on the
desktop; it adds commands to whatever contextual menu the application
provides. The added commands are mostly convenient navigational tools;
it lists, for instance, all open programs so you can move from one to
another. In the Finder, you can use its "target" folders (you choose the list
of targets) to do quick copy and moves: @.C}click on an item and copy or
move it to a folder in the pop-up's submenu.

•

CMTools (freeware) is a little confusing to set up, but once you've got it
going, it's great. You put application and folder aliases inside subfolders in
the CMToo l Configuration folder; the item s you put in the subfolders
appear as submenus in your pop-up. So, you lcontroll-click on an item and
slide to the Copy To command, and you have a choice of the folders
whose aliases you've placed in the Copy To folder: the Apple Menu Items
folder, for instance. With folders like Launch, Compress, Set File Type
To, and Open U sing, CMTools' fu nctionality soon beco mes a real cmtch.

•

FinderPop (freeware) is an extremely elegant presentation of some
needed functi ons in the Finder, added right to the Finder's pop-up
menus. You'll get: a list of running programs, along with a note about the
largest free block of memory; a hierarchical list of the contents of any d isk
or su b folder you click on; a list of all open Finder wi ndows; and a list of
loose desktop icons. Just having these lists available is handy, since you
can choose anything and it wi ll open or activate-move to an application,
for instance, or open a bu ried folder. But choose something from a menu
while you're clicking on an item, and the item is m oved there: it's opened
into an application, or moved or aliased into a folder. In addition, you can
control th e font for the pop-up menus; last, but nowhere near least, you
can drop the necessity for the !Control) key entirely and just press the mouse
button to get the menus.

~·
More File Info

.

More File Info ($10, shareware) pops up all sorts of info about the file
you' re pointing to. Its features are detai led later in the chapter, in the Get
Info Command section.
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FinderPop's alterations ro
Finder contextual menus
include a Contents
command for folders and
d isks, as well as a choice of
fonts and sizes for t he
menus themselves.

Desktop Patterns and Pictures
The Desktop Pictures application. The Desktop Pictures applicatio n,
w hich is placed in you r Control Pa nels folder (so you probably think it's a
control panel, but it's not), lets you change you r desktop's background to
a different pattern or to a picture. It replaces the old Desktop Patterns control
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panel, and the even older approach of changing patterns in the General
Controls control panel.
Since you can do all the basics of changi ng patterns and pictures inside
Desktop Picture's window, you might not even notice that it has m enus. The
File menu is a skimpy C lose and Quit list. The Edit menu has predictable but
welco me Undo, C ut, Copy and Paste and C lear commands that work o n patterns but not on pictures. The two final commands in the Edit menu, one
~::ach for the pattern and picture modes, are covered separately, below.
Desktop Pictures can run short on memory. Ifyou're working with
lots of patterns or complicated pictures, it's possible you' ll get an o ut-ofMemory allocations m emory m essage from Desktop Pictures. C lose the wi ndow, open the
Chapter 13 Control Panels folder, select the Desktop Pictures icon, and Get Info on it.
Add an extra 1OOK or so to its 400K default memory allocation.
Where are the patterns and pictures? The default patterns chat come in
Desktop Piccurcs arc stored in the application itself. When you add patterns,
they're stored in the Desktop Pictures Prefs file that's in the System Folder's
Preferences folder.

If you don't
remember where
you stored the
desktop picture,
let the Mac find
i t for you.

The origi nal pictures available as desktop backgrounds are in a folder named
Sample Deskto p Pictures inside the Apple Extras folder. But the pictures you
add to Desktop Pictures can be stored anywhere on the drive. If you don't
remember where you put the file that you added to
liZ
Desktop Pictures, use the Show Picture File In
IIX
II C
Finder
command from the Edit menu. You'll be
av
switched to the Finder, che file's folde r \vill be
opened, and the picture file selected.

Using Desktop
Pictures to choose
a background
pattern.

Changing your desktop pattern. To change the desktop pattern, open
Desktop Pictures and click the Pattern butto n in the left pane l. Usc the
scroll bar to browse through the
me
included patterns; you'll notice that
each pattern has a name, and the size
of the base pattern for the repea t is
also noted . If you'd like to see a
larger sample of the pattern without
ft.l bbll'!r 81n1h
putting it o n the deskto p, you can
12tii\II28,Z1JC:
m ake the window large r. When yo u
find a pattern you like, click the Set
St t OUttoJ
Desktop button.
,..,,~r lll&ct"'

Keyboard and mouse shortcuts. In Pattern m ode, usc 8 and G co
browse through the samples; double-clicking on the sample is the same as
clicking the Set Desktop button.
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In Picture mode, you can get a contextual menu by holding down either @.W
o r !Control! and clicking o n the sample picture. The menu that pops up is a
combination of the window's Position pop-up menu, the Find Picture comm and in the m enu, and the Remove button.

Adding patterns. You can add patterns to the 48 that come as default
choices by pasting or d ragging them in. Desktop Pictures can accommodate
up to 226 patterns; if for some reason you have so little else to do that you
actually add that many and then try one more, you'll get a dialog that pretty
much tells you to cease and desist.
To paste in a pattern , copy any picture or design to the C lipboard, and then
paste it into the Desktop Pictures sample pattern window. The image will be
repeatedly tiled to fill the screen, although there may be some distortio n if the
image doesn't start o ut at the right size or with the right proportio ns.
You can also just drag a pattern into the Desktop Picture window from any
drag-enabled application. For instance, try dragging a picture straight from the
Scrapbook into the patterns sample window. You can even drag a picture file
right from the desktop window (o r o ne of its windows) into the patterns sample window, as lo ng as the file is a type th at D esktop Pictures "understands":
PICT, JPEG, GIF, o r C lippings. (These file types are covered in C hapter 19.)
Once the new pattern is in the w indow, use the Edit Pattern N ame command in, the Edit menu to name the pattern .
Where can you ge t ready-made patterns?
•

The OS 8 C D has a folder of addi tional desktop patterns-in a file
named A dditio11al Desktop Pattems, in a folder named Additio11al Desktop
PatterllS. The only problem is that the file is, of all things, a Scrapbook file.
C hapter 10 explains how to deal with Scrapbook files so you can access
the extra patterns.

•

Since the desktop pictures that come with the system are in ]PEG format, and you can use ]PEGs as deskto p patterns, you can turn a desktop
picture into a smaller, repeating pattern just by dragging it into the pattern window.

Creating patterns. C reating patterns fo r the M ac desktop is a m inor art
form. Aside from aesthetic considerations, there's the issue of not letting the
background interfere with finding or using desktop icons. And beyond that,
there 's getting the image to tile without distortio n, and, for textural patterns,
getting seamless ti les.
First, the distortion issue. To avo id disto rtion, the base pattern for tiling has
to measure a multiple of eight, from 8 to 512 pixels, on each side (that's 8, 16,
32, 64, 128, 256, o r 512). Although most people think in terms of square tiles,
you can use an image that's, say 16 by 64 pixels and still avoid distortion. If
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you use either of the largest sizes for the image, you'll be limited as to how
large the second dimension can be. You can have 51 2 by 32 or 256 by 64, so
the largest square tile you can use is 128 by 128. If you use an image that's
not the right proportions, it will be shrunk or stretched to fit the nearest
allowable tile size.

As for seamless tiling of textures, that takes lots of work. You have to make
sure that the cop edge absolutely matches the bottom, and the left one
matches the r ight. It takes time and patience, and an enlarged view in your
favorite graphics program.
Restoring the system patterns. To remove a default pattern from
Desktop Pictures, you use the Edit menu's C ut or C lear command when the
pattern 's displayed in the window. Once you've deleted default patterns,
there's no way to ge t them back individually. You might think that reinstalling
Desktop Pictures itself would do the trick, but it won' t.

When you "delete" a default pattern, it's not actually removed at all. It's still a
part of the Desktop Pictures application; it's just no longer displayed in the
window. While the patterns themselves are in the application, the record of
what you've deleted from the displayed samples is stored in the Desktop
Pictures Prefs file, along with the user-defined patterns. So, to restore all the
system patterns, all you have tO do is remove the record of having deleted
them: remove the Desktop Pictures Prefs file from the Preferences folder, and
restart the Mac. The next time you open Desktop P ictures, it will create a new
Prefs file.
You'lllose any of your own patterns that you've added to D esktop Pictures,
since they're stored in the file. If you want to save them, drag them one at a
time either into the Scrapbook or right onto the desktop; after the Prefs fi le is
recreated, you can drag them back in again.
The bloated Prefs file. The file that stores your extra patterns and the
record of w hat you've done to the system patterns just grows and grows. You
may add a few patterns and then delete them ; later, you may add a few more
and eventually delete some of them. But the deleted patterns, although no
longer available, arc still in the file.
Changing the desktop picture. To use a picture instead of a pattern for
your desktop, click the P icture button in the left panel. Use the Select Picture
button to choose from among the pictures supplied with your system; you' ll
get a dialog box that lets you select pictures from anywhere on your disk.

U se the Position menu to choose how a smaller-than-the-screen picture will
be displayed: centered, tiled, scaled, and so on. T hen use the Set Desktop button to apply the pictu re to the desktop.
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To remove a picture from the desktop, use the Remove Picture button .
If you want to change desktop pictures, you have to first remove the
current one, then select the next.
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Extra pictures. The OS 8 system C D has a folder in it that contains 22 e>.'tra
desktop pictures. Just copy them to the folder that holds your desktop pictures
on your h ard drive (the system installation puts them in a fo lder named
Desktop Pictures inside the Apple Extras folder).
Adding pictures. Any image of the right graphics type can be used as a
desktop background. You can use JPEG o r GIF images, altho ugh ]PEGs better
lend themselves to being scaled to fit the screen.
The pictures can be stored anywhere on yo ur hard drive. I like to tuck
them away in a Desktop Pictures folder in the Preferences folder inside
the System Folder.

Randomizing the background pictures. You can make the Mac randomly choose a background picture each time you start up the Mac from a
folder. First, fill a folder with usable pictures-or just use the ones that came
with OS 8. Position the folder icon so you' ll still be able to see it when the
Desktop Pictures window is open. Open Desktop Picture, grab the folder full
of pictures, and drop it right into the sample picture window.
When the desktop picture is set to rando m, there's a note in the wi ndow,
beneath the picture's name that says: picked randomly from folder Sample Desktop
Pict11res (or whatever the name of the folder is).
To end the random G1ctor, click the Rem ove Picture button, or select the
more appropriate ly named Remove Folder command from the pop-up menu.

For multiple monitors. If you use a multiple-monitor setup, you can put
a different picture on each screen, or leave one with the desktop pattern and
put a picture o n the o ther, but you can' t use two different patterns at the
same time.
When you have two monitors, the Picture mode of Desktop Pictures will show
two sample screens representing your monitors. C lick on a sample to activate it
and then use the Select Picture and Set Desktop buttons. You can drag a picture
fi·om one sample screen to the other to change the monitor on which it appears.
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One on the desktop is worth two in the bush. Find any plain PICT file
and rename it secret about box. Then open the Desktop Patterns control panel
and drag the PICT file into the preview window. (Open the Desktop Patterns
window to the size of your screen to better see what results.)

Icons
Basics
Icons. The icons on your desktop f.1ll into five main groups:

•

File icons for things like applications and documents. A file is any discrete collection of information, so file icons also include things like fonts
and sounds.

•

Volume icons, for disks and other types of storage (like file servers) .
Alias icons that stand in for any other icons on the disk.
Folder icons for storing and grouping other icons.
The Trash icon, used for deleting files from disks.

The term icon sometimes refers to only the picture that you see ("change the icons
to a smaller size") and sometimes to the item the icon represents ("Copy tile icon to
anotiJCr disk"). The meaning is usually clear from the context.
The standard Finder icon is a specific size: a 32-pixel
square. Even icons that don't look square live w ithin
a 32 by 32 grid.
Even icons thar
don't look square
are designed in a
square grid.

The overall look of icons has changed in OS 8, with
everything getting a 3-D look. Even volume icons,
which were still black-and-white all through System
7's various versions, are finally colorized in OS 8.

Opening icons. There are more ways to open an icon than you probably
want to know about, but here goes:
Double-click on it if it's a standard icon ; for button icons, a single click
will do the trick.
Select it and use the Open command in the File menu.
lcontrotl-click on it and use the Open command in the contextual menu
(this works whether or not you select the item first).
Select it and press laxJoJ.
Select it and press 1~1:±]. (This seemingly strange combination actually
falls in with a set of keyboard commands on the desktop, covered in detail
a little later in the chapter.)
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What "open" means. You can open any desktop icon, but what "open"
means depends on what the icon is. When you open:
•

a disk, folder, or the Trash, a window opens showing you what's
inside.

•

an application, the program launches.

•

a document, the program that created it launches, and the document
opens inside it.

•

a control panel, it opens.

•

a font file, a window opens showing font information and samples.

•

a sound file, the sound is played.

•

the System file, a window opens showing the resource files that are
user-installable.

•

a suitcase file, a window opens showing the suitcase contents.

Visual clues to icon states. The way an icon appears lets you know its
"state": selected or not, and opened or not. A selected icon has a dark gray
mask superimposed on it-you'll still be able to see its features and colors, but
they'll be dulled. An opened icon is simply an outline filled with a dotted pattern; you won't be able to see any of
the icon's details. An icon that's both
selected
and opened is a much darker
Regular
version of the dotted pattern.

tl ~Opened ..'L

Opening an open icon. If an icon is already opened, you can still doubleclick on it as if it weren't open yet. Why would you want to? It might be the
easiest way of finding a folder's window that's buried under some other windows-you can see the opened folder, but not its window, so double-clicking
on the opened folder brings its window to the top of the pile. Or, you might
want to switch into a running app licatio n without choosing it from the
Application menu: if you can sec its opened icon, double-clicking on it sends
you to the program.

Generic icons. A generic icon is o ne that doesn't have any special identifyi ng
Tiny generic icons,
available in listview windows,
indicate only the
general type of
the file.

features except for its general type; you can tell the icon is an application, or a
document, or a folder, but you can't tell which application or which document.
Tiny generic icons arc used to label items in list-view winCl Folder
dows when you choose the smallest size for icons.
~ Application
When full-size generic icons show up, it can be due to any
[). Document
of several reasons:
•

There's no other icon available. Programmers have to design icons fo r
their programs and documents; if they don't, the M ac uses a generic icon.
For an application, that's a diamond shape with a writing hand in it; for a
document, it's a rectangular "piece of paper" with its corner folded down.
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•

You don' t have the application that created the document. If you have a
Microsoft Word document but you don't have Word, the document icon
will be generic. T hat's because the icon isn't stored with the document;
the document keeps track of which application created it, and the Finder
looks up the "parent" to see what its documents should look like-but if
the app lication isn't around, the Finder can't look it up. If you used to
have Word on your drive, though, you might get the correct icon; the
Finder stores that kind of information until you rebuild the desktop.

•

You have a small problem with some documents losing their connection
to their parent applications. Rebuilding the desktop (Chapter 24) can take
care of the problem, restoring the icons.

•

You have a large problem with your disk or operating system which may
require re- installing the system software (Chapter 8), repairing the drive
(Chapter 24), or both.

Size options on the desktop. T his is mentioned elsewhere under other
topics, but keep in mind that OS 8 finally lets you change how loose icons
appear on the desktop. They don't have to stay as full-size icons anymore: you
can change their size, and you can even use the new button icon option.

An open-and-shut case. Hold !Option I while you double-click an icon, and
the window that's holding that icon closes as the icon opens. This is especially
usefu l when you're opening a control panel, since you don't usually want the
Control Panels window left open on the desktop.

Icon Names
Editing icon names. You have to select an icon's name to change it, and

Selecting an icon's
name.

there's a slight difference between selecting an icon and selecting its name.
C licking on an icon selects it; clicking on the icon's
11ame selects the name. When the name is selected,
the icon itself is also selected-it goes gray-but
untilled fr~der
there's an editing rectangle around the name.

tl

Basic editing techniques work inside the editing rectangle: click to put
the insertion point at a specific spot, use 1Dele1el and ~ (finally, in OS 8, the
Fotward Delete key works on the desktop!) , double-click to select a word, use
8 and G to move in the rectangle; type to replace selected text, and so on.

The rename delay. It goes by various names-the editing delay, the rename
delay-but it's the same thing: there's a delay between the time you click on
an icon's name and w hen the editing rectangle appears. (I call it the Mac
minute, in honor of the N ew York minute: the time between a traffic light's
turning green and the people behind you beeping their horns. The rename
de lay is a little longer.)
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The rename delay can be up to a full two seconds; that may not sound like a
lot, but in practice it is. In fact, it's a pro blem because you click on the name
to select it, it doesn't activate, so you click on it again-and the Mac thi nks
you've double-clicked, and opens the fi le! The length of the rename delay is
contro lled by the double-click speed setting for the mouse in the Mo use control panel. Strange, but true. A slower double-click speed means a longer
renam e delay!
Avoiding the rename delay. To avo id the rename delay altogether when
you're using the mouse, click on the icon's name and then immediately move
the mo use. You may need a little practice: m ove the mouse too soon, and
you' ll drag the icon; too late, and the editing rectangle would be appearing
anyway. The best method is to click somewhere in the name away fro m the
spot you want to edit, and just move immed iately to the spot you want. Or,
click on the name and immediately move the mouse down a little, away from
the name.
Keyboard name selection. If an icon's already selected, typing IReturn) o r
IEnterl will select its name. Combi ning keyboard selection techniques with

name-se lection techniques lets you do almost anything without a mouse.
(That's a heretical statement from a Mac d ie-hard, but the truth is, I can type
mifully fast!)
You can't edit some icon names. When you click o n an icon's name but
the editing rectangle doesn't appear, it's usually because the icon is locked
(thro ugh its Info window)- locking a file keeps you from changing both th e
contents and the name. T his applies to locked disks and to COs, w hich arc by
definitio n locked from any changes.

T he system also prevents som e icons from being renamed- a shared vol ume
on a network, for instance: just think of the m ess it would cause if you tried
renaming a disk or folder after it's already been mounted on someone else's
desktop on a network! You don't actually have to be on a network to ru n into
this little problem: ifFile Sharing is o n (i n the File Sharing control panel) and
a disk or folder is set to be shared (with the Finder's Sharing command), you
won't be able to change the icon's name.
The name game. T here are only a few ru les when it comes to nam ing icons:

•

T he name can't be longer than 31 characters, except for disk icons, w hich
are limited to 27 characters.

•

T here's no difference between upper- and lowercase letters for file
names. MY FOLDER, My Folder, and MYfolDER are all the same as far as
the Mac's concerned.

•

You can't have two items of the same name in the same folder (or out on
the desktop unless they belong to different disks).
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•

You can't usc a colon (:) in an icon's name. A colon is reserved by the system for a file's full path nmue-the one that starts with the volume it's on,
lists all the folders it's in, and ends with the file's name, like this: brt
HD:System Folder:Control Panels:Appearance. U sing a colon would really
confuse things!

You can't break these rules even if you wanted to. Try typing a colon in an
icon's name on the desktop, and the Mac types in a hyphen instead; try using
a colon when you're naming a file in a Save box, and nothing at all gets typed.

Copying and pasting an icon's name. You can use the Copy and Paste
commands on icon names. You can usc the Copy command on a selected
icon-the name itself doesn't have to be selected. But to use the Paste command, the name itself has to be selected.

Using Copy and Paste on multiple icons. You can use the Copy command on a multiple icon selection , and all the icon names are copied to the
C lipboard. There used to be a limit of255 characters for this operation, but
that's a thing of the past; so, you can Select All, and then Copy, and paste
the resulting list in any word processor or te>..'t processor (like SimpleTe>..'t) ,
and print out a list of a window's or a disk's contents. This is often easier
than using the Finder's Print command, which is slower because it prints
icons along with the text. On the other hand, the order in which items
are copied to the C lipboard is confusing; it's not related to how things are
sorted in the window, but instead
seems to be based on when each item
was put into the w indow.

~

A Copy command
on selected icons
places their names
on the Clipboard.
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If you have expanded folders in a list
view, the information is copied to the
Clipboard in an odd way: first, it lists all
the main-level items; next, all the secondlevel items (in groups according to the
folders they belong to); then, the thirdlevel items (again, in groups according to
their enclosing folders), and so on.

Name extensions. When an icon's name ends in a period followed by
three letters (like guides.sit or DiskUtil.sea), that usually indicates something
special about the file . (Yes, this was borrowed from the DOS world-the preWindows Microsoft environment-but let's not quibble over provenance.) It's
a handy way to identify a type of file wi thout having to check the icon itsel£
The two most common name extensions are .sit and .sea. The first is for Stt1Jlt,
indicating a stuffed, or compressed, file; the second is for self-extracting archive,
another type of compressed file. Both of these are covered in Chapter 28.
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Selecting Icons
Selecting an icon. Select an icon by clicking on it. To select an item in a list
Selecting and view, you can click on the icon or anywhere alo ng the line where there's
moving button icons text-but you have to click on the text, not on the space between, say, the
Later this chapter icon's name and its modification date. BUT- you don 't want to click on its

name, because that will select the name for editing rather than select the icon.
Deselect the icon by selecting something else, or by clicking someplace that
won't select anything. If, for some reason you can't find an empty spot to click
on, holding !Shill I and clicking on a selected icon will deselect it.

Selecting multiple icons. If you want to select everything in a window, use
the Select All ~ command in the Edit menu.
To select more than one icon at a time, you can drag the mouse in a window to
draw a rectangle (you'll see a gray line as you drag); anything even partially in the
rectangle will be selected. You can drag a rectangle in both icon and list views.

tl
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You can drag a rectangle to
select items in a list view, too.

When the icons you want to select aren't near enough to each other to use
a selection rectangle, o r there are intervening icons you don't want selected,
use the !Shittl-click method. Hold !Shittl and click on the icons you want.
You can combine the selecti on methods: select a bunch of icons with a rectangle, then !Shlftl-click to select one or two others that aren't nearby. Or, drag a
rectangle around one group, hold !Shittl and drag around another group-both
groups are selected.
You can deselect an icon in a selected group by !Shittl-clicking on it. T his is
handy w hen you've made a new folder inside a window and want to drag
everything except o ne file (and, of course, the new folder itse lf) into it: do a
Select All, then (Shittl-click on the new folder and excepted file, then drag
everything into the new folder. You can also deselect a group of icons by !Shittldragging around them.
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Selecting icons from different folders. You can select icons from different folders (to open documents, apply labels, make copies, and so on) by
keeping a parent window open in a List view, expanding the folders, and
!Shihl-clicking o n the files you want.
Selecting icons with the keyboard. There are three ways to select ico ns
from the keyboard:

•

Type the ico n's name. You have to type only enough letters to differentiate it fro m everything else in the window, so using one or two letters is
usually enough.

•

Use~ to move to the next icon alphabetically, and !Shift~ to the previo us alphabetical icon. This works no m atter how your icons arc arranged,
or how your list is sorted. If no ico n is selected, ~selects the first alphabetical ico n and IShinlfabl the last o ne.

•

U se (!EEG to move from the currently selected icon to the one in the
direction of the arrow (only(!) and[±) work in list views). If no ico n is
selected,(!) and 8 select the first (uppermost) icon and
and 8 the
last o ne.

rn

When you're in a list-view window and some of its folders are expanded,
using the typing or~ approaches can be confusing. They select items witho ut regard to their position in the hierarchy, so you may jump from an item in
the main level to one several levels down in a far-away folder if it happens to
come next alphabetically and is in an expanded folder.

Moving Icons
Ghosts instead of outlines. When you drag an icon to move it to a new
position, a ghost of the icon trave ls alo ng with the cursor until you let go,
making the original jump to the new positio n. The ghost is a relatively new
feature; in earlier systems, it was a sim ple outline that moved with the cursor,
not a ghost.

Dragging in OS 8
uses a ghost
instead of an
outline.

When you want to move an icon that's in a list view, grabbing it by the tiny
icon in front of its name is the easiest and most o bvio us way. But you can grab
it anywhere alo ng its line of information, as long as you're actually to uching
some text (even its modified date, for instance) and no t
the blank space between the columns; you can even
drag it by its name w ithout the name's being activated
for editing.

Moving versus copying. Moving an icon within a w indow simply changes
its position in the window. Moving it from one window to ano ther, or
between a window and the desktop, changes its locatio n, but there's still o nly
that one copy of the icon o n disk.
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Dragging this icon
from its original
window to the
second one gives
the "copyN cursor
because the second
window belongs to
ano ther drive.

M oving an icon fro m one disk to another, actually copies the file so that the
o rigi nal rem ains in the first locatio n, and an exact copy is placed in the new
location. The Finder will give you a clue when this is going to happen: d rag
an icon to a spot where it will be copied (onto
another disk icon, or onto a folder icon or any
IS''"
window that belongs to another disk) and the
arrow cursor change to a special copy cursoran arrow wi th a plus sign attached. And, of
course, you' ll see the copy dialog while the
copy's being made.

'

.

/,

Moving icons into other icons. To put one icon into another one (i nto the
Trash, into a folder, onto a disk icon), drag o ne right o n top of the o ther. T he
target icon highlights when the pointer is over it, so you' ll know when you're
in the right spot. (If you have a bunch of icons surrounding your Trash icon,
you've been missing the target.)
When the NtargetN
darkens, the icon
you're m oving will
land inside it.

You can also put an icon into something by dragging it into the other's
o pen window.

Drag one, drag all. When multiple icons are selected, m oving o ne of
them moves them all. With a mu ltiple move, it's the position of the pointer
that co unts fo r the destinatio n: do n' t worry if, as you're m oving items from
o ne w indow to another, some of the ghosts of the items aren't in the destinatio n wi ndow. As lo ng as the m o use cursor is positio ned in the destinatio n
when you let go of the button, all the items w ill be moved there.
Using the grid. Both icon and button window views allow you to keep
items snapped to invisible grid points inside the windows. Set the grid snap
o n through the wi ndow's View O ptions dialog (from the View menu or the
pop-up menu), and every time you let go of an icon, it snaps to the nearest
grid point. (Note that until OS 8, the grid snap was a global setting fo r all
windows; now it's turned on and ofT for individual windows.) When the grid
snap is on, a little grid icon appears at the left of the window's header to
remind you that it's on.

Set the g rid snap
on for a window
thro ugh its View
Options dialog;
w hen the grid is
on, there's a grid
icon in the
window's header.

You have to be careful where you drop an icon, tho ugh: drop it too close to a
grid point where there's already an icon, and it will snap to the same point,
hiding itself behind the icon already
VI ew Options
there. Even though you don't see the
first icon darken, it sure feels like
you've dropped one icon into another,
obecause the one you've just moved disappears from view.
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Set the grid
spacing with the
Finder's
Preferences
command.

Changing the grid size. To alter the grid size, use the Finder's Preferences
command from the Edit menu. You can choose between tight or wide spacing, but the old option of a staggered grid is no longer available. (Which is a
real shame-wouldn't it be nice to be
Prererences
_
able to choose a combination of
Gr!dSpoclng: 0 0 0 0 () Ti g" (norolltms)
II tight/wide and straight/staggered?)
a 0 D CI W1dt (nu1tr •rn.mtnt)

II

Reversing the grid-snap setting. If you have the grid-snap on for a window but want to place an icon or button off a grid point, hold @M) wh ile you
drag the icon. Conversely, if the grid snap is off, you can snap a dragged item
to the grid point by holding @M) while you drag it.
This temporary snap-to-grid function is handy when you're draggi ng multiple
files into a window that's not set to use the grid automatically. The dragged
icons can be all bunched up during the drag (based on wherever they came
from) but if you hold !control) before you let go of the button, they'll all spread
out to grid points.

Putting things into list-view windows. Dragging an icon into a list-view
window can be tricky, especially w hen there are expanded folders showing. If
you drop an item just anywhere in the window, it might wind up in an inner
folder accidentally, rather than in the main level of the window.
The best way to make sure something lands in the main level of a window is
to let it go anywhere in the window "frame": at the top (that's the title bar,
header, and column titles); at the side or bottom, in the scroll bars; at the left
side, on the little edge that you use to drag the window. The inner part of the
window highlights in acknowledgment when you're in the right spot.
If you drag an icon into the inner part of the window, you have to let it go in
a "bare" spot for it to land in the main window level. The empty area at the
bottom of a list works, as does any spot where you're not actually touching an
icon or text that belongs to a folder.
If you want something to land inside an inner folder in the window, you don't
have to drag it to the folder icon. Drag it so that it's touching any colum n of
text that's in the row that describes the folder; you'll see the folder highlight,
telling you the icon will go into it. If the folder is expanded, you can drag the
icon to touch any of the inner documents; the enclosing folder will still highlight. But you have to avoid letting it go w hile it's touching a folder that's
inside the one you're aiming for.
Finally, if you're dragging something out of an expanded folder in a list window and want it relocated to the main level, drag it up into the window
header or title.
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Dragging from an inactive window. Here's how most people drag an
icon fro m an inactive background window (let's call it Window Two) into the
current active window (we'll call it Window O ne): click in Window Two to
activate it; grab the icon and drag it into Window O ne, which is now inactive;
click in Window One to activate it again.

But you can do it in o ne step instead of three, because ever since System 7,
you can grab something from a background window and drag it into the
active w indow without activati ng the background window. The Finder knows
the differe nce between a click that selects an item or window, and the click
that actually begins a drag operation.

Copying and Duplicating Icons
Copy-over warnings. When you move an icon into a window where an
icon of that name already exists, the Finder warns you that you're about to
replace an existing file (since you can't have two items with the same name in
the same folder).

The warning comes in several flavo rs; the o ne you get depends on which of
the files is older. When the one that's going to be copied over is older, the
notification incl udes a polite "Do you want to replace ... ?" q uestion. If the
one that's going to be replaced is newer, the warning asks, in a subtly stro nge r
tone: "Are you sure you want to ... ?" When the items are the same (at least,
according to their modified dates), or can't be easily compared (as when a
folder is replacing a folder), you get a neutrally worded dialog.
~

Ll.l

An oldl!r ltem named "'blrtt\days" already
extrts In this loutJon. Do you want to
repl ace It with the one you're movtnol

A ne~rltem named "b1rthdays" olrea(fy
exists In this: location. Are: you sure you
W4rU to replace the newer Item wtth the on I!

you•re movlng7

Dragging an icon to a location where one
with that name already exists gets a
warning dialog; the wording of the warning
depends on which of the items is older.

An tt e.m name:d ""March• already e.xtrts In
th iJ locarlon.. Da you wAnt to replete It With
UU! one you're mevtngl

When modified dates aren't available,
you get this neutrally worded dialog.

When you're dragging multiple icons fro m o ne place to another and only one
item is in danger of being replaced, you' ll sec the same dialog as if you were
dragging o nly one item: the one that tells you if the item is older o r newer. If
more than o ne item is going to be replaced, you get just a general warning
that refers to "some items" without naming the items. You don't even get a
chance to copy the non-duplicate items. You have to go back and check the
files you're working with to figure out which o nes are the duplicates.
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Some Items In thh: locaUon have tllt same

nomu as trems you're moving. Do yo u w•nt
to r eplace ttl em wtth t11e ones vou'rt!.

Copying over multiple files gets this
warning, which doesn't tell you which
items are the duplicates.

movlngl

The pre-flight check. When you move or copy an item from one place to
another, the Finder compares what you're moving to w hat's already stored in
the destination ; that's how you get the warnings that you're about to copy
over an existing file.
When you're moving one or only a few items at a time, or moving to a place
with few or no items already there, the comparison doesn't take very long, so
you don't even know it's going on. But if you drag lots of files at a time into a
folder that already has lots of fi les, there can be a considerable delay before the
copying starts, while the Finder double-checks all the fi les it's j uggling. But
now that you know w hat's going on in the background, the delay won't worry
or annoy you.

The Copy dialog. Whether you're making a copy by dragging an item or by
using the Duplicate command, the OS 8 Finder provides a nifty new Copy
dialog that keeps you posted on the details of the procedure.

Before the
Copy dialog.

First, if there's a lot of background checking before the copy, as described in
the last entry, you get a dialog that lets you know there's some preparation
Copy to • r•mpe..~cup•
going on. Its progress bar is a control known as
8
Pn!partnoto copy_
121
a barber pole (and with OS 8's 3-D look and
1 t ' • c:::lliL)
1 •
assignable colors, you can make it really look
like a red-striped barber pole) .
The main copy dialog gives you an idea of how long the copy operation is
going to take-not only with the usual progress bar, but with an actual time
prediction. C licking on the arrow in front of the Time Remaining report gives
you a fuller dialog, with information about exactly which fi le of a group is
being copied at the time.

Click the arrow to
get a m ore
complete report
on the copy
procedure.

8

Copy to · romp Doclcup"
Items remaining t o be rople CI:

I

I

~

c:::lliLJ
t'trr. l ltl'lt umelrJna: Abo11l e ml ~11lt

8

Copy to • Te: mp S.ttup•

Items remaining to be copied:
v Tlmt rtl"'ltft1 110 At41.1ttnlnu1•

. ...,

~

fnrn
To
a ,t.,co~n

rtdrn-*"w'ftl

t..\jMtmo.t
Temp Bectup
160kde51K

You can't always count on the time as reported in the Copy wi ndow. When
you're working on local volumes, it's reasonably accurate, but it seems to get
confused when it comes to copies across networked volumes. The dialog
shown on the next page, for instance, showed up w hen I was copying a SOOK
file, which actually took less than a minute.
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Copy to • 1nt J-1>'"

9

lt.ems remaining to be copied:

The occasionally
erroneous time
report.

~========~~
~ Tlh rtfiii1Uiq" AtiOIOt 1,195,047 hcun

Copying is a background procedure. While a desktop copy is going on,
you can go on, too-you don't have to sit and watch the progress bar. Since
copying is a background procedure, you can work in an application whi le the
Mac docs the grunt work behind the scenes.
Under System 7, this background procedure sti ll li mited you in w hat you
could do-you couldn't, for instance, double-click an icon to launch a program during a copy (although you could lau nch it from the Apple menu !). In
OS 8, you won't find any such restrictions.

Stopping the copy procedure. You can stop the copy process at any time
by clicking the Stop button or pressing (Qill or~. If any folders or files
have already been completely copied to the new destination, they' ll be there,
but the rest of the items won't be copied. Even if you stop the procedure right
at the beginning, you may find a new folder at the destination that matches
the folder you were going to copy, even though the new one may be empty.

The Duplicate command. To copy

The Duplicate command in early Mac systems did n't
bother with numbering the copies it made. Instead,
it added Copy of as a prefix to the duplicate's name.
The second duplicate wou ld be prefixed Copy of
Copy of, and the next would start with Copy of Copy
of Copy of. Not only did that mean your copies were
not alphabetically sorted anywhere near the originals, but you ran into the filename length limit
: pretty quickly, even on the earliest systems that let
: you use 256-character names.

of a fi le o r folder, you can use the File
menu's Duplicate command- not the
Edit menu's Copy command, since
that o nly work's for an icon's 11ame.
Just select the icon(s) and choose
Duplicate or press [QIDQ). You'll get a
copy dialog on the screen as the copy
is made. T he copy is exactly the sam e
as the o riginal-including the created
and modified dates-except that its
name has the word copy appended to it.

If you make another duplicate of the
file, copy 1 is appended to the name of
the newest duplicate (in keeping w ith a computer's habit of starting counting
at zero instead of one). Interestingly enough, whether you copy the original a
second time or copy the duplicate, the new fi le is named copy 1. (It's a little
less amazing w hen you play around for a while and discover that a dup licate
of any file with the word copy at the end is dupli cated as copy 1 even if it's an
o riginal; the same holds for any copy x at the end of an icon's name.)

Duplicating folders. D uplicating a fo lder duplicates everything inside of
it- files, and subfolders and their subfo lders. But the names of the items
inside the folder don't change to have copy after them.
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Copying over folders. When you copy or move a folder from one place to
another, and there's already a folder with the same name in the destination ,
you get only the standard "Do you want to replace ... ?"dialog. The Finder
doesn't know or care that the two folders have entirely different contents. If
you OK the replacement, the folder you're moving will replace the other
folder and all its coments.

Whenever you're dealing w ith two folders that have the same name, it's better
to open them and drag their contents back and forth.
The folder versus file copy. The Mac doesn't care what kinds of files you
replace with others of the same name: if you name a document PageMaker and
then copy it into that application's folder, you'll be asked if you want to
replace one with the other-and your app lication's gone.

But there's no way the Mac is going to let you do something really stupid like
replace a whole folder of stuff with a single fi le just because you happened to
give both the same name; it won't let the reverse happen, either. You'll get one
of the dialogs shown here if you ever try.
.,.
~

You cllnnot replnce the folder '"h.iDrch",

because a nl e cannot be rep lnced by a
folder.

You can't rep lace a
file with a folder, or
vice versa.

-

~

\.1'

j

You co nnotrepl4cetheMicroton Word

document ''Mnrch"'. because ft foldf:r cannot
be replnced by n fil e.

The option-drag copy. Dragging an icon from one spot to another merely
changes its location. If you'd like to make a copy of the item instead ofjust
move it, you don't have to use the Duplicate command (which means you'd
have to change its name to get rid of the copy suffix, and you can imagine how
long that takes !). Instead, hold Ioption! while you drag the icon to a new location and you'll get an exact copy in the destination. The mouse cursor
changes to the copy cursor while you're dragging to let you know what's
going to happen. And you don't have to be quick on the keyboard: as long as
you press IOption I before you let go of the icon, you'll get a copy.
Auto-copy from locked volumes. When you' re using a CD, or logged
onto a fi le server, you can't make any changes tO the location of files belonging
to those volumes-including dragging items to the desktop. If you drag something from a window on a locked volume onto your desktop, the Finder
automatically makes a copy of that item on your system disk and leaves it on the
desktop. (I think this is awfully presumptuous; in previous systems, you'd get a
dialog asking if you'd li ke a copy made since you couldn't move the original.)
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Folders and Disks

Create a new,
untitled folder with
t he New Folder
command.

'

'

Print
SIP
Move To Trash Sl<l!l
aose WTnaow K W

Creating folders. The New Folder command in the
File menu creates a new folder; it sh ows up as untitled
folder, w ith its name selected for editing. U se folders to
organize your desktop icons, grouping them h owever
makes the most sen se to you.

Just because you have a folder on your desktop
named Empty Folder, that doesn't mean there's
nothing in it. Whenever you create a new folder...
its default name is Empty folder. Putting something
in it doesn't change its name. {Many users throw it
away by mistake.] Apple should change the default
name of new folders to something less misleading,
like Untitled folder.
Sharon Zard etto Aker. '
The Macintosh Bible, Third Edition

'

Creating a folder out on the
desktop. A new folder is created in
the active window. If you want to create
a folde r o n the desktop, activate the
desktop first by clicking on it or by
pressing ~I Shittl. (Of course, if you 're
going to click on the desktop to activate
it, you might as welllcontroll-click on it,
w hich wi ll pop up a contextual m enu
w ith a New Folder command in it.)

A folder created on the desktop always belongs to the startup disk. If you want
to make a folder for another volume, but want it out on the desktop, you
have to first create it in that disk's window, and then drag it out to the desktop.

Well, aren't they speciall The Mac creates lo ts of special folder icons for
special folders: the System Folder, for instance, and many of its subfolders
have special icon s so that they're easily identified. But you'll also find that
folders named Utilities, Applications, or Documents kept on the main level of
the disk also get their own special icons. In some
cases, the system creates the folders; in others, you
can create a folder w ith the correct name and the
~tilities
system will just take over and make the icon after
Applications Documents
you've made the folder.

~ r;]l

Organizational skills. Folders are an organizational tool that everyone uses
in different ways. You can put folders within folders within folders as fa r as you
want. Accessing deeply nested folders and files isn't the problem it once was,
v.rhat w ith all the navigational tools we have at our disposal now: aliases, the
Apple menu, the Launcher, spring-loaded folders, and hierarchical capabilities
in list-view w indows.
N onetheless, some gene ral guidelines and suggestions m ay help:
•

Keep an application and its support files and folders in the same fold erunless those support files arc shared by other applications.

•

Keep applicatio ns together in one Applications folder. (I've been recommending this since before the system made an App lications folder fo r
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you!) If you have a lo t of applications, you can subgroup them in inner
folders (all graphics programs together, for instance, or all the applications
you usc for the Internet) ; or, you can make primary and secondary folders
fo r applicatio ns you use a lot and no t so often.

•

Put utilities together in a single folder. I keep subfolders in my Utilities to
group utili ties fo r disks, for graphics, fo r fi le compression, and so on.

•

Make a project folder fo r each project. T his works much better than having separate folders for types of documents, like word processing, graphics,
and so on.

•

M ake a D esk Accessory folder to group those little utilities together (the
Calculator, Scrapbook, and so on) instead of leaving them loose in the
Apple menu.

Suitcase icons and their contents S uitcases are a special type of file that
hold special information called resources. The System file is a suitcase file, as
are the fi les that hold fo nts. I'm mentioning them here because it's easy to
confuse a suitcase with a folder-each holds other things, you can open them
to see what's inside, and you drag things into and out of them.
But suitcases diffe r from folders both in what they can hold and how things
are moved into and out of them. The System file holds special keyboard and
sound resources, and font suitcases hold fonts. At first, moving things into
and o ut of a suitcase seems exactly the same as with a folder: you double-click
to open it, and drag o ut an icon. But with a folder, the icon you drag out is
simply relocated . With a suitcase, the icon is copied to the new spo t and
removed from the suitcase- you'll even ge t a Copy dialog. This is because a
folder holds items that arc already files all by them selves. A suitcase is actually
a file, and its resources arc part of the file; dragging out a resource rem oves
part of the suitcase fi lc-it's as if you dragged a paragraph out of a word
processor document. T he copy procedure takes the resource and m akes it a
stand-alone file instead of part of the suitcase file.
There's m ore about working w ith suitcase files in both the System Folder and
Fonts chapters.

: There wasn't always a New Folder command in the
File menu. In fact, there wasn't a New Folder command anywhere in the first Macintosh system.There
was an Empty Folder on the desktop, and you had
to duplicate it and then rename it in orde r to create
a new folder.

Volume icons. First, a little terminology. When a disk icon appears on the
desktop, it's mounted. H ard d rives, flo ppies, C Ds, disk partitions, file servers
on a network-any icon that represents
a discrete storage device is referred to
as a vol11111e. When you double-click on
a volume to open it, you're looking at
the disk window, the main window o r the
root level of the volume.
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O kay, now back to the icons. Even tho ugh colo r Macs
have been around a lo11g time now, O S 8 is the first
system that provides color icons for volumes. (That is,
as defaults-we've been able to edit individual icons
since System 7.)

Basic disk icons
were black-andwhite (top) until
OS 8 (bottom).

Ejecting disks. There are several ways to eject a floppy, C D, o r any other
"removable" volume:
•

Select the icon and choose Put Away (lonlvl) from the File menu.

•

Select the icon and choose Eject (~) fro m the Special menu.

•

Drag the icon to the Trash.

I've always enjoyed dem onstrating that last one to new users and wa tch
them cringe, e}.rpecting their disks to be erased. (Other than that, I'm a
pretty nice person.)
In O S 8, using the Eject command finally works completely: it both ejects the
disk and removes its icon from the deskto p. Previously, the icon would
remain in a "ghost" state even though the disk itself was ejected.

Copying floppy disk contents. You can copy an entire floppy disk to your
hard drive by simply dragging the icon of the floppy onto the hard drive or
into any of its windows; you'll get a folder named after the disk, with everything from the disk inside. Yo u think this isn't worth mentioning? H ah! You
weren't around in the beginning, when this procedure would replace the
entire contents of the hard drive with the contents of the floppy. Really!

Labels
Basics. Applying a label to an icon gives it an extra attribute that you can usc
for finding or sorting; you can sec labels by turning on the Label column in
List views. Applying a label also gives the icon a sort of color wash so you can
tell w hat the label is w hen you' re in an icon or button view.
T he idea of labeling is basically a handy one. Every file on the Mac has certain
intrinsic attributes: it's a specific size; it was created at a certain time and date,
and so on. But there's no uni fying attribute for all the files concerned with, say,
a certain proj ect that you're working on. But, by applying a label, you can add
an attribute that lets you gather things together or sort them by some characteristic you think is important rather than what the Finder thinks is important.
Why aren't labels used, then, except for about five percent of the time by two
percent of users? Because there are only six of them , they change w hen you
might not expect them to, and you can apply them only w hile working on the
desktop-not w hile saving a file, w here it would be the most convenient.
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Help
Op en

You can get to
labels through the
contextual menu
for icons.

A hyphen indicates
that some of the
icons in t he
selection have tha t
label app lied.

Move To Trnsh
Get Info
OupllcMe
Mnke Alios

"' None
Essential
-Hot
•
In Progress
Cool
- Personal
• Project I
- Project2
None
- •
Essential
- -Hot

In Progress
cool
- PersoMI
•Project 1
-Project 2

To apply a label, select the icon and usc the
Label submenu in the File menu . O r, use the
contextual pop-up menu when you're pointing
to an item ; it has a Label submenu, too. To
remove a label, select the item and choose
N one from the Label submenu.

The Label menu hyphen. A chcckmark next
to a label in the Label m enu means, of course,
chat the selected icon has that label. But if you
see a hyphen next to a label, that means you've
selected multiple items w ith various labe ls-the
hyphen m eans that som e of the items in the
selectio n have that label.

Sorting by label. When you sort a window by label, items arc sorted
acco rding to the labels' order in the Label menu- no t alphabetically by label,
or by lig ht-to-dark label colo r, o r by some intuited label value (l111portant
befo re Do This Later).
This isn't really m uch of a problem, since if you usc labels, being able co
group items according to their labels is mo re important than the o rder of the
labeled groups.

Labels on duplicated files. If you copy (by dragging) or du plicate (with
the Duplicate command) a labeled ico n on the desktop, the new copy has the
same label as the original. When you m ake an alias of an icon, the alias inherits the origi nal's label, too.
But if you usc the Save As command from within an application on a document that had a labeled assigned to it, you' ll be creating an entirely new
document and it won't have the original's label on it.

Volatile label names. Icons aren't indelibly stamped with the labels that
you ass ign to them. Once you edit label names and colors (as described o n the
next page), the labels you've already assigned change.
All the Finder cares about is where on the Label menu an icon's label belongs.
If your firs t label is Personal and you assign it to your checkbook files and later
you change the first label to Top Priority Business, your checkbook files wi ll
change to the Top Priori ty Business label. T his can be especially confusing
when you've archived fi les with certain labels attached, and six months later
you look at them and their labels seem to have changed. And, as for checking
the labels of icons that have been transferred from one Mac to another--don't
get me started on that one!
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Label alternative. If you do n't want to deal with the vagaries ofl abels, but
would like to be able to group or find items according to proj ects, o r importance, try using the Comments field in the icons' Get Info windows.
Changing label names and colors. To change any of the seven default
label names, usc the Preferences command in the Finder's Edit menu . In the
Preferences dialog, just type the new nam e into the text box fo r the label.
T here's nothing to prevent you fro m leaving a label blank, or using the same
nam e multiple times, if you really want to confuse yourself.
Preferences

Change label
names by editing
them in the
Preferences dialog.
Change t he colors
by clicking a color
button.

!II

lAbels: ~ !tue nll•t
lttot

To change a label color, click on the color
button in the Preferences dialog next to
the label name. You'll get the Color
Picker, which is described in detail in
C hapter 9. C hoose the new colo r, click
O K, and your label has the new color.

Labels without colors. If you want to assign text labels to icons but
no t change their colors because you like your colored icons the way they are,
change the label colors to black or white-they won't show when applied to a
colo red icon .

Back to defaults. If you've changed your labels and would like to reset
them to their def.1ults, here's a chart of the nam es and the color values as
assigned in the RGB Picker sectio n of the Color Picker.
Label

Color

Red

Green

Essential
Hot

Orange
Red
Pink

100

39

1

86
95

3
3
67

3
52
92

0
39
17

83
7
2

In Progress
Cool
Personal
Proj ect 1

Light Blue
Dark Blue
Green

Project 2

Brown

1
0
0
34

Blue

Suggested label uses. Because labeling is a vague sort of thing, I use it for
only one lo ng-term use, but I do use labels often for short-term help.
First, the long-term use: when I install or reinstall a system, I mark all the Apple
system extensions and control panels by labeling them. It m akes no difference
what label I use-the name or color can be changed at any tim e-because I just
don't use that label fo r anything else in those folders. It makes it quite easy to
separate the Apple-provided system extensions from others. I also mark all the
Microsoft extensions with ano ther label for easy grouping.

As for short-term use, I use labels w hen I'm cleaning up a hard drive, or
transferring a large number of files from one place to another. So, if I have to
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reformat a hard drive, first I copy all its fi les someplace else. Instead ofjust
restoring everything when the drive is ready, 1 put things back in stages, and
use labels on the backup copies for things like: Need right away, Add secorul,
Probably dor1't need, and so on-it's amazing how much junk accumulates without your even knowing about it.
You could also use labels to mark everything that belongs to a certain project;
that way, if you don't keep it all in one folder, you can still round them all up
with the Find command. Or, even within a folder, you can mark some items
as draft copies, and so on.
As long as you don't have to use too many labels, and you don' t expect to
need items labeled permanently, you can make use of the Label attribute.

The Info Window
The Get Info command. You can usc the File menu's Get Info command
on any selected icon on the desktop. The Info wi ndow that appears lists all
sorts of information about the icon (some of w hich can also be displayed in a
list view). Info window information and options vary dependi ng on the type
of icon you've selected, but most include:

•

Kind: Whether it's a document, an application, a disk, a folder, and
so on.

•

Size: In K or in megabytes, whichever makes more sense for the size
of the file, as well as a parenthetical note as to the size in bytes.

•

Where the fi le is-in which folders on what disk.

•
•

Created and Modified dates .
A Comments box you can type notes in .

Because the information in an Info window depends on what kind of icon
you've selected, the specifics of each one are covered elsewhere. But the piccure on the next page shows the various forms of the Info box. As you can sec,
other information includes:
A Locked checkbox box for documents and applications.
A Stationery Pad checkbox for documents.
Memory allocation information for applications.
The Version information for applications.
The Warning checkbox for the Trash.
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changes based on
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you've selected:
document, folder,
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The Comments box. Since you can both search for and sort by informatio n
typed into a Comments box, this feature can be really useful if you train yourself to use it.
You're limited to about 210 characters in the box, most of which show all at
once. There's no scroll bar, but you can drag through the text to make it
scroll. And the text is always 10-point Geneva, even if you change your desktop font.

Long-lived comments. The comments in an Info window survive a desktop rebuild procedure. That's worth mentioning, since until System 7.5.3,
comments were deleted when you rebuilt the desktop. (Rebuilding the desktop? That's a fix-it procedure described in C hapter 24.)
The size in bytes. The file size reported in an Info window is given, parenthetically, in bytes. Why isn't the K o r MB size enough of a report- and w hy
don't those measures match the byte report? (As detailed in Chapter 2, there
arc 1024 bytes in a K and 1024K in a meg.)
T he room allotted on a disk for a file (the first m easurement, as noted in the
Info window- "on disk") is hardly ever the size of the fi le. A disk is divided
into small blocks, like cubbyholes, and a file gets an entire block to itself, even
if it doesn't fill that block. If it's bigger than the block, it spills over into
another block- but that entire block is allocated to the file whether it needs it
or not. (There's lot more about block allocations and file sizes in C haptt:r 4.)
The byte measurement of a file in an Info window is the most accurate measurement of file size you' ll get from the Finder. In list-view wi ndows, the size
reported for a file o r folder is the total number of blocks it takes.
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Top, the icon view
reports 12 items;
middle, a list view
reports 23 items
because some
inner folders are
expanded in the
list; bottom, the
real info, from the
Info window.

Complete item counts for folders. It's not easy ro figure out how many
ite ms arc in a folder, counting everythi ng in all its subfolders. In an icon
view, you get just the number of icons on the top level. In a list view, the
window header reports only how many items are "exposed," counting things
inside folders only if the folders have been e~:panded in the list. And in both
views, you get a report on only how much space
0
tAtUtteJ
1!18
12 1....,33S9118wtll ••tc
I
I is left on the disk, not how much is stored in
0
llllltfes
IllS
the folder. But if you use Get Info, the size
I llltcru, 3U9 t1D..,.•II•>I• I
reported in the Information window will tell
l..tfhlleti Info
0
B
you how many items there are including all sub~UIIIU•
Kl•ll :ftldlr
folders, and also how much room the folder
51n : 65 61'\Dontlsk(55,342,1<1l2 Dvtu),
takes on the disk.
~r7Uhe,.,

The hard disk Info window. T he Info wi ndow for a hard drive offers quite
a bit of valuable information. You can get a complete report of how many
items are on it, and how much room they take. But you can also find out,
next to the VVI1ere label, what the drive's SCSI ID number is, and what version
of what drive formatter was used to set up the
CJ
ll'lt HD Info
8
drive. (The picture here shows an Apple drive,
e,.....
so no formatter name is listed.)
l:hll :dl ~

There's lots of
important
informat ion in a
drive's Info
window.
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The two menus
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between clicking
on an already
edited icon (left)
and the file's true
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The created date in a drive's info window isn't
the day it rolled off the assembly line; it's the
date the drive was formatted.

The Info window's contextual menus.
There are quite a few pop-up menus available in
an Info wi ndow, depend ing where you lcontroilclick, as you can see in the picture here. T he two
different menus for clicking on the icon depend
on whether it's the default icon or an edited
one-there's more about editing icons later in
this chapter.

OstatloMtt P•c

Getting Info on the current window. If you use the Get Info command
from the File menu when a window is open but nothing's selected in it,
sometimes you'll get info for the open w indow, and someti mes you'll get info
for one of its parent windows up in the hierarchy- it all depends on which
windows in the hierarchy are open and which are closed.

But to get the Info for an open ·window, you don' t have to go back and find its
folder, select it, and Get Info on the folder. J ust usc the contextual menu on
any spot in the \:vindow and choose Get Info from it.
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Locking items. You can lock an application or document by checking the
Locked box in its Info window; unlocking, of course, is sim ply unchecking
the box. (Other icons, like folders and disks, do n't have Locked checkboxes.)
You can't alter a locked fi le: you can't change its name, edit its icon, or modify
its contents (although you can change its label). You can, however, open a
locked document to read it; depending on the parent application, you'll probably also be able to make selections to copy from it.

Locked files get
little p adlocks
next to them in
list views.

A locked fi le has its name marked in a list-view window with a little padlock.
Thankfully, OS 8 had moved the icon next to the name rather than at the far
right end of all the columns in window, w here yo u'd never really sec it.
T here's no visual cue in an icon view as to
Cl
131tllt.s, 1,008 9 HhVIIIIblt
whether an icon is locked. Bur a quick
II
check,
witho ut having to open an Info
B trl, t"Mr •
IJ 11oiol'lll
B T•.May I
3l Toloot
window,
is to click on the icon's name: if
Mar
nu, 1'11r
D •W•nnov
the editing recta ngle doesn't appear, the
Wt4,#1pr ..
~ Cl bktuo•
fi
le is locked .
• &
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A locked icon can't be erased by mistake: you can d rag it to the Trash, but
it won't be erased unless you hold down !Option! wh ile using the Empty
Trash command.
(A locked d isk is entirely d ifferent from locked files. When you lock a d isk,
you can't change anything on it because nothing can be w ritten to the
disk. But the files themselves aren't locked, so you can copy them to your
hard d rive and alter them from there.)

Other ways to get Info. T here arc, of course, all sorts oflittlc util ities that
let you get info on a desktop item , and many of them better the information
available through the Finder's Get Info window-especially when it comes to
displaying (and sometimes changing) a fi le's creator code and fi le type. T hese
three are all shareware:

More File Info's
contextual menu
provides a lit tle
more info in a very
handy form.

•

DiskTools, fro m the D iskTools Collection lets you get and set in formation like creator codes, fi le types, invisibility, and some things you never
heard ofl (It also provides search functions, and file-copying features.)

•

More File Info is a contextual menu add-on that lets you get more info
on a file simply by @:ID-clicking o n it.
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Drop• Info provides basic file information, including file type and creator
code, for any icon you drop onto it.

Editing Icons
Basics. You can change the icon of any fi le, folder, or disk:
1.

Create a new icon in any graphics program, and copy it to the Clipboard.

2. Select the icon you want to change, and choose Get Info from the File
menu.
3.

Click on the picture of the icon in the Info window; when it's selected,
it's surrounded by a frame.

4.

Choose Paste from the Edit menu.
The change to the icon itself occurs immediately. (To copy an existing icon, open its
Info window, click on the icon picture, and
choose the Copy command.)

Select the icon in
the Info window,
and paste a new
icon over it.

Reverting to the original icon. The original icon is always lurking behind
the edited one. To revert to the original, select the icon in the Info window
and press [Delete! or choose Cut or C lear from the Edit menu.

Getting the right size for an icon. An icon is exactly 32 dots by 32 dots
square. If you use a tiny picture for an icon, it gets pasted into the center of
the icon area. If you use a larger picture, it gets squeezed down to fit.
One of the hardest things to do is to get a new folder icon placed correctly in
the icon area. If you start with a standard icon as a template, the top-to-bottom placement is fine, si nce OS 8 folders, unlike their predecessors, are a full
32 pixels tall. But they're only 30 pixels wide, and nudged up against the left
edge of the icon area. If you simply alter the folder, copy it, and then paste it
back into the Info window, you'll get a folder that's not in line with other
folders. If you care enough to keep things correct, you have to select the white
area to the right of the folder in your graphics program so that it's included in
the icon design that you' ll paste in.

Little things. Here are a few more things to remember when you're editing icons:
Pressing ~ alternately selects and deselects the icon in the Info window,
so you can do an open-select-copy/paste-close completely from the keyboard: lo~lol, Gill~ or liWIY~ and~~.

•

You can't change the icon of a locked file, although you can select the
icon in the Info window to copy it for pasting onto another icon.

•

Some special system icons are locked, even though the items themselves
are not-the special folders inside the System Folder, for instance, can be
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copied but not altered. The Trash icon, oddly enough, can't even be
selected for editing.
•

If the color of the icon in the Info window doesn't match the color of the
icon on the desktop, the desktop icon has a label attached to it.

•

Light colors in an icon often disappear unless completely surrounded by a
darker color, to protect the desktop or window background from "leaking" through and obscuring the light color.

•

Pasting a completely white region into an icon makes the icon completely
disappear (a neat affect, when you want to do it on purpose).

•

If you edit the icon of an item that's shared on a network, other users
won't see the new icon until they've logged off and then back on again.

•

T he Open and Save dialogs show only generic icons, not any special system or edited icons. If you want to be able to see you r edited icons in
these dialogs, try the shareware program D ialog View detailed in
Chapter 12.

Where the icon is stored. A fi le on the Mac has so much specialized information stored with it- its created and modified date, its creator and fi le type,
a label (maybe), its basic icon-that there's no problem in slapping in a little
more information: the icon information is added to the list of"resources"
stored along with the fi le and its contents.
But when it comes to fo lders and disks, that's not the case-there's no
place to put the edited icon, because folder and disk information are stored
diffe rently. So where does that icon get stored? A special invisible fi le,
named l eon, is placed inside the folder, or on the root level of the d isk; it
holds the icon information. (Oddly enough, if you delete the custom icon,
the invisible fi le remai ns.) T his app roach used to cause some odd problems-like inaccu rate reporting of the number of items in the Trash-but
OS 8 has cleaned up its approach, and no longe r counts that invisible icon
as an item, since you can't see it.

Leave a list out on
the desktop,
including dividers.

Leave a list on the desktop. You can keep a list of items on your desktop-no icons, just names. Paste a blank icon (a plain white blob) in each
item's Get Info window to make it invisible, and then stack the items on top
of each other so it looks like just a list of names. You can create folders with dashed lines as names to use as dividers in
the list. By locking each of the aliases in Get Info, you can be
sure that a double-click wi ll always open the origi nal-a little
hesitation won't select the name fo r editing, since a locked
file can't be renamed. And, you can still drag things onto any
of the items, just by dragging the icon(s) right into the name.
Instant icons. You don't have to spend hours hand-tooli ng custom icons.
Others have already done that, so you can buy the fruits of their labors.
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For instant custom folders, try the terrific little shareware program
Folder Icon Maker by Greg Robbins (whose email name is the Lord-ofthe-Rings-ish grobbi11s). Just drop an icon onto the Folder Icon Maker
app lication, and it makes a folder with a miniature version of the icon
stamped on it-especially great fo r your application folders! Bur don't be
fooled by the drag-and-drop convenience-there are many little options
in this program that you won't sec unless you double-dick on the application and run it to sec its menus. You can, for instance: set the basic
folder to one of several types; have the folder created inside the current
one, or apply the icon to the enclosing
folder; adjust the position of the miniature
Pro
icon in relation to the folder; and send the
QuarkXPress ~
folder icon to the C lipboard rather than
have a new folder created automatically.
PegeMeker
ClerisWorks

9: ~ Fil e~
Cii.

•

~.
novadevcorp.com
dublclick.com

•

For instant icons of any kind, try Zonkers ($25, Nova Development) ;
you can choose from over 2500 included icons (through a handy icon
browser), or usc its full-featured icon editor to create your own.
IconMania! ($40, DublC lick) also provides a zillion icons for you to
choose from, a browser to help you plow through them, and a full-featured icon editor. You also get a nifty "thumbnail" capability: drag any
graphic file onto IconMania! and the file's icon changes to match the contents of the file.
And, of course, all you have to is surf the Web or wander around AOL and
you' ll find thousands of custom icons that you can use on your system.

Windows
Finder Window Basics
The Platinum look. Finder windows certainly look different under OS 8,
but it's not just Finder windows: it's all wi ndows that get the new "platinum"
look and features like the collapse box and the frame that lets you drag a window by any edge (details are in C hapter 5).
0

~
IJ

You can turn
off the platinum
windows for
everything but
the Finder by
unchecking the
System-wide
option.
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Although I just said that all windows
get the new treatment, that really
means that by defaul t they all get the
new look. You can turn off the platinum appearance fo r everything but the
Finder: open the Appearance control
pane l, click the Options button, and
uncheck the System-wide plati1111111
appeara11ce option.
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The new point of view overview. The total reorgani zation of the
Finder's View menu in OS 8 provides two basic types of commands: those
that change the way a window looks and behaves, and those that change how
the contwts of the window look and behave.

'

'

The commands in the View menu really ought to be
divided into two groups. The first two commands
are which icon view you'd like-standard or small.
(In fact, the commands ought to be as Icon and as
Small/con, since the ubyu denotes some sort of
order.) The other commands are all list views, but
they're not just a type of view: the commands sort
the contents of the window according to the
category you choose in the menu.
Sharon Aker, The Mac Almanac

'

'

For the windows themselves, there's a
choice between standard and pop-up
windows. For contents, there are three
basic choices (icons, buttons, or list)
and options for each of those choices.
Menu commands regarding a window's contents are divided more
logically, with one group for how they
should be displayed (as icons, finally,
instead of by icons, for instance) and
another for how they should be sorted.

Window versus folder. On the desktop, the terms window and folder are
often synonymous. AJthough some windows, like the Trash and the main
level of a disk, aren't folders, the majority of windows show you what's inside
a folder. So, we can refer to opening folders, or opening windows, and it's
almost always the sam e thing. A more generic reference is to open an iconwhich embraces disk icons and the trash, too.
The new header. The header for Finder windows has changed. Aside from
the fact it's now gray instead of white, the information about how much room
is already used on the disk has been dropped. The reports on the number of
items used and how much room is left o n the desk have been moved from
the outer edges of the window header to the center. Why? To make room for
the new little icons that show up in the window header to indicate how
you've set various window options.

Header icons indicate window status. Top: The autogrid
feature, and the keep arranged option. Bottom: the moving
arrows that tell you all the information isn't displayed in the
window yet, and the padlock that means the window belongs
to a locked disk.

In addition, list-view windows now have a gray background, with white li nes
dividing items in the list to make it easier to read along the rows of information. T he column by which the window is sorted is a darker gray, so you
always know what order your icons are in.
A~tomatic window closing. U sing [option I in

to automatically close windows o n the deskto p.

the right circumstances helps
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There are three basic ways to close a desktop window, and adding !Option I to
any of them closes all the desktop windows:
To close a window:
Click in a window's
close box

To close all windows:
Click in a window's close box while
holding )OptionI

Choose Close Window
from theFile menu

Hold~ while opening the File menu;
the command changes to Close All

Press ~

Press I~) Op1ion )~

In addition, if you're opening an icon, holding down IOption I while you open it
(by double-clicking or using the Open command from the menu or keyboard) closes the w indow as the item is opened.
And, finally, using IOption I while opening items from a w indow's Path menu
closes the window, too-more about the Path menu a little later.
Close all windows except this one! If your desktop is cluttered with
opened wi ndows and you'd like all of them closed except for the one you' re
working in, drag th e working window to the bottom of the screen so it turns
into a window tab, usc ©:IDoption~J to close all the opened windows (it won't
affect the tab), and then drag the tabbed window back out onto the desktop.
The directional sort. When r first wrote this chapter, I was workjng in OS
8 and right about here, I lamented the fact that sorting in Finder windows was
still in a single direction, with no choices given to the user-gee, sometimes I
want to sort with the oldest item at the top of the list!
0

Click in the sort
direction arrow to
change the sorting
o rder from
ascending (left) to
descending (right).
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By the time 1 came back to edit this
chapter, 8.1 was out with its minor but
greatly appreciated new Finder w indow feature: the sort direction arrow,
at the top of the vertical scroll bar.
C lick on the arrow to change the basic
ascending sort to a descending sort,
and back again.

Force to full-size. When you zoom a desktop w indow, it toggles between
the size you defined and one just large enough to display its contents, rather
than one that fills the screen. To zoom a window to fu ll-screen size, hold
down !Option! when you click in the zoom box. Even at full-screen size, you'll
have a clear inch at the right edge of the screen so you can still sec the 11-ash
and disk icons.
Moving a background window Hold down ~I and drag an inactive
Finder window to move it without activating it. T his comes in handy when,
for instance, a window is blocking the disk that you're trying to drag an icon
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to; without the command-drag optio n, you'd have to activate the w indow
that's in the way, move it, then activate the first w indow again. In the meantime, if you'd made a selection in that first w indow, it would be gone and
you'd have to select it again before you could d rag the items to the disk icon.

The title bar is still a window! The title bar is still a window, even if most
of it is hidde n from view. So, you can sti ll:

•

U se the close box, or any menu or keyboard close com mand on it if it's
the active window. When you reopen the window, it opens as a standard ,
expanded window.

•
•

@]!}click on its title to get the Path menu .

•

Drop an icon into the title bar. The icon just seems to disappear, but it's
in the window once you let go; it will land in the main level o f the window, ignoring any subfo lders.

lcantrolf-click on the title bar to get the contex'tual window menu, o r use
Finder menu commands on the window w hile it's active: you can change
w indows views (even though you can' t see them), set the sort order, and
so on. If you choose N ew Folde r, the w indow snaps open so you can see
the folder and give it a name.

Changing window backgrounds. D o n't like t hat pinstripe-gray listview Finder window background that comes w ith the rest of the Platinum
appearance?

Window Monkey ($20, shareware) offers several enhancements fo r navigating windows and folders-detailed in C hapter 12- but also lets you set the
../ background of any Finder window to a color or patte rn. With Window
tigertech.com Monkey running, there's a Pattern command added to the Finde r's View
shareware.com menu; its subme nu displays colors and pattern s for you to choose from.
When you apply a color or pattern to a wi ndow, you can choose whe ther or
not to have it "cascade" through all the folde rs the window contains, and
their subfo lders, although th is control is inconveniently buried in the control
panel. Bu t you ' ll find th at "stamping" a w indow and its subfolders w ith a
special color or pattern can provide a handy visual clue w hen you're working
on the desktop.

Kaleidoscope, a utility described in the last chapter, can also change the window background color.

Scrolling
Live scrolling. New in OS 8, Finder windows offer "live" scrolling: as you
drag a scroll box, the window scrolls. No more guessing w here to let go in
order to see the ite ms you're looki ng for.

The Operating System

Scroll while dragging. When you d rag an icon to the edge of a window,
but no t outside it, the window will scroll as soon as the cursor comes to
within 16 pixels of the wi ndow's edge (that's about the width of a scroll bar).
Of course, this only works if the wi ndow can be scrolled in that d irection
anyway, as indicated by the gray scroll bars.

Variable-speed scrolling. You can scroll a Finder window without using the
scroll controls or dragging an icon. Draw a line with the m ouse cursor, starting
just inside the edge of the window and dragging to a point just a few pixels into
the scroll bar, header, o r left edge. (It's not really a line that you're d rawing-it's
a very skinny rectangle, and if you hit any icons
controi P•ncls
me
as you scroll by, they'll be selected.) T he wi ndow
o
slowly scrolls its contents by.
Drag a skinny
rect angle beyond
the edge of the
wind ow for fas t
scrolling; if you
drag to within the
scroll bar area, t he
scrolling is slower.

Now, the variable-speed part: the further you
d rag away from the m ain window area, the
faste r the window scrolls. Yo u can even drag
way outside the w indow; as lo ng as you keep
the mouse button down, the wi ndow rem ains
active, and scrolling.

Diagonal scrolling. T here are "hot spots" in the outer corners of each
Finder w indow that make it scroll both ho rizontally and vertically at the same
time. Just press the mouse button while you' re inside the window, drag into
any of the hot spots, and the wi ndow will scroll diagonally. (Once aga in, if
you hit any icons as they scroll by, they' ll be selected.)
The furthe r o ut you d rag, the faster things will scroll: variable-speed diagonal scrolli ng!

Drag-scroll in list view. D ragging an icon scrolls a list-view window, too,
but o nly in ve rti cal directio ns. T his is parti cularly convenient when you
want to put an item into a folder that's not currently displayed in the list:
d rag the icon up o r down, pausing in either the window's header o r the
bottom scroll area.
Keyboard window scrolling. Scroll desktop windows vertically without
touching the m ouse: us ing~ or IPage Down ) is like clicki ng in the vertical
scroll bar above or below the scroll box, while pressing IHome) o r lEnd) is like
dragging the scroll box to the top or bo ttom of the scroll bar.

Folders and Paths
The Path menu. To sec a window's "path"-which folder it's in, and which
folder tlrat one's in, and which folder tlrat o ne's in, all the way back to the
disk-point to the w indow's title, hold down ~l and press the mouse button. (You have to point to the window title itself, not j ust the title bar, and this
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works only o n the active wi ndow.) This Path menu should look familiar-it's
the one you see in Open and Save dialogs.
To move to any window listed in the menu, just select it in the menu. The
w indow opens (if it's not already open) and comes to the top of whatever
other windows are opened on the desktop.
Command-click
on a window title
to see the Path
menu that tells
you the •path"
back up to the
h ard drive.

You can get a Path menu for a pop-up window,
but only w hen it's popped up, not when it's a tab
at the bottom of the screen. (There's more about
pop-up windows, and w indow tabs, at the end of
this chapter.)

When the disk Icon Is missing. When there's no disk icon at the top of the
Path menu, the folder is out on the desktop. Isn't that ridiculous? It's already
difficult to tell what disk a folder belongs to if it's o ut on the desktop and you
have multiple disks mounted-wouldn't this have been a great way to find out
w here that folder belongs?
Closing windows behind you. Just as )option) automatically closes windows
in other desktop situations, you can use it for closing windows while you're
using the Path menu. Just hold )Option I when you select something from the
Path menu and the c urrent window closes as the new one opens.

Keyboard commands for navigating paths. You can open, close, and
activate w indows from the keyboard as if you were using the Path menu:

With the Apple
Extras folder
selected (top),
Command-down
opens it
(bottom, left),
and CommandOption-down
opens the folder
and closes the
window that it's in
(bottom, right).

a selected folder. (Of course, so does lo~)o~ but the Gl option
is also ava ilable in order to match the other keyboard commands
described here.)

•

1~1±1 opens

•

(o~)Optlonl+l

•

@:ID!) activates the parent of the current window, opening it if necessary.

•

['Sfilopuoniii activates the parent while closing the current window.

ope ns a selected folder while closing its "parent."
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With the Apple
Extras folder
window active
(top), Commandup activates its
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Spring-Loaded Folders.
The basics. One of OS 8's little j oys is the way you can drill down through
layers of folders without having to double-click your mouse to death and
leave a trail of open windows behind you.

To use the desktop's "spring-loaded" folders, you use another new-to-OS 8
feature, the click-and-a-half: click the mouse button, release it, and click it
again, keeping it down the second time. When you do this while you're on a
folder, you'll see the pointer change to a magnifying glass; the folder will
blink, then open. As long as you keep the mouse button dow n, you can hover
over the next folder for a second or two, and it opens, and so does the nex.-t,
and so on. The great thing about this feature is that the folders spring closed,
too: as soon as you let go of the mouse button, all the windows except the
final one close.
Some things to keep in mind:

•

O nce the folder springs open and you want to drill down further, but you
can't see the next folder you want, hold the cursor at any edge of the window, or on a scroll control, to make the window scroll.
If a folder you' re drill ing through is already open, its window will move
to where you're holding the mouse cursor.

•

If you drag the cursor out of the window area, the window closes and
you' ll be back in the previous window.

•

If you try to look up "spring-loaded folders" in the Mac's help system ,
you won't be able to find it there. In an apparent terminology snit, it's
listed as "spring-open" folders.

The spring-open drag. The handiest aspect of spring-loaded folders is that

you can trigger it without a click-and-a-hal£ Just drag an icon over a folder as
if you were going to drop it in, but don't let go; keep the mouse button down,
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and the folder opens. With the mo use butto n still down, hold the icon over
ano ther folder, and it springs open, too. You can keep going as long as you
keep the m ouse button down. When you let go, it drops the icon into the curren t window and closes all the windows behind it.

Slow it down, turn it off. You can turn off spring-loaded folders completely
from the Finder's Preferences dialog. You can also adjust the delay fo r how
long you sho uld hold the magnifier cursor or dragged icon over a closed
folder befo re it springs open. (The
Praferenoe.t
I
timing for the click-and-a-half is conli!Spring- loodad foldo rs ~
trolled
by the double-click time that's
I
I
T I
I
Dth~ bdoro OP'In1M
ShOrt
Mtdl um
tono
set in the Mouse control panel.)

II

l

Window Views
The View Options dialogs. The View menu (and pop-up desktop w indows) have a View O ptions command that opens a dialog with various
choices for how the contents of a window are displayed. The choices in the
dialog depend on how you've set the window view: as Icon, as Butto ns, or as
List. The pictures here give you an idea of the differences amo ng the dialogs.
As you can see, the icon and butto n view options are very similar, while the
list-view o ptio ns are completely different.
VlewOpuons

These are the three
View Options
dialog for the sam e
window, based on
how the window's
view has been set:
as icons, as
buttons, or as a list.
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Arranging things. N o matter which type of window view you chooseicons, butto ns, or list-you can arrange the wi ndow contents according to any
of the usual criteria. In a nice piece of attention to detail, the View menu has the
command Arrange By for icon and button views, and Sort By for list views,
since you're stuck with the columnar arrangement in a list view. The submenu
for Arrange By lists all the possibilities; the Sort By submenu lists only th ose
columns that arc displayed in the current window. (If the Arrange or Sort command is dimmed, it's because the window is set, thro ugh the View O ptions
command, to the Keep Arranged option (described in the next section).

Desktop icons. H ere's a new OS 8 feature that you might never notice
because most people don't look at the View m enu when there's no window
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open. But now you can change the look of loose icons on the desktop. You can
change their type (icon or button, small or large), snap them to the grid (okay,
that was always available), and keep them arranged by name, date, and so on.
(Changing the size and icon type affects both volume and trash icons; arranging
things by name or date affects everything except volume icons and the trash.)

Window by window instead of global. There's no more Views control
panel. In previous systems, it let you: set the font for the desktop, turn the
snap-to grid on and off, set the size of list-view icons, and define which
columns would appear in list views. With the exception of setting the desktop
font, which is accessed through the Appearances control panel, all these
options are now set on a window-by-window basis instead of globally, using
commands in the View menu.

Using "seed" folders. When you create a folder, it inherits all the options
you've set for the window in which you created it. If your window is set to be
viewed as a list of only two columns (name and date, say), sorted by name,
and to use large icons, any folder you create inside it will have the same
options as defaults. It can take a long time to set all the details of a wi ndow to
your specifications. Despite some complaints about how these settings are no
longer global, it's handy to be ab le to have different window setups. If there
are a few setups you use more than others (say, a two-column sorted-by-name
list, a small-icon button view that stays arranged by name, and a standardsized icon no-grid window), you can make "seeds" from which you can create
as many like-designed folders as you want.
C reate your seed folders with descriptive names (2-co/ Name List, Small buttons,
Free Icons) and set them to appropriate options. Gather them together in a Seed
folder, set them to be small buttons, and make the Seed folder pop-up window.

'

'

And it's possible to build the [Mac 1/'s} RAM up to
two gigabytes by filling the slots with RAM cards.
Those numbers are so staggering that they made
me break out laughing when I first read the specs.
what could anyone possibly do with two gigabytes
ofRAM?

Michael D. Wesley, MacUser, Apri/1987

' '

Whenever you need a folder of a specific type, click the Seed tab, click the
folder button (the Seed window closes
automatically) and make the new folder
inside that window. Drag the new
folder to the location you want. T his all
takes seconds and is lots easier than setting all the options every time you need
a special type of folder.

Icon and Button Views
Icons versus buttons. The new choice for icons in OS 8 is the button
view: turn every icon in a window into a button by using the View menu's As
Button command. The difference between standard icons and buttons is that
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you need a double-click to open a regular icon but it takes only a single click
to open a button. (When we refer to "icons" in this and other chapters, that
usually encompasses both standard and button icons.)
Both button and icon views offer two sizes in their View Options dialog.
Choosing the smaller of the two icon views puts the icon's title to the right
of the icon instead of beneath it. T he smaller of the two button options is
about the size of a standard icon; the large button option is giant-size, to
accommodate the full-size icon. The size settings are independent of each
other: move from a standard icon size
and view to a button view, set the buttons to small, move back to the icon
Apple Men u Options
Apple Menu Options
view-and you won't see small icons,
~Appl e Menu Options
but the standard size you had the last
Appl e Me nu Optio ns
time you used that view.

[!E

Large and small
icons (left) and
buttons (right.)

il

Use small desktop icons. If you're leaving out a
bunch of icons on the desktop fo r easy access, there's
no sense in taking up more room than necessary. U se
View Options fo r the desktop and change the icons to a
smaller size. You get the added benefit of the icon
name' s being to the side of the icon rather than beneath
it, making it easier to stack them .

Using small icons
on the d esktop
saves a lot of
ro om.

Arranging things. U se the View menu's Arrange submenu to organi ze
icons in a window according to their names, dates (created or modified), size,
kind, or label. To quickly straighten things if you don't have auto-grid on while
you' re moving things around, use the C lean Up command to position all the
icons at the same time-although you might not be so happy when things
zoom to grid points away from the spots you want them to be. When you
C lean Up, icons are reorganized not only to fill empty grid points, but also so
that you'll have to scroll in only one direction to see them all-they get stacked
vertically in as many columns as the width of the window can accommodate.
Auto-arranging things. A window arrangement lasts only as long as you
don't move anything in it or add anything to it. If you'd like a window always
arranged, use the Keep Arranged option in View O ptions for that window.
C lick the button and select how you want things arranged from the pop-up.
Then try dropping things into the wi ndow:
:!Uiow DpUon•
you'll find that everything shuffies around so
Web 4o'Jnloads
the new item can be positioned correctly. In
leu Arrutaallt:
addition, if you resize the window, everything is
OK>no
~ Q Alvttp •MP to Qrl d
reorgani zed so that you'll always be able to see
: : f)knpern•
the first few ordered items at the top of the winllyO.ttMcllin .. I!
lll,IDII•Crttted
.,.,s;,.
with the Clean Up command, you'll
dow-as
b\IICI M
bul>l>o1
have to scroll only vertically to see the rest of

l:l

Making a
permanent
arrangement.

'
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the items in the window. A window with the Keep Arranged setting active has
a little icon in its header (matching the one in the control panel) to show that
the setting's active.
As disconcerting as it can be when you resize a Keep Arranged window and
everything jumps around to fit the new wi ndow size, keeping icons arranged
in a window is a ve1y efficient approach.
Any time you want things to stay alphabetical but easily available, and yet
don't want a list view (the Control Panels folder, for instance, or the System
Folder) , you can use the Keep Arranged option. Or, you might want your
document folder to always come up with its icons sorted by date.

Working with button icons. The button-icon view introduced in OS 8 is
handy but not always intuitive.

•

~·

Selecting a button
icon without
triggering it.

At first, it seems that you can't move the buttons inside a window, except
perhaps by using a C lean Up command: when you press the mouse button to drag the icon button, it's interpreted as a click and opens the
button. But if you drag the button by its name, you can re-position it in
the window.
It also seems at first that you can't select a button icon without selecting its
name for editing, because the only place to click on it without clicking the
button itself is on its name. But there are two ways to select a button icon
without selecting its name. One way is to drag a rectangle around it (as if
you were going to select multiple icons). Actually, you don't really have to
draw a rectangle: just sort of drag the mouse right through the icon. Or,
hold down [ Shittl and click on the button to select it without
triggering it. The only indication of a button icon's
selected state is the fact that the name itself is selected, but
not activated for editing.
It doesn't "feel" as if it would work, but you can drag an item right onto a
button as if it were a standard icon. The icon inside the button (not the
entire button) darkens as it would if it were a standard icon.
You can't trigger the spring-loaded option on a folder that's a button,
because you can't ever get to the click-and-a-half you need: the first click
triggers the button. But if, while you're drilling down from a higher
folder, you encounter a folder button, you can hold the magnifying glass
cursor over it and it will spring open. And, if you drag an item onto a
folder button and hold it there a second or two, the folder springs open
just as a standard folder icon would.

The List View
The new List views. OS 8's new List views looks familiar enough to be
comfortable to work in w ith no extra learning effort, but there are a few
changes that make working with lists a little easier.
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The most obvious change is the gray approach, which allows for tiny white
dividing Jines for the rows; while T don't like the gray background, I do appreciate the hori zontal divisions that make reading a row easier.
One of the best changes is the column headers: no longer plain-text labels
that most people didn' t realize acted as buttons for sorting purposes, the
column headers look like the buttons that they are. And instead of a subtle
underlined title to indicate which column the window's sorted by, now we
have the entire column darkened.
The other best change is the sorting arrow at the top of the vertical scroll bar
that lets you choose ascending or descending sorts in the window.

The columns. There can be up to eight columns of information in listview window: Name, Date Modified, Date Created (new in OS 8), Size,
Kind, Label, Comments, and Version. The Name column is always present,
but the others can be turned on or off for each window through the View
Options dialog. You'll find that the Sort List submenu in the View menu
changes to accommodate only those columns showing-which is a shame,
because it sure would be convenient to sort
- - wlew Option•
things by, say, label, without having to keep
W•b ctNnloam
its column showing.

l:l.
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Control the
columns in a list
window by
checking or
unchecking them
in the View
Options dialog.
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Unfortunately, w e still can't re- order the
columns in a list-view window, or adjust their
sizes (that's for OS 8.5!). The size of the name
column changes its width automatically to
accommodate a full name, at whatever font size
you've chosen in the Appearance control panel.

Icon size in list views. T he View Options for list views provides th ree
choices for icon size; in the dialog, there doesn't seem to be much difference
between the smallest and the middle one, but that's because the icons themselves in the button labels are misleading.

Selecting the
smallest of the
icon sizes gives
you generic icons
in a list view.

You really have only two size choices for icons in the list view: standard and
small. T he third choice-the tiny one in the dialog-actually switches the
icons in the dialog to generic icons that indicate only
Icon Sh:t:
what type of file something is (folder, application, document) without any of the identifying artwork that tells
you which application or what kind of document.

Folder sizes. Folder sizes are not listed in the Size column of a list-view
window unless you turn on the Calw latefolder sizes option in the View
Options dialog. It may seem that this slows things down in the Finder, since
the folder sizes get filled in rather slowly when you first open a window that
lists folder sizes. But if you keep in mind that you don't have to wait for tl1e
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sizes to be filled in before you do something else-you can work in the w indow, or outside of it while the Mac does the calculations. You can even work
in an application while the Finder keeps churning away in the background.
(Of course, if you want to check relative folder sizes, you'll just have to wait
for all of them to be listed.)
Yesterday and today. Most people are pleasantly surprised to find that the
dates on their files are sometimes stamped Today or Yesterday. (Mter all, how
many times have you stopped to figure out what today's date is-and then
how many times do you wind up clicking on the menubar
clock for just that information?) But if you want the actual
date instead of the relative one, uncheck the Use relative date
option in the View Options dialog for any window.

Yesterday and today aren't the only relative dates available. Use the Date & Time
control panel to set the date ahead by a day, then create and save a document. Set
the date back to the correct da)~ and take a look at the date on that document.
Smart modified dates for folders. A folder is considered modified, and
its modified date is altered, when you move something into or out of it, just
as it was in earlier systems. OS 8, however cleans up the worst of the old
modified-date problems: if you alter a fi le in a folder, the folder's modified
date changes, keeping the folder with your most recent work in it at the top of
the modified list. (That sounds logical, but it didn't used to happen that way.)

Another situation where the OS 8 Finder is smarter is in regard to temporary
files. Some applications create temporary files while you're working and then
erase them when you quit. In previous systems, a folder holding temporary
files was "modified" both when the files were created and when they were
erased; back in the Finder, the folder had a new modified date/time even
though its contents were the same as before. In the situations I was able to
test, the temporary application files didn't affect the folder's modified date.
Keep in mind that the modified date of a document sometimes gets altered by an
application even if all you've done is looked at a file and closed it again without
making any changes. If a document's modified date changes, so does its folder.
Live updates for open windows. In previous systems, saving a file to a
folder whose window was open on the desktop didn't always work correctly
because the modified date for the saved file wasn't updated for a long
time-or sometimes, at all, until the window was closed and re-opened. It
works fine now!

Working with Hierarchical Lists
The hierarchical list. The list view lets you see a hierarchical outline of
your folders and files by expanding and collapsing folders in the list to see their
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contents. (It's important to stick with the terms expand and collapse so as not to
confuse those operations with ope11ing or closing a folder.)
To expand a folder, you click on the arrow in front of it; the contents of a
folder are listed beneath it, indented beneath the folder's name. To collapse it,
you click on the arrow again. The arrow changes its direction when a folde.r is
expanded or collapsed. (If you double-click on an arrow by mistake, the second click w ill be ignored-a very subtle, very nice touch.)
A folder "rem embers" how far you expanded its contents, so if you collapse
it and later expand it again, the contents are listed the way you left them.
And if you close a window and re-open it, the folders are expanded to the
level that you last used in that window.
A folder in a list with no arrow in front of it is merely an alias of a folde ryou can't expand it because an alias opens its original, and nothing else. A
downward-pointing arrow in front of a folder with nothing expanded beneath
means the folder is empty.
11:1 r

II
Folder is collapsed
The direction of
the hierarchical
arrow, and what's
listed under a
folder, tell you
about the folder
and its contents.

Empty folder
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Expanding and collapsing Inner levels. Folders that are listed beneath
other folders can be expanded or collapsed independently, so you can
expand the hierarchical list as far as you need it. To have all of a folder's
contents expanded as far as possible, hold (Option! as you click on the
folder's arrow to expand it. T his saves your having to click separately
on all its inner folders and their inner folders, and so on.
H olding (Option! while you click on an arrow to collapse a folder collapses all
the inner folders, too, so that the next time you expand it you'll see o nly the
top level of its contents.

Expanding folder Interactions. What happens when you try to expand a
folder that shows in a list, but it's already opened as either a standard or popup window? A folder that's already opened is still listed in its parent folder's
list view, with an arrow in front of it; its icon is darkened, just as its full-size
icon would be darkened to indicate that it's open.
You can't both expand and open a folder, so as soon as you click on the arrow,
the opened window closes-whether it was a standard window or a pop-up
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wi ndow. C lick the arrow again, and the folder's list merely collapses-it doesn't
turn back into a window.
Conversely, if you have a folder expanded in a list view and then open it,
its window opens but its list collapses in the parent window. C losing the
folder's window doesn't automatically expand it again.

Expanding and collapsing with the keyboard. You can use these keyboard commands to expand and collapse folders. (And, since you can select
folders from the keyboard, too, you don't need the mouse for manipulating
Finder windows.) N otice that adding (Option ! to the sequence affects the inner
folders, just as it does when you're clicking on the folder arrows.

•
•

~expands

the first level of the selected folder.

!~I Option[:!] e},:pands

~~~1!3 collapses

all the levels of the selected folder.

the selected folder without affecting the expansion level

inside it.
•

I~IOptlonEI collapses

the selected folder, and also collapses all the folde rs

within it.
You can collapse all the folders inside a list-view window by holding down
@]ID whi le pressing 0 and then (B. This triggers the Select All command
~) and then the collapse command (~).

Sorting in List Views
Sorting lists. There are two ways to sort the items in a list-view window:
use the Sort List submenu (in the View menu or in the pop-up menu) or
simply click on the column name in the window. The currently sorted column in a window is always a darker shade of gray.
U se the direction arrow at the top of the vertical scroll bar to set the sorti ng
order to ascending or descending; the direction of the arrow itself tells you
wh ich is the current order.

Most sorting is actually grouping. Sorting a list by anything other than
Name ac tually gro ups items, not sorts them, since only an item's name is
unique-you can have many items with the same Kind, or D ate Modified, or
even Comments. When items are grouped together by the cri terion you've
chosen, they'll be subsorted automatically by name-that is, they'll be listed
alphabetically withi n the group.

Sorting criteria. Here's a quick roundup of the sorting criteria in list-view
windows, assuming the default, ascending sorting order:
•

by Name sorts alphabetically by the item's name.

•

by Date Modified sorts with the most recent date on top.

•

by D ate Created sorts with the most recent date on top.
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•

by Kind sorts alphabetically according the item's type (applicatio n, d ocument, folder, and so on).

•

by Size sorts the list so that the largest item is at the top.

•

by Label sorts the item s according to the o rder that the labels appear in
·
the Label submenu .

•

by Version sorts by version numbers wi th the lowest- (that's usually the
oldest)---on top. Version numbers are used mainly for applications and system files li ke eJ>..'tensions and contro l panels. But because version numbers
are a strange tnixture of numbers, multiple decimals, and letters, you won't
always get w hat you expect. Some of the items in my Extensions folder sort
in this version order: 1.0, 1.0.1, 1.0.3, LOa, 2.0.1, 2.0.8, 2.06, 4.0.1, 4.0b.

•

by Comments sorts items alphabetically by the first few words in the
Comments field o f their Get Info windows.

The Mac alphabet. File names are alphabetized both in list-view w indows
on the desktop and in O pen and Save dialogs. If you know the Mac's alphabetizing rules, you can force a document or fold er to the top or bottom of a
list by changi ng its name.
•

T here's no difference between capitals and lowercase letters:ji/e, FIL ES,
and Filet would be sorted in exactly that order.

•

Numbers come before letters: 9 comes before A, andfolder 1 comes
befo re folder A .

•

N u mbers are sorted alphabetically. Just as B comes after M, 2 comes after
11 because the first character is the one that counts in the alphabetization.

•

Punctuation marks come befo re, bet\>Jeen, and after letters and n umbers.
W ith the exception of the carat ( "' ) and the @ sign, the symbols on the
keyboard 's number keys, and the plus and m inus signs, come before both
letters and numbers. Other punctuation symbols sort between the n umbers and the letters; some are sorted after the letters of the alphabet.
H ere' s a quick ro undup of the sorting order for characters that show o n
your keyboard:
[space] ! " # $ % & ' () * + , - . I

0, 1,2 .. . 9
; < = >?@
A, B,C. .. Z
( \ ) A_' (j }-

•

O ption characters (the ones you type w ith (Option!), like punctuation, sort
before, between, and after n umbers and letters. The ones most often used
in icon names ( • , §, oo, TM , f , ®, and ©) are sorted at the end, after numbers, letters, and punctuation marks.

If all this seems difficult to remember because it m akes no sense, rest assured:
it is difficult to remember, but it does make sense. The symbo ls are sorted
according to their ASCII codes (covered in C hapter 12) except for the fact
that upper- and lowercase letters are considered equal fo r Mac sorting.
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Getting numbers to sort where you want them. If you use numbers in
folder or file names, w hether at the front of the name or inside it somewhere,
it's relatively easy to make the numbers sort correctly: just add leading spaces
before the numbers. If the highest number you're using is double-digit, you
need only a single leading space in front of the single-digit numbers. If your
numbers go into three digits, you'll need two spaces in front of single digits
and one space in front of double digi ts to keep everything soned correctly.
No leading spaces
Chapter 1
Chapter 10
Chapter 2
Chapter 3

Leading spaces
Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3
Chapter 10

Folder sizes in sorting. When you sort by Size, folders are clumped
together at the bottom of the list unless the Calculate folder sizes option is
turned on.
Sort-of inherited sorting. When you select a sorting order for a list-view
window, the sorting order is also used by any folder you e>.:pand in that window-it doesn't matter if the folder is expanded before or after you do the
sort. C hange the sorting order for the window, and the sublist(s) change their
order, coo. But a subfolder doesn't inherit the sorting order (or even the list
view, for that matter) if you open it into a separate wi ndow. T his applies to the
direction of the sort, too.

Pop-up Windows
Pop-up window basics. U se the As Pop-up Window command in the
View menu to turn the active \"'indow into a pop-up window that sits at the
bottom of the screen, with its name in a tab at the top of what used to be the
tide bar. C lick in the tab to collapse the window down to just a tab at the bottom of the screen. C lick the tab again to pop the w indow back up.
1

Of:
A standard
window, its pop-up
version (which is
glued to the
bottom of the
screen), and its
tab-only mode.
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To turn the pop-up back into a standard window, use the View menu's As
Window command when the window is popped up.
As you create pop-up windows, the tabs are neatly arrayed from left to right
across the screen, with the tabs just large enough to display the name of the
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window. There's only so much room at the bottom of your screen, of course,
and you can' t make a second row of tabs. Yo u'll get a dialog telling you to
make some room if you try to make another tab w hen there's no room left.

Closing pop-up windows. This is getting a separate entry because I want
to be sure you notice it! Yo u can spend the rest o f your desktop life clicking
on the tab of an o pened pop-up window to pop it back down, and that will
work just fine. But you should realize that clicking a11ywhere outside the popup window closes it automatically, because a popped-up window has to be the
active window. If you click on another tab, in an opened w indow, or eve n on
the desktop, the window turns back into a tab.
In addition , any command that closes a standard d esktop window also pops
down a popped-up window: using the File menu's C lose command, a contextual menu's C lose command, pressing ~. or using one of the C lose All
options like IShlft! Option ~.

The drag method. Drag any window down to the botto m of the screen, and
it automatically turns into a tab. There are two advantages to this m ethod: it's
a single step (using the View m enu, you have to create the pop-up window,
then close it down to a tab); and you can put the tab anywhere along the bottom o f the screen instead of its taking the next available spot.
Dragging a popped-up w indow away from the bottom of the screen (you
don't have to drag it by the tab-any edge will do) turns it back into a standard window.

Where have all the folders gone? Well, unfortunately, they haven't gone
anywhere . The folders whose windows yo u turn into tabs in the hopes o f
reducing desktop clutter remain wherever they were, just as they do when
you do uble-click on o ne to open its w indow. In f.1ct, a fo lder whose window
is a tab has its icon darkened exactly the w ay it is when yo u've opened its w indow. So, a folder stays o n the desktop or in its parent folder even w hile it
exists as a tab at the bottom of the scree n.
Re-sizing pop-up windows. When you create a pop-up window, its size
and shape is the same as when it was a regular w indow; it's just stuck at the
bottom of the screen.
A pop-up w indow doesn't have close, zoom , o r collapse boxes because you
don't need those controls. But you get two size boxes, one in each upper corner of the window so you can change the proportions of the window.
You won't be able to drag the edge of the window in further than the edge of
the tab, so at first it seem s that you can't have a w indow any narrower than its
nam e. But if you make the window narrow befo re you turn it in to a pop-up,
you can get a smaller- than-th e-name tab, with the end of the name truncated.
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This Is a very long n ame

A long window name uses a wide tab by
default (left); resizing the window before you
turn i t into a pop-up gives you a smaller tab
with a truncated name (right).

And, of course, you don't have to
keep the tab centered on the w indow just because that's the way it
starts out. Put the tab on the left or
right side by dragging that edge of
the window inward.

Moving tabs. You can re-position a window tab by dragging it horizontally
along the bottom of the screen to a new spot. But this works only when the
tab is just a tab; if the window is popped up, you can't move it at all except to
turn it into a regular window.
Editing tab names. When you turn a window into a tab, the tab is sized to
accommodate the length of the name. If you edit the folder's name, it changes
on the tab, but the tab doesn't change size. So, you can wi nd up w ith a longer
window name truncated on a tab, or a very wide tab with only a few letters in
the center. The only way to adjust it is to change the pop-up window into a
standard one and then back again into a pop-up.
Kind of a drag. When you click on a tab to pop up a window, it jumps to its
full height. If you'd rather have a shorter view, you can drag the window up
by the tab just as far as you want it, although there are two problems with the
drag method. First, if you drag too far, you'll have ripped the window away
fro m the bottom of the screen and turned it back into a standard window. The
other problem is that you won't have the bottom scroll controls available. But
if you know the item you want is right at the top of the window, maybe a little
drag is all you need.

Clicking on the tab of a half-popped window li ke this pops it back down, not
up to fu ll height.
Pop-up menus for pop-up windows. You can lcontroll-click directly on a
window tab to get the window's contextual menu; you don't have to open
the w indow first. This is handy especially if you want to use the As Window
command from the View menu, which would req uire you to pop the w indow up fi rst so that it's the active one.
The more you know •.• H ere's a short list of a few more things you should
know about pop-up windows:

You can't exactly drag something into a w indow tab, as convenient as that
would be. If you try, you'll see that the window pops up to its full size as
soon as you touch the tab, no matter when you let go of the icon you're
dragging. Unless you're very quick, the new icon lands at the bottom of
the window; if you manage to let it go sooner, you'll still wind up at the
bottom of the window, where the mouse cursor is.
When you double-click on the folder of a window that's a tab, the window pops up.
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•

If you expand the folder of window that' s a tab, the tab disappears.
Collapsing the folder doesn't put the tab back- that's a manual o peration.

•

U sing the C lose All command (adding (Option I to a standard C lose Window
command) pops down any opened pop-up window.

•

If you start the Mac holdi ng down (Option~ which closes all its desktop windows, all window tabs will disappear.

Macs, like so many other kinds of products, are assig ned code names w hile they're under develo pment. Here's what some of t hem were:
Mac Plus............Mr. T
Mac SE ...............Alad d in, Chablis
Mac 30 ...............Green Jade
Mac Classic ......xo
Mac II ..................Milwau kee, Pari s
Mac llx................Spock
Mac llcx .............Aurora
Mac llci ..............Aurora II, Pacific
Mac llsi ...............Ericson, Raffi ca
Mac LC ...............Elsie

M ac LC II ..................................Foster Farm s
Quadra 700 ............................Shadow
Quadra 900 ............................ Darw in
M ac Po rta ble .........................Esprit, Laguna, Malibu
PowerBook 1OO .................... Derringer, Rosebud
Duos .......................................... BOB
PowerMac 7100-66 ............BHA
Power Mac 8100-80 ............Cold Fusion
PowerBook 500 series ......Blackb ird

Bob?? That stood for Best of Both Worlds, fo r the laptop D uo and its deskbound Dock. And what
abo ut t hat BHA code name for o ne of the PowerMacs? An addit ive for b reakfast cereals? Nope. It
stands for Butt Head Astronomer, after the astron omer in question found o ut t hat t he o rig inal
code name was his name; he objected to the use of his name on a p roduct, even one under
development, w ithout his perm ission or endorsement. I won't use his name in vain, but Apple
probably hoped to sell billions and billions of the machine.

Make a GoTo folder. My favorite navigational aid is what I call a GoTo
folder which, while "invented" primarily for m oving around from within
O pen and Save boxes (covered in C hapter 12), also helps o ut on the desktop.

Make a folder that contains aliases of the other folders yo u use the m ost: the
System Folder, the Fonts folder, the Control Panels folder, whichever application and/or project folders you use a lot. You'll be able to jump to your
m ost- used folders witho ut opening, or drilling down through, lots of other
folders first. I've used this approach for a long time, ever since aliases were
available in System 7. But with OS 8, it's even handier, because pop-up windows and icon buttons make it work even better.
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Create your GoTo folder and put the aliases in it. Set the window to be
viewed as buttons, and usc the View Options command to make the buttons
small. Arrange the icons in a vertical line (you can use the C lean Up command, but that leaves them too far apart, so you' ll still have to do a little
dragging), and zoom the window so it snaps to a tall, narrow shape; you might
have to widen it a little manually so you can see the entire window title.
Finally, drag it to the bottom of the screen or use the As Pop-up Window
command to turn it into a tab. (You can put the actual folder icon any place;
for instance, tuck it into your Utilities folder.)
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A single click on
the tab opens the
window; a single
click on a button
opens that folder
and pops the
window back
down.
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What's great about th is approach is that the folder is
out of the way yet readily ava ilable. C lick the tab co
see your column of buttons; a single click on a button opens that folder. As a bonus, the GoTo
window immediately collapses back down into a
tab because a pop-up w indow stays popped up only
while it's the active window-and opening another
folder makes it the active one.

The Launcher can't be a pop-up window. One of the first thi ngs I did
The Launcher
control panel
Chapter 12

on my OS 8 desktop was drag the Launcher w indow down to turn it into a
tab. Whoops! Despite its "feel," the Launcher isn' t a Finde r window, so it
doesn't tum into a tab. But you can use several of OS S's new features to create your own, better, Launcher.
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The Trash
Trashing Items
~ ~

The new trash can. When you drag som ething into the
empty trash icon, the icon changes-its lid comes off. (Neve r
mind that you should take the lid off bifore you try putting
something in it....) Items dragged to the trash stay in it until you use the
Special menu's Empty Trash command.

U!JIII ~

The Move to Trash command. There's a new command in OS 8's File
m enu: Move to Trash. Finally! You don 't have to drag stuff to the trash to get
rid of it! Just select an icon-or multiple icons-and choose Move to Trash.
Even better, you don't need to usc the menu command : send a selected item
to the trash by pressing ~(Delete!. This keyboard command
is listed in the File menu next to Move to Trash, but the
standard menu symbol for IDelete ) is used, so you might be a
Oose Window IIW
little confused as to what key it refers to.

'

'

Using the contextual menu. The
o ther way to send an item to the trash
Don't you think we're all old enough now to have a
without the menu command is to use
Delete command that would let us erase a selected
icon without having to drag it to the Great Trash
the conte>.:tual m enu that pops up
when you lcontroll-click on an item . T he
Can in the Corner??
'
'
Sharon Aker, The Mac Almanac, 1994
advantage to using this is that you
don't even have to select the item first:
just lcontroll-click on it and choose the Move to Trash command. If you have
items already selected, lcontroll-clicking on one of them and using the command sends all of them to the trash.

The trash warning
can be turned off
by unchecklng the
setting in the In fo
window.

The warning dialog. When you use the Empty Trash command, you get a
warning dialog asking if you're sure you want to permanently delete the items
in the trash. PersonaJly, I like that dialog: it tells me how many megs of space
I'm about to free up on my drive. (It's still amazes and amuses me that the contents of my trash usually take up more space than the entire capacity of my first
hard drive.) But the dialog annoys lots of users, who don't seem to realize they
can turn it off. Select the trash icon and choose Get Info from the File menu,
then uncheck the JiWlm bifore emptying option. The trash's Info
window provides lots of handy
information about your trashed
C.•t•~: nn·••lt"'I14NI""''" ... '•"'"'
.. l ,.._..
items, too: how many there are,
what kind they are, and how much
Qw., ... • ••,,,,.,
room they take on the disk.
kf l ._..rl:,tttl

2'10f!oi~ - IIH
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Reverse the warning. If you like the trash warning, as I do, you can leave it
on and just bypass it occasionally by ho lding Ioption) as you choose the Empty
Trash command. Even the ellipses after the command goes away temporarily.
If you'd like the opposite effect- keeping the warning off as the def.1ult and
only occasionally turning on to see the results of some major disk-cleaning
before the trash is emptied~ works fo r that, too, because the key actually reverses the trash Warning setting.

Checking the warning setting. You can check the trash warning setting
without opening the trash's Info window: just look at the com mand in the
menu. If it has the ellipses (Empty Trash .. .), the warning's o n; without it
(E mpty Trash) the warning's off. Isn't that elegant? The ellipsis that signifies
a dialog will open if you select a command goes away w hen there won't be
any dialog.

Retrieving Items
Retrieving from the trash. It's easy to take something out of the trash: just
open the tras h by double-clicking on it, and drag the item you want o ut of the
trash window. (Of course, if you've emptied the trash, you won't find the
item there.)
The Put Away command. The File menu's Put Away command zips an
icon back to where it came fro m. Selecting an item in the trash and choosing
Put Away sends the item back to the folder it came from. Yo u can even drag an
item from the trash to the desktop, and later use the Put Away command on it.
(Put Away's no t only for trashed items-it works when you've put something
on the deskto p from a fo lder, or even from the Find File utility: just select the
item s and choose Put Away.)

Trashed items aren't erased. When you usc the Empty Trash comma nd,
the items in the trash are not actually erased fi·om the disk. What happens is
that the item's entry in the disk's directory (the invisible file that keeps track of
what's on the disk) is erased, and the parts of the disk where the item was stored
are marked as available for re-use. As long as that part of the d isk isn't used, the
file is actually still there. That's how "recovery" software works-it can find
parts of files in apparently unused disk secto rs and piece them back together.

When you empty the trash by mistake. Stop! Immediately! Don't do
anything except run a trash-recovery utility.
File recovery
Chapter24

If yo u work with any documents at all, or copy anything to yo ur disk after you
empty the trash, you run the risk of re-using the secto rs w here the file you
want back was sto red-and once you do that, there's no hope of recovering
the informatio n.
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You may think that working on an existing document couldn't possibly affect
the recently vacated disk sectors because, after aU, the current document
already exists on the disk. Well, it does, but editing it may change the file size
and "spill over" into another sector- just the one you need preserved for your
file recovery program.
Some users m ake the mistake of running out for file-recovery software, copying it to their hard drives, and then running it to get the erased file back.
Guess w hat? Sometimes the recovery software is written to the disk right on
top of the files it was supposed to rescue.

Trash Tidbits
The communal trash can. Like the desktop itself, the trash is comm unal
property, used by all the volumes you can see on your Mac. You can't erase
just the items trashed from, say, the internal drive while leaving the ones from
the external drive.
Trash in Apple menu. If you like to check out what's in your trash (which
is much more socially acceptable than digging through someone else's
garbage), put an alias of your trash in the Apple Menu Items folder. You'll get
a submenu listing the items in the trash, and it's always available to you even
if you're not in the Finder.

Since the trash is actually somethi ng of a glorified folder from the Finder's
point of view, if you put an alias of your hard drive in your Apple menu,
you'll see the trash listed in its submenu, with its own submenu of contents.
Cl

The trash window
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Counting trashed items. T he item count in
the trash window is calculated the same way as
for other desktop windows: a folder in the window counts as one item no matter how many
items it might hold. If you want a more accurate
count, use Get Info on the trash-it counts the
items inside other items.

The Rescued Items fold er. Sometimes a Rescued Items folder shows up in
the trash. T he files inside the folder are the temporary files an application
makes while you' re working; if the Mac crashes, the temporary files get
dumped into the Rescued folder in the trash . Sometimes you can open these
files and recover some of the work you perh aps forgot to save before the crash.

N ow isn't that just rvolldetjul?! Files preserved at the very last minute, files perhaps containing information that you thought was gone for good, fi les that
might save your very hide ... and they're hidden in the trash- where you probably never look-because, of course, why would you? T he only things in there
are the thi ngs you put there because you didn't want them anymore, right?
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In any case, if you crash while you're working and you've lost some work, the
trash is the first place to check when you restart.

The Trash and Removable Disks
Now you see it ••• When you d rag an item from a floppy or other ej ectable
disk into the trash, and then eject the disk, the items disappear from the trash.
But that's not because they're automatically erased (as was true in some early
Mac systems); it's just that they're in an invisible trash folder on the disk they
came from in the first place. When you reinsert that disk, they'll pop right
back into your trash.

Just some notes on the evolution of the trash can:
The t rash can didn't always react when you put
something in it. The bulging trash can was added
in 1987 with System 5.4/Finder 4.0.
• The trash-as-folder approach was introduced in
System 7.
In the o ld days, if you dragged a floppy to the
trash to eject it, and there were items you had
dragged from the disk to th e trash, those items
would be erased before the disk was ejected.
• In the earliest systems, dragging an empty folder
to the trash wou ld make the folder disappear
completely.

Making room on a floppy. If you're
going to erase items from a floppy or
other ej ectable (like a Zip cartridge) to
make room for something new you
want to copy to it, you don't have to
trash the items, empty the trash, then
drag the new items over. Skip the middle step: drag the old items to the trash
and then drag the new items to the
disk. You'll get a dialog telling you that
you can't do that unless you empty the
trash first-and it offers to empty it.
Saves about three seconds every time!

If the Mac doesn't offer to empty the
trash for you in this situation, and you
get only the dialog tell ing you there's
not enough room o n the disk, that
means that there wouldn't be enough
room even if the items in the trash
were erased.

Ejecting disks. It goes against all common sense. It's totally counter-intuitive. But it's true. Dragging a floppy o r o ther ej ectable disk to the trash ejects
it. (Hey, I remember when that feature was introduced and we all loved it as a
shortcut for the Eject Disk command; Apple wouldn't dare dump the feature
now. I ho pe.)

The drag-to-trash as an eject mechanism is actually even more general than
that. It's not so much an eject mechanism as it is an tmmount mechanism; so,
dragging the icon of a shared network volume to the trash breaks the network
connection to that volume.
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Tiny Trash Troubles
Trashing locked icons. Normally, a locked icon can't be erased; if you put
it in the trash and use the Empty Trash command, you'll get a dialog telling
you so. If there's a mixture oflocked and un locked items waiting to be
trashed, the d ialog simply notes that it can't erase locked items and asks if you
want the other items erased.
It may seem at that point that you'll have to manually open the trash and
unlock the locked file(s) in order to erase them, but that's not the case. If you
try to empty the trash when it has o11ly locked fi les in it, you'll get a more
helpful dialog, one that provides the solution for erasing locked files even
when they're mixed with others. The dialog tells you to hold down !Option)
while choosing Empty Trash if you want to erase a locked file. So, stay a step
ahead and hold down the key whenever you want to erase locked files .
(Now, why do you suppose that the dialogs can't be even more helpful?
Instead ofjust telling you to hold down !option), w hy doesn't the dialog offer to
go ahead and erase them for you? Why doesn't the first dialog, for that matter,
give you the option (no pun intended) of erasing the locked files?)

e

lhf: Tr4sh cannot be emptied, beuuue oil or
the Items Jn lt(other than folders) are

lor ICed. To del et e locked ttems, hOld down
the OpUon key while you choose. En1Jitv

Trash.
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Some Items could not be deleted beuuu
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D1herltems1
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The Mac refuses to erase locked files
when they're mixed in with others
(foreground) but tells you how to do
it when there's only locked files in
the trash (background).

The Option clash. If you've been paying attention in this trash section, you
may have noticed a potential clash: holding !Option) while selecting Empty Trash
erases locked items in the trash-but it also reverses the Warning setting. T his
causes a slight problem in one of the four possible combinations of your
warning setting and using !Option).
If you have the warning off, but hold down !Option) to turn it on (say you
wanted to see how much room you're about to free up on your drive), and
there's nothing in the trash except locked files, everything gets erased with no
further ado. No dialog about the contents of the trash, even though you
wanted it. No dialog telling you there are locked files in there, so you've accidentally bypassed a built-in safety measure.

Trashing items with the same name. The trash can't hold two items
with the same name. You probably won't ever notice this, since if you drag
something into the trash, and an item with the same name is already there,
the first one in is quietly renamed without your ever being notified.
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If the file that's already in the tras h is
locked, however, it can't be automatically
renamed. In that case, you'll get the dialog
shown here.

Files in use. You can't erase a fi le that's in use. You can put it in the trash,
but you won't be able to erase it: you'll get a dialog telling you it's in use and
couldn't be erased.
This all seems reasonable and logical--erasing a document that's still open in
an application, or an extension that's still running in the background would
wreak all sorts of havoc. But sometimes the "in use" definition isn't all that
obvious- and sometimes it's bogus. Occasionally a document that was used
during the current work session won't be released from its "in use" status until
you quit the application-even though you've closed the document. Situations
like a corrupted font file can also trigger the "in use" dialog.
When you get the "in use" refusal to empty the trash, don't worry about it. Try
emptying again just before shutting down, when all your applications are
closed. If that doesn't work, try again when you start up the Mac. If that doesn't
work, try starting up the Mac without extensions and then empty the trash.

Trash Tricks
Take it to the edge. It's likely that you'll find yourself dragging items to the
trash for months until you get used to the fact that there are keyboard options
to send things into the trash. So, as long as you're dragging, wouldn't it be
nice to be able to just drag an item off the right edge of the screen and have it
wind up in the trash? You can. Simply o pen the trash window, size it to the
full height of your screen, and drag it almost completely off the screen so only
its left edge shows at the right edge of the monitor. Drag anything to the edge
of the screen, and it winds up in the trash window.

Extra trash cans. If you have a large screen or multiple-moni tor setup,
make aliases of your trash can and scatter them around. On my two-monitor
setup, the 20-inch main screen has a second trash can at the top right (next to
the drive icon), and two more cans at the top and bottom of the second
screen, at the right edge, where it butts against the larger monitor.
Each alias you make will have the name alias appended to it, so you'll wi nd up
with trash alias, trash alias alias, trash alias alias alias, and so on. When you
rename them, you can't name them all trash because you can't duplicate names
on the desktop. If you don't feel creative (Recycle, r#lstebasket, Garbage Bi11,
Dumpster), you can just leave different numbers ofleading and/or trai ling
spaces around the word trash so they'll all look like they're named the same.
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Holding tank. Don't you just hate to throw things away because you
always realize you need it just right after you've gotten rid of it? You can
make a Hold for traslr fo lder to act as an interim stopping place for items you
think you want to throw away. Occasionally sort the items by date, and if
they've sat in the folder, untouched, for months, drag them to the real trash .
You can put the folder right next to the tras h, o r move the trash somewhere
else and put the holding folder in the trash's spot.
Eject icon. If it bothers yon to d rag disks to the trash icon to eject them (but
you still like the drag-eject option), make an alias of the trash and change its
icon to look like a disk drive opening. In fact, you can edit the icons of two or
three trash aliases and place them side by side to make a larger ej ect target.
Name two adjacent aliases Eject and Disks, or name three of them Drag and
here to and eject.

Dumpster. For some unfathomable reason, you can't paste your own icon
onto the trash icon-you can't even select it to copy it, although you can both
copy and paste over icons o n trash aliases. And, of course, the trash actually
has two icons anyway, one for empty and one for full (and
maybe its unalterableness isn't so unfathomable in light of
that). If you want a change-of-trash, though, try the shareware Dumpster which lets you choose from hundreds of
different trash can icons, and even offers a randomize function so you' ll never know what trash receptacle you'll be
working with when you start up. All the icons, like the
samples shown here, come in empty and full versions.
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Aliases
About Aliases
Alias, not a copy. An alias is not a copy of a file, although it's sort of like a
copy uf the fi le's ico11- the alias is a "pointer" to the o riginal file. It exists for
one thing, and one thing o nly: to let you open the original item. When you
"open" an alias, it's the o riginal that opens. If you erase an alias o r copy it to
another disk, it's only the alias that's erased or copied, not the original; if you
rename the alias or edit its icon, it's only the alias that changes.
You can alias anything: a document, an application , a folder, even a disk. Why
would you want to? Because it lets you access a file from many different locations: in both an Applications folder and the Apple Menu Items folder for
instance, or both in the System Folder and on the desktop. An alias is very
small, so you won't waste a lot of space with multiple aliases for a single item.
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H ow small? Well, on a small disk an alias takes only a single K of space; on
large drives, it can take up to 20K- but that's still very small on a 1GB o r
greater drive. (C hapter 4 covers the who le issue of how files sizes change with
disk sizes.)
I'd like to po int out that when my younger son was eleven, he came up with
the idea of aliases before Apple did . His internal hard drive was full (games
took up a lot of room in pre-CD days), and he asked if he couldn't just put "a
picture" of each of the games that we re on the external drive onto the internal
drive so he wouldn't have to open the second drive's icon. I should've shipped
him off to Apple right away; I believe, due to his age, his salary would have
been turned over to me.

Making an alias. To make an alias, select an icon and choose M ake Alias
from the File menu. The alias icon will match the icon of the original; its
name will be the same, with alias appended to it. Alias' names are always in
italics, which makes them easy to spot,
and to differentiate from the origi nal.
You can alias more than one item at a
time: select as many icons as you want
and choose the Make Alias command.

Making an alias.

What a drag it is getting aliased. Yo u can create an alias simply by holding down ~ and !Option! and dragging an item. If you let go in the same
location, the name of the alias will be the standard: the name of the o riginal
plus the suffix alias. But if you drag it to a new location
w hile you' re creating the alias, the Finder is sm art enough to
leave off the alias tag. Yo u'll see the arrow cursor change to
System Folder
the special "make alias" cursor as soon as you press the keys.

Rename the alias. Take that alias suffiX off your aliases-you don't need a
bunch of things in your Apple menu like Microsoft T.%rd alias and Clarisf.%rks
alias. In most cases you'll want the alias to have the same nam e as the original.
The quickest way to rename an alias is as you' re making it. A new alias has its
nam e selected w hen it appears, so it's easy to rename it then-all you have to
do is type. But if you want it named the same as the o riginal, you d on't have
to re-type the name:

•

Select the icon you want to alias .

•
•

Press G to m ove to the end of the editing rectangle .

•

Press IDelete I five times, o r just hold it down, to erase the word alias.

Press~

to make the alias.

Yo u have to leave the space that was between the icon's name and the word
alias, because two items can't have exactly the sam e name in the sam e fo lder
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or on the desktop. (I have a QuicKeys macro in the Finder that does all this
whenever I press 1~1:0, the Finder's standard Make Alias command; there's
more about macros in C hapter 10.)

Renaming the alias or the original. Once you make an alias, you can
rename the original file, or move it elsewhere on the disk, and the alias will
still find it. You can also rename or move the alias, and the items will still be
linked. The only thing that breaks the link is erasing either the original or the
alias. (It's a til-death-do-us-part kind of relationship.)
This magical connection is possible because every file and folde r you create
on a disk has its 0\'111 unique ID number, ass igned and catalogued by the
Finder. An alias looks up its original in the Finder's directory according to its
ID number, not its name or location.

Finding the original. Getting to the original of an alias is no longer a procedure that requires opening the alias's Info window, as in previous systems.
In OS 8, selecting the alias and choosing Show Original from the File menu
(or pressing~ finds the origi nal item.
The one-trick pony. Aliases arc only, only, only for opening the original.
T'm repeating this because I've seen so many people copy an alias to another
disk, then erase the originals, thinking the information was copied to the disk
along with the aliases-and being quite surprised, or proud, that the "copies"
cook so little room. The only thing you copy when you d rag an alias to
another disk is the al ias itsel£

Using Aliases
Folder aliases. Aliasing a folder means you can keep it wherever it logically
belongs (or is required), no matter how deeply nested, and yet keep it easily
accessible by keeping the alias on the desktop, in the Apple menu, or somewhere else more near to the surface.
When you al ias a folder, its contents aren't aliased. The most important thing
to remember: copying a folder alias to another disk does NOT copy the contents of the original folder there!
Make an alias of a folder, and you gee an alias that's permanently glued shut:
try to open it, and the original opens (whic h is, of course the whole point).
The folder's window even zooms open from w herever the original folder is,
not from the alias. In a list view, a fo lder alias doesn't even have an arrow that
lets you eJ~:pand its contents (because it doesn't have any contents).
Put something into a folder alias, and it instantly winds up in the o riginal folder.
For you Star Trek fans and physicists out there, the alias is pretty much a worm
hole; for the rest of you, an alias is a little like a chute in C hutes and Ladders.
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Desktop alias suggestions. H ere are some handy aliases to keep out on
the desktop:
•

Make desktop aliases for any application or utility that you use with the
drag-and-drop method. The instant gratification you get from many dragand-drop setups fades when you have to open a window or two to access
the program. I keep an alias ofWord hanging around so I can drag text
files into it; and everyone I know keeps an alias ofStuffit Expander out
w here it can be accessed easily.

•

Alias any deeply nested folder that you want to be able to drop things
into easily.

Aliases and the
Applemenu •
Chapter9

An alias of the System Folder out on the desktop is especially convenient:
any time you want to install a new font, extension, or control panel, all
you have to do is drag it into the System Folder alias and it gets routed to
the correct spot.

•

Put extra trash cans around to save dragging time .

•

Alias your hard drive icon if you have a large monitor, o r two monitors.
You' ll be able to double-click on it w ithout traveling so far.

Trash aliases. A trash alias doesn't plump when you put something in it,
because you never really put anything in it- things go right to the originaJ trash.
You can also put a trash alias inside a wi ndow, which is something you can't
do with the regular trash can. This can be a handy way to trash things from a
busy folder, although OS 8's Move to Trash command is even handier.

Accessing inner folders on COs. You can use aliases to speed up retrieval
of items from C Os, which are still the slowest of the various storage mediums
we use on the Mac. Instead of wading through a series of nested folders to get
to the item you want, make an alias of the final, inner folder you usually head
for, and keep it o n yo ur hard drive. Double-clicking on the alias will open the
real fo lder (or file, fo r that matter) fro m the C D without your having to wade
through folders there. If the CD isn't inserted at the time, a dialog will tell
you which C D you sho uld insert.
Aliases in Open/Save dialogs. When you "open" a folder alias in an
Open/Save dia log, it's the same as opening the real thing. This is great,
because you can jump from one place to another without traveling thro ugh
the real hierarchy of folders. If your application always defaults to its own
folder for the initial Open o r Save command, for instance, you can put an
al ias of the fo lder you use for your documents inside the application folder;
open the alias, and you move to the real folder.
Opening the alias of a file in an Open dialog, of course, opens the real thing.

The jump-to-folder alias trick. The standard way of using aliases in
Open/Save dialogs is handy, but the niftiest trick is using the !Option! option.
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H old down IOptionl while you "open" an alias in the dialog's list, and you' re
transferred to the folder that contains the alias; this works whether the alias is
for a file or a folder.
You can use the IOptionI optio n with any of the m ethods for opening an item in
the list:
Hold IOption Iwhile you double-click the alias name.
Select the alias and hold !Option) wh ile you click the Open button.

•
•

Select the alias and press ISt~l Oetion lQL
Select the alias and hold down !Option) while you press !Return) to trigger the
default Open butto n.

Back-and-forth folders. If you move back and forth between two specific
folders freq uently, keeping an alias of each o ne in the other one saves time. I
find that I often switch between the Control Panels folder and the Extensions
folder, for instance; with an alias of one in the o ther, I don't have to go back
up to the System Folder to move from one to the other.
The Go To folder. Create a folder and nam e it Co To (or something similar),
but make sure you put a space as the first character in its name so it always
percolates to the top of a list. Leave it on the desktop.

A Go-To desktop
pop-up window
Chapter6

Put aliases of your most often used folders inside the Go To folder-your
projects, the System Folder, whatever. N o matter what applicatio n you're
working in, and no matter where the Open/Save dialog puts you, it's simple to
ge t where you want to go: Type~ to get to the desktop, type !Spacebar) to
move to the Go To folder, type IReturn I to open it, type a letter that will select
the folder you want, and type IReturn l once more to move to the folder. (It takes
less time to do it than to read about it). I fi nd this setup incredibly convenient
because no matter what I'm doing, the places I need to be most often are
read ily accessible.
A Show Clipboard command. If you double-click on the Clipboard file in
the System Folder, a w indow opens showing what's o n the C lipboard. Some
applicatio ns include a Show C lipboard command, but you can make o ne
that's always available:

Make an al ias of the C lipboard file, and name it Show C lipboard. Put it in the
Apple menu. That's it-select the "command" from the Apple menu any time
you want to check the C lipboard.
Cataloging files. If you sometimes have trouble remembering which floppy
disk or cartridge you've backed up a file onto, here's an easy way to catalog
them. Make aliases of every file on the backup disk and put them in a folder
on your hard disk. When you double-click on one of the al iases, the Mac will
ask for-by name-the disk that contains it. (Be sure you label you r backup
disks with the name that they use on the desktop.)
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Be careful w hen you set up aliases for items that are stored off-line. You can't
start with files on your hard drive, al ias them, move the originals to a floppy,
delete the origi nals from the hard drive, and expect the aliases to find the files
that went to the floppy. (Well , you can expect it, but .... ) Because, of course,
what's o n the floppy are copies of the original files; the aliases point to the
origi11nl originals, which you've erased.
For off-line sto rage, you have to make the aliases 011 the disk wl1ere the origi11nls
are stored. Then you drag the aliases back to the hard disk. You can delete the
aliases from the floppy; the ones o n the hard drive are exact duplicates and
don 't need the "first generation" aliases to find the fi les. -SZNNl

Off-line compression aliases. If you want to keep track of files which are
goi ng to be stored in combined, compressed archives on a removable disk, it
makes more sense to alias the separate fi les before you compress them into o ne
package. T hat way, you can double-cl ick on the alias fo r Chapter 1 and be
directed to a disk that holds the com bined archive for the Great America11 No11el.
H owever, you have to create the aliases on the removable media, not on the
hard drive, and if the fi les are large, you're not going to be able to move
them-or at least all of them- to the other disk before the compression.
H ere's how to get around the problem: create empty folders on the removable
disk named for the items inside the compressed package. AJias the folders,
copy them to the hard drive, and then delete the empty folders from the
floppy (or leave them- they don't take much room). When you double-click
on the folder alias, it will prompt you to insert the disk that holds the o riginal
fi le, even though that file doesn't exist separately anymore.

Mounting shared disks. Normally, mounting a shared disk or folder on
your Mac is a multi-step process through the C hooser. But o nce the item's
mounted, if you make an alias of it, double-clicking on the alias will automatically re-mount the item with no more than a click in an OK button. -CR

Alias Tidbits
Lock your folder aliases. You can't lock a folder, but you can lock its alias.
Why would you want to? When it's locked, you can double-click anywhere
on it to open it -including o n its name, which would otherwise be selected
for editing.
Alias of an alias. If you make an alias of an alias, double-clicking on the
second alias still opens the original; at least, that's what it looks like. What's
actually happening is that the second alias is opening the first alias, which
opens the original. What difference does that make? If you erase the first alias,
the second alias won't work, because it was never pointing directly to the
original. So, if you want multiple aliases for an item, make them all directly
from the original.
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Custom icons on aliases. The relationship between aliases and custom
icons (covered in the last chapter) is a little fickle.

•

If you alias an item that has a custom icon, the alias gets the same custom
ICOn.

•

If you change the original item 's icon, the alias's icon is updated to match
it the ne::-.:t time you use the alias to open the original. (Unless you drag
and drop something into the alias to open it-that doesn't count, and the
icon won't change.)

•

If you change the alias' icon separately, it won't be updated to match any
change to the original's icon.

Finding orphaned aliases. There's no builc-in, high-tech way to find
"orphaned" aliases-aliases whose origi nals are no longer around. But you can
use Find File (covered later in this chapter) to find all the aliases on your
drive, or in certain folders-say, everything except you r System Folder, and
scroll through the list for likely candidates to be dumped.
Losing the link to the original. When you use an alias for an item that's
been deleted from a disk, you' ll get a dialog telling you the original can't be
found. This occasionally happens even when the original is still around;
sometimes it's because you've rebuilt the desktop and some Jinks broke,
though sometimes rebuilding the desktop .fixes broken Jinks. (Hey, I only
report the news.) In any case, don 't
. , . Th e aUas .,Very lmport.ant"' c:ould not be
panic, assuming that you've actually
\.I open ed, because the ortglnalltem could not
be round.
lost the original: use the Find com mand to track down the original.
The re-wired alias. Say you have an alias to a docum ent you use every
day-a To Do document-and you keep the alias out on the desktop to make
it easy to get to the original. At some point, you create another document
called To Do and decide that's the o ne you want to access from the desktop.
So, you trash the original and drag the new To Do document into the same
folder. As you've already guessed, the alias won't work for the new document.

But wait! You ca11 make the old alias open the new document! And you can
save the step of deleting the o riginal document, too. Drag the new To Do document into the folder while the original is still there. You' ll get the "Do you
want to replace the file" dialog. (Or, save the new To Do into that folder
directly fi·om the application where you create it- that also triggers the "Do
you want to replace" dialog.) As long as the Finder officially replaces the original with the new document, with your permissio n, the alias you made opens
the new document!
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Find File
Jerry Szubin was the
specialresearch
assistant for this
section. Most of the
tips here are the
result of his
contributions.

Using Find File
The Find command. The Find command in the Finder's File menu
launches the Find File utili ty that lets you search an entire hard drive for a
file, even if you can't remember its complete name. And if you strike out on
the name, you can search by all sorts of criteria. If, say, you created a report in
C larisWorks some time in the middle of last week, you can set up the search
criteria to be "file type" of CWWP (that's the C larisWorks word processor file
type) and a date "within 2 days of" the date you think you last modified itthat sho uld be enough to pinpoint the fi le. Find File has an almost
bewildering number of options and hidden features; it's practically worth a
little book all by itsel£
nndmo
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Set the search area. Use the Find Items pop-up men u at the to p of the
window to set the search area. The choices are divided into three areas on the
menu: combinations of local and shared volumes; o n the desktop and in desktop selections; and the individual mounted volumes.
on nil disks
on local disks
on mounted servers
on the desktop
In the Ander selection

~-----

c:=l on "lnt HD"
=on "Warehouse•

-

•

on all disks looks at all mounted volumes

•

on local disks looks at non-network volumes

•

on mounted servers looks at network volumes only

•

on the desktop looks at loose items on the
desktop, and inside desktop folders

•

in the Finder selection looks at selected items and inside any selected
folders

•

on [volumename] lets you select a specific volume to be searched

Search criteria. You can tell Find File what to look for in a variety of ways,
filling in the details using pop-up menus, fill-in text boxes, and occasional
arrow controls. When you ma ke a choice from the first menu, the other
optio ns change so they relate to your choice. The table o n the ne:-.:t page
shows all the basic choices. (The available options som etimes change with
even a mino r system update, so make sure you go through the menus
whenever you update your system.)
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~ Find File Search Criteria
Search for a file whose...

Choices

Match*

name

contains
starts with
ends with
is
is not
doesn't contain

[text]

size

is less than
is greater than

[number]K

kind

is
is not

alias
application
clipping file
control panel
document
extension
folder
font
letter
sound
stationery

label

is
is not

None
(label list)

date created

is: before/after/not
is within 1/2/3 days of
is within 1/2/3 weeks of
is within 1/2/3/6 months of

[month/ date/yr]

date modified

(same as date created choices)

[month/ date/yr]

version

is
is not

[text]

comments

contain
do not contain

[text]

lock attribute

is

locked
unlocked

folder attribute

is
is not

file type

is
is not

empty
shared
mounted
[text]

creator

is
is not

'Item in [brackets} Is what you fill in

[text]
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Multiple criteria. To use multiple criteria for a search, use the More C hoices
button in the Find File window; you can keep clicking the button for more
choices until there's a row for each one of the available options. It's a great way
to narrow down the search: looking for something w hose ki11d is document,
was created in a certain time range, and whose name contains "memo" will
give you a sho rter list of candidates than if you just go for the name.
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The hit list. Mtcr Find File searches for your file, it opens the Items Found
window. In the uppe r area, it lists the "hi ts"; the lower area shows the complete path to the item you've selected in the upper pane.
Find File provides an amazing number of o ptions once you've fo und the fi le:
Look through its menus and you'll sec commands for opening, printing, and
even getting Info on a selected item, as well as fo r opening the folder that the
selected item is in. If all you want to do is open a found item, you can doubleclick on it in either the upper or lower pane, and it opens.
You can change the size of the Items Found window in only a vertical direction
with its size box. You can change the relative sizes of the upper and lower panes
by dragging the double line between them up or down. (In a cute little interface
nicety, the grabber hand cursor closes around the lines when you drag them.)
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The number of items found in the search

Give Find File some room. Even though the Find command is built into
the Finder 's menus, Find File itself is still an application. If you're going to do
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vast searches that might compile large lists of hits, give Find File more memory through its Info window. (Allocating memory is covered in C hapter 4.)

A ton of tidbits. Here's a bunch of little-but-handy things you should know
about Find File:

•

You can usc the Edit menu's Preferences command to change the lists in
the Found window to a different font or size.

•

Press ~when you click the Find button, and the bottom of the Find
w indow expands to report on the search progress: which volume is currently being searched, and the name of the last item found.

•

If you stop an in-progress search, you'll get a dialog asking if you want to
see all the items found so far. If you know you want to see them (and
most of the time, that's what you'll want), hold (Option I while you click the
Stop button; that bypasses the dialog and goes right to the list.

•

The search looks at fi les, not;, files. Yo u won't be able to find a font or
sound resource that's inside a suitcase fi le. (Suitcase files are covered in
C hapter 9.)

•

If you ~double-click on an item in the list, the Found Items window closes as the item opens. (This mimics that sam e capability in
Finder windows.)

•

If an ejectablc volume is showing in the Find Items menu, you can hold
down (option! and drag the m enu to the trash, and the disk will be ejected.

•

When you ~drag an ejectable disk to the trash, its name stays displayed in the Find Items men u. Insert another disk, and its name
automatically appears as the selected volume.

•

If you hold ~ while choosing Find File from the Apple menu, the
Find window opens in the center of the screen no matter where you had
it positioned when you last closed it. (Pressing (Cmd)Option IF I doesn' t do
anything for the positioning.)

•

If you want the Items Found window to open centered below the Find
window, hold down ~as you click the Find button, o r immediately
afterwards. (Actually, as long as you get the button down before the window opens, this will work.)

•

In case you're trying, you're trying in vain: System 7.x let you bypass Find
File and usc the old Find command by holding (Shift) when you chose the
Find command, but OS 8 has only Find File.

In the Find Window
Keyboard shortcuts. There are som e handy keyboard shortcuts for working in the Find File window:

•

To cycle through the mo unted volumes in the Find Items pop-up menu,
use @Jill), (o3( ) ~~ (o3( )3 ~ and so on.
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•

When there's more than one text field showing with multiple criteria,
to the next one and fShifl l]'ill moves to the previo us one.

~ moves

•

U se fCmdlMl instead of clicking the More C ho ices button and fCmd(Rl for the
Fewer C ho ices button.

Deleting a criterion row. If you've set up multiple criteria for you r search,
then decide that, for instance, the second of your five cri teria isn't one you
want to use, you d on't have to d elete the later o nes with the Fewer C ho ices
butto n and start again. Just!Oplionl-drag the whole row to the trash; you have
to grab it from the right o r left edge, or anywhere in between the pop-up
menus and text boxes.
(If yo u drop the row on the desktop, it wi ll turn into a useless clippings file
containing the phrase "deleted Find File search criterion.")
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Returning to a single criterion. If you're working with three o r mo re criteria for a search, and then need o nly a single criterion fo r the next search (or
you've decided not to be quite so specific), yo u don't have to repeatedly click
the Few er C ho ices bUtton to get rid of the extra rows. Just fShittl-click o n
Fewer C ho ices or press lcmd(Shllt@; or, hold fShlftiOptionl as you drag any row to
the trash.
Use a sample for criteria. You can use any icon as a "sample" for th e criteria you're building in the Find File w indow: select the criterion you want,
then j ust drag the icon ri ght into the Find File window, into the criteria area.
This method is especially convenient when you're using the C reator or File
Type choices, since most people don't know any of the special codes. But
drag, say, a Word d ocument into the window when Creator is selected, you'll
see MSWD entered into the text box.
But keep in mind that all the criteria fo r the dragged item will be entered into
any criteria rows showing in the window. If you want the icon's file type and
kind, but not it's created date, you either have to drag it into the wi ndow
befo re you click More C hoices fo r the date, or adjust the d ate after you've
dragged the ico n in.
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Just look through these. If you want to search certain mounted volumes
but not o thers, but the group you want to search isn't a pre-defined one like
localvolllmes,just select the icons of the volumes you want to search @lill!}-click
o n each in turn) and drag the group into the Find Items m enu in the window.

If you'd li ke to search through several folders, just select them and drag the
group into the menu.
Non-ejectable volumes only. To search through all the mounted volumes

except fo r ejectablcs like floppies or C D-ROMs, start with on allvolwnes or on
localvolllmes fi·om the pop-up m enu , but instead ofjust clicking the Find button,
(Shlltl-click on it.

Working in the Items Found Window
Sorting in forward and reverse. You can sort the list in the Items Fo und
\vindow by any of its four columns: Name, Size, Kind, o r Last Modified.
C hoose the column from the View menu, or click on the colum n name in
the window.

But you can also sort in reverse order by adding (Option(: hold it while you
choose from the menu, or (Optionl-click on the column title.
Working with the lists. Select an item in either list by clicking o n its icon
or the text in any of its columns. To select multiple items, (Shittl-click on them ;
to select them all, usc the Select All command in the Edit menu.

There arc also some keyboard shortcuts for scrolling the lists and selecting items:
•

Usc~ to alternately select the top or bottom list. The currently active
list will have a black frame aro und it.

•

Yo u can usc the (!Jl) keys to move up and down in the list, selecting the
item above or below the current o ne. If nothing's selected, using the
arrow keys selects the first (ill) or last ((Il) item .

•

U sc~ and (Page Down) to scroll through the list; (Home! and (§@jump to
th e top and bottom of the list.
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All these keyboard shortcuts work in both lists, with one exception: if the bottom pane has no scroll bars showing because the path to the selected item is
brief, using~. !Page Down!, !Home), or lEnd! will automatically activate the
upper pane and scroll its view.

Dragging some thing out of the window. You can drag an item fro m the
top pane right to the desktop, or to any desktop locatio n (to a folder, onto an
application icon, to another volume, even to the trash). Holding down !Option!
while you drag it out puts a copy of the item on the desktop; holding down
@1ID while you d rag it out puts an alias of the item on the desktop. This works
o nly for single selected item s, no t for m ultiples.

Dragging multiple ite ms to the trash. Yo u can't drag multiple items to
the trash from the Items Found wi ndow. But yo u can drag m ultiple items to
an alias of the trash, which, of course, sends them to the trash. Go figure. In
fact, you can d rag mul ti ple items from the Found window to any alias, even
though yo u can't drag them to a regular folder. (This is so obviously a bug
that it will certainly be fixed eventually-so double-check that your versio n of
Find File sti ll won't do this befo re you start using this work-around.)

Making a list. Select any o r all of the items in the Fo und window, and use
the Copy command to copy the list to the C lipboard; paste it into text o r
wo rd processor, and you'll get a list of the names of the items found.
To get all the colum ns of information show ing in the window, drag selected
items (or the whole selected list) to any drag- enabled text processor (like
SimpleText, the N ote Pad, or even a Stickies note). Yo u wind up with a tabdelimited list of information, with all the details that show in the Fo und
window (the size, kind, modified date, and so o n). T here really arc tabs
there- but neither the Note Pad or Stickics can handle tabs, so they're treated
as spaces, as yo u can see in the picture here.
0

Drag selected
items into a d ragenabled text
processor to get all
the columns of
info rma tion
(Stickles no tes a re
shown h ere). An
Option -drag
copies even more
info rmation, as
you can see in the
fo reground
Stickies note.
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Hold !Option! while you drag and
you get two extra columns of
informatio n fo r each item: the file
type and creato r codes.
What if you want all those
colum ns of informatio n but your
word processor doesn't support
drag and drop? Drag it into the
N o te Pad o r Stickics, copy it there,
and paste that into your word
processor document.
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Power User Options
More info. Use the Preferences command in the Edit menu to get more
com plete information about the found items. C heck the UsejiJ/1 descriptio/IS for
fou nd items option and you' ll get descriptions like "Word document" instead of
j ust "document." (Searching for things with this option on slows down the
search.)
Simultaneous searches. If you're a really A-type personality, you can get
the Mac to look for more than one thing at a time. You m ight already know
that finding things is a "background task": w hile Find File does its job, you
can go on and do other th ings. (And if you didn't know, you know now.)

You can make a copy of the Find File application (it's in the Apple Menu
Items folder) and give it another name. Then, you can get one search going
with one copy and usc the other copy to do another search at the same time.
The hidden search criteria. H old down Io ption! when you pop up the first
menu in a row (the one that defaults to Name), and you'll get fo ur add itional
search criteria, shown in the table here.

Find File's Hidden Search Criteria
Search for a file whose...

Choices

Match

contents

contain
do not contain

[text]*

name/icon lock

is

locked
unlocked

custom icon

is

present
not present

visibility

is

invisible
visible

•ttem in [brackets] is what you fill in

Using the Contents search. The Contents option for searching makes
Find File look inside files, at the text stored there. (That still doesn't let it look
inside suitcases at fonts, by the way.) Find File ignores applications and certai n
other file types when you' re doing a contents search.

When you're searching the contents of fi les, holding !Option! whe n you click the
Find button makes the search go faster; this searches through the ASCII text
of each file, and doesn't work fo r languages other than English.
No rummaging through suitcases. T he Find command, even when you
use a Contents search, can't look through Font suitcases, so you won't be able
to find individual font fi les stored in their suitcases.
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Printing from the Desktop
Printing Files from the Desktop
Printing from the desktop. To print a document from the desktop, select
it and choose Pri nt fro m the File menu (or usc~. Both the docume nt
and its application open and the application's Print dialog appears so you can
select options. (So make sure you're paying atte ntio n: don't j ust hit~ and
walk aw ay.) The document prints, the applicati on quits, and you 're back on
the desktop.
You don't get a chance to use the Page Setup com mand during this process, so
if you need anything special, you'll have to ope n the documem an d use the
application's Print command.

Printing multiple documents. Few applications provide an option to print
more than on e document at a time. But if you select them all on the desktop
and use th e Print command, you'll be able to print them all at once.
The re's a single Print dialog when you're printing multiple d ocuments, and
its settings (number of copies, page numbers, pape r tray, and so on) apply to
all of the doc uments you're printing.

Printing from multiple applications. If the d ocume nts you select on the
desktop belong to di ffe rent application s, each app lication w ill open in turn,
print its do cuments, and quit. You 'll be presented with on e Print dialog fo r
each applicatio n, so this isn't a walk-away-fro m- it procedu re.
Canceling a print job. If you click the Cancel button in the Print dialog,
the print job gets canceled and the application quits. If you 've selected multiple documents, the whole process is canceled .
Using~ to cancel an in-progress print j ob can cels the j ob, all the othe r

print j obs (if you selected multiple d ocume nts) and quits the application.
If you want to cancel the printing for just the current document, or for only
one o f the documents that have already been p rocessed , try catching them in
the D esktop PrintMonitor, wh ere you can manipulate waiting print jobs.
Deleting a documen t from that list won't affect the others waiting to go.
(The re's lots more about the Deskto p PrintMo nito r in C hapter 15.)

Printing Desktop Windows
Printing desktop windows. T he Prim Window com mand in the File
menu prints the active window w ith its c urre nt settings for view, fo nt, fo nt
size, and so on. It prin ts the entire conte nts of the w indow- not the con tents
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of closed or unexpanded folders, but everything you'd see if you scrolled
through the window. You get a page header that matches the window header
(noting the number of items and room left on the disk) and a footer with a
page number. If you print a list-view window, you' ll get the gray buttons at
the top of each column as column headers, although the rest of the page
won't have the gray background (thank goodness!).
The Print Window command isn't at all the same as the Print command,
which prints the current selection in a window, opening its parent application
to do so. (That's covered in C hapter 15.)
But not on a DeskWriter. If you're using a Hewlett-Packard DcskWritcr
printer, don't try printing desktop windows. Or, go ahead and try-but you' ll
be sorry. The printer driver softwa re for DeskWriters doesn't contain the
information needed to print a Finder window.
Get single-page widths. The printout of a large w indow is "tiled" to as
many pages as necessary. So, for instance, if a list view window has too many
columns to fit across a single piece of paper, two pages will be printed-one
fo r the left half of the wi ndow, and one for the right hal£ H ere are a few ways
to keep things down to one page in width:

•

It's unlikely you'll be printing w indows in button or icon views, but if
you do, size the window to no more than the width of a sheet of paper,
and use the C lean Up command to get all the icons organized- the command automatically places icons within the w idth of the window.

•

Limit the number of columns in a list-view wi ndow so you get only what
you need Uust name, type, and modified date, for instance) and can keep
it all on one page. U sc the View Options command for the window to
change the columns.

•

E>.:panding folders in a list increases the width of the N ame column; the
more levels that are expanded, the wider the column. Keep folders collapsed if you don't need to see their contents so you don't bump the
w idth of the printout to another page. (To collapse all the folders, press
ld~]A l and then I~EI).

•

Usc the Finder's Preferences command to change the font (and, more
im portantly, the font size) in the window to squeeze a little more in on
each page. (Using a PostScript font won't speed up the printing on a
PostScrip t printer, however; it's those little icons that take a long time to
print.)

•

U sc the Page Settlp command to scale down the size of the page-even
at 50 percent, it's pretty legible, and you can print more columns across
the page.
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About System Software
In General
System software. The hardware components of your computer system
aren't eno ugh to m ake a working computer; it's the software that really makes
things happen. Without software, a computer is like a terrific stereo system
without C Os: you have the potential, but you don 't have the music.

The most important software of all is the system sqftrvare-the stuff
that gets the computer working at its most basic level. The system
System Folder
software creates the desktop and provides across-the-board capabilities like cutting and pasting. The Mac's system software is
inside the System Folder on your hard drive. When you buy a Mac, the most
recent version of the system software is already installed on it, but you can continually upgrade it as new system releases become available.

~

CP/M {ca.1973]was SKanditgaveyounomore
and no less than what an operating system
should do.
' '

Alan Cooper, software designer for rhe '
Altair-rhe first personal compurer

'

The system software, together with the
routines built into the Mac's ROM
(which provide the lowest-level essentials like window- and menu-handling),
make up the Mac's operati11g sys1e111.

What system you already have. There are two easy ways to check what
system soft\vare a Mac is running. The easier is to use the About this
Computer command from the Apple menu at the desktop; the other is to
select the System file icon inside the System Folder and Get Info o n it.

Two places to
check the what's
current system
software version.

~ Sop....

IW 050 I

ICI H : tlrittu t

Slu: 6 61t81ndhl:: (6.927.348 t._tu)

Hardware requirements. Not every Mac .can run every system, and it's
Processor chips not only a matter of having enough hard drive space or memory. To run OS 8,
Chapter2 the Mac needs a PowerPC chip or an '040 processor (that's Centrises,
Q uadras, some PowerBooks, and some Performas).

Beyond that, you'll need at least 16 megs of memory. The system software
alone will take 10 to 15 megs of memory depending on how yo u configure
it, so 16 megs won't get you far: you'll be able to run a single program at
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best-and not a memory-hungry one at that. It's better to think of20 or 24
m egs as your starting point, and 32 to 40 megs as a comfortable amou nt for
running two, or even three, programs of reasonable size at a time.

Space is relative. How much roo m you need on your hard drive for OS 8
or its immediate descendants depends o n several factors:
•

How large the drive is to start with. (That sounds like a bad circular reference, but files take more room on larger drives, as discussed in C hapter 4.)

•

Whether or no t the drive is formatted w ith HFS Plus under OS 8.1 (or
later). This lets files take the same amo unt of room no matter what the
size of the drive.
How fu ll an installation you perform: you can install just the standard
options, or more or fewer of them.

Which Mac you're using also makes a small difference, since different models
need a few different resources, but the size difference for that is minor compared to the other considerations.
It's also important to know that you need extra room during the installation
itself, so you need more than just what will be the final size of the System
Folder. A final consideration: if you're doing a clean install so that the old
System Folder is being preserved instead of some of its contents being replaced,
the "space needed" is in addition to that already used by the System Folder.
Here are the numbers for some situations, to give you an idea of what you
might need. The drive sizes are for drives under regular H FS fo rmatting, not
the new formatting available with 8.1. The "Standard" system install refers to
one that includes the default options set by the Installer; the "Conservative"
system install is o ne that has all the optional items turned off.

!Megabytes of Space Needed for OS 8
: DrlveSiu

Standard
Installation
System Folder

ConserYIItlve
System Folder
Installation

so

500MB

127

11 7

115

1GB

139

129

120

58
6B
56

2GB

152

140

125

Any size, HFS Plus

132

122

11 B

The 5000/6000 flaw. Some Performa and PowcrMac 5200, 5300, 6200, and
6300 series Macs have a hardware flaw that prevents them from using OS 8.
The 5260, 6320, and 6360 models are not affected, but it's impossible to predict which specific m achines otherwise included in those series arc affiicted.
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There's a special utility you can run to text your machine to sec if it's okay or
not: the 5xxx/6xxx Tester is in the Utilities folder on the system CD. Run the
test, and if it tells you the problem was found, you can call Apple for a free fo<.
Don't upgrade. At least, don't upgrade right away. Wait three to six months
after a major system release before you upgrade; by then, all (or almost all) of
the bugs ·will have been worked out. And, applications and utilities that you
like w ill be able to work with the new operating system.
That other operating system. If you need to be ambidextrous, so to
speak, in your computing environment, you have several choices: get a Mac
and a Windows machine; get a Mac and a card that puts a Pentium processor
inside it; or, pretend you have a Windows machine by running an emulator; a
software-based "shell" within which you can run Windows and Windows programs. One of the hardware routes is a better choice if you have a lot of
Windowing to do; but for a single program, or occasional use, you should
check out an emulator.

Connectix offers Virtual PC in three flavors: version 2 includes Windows 95,
for $150; version 1.0 with Windows 3.11 is $1 00; and a version that has PC
DOS, for $50. For the Windows 95 version, you need a PowerMac running at
180MHz or faster and at least 24 mcgs ofRAM. Plan to allocate 150MB of
connectix.com hard drive space just for the software {Virtual PC with Windows), and enough
inslgnia.com space for the Windows programs you want to run.

SoftWindows from Insignia Solutions ($190), also comes with Windows 95;
it wants 24MB of RAM and 200MB of disk space. The 5.0 version offers a
25 percent speed improvement over the previous version.
N o matter which emulator you choose, the performance is better if your Mac
is a fast machine.

Sticking with System 7
Hardware requirements. Whoops. You can't run OS 8 on your hardware.
If it's just a matter of memory-go get some. If your processor won't handle
it, though, what can you run? You should run the latest system that you can:

•

System 7.6 needs 16 megs ofRAM-but half of that can be virtual memory, so that's a bare minimum of 8 mcgs of physical RAM. You can't run
7.6 on these models: LC , C lassic, llcx, Ilx, II, SF/30, SE, Mac Plus, or
PowerBook 100.

•

System 7.5.5 will work for the machines listed above, but not for the two
original Macs-thc very first, and the "Fat" 512K Mac.

Apple's recommended memory amount for System 7.5 and 7.6 is 4 megs for
68K Macs and 8 megs for PowcrMacs; double that amount if you install
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Q uickDraw GX While 4 and 8 megs are a little unrealistic (you can run the
system software, but not much in the way of app lications!), the important
clue is the extra toll GX takes. Don' t bother installing it-you won't be
using it anyway.
Enablers. An enabler is a system fi le that enables system software to work
with a Mac model that came out after the system software was introduced.
Before enablers-that is, before System 7.1-a new versio n of the system
software, with a second decimal number, had to be used for new machines.
But this seemingly simple idea got confusing ve1y quickly, with new enable rs
coming out all the time, and being replaced, updated, and combined-and
with intuitive names like Enabler 131 (which, in some sort of mathematical
joke, replaced Enablers 111 and 121). Finally, all the enablers for System 7.0
and System 7.1 were rolled into the main System 7.5 technology. But the calm
was short-lived, as new machines introduced after System 7.5 required
enablers of their own.

Enablers for System 7.5
System

Model

Enabler

Version

PowerMac 6100/66, 7100/80,
8100/100,8100/110

7.5

PowerPC Enabler

1.1 .1

PowerMac 5200, Performa 6200

7.5.1

System Enabler 406

1.0

PowerMac 7200, 9500

7.5.2

Syst em Enabler 701

1.1

PowerMac 7500, 8500

7.5.2

System Enabler 701

1.2

PowerBook 190, 2300, 5300 series

7.5.2

PowerBook 5300/2300/190 Enabler

1.2.1

System Versions
System version numbers. System software, like other software, continually
evolves, with higher numbers indicating later versions. A double-decimal system
is used so that you can tell the difference between major and minor changes.

When the main number changes (like System 6 to System 7, o r System 7 to
OS 8), that indicates a major change, with totally new approaches to the system environment-so major that often older hardware can't handle it and
older software can't run under it. A change in the first decimal place (like
System 8.0 to System 8.1), usually means some significant component was
changed or added, but you won't have to relearn anything or change your
hardware or software.
A change to the second decimal place, li ke System 7.5.1 to System 7.5.2 (it's
too early to know about OS 8 second-decimal changes), can mean one of two
things. It can indicate that there were som e bug ftxes and/or enhancements
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to minor system components like printer drivers. Or it might be the newest
version of the current system w ith a few minor tweaks so it works on M ac
hardware that was developed after the system was released. O r, it can be a
combination-a fix for existing Macs through an updatcr, while those fixes
arc rolled into the version of the system that's shipping on new Macs.
When there's an x in a version number, it's referring to any number in that
(and later) spots. So, 8.x would refer to all revisions of OS 8 (as would the
phrase OS 8 itself).
This book assumes you' re using OS 8 or one of its updates (that is, 8.x); we
used OS 8 and 8.1 for all our testing, tips, and comments.
Oh say, can you say.•. Okay, so you want tO sound like you know what
you're talking about. (After all, you can actually know what you're talking
about, but not sow1d as if you do, if you mispronounce things.) So, for system
(and other) software, never say "zero"; say "oh"-and don't mention the decimal point. So, it's "cight-oh" and "eight-one" for 8.0 and 8. 1; if there's
something like OS 8.1.3, you'd say "eight-one-three."
Keeping track. H ow can you keep track of system software upgrades,
updates, problems, and fixes? T he easiest way is to let someone else do it for
you: join a user group-there's always someone who has the latest infor mation. Don't count on print magazines-information is three to four months
\
,,/ old by the time you see it. Surfing and hangi ng around online is one of the
apple.com best ways to keep abreast of system software changes. And, while you have to
buy the system software , updates arc free for the down loading.
Different strokes for different models. When you install system software, one of the basics is a choice of system software "for this computer."
C hoosing this option installs a system fo r the Mac model that's doing the
installation. Another choice is "Universal," which creates a system that will
run any Mac (or, at least, any Mac that can support the operating system).
What's the difference?

Different Mac models need differe nt system software-and that's not referring to the £Kt that, say, an '030 machine can' t run OS 8. As Macs evolve,
later models have more information built into their ROMs. Systems on earlier machines need this information "patched" into their System files so the
older machines can perform the same way (albeit more slowly) as their
more sophisticated descendants. In addition , there are support files needed
by some models that aren't needed by others because of some special hardware (this is especially obvious w hen you compare desk models to
Power Books).
The OS 8 difference. The changes from System 7 to OS 8 arc so major that
the operating system needed not only a number change, but a variation in its
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"first" name as well. If you haven't used OS 8 yet, the best way to see the differences (which arc fa r too numerous to even outline here) is to skim thro ugh
C hapters 5, 6, and 7, which describe interface and desktop features, although
the changes arc no t solely surface ones.

The 8.1 update. The m ost maj or change introduced in the 8.1 update is one
that's optional: the HFS Plus, o r Extended Fo rmat, for large disks (which is
covered in detail in C hapter 4). There are other mino r changes, improveLater this chapter ments, and fixes for printing, networking, and telecommunications, but most
arc invisible to the user.
Updating

system software

The first 8.1 system COs that were available offered an icon labeled OS 8.1
Justa//, but w hat it docs is first install OS 8, and then run the OS 8.1 updater!

After 8.1. What's after 8.1? Well,

'

'

w hen I started writing this chapter, 8.2
was scheduled to come o ut th e month
after the book went to the printer
(which would be the month before it
hit the shelves) . Before I finished the
chapter, 8.2 had mo rphed into 8.5 and
had slipped two o r three months- so
it sho uld be out about the time this
book hits the shelves. Since I have a
Sharon Aker, Tile M ac Almanac. I 994 '
'
prerelease version of 8.5, and there are
Editor's n ote: Well, it was true or til e time!
so m any m aj o r changes in the desktop
interface, I've devoted a chapter (which, d espite its being C hapter 11, was the
last w ritten for this book) to rounding up the latest and greatest features. But
the chapter itself is sort of a beta version, since some of it's based on best
guesses-and faked screen shots!

Other computers have operating systems, but that
term was, until relatively recently, foreign to Mac
users ... there's lots of cross-over jargon, so you may
hear or see references to the Mac's operating
system, or the Mac OS. If you see the term Mac OS
instead of system or Finder or desktop, you can be
pretty sure that you're reading something meant
for non-Mac users who wouldn't recognize the term
Finder, or something that was written by someone
who's come over {but not all the way) from the
"other side."

The longer-term outlook has OS 9 being skipped entirely, in favor o f what's
labeled OS X (pro no un ced teu) about a year and a half down the road fro m
this writing. It's scheduled to have all so rts of nifty things, of course, bu t
beware: it's supposed to run on only G3 Macs.

Other updates. It's too early, at this writing, to say how various minor
updates to OS 8 system software will be handled. You can read the Stickiug
witlr System 7 section to see how tunc-u ps, updates, and enablers made life
miserable, and brace yourself fo r what w ill come for OS 8.
So f.'lr, we've had the full 8. 1 update and a few items, like Quicktimc 3.0 and
a new Drive Setup uti lity, released piecemeal. And one new PowerBook,
released after 8.2, docs have an enabler with its system.
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System Installation
General Guidelines
Why you have to install system software. When you buy a Mac, there's
a System Folder o n the hard drive. But there are lots of times when you have
to install system software yourself:
You might reformat the hard drive and have to start with a completely
new system.
You might have to rei11sta/l the sam e system version because yours has
become corrupted.
You might update the current system to fix some bugs or to move to a
new system release.
Yo u m ight want to install an al ternate, complete system on an external
hard drive.

Time trials. When it's time to install new system software, make sure there's
ple11ty of time! Even an easy, trouble-free install can take about two hours. If
you're putting a stuffed-to-the-gills System Folder back together wi th all your
third-party utilities, c.>..'tensio ns, and control panels, yo u can easily spend :~hom
five ho urs getting everything going aga in-and that's if nothing goes wrong
with the extensions you add back in!
The Installer. It's absolutely imperative that you use the Installer for putting
a new or updated system o n yo ur hard disk-don't just drag a System Folder,
or the System fi le o r Finder, from the install disk and e},.-pect things to work.
The Installer not only m akes sure you have exactly what yo u need, it also does
all the d rudgery of putti ng things in the vario us folders where they belong.
You should also start up fro m the system C D w hen you do the install-you
can't replace the system that's runn ing your computer. If you're installing a
system on an external disk, you can be running fro m your internal d rive,
insert the C D , and run the insta ller-but you sho uld restart w ith all your
ex1:ensions off (except the o ne that lets you see C Os).

System disk redux. We defined system disk back in C hapter 5 as one with a
System Folder o n it (with the start11p disk being the one that's actually runni ng
the Mac at any given time). T here's another m eaning to system disk, because
som etimes it's used as a sho rt reference to a system software disk-one with
system installation softvvare on it.
System installation disks fo r OS 8 arc C Os; they're also startup disks, so you
can start your computer fro m the C D and install the system software o nto
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your hard drive. (You can't, after all, start up with your hard drive's system
and expect to be able to replace it while it's running the show).
System CO s prior to OS 8 included a way to make a set of floppy system
disks fo r older Macs with no C D-ROM drive. If your Mac is too old to
accommodate a C D , you are, in all likelihood, better off sticking with the last
of the System 7 systems, System 7.5.5 or 7.6. 1.

Keep it clean. The "clean install" philosophy should be your guiding principle
for major upgrades and for reinstalls needed because you're having problems.
A clean install puts all your old System Folder contents in a separate folder and
creates a new System Folder for the new system. Then, you get to check all
your old non-Apple extensions, control panels, and other system fi les one at a
time (or, m ore practically, in batches) to sec if they work with the new system.
If you don't o pt for the clean install, the "replacem ent" of your current
System Folder isn't a wholesale replacement; anything you've added to it in
the way of third-party uti lities will sti ll be there when you're done.

Automatic, Easy, and Custom installs. Most people are aware that
the Installer provides a choice between an Easy Install (the default) and a
Custom Install, even if they're not clear as to the benefits of either. But it's
actually, and unfortu nately, a little mo re complicated than that.
The Installer first offers an "automatic" installatio n of everything (and then
some) that you need, although there is a choice as to which special components (Runtime for Java, Personal Web Sharing, and so on) you want
included. Despite the surface level of customization, that's not considered a
custom install. If you bypass this simplest level of installation, by using the
unfo rtunately labeled Customize button , you've traveled into the a mode
we'll refer to as "manual" to differentiate from the automatic installatio n. At
this level, you once again get to choose the maj or com ponents for the installation, although you have more options than in the previous window. When
you make your choices and move to the next wi ndow, that's when you're
offered the choice between an Easy or C usto m install!
We'll cover all the details of all three methods in the rest of this sectio n. But
which one should you use?
•

Use the automatic option offered early in the install procedure if you're
a relative beginner, in a great hurry, or just don't care about details and
want a system that runs your computer even if it might not be optimized
fo r disk space and memory usage.

•

Use the Easy Install offered later in the procedure if you'd like to block
installation of certa in components not listed in the automatic install
screen, but don't want to be bothered with the details of your System
Folder or decisions about every single compo nent of your system software. At worst, you' ll waste some hard drive space fo r system files that
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you don't need (they won't interfere with your working system). You'd
also use this option if you're reinsta lling the main system software and
don't want to reinstall every component.
Do a Custom Install if you want to select both maj or categories and the
nitty-gritty of fi les you want installed. If you have the patience, it's not
all that difficult; you can always install a component if you're not sure
whether you need it, and take it out later. (There's a category-by-category
guide coming up soon.) T he benefit to doing a custom install is that
you'll use less space on your hard drive, and might also use less memory
to run your system.
The Installer flow chart. For a com pany that designs beautiful interfaces
and operating systems, Apple sure doesn't know how to design a friend ly
installer-and that was never more clear to me than w hen I tried organizing
the information in this chapter and, especially, when I wanted to make a simple Aow chart of how the Installer program works. First there's the problem
all uded to in the previous entry: it's not just a matter of Easy versus C ustom
installation, and even the Easy (and, before that, the "automatic") installs offer
some level of customization. Either-or choices that should be branches from
a single w indow are missing; instead, you go from a w indow to one of the
choices and have to move on from there yourself. Im portant options like
clean installation and updating the disk driver are offered in odd places and
presented in an inconsistent manner.

That said, it's not impossible to understand how the Installer works, and
all the options it provides. But it sure is helpfu l if you familiarize yourself
with the overall approach before you get down to particulars. The picture on
the next page gives you a tour of the installer.
Before you install. System installation is no big mystery, but it takes time
and effort; there are things you have to do before it even starts, and there arc
many items to attend to w hen it's finished.

Before you use the Installer:
1.

Read the Read Me files that come with the Installer. The information in
this chapter is life-saving, no doubt, and more thorough, but the Read
Me fi le on most disks w ill be more current. lt's the only place you're
going to find out about special little problems.

2. If you have internet access, get your settings information from the three
control panels involved: TCP/11~ PPP, and Modem. Write them down so
you can enter the information again later. (O r take a screen shot and print
it out- see C hapter 10 for screen-shot info rm ation.)
3. If you're installing a later version of the system software than you're currently using, make sure that all your software programs and utilities will
work with the new system software. If you need to replace them, get the
updates before you bother with the installation. This includes not only
your major applications, but also the utilities you depend on the most.
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installation, and use the Options button to set the disk driver
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6. Easy/Custom setup. Choose the basic components for the
installation; the Options button is the same as in the last
window, letting you set the disk driver update. Clicking Start
moves you to the next screen.

7. Easy Install. The Options button h ere lets you once again choose
or refuse a clean install, with a better explanation in the dialog
that appears. Clicking the Install button begins the installation.
For a Custom Install, select that option from the pop-up menu.
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Disk First Aid

4.

If the disk you're installing the system on isn't formatted with Apple
software (the Drive Setup utility, which works only w ith Apple disks),
get the latest version of your formatting software from its publisher or
from the drive vendor. This is absolutely essential before yo u consider
updating system software.

5.

Run the Disk First Aid utility- use the latest version, on your new system CO-to check that the drive is in good shape. (If you use another,
heavier-duty disk utility like Norton's Disk Doctor or TechTool Pro, this
is a good time to run it, too.

6.

If you have a non-Apple disk, update its driver software with the latest
version of the formatting software you use. (For Apple disks, this step is
integrated into the installation process.)

Chapter24

Hard drive drivers

Chapter4

During and after. Okay, now you can start the installation itself It can be
boiled down to three steps (but the middle step is a doozy):

1.

Start up the computer with the system CD.

2.

Double-cl ick on the Installer icon and choose your options (as in the next
thousand or so entries).

3.

Restart the Mac.

But wait, there's more! H ere are some of things you need to do when you
restart (details are in later sections):
1. Answer the questions in the Setup Assistant that automatically launches
on the first startup after installation; the Internet Assistant opens next;
you can work with it right away or dismiss it and deal with it later.
2.

Reset the defaults in the Memory control panel.

3.

If you're going to label the Apple extensions and control panels before
you add yo ur own, now's the time to do it.

4.

Ge t items from the CD that aren't included in the installation.

5.

Reorganize all the folders that the installer put on your hard drive.

6.

Set, or reset, your control panels and other "environmental" elements like
the Apple menu and desktop pattern.

7.

Depending on the type of installation you did, go through the E>..'tensions
and Control Panels folders, getting rid of things you don't need.

8.

Look through the O ld System Folder (created by a C lean Install option),
and drag your non-Apple items into the new System Folder.

The Extra-Easy Way
The no-fuss method. T he easiest way to install system software is the "automatic" method (which was screen 5 in the Installer flow chart on the previous
page). Once you choose only a few basic options, the rest of the installation is
performed without further ado. You'll get a system that will run the computer
that's doing the installation (which means you can't do it this way if you're
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installing a system on an external or removable disk that will be used on other
Macs). It won't be optimized for memory use or disk space, since it will
assume you want all sorts of things (like Open Doc, for instance) that in fact
you may never use. But you can get rid of extraneous items later.

The destination disk. The first screen you get after the Installer's Welcome
notice lets you select the drive you want to install your system on. You'll get a
report as to how much space is available, and whether or not it's enough for
the installation; because temporary files are written to the disk during installation, and then later erased, you're going to need more space (almost double)
than just enough to accommodate the final system folder.
But the most important part of this screen is the Perform Clean Installation
checkbox: make sure you check it before you continue. (If the button is
dimmed, you've selected a drive that doesn't have a System Folder already on
it-in which case, it's an extra-clean installation!)
When you click Continue, you'll get a screen of Read Me information. If
you didn't read the Read Me's before (they're on the CD), read them now!
With the ne>.:t Continue button, you'll get the software license agreement,
and not one, but two Agree buttons to click. My advice? Don't read-just
click. No one's goi ng to qui z you on the reading, and it's not as if you can
install the software if you don't agree with the agreement!
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The driver update. C licking the Options button in the Installer window
provides only a single option: to update the disk drive r. As the dialog
explains, it works only with disks formatted with Apple disk utilities; currently, that's Drive Setup. By default, this option is turned on-and the
whole thing is hidden behind the often overlooked Options button. This
arrangement is probably in response to years of users forgetting to update
drivers along with system software.
Thrn off the Update option if you're installing onto a drive that wasn't formatted with Apple software, or if you're doing a reinstall or partial custom
install and have already updated the driver. If you forget to turn it off, there's
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no harm done except a few minutes wasted: a new copy of the driver will be
written over the old one if it's an Apple drive.
liJ ~d4te Apple liard Disk Drivers
Tht IMU.Utr looks f~K" IW'd dlrtV.s fonn•1ttd villi #rf:i' .. 4bk U'tlli!IJ t:oftv'"·
ff lUI «"t fOI.IM, ft ~tu U'lt ~VtN to t1w l•tHt ..,,,.,ion, OrfvH fonna tlt~
vtth • ctfdc uti'Htt~ t fll+r' th.-. Ap9'1f'• wt not upd.attd Of' ~ttrfod.

Non-Apple drives. If you forget to turn off the U pdatc option and you're
working on a non-Apple drive, it will look like the driver is being updated:
you get a "Checking hard drive" dialog, followed by the "Updating driver"
dialog with a progress bar. It takes a long time for a dialog to appear to let you
know that the drive wasn't, after all, touched. The wait is long enough for this
train of th ought to roll by: Whoops, I forgot to tum cff tlwt option. !Mlit-l'm doi11g
the external drive, and that's not an Apple drive. Hmmm- 1 thought it rvouldt1't update
liOn-Apple drives. Gee-! 111011der if I should click that Stop button. Oooh-is it writing o11er the existing driver and then the drive isn't going to work at all? Arghh-l've
really got a mess on my hands 110w.
After toying with your emotions, the dialog box shown here appears, and it's
not a comforting one; in fact, it's downright misleading. It tells you, right at
the top, to stop the installation process,
I.\ ThiS proof".am cannot updnte the hnrd disk
implying that you can't go on. But then
~
drtvers on the listed devt ces. Old: Cance l
to flOP the lnstellotJon process.
you get an Ignore Warning button if you
lnt•l)
want to continue. H ow about a button
to...,tf..,wrwtod lolof'C •tttht4-'t• w
that says "Go ahead, I already updated
the drivers on this disk."? Nothing like
cancel II Ignore WomlnQ
scaring the less-informed!
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Partitions and driver updates.Just when I thought I had finished writing
this chapter, a friend called with a problem: he was installing OS 8 on a
friend's computer and had run into the non-Apple update dialog after the
progress dialog seem ed to indicate that the update was, indeed, being done.
The dialog, however, listed a partition of the internal drive that wasn't getting
the system installed on it. So, the driver was installed on the system partition
and everything was okay, right? Wrong. The internal drive was a non-Apple
drive, formatted and partitioned w ith non-Apple software. The dialog just
didn't see any difference between one partition and the other (partitions share
the same SCSI number since they're physically the same drive).
Updating the driver separately. The Installer checks all the drives connected to the Mac and oies to update all the drivers if you've left that option on.
If you have an Apple internal drive that needs a driver update but a different
brand as a second internal or an external drive, you'll have to wait through the
Installer's attempt to update the non-Apple drivers. To avoid this, you can update
the Apple drive's driver separately before you begin the install procedure:
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1.

Start up from the system C D.

2.

Run the copy of Drive Setup you' ll find in the CD's Utilities folder.

3.

Select the internal drive in the list in the window.

4. Choose Update Driver from the Functions menu.
When you do your system installation, remember to uncheck the Update
Driver optio n so you can bypass the w hole operation.

The automatic installation. The Install Software screen in the Installer
looks as if it's asking you to customi ze the installation, since there's a list of
items for you to check for inclusion in the installation process, but that's not
the case. At least, not entirely. You can go with the items that are checked by
default, or check a few more (or uncheck some of the originals), but this isn't
considered a custom installation- this is the "automatic" installation described
earlier. The items listed for OS 8 and 8.1 installs are:
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•

Mac OS Runtime for Java: Go ahead and leave this checked on-you'll
eventually use it while you're surfing the web.

•

Personal Web Sharing: If you' re not networked to another computer,
don't bother. If you are networked but expect never to set up your
machine to serve a few web pages to another computer, don't bother.

•

QuickDraw 3D: Leave this checked on if you have a Power PC Mac.

•

OpenDoc: T his should be unchecked by 99 percent of users, since it's
a dead-end technology and it's unlikely yo u'll need it fo r any of your
applicatio ns.

•

MacLink Plus: Definitely leave this on.

•

Apple Location Manager: Unless you' re using a PowerBook, there's
no need to even consider this one.

•

QuickDraw GX: Another technology that didn't get much past getting
off the ground. Most people can leave this off-but check out Ajtenvards
section later in the chapter, which describes how to get som e of the extras
that come along with GX without installing GX itsel£
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•

Cyberdog: This choice was on the OS 8 CD but not the 8.1 CD; yet
another didn't-go-anywhere technology you don't need .

•

Text-to-Speech: If you' re not going
you don't need its components.

•

Apple Remote Access: You only need Remote Access software if you' re
connecting directly with another Mac, or one's connecting to you (as
when you call the "home" computer w ith your PowerBook).

to

be working with this feature,

When you click the Start button, the actual installation begins.

The Easy Way
The non-custom customization. An Easy Install starts out the same way
as the extra- easy, automatic install described in the last section: select the destination disk, mark the clean install option (or not), and set the disk driver to
be updated (or not). But when you forego the automatic installation and click
the C ustomize button instead of the Start button, you get only a slightly
changed dialog.

In this window-titled Custom Installation and Removal rather than lustall
Sift-ware-you get additional items in the list of system components:
•

Mac OS

•

Mac OS Info Center

•

Internet Access

•

Open Transport PPP

All of these components are installed by default through the previous window.
As to what you should select in this w indow, follow the guideli nes in the previous entry, and add the four new items. The Options button here is the same
as in the last w indow: it lets you set the Update Driver option.
Despite the phrase Custom Installatioll in the window's title, you're not at a
C ustom Install yet, and, in f.1ct, when you click the Start button you merely
move to another window-which is the Easy Install option!
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Yet another Easy choice.Just when you think you've started your customized system software installation by clicking the Start button, you get a
dialog that tells you you're doing an Easy Install after all. If you click the
Install button on this screen, the installation will actually begin, and continue
without you r having to do anyth ing else. All the subcomponents of th e system
components you selected in the previous screen will be installed. As with the
automatic installation, the system that gets installed is one that will run only
the Mac that's doing the installation, so don't use this option on an external
drive or removable that m ight be used on another Mac model.
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The second Options button. The Options button in this Easy Install window isn't a second chance at setting the update d river choice. Instead, it's a
second chance at setting up a clean installation. The dialog is straightforwardin fact, much clearer than the Perform C lean Installation checkbox in the
Destinatio n dialog- but w hy the option is avai lable in two spots, under two
descriptions, is beyond my powers of explanatio n. T he information in the Easy
Install dialog changes to reflect your cho ice: in one case, it says A new System
Folder will be installed on your hard disk... and in the other it says Click Install to
update tile software 011 the selected disk. In addition, the Install butto n in the d ialog
reflects the clean installation status: it will say either Install or C lean Install.
!!!•It

Select type oflnsta llatlon:
0 Vpdn te Exlstlno System folder
411 ln<lnll New Syst em f older

I

Can cel

II

01(

Install

I

I

l ri

If qaan Install

JF

A second chance at choosing a
clean installation, by clicking the
New System Folder button. The
In stall button reflects the clean
installation choice.

The Complicated Way
Finally, the Custom Install. To do a true custom install of system software,
you start o ut the same way as for the automatic install (Welcome, Destination,
Read M e, and License Agreement screens) and then head for the Easy Install
optio n, as described in the last section. You make your selections in the
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Custom Installation. and Removal window and click the Start button, as you do
for the Easy Insta ll. But then, instead of clicking Install in the next window,
you select C ustom Insta ll from its pop-up menu-and, finally, you're at the
Custom Install window.
T his Installer window displays a neat list collapsed into main categories.
By expanding and collapsi ng the list (by clicking the arrows in front of the
checkboxes) and checking and unchecking items in it, you select the specific
software you wane installed. C hecking and unchecking a top-level box selects
and unselects all its subitem s.
Click the information button
for a description of an option.
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The really custom choices. There's a chart at the end of this section that
lists all the choices in the OS 8.1 custom install list; while there are bound to
be changes with various updates, it should serve as a handy guide as to what's
available for you to pick and choose from ..But here's some guidance in regard
to each of the major categories:

•

System Software: T he first three selections arc Universal, System Soji111are
for this computer, and Core System Software. You should almost always
choose "fo r this computer"-it's what you need to run the computer
you're using for the installation. The Universal system will mn any Mac,
so you m ight want to put it on an external hard drive or removable that
m igh t be used on another M ac as a startup; but there's no reason to use it
for a single specific m achine, especially since it adds about 7 megs to your
System Folder. The Core System Software, formerly the "Minimal
Install " m akes a more compact version of the soft\vare specific to your
computer. But, at about 11 megs, it's too big to fit on a floppy and too
limited to really run your computer on a day-to-day basis, so there's not
much reason for it to even be offered as an option.

• Assistance: As you can see in

the chart, this includes Apple G uide and
S impleText. You should install both, but you might wane to pick thro ugh
the list of Read M e Files and dump any of the o nes you're don't need.
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•
•

•

Compatibility: Yo u should install both Mac OS Easy Ope11 and PC
Exchange.
Mobility: T he items here arc strictly for PowerBooks, so you can skip
the list if you're using a desktop m odel. (The Control Strip that's listed
here is listed again in the Control Panel section, so don't worry if you
want to include that in your installatio n.)
Multimedia: You sho uld include all of the subitems o n this list, since the
Video Player and even Maci11Talk may be used by multimedia COs (including kids' stuff) that you' ll use.

•

Networking and Connectivity: Include Open Transport, Commu11ications
Tools, and File Sharing (even if you're no t o n a network, since you never
know when you might want to hook up, say, a visiting PowerBook to
your m achine). If you need A/ROSE o r either Toke11 Talk o ption fo r special networking needs, you'll know.

•

Printing: Always install Desktop Pri11ti11g, and then choose whatever type of
printer you have (LaserWriter 8 covers all LaserWriters except for the 300).

•

Universal Access: You can read about CloseView and Easy Access in the
next chapter and decide whether o r no t you want them.

•

Utility: Include AppleScript (it's used in the background by lo ts oflitde
utili ties) and Control Strip (which is easy eno ugh to tu rn off if you decide
you don't want it). ColorSyr1c is fo r people doing high-end colo r output.

•

International: O nly necessary if you use a fo reign-language operating
system .

•

Apple Menu Items: Include all the Apple menu items.

•

Control Panels: There's a lo ng list of control panels fo r even basic
installation ; the chart at the end of this section marks w hich ones everyo ne should install. As fo r the other item s, it depends on your setup. Some
ite ms (PowerBook Display, Trackpad) are obviously fo r PowerBooks, while
some (Infrared, fo r example) arc less obvious; for the most part, check
the list under Mobility, and items listed both there and here arc for
PowerBooks. O ther items arc fo r o ther specific hardware setups: Power
Maci11tosh Card is for '040 machines using a PowerPC card; 601 Processor
Upgrade lets you turn that upgrade card o n and off; Serial Switch is for
Quadra 950 Macs.

•

Extensions: T he installer presents a surprisingly short list of Extension
o ptions; the real surprise, T suppose, is the number of extensions not on
this list that ge t installed anyway. But the setup actually makes sense: if
you've selected the File Sharing control panel, the related extensio ns
(File Sharing E"ll.'tensio n, File Sharing Library) get installed automatically
witho ut your having to specifically select them. (And the reason you
wind up w ith so many extensions is that you've selected items fro m elsew here on the list that use multiple extensions; Open 'Itansport, for
instance, uses at least nine C'-'tcnsio ns.) From this short list, you should
include Color Picker. A/ROSE is for special networking needs for some
N uBus cards, and the other items are hardware-specific: 7200 Graphics
Accelerator is for the PowcrMac 7200; PowerPC Mor1itors is fo r the
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AudioVision 14 monitor on PowerPC Macs; Pri11terShare lets you share
non-network printers (like StyleWriters) across a network; AppleVision is
for the AppleVision monitors; Quadra Monitors Extmsion and Quadm AV
Monitors Extension wo rk with the built-in video card for Quadra and
C entris standard and AV models.
•

Fonts: It's a short list ofbasic fonts; include them all.

Info. The Info button next to each item in the list can be a valuable tool , providing information that helps you decide whether you need to install the item.
Or it can be totally useless, as you can see by the pictures here.

But it's even worse than useless in some cases. Let me quote Apple's Read M e
from 8.1 on this one: "If you select the info rmatio n button ... the installer may
report an earlier version number than the component that is actually installed.
For example, the information button for Apple Video Player will report the
version to be installed as 1.6.2 .. . version 1.7.1 wi ll actually be installed.

Some Info boxes
are less than
helpful (left), while
others tell you just
what you need to
know (right).

Dtslr: Sb:• : l tl<

Dl.d : Sin : 5 15K
ftAH Slu : n/1
Y•rs l• ro : 8 .0

RAHSin : n/•
Ve r ri1111 : 9 .0

,..._.,..,...,"'""'
" -"""~
Pe...-.rPC oomprt«"s.
OK

OK

The no-thinking-necessary chart. The No-Thinking- Necessary C ustom
Install Guide chart on the next page will help you through a custom install.
The table lists all the items in the current C ustom Install list; all you have to
do is ignore the grey-bulleted items, and install the rest. (The major exception: Power Book owners will want to install all or m ost of the items in the
Mobility group, many of which are repeated under the Control Panels group.)
Don't walk away. When you've finished clicking your way through your
choices, you click the Install button and watch the installatio n process: a
slowly moving progress bar and a mesmerizing cursor of counting fingers.
You get bored and leave to do something more interesting. You come back
an hour later to find the installation complete.

Wrong! You come back an hour later to find a dialog waiting for you to click
another Install or Continue button. And after some of the installation is done,
you get another. And another. And another. Some dialogs offer Continue butto ns that merely take you to the ne:-..1: dialog, which gives you an Install butto n.
Most of the m ain system components-the ones you selected way back in
the window after you chose the destination disk- have their own welcome
screens and/or install dialogs. Some even offer you Easy and Custom installs
of their own. It's an incredibly ridiculous situation and Apple sho uld be
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The No- Thinking-Necessary Custom Install Guide
• Universal System for Any Supported Computer
• System Software for This Computer
• Core System Software
SECTION2

Assistance
• Apple Guide
• Read Me Files

• About Apple Guide
• About Automated Tasks
• About Text-to-Speech

• About Fire Wire
• About Mac OS
• About More Auto. Tasks

• About Multiprocessing
• About Portables Extras
• About Open Transport
• About Open Transport/PPP

• SimpleText

Compatibility
• Mac OS Easy Open

• PC Exchange

Mobility (for PowerBooks)
• Apple IR File Exchange
• Auto Remounter
• Battery Recondition

• Control Strip
• File Assistant
• PC Card Extensions

• PowerBook
• PowerBook Display
• PowerBook Monitors Ext

• PowerBook Setup
• Trackpad

• CD-ROM

• MacinTalk 3

• QuickTime

• File Sharing
• Token Talk NuBus

• Token Talk PCI

Multimedia
• Apple Video Player

Networking and Connectivity
• Open Transport
• A/ROSE
• Open Tnspt Networking • Communications Tools

Printing (include your printer)
• Desktop Printing
• lmageWriter

• StyleWriter Family
• LaserWriter 8

• LaserWriter 300

Universal Access
• CloseView

• Easy Access

Utility
ColorSync

• AppleScript

• Cont rol Strip

International
• World Script I

• World Script II

SECTION3

Apple Menu Items
• Apple System Profiler
• AppleCD Audio Player
• Calculator

• Find File
• Graphing Calculator
• Jigsaw Puzzle

• Key Caps
• Note Pad
• Scrapbook

• Stickies

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• PowerBook Display
• QuickTime Settings
• Screen
• Serial Switch
• Sound
• Startup Disk
•Text
• Track pad
• Users & Groups

Control Panels
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

601 Processor Upgrade
Appearance
Apple Menu Options
AppleTalk
Auto Power On/Off
Auto Remounter
CPU Energy Saver
ColorSync Sys Profile
Control Strip

Date&Time
Desktop Pictures
Energy Saver
Extension Manager
File Sharing
General Controls
Infrared
Keyboard
Launcher

Mac OS Easy Open
Map
Memory
Monitors & Sound
Mouse
Numbers
PC Exchange
Power Macintosh Card
PowerBook

Extensions
• 7200 Graphics Accel.
A/ROSE

• Color Picker
• PowerPC Monitors Ext

• Printer Share
• Quadra AV Monitors Ext

• Quadra Monitors Extension
AppleVision

• Geneva
• Helvetica

• Monaco
• New York

• Palatino
•Times

Fonts
• Chicago
• Courier
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ashamed of itself for the design. You'll have at least a dozen screens you have
to click through to finish the installation, so you'll have to babysit the Mac all
the way. (Okay, I've seen a worse installer-but it was for a Windows NT
Server and I wasn't eA-pecting elegance to begin w ith.)

~ Welcome to the Apple Installer
Your computer needs certam software
to u~ Open Tra.~spon PPP

Cllclc tho install button t.o install Open Transport

One of the
many useless
interruptions of
Custom Install.

PPP for Po....-erPC Ma c OS·base<S compu ter-s

~

Continue_

I

Post-Install Procedures
Afterwards
It's not over till••• Just because the Installer is finished with its job, that
doesn't mean you're finished with yours. T here are lots of details to contend
with after you've put the new system on a drive, as listed in the During and
after entry in the General G uidelines section. They include dealing with the
Setup Assistant programs, resetting all your OS enviro nmental choices, getting stuff from the system CD that doesn't get installed , putting your System
Folder back together wi th all your third-party add-ons, and generally cleaning
up after the Insta ller no matte r which install option you chose.

Energy Saver. The first thing you get when you restart your Mac after a system installation for any new o r recent Mac model is a dialog asking you to set
your Energy Saver control panel; if you don't take care of it right away, you' ll
get the same dialog every time you start up your Mac. (There's more abo ut
this control panel in C hapter 5.)

The Assistants. T he Mac OS Setup Assistant program automatically runs
when you restart your computer after a system installation. It asks you questions about your computer's name, your nam e, and a password for network
use. Just because you 're not using a network that connects you to other
computers doesn' t m ean you can skip this: if you usc an Apple Talk printer
(that includes most LaserWri ters) , you have a network-and if you don't
complete the network q uestions, you won't be ab le to set up you r printer
easily. (As I learned to my chagrin when I bypassed the Assistant and spent
hours trying to get a desktop printer set up fo r my Lase rWriter. ) But even if
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your network is your Mac and your printer, th e Assistant won't continue
unless you provide a password.
If you've passed up this small but important detail, you can run the Assistant
later: you' ll find it in the Assistants folder on the top level of your drive.
-JMocOSSetupAulstont
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Internet Assistant
and setup
Chapter27

T he Internet Assistant runs next; in order to answer its questions, you're going
to need information at hand about your internet hookup from your service
provider (or from the stuff you wrote down bifore you upgraded your system
software). You don't have to run this Assistant; most providers' installation software takes care of putting all the right information in the right place.

Later assistance. If you don't cooperate with Setup Assistant when you first
restart, but quit it so you can do it later, you'll find it in the Assistants folder
that the Installer left on the top level of your hard drive.

The assistant information. You're no t stuck with the names (yours and
your computer's) and password you enter in the Assistant: you can access the
same information through the File Sharing control panel, and change it there.

Set the defaults to change them. Open the Memory control panel and
click the Use Defaults button to reset the disk cache to a more generous allotment than the initial 96K; for some odd reason, the initial default setting is
no t the same as what you get when you click U se Defa ults. This will speed up
Finder operations considerably, as discussed more fully in C hapter 13. You
might want to restart immediately so you can do the rest of your post-installation cho res with a faster Finder.
Stuff a "pure" System Folder. If you've got plenty of room on your hard
drive, or on an external or removable, you can make a compressed version of
your System Folder with a utility like Stuffit and keep it for future use (it
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should squeeze down to about 40 percent of its original size). If you need to
replace a few system components, it can be faster to unstuff the archive and
·Ch~~~~~28 grab what you need from it than to run the installer again (not even counting
the time it might take to find your system CD!).
Stuffltand

Stufflt Deluxe

·· · ....

Colorize your system components. When you have a just-off-the-shelf
System Folder (so to speak), it's a good time to "brand" all the system extensions and control panels so you can always tell them apart from the ones you
add or that get installed along with other software. Select all the items in the
Labels and Extension folder and use the Label submenu in the Fi le men u to apply a label
window views and color; repeat the procedure for the Control Panels folder. After you've
... .. ...... ... ..... ... ..
Chapter 6 added items ro these folders, you'll be able to tell at a glance which arc system
items; or, you'll be able to add a Label column to either window so you can
group things according to labe ls.

You might find it handy to rename one of the labels to someth ing like ':Apple's
Stuff," using the Preferences command from the Finder's File menu.
Copy over Disk Copy. There's a Utilities folder o n the system CD that
contains the Disk Copy folder. This utility doesn't get copied to your hard
drive in a standard install, so make sure you drag it over yourself into your
Utilities folder, since it will come in handy.

Fonts and ATM
Chapter 14

Install some GX components. I've recommended that you not install
QuickDraw GX (one of the top-level components you can check or uncheck in
the Installer) because few people use it, and also because it eats up a lot of system memory. But when you install QuickDraw GX with OS 8, you also get
Adobe Type Manager (ATM), which improves the look of fonts on your screen,
and four extra fonts: Hoefler Text, Hoefler Ornaments, Tekton Plus, and Skia.
Why turn down the opportunity for good-looking text and ell.'tra fonts?

Under Addi11g Components and Items in the Reinstalls, Deinstalfs, etc. section,
you'll find instruction on how to custom install separate components. If you
customize a QuickDraw GX install, you can bypass the QuickDraw GX software itself, but still install ATM and the extra fonts.
With OS 8.1, it's easier: ATM and the ell.1:ra fonts are in an Adobe folder on
the system CD, and you can simply drag them to your hard drive.

Cosmetic Concerns
Clean up. No matter how you customize your installation, you' re goi ng to
wind up with items you do n't want o r need in your System Folder. Go
through the items in the subfolders with an eye towards getting rid of whatever you don't need. In some cases, you' ll find things you thought you
specifically excluded from the installation-and you did, but the Installer
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ignored you. In other cases, they' ll be things you had no control over anyway-like the half-million translation files that come with MacLinkPius.
If you have any doubts about what an item actually does, make sure you don't
erase it: set it aside in another folder until you're sure you can live without it.

Easy install, then clean up. There
are some things couples just never
agree on, and in order to ensure household harmony, they just have to agree
Adrian Mel/o,Macworld magazln e,Apri/1 985. ' '
to disagree. Ann Landers (and/or Dear
(When th ere were no hard
Abby-who can remember?) says one
drives and a floppy held 400K.)
of the main issues is which way the
toilet paper should hang. Another, although neither of the sisters knows about
it, is how to install new system software. I always customize the installation,
which takes time but cuts dov.m on clutter. My other half insists on doing easy
installs, and then just taking out the unnecessary items. He has a valid point,
since a C ustom install requires lots of babysitting and still requires some clean
up. But I like the illusion of control it gives m e. Vrve Ia difference! (Gee, I gave
this to my husband, who is always first in my line of tech readers, and he
scribbled something next to that last sentence: "They should only know!" I
have no idea what he means!)

A fully loaded System Folder can easily weigh in at
200K, which doesn't leave much room for
application programs and documents on disk.
'

'

Make your emergency disks. As long as you have your system CD out
and you've just installed a fres h System Folder, you should go ahead and make
an emergency floppy startup set with the disk images on the CD. (There's
more info rmatio n about this in C hapter 24.)
Environmental issues. Although it doesn't have to be done immediately, a
new system often means you have to set up a new "environment": desktop
backgrounds, the Apple menu, and so on. A minor change in system software
won't change your settings-but a major one, like the leap from 7.x to OS 8,
will set everything to system defaults.
While none of these is of pressing importance, getting some of them done
early on lets yo u get to work more efficiently-even if the work you're doing
is customizing your environment.
•

Organize your Apple menu so it contains the items and submenus
you want.

•

If you use the Launcher, now's the time to set it up.

•

U se the Desktop Patterns control panel to set your desktop background.

•

U se the Appearances control panel to select a highlight color for selected
text and a color scheme for windows.

•

U se the Finder's Preferences command to set the font for icon and list
views, select the Simple Finder if you want it, and for spring-loaded
folder settings.
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In the General Controls control panel, uncheck the Uilm me if computer
was silut doum improperly checkbox. While you're in there, you can set the
other controls, too.
The really hard part. Once everything's back together and working
smoothly, it's time to get to the real drudgery: putting your very own personalized System Folder back together. If you've done a clean system installation,
you' ll have a new System Folder, and your old one will have been renamed
Old S ystem Folder by the Installer. All your old third-party extensions, control
panels, and odds and ends are in the old folder, and it's time to transfer them
to the new one.

If you' re the type who doesn't stroll through your System Folder at regular
(or even irregular) intervals, you're in for a big shock: there's fots of smff in
there that you were unawa re ofl Here are some of the things you'll have to
move, but don't take this list as a be-all and end-all guide-everyone's system
is different. In the long run, you're going to have to open windows for you r
new System Folder and your old one side by side, and compare, item-by-item,
what you used to have to what you have after a new installation.

•
Extension conflicts
Chapter 24

Extensions folder: This is one of the hardest folders to update. There
are a zillion system extensions from Apple, and a zillion more from other
places. You'll be well awa re of ex'tensions you've added yourself, but you
may not realize how many utilities and app lications install extension components. You' ll have to move all your non-Apple extensions into the new
extensions folder. You can do this in batches, or all at once (with crossed
fingers) and hope that you won't have to track down any extension conflicts. Don't forget to check inside the Extensions (Disabled) folder if you
have one-you may have temporarily disabled a perfectly good extension
before the system install.
Control Panels folder: Same advice as for the Extensions folder, including looking in a (Disabled) folder.

•

Preferences folder: Lots of people miss this one-and it's a big one. I
just checked, and there are currently 126 items in my Preferences folder.
Preferences files for utilities and applications may hold information as
simple as where you like your windows opening on the screen, but they
can hold important information, too, like the fact that the software's been
registered, or your internet provider's connection information. After
you've copied over all the thi ngs you think you need to, save everything
else for weeks at least until you're sure you don't need any of the items.
(Netscape's folder, with its all-important bookmark file, is a frequently
overlooked item.)

•

Fonts: You'll have to move all your own fonts into the new Font folder.
This would be a good time to reorganize them if you've been meaning to
do it but haven't found the time. If you've combined fonts and suitcases in
your last system, don't forget: the basic fonts have been freshly installed,
so don't copy over a suitcase that includes copies of the system's fonts.
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•

Other subfolders: Did you already have contextual menu items and
control str ip components in your previous systems? You'll have to add
them to the new System Folder.

•

System Folder top level: Some extensions are stored in the main level
of the System Folder instead of in a subfolder; don't forge t them .

•

Application folders: Many applications make their own System Folder
subfolders; sometimes the folder belongs to the publisher and works for
all its products (like Claris and Microsoft folders). You'll have to move all
these over, too.

Outside the System Folder
What else gets installed. But the Installer creates more than just a System
Folder. H ere are some of the other folders you might find (the specifics
depend on how you've customized your installation) on your hard drive after
an installation:

•

Apple Extras: Contains subfolders for Lase rWriter Software,
AppleScript, FireWire, Mac OS Info Center, Mac O S Runtime for Java,
MacLink Plus, Monitors Extra, Open Transport/PPP, Portables,
QuickDraw 3D, Sample D esktop Pictures, and Sound Control Panel.
Some of these folders, like AppleScript and MacLink P lus, contain
applications and support documents; some have alternative (Sound
Control Panel, Monitors Extras) or additional (LaserWriter, Java, Open
Transport) system components. Almost all have Read Me files or other
documentation.

• Applications: The ever-helpful SimpleText, and video-related components like the Apple Video Player and the Movie Player.

• Assistants: Mac OS Setup Assistant (just in case you didn't run it on the
restart after installation) and an alias to the Internet Setup Assistant,
whose original is buried down in the Internet folder.

•

Internet: Odds and ends for internet use, like DropS tuff and Stuffit
expander; an Internet Applications subfolder containing Internet
Explorer, Netscape N avigator, and C laris Emailer Lite.

•

Mac OS Read Me Files: Basics on the basics: O S 8/0S 8.1, Extended
Formatting, Printer Tips, and O pen Transport Information.

•

Utilities: The all-important Disk First Aid and Drive Setup utilities .

•

Web Pages: Personal Web Sharing support files and samples .

Organize the top-level folders. Another after- installation housekeeping
chore is organizing the folders the Installer leaves on the main level of the
drive. The actual organization depends on how you work, and the actual folders depend on what you've chosen to install. The Assistants folder, for
instance, with its two items, shouldn't have to stay in your main window, and
it's unlikely you'll want to keep the Read Me Files and Apple Extras folders
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on that level either. In fact, you might want to relocate some of the Apple
Extras items: many of its subfolders more logically belong in the Utilities
folder, for instance.
CD Extras and other extras. Take a tour of your system CD after you've
restarted you r Mac with the fresh system software. There's more than just
system stuff on it, even beyond the e>.:tra items installed on your hard drive.
For instance:

•

A Utilities folder that contains uncomprcsscd copies ofSimpleText,
Disk First Aid, Drive Setup, and Disk Copy (as well as a few other items).
They're uncompressed so you can use them directly from the C D before
the installation.

•

A folder of Read Me Files that provide information about various
aspects of system software and Apple hardware.

•

The Disk Tools Images folder that contains the images you need to
create emergency startup floppies.
An Internet Extras folder wi th various goodies, including Internet
Explorer and Netscape-just in case you didn't install them initially.

•

CD Extras is potentially the most interesting folder on the system CD.
On the initial OS 8 C D , it included items ranging from practically
necessary through interesting to hardly-anybody-would-need-this, as
listed here.
Acrobat Reader 3.0

HyperCard Updates

Additiona l Deskto p Patterns
Additional Desktop Pictures
Additiona l Modem Scripts
Apple Telecom
AppleCD Player

Iomega Tools
Movie Player Extras
Pointer Mode Control
QuickDraw 3D Extras
QuickTime Sample

At Ease Updaters

Spanish Text-to-Speech 1.5

Eric's Solitaire Sampler

On previous system C Os, there have been interesting folders like extra fonts.
The "extras" change from one system release to another, so make sure you
look through everythin g.

Reinstalls, Deinstalls, etc.
Adding Components and Items
Why would you7 Even if you usc the easiest, "automatic," installation procedure, you have to choose the major system software components you want
installed. At some point, you may wa nt to add one of the com ponents that
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you skipped the first time around. Say, for instance, you bypassed the opportunity to install the Personal Web Sharing software. Some months later, you
get into web page design and want to try o ut the built-in web sharing capability that the Mac offers. O r perhaps you're reading through the next chapter
and decide you'd like to try out the Easy Access control panel-but it's not
part of an automatic or an easy install, so you're going to have to install that
individual item to get it into your System Fo lder.
One other reason you might wind up installing an individual item o r system
component: if you throw som ething o ut by mistake o r a specific file gets corrupted, you'll have to replace it with a fresh copy.
How far do you have to go? Most system component additio ns requ ire
your using the Installer, but just how you usc it depends on what it is you're
trying to install. Just as a full installation can be an automatic one, or an Easy
or a C ustom Install, so too can a component installation-you have to go far
enough to find the com ponent you need.
The pictures here, fo r instance, show two of the Installer screens; the first is the
one whose Start button begins an automatic installation, w hile the second o ne
takes you to the Easy versus C ustom Install screen. If you want to, say, install
Personal Web Sharing, you'll be able to just uncheck everything else in the list
and click the Start button in the first screen. If you skipped installing the Mac
OS Info Center the first time around and want to add it later, you're going to
have to use the C ustomize button to move to the second screen, and unchcck
everything from the list except the Info Center. From there, you'll be able to
click the Start butto n for an Easy Install. These are the components available
from the first screen, for an automatic installation:
Mac OS Runtime for Java
Personal Web Sharing
QuickDraw 3D
Open Doc
Maclink Plus

Apple Location Manager
QuickDraw GX
Text-to-Speech
Apple Remote Access
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If you want to add the Personal Web Sharing component, or anything listed in
the window on the left, you'll be able to do an automatic install by using the
Start button in the window. To access some components, you have to go the
next window, shown at right; from there, you can do an Easy or Custom Install.
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The pre-reinstall concerns. When you' re installingj ust a system compo-

nent, yo u don't have to worry about the two impo rtant preinstall procedu res:
running Disk First Aid and updating the disk driver. In fact, you definitely
don't want to bother with reinstalling the disk driver, so make sure you turn it
off either with the checkbox in the Destination screen or the Options button
in the later install screen. But you might run Disk First Aid even though it's
no t strictly necessary; it's a good thing to do at intervals, and using any installation process as a reminder is useful-sort of the way changing you r clocks
for Daylight Savings Time is supposed to remind you about changing the battery in your smoke alarms.
You should, however still start up from the C D. You can install some components from the C D Installer while you're acw ally running from your internal
hard drive, but then you should at least restart with all your extensions off.
Adding a system component. Here's a quick run through of how to add a
major system component like Personal Web sharing, or any of components
available in the first Install window. (You might want to refer back to the
Installer flow chart earlier in the chapter.)

1.

Restart the Mac with the C D .

2.

Run the Installer.

3.

Select the hard drive in the Destination window (the second w indow of
the Installer).

4.

Uncheck the Perform C lean Installatio n checkbox. Once this is
unchecked, you' ll get an extra dialog at some point before the actual
installation, noting that you already have system software installed and
asking what you want to do. C lick the Add/Remove button when the
dialog shows up.
The sel ected desunntlon disk nlready has
Mnc os 0.1 Installed . 00 you wnnt to:

• nelnstall Mnc o~ 8. 1
• Add or remove sortwnre features

I

Concel

I I Rel n<loll I h Add/Remove

!I

5.

C lick your way through the next two screens, until you get the main
Install window.

6.

C lick the Optio ns button and turn off the Update Driver option.

7.

C heck the Personal Web Sharing component, and uncheck all other
items.

8.

Click the Start button .

The Insta ller takes over and installs the various software components for
Personal Web Sharing.
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To perform an Easy Install of a component not listed in the first Install window (OS Info Center, Open Transport PPP, or Internet), use the first six steps
above, then:
7.

C lick the C ustomize button.

8.

C heck the component you want in the list.

9 . C lick the Start button to move to the Easy Install window.
10. C lick the C lean Install button.

Adding a single Item. Adding a single item rather than a component that's
listed separately (and usually consists of a group of support items) means you
have to go "all the way" with the Tnst;tller, to the C ustom Install screen. And,
you have to know where the item is.
Most individual items that you'll be looking fo r are in the biggest component
of all- the OS. T he No-Thinking-Necessary Custom Install Guide chart earlier in
the chapter will be a valuable reference fo r this procedure. Say you want the
Control Strip control panel: you'll fi nd it in three spots, under Mobility,
U tility, and Control Panels- any one will do. Trashed your Stickies notes
application and want to reinstall it? T he chart shows it's in the Apple Menu
Items category. Need a fresh copy of Apple Video Player? T here it is, in the
Multimedia section.
O nce you know where the item is, here's how you get to it. Let's say you're
going for the Control Strip contro l panel- and that you've followed steps l -5
in the last entry.
1.

C lick the C ustomize button.

2.

Uncheck everything except Mac OS.

3.

C lick the Start button.

4.

C hoose C ustom Install fro m the pop-up menu.

5.

U ncheck everyth ing.

6.

Expand the Utility category.

7 . C heck Control Strip.

8.

Click Install.

Bypassing the main Installer. Many of the system software components
have their own installers on the system CD ; when you choose components
through the OS installer, it merely launches the other installers as necessary. If
there's a separate installer for the component you need, you can run it separately instead of through the main Installer. This means you'll bypass the
Welcome and Destination screens, the Read Me, and, for most components,
the "automatic install" screen. You won't have the opportunity to check the
C lean Install button (a moot point for any but a system install, anyway) and
there's no driver update done (also a moot point on a com ponent install). You
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can indicate a drive other than the installing drive even though you skip the
Destination screen, since there's a Switch Disk button instead (like the o ne
used in application installers, described in Chapter 12.)
Most of the installers are inside a folder named Scftwnre Installers, which is
buried inside another folder on the C D. It's easy enough to look arou nd for
it, even without using Find File. (Although if you can't find a folder by that
name, do a search for the word Installer.) The picture here shows the individual installer folders on the 8.1 CD.

a

The system CD
contains many
installers, and you
can run them
separately for
specific
components.
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To run the installer, open its folder, and simply
double-click on the Installer icon. Most of these
"sub-installers" give you a quick licensing agreement
and then go directly to the Install window that lets
you choose between an Easy and a C ustOm Install
from a pop-up menu; some have only "automatic"
installs that don 't give you any choice about the subitems that are included.

Bypassing all the installers. Befo re you go through all the bother of running any installer, check if the item you need is on the CD in an uncom pressed
form: use Find File to search for it. Disk utilities, for instance, are available in
their full-blown versions; one install CD I have has the Easy Access and
C loseView control panels uncompressed in a folder named Mobility.
Do the search whi le your hard drive is still running the computer-there's no
need to start up from the CD. And if you find what you're looking for, you
can just drag it over to your drive.

Removing Components
Manually removing system components. As you work with you r Mac,
you'll probably find that there are some control panels and extensions that you
never use; you may not have even meant to install them, but sometimes the
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Installer does whatever it wants in the way of little pieces. The easiest thing to
do with these items is to simply switch them off with the Extensions Manager;
they'll be placed in Disabled folders and after you're sure you don't need them
(after mo re than a month goes by), you can trash them.
But o ther system components aren't so easy to get rid of, since they consist
of more than a single item. That's when the Installer comes in handy as a
de installer.

The Remove option. If you never do a full
Custom install with the Installer, it's possible to
never even realize that it offers a Remove function, because that option is in the same pop-up
menu as the C ustom Install choice.

Easy Install
"" custom Install

..

' .

When you want to remove some system software component, you run the
Installer without worrying about using Disk First Aid first, or updating the
disk driver, or checking the C lean Installation checkbox.
1.

In the Destination window, select a disk and click the Start button.

2.

If the Perform C lean Installation checkbox is checked, you' ll get a dialog
asking if yo u're reinstalling software or adding or removing it: click the
Add/Remove butto n. (You can bypass the dialog by unchecking the
checkbox; but the actual setting doesn't matter, since you' re removing
something so the whole idea of"clean install" is moot.)

3.

The Installer skips the next two o r three windows it normally displays, and
you see the list of system components. Ignore the description above the list
"... launch selected software installers" and its implication that you're actually
installing something here; check the component you want to remove. The
example in the picture is the removal of the Java Runtime components .
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4.

C lick the Start button.

5.

In the next window (the Easy Install window), select C ustom Remove
from the pop-up menu.

6.

Check the components to be removed, and click the Remove button.
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When it comes to removing items, the Installer ac tually shows some nice
interface detail (finally!). As you can sec in the picture, there are two dimmed
items in the list. These items are installed with the Java runtime components,
but they're also installed, and used, with other system components. So, while
you can sec that they go with Java Runtime, you can't remove them because
they need to be available for someth ing else in the system.

Updating Your System Software
Updating versus upgrading. There arc only shades of meaning here, with
an update usually referring to a mino r change (from 8.0 to 8.1, say) and an
upgrade connoting a maj or leap, as fi·om system 7.x to OS 8. But the terms
aren't strictly defined or clearly di ffe rentiated all the time.
In general, however, while a system upgrade demands a clean install procedure
and that you check that all your old software will run under the new system, a
minor update is just that-some minor changes to the stuff in your System
Folder. It's important to read thro ugh the Read M e files, and check with o nline
and other knowledgeable sources to determine when an update is minor or
not: while OS 8 to 8.1 is minor, System 7.0 to 7.1 was not-so don't depend
just on a number change fo r a clue as to whether or not an update is m;Uor.

Dirty-install updates. For minor updates of system software, you can skip
the whole C lean Install procedure, with its concomitant get-stuff-from-theold-System-folder operation. T he worst you'll have is a few third-party
extensio ns or control panels that might brea k under the update, and it's no
more difficu lt tracking down those problems from a single new System Folder
than by putting them in from the old System Folder.

The 8.1 update. If you already have OS 8 installed, yo u can move to 8. 1
simply by run ning the 8.1 updater. This is available for downloading from
Apple's web site (though it's a looong download on a standard modem).
If you have an 8.1 system CD, you can usc it to sim ply update your existing,
installed 8.0 system. You'll find two Install icons, one for an 8.1 system, and
one fo r an 8.1 update. If you choose the 8.1 system install, what happens is
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that the C D first installs OS 8 and then runs the 8.1 updater-so if you
already have 8.0, just run the updater.

You think it's d ifficult keeping up with

Sysrem number

Sysremfile

Finder

5.0
5.1
6.0

1.0
2.0
2.0
3.0
3.1
3.2
3.3
4.0
4.1
4.2
4.3
6.0

1.1
2.0g
4.1
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.4
5.5
6.0
6.0
6.1

system software version numbers? Pity
us poor pioneers: Apple didn't start
using system Nsets" until something
called "System Tools 5.0"-which
consisted of a System file version 4.2
and a Finder version 6.0.
: Before that, we had the pleasant state
1 of affairs shown here.

Updating the driver. For even a minor system update, like 8.0 to 8.1, make
sure you update the disk driver. You can do it as part of the system update
thro ugh the Options button that lets you elect to update the driver, or you
can do it by running the latest version of Drive Setup, as described earlier. If
yours is a non-App le drive, or an Apple drive formatted with non-Apple software, get an appropriate update from the software company that made your
disk formatter.
Running the updater. When you run a system updater, which looks and
behaves like the Installer, you should be running your Mac from a system
other than the one you're updating. If you don't start up from a system C D ,
start from another volume with all extensions off.
For minor updates of system software, don't worry about setting up a clean
install option. O lder items will be replaced by the newer o nes during the update.

Bug fixes and that kind of update. The o nly update available as I wri te
this (8.1) offers improvements over the previous versions of OS 8 in some
ways. But, historically, there have been interim updates of system software to
take care of specific bugs or to cater to specific hardware needs of some Mac
models. Usually these system versions have a second decimal number (like
7.5.3). Installation of these updates has never been by running anyth ing that
looked like an installer: sometimes you dropped something into the System
Folder, and sometimes you ran a little updater utility that changed all the necessary items without you r having to do any picking and choosing.
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Jt's too early to tell how these kinds of updates wi ll be handled in OS 8. But
yo u can cehck the System 7 entries earlier in this chapter, checking the TuneUp and Enabler entries to see how they've been handled in the recent past.

Reinstalling System Software
Reinstalls. When you reinstall a system because it's been giving you trouble
(constant crashing, perhaps, or weird printing problems), ma ke sure you do a
clean install even though the new system is the same version number as the
one you're already using. The Installer checks if you have the most recent versio n of a system file; it doesn't check to see if that file's intact. So, for instance,
if it sees the current versio n of a printer driver, it won' t replace it-and that
might be the component giving you problems.
How to reinstall. When you reinstall system software because of problems,
make sure it's a C ustom Install- because you don't need all the stuff an automatic or Easy Install does. Start up from the C D, and run the Installer. Then:
1.

In the Destination dialog, check the Perform C lean Install checkbox.

2.

In the Custom Installation and Removal dialog, uncheck everything
except Mac OS.

3.

In the sam e dialog, use the Optio ns button to uncheck the Driver Update
option.

4.

C lick the C ustomize button.

5.

Select C ustom Install fro m the pop- up menu in the next window.

6.

In the list, check only the following items: System Software for this
Computer, Printing, Control Panels, and Extensions.

7.

C lick the C lean Install button.

By installing only the items listed, you can be sure of replac ing 99.99 percent
of the system compo nents that might be causing problems o r might have been
corrupted due to the troublemaker.
Mter the reinstall, you'll have to put your specialized old System Folder items
into the new System Folder. But that won't take as lo ng as when you're
installing entirely new system software, because you'll already know that your
current third-party utilities work with th is system software.
Newer versus older questions. When you're reinstalling a system, yo u
may get a few (or a lot) of questions about which versio n of certain fi les should
remain on the d rive. These dialogs come in two flavors: one that lets you keep
the older or the newer fi le, and o ne that only lets you keep the older version.

First of all , you wouldn't e:>..lJeCt to sec these questions during a clean install,
because you're creating a new System Folder, so how can you have older files?
But they seem to crop up anyway, so here's the guideline: when given a
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choice (as with the top dialog in the picture), keep the newer file; otherwise,
let it keep the older file (the bottom dialog, as you can see, gives you no
choice except to do that or stop the installation). In most cases, the Installer
will overwrite the older file during the installation anyway.
Choose the Ne wer
version when you
have a choice, but
Continue with the
older one when
you have to.

The fil e " Prfntlngllb" alre ady on '" l nt HO"

i s newe r than what you nrc nbout to

lnstoll. Click Newer to keep th e newer
me, Older to replace Uu1tflte, or Cancel to

stop the lnstollotlon.

I

Newer

II

Older

In

Concel

n

The file "Openlptlnte metllb" olreody on
'' lnt HD" Is more recent than wtu1tyou are
obuutto lnstoll. Click Continue to r eploce
"Openlptlnternettlb" with the older
version. Click Stop to stop th e ln<tollotlo n.
Stop

Ill

Continue

n

Getting it together.Mter you've installed the new system folder, make the
Mac create a list of the extensions and control panels you were running before
the installation but are now missing, so you'll have a guide as to what you
have to add back into your new system folders.
Get the Extensions Manager preferences file from your old System Folder
(there's a folder of Extensions Manager preferences-use the one from
your main working set if there's more than one), and drag it into the new
System Fo lder (inside the Preferences folder, in the EA'tensions Manager
Pre ferences folder). Then, open Extensions Manager- which will tell you
that the current set doesn't match your old set and offer to create a disk fil e
listing the missing items.
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The System Folder. The System Folder is the most

important folder on your hard drive because it contains the
software-based portions of the Mac's operating system. And
just to prove that it's special, it's stamped
Sy.n em folder
0
1!18
with the OS icon. You'll find a few "loose"
files in the System Folder, among them the
~
Systtm
rtnder
Nole Ptij rile
System and the Finder. In addition, you'll
find lots of special subfolders that hold
I{El C.l'llrol P.nth ~hunct•r Hn ..s
other pieces of the system software. As you
Contro;Str l~t l'10d~tln
r o:att
add third-party items (software from places
other than Apple) that need to go in the
l1ilf ollhr lfli2J CE(jJJ
@] [xpr•J~
So ll.,.,.rt
QuicKtv Atcen orlu
Spell Cttehor
System Folder, you'll find their files and
'
folders in there, too.
'

System Folder

!llltllftl, 498 t:Brnllt~l•

Th e System
Folder holds a
combination of
files (top section),
system subfolders
(the middle
section), and thirdparty software
folders (bottom
section).
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By any other name. It doesn' t matter what you name your System Folder.
Any folder with the System and Finder files in it is the System Folder and will
get stamped w ith the OS icon.
The System file. The System file contains the core of the software-based
instructions that run the Mac; they work in conjunction with the hardwarebased instructions in the Mac's ROM. (Many of the other files in the System
Folder's subfolders also add to the Mac's operating system.) The System file
has a suitcase-style icon because it's a special type of file-a suitcase fi le.

'

'

The size of the System fi le on the disk has little to do w ith the amount of
memory your system uses when it's running. The only relationship between
................... ............ ..... .... ................. ........ .................. .....
the System file size and the memory
your
system uses is that they both keep
Primarily due to the bulkiness of a System file
containing several fonts and desk accessories,
growing over time. Back in System
hardly enough room remains in 512K for more than
7.1, the System file hovered around 1
one program and an open document.
'
'
meg; the basic OS 8 System file is
Macwor/d,Apri/1 986
around 6 megs.

System, system. T he word system in this chapter usually refers to your system software , but can be used in several different ways: the version of the
system software you're using (Mihat system are you running?); your system software in general (The system crashed); or your hardware configuration (Which
Mac )ystem do you have?). The phrase System jile (with a capital S) refers specifically to the suitcase-icon System file in your System Folder. Wi thout the
capital, system file refers to any file inside your System Folder or its subfolders.
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Likewise, the System Folder (capitalized) is that special System Folder; a system
folder, uncapitalized, refers to one of the System Folder's subfoldcrs.

The Finder. The Finder file is what provides the Finder's capabilities; it's your
desktop, with all its menus and abilities, that's squeezed into this fi le. While the
Finder used to be more independent-before System 7, it was a separate application that you could allocate memory to, for instance-it has become more
and more closely aligned with the System file; during System 6's reign, it was
suggested that the Finder file would soon be rolled into the System file. But,
apparen tly, not too soon.

Other "loose" files. Besides the System and Finder files, you may see several other files out "loose" in the System Folder instead of inside one of the
subfolders. Some programs are less than fussy and may drop some preferences
or support files right inside the System Folder, and m any control panels and
extensions can work from this top level instead of from inside their own folders. But here are the items you're most likely to sec:

•

Note Pad and •
Scrapbook files
Chapter 10 •

Clipboard. Although the C lipboard (covered in detail in C hapter 5) is
actually a RAM-based file, when memory's tight and you cut or copy
something large to the C lipboard, the item is temporarily written to the
disk, in this file.
Notepad File and Scrapbook File. These arc the files that hold the
material you put in those desk accessories.
MacTCP DNR: This file is automatically created when you use your
telecommunications software.

During System 7's reign, minor updates for bugs or new hardware were provided in the form of enablers and other fi les that were stored in the System
Folder; it's too early to tell if OS 8 will take the same approach.

A single System Folder. You shouldn't keep more than o ne System Folder
on your hard drive, even though it may seem like a good idea to have either
two different versions of the system software, or both working and backup
copies of the folder. The Mac can get a little schizophrenic if you offer it
more than a single System Folder on a drive.
This is no t as much of a problem as it used to be. Back when both an application and a System Folder could fit on a fl oppy disk, people with hard drives
would copy the entire disk contents over-with o ne System Folder fo r almost
every application. A basic troubleshooting procedure was checking for multiple System Folders and deleting all but one.

Subfolder Basics
The subfolders. The collection of folders inside your System Folder
depends to some extent on which Mac you have, which system versio n
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you're running (and which components you've chosen) , and what
~~)htlli)35ur;pert
~ ...,..~ ~C.drol P'lrAb
applications you use; all of these
things can put special subfolders inside
Co:ttro15tr1po ttodul n- ~ £dttu rtrh ~
the System Folder. The picture here
£xttmloM
~Uunti'Ar
shows
the basic system subfolders; you
~
s'''""''"m'
~
ScrlpUno Mjlfton:t ~ Stortup lltmt
PrlntMo.nllor Oocu!'l'•ftU
can see that most of them get special
Text £teodf'l9'
icons. Some of the subfolders (like
Clarlt
O.tdt:
Fonts) are described in detail in other
•
•,
chapters; some (like Apple Menu
Items) have their own sections in this chapter; and some merit only a line or
two of description . H ere's a list of where you' ll find information about the
common subfolders:
0

•,.. ......

a

..

a ........ G:l

...,....... liil
l:l. l:l.

The common
system subfolders.

1!18

System roldlr"

«ltum,4.4tewtSit tle

Subfolder
Apple Menu Items
Fonts
Application Support
Launcher Items
Contextual Menu Items
Preferences
Control Panels
PrintMonitor Documents
Control Strip Modules

.

ltt 'l'. t

.

Chapter
9
14
9
12
6
9
9
15
9

Subfolder
Scripting Additions
DataViz
Shutdown Items
Desktop Printers
Speakable Items
Disabled folders
Startup Items
Extensions
Text Encodings

Chapter
10
12
9
15
22
9
9
9
9

Miscellaneous subfolders. Some of the System Folder's subfolders don't
need (or, in some cases, deserve) lots of detail. H ere are some that you won' t
find elsewhere in the book:
(Disabled) folders: The Extensions Manager lets you choose which
extensions and control panels you wa nt running the next time you use
your Mac. It doesn' t turn these items on and off: it simply moves them in
and out of the folders where they have to be in order to run. When you
indicate that you don't want an item to run, it's moved into the Extensions
(Disabled) or Co11trol Pa11els (Disabled) folder until you want to use it again.
You may find disabled folders for other system subfolders, like Fonts and
Startup Items, too.
Text Encodings: H olds documents used by the Text Encoding eJo.'tension, allowing certain teJo.'t conversions and translations to be done behind
the scenes.
Third-party folders: Many applications need all sorts of support files
(dictionaries, glossaries, import/export filters, and so on) in order to work.
Sometimes these are stored in the application's folder, but when a company makes more than one Mac product, shared support files are often
stored in the System Folder instead; many utilities store their folders in
the System Folder. My System Folder, for instance, has folders named CE
Software, Claris, MS Internet, QuicKeys Accessories, and Spell Catcher.
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•

Application Support: This is a good idea that no one's using yet; it
should take the pressure off the Preferences folder, where everything
seems to get dumped for lack of a better, central spot for an appl ication's
miscellaneous files , and all those loose third-party folders described
above. But so far, mine's empty; how about yours?

Auto-routing to subfolders. The System Folder is pretty smart-it can
route certain items to some of its inner folders. T his started in System 7, with
auto-routing for control panels, extensions, and fonts, but includes many
other types of files, so you get auto-routing to these folders:
• Contro l Panels
• Extension s

Control Strip Modules

• Font

Apple Menu Items

Contextual Menu Items

What gets routed to the Apple Menu Items folder? Desk accessories. But
not just any desk accessory-it has to be a real desk accessory. The Calculator
and Key Caps, for instance, are real desk accessories; the Jigsaw P uzzle,
Scrapbook, and Note Pad are actually applications, as you can see by checking
their "Kind" in either their Info windows or in a list view. There are also
some other routing capabilities that don't seem to be implemented completely
(for Preferences files, for instance) but you may find them working in subsequent versions of the system software.
Dragging a "mutable" item onto the System Folder's icon (not into its window) gets you a dialog asking if you want the item sent to the correct folder.
If you drag a group of items at the same time, you'll get a dialog afterwards
telling you what went where.

Dragging a special
item onto the
System Folder icon
g ives you a dialog
offering to place
the item in the
correct subfolder.

This control strip module needs to be stored
In the Control Strip Modul es folder In order
to be evoll r~bl e to the computer. Put
"Monitor 8 1tDepth" Into the Control StriP
Modules folder?

This font needs to be stored In the font·s

folder in order to b e ovollnble to the
comr1u1er. Put "Mllturo Script Capitals" Into

the rants folder?

Let auto-routing help you. If you're not sure where something
belongs-not all extensions and control panels have icons that identify
them as such-you don't have to resort to reading a manual! Dragging it to
the closed System Folder might solve the problem for you. (T hen again, it
might just load up the top level of your System Folder with items whose
destinations, and perhaps even purposes and origins, are unknown.)
Grand Central dispatching. To take advantage of the System Folder's
routing capabilities, keep an alias of it out on the desktop so it's easy to get to.
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Easy come, easy go. In most cases, a System Folder subfoldcr gets stamped
w ith its special icon as long as it has the correct name and is inside the System
Folder; sometimes it also has to have something (of the right type) inside in
order to be tagged as special.
Drag your Fonts folder out of the System Folder, for instance, and create a
new, empty folder. N ame it Fonts, put a single font in it, and voila: you have
a new, stamped Fonts folder. (You'll also have a very short Font menu.)
When you drag a "routable" file to the closed System Folder, and the subfolder
doesn't exist, the Mac still asks if you want it to go into the proper folder
(Conte"'tual M enu Items, say, or Control Strip Modules). When you say yes, it
simply creates the subfolder and then puts the item inside.
The basic folders that always exist even if you don' t use them, like Startup
Items and Shutdown Items, are automatically recreated at startup if you've
trashed them during a work session.

Suitcase Files and Resources
Fonts are in
suitcases, too
Chapter 14

Suitcases aren't folders. The System file is a special type of file called a
suitcase, not only because of the shape of its icon, but because of the way it
behaves. A suitcase isn' t the same as a folder, despite some surface similarities
(you double-click on the icon to open its window, and you can drag things
into and out of it).
Suitcases are actually files, not folders, and they hold resources, not other files or
folders. While items in a folder still exist as separate files, when you put a
resource into a suitcase it becomes an integral part of that suitcase file and is
no longer a separate file on the disk. When you drag a resource out of a suitcase, a new, separate file is created on the disk. You'll even get a Copy dialog
during the procedure, which is certainly not something you ever see when
you're simply moving a folder's contents to someplace else on the same disk.
N ote that the dialogs don't say that the M ac is copying something from one
place to another; they say that something is being mo11ed. Unlike a copy operation that puts a copy in a new location and leaves the original, a mo11e makes
the copy and then erases the origi nal.

System resources. In addition to zillions of lines of programming code that
you can't (and shouldn't want to!) get at, the System file contains many diffe rent kinds of resources-things like dialog boxes, cursors, and icons-that give
the Mac its Macness. You can get at some of these resources with Apple's
ResEdit utility {that's covered in Chapter 10), but there are a few types of
resources that are easy for any user to install and remove.
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To see these fil es, just do uble-click o n the System file: a window o pens to
show the user-configurable resources. Depending on your system, you'll see
any o r all of these:
D

~

1:!18

Syst em

~
So3u ml

8
8

8

rt nnhh

~

Brul11u

The opened
System file displays
user-configurable
resources.

Wlld[ep

•

8

CaMdian Frenc h

Sounds: T he basic system beep is
built in so deeply that you can't
get at it, but the other sounds are
there as separate files.

•

Keyboard layouts: You usually
need only a single one-and the
standard o ne is "buried" so you
can't delete it- but you can add
more. T hese are the layouts that are
listed in the Keyboard control panel.

Droplet Dutch
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Language scripts: You probably don't have any of these-they' re for
no n-Roman-alphabet languages like H ebrew and Japanese.

Ins and outs. You add a resource to the System fde by dragging it in to the
System file's opened window, its closed icon, or the closed System Fo lder.
Draggi ng it to the closed System Folder gets you a dialog offeri ng to put the
item in its place (so to speak). To remove a resource, of course, you' ll have to
open the System fi le icon. You can't add or remove resou rces while any applicatio ns are running.

About Extensions and
Control Panels
In General
Extensibility. Extensions e.Ytend the capabi lity of the system software by
loading into memory at startup, right there alo ng with the system software.
T hey' re li ke li ttle pieces of the System fi le that exist separately so you can add
or delete them according to your needs. Extensio ns let you, in effect, build
your own Mac operating system .
A certai n (large) number of e>..'tensio ns come with your basic OS. Apple
continually creates new extensions that t\.veak problems in the System fi le,
provide communicatio n with peripherals, and give older Macs some of the
capabilities of the newer ones .
T here are also a zillion or so third-party extensions that add capabilities to
your basic Mac system . These range from silly and/or tiny (like eyeballs that
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watch your cursor) to as useful and complex as a macro utility that lets you
automate many of your Mac operations
Extensions versus applications. An extension is available on a systemwide basis. It's always ready and waiting no matter what program you're in. A
spell checker that comes with your word processor works in that program; a
standalone utility spell checker has to be launched like any other program; but
a spell checker that comes as an extension works anywhere you care to use it.

Extensions that provide special capabilities to only specific programs (the
Finder, for instance) aren't system-wide, but they're still system-level, acting
like built-in operations.
Extensions versus control panels. At first it seems easy to differentiate
between extensions and control panels, because they're in different folders
and because a quick definition says extensions load into memory and control
panels change some system feature. But, in fact, the dividing line isn't always
so clear.

Yes, an item is either an extension or a control panel; some utilities even have
two components, one an extension and one a control panel. But some extensions-Chooser extensions for printer drivers, for instance-don't load into
memory at startup. And some control panels have components that do load
into memory at startup, which is why you' ll see their icons during the
"parade" at startup.
In this chapter, the term extension often includes any control panel that loads
into memory at startup.
The icon parade. During startup, you see a parade of icons across the bottom of the screen; sometimes there are so many that they wrap up to a second
line. These are the items that are loading into memory-extensions and control panels.

This icon display gives you something to think about while the Mac's starting
up: Gee, I wonder what that icon stands for? I don't remember installing at~ytlting with
a raitibow 011 it. For some reason, Apple hasn't seen fit to allow the icon names
to be displayed during the march. But it's one of the pleasant extra features
provided by Conflict Catcher, described more fully later.
What's an init? The pre-System 7 term init (ih-NIT) is often used instead of
extension, but it also refers to control panels that load into memory at startup.
It comes from the word i11itialize, because the program's information is placed
into memory at startup, when all the computer's systems are initialized.
Extensions and memory. Since extensions load into memory, usi ng lots
of extensions eventually eats up lots of memory; you can't just keep adding
extensions w ithout eventually paying a price. And, since they load into
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memory at startup, when you add a new extension to you r collecti on you
have to restart the Mac in order for it to take effect.

You get this dialog
for an extension
t hat's been
m isplaced in the
Startup Items
folder.

Not the startup folder. Even though extensions and control panels load
into memory at startup, they arc not startup items, so don't put them in the
Startup Items folder. ff you do, the Mac will attempt to "open" them at startup
(which is not the same as putting them into memory). "Opening" an extension
doesn't do anything at all-try double-clicking o n one in your Extensions
folder. You get the ever-so-helpful dialog shown here (did they have to use
"functionality" t111ice?). Put extensions in your Startup Items folder, and you' ll
get o ne of these dialogs for every single one of them at startup. As for control
panels in the Startup Items folder: m ost control panels can't be opened unless
they've already been loaded into memory, so you'll usually wind up with
System exteru lon
messages telling you just that.
This tile ndds functionality to your computer.
To add rhl s Rle's runcuonnllty to your
computer, place the me In the Elrt.enslon~
Sometimes you actually get the control
fo lder n nd then restnrt the com pul er.
panel with controls that seem to work,
but the changes just won' t register.
Making a list and checking It once. When you want to check your
extensions and control panels- what you have, what's on and off-you can
go through the folders in your System Folder, and even print their wi ndows.
But there are two much better ways, and which one you should use depends
on the type of report you want.

The first, and more obvious one, is using the Extensions Manager control
panel, which has a Save Set as Text command. You' ll get a text file that lists
the items in your Extensions folder, in the Extensions (Disabled) folder, in the
Control Panels folder, and so on. You'll even have a report on the size, version
number, and type and creators for each item.
T he second way is to use the hidden little gem Apple System Profi ler that by
defau lt is installed in your Apple Menu Items folder so it's accessible from the
Apple menu. You can set it to show control panels o r extensions, and then to
show either all the items in each category, o r just the Apple items, or just the
non-Apple items. The list in the window puts a bullet in front of active items,
and shows the location of a selected item. Use the File menu's C reate Report
command to create a file that contains lists of extensions, control panels,
and/or other system items. Unlike the Extensio ns Manager report, th is o ne
lumps together all the control panels, then all the extensions, and so on,
regardless of whether they're on or off; they're listed alphabetically, and a bullet indicates that the item is active. The only additional information is each
item's version number-which is often all you need.
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Using Ext ensions and Control Panels
Installing extensions and control panels. Yo u don't need an installer to
take care of putting new extensions in your system , although they' re handy
when a utility provides several pieces, like a control panel, an extensio n, and
a suppo rt folder. Just drag the pieces to the closed System Folder to ro ute
them to the right place. The important thing to remember is that you usually
have to restart the compu ter for new extensions and co ntrol panels to work.

Trashing extensions. It's not so easy to trash an extension (or a control
panel) because you're not allowed to erase any fi le that's in use; m ost extensions, since they load into memory at startup, are flagged as "in use" even if
you're no t using their particular capabilities at any given time.
So, trashing an extension is usually a two-step process. First, drag it out of the
Extensio ns folder or use Extensions Manager to disable it. Then, after yo u
restart the M ac, you can drag it to the Trash.

Where extensions and control panels live. Sure: extensions go in the
&'tensions folder and control panels go in the Control Panels folder. But that's
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not always the case. An extension/control panel will be loaded into memory if
it's in either of those folders, or if it's in the main level of the System Folder.
Loading order. Extensions load alphabetically, in three different groups: first
come the item s in the Exte nsions folder, then come those in the Control
Panels folder, and finally the ones loose in the System Folder.

So, by changing an extension's name or location, you change the loading
order. This is important in many cases because some extensions need to be
loaded before others so they can work peacefully together. You may have
noti ced that the name of Adobe's popular font control panel is -ATM. T he
leading tilde character makes it load after all the other control panels, instead
of first, w here it would be based on its "real" name. Apple's Ex-tension
Manager control panel has an extension component, EM Extension, that has
to load first-so its name is preceded by a space.
Another good exam ple is the combination of tvvo popular shareware control
panels, Dialog View and Default folder, both of w hich affect O pen and Save
dia logs. Dialog View's documentation (you do read documentation, don't
you?) notes that it has to load before Default Folder if you're using both of
them. I simply changed Default Folder to Diefault Folder, and had no problem using both utilities.
X marks the icon. If you see an X thro ugh o ne of the icons, that means it's
not loading but it's still in the Control Panels or Extensions folder: It may be
turned off from within th e control panel, it may be a
demo that's reached its expiration date, or it might not
be able to load because anoth er extension that it
depends on didn't load first.
Extension conflicts. An ex-tensio n collfiicl occurs when two or more extensions (o r control panels) can' t work together, or when a single extension just
can't work with the system software. Sometimes extensions fight over the
same spots in memory; sometimes they're trying to manipulate the same
system resources; sometimes their functions just clash. Whatever the reason,
extension conflicts arc probably the leading ca use of problems on the Mac
(although SCSI problems run a close second).

What kind of problem s? The easiest to diagnose is the o ne that keeps your
Mac from starting up-it freezes while the extensions are loading. Conflicts
can also lead to intermittent system crashes while you're working, or all sorts
of general weirdness in some o r all applicatio ns.

Extension conflicts
Ch ap ter 24

Preventing extensions from loading. You can prevent a single extension
fi·om loading by moving it o ut of any of three folders that let it load (Extensions
folder, Control Panels folder, and System Folder). Apple's Extensions Manager
creates "disabled" folders for each type of extensio n (as well as for the Startup
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Items folder and Shutdown Items folder); this is a good place to stick temporarily unwanted extensions, even if you're doing it manually. Some control panels
provide Off switches that keep them from loading on the next startup without
your having to actually move the icon to another folder.
To turn off all extensions, hold down !Shift) w hen you start up the Mac, and
keep it down until you see the Extensions iff subtitle in the opening dialog.
(This also prevents items in the Startup Items folder from opening, unless
you get your finger offiShilt) in time.)
The Shift effect. U sing !Shift) to turn off extensions also affects virtual memory and the disk cache settings that were set in the Memory control panel.
Virtual memory is temporarily turned off, and the cache is either turned off
(on older Macs) or set back to its minimal size (on newer Macs that always
need the cache on). While you'll be able to see that VM is off, as described in
the last entry, there's no way to tell that the cache has been reset unless you
happen to know how much your system usually takes for its memory allocation, and can see that the amount of the cache is no longer in the allocation.
The cache setting in the control panel remains w here you set it so that it will
be used on the next startup ; there's no visual clue as to the fact it's not currently on. You' ll just have to trust me on this one.

The number of control panels remained the same from the very beginning of the Mac rig ht up
through System 6. Can you guess how many there were?
One. Sort of. There was something named Control Panel, but it was desk accessory.
When you opened the Control Panel, you saw a scrolling list of icons at the left t hat were control

panel devices. At the right, you got the controls for the selected control panel device. All in a neat
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little package. With the General device selected, you'd get all
the things shown here (which have since been dispersed
among the General Controls, Memory, Sound, and Date & Time
control panels).
But even this modular control panel w asn't always on the Mac.
It showed up in mid-1987, in System 4.0/Finder 5.4-a fu ll
three years into t he Mac's life.

Turn off extensions for installations. When you install new software,
you should turn off all your extensions first. Some programs don't install
properly with certain extensions running; this is particularly a problem with
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virus-protection extensions, but you can never be su re which extensio n w ill
get in the way. What might happen? Maybe nothing. O n the other hand,
maybe you won't be able to run the program, or maybe it w ill have printing
problems or just crash unexpectedly.
I'd like to use an unnamed fiiend as an example here. H e installed
PowerPoint but couldn't get it to run, despite the f:1ct it was the then-latest
copy w ith the most recent system software. Suspecting an extension conflict, I
asked him to start up w ith !Shift) down; when he saw the Extensions o_ff no tice he
said "So film's what they meant in the installation instructions." Uh-huh. A
correct re-install solved the problem .

The Extensions Manager
Rich Wolfson was the
special research
assistant for this
section. Most of the
tips here are the
result of his
contributions.

The Extensions Manager. Apple's E;.,.;:e nsion Manager, w hich first showed
up in one of System 7's incarnations, keeps getting bigger and better. You use
the Extensions Manager to control w here all your extensio ns and control
panels are: instead of dragging them in and o ut o f fo lders manually, you work
w ith the lists in the Manager's w indow, and it takes care of the background
shufAing. You can also move things in and out o f the Startup Items and
Shutdown Items folders.
T he Extensio ns Manage r comes in two pieces, and they both need to be in
place for it to work: th e E M Manager in the Extensio ns fo lder, and the
Extensions Manager itself in the Control Panels folder. (There's a third piece,
in the Preferences folder, but it w ill be automatically recreated if it's m issing.)

Viewing extension information. In the EA.'tensions Manager, you can
view all you r extensio ns and control pa nels in three di ffe ren t ways, using
comma nds in the View men u:
•

As Folders gives you gives you hierarchical views for the folders similar
co Finder lists.
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•

As Packages divides the items, irrespective of their locations, into groups
based on their vendors or functions. (The pacbge information is always
displayed in the Pacb ge column in other views.)

•

As Items presents a long list not broken down into any groupings at all.

The column headers at the top of the w indow are actually buttons which you
can click to sort the list according to that column. And you can add up to two
more columns: the Edit m enu's Preferences command lets you turn on
columns for Type and C reator codes.
D
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The Extensions
Manager window
in Packages view.
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Details, details. To get details on any item in the list, click the Show Item
Information arrow at the bottom of the window. You' ll see the information
for the selected item. (Unlike the sample picture here, more often than not
you'll just get a message that says "There is no further information available
for this item.")
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Manipulating items. To turn items on and off, simply check or uncheck
their checkboxes. (Sometimes I have a little trouble wi th this: the X in the
box, since it's neither an OS 8 checkmark nor a full, corner- to-corner X as in
previous systems, sometimes feels like a mark that crosses out the item from
the list- which is, of course, exactly the opposite of what it does.)
If you're looking at either of the hierarchical views-Folders or Pacbgesyou can mark the main box on or off, and all its items will be marked or
unmarked accordingly. A dash in a main box means that some of its sublist is
checked, and some unchecked.
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But keep in mind what's happening in the background: the items you check
or uncheck are moved from one folder to another, depend ing on their new
status. Items you turn on are moved into their folders; items you turn off
move into the matching D isabled folders. The move is done as soon as you
close the Extensio ns Manager (or, if you use its Restart button, just before the
computer shuts d own for che restart). The changes you make won't cake
effect until you restart, just as if you had moved the items manually.
Order from the menu. Don't overlook the four handy commands in che
Edit m enu. All On and All Off change the settings of all the items in one fell
swoop. Gee Info switches you to the desktop and opens the selected item's
In fo window. Find Item switches you to the desktop, opens the window for
the selected item, and selects it in the window.
Keyboard shortcuts. M ost of the keyboard shortcuts in Extensio ns
Manager are predictable if you know the sho rtcuts in Finder wi ndows:

•

Type a few letters to select an item in the list; you need only as many
letters as necessary to uniquely identify the item . An item chat's hidden
because its fo lder or package is collapsed can't be selected.

•

U se(!) and 0 to select the next or previo us item in the list.

•

Use~ and ) Shittl~l to select the next o r previous item alphabetically, no
matter how you have the items sorted in the w indow.

•

Use~ and !Page Down) co

move a "windowful" up and d own in the list;
use )Home! or ~ to move to the beginning or the end of the list.

Working with sets. Extensions Manager lets you work with "sets," special
combinations extensions and control panels you want to use together. All you
have to do is define a set once, save it, and then you can just select it from the
menu instead of re-creating the group all over again if you need it.

There are three predefined sets, available in the pop-up menu in the w indow:
OS 8 Base and OS 8 A ll, which are locked from changes, and My Setti11gs. OS
8 All, since it turns off any third-party extensions you've added, is a handy
trouble-shooting set. And when it doesn't work, OS 8 Base is even handier,
since it turns off the least essential of the App le- suppli ed extensions (such as
those fo r personal web sharing, and MacLink translators).
The My Settings file is easy to change, and it's the way you set up your own
working set of extensions and control panels. You don't have to save the changes
you make in the window; that's automatic when you close it. If you change your
mind, you can click the Revert button at the bottom of the window.
To make a new set, usc the New Set command from the File menu; give it a
name and make your changes. It's usually easier, however, to duplicate an
existing set (with a m enu command or the button in th e window) and make
changes fro m there.

The Operating System

Working behind the scenes. Extensions Manager won't always be the way
you manipulate your extensions; in fact, there's no way to add or delete extensions from within the Manager. So, sometimes w hen you open Extensions
Manager, the status of your extensions-what's in what folder-will be different from the set you last defined when Extensions Manager was open.
This doesn't confuse Extensions Manager, though its dialog might confuse
you. Here are the choices:

After you've
worked behind its
back, Extensions
Manager asks, in
less than crystalclear prose, what
the heck you want
it to do.

•

Update: Changes the definition of the current set to match what you've
done to your folders since the last time you used Extensions Manager.

•

Revert: Changes everything you've done to your folders to match the
definition of the current set (that means you're undoing all the installations and changes you've done from the desktop).

•

Create New Set: Usually the safest option. If you've added a bunch of
new extensions and you run into problems, having created a new set
means you'll be able to move back to your tried-and-true set without a
lot of checkbox-tweaking.
8
lhe se lected set dou not match the contents of
your System Folder. Do you want to update Ute
se lected set to matcJl, revert to the seltrted set, or

create e newsetthatmatches1 (Revert will turn
some Items In the System raider on or otr.)

I

Revert:

I II

O'e•t• New Set

I

If you've deleted extensions since the last time you used Extensions
Manager and then you restart, or select a set that used to include the
now-deleted files, you' ll get the second dialog shown here. If you click
OK, you'll get a text file named Missing Extensions placed on the desktop.
If you 've deleted
extensions,
Extension
Manager can save
a text file of the
missing items.

~ . ~-

.-

~

8

There are extensions In this set that ere not

Insta lle d o n your computer. Wou ld you like to
save lnformauon about the mlulng

exten.s lons?

Handling duplicate files. It's easy to wind up with two copies of an extension or control panel, one in the standard folder and one in the disabled
folder. Many QuickTime components, for instance, come with multimedia
software as well as with the system. Install the software, and it puts copies of
extensions in your Extensions folder even if you have the same thing already
in your Disabled folder. The extension might be a newer or older version , or
exactly the same, but you do wind up w ith two of them. If you turn off the
newly installed one through Extensions Manager, you'll get the dialog shown
here. In this case, the items are exactly the same, as you can see by the version
'numbers and created and modified dates. Check carefully when you get a
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There are two copies of the fil e 01 Qulckllme•
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similar dialog: just because you have two
versions, that doesn't mean the most
recent one is the enabled version, nor
does an ide ntical version number always
indicate identical files (go by the modified date). D elete the older of the two
versions; ifboth versions are the same,
trash the one in the Disabled folder.
If you really want to keep both versions,
you can click the Keep Both button.

A CD set for installs. Most software installations should be done w ith all
your extensions off. The only problem is that you need certain extensions on
or you can't install the software that comes on COs-because without one or
m ore of the CD e>..'tensions, you won't be able to see the C D.
Make a set for installing software by creating a new set and turning off everything with the All Off command in the Edit menu. The n look for and turn
on the Apple C D-ROM extension in the exte nsion fo lde r. That alone should
be enough to let you read any C D you put in. (As OS 8 grows, there may be
further extensions for C Ds; if this one isn 't en ough to let you read a CD, try
turning on som e oth er CO-related extensio ns.)
If your install C D is also a system disk that you can start up from , then don't
worry about changing your extension set: the C D will be running the show,
not the System Folder on your hard drive.

Selecting a new set at startup. If you 're starting your Mac and realize
you didn't select the proper startup set in Extensions Manager befo re you shut
down--or you 're n ot even sure w hich set is active-ho ld down Is pacebar! w hen
you start the Mac. The Extensions Manager w ill open before the extensions
load , and you can select the set you want before anything else happens.

Conflict Catcher

Conflict Catcher When Apple's Extensions Manager was an itty-bitty thing
with o nly basic functionality, Casady & Green gave birth to Conflict Catche r,
an extensio ns manager on growth ho rmo nes. Apple's Extensio ns Manager has
grown to a level w here it's a "real" piece of software that lets you actually
manage your System Folde r subfolder contents, but Conflict Catcher ($80)
remains better.

Conflict Catch er 's main claim to fame, reflected in its very name, is that it lets
you track down extension conflicts by turning gro ups of extensions (and concasadyg.com trol panels, of course) on and off to track down the one(s) causing syste m
problems. But even if you n ever have to track down a conflict (w hich, of
course, would put you in a small minority) , Conflict Catcher's management
capabilities are just far enough ahead of the Extensions Manager's to make it
worth the price.

~l
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More than anyth ing else, I love Conflict Catcher's ability to create groups of
extensions/control panels that you can turn on and off in one click- like all
of Microsoft's, for instance, or everything related to QuicKeys. Extensions
Manager's "packages" function is supposed to let you do that, but the package
idea isn' t built into many of the items you use; C onflict Catcher lets you
impose a definition of a set on any combination of items. You'll like the
little touches, too, like being able to change the size of the icons that march
across the screen at startup, and, more importantly, have the names displayed
under the icons.
When OS 8.1 was first released, it seemed that Conflict Catcher itself was a
problem; the compatibility problem was so bad that the Apple installer, at
Casady & Greene's request, was designed to move Conflict Catcher into a disabled folder. A 4.1 update was rushed out to take care of the problem, which
seemed to be that Conflict Catcher would erroneously identify several of the
basic system files as corrupt. As it turned out, Conflict C atcher was right:
some of the basic system files were corrupt (although didn't cause problems),
as Apple discovered later. Just thought I'd set the record straight here.

In the Extensions Folder
Kinds of extensions. When we refer to extensions, we're usually talking
about what's m ore accurately defined as a system extension- the kind that has,
or should have, a puzzle-piece type of icon, and loads into memory at startup.
But there are other kinds of ex'tensions, and other things automatically stored
in your Extensions folder. Just take a look at it in a list view and check the
Kind column to see the variety.

•

Chooser extensions are the items that show up in the Chooser for
printing, networking, and faxi ng. Many of the Chooser extensions are
named for various printers and have icons that look like little printers;
these are the printer drillers, software that lets a Mac and a printer talk to
each other. These items seldom load into memory at startup, but are
added as selected in C hooser and used for printing.

•

Guide documents (labeled simply as documents in the IGnd column) are
documents that store info rmation used by the Mac help system. These
are not loaded into memory, either.

.....
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Libraries are files of information shared
by various system components and
applications. Most are loaded, at least
partially, into memory at startup.

•

Applications, like the Desktop
PrintMonitor and the Web Sharing
Extension (despite its name), will route
themselves to the Extensions folder but
they are true applications.
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•

T here are also fo lders of information- like printer descriptions-that are
used by other items in the Extensions folder.

The puzzler. T he basic extension icon is usually a puzzle-piece, which is fitting
(no pun intended) for the system software components that few people can figure out- and often don't fit together. When it com es to extensions, it's unlikely
that even anyone at Apple knows for sure what they all are and what they do.
Many items in your Extensio ns folder, though sometimes no less puzzling,
have different types of icons. Printer drivers are little printers; most library
items have two hands holding a rectangular icon; help documents have document icons with questi on marks in them.

[I]

00

ColorSync,..

Apple CD- ROM~
Inte r net Acce33
The basic
extension icons:
puzzle p ieces,
hand-held
libraries, p rinter
shapes, and h elp
files.
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~About Apple Guide
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Locetlon Manager Guide

Kee ping t rack of extensions, e tc. If you've read the chapter about
installing system software, you might recall that I suggested you "stamp" all
the extensions and control panels with a label immediately after installation so
you can always tell the Apple pieces.
Here's a variation: mark all your extensions and control panels (and maybe
even fo nts) j ust before you install any new software so you can easily see
what the new product has added. If you want to coordinate this idea with
keeping the Apple items marked separately, here's how you do it inside each
folder you want to mark:
1. Add a label column to a list view with the View O ptions command.

2.

Sort according to Label to separate the previo usly "stamped" Apple items
fro m the other.

3.

O ptional: Use the Finder's Preferences command to rename one of the
standard labels to somethi ng temporarily useful, like Already in here.

4.

Select everything that's not labeled and apply the new label to it.

All the items in your folders will be marked as either system software items or
A lready so after the install you can see what's new. O nce you're familiar with
what's been installed, you can remove the Already from the non-Apple thi ngs,
or apply it to the new arrivals. It's too bad we're limited as to the number of
different labels available.

The Operating System

PowerBook
extensions
Chapter 23

The OS 8 extensions. It's difficult to provide a complete list of the extensions
that OS 8 uses, since the list varies according to your hardware and the system
components you chose to install. Here are the basic OS 8 e~:tensions, divided into
logical groups (unfortunately, the Packages option in the .&:tensions Manager
clumps many of them together as simply the OS 8 package.)
Printing

Graphics, Sound, Video

Apple Color SW Pro CMM
Desktop Printer Spooler
Desktop PrintMonito r
LaserWriter 8, ImageWriter, etc.
Printer Descriptions (folder)
Printer Share
Pri nting lib
PrintMonitor

•AppleVision
Apple QD3D HW Driver
Apple QD3D HW Plug-In
All Graphics Accelerator
Color Picker
ColorSyncm
Macinlalk 3
QuickDraw 3D
QuickDraw 3D IR
QuickDraw 3D RAVE
QuickDraw 3D Viewer

Communications
Internet Access
Internet Config Extension
Modem Scripts (folder)
Open Tpt AppleTa lk Library
Open Tpt Internet Library
Open Transport Guide Additions
Open Transport Library
OpenTpt Modem
OpenTpt Remote Access
OpenTpt Serial Arbitrator
OpenTptAppleTalklib
OpenTptlnternetlib
OpenTransportlib
Serial (Built-in)
Web Sharing Ext ension

Network
AppleShare
Ethernet (Built-In)
File Sharing Extension
File Sharing Library

CO-ROMs
Apple CD-ROM
Apple Photo Access
Audio CD Access
Foreign File Access
ISO 9660 File Access
Hig h Sierra File Access

Quicklime
Quicklime MPEG Extension
Quicklime Musica l Instruments
Quicklime PowerPiug
Quicklime VR
Speech Manager
SystemAV
Video Startup

Help System
About Apple Guide
Apple Guide
Global Guide Files (folders)
Energy Saver Guide Add itions
Macintosh Guide
Simplelext Guide

Miscellaneous
EM Extension
Appea rance Extension
AppleScriptllb
AppleScript™
Color Picker
Contextual Menu Exten sion
Energy Saver Extension
MaclinkPius for Easy Open
Memory Manager
Shared Library Manager
Shared Library Manager PPC
SOMobjects™ for Mac OS
Text Encoding Converter
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Now you see them ... And now you don' t. Some extensions (and other system files) that you get used to seei ng under o ne system version aren't necessary
under another because they've been rolled into the main system software or
replaced by something else. Then again, new ones keep cropping up all the
time. Among the m issing in OS 8 are: C lipping Extension, D esktop Printer
Extension, Find File Extensio n, Finder H elp, and Finder Scripting Extension.

Keeping up appearances. O n some Mac models under O S 8 and 8.1, the
computer won' t start up w ithout the Appearance Extension in the Extensio ns
fo lder: you can take the Appearance cor1trol JWtel out, but not the extensio n.
If you tum off the extensio n and then can' t start up, you have two escape
routes. If you' re using the Extensions Manager, ho ld down the !Spacebar! at
startup to get the Extensio ns Manager to open so you can turn the Appearance
extension back on. If that doesn't work, you'll have to start up with your system CD and put the extension back in place; you should find it in your
Extensions (Disabled) folder.

The Color Picker
Indirect access only. The Colo r Picker extension provides a common
interface for all sorts of programs to let you pick the exact shade of colo r you
w ant for whatever you' re doing. So, w hile you can't access the Color Picker
directly, you' ll see it through m any o ther routes-including the Appearance
control panel when you want to set a highlight color, and the Finder's
Preferences dialog when you want to change label colors.
Peter Piper picks a pack of pickers. Because there are so m any different
ways to describe a color, the Color Picker actually provides six different pickers, with different approaches to color definition; click o n an icon in the left
panel and get the related controls.

•

CMYK Picker: Colors defined by amounts of Cyan, Magenta, Yellow,
and Black, the way it is fo r color printing.

•

Crayon Picker: Just the fun approach to picking a color, familiar to most
since toddlerhood.

•

HLS Picker: Hue (the main color), Lightness (the amount of black/white
mixed in), and Saturation (the intensity o f the color) combine for the
color definition. In OS 8, the Hue is the Hue A ngle and can be defined as
the number of degrees that represent the chosen color 's position on the
color wheel (which seems like an unnecessary complication to me).

•

HSV Picker: Hue and Saturation aga in, but this time the third optio n is
Value, which changes how light or dark the final color is; a very subtle
difference from the HLS version.

•

HTML Picker: With this picker, you can automatically limit choices to
the "web-safe" colors (discussed in C hapter 21.)

The Operating System

•

RGB Picker: Make colors from the light-based Red, Green, and Blue
monitor primar ies.

Using a color picker. With the
exception of the C rayon Picker, each
of the pickers provides either a color
color would be wonderful.
'
'
Bill Gates, in terviewed in Macwarld, 1985
wheel or slider bar controls, or both,
for you to adjust the color; the color
values are noted by numbers as well as on the controls. T here's also a swatch
of the current color and the color you're creating, so you can compare them.
•. .someday a Moe or the equivalent of a Moe with

'

'

•

The color wheel has a crosshairs marking the current selected spot. You
can drag the crosshairs around, but it's easier to just click in a new spotand then drag to find the exact shade you're looking fo r.

•
•

Drag the markers on the slider controls to their new positions .
T he numbers reflect the settings you've made on the color wheel and sliders, but you can just type directly into the text boxes to change the numbers.

o ·
.........
A typical color
picker, with the
color wheel, a
slider conrrol,
numeric readouts,
and sample
swatches.
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Grabbing a screen color. When the Color Picker is open, if you hold
down the Io ption ) key, the mouse cursor changes to an eyedropper. C lick anyw here on the screen (anywhere-outside the dialog, up in the mcnubar, from a
document window in the background) with the eyedropper, and the color you
click on is chosen as the new color.

NGme:
Graperrult

The crayon picker. T he Crayon
Picker takes an entirely different
approach to choosing colors: select a
crayon by clicking on it, and it
becomes the new color- and every
color even gets a name.

Clicking a crayon
chooses its color.

When you use the eye-dropper trick (holding down the !Option) key) in the
C rayon Picker, and click anywhere on the screen (say, along the lighter or
darker edge of the crayon point), that color gets selected-and the color name
takes a laid- back approach: you'll sec things like Pi11e-isfr, Wamr Marble-ish,
Grapifntit-ish, and so on.
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Mom, I need new Crayolas. Why ever they included it, and who ever first
ran across it, I don't know-but, boy, this buried trick is really cute. U se the
Date & Time control panel to temporarily set your clock ahead a couple of
years, then access the Crayon Picker thro ugh something like the Appearances
control panel, and see what happens to your crayons.

In the Control Panels Folder
What's Where, What's What
PowerBook
control panels
Chapter23

OS 8 control panels. The number of system control panels is sm all only in
comparison to the number of system extensio ns. Control panels come and go
with system software versions and hardware models; sometimes their functions are rolled into other control panels or the basic system software, and
sometimes their functions are just no longer needed .

The chart here shows the basic general set of O S 8 control panels; there are
some differences depending on your hardware and software setup. Editor Setup
and OpenDoc Setup, for instance, are included in your C ontrol Panels folder
when yo u install the OpenDoc system component; however, since we've recommended against doing that, and it's so seldom used, they didn' t make it
into this "basic set" list. And hardware-specific control panels like Brightr1ess
for the C lassics and Cache Switch for '040 Macs aren't in this list, either.
N ot all the control panels are described in this chapter, since m ost arc detailed
in context in other parts of the book. T he ones that didn't fit anyplace else
(like the Map) pretty much cam e ho me to roost in this chapter.
Control Panel
Chapter
Appearance
5
Apple Menu Options
9
AppleTa lk
26
ATM
14
AutoRemount er
23
Close View
9
ColorSy nc Syst em Profile
9
Co ntro l Strip
9
Date & Time
9
Desktop Pictures
5
5
Easy Access
Energy Saver
5
Extensions Manager
9
File Sharing
26
General Controls
9
Keyboard
5
Launcher
12
Mac OS Easy O pen
12

Control Panel
Chapter
12
MaclinkPius Setup
27
M acTCP
M ap
9
13
M em ory
Mo dem
27
Mo nitors & Sound
3,22
Mo use
5
Numbers
9
23
Password Security
12
PC Exchange
ppp
27
QuickTime™ Settings
22
Speech
22
Startup Disk
5
TCP/ IP
27
Text
9
Users & Groups
26
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The dear departed. Many of the o ld standards in the way of control panels
have d isappeared in OS 8, sucked into other parts of the system software or
otherwise m ade obsolete.

•

Auto Power On/Off: Replaced by Energy Saver contro l panel for
m ost Macs.

•
•

Color: Replaced by Appearances contro l panel.
Desktop Patterns: Replaced by Deskto p Pictures .

•

File Sharing Monitor, Sharing Setup: Rolled into the single File
Sharing control panel.

•

Labels: Replaced by Finder submenu .

•
•
•
•

Monitors: Replaced by Monito rs & Sound .
Sound, Sound & Displays: Replaced by M o nitors & Sound .
Views: Replaced by Finder's View menu and submenus.
WindowShade: Built into system ; settings in Appearance control panel.

Hardware-specific control panels. There's a handful of control panels
that are installed on only a few M ac models because they address a specific
capability or problem fo r those models.

•
•

Brightness: Adjust~ brightness of screen on C lassic and C lassic II models .
Button Disabler: D isables sound and brightness buttons on Performa
and LC 500-series models to keep "unauthorized" users (students, children) from changi ng the settings.

~ ·

Cache Switch: T he Cache Switch control panel turns the '040 "processor caching" o n and off so that o lder programs that aren' t compatible
with the cachin g o per ati on can run on '040 (and 'LC040) machines.
(This should only apply to o lder programs, but in fact Microsoft
Internet Explorer 3 could n't work on one of th ree Quadra 610's that I
know until the cache was turned of£) Since the caching is something
that speeds up the Mac, turning it off can cut its speed in hal£ If you
(Optionl-click on the Faster or More Compatible button, the changes take
effect immediately instead of after restart.

•

Serial Switch: For Mac IIIX and Q uadra 950 o nly; you have to choose
the More Compatible option when a program is having trouble accessing the
printer or m odem port.

A control panel is a Finder window. Really. If you're in a program and
open a contro l panel from the App le menu, you'll be switched to the Finder
fo r the co ntro l panel to o pen. All the Finder menus are active, and the
Finder is marked as the active applicatio n in the App lications menu at the
right of the m enu bar. If you leave a contro l panel open , go to an applicatio n,
and move back to the Finder, you' ll see the contro l panel w indow come up
to the fro nt with all the o ther Finder windows yo u left open . Still don't
believe m e? Try (Optionl-clicking in a contro l panel's close box: not o nly will
all the open control panels close, all the Finder windows will close, too.
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Auto-closing the control panels folder. If you're opening a control
panel from inside the Control Panels folder wi ndow on the desktop, you can
IOptionl-double-click on the control panel icon to automatically close the window as the control panel opens.
But you should never have to open a control panel from a desktop window if
you set up your Apple menu correctly. T hose details are later in this chapter.

Delayed gratification. Some changes you make in some control panels
(like General Contro ls, Mouse, or Desktop Patterns) take effect immediately,
but most won't do anything until you restart the Mac. Most control panels
politely inform you as to the situation.

The Control Strip
Control Strip basics. The Control Strip provides instant on-screen access
to many contro l panel optio ns, as we ll as to other functions. You can, for
instance, choose a desktop printer without a trip to the desktop o r to C hooser,
set the sound volume, and change monitor settings. There's a Control Strip
Mod ules folder inside the System Folder; every module in the folder appears
as an icon in the Control Strip itsel£
The Control Strip first shows up on th e screen as a little tab down in the left
corner; click o n the tab, and the strip pops open. C lick on an icon, and a
menu o r som e sort of contro l pops up.
Monitor resolution
(for a two-display setup)
D

Sound level
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The Control Strip Modules folder, and the
Control Strip created by the modules.
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Some Control Strip controls.

The control panel. T he Control Strip contro l

The Control Strip's
master control is
the Control Strip
control panel.

panel lets you show or hide the Control Strip itself,
set it to show and hide with a key combination (a
"hot key"), and choose the font and size fo r the
pop-up m enus for the strip.
The Control Strip control panel has to be in the
Control Panels folder at startup for you to be able
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to use the Control Strip. But as long as the control panel is active, using the
Show and Hide commands affect the Control Strip immediately-there's no
restarting just to make the strip come and go.

Controlling the Control Strip. The Control Strip seems permanently
glued to the lower left edge of your screen, and its only two states seem to be
completely open or completely closed. But that's not true: you can move it
around, adjust its length and even reorder the items in the strip.

•

Open the Control Strip by clicking on the tab. Once it's open, you can
close it by clicking either on the tab or in the close box at the opposite
end of the strip.

•

Drag the strip to a new position by ho lding down !option) and dragging it
by the tab. The Control Strip always has to be attached to the left or
right edge of the screen, so whe n you let it go it w ill snap to the nearest screen edge.

•

C hange the order of the icons in the strip by !Optionf.-dragging them into
new positions.

•

C hange the length of the Control Strip by dragging the tab in or out.
O nce the strip is too short to display all its icons at once, the scroll arrows
at each end of the strip are activated.
Click or press to scroll for other icons

I
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I I I I 1 1 1 11&
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'
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J:

(E) •

1

__

O~toon-drag to reposotoon

.•

strop on screen

Option-drag to repositio n an icon

Adding and deleting items. To add a module to your Control Strip, you
put it in the Control Strip folder; if you drag it to the closed System Folder, it
will be routed correctly, just as extensions and control panels are. But, as with
most extensions and control panels, you can't use the new module until after
you restart-it won't even show up in the strip until then.
When you remove items from the folder, their icons stay on the strip (and
you can keep using them) until you restart the Mac.

Control Strip add-ons. Because the Control Strip is modular in design,
there are third-party items available as freeware and shareware. As with all
modular system components, and all shareware, the quality of available items
ranges from poor to fantastic, and their usefulness has the same wide ran ge.
For example:

m

shareware.com

OTT/PPP Strip: Freeware pop-up control for PPP connections, with
optional readoutS for connect time, connect speed, and activity "lights."
You'll never have to open the PPP control panel again except to set up a
new configuration, which will then be added to the pop-up menu's list.
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•

Mouser: Constant readout of you r mouse coordinates. ($5 shareware)

•

StripLaunch: Lists up to 64 items in its menu (based on aliases you
drop into the Control Strip Modules folder) so you can open them
easily. ($5 shareware)

Other Control Panels
Brightness. Only a few Macs (the C lassic and C lassic II) use the Brightness
control panel to control their screens. But there's a nice feature built into it:
if you set the brightness lower than 4, the brightness is automatically reset
when you restart-so you won't start up with a screen so dim you think it's dead.
CloseView. The C loseView control panel is meant for the visually impaired,
but anyone can use it for some instant screen magnification. It's not installed
as part of a standard installation, but you can go back and get it from the system C D if you want to try it out. (On the OS 8 C D, you have to do a custom
install, described in the last chapter; on the OS 8.1 C D , you'll find it loose in
the Universal Access folder inside the C D Extras folder.)
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Once you've turned on C loseView, you'll get a large black frame surrounding your m ouse cursor; it signifies how much of the screen will be displayed
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Date & Time. The Date & Time contro l panel lets you set the date, time, and
time zone for your Mac's clock; you can also choose th e date and time fo rmats that will be used by the system .
But the handiest option in the control panel is the Menubar Clock, w hich
puts a digital clock in your menubar; you can turn it o n or off, specify the
font, size, color and type of readout, and even set it to chi me on the hour,
half hour, or quarter hour.
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Click-clock. H ere are two hidden optio ns for the m enu bar clock:

•

C lick on the time to see the date; the date stays for a few seconds, or you
can click to immediately return to the time readout (if you can't stand not
knowing w hat time it is fo r a few seconds).

•

loptionl-click on the time to make it disappear from the me nu; loptionl-click
in the same area to make the time visible aga in.

O n Powerbooks, the menubar clock has a special battery indicator; that's covered in C hapter 23.

General Controls. The current General Controls control panel first showed
up in System 7.5; it was a total redesign that incorporated features first fou nd
in Performa system software, and banished the desktop patterns to a separate
control panel. In fact, the only things left fro m the original ve rsion are the
rates for the insertion point and menu blinks!
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Unchecking this hides desktop windows and icons when you're in
other applications; you won't be able to click on the desktop surface
to move to the Finder, either. (If you use the Application menu's Hide
command, the Finder's windows are hidden, but Its icons are not.)
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Documtnts roldor .

Sets the default folder for the Open
and Save dialogs (although some
applicatio ns override this setting).
Choosing Documents fold er as the
defaul t creates a Documents folder
on your desktop.
This controls how m any times the
highlight on a selected command
blinks when you release the m ouse
button. Try turning it off- you'll see
how important that feedback lsi
This controls how fast the text insertion
point blinks; most find t he middle
setting fine.

MacTCP DNR. This is a really strange little animal. You won't find it in your
Control Panels folder, but loose in your System Folder after you've used any
software to jump on the internet. Drag it to the trash and it magically reappears
the next time you go online. Even stranger is the fact that although its icon looks
like a contro l panel and its "kind" is "control panel," it's not a control panel and
you can't open it. MacTCP DNR (TCP from TCP/IP and DN R for do111ni11
11t1111e resolver) is a vestige from earlier systems, w hen the MacTCP control panel
was sto red in the main level of the System Folder. Some communications programs will look for information only fro m a specific source in a specific
place-and MacTCP DNR is it. Look for this to eventually disappear (without
reappearing) from the system software as other programs are updated.
Map. The M ap control panel isn't very useful, when you come right down to
it, but it's certainly packed with a lo t of details, whether or not you need
them . T he twinkling dots are cities included in the Map's database. The larger
blinking star m arks the city that's currently selected, and the blinking cross is
the "base" city from which distances and time differences arc measured.
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•

To select a city, you click on it (or click
and then drag the mouse until you hit the
city-they're all very tiny) .

•

To set the base city, select it, and then
click the Set button.

• To scroll the map, drag the mouse to any
edge of the map (or to a corner to scroll
diagonally). As with Finder windows,
there's variable speed scrolling: the further
you drag the mouse past the edge of the
map, the faster it scrolls.
When N is checked, the noted latitude is N orth; when E is checked, the
noted longitude is is East. Unchecked, of course, they're South and West.

;..

•

The distance noted in the lower left corner is that between the base
city and the current city. You can cycle through different units of
measure-miles, ki lometers, and degrees1 ~2250
I ~ 4 110 I1..!9
'
1.!::::!
L.:m
77
by clicking on the measurement.
It

•

There are three time readouts you can get in the Map window: the actual
time in the selected city (assuming you've set the time for the base city
correctly in relation to the time on your Mac's clock), the time zone that
the selected city is in, and the time difference between the selected city
and your base city. To switch between the last two, just click on the Time
Zonetrime Different label. The + checkbox refers to the time difference:
checked, it means the time noted is that many hours later than the base
city, while if it's unchecked, the time is earlier than the base.

•

To find a city on the map, type its name in the text box and click the Find
button. You don' t have to worry about capitalization, and you have to type
only enough of the city's name to uniquely identify it. Typing new, for
instance, finds New Delhi, but new Jl will find New York. Pressi ng~
when you click the Find button, or pressing !~(Option I will find the next
city alphabetically after the one that's displayed.

•

If you're a National Geography Bee winner, you can easily add new cities
to the Map; otherwise, you' ll need an atlas for the details. You have to
click on the right spot, type the city's name, and click the Add City button. To remove a city, simply select it and click the Remove C ity button.

•

You can paste any picture into the map window. But you'll lose the original,
because in an unfriendly piece of programming, it's the internal resource of
the Map control panel itself that gets replaced when you paste something
in. If you can't resist but later regret your rash action, there's a spare map
picture in the Scrapbook that can copied and pasted into the Map.

.

Okay, now the nonsense:
You can get an enlarged map by holding down IShittl when you open the
control panel. You can get an even larger one by holding loetionl And, yes,
you can get an even larger one by hold IShltt (Optlonl together when you open
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it. U nfortuna tely, all you get is an enlargement of the bitmapped original
picture, with larger and larger blocks of pixels as you zoom in.
•

Type mid in the text box and click the Find button-you can see where it
takes you.

•

Click on the version number in the Map window to see the name of the
programmer.

•

Scroll around the world slowly unti l you find a set of initials buried in the
map. (I assume they belong to the artist, but I don't know; if you know,
let me know!)

Numbers. The Numbers control panel, ushered in by System 7.1, lets you
state preferences for how numbers arc formatted on the desktop and in any
application that looks to the system for guidance. So, you can remove the
comma as the thousands separator and get 1024K reported in windows instead
of 1,024K.; or, replace it with an apostrophe for 1'024K. If that strikes you as
very odd (as it does me), you're suffering from a U.S.-centric point of view;
in fact, the Numbers control panel lets you choose from a list of countries to
set the separato r as well as the control panel's other settings: the decimal point
and currency notation.
Password Security. Although the Password Security control panel was
intended more for PowerBooks, it's functional on desktop Macs, too. (But it's
detailed in the Power Book chapter.)

When OS 8.1 was introduced, with its HFS Extended fo rmatting option for
drives, the version of Password Security that came with it didn't work with
extended-format drives. There's no word at th is point if it w ill be updated for
use (although we can assume it will be); if you format your drive with the
E>.'tended option, don't use Password Security unless you have a version that
Apple e>.-plicitly states works with HFS Plus.
Text. The Text control panel has two settings-scripting and sorting-whose
behaviors are defined by the languages you choose from the pop-up menus.

The Apple Menu Items Folder
The Apple Menu Options Control Panel
The Apple menu. Except for the first, "About," command in the Apple
menu, the items listed in the Apple menu arc those inside the Apple Menu
Items folder. A standard system installation starts with some basic desk accessories, control panels, and folders in the menu, but you can add anything you
want; changes you make to the folder are immediately reflected in the menu.
Setting up a perfect Apple menu is an art, tempered by personal preferences.
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Selecting something from the Apple menu opens it: it's the same as doubleclicking on the item itself on the desktop.
The Apple Menu Options control panel. The hierarchical Apple menu
debuted as part of system software in System 7.5, courtesy of the Apple Menu
Options control panel. Luckily, the early buggy version is long gone, and now
it's a utility you shouldn't do without.
D
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The control panel provides two types of features: the hierarchical Apple menu itself, and
three special "Recent" fo lders, for documents,
applications, and servers. You can turn these
two features on and off separately in the control panel, and set the number of items you
want in each of the Recent folders.

~

The hierarchical option. With hierarchical menus option turned on, any
folder (or folder alias) in the Apple Menu Items folder shows a submenu in
the Apple menu. You can directly select any item from the submenu, or
choose the folder name itself to open the folder. Hierarchical menus are
shown down to five levels, so nested folders gives you submenus and subsubmenus, and so on. This feature was added awfully late to the system software,
and it should be automatic rather than an option- but some good things take
a long time.
Recent items. Apple Menu Options keeps track of recently used items in
three categories: documents, applications, and servers. There's a checkbox that
activates or deactivates all three categories; for each category, you can specify
up to 99 items to be incl uded in its submenu.

Using the recent items option creates three folders inside the Apple Menu
Items folder, one for each category. As you open applications or documents, or
log onto fi le servers, an alias for the item you use is placed in the appropriate
folder, creating a submenu for the Apple menu.
To turn off a single category (like Servers, for instance), either delete the number next to it in the control panel, or type a zero.
The odd documents list. Until you use a Recent Documents folder, you
don't realize just w hat the Mac OS considers a document. And, in fact, its
definition is so weird as to make the Recent Documents list unusable for
many people. You might find things like:

Various windows from your e-mail software, like an Address Book,
Define Address, and Edit Addresses (by whatever name).
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•

If you use QuicKeys, you'll find the QuicKeys window listed, as well as
many of its subwi ndows, li ke Sequence Editor.

•

When you use FileMaker, the Script Editor, each script, and many layout
definition dialogs (Specify Button, Specify Field) are considered documents.

The Apple Menu Items Folder
The outer limits. T he Apple menu can list 52 items. You can put as many
items as you want in the Apple Menu Item s folder, but only the first 52 alphabetical items will be listed. Interestingly, origi nal items take precedence over
aliases: when you exceed the ma.ximum, al iases d rop out of the menu first,
regardless of their alphabeti zation.
It's also interesting to no te that if you rename items inside the Apple Menu
Items folder w hen there are more than 52 items, the name change is often
igno red w hen it comes to being listed in the menu. For instance, if you have a
folder named Zebras that's not showing up in the menu because it's the fiftythird item, renaming to A Zebra folder won't necessarily bump it up in the list
and knock the next bottom-most item out of the menu.
To force an update of a crowded Apple menu, drag a few items out of the
Apple Menu Items folder (it doesn't matter which o nes-just so there are
fewer than 52 left) o nto the desktop; let them go so the Mac w ill update the
menu; th en, drag the items back in to the folder and the menu is updated
again . At that point, you r menu will match your folder.

The self-alias shortcut. When you're first setting up your Apple menu, or
whenever you decide to do some major reorganization, make li fe easier by
putting an alias of the Apple Menu Items folder inside itsel£ T hat sounds odd,
but you'll then see the Apple M enu Items folder listed in the Apple menu,
where you can open it easily.
In later versions of System 7, this little trick gave you cascading Apple menus,
each one coming o ut from the Apple Menu Items folder listing; OS 8, however, is smarter than that and refuses to provide a submenu for the Apple
Menu Items folder alias.

Adding items. Most of the items you put in the Apple Menu Items folder
will be aliases, not originals. Don't forget the "instant-aliasn desktop trick:
@:IDoptionl-drag an icon into the Apple Menu Items folder to make an alias of
it, and the alias suffix won't even appear in its name.

The uwhite-hole" shortcut. To drag something into the Apple Menu
Items folder, you have to get to the Apple Menu Items folder, which is in the
System Folder-which usually takes a long time to open because there's so
much stuff in there. So, make an alias of the Apple Menu Items folder and
leave it o ut on the desktop to make access easier.
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Dropping
somerhing inro
rh e special Apple
M enu Items
folder alias.

In f.1ct, take this one step further: rename the alias with multiple spaces so its
name looks blank, and drag the icon to the top left of the screen, under the
Apple menu. You can push the icon itself"under"
Edit
the menubar so only the blank name shows. To put
something into the Apple menu, drag it to this "white
hole" and let it go. And remember-if you want to
just have an alias of the item in the Apple menu, hold
down ~Option ! as you drag it into the "hole."

Organizing Your Apple Menu
Keep it short. To make the Apple menu work its best for you, keep it short:
sure, it lets you list 52 items, but then you have to scroll through all of them
to get to the bottom. Organize the menu items into folders so you can access
them from submenus, cutting down on the overall travel time. And don't
forget about sticky menus: just click on the apple icon to drop the menu and
then roll your mouse to the right spot without having to hold down the
mouse button.
The starting lineup. When you install OS 8, it starts with a collection of
about 20 items in the Apple Menu Items folder-only half of which you'll
probably use.

Your first step should be to create a Desk Accessories folder inside the Apple
Menu Items folder, and put all the odds and ends inside it-how often arc
you going to take out the Jigsaw Puzzle or Graphing Calculator, anyway?
And you can include Find File in that group, because although you' ll use it a
lot, you can open it with a simple ~1£) in the Finder.
N ext, get rid of certain items (all of which are aliases, anyway, so the real
things are still on your hard drive):

•

Automated Tasks: T he real folder is inside the Apple Extras folder
that the Installer puts on your hard drive. T his contains four simple
AppleScripts, three of which are fo r fi le-sharing. T he fourth is one that
makes an alias of a selected icon and puts it into the Apple menu.
Selecting a submenu command to create an alias is less convenient than
loX(Optiool-draggi ng it into an Apple M enu Items folder desktop alias, so if
you keep the comman d around, move it out of the folder, to the main
level of the Apple Menu Items folder.

•

SimpleSound: It's unlikely you'll need this alternative to the Monitors &
Sound control panel-and if you do, you should put the real thing in
your C ontrol Panels folder.

•

Apple Video Player: Again, this is just an alias. Unless you use the
player often, you don't need it in the menu; for occasional use, add it to
the D esk Accessories folder.
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If there are certain desk accessories you use all the time (the Calculator, for
instance), it makes sense to leave them on the main level of the Apple menu
so you don't have to open the submenu. (I use QuicKeys and keyboard commands to open the items I use the most, so I don't care how deeply they' re
buried in a folder.)
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The installed Apple
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Rearranging the items. Since things are listed alphabetically in the Apple
menu, rearranging them is a simple matter of renaming them, according to
the same rules for desktop items (as discussed in Chapter 6) : putting a leading
character like a space in front of a name brings it to the top of the list, while a
leading character like a bullet (on loptionl]J) sinks it to the bottom. (You can't
rename the Recent folders that the Apple Menu Options control panel creates, or it w ill create new ones.)

An extra benefit of renami ng things with special characters-using bullets, say,
for folders, and hyphens for applications-is that the leading character serves
to group the items, keeping them alphabetized within each group, as shown in
the picture here (where a double bullet drops the Con.11ect To choice to the
very bottom of the menu). To adjust ordering within a group-say you want
Photoshop at the top of the applications group, or the Fonts folder at the top
of the folders group, just type a space after the leading character, before the
item's name.
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Leader characters divide these Apple
menus into five groups: hyphens, no
leaders, degree marks, bullets, and
double bullets. A minor change to
names within a group-putting a
space before Photoshop and Fonts,
in this picture-changes their
positions in their groups (right).
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What you see isn't always what you get. Because most people leave
their system font at the default Charcoal and their desktop font at the default
Geneva (not that there's anything wrong with that), most also overlook the
fact that there are more characters available in C harcoal (and in Chicago, if
you've refused to move to Charcoal) chan in Geneva. If you type the !Option!
and !Shift[ Option! characters in an icon's name, they might show up as boxes on
the desktop but they'll be sorted according to the actual characters, and appear
correctly in the menu. The picture here shows some of the characters available in CharcoaVChicago that you might want as leader characters.
Available
characters differ
between Geneva
and Charcoal/
Chicago, so what
you see in the
Apple Menu Items
folder (right) will
look entirely
different in the
menu itself.

Chapter 14, the Font chapter, discusses where on
the keyboard you'll find all these special characters.
Some of the ones shown here, like the checkmark
and the command-key symbol, are accessed only
with the !Control) key-which you can't use to type
while you're on the desktop. But you can open the
Key Caps desk accessory, click the keys in there to
produce the characters, than copy them out and
paste them into the icon's name.

Divide and conquer. Grouping like items together isn't really enough for
speedy Apple menu choices, since you still have to read reasonably carefully.
But if you separate the items with special dividers, it's easier to zip right to the
area you want. To make dividers:
1.

Create empty folders, giving them names that consist of a string of
hyphens, periods, or even underline characters. (If you use a tiny character like a period, you'll want to put spaces between them to stretch them
out the width of the Apple menu; the 32-character limit for names keeps
you from typing in a long string of periods.)
2.

AboutThls COmputer-·
~ -aori.Wori<J
____
~-Euel

e -Elqllorer

~fi -NI!bcope
11-PIIotoshop

lib -Qu oi1<XI'ress
'IP -Wonl
)'"'

.......... -- ...... --

QlRecentAppllcollons

Q

Recent Documents

................... ..........

EJ 'Colculotor
Make dividers by
creating empty
folders, naming
them appropriately,
and obliterating
their icons.

~ectlooser

ll! "Scropbook
Gl •COntrol Po nels

a •EXtensions
Ql•fonb

••Connect To...

~

•

Force the folders to the correct spots in the
menu by adding leader characters to match the
groups you've created. Depending on the divider
character you've chosen, the folder w ill sort to
the top or the bottom of the group: hyphens and
periods put the folder at the top of the group,
while underscores drop it to the bottom. You
may have to get creative if you're in a situation
like the one illustrated here, w here there was no
obvious leader character to use for the divider
between the hyphen group on top and the
"bare" items that come next, since both a
hyphe n and a space jumped the first divider to
the very top of the menu. A little experimenting
showed that the greater-than symbol put the
folder in the correct position.
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Remove the folder icons from the menu by editing their icons in their
Get Info windows: pasting in a plain wh ite square wi ll erase th e icon.
(That's all covered in Chapter 7.)

3.

Slip-proof dividers. So, you like the divider idea and put a half-dozen in
your Apple menu. The only problem is that you mistakenly select them a
dozen times a day when you're aiming for the item above or below the
divider-and you're returned to the desktop, w here an em pty folder with the
strange name opens.
If you run into this problem , don't use blank folders as your dividers.
Instead, make an alias of the last item in each gro up, give it the following
divider's "name," and erase its icon. If you select the divider by mistake,
you'll get the item before it. (Or, if yours is the opposite problem, you can
alias the first item in each group to act as the divider.)

Many happy returns. U sing leader characters
About Th is computer.
~ ClarlsWork<
5$- Excel
fxplorer

f!'

ft)

li

Netscope

Photo shop
QuorlcXPreu
Ill' Word

Ito

0

Cill culator

~ 0\oo:ter

1!1 Scrapbook
~

Control Panels

Q Extensions

Using multiple
spaces as leader
characters works
for a few groups.

1:01 rants
lili!e<e ntAppllratlon<
l)i!ecent Documents

makes for a convenient, but ugly, Apple menu. An
alternate approach is to use multiple spaces-a different number of spaces for each group-as the leader
character. This m akes fo r a much neater appearance,
but if you have mo re than four groups, the gap in front
of the names of the upper item s becomes ve1y obvious.
The alternative takes a little mo re work, but the
results are perfect. Instead of using multiple spaces,
use multiple Returns as the leader character. Names
w ith more returns w ill sort on top of those w ith fewer
Returns-but they'll be invisible in the Apple menu.

Of course, you can't actually type IReturnl in an icon's nam e, since that's
w hat activates and d eactivates the editing rectangle. But you can type the
Returns someplace else-like the Note Pad-and then copy and paste th em
into the icon's name, inserting them in front of the name. O nce you paste
in the Returns, you won't be able to see the item 's name un til yo u deselect
the icon and/or the editing rectangle.
You'll find a few quirks w hen working w ith Return characters in Apple menu
item names:

•

Working w ith Returns in the names is awkward: while the editing rectangle is selected, you can't see the characters you've typed after the
Returns-all you see is blank space. So, w hile it's relatively easy to paste
multiple Returns in from o f the icon's original name, edi ting it afte1wards
becomes guesswork with the arrow keys. The easiest thing to do is to
copy the icon's name, paste it into the N ote Pad, edit it there, and copy
the w hole thing (the Returns and the name) to be pasted back into the
icon's editing rectangle.

..
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If you're looking through the Apple Menu Items
folder in an Open or Save dialog (or in any dialog that's accessing the folder's contents) the
items will be alphabetized the same way they are
in the Apple menu; it will look like a standard
list, but you won't be able to type letters to select
items because they don't begin with letters-they
begin with returns.

•

If you've set up any macros that launch items in
the Apple menu-the Chooser or Calculator, for
instance-before you organize it, you' ll have to
re-record the macros because the names will
have changed.
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An Apple menu
with items
grouped by
multiple, invisible
Return characters.
Note that within
some groups, a
bullet leader
character drops an
item to the
bottom.
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AMICO, amigo. Take the drudgery out of customizing your Apple menu's
order with the nifty AMICO (Apple Menu Items Custom Order) extension
($10 shareware). With AMICO running, your Apple menu's appearance is
controlled by the View and Arrange settings for the Apple Menu Items
folder's window: arrange things by date or size in the window, for instance,
and that's how you'll see them in the menu.

'

'

Neither of those arrangements would
be
very helpful, of course, so AMICO
It took a long time to get the first p ull-down
menus. At first they were across the top of each
echoes the arrangement of icons in
window as opposed to ... at the top of t he screen.
an icon-view window: set up rows of
We ran into all kinds of problems [like] what
icons in the window, start or end them
happens when •.. t he menus are long and
with a folder whose name starts with
go off t he bottom 7
a hyphen, and you've got groups of
Bill Atkinson' '
items in the Apple menu with dividers
between. Rearrange the icons, and you've rearranged the menu-it's as simple as that. You can even put dimmed words or phrases anywhere in the
menu to act as section labels.
AMICO is almost perfect in what it does; the "almost" comes from the fact
that the Apple menu isn't always immediately updated to reflect the shuffling
you've done in the window. But just launching a program usually forces the
AMICO update, and the whole thing doesn't cause any perceptible delay. (It makes me
long for the halcyon days of System 7 when Apple menu utilities let you
reorder submenus and even pick the fonts for the submenu display.)
The two-tier approach. The Control Panels folder that the Installer puts
in your Apple m enu is an alias to the real thing. It's convenient, but only to
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a point: if the control panels you usc the most often are alphabetically
towards the bo ttom of the list, you have a lo t of scrolling to do befo re you
get to the one you want.
Simply renaming the control panels to change their order doesn't work, since
that also changes the order in which they load into m em ory at startup.
Instead, try the two-tier approach:
In the Apple Menu Items folder, rename the Control Panels folde r alias
with a bullet in front of it.
2. C reate a new folder in the Apple Menu Items folder named Control Pauels.
3. Put the renamed Control Panels folder alias into the new Control Panels
folder.
4. O pen the real Control Panels folder (its alias is, conveniently, right in the
window you're working in) and select the items you use the most. H old
down lo3C(Opllonl and drag them to the new Control Panels folder you j ust
made; this puts aliases of the items into the new folder.
1.

The two-tier
approach puts
aliases of the
control panels you
use the most at the
top of the
subm enu and
provides access to
all control panels
in the next
submenu.

T hat's all. What you're left with is a Control Panels folder listing in the Apple
menu for the new folder you created. In its submenu, you' ll find your control
panel aliases listed first, with the alias to the real Control Panels folder at the
bo ttom of the list (because of the bullet). If you want one of your popular
control panels, you select it fi·om the submenu; if you need something else,
you go to the next submenu.
~ Apple t-tenu Items

g Desk

a

Acce ssor ie s ~

Extensions

&'l svn em Folder

..
~

I
Extensions Manager
meSharing
ppp
Sta rtup DISk
•Control Panels ._

Applications. T he Installer makes an Applications folder for you, but you
probably were going to m ake one anyway; in fact, you m ight have made more
than one if you have lots of applications and wanted to divide them into
groups. H aving an Application submenu in the Apple m enu makes for easy
program launching even if you're already in another program.

Th e shortcut to
QuarkXPress,
through the
special
Applications
folder.

But just putting an alias of your Applications folder(s) into the Apple menu
isn't the best approach; even if you do n' t have a lot of applications, the folder
has a subfolder for each one, and the application isn't the only thing in its
folder. So, you wind up havi ng to go down to
About Mfcrosoft worda second submenu and look through it for
Cl-Al l Applications ~
CIM
the application yo u want to open.

.

~

Oort sWortcs

Appl o Manu ltllms

Cl Control r o nel s
Cl Des k Atceuorles
Q Extensi ons

lill System raider

~
~
~
~

EXcel
Explorer

nle Moker
Nlltscope
Pooe Moke r
l'llotoshop

;u;erl'~lnt~
Word

Instead of the two-tier approach used for
control panels, I use two separate folders
for applications in the Apple menu. One is the
Applications folder alias, but it's renamed A ll
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Applications. This shows everything in all the application folders, but I use it
only occasionally. Instead, I created another Applications folder directly in the
Apple Menu Items folder, and put aliases of my most often used applications
in it. That means I can launch an application from a short submenu instead of
wending my way through extra menus.
Things to put in your menu. Here's a quick round up of ideas about the
things you might want to keep in your Apple menu; some of them are
described more fully in other chapters.

•

Your hard drive(s): You'll be able to access anything up to five folders
deep without opening the folders themselves if you put an alias of your
hard drive in the Apple menu.

•

The Desktop folder: You'll get this as a submenu item if you put
your hard disk in the menu; you'll be ab le to get at any loose desktop
file or folder.

•

The System Folder and subfolders: The Control Panels folder is
aliased by default for inclusion in the Apple menu, but having the System
Folder itself there is handy, too. I also keep an alias of the Extensions
folder in my Apple menu-you can't ever open an extension, but it's an
easy way to see what's running when you want to do a quick check.

•

Desk Accessory folder: The real ones, like the Calculator, and the
"wannabes" like the AppleCD Audio Player are more convenient as submenu selections than as main-level items that make the Apple menu too
long, so make a folder for them.

•

Special subgroups: You can keep, say, all the file-sharing control panels
easily accessible by putting their aliases in a separate folder; or, divide
your applications into major categories like Graphics, Telecommunications,
and so on. These subfolders can go on the main level of the Apple m enu
or at the top of the appropriate submenu.

•

Removable disks and CDs: Their submenus will show up only when
they're actually mounted. (Chapter 4)

•

Launcher Items: Put an alias of the Launcher Items folder in the menu
so you can reach your launch items even when you're not on the desktop
(or when you're on a very crowded desktop, with the Launcher window
obscured). (Chapter 12)

•

The Clipboard: An alias of the Clipboard icon that's loose in your
System Folder lets you trigger the Finder's Show C lipboard command.
(Chapter 5.)

•

Trash can: An alias lets you see just how much garbage is piling up, without your having to go to the desktop or open the trash icon. (Chapter 7)

•

Desktop printer: An alias of the desktop printer lets you open the desktop PrintMonitor. (Chapter 15)

•

Servers: Log on to a server with a quick menu selection. (Chapter 26)
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The delay. When you put an alias of a "large" item in the Apple Menu Items
folder-something like the System Folder, or a hard drive or CD- it can take
anywhere from many seconds to a full m inute or more before you can do
anythi ng else, since the Mac has to build its submenus (and subsubs and
subsubsubs) so you'll be able to access them quickly. This can be quite disconcerting because the mouse pointer doesn't turn into a wristwatch, and
you'll hear your drive churning away as the Mac writes information to it-it
sure sou11ds like something's going wrong. But be patient, and everything wi ll
get back to normal.
The invisible Desktop Folder. T he Desktop Folder is an invisible folder
that the Mac uses to "hold" all those items out loose on your desktop. If you
put your hard d rive in the Apple menu, you'll see the Desktop Folder listed in
its submenu; in the folder's submenu wi ll be all the things you have lying
around on your desktop (the ones that belong to that drive, that is-not other
volumes, or desktop items that belong to other items).
It's difficult to put the Desktop Folder in the main level of your Apple menu
so you can get at desktop items more directly, because, after all, it's an invisible file and you can't make an alias of it. But if you have a network connection
to another Mac, you' ll be able to sec your Desktop Folder from the other
machine; make an alias of the folder while you're on the other machine (the
alias will be made right on your drive) and then you can put the alias in your
Apple Menu Items folder.
Connect To•.• what? I know the suspense is killing you; I left this till the last
entry o n purpose. Just what is that Connect To item that the Installer puts in
your Apple menu?
If you open it, you get a tiny dialog box; you type in a web site address (URL)
and click Connect, and the Mac launches your browser of choice to take you
directly to that site. I ignored, and even eliminated, this little item fo r several
months, thinking it offered absolutely no function since I had other ways to
launch my browser and "go" places. But then I realized how handy it is: if your
browser is set for a specific home page, that's where it always goes first-usi ng
Connect To bypasses the home page and take you directly to your destination.

Other Subfolders
The Startup Items Folder
The folder. Anything in the Startup Items folder opens when you start your
Mac, right after the desktop appears. You'll want to put aliases, not original
items, in the folder-it's an awkward place to store things.
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T hat icon on the folder is meant to represent the power switch used on the
first of the modular Macs-a round button with a vertical slash. (It's too
bad the same icon is used for the Shutdown items folderwouldn't you think they could've at least rotated the slash to a
Startup Items
horizontal position?)

~

The items. The main candidates for the Startup Items folder are:

•
•

One or more application aliases to launch them at startup .
The alias of a document to open both it and its application-great for
something like a To-Do list or calendar that you check first thing every day.

Other likely candidates include:

•

Folder aliases for any windows you want opened on the desktop at startup
but usually close during the course of working.

•

A Launcher control panel alias-which is placed in the folder automatically by the General Controls control panel if you check the Open
Launcher at startup option.

•

A sound file (or alias) that you'd like played at startup .

The starting lineup. Items in the Startup Items folder are launched alphabetically, but in groups; within the groups, real items are given precedence
over aliases (really!). This is the opening order:

1. applications
2.

documents

3. sounds

4.

folders

5.

desk accessories

Since the order in which applications launch can have an effect on how memory is used when you quit them, you may want to rename the application
aliases you put in the folder so they'll load in the order you want. (Remember,
opening a document from the Startup Items folder also opens its application,
so you don't have to open the application first- and you can control the order
of application launching by renaming the document aliases.)
Back to the desktop? In OS 8 and 8.1, if you want a folder or two to
open at startup but you also set either an application or a document to open,
the desktop folder opens after the application launches, but it opens in the
background-so you don't wind up back on the desktop. There's currently no
way around this, but keep your eyes open for shareware solutions: in previous
systems, a utility called FinderToFrotlt used to get you back to the desktop at
startup, but as of this writing, there's no OS 8 equivalent (and putting an alias
of the Finder in the Startup Items folder, another old trick, doesn't work any
more, either).
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A special startup message. If you'd like to have a startup message on the
screen (presumably on someone else's screen, since there's not much reason to
write a note to yourself), you could make a SimpleText document, or write
something in the N ote Pad, and put their aliases in the Startup Items folder.
But there's a better way to make a quick, application-less message:
1. Type the message in any drag- enabled application or utility, like the

N ote Pad.
2.

Select the text an d drag it to the desktop.

3.

N ame it something appropriate.

4.

Put it in the Startup Items folder.

IJ

Reminder !

Cl lppfngcont•Mt: text

-

me
~

Vou're supposed to cell me etlout li'IB memory you

went me to buy Don't delete this stertup messege
unt II you dol (ne g. neg. neg)

When you call me, I'll tell yo u how to get rid of
this message, tao.

•

.

• .t.

When you open a tell.'t clipping, all you
see is the message-there's no application that opens to handle a "clippings
document"; so, when it's opened as a
startup item, all you have to do is close
the window and everything's closed.

Bypassing startup items. When you hold down !Shift ) to keep all the extensions from loading at startup and keep it down, you'll also prevent startup
items from opening.
To quash the extensions but not the startup items, release the !Shift) key as soon
as you see the Welcome to Macintosh, Exterzsions C!! f dialog. To load extensions but
bypass the startup items, press !Shift) after the extensions finish loading, before
things show up on the desktop (about the time the menubar appears is when
you should get the key down).

Shutdown items. You can probably guess what this folder is for, although
you may not be able to figure out how to make use of it. Since anything in the
Shutdown Items folder opens, or runs, when you use the Shut Down command, some utilities--especially ones that make automatic backups-place
something in this folder to trigger an action when you use the Shut Down
command.
If you know how to write AppleScripts, you might place a script in the
Shutdown Items folder that would, for instance, empty the trash before
you shut down.
But you don't have to get that fancy. If there's something you should do
before you shut down your Mac, put the related document or program in this
folder so it opens before the Mac shuts down: I have a PowerMerge document in there so I can do a backup at every shutdown. When you quit the
program that was launched from the Shutdown Items folder, the Mac finishes
shutting down-which can come as quite a surprise if you've worked for a
while since you used the Shut Down command.
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Preferences
The folder. The Preferences folder holds files that applications and utilities
use to keep track of things like how you've set up their defaults, if you've registered and entered a serial number, what documents you were using last time
you used the application, and so on. These files are generally referred to as
prifs or settings files, and their names usually include the word preferences, prifs,
settings, or difaults.

As applications get more complicated, a single preferences file isn't always
enough, so many programs create folders inside the Preferences folder.
N etscape and Explorer, for instance, keep not only program settings but also
caches of web pages in the folders they place inside your preferences folder.
Corrupted preferences. Preference files for some programs are very susceptible to corruption, and a corrupted preferences file often keeps a program
from launching or behaving correctly. One of the first things you should do
when a program starts giving you grief when it always behaved before is get
rid of its preferences file and try again-there's even a Finder Preferences fi le
that occasionally needs to be trashed.

That said, be careful: some preferences files contain important information,
like a registration number, that lets you run the program without, say,
reminders to register. Your best bet is to pay attention to the next entry.
· The forgotten backup. Preferences files aren't often included in piecemeal backups (as opposed to total-disk backups), but they should be. It
doesn't matter if you have to rebuild your Finder Prefe rences fil e, but some
preferences files contain important information that you don' t want to lose.
You should occasionally back up the preferences file of certain programs
so you can replace them if they become corrupted.
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Desk Accessories
In General
Once and future DAs. Desk accessories are little applications with narrowly
focused capabilities. Prior to System 7, they were part of the System file itself;
with System 7, they became stand-alone items.

In the early Mac days, DAs (as they're called) were a special solution to a special problem. You could run only a single program at a time, so you would
have had to quit MacWrite just to take out a Calculator program. So, DAs like
the Calculator, Alarm Clock, and Scrapbook were designed to run in a tiny
chunk of memory and in a special "layer" that didn't require your quitting the
one and only application you could use.
Those days are far behind us but the desk accessory nomenclature, and a little
of its philosophy, remains. A tme DA has a "kind" of desk accessory if you
check it in a list-view window, and there are only three left in the system software: Chooser, Calculator, and Key Caps. Other items that used to be desk
accessories, like the Scrapbook and Note Pad, or would have been desk accessories, like Stickies and the AppleCD Audio Player, are actually applications.
This section covers the actual, used-to-be, and would-have-been desk accessories that come in OS 8 (except for a few, like Chooser and Key Caps, that
are covered elsewhere in the book in context of some other subject matter).
Auto-routing for the real thing. If you're dealing with a real desk accessory--one whose "kind" is desk accessory, like Key Caps-you can drag it into
the closed System Folder and it will be routed to the Apple Menu Items folder.
Treated like an application. Even a real DAis treated like an application
from the system's point of view for some things: it gets its own memory allocation, and, when open, it's listed in the Applications menu at the right of the
menubar. But in other ways, it's still not an application: you can't, for
instance, allocate more memory to it through its Get Info window.

Calculator
0

C~lculator

Calculator The Calculator is what it looks like, and its simplicity belies its usefulness for quick calculations (you don't
always need Excel!). Enter numbers by clicking the
Calculator's keys or by using your keyboard. T he asterisk is
for multiplication, and the slash is for division. To get the
answer, you can click 0 on the Calculator or press 0 or
IEnter I on the keyboard.
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T he Copy command copies the results in the Calculator's window to the
C lipboard (you don't have to select anything first).

Priority of operations. What's 3+5*2? You probably answered 16, and the
Calculator would agree with you; it works in strict left-to-right order fo r a
calculation . But it's worth pointing that o ut, because spreadsheets give priority
to certain operations-multiplicatio n, for instance, is more important than
additio n and is perfo nned first-so a spreadsheet's answer to that problem
would be 13.
Off-site calculations. You don't have to click or type every problem into
the Calculator; you can paste in something like 16*42+8 and have the operation performed autom atically-you'll see the Calculator's buttons being
"clicked," like a player piano's keys being depressed by ghost fingers. This is
especially convenient when you're typing in more than two or three numbers,
since the Calculator's C (clear) key clears everything, and not just the last
number you entered. If you make a mistake, you have to start again- but typing the problem elsewhere first lets you m ake corrections.

What a drag. The C alculator is a special type of window that you seldom see
on a Mac, with the black bar across the top and no real "edges." But you can
drag it by more than just the title bar: the curved lower corners, if you grab just
the right spots, serve as "handles" by which the Calculator can be dragged.
A word is worth a thousand numbers. If the Calculator's lack of number
formatting makes it difficult to read long numbers because there are no comm as, and you're comfortable reading scientific notation, you can switch the
Calculator's readout to scientific notation by pressing ([) on your keyboard.
And, the Calculator can switch co a tex"t readout for special occasions: type®,
then 9999 and press ~the answer is infinity. T hen try E9999/E9999 and
see w hat happens.

Bigger and better calculators. If you need something a little stro nger
than the Calculator but yo u still do n' t need a spreadsheet, why don't you just
build your own Calculator? Dubi-Ciick's Calculator Construction Set has
been around for years, and its longevity m ay be due to its flexibility. Yo u can
dublclick.com create your own custom calculators using a toolbox sim ilar to those found in
painting programs. Your calculator can have time and calendar compo nents,
and you can start from scratch or just alter one of the many predesigned
models it com es w ith.
The DiskTools Collection, described elsewhere in this chapter and also in
C hapter 6, includes two calculators: a scientific calculato r (shown on the next
page) and an RPN calculator. (That's Re11erse Polish Notation, a setup for a jo ke
ifl ever heard one!)
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One of DiskTools'
calculators, and
two samples
from the
Construction Set

Graphing Calculator
Basics. The graphing calculator is one of those things that, if you don't need
it, my ex'Pianation won't do you any good, and if you do need it, you don't
need my explanation (you know what I mean?). The basic Graphing
Calculator window is pretty straightforward, with an area in which you can
type an equation and an area that displays the results. It's not always easy to
type in or edit the equation-you certainly need the small or full keypad, and
often you'll have to delete more than you'd like of an existing equation because
it's difficult to click in it and insert characters or edit them-but there are also
a few non-obvious capabilities in the window, described in the picture here.

Click to zoom in or out_~

==:::-"

1
1 1

Click (or press return)

~to graph the equation

======~
r;JI

1.!;;;;;11

Interactive pictures. When you graph a 3-D picture, you can work with it
interactively.,--grab it and move it around to get different views. The picture
here, for the equation z=xy, is shown in four of its views. And here's something really special, which you'll discover by accident as you twist something
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around: give it a little push, and it will keep spinning on its own. Give it a
bigger push, and it will spin faster. Try it with figures produced with equatio ns
like (x2 + y2) 32 or x2 + y232, which sometimes start out spinning.

Four views of the
same graph,
dragged around
by the mouse.

Help, I need somebody. Check the C redits through the Graphing
Calculator's About command under the Apple menu, or through its H elp
window, and point to some of the people involved in the project while
Balloon H elp is turned on.
Save those pictures. You can grab a picture of any nifty result by using the
C opy command, but you can also just drag and drop th e picture fi·om the
Graphing C alculato r's window into any drag-and-drop enabled program, o r
right onto the desktop as a clipping.
The Wowl demo. Choose Full Demo from the D emo menu and sit back.
It's a lengthy demo, but worth every seco nd of your time-even if you never
use the Graphing Calculator again. (The program was written to show off the
capabili ties of the Power PC chip, and does it ever!)

Jigsaw
Jigsaw Puzzle. This not-very-puzzli ng diversion isn't half as interesting as the
original Puzzle, even if it looks a little better. If your preschooler isn't jaded by
bells-and-whistles software (surprisingly, most aren't), she might enjoy playing
with a puzzle made out of a picture that she's created in another program .

A quick tour of the J igsaw Puzzle's
menus will tell you all you need to
know to play with it: use the Start
N ew Puzzle command to break the
picture into pieces, choosing the size
of the pieces you want at the start. As
you drag pieces into their spo ts, th ey'll
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snap into place if you're within a few pixels of where they belong. In fact,
matching pieces will snap together, and move as a unit, without their having
to be in the right spot.

Make your own. You probably already
guessed you could make your own jigsaw
puzzle, but maybe you didn't know there
are three ways to do it:
•

Paste a picture into the Jigsaw Puzzle
window.

•

Drag a picture in from a drag-anddrop capable utility like the
Scrapbook.

•

Use the Open command to import
any PICT-type graphic.

A picture dragged
in from the
Scrapbook (left)
and an imported
PICT (right).

PICT file type
Chapter 19

Solving the puzzle. Okay, you're not likely to need help in solving this particular puzzle. But there are two "help" features that your little one can
use-one for help, and the other for fun. The Show Picture command shows
what the puzzle picture looks like. And the Solve Puzzle command puts pieces
into place one at time with little sound effects-overall, something that young
kids are happy to watch over and over.

Notepad
Note Pad. The venerable Note Pad was stuck in a time warp from the beginning of the Mac until System 7.5, when it was updated with things like: a 3-D
look and sound effects when you flip a page; a resizable window; scrollable text
on each page; your choice of font and size for (all) text; drag-and-drop capability; and a Find function. In OS 8, it has a 3-D look, but no additional features.
The Note Pad can come in handy for a few special, temporary purposes, like
quickly storing a web address, but it's still not beefy enough to serve any
practical purpose.
[] ~

,...,1 Note.P•d

~-

4mB

The C:efoult font for the Note Pod
is Gene ...a- 12 but you ccn cnonge
11 with the Preferences comm.on<l

""

To flip between pages, click on the corner of the next
page, or the upturned page corner, in the lower left of
the Note Pad. For all its little improvements, the
modern version lost a major one: you can't flip from
page 8 (the last one) right around to page 1 anymore.
(Although you can use the Go To command to jump
to any page.)
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Multiple files. If you do use the No te Pad but its eight pages aren't enough
for you, you can work with multiple Note Pad files: duplicate the Note Pad
File that's in the System Folder and name it whatever you want. When you
double-click o n a Note Pad file, it opens; if the Note Pad was already open, it
just switches to the contents of the file that you double-clicked.

And if you really use multiple Note Pad files, you can put them all in a folder
inside the Apple M enu Items folder, so you can easily open them just by
selecting from a submenu.

DiskToo/s Collection

j

'

shareware.com

Note Pad replacement. If you like the idea of the Note Pad, but find it too
limiting, you can use SimpleTe>..'t or the old TeachTex:t instead: create a document in either utility, name it Note Pad, and stick it in your Apple menu.

But neither of those relatively small applications provides the separate-page
approach of the Note Pad, which give you the "feel" of separating your information by pages into some sort of free-form database. The perfect solution:
Phone Pad, part of the DiskTools Collection-the whole collection is
a $10 shareware collection (by Evan Gross, author of Spell Catcher) that's
worth twice the price. The Phone Pad provides a thousand searchable pages,
automatic dialing (which is probably not as convenient as it was years ago
when people used the same line for their computers and voice calls), and a
terrific index feature that lets you put any wo rd fi·om any page in a separate
column and jump to that page simply by double-clicking on the word.
0

ms

Phone P•CI

s.r.o.r: tvwntr• • Kthlrr.tc.Ht
R.e.h>~

More about
DiskTools
Chapter6
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The PhonePad from DiskTools is a Note
Pad on steroids. The column at right
serves as an index-click on something
in the list, and you jump to that page.

Scrapbook
The Scrapbook. The Scrapbook has been gradually improved over the
years, making it a reasonably useful little utility for sto ring and transferring
text, graphics of all types, sounds, QuickTime movies, and even applicationspecific items like FileMaker buttons with the ir scripts intact. In fact, I can't
imagine why anyone would leave little desktop clippings around (fro m dragand-drop procedures, described in Chapter 5) when you can neatly
store-and view-all those items in the Scrapbook.
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Clicking the Scrapbook's zoom box toggles the window between a size that
accommodates a full-size version of the page contents (up to the size of the
screen) and the last size you used. When the window's not large enough for a
full-size version of the graphic, it shrinks the graphic to fit in the window,
although what you copy out is still the full version. Clicking the scroll arrows
or dragging the scroll box shows different pages; using 8 and 8 or~
and !Page Down I also flips the pages.
The bottom of the Scrapbook window displays information about what's on
the page, including its size (as if it were a separate file) and, for a picture, its
dimensions. The Type information lets you know w hat kind of information is
embedded in the stored item ; it might be as simple as picture or text, or it
might try to be more informative, as shown in the picture here, which is text
pasted in from Microsoft Word.
In a Zen-like approach to unidentifiable items, if you paste something non-standard (like, say, a QuicKeys macro) into the Scrapbook, it's stored there but not
displayed; instead, you'll get the notice: This item has no text, picture, sound, or movie.

me
Information about
each item is
displayed at the
bottom of the
window.

u.- : 88ofi OS
l tft•: DSG,C...ItP,stlfWttxt, lll:ff
5 \.:. : 2K

n- : norl ~

,.,. : p\ctur"t
tau : 2'4211:

Ins and outs. There are two ways to put something into the Scrapbook. The
usual way is to copy something to the C lipboard and then Paste it into the
Scrapbook; the item appears on a newly created page w hich is inserted before
("on top") of the page that's currently showing. The Scrapbook is also fully
drag-and-drop capable, so you can drag things into it from any other dragand-drop environment; you can even just drag loose clippings files right into
it. (You should be able to drag multiple clippings files all at once, but I've
found that doing that often creates multiple pages for one of the clippings,
and none for the others.)
To get something from th e Scrapbook, you simply display the page and use
th e C ut or Copy command; this is one of the few places you don't specifically select something before using those commands. You can drag a page
out of the Scrapbook to place a copy either on the desktop (in a clippings
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file) or into a document. If you want to just ge t rid of a page, use the Edit
menu 's C lear command.

The unkindest cut. If you use the Cut command on a Scrapbook page, you
can't Undo it. But you ca11 just use the Paste command to put it right back.

! If you know what the Fish and the Robot w ere, you've
: been with the Mac for a long time. Here's w hat the tw o

i famous pictures in the o riginal Scrapbook looked like.
: The pink party hat with streamers and confetti has been
: in the Scrapbook for many years now, and it's getting

! pretty tired (or, rather, we're tired of seeing it). But the
! original Scrapbook had a party-theme picture, too, as
: you can see here.

Special items. The Scrapbook doesn't do any "converting" of information,
so w hether or no t the infom1ation yo u put in from one application can transfer to another depends on the applications. A FileM aker button with a script
can be copied and pasted between FileMaker layouts, and it can pasted in and
retrieved from the Scrapbook with its script intact, but copy it from the
Scrapbook and paste it someplace else, you'll get only the graphic part of the
button and not its attached script Uust as if you had done the copy and paste
directly w ithout the Scrapbook stopover). As fo r te>.'i:, basic text styles (bold,
ita lic, underline, and so on) easily transfer to and fro m almost any program;
w hether or not special information like style sheet and paragraph definitions
can be transferred through the Scrapbook depends on where the text came
from and w here it's going.

The Scrapbook file. Since there's no Save
o r Open command, it's hard to remember that
the Scrapbook is actually m ade of two items: the
Scr apbook Scr apbook Fil<>
Scrapbook application, and its o ne-and-only "document," the Scrapbook file that's sto red in the m ain level of the System Fo lder.
Double-clicking o n the Scrapbook file opens the Scrapbook. In fact, doubleclicking on any Scrapbook file (if you have mo re than one-we'll get to that
in a minute) opens the Scrapbook.
If there's no Scrapbook file in the System Folder when you open the
Scrapbook itself from the Apple m enu (where it's placed by de£.1 ult), it creates
a new file for itself, and you'll get a page that says "Empty Scrapbook." (The
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early Scrapbook had less functionality, but more whimsy. An empty Scrapbook
file provide this message in its window: "This space for rent.")

Multiple Scrapbook files. Why would you wind up with multiple Scrapbook
files so that you'd have to know how to handle them? Well, the OS 8.1 system
CD has a folder in its CD Extras folder named Additional Desktop Patterns. And,
in there you' ll find a file with the same name-and it's a Scrapbook file.
The Scrapbook can handle only one file at a time. If you open the Scrapbook
app lication, it automatically opens the file in the System Folder; on the other
hand, if you double-click a Scrapbook file anywhere, the Scrapbook itself
opens and displays the contents of that file. (If the Scrapbook is already open,
it closes and then reopens to show the new file.) So, if you want to temporarily access an alternative Scrapbook file, just double-click on it. To make it your
default, put it in the System Folder, either replacing the one that's already
there or first preserving the original by moving o r renaming it.
Combining Scrapbook file contents is a multistep process, but it's not difficult: open one of the files and drag each page to the desktop, creating a
clippings file for each page. Open the other Scrapbook file and drag the
clippings in; you can drag them all at once, and a page will be created for
each clipping.
Desktop Pictures If it's the Additional Desktop Patterns file you open temporarily, you can just
control panel drag the patterns you want from the Scrapbook window into the Desktop
Chapter6 Pictures control panel window.

A captivating Scrapbook replacement. My favorite Scrapbook replacement is Captivate Store, part of the Captivate utility ($80, Casady &
Captivate Greene). Half of the package is devoted to taking screen shots (that's discussed later in this chapter); the other half lets you retrieve not only screen
shots that you may have taken, but anything else that you can put on the
Clipboard and want to retrieve later. Captivate Store is perhaps best described
as a hierarchical pop-up scrapbook. Its pop-up menu lists the folders and subfolders where you have items stored; pointing to a menu item pops out a
sample of the item so you know what's there. Selecting the item copies it to
the Clipboard and automatically pastes it down in your current application.
Captivate Store can handle text, PICT, sound, or QuickTime files that you've
casadyg.com put in its folders from within the Finder; you can also paste just about anything into Captivate Store and it will create a file for that item.
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Captivate Store's pop-up menu lets you
choose text or graphics that you've
previously stored; whatever you select is
automatically pasted in your document.
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Stickies
Stickies. Stickies is a little application, initially stored in the Apple Menu
Items folder, that lets you make the electronic equivalent ofPost-it® notes. It
also lets you clutter up your screen, the same way you can with the paper version. A sticky memo is a little window with minimal controls (a title bar, close
box, and zoom box). U se Stickies' menus to change the color of the note, and
the font used in it.
U nfortunately, a note sticks to a spot on a screen, and not to anything particular, like a w indow or an icon. And, since Stickies is an application, it has to be
the active one for its notes to show up on top of other windows on the screen .
Although Stick.ies don't have scroll bars, you can continue typing beyond
what looks like the bottom of the note, and everything will scroll automatically; if you need to scroll a small note to see what's past the bottom edge,
drag inside the text to make the window scroll.
T he nonstandard zoom box in the upper right
corner works as you'd expect, but there's no collapse box as there should be for OS 8 windows.
However, if you double-click on a note's title bar,
you can collapse and expand the window. And, if
you don't mi nd losing the zoom box functionality, you can use Stickies'
Preferences command to change the zoom box to a collapse box.
Stioki•s notes don't •xaotly stick
to things, but t~y can '<fork as
llttl• romindors noneth•lus.

Setting a default note. You can make your new notes start up w ith the
color and text specifications you want by creating a note that you like and then
using the Use as Default command while that note is active.

Setting up stationery. If you want to, in effect, set up several defaults for
Stickies notes (say, yellow with 12-point Bold Geneva, and purple with 9point Times), you can use this trick to create stationery:
1.

C reate and format a note the way you want it, leaving the actual note
area blank. Make sure that the formatted note is the active window.

2.

C hoose Export Text from the File menu.

3.

C lick the Save as Stationery box and save it with an appropriate name.
Stickles

Make stationery
for Stickies notes.

12·6old
green Ia roe lt<ollc
nnyPurple

Export several different formats, saving them
in a subfolder in the Apple menu, and
selecting one will open a blank note already
formatted the way you want it.

Making note bars. When you collapse a Stickies note, its first line of text is
moved to the title bar to serve as the title of the note. You can make use of
th is not only because you'll know what's in a note without opening its window, but also because the skinny little title bars can serve as reminders
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themselves: just type a line of text, collapse the window by double-clicking on
the title bar, and use the resulting single-line note as a reminder.
The nontalking moose. Who the heck ever found this particular trick?
Start a new stickie note, type Antler! (keep the initial uppercase letter, and the
exclamation point) and press IReturn I.

Help Systems
OS Help
The Help menu. In OS 8, the Help menu has been changed from a question-mark icon at the right of the menu bar to a Help menu (in text) that
appends itself as the last menu on the menubar no matter what program
you're in.

Help menus for:
the Finder, Find
File, Microsoft
Word, and
ClarisWorks.

The contents of the Help menu change based on what application you're
in. The first item is always an About command, usually for. Balloon Help but
sometimes for some aspect of the application's help system. The second item
toggles from Show Balloons to Hide
Balloons for the Balloon Help system.
The remaining commands depend on
what Help system is built into the
currently active application. There
may be tutorials, shortcut lists, fullblown interactive help, or even
nothing at all.
General OS Help. In OS 8, the Apple Guide system has been rechristened
Mac OS Help, but the actual system, accessed through the Help command in
the Finder's Help menu, is still the same.

You can access Help information in three different ways, through the buttons
at the top of the Help window:

•

Topics shows a list of topics (in no discernable order) in the left pane,
with specifics in the right pane.

•

Index shows an alphabetical listing in the left pane; click or drag the
pointer at the top of the scrolling list to jump to a specific spot.

•

Look for lets you type a word or phrase in a box, and related items are
listed at the right; you don't have to click on the arrow, as the instructions state, but you do have to at least click in the text box before you
can type in it.
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In each case, the right panel shows a scrollable, hierarchical list of topics. The
lists are seldom too long to j ust scroll through, but you can use the triangle in
fro nt of the main topics to collapse and expand a long list.

IIll Mac OS Help
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The Topics view in the Help system.
(Notice the order of topics-none!)
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on the letter you want if you can see it, or
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The lookup view in the
Help system.

Lame lookups. T he Look For function in OS Help should be the most useful approach to looking for something, but whoever did the database for it
should be fired (not that the Index guarantees much success, either). One
quick example out of oh-so-many I could have chosen: You're in the Finder's
Preferences dialog and you see the setting for spring-loaded folders. You want to
know more about them, so you type the phrase into Help's Look For. You get
nothing-it doesn't know from spring-loaded with or without the hyphen, and
with or without the folder(s). But if you search j ust for folder (but why should
you?), you'll see an item spring-open fo lders in the list that you can click on.
Tell me, show me. Once you've found a topic you want to explore in the
Help system, you click the Start button. You'll get a dialog that may or may
not be helpful, and may or may not be part of more information. When you
hit the jackpot, you can get several screens of info rmation as well as a mildly
interactive tutorial.

T he interactive part kicks in when the Help window tells you to do something (open a window, select a menu command) and you don't bother, but
just click the "next" button: fi rst, the Mac either circles the target (say, a menu
title or item , or an icon in a window) in red, or draws a big red arrow pointing
to it. Then, if you don' t do anything, the Mac will do the next step for you,
like open the window or execute the menu command.
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How do llnstall or ~move fonts?

Do This

Oouble-<::llck. the startup disk to ope n lt . (Th e

stanup dJsk icon is usually in the top-rte ht
corner of the desktop .)
If your sys tem h;,.s more tha n one disk. open
the disk that cont:Uns the active System
Folde r. This disk is called. the startup d b k.

lnt HD !]!•'1 ;:; 1

Do t his Step, then cDd< the right arrow.

131.~
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Get basic information about
terms or procedures
mentioned in this window
Back to m ain Help window

j

HB avollable

next
screen
Current page
To previous screen

A basic Help information window.

The Help highligh ts are m o re
eye-catching in t heir native red.

Balloon Help
About balloons. The Mac's first built-in help system, Balloon Help,
debuted in System 7; while it's been somewhat overshadowed by the OS H elp
system, and far too many people ignore it, there's nothing handier when you're
faced with a dialog box providing a list of choices that you don't understand.
Turn on Balloon Help by choosing Show Balloons from the
Help menu. (The command changes to Hide Balloons so
He lp
you can turn the little buggers off.) Then point to something-you don't even have to click the mouse-to get
information about it, which shows up in a little balloon. The information in
the balloon comes from the program you're using, so the actual helpfulness of
Balloon Help really depends on the programmer's thoroughness.
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Finder windows.
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While you're working. You may not
be able to chew gum and click a mouse
at the same time, but you can continue
need balloon help to tie my shoelaces.
'
'
worlcing while Balloon Help is on.
Bob Seaver, CompuServe Mac Sysop
You won' t do this often, because it's
annoying to have all those balloons
popping out all the time, but it's important to realize you can do this: it's the
o nly way you can, for instance, get Balloon H elp for individual menu items.
(In fact, you can get balloon help for dimmed menu items!)

At my age, I don't remember what I had for
breakfast. At the current rate of decay, I will

'

'

Contextual balloons. The informati on in Balloon
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H elp can change based on the status of the item
you're pointing to. The picture here, for instance,
shows two different balloons for the Trash can.
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In the About box. When you use the Finder's
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Getting Help from Other Sources
'Tis better to give than to receive. Before we list som e of the places you
can get help, let me list one where you can give help, and join the list of "tipsters" who get their name in the back of this book because they've sent in a tip
(or tried to-it's really hard to be the first one!).
Visit thetipster.com and drop me a tip, or a comment. Everything will be
read- but not many can be replied to because of the volume of e-mail! You'll
find a Tip of the Week (plus the backlog of prior weeks), links to other Mac
sites, lin ks to the Editor's Choice
product sites, and links to most of
the shareware products mentioned
throughout the book.

I

User Groups There are books, there's the Web- and then there are people.
A user group is a club whose members are interested in computers in general,
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or in a particular kind of computer, or even specific software. They're typically nonprofit and independent of manufacturers and publishers.
Meetings are usually free. Mem bership, with its perks of a newsletter, access
to shareware libraries, and sometimes even discounts on major products, usually runs $20-60 a year. Subgroups, called S ICs (special interest groups), meet
for members who share a particular focus, like beginners or musicians.
To find a U ser Group near you, stop by Apple's web site: apple.corn/usergroups/.
Reading material . H ey, this book is great, but it has a serious limitation:
time. When you want more timely printed material, you need a monthly or
weekly Mac publication-all of whom have web sites, too, w here you can get
more information about subscribing to the paper version:
Macworld
MacAddict

macworld.com
macaddict.com

MacWEEK

m acweek.com

Then there's TidBITs (tidbits.com), a free electronic newsletter that covers the
computer industry with an emphasis on the Macintosh and the Internet. It's
distributed to about 150,000 readers each week on the Internet and on most
commercial services.
On the Web. The Web is an incredible source of information fo r almost anything, but especially for computer information. Surfby these sites:

•
•

macintouch.com: N ews and analysis, product coverage, system software notes .
maifixit.com: Problems and solutions, updates (news about them, and
sometimes the updates themselves) for utilities and software.

•

macdirectory.com: Track down hardware and software info, seminars and
events, and even job opportunities.

•

maccentral. com: News, software downloads, sales .

•

evangelist.macaddict.com: When you're feeling down .. . drop in to find out
about the latest and greatest news, and how the Mac is still surviving.
Subscribe to the Evangelist newsletter while you're there.

Don't forget the web sites for specific companies, where you can find out
about the latest software update or hardware release, and often pick up technical information, too. H ere are some of the Apple sites you might want to go to:

•

Apple Computer: apple.com

•
•
•

Apple Tech Info Library: irifo.apple.com/til/
Apple Facts O nline: product.ilifo.apple.com/productinfo!datasheets/
Apple Software U pdates: irifo.apple.com/swupdates/
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The online services. Both AO L and CompuServe offer extensive Mac support in the fo rm of libraries, announcements, and tho usands of other users, at
least one of who m has already figured out whatever you're asking. This direct
question-and-answer support, as yet unavailable on the Web, is the m ain reason you should consider subscribing to them (and accessing the Web through
them) instead of getting an ISP only.

Odds and Ends
SimpleText
SimpleText. SimpleText replaced the venerable TeachText as the basic Mac
text processor many years ago. Unlike its predecessor, it supports multiple
fonts, styles, and sizes, multiple windows, can record and play back a single
sound per document, and even has drag-and-drop editing. But mo re than
anything else, it serves as a reader for ReadMe documents, those instructional
little treatises that com e with so many programs and utilities.

SimpleText is installed in the Applications folder on the main level of yo ur
hard drive. If you put it away in some folder (I stick it in Utilities) and later
reinstall your system software, you' ll get another copy back in the Applicatio ns
folder. SimpleText also com es with m any programs and may be installed in
their folders. You should try using the Find command occasionally to weed
out multiple copies of SimpleTe>..'t.
Grabbing graphics. When a SimpleText document is composed solely of a
graphic (as when you open a plain PICT file by do uble-clicking on it), you
can use the Select All command, and then the Copy command, to put the
whole thing on the C lipboard. But if you want only a section of the graphic,
you can just d rag across it-you'll see a rectangle where you drag- and use
the C opy command for that.

You can't add a graphic to a SimpleText document witho ut some serious gymnastics, using ResEdit; this is covered in the ResEdit section later in the chapter.
Editing a ReadMe. Don't you fi nd it annoying that all those nifty ReadMe
files can be only read or printed? Yo u can't alter them, or even select an area
to copy someplace else. You don't have to put up with that anym ore.

T here are two types of SimpleText files, with 1:\vo di ffe rent fi le types: TEXT
and ttro. TEXT- type files are the ones you create w hen you save som ething
from SimpleText. T he ttro (TeachText read o nly) types are the ones you can't
edit- unless you change the type to T EXT. H ere are a few ways you can do
the alteratio n:
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•

U se any utility that lets you change file types. DiskTools, Drop•Info,
and More File Info, all covered in C hapter 6, can do the trick.

File types and
creator codes •

Use the Color Menu (described in the next entry) utility to alter
SimpleText itsel£

Chapter 12

•

Use an AppleScript application (described later in this chapter) to do the
dirty work.

•

You can change file types in ResEdit, which is like using a hammer to kill
a fly, unless you're already working in ResEdit for something else; the
procedure is described later in this chapter.

,..._

Color Menu addition. A nifty little
shareware utility called SimpleText
...
...
Color Menu ($10) alters SimpleText so
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Embedding graphics. You can view PICT files in SimpleText, but you
can't paste a graphic into a document. Later in the chapter, I describe how to
usc ResEdit to embed graphics in a SimpleText document, but there is (as
there is so often!) a shareware solution, too. PICTinText ($10) lets you open
yo ur text fi le in its special window and indicate where you want your PICT
file to be inserted (it has to be a separate file to start wi th-you can't just paste
something from the C lipboard); saving the files from the utility keeps it as a
text file that SimpleTex"t can open.

Screen Shots
They shoot screens, don't they? The Mac has a built-in way of taking
screen shots, or screw dumps-a file that contains a picture of how your screen,
or part of it, looks.
Press ~! Shift@) and you'll hear a little click {it's supposed to be a camera
shutter); a few seconds later, you' ll find a file named Picture 1 on the main
level of your drive (subsequent shots have higher numbers). If you doubleclick on it, it will open in SimpleText, but you can open it in almost any
graphics program.
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Partial screen shots. T here are two ways to take pictures of o nly part of
the screen. If you want to select a rectangular section of the screen, press
~ Shiftlj]; you' ll get a crosshairs cursor with w hich you can make the selectio n. But if you want a shot of a single window, it's easier to press leaps LockI
and then ~ Shift G). You'll get a bulls-eye cursor; click in a window with it,
and that's the window whose picture wi ll be saved to the disk.
Straight to the Clipboard. For any of the screen shot options-full screen,
partial screen, or window- you can have the image placed directly on the
C lipboard instead of in a disk file: add lcontrotl to the key combination you're
using for the shot.
Keyboard roundup. O kay, now that you know there are all these screenshot variations, here's a roundup:

Press

to capture

lilltl Shittl~l

full screen
a selected area
targeted window

ldX(ShittG)
I~( Shitt( Caps

Lockl4 l

Add lcontrotl to any combination to put the
picture on the Clipboard
Screen shot problem on 7200's. On Mac 7200 m odels, the mouse
po inter doesn't always appear in captured graphics. You'll find a special control panel, Pointer Mode, in the CD Extras folder on your system C D that
takes care of this problem. Install the control panel (all yo u have to do is drag
it fro m the C D), restart the Mac, open the contro l panel, and check the
Standard M ode optio n. (If you find your mouse cursor flashes a lot w hen it's
over graphics, you'll want to turn off this standard mode unless you're taking
a screen shot.)

: The built-in screenshot capability was in the Mac since the ve ry beginning, although you
couldn't do anything besides the entire screen. (On the other hand, you had an option to dump
it directly to the printer instead of to a disk file.) There wasn't any sound, eithe r, except for the
drone of the floppy drive as the file was written to it.
But the naming convention was different: the first was named Screen 0 (because computers
really start counting at zero, not one), the next Screen 1, and so on, through Screen 9. You
couldn't take an eleventh picture because those were the only names available; but you usually couldn't take even ten pictures, because even though the black-and-white files didn't take
. a lot of room, the floppy disk had a system folder and an application on it- and maybe a few
: documents, too.
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A better shot. If you need something m ore in regard to screenshots, there
arc comm ercial and shareware utilities available. Additional features include
things like being able to: save the captured image to a disk fi le, the C lipboard,
or even into the Scrapbook; grab pictures of opened menus; and include the
cursor o r not.
Casady & Greene's Captivate package ($80) has a good capture modu le, and
,./ the advantage of the terrific Captivate Store scrapbook-like uti lity described earcasadyg.com lier in the chapter. Exposure Pro ($120, Beale Street Group) offers an
beale.com incredible array of save options (in TIFF, G IF, ]PEG, or PICT, for instance) and
shareware.com
built-in editing tools, but you'd have to practically be in the business of taking
screen shots for it to be worth
0
C.prtvate Stlect
8
0
B
the price. Beale also offers
CaP.~~t~..S.~.~ ~
ScreenShot
($50), w hich is
S.t.«
) Ottoor.. TI
~
fiJCN& It nur..-" GJtt- lt.,.._,
elegant and reasonably powerEile.w.- .... ~~~·>m
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Also •••
Apple events. App le Events are part of an underlying technology through
wh ich applications can communicate, and even control one another; an
"event" is a command sent from one application to another. For this to work,
an application has to be "aware" of events-it has to be designed to take
advantage of Apple Even ts. Apple Events can work on o ne Mac, o r between
Macs on a network or over a modem li ne. App leScript uses Apple events to
control the Finder and other "pliable" programs. - SZNJK/CR
WorldScript. The M ac has been able to write in different languages and
alphabets fo r quite some time. But with WorldScript, the Mac provides programmers with a standardized approach to different alphabets and supports
"double-byte" languages like Japanese and C hinese.
Although WorldScript is built into system sofnvare from version 7.1 on, to
actually type som ething in a foreign alphabet you'll need one of Apple's
Language Kits (about $250) and a program that supports WorldScript, like
Nisus Writer. - EC

Publish and Subscribe. Publish and Subscribe, introduced in System 7,
works like an automatic cut-and-paste feature , allowing you to link data so
that changing it in one place also changes it anyplace else you've put it. The
data is "published" from one document, creating a separate fi le, the "edition."
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Another document "subscribes" to the edition and can be set to automatically
update if the edition changes.
It's a great idea that didn't catch on, never getting the support from both users
and software companies that it would need to become an important part of
Mac computing. -SZNCR/JK

QulckDraw. QuickDraw is the set o f graphics routines built into the Mac's
ROMs that control how things are drawn on the screen. "Drawn" doesn't
mean just pictures, though-characters in fonts are "drawn" on the screen,
too. T his leads to the misnomer "QuickDraw printer" for a non-PostScript
printer, since the Mac's QuickDraw routin es do all the formation of letters
and then send the images to the printer.

Open Doc. Let me quote from the Fifth Edition of this book:
"At this writing, Apple is revising the system software to support a revolutionary new document forma t called OpenDoc, which takes interapplication
communication a step beyond what Apple Events makes possible. Open D oc
wi ll allow you to use several applications to work o n different types of d ata
within a single document (called a compo1111d dowmeut because of the multiple
formats it contains). Parts o f a document that would normally be separate
documents from different applicatio ns could be part of a single file, eliminating the need to cut and paste between applications or re-importing into a
central document every time it needs editing."
Let me quote from the Sixth Edition of th is book:
"It's interesting, or frustrating, to note that as I write this for the Sixth
Edition, J ohn's 'as I write this' from the Fifth Edition doesn't get changed.
We're still wa iting for OpenDoc; it's closer, but not here 'as I write this."'
And here's the Seventh Editio n comment: OpenDoc has officially been
moved to the category of "unsupported" as of litis writi11g. -SZA/JK

For the Power User
AppleScript Basics
About AppleScript. AppleScript isn't just a built- in macro capability; as
with most things, its power and flexibility come w ith an ease-of-use tradeoff.
AppleScript is an entire programming language and, except for a few instances
(some of which I provide in the Projects sectio n below), isn't practical for
most users. The information in this section will help you decide if you sho uld
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pursue it further, and the next two sections will give you tips on using the
Script Editor and a few sample scripts to try.
The Script Editor is the crux of AppleScript, even for scripts that are simply
recorded from the Finder. It shows the steps of the script and provides a way
Macro utilities to alter them and then save the script so you can run it later. Unlike standard
Later this chapter macro utilities, AppleScript provides no way to call up one of its scripts with a
simple keystroke-probably one of the reasons the masses didn't take to it.

Scriptable versus recordable. Some applications are "AppleSc ript aware":
they understand and respond to AppleScript commands so you can automate
their use; these applications are scriptable. Som e applications take this to
another level: they're recordable-you can run the Script Editor and record
actions taken in the o ther application, and the actions are turned into editable
scripts. An application can be scriptable without being recordable (but it won' t
be recordable if it isn't scriptable!)
How can you tell w hich applications can be scripted? Well, most scriptable
applications are proud of it, so its ads or documentation will point that out.
But you can check it yourself with the Script Editor.
Use the Script Editor's Open Dictionary command to "open" an application .
If the application isn't scriptable, you' ll get a dialog telling you so. If it is
scriptable, its dictionary will open-the list of AppleScript commands that it
understands. To see if the applicatio n is recordable (which very few are), just
try recording a simple step and see if anything shows up in the script window.

Script types. There are three ways to save a script from the Script Editor,
and each gets a differe nt desktop icon:
•

Application Droplet

Script

Text

Application: T here are two types of AppleScript
applications, each with its own icon. The first is a
standard, double-clickable application. T he second
is a "droplet," an application that works when you
drop icons onto it. (Unlike any old application
that will open a document dropped onto it, a
droplet is designed to do something to the items
you drop onto it, not actually open them.)

•

Compiled Script: This is a basic Script Editor document, which opens
into Script Editor.

•

Text: This is a text-only file that can be opened by any application that
handles text files, but it gets a special icon, and if you double-click on it, it
wi ll open in Script Editor.

Where you put the scripts. If you put a scripted application in the Apple
Menu Items folder, or in a subfolder that's in the Apple menu, you can run
the script by simply selecting it from the menu. (In fact, w hen you install
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your system, it puts an alias to the Automated Tasks folder in the Apple
menu; this is a folder that contains some basic AppleScripts that work on
Finder item s.)
Som e scripts belo ng in the Startup Items folder or the Shutdown Items folder
so that they'll run every time you start up or shut down the Mac. D roplets are
left stored out on the desktop, for easy access.

Scripting Tips
Setting styles. When the syntax of a script is checked (whether because
you've checked the Syntax button or because you've run or saved the script),
fo rmatting is automatically applied to the
B
script to make it easy to read and follow. If
Select keyword Ctllf:QOrflls. lh t n choose
comm•nds fram the rant end Style menus to
you don't like the default styles, you can
ch •nue thei r ronnatUnQ.
change them through the AppleScript
Formatting comm and.
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But if you want to highlight part of your
script in a special way, you can usc the com mands in the Font and Style m enus to
override the default formatting.

Constant comment. There are two ways to add
comments (reminders or descriptions that aren't part
of the script) to a script. For short comments, begin
the line with two hyphens. For longer ones, where
you'll want to press !Return I for multiple lines, begin the
comment with (* and end it with *).

To be continued ... Lines of code in the Script Editor window arc infinitely
lo ng: they do n' t wrap to stay visible in the wi ndow the way word-processed
tel\1: does.
To break a single line of code into shorter Jines without interrupting the code
itself and confusing the Script Editor, type the -. (!Option[[]) character where
you want the line to break, and then press !Return I. O r, to both enter the character and move down to the next line, use one of the Editor 's friendliest little
shortcuts: press lo ption (Return l.

Making a splash. When you save a script as an application, yo u have a
choice as to whether o r not running the script trigge rs a splash screen befo re
the script itself is executed. (A splash screen is the first thing yo u see when
you run an application- the "Welcome To" notice.) For scripts you're making
for your own use, you won't want to be bothered with a splash screen, so
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Customize a
splash-screen
message by
putting it in the
Description box.

make sure you turn it off: check the N ever Show Startup Screen button in the
Save dialog when you're saving the script.
But you might want a splash screen for scripts
you give to others. To customize the message
in the screen, type it into the Description box at
the top of the Script Editor window.

AppleScript Projects

Before and after
clicking the Syntax
button.

How to enter and save a project. To create any of the proj ects in this section, launch the Script Editor (it should be inside the AppleScript folder in the
Apple Extras folder) and type the script lines. When you type them in the window, don't worry about the line indents or
bold text that you see in these listings; the
Script Editor applies those formats itsel£ You
type everything in and then click the Synta:x
button, and the Editor checks everything
you've typed- it's a great way to spot typos!
''
(Pressing !Enter! "clicks" the Syntax button, too.)

..

Each of the brief projects described in this section has to be saved as an application. After you type in the script for a proj ect, here's how to save it:
1.

U se the Save command from the File menu.

2.

C hoose Application from the pop-up menu in the Save dialog.

3.

Uncheck the Stay Open box.

4.

C heck the N ever Show Startup Screen box.

Most of the projects here should be stared in the Apple menu or one of its
submenus; when you select it from the (sub)menu, the script runs-it feels
just like selecting a menu command.
Rearrange desktop at startup. I have four volumes that are always on my
desktop, and no matter where I put them, they line up along the right edge of
the screen on eve1y restart. I don't want them there, but there's not much
choice. At least, not without a script.

You can organize multiple volumes, too, just by recording the action of dragging them to their new positions. H ere's how to record this particular script:
1.

Arrange the desktop so you can see the volume icons and clear the space
w here you want to put them.

2.

Run the Script Edi tor (make sure its window isn' t in the way of what you
want to do wi th your icons) and click the Record button.

3.

Drag the icons to their new positions.

4.

C lick the Stop button in the Script Editor w indow.
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That's all there is to it. Your script will look something like this:
tell application "Finder"
activate
select disk "OS 8"
set position of selection to {1037, 11}
select disk "OS 8.1"
set position of selection to {1039, 46}
select disk "Warehouse"
set position of selection to (989, 22}
end tell
Save the script as an application, and put it in the Startup Items folder inside
the System Folder so it runs at every startup.

Lock and unlock files. Locking and unlocking files is such a pain: you have
to do a Get Info for each one and check or uncheck the locked box. A very
simple AppleScript, and a variation, will let you lock or unlock single or multiple files with a simple "command" from the Apple menu.
H ere's the script that locks files:
tell application "Finder"
set locked of selection to true
end tell
And you could probably guess that this is how you unlock files:
tell application "Finder"
set locked of sel ection to fal se
end tell
Save these as separate applications and put them in the Apple menu (or, better, in a folder in the Apple menu so they're in a submenu). Select an item, or
multiple items, in a desktop w indow and then choose the "command" from
the Apple menu. That's it.

Setting window views. Turning columns in a list view on and off is
another annoying desktop procedure: you have to go through the View
Options dialog and check and uncheck the items you want included. If you
use only one or two standard views for most windows, you can automate the
column display.
Here's a script for displaying only the first two columns-Name and Date
Modified. It turns on the Date Modified and turns off all the others (the
Name column is always on, so there's no command for it). The first command changes the window to a list view (in this case, the "name" view, which
sorts it by name) because the columns can't be turned on and off when you're
in an icon view. "Window 1" refers to the frommost Finder window.
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tell application "Finder"
set view of 1~i n d01~ 1 to name
set show modification date of 1~ind01~ 1 to true
set show size of window 1 to false
set show kind of 1~i ndow 1 to fa 1 se
set show label of window 1 to false
set show creation date of wi nd01~ 1 to fa 1se
set show comments of window 1 to fal se
set sh01~ version of window 1 to false
end tell
You could probably guess your way to making other column-display views,
and I'm going to let you: just change the columns you want displayed to
"true" and the ones you want hidden to "false" in the script. Save the scripts (I
use three, named TwoColrmm, Al/Columns, and MyCohmms) as applications and
sto re them in your Apple menu.
Editable ReadMe's. As mentioned earlier in the chapter, most ReadMe files
are saved in a special format so that you can't edit them. There are several
ways around this problem, and here's another one: a script that changes the
file's type so that it's editable. This is all it takes:

tell application "Finder"
set file type of selection to "TEXT"
end tell
Save the script as an application and put it in your Apple menu. Select the
ReadMe file or files, and choose the "command" from the menu.
If you'd rather have a droplet that you can drop ReadMe files onto, use this
script; it lets you drop a single, or multiple ReadMe's onto the script icon:

on open (itemlist)
repeat with eachOne in itemlist
te 11 app 1i cation "Finder"
set file type of eachOne to "TEXT"
end tell
end repeat
end open

Using ResEdit
The resource editor. One of the nicest things about Macintosh software,
and something that sets it apart from most P C software, is that the code that
makes a program run is separate from the interface that's presented to the
user-the dialog boxes, alerts, menus, icons, pictures, sounds, and so on,
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collectively known as reso11rces. That means you don't have to be a programmer
to futz around with the interface; all you need is a resource editor.
Apple's ResEdit program is a freeware utility that lets you get at resources.
U sed incorrectly, it can render your program (or your system, if you're working on the System file o r Finder) inoperable. Make sure you all/Jays work on a
copy, and in the case of system resources, make sure you have a disk you can
boot up your Mac with, in case you damage the installed System.
You can change (or just copy) resources from practically any applicati on, desk
accessory, extension, control panel, or other no ndocument file. A few programs, most notably those from Microsoft, cannot be looked at or tinkered
with. (Spoilsports!)
What does all this mean? It means you can personalize your programs and the
System and Finder by changing the wording of menu commands, adding keyboard shortcuts, and editing text and icons in dialogs and alerts. Yo u can also
..... ........ ........... ................. .. ... .. ... .. .. ........... ... .. .... ..
transfer pictures and sounds from one
program
to another.
Apple is considering voiding the warranty for

'

'

consumers who use ResEdit. Some factions at Apple
wants to forbid sales entirely to anyone who's even
heard of ResEdit. "Ever heard of a program called
ResEdit? You have? Sorry, we can't sell you a
Macintosh. How about an Amigo?"
Doug Clapp, MacUser, J986

'

'

The next entry gives you a super-qui ck
introduction to ResEdit itself, and the
o ther entries in this section give you an
idea of the kinds of things you can do
with it. - SZNEC

Three steps to happy ResEdltlng. If you follow these three steps (along
with general Mac hygiene, like regular saves and backups) you should be able
to modify your resources without fear.
1. Always, but always, work on a copy. That has already been said, but it
bears repeating: Never work on the original or sole copy of a program or
the System. Instead, make a copy of the program and alter tlrat. It's easy to
damage a file so that it will never run again, and unless you have a clean
copy, you'll have lost it forever.
2. Be careful what you touch. There are many different kinds of
resources; some arc more difficu lt to alter than others, and some are
downright dangerous to mess around with. Generally speaking, you
should limit yourself to these resources:

•

DITL: dialog box contents, with corresponding DLOG or ALRT
resource that stores the window size and title.

•

MENU and CMNU: menu resources

•

STR#: string resources attached to menus and dialogs

•
•

PICT: pictures used in the program
CURS: cursors in programs and the system
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•

ICON, ics4, ic18 (and other resources beginning with I C): icon
families

•

snd: sound resources can' t be altered easily but you can copy and
paste them fro m one place to another

3. Don't crea te, just modify. D on't erase anything and do n't create anything: o nly modify what's already there. Generally, you sho uld stick to
cosmetic changes-modifying a button's text, size, colo r, and shape is
fine, but changi ng it from a butto n to a checkbox will probably cause the
program to hang. - SZA/EC
Jumping around. Since ~IQ) is used to open fi les, ResEdit lets you use
!Return ) and !Enter) to open practically everything else. Try it while yo u have a
resource item selected in a list, or while you have a butto n selected in a dialog
box, just to name a few spots. You can use 1~§1 to close, and the(!)}) keys to
move up and down the lists. You can also type in a resource item number (or
a name if it has one) to jump to that item. - EC
Hidden objects. Som etimes you'll find that vario us objects are piled up o ne
on top of another in a window that holds DITL resources. Each item has a
resource number that you can see by holding dovm !Option), or by tuming on
the numbers with the DITL m enu's Show Item Numbers command. To select
an object that's underneath another, use the Select Item Number command in
the DITL menu, ~nter the appropriate number, and press !Enter!. -SZA/EC
Close all windows. C hanging a resource always means burrowing down
through a series of windows. But you don' t have to close them all one at a
time. If you loptionl-click in a close box, all the "parent" windows fo r that window close alo ng with it, not including the m ain \;vlndow fo r the file you're
editing. This is handy because you may be editing more than one type of
resource, and the other wi ndows will stay open.

When you want to close the entire fi le, you can j ust click in the close box of
its main window, and all its windows w ill close, too.
Just say NO. H ere's another really, really, really im portant reason to always
work on a copy of the file you're editing: ResEdit makes changes to the file as
you go alo ng, despite the misleading "Save changes?" dialog when you close a
wi ndow. If you say no, it deletes the changes and restores the file to its or iginal state. So, if you crash while editing the fi le, there will be changes made to
it without your okay-and they m ight be changes that make the file unusable.

ResEdit Projects
Adding a keyboard command to a menu. It's easy to add keyboard
equivalents to menu commands for any application that sto res its menus in
the standard way (fo rget Microsoft prod ucts!). T he following example adds
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the standard @:IDID to the C lear command in the Stickies desk accessory's
Edit menu.
1.

O pen Stickics in ResEdit and double-click on the MENU resource icon.

2.

Do uble-dick on the picture of the Edit menu to open the editing window.

3.

C lick on the C lear command in the sample m enu at the left of the window.

4 . Type a Bin the box labeled Cmd-Key. You'll see the keyboard equivalent
immediately added to the picture of the menu. (T he m enu you're editing
also appears in ResEdit's menu bar so you can pull it down and see what
it looks like.)

C lose all windows and click Yes when you' re asked if you want the
changes saved.

5.

..,..
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........................... ....
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Type the letter 8 in
the Cmd-Key box in
the lower right to
add the keyboard
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N otice there ar e commands in this
wi ndow to set the color of the command in a menu. And there's a Style
menu in ResEdit's menu bar when
you're working on menu items, so you
can apply Italic or Bold or Underline
to a menu command if you want to.

Grabbing a sound. You can move sounds from one application to another,
or from an applicatio n into the Sound control panel so you can use it for your
system beep. This example gets the xylophone sound that's used in the Jigsaw
Puzzle desk accessory when you co mplete the puzzle, and puts it into the
Sound control panel.
1. O pen the Jigsaw Puzzle in ResEdit, and double-dick on the sud resource.
2.

Select the "CongratsSnd" line from the list of sounds in the window that
opens.

3.

Usc Copy from the Edit menu.

4.

O pen the Sound control panel and select Alert Sounds from the pop-up
menu.

5.

Choose Paste from the Edit menu, and name the sound in the dialog that
appears.

T hat's all-don't forget to close the Jigsaw Puzzle file in ResEdit.
Changing the sample font sentence. When you double-dick a font file,
you get a sample of the font; the sample changes from o ne system to the next,
but usually includes all the letters of the alphabet and only a single capital letter. Yo u can change the sample sentence by using ResEdit on the Finder itself;
you might find it convenient to capitalize each of the words in the sentence so
that your fo nt samples display some uppercase letters.
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Working on a copy of the Finder (which, once everything's okay, you can usc
as your real Finder):
l!l

STlW ID• 5816trom nnder

I) •••• •

ICozv l\luox glr.~•• uorl a:.~uld
for Job ~n .

lht stri ng

Accessing the
Finder 's fontsam p le sentence.

l•I'IO aak•

2) '"'"

I

1.

Double-click on the STR# resource.

2.

Double-click on 5816.

3 . C hange the sample sentence to
whatever you want.
4.

Save the changes.

Add a graphic to a SimpleText document. N o te that the name of this
system applicatio n is 1101 SimpleGraphic; if yo u wa nt to embed a graphic (or
multiple graphics) in a SimpleText document, you have to use ResEdit to do
it. Here's how:

First, create and save the graphic(s) you want to use in the document. Make
sure they're readi ly available for copying to the C lipboard, since they have to
be pasted into ResEdit for this to work. (S ticking them in the Scrapbook is a
good idea.) T hen:
1.

C reate the basic Sim pleText document in SimpleTe>..'1:.

2.

Wherever you want to insert a graphic, type (Option ] SpacebarL (Type it on a
separate line, because you can't do any fa ncy layout here.)

3.

Save the document.

4.

Launch ResEdit and open the SimplcTe>..1: document in it. (You can j ust
d rag the document onto the ResEdit icon.)

5.

Get your first graphic o n the C lipboard, and paste it right into the main
w indow in ResEdit. If it's in an icon view, you'll see a new icon, labeled
PICT, appear; if it's in a list view, you'll sec PICT added to the list of the
resources.

6.

Conti nue pasti ng any other pictures directly into the main window. If
you're using an icon view, you won't see any changes, since they'll be
added to the new PIC T resource category. If you're using a list view,
you' ll see the number of PICT resources change with each paste.

7.

Double-click on the PICT resource to sec thumbnails of the pictures.
Select each picture in turn and press ISIIDil for the Get Resource Info
com ma nd.

8.

For each picture, change the resou rce fD num ber. For the picture you
want in the first (Optionlspacebarl spot in your document, use ID 1000. For
the ne>..'1:, use 1001, and so on.
l6uttonlcons
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Save all the changes you've made either with the Save
command or as you close the file's windows .
But your work's not over, because SimpleText is really
simple-minded, and you still have to get the text and
picmres to work together. Open the document in
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SimpleText, and you' ll see the pictures floating over the text that's supposed to
follow them. Click the tex't cursor at the beginning of the paragraph that's
supposed to come after the graphic (it will be pretty much under the graphic),
and press !Return! a few times until the text is pushed down far enough to get
past the picture. The picture itself might disappear as you do this, and you' ll
have to "refresh" the window to get it back: scrolling or resizing the w indow
usually works, but the quickest way is to double-click on the title bar to collapse it, and then double-click again to expand it.
When you have the text and graphics positioned properly, save the document
again. If you'd like to make the document read-only, you can do it with
DiskTools or Drop • Info, as described in the SimpleText section earlier in the
chapter, or use ResEdit: open the document in ResEdit, select Get Inf ofor
[document] from the File menu, and change the file's type from TEXT to ttro.

Macro Editors
The tips in this
section apply to all
macro editors. While
the rest of the macro
tips in this chapter
are for Qu/cKeys, you
can go through them
for Ideas to use with
your macro editor.

About Macros
What's a macro7 A macro is a series of commands or actions that's invoked
with a single key combination, menu selection, or button click. O n a simple
level, yo u can use a macro editor to assign a keyboard equivalent to a menu
command that doesn't have one, or combine two menu commands into a single one-putting Save and Quit onto i&IDOptlon@, for instance.

But that doesn't even scratch the surface of a mac ro program's power. As I
wrote this chapter, for instance, I put the figures and their captio ns in the
Word document as footnotes. When I was finished, I used a macro that went
to each footnote reference mark, cut out the related picture, put it into a
Photoshop document, and saved it as a PICT file, asking me to name the document; next, it cam e back to Word, cut the caption o ut of the footnote, and
put it into the body of the chapter, fo rmatting it as needed for layout-applying the right style, typing "CAPTION:" in front of it, and marking it with the
figure number.
I hope that description intrigues you, rather than frightening you away.
Because although you can wind up doing some complicated programminglike list of commands for an intricate m acro, the majority of macros-even
those that play back a long series of actions-can be simply recorded by telling
the macro editor to watch you while you do something.
While creating and using macros isn't a built-in system feature, it's such a system-/erie/ function, and the AppleScript section earlier in this chapter talks
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about automating things, that the whole issue fits better in this chapter than in
any o ther in the book.
Macro editors. QuicKeys may pretty much ov.rn the Mac macro market, but
that doesn't m ean it's your only choice for automation.

•

QuicKeys ($100, CE Software) is the standard in Mac macros. It's both
the easiest to usc o n its surface level and the one you'll be able to build
more complex macros in \vithout worrying about some scripting language. (Although be warned: to make the most of its power, you'll have
to spend some time learni ng its quirks and its mo re powerful feat ures.)
Even after all these years of reviewer (and, I would suppose, user) complaints, QuicKcys still sports a clunky interface that makes some of the
simpler things look harder than they are: sho rtcuts are divided into categories (button clicks, file launching, "mousies," and m ore), each with its
own icon and dialog boxes, and there are way too many subsubmenus.
But it's stm your best bet fo r simple and complicated macros to be called
up by keystrokes, sto red in a menu, o r put into a palette.

•

OneClick ($75, WcstCode Software), as its name implies, focuses on
palettes of buttons that contain scripts. The scripting language is powerful, but you'll need time to learn it, and the overall interface is a little
clunky, requiring lots of steps thro ugh several dialog boxes fo r even relatively simple setups. And if you want a m acro triggered by a keystroke,
you still have to create a button for it fi rst.

,, '
J

cesoft.com
westcodesoft.com
binarysoft.com

At only half the price of the other macro utilities, KeyQuencer ($45,
Binary Sofnvare) seems like a bargain, and it is, \'lith its speed, low memory overhead, and easy-to-learn scripting language. But you're going to
have to learn the scripting, because it has no recording capabili ty, which is
what makes most macro editors easy to use for beginners and for anylevel user who just wants to cobble together a quick shortcut.
Two different numbers. When you' re typing, the numbers at the top of the
keyboard and the ones on the numeric keypad are the same-it doesn't matter
which you use to enter the numbers.

But when you're ass ign ing macros to keyboard combinations, the numbers
are different-which is great, because w ith @:ID}) being different from
@1ID [keypad] CD, you have more key com binations available. (The symbols
on the keypad are diffe rent fro m their main- keyboard counterpans, too.)
Don't forget that you can use the (IEEl1J keys and also the navigation keys
(I Home!, (End!, and so o n).
Modifier key clusters. The way to stretch out the number of keyboard
assign ments you can make-aside from using the numeric keypad, as just
described-is to use difFe rent combinations of the modifier keys @1ID, (Option!,
(Shitt l, and Icontrol!. Since they're gro uped in the corners of the keyboard, it's
really simple to hold down two, three, o r fo ur of them at the same time. In
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fact, there are so many possible combinations that you'll have trouble remembering what's assigned where. Which brings me to ...

Plan ahead. If you, like most people, start out by creating a few macros that
you know you want to use right away, and then later add a few more, and
then lots later do even more, your keyboard commands are likely to bear little
relationship to the macros they trigger, and no ne to each other.
Your keyboard commands will be easier to remember if you plan ahead and
use some logic in their assignments, grouping like commands by using the
same modifier keys for them. When I'm working in Word (with its own
macro capability), for instance, I usc Icontrol) Shift ! for procedures in outliner
mode, so adding a number expands the outline to that level, and using the
plus or minus sign expands or collapses the current level; lcontroi)Optlon l plus a
letter triggers a style; @l[Jcontrol) plus numbers or arrow keys manipulates window position and size, and so on.
If you haven't started o ut like this, bite the bullet and go back and reassign
better keys-you'll learn the new combinatio ns in no time.

Labels R Us. Even if you plan ahead and use some logic to help you remember keyboard assignments, once you're past a couple dozen, it gets pretty
impossible to keep track of the macros that you use less often than others.
There's one piece of hardware that I use to boost my Mac productivity that
isn't even vaguely computer hardware: my Brother P-Touch labelcr. I have
about 60 macros, at least half of which are used many times every day. But
there are only so many logical keyboard commands available, and although I
find it easy to remember modifier key combinatio ns, it's not always so easy to
remember, say, which keypad number is assigned to which folder-opening
macro. I just stick tiny labels on the keys; in fact, some keys have two labels
on them. In different colors.
You can use regular labels cut down to size-Avery makes a vast collection in
many colors. You can even, as I used to, pencil a few letters on the keyboard
itself, just above and below the function keys if you're using them for launching
programs. (I don't do it anymore because my ergonomic keyboard is curved in
such a way I that can't sec the keyboard edge beyond the function keys.)

Hot key hierarchy. A macro editor lets you create application-specific
macros as well as "universal" shortcuts that work no matter where you are.
When you're worki ng with keyboard commands (as opposed to button
palettes), you might find that you've assigned the same keyboard sequence to
a universal command as to an application command-and it might already be
used by the application you're in. Which one "wins"?
Most macro utilities use the same hierarchy. First, the macro always takes priority over the built-in application keyboard command. If you have both an
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application-specific and a universal keyboard command, the applicationspecific one takes precedence.

Multi-application macros. When you create or record a macro that
involves more than one application, make sure you store it as the right kind of
macro. If you're not careful, you'll wind up storing the macro by default with
the application where you end it-which means you're not going to be able to
trigger the macro where you need it. If the macro will always begin in a specific application, store it with the macros for that application rather than as a
Universal macro.
Short-lived but sweet. Don't think of a macro as something you should
create for a procedure that you do all the time, every day. If you have to repeat
a procedure in a specific document just for the week you're working in it, or
even for the three hours one afternoon that it needs polish ing, it's still worth
creating a temporary macro to save yourself some time. I always have about a
half dozen short-lived macros in my list; I always include temp in their names
so I know I can wipe them out and reuse the keyboard assignment for the
next temporary macro.

QuicKeys: General Tips
Allocate more memory. If you're going to use QuicKeys for anything
more than a few launch macros, you should allocate more memory to it. But
you can't do that the way you usually allocate memory to a program. Instead,
open the QuicKeys control panel and click the Configure button, then click
one of the radio buttons for the Buffer size. You can also configure the
QuicKeys buffer from within the QuicKeys editor, using the Configure command in the Options menu.

Use the direct approach. Whenever possible, build a macro from within
the QuicKeys editor rather than recording it. When you record a macro, it
becomes a "sequence" and is listed as such in the editor window. But very
often that sequence consists of only a single step that is likely to be an option
that can be created directly. For instance, you may have recorded the clicking
of an OK button that could have just been a Button shortcut. If you work
within the QuicKeys editor and use the shortcuts for single item, you'll be
able to later sort the items by type, and also use them to build ocher macros.

Edit out unneeded steps. When you record a QuicKeys macro rather than
build it "manually" in the Sequence editor, you' ll get a lot of unneeded
steps-usually Wait commands, either for fractions of a section or until a window opens. Always go back and edit your recorded sequences, getting rid of
unneeded steps and delays.
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Back up your quick keys. Your collection of Q uicKeys shortcuts is one of
those things that's easy to fo rget to back up if you, like most people, back up
piecem eal rather than copying your entire hard drive someplace. Regularly
copy the entire Q ui cKeys folder to a safe spot; don't copy just the Keysets
folder, because that risks breaking the link betv.reen them and the Sequences.
Preferred extensions. There's a list of "loose" extensions in the Extensions
submenu, above the submenus that list bo th repeats of the loose ones and
others. If you don't use all those separately listed items, you can shorten the
list by using the Q uicKeys
Extensio ns Manager, which you can
Dotttll"rrteuar
open th rough Q uicKeys' File menu;
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Reassigning a keystroke. When you want to rename o r edit a macro,
you can select it in the Editor's list and use~ for Modi fy, or you can j ust
double-click o n it in the list. But if you want to change just the keystrokes
that calls up the macro, you don't have to use the Modi fy command at all:
just click on the keystroke in the list, and press the new key combination.
Moving to the Universal set. If you m istakenly save a macro as an
application-specific shortcut but meant to make it unive rsal, it's easy to
move it: select it in the application's shortcut list, use @:R(R) to cut it, click the
U niversal tab, and use @]N) to paste it into the list.

Q uicKeys: Universal M acros
Controlling control panels. If you work wi th certain control panels on a
regular basis, you can record macros that take them o ut, adjust settings, an d
put them away again . (No te that Q uicKeys has several built-in controls fo r
mo nitor settings, printer selection, network volume mounting, and sound.)

For instan ce, I use two macros that control the PPP control panel: one to
o pen the connectio n, and an other to close it. Although most com munication
and internet software can automatically open the connecti on when you launch
the program and close it when you quit, I found that didn't work fo r me: I
often leave the program open for later use but need the connection closed, o r
I launch a second telecom program when the connection's already open.
Keyboard button p resses. Record macros that let you "click" buttons
in dialog boxes so you do n't always have to reach fo r the m ouse; these are
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especially convenient when it's a simple dialog chat just presents a few buttons
and no other controls. Make sure you save them as universal macros so that
they'll work no matter what application you're in. Here's a list of suggestions
which avoid the problem of assigning something like I~IQ:I for Configure
when that combination is often built in for the Cancel button; in fact, even
!Control@ isn't a good idea for Configure because of the potential confusion.
And, don't forget: !Return! and IEnterl always work for the highligh ted button in a
dialog, and~ a nd ~ trigger the Cancel button.
IControl [y]

Yes

IControl IIJ

IControl@

No
Save
Don't Save

I Control

!Control@
I Controi[Q]

IEJ

IControl@
I Control (8)

Options
Configure
Revert
Help

Window swapping. One of QuicKeys' Special shortcuts is called Select
Second W indow. You might ignore it until you realize what it will really do:
it will let you move back and forth between two document windows. How?
Well, when you trigger the "second w indow" to come forward, the one
behind the current one comes to the top, and the current window becomes
the second window-which will come forwa rd when you use the macro, and
so on. So, you w ind up toggling between two windows no matter how many
are open. (I use IControl@ for this.) There's also a Select Back Window shortcut in case you want to manipulate all your windows, but it doesn' t work
reliably in all app lications. (I use lcontroi (B for chis one.)
Jumping to folders. The File Tools e>-.'tension lets you assign keystrokes to
specific folders. If you trigger the macro wh ile you're in an Open/Save dialog,
the dialog jumps to the folder. T he folder-opening macro has an option that
makes it open the target folder if you're on the desktop, too-so take a look at
the procedure described in Macros on the Desktop, later in this section.
The PrintMonitor macro. As explained in the Printing chapter, the desktop
printer icon that lets you access the PrintMonitor is in many ways a special
folder. And, since it's a folder, you can create a macro that opens it- so you'll
have instant access to the Prine Monitor no matter where you are.

One way to set up this macro works if you've set up access to the Monitor
through your Apple menu by putting an alias of the printer icon in the Apple
Menu Items folder, as discussed in the Printer chapter: you simply create a
macro that selects the printer from the menu. You can also open it by recording a move to the Finder, activating the desktop, selecting the printer icon by
typing its name, and then opening it. But here's the best way to create what's
only a two-step sequence, with the £:1stest playback:
1.

C reate a sequence macro.

2.

T he first step has to move you to the Finder. If you've already made a
move-to-Finder macro, you can use the Import Steps command to put it
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in this sequence. Otherwise, use the Process Swap extension (it's in the
System Tools group) to create the step.
3.

For the second step, use the Polder extensio n (from the File Tools group)
to select and open the desktop printer.

That's all you need. I've assigned (Control (Shilti!) to this, to keep it in line with the
other folder-opening macros (described in the Macrosfor the Desktop section.)

QuicKeys: Launching and Switching
Launching applications. Q uicKeys' File Lau nch option makes it easy to
assign a key to a program or file launch, so all you have to thin k about is
which keys to use. And the launch macro will work not only to launch the
program initially, but also to move you to it if it's already open.
U se the function keys (ru, (f§J, and so on) at the top of the keyboard as
single-key launchers for the app lications you use most. Avoid the first four
keys because they work as single-stroke U ndo, C ut, Copy, and Paste com mands in most programs. You can even reserve the last three keys (off in a
group by themselves) for special functio ns (mine are assigned to trigger a
screen capture, hide all background applications, and move to the Finder) and
sti ll have eight keys left for launching applications. And the way I use modifier
keys, each key does double duty, providing sixteen launch keys.
I usc the eight function keys, with modifiers, to perform d ifferent functions
related to program launching:

•

With no modifier, the key moves me to one of my programs if it's already
open. (As described in the next entry, you may want to separate the
launch macro from the "switch to" macro.) Since this is what I do more
than anything else, that's the unmod ified use of the key.

•

With

•

With @:@, the key triggers something extra (a command of some sort) relating to the application that's "wired" to the key: a special document opens
in Word, the telecom program logs on for my e-mail, my database of Mac
products opens in FileMaker, and so on.

•

With (Option!, an alternate program (the optiotwl one) opens from the key,
giving me 16 launch keys. I assign related programs to the same key, like
Q uark XPress and PageMaker, and N etscape and Explorer.

(Shift~

the key launches the program .

There are more, logical combinations that can be assigned (like launching one
of the secondary programs with a template automatically opening), but I haven't
fo und that I need that level of automation with the secondary programs.
I don't use up the function keys on launching sma ll items like desk accessories and the Chooser; instead, I use the cluster @!illoption (Shittl along w ith a
keypad number to launch those.
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Switching to an already-open application. If you use the basic launch
macro and the application is already open, you'll be transferred into that
program. That's pretty convenient, on the surface, but it poses a problem.
A QuicKeys launch macro takes you through the Finder to the opened
app lication. If it takes two to five seconds to switch from one program to
another, you'll need four to ten seconds when you have to detour through
the Finder; and, the more you have on the C lipboard when you do the
switch, the longer it takes. It also takes time for opened Finder w indows to
be drawn on the screen, but the extra time isn't the issue: the Finder windows might interfere with something you set up where you want to see
windows from two different programs at the same time (which happens to
me all the time).
The solution is to ignore the launch macro, and create a separate mac ro
for switching into an open program, using the Process Swap e:>.'tension.
First, you have to open the program for which you want to set up the
macro. T hen, from the QuicKeys Define menu, use these submenu items:
Extensions>System Tools> Process Swap. In the Process Swap dialog, select
the application from the pop-up menu.

For the Finder. Since you can't "launch" the Finder, most QuicKeys users
set up a switch-to-Finder macro by selecting it from the Applications me nu
at the right of the menu bar. But the way to do it is to use this Process
Swap extension.

Next and previous applications. Sometimes it's just easier to cycle
through your open app lications, moving back and forth between t\vo or three
programs instead ofjumping to one with its Swap or Launch key. QuicKeys
has built-in Next Application and Previous Application commands fo r this, in
the Process Swap dialog; I put mine on IOption)Controt):!j and !Option) Control@.
(Note that Previous refers to the order of the programs that you launched, not
the last program that you used.)

Use all the Process
Swap options to
really automate
moving around in
opened
applications.

You can jump back to the program you used immediately before you
jumped to the current one with the Switch Back option in the Process
Swap dialog. And, if you run a whole bunch of programs at one time and
want to be able to use the keyboard to call up a list and select the one you
wa nt to go to, use the Switch To (From List) option: it opens a dialog
listing all opened applications, and you can select from the list by typing a
few keys. I put the Switch Back and Switch
Switch to.•.
to List options on ~and
Operation:
Switch Back
Switch to (from list)
Previous Application
Next Application

~.
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QuicKeys: Macros for the Desktop
Finder menu commands, Part 1. C reate a macro for every Finder me nu
command- including its submenus. The h andiest ones are the ones that take
care ofView m enu commands like As List and As Icons, and the Arrange subm enu commands like By Name, By Size, and so on. (All the recommended
keyboard assignments in this sectio n can be used-alon g w ith any recommended combinations in earlier sections-without clashing with each other
o r any built-in keyboard commands.)

There aren't e nough alphabetic co mmands to go around-especially ones
that make sense. But if you use @liD for the modifier for File and Ed it me nu
commands-since th ose are the menus w ith most of the keyboard equivale nts anyway-you can use @:IDoptlonl for the View m enu comm ands, and add
!Shift) fo r the commands in its Arrange submenu. That way you can reuse logical alphabetic keys w ithout any clashes. If you're going to assign keys to th e
Special me nu's commands, you can use @IDShift) (think: S for Special,
S for Shift) . But the Sleep, Restart, and Shut Down com mands are available
from the keyboard anyway, fo r systems on w hich pressing the Power key
triggers the Shut Down dia log-you ca n j ust press the letter of the button
you want in that di alog.
The chart o n the next page suggests shortcut key combinations (the Finder's
built-in commands are in bold), so you don't h ave to bother figuring out the
assignme nts. (Why should both of us have to spend our time doi ng that?)
When the first letter of a com m and was already used, sometimes its second or
last lette r is used, or the first letter from its second word. The Show
C lipboard command gets th e alliterative K alternate fo r C. T here's absolutely
nothing logical left fo r Print Window, so I use a slash-but I only use the
command once in blue moon, anyway; there's no good letter key left for
Preferences, eith er, but the equal sign is an easy one to remember for that.
And !~Shift~ is out for the As Window command because it's the built-in
command fo r C lose All Windows.
Finder menu commands, Part 2. Wh en you create macros for Finder
menu commands, don't record them-use the M enu Selection o ption from
the Define me nu instead. W hen you record a m enu cho ice, it's recorded as a
Sequence Q uicKey, instead of the m ore direct Menu Selectio n type. M ore
importan tly, in order to record the selection, you'll have to actually execute
the command, w hil e that's not necessary for defining a Me nu Selection.

Finally, make sure you check the Don't complain if the menr~ choice can't befotmd
option in t he Menu dialog. O therwise, if you press, say, the keys to sort by
name but you're in an Icon view, you won' t get a dialog saying the me nu
cho ice isn ' t available-nothing at all wi ll happen.
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Recommended Keyboard Commands for Finder Menus
View

@ID

@:IDOetion )

I

as Buttons

I~IOellon)

B

as List

~(Oellon)

L

N

as Icons

@ID

0

@ID

p

Move To Trash

@ID

<

as Window

~IQEtioo)

D

Close Window

@ID

w

as Pop-up Window

@:IDoetioo)

p

Get Info

@ID

Clean Up

@:IDoeuon)

u

Label

Arrange

None
Labels/Colors

@ID
@ID

0 (zero)
1 through 7

@ID

H

@ID

D

@ID

M

@ID

y

@ID

F

Show Original

@ID

R

Page Setup

@ID

u

@ID

Print Window

Show Clipboard

Name
Date Modified
Date Created
Size
Kind
Label
View Options

I

@ID

z

~

X

~
~

c
v

@ID

B

@ID

A

@ID

K

I@Shitt( Oetion)
l~l shut(oetioo )

lo3C(Shttt( Oetion)
1~1 Shift( Option)
lo3C[SI}[jj]oetion)
lmshut(Oetion)

N
M

c

s
K
L

v

@:ID Oellon)

Special

Empty Trash

!~( Shift )

E

Eject

@ID

E

Erase Disk

@)g Shlft)

D

Sleep

~( S h ill )

s

Restart

@]gShift)

R

Shut Dow n

@]gShift)

H

*Bold letters are built-in keyboard shortcuts

@ID

Making a better Make Alias command. The Finder 's Make Alias command already has a keyboard equivalent, but you can improve upon the
command itself, which creates the alias using the o ri ginal icon's nam e with
alias appended to it. To create an alias without that pesky suffix, record a
macro that includes these steps (making sure you first select an icon that can
be aliased):
1.

C hoose M ake Alias fro m the File menu.

2.

Press G to m ove the insertion point to the end of the alias's name (it's
auto matically selected when it's created) .

3.

Press !Delete) five times to erase the word alias.
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That's all. By not erasing the space that comes befo re the word alias, the alias
has a name that's di ffe rent from the original's, so they can coexist in the sam e
folder-which is where the alias is created. I use~ to invoke th is macro,
since it replaces the Finder's Make Alias com mand (no sense in wasting a key
assignment!).
Reverse sort. The little Sort Asce nd ing/Descending butto n added to OS 8.1
windows can be triggered with a macro if you record it carefully. (The what
button? Didn't you read C hapter 6 yet?? Im mediately above

.· l

~~rn lQJ~El...

the up moll m ow in ' li,.-vicw window i<' little button
that you can click to sort the window in ascending or
descending order according to the current sorted column.)
Here's how to do it:

...

1.

Open a Finder window and put it in a list view. (Yo u should be able to do
this w ith a previously recorded m acro!)

2.

Start recording.

3.

C lick the Sort butto n in the window.

4.

Sto p the recording.

5.

In the Sequence window, name the m acro and assign it a hot key (I use
SortUpDown and lcontroii +L)

6.

Double-click on the single C lick step in the Sequence window.

7.

In the C lick dialog, click the C lick button (really! ).

8.

In the next dialog, click the button in the upper-right corner of the sample w indow under C lick Position.

9.

OK your way o ut of all the dialogs.

Olck Loc~ulon
OlckRelaUvc to:

Drag Re lotlve to:

0 Scree n
0 Document

0

Q Screen
Docum ent

~D
0

X•

Set th e relative
click position.

Mouse positi on

~ ··El

e Mouu ! position

•·D•·El

Redefining the click to be relative to the
upper-right corner of a Finder w indow
ensures that the Sort button will be clicked no
matter how you resize your windows. And,
using Icontrol(±) as the ho t key coordi nates
nicely with the window-swapping macros
described under Universal Macros.

Jumping t o folders. T he File Tools extensio n lets you assign keystrokes to
specific folders. If you trigger the m acro while you're in an O pen/Save dialog,
the dialog j umps to the folder. But when you' re on the desktop, it can also
open the folder itself-and being able to open, say, the System Folder or the
Extensions folder with a keystroke is even more convenient than it sounds.

Because I use the shareware Defa ult Folder to j ump to folders in Open/Save
dialogs, I don't use as many Folder shortcuts as I m ight o therwise. But I do
still use them on the desktop to jump to certain folders without having to
reach fo r the mouse. T he keystrokes I use so as not to interfere with o ther
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desktop macros recommended in this section are listed here. The folders
listed here are ones everyone has and might want to access; I actually use
another half-dozen folder-opening macros for project folders that I access
often. I keep all the folder macros clustered on the keypad, and trigger them
with Icontrol! Shift ); there are siJ..."teen unique keys available, not including
INum Lock) and !Enter!.
System Folder

I Control ( Shift (I)

Extensions folder

I Control ! s:Effi@

Control Panels folder

IControi i Shlft@.

Apple Menu Items folder
Fonts folder

I Control

Desk Accessories

IControl (Shill @

!Controi! Shlltii i

I:§E!I!(ID

H ere's how to create the macro in the Editor:
1.

C lick the Universal or the Finder tab, depending on whether you want
the macro to work in Open/Save dialogs or just on the desktop.

2.

From the Define menu, select these submenu items: Extensions> File
Tools> Folders.

3.

In the Folders Extension dialog (shown in the picture here), name the
macro, assign the keystroke, and click the Select Folder button.
4.

fold l!n f~le n ~lon

• \ttrofdtrlocation

I

S.lettr-Oicttr

6i! Op4!a loldrrwM.o triq~;~er-tG In tbf'flader
O AI!\lore fotderLoutlaa

I

Find, and open, the target folder
in the Open dialog.

5.

Click the Select button.

6.

C heck the Open folder when triggered itz the Finder button.

7.

C lickOK.

After you've made the first folder-open macro, it's easier to copy and paste it
in the Editor window, and then edit the copies, than it is to create the new
ones from scratch. (You can skip a few steps, including selecting from subsubmenus.) You double-click on the copy, change the name and keystroke and
select the new folder-which will be near the last folder you selected, so you
won't have to travel far in the Open dialog.

Opening volumes. Your internal hard drive, or any mounted vol ume, fo r
that matter, counts as a "folder" because it has a desktop window, and you can
use the Folder extension on it. If you have only a single hard drive, make a
macro to open its main window the same way you open folders, as described
in the last entry; assign lcontroi( Shitt l]) (zero on the keypad) to keep it in line
with the other key assignments.
If you always have several volumes mounted, you can make an "open main
window" command for each one of them with the Folder extension, and
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assign them to lcontroi(Shlft[D, lcontrot(Shlltl]], and so on, using the standard
number keys rather than the ones on the keypad.

Closing everything but the main window. The Finder has a built- in
Close All Windows command, but often you' ll want to close all the windows
except for the main window of the internal hard drive. Create a sequence that
closes all the v.rindows, and then uses the "open volume" macro described in
the last entl)'·
Building the sequence is much better than recording it, since recording it
leaves extraneous Wait commands that you'll have to edit out.
C hoose Sequence from the Define menu in the QuicKeys editor.

1.

2.

Choose Menu Selection from the Define menu in the Sequence edito r.

3.

Select the C lose Window command from the Finder's File menu.

4.

Double-click on the Close Window menu item in the sequence editor so
you can edit it.

5.

In the Menu dialog, check the Option button under While selectirtgfrolll
menu, hold down section; that changes the Finder command from C lose
Window to C lose All wi ndows.

6.

C lick OK to close the dialog.

At this point, you have to create an "open main window" macro for the volume as described in the last entry, unless you've already created it. H ere's how
to add the previously created m acro to this m acro, assuming the Sequence
edito r window is still open and is ready for the next step to be added:
7.

C lick the Import Steps tab to see a list of other macros you've created.

8.

C lick the Finder tab in the Shortcuts list at the right of the window.

9.

Find the macro you made to open the m ain w indow of the disk, and d rag
it into the list at the left, which is the sequence you're creating.

~

Nome;

·-

' Sequ~n« t

dii.Cir

loosaDutlnUIO

Keystroke:

......., s . .,..
rue Edit Denne

r==~

-

-

- 1!1!...- ~···-

l5i c:..tA\'.-..1
5• ..
l:i

Ot.lftiM"

Jlqurnc~~; rtmor

hamt: JooseButlnUI)

Dragging the
previously created
macro into the
current sequence

rue E•llt Denne

I

Keystroke:

IllS

I

lJIUII""'"

,.....

y

~
LNn ~

eJB

I

That's all you need for this
macro; it's only two steps. You
should use all four modifier
keys (&IDShift(Option(Controtl) plus
the numeric key you've assigned
to open the disk's window as
the hot key for this "close everything but" macro.
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On the Desktop
This chapter was
writrenwirhabeta
version of OS 8.5, so
consider it a beta
chapter!

The Environment
The new (again) look. OS 8.5 makes some major interface changes to the
desktop, as well as some subtle ones. O n the major end, there's the variety of
new looks for windows, including not only different title bars but also special
scroll arrows and scroll boxes; on the subtle end, there are things like sounds that
accompany certain desktop procedures and a pastel shadi ng for the background
of icon titles. And, in between, there are things like a slightly changed look for
alias icons and a collection of new system fonts. In order to control these new
items, there have been changes to some Finder commands and control panels,
notably the Preferences command and the Appearance control panel.

The Preferences command now o pens a three-tabbed dialog to control general window settings, window view options, and label names and colors.
so :-
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fi!SpMnt• IO.IedloiGen
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The three faces of
the Finder's
Preferences
command.
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T he Appearance control panel has been completely overhauled. It still lets you
set options that the previous control panel did, li ke the system font and highlight color. But it has also absorbed the functions of OS 8's Desktop Pictures
control panel, and provides a way to deal with all the new desktop options. It
presents all these options in a very clear way, through six tabs in the dia log.
The new
Appearance
control panel has
six tabs.

0 ,.,.... I /Themes

~ Appeilrllnce

\1 Appearance\

Fonts

'L,.

- -

e

=•

\f Desktop \;s;;m;d\/ Options\

8

J

The window appearance. The Appearance tab of the Appearance control

panel lets you set the type of wi ndow appearance (aren't you getting tired of
that word?) for all your windows-not just the Finder. Instead of the staid, if
elegant, platinum approach, you can choose from a variety of alternate
.. .............
lifestyles; the earliest versions of8.5
include Gizmo and Hi-Tech . (I ex-pect
Change is not made without inconvenience, even
thousands
of sets to show up within
from worse to better.
'
'
Richard Hooker (!554-!600)
weeks of this system's release!)
'

'
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Selecting an appearance changes
windows and also menus, dialog
boxes, and standard icons, as you
can see by the samples here. The
changes aren't solely for Finder
windows: they affect all windows
in all applications.

At press time, these
features were
removed from OS
8.5, but it is
expected they will
be included in a
future update.

Vlf'WIDI'IC

I• En'lflt ..d
ftr

n~aoWctlrlt'lb

. .VIew
tlltdtt
ZS lltlfl), 93.1 MlhVtHdtt

(ODV

~
~

ApJ.ItMIAII IIem)

Sample window,
m enu, dialog, and
empty and full
trash cans from
Gizmo (left) and
Hi-Tech (right).

Color Picker
Chapter9
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Color your world. You can set two different types of color choices thro ugh
the Appearance control panel's Appearance tab. O ne is the highlight color fo r
selected text. The other is the "Variation," formerly (and more sensibly)
referred to as the accent color; it's used for the highlighting in menus when
you're choosing a command, and to colorize little items like scroll boxes and
progress bars in dialogs. Select a color from either pop-up menu, or use the
Other option which o pens the Color Picker so you can make your own colo r.

Fonts

System fonts
Chapter9

The n ew system
fonts.

New system fonts. In O S 8, the Appearance control panel provided a
choice between C harcoal and Chicago for use as the system font-the one
that appears in menus and dialogs. Those who poked around in the system's
innards soon discovered "hooks" for additional system fonts, though they
weren' t supplied with the system. (In f.1ct, back in C hapter 5, which I wrote
m onths before this o ne, I predicted they'd be available before you read this
book-and here they are, practically available before I finish writing this book!)
Anyway, the new system fonts are Capitals, Gadget, Sand, Techno, and Te:\:tile,
and you can choose from among them (and C harcoal and Chicago) in the
Fonts tab of the Appearance control panel. The pictures here give you an idea
of what they look like in menus and dialogs.
Unfortunately- and this is such a surprise coming from the interface-oriented Apple-most of
the fonts are not particularly readable in menus
and dialogs.
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The small system font. We now have control over an aspect of system fonts
that we couldn't touch before: the "small" system fo nt, the one that's used fo r,
as the Appearance control panel points out, explanatory text and labels. What
are those? Just take a look at the picture here, which shows the standard
Geneva and then Georgia as the small system font. The small font is always
10 points, so there aren't many fonts that work well in this capacity.

Loree Syttem font I Cherne I

Th e sm all system
fonts is used for
descriptions in
dia logs.
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The views font. Previously available through the Finder's Preferences command, the "Views" font- the one used for labeling icons on the desktop and in
Finder windows-is now set in the Fonts tab of the Appearance control panel.
Anti-aliasing. T he final option in the Fonts tab is for turning "smooth
fonts" on or off fo r font sizes above a certain size (you get to choose the certain size). Although the default size cutoff is 12 points (that includes the
12-point fonts in the aliasing), you' ll probably want to set it higher if you turn
on the option. Aliasing the 12-point size used for basic text entry and fo r
menus and dialogs makes things look a little muddy.
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On the Desktop
The desktop background. T he Desktop tab in the Appearance control panel
replaces the old (well, not so old- let's just say previous) Desktop Pictures control
panel. It combines both the pattern and the picture access on a single, neat
screen, as you can see in the picture here.
One of the improvements is that you get
a scrolling list of pattern names so you
don't have to scroll through the pattern
.....
samples to find what you need. Except
for the reorganization, the controls work
J
the same way they do in the older con:)
trol panel, described in Chapter 6.
&Nf btr•Eit• ~

· "~u.

The Desktop tab
lets yo u change
desktop patterns
and pictures.

.....

Sounds on the desktop. You can turn o n sound effects for desktop and
other "events" like choosing from menus, moving windows, using window
controls, and doing things in the Finder. (The sound effects are a variety of
clicks, snicks, pffts, and brrps.) The Sound tab in the Appearance control
panel lets you choose an overall "sound track" that defines the kinds of sounds
you hear, and tu rn groups of sounds on or off. You can choose anything from
the sound track pop-up; the sounds don't have to match the appearance or
theme already selected in other control panel tabs.
The Sound tab lets
you turn sounds
on and off for
various activities,
an d select an
overall •sound
track" (inset).
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The theme park. T he Appearance control panel provides a set of themes: collections of desktop backgrounds/pictures, sounds, fonts, and window
appearances and options that go together (at least, according to someone's taste).
You can apply all the defin itions at once by selecting a theme from the T heme
tab. (Take a close look at the Roswell background in the picture here.)
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You' re not stuck with every aspect of a
theme package. You can select a theme
and then modify any part of it by
selecting optio ns from the other tabs
in the control panel. If you do, you'll
get a notice at the bottom of the
Theme tab that the current theme is
"current settings."

The Operating System

Your personal theme park. You can create your ovm themes for reuse
very easily. Just set all the options in the Appearance control panel-you can
start w ith an existing theme or from scratch-and then go to the Theme tab
and click the Save Theme button (or select it from the File menu). You' ll get
to name your theme, and a sample of it is added to the Theme tab.
To get rid of a theme you've created, select it in the Theme tab and choose
C lear from the Edit menu.

About this secret ... I don't know if this a beta-only trick, or will stay in the
final version of8.5, but hold down l~loptlon)Control ) and select the About command from the Finder's Apple menu and see what happens.

Find File
Find File
Chapter 7

The new Find File
takes a tabbed
approach.

The Find triumvirate. T he Find File utility sports a new interface and three
distinct types of searching: the standard, based on file attributes like name,
size, and kind; searching through the
e
IJ
"'"
contents of files; and searching the
Internet. You'll notice the change
;l l n~~U~ns
•1 1
..._ _ __,I
right away, since the three functions
are accessible through tabs in the
Find File dialog.

II·--

Finding files on disks. The Find File tab provides access to the familiar
Find File dialog; little has changed except that the previously hidden "content"
option isn't hidden anymore because there's a separate tab for it.

The Items Found
window has a
slightly different
interface.

The Found Items window functions the same way, although it looks a little different, incorporating a lined list in the upper area that matches that oflist-view
...-~=----~-=======.,.-,==""e=e
Finder windows. And, as with
8.5's list views, you can adjust the
size of the columns by dragging
the line between the column
tides (although you can't reorder
the columns), and use the Sort
button at the top of the vertical
scroll bar to reverse the current
sorting order.

Searching through file contents. Searching through the contents of files
on your disk is more sophisticated now than it was through the hidden feature in the older Find File (as described in C hapter 7), but it is also, as a
result, more complicated. In order to be able to use the Find by Content tab
in Find File, you have to iudex a disk first, compiling a list of its contents.
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To index a disk, click the Index Volumes button in the Find by Content tab.
In the next di alog, you select the volumes you wa nt indexed. Make sure
you're not in a hurry: it can take about a half hour to index a gigabyte worth
of fi les. And, unfortunately, as soon as you change n11ything on the disk, you'll
have to update the index or the new item s won't be included in the search.
O n the o ther hand, an indexed search
D
1!1
is i11credibly fast, and you can schedule
~nnlfbyCafltenl Surch l•ttntt
the
indexi ng to be updated when
,..,.. L.,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..._ll ~
you're away from your computer.
S•an:fl Q111 U11e Oadfrs rlKtlon

....

To use the Find by
Content tab, you
have to have
Indexed volumes.
In this picture, only
the Apps drive h as
been indexed and
Is available for
selection.
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Searching the Internet. You probably already know how to search the
Internet-once you're there. But now you can set up the search in Find File
and let the M ac check various search engi nes for you, rounding up th e "hits"
,.,,
and listing them in the Item s Found
0
l{iiMriii\/r..... ,...... .............
window. From there, you can get
more inform ation about a found item
.It!
and then go directly to the site in
questio n. Usc the Search list in
the Search Internet tab to set w hich
search engines should be included in
the procedure.

I

You can search the
Internet, telling
Find File which
search eng ines to
check.
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From the Index
Volumes dialog,
you can schedule a
time for automatic
indexing.
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Th e Found item s
list from a
Conten ts search
includes a
Relevance rating.

When there's a group of found files,
you' ll get them listed in the ltems
Found window, sorted by relevance
as the default.
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Quick keyboard shortcuts. Once Find File is open (you can open it with
@IDII), you can switch among its tabs with keyboard commands: @ID9 is for
Find by Content and ~EI for Searc h the Inte rne t. (There's no logic to the
c ho ice of letters in the commands-they' re just alphabetical.) Using~
activates the basic Fi nd tab agai n.

Finder Windows
Defining Windows
Global window views. Those e ngineers at Apple listened to everybody who
complained about OS S's individual-window view o ptions, which made it di fficult to easily set a w indow's options (the size of its icons, which columns
should be included in a list view, w hether or not folder sizes sho uld be calculated, and so o n) to some son of
standard.
And they provided a solution
What we did was follow our own instincts
that didn't take away the ability to
and construct a computer t hat was what '
'
we wanted.
Sreve Jobs
design a window the way you want it.
'

'

In 8.5, you get to define global settings
fo r windows and th en you can c hange the m on a window-by-w indow basis;
and, any time you want, you can reset a window to the standard settings.
To set the global window options:
1.

C h oose Prefe rences from the Edit me nu.

2.

C lick the Views tab in the dialog box.

3.

U se the pop-up me nu to see the options for List, Icon, and Button views,
and select the o ptio ns you wa nt.

When you put away the Preferences d ialog, the o ptio ns you chose become the
d efi nition of a "standard" window.
B
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Applying the standard settings. To return any altered window to th e
defaults settings:

Make sure the window you want to change is the active one.

1.

2. Use the View Options command fro m either the View menu or the contextual menu that pops up when you hold down the Icontrol! key and click
in the window.

3.

In the View Options dialog, click the Set to Standard Views button.

4.

C lickOK
Note that resetting a window to a standard view
doesn't change the order or width of columns that
you might have changed manually, although any
column not included in your Standard definition
will disappear.

~ .......
t.w• h•
q.
:,...

The Set to
Standard Views
button returns a
window to default
settin gs.
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The Options tab. The options tab of
the Appearance control panel provides a
way to redefine your scroll arrows and
scroll boxes for all windows (not just
for the Finder). The Dou/Jie-click title bar
to collapse windows option also makes a
surprise appearance in this tab.
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The Options tab of
the Appearance
control panel.

At press time, the
double scroll arrows
had been deleted
from OS B.S. It is
expected that they
will reappear In a
future OS update.
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Double your pleasure. One of the best-ever window interface improvements is one that up to now has been available only through third-party
add-ons: double scroll arrows. Once you've worked with this feature, you
won't know how you lived without it. A double scroll arrow puts both directional arrows on each end of the scroll bar. You won't have to travel so far
with the mouse to scroll a window; and, if part of the window is off the
screen, you won't have to move the whole window just to scroll its contents.
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The Options tab in the Appearance control
panel provides three different options fo r scroll
arrows: the standard (but soon to be made
obsolete) single arrow at each end of the scroll
bar; both scroll arrows at both ends of the
scroll bars; o r the ridiculous both arrows only
at the lower right corner of every window.

The proportional scroll bar. The benefit of 8.5's second subtle window
change is no t as obvious as is the double scroll arrow's, but the proportional
scroll box, once you get a feel for it, is a great visual clue about the unseen contents of a window.

The Operating System

When you turn on proportional scroll boxes in the O ptio ns tab of the
Appearance contro l panel, scroll boxes in both horizontal and vertical scroll
bars change size in proportio n to how much of the w indow 's contents are visible. So, if you're looking at a Finder w indow and the horizontal scroll box
nearly fills its scro ll bar (as in the picture here), you'll know that that m ost of
the w indow contents are already o n display.
The scroll box is proportional to everyth i11g in th e window, not just the currently visible items. So, although you can see all the icons in the picture here,
the scroll box doesn't fill the bar because som e icon somewhere along the
right ed ge has a nam e that's too long to fi t in the window. (And, since the box
is proportional to the size of t he scroll bar, it changes size w hen you change
the size of the w indow.)
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The large horizontal scroll box here
indicates that there's little left to be seen in
th at direction (in fact, it's only a few letters
of some of the longer nam es that aren't
wit hin the viewing a rea). Vertically, ab out
25 percent of the window cont ents is
displayed at one time, based o n the
proportionate size of the scroll box.
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Working in List Views
Moving and resizing columns. Finally! Column control in list-view Finder
wi ndow s! 8.5 lets you both reorder the columns and change their widths. To
change the colum n o rd er, j ust drag the column title to a new positio n. And if
you've ever used a spreadsheet, you w o n't have to thin k twice abouc how to
change the width of a colum n in a list-view w indow: just drag the line
between the colu mn labels to the left o r right. Yo u'll even get the same cursor
that's used by m ost spreadsheets for the same operatio n. (T he colu mns th at
are actually available in a w indow d epend o n w hat you've set with the View
Optio ns command.)
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Dragging the Size
column to a n ew
position.
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Smart resizing. The best thing about rcsizable columns is that they' re very
smart. Narrow down the Date Modified column, for instance, and you' ll sec
the day drop out, and then the date switches to a MM/DD/YY format (which
takes less room), and then the time drops out, as shown in the picture here.
When you' re tightening up the name column, the text for longer names gets a
little squ ished before the middle of th e name drops out (since it's almost
always easier to identify a file if you have the beginning and the end of the
name to work with).

Making a date
column narrower
first changes the
way the date is
represented, and
then drops out
the time.
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Making the name colum n narrower. Left to right: the default column,
a narrower column with no changes to the file titles, a column with
condensed type, and a column with Nel/ipsized " names.

Resetting the columns. If you want to return the columns in a window to
their defau lts, usc the Reset Column Positions command in the View menu
(it wi ll apply to the active window on the desktop). As the dialog box wi ll
inform you, both the positions and the sizes of the columns wi ll return to
defau lts, despite the command's name.

liS Icons
as Buttons
..- asl:;.::
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..- asWindow
as Po p -upWind~
C'lenn Up
SortUrt
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Vlew Options-

·-Are you sure you wantto reset th e column
order and width settings of the window
"Syst em folde r" to the ortglnallayoul!
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The Title Bar Icon
The title bar addition. You'll notice right away that Finder windows have
little icons in the title bars that indicate whether they're folder or disk windows (or anything else-like the Trash). But they're not there solely fo r
identification purposes; they represent a
e o.s _ _~ HJElj
totally new, and terrific, function in 8.5.
You can manipulate the folder (or disk or
whatever) that the w indow represents by
= 61 Trash ~ HJs j dragging the icon right off the title bar.
Say you check the contents of a folder and then decide you want to throw the
folder away. What do you have to do in an earlier system? C lose the wi ndow,
probably, and see where it zooms to as it closes so you can figure out where its
folder is. And, since it might be inside another folder (or several others), you
might have to open several windows before you can grab the original one to
throw it away. But in 8.5, you can skip all that: grab the icon on the title bar
and drag it to the trash. T hat's all.
To drag the icon, click on and hold the mouse button down until you see the
icon highlighted (if you have sounds turned on, you' ll hear somethi ng, too,
when the icon is ready to be moved). T his takes only a fraction of a second,
but the delay is important: without it, you'd sometimes accidentally drag the
icon when you meant to move the w indow.

Dragging out the
title bar icon.

~ 1). Exten sions ~ ~ \Extensions ~

ia Extensions ~

Special drags for the icon. You can usc special as-you-drag keyboard combinations on title bar icons the same way you use them on standard icons:
hold down (Option I to make a copy of the folder, or !@option! to make an alias,
as you drag the icon off the title bar.

Drag a folder into itself! As I was working on this section, I found a terrific use for the title bar icon. Since I'm working with a beta copy of the
softv.rare, the system isn' t set up the way I usually work-including the Apple
menu. After opening the System Folder for the umpteenth time to check
something, I realized I should stick an alias of it into the Apple Menu Items
folder. Since the System Folder window was open with the Apple Menu
Items folder visible inside it, all I had to do was hold down ~( Option I and
drag the w indow's title bar icon r ight into the Apple Menu Items folder!
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Icons and Folders
Icon Items
Shaded t itles. Icon names are no longer surro unded by a white space o n the
desktop. Instead, the name is aga inst a pastel shade that coordinates with the
colors in the backgro und pattern you've chosen.
The alias clue. There's a tiny but noticeable-and handy-change to alias
ico ns in 8.5. The icon titles are still in italic, but the icons themselves have a
little curved arrow added to the
lower left of the icon- the same
arrow you get added to the cursor
when you're [@Optionl-d raggi ng an
alias o ut of an icon. (The significance of the arrow? An alias points
."[v:t{MJ Foltk!r /'hi!
to the original item.)

"

Locked icons. When OS 8 moved the "locked" icon closer to a file's name
in a window's list view, it was a welcom e improvement, but it wasn't
eno ugh- you still couldn't tell at a glance whether a file was
locked when a window was in an icon view. But now, locked
fi les have altered icons: a little padlock is added.
Get mo' better info. O S 8.5 introduces the gia nt-size Info wi ndow in
response to the Get Info command. The window is multilayered, wi th a popup menu that lets you choose Ge neral Information, Sharing (the same as the
File menu command), and, for applications, Memory. And there's new, welcome, functio n inside the Get In fo window: you can rename the item without
going back to its icon on the desktop, and even apply a label from the handy,
built-in Label menu.
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Playing favorites. There's a new
system
subfolder, the Favorites folder,
The whole concept and attitude towards icons and
hieroglyphs is actually counterrevolutionary- it's a
marked with a ribbon; an alias of it is
language that is hardly "user-friendly."
'
'
automatically placed inside the Apple
John Dvorak. San Francisco Examiner, 1984
Menu Items folder. It's meant to provide quick and easy access to any
item-an application, a document, another folder-by letting you select it
from a Favorites submenu in che Apple menu.
So what, you say? You already do that with your own Apple Menu Items subfolders? Well, here's one big difference: there's a built-in shortcut to getting
aliases into the Favorites folder: lconlroll-cl ick on any desktop item and select
Add to Favorites from the pop-up menu!
The other big difference is that the list of Favorites is available from other
places, too-like Open and Save dialogs (eventually, when application programmers catch up w ith OS 8.5) and C hoose dialogs (described a little later).

Using the Add
1to Favorites
command will put
an alias of the
item into the
Favorites folder.

0

Click the Select
New Original
button to fix an
alias that's been
detached from its
original item.

_ Micrason:Word InfO

"flJ
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IMicra_soft:Word
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Rewiring aliases. When an alias loses its
connection to its original item, there's an
easy way to connect them again: use the
Get Info command, and click the Select
New O rigi nal button. You'll get the new
Choose dialog (described a little later) that
lets you find the original- if it's aroundand reunite it with its alias.

Folder Actions
No lights, no camera, just actions. T he Mac's programming language
(oh, all right, scripti11g language), AppleScript, has a new job in OS 8.5:
handling.fo/der actions.
What's a folder action? Well, it's something that happens when you interact
with an opened folder window in the Finder. If, for instance, you drag a file
into the window, it could be automatically duplicated in another, backup,
folder. O r if you drag something out of the window, you could get a dialog
that says you can't remove the item from the folder. Folder actions can be
triggered by opening or closing a folder wi ndow, coo; you might for instance,
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have an "open folder" action triggered by closing the w indow-which means
you can 't really close the window!
A folder actio n is an AppleScript that's attached to the folde r. You
can tell if a folder is an action folder because it gets a little
AppleScript "badge" attached to its icon.

Where actions are stored. You can store folder action scripts anyplace, but
w here th ey really belong is in a special system subfolde r: the Folder Action
Scripts folder in the Scripts folder ins ide the System Fold er. (Read that second
clause aga in. I dare yo u.) T hat's w here the system's d e£1ult action scripts are
stored, and you shou ld keep them all togethe r.

Attaching an action to a folder. It's easy to
attach an action to a folder: lcontroll-click on the
folder to get the contextual m enu , and choose
Attach a Folde r Ac tion. In the dialog that o pens,
select a folder action from the list and click OK.
Removing a folde r action is a single-step
process: the conte:>..'tual menu w ill have a
Remove a Fo lde r Ac tion command in it for a
folder th at's had an ac tion attached.

Help
Open

Move To TrA<h
Get Info

label
Duplicate
MokeAIIas

rucAwav
Add To Favor it es

Attarll •

Fol~e1· Action ...

Not getting any action? If the Folder Action command isn't in your contextual m enu, make sure the Folder Actions extension is in the Extensions folder.

Beyond the Desktop
The Application Switcher
The sliding Application menu. In 8.5, you don' t have to guess what applicatio n's runn ing by its icon in the Applicatio n men u: you actually get the
name of the application in the men u bar, too.
Bu t if it's taking up too m uch room in your m enu bar, you don't have to leave
the application's name there: just grab the dotted gray bar and slide it to the
right (and b ack again) to show only a portion o f the application's name, or to
show just the icon .
10:44 AM

Changing the size
of the Application
menu's "title.•

i ID'7 Mic rosoft Word

10:45 AM

~BY Micro so ...
10:45AM

gBY

C licking o n the dotted gray bar in front
of the App lication m enu toggles the
m en u "title" between the icon-only and
icon-and-fu ll-name versions.
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The Application Switcher palette. You can turn the Application menu
into a floa ting palette that lists all the currently open applications by sim ply
draggi ng it off the m enu bar-slide the cursor through to the botto m of the
menu and, with the mo use butto n still down, keep draggi ng. T he menu turns
into a palette called the Appliclllioll Switcher. (You can drag off the palette no
matter what applicatio n you're in-you don't have to be in the Finder.) T he
Application Switcher floats on top of all other w indows so it's always visible.
To move to o ne of the applicatio ns in the list, just click on it.
The butto ns in the Switcher work just the sam e way the commands do in
the Application m enu. So, fo r instance, if you loption )-click on an item, you'll
hide all the windows of the current applicatio n as you move to the new one.
Hidden applicatio ns have dimmed icons in the palette, and the current
application's butto n is darkened.
Dragging off
the Appli cation
Switcher palette.
Microsoft Word is
currently active;
th e Quark and
Help Viewer icons
are dim med
because their
w indows are
currently hidden.

Hide Microsoft Word
• • ~ c~ • c o >

Show All

1(1 Finder

.,t

Au u ..uoa•
ICJFIIllilr

0

{p Help VI ewer
RY Microsoft Word
f!, QuariOO'ress

ml!l

~ Hel p VI-r

. ~ SlmpleText

Iolli~

"J, Quar~Press

...

~Simple Text

Altho ugh it feels li ke you're ripping
the Application m enu off the
menubar, the Switcher palette is
o nly a special versio n of the menu;
you can leave out the palette and
still usc the Applicatio n m enu if
that's easier at any given point in
your work.

Open document. If you want to open a document in one of the applications
in the Switcher, you can just drag the document's icon into the Switcher button, the same way you would drag it into the program's icon.
0

aan..,

A large-icon
version o f the
Sw itcher.

A

~[

llu ll•••

1!1!1

..,. ~·,;;;.::·,:;,

Changing the icon size. T he Switcher provides two
different sizes fo r its icons. Toggle between them by
loptionl-clicking in the Zoom box.

f~QI*r~XP~

The icon-only palette. T he Switcher's zoom box has a special
function: it toggles you between the standard full view that
includes the names of the listed programs, and one that shows
o nly their icons. T his works fo r bo th small and large icons.

Changing the palette's orientation. If you prefer a horizonta l orientation
fo r your Switcher so you can stick it at the bo tto m of the screen, just
loption! Shiftl-click in its zoom box. Yo u can use the horizontal version with
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small or large icons, and with or witho ut the program names, but you can see
by the pictures here what a difference your choices will make when it comes
to the palette's size.
Changing icon size
and dropping the
icon name affects
the length of the
horizontal
Switcher palette.

Keyboard commands for application switching. Yo u can cycle around
opened applications by pressing~ to move in one direction, and
[@Shift ~ to m ove in the other. These keyboard commands work whether
or no t the Applicatio n Switcher is open.
Altering the keyboard commands. The choice of the ~~ combination for applicatio n switching was influenced by Windows, which uses the
same combination to switch "processes," as they're called on the other side.
This can be a problem if you' re using Q uarkXPress, which uses those keyboard commands to select tools from its tool palette, but the key combinatio n
is changeable, albeit in only a very roundabout way:
1.

In the Finder, choose Mac OS H elp fro m the H elp menu.

2 . At the top of the H elp window, type Application Switcher, and click the
Search butto n (or press (Return )).

3.

C lick the S witching bettveen open programs item in the list of fo und items.

4.

Scroll towards the bottom of the window, until you see the underlined
phrase H elp me modify the keyboard shortcuts, and click on it.

5. Follow the prompts in the series of dialogs that show up, and reassign (or
turn off) the keyboard commands fo r application switching.

'

'

Whoops! I lost the zoom box. I
hope you won't need this tip, and that
The competition [for the Macintosh} is currently
the o nly reason I did was that I was
the PC. .. The competition i s people's stupidity,
using a beta version of 8.5 to write th is
Steve Capps, original Finder prog rammer, 1984 ' '
/guess.
chapter. But I found that whenever the
title bar was too small on the palette
(in a small icon-only view, or for horizontal o rientation), the zoom box disappeared. Without the zoom box available, you can't change the icon's size,
orientation, or get back the applications' names if you're in the icon-only
view. Restarting, even after trashing the Finder's preferences file, doesn't help.

But if yo u get stuck like this, here's how to get out: O pen the H elp system
and go to the section on the Applicati on Switcher, as described in the last
entry. At the very bottom of the window, you'll find an underlined command:
Restore the default display selfi11gsfor the Appliwtion Switcherfor me. C lick it and
you're back in business.
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Advanced palette manipulation. The Application Switcher is fully
controllable by AppleScript. You can, for instance: put the icons in order
according to when they were opened instead of alphabetical; stick the palette
in a corner of the screen and "glue" it there; or, even get rid of the palette's
window controls so the application icons are just in a row at the bottom of
your screen instead of in a floating palette. But you don't have to know any
AppleScript to reap some of its benefits. You'll find a few palette manipulation
tricks wired into the Help system. So, if you look up information about the
About the Switcher (as described two entries ago), you'll find a few options
under the Advanced Application Switcher Features section; click on the
description, and it will be applied to your palette.

The New Help System
The new Help Center. The new "Help Center" help system in 8.5 is miles
ahead of the Apple guide approach we've been stuck with for the last several
systems. It's fast, it's intuitive (at least, for anyone used to clicking on blue,
underlined text to go from place to place), and even the beta version I'm
working with offers complete and helpful information in many areas. To
access the help system, choose Help Center from the Finder's Help menu, or
press &ID1J while at the desktop; the main w indow is shown here. You can
access the help information by drilling down through topics-all you have to
do is click on underlined text-or by typing in a word or phrase and clicking
the Search button.
Mter the main Help Viewer screen , you' ll find major topics listed on the left;
click on one and its subtopics are listed on the right. Once you get to the topic
information, you' ll find links to related information, as well as do-it-for-me
links that will, say, open the control panel that's under discussion.
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Clicking on the Color Accuracy topic on
the lef t gets a list of topics and subtopics
on the rig ht.
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Context-sensitive help. You don't have to open the Help Center from its
menu and then find the information you want if you're looking at something
that's linked to the Help system. Any time you sec a H elp button in a dialog
c
n••
e
or window, you can click it and the
~ nno~~yro""'"' ......, ,.,•mot
Help system opens displaying infor""""•m•l•=,.n•ontlll"
; I wt1ou ~
mation about that subject.

Special search characters. When you use more than a single word in the
Help Center's Search field , you can use special symbols to define the relationship between the words. With a little forethought, you can narrow down the
search to just what you need.
Symbol
+

Meaning
and

Example
alert+ sound

or

alert I sound

not

alert ! sound

for grouping

(alert I sound) ! dialog

()

Finds
pages that include both
alert and sound
pages that include either
alert or sound
pages that include alert but
not sound
pages that include alert or
sound, but not dialog

And Also •••
Apple System Profiler.Among the improved uti lities with OS 8.5 is the
Apple System Proftler, whose beefed-up capabilities and improved interface
make it quite a workhorse. In the picture here you can see the System Profile
tab that covers the basics of hardware and system software; each category in
a tab can be collapsed or expanded to hide o r show its information.
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System Installation. The new System Installer boasts one improvem ent
that cuts out a lot of install-stoppin g dialogs when you're working on a custom installation. Instead of dealing with an awk-ward, not-quite-hierarchical
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set of install screens for each of the system compo nents you want to install,
you get a more sensible C ustomize setup. Once you click the C ustom button,
each component in the list has a pop-up menu that lets you choose from
Recommended Installation, Customized Installation, and C ustom ized
Removal. Selecting C ustomized Installation from the menu lets you go
thro ugh the usual dialog to select options, but w hen you dismiss the dialog,
you' re back at the Custom
lnsti iiMatOS&,S ._..,
0
9
..:J::; CUrlDm ln<UIII aUon auu Aenloval
(lJ
Install screen. This lets you
keep track of all the options
Olck Start to ltumc h s elected sattwore Install e n;.
you've chosen, and when
you're
finished selecti ng
1iJ Interne t At ceu:
@ All Pie Re mote ACceu
everything
the installation can
Ga Perso nal Web Shnrlno
G3 QulckOraw 30
proceed
witho
ut needing
{if Ju t-to-Speech
Ea M.1c OS Run11me: for Jova
yo ur input along the way.
I

Oon1 CUs:tomlze:

II

Options-

The Internet control panel. Although the In te rnet Config utility included
with OS 8 gave you a central place to input all your internet-related information that various tclecom programs could then read, it was an awkward ,
cobbled-together approach that left something to be desired in the interface
department. T he new Internet
m•--::· rnterne_t_:~
9
~
control panel offers a much
A<llve Sot ] trom hom•
•I
:ifil
•[dltSct.t
cleaner approach to the same situatio n, and includes the ability to
0 .1;;;.
lntamet •
9
Active Set: I rrom home
I; I
build
"sets" of info rmation for dif!ail
v [dii S.t•
ferent
needs or locat ions. The
EdltSel!
I ft'om home
I Dupllule Set- I
1•1
picture
here shows the shortened
lJ Penon41~(Wib\~
and fu ll version of the control
£xi1'1Jkt
r iOtrlll)';
Nt!fit ltt..ro•
I P.tSftltb
panel w indow; you toggle betwee n
t'r;Ff4C.rr.puttr, lnc
them w ith the Edit Sets arrow. As
f__o:qtnln tlon.
- Ottwr lnftrfllltllt"'
you can see, the ful l window provides four tabs for informatio n,
SlfMh.T t
including, o n the Web tab, your
default browser and home page.
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The Internet
control panel
serves as a central
place for all your
relecom
information.
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The Choose dialog. In C hapter 12, which, because of the way th ings work, I
wrote months before I wrote this one, I point out how awkward it is when you
have to "select" a folder from an O pen dialog instead of actually opening it.
Utilities that want you to choose a folder for, say, storing special files, need a
folder chosen but not opened-and each program seems to alter the Open dialog
for this purpose in a different way. The engineers at Apple are so good that they
responded to my complaint before this book was even published: 8.5 incl udes
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something called the C hoose dialog that is available to any program that cares
to use it.
In the Choose dialog-the picture below shows the one you get when you
click the Select New O riginal button in an alias's Info window-you can navigate through folders, either opening them or selecting the one you want. The
Open and C hoose buttons clearly differentiate between the two operations.
A C hoose dialog has a lot going for it: not only can you double-click on a
folder in the list to open it, for instance, but you can also just click on its
leading arrow to expand it. And, you' ll find three new icons that provide
pop-up menus:
•

Shortcuts (the pointing hand): lists network servers, and lets you
log onto them

•

Favorites (the beribboned folder): shows the items in your Favorites
folder

•

Recent (the clock): lists recently opened or saved documents
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New Open and Save dialog features. While 8.5 provides some new
Open and Save dialog features, they can't be used until programs arc designed
to use them-which means I couldn't try out any of the new features, since
I'm working with a prerelease version of the system sofnvare. But what's
promised is not only the Shortcut, Favorites, and Recent pop-up menus as
described in the lase entry, but also the abi lity to select multiple items in an
Open list.
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Buying and Installing Software
In General
You d on't own the sof tware you buy. You don't actually buy the software
that you purchase: you pay for a license to use it. And the licensing agreementto which you agree just by opening the package-usually allows you to run a
single package on a single Mac. T hat sounds reasonable, but it's easy to start
running into problems. What if you own a desk Mac and a Power Book?
Sometimes you need the software on one, sometimes on the other, and it's
ridiculous to have to buy two copies of a $600 word processor just so you can
keep typing no matter where you are. But some licensing agreements are more
reasonable, being single-user instead of single-machine licenses; that lets you
legally run the software on any machine you happen to be using.
Maybe you beta not. When a program is in its earliest stage of development, it's referred to as being in alpha, or being an alpha versio11. T he second
stage, when the interface and functions are pretty much pinned down but not
necessarily working smoothly, is referred to as beta. Some companies release
beta versions of new products to the public (through web site downloads) so
they can have the benefi t of lots offeedback about bugs that crop up in realworld usage. Remember that beta software, almost by definition, doesn't work
correctly. It often causes repeated crashes, w hich in turn might cause corrupted system files on your hard drive. Many beta versions of software keep a
b or jJ character in their version numbers; if you're dying to try some, wait for
something like a b3 or b.v3 release.

Betaware is something else, though: a sarcastic label fo r software released
before its time, making unwary consu me rs into u nwilling beta testers.
Version numbers. As softwa re programs develop in response to customer's
comments (and complaints, and to competi tor's products), they get assigned
versiOI'I nwnbers. When a product is totally reworked, it gets a whole-number
advance (li ke LetterSmith 1 to LetterSmith 2) if not a whole new name. But
minor changes for bug fixes or for compatibility with other programs or new
system software get decimal numbers, li ke PaintBucket 1.2 or 1.01 or 1.1.1.
(Some companies like the double-decimal system, others don't- there's no
strict rule for this stuff) Whether the num ber is a tenth or a hundredth is
usually indicative of how many changes were made, whether they were minor
or major-and how much you'll pay fo r the upgrade.

But Roman numerals aren't the same as version numbers. Roman numerals
are part of the name; so, you can have ScriptMaster Pro II 2.0, where one
number's the name, and the other is the version.
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Piracy hurts everyone, matey. Piracy is copying and distributing software,
cheating the publisher of its profits. O ne attitude is that the cost of duplicating
disks is so low that all softw·are is way overpriced. But there are costs associated with the research and development of a product; without profits from
one version , development on the next version suffers. Some experts estimate
that for every legal copy of a popular piece of software, there are five illegal
copies being used.
To put software piracy in perspective, try using piracy ratio nales in regard to
hardware: "I shoplifted this new PowerBook because ... it's only one (copy) .. .
it's overpriced ... I do n't use it that often ... no one will ever know ... it doesn't
work all that well, anyway."

'

'

Copy protection. Copy protectiou is a
scheme
used by a software company to
Lotus's Jazz, which could eclipse Lotus 1-2-3 as the
prevent piracy. Back in the early days,
greatest piece of personal computer software yet,
will fuel the Mac's grow th.
som e schemes included a special piece
Macworld,August 1985
of hardware (called a dongle) that was
attached to one of the computer's
We shipped 40,000 units {of Jazz] that very first
month. Within a few months, 4 1,000 came back.
ports; if the hardware wasn't there, the
Even the pirated copies were return ed.
'
'
program didn't nm. (And, I'm sorry to
Jim Manzi, president of Lotus
report, there is at least one package that
still does this.) Or, every time you ran the program, it asked you to insert a
master floppy disk just to check o n you.
Consumer complaints finally registered, thank goodness, so few programs
have restrictive copy-protection schemes. The most popular, and least intrusive, approach for single-machine users is that of serial numbers. Each copy of
a program has an individual serial number that you have to type in when you
install the software on your hard drive. You don't need the number unless you
call in for support or install an upgrade. But if you're on a network, the program might not run if another copy with the sam e serial number is already
running (while that seems fair, the fact that it continually checks the network
for other copies of itself adds traffic to the network and can slow things down
or cause other problems).
An approach that's popular fo r games is having you type in somethin g from
the documentatio n ("the third letter of thefourth word in the eightl1liue ofpage 28").
This sounds benign at first-until you've told the kids to put away that booklet for the zillio nth time, or they've lost it. (And it's not as if you can't make a
copy of the usually very slim documentation.)

The native isn't restless. Software can be written to take advantage of
the PowerPC chip's capabilities, in which case it's referred to as native code.
Programs not in native code run in a special emulatioll mode on a PowerPC
Mac; it emulates a 68000-based m achine, which can slow things down
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considerably. That's why you'll see many installation programs offering to
install one or the other version of an application.
Some program s come in a combo version known as fat binary, or sim ply fat,
which contains instructions for both types of processors so it runs wherever
you install it.
Don't emulate-upgrade. If your old 68K version of a program is runni ng
just fine on your newer PowerPC-based machine (and it's likely that it does),
you should still switch to the PowerPC version of the program if there's one
available. When a program runs in 68K emulation mode on a PowerPC, it
runs slowly because of the background translation going on. Your zippy
PowerMac will run the old program at about the same speed as a Quadra
would do it.

Choosing Softw are
Review reviews. Check the reviews of the product you're planning to buy:
in major magazines, in a user group newsletter, in an on li ne fo rum or web
site. Gathering facts about the program's features and opinions about its performance can help you choose w hich product to buy.

T here's a general assumption that major magazines have to pull their punches
when reviewing products because they might otherwise risk their advertising
revenue from the manufacturer. As an insider, I know that's just not true. I've
written for all the major magazines, including Macworld in its first year of
existence and M ac User from its very first issue to nearly the last one. Not
once in eleven years of reviewing products have I ever, ever, ever been asked to
change comments or temper my cri ticisms-and I can be qui te critical.
The editorial and advertising ends of professional magazines are com pletely
independent at rep utable publications. And you have the added benefit, in
reviews from maj or magazines, of the usua lly higher level of expertise and
exposure that the professional w riters have-it's hard to do a good review
of a program if you' re working in the vacu um of not having used other,
similar, programs, too.
Where can you find reviews if you don't have back issues of a good magazine?
T here are the magazine and other Mac web sites (a few suggestions are listed
here), but also check the manufacturer's web site: you'll often fi nd links to the
favo rab le reviews of its products. (You're unlikely to find links to unfavorable
reviews, so keep looking!)
•

Macworld: macworld.com

•

MacAddict: macaddict.com

•

Macl-Iome Journal: machome.com
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•

MacWEEK: macweek.com

•

MacinTouch: macintouch.com

•

TidBITs: tidbits.com

Other places to find Information. What can you do besides track down
product reviews before you shell out for the perfect software product?
•

Talk to other people-in person or online. See what they're using, how
they like it (or not). Go to a user group and ask around.

•

See if the manufacturer has a demo version of the product available; most
larger companies have downloadable demo software on their web sites.

•

Find a friend (or make a new one) who's using the software. Ask for a
personal demo, or for some hands-on time on her computer.

•

Find a book about the product. A m~or program may have several howto books written about it; you'll get more information about the product's
features than can be squeezed into a 2500-word magazine review. If
you're considering the purchase of a $600 program, a $20 book can be a
wise investment.

Compatibility. Make sure that all your products will work with all your
other products. This goes for both hardware and software, especially if you
have some non-standard hardware like an accelerator card. Make sure you
know what you have, and check reviews and with the vendor to see if everything is going to work together (not that the reviews or the vendor will always
address your particular issue).
Sometimes upgradi ng one item means you'll just have to upgrade some of
your other stuff, too--there's no way around that. When it comes to software,
you have to check what hardware it can run on (some may be limited to
PowerPCs, or '040-or-better machines-which means '040's and PowerPCs)
and what operating system it runs under. And you have to be careful: a package that says something like "Needs system software 7.1 or later" may in fact
mean "or any later version of System 7." When there's been a major operating
system update since a software package was released, don't assume the "or
later" label actually includes the latest operating system update.

Bandwagon buying. Sometimes it's important to jump on the bandwagon and buy what everyone else is using, just so you can get the advantages
of being in the majority. (You shouldn't apply that philosophy to computers, of
course-we're talking software here!)
Say you run into problems with WebMeister, or just want to learn how to use
its more subtle features. Who you gonna call? The company's too small to
provide telephone tech support, the product isn't popular enough to have its
own newsletter, or books in the book store, or hints and tips in a Mac magazine. Not even anyone else in your user group has the program. Don't
underestimate the importance of these kinds of resources.
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Buying Software
Let your fingers do the walking. Even before buying Mac software at an
actual computer store became an exercise in fi·ustration due to shrinking shelf
space, mail-order buying was an economical way to go, with great prices and
large selection. N ow, of course, there's also the web-based versions of catalogs, as well as web-only ordering spots. I've been buying software through
catalogs for years; I've also always bought memory and peripherals like
modems and hard drives by phone or, more recently, through the Web. I've
never yet had a problem as a result.

The most important thing to remember is to deal with a reputable
company-the lowest price won't always be the best deal in the long run.

macconnection.com
macwarehouse.com
cybout.com
smalldog.com

The mail/web-order companies with the best reputations in the Mac community are MacConnection, MacWarehouse, and the web-only Cyberian
Outpost. One of my personal favorites is Small Dog Electronics. You'll also
find that you can order directly from some manufacturers, and you'll find
links from their sites to places where you can order their products.
Buy the old version, quick!. As soon as a major new version of a program
comes out, rush out and buy the older version. Because here's what can happen: BitDiddler 1.0 sells for $99. The 2.0 version comes out at $195, with a
$50 upgrade for current users. You buy the old version and upgrade it- for a
savings of about $50. Sometimes an offer like this is good only for people who
bought the older version within weeks of the new program's coming out, so
keep a receipt. (And check that there is such an upgrade policy before you buy
that old one!)
Upgrade in haste, repent at leisure. When the latest and, presumably,
greatest version of your software applications come out, you don't have to be
first out of the gate in the upgrade rush. Even if you succumb to a "limited
time only" upgrade offer-which often makes financial sense- that doesn't
mean you have to replace your old version immediately.

Let the two versions live side by side on your drive for a while, until you're
sure the new version is reliable, both internally and in its dealings with things
like fi le exchanges with other programs that you use.
What version you already have. You can't count on the name of a program to tell you what versio11 you're actually using: Fi leMaker Pro 3 had
several minor revisions before FileMaker Pro 4 came out. While there was no
FileMaker Pro 3 2.0, there might have been-and it wouldn't be in the title.

There are two places to look for the real version number of a program. The
best way is to run the program and check its About box, the first item under
the Apple menu. O r- and this works most, but not all of the time-select the
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program's icon on the desktop and use the Get Info command; the version
number should be listed in the Info window.

You can usually
find a version
number ina
program's About
box (left);
sometimes the
version number is
in the icon's Info
window (right).
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The sidegrade approach. A sidegrade is an "upgrade" to a program from
a competitor's product. Sidegrades are sometimes offered by publishers for
new or upgraded programs-you send them the documentation or the
master disk from the rival product Doctor Disk, and they'll send you their
new SectorSurgeon software for half price. You can get some great deals this
way-as long as you were going to switch allegiance anyway.

I '

J11 c~r:J '.

(..-1.

You can probably name the top
sellers in today's software market
without thinking too hard.
Microsoft Word. QuarkXPress.
FileMaker. Photoshop. But do you

2

3
4

5
6

even recognize all the top-ten

7

selle rs from the early Mac years?

8
9

10

Dec85
Jazz
Word
Multiplan
File
Chart
Dollars & Sense
MacDraw
MacProject
Back to Basics
pfs:file

Apr86
Excel
Jazz
Word
Multiplan
File
MacDraw
Dollars & Sense
Helix
pfs:file
Mega Form

July 86
Excel
Word
File
MacDraw
Mac Project
PageMaker
Jazz
Omnis 3
Multiplan
Chart

Sept 88
Word
PageMaker
Excel
FuiiWrite
MacProject
TOPS
MacDraw
PowerPoint
Cricket Presents
4th Dimension

Shareware
Public domain, shareware, and freeware. Public domait1 is an oftmisused phrase, since it means the author of the piece has given up all rights
to it; it's commonly, though mistakenly, used to refer to shareware and freewa re,
great concepts that got started in the computer community.

Shareware is a program that you obtain for free (from a friend , user group, or
on-line) so you can try it out. If you like it, you pay for it by sending the
author a small fee, usually five to twenty-five dollars. Freeware is just what it
sounds like-there's no fee involved at all. If you use shareware, make sure
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you pay for it- that's what keeps programmers upgrading that program and
creating others in their spare time. Some shareware program mers release versions that are less than fully functional, missing something like printing
capabilities; this category is sometimes referred to as crippleware. O ther shareware works only for a limited time.
Getting shareware from the web. Shareware is available all over the
place : on disks that come w ith books and magazines, through user groups,
and, of course, on various web sites.

One of the best places to find shareware on the web is through cinet's shareware.com. You can use its search capabilities to browse through the latest
shareware posted for the Mac, or for shareware that's connected to specific
topics (fonts, desktop enhancements ... whatever) , or for a specific package.
Here's how easy it is to get the shareware you want. (Let's say you're looking
for something called Sllif[CM):

1. U se your browser to go to shareware.com. As you can see from the
first picture here, there are several choices on the main page for
finding software, including browsing through lists of the latest arrivals or
the m ost popular downloads.
2.

On the main page, type Stu.ffCM into the Quick Search box.

3.

Select Macintosh from the pop-up menu beneath the text box.

4.

C lick the search button. You'll get the Search Results page, with a
list of items that match what you asked for (you may be surprised
at the list if you're not accurate in what you ask for!).

5.

C lick on the link fo r the item you want. You'll get a list of places
from which it can be downloaded.

6.

C lick on one of the archives in the list to start the download.
Quick Search

Highlight

ls t ufiCM

Type in the name of
the software you're
lookin g for on
shareware.com's
main page and
click the search
button.

IMoeIntosh

Crock th&
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your gi r l ond mode your life o l iving hell, In
Adrenlx for Wi ndows 95.
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Li ! e in t hg Cas t lane
Put home poge devel opment In high geor
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Shareware.com also provides a "power search" form that you can get to by
clicking the [other search options] link on its top page. This lets you search
by topic, keywords, dates, and so on-especially handy if yo u don't know
the actual name of the sofuvare you want.
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Search Results
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If you find yourself using the search options more often than the quick search
option on the top page at shareware.com, you can go directly to the Power
Search page with this address: shareware.com/code/engine/Power-which is easy to
use if you make it a bookmark in your browser.

Paying for your shareware. You don't need to be told that you should pay
Browsers,
bookmarks,
addresses
Chapter 28

for your shareware. If it's handy enough for you to want to use it, the author
deserves payment. Sometimes, however, the bother of writing out a check and
mailing it (though nothing compared to the time the author put in, or probably even to the time you're saving by using the program) keeps you from
actually getting around to paying for the software.
Most shareware today can be paid for online, and to make it even easier for
you, many of the shareware programs provide a button that automatically
launches your browser and sends you to a central site that collects payments
for shareware authors; you get to pay with a credit card.
K.agl Online
Order Processing
8 *& If -~ 3

Clicking the
Register button in
Default Folder's
control panel
sends you to the
Kagi web site
where you
can p ay for your
shareware.
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"You don't need to be told that you should pay for your shareware." Did I
write that at the beginning of this entry? Well , maybe you don't, but most people do, and it's the software itself that usually tells you. Most shareware
utilities show you reminders at startup; the one shown below, from Window
Monkey, provides a variety of opening remarks to goad you into doing the
right thing. (I purposely tortured the poor creature for about two months just
to get these pictures for you.)

Window Monkey's
ever-changing
startup comments
encourage you to
pay your dues.

Installing Applications
The support staff. While an application is only a single file on your disk,

the fanc ier the program is, the more support files it wi ll have. At a minimum,
there's a preferences file tucked into your System Folder 's Preferences folder.
But the possibilities are seemingly endless: dictio nari es, translators, plug-ins,
special fo nts ....
Support files often have to be in the same folder as the application , or in
subfolders inside the application's folder. Sometimes you can put the support
folder anyplace and just "show" the application where it is the first time you
launch it. Companies like C laris coordinate the support files for their products so that a single folder (usually placed in the System Folder) can be shared
by all the company's products.
Read me first! T here's a reason files with this nam e make their way
onto software installation disks. A printed manual goes to production before
the software does; if something changes at the last minute, the only place to
make note of it is on the disk. These files, generally referred to as read me files,
might have important information about the product, or the installation
process, that didn't make it into the printed instructions. So if there's a file
that says Read Me o n your disk, do yourself a favor and read it. All you have
to do is double-click o n it to open it, and quit the reader program (usually it's
Sim pleTe)o..'t, included wi th your system software) w hen you' re finished.
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Use the installer. If a program comes with an installer, use it. An installer
takes care of all the details for you, placing support files in the proper places.
O ther reasons to use the installer (if"easier" isn't good enough): some applications are condensed to fit on a master dis~ and the installer returns it to its
full, usable versio n; sometimes a copy-protection scheme is carried o ut during
the installation process, and you have to "stamp" your name on the product
and input a serial number that proves you're an official user.
And, since m ost installers offer the choice between an Easy and a C ustom
installation , using the installer gives you the chance to customize the items
that are installed along with the main program .

Choosing the location. Whether you choose an Easy or a C ustom install,
you can still choose where the program is installed. This isn't obvious to a lot
of people: an installer window usually provides a Switch Disk button and a
pop-up m enu that has the name of your main drive in it- and many people
assume that the pop-up menu simply lists available disks.
But, in fact, the pop- up menu also provides a way to choose a specific folder
for the installation. So, here's what you do:
1.

C hoose the Select Folder command from the pop-up menu at the
botto m of the Install window.

2.

N avigate through your drive(s) and folders to find the folder yo u
want the program'sfolder installed in. (Use the New Folder button if
you want to create a subfolder fo r it.)

3. When the folder you want is showing in the list, click on it and click
the Select button.

Install Loc.atll~on~~=====;-!
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lntHD

Switch Disk
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Choose a location
for an installation
by using the popup menu in the
Location area of
the Installer
window.
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You' ll find the folder you've selected is
identified in the Locatio n sectio n of the
Installer window, with a folder icon
instead of the original disk icon.
Keep in mind that an installer creates a
folder fo r the program it's installing, so
you don't have to. You pick the folder
where the new applicatio n folder will be
placed, but you don' t create the folder
yourse lf.

Easy versus custom installs. Yo u should always take the time to do a custom installation instead of the "easy" one. When Easy Install is selected in the
pop-up m enu, you' ll see a general list of what's going to be installed; switch to
C ustom Install, and you'll see a more specific list of the items that come with
the program. The list is often hierarchical, so clicking o n a leading arrow (as
for Intemet Explorer OptiollS in the picture here) displays a list of sub-items.
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You can click in any box co include items in the installation; clicking in a toplevel item selects or excludes all its sub-items. If you don't know w hat an item
is, try clicking its Information button (although some descriptions aren't particularly helpful).
Specific options vary from one installation to another, but in general, you'll be
able to choose from these options:
•

Installing a specific version of an application: fo r a PowerPC or a 68K
Mac, or the "fat" version that runs on both. Some installers simply default
to the fat version, which wastes disk space, since the combined code is
much larger than either of the specific ones. Some installers are smart
enough to choose the version of the program you need.

•

Include or exclude special fonts. Some applications need special fonts to
"look" their best: a dictionary application, fo r instance, might include a
special font that's used for pronunciation guides. Other applications
include bonus fonts which you may want to add to your collection--or,
you might already have them installed.

•

Include or exclude special tutorials and sample fi les .
Select Easy o r Custom Install from t he menu

I

The Easy Install
option (top) lists
what's going to be
installed; the
Custom install
option (bottom)
lets you contro l all
the details.
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Turn off your extensions. Most software installers insist that you turn off
all your extensions before you install the new software; some just te ll you
that virus-protection software running in the background might cause a
problem . I've seen some strange, hard-to-believe results from ignoring this
injunction, even w hen virus protection wasn't included in the extensions
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that were running, so it's best to follow it. (Is most of this paragraph gobbledygook to you? C hapter 9 explains all about extensions.)

Installing from a CD. If you follow everyone's advice and turn off all your
extensions, it's going to be extremely difficult to install any software that's on
a CD, since the Mac doesn't know how to access a CD unless the CD- ROM
extension is running. The solution is to make a C O-only ex'tension set with
the Extensions manager so you easily can turn off everything except that one
necessary extension:
1.

Open the Extensions Manager.

2.

Select New Set from the File menu.

3.

Select All Off from the Edit menu.

4.

Scroll through the list to find the extension named Apple CD-ROM, and
click in its checkbox to turn it on.

That's all : any time you want that set to be used, you select it in the pop-up
menu in the Extensions Manager window, then restart the Mac. If you' re
not going to be using it for a while, make sure you select your standard set
(the name defau lts to My Settings) from the pop-up before you close the
Ex-tensions Manager window-otherwise, you'll get the CO-Only set at your
next startup whether or not you want it.
New Set
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The all-extension restart. Here's the problem : you're working wi th
your CO-Only extension set wh ile you're installing some new software.
When you're finished with the installation, the installer restarts the Macwith your CO-Only extension set still active. So you have to restart it agai11
after using the Extensions Manager to reset your full set of extensions.
Sometimes you can get out of this because some installers let you just quit the
installer and return to the desktop; this gives you a chance to re-set your
extensions before restarting the Mac. .But here's a sure thing: when you've
first restarted with the CO- O nly set, before running the installer, use the
Extensions Manager to select your full extension set. Then, if the installer
automatically restarts the Mac for you, the full set of extensions will load.
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And here's an almost-sure thing, in case you forget to set up the sure thing:
when the Mac restarts, ho ld down (Spacebar!. If you get it down early enough
(and hold it down long enough), the Extensions Manager window opens, and
you can select your full extension set and click the Restart button.
lnsUIIatlon was successful. In oraerto take
advantage ofthe new software, your
Macintosh needs to be restar1ed.

Some installers
force you to res tart
as soon as the
installation is
finished.

U flestar1

J

Partial installs. When you're dealing with large (one might say cumbersome)
programs, you might not install everything the first time around if you use a
custom install option; you might, for instance, decide to forgo the tutorial and
its fi les to save space on your drive. But what if you wish later that you had
installed the tutorials-and they're not in a fo rmat that you can just drag to
your hard drive because they have to be "processed" by the installer? And, the
original installation took an hour or more and you really don't want to go
through all that agajn?
Relax. If you did a custom install before, you can do it again. But this time
you can customize it to install only those tutorials (or dictionaries, or whatever) instead of everything but.

Uninstallation. If you're finished with an application-you can't usc it with
your new system software, perhaps, or you have a replacement program-just
erasing the application isn' t the best approach, unless it's a very small , uncomplicated program. All those support files scattered around your drive, in the
application folder and in the System Folder and its subfolders, need to be
erased, too.
Internet Exph
Easy Install

Use the program's
installer to remove
it and its support
files.

r

~~ ln~ , ~~~~~==.--~~n~~~m~e
• Mit
• Ja\
• Mil

II

~

s:

• Microsoft Internet Expl orer
• Java and Web Fonts
• Microsoft OUtlook Expr ess,

If the program used an installer, see if
it has uninstall option that will erase all
the support fi les for you. (Sometimes,
in an upgrade to a new version of the
same program, the installer takes care
of this for you.) In the standard
installer, the same pop-up men u that
provides the Easy/Custom option usually has a Remove command in it.

The desktop rebuild. If you've just installed an updated version of a piece
of software, you should rebuild the desktop after the installation: restart the
Mac w hile holding down (ill!) option), and click OK when you get a dialog asking if you want the desktop rebuilt. This updates the information in the
invisible desktop fi le that keeps track of which documents belong to which
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applicatio n. Without a rebuild, you may find problems when you try to
launch a program by double-clicking o n a document icon; for instance, the
o lder versio n of the software, if it's still on your d rive, may launch instead of
the newer version.

Other Install Considerations
Name, no rank, serial number. Most software comes with a serial number
that you have to type in either to install it or to use it the first time. T he number m ight be on the package, on a card inside the package, o r affixed to the
man ual. H ere's what you should kn ow about serial numbers:

•

Serial numbers prove you' re a legitimate user of the product (presumably,
since of course you can install someone else's copy and use their number,
too). For some products, presenting a valid serial number is the only way
you can get tech support or an u pgrade.

•

Som e programs need the serial n umber or you can't install or run the
program at all; others ask fo r it at installation o r the initial run only for
your later convenience.

•

Some programs need a specific serial number fo r each copy of the
program; others look for o nly a pattern of numbers, letters, and spaces,
but w hich serial number is used with w hich copy of the program is
no t important.

•

O nce the number's been entered, you can usually access it in the
program itself, most often through the Abo ut command under the
Apple m enu.

Keep track of the serial number. Sooner o r later you'll have to reinstall
your software o r something will happen (like its preferences fi le's being corm ptcd and erased ) that makes the software think it's just been installed. Either
way, you'll need that serial n umber. And you won't be able to access it through
the program's About command if you can't get the program to run.
Here's what 1 do anytime I'm dealing with software that has a serial number.
First, I write the n umber o n the d isk (a Sharpie works fine even o n CDs); if
there's a set of floppy d isks for the installatio n, write it on the second d isk of the
set because you're likely to be asked for the number while the first one's
inserted. Then I write it in the manual. And also on the box. Oh, and in a litde
desk accessory, too-you could usc the Note Pad. N o matter how disorgani zed
you get, yo u should be able to find the ser ial number when yo u need it.

Entering the serial number. Programs coded with serial numbers ask you
to enter the number either during installatio n or w hen you firs t run the program. If the Installer or the application itself doesn' t want to accept the serial
n umber, keep these guidelines in mind:
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•
•

Double check that you haven't substituted zeroes fo r capital O's, and
v1ce versa.
Follow uppercase and lowercase conventions exactly; make sure that
leaps Lockl isn't down, since that will change lowercase letters to capitals.

•

Type in all spaces and hyphens. Make sure no handy-dandy extension you
use to help you type things like em dashes (long dashes) is substituting
characters when you try to type the hyphen.

•

Sometimes it's not the serial number at fault. If the program is
asking for your name, company, and the number, it might not accept
incomplete information- try putting in a co mpany name even if you
aren 't with a company. (I have a lot of software stamped with "me" as the
company name.) You can try typingjust a space if you do n't want
a company name to show.

•

If your serial number starts with "No." o r "#" you shouldn't include it in
what you're typing. Usually. I did have a stupid package o nce that wanted
the pound sign typed in with the number.

Mark update disks. It's not unusual to have three or four---Qr m orefloppies or CDs fo r the same piece of software as updates come out. And
their labels seldo m have the actual version number (4.03.87v10, or whatever)
on them. But you can put the version number and/or the date you received the
disk on the label. It saves a lot of disk-swapping when you need to figure out
which disk has the m ost recent versio n of the disk on it.
Installing from disk images. When a program comes on multiple flo ppies,
installation and re-installatio n can be a pain. And floppies, while sturdy, arc
no t the most stable of media available for your use. But you can, in effect,
sto re the disks-in fact, the install disks for m any different programs---Qn a
single Zip cartridge or o ther removable medium.
U se the Disk Copy utility that comes with your system software (it's
described in Chapter 4) to make disk images, and store them o n a Zip disk.
When you need to reinstall the program, mo unt the images and run the
installatio n from the images. N ot only do you cut down on the floppies you
have to store within easy reach (although you should keep the originals SOI/Iepface) , the installatio n process will go faster from the images: you won't have
to swap disks, and the info rmation w ill be fed in from something that's faster
than a floppy. (For full speed, you can drag the image fi les to your hard drive
instead of mounting them from the removable media.)
An impo rtant caveat: most floppy-disk installs can work from disk images, even
when they're copy-pro tected in some way. But you should do a test run
before counting o n the image files to the extent that you lose the floppi es!

Spring cleaning-maybe next year. For a utility that purports to provide
some very needed support for Mac users, Spring Cleaning ($50, Aladdin) is
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quite a d isappointment. Its main purpose is to uninstall an old applicatio n and
its support files. Sounds great, doesn't it? But the design is clunky, the
approach is slow, and it doesn't seem to understand the difference between
versions o f the same program.
I wanted, for instance, to simply uninstall another of Aladdin's productsStuffit 4.0, since I had already installed the 4.5 version separately. But you can't
tell Spring C lea ning to find a specific program; every time you run it, it reads
through your entire hard drive to compile a list of information. Then, I accidentally clicked on the wrong progra m in the list and couldn't get Spring
C leaning to forget that one so I could choose something else-I had to quit
and restart the program. Finally, when it showed me the list of files it considered related to Stuffit 4.0, it also included the newest ones from the 4.5
version-and every stuffed file on my drive (which means that if you're uninstalling an old PageMakcr version, all your PageMaker documents wi ll come
up in the list). Every time you want to do something, it seems that another d ialog box pops up asking if you want to do it- right after you said you wanted to.
Spring C leaning is so slow, and the interface is so uncomfortable, you're
better off usi ng the Finder's Find command, and Apple's System Profiler,
to round up informa tion about what's on your disk, and then manually
removing the old stuff.

Keeping track of extensions, etc. If you've read about installing system
software in C hapter 8, you might recall that J suggested you "stamp" all the
extensions and control panels with a label immediate ly after installatio n so
you can always tell the Apple pieces.
Here's a variation: mark all your ex.'tensions and control panels (and maybe
even fonts) just before you install any new software so you can easily sec what
the new product adds. Jf you want to coordinate this idea with keeping the
Apple items marked separately, here's how you do it inside each folder you
want to mark:
1.

Add the label colum n to a list view with the View O ptions command.

2.

Sort according co Label to separate th e previo usly "stamped" Apple items
from the others.

3.

Optional: Usc the Finder's Preferences command to rename one of the
standard labels to something temporarily useful, like A lready ;, ltere.

4.

Select everything that's

1101

labeled and apply the new label to it.

Everything in the folders w ill be labeled as either Apple items or "already"
item s, so anything w itho ut a label after your program installation is new. Once
you're familiar with what's been installed, you can remove the Already label
from the non-Apple things, or apply it to the new arrivals.
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It's too bad we're limited to only seven different labels; with more, we'd be
able to stamp everything according to the package it came with. You might
consider, though, setting aside a label or two for companies or products that
really fatten up your System Folder's subfolders, like Microsoft or Photoshop.

Making the Most of Your Software
Register nowl You'll see that plastered on your software instruction manual-and it's advice you should follow. As a registered user, you may be
eligible for several perks:

•
•
•
•

Notice of upgrades, bug fixes, and so on .
Special deals on upgrades, an d/or other products from the company
Free or trial subscriptions to a newsletter about the product .
Free telephone support- sometimes fo r a li mited period of time .

Most major software packages and utilities offer online registration, so you
don't even have to fi ll out that little card and mail it in. But ifyou do fill out
the little card-make a copy of it to keep, just in case.
Learn your software. Different people have different learning styles; some
learn best by doing things, some can glean everything they need from a book,
and others do much better with a teacher-even one on videotape. In reality,
however, most users buy their software and learn it on their own no matter
what their "best" style of learning is, and only turn to others when there's a
problem. H ere's what you can do to get the most out of your software:

1.

U se the tutorial provided in the manual, following it step-by-step on your
computer.

2.

Read the manual. Give it a full read-through right away even though
many of the features or procedures may not be entirely clear to you until
you've used them. Even if you don't remember how to do a specific procedure, you' ll remember that it's possible, and you can look up the
details.

3.

Use the program. Really use it, for real projects. O r on a made-up but
realistic project.

4 . Explore the program: look at, and use, each command in every menu and
submenu-especially if you don't know what it does!

5 . Read magazine articles that describe how to use the program's more
advanced features, or subscribe to a newsletter devoted to it, or get
together w ith other people who use the program. (Or all three.)
6.

After you've used the program for two or three months, or even a few
weeks of intensive work, go back and read the entire manual again. You'll
understand all the references to the program's features, and you'll pick up
all the little details this time around.
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RTFM. This is a well-known acronym in the computer world; it stands for
Read the manual. Right, I left out a word, but you can fill in the blank.
It's not just a gentle, well-intentioned piece of advice. It's a knee-jerk reaction
to someone who asks how to do something that's plainly spelled out in the
program's basic instructions. (I fond ly recall one user group member who
called my husband at his office to ask fo r help and said, "I know it's probably
in the manual, but I don't have time to read it. " My husband's reply is
unprintable.)
User Groups. I've mentioned "user group" several times in this chapter, and
in other spots throughout this book, too. What's a user group? Simply a group
[
apple.com/usergroups of Mac owners who get together to share information and learn more about
the Mac and its applications. If you don't know about one near you, check out
Apple's special "help line": the U ser Group Locator at its web site.

"~

Applications
Launching Applications
Three, two, one ••. The basic way to open, or "launch" an application has
remained the same since the dawn of Macintosh: you double-click on its
icon. Then there are the basic variations: select an icon and use the File
menu's Open command or press @:IDQ). Then there's the alias approach,
which lets you do anything to the alias that would normally open the original
icon. And there's the Apple menu ... and starting with a document ... oh , and
the Startup Items folder .... You get the idea: there are plenty of ways to
open an app lication, with some more favored than others depending on the
user and even on the situation. H ere's a quick round-up of the basic ways
to get an application going:

•

From a desktop icon: double-click or select and use an Open command .

•
•

From dte Apple menu or a submenu that you set up: select it to open it .

•

Automatically at startup: put the application or its alias in the Startup
Items folder.

•
•

With an alias: Open the alias in any of the ways you'd open the original.

•

Through a document: open a document in any of many ways (doubleclicking on it, for example), and its parent application opens.

From the Recent Applications submenu in the Apple menu: select it
to open it.

From the Launcher: a single click on a Launcher button opens the
program.
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Add-on launch methods. M ost conte>.'tual menu add-ons (covered in
Chapter 6) provide the handy capability of launching an application from a
pop-up submenu; Finder Pop, PowerMenu, and CMTools all let you create a
launching submenu that launches a program or lets you move to it when you
select it from the menu. I've always used a macro editor (it's QuicKeys now)
to let me launch my most-used applications simply by pressing one of the
function keys at the top of the keyboard. I like this better than the pop-up
approach because I don't have to reach for the mouse, and because I don't
have to be in the Finder to use it.
Clean up after yourself. If you're launching an application from the
Finder, hold down IOption! w hile double-clicking on the icon to close the window that it's in.
Macros and
macro editors
Chapter 10

Launch multiple applications. You can launch more than one application
at a time if you can get at their icons at the same time. If you always run, say,
Photoshop and PageMill together when you're working on a web-page design,
you can keep their aliases together on the desktop or in a pop-up window for
easy access; select them both and use then the Open command.
If you have multiple icons selected, double-clicking on one will open all
of them.

Canceling the launch. In the old, slow days, you could cancel a program
launch by pressing~ right after the launching process started . I haven't
been able to do this in years, though I'm told it's still a function in the system
software. I don't thin k I've slowed down all that much (at least w hen it comes
to keyboard ing), but I sure am using faster Macs. So the question is: does the
feature still exist if nobody can use it?

The Launcher
Basic use. The Launcher control panel lets you launch an application, and
open a folder or document, by clicking on a button. That doesn't sound like
much of an improvement over double-clicking on one of those items, but you
can have a Launcher button for an item that's otherwise buried several folders
deep. And while that doesn't sound like much now that any window can be set
to buttons instead of standard icons, the Launcher does have several options that
make using it more convenient than setting up your ovvn launching window.
To open the Launcher window, open the Launcher control panel, either from
the Control Panels folder inside the System Folder, or from the Apple menu's
Control Panel submenu. To create a button, all you have to do is drag an icon
into the Launcher w indow; the icon itself actually stays in its original location,
and a button for it appears in the Launcher.
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When you drag something to the Launcher window, an alias for the item is
created and placed in the Launcher Items folder inside the System Folder. You
can change the buttons in the Launcher window by manipulating the contents
of the folder: place aliases in it, or take them o ut, and the next time you activate the Launcher window, its buttons will update to reflect the changes.
T he Launcher works fo r more than just launching applications: it works
fo r opening anything that can be aliased (which is anythi ng on your desktop). Yo u m ight want buttons (in different folders) for things like: d isks and
the trash; th e System Folder and its most-used subfolders; folders of documents that you use for current projects; documents (like a calendar or To-do
list) that you use often.
You can horizontally scroll the buttons in the Launcher window if they're not
all disp layed at o nce, but it's more convenient to resize the window so you
can see all the buttons at the same time.
lAuncher Items

The buttons in the
Launcher window
are based on the
aliases in the
Launcher Items
folder.

Ac robal

Clartsvo...

Explcnr

Filti'Ukt...

P.-gtMIII

Photoshop ()JarkXP'r... S1trf»ltText Y1sua1 P~t

'Wo,.d

Launch the Launcher at startup. To have the Launcher window open
automatically at every startup, open the General Controls control panel and
check the Open Launcher at system startup
o ption. T he Mac puts an alias of the
(if Sho., Launohtr ot ·~•ttm Jhrtup
Launcher control panel in the Startup
~
Items folder when you check this option.

1m

Renaming buttons. Buttons in the Launcher defau lt to the same names as
their original items, and they're organized alphabetically. To rearrange the
order of buttons, change the names of the aliases in the Launcher Item s
folder; as with arrangi ng items in Finder windows and the Apple menu, using
a space or other special leading character bumps nam es to the top of the list.
But you'll also want to rename the aliases for another reason: shorten them
so you can see the whole name, since there's limited space under the small
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button sizes; you don't really need anything named Adobe® PageMaker 6.5
when PageMaker or even PMaker can identify it.

Change the button sizes. You have
three choices for Launcher button sizes,
cleverly categorized as Small, Medium, and
Large. To change the button sizes, hold ~
and press the mouse button, then select the
size from the pop-up menu.

The Launcher
window displays
small buttons;
the large and
medium buttons
are at the right.

Removing buttons. To remove a button, hold down !option] and drag the
button out of the window, directly into the trash. If you let go of the button
someplace other than the trash, it stays in the window; in fact, even a trash
alias isn't good enough- it has to be the honest-to-goodness original
trash can. T he strange cursor (with the plus sign on it) that you see as you
JOptionl-drag is simply the one that normally indicates that an ~drag makes
a copy of a file in another location.
You can also open the Launcher Items folder and drag an alias out of it to
remove its button from the Launcher window; the window is updated the
next time it's the active w indow.
Launcher layers. Make subsets of your Launcher items by creating folders
inside the Launcher Items folder, giving each a name that begins with the bullet character ( •) on !Option{]]. Each of the folder names (minus the bullet)
appears at the top of the Launcher window as a button; click on a button and
the window displays the contents of the folder. Each button gets its own color
for its w indow background.

If you leave any items loose in the main Launcher Items window, they' ll
appear as a group under a default Applications button, even though you
haven't made an • Applications folder-and even if they aren't applications!
Laun cher lte.ms
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Bulleted folders appear as buttons at
the top of the Launcher. A default
Applications button appea rs for the
loose items i n the main level of the
Launcher Items folder.
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Eight is enough. T here's a limit of eight buttons for the Launcher w indow;
if you create folders beyond that limi t, they'll appear as buttons on the main
level of the Launcher wi ndow-the default Applications button used for loose
items in the w indow. (And , as a result, you'll Jose another of your folder/buttons, because it will be bumped out of the w indow by the Applicatio ns
button.)
Getting to the folders. If you want to open one of the bulleted inner
folders in the Launcher Items Folder, hold down IOption Iand click on the folder's
button in the Launcher w indow (the cursor changes to a folder cursor w hen
you're hovering in th e ri ght spot). This is especially convenient when you
want to get into the folder to simply rename some of the buttons you're
looking at.
The folder cursor
appears over a
button w hen you
hold down Option.

0

8

Launcher

I .,.,...11o. . CJII

·-

! PrejMI r.w.n: II .,n... hW.r•
I r.::l r;;;;;l r:1 r.;;1

Getting to the Launcher Items folder. If you combine the information
in the last few tips, you can make a shortcut fo r opening the Launcher Items
folder itse lf Instead of creating an • Applications subfolder for a butto n, leave
the applications loose in the m ain folder; this automatically creates an
Application button. T hen, by IOptlonl-clicking on the button, you'll open its
folder- the Launcher Items folder.
Who ya gonna call? Hold down @IDOptlonJand click anywhere in the empty
background area surrounding the folder buttons (or around the outer edge of
the main button area if you have no fold er butto ns set up) to see a screen of
credi ts.
Launcher in the Apple menu. The Launcher is handy when you're on the
desktop, but it's not so convenient when you' re in an application and want to
launch another o ne to run at the same time. Not only do you have to move
back to the desktop, but you usually have to hide application and Finder w ind ows to get to the Launcher w indow.

Ill

.I

About This Computer...

Using the
Launcher Items
folder from the
Apple menu.

~ Recent Applications

Iii Recent Documents
!l Recent Servers

....
..

.

•Games
•KidStutr
•Project Folders
•System Folders
•Tel ecom

..
..
....

.

Acrobat

It
Explorer
FlleMaker Pro
Netscnpe
PaoeMllker
Photos hop
Word

If you don 't have applications listed separately in your Apple menu or one of
its submenus so you can launch them from there, you can just put your
Launcher list in the Apple menu: place an alias of the Launcher Items folder
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in the Apple Menu Items folder. You 'll get a submenu of the items in the
Launcher Items folder; if you have inner folders, they'll have submenus, too,
and you can select from them.

Bringing the Launcher back. I always set up beginners' machines with the
Launcher window in the lower left comer of the screen. But when it's closed
accidenta lly, the user is confused- it's not so easy to explain (ove r the phone,
usually) how to go through an Apple menu submenu or th rough the System
Folder to get to the Launcher control panel to open the window again.
The solution for beginners is handy for everyone: I m ake an alias of the
Launcher co ntrol panel, and hide it behind the Launcher window. If the window is closed, the alias is right there so you can double-click o n it to o pen the
window again. (I even name the alias Bring back L auncher.)

Drag and drop works. It doesn't feel as tho ugh it would work, but you can
drag an item and drop it onto a Launcher button the sam e way you'd d rop it
o n a standard icon ; if the button item can open the dragged icon, you'll
launch the application and open the document. If your butto n is a folder, you
can d rop som ething into the folder the sam e way.
Make a launch pad. For opening applications and documents you use
often, the Launcher window is a handy approach since it lets you group things
and launch items with a single click. But, since it's no t a Finder window, you
can' t turn it into a w indow tab at the bottom of the screen. You can, however,
create your own launcher window from a standard Finder window:
1.

Create a new folder on the desktop, and name it L auncher or Launch Pad.

2.

O pen the folder and set the w indow to a small button view.

3.

Create aliases for the item s you want to launch by @:IDoptionl-d raggi ng
them into the launching window. (T his creates the alias, d rops the alias
suffiX, and leaves the original icon in its original spot.)

4.

Turn the window into a tab by dragging it to the bottom of the screen or
by using the As Pop- up Window command from the View window.

When you want to launch something, click the w indow tab, then click the
button; if you IOptionl-click on the button, the wi ndow will pop back down
autom atically as the program launches.
T his approach has several advantages over the standard Launcher window
besides the neat little tab: you can arrange the buttons in any order, and you
can size the window to any proportio ns.
If you want the launch w indow to o pen automatically when you start your
Mac, you could try to rem ember to leave it open each time you shut down.
O r, you could put your launching folder (the origi nal or an alias) in the
Startup Items folder so it opens at each startup.
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Duplicate Launcher aliases. When you're working with the E>.'tensions
Manager control panel, adjusting the items that will be on or off, you'll eventually run into notices that there are dup licates of"Launcher," and you'll be
asked which you want to keep.
Here's what's happening: the Extensions Manager keeps track of not only the
Extension and Control Panel folders, but also the Startup Items folder. If you
use the General Controls control panel to set the Launcher window to be displayed at startup, an alias of the Launcher control panel is placed in the
Startup Items folder. When you use Extensions Manager to turn off all extensions and startup items, the Launcher alias is moved into a Startup Items
(Disabled) folder.
On the next startup that includes the General Controls control panel, it not
only opens the Launcher window, it also puts a new alias into the Startup Items
folder. The uext time Extensions Manager turns off all your startup items, it
tries to move the new alias into the Disabled folder-but there's one already in
there. So, it asks you if you want to delete one of the aliases; you delete one,
but you're left with the other inside the Disabled folder. Guess what? On the
next startup, you get a new alias, and the next time you turn off the startup
items, you go through the whole rigmaro le again.
There's no way around this if you use the Launcher at Startup setting and also
mess around with turning extensions on and off. But it's reassuring to know
what's going on and that you can just delete either of the Launcher aliases
when you're asked.

Handling Multiple Applications
Juggling multiple applications. You can nm more than one application
at a time; if you have enough memory, you can run more than a dozen at a
time if you want. (Chapter 13 covers memory allocations.) But only one
application is the active application at any one time: its windows are on top of
all the others, and its menus are on the menu bar. If all its windows are closed,
you can usually tell wh ich application you're in by the menu titles. If that
doesn't do it for you, check the icon at the far right of the menubar: it belongs
to the current application. And if that doesn't help, click on that icon, because
it opens the Application menu, where the current application is listed with a
checkmark.
Juggling multiple open app lications involves two basic working issues: moving
fi·om one application to another, and handling the multiple-window clutter
that results from having so many things open at once. Luckily, the Application
menu can help with both, since it no t only lists opened applications but also
provides window-hiding commands.
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Moving to an opened application. Switch to an open application by:

•
•

•

Choosing it from the Application menu.
Clicking in any exposed part of one of its windows. Sometimes the window you clicked in will become the active w indow in that application;
sometimes, depending on the application, whatever window you were
working in last is the one that's activated no matter which one you
clicked on to get there.
Using any of the methods that would normally launch it, such as selecting it from the Apple menu or double-clicking one of its document icons.
You can even double-click on the application's icon in the Finder, even
though the icon is dark because it's already open.

More ways to move. Some of the most convenient ways of moving from
one opened application to another aren't built into the system at all, but come
from add-on utilities. Any procedure that normally launches an application
(covered a little earlier in the chapter) will also move you into the already
opened program, although some utilities work only from the Finder.

•

Contextual menu add-ons like FinderPop, PowerMenu, and CMTools
that let you launch programs also let you move into them. Their usefulness is limited, however, because their menus are available only from the
Finder.

•

The contextual menu available from the Finder's About box contains an
Open command; point to the icon of a listed program and you can use
the Open command. This, of course, is limited to those rare times you' re
actually looking at the About box.

•

Window Monkey (covered in detail a little further on), since it provides
a menu of all opened windows in all applications, also always has a list of
open applications in it. One of its options is to place the menu with the
application's menus rather than at the right end of the menu bar; since I
have a 20-inch screen, this puts it in the middle of the menubar-a much
shorter trip than to the far right end, in most cases.

•

If you've created a launch macro with something like QuicKeys or
KeyQuencer, you can use it to send you right to the opened program.
Help

FinderPop's
Processes m enu
has a techie name,
but handily lists all
currently running
applications so
you can move
directly to the one
you want.

Processes
Fl nde r Wi ndO\oiS
Desktop

~

~

~

~

~

lltJ finder
'W' Microsoft Word

tib

New folder
QuerkXPre,.,..
l'ti'l fil eMeker Pro
Vie'W
~ 1-"'tt_::__ _ _ _ _- J
Cleen Up
Lerge't Block: 1 7762K
Arrange
~
Fi nderPop
Vie'lll Options ...
Change Deslctop Beckground...
Hide Others
Sh!Jw All
Refresh menus
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The Application menu. T he Application menu at the far right of the
menubar lists all open applicatio ns (and desk accessories). Its "title" is a mi niature icon of the application you' re in (for the Finder, you get a mini OS logo);
evety item in the m enu gets a mini-icon, too. If you' re running o nly a single
application , all you'll see in the list is that application and the Finder.
T he way an item is displayed o r m arked in the menu tells you its status:
•

T he active application is checked.

•

An application whose icon is normal has all its windows showing-they
haven' t been hidden to stay out of the way. Even if they're totally
obscured by other windows, they're there and you' ll sec them if you
move the w indows that are in the way.

•

An applicatio n with a dimmed icon is open, but its windows are currently
hidden from view because one of the Application menu's hiding options
was used.

•

An application marked with a diamond is asking for attentio n (see the
next entry).

To m ove to an application, select it from the menu ; you can select it even if its
icon is dimmed.
Hide Microsoft Word
Hide Othe r s

Show All
~ Ci arl sWorks
FlleMaker Pro

[6

• ~ Finder
./ W Microsoft: Word

The Applicat ion m enu: Word is the active application
(it's ch ecked, and its icon is the current m enu "title");
ClarisWorks w indows are hidden (its icon is
dimmed); the Finder is clamorin g for a ttention (it's
m arked w ith a diamond).

The atte ntion getter. When an item in the Application menu is marked
with a diamond, that means it's asking fo r attention. Something else usually
gets your attention fi rst: a blinki ng Applicati on menu icon with o r witho ut an
alert sound. T his happens most often with the Finder and the Print Monitor.
T he Finde r may be waiting to tell you that a background applicatio n has q uit;
Prin t Monitor often wants to let you know that your LaserWriter has ru n out
of paper.
The Hide commands. Use the Application menu to hide and show windows fo r running applications:
•

T he Hide [this application] command hides all the windows belo nging to the current application. T he actual wording of the command
changes to reflect the name of the current application- Hide Word, Hide
Photoshop, Hide E nder, and so on. Of course, if you hide the application's
windows, you can't do any mo re work in it. So, choosing the H ide command also moves you to another applicatio n- the last one you were using
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before you moved to the current one. This command is dimmed if all the
other applications are already hidden.

•

The Hide Others command hides everything except the current
application.

•

The Show All command displays all the windows for all running
applications.

Hiding a window is different from dosing it. When you close a window in an
application, you have to save its contents or lose them; hiding a window
means it's just temporarily out of sight. (Floating windows and palettes are
always hidden for background application even when you leave their regular
windows showing.)

Automatic window hiding. H old down !option) as you move from one
application to another (by selecting from the Application menu or by clicking
in an exposed background window), and windows belonging to the application you're leaving are all hidden.
The hidden Finder. When you "hide" the Finder, there's no dropcloth
effect behind the current application-the Finder windows disappear, but you
can still see desktop itself and any icons that are out on it.
If you want icons to disappear, too, uncheck the Show Desktop when in background option in the General Controls control panel. This will hide the
Finder-its windows and its icons-whenever you're in another application.
You'll still see the desktop pattern or background picture in the background,
but clicking on it won't move you into the Finder.
~ Duktop

I

1:21' Show Desktop w hen in background
J

D.,sktop

I0

Sho"' Desktop when in background

Unchecking the Show Desktop
option in the General Controls
control panel hides not only its
windows but also its icons, as
you can see by the sample
desktop in the control panel.

Moving to the Finder. You can move to the Finder by clicking on any part
of the desktop you can see: you don't have click on a Finder window or icon,
as was the case before System 7. If you loptionl-click on the desktop to move
the Finder, you'll hide the windows of the application you're moving from.

Window Monkey

Monkeying around. When I first tried out the shareware Window
Monkey, ($20 shareware) I thought that its main purpose was to colorize the
dreary gray OS 8 Finder windows. But, in fact, it's much more useful than
that: Window Monkey keeps a menu of open windows and recent folders in
the menubar no matter where you're working. The top section lists the open
windows in the current application. The middle section-the handiest part-
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lists all the other open applications (including the Finder) and the windows
that are open in them: select a window from the submenu, and you're moved
right to that window in the appl ication. It's much handier than simply moving
tigertech.com to the application and then having to activate a window other than the o ne
that the application activates for you. But wait, there's more! There's also a list
of recently used folders so you can move to one easily without clicking your
way through things on the desktop. And, the menu stays active when there's
an Open or Save dialog on the screen (except in a few uncooperative applications, like Microsoft Word), so you can jump to the folder of your choice
without having to navigate through the dialog's menus.

Documents
Handling Documents
Creating a document. A document is the file you create with an application.
Most applications start you off with an empty wi ndow-a blank document.
Some require you to specify that you want to create a new document; almost
all applications provide a New comm and in the File menu to make a new document. In some cases, you have to provide information before you even start
on the document: in a database, for instance, you usually have to name the
document before you get to do anything with it, while many graphics programs will ask you what size you want the document to be before they can give
you a new window. (While on the desktop window and folder are practically synonymous, in applications, wir1dow and document are often the same thing.)
Saving documents. Everything you do while a document is open is merely
stored in RAM until you explicitly save the document to the disk, giving it a
name and choosing a location for it. (Except for special documents like database fi les, which are named before you start putting in information, and are
saved automatically at intervals.) The application's Save command opens a
dialog box-cleverly referred to as the Save box-that lets you name the document and choose a location. There are some limitations as to what you can
name a docu ment; not surprisingly, they're the same limitations as described
in Chapter 6 for desktop icon names:
•

The name can't be longer than 31 characters.

•

You can't use a colon in a file name.
Two fi les in the same folder can't have the same name.

•

T here's no difference between capitals and lowercase in file names, so
Memo, memo, and MEMO are all considered the same and can't coexist in
the same folder.
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Save versus Save As. When you first save a document, the Save and Save
As commands work identically. Once a document's been named and saved,
however, the commands work differently.

For an existing document, the Save command saves the changes you've made
since you last saved it. You don't get a dialog: the fi le is saved under the same
name and in the same folder as the last time-with the edited version replacing the earlier version. With Save As, you get the standard Save dialog so you
can save a copy of the edited document in a different location and/or under a
different name. Remember that when you do this, the original has none of
the edits saved in it-only the Save As version contains the changes.
Some programs, written by programming purists, dim the Save command
until you've saved the document initially; and other purists insist (and rightly
so) that the dialog is a Save As dialog, not a Save dialog, since you don't ever
see a dialog on a regular Save operation.
When to save. You should save the same way the old joke says you should
vote: early and often. If the computer crashes before you've saved your document, or before you've saved the changes you've made, you'll have to do it all
over again. (E""Perts everywhere agree that neglecting to save a document at
frequent intervals somehow increases the chances of your computer's crashing-something to do with cosmic balance.)

Some applications let you set an auto-save interval; every ten minutes, say,
your work is saved to the disk without your having to do anything. If you
need reminders for saving documents, try any or all of these:

•

Before printing .

•

Before switching to another program that's running.

•

Before making a major change that can't be undone.

•

Before pasting a large item from the C lipboard .

•

Before making a global change in the document (with a Search and
Replace operation, or by changing a master page defin ition).

•

Before opening a control panel or desk accessory.

•
•
•

Before doing anything that has made your computer crash recently.
Before putting the system to sleep .
Before walking away from the computer.
Any time the phone rings.

Opening documents. T he basic ways to open a document are:

•

Use the application's Open command .

•

Drag the document icon onto the application icon .

Double-click on the document icon on the desktop.
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Apple Menu Options

Chapter9

But there are at least a dozen other ways to open a document, most of which
mirror the ways you can open an application. You can, for instance, put an
alias of a document on the desktop, in a window, in the Launcher, or in a
menu; and, if you're using the Apple Menu Options control panel, recently
used documents appear in the Apple menu's Recent Documents submenu.
When you open a document, it still exists on the disk: a copy of it is placed
into memory and the original file isn't altered until you use a Save command.
(Except for special cases, like most databases, where changes are immediately
written to the disk.)

The "Application not found" dialog. A Mac document keeps embedded
in its inform atio n the name of its parent- the creator code of the application
that created it. When you double-click on a document, the Finder checks the
creator code and opens the correct applicatio n.
If the application isn't available, you'll get a dialog that says "The application
that created this document can't be fo und." Depending on which system
components you have installed, the dialog m ay be a dead end or it may suggest an application in which you can try to open the document. The next
section, Documeut Interchange, discusses the details.

The drag-launch. T he drag method for opening a document in an applica-

SimpleText

Chapter 10

tion seems less convenient than the double-click m ethod, but the advantage is
that you can drag a document onto an application other than the one that created it. If the application knows how to interpret the info rmation, it will open
the document. So, you could drag a plain text document onto your word
processor's icon, or onto a spreadsheet's icon, and have it open there instead
of in SimpleText, where it would normally open.

Handling multiple documents. When you have more than one document
open in an application, basic window rules apply: only one window can be
active at a time, and clicking in any window activates it.

In the Dark Ages of Macintosh, folders were merely a
figment of the Finder's imagination. You'd create and
use folders on the desktop, but once you were in an
application and used an Open dialog, all the fi les on
the disk were listed as if t here were no folders at all.
This wasn't as bad as it sounds, since the only disks
available were 400K floppies. By 1986, with the introduction of the Mac Plus and its BOOK disks, "real"
folders became a part of the Mac file structure.

Some applications provide a Window
m enu or submenu that lists the open
documents and lets you move from
one to another; some even provide
keyboard commands for moving from
one window to the next. Window
Monkey, a shareware utility described
earlier, provides a m enu that lists,
among other things, the currently
open documents in the active application so you can easily move from one
to another.
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Locked documents. You can lock any document to protect it from inadvertent changes by selecting its icon on the desktop, using the Get Info
command, and checking the Locked box.

TheGetlnfo
command
Chapter6

What happens when you open a locked document depends on both how you
open it and which application you're using. When you double-click on a
locked document o n the desktop, you always get a dialog (shown here) that
informs you the document is locked. If you open it from within an application, however, you may or may not get a similar dialog. Some applications,
like Word just open the document with no further ado but append the document's name in the title bar with a parenthetical (Read-Only). Other programs
may warn you when you open the document but give no further indication of
the document's special status. Still others may not tell you anything w hen you
open the document or give any interface feedback, but when you try to edit
the document you'll ge t a dialog telling you it's not modifiable.
The document "ghost" Is locked, so you
w ill not be able to save any c hanges. Do y ou
wantto open It anyway?

I Cancel J ~

OK

]

Stationery. The concept of stntionery comes from the real-world practice of
tearing a piece of paper from a pad of pre-printed stationery: each piece is
blank except for the pre-printed items like a letterhead. Mac stationery is a
document that you can use as a temp late for other documents. If you open a
piece of stationery, you get an untitled document with the same formatting
and contents as were in the original stationery document. You save the new
docum ent under any name you want, and the original stationery is left
untouched to se rve as a template for yet another document.
The Document
and Stat ionery
buttons in
ClarisWorks' Save
dialog.

But how do you get that original piece of stationery? In
applications that support the stationery concept (they're few
and far between), there are buttons in the Save dialog that
let you save a document as a standard document or seaDocument Stationery
tionery. Stationery documents get their own special icons,
usually a variation of the application's standard document
icon that indicates multiple pages. Some programs offer stationery capability
under a different name, li ke the temp lates provided by Quark, PageMaker,
and Microsoft Word.

ij

Save

I)

~~0~

Forcing stationery. If you like the concept of stationery (which is actually a
pretty good idea) but your favorite program doesn't provide the option, you
can make your own: save a "form" document from your application, get In fo
on its icon on the desktop, and click the Statio nery Pad box. T he icon
changes-both in the Info window and on the desktop-to a stationery
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document, and when you open the document, it opens as untitled in its parent application. Although the Stationery Pad checkbox was also available in
System 7, the way applications handled such a document varied-sometimes
you'd have to nam e the new document before you opened it, for instance. OS
8 has iro ned out those wrinkles, so you'll always get a new, untitled document
based on the stationery document.
IJ L
i

Creating
stationery on the
desktop.

ghost Info ....--- ~ 9

~QI'<ISI
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II 0
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II
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ol'<lst

Kl nd: Microsoft Word ti!Xt document
Size: 20K on disk (7,874 bi/IM)
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Open and Save Basics
The path through a hierarchy. Although navigating through O pen and
Save dialogs is second nature to anyone w ho's used the Mac for a long tim e,
the less-than-intuitive interface has always boggled beginners. Even users
w ho've had M acs for quite a while are som etimes flummoxed w hen presented with anythi ng beyond w hat they're used to doing in O pen and Save
dialogs- perhaps always using a Documents fo lder, or always saving in the
sam e folder as the application they' re using. The problem s are seldom connected with clicking buttons, or even switching disks; it's that folder
hierarchy that gets to most people-especially w hen where you want to go is
no t just up or down through the current series of folders, but "across" to
someth ing else.
So, this section is a step-by-step tour of navigating folders in Open and Save
dialogs. (The Open dialog is used as the example, but the Save dialog works
the sam e way. )
First, take a look at a folder hierarchy on the desktop, in two diffe rent views
(in the figures on the next page). T here are two d ifferent ways of following
the same "path" to the Stuffit Read Me file: through a series of open folder
windows, and in a single-window hierarchical view. It's pretty easy to see the
relationship between the two, and find the "target" Read M e file we're going
to be working w ith.
T hen, look at the ill ustration of the actual path that was taken from the toplevel d rive to the target document, ignoring other items (and possible paths)
along the way.
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Traveling down in the dialog. Inside an O pen/Save dialog, you' ll see a list
of folders and files topped by a pop- up menu. T he menu indicates which
folder you're looking in, or it shows that you're looking at the main level of
the disk or the desktop itsel£ Moving "down" through a series of folders is a
simple matter of selecting a folder in a list and clicking the Open button. T he
fo lder you select appears in the pop-up menu and its contents are displayed in
the list. The picture here shows the path from the hard disk to the ReadMe
document illustrated in the last entry.
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Traveling up in the dialog. To move back up through the hierarchy of
folders in a dialog, you use the pop-up menu. Press on the menu so it opens,
and drag down to the second item (the first item is the current folder). W hen
you release the mouse button, you' ll be in the next folder up in the path; the
folder you selected from the menu is now the "name" of the menu, and its
contents arc displayed in the list. (Right: drag down to move up- the Mac
interface is not perfect.) T he picture here shows moving from the original target up to the next folder.
•
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Moving up one
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You don 't have to go one step at a time through a folder path to get up
towards the top. You can jump up to any folder in the list by selecting it in the
pop-up menu. The picture here shows moving from the original target back
to the disk level in o ne step.
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The path less traveled. Okay, let's say you've opened the Stufflt Deluxe
Read Me fi le that you've excavated from its nested folder, but now you want
to read the MacLi nkPius ReadMe fi le while you're still in SimpleText, the
program you used to read the first file. You close the first file and use the
Open command to open the second one. But how do you get to it?
T he illustration on the next page shows the original path (the thick dark lines)
you took to the first file. You can see that you have to move back "up" a folder
and down through another one (the gray lines) to get from where you are to
w here you want to be. Unfortunately, there's no way to move "across" in the
hierarchy except by going up where you came from, and then back down a different path.
To move up, and then back down, in a d ialog, you select from the pop-up
menu (to move up) and from the list (to move down). T he second picture on
the next page shows how you'd travel the path in the previous illustration.
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Moving »across» in
the hierarchy
involves moving
back up, and then
down again.

Move up by
selecting from the
pop-up menu,
then back down
by selecting from
the list.
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Dealing with the Desktop Level
The desktop level. Before System 7, the topmost level you could see in an
Open/Save dialog was the system disk (usually the internal hard drive). Items
scattered around on the desktop-loose files and folders-were included in the
list of things on the main level of the drive. Now the topmost level is the more
logical desktop level, which shows everything on the desktop: mounted disks,
loose files and folders, and even the Trash (which is dimmed so you can't select
it). There are several ways to jump to the desktop level in the dialog:

Select Desktop from the pop-up menu

•
•

C lick the Desktop button

•

Press ~[ Shift I

Press~

That last option doesn't seem to make much sense, but it's perfectly logical in
the overall Mac interface: it's the same key combination that activates the
desktop itself when you're in the Finder.
The shared desktop. just as the Finder's desktop is shared by all mounted
volumes in the Finder, so is the desktop-level list in an Open/Save dialog. If
something was dragged out of a floppy disk onto the desktop, for instance, it's
listed on the top level along with items that belong to your internal hard drive.
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If you're observant (or if you read this tip) you'll know how to tell what disk a
listed item belongs to: select the item, and the disk icon in the upper right of
the dialog shows which disk the item is stored on.

[Iii Desktop l ~ I
On the Desktop
level, you can tell
which disk an item
is stored on by
selecting it in the
list and checking
what disk icon is
displayed in the
upper right corner.
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Desktop
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New

Cancel

II 22en

I
I

I
)
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The desktop-level list order. The desktop-level list in an Open/Save dialog
is actually two alphabetical groupings, with all the mounted volumes first and
then the items that are out on the desktop (with the dimmed Trash can at the
bottom). Selecting an item by typing its first letter or two is sometimes awkward because of the groups. If you're looking at the top of the Jist, as in the
picture here, and type @] expecting to select the
e lntlf>
ST&D disk, you won't get it- you'll have
Ga OSB
[lj] ST&D
selected the folder Shareware instead. On the
a warehouse
other hand, if you're somewhere in the middle
Cl cardfonts
of this list and type 0 to jump back to the top,
roc:. Communicator Pro 4.04
Shilrewilre
•
expecting to get the first disk, you'll wind up at
5J. Trash
the cardfonts folder instead.

Cl

Saving a document to the desktop. When you want to save a document
directly to the desktop so you can't forget about it, you move up to the deskto p level before doing the save. But what disk is the file actually being saved
on, since the desktop level is shared?
The disk whose icon is displayed in the dialog is the one where the document
will actually be saved. Which brings me to another point:
U sing any of the standard methods or shortcuts to get to the desktop level in
the dialog (clicking the Desktop button, selecting Desktop from the pop-up
menu, or pressing @:IDID) moves you to the desktop level and selects the
startup disk (usually, the internal hard drive)-even if you started out buried
in a nested folder on a Zip disk.
If you want to save a document out on the desktop but have it stored o n a
disk other than the startup, go up to the desktop level, then click on the target
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disk's name in the list; its icon will appear over the buttons. As long as the disk
is selected while you're on the desktop level, the saved file will go to that disk.
Desktops on shared volumes. Shared volumes on a netvvork don' t share
their desktops the way standard mounted disks do. A shared volume displays a
folder named Desktop Folder on its root level; open the folder, and you' ll see
the things on that volume's desk."top.

Open and Save Dialogs
The default Open/Save folder. T he folder that's displayed when you use
an Open or Save dialog in an application depends on what you've done so far,
what application you're using, and the Documents setting in the General
Controls control panel.

Most applications display their own folders the first time you use an Open or
Save command after you've launched the program. Once you've selected a
folder for opening from or saving to, the program uses that location as the
default the next time you use Open or Save during that work session; the current folder continually changes to match whatever you used last. When you're
running multiple applications, each application remembers its own last-used
folder. (That wasn't always the case-in the earliest systems that let you run
multiple applications, the system kept track of a single last-used folder, which
was very frustrating as you moved from one application to another.)
Set a default
Open/Save folder
in the General
Controls control
p anel.

O.c~nb -------,

Vhtn optnfncJ or uving a docU'I'Ietlt, tMtt Mt to

0

Fok!tr UHt b: nt ~ tht app11uticon.

f) Lut 1'o~tr lm'd r. tn.1pplkaHon.

0

DocUI'MntJ: foldtr,

You can override this normal course of events
by using the General Controls control panel.
Its Documen ts settings provide these choices:

•

Folder that is set by the application. This matches the normal
default, which uses the application's folder as the first stop for an
Open/Save dialog.

•

Last folder used in the application. This sets the initial folder for the
first Open/Save to match whatever was used the last time you used the
application.

•

Documents folder. This sets the default folder for Open/Save to a special Documents folder on the main level of the drive. If you don't have
one, it creates the folder for you.

The Save lists. There are two text boxes in a Save dialog: the one where you
type the name of the document, and the one that lists the folders inside the
folder you're looking at. Only one can be active at a time, since typing could
be naming the file or using the keyboard to select from the list.
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To activate one box or the other, click in it or use~ to move back and fo rth.
When the tex't box is active, either the text cursor is blinking in it or text is
selected; w hen the list box is active, there's a dark frame around it.

ICl Documents j ~ I
g about

ll Grllphlc stuff
ll mise
Cl Outlines

Th ere's a frame
around the list box
when It's active.

sav e tills document as:

Iunt itled[

9 1ntHD

I

11

Eject

I

[ Cl Docum ents ~

g 11bout

ll Grll phlc stuff
ll mise
ll Outlines

J

~

9 1ntHD

~

~
Save this document ns:
luntltl ed

I
I

I
J
I £1 New)

I

I II

~ect

Desktop_

C4ncel

l

Save

I

Odd items in t he list. Most applications fi lter out certain items from the list
in the Open dialog. You won't, for instance, see other applications in the list
even if they're in the folder you're looking at (although you'll probably sec
them, dimmed, in a Save dialog). And you' ll usually see only the documents
that you can actually open-why have a Photoshop document showing in a
SimpleText list? Some applications let you control the filters by selecting fro m
a pop-up menu or buttons; ClarisWorks, fo r instance, lets you specify j ust
word processor documents, just spreadsheet documents, and so on.
The most disconcerting thing to see in a list, however, is something you normally don' t see at all-invisible fi les and folders. You might run across
VMStorage, for instance, which is your virtual memory file. But the one that

, When you're in a Save d ialo g, you can see t he other fi les that are in the current folder, altho ug h
. t heir names are dimmed b ecause you can't select them (since you're saving something, not

! opening something). But it wasn't always like that.

!Early Mac systems d isplayed o nly fo lders in the Save d ialog list, no t documents.This made some
!sense, since you weren't going to be opening a d ocument but yo u had to be able to o pen fo lders. But wit hout know ing the names of documents already in the current folder, yo u often
re-used a name and had t o d eal wit h a "Do yo u w ant t o rep lace?" dialog-an extra step t hat was
a life-saver, but shouldn't have been necessary.
Anoth er change: o rig inally, the ico ns in front of item s listed in an Open or Save dialog list w ere
: generic o nes, indicating only whether each it em was a document, an application, and so on .
System 7.1 was the first to p rovide miniature versions of th e actual d esktop ico ns fo r each item.
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The mystery folder.

puzzles most users is the Move&Rename folder that sometimes shows up in a
list, and sometimes doesn't, seemingly at random, and with fu nny leading
characters in the name, too. This is simply an
Ia lntHO I ~J
invisible folder used fo r file sharing; if you have
(lt+-.... DMove&Rename
sharing
turned on through the File Sharing
Cl Apple Extras
control
panel,
the folder is created on the main
t;1 Applications
level of your system disk.

Eject button leaves the ghost. The Eject button is activated when you're
using a removable disk; you can use it for the current disk w hether you're on
the desktop level or down several folders. But the ejection doesn't remove the
disk's icon from the desktop; it leaves the "ghost" discussed in Chapter 4, and
sooner or later you'll be asked to reinsert the disk unless you go back to the
desktop and get rid of the ghost.
Tidbits. Some odds and ends about Open and Save:

Creatin g aliases
Chapter 7

•

Which documents are listed in an Open/Save dialog depend on the application you're using. Some applications display only their own documents,
some show all the documents in the current folder (even though you
won't be able to open them), and some let you choose which documents
should be listed.

•

The Save button in the Save dialog changes to an Open button when
you've selected a folder in the list. This makes sense, since you're opening
the folder, but early Mac systems left the default button as Save even
when its function was to open a selected folder.

•

Aliases are italicized in lists. "Opening" the alias opens the real thing,
whether it's a folder or a document.

•

Names that are too long to be displayed in the list are truncated, with an
ellipsis added to show the displayed name is incomplete.

•

When you create a new folder with the N ew Folder button, make sure
you're in the right spot: the new folder will be placed inside the folder
that's currently displayed in the list box.

•

When you insert a disk-a floppy, CD, or any removable media-while
an Open/Save dialog is open, the dialog automatically displays the contents of the newly inserted disk.

The alias Option option. The niftiest trick for Open/Save dialogs is
the alias l option l option. Hold down IOptionl while you "open " an alias in the
list, and you're transferred to the folder that holds that item (the file isn't
opened). This works whether the alias is for a fi le or a folder. You can
add I Option I to any of the ways you'd normally open an item in the list: press
IOption I while you click the Open button, add it to the @}fiQ] combination ,
hold it down while you press iReturn l to trigger the default Open button,
or keep it down whi le double-clicking on the item in the list.
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Shortcuts in the Save and Open dialogs. Because you use the Open and
Save dialog boxes all the time, there are plenty of shortcuts available to get
you through them quickly: for "clicking" buttons, moving through folders
and disks, and moving through items in a list. They're rounded up in the
following table.

Open and Save Dialog Shortcuts
To ucllck" buttons:

Cancel

@ij]or~

Desktop

fQID]) or lm!i ShiftI

Save

!Return] or !Enter! or~

Open

IReturn] or !Enter] or~ or double-click item in list

New Folder

~

Eject

~riD

To move through folders and disks:

To the next available disk

~

To the previous available disk

~I:B

Up one folder level

©:ID!) or click on the d isk icon

Down into the folder selected in the list

@]il±) (or !Return] or IEnter! to trigger the Open button)

To move through the list:

To select the previous or next item in the list

(!]and G)

To select a specific file

Type as many letters as necessary to differentiate the
file from the ones before and after it alphabetically

To view the previous or next group in the
list (equivalent to clicking in the scroll bar)

~or !Page

To view the top or bottom part of the list
(equivalent to dragging the scroll box to
the top or bottom)

!Home] or~

Down]

Por the l~m~ d..logt
To activate the list or the text box

00 to alternately select, or click in the list or box

The Go To folder. Create a folder and name it Go To (or something similar),
but make sure you put a space as the first character in its name so it always
percolates to the top of a list. Leave it on the desktop.
Put aliases of the folders you use the most inside the Go To folder-your
projects, the System Folder, whatever. No matter what application you're
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working in , and no matter where the Open/Save dialog puts you, it's simple
to get w here you want to go:
1.

Type &ID:Q) to get to the desktop.

2.

Press (Spacebar! to move to the Go To folder.

3.

Press (Return[ to open the folder.

4. Type a letter that will select the folder you want.
5.

Press (Return [ to move to the folder.

It seems like a lot, but it takes less time to do it than to read abo ut it. I find
this setup incredibly convenient because no m atter what I'm doing, the places
I need to be most often are readily accessible.

Select, but don't open. Sometimes a program or utility wants you to indicate what folder should be used for a special purpose-where to save special
files, or where to retr ieve them from, for instance. The Open dialog is normally used for this procedure, even though you're going to select a folder, and
no t open it. Unfortunately, there's no set way to do this: sometimes the folder
you're selecting has to be opened and showing in the pop-up menu, sometimes it has to be just selected in the list; and sometimes there's a special
button provided and sometim es you just have to use the Open button (even
though you're not opening the folder).
The sort of generic approach used by many appl ications is shown in the first
picture here: a Select button is added to the list of standard buttons in the
Open dialog. But QuicKeys handles the situation very nicely: click o n a folder
in the list, and a button beneath the list makes it very plain that you can select
that folder, while using the standard O pen butto n would open it.
Select a folder.

I ~ Utllltles I ~
1l Apple Extrns
C1 Disks
1l Expreuo
Qmes
Cl Fonts
Gl"aphlcs
Q Gunu
l!l lcons
Q Misc

I

8

.!.

Cl

.

I~ System Folde r I ~

1ntHD
(jert

I

(

Deslctop

I

Q a oris

Open

I

t:). CMSCP

Se lect
Cancel

Some dialogs just add a Select bu tton.

e lntfiD

I
I

f;lect

Q App lication Sup port

[

~
I
I

[

l.l Apple Me nu Items

Cl CE Software

Deslctop

~ at pboard

c:i Contextual Menu It ems

•

~~Se~le~ct~"~Ap~p~le~M~en~u~lt~em~s;..~

I

cancel

I!

Open

QuicKeys' folder selection in the Open dialog.

Adobe's PageMill, o n the other hand, isn't quite as friendly. T he pictures here
tell the story: you're supposed to choose a location, so you select a folder and
have no choice but to click the Open button. You go into that folder, and the
first item is automatically selected (which is standard for Open dialogs everywhere); but because the first item is a folder, the Open button is still active. It's
not until you think to click on a dimmed item in the window to deselect the
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folder in the list (and why in the world would you think of that?) that the
Open button changes to In H ere, indicating that you can select the currently
opened folder.
Oloose Location-

Oloose Loct1llon ...
0 1ntiiD

le ln!IIO J ~I
19- Microsott

~

~Mise
~ Mv Personal Web Site

I Desktop
I (l New

~~llllasaurtas
~ Re reren<e
~ System ra ider

.

~Utilities

PageMill's method
for folder selection
in an Open dialog
is unfriendly:
unless you click to
deselect the folder
in the list, you'll
never see the In
Here button.

I

u•cl

I
II

cancel

oeen

ICl raueMIIIJietourtes 1~ I
I 9 Old tfli1T
U dlttnton tl s .q U
I 9hn•uei.W
I 0 ltnoue2.Qtr
0 ltnnu eJ.gsf

I

I

(ltmnue4.gll

s
~

(Jert

I

Desktop

I !:1
I

~ lmtt (IC~qltf

. II

15 QTimc nlovles

lntiiD

I

New

I
I
1

CGnc::el

I

Open

I

Otoose Location ...

ICl Pouet.tii. Resoun:es ; I
~~ oldstuf1'
dt• muntl s.glf
~~ ltnoue t.glf
91mnue2.ull

Q
A

0

15'

lntiiD
aett

1

Desktop

I
I

I~ New

---

q) IUit\U CJ.(IIf
9tmouei.(JII
QitnntJCS.qlf
QTirnc movtcs

I
I

.

I

COnteI

I

II

In Here

I

Enhancing the dialogs. A shareware product that puts commercial products to shame (not to mention that it sho uld embarrass Apple for not having
built mo re controls into the Open and Save dialogs), Default Folder ($25,
shareware) adds a few little things to your dialogs-but it's the little things
that mean a lo t.

Default Folder

Default Folder puts three little icon menus where the icon of the current drive
usually appears (although you can set the icons to appear only when you put
the mouse cursor in the area). The menu you'll use the most is the o ne that
lists folders you've visited lately, so you can jump right back to them without
moving up and down through the standard folder hierarchy. You also get to
add permanent folders to the list, and define a default folder for each application to use when it first opens. T he second menu provides the commands to
add things to the first menu, as well as extremely handy Get Info and Trash
commands. (Trashing things right from the Open/Save dialog-we've been
waiting for that from Apple for nigh unto 15 years now!) T he third menu lists
all the m ounted volumes so you can jump right to the one you want.
In add ition to these basics, there are all sorts of niceties. Can you see an
open desktop w indow in the background? Just click on it and the dialog lists
it as the currently open folder. Can't see the background because the dialog
is in the way? Default folder lets you move the dialog. In all , this is a can'tJive-without-it utility.

Another handy enhancement is Dialog View (shareware, $25) which lets you
,,/' modify the Open/Save box in several ways: make the list longer (and the box
shareware.com wider); change the font and size for the list; set folder names to show in bold;
and change the size and style of the icons in the list--or remove them com-
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pletely. These are nice enhancements, but compared to the functionality
Default folder offers, the price is a little high.
Then there's Window Monkey ($20, shareware), described earlier in the
chapter; its menu stays active while Open and Save dialogs are open, listing
recently used folders for you to choose from (except in some snobby programs, like Microsoft Word, where the Window M onkey menu is dimmed
when a dialog is open).
Defaul t Folder
adds three menu
icons to the
Open/Save dialog
that let you quickly
navigate to target
folders as well as
trash or Get Info
on selected files.

Sel ect a Document:

IC! Oaris I; j

~ claddon.clr
[1 Onrls Fonts
Cl nrls Spelling Enllbler

8a

Cl oarts TrilnSiators

ji; Clnrls XTND System
~ ClarlsWorks Balloon Help

[g]ID!Bl

...
;!;

168382

II

Open

I Cnncel_
LFind File_.

I

11: Mnke " CIIIrls" the Defllult Folder
Add "Ciorls" to the Folder Menu
Open "Oarls" In the Finder
!li!F
cre11te 11 New Folder In " Ci arls" 88N
Get Info on "(l oris Fonts"
Move " Oarls Fonts" to Trash

88 1
88T

I

The Dialog/Default combo. If you use both Dialog View and D e£:1ult
Folder, rename one or the other to force Dialog View to load first, or you'll
wind up with clashes and crashes. I've renamed Default Folder to Diefault
Folder to prevent the problem.

Document Interchange
File Formats
About file formats. Text is text, right? Why can' t you open a word
processed document in any word processor?

Well, if the fi le contained just text, you could. Most English-language programs use a standard code called ASCII to spell out the letters of the alphabet
and basic punctuation. Unfortunately, most word processing files don't contain just ASCII text characters: they also include special codes that tell the
program how to display and print the information with the formatting you've
applied. These codes vary from program to program. As a result, each program is said to have its own filefonuat, or nativeformat.
Trying to open a fi le in a program other than the one in which it was created
can cause problems. In some cases, you won't be able to open the fi le at all; in
others, you'll be able to open the fi le but it will be full of all sorts of extra
characters that'll look like gibberish. - DD/JB
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File types and creator codes. Every file has two four-letter codes attached
to it: a creator code and a.file type. Both codes are always four letters; if you see
one that looks like it's only three letters, there's a leading or trailing space
that's an important part of the name.
The creator code tells the Mac w hich application created the fi le- it's how the
Finder knows w hich application to open w hen you double-click on a document. (An applicatio n's creator is itsel£) Creator codes are registered w ith
Apple, so no two programs can have the same code.
The file type is the kind of file (boy, that really clears it up, doesn't it?). Word,
for instance, can create its own native document files as well as text files, support files like G lossaries-they're all different fi le types from the same creator.

Finding types and codes. Here's how you can get any file's type and creator code w ithout any additional software:
1. In the Finder, open Find File.
2.

Selectfile type from the first menu.

3.

C lick the More C hoices button.

4.

Select creator from the first m enu in the second row.

5.

Drag the icon of the file you want to know about into the Find File
window.

The fi le you drag actually stays in its original location, but w hen you let go of
the mouse button you'll see the two codes in the window. The picture here
shows a C larisWorks word processor file.
() J;';i]""'

"

nndnte "

Find Items I = on " lnt l«l"

I fil e type
I creator
-

Getting a file type
and creator code
from Find File.

[ More Ololces

I

I ~ whose

I ~ llts

I ~ li<.WWP

( ~Il ls

I ~ IIBOBO

l[ Fewer Ololces l

"'"-"-~ 9:

~

!B
I

~

Find

I

I

Changing types and codes. Several utilities can not only check creator
codes and file types, but also let you change them. These two are the best:
~

•

The $20 shareware DiskTools Collection includes DiskTools itself, an
ever-handy utility that's been around (with appropriate improvements)
for a decade. It can find things with a sophisticated combination of
commands, show you invisible items, and let you see and change file
types and creator codes. (It also comes w ith the PhonePad utility and
two calculators.)

•

T he $10 shareware More File Info is a contextual menu extension that
lets you get info like the fi le and creator type w hen you point to something on the desktop-and, w hi le you're there, you can change it, too.

l!!tj
DiskTools
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Fork it over.All Mac applications, and many documents, consist of two
parts: the data fork and the resource fork. For applications, the data fork contains the code that makes the program work; for documents, the data fork
contains the text of the file and the formatting commands. An application's
resources are the pieces that are reused at different points of the program ,
like icons and dialog boxes; the dialogs themselves are made with other
resources, like icons and buttons. For a document, the resource fork contains things like the file type, creator code, and created/modified dates.
Apple's infamous ResEdit program is a resource editor that lets you change
items in a fi le's resource fork (that's covered in Chapter 10).

ASCII Files
ASCII.ASCIJ ("ask-key") is an acronym for the American Standard Code for
Information Interchange, which is a universal system of numbering characters. Every text character, tab mark, paragraph mark, punctuation mark, and
other common text symbol has its own ASCII number, which all computers
understand.

All computers support at least the origi nal 128-character standard ASCII set;
the Mac uses an extended, 256-character version. That's why some characters
you can create in a Mac text editor, like e or©, may not be displayed if you
paste the text into an on line message window, which usually accepts only the
128 standard ones. The characters in the extended set, shown in the table on
the next page, are numbered from 0 to 255; the characters 0 through 128 are
common with the original ASCII standard. The first 32 numbers are reserved
for non-printing characters like tabs, newlines, and returns, so they aren't
shown in the chart.
Most applications use ASCII to code the text you type in, adding their
proprietary formatting and layout codes around it. If you want to share files
between programs, ASCII is always a safe way to get the raw text (and nothing else) across. -SZA/JB/HN

Text files. For exchanging text information, ASCII is a sure bet: it can be
read by any text-processing program. If all you need is the text, but no formatting (not even bold and italic styles, although tabs and returns are
preserved in basic ASCII), it's as good as any other format, and its small fi le
size is a bonus.
Most non-graphics Mac programs (word processors, spreadsheet, databases)
offer a text-only save option, which might be referred to as text or ASCII. If
you're going to save a text version of a document, you should first save it in a
standard format so you have a copy that has all the formatting; then, do a Save
As to save the text version. -SZA/00/HN
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ASCII Codes
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

spc

I
#
$
%
&

+

44

45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

=

78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93

>

94

?

95

0
1

2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

<

@

A
B

c
D
E

F
G
H

I

J
K
L
M
N
0

p
Q

A

s
T

u

v
w
X
y

z
[

II

96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127

a
b

c
d

e
f
g
h
j

k

m
n
0

p
q
5

u

v
w
X

y
z

none

128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157

A
A
<;
E
N
b
0

a
a
a

a
a
a
9

e
e
e
e

160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178

¢

£
§
~

B

®
©
TM

00

179

ii
6
0
6
0
0

u
u

158

a

159

0

180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191

1t

a
0

192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221

n
re

222

0

223

;,

..J

f
/j,

))

A

A
6
CE
(l)

0

y

y
I
0

fl
fi

224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242

:f:

%o

A

E
A

E
E

6
6
0
0

243

(J

244

0

245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254

255

Text with layout. M icrosoft Word o ffers another o ption in its Save dialog to
turn a fo rmatted file into ASCII text w itho ut los ing all of its spacing: Text with
Layout. With this option, Wo rd saves the file as text, inserting spaces to re-create
spati al formatting like indents, tabs, tables, and line and paragraph spacing.
This makes it possible to have a p lain text file with the white space that was
present in the form atted document. - DD/HN

Spreadsheet and database formats. ASC II is also a s tandard fo rmat fo r
trans ferring information fro m spreads heets and d atabases, but these programs
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need more information than just the text. They need to be told what text goes
into each field and how to separate groups of fields into records. The standard
way to do this is to place either tabs or commas between the fields (or
columns), and returns between the records (or rows), in a format called tabdelimited text or comma-delimited text. N early all spreadsheet and database
applications, including personal information managers, let you import and
export data in these formats. -RSRJHN/JB

Inter-Application Exchanges
Built-in translation. Many programs have built-in translators fo r files created by other applications. If the translator you need is present, you' ll be able
to open the file with all the information and formatting intact. All you need to
do is open the file from within your application; sometimes the program's
Open dialog provides a pop-up menu to display the file formats the program
supports. -ML

Interchange formats. While te>.:t can be read by almost any program, and
native formats can be read by their creators and some other major players in
the same categories, there are some intermediate or interchange file formats that
are recognized by many different programs. Not all the information is carried
in an interchange format, but what's lost is usually formatting that's easily reapplied. Most programs offer at least one interchange format as a Save option.
The basic te>..1:-based interchange formats are:

•

RTF (Rich Text Fonnat): Supported by many word processors and
page layout programs; preserves formatting like fonts and styles, and
sometimes even style sheets.

•

SYLK (Symbolic Link): Primarily for spreadsheets, also used by some
databases; preserves formatting like commas and column widths along
with formulas.

•

DIF (Data Interchange Format): Primarily for databases, also for
spreadsheets; field names and data are preserved, but not formulas or text
formatting.

•

DCA (Docuntent Content Architecture): M ore popular in the PC
world, where it's supported by many word processors; can be translated by
MacLink.Pius (which comes with the system software) for Mac programs.

Graphics don' t have similar interchange formats, although certain file types
(like PIC T, T IFF, and EPS) are so common that many programs handle them,
obviating the need for an interim format.

Easy does it. The Mac OS Easy Open control panel (known as simply Easy
Open) doesn't actually open or translate any of your documents. What it does
is replace the "Application not found " alert with a dialog box that lets you
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choose an alte rnate applicatio n to ope n a docume nt whe n the pare nt applicatio n isn 't available.
Yo u configure Easy O pen with the optio ns in the control panel. There arc
three Translatio n C ho ices Dialog box options, w hic h control what happen s
whe n Easy Open is triggered:
•

Always show dialog box. If you tum this o n , you' ll get an applicatio n
selectio n d ialog every time you try to o pen a docume nt whose creator
isn' t o n you r M ac. Tum it off, and the dialog appears only the fi rst time
you o pen a d oc ume nt with a specific creator code; after that, Easy O pen
w ill open all documents with that same creator code in whatever applicatio n you picked the first tim e.

•

Include applications on servers. With this o n, Easy Open will laborio usly search all m ounted disks, incl ud ing file server volumes, for
applications w hich can open the docume nt type. This takes a lo11g ti me, so
you 'll usually want to keep this unch ecked .

•

Auto pick if only 1 choice. Although this seems like a logical o ption, if
the o nly c ho ice is a bad one and Always silotv dialog box is turned off, yo u'll
be stuck w ith the bad choice every time you try to ope n a document w ith
that creator. -SZNDC/ML

0
Easy Open
provides only a
few options, but
can be a great
help, especially
w hen used in
combination with
M acLinkP/us.

~

Mllc OS EIISY Open """~

Au tomatlo document tronslat;on :

~~

;c ._ . El

fJ On Q Off

Trlllsl.ol m Cholcu Dlolo<j box -

0
0

Alvays sho.,.. dialog box

li'JTranslate "TEXT" documtnls

lnoludt applic~t1ons on strvers:

lit Auto pick If onl y 1 choice

Delete Preference sM.

Not so easy, but not impossible. As you use Easy O pen , you build u p a
list of document/application relationships that are used automatically.
Unfortu nately, you can't edit this list, and it may becom e outdated as your
applications and needs change.
If you use the contro l panel's Delete Prefere nces button, your entire list o f
relationships is th rown out and you have to start from scratch. Bu t if you turn
the A lways show dialog box option on in the control pane l, you'll be asked , every
time you open an "orphan " docum ent w hat application you want used-and
changes are recorded in the list.

MacLinkPius. Once a separate program fi·om D ataViz, MacLinkPlus is now
included with O S 8. M acLinkPlus is a file-tran slatio n uti lity that uses special
filters to translate one file format to another so you can open a document in an
dataviz.com application that didn' t create it, yet preserve formatting and m her no n- text
information . The translators work not only with M acLinkPlus, but also with
Easy Open, C laris products, and Microsoft products. So, with the translators
installed (they go in a DataViz fo lder in the Syste m Fo lder) , you get m ore Save
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and Open options in Easy Open and in some application programs, too.
MacLinkPlus/PC Connect ($200) is still a separate product; it includes
both hardware and software so you can connect a Mac and a PC to each other
and transfer files back and forth .

MacLink Minus. If you get a notice that "MacLinkPlus has expired: This
product is a demo version." when you're using it or Easy Open (which uses
it), don't worry: it's not a demo version, and it hasn't expired. It generally
means, however, that you've got a corrupted MacLink file someplace or the
install was incomplete (or just messed up) or your desktop needs to be rebuilt.
Rebuilding
the desktop
Chapter24

Try the easy thing first: rebuild your desktop by restarting and holding
@:Woptionl down. If that doesn't work, you'll have to do a clean re-install of
MacLink Plus from your system CD:
1. Trash MacLinkPius Setup (from the Control Panels folder), MacLinkPlus
for Easy Open (from the Extensions folder) and the DataViz folder (from
the System Folder). You won't be able to empty the trash if the control
panel and extension were loaded on the current startup, but you can just
leave them in the trash for now.
2.

Insert your system CD. (The CD doesn't have to be the startup; you can
still be running from your internal hard drive.)

3.

Open the Software Installers folder.

4.

Open the MacLink Plus folder.

5.

Double-click on the Installer icon.

6.

Run the Easy or C ustom Install option.

Mter installation, the Mac is automatically restarted and its desktop is rebuilt.

For graphics. Adobe Photoshop is a champ at handling all sorts of file formats because it has so many built-in fi le translators. But when that's not
enough--or if you don't have Photoshop-thcre arc standalone products that
let you translate graphics files from one format to another. (These products
are covered in C hapter 19.)
•

DeBabelizer Toolbox ($400) and DeBabelizer Lite ($140) from
Equilibrium Technologies supply dozens of translation filters for more
graphics formats than you can name. The Toolbox, of course, offers more
filters, and while both programs can work on folders full of fi les in one
fell swoop, the Toolbox version offers full batch-processing scripting and
some image editing capabilities as well.

•

'fransverter Pro ($400) from TechPool lets you manipulate Postscript
files, converting them to TIFFs or EPS format that you can edit and/or
place in your programs.

•

GraphicConverter and GIFConverter are great shareware translation
utilities that handle most basic graphics translation needs.
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Electronic publishing. Electronic publishing tools like Adobe Acrobat let
you create a document that's readable on another computer without worrying
about applications, fonts, or translators. Using the utility's driver in the
C hooser, you "print" a copy of the document to the disk, and anyone with the
correct "reader" (which is distributed for free) can access the contents of the
document. But this doesn't offer editable documents to the recipient, which is
the thrust of this chapter.
OL~l As you might expect, Microsoft wasn't satisfied with Apple's Publish

and Subscribe [Neitl1er 111as a11yo11e else!-SZA]. So, it developed its own way to
share information between files: Object Linking a11d Embedding (OLE). O LE is
similar to Publish and Subscribe (described in Chapter 10) in that it lets you
maintain a live link between documents. But rather than making part of a document available as a separate file, OLE lets you embed an entire document inside
another one. The embedded document, called an object, can be an existing file or
a new document you create from within the destination application.
Here's an example. Say you're creating a report with Microsoft Word and you
want to include a Microsoft Excel worksheet within it. You position the insertion point where you want the worksheet to appear and select Object from
the Insert menu, and choose an existing file or create a new one. A worksheet
grid appears in the Word document and the m enus and toolbars change to
offer Excel commands; clicking outside the spreadsheet grid lets you work
with the Word document.
The main benefit of OLE over Publish and Subscribe is that OLE doesn't
require an intermediary fi le. In addition, simply double-clicking the embedded object opens it with the applicati on that created it, if that application is
installed on your Mac and you have enough available memory. But like
Publish and Subscribe, OLE is only available within programs that support
it-such as all Microsoft applications. -Ml

PC File Exchanges
Internal differences. Here's a roundup of the things that cause problems
when you try to share files between Macs and PCs:
•

•

Text characters. PC text files often include additional characters such as
linefeeds at the beginning of lines. These characters may appear as little
boxes when the file is viewed with a Mac te>..1: editor. Line feeds must be
stripped out of a document for proper word wrap.
Special characters. Macs and PCs use different character sets: Macs usc
an extended ASCII character set of256 characters, including symbols and
accents not normally available o n PCs. If you use special characters in a
Mac document, they may not display properly when the document is
opened on a PC.
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•

File formats. A document usually includes information understood only
by the application that created it. This information may confuse other
programs, j ust as it does when incompatible file formats are used between
Mac programs.

•

Mac file forks. Most Mac documents consist of two parts-the resource
and the data forks. PCs don't have the same kind of file structure, so they
don't know how to deal with it.

•

DOS file extensions. Macs and PCs usc different schemes to associate
data documents with applications. PCs just ignore the fou r-letter type and
creator codes on Mac documents. The Mac has no built-in way of interpreting the three-character filename extensions that identify the creating
application in the PC world. - SZA/RSR/MVHN

Cross-platform applications. Most major applications are available for
both Macintosh and Windows users. In most cases, these programs have similar (if not identical) feature sets and file formats on both platfo rms, so the
Mac version can read PC -created files, and vice versa. Choosing the same
application on both the Mac and the PC makes sense if you plan to share fi les
across platforms.
There are some caveats, however. First, sharing features and file forma ts does
not guarantee that documents will look precisely the same on both platfo rms.
Font differences that fo ul up the formatting of a word processor document is
just one example of the kind of problem you might encounter. And crossplatform sharing isn't always as easy as just opening the other file; you may
have to use a special intermediate file fo rmat, which m akes going back and
forth from Mac to PC much less convenient.
Still another complication is that there are often long lags between Mac and
Windows releases of new versions of the same product. The user with the
newer version may have to save files in the older format-and therefore may
not be able to take advantage of the newest features- if the document has to
be portable. If you're run ning a cross-platfo rm operation, it might be worth
holding off on upgrading one side until the other side catches up. - RSR/MVHN

Translation. Many of the same translation utilities that work for intra-Mac
documents work fo r cross-platform documents. Some are built into popular
applications (like Word and Photoshop), and others work as stand-alone:
MacLinkPius, DeBabelizer, and Transverter Pro all handle PC -to-Mac (and
back) translations. - RSRIHN

PC Exchange. T he PC Exchange control panel works in the background,
letting you mount PC- fo rmatted disks on your desktop (it also p rovides a PC
fo rmatting option when you initialize or erase floppy disks). But PC
Exchange's primary function is to let you double-click on a PC-formattedji/e
and have it open automatically in the Mac application of your choice. Any PC
file that has a three-letter extension (a period and three letters follo·wing the
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basic file name) can be "mapped" to a
specific application through the control
panel. So, do uble-clicking on a .TXf
file can open SimpleText or the word
processor of your choice; double-clicking on a .DOC fi le can also open into
your word processor. All you have to do
is use the control panel's Add button,
type in the extension letters, and select
the application and document type of
your choice with the buttons and
menus provided in the window.

PC Exchange doesn't do any file translations (as does MacLinkPlus), so this
mapping isn't a guarantee that you'll be able to use the file-it simply means
you can try an automatic open into an application rather than having to use
the application's Open command.

For word processing. Word processing files are probably the easiest types
of files to share, formatting intact, because so many of the popular programs
are cross-platform and allow their documents to be saved in formats that can
be read by other popular programs on either platform.
If your word processor doesn't acknowledge the rest of the world, or the person you're getting a PC file from has an unfriendly program, you'll probably
be able to export in RTF (Rich Te},'t Format, described above under Mac file
formats) and then import that format, with the word processor doi ng all the
necessary interpretation to preserve both the text and the formats.

Spreadsheet and database information. Tab- or comma-delimited text
is a standard format for transferring information from spreadsheets and databases; nearly all such applications let you import and ex'Port data in one or both
of those formats. The data is stored as ASCII text, the delimiter character separates fields or columns, and return characters normally mark the ends of
records or rows. All spreadsheet and databases let you export and import text
files, so you can always be sure of being able to get information from platform
to another as well as from one platfo rm to another, when you're using spreadsheets and databases-even if you have to give up some formatting. -SZA/RSR/HN
The SYLK and DIF interchange formats described above in regard to Mac file
formats also work on other platforms, so even formulas and some formatting
can usually be transferred from one platform to another.

Graphics formats. A good way to transfer graphics files between platforms
is to rely on applications that read and write multiple formats, like Adobe
Photoshop and Deneba Software's Canvas. Another approach is to turn to a
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utility such as DeBabelizer, 11-ansverter Pro, or GraphicConverter (described
earlier in the chapter). As for the three most popular Mac graphics formats:
•

The PIC T graphics format is not widely supported in the PC world,
although a few PC programs can read it and most conversion utilities can
translate it into something more universal.

•

Tag Image File Format (TIFF), the standard for scanned images and
bitmaps, is platform-independent but subtle differences exist bet\veen the
Mac and PC versions. Photoshop, MacLinkPlus, and FlipTIFF (freeware) can help when you are translating TIFF files beween platforms.

•

The EPS (Encapsulated PostScript) format allows Mac and Windows
users to save preview images along with PostScript files. Those previews
don't travel well across platforms, so don't include them if you'll be
- RSR/HN
handing them to a Windows user.

Compression standards. As with other products, the Mac and the PC
have different standards when it comes to compression. PKZip ($50 from
PK.Ware) is the most popular PC equivalent to Aladdin Systems' Stuffit fami ly
on the Mac.
If you receive a file with the suffix .zip, it has almost certainly been compressed with PKZip and you'll need to decompress it before you can use it.
Stuffit Deluxe has an Unzip command in its Translate menu. Ziplt ($10
shareware) is unique in its ability to create as well as decompress Zip archives.
If you don't have Zipit and need to compress a file before sending it to a PC
user, there's a version ofStuffit Expander that works on PCs. -RSRJHN
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Your Mac and Its Memory
Memory Basics
RAM basics. When someone refers to a computer's memory, they're generally referring to RAM, its rattdom access memory. It's called "random access"
because you can get to any piece of it without having to go through th~:: information in order. (A brief informational side trip: in the stone ages of
computers, any information storage was referred to as memory-including
disks. Before disks, there were tapes that stored information, and that "memory" was read into a computer serially-from beginning to end. Hence the
random access phrase to describe non-serial access to stored items.)

What's in RAM is there only as long as the computer stays on. If you turn off
the computer or something interrupts the power supply, everything in RAM
disappears. That's why it's so important to save your work at frequent intervals.

e

Disk lnt HD Is filii. Please save the
document on 11 dltrerent disk.

II OIC=:JI

0

Not enough memory to
compl ete the operation.

ij

OK

J

Memory versus disk space.
Just a helpful reminder: when you
get a Not enough memory message,
that's referring to RAM, not to
space on your disk.This often
causes confusion among beginners. There's a big difference
between the two dialogs herewith one, you're out of disk space;
the other means you really don't
have enough memory.

K, bytes, megabytes How much memory do you have? To find out how much memory you
and more
Chapter2

The first line of
information in the
About box tells
you how much
RAM is in the
computer.

have (well, not you, but your computer-you can assume your memory is
diminishing with age), choose About T his Computer from the Apple menu
when you're in the Finder. You'll get a full report on not only how much
memory you have, but how it's being used.
About This computer
The part labeled Built-in Memory is the
RAM you have in your computer; the part
~
labeled Virtual Memory is the standard
Mac OS computer
.. ~ . - .. ~
RAM plus whatever amount of vi rtual
Bulll-lo tto . .rv: 48 MS
memory is turned on. (All of this is detailed
Vlrhal Ho . .r u: 5 1.3 MS U>Odon lnt HO
laroat Unosod Bloct: 37.6 MD
later in the chapter.)
How much memory do you need? As much as you can afford, and then
some. Luckily, the cost of RAM is peanuts compared to what it once was, so
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load up-it's the cheapest but most effective upgrade around. You can run
multiple programs, and everything will run faster when there's lots of RAM
available. But more specifically, what's bare minimum and comfortable minimum when it comes to RAM? T he operating system eats up quite a bit; you
need room for at least one program to run along with the Finder, and highend programs need very large chunks, too. L1ter OS's use more than earlier
ones, and PowerMacs need more than 68K machines.
A lean OS 8 system takes around 1OMB of memory just for itsel( If you have
16 megs of memory, that's barely enough room to run a large appl ication-and
many applicatio ns won't run under such constraints. While there arc various
tricks to get beyond the physical RAM limitations (like virtual memory),
nothing is as fast as standard RAM, and upping the RAM in your machine is
the best way to go.

Wouldn't it be great if the Mac had 4 megabytes of
RAM? Going from 512K to 4 megabytes on a
Macintosh would be like trading in a Volkswagen
'

'

for a Ferrari. David Bunnel, Macwarld July 1985 '

'

T hink of 16MB ofRAM as your
absolute minimum. For running a very
large program, or two small-tomedium applications, you' ll need at
least 20 to 24MB. For high-end graphics or m ultimedia, even 48MB might
feel a little tight.

Macs have memory limitations. Buying mo re memory for your Mac isn't
always the neat solution it seems to be: Macs have a lim it as to how much
memory they can usc. The maximum amount of usable RAM varies from one
model to another. The oldest Macs, for instance, are limited to 4MB of RAM ;
RAM chips, SIMMs, some m idd le-aged o nes, including many early PowerBooks, have 8MB limits.
DIMMs The lim its of each model are listed in C hapter 2. But note that the limitations
Chapter2 are for pl1ysical memory-the RAM that you install. Using virtual memory
(described later in the chapter) , each Mac can break its RAM barrier and go a
little further.

More About Memory
The Memory control panel. There arc three basic tools and procedures
you use for controlling how your Mac's memory is being used. T he first is
the About box, where you can see how much memory you have and how it's
currently allocated. Another is the Info window of every application you run,
where you can set minimum and maxi mum memory allocations; that's covered a little later. The third basic tool is the Memory control panel, where you
control basic memory features: the disk cache, virtual memory, and the RAM
disk, all of which arc covered later in this chapter.
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The Shift effect. Turning off extensions at startup by holding down IShift) also
turns off the memory control panel, so if you turn off extensions, you won't
have any virtual memory on, the disk cache will be either turned off (on older
Macs) or set to the 96K minimum (for newer Macs), and no RAM disk will be
created. But the settings in the control panel aren't affected, so at your next
startup with ex-tensions on, all the Memory settings will be used again.
Subtle low-memory warning signs. Some problems that crop up as a
result of tight memory situations just won't trigger a helpful dialog telling you
that more memory would solve the problem. H ere are some of the things that
could be due to low memory; some of them can be cured by re-allocating
existing memory or by buying more memory for your M ac.

•

Applications quit unexpectedly.

•

The Finder says you have to close some windows .

•

You can't save a document.

•

It takes a long time to do something that is normally speedier-opening
windows on the desktop, making changes in any document, and so on.

•

Documents print slowly or not at all.

Sure fixes for memory shortages. If your system seems chronically short
of memory, here are some possible solutions (most of which are detailed later
in the chapter) :

•

Trim down the amount of memory the system is using by getting rid of
unneeded extensions and control panels.

•

C hange the allocations for the applications that you run so they won't
use so much memory.

•

U sc virtual memory; it uses space on your hard drive as if it were
RAM. It's free, since it comes with the system software. It can be slow,
especially on older machines, and it takes up drive space that may be at a
premium on older machines.

•

U se RAM Doubler (described later in the chapter); it's cheaper than real
memory and faster than the Mac's virtual memory, a solid product that
works with almost everything except Photos hop.
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•

Buy more real m emory. It's a great investment, and may be well worth
it even for someone on a tight budget because of all the time and grief it
saves in the end.

Out of memory (not). Don' t assume you have to go out and buy more
RAM if you get a dialog telling you that you're out of memory and can't do
something in an application-or even if it says there's not enough memory to
run the application. You might just need to reorganize the memory that you
do have.

If you run out of memory inside an application, you can give it more memory
from the total available on your Mac. Details appear a li ttle later in the chapter, in the section Memory Allocations. If there's not enough room to launch an
application, it might be just because you've got too many others running and
have to quit some or simply shuffie them around, so to speak. T hat's covered
a little later, too, under Memory Fragmentatio11.
Then again, sometimes you really are out of memory and do have to buy
some more.
The not-so-modern memory manager. In early versions of System 7,
there was a special setting in the Memory control panel for somethi ng called
the Modern Memory Manager, which improved memory performance for
PowerPC-based Macs. It's been rolled into OS 8, so you won't find the setting in the control panel anymore.
The 32-bit problem. Solved. T his is of only historic interest to owners of
current and recent Macs. But if you have an older Mac, or ever trouble-shoot
for someone who uses one, it's good to know.

T he Mac's operating system was designed right from the start to accommodate 8 megs of memory. Every spot in memory has an "address" that the
computer uses for referencing; the highest number originally available is, in
binary, a string of 24 ones-which allows for 8 megs worth of memory
addresses (24- bit addresssing). Starting with System 7, the Mac added another
byte for memory addressing; with 8 bits to the byte, that means it went from
24- to 32-bit addressing, letting it track 4096MB of memory addresses- more
than it can physically accommodate.
At first, the system software provided a setti ng in the Memory control panel
to let you tu rn 32-bit addressing on and off because some programs couldn't
run with it on. Later, you didn't have a choice, because the system a/111ays
turned it on, and didn't let you turn it off. T his is sti ll the case with OS 8.
But there was one other 32-bit problem. Macs up through the Ilcx couldn't
see more than 8 megs of memory even if you tried turning on 32-bit
addressing because of a problem in their RO Ms (these are generally referred
to as dirty ROMs). For those models, you also had to add an extra extension
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from Apple or Conncctix, variously named Mode32 or 32-bit Enabler. Those
capabilities arc also rolled into OS 8, so all these problems should be things
of the past.

RAM Doubler

RAM Doubler can triple your memory. Connecti.x's RAM Doubler
($55) is one of the utilities that a large majority of Mac owners use. With it,
you can double or even triple the amount of memory your computer has-or
at least trick the Mac into tlzinkittg it has more memory.

RAM Doubler does its magic in the background using a combination of
amazing tricks. It compresses the information going into RAM and decompresses it on the way out; it grabs memory that's been allocated to other
I
,.,/ things but is not currently being used; and, when necessary, it uses part of the
connectix.com disk instead ofRAM to store some information. All this happens in the background, so you don't have to do a thing once you set it up.
There is, of course, a penalty, and it's the usual one in the computer world:
your Mac slows down. But if you' re not too greedy in adding this "fake"
memory to your total, the five- to-ten percent performance hit it extracts is
easy to live with. Also, keep in mind Connectix's recommendation: have at
least eight megs of physical memory before using RAM Doubler.

PRAM
The PRAM. PRAM ("P-ram," not "pramm ") is parameter RAM, a small portion of memory that stores some basic but important information- the
parameters that your Mac users. (Don't get me started on the misuse of this
word by the general populace. Parameters means variables, not limits. Even the
holographic doctor on Star Trek Voyager defined it wrong for his simulated
family when his "daughter" asked what it meant.)

Information stored in PRAM includes many items set through control panels:

Time and date
problems
Chapter 24

•

date and time

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

insertion point and menu blink rates
keyboard repeat rate
mouse tracking and double-click speed
volume setting
modem and printer port settings
startup disk setting
virtual memory and RAM disk settings

PRAM is special not because of what it holds, but because it lives through
shutdowns and even the unplugging of your Mac. Like regular RAM, it needs
constant electrical refreshing, but it gets power from an internal battery which
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lasts for years. (That's why the time and date can remain set even when your
computer's unplugged.)
ZapJ PowJ Sometimes the information stored in PRAM gets corrupted (that
M ore about zapping
Chapter24

is, just generally confused) so you have to clear it and reset the parameters;
the procedure is known as zappi11g. To zap PRAM, restart the computer and
hold down I~(Op11oni:Bffi while it's starting up. You'll hear your usual startup
tone, the screen might flash, and the system will restart all over again with the
startup sound. Keep those keys down through another round or two-Apple
used to recommend a single zap, but for some systems, it's suggested that you
wait until the third try before you release the keys and let the system start up.
For an older, NuBus-based Mac, you can zap the PRAM on a restart. For
newer Macs, you have to shut down the Mac and then start up again with the
keys down. That's because PCI-based Macs store some settings in NVRAM11011-volatile video RAM, which also has to be zapped. You can do that only at a
startup, and you have to get the keys down immediately. You also have to then
drag out the Display preferences file from the Preferences folder and then
restart once more!
This procedure resets all the options in PRAM to their defaults, except for the
time and date, which remain set. You'll have to open a lot of control panels
and reset your options.

A PRAM zap used to reset the time and date as well as other control panel settings. On early
Macs, the date defaulted back to January 1, 1904.
What's so special about that date? It makes the date calculat ion easier from the Mac's point of
view. The year 1900 was not a leap yea r, despite the fact it's divisible by four. By not starting at
1900, but four years later (in the leap year), the Mac and its programmers didn't have to worry
about convoluted calculations to figure o ut how many days in a g iven month or on what day of
the week a certain date fall s. It's the earliest date in thi s century t hat could be used without
running into mathematical problem s.

Other System Elements

Memory Allocations
Memory for the System
How much your system needs. Since you don't assign or adjust the memory allocated to the system, in one way you don't have to worry about how
much it needs-it will take what it needs from what's there. The only thing
you have to worry about is that you have enough RAM in your Mac to run
the system and an application or two.

I installed OS 8 on three different machines in one week and the system used
9.5 to 11.5 megs of RAM in each-even without enabling all of Apple's extensions and control panels, never mind any third-party products.
Find out how much your system is using. Use the About this Computer
command under the Apple menu in the Finder to see how much RAM your
system is using. You'll probably get an unpleasant shock.
Why does the system use so much 7 It takes a lot of memory to do all the
things the system does for you. But it's not just the basic System file that takes
all that memmy-other things are allotted memory from the system's total:

•

The Finder

•

Extensions and control panels

•

T he disk cache (as set in the Memory control panel)

•

An active RAM disk

Trimming extensions to save memory. Most extensions, and many control panels, use small amounts of memory- but when you have lots of
extensions and control panels, those small amounts really add up. A quick
look at my own extension use shows the top five memory hogs: AppleShare,
QuicKeys, ATM , Apple Menu Options, and the Appearance extension. Three
of those are system components, while the other two are among the mostused utilities on the Mac. Together, they take up nearly 2 megs of memory.

While the average memory usage by most exte nsions is probably on the order
of20K or so, the average number of extensions is well over a hundred-pushing most standard systems into including at least 3 megs of memory just to
accommodate standard system pieces.
Move extensions and control panels that you don't need to a disabled folder
or delete them from your drive.
Conflict Catcher's memory report. Although Casady & Greene's
Conflict Catcher, covered in C hapter 9, was meant to manage extensions
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and conflicts, one of its features is a descriptio n of each extension, w hich
helps you figure out whether or not you need it. More germane to this chapter is that the report includes the memory usage for each extension-which is
how I knew the numbers for the last entry. In fact, I was amazed to find that
the top mem ory-user o f all was a contro l panel I'd fo rgotten that I'd installed:
Close View. I put it in my system to demonstrate it for someone, and just left it
there. Guess w hat? It was taking up 4 megs of m emory! I disabled it, restarted,
and, sure enough, my system memory use went down a full four megs.

When your system eats up new memory. If all the new memo ry yo u
put in your computer is taken up by the system when you check in the About
box, you're using an older Mac and system that need 32-bit addressing turned
on manually. U se the Memory control panel to tum it on, then restart the Mac.

A megabyte of memory provides a flexible
environment to tailor to your own work habits
and style.
Macwor/d,April 1986 ' '
'

'

If yo u zap the PRAM (a trouble-shooting procedure described earlier) it
resets all the control panels to their
defaul ts-including the Memory control panel. You'll have to reset the
32-bit addressing every time you zap
the PRAM on an older M ac.

Memory for Applications
The Application partition. Every application needs its own chunk of
memory, called its partitio11, or allocation. It has to be large enough to hold both
the applicatio n itself and any documents you open in it, although applications
vary as to how much of a document they ho ld in memory at any one time.
The amount of mem ory an application takes when you open it depends o n
what's set in its Info w indow, which lists three sizes:
The Suggested Size is the allocatio n recommended by the manufacturer. It may allow for either minimum or optimum performance,
depending on w hat they're trying to prove: Hey! J# can run in less than a
meg of memory! or Mia it till you see how fast tl1is ru~JS even in just the standard
memory allocation! You can't change this number.

•

•

r

CID iii WD rkl Info ~

[]

~

Cllf laWorh
CltrltWorh S.O
Kl1d : applltttfon pr~rem

~

S1zo: 2.1 MBooctlok (2,916,386 b\1111)

WMre: tnt HD:ApplfttUona<C1ar11Worka 5:

An application's
Info window
shows its
suggested
memory
allocatio ns.

9UQOO>tod Size ·

Hl nlmumSize .

0Loc t041

2500

{illD

K

K

PreferredSI:re. ~ t<

"''•: Mtmorv requtrement•vt 11 tnornM by 2,200K

lh1rtue1

mtrnor~

11 turrltdo«.

The Minimum Size comes p re-set to
the manufacturer's recommended m inimum allocation for decent performance.
Yo u can change this number to something higher or lower if your mini m um
performance requirements differ fro m
the co mpany's.

Other System Elements

•

The Preferred Size also comes pre-set to what the m anufacturer conside rs th e right allocation for good performance for an average user. You
can change this num ber, too.

To ch ange the Minimum or the Preferred size, just type in the new number
and close the Info box. (While you can look at an application 's Info w indow
w hile th e applicatio n's running, you won 't be able to ch ange any of the numbers until yo u 've quit.)

The PowerPC less-is-more approach. For program s that were written
specifically fo r PowerPC-based machines, the numbe rs in the Minimum and
Prefe rred size boxes change based on w hether o r not yo u have virtual m emo ry turned on.
Befo re the PowerP C chip w as born, M ac application s w e re designed to load
partially into memory, and run back to the disk whe n they n eeded information that they didn 't think you 'd use right away (say, loading a spell-ch ecker
fu nction). This meant they could u se less m em o ry, even th ough it also occasio nally slow ed things down. But applications w ritte n fo r the PowerPC
e nvironment interact diffe rently w ith the M ac's processor. They load completely into m e mo ry (that's w hy they take lon ge r to launc h) so everything's
the re when you need it (and, of co urse, even when you don ' t need it). Do
they work faste r? Sure they do, if you have room to load them at all.
Luckily, you ca n get PowerPC "native" pro grams to b ehave like n on-natives,
leaving parts o f them selves behind on the disk: Just turn on virtual memory.
Even a little bit-like 1MB. What kind of diffe rence d oes it m ake ? With virtual me m ory off, PageM aker's requirem en ts go up by 4767K, Word's by
3918K, and even C larisWork's m odest need s balloon by 2200K.

Memory
requirements
change for
PowerPC-native
applications based
on whether or not
you're using virtual
memory.

And that explains the mysterious note at the bottom o f a PowerPC -native applicatio n's Info window w hich says its m em ory requirem ents will increase if you
turn off virtual mem ory. Or, if virtual mem ory is off, the note says how the
m em ory req uireme nts will go dow n if you turn it on .
Note: Memory requi rements "'ill tncreese by 2,200K

if virtual memor y ts turned off.

Which number does the application use? When you launch an application , it looks to see if the re's enough m em ory available so it can u se the
allocatio n listed in the Preferred Size box. If the re isn ' t e nough around, it will
settle fo r less, as lo ng as it's at least as m uc h as is set in the Minim um Size
box. Yo u won ' t know if it's working in its full allocatio n or not unless you
c heck th e Abo ut comman d in the Finde r, where you can ch eck all the current
m emory allocations.
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The Finder's About
box shows how
m em ory has been
allocated to the
programs that are
running. The
colored part of
each bar shows
how m uch o f an
application's
partition is used.

In the About box, you can see how much m em ory is allocated to each program; the overall length of the bar represents the size of the partitio n. The
colored part inside the bar shows
. 191!1
how much of that partition is curIll 1,.,. .. ...
re ntly in use. T his amount
~
changes
as you use the program,
••nt·l• ,.....,,) ollt18
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open,
and how large the open
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When to m ake t he allocation larger. Whenever possible. Oh ... you want
details. Okay.

•

The first rule of memory allocation is the same as fo r deserving charities:
give as much as you can. If you've got plenty of RAM, be generous and
up the Preferred size by 50 to 100 percent of the pre-set one. Most programs run faster with mo re memory.

•

C heck the Finder's about box when you're working, especially with large
or multiple documents. If the colored "in use" segment is most o r all of the
allocation bar, you should be giving the application more breathing room.
There are some pretty obvio us clues in som e dialog boxes that show up
when you're in an application that needs mo re memory. You might get
the mild Not enough memory to complete tile operation or the uncom fo rtable
Not enough memory to undo thi.s procedure, proceed anyway? or the dire Memory
i.s nmtlitzg low; Save your work immediately.

•

There are also more subtle signs that there's not enough memory for an
application: it may be working sluggishly, especially with large documents. Yo u may have trouble printing. O r, the program may up and q uit
o n you with or w ithout the little farewell message Tile application [name]
has unexpectedly quit. (Not that quitting without your say-so is subtle; it's
just not obviously connected to a low memory situation.) While th e sudden quit can be caused by several things, it's quite often just a too-small
memory partition.

When to make the allocat ion smaller. O nly when necessary. When you
just absolute ly have to run another program along with whatever's already
running, it might be necessary to lower the allocations for all the programs
you're trying to run simultaneously so there's room for them all. (On the
o ther hand, yo u may have enough total m em ory but it's all chopped up into
unusable pieces: that's covered a little further o n).
When there's not enough memory to launch. When you try to launch a
program and there's not enough memory to accom modate it, the dialog you
get depends o n the situation; the three possibilities are shown here.

Other System Elements

•

If there's another application running in a partition large enough to
accommodate the new program, and it has no windows open or all its
documents are saved, you'll be asked if you'd like to quit that application
and open the new one-and you'll get a Quit button to facilitate matters.

•

If there's an application running in a partition large enough to accommodate the new program, but it has unsaved documents, the Mac will
suggest that you quit that program.

•

If there's no single program using a large enough memory partition to
accommodate the new program, you'll just get a wimpy suggestion about
closing windows and desk accessories. (Don't even bother.)
There Is: not enough memory aualloble to

There ls not enough memory to open
"GameWiz " (3,BD8K needed, 2,592K
auallable).

open ..Simpl eTeHt".
Do you wont to quit the •pplltotlon
"Mtcrosort:Word" end open

To moke more memory auallable, 1ry
quilling "Mitrusort Wor~•.

"'G&meWiz" lnstea.d ?

I Contel J I!

Qull Applltotlon

.I

There h not enough memory to open
usuperTeHt,.. (20,089K needed, 4,696K

auolloble).
Closing windows or quitting desk
accessories cnn make more memory
ouolloble.

The three "not
enough memory
to launch" dialogs.

If you get the final dialog, you may have to quit more than one already running application to make room for the new one-although, if your problem is
not lack of total memory, but memory fragmentation (covered below), you'll
be able to re-launch those applications and use everything at once.

Launching works, but other things don't. An application uses more of
its allocation as you work with it, especially when you're working with large
documents. So, you may have no trouble launching an app lication in the
memory you've allocated in the Info box, yet run into problems later.
Sometimes you can adjust to the tight space by closing e>.'tra document windows. Other times, the only solution is to quit the program, allocate more
memory to it, and start again.
-

Use Balloon Help
to see exactly how
much of a memory
partition is in use.
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About the About box. An application doesn't always use all the memory
you allocate to it. To see how much of the partition is being used, check the
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Finder's About box. The colored area of the partition bar indicates how much
of the allocation is being used. If you want the exact number, turn on Balloon
Help and point to one of the listed applications.
Houston, we have a problem. If you're merrily working along and suddenly get out-of-memory messages inside your application, here's what to do:
SAVE! Right away. If you have multiple documents open, save the most
important one first. Then close the documents and quit the program. Launch
it again when you can give it more memory. (You might have to allocate more
in its Info w indow; or, the problem might be simply that there wasn't enough
memory available for it to get its full allocation, which means you'll have to
quit some other programs before re-launching.)

Flushing the
Clipboard
ChapterS

Sometimes there's not even enough memory to let you save a document. In
that emergency, try this: flush the C lipboard by copying a single letter or word
to it, twice. That will free up any memory the C lipboard was using. Sometimes
you can't even use the copy command if there's not enough memory. If that
happens, switch to another program (if one's running) or even to the desktop.
Copy something there (like an icon's name)-twice. Then move back to the
problem program.
If that doesn't do it, close whatever document windows you can that don't
need saving. In a pinch, close one whose contents you haven't saved, sacrificing your work there in order to save other documents instead. (Isn't this
getting a little dramatic?)

Programmers used to take pride in writing programs
that didn't use a lot of memory. But that was when

1986

1991

1994

1997

PageMaker 256K

1500K

1500K

5200K

Word 160K

512K

1024K

6000K

Excel 304K

900K

2048K lOOOOK

memory was expensive and there wasn't all that
much in the average computer. Here's how the
recommended memory requirements have changed
for some programs over the years.

Memory Fragmentation
Contiguous RAM. An application needs a block of contiguous RAM to workmemory that's in one large chunk instead of in little, scattered pieces. As you
work on your Mac, it allocates memory when and where needed; when the
memory is no longer needed, it's "released" back for general usc. But you can
wind up with those chunks of memory in non-adjacent spots, so they can't be
added together to be used for a large program. That's called memory fragmentation.

Other System Elements

Think of your computer's memory as one long curb for parking. A compact
sedan slides into place at the first spot. A J eep parks behind it, followed by
some gas-guzzling oversized luxury car, and then a class ic Beetle; the curb is
full. Both the Jeep and the Beetle pull away, leaving the second and fourth
spaces open. Another luxury car shows up, but it can't park: while the total
space at the curb is enough (in fact, it's longer than the car), it's split into two
parts that the car can't use. The Beetle comes back, and it parks in the Jeep's
vacated spot. N ow there's extra space behind the Beetle, though not enough
for any car to use, and there's still the Beetle's first space that's open--once
again, the total space is enough for, say, another J eep, but it's unusable because
it's split into two segments.
Okay, you're probably ahead of me here: the curb is the Mac's memory, and
those cars are applications, with their sizes controlled by how much memory
they need. The first program you launch always takes the first parking space at
the curb--I mean, the first block of memory; subsequent launching take the
following spaces. When you quit a program , it frees up its block of memory
but sometimes that block is unusable. Launch a large program, and it can't
add together unconnected freed-up memory spaces; it needs a contiguous
block of memory.
With all that behind us, now it's easy to understand the information given in
the Finder's About box. The picture here shows three things running that
together use under 26 megs of memory. There's a total of a little over 51MB of
memory (it's the virtual memory figure that gives the overall total available).
About Thlc Com~p:!!.!ut~er:=::;:::::===....!8~81

0

Th e numbers just
don't add up
because of the
way memory has
b een used and
released by other
applications.
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That means there's at least 25MB of memory not being used, yet the Largest
Unused Block report is 17.2 megs. That's because it's just what it says: the
largest unused block of memory that's available for use. So many other applications have been opened and closed during the course of a work session that the
memory's been chopped up into pieces. (Not that 17.2MB is an unusable piece
of memory. With the situation shown in the picture, it would be very easy to
launch another, or even several other programs without much problem.)
Avoiding memory fragmentation. You can avoid fragmenting your
memory by paying attention to the order in which you launch and quit programs. The program you use the most should be launched first because it's
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less likely you'll quit it, leaving a "hole" and fragmenting mem ory. Then you
can launch and quit other applications as necessary with fewer problems. I f
you use two programs a lot, launch them both to start with and use the
remainder of the space to launch and quit other things.
Defragmenting memory. To defragment m em ory, you don't have to
restart the computer. Just quit all the applications that are running, and then
start them up again. If you know in what o rder you o rigi nally launched them,
you can quit them in reverse order until you're down to the first o ne o r the
first few that are in the first, contiguous m em ory allocations.

Unfortunately, the About box lists item s in alphabetical order rather than in
launch order. H owever, if you keep the window visible while you're quitting
programs, you'll see the Unused Block report change, so you'll know what's
going o n.
Please release me, let me go. Some programs, like some children, just
aren't as polite and well-behaved as they ought to be. In some cases, this means
that they won't release any or all of their memo ry allocation when they quit. In
those cases, you' ll have to restart the Mac to get all the m emory back to where
it's supposed to be. How will you know when this happens? When you've quit
all running programs so that only the Mac OS is reported in the About box,
but the Largest Unused Block total is still much smaller than it should be.

Special Memory Considerations
The Cache
The cache bonus. As part of the never-ending effo rt to speed up computing,
engineers came up with the idea of a cache. (That's pronounced cash, not catch or
cashay; it rhymes with stash, which is pretty neat because that's pretty much
what it does.) Formerly referred to as the RAM cache in the M emory control
panel, this fu nction is now called the disk cache. Either one is technically correct, because it's really a transfer of info rmation betvveen the disk and RAM.

Retrieving something fro m memory is hundreds of times quicker than getti ng
it from a disk. So, a cache sets aside a portio n of memory to sto re things that
you've just retrieved from your disk. Statistically speaking, if you just got it
from your disk, you're likely to want it again soon; if it's in RAM, you can
have it almost instantly. When the cache is full, it dumps some of the stuff
that's already sto red and puts the new stuff in.
The disk cache is controlled through the M emory control panel. Starti ng with
System 7, you no longer had the option to turn off the cache; this is just fi ne,

Other System Elements

p

Adjust the cache
size by clicking on
the arrows.

because PowerMacs need a cache
to perform well, and you can't run
a PowerMac on less than System 7
even if you want to. Although you
can't turn it off, you can adjust the size of the cache by clicking on the little
arrows next to the disk cache size. The control panel doesn't note it, but you
do have to restart the Mac for it to be able to use the new cache size.
Memory

8

When a cache helps the most. A disk cache works most efficiently when
you're dealing with data that doesn't change a lot, or at all. If you're working
mostly in one program, the procedures you use the most can all be stored in
the cache, significantly increasing the speed. A large cache can help when
you're retrieving data from a CD-ROM, since its contents are static.

O n the other hand, if you switch around among several programs while you' re
working, you may not see much difference in any of them-by the time you
repeat an operation in one program, it may have already been knocked out of
the cache to make room for instructions from another program. (Although the
switching process itself might be a little faster.) Another example: working in a
database that constantly changes the disk fi le as you change records might slow
down with a cache because every time something is changed on the disk, corresponding information in the cache has to be purged.
The new and improved cache. Prior to System 7.5, there were some very
strict guidelines as to how to set the best cache size: 32K for every meg of
RAM, but no higher than 512K The caching system that was used in earlier
systems actually slowed things down if you gave it too much, since time was
wasted looking for things that might not be there.

But since System 7.5, the operating system is a lot smarter in this regard. T he
more cache you set aside, the faster things are going to happen. So, go ahead
and up that cache setti ng to at least 1500K if you can spare it. (And if you
want to sec what a difference the cache makes, try running with a mini mum
96K setting and then again with around 1500K-you won't need a stopwatch
to see the difference on the desktop when you open a crowded folder like the
System Folder.)
Part of system memory allocation. T he disk cache allocation is lumped
into the ge neral allocation given to the system software. So, when you change
the cache allocation you'll see a change in the amount of memory the system
uses, as reported in the About box.
The default setting and the default setting. This is so ridiculous I'm
embarrassed, on Apple's behalf, to have to explain it. When you install O S 8,
the disk cache is set to 96K in the Memory control panel. You'll almost certainly find that you r desktop operations are a little sluggish; it's especially
noticeable when you're opening a window with lots of items in it.
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If you open the Memory control
panel and click the Use Defaults
button, the cache size will jump
up based on how much real memUse Defaults~
II
ory is installed on your machine.
How crazy is that? Isn't default
w hat you get when you don't specify something else? Why doesn't the
amount default to the default setting from the very beginning?
Memory

Click the Use
Defaults button to
set the cache size
to its true default.

!

8

II

Setting your disk cache to its true default is the best way to optimize your
computer's desktop speed.

The obligatory Photoshop warning. Since Photoshop uses its own virtual memory scheme to speed the way it works, making heavy use of
disk-to-memory swaps, anything other than a minimal 96K cache might can
actually slow down Photoshop operations.
But that doesn't mean you can't set a higher cache and still use Photoshop.
First of all, low- to mid-level use ofPhotoshop won't clash with the cache;
the slowdowns only occur when you're making intensive use ofPhotoshop.
And even then, you may still be able to use a higher cache if you're doing
intensive work. I asked several graphic designer friends to set their minimal
caches higher (around 1600K) for a while, and no one had any Photoshop
problems- but everyone got a faster Finder.

Zapping the PRAM zaps the cache. Zapping PRAM (if you don't know
what that is, you sure wi ll after you've read this book or used your Mac for a
while) resets the disk cache to its 96K minimum, so don 't forget to reset it.
Temporary cache reset. If you start up with IShittl down to tum off extensions, the disk cache will be turned off (on o lder Macs) or reset to the 96K
minimum (newer Macs). The setting remains where you have it so it will be
restored to that setting at the next startup, so there's no way to really tell that
the cache is off.
Hardware caches are a different currency. You'll see the word cache
used in other ways besides for the disk cache in the memory control panel,
particularly in reference to a hardware cache that's built-in to some processors
or can be added separately. You'll find this coverage:

•

T he cache in PowerPC processors, and a description ofLevel 1 and Level
2 caches, are in C hapter 2.

•

The Cache Switch control panel for '040 Macs-and the hardware caches
built into these machines-are covered in C hapter 9
The cache card for the Ilci is mentioned in Chapter 2.

Other System Elements

Virtual Memory
Not exactly real memory. Virtual memory is a way of using space on your
hard drive as if it were RAM. (If you think that's a little confusing, just wait
until we get to RAM disks, which is a way of using RAM as if it were a disk!)
The major benefit of this approach is that hard drive space is a lot cheaper
than RAM, and new Macs have plenty of extra drive space. The major drawback is that accessing a hard drive is lots slower than accessing RAM , so once
you fool the Mac into thinking it has more memory, you might not want to
use it after all !

Virtual memory, or VM, is turned on and off through the Memory control
panel. It com es pre-set to on, since PowcrMacs work much more efficiently if
there's a little virtual memory running.
VM is faster than it used to be. VM is not an island unto itself-other .
facets of the Mac that speed your work don't stop working when you turn on
virtual memory. Since those components are much faster these days, a virtual
memory setup of reasonable size doesn't cause the noticeable slowdown that
used to make it a when-all-else-fails option .

What other components? First of all, there's the hard drive: access and transfer
times are getting faster all the time, so the major bottleneck is wider than it
used to be. Another important but often forgotten factor is the caching used
in PowerMacs: special high-speed memory chips keep track of the things you
do the most so they can be retrieved from there instead of from regular RAM.
If the Mac's not looking to regular RAM for something, it's not going to be
grabbing it from virtual memory either. With larger, faster caches these days,
the things you do the most won't slow down when you turn on VM.
Using the Memory control panel. N ew Macs come already set to use
1MB of virtual memory as a default. You may want to raise that, or even turn
it off under certain circumstances, and then, of course, you' ll need to turn it
back on. In the memory control panel:
1.

In the Virtual Memory section, click the On button; this plumps up the
little Mac icon and activates the Hard Disk m enu.
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Memory

2.

If you have more than one hard
drive, select the fastest one you
have-or at least the one with
enough room on it-from the popup menu.

3.

Set the total amount of memory you
want by clicking the little arrows.
You have to add together the amount
of physical RAM that's in your
machine plus the amount of virtual
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memory you want. lfyou have 16 megs of real memory and want 5 more
of virtual memory, you'd need to set this number to 21MB.

4. Restart the Mac to activate virtual memory.
You lose more disk space than you think. The disk space set aside fo r
virtual memory is not the amount of virtual memory that you've asked for:
it's the virtual amount plus the real RAM amount-that number that you set
in the control panel. This doesn't hurt too much when you're adding, say, 5
megs of virtual memory to your 16-meg system because you lose 21MB of
space; but when you've already souped up your memory to, say 48 megs of
RAM and then turn on a measly 1 megabyte of virtual memory for the sake of
efficiency on a Power Mac, you lose nearly 50 megs of drive space! Good thing
that a gig drive is standard these days!
How VM works. Basically, VM puts absolutely everything that's in memory
(real memory plus virtual memory) onto the hard drive in something called a
swap file. There's a spot on the disk for every spot in memory, which means
the Mac can look up something on the drive very quickly. Information is constantly swapped from the drive to real memory (and back) so what you need
is accessed only from real RAM, since that's how applications are programmed to work.
QuickTime can be NotSoQuicktlme. QuickTime movies need lots of
speed to play w ithout being choppy. Some of that speed comes from the
processor, and the rest comes from the fact that QuickTime movies load into
RAM as much as possible and play from there. If you're using virtual memory, that RAM is disk-based; that slowdown, especially added to an older
Mac's slower processor, can result in movies that look more like flip-card animation than movies.

The same holds true for extended sounds and music-with VM on, disk
access during playback can break up the flow. (This doesn't apply to audio
C Os you might be playing on your Mac, since they use an entirely different
sound channel, and no memory. )
How much VM to set. For a PowerPC where you don't need any extra
RAM because you have plenty, set VM to 1MB. (This means that applications
will actually usc less memory overall; the details of this particular quirk are
described in the PowerPC less-is-more entry in the last section.)

In normal situations, never set VM to more than the amount of physical
RAM you already have-don't add 10 megs of virtual memory to a system
with 8 megs of real RAM. You can notch up a little past your real memory
total if you really need to open a certain document, but you won't want to run
that way as a rule. The higher your virtual- to-real memory ratio is, the slower
your Mac will run.

Other System Elements

Lots of little things, but not a BIG THING. Virtual memory works best when
you use it because you need to run multiple applications and move around
from one to the other. Using VM because you want to allocate a humongous
amount of memory to a single program so you can work on a billboard-size
document doesn't work-you' ll get so much of a slowdown that you might as
well break out the Crayolas and do the job by hand. (On the other hand, for a
temporary solution to the problem of not being able to open a document at
all, an occasional slow-as-molasses document is not so bad.)
Another obligatory Photoshop warning. Adobe's Photoshop uses its
own virtual memory scheme, which is incompatible w ith the system's VM
setup. At worst, you'll get system crashes; at best, your Photoshop work will
slow down to a crawl. (Actually, at very best, you can use Photoshop with the
system VM on-if you're working on very small pictures with basic tools, so
P hotoshop's virtual memory never really kicks in.)
PowerBook virtual memory. Virtual memory on a PowerBook can be a
real problem: since it uses the disk, and using the disk means eating up battery
power, using VM means shorter battery life. If you use a lot ofVM, try to stay
plugged in.
Although the On
button is clicked,
virtual memory is
currently off; the
"After restart" label
is the vital clue
(top). But it's easier
to check the VM
status in the
Finder's About box
(bottom).

HFS Plus formatting
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Some older Macs don't do VM.
Unless you have an '030 or better
Mac, you can't use virtual memory at
all. The only exception is the '020based M ac II, which can handle
virtual memory if it's had a PMMU
upgrade along the way. If you have an
older Mac and you're not sure what
processor it uses, check the memory
control panel: if the Mac can't do
VM, there won't be a VM section in
the control panel.

VM, '040's, and HFS Plus. An '040 Mac using 8.1 or later can't save its VM
file on a disk that's been formatted w ith the HFS Plus, or Extended, format.
Temporary turn-off on purpose. You can turn off virtual memory temporarily by holding down~ during the startup procedure. This is temporary
because the settings in the control panel don't change- VM will be back on at
the next startup. But it is turned off for the current startup, which you'll
notice if you check the About box in the Finder. In the control panel itself, the
only clue to the current situation is the subtle After restart note in the window.
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Temporary turn-off behind your back. If you start with IShittl down to
turn off extensions, virtual memory will also be turned off, although the settings
remain where you had them so that they'll be turned on at the next startup.

RAM Disks
RAM masquerading as a disk. Now that you know all about virtual memory, where part of the disk masquerades as RAM, it's time to deal with the
opposite concept: a RAM disk, where a portion of RAM behaves like a disk.

The advantage of working from a RAM disk is that it's lightning fast-RAM
access can be hundreds of times faster than disk access. The m ain disadvantage has always been that the RAM disk contents disappear if there's a power
interruptio n. Then there's the problem of losing from available RAM anything you apportion to a RAM disk.
The practical disadvantage is that it's really difficult to fit anything really useful
o n a RAM disk these days. A relatively lean (if no t totally stripped-down) OS 8
System Folder takes about 100 megs; even if you could cut that in half, can yo u
afford to put aside 50MB for a RAM disk to hold it? It's dangerous to leave
documents on RAM disks (although it's such a pleasure to work with them
from there). And large applications eat up more room on a disk than they used
to-putting 15 to 20 megs aside for a RAM disk is fairly impossible, too.
But when you're working with smaller applications, a RAM disk is still a nifty
approach to speed things up; setting aside o ne or two megs of memory for a
RAM disk isn't so difficult.
How to make a RAM disk. You
create a RAM disk with the
.,On
<QJI======
Oon
011
10011
Memory control panel: click the
O n butto n, and set the size of the
RAM disk either with the slider control o r by typing in a number. T hen
restart the Mac, and you'll see a floppy-type icon on the desktop that represents your RAM disk; the centipede-like image on the icon is a RAM chip.
of n tflab)t nwmorv
to un for t RAM disk:

PH"otnt

Setting up a RAM
d isk in the Memory
control panel.

To put som ething on the RAM disk, just drag it there as if it were a real
disk- while the "read" end of the copy procedure (as the information is read
from a physical disk) takes as long as usual, you' ll be amazed at how quickly
the "write" part of the copy flashes by. Fro m then on, just use the RAM disk
as if it were a real disk.
Where the RAM comes from. The RAM you've set aside for a RAM disk
gets dumped into the system allotment. If you check the About box after creating a RAM disk, you'll see that the system memo ry allocation has jumped
by the amount of the RAM disk.

Other System Elements

How to get rid of the RAM disk. Getting rid of a RAM disk isn't exactly
intuitive. Here's what you're likely to do: you copy anything you need from
the RAM disk to your hard drive, and then you drag the RAM disk icon to the
trash, figuring that "ejecting" it should get it off the desktop. Nope-it can't
be trashed. Okay, so you go to the Memory control panel to tum the RAM disk
off. Nope again. The Off button is dimmed, so you can't even click it.

These stumbling blocks are actually safety nets: Apple didn't want you to unintentionally get rid of a RAM disk when it might have important information
on it. You have to first get rid of the RAM disk contents before you can get rid of
the RAM disk. Drag the contents to the Trash and use the Empty Trash command, or use the Erase Disk command. Then go to the Memory control panel
and turn off the RAM disk. You'll see that it disappears from the desktop.
Gone but not forgotten. \Ylhen you turn off the RAM disk in the Memory
control panel, it's pretty much gone but not forgotten. That is, w hile it disappears from the desktop, the memory that was allocated for it remains in the
system allocation until you restart the Mac. So, if you dumped the RAM disk
because you needed the RAM, you won't get it back until you restart.
Survival of the RAM disk.
On
some Mac models, if you
ill
shut down, the contents of the
RAM disk will be gone when
cancel l I!
OK
I
you start up the next time, but
the disk itself will be there. This
isn't really as odd as it seems if you realize what's going on behind the scenes:
the RAM disk wasn't just purged of its contents, the disk itself was wiped out
along with its contents. What you see when you start up again is a new RAM
disk that was created at startup. You'll get a special dialog when you try to
shut down with a RAM disk on your desktop. On other models, the contents
of the RAM disk seem to survive the shutdown. What's actually happening,
however, is that the contents are written to the hard drive at shut down and
back onto the newly created RAM disk at startup. When the contents are
considerable, this can cause a noticeable delay on shutdown and at startup.
~

The contents of the RAM Disk volume "RAM
Disk" will be lost by shutting down. Do you
wish to continue?

On Macs manufactured after 1992, the RAM disk contents survive a restart
procedure; so, you won't have to redo the contents if, for instance, you change
a control panel setting and restart to get the changes to take effect.
RAM disk contents also survive a system crash that requires a restart, as long
as you don't lose power to the Mac during the crash.
Running an application from a RAM disk. If you run an application
from a RAM disk, remember that the RAM you allocate to the disk is still just
imaginary disk space to hold the program; you still have to allocate regular
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RAM for the program to run in. You can, however, allocate less RAM for the
program partition than you usually do without running into the slowdowns
that a smaller partition normally causes.
Zapping a RAM disk. Whi le a restart leaves a RAM disk intact, that's only if
you do a plain old restart. If you zap the PRAM during the restart, that resets
everything in the Memory control panel, turning the RAM disk option off,
wiping out the existing one and its contents.
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Font Formats
Bitmapped Fonts
Multiple formats. Back at the dawn of Macintosh, there was a single type of
font (no pun intended), used by both the Mac's screen and its ImageWriter
printer wh ich, by no coincidence, both displayed things at a resolution of72
dots per inch (dpi). The letter designs that looked good on the screen also
worked for the printer, so a single font format served both purposes.
But while printer technology advanced to provide 300 dpi (in the first
LaserWriters), then 600 (on today's standard LaserWriters), and even higher
(on more expensive printers), the screen resolution has stayed pretty much
the same. And so the problems started. Why waste the capabilities of the
printer just because the screen was limited in its display capabilities? But if
you design a font to look good at 300 dpi or better, it's rarely legible on the
screen; and, the information the Mac needs to display something isn't the
same information a LaserWriter needs for its high-resolution printing.
So, we wound up with several font technologies, some catering to the screen
display, some to the printer resolution, and some trying to provide the best of
both worlds in a single package.

Bitmapped fonts. A bitmapped font is designed and displayed as a series of
dots. (The name comes from the fact that each dot in a letter takes a single bit
of memory, and it's mapped to that spot in memory.) That's all the Mac had at
the beginning, and it was revolutionary, since no other computer could display
letters that had been designed dot-by-dot for legibility. And, since the Mac
display used square pixels instead of round ones like other computers, letters
and other forms were even more legible because the points of contact from
one dot to the next are larger w ith adjacent squares than with adjacent circles.
The number of dots available for a bitmapped character's design is limited
by the point size of the font. (For our purposes, we can assume that a dot is
the same as a pixel is the same as a point.) A standard 12-point font is 12 dots
high-but it has to include room for the tallest capital letters and the "tails"
(descenders) on some of the lowercase letters. That's why it's hard to design
readable bitmapped fonts at small point sizes.
A font ina
particular point
size has to
accommodate
both tall capitals
and the descenders
on some lowercase
letters.

••
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The jaggies. A bitmapped font is designed not only for a specific typeface,
but also for a specific size. If you don't have a specific size installed when you
ask for it, the Mac takes an existing size and scales it up or down to the best
of its abilities.
When you enlarge a bitmapped font, you create distortions. Making a 24-point
font from a 12-poim original means every dot in the original becomes four
dots in the new one (because you double both the horizontal and the vertical
size). Creating a 48-point font from a 12-point design means every single dot is
now a block of 16 dots. While these enlargements don' t matter for horizontal
and vertical li nes, angles and curves becom e a
ABC
series of stair-step blocks known as the jaggies.
The distortions are even worse when you try to
display a font that's not a m ultiple of the original. If you want a 30-point font and have only a
12-point design available, every dot has to be
turned into a block two and half pixels tall and
Fonts derived from a smaller
size (72 points, top) are
wide; since there's no such thing as a half-pixel,
increasingly jagged as they
sometimes a pixel is added and sometimes one
get larger (24 points, center,
drops o ut, resulting in varied line thicknesses
and 48 points, bottom).
and blobs around the curves.

ABC

AB(:::
12 point s

31] points
Using a size that isn't a
multiple of the original creates
uneven lines and blobs.

Shrinking a bitmapped font isn't any better
than enlarging it; dots stay or drop out at
unpredictab le spots even when you cut a size in
half (making a 12-point font from a 24-point
original, for instance).

Hand-tooled bitmapped sizes. Even if larger fonts could somehow be
neatly scaled up from the smaller installed sizes, you'd wind up with some
problems. Consider the first picture here, which shows two sets of24- and
48-point letters; on the left the letters are scaled up from 12-point size, while
on the right they've been designed in the larger size to begin with. The
designed larger fonts have smooth curves- in fact, much smoother than the
original 12- point font in its original state, because there are lots more dots to
work with in the design of a larger font size. The picture on the next page
illustrates that: it's a magnified view of the two 24-point letter sets, the one
scaled up from a 12-point design, and the o ne that was designed for the larger
size. It also ill ustrates another point, an important one when it comes to goodlooking fonts: the larger point sizes aren't j ust larger, they're dffferent. The large
A, for instance, doesn't have as much of a point at its top as the small A did.
And, while the small B was divided exactly in half for its curves, the large B is
has a larger bottom curve to keep it from looking top-heavy.
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.A.BC

ABC

ABC ABC
24-point and 48-point letters scaled
up from a 12-point design (left) and
created in the larger sizes (right).

AB

An enlarged
12-point design
(top) and a true
24-point design
(bottom) illustrate
design differences.

PostScript Fonts
PostScript outline fonts. When the LaserWriter arrived on the scene a year
after the Mac's release, everything about fonts changed. The LaserWriter
included Adobe System's PostScript font format-fonts were described mathematically as outlines, which the interpreter in the printer drew and filled in at its
300-dpi resolution. With this approach, it didn't matter what font size you
chose: small fonts were readable because 300 dpi provides such tiny dots, and
large fonts weren't jagged because the mathematical description of the shapes
were more than just scaled-up dot patterns.

The outline laid on
a grid (left) and the
pixels that finally
get included in the
letter (right).

T he PostScript interpreter draws an outline as instructed, but the outline isn't
filled in the way you'd pour paint into a frame because the LaserWriter still works
with dots- albeit tiny ones (that are
getting tinier all the time). The letter outline is placed on a grid of
dots, and any dot inside the outline
is used for the letter; this process is
called rasterization. O f course, curves
can still get a little jagged, but the
dots are so small that you don't
usually notice the rough edges.

For PostScript printers only. Because PostScript fonts come as files of
information sent to the printer's interpreter, they won 't print correctly on a
non-PostScript printer, which doesn't have the interpreter built in. Unless
you have a special utility that interprets the PostScript separately, on the Mac's
end of things, you won't get the high-resolution output that PostScript can
provide. But you do have a special utility available-ATM, w hich is included
with the system soft\'lare, and is covered in detail later in the chapter.
PostScript hinting. The near perfection of PostScript fonts lies in a concept
called l·zinting: a way of em bedding special-circumstance information in each
font description so that the font appearance is the best as possible at any size.
With a letter's outline laid against a square grid, there are bound to be times
when a good fi t j ust isn't possible- especially when it's a small font size. Take
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the lowercaseJ example here (please). No matter where it's placed on the
grid, there are some important dots missing, or extraneous ones added.
There's just no placement that produces the best dot pattern, the one shown
at the right of the picw re.
Various outline
placements on the
grid (top) produce
unacceptable letter
shapes (bottom).
There's no
placement that
produces the best
shape for the letter
size, shown at right.
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Hinting instructions included in the
font fi le take care of situations like this,
always ensuring that the best possible
letter shape is used fo r the resolution
of the output device, whether its a 300dp i Lase rWriter (which is considered
low-resolution for PostScript) or a
2540-dpi imagesetter.

Type 1 and Type 3 PostScript. Adobe worked with two different
PostScript font formats, Type 1 and Type 3 (Type 2 never got off the
drawing board). Type 1 included the hinting technology that provides
superb printing; the technology could be licensed, for a fee, by anyone who
wanted to create Type 1 fonts. Type 3 fonts didn't require a licensing feeand didn't include the hinting technology, so it produced fo nts of a lesser
......................................................................................................... ... .
quality. After a few stubborn years,
Adobe finally shared the specs for
Type 1, so the only Type 3 fonts you
might find today are ones that have
been floating around for years.
Unless you were there at the beginning, it's hard
to underst and the thri ll of the earliest Mac days
when almost anything led to a new discovery.
Knowing nothing about ch aracter sets for fonts,
and especially that different sizes for bitmapped
fonts had d ifferent designs, we were pleased to

A Type 3 font is not the same as Levd 3
PostScript: the latter is the latest revision
of the PostScript language that's built
into PostScript printers to interpret
information coming from the computer.

find a picture hidden in every font o n @@[Joeuon(2)

Screen fonts and printer fonts. If

and puzzled by the fact that th e picture changed

you are an alert and discerning
reader-which of course you arc,
because you bought this book-you
probably noticed a minor problem
among all these font details: bitmapped
fonts were designed for the screen and
work on printers (although not all that
well), while PostScript fonts work only
for printers. What do you see on the
screen if you're using a PostScript
font? PostScript fonts come as a set of
two files:

when you changed the fo nt size. Geneva provided
a sheep, a rabbit, and a bird; New York alternated

$

~.
.A.
Q

•
~

between a heart and robot;

~

Athens had bear-paw p rints;
San Francisco had a car;

~

•:·

•:·

Londo n had a flower;
Monaco hid a ca ndle. The
characters are preserved for
posterity here.
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The screen font
(left) and the
printer font (righ t)
icons.

•

The screen font is used for the screen display, and also lets the system know
to put the font's name in font menus. The screen font is either that old
standby, a bitmapped font designed dot-by-dot for screen display, or,
more likely these days, a TrueType font (described in the next section).
Screen fonts are stored in suitcase files, whose icons look more like
skinny briefcases.

•

The printerfont is the fi le that holds the PostScript information that goes
to the printer so it knows how to draw the high-resolution letters. Its icon
depends on its manufacturer (the Adobe icon is the one shown here).

~~

Dom Casual DomCas

For all intents and purposes, bitmappedfont and screen
font are interchangeable, although the latter usually
implies that it's the screen companion to a printer font.
Printerfont, outline font, and PostScript font are generally
interchangeable terms, too.

Basic PostScript printer fonts are AWOL. Your system comes set up
with the screen versions of some basic PostScript fonts, like Helvetica, Times,
and Palatino. Yet, while there are no companion printer fonts, they're printing
just fine on your LaserWriter.

Built-in
PostScript fonts
Chapter 15

Is th is miraculous? No, but it sure is handy. The LaserWriter comes with a
certain number of fonts built its their ROM, to save download time (it also
makes some PostScript printers more expensive than others, since the fonts
have to be licensed from Adobe). Just how many fonts? Well, the counting
method varies-but that's covered later in this chapter.

Printer font names. The names of printer fonts are usually pretty sillylooking, and occasionally nex1 to impossible to translate. T here's a formula
Abbreviations for that's used to name most printer fonts: the first five letters of the family
printer file names name, with three letters for each descriptor. So, Helvetica becomes Helve,
Later t his chapter Garamond Bold becomes GaramBol, Gill Sans U ltra Bold Condensed
becomes GillSanUitBolCon, and so on. (My favorites are the Book versions
of fonts that get Boo added to their names, like QuomBoo.)

The majority of abbreviations refer to weights or styles; these are the most
common:
Bol
Boo
Bla
Con
Com
Dem
Ext, X
He a
Ita

bold
book
black
condensed
compressed
demi, demibold
extra, extended
heavy
italic

Kur
Lig
Med
Obi
Reg
Rom
Sem
Thi
Ult

kursive
light
medium
oblique
regular
Roman
semi(boldf)
thin
ultra
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If you rename a printer font to something resembling its real name, the Mac
won't be able to find it when it's time to send it to the printer, so don't succumb to the temptation.
The ATM advantage. The terrific Adobe Type Manager (ATM) is a utility
that uses the information in a printer font file (for Type 1 PostScri pt fonts) to
create a screen version of the font. Of course, you already have a screen version
of the font-but in only a limited number of sizes. And if you use a different
size, or have to zoom in on text in a layout program until the magnified letters
are about 5 inches tall, you'll encounter the j aggies. With ATM, you get
smooth-looking fonts at any size. Since it knows how to make that bitmapped
version for the screen, ATM can also create a good-looking bitmapped version
of any size that can be sent to a non-PostScript printer.

ATM comes with your system software-if you know where to find it!
There's a section on ATM later in this chapter.
Multiple Masters. An outline font is defined with certain common attributes
for all its characters, like the thickness of its lines, or the angle fo r oblique letters, or its overall width (standard, condensed, expanded). Adobe-the people
who invented PostScript-also introduced a special type of font that contains
several definitions, or master designs, which define the extremes in one or more
categories, such as weight or width. These fonts are called multiple masters.

It's easy to identify a mul tiple master font: it has MM in its name. When you
use a multiple master fo nt in a program that "understands" multiple masters,
you get to manipulate the look of the font from one extreme to the other of
any of its controllable attributes. The picture on the next page, for instance,
shows how you can manipulate Tekton MM in Adobe Illustrator, altering its
weight and width by sliding controls in a special window. As you create new
fonts, you get new fonts listed in the Font menu (or, in some programs, in a
submenu); the name is simply the font's name appended with the numbers
that indicate the adjustment to the font's attributes. (The second picture here
shows how the font descriptions are handled in an Illustrator submenu.)

Using multiple
masters creates
new fonts for a
Font menu or its
submenu.

Palatlno
Skia Regular
Swing Bold
Symbol
Tekton MM

•

Tekton MM Oblique •
Tercton Plus Regular
Tlrne~
•

100wt622Wd
100 wt394wd
11 2wt499wd
IOOwtBSOwd
240wt250wd
240wtB50wd
363wt564wd
Regular
468wt564wd
503wt250wd
503wt488wd
544wt564wd
562wt498Wd
5B5wt556wd
585wt489wd
59Swt622wd

In most programs, you wind up creating a dozen fonts you don't need,
because they're created as soon as you
let go of the controls- even if you're
only experimenting. The only way
you'll be able to get rid of the umpteen
font versions cluttering your menu is to
go to the font's suitcase and drag out
the unwanted versions.
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hello hello hello
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Various weight
and width
adjustments
for a multiple
master font.

hello hello
, .... t , .......

W~--zo-(!CJ
'tlrlfto

------r-lm:::::J

, ..., Tol1.-...

....... ----r ~
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AFM files. An AFM file (A dobe Font Metrics) contains information that
describes certain fo nt dimensions. Very few programs actually need or use this
information (Interleaf comes to mind, but it probably doesn't come to very
many minds these days), but you may find font collections that include AFM
files in the folder that holds the screen and printer fonts. You don't need them.
Outline, outline, and outline. The word outli11e is used three different
ways in relation to fonts. One is the what we've been describing here: mathematical descriptions of the letter outlines in a fo nt. Another is the simple
oudine style that looks Hke this. And, finally, some outline fonts come with
character outlines, or f ont outlines: individual files of editable characters that you
can use as graphics, and alter if you have the right program.

TrueType Fonts
TrueType. Apple introduced its TrueType font technology in 1991 as a direct
result of the high licensing fees (about $700 per pritlfer) it had to pay Adobe in
order to include the PostScript interpreter and basic fonts in LaserWriters.
TrueType was a j oint venture with Microsoft, w ho, of course, wanted to both
get out from under the Adobe yoke and also take over every aspect of computer use. TrueType has been unable to replace the entrenched PostScript
standard for printed output-especially for professionals-but it has turned
into a viable alternative for many users and uses. And it's a m ust for Web
designers and surfers.

TrueType is, like PostScript, an outline font format: its files contain mathematical descriptions of the shapes ofletters that can be drawn at any size and
any resolution. One ofTrueType's advantages is that the interpreter (called the
TmeType scaler) is in the computer's operating system rather than in the
printer. So, the Mac can figure out how the font is supposed to look- at any
size-for the screen. For a printer like the StyleWriter, it can send the screen
renderings fo r good print at any size-just as if you had a bitmapped version
of every possible size of the font. For a LaserWriter, it first downloads the
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Type

The smooth
TrueType version
and the bitmapped
rendering of a fon t
for uninsta/led
sizes.

Type

Type 'f:ype

Type Type

Type Type

scaler and then sends the font information,
freeing up the Mac sooner since the
LaserWriter will do the font figuring.
T he picture here shows the TrueType and
bitmapped displays of the same font, when
only a single bitmapped size is available.

Never mind print-it's the Web! While TrueType will never replace
PostScript as a standard for print material, it's already a standard someplace
else-the Web. Because, of course, Web information is delivered directly to
users' screens. Luckily, since the Tt·ueType j oint venture included Microsoft,
the standard has been embraced and furthered by all computer users.

But it can be a complicated situation. You can't just design a web page using a
TmeType fo nt and have it show up on a user's screen; the specific font can be
specified fo r the web page, but the font itself has to reside on the user's
machine, or some other font will be substituted. Toward that end, Microsoft
has set some Web fo nt standards by includ ing a small TrueType fom collection
with its Internet Explorer application. The fo nts are also downloadable from
Microsoft's site for free; but since Explorer comes with OS 8, you already
have the fonts. (There's more about them later in the chapter.)
The hefty TrueType file. A TrueType font file takes more room on a· disk
than a PostScript font file- at least double the space (say, 70K versus 35K),
and sometimes more. Even when you add the necessary bitmap font to the
PostScript total (because you need somethi ng for the screen and the Font
menu), the TrueType file is much bigger. In all though, TrueType takes less
room, because you almost always have four PostScript fi les fo r each font
(standard, bold, italic, and bold italic) and, j ust to make things even, you' ll
need AT M to make the PostScript fonts more readable on screen.
Telling TrueType apart. We're jumping the gu n a little bit here, since font
files and suitcases are covered in the next section. But it's easy to tell TrueType
from bitmapped fonts when you're looking at their files. For one thing, the
names diffe r: bitmapped versions include the point size in their names (like
Geneva 14). But their icons are also different:
Geneva
ll!l8
0
bitmapped fonts have a single A on the icon,
28 4MB tvafltble
~
while TrueType icons have multiple Rs in differ@
ent sizes. T he picture here shows the Geneva
Gon.va
9
suitcase wi th its single TrueType file and six
Genev1 10 Geneva 14 Geneva 18
bitmapped files. (It also shows a relatively rare
italic "cut" fo r a system bitmapped font: it's the
Geneva 20 Gene\ftj 24
one used by de£1ttlt for desktop aliases, so it's
•
important that the letters be especially legible.)
71t~m),

Gonev~•L>
ld ld ld
ld ra
..
~

~
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Bitmapped is better. Most of the basic fonts you get with your system software (Geneva, N ew York, Helvetica, and so on) come in suitcases that contain
both a TrueType and several bitmapped versions of the font, as you can see in
the picture for the last entry. Why bother wi th the bitmapped versions at all if
TrueType works for both the screen and the printer? Because a bitmapped version hand-tooled for a specific size is always better-looking on the screen than
anything else. The enlarged samples here
tell the story. In the TrueType version
(top), the serifs drop out at the smaller
point size and the o is squared in the larger
9 poin.t:
size. Considering the size of hard drives
Enlarged views of TrueType (top) and
these days, there's no reason to dump the
bitmapped (b ott om) versions of the
multiple bitmapped versions of a font just
same font.
to save space.

9 point

14 poir1t
14 point

TimE?s

~

TimE?s (italic)

~

~

~

TimE.>s (bold) Times (bold , italie)

TrueType families. M ost TrueType
fonts come as a single file that's used no
matter what style you apply. Others come
in fami lies, just like PostScript fonts. The
Times font in your system, for instance,
comes in four versions.

A memory hog. TrueType uses more printer memory on a LaserWriter than
does a PostScript font. The TrueType files are larger not only on disk, but also
in the amount of memory needed in the printer to hold their information. In
addi tion, for most LaserWriters, the TrueType scaler is sent to the printer first,
followed by the font information ; the scaler itself takes a chunk of memory,
which puts a severe strain on older, low-memory LaserWriter models.
QuickDraw GX fonts. QuickDraw GX and QuickDraw GX fonts were
supposed to have made the M acintosh font community stand on its ear.
Instead , they were ignored by the bulk of Mac users. The idea behin"d
QuickDraw GX fonts was that they were supposed to remove the limit of 256
characters per font, providing 16,000 characters. This would allow fonts to
contain fractions and small caps and other special characters that don't fit into
a single font in the other technologies. Developers and users alike were slow
to move toward this new format, possibly due to the confusion that already
exists between using TrueType and PostScript fonts. Apple hasn't totally abandoned the platform, but isn't pushing it anymore, either. -TA

Mixing Formats
They all just get along. You should realize, right up front, that you have at
least two different font technologies on your Mac when you first set it up.
The system comes with both bitmapped and TrueType fonts; in some cases,
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certain fonts come in both versio ns. And if you use a PostScript primer,
you've got the third one mixed in already.
You don't have to worry about any of this. In every case, the Mac will choose
the correct technology for the situatio n so that you'll get the best screen output and the best printer output.
This is the prio rity the Mac uses for screen display, moving to the next technology when the first isn't available:
1. The bitmapped font of the correct size is always the first choice, since
that provides the best screen display.

2. The TrueType version of the font is the next choice. If there's, say, only a
12-point bitmap of the font, and you're using 12-point text with 14-point
headings, the TrueType version will be used for the 14-point size, and the
bitmapped version wi ll sti ll be used for the 12-point text.
UsingATM
Later this chapter

3. With ATM installed, when there's no correct bitmap for a specific point
size, and there's no TrueType version of the font, the Mac will let AT M
draw the screen fo nt based on the printer font file.
The M ac does the same quality control for printing. If you have a PostScript
printer, it gives priority to the PostScript versio n of a font, then to the
TrueType version, and, finally to the bitmapped version. For a non-PostScript
printer, the priorities are the same as for the screen.
TrueType versus PostScript. While it's easy, painless, and necessary to
mix fo nt technologies, there is one m aj or choice most users have to make:
TrueType or PostScript for high-quality printouts?

If you're a graphics professional, I don't have to tell you that PostScript is
what you need, since it's the industry standard . And if you're not a professional but you're preparing files for high-resolution output at a service bureau,
you should be using PostScript fonts because that's what the "big boys" use.
But nonprofessio nal users have always been persuaded by the "professionals
use it" statement into thinking that PostScript is "better" than TrueTypeeven to the eJo..'tent of using a utility that translates PostScript font information
for priming to a non-PostScript printer. But that's just not the case. True Type
offers superb output, and can be the technology of choice, with no penalty,
for anyone. In fact, TrueType offers several advantages over PostScript: it
works o n any printer; it's simpler to use because everything you need is in
one file; it provides good print at any size, for screen and printer, with no
additional utilities; and the fonts are less expensive than PostScript eq uivalents. In fact, even professionals can stick with 1hteType for j obs that are
"in-house" rather than being sent out to a service bureau, since compatibility
is the mai n reason the industry has settled on a standard at all. So, if you have
no pressing need for PostScript fonts, consider TrueType a viable alternative,
not the second-best choice.

Other System Elements

Sometimes you don't want TrueType. Bitmapped, TrueType, and
PostScript fonts work together pretty harmoniously. But, while you can't
"turn off" TrueType, you can remove a specific TrueType font from your
system, in the one situation where you might want to. If you have both a
TrueType and a PostScript version of a font, the PostScript version displayed
with ATM will more accurately represent the final printed output-but if the
TrueType version is in the system, that's the one that will be used for the
screen display. When you're tweaking a layout, you'll want the PostScript
version rendered on the screen.
OpenType: another standard. Sometime towards the end of this book's
shelflife, OpenType should be a standard; at this point, the new formatsponsored by Adobe and Microsoft-is just being hammered out. It promises
to solve cross-platform font problems as well as web-based problems (like
what happens when the surfer doesn't have the font that the designer really,
really wants specified for the page). Some of the points we can look forward
to: a single file for the screen and printer, with TiueType and PostScript
Type 1 versions packed together; the same characters showing up on all platforms, and a single font containing definitions for things like two styles of
numbers and its small caps version.

Type and Typography
Typography
Fonts and families. Alphabets come in different designs: skinny, f:1t, formal,
casual, ghastly, gorgeous. An alphabet (including numbers, punctuation marks,
and so on) with a particular design is called a typiface. Strictly speaking, a typeface and afont are not the same thing. In traditional typography, each size and
style of a typeface design is considered a separate font. So, 12-point Times,
14-point Times, and 12-point italic Times are actually different fonts. This
made perfect sense when the cast letters for each "font" had to be physically
separated for easy handling and quick access, but in today's common usage
the terms are interchangeable.

A fimt family is a group of typefaces designed with similar features; like most
families, font families use a single family name, such as Times or H elvetica. A
typical font family consists of four members: a regular version, sometimes
referred to as the book or Roman version; a heavier, bold version; a slanted,
italic version; and a bold-italic version. When you get "a" font, as a rule you
usually get four fon ts, one for each major family member. In fact, that's the
only time computer-based font terminology reverts to the true definition of
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font-when someon e's trying to impress you with the number of fon ts
included in a package they want you to buy!
Many basic f.1mil ies of four keep the plain/italic/bold/ bold italic relationship
among them selves eve n when those aren't the true weights and styles in the
family. For instance, here are two examples from the built-in LaserWriter fonts:

(plain)
(bold)
(italic)
(bold italic)

Bookman family

Avant Garde family

Bookman Light
Bookman Demibold
Bookman Light Italic
Bookman Demibold Italic

Avant Garde Book
Avant Garde Book Oblique
Avant Garde Demibold
Avant Garde Demi Oblique

Font famil ies aren' t limited to four me mbe rs: some have a dozen members,
some have upwards of fifty. But they're usually divided into small groupssort of different "branches" of the family so you can buy a few at a time. You
might, for instan ce, add to your basic Garamond family by getting the condensed version of the fo nt, and wind up w ith Garamond Condensed,
Garamond Conden sed Bold, Garamond Condensed Italic, and Garamond
Condensed Bo ld Italic, so you still have the basic gang of four. Later you
might add the Light Conde nsed branch of the Garamond family. -SZA/JF/EF

Basic type terms. The most important features that are part of a font's
design are its baseUne, x-height, cap height, ascender, descender, and counter; they're
"d efined" in the picture here. There are, of course, many more terms (like ann
for the little branches o n the letter k) and tons of detai ls (like the ascender can
be talle r or shorter than the cap heigh t), but these basics are enough to get
you through.
The other basic term you need to know is point-the unit of measurement for fonts.
You're already som ewhat familiar with this: the sizes you choose from a Font or
Size menu are in points. A point is about 1/72 of an inch (.0138 inch); not coincidentally, that's about the size of a single dot on the original Mac screen.

Letters from a
monofont (left)
and a proportional
font (right).

Monospaced and proportional fonts. A monospaced font, or tiiOtlqfot1t,
is o n e w he re every character takes up t he sam e amount of ho ri zontal space
no m atte r h ow wide it actually is: skinny lette rs li ke i get built-in w hi te
space on eithe r side to matc h the width of a relatively
fat m. Monospaced fo nts look awkward-somewh at
• •
typewritten, or o ld-style computer-generated (you
know, from when co mpute r printouts were on

mm mm
1 1 II IIIII
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green-and-w hite striped paper with holes punched along the side for feeding into a printer) . The Mac's Monaco font is monospaced (Aha! You just
realized how it got its name!).
When a font's letters are adjusted so they take only the room that they need,
the font is a proportional one.

Serif and sans serif faces. The typeface you're reading now is a serif face; it
has small counterstrokes, called serifs, at the ends of the main strokes. Serifs
are a holdover from type's predecessor, calligraphy, in which letters were
capped with flourishes from the calligrapher's pen. Serif faces are often used
for long passages of text, since most people find serif type easy to read.
A sans serif ("without serif") face doesn't have flourishes at the end of its
strokes. Unlike serif faces, sans serif characters tend to have a uniform stroke
width, making them appear more modern, but also making them harder to
read in long passages. (Some people set books or magazines in sans serif type, but this is the exception in the
United States.) Most publishers like to use sans serif faces
for headings, captions, or other relatively short elements of
a publication. - EF

serif
seansr.l f
S

Size and Style
What's the point? It's difficult to predict the overall look of a font at a
specific point size, both for an individual font and in comparison to other
fonts. Yes, 12 points is 12 points, but the way they're distributed makes a
visual difference.
T he Bookman and Garamond samples shown here, for instance, are both 12
points, and you can see that the overall size from the tops of the capital letters
to the bottoms of the descenders is the same. But the fact that Bookman has a
greater x-height in relation to its capital letters makes it seem much bigger than
the Garamond sample; and, of course, there's the overall width of Bookman,
which also makes it look larger although
12 - point Bookman O ld Style
top- to-bottom point size isn't affected at
12-point Adobe G aramond
all by characters' widths.
And here's another example. The samples of H elvetica and Zapf Chancery
here are the same point size, although H elvetica looks much larger-after all,
its lowercase letters are nearly the size of the other's capitals. But if you measure them, top to bottom, they're the same size. T he optical illusion is due to
several design facto rs in both fonts: Helvetica has a tall x-height and short
descenders; Zapf C hancery has tall ascenders (the tall lowercase letters are
even taller than the capitals) and long descenders, which doesn't leave much
in the way of x-height. And, since the eye tends to "measure" a font by its
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x-height, you have the visual discrepancy although, as you can see in the seco nd example, the actual measurem ents are the sam e (we slapped in a character
with a descender for Helvetica so you can see how much room it takes).

Helvet!ca y Zapf cftancery_
These samples are the same font size, although
Helvetica looks much larger, because of its high
x-h eight and short descenders

Bold and italic, designed and derived. You might be wondering why
you need a family that includes bold, italic, and bold-italic m embers when the
Mac itself can just apply those styles to the base font. Well, here's why: the
desig11ed version is always better than the derived one-the one the computer
creates from a basic font design.

The derived bold
font is in the
center; the
designed one is on
the bottom.

The derived italic
font is in the
center; the
des igned one is on
the bottom.

A derived bold font merely thickens every vertical line in a character, usually an
extra pixel's thickness. There's no thickening of the horizontal lines in a character set, or changes in serifs or counters, or adjustment to the overall width of
different letters. You can see from the picture here that the designed bold font
(at the bottom) has fine detail changes like the knob for serif in the lowercasef.
and a rounder, larger dot for the i. It's
A sample of Times
also obvious that a derived bold takes
A sample of Times bold
much less space on a line, and is easier
A sample of Times bold
to read despite its thicker letters.
You have the same situation for derived and designed italics. A derived italic is
merely slanted, with the top parts of the letters shifted to the right and the
bottom parts shifted to the left. A designed italic is barely slanted- it's just
"curlier" than the derived one. You can see in the sample here that, for
ins"tance, the designed font keeps bottom serifs on only the right side of most
characters, gives thefa descender, and
A sample of Times
provides an entirely different design for
A sample of Times it;i/ic
the lowercase a.

A sample of Times italic

And, of course, when you put bold and italic together, the differences between
the derived and designed versio ns are multiplied. The difference is so obvio us, in fact, that I'm not even going to label the last picture for you!

A sample of Times bold italic
A sample of Times bold italic
Weighing in. If you venture into the world of fon ts beyond the basics, you'll
soon discover that it's not j ust a matter of standard versus bold: there's bolder
than bold, and darker than that, and thicknesses in between standard and
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bold, and things even thinner than the standard . These variations are referred
to as weights, and fo nts often include a weight in their names, like Helvetica
Light or Q uorum H eavy. H ere are the names you're likely to see, in order
from lightest to heaviest :
ultra light
thin/extra light
light
roman/ book/regular/ plain
medium
demi bold
bold
black/heavy/extra bold
ultra bold
Applying Bold to
different weights
Later this chapter

But there's no strict definition of how heavy demi bold is, say, or how thick
the lines of an extra bold font are. O ne font's medium might be heavier than
another's demi bold. But within a family with lots of variations, you can trust
this list. Pretty m uch.

Italic versus oblique. In general use, italic and oblique are often used interchangeably, but they are different styles. Italic, as mentioned ear lier, is more of
a curly variation on a fo nt than a slanted one. But an oblique font is a slanted
font, with the tops of the characters leaning towards the right. Sometimes
what you see on the screen looks oblique (because it's a derived font) but the
printout will be a true italic; sometimes, though, a font is designed as an
oblique fo nt-but you get it by choosing Italic from
This is ohlique a style menu. (There's more about choosing styles
This is italic
versus choosing fonts in the U sing Fonts section.)

Designed styles versus custom styles. If you have a Style menu or submenu in an application, you'll find many more choices than just bold and
italic; there are choices like underl ine, outline, and shadow, and sometimes
even underline variations (words only, double underline, dotted underline),
condensed, expanded, small caps, and "strikethru."
Although some fonts are designed for some of these styles (condensed,
expanded, and small caps), there's a big difference between the basic bold and
italic designed styles for fonts and all these other styles . Bold and italic are, for
the most part, designed for each fpnt; the other styles are simply superimposed on the basic font design- w ith varying degrees of success-by the
program you' re working with. The interactions between designed fonts and
the Style menu are covered in the Using Fonts section later in this chapter.

Typesetting
Leading. Leading ("ledding") is the space between lines of type, measured
from the baseline of the type on one line to the baseline of the type on the
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next. It's usually automatically set at 120 percent of the type size; for 10-point
type, for instance, the leading would be set at 12 points. Word processors usually refer to this as li11e spacing rather than leading, and default to an auto spacing
that accommodates the tallest character in the line (in case you insert a 15-point
character in the middle of 12-point text).
Although the standard 120-percent setting works fairly well in most cases, it's
often worth experimenting to determine what looks best for the typeface and
line length you're using. Typefaces with small x-heights generalJy need less
leading than do faces with comparatively large x-heights; pages with short
lines of text need less leading than do pages w ith long lines. (The white space
between lines serves as a highway fo r your eyes to follow when moving from
the right-hand margin back to the left.)
The relationship between the font size and the leading is written as 10/ 12
or 11.5/13, and referred to as "ten on twelve" or "eleven-and-a-half on
thirteen." - SZA/AJ/00

'

'

Justification. People often consider a
justified
right margin (making all the
The big print giveth and the fine print taketh away.
lines
exactly
the same length) the hallArchbishop Fulton Sheen '
'
(referring to a television appearance contract)
mark of professionally typeset text,
probably because this feature was all
but impossible to achieve with a typewriter. The truth is, though, that when
you ask your Mac to justify your type it has no choice but to mess with the
spaces between the letters or between the words in each line, making for
inconsistent spacing that can make reading a chore. Often you'll wind up with
large white gaps in different spots on different lines that form what's called a
"river" of white meandering through a paragraph. Many page layout programs
allow you to control the maximum and minimum amounts you'll allow the
program to stretch or compress the spaces, but the best amount is none at all.
Remember that if you must justify the right margin, you'll need to spend
some time adjusting line breaks-and even rewriting sentences if necessaryto get your lines to set smoothly, with consistent-looking spacing.
The basic justification options are:

•

Justified: Words line up along both the left and right edges of the paragraph; also referred to as fu lly justified.

•

Flush left: Words line up at the left edge of a paragraph, with the right
edge breaking wherever necessary to accommodate the words on the line;
occasionally still referred to as ragged right.

•

Flush right: Words line up at the right edge, leaving the left edge ragged .

•

Forced justification: A line of text, no matter its length, stretches to
reach from the left edge to the right edge of the paragraph; usually used
for headlines, and often difficult to read. - SZAJAJ/00
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Before and after
kerning.

Kerning. Kerning is adjusting the space between individual letters. Since each
letter is designed w ithin its own little "box," there's always a wall between letters. T his isn't an issue when the letters themselves are
pretty boxy, like a D and an E next to each o ther. But
put a Wand A, o r an A and a V next to each other at a
large type size, and they'll look like they're keeping each
other at arm's length.

WAVE
WAVE

Some fonts have kemed pairs built-in: info rmation that automatically nudges
pairs like TM7 or To together at print time. (The number ofkerned pairs in a
font varies; generally speaking, the m ore the better! ) But having the information built into the fo nt helps only when you're using an application that
"understands" kerned pairs: all page layout programs know what to do with
them, while most word processors don't. And all upscale layout programs let
you kern any letter combination m anually.

Tracking. Kerning is an art. Tracking, on the o ther hand, is a coarse but occasionally necessary approach: it sq ueezes together (or m oves apart) all selected
letters by adjusting the spaces between them. Rather than trying to adjust the
relationship between special pairs ofletters, tracking is usually used just to fit
whatever needs to get onto a single line. Used judiciously, tracking is a handy
layout tool. And it's also a function you don't find in word processors, where
the same result is o btained by using condensed or expanded "styles" for a font.
T rtK:k lng Is used In page tllyout programs to
squeeze or spread letters on D line . It' s called
Chllra:: ter spacing in some word processors, and In
some programs the same function comes from

extended or condemed ..stytes ...
Tr~~:klng

Is used In p OIIJ! IO)<lut progroms to sq~.Eeze
or spread letters on a line. It' s c aled c hMecter

Top, unadjusted
tex t. Left, slight
and very tight
tracking; right,
slight and very
loose tracking.

sptt::lng In soroo word processors, and In some
progrllrns the so:~rne fun:: tl on comes fran extended
or condensed "styles."

T~

~

used 1'1 poi!Jl lzt,<lut prof§'MlS to squeeze or
spmod letter's on • tre. It's coled chnct.er spa:~ 1'1

some word pro::essors, ond h sam ~ lhe some
flrctm canes from B><U!nded or condensed ~· •

Treteking Is used In page ~yout progn~ms to
squeez e or spread le tters on ;, Uno. It ' s ca lled
chanK: ter sp&elng In some \WOrd proce ssors, and
In some programs th e same function c omes from

ext ended or conde nsed "style s ."
Tr ucki ng is u se d In pe.ge l~yout program s t.o
squ e ez e or sp r e e.d letters on o lin e. I t ' s
Cllllted c horecter sp e.c l ng In some word
processors , e-nd In so me pr ogr lllm s the se me
func tion
c omes
from
ext ended
or
con de nse d "styles."

On the beaten track. Both tracking and kerning affect letterspacing, with
tracking applied to several characters, or full lines of text at a time. If your text
needs both tracki ng and kerning, it is wise to do the tracking first, and then do
the touch-up with kern ing. - RT

Ligatures. L(~ated characters, or ligatures, are not the same as kerned pairs,
although they share the same philosophy of keeping certain letters together.
Unlike kerned pairs, however, ligated characters actually touch each other.
You can see in the picture here the difference ligatures make, although the
picture doesn't illustrate the subtlety that comes into play when you're reading body text and the ligatures help the words flow by.
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Ligatures tie
certain letters
together.

fi fl ff
fiflff

Most fonts have theft andji ligatures included in their
option-character set (on lShitt)Option[5J and lShift(Option®), so
you can specifically type them if you need them. But if
you're that picky about your type, you'll be using a highend program like QuarkX.Press that lets you simply specify
that ligatures be used where possible.

Font Creation and Design
Fontographer. Fontographer ($500, Macromedia) lets you create your
own PostScript, TrueType, or Multiple Masters fonts, letter by letter. If you
..) don't want to start drawing from scratch, Fontographer offers many automatic
macromedia.com creation tools (including autotracing of printed or hand-drawn artwork) and
allows you to import an existing font and modify the character outlines individually or en masse. You can even create a font by interpolating between two
fonts o r two weights of the same font. It offers excellent automated production tools fo r adjusting font m etrics (which define the way the characters fit
together), hinti11g (to make the type clear and readable on the screen and on
low-resolution printers), and building extensive kerning tables. - SZA/KT
Special effects. You don't always need just the right font: sometimes you
can create it yourself.

For words or pl1r:~ses that serve as the focal point of a page, you can alter an
existing fo nt in Illustrator or Freehand. These programs let you turn text into
editable PostScript o utlines which can be manipulated in various ways to
achieve all sorts of unusual and fantastic effects. You can do anything to the
outlines that you can do to any other artwork in either program. For instance,
you can use FreeH and's Paste Inside command or Illustrator's Mask feature to
place a full color T IFF image within a series of characters. Or maybe you
want to give your type a rough look; usc Illustrator's Roughen filter, or a
third-party filter like Doodle Jr. to make j agged o r rounded, bumpy text.
When it comes co changing the fo nt of lines and lines ofbody text, you don't
want to edit the outlines-but you can alter the font right in a program like
QuarkX.Press. You can stipulate that the height o r w idth of a font be a percentage of its o riginal design; the defin ition can be used on selected te>..'t, or as part
of a style definition so it will be automatically applied to all the text.- SZA/RT
You can alter a
fonrwlth
commands in
QuarkXPress.

This is all the same font, with
various scaling options ~plie~.
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Managing Your Fonts
Font Files and Suitcases
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Font file icons. There are three different
kinds of font file icons, for bitmappcd fonts,
TrueType fonts, and printer fonts. A truecype
font has a single A on its icon, and a
TrueType font has multiple flfs. Printer font
icons va•y according to their manufacturers;
three different ones are shown here.

But if you look in your Fonts folder, it's unlikely that you'll see any
bitmapped or TrueType file icons, because the files are usually combined into a suitcase, a special type of file with a distinctive icon.

Suitcases. A suitcase is similar to a folder in that it holds other items, you
drag things into and out of it, and you can double-click on it to open it. But a
suitcase is actually afile, not a folder, and the components you see when you
open a suitcase are not separate files but resources that make up the suitcase file.
A suitcase window is branded with a little- what else?-suitcase in its upper
left to remind you yo u're not working with a folder. Although bitmapped
and TrueType font fi les can exist on their own as separate files, once you put
them in a suitcase they become part of the suitcase file-they're the resources
in the suitcase.
What th is means on a practical level is that if you drag a font icon out of a
suitcase, you actually get a copy dialog on the screen as a new file is created to
hold the font you're dragging, since it didn't exist independently inside the
suitcase the way a document exists inside a folder. (And that's also why
searching for fonts with Find File doesn't work when they're inside suitcases!)
The font you drag out comes out as a separate font file, not as another suitcase-although you could drag it directly into another suitcase.
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Putting the font file away. When a font file has been created by dragging it
out of its suitcase, you can select its icon and choose the Put Away command
from the Finder's file menu- and the font will zip right back into the suitcase
from whence it came.
Seeing font samples. You can sec a sample of a font by double-clicking on
Change the
sentence used
in the sample
Chapter 1

the bitmapped or lhleType font file; Trucrype fonts provide samples in three
sizes. (The sample sentence changes from one system version to the next; the
ones shown here are from O S 8.1.) Since most font files are stored in suitcases, that means you'll be double-clicking on the suitcase, and then on the
font file.
Double-clicking on a printer font file only gets you a dialog telling you what
it's for.
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P•t.Una

f9poihl

-Qlq~&fws~tllpi4tdlto .... la,.pt•

Double-clicking on
a font file op ens a
fo nt sample;
True Typ e (top)
shows three sizes,
w hile a bitmapped
version shows the
size you clicked on.
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Double-clicking on a printer font doesn't
g et yo u much of anything.
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Packing suitcases. You can combine suitcase contents without ever opening a suitcase or touching an individual font file. Just drag one suitcase into
the other; the dragged suitcase dissolves into nothingness and its contents are
added to the first suitcase. Depending on which suitcases you' re combining,
you might want to change the title of the suitcase that's left.
Font and suitcase manipulation are limited when they're in the Fonts folder
and applications are running; this is covered in the next section.
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Project suitcases. If you're working on a special proj ect that requires a
bunch of special fonts that you don't normally use, there's no reason to keep
all those fonts cluttering your Font menus, especially if you 're working on the
proj ect sporadically instead of every day.
For special proj ects, make special suitcases: a project suitcase to hold all the
bitmapped and TrueType fo nts you need for a single proj ect (excepting those
that are part of your usual Font menu). You can drag just the single suitcase in
and out of your Fonts folder.
What about the companion printer fonts if you' re using PostScript? You could
apply a label to the project suitcase and all its related printer fonts to make it
easy to gather them up w hen the project's over. But in between uses, there's
no need to move the printer files out of the Fonts folder, since they don't use
up any memory or put their names in Font menus.
If you're constantly shuffling fonts in and out of suitcases and your Fonts
folder, however, you should consider getting font management software like
Suitcase, Master Juggler, or Adobe Type Manager Deluxe, all described later
in the chapter.

Making an empty suitcase. There's still no N ew Suitcase command anywhere in the system software, so you can' t just make an empty suitcase and
start putting fonts in it. If you want to start with an empty suitcase when
you're making a special combination of fonts, you have to take an existing
suitcase, open it, empty its contents, and change its name.
You can cut out many of these steps by making an empty suitcase and tucking
it away in, say, a utilities folder. When you want an empty suitcase, duplicate
the "master" empty one, and save yourself some steps.

Installing Font s
Installing fonts. All fonts-bitmapped and TrueType (loose or in suitcases),
and printer files-go in the Fonts folder inside your System Folder. You can
drag any of these items into the closed System Folder, and they'll be automatically routed to the Fonts folder.
You can add fonts to your Fonts folder at any time, but they won't appear in
the Font menus of any applications already running because Font menus are
"built" when a program first runs
~
The font suftcose "'Pc11Gtlno• wUI not be
(although some high-end graphics and
~
available to curT't!-nUy nmnlnQ applications
until tnev have qu iL
layout programs know how to rebuild
their Font menus while they're running). You'll get a dialog reminding you
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of the situation after the font's been placed in the folder; if you want to use
the new font in a current application, you'll have to quit and relaunch it.
Removing a fo nt from the Fonts folder is a simple matter of dragging it out
of the folder, or out of one of the suitcases in the folder. But you won't be
allowed to do it until you quit all the open applications. In fact, even if you're
only trying to move a font from one
You unnot chane e lle.ms used byttle
svstemwhllt progroms othe r then the
suitcase to another when they're both
finder are open. To make changes to this
folder or suite ate, nrst quit all open
in the Fonts folder, you won't be
appli cation progranu and desk accessorfes-.
allowed to do it unless there are no
applications running.

If you want to override this restriction, you can: drag the Fonts folder out of
the System Folder, then drag the font out of the folder or its suitcase, and then
put the Fonts folder back in place. But you're courting disaster doing this,
since the font you removed will still be listed in Font menus of running applications, and selecting its name could bring the whole system crashing down.

You can't have too many fonts. But you can have too many fonts in your
Fonts folder and in your Font menu.
There's a limit to the number of suitcases the system can access at once: 128.
(This is usually described as a limit on how many suitcases can be "open," but
don't confuse that with the suitcases' windows being open on the desktop:
any suitcase the system is using is considered an open fi le-and you're
unlikely to have over a hundred windows open on your desktop.) But since
you can have dozens o r even a hundred fonts in a suitcase, there's no practical
limit on the number of fonts you can have on your system at one time.
Memory and disk space concerns aren't as important as they were, what with
multimegabytes of memory and gigabytes of storage space on modern Macs.
But the more fonts you use at one time, the more sluggish things become:
every application takes longer to launch because it's building its Font m enu, and
it takes a long time to scroll through a never-ending Font menu of200 choices.
So, m ove suitcases that contain groups of fonts fo r specific projects into and
out of your Fonts folder as you need them, o r use a utility that lets you
manipulate which fonts are open at any given time.

What's an "installed" font. In the early days, fonts were resources stored
directly in the System fi le; printer fo nts, when they were invented, were first
stored loose in the System Folder, then inside the E>..-tensions folder. Since
System 7.1, however, we've had the Fonts folder to keep things a little neater.
T he phrase installedfont used to m ean those in the System file; now it refers to
all the bitmappcd and TrueType fonts in the Fonts folder. But the phrase also
usually includes any font that's available to your application; so, if you use a

Other System Elements

font management utility like Suitcase, an installed font may not even be on
your startup drive-but if it's in your Font men u, it's considered installed for
most purposes.

All these fonts, and
where to find them
Later this chapter

System fonts and system font. The phrase system jo11ts can refer to the
group of fonts that are installed with your system, or strictly to certain sizes of
C harcoaVC hicago and Geneva that are used by the system for menus, dialogs,
and desktop icons. But the system font is the one you select, through the
Appearances control panel, as the one to be used for menus.
[J
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Organize your system fonts. Depending on what you included in your
original system installation, you have at least ten font suitcases (the basic system fonts), possibly four more (from QuickDraw GX) , or even ten or twelve
others (from installing Microsoft Explorer). But whether you have ten or
twenty- four suitcases from the installation, you don't need them all around.
In case you have them all but don't know which are which:
Basic System

GX

Microsoft

Charcoal
Chicago
Courier
Geneva
Helvetica
Monaco
New York
Pa latin o
Symbol
Times

Apple Chancery
Hoefler Text
Skia

A rial
Aria l Black
Com ic Sans
MS
Courier New
Georgia
Impact
Minion Web
Times New Roman
Trebuchet M S
Verdana
Webdings
Wingdings
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Rather than put them all into a single suitcase, w hich you might prefer to do,
I keep each o f these groups in their own suitcases named SystemFonts,
GXFonts, and WebFonts. You can handle everyth ing in six steps:

1. Select nine of the ten basic system fonts and d rag them into the
tenth's suitcase.

2. Renam e the suitcase SystemFonts.
3. Select the three GX fonts and drag them into the fourth suitcase.

4. Rename the suitcase GXFonts.
5.

Select all but one of the Microsoft fonts and drag them into the
o ne suitcase.

6.

Rename the suitcase WebFonts.

Reinstall problem. If you combine your system fonts into a single suitcase,
or rename the existing suitcases, or otherwise alter the initial setup and then
reinstall your system software, the installer will place new suitcases in your Fonts
folder since it thinks the basics are missing. You'll wind up with two copies o f all
the basic fonts; so, after a reinstall, go in and straighten out the mess!
Renaming fonts. You can rename suitcases to reflect their contents, or even
your attitude, and it doesn't affect anything. But a screen font keeps the name
of its companion printer font stored internally, so it always knows what to
look for; so, r1e11er rename a printer fo nt. If you do , the M ac wo n't be able to
find it w hen it's time to print.

Juggling suitcases. If you've got just a handful o f fo nts installed o n your
Mac, you do n't have to read any furth er. But if yo u're a font junkie, and you
, / ' need a way to handle your font collectio n, moving gro ups of fonts in and
adobe.com o ut of service according to the projects you're working on (or just according
symantec.com to w him), there are three utilities that can help: Alsoft's MasterJuggler
alsoftinc.com
($50) , Sym antec's Suitcase ($65), and Adobe 'JYpe Manager (ATM)
Deluxe ($70).
Each of these font m anagement utilities lets you sto re the fonts you don't
need all the time someplace other than the Fon ts folder. You can access fonts
from any mounted volume, activating them w hen you need them and disabling them w hen they've served their purpose. By defining sets (a collection
of fo nts, usually grouped by proj ect) , you can shuffle fonts in and out of service as a group even if they aren't in the same suitcase. The p rograms keep
track o f where all the fonts are, so you don't have to keep all the printer fonts
in the Fonts folder, either.
Some Mac programs, like PageMaker and Q uarkXPress can even recognize
fo n ts that have been switched on o r off, and update their font menus accordingly without your having to quit and relaunch them . -SZNGS

Ot h e r System Elements

The Font Menu

Some true-font
menus are difficult
to read.

True fonts come shining through. Some applications are nice enough to
supply a font menu whose font names are displayed in their own typefaces
instead of the standard C harcoal. Of course, that becomes a problem when
you have picture fo nts installed, since some of them are very difficult to read.
There's a little bit of a tradeoff, since true Font menus take longer to draw
than plain ones; this is especially true of the first time you use the menu after
launching the program, and is especially noticeable on
tlfl.'l)
older Macs. Nice programs let yo u choose plain o r fancy
•~""""•.c
on a click-by-click basis by, say, holding down !Option !
~~~-~a
when you want to see the true fonts in the menus.
tl!•~!ll!•~·
Several utilities, like Master Juggler and MenuFo nts, let
• oo• ..... OO'f'A
you add true-font menus to all your applications.
Font style shorthand. When you buy a fam ily of fonts, you'll see several
to many primer fonts and usually a single suitcase. You put that suitcase in
your Fonts folder, and wham! there are twenty new fonts suddenly listed in your
Font menus because there were so many in the suitcase. Worse than that, the
simply named suitcase has little to do with the odd names yo u see: you
thought you installed Univers, but you get eight difC Unlvers 57 condensed
<B Ullvors 67 CondensedD<>Id
ferent
listings, o nly o ne of them beginning with U , as
<BO Uolver s 17 CondiJ<IIdObl
ao Unlver s 47 CondUghtObl
shown
in the "menu" here. (The real menu is much
CO Unlvers S7 CondObllqu e
LUllvers~S UQht
worse,
because
these font names are interspersed
Uolvers 55
among all the others.)

Because so many programs display fonts not only in menus but also in scrolling
lists in dialogs, and those lists are generally of fixed width, multiple-member
font families caused a problem: you'd get a half-dozen or more listings of a certain font, but you couldn't see the difference between, say, Garamond Bold and
Garamond Semibold, because all you could see of each was the first word.
Unfortunately, the solution was to put descriptors in front of the name, causing
the menu-listing problem. Here are some of the initials you'll see, and what
they stand for (they can be used in combination, as you can see in the picture):
B
Bk
Blk

c
D

E

bold
book
black
condensed
demibold
extended

H
I
K
L
N

0

heavy
italic
kursiv
light
narrow
oblique

p

poster
5 semi
51 slanted
u u ltra
X extra

These abbreviations are not the same as the o nes used for printer fonts names,
which were described in the section PostScript Fonts; printer fonts almost
always have the first five letters of the family name in the beginning of their
odd names.
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Playing the numbers. You may have noticed, in the figure on the previous
page, that many of the Univers fonts in the menu include numbers. Univers,
in fact, has twenty-seven versions, numbered 39 (ultra condensed thin)
through 83 (extra black ex'tended). Other large font families, like Helvetica
and Frutiger, include numbered versions, too. You might guess the numbers
are somehow related to what the fonts look like, and you'd be right.

For numbered fonts, the first of the two digits refers to the weight, with 3
being light, 9 being very heavy, and 5 the medium. The second digit refers to
a different aspect of the font:
-JS
Number
3

Stands for
extended
extended oblique
roman (plain)
oblique
condensed
condensed oblique
ultra condensed

4

5
6
7

8
9

Managing the Font menu. If you have more than a couple dozen fonts
installed-and these days, who doesn't?- you may find yourself taking a very
long scroll down the Font menu to select the font you need; you may even
give up on using Zapf Chancery because of the long trek to its spot at the botto m. Dealing with the multiple entries for family
members, and trying to remember what fonts look like
AGaramond
AGoromond Dold
in a plain-font menu ... in all, the Font menu isn't
AGiramoad O.Oid llAIIc
AGir,amond h!:mlbold
AGiramond 5e:mlbold Ullk
always a nice place to visit.

......

Arfll etack
Bookman

But there are several utilities that make the experience
much more pleasant, allowing you to organize all those
family members ancVor display fonts in their own styles.
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•

Adobe's Type Reunion Deluxe ($40) sho rtens your Fo nt menu by o rganizing fonts into fam ilies, placing all the styles for each family into a
submenu. It can display fo nts in their own typefaces and, as a crowning
touch, lists the most recently used fonts at the top of the menu.

•

Impossible Software's TypeTamer ($60) consolidates font families into
submenus, making your Font menu easier to navigate. TypeTamer performs a few other handy tricks as well. It places an icon beside each font
name, indicating whether the font is PostScript, TrueType, or bitmapped.
It lets you zip to a font in the m enu by typing the first few letters of its
name. Best of all, the program's Top Fonts feature places the names of the
fonts you're using at the top of the Font menu, allowing you to reselect
them without scrolling down the menu. TypeTamer also lets you create
your own font categories for the Font m enu, based on the way you work.
For example, you might want to place all your script fo nts in a category,
or maybe divide fonts up by vendor or publishing project.

•

Dubi-Click Software's MenuFonts ($40) is a control panel that groups
fonts by family in the Font menu and displays them in their own type
styles. It includes a number of other nifty features as wel l. It puts a bar
along the edge of the menu that lets you access samples of a font in different sizes. It lets you know whether a font is PostScript, TrueType, or
bitmapped by placing Ps, T t, or Bm next to the name. And, to save you
time when you have a long Font menu, M enu Fonts lets you jump to
any letter in the Font menu simply by pressing a key on the keyboard
(press~ and you're whisked to Zapf C hancery, for example). M enuFonts
has trouble displaying Multiple Master fonts in its subm enus, but that
won't be a problem for the majority of users.

•

Suitcase and MasterJuggler, font-management utilities described earlier
in the chapter, provide true-font menus as an added benefit. -SZNEF

adobe.com
impossible.com
dublclick.com
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MenuFonts organizes fonts
by family, marks the type o f
font, and provides samples
and basic information
about the font.

Point sizes in menus. A Size menu o r submenu
, ®1Ri1llll
14 point

OllliRitiDl
?.l01Rifil1t
36Polnt

liJIRitiDl
!lDIR!1lJll
, ®1Ri1llll
001Ri1llll
OOJIR!1lJll
~IR!tiDl

miRitiDl

not only lets you choose the size for the font, but
also indicates which screen sizes are available as
bitmapped fonts by outlining them in the menu; the
menu at the left in this picture shows four sizes are
installed. If all the point sizes are outlined, you either
have lots of bitmapped sizes installed or, more likely,
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you're working with a Truel)rpe font. You can, of course, select a nonoutlined
(uninstalled) size; you' ll just have to put up with distorted type on the screen.
If you're using ATM to handle screen display, the bitmapped sizes are still
the only ones appearing o utlined.

t'

Ll-1

:}~11; l~~J ~ .~ l~

! In the earliest Mac days, adding something to a Font menu took considerable effort. First and
! foremost, you had to find some fonts, which were few and far between-and strictly bitmapped
: affairs, of course.Then there was the problem of actually installing them, because the Font/DA
; Mover hadn't been invented yet.
j If you tracked down some fonts and a font-adding utility {no easy feat, seeing as how there was no
: Web and little or no online support of any kind for Macs- in fact, there were no modems for Macs,
: or telecom software!}, you still faced the final problems: a Font menu was limited to a nonscrolling
list of 20 fonts. Which were listed, not in alphabetical order, but in reverse o rder of their installation.

Using Fonts
Working With Styles
Designed and custom styles. You've got your basic gang of fo ur fo r most
fonts: regular, bold, italic, and bold-italic. (We discussed all this early in the
chapter.) But your style menu offers all sorts of styles, like the handy underline and the usually hideous outline and shadow variations; then there's
condensed and extended, and som etimes even small caps.
But there's a big difference between the desigued styles whose descriptions are
included in a font file, and the custom, o r applied, styles the Mac draws o n the
fly. And it can be confusing how the designed styles and the applied ones
interact-or sometimes fail to act at all.
In general, anything beyond a bold or italic style is going to be applied by the
Mac-unless the special style is in the font's name, like WhiteHorse Small
Caps or H otho use Condensed. Using an applied style-if it works at all--can
have unexpected and sometimes unattractive results.

Use the Style menu. U sing the Bold or Italic style from the style menu is
the best way to apply a style to a fo nt--even when you know you have a separately designed bold or italic style for that font. You may not have a choice,
since usually the different cuttings of a font don' t all appear in the menu. But
if they do, don't worry about choosing, say, Cowboy Bold-just choose
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Cowboy as the fo nt and apply the b old style; Cowboy Bold wi ll be automatically substituted fo r the printout.

Applying styles
Chapter 16

This approach also has the advantage o f letting you work with styleshects in
your applicatio n witho ut switching fonts in the m idd le of a paragraph just to
get a word balded . For instance: You 're using a stylesheet that's using
Bookman Old Style as body tell.'t. You want to bold a phrase in the middle
somewh ere, so you select it and apply Bookman O ld Style Bold from the
Font m enu. Everything's okay until you decide to redefine the style to usc
Century Schoolbook for the body text. But the phrase in the middle is no
longer a balded body font because you manually applied a diffe rc ntjo11t there,
not just a bold style-it remains Bookman O ld Style Bold.

Don't use the Style menu. If you have a font designed in a heavy weight, or
designed as italic or ob lique, d on 't add bold or italic to it fro m the Style menu.
Som etimes adding an applied style on top of the same designed style won 't
change anything at all; but if it does, it's no t going to change it fo r the better!
Underline. An app lied unde rl ine style (and it's almost always applied ,
since unde rline formatting w ent ou t with typewrite rs and few fonts arc
desig11ed as unde rlin es) looks very diffe re nt o n the scree n and in a p rintout.
O n scree n, the underline is e legan tly broke n fo r desce nde rs and sw ash es,
and even shows up in the middle of a desccnde r's bowl- in all, a rather n ice
look. But in the printo ut, you'll get a solid line for the underline, in a di ffe re nt th ickness than wh at you saw on screen, and usually at a diffe rent
di stan ce from th e baseline of the font. No WYS IWYG he re! If yo u n eeded
any furt he r reason tO avoid underlining things, this is it.
Underlines onscreen (left) and in
printouts (right).

Minding_y...Q..IJ.[_p's and q:.s.l Minding your p's and q's!
00rutins-1:...ru.Lr..._P-'s and q:S.!

0\(inding yout• p's and g's!

Small caps. The Small Caps style available in many Style menus gives you
all capital letters, with the shifted ones larger than the unshifted on es. T he Mac
derives this style by using the uppe rcase letters from o n e size o f the font for
the unshifted characte rs, and using them from a d ifferent size of the font for the
shifted, taller characters. As a result, the shifted, taller letters always look th icker
than the unshifted, shorter ones-a very amateurish look.
But there are fonts design ed as small caps, w hich keeps all the letter strokes at
the same thickness. An added benefit o f designed sm all caps is that the taller
letters stay the right height in relation to the shorter o nes. In derived small caps,
the height difference depends on what size you're using; fo r some sizes, the
di ffe ren ce is too exaggerated and at others the differe nce is barely d iscernable.

A D ERI VED S M J\LL C APS F ONT.
Tms Is A TRUE SMALL CAPS FoNT.
THIS IS
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Top, the base font;
m iddle, the applied
condensed version;
bottom, the
designed
condensed version.

Condensed and extended styles. The Condensed style you find in some
Style menus isn't the same as a fo nt designed as condensed, or compressed .
T he picture here shows the diffe rence: the standard type is at the top; the second line is a condensed style applied by the Mac (most programs let you
specify the amo unt of "condcnsatio n"); the bottom line is a true condensed
font. Yo u can sec that while the second line has letters squeezed closer
together, the letters in the last line are designed differently-the O's, for
instance, are no longer round.
An open mind-or a hole in the head?
An open mind-cr a hole in the head?
An open mind-or a hole in the head?
When you choose a condensed style from a Style menu, there's no font substitutio n at print time, as there is for bold or italic/oblique fonts. A condensed fo nt
is an entirely different font family, usually with its own members, like Helve tica
Condensed, Helvetica Condensed Bo ld, H elvetica Condensed Italic, and so o n.

Top, the base font;
middle, the applied
extended version;
bottom, the
designed extended
version.

An extended or expanded font is the opposite of a condensed one, but all the
issues are the same. T he Mac can apply an extended style, but all it does is
stretch the letters out on the li ne (the second li ne in the picture here); a font
that's designed as extended has its letters designed differently (look at the
rounder 0 and G in the bottom sample. And, as with condensed fonts, there's
no font substitution at print time.
STEPPING STONE, OR STUMBLING BLOCK?
S TEPP I NG S TONE , OR S TUMBLING BLO CK?
STEPPI NG S TONE, OR STUMBLI NG BLOC K ?

T he condensed and extended styles you find in some word processors have
the same effect as does the tracking function in most page layout programs.

Sometimes bold, sometimes italic, sometimes not. Conventional wisdo m says that unless you have a printer font for a particular style, it can' t print
that style at all. Sometimes that's true: the picture here, for instance, shows
what's on the screen, and what's printed out, for the H obo fo nt with styles
applied to it. Try other fo nts, and you might find that bo ld o r italic, o r both,
work even if the results are not exactly attractive.
There's info rmation in each font that tells the pri nter whether it's allowed to
alter the basic printer font to get the styles you've chosen. So, for instance, it
can forbid the obliquing of a fo nt when you usc the italic style; it can allow a
bold derivative th rough smearing the existing font a little o r by using a slightly
larger font size than is called fo r; it can specify that an o utline style be white
against a black shadow or an outline of the fo nt character shape. The only way
you'll know if your fo nt will print with the style you see on your screen is by
printing out a sample.

Other System Elements

Casual

The screen display
(left) and the
printout {right).

Casual
Casual Bold
C99ualltalic
Casual Italic
Casual Bold Italic Casual Bold Italic

Casual Bold

Bolder than bolct blacker than black. When you apply a bold style to a
basic font, the Mac substitutes a true bold font for printing whenever possible.
But things get really tricky when you're working with more than just two
weights of a font.
Consider one of my favorites: Quorum. I have five different weights in
printer files: Light, Book, Medium, Bold, and Black. But only three screen
fonts came with the family: Light, Book and Medium. Using the Bold style
on the Book version ge ts the Bold font printed; bolding the Medium weight
of the font is how you get the Black font printed. (Using bold on the Light
weight does twtilitlg f) But while the true-weight fonts are used in the printout,
the document shows only that the original base font has had bold applied to
it. Without a lot of ell:perimentation, you might conclude that you' re just
missing certain screen fonts in this family and that you can't get at the two
other weights. And you're going to have to experiment, because the interactions differ from one font to another.

Using ATM

TheATM
difference: smooth
type a t any size
without a True Type
or matching
bitmapped
available.

Partial custom
installations
ChapterB

ATM. ATM (Adobe Type Manager) is a program whose capabilities and
availability seem to morph over time. Its main purpose in life is to give you
smooth text from PostScript fonts: on screen, and on non-PostScript printers.
And, with a feature that used to be in a product called SuperATM but is now
rolled into plain ol' ATM, it can create
a "fake" font to imitate one that's missing from your system but was originally
used in a document that you're looking
at or printing.
You have ATM , even if you don't realize it, because it comes with your system
software. If you have the OS 8 CD, you have to do a custom install of the
QuickDraw GX component, ignoring QuickDraw GX itself and just installing
ATM and the couple of extra fonts you' ll find in the same section. If you have
OS 8.1, you' ll find an Adobe Software folder on the CD, with the ATM
installer inside.

ATM and font files. ATM uses the information in a PostScript font file to
draw a smooth-looking font on the screen at any size, or to send to a nonPostScript printer. T his simple fact has two corollaries:
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•

Even if a PostScript font is built into your printer, you'll need the printer
fi le on your Mac so that it can get the information it needs for the screen
display. That's why PostScript printers come with disks providing the
printer fonts for its built-in fonts.

•

You still need a TrueType or at least a single-size bitmapped version for
any font you want ATM to render for the screen, because that's the only
way you'll get the font into your font menu.
The ATM control panel. The ATM control
panel (its name is -ATM to make it load last)
provides several options for controlling the
appearance of text on the screen.

The slight blurring
around letcer edges
(left) produces
smoother-looking
fonts.

This gives you smooth text on the screen
and on non-PostScript printers. If i t's
turned off. all the other options are
dimmed.

0
The more fonts you use, the higher
this should be set. if you find that
fonts are succumbing to the jaggies
on-screen or in printouts (and you're
sure they're PostScript fonts), that's a
clue that you need a larger cache.
Turning on this option smoothes
letter edges by using colors that fade
gradually from the text color to the
background color, fooling the eye
into seeing a smoother edge; you can
disable it for fonts being used at sizes
for which a screen font Is installed.
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The 4.0 version of ATM can position characters along
a line of text more accurately than earlier versions
when you check this option; It works only In
applications that can support It or •fractional
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You can't have both. Line spacing
shows line breaks on the screen the
same way they'll be printed out;
character shapes shows what the
letters will look like when they're
printed. For most fonts and styles,
preserving the character shapes takes
up more room on a line than will
actually be used on the printout. Stick
with the line spacing option.

The preemptive strike. The fonts you see o n the screen when ATM is
running aren't always the ATM-rendered PostScript fonts. If there's a
ltueType version of the font available, the Mac uses that instead; and, if
there's a bitmapped version of that particular size (which is un likely for a large
size), that's given first preference for screen display.

Since TrueType wins out over ATM display for any point size, you' ll probably
want to get rid of TrueType versions of fonts where you can if your font
design and layout is super-important; this is getting difficult to do, since so
many fonts come with a ltueType version as the only screen font.

Other System Elements

Fake fonts. Besides rendering smooth type for screen display, ATM can substitute a faked font in any document you open that was created with fonts not on
your system. It does this by using two special multiple master fonts, Adobe Sa us
MM and Adobe Serif MM, installed into your Fonts folder when you install ATM
or Adobe Acrobat or the Acrobat Reader; companion printer fonts, AdobeSa11MM
and AdobeSerMM are also installed so you can print the faked fonts.

I had a very weird problem with these fonts when I first launched Adobe
Acrobat 3.0, which also uses them. It wouldn't run at all because it said the
fonts weren't around, although they were in the Fonts folder. I dragged them
out and put them in again; Acrobat sti ll couldn't see them. I got rid of them and
ran the Acrobat installer again, which put new copies in my Fonts folder. It stifl
couldn't see them, and wouldn't run. I dragged them out of the Fonts folder
again, and then dragged them into the closed System Folder, which routed
them to the Fonts folder. And, finally, Acrobat could see them. (I'm only sharing this, not explaining this, because some things are beyond explanation.)
Now you see it, now you don't. If you haven't installed ATM but you're
using Acrobat or its Reader and everything's working fine with its fonts substitution, that's because a special "personal" edition of ATM is installed along
with Acrobat or the Reader; it's personal to the Acrobat programs and runs
only when one of them is running. You may find ATM in the Acrobat folder,
but putting it in wi th your control panels won't do you any good on a systemwide basis.

Miscellaneous Issues
Where's that font7 Sometimes you know you have a font installed, but it
doesn't appear in the Font menu. T he first thing to do is not be so sure of
yourself: double-check to see that the font is really installed correctly (this is
the most common source of the problem). Remember that a font won't
appear in an application's menu if you installed it (or opened it w ith Suitcase,
ATM Deluxe, or Masterjuggler) when the application was already running.
Fonts and printing. The way a font is printed depends on both the font
and the printer-and, for that matter, the contents of the Fonts folder, and
your system setup. You might be using a TrueType font on a PostScript
printer, or a PostScript font on a non-PostScript printer; you might be using a
PostScript font but you have only the screen fo nt for it on your machi ne; you
may or may not have ATM running. All these issues are covered in detail in
C hapter 15.
WWYTINWYG. That's: when what you type is uot what you get. This usually happens when you're working with a picture-type font of symbols or ornaments:
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you type a certain character, but the one that you think is coming out of your
fingers j ust isn't the one that appears on the screen. You check the characters
set in Key Caps, you're sure you've used the correct key combination, you type
it agai n-and right before your eyes, the wrong character shows up again. Here
are a few of the things that can cause this uncomfortable phenomenon:

•

You don't realize that the leaps Lockl key is down, effectively replacing your
unshifted character with the shifted o ne.

•

Your application is set to replace straight q uotes and apostrophes with
thei r curly equivalents.

•

The software you're using makes certain automatic corrections, like capitalizing the beginning of a sentence or a single letter i.

•

Your application o r some uti lity watches as you type and replaces certain
consecutive keystrokes with ano ther character- like using an em dash
(normally on ]Shlft(Optionl-1) when you type two hyphens in a row.

•

The text is formatted for Small Caps, which substitutes shifted letters of a
smaller size for the unshifted letters you type.

In most cases, if you switch out of the picto rial font and into a plain text font,
you'll notice the character substitution and be able to correct it.

Design guidelines. Wh ile most beginners succumb to the temptatio n of
using as many fo nts as possible on a single page, most settle down to more
reasonable approaches after a little while. Here are a few basic guidelines to
help you settle down in the right direction:
•

Use a serif font for body text; they're generally easier to read in a large
block of type.

•

Use a sans serif font for large-type headlines; serifs in large print are very
distracting.

•

Mixing a serif font for body text with a sans serif for headlines is fine;
mixing different fonts in the body text, or as headline fonts, is something
best left to professionals.

•

U se fonts from the same fam ily when you can to achieve an overall unity
of design. Since families come with members in a range of weights and
styles, you can get variety yet be sure that everything works well together.

•

Use a single style o ption for emphasis: bold or italic, for example, but rwt
both. Leave underlining to typewriters, and avoid using ALL CAPITAL

•

The size of the font for a block of text should be related to the width of
the column; the narrower the column, the smaller the font. T he ru le of
thumb is that a column should hold an alphabet and a half (A through Z
plus A through M, typed with no spaces) of the font.

LETTERS for emphasis within text.

For faxing. For fax documents, whether printed for standard faxing or sent
directly from you computer's modem, be careful about which fonts you
choose. The font should be a little larger than what you might normally use
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for a printout; at least 12 points, and 14 points for some fonts. Avoid fancy,
especially script, fonts; a sans serif font is most likely to come out clear at the
other end. The fo nt should have large counters (the round areas inside a lowercase g, for instance) so they won't bleed closed at the other end of the fax
transmission.
More font utilities. You might have your font menus straightened out, with

families bunched together and everyone appearing in their actual fonts instead
of C harcoal, but your font-wrangling tedium isn't over; luckily, neither is our
list of font utilities. These take care of overall font chores like checking for
corrupted fonts, looking for "orphans" (printer files with no screen fonts and
vice versa), and corralling duplicate files on one or more volumes.

•

Font Box ($80, Insider Software) scours your hard drive and other
attached volumes, cataloguing your fonts and checking for duplicates,
corrupted files, and orphan fonts. Most people I know who've used it
love it, but I ran into some problems. Although I chose, in a dialog, that
certain duplicate fon ts should be renamed, they were actually deleted;
the ones that were renamed we re named to odd things like M (for MT
Extra) and the ones mistakenly deleted were taken from my system
disk-so I returned to a desktop devoid of Charcoal, Chicago, and
Geneva. (Good thing there's a version of C hicago in the ROM!) Still,
people who use it more often have few or no problems, so it's still on
my recommended list.
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Font Reserve takes
an entirely new
approach to
handling font files,
working with its
own database.
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Font Reserve ($120, DiamondSoft)
takes an entirely different approach
to font handling, as you can see
by the picture here. It searches
through your font suitcases and
compiles a database of their contents; you manipulate the database
rather than the fonts or suitcases
themselves. Font Reserve checks
for corrupted fonts and orphans,
lets you search for a font, and preview typefaces.
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Whatever happened to ID conflicts? Unexplained phenomena involving
fonts used to occur regularly because of font 10 conflicts. The conflicts

stopped suddenly (even before Mulder and Sculley could investigate).
Each font on a Mac has to have its own Font ID number, and there used to be
only 256 available-with Apple reserving the first 128 for its own use. With
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hundreds of fonts available in the first few years of the Mac's existence, you'd
wind up with a few using the same 10, causing all sorts of trouble. In 1988,
Apple replaced a critical resource (FONT) with another o ne (NFN T ), which
could accommodate 16,000 different font IDs. O ccasionally there are still
some conflicts, but they're rare. - SZA/RT

System Software Fonts
Roundup
You have more fonts than you think. When yo u install your system software, you get nine basic fonts installed in your Font menu (Chicago, Geneva,
Times, and so on). But OS 8.1 comes with twenty fonts that can be installed
from three different places; in addition, if you have an Apple printer-any
Apple printer- it came with another twenty fonts; and, finally, if your printer
is a PostScript printer, you get another dozen or so along with the printer. So,
yo u probably have at least 40 or 50 fonts at your disposal if you know where
to look. (And that's fontfamilies-I'm not counting the diffe rent styles that
each font might come in.)

The Mac's original fonts were all bitmaps, of course,
but many of them were redone as True Type when
the time came. Others didn't make the cut, and
dropped out of the system software a long time
ago. I thought you'd like to see what they looked
li ke (that's Cairo in the middle).

Th i s is Los Angeles.
This is Athens.

J!!!li.Q l.-vVIr

Th!.s 1.s Vemce.

l.-vVIr iJ t lL-~~~

ThiS iS Ban l?ranoiSoo.
'Wf)ig tg l.cn~on.

The basic fonts. A basic system installation puts ten sui tcases in your
Fonts folder; in addition to the nine fonts listed in the installer (if you
customize dow n to that level), you also ge t a C harcoal sui tcase-the OS 8
default system fo nt. Most of these fonts are real workhorses: C hicago,
C harcoal, and Ge neva are used by the system fo r menus and desktop items;
New York and Ge neva are highly readable screen fo nts (o ne seri f, one
sans); and Times, H elve tica, and Palatino are the bas ic PostScript triumvirate (with P alatin o providing som e welco me relief fro m the narrow Times).
Of the final three, you get two monofonts (one serif and one sans), and
Symbol, an overlooked collectio n of mathematical symbols that can also serve
other purposes.

Other System Elements

Charcoal, the alternate system font Introduced with OS 8.

Chicago, the original system font, designed for great screen
legibility at 12 points.
Courier, in case you want your computer to pretend it's a
typewriter.

Geneva, the Mac version of the classic Helvetica font. The Swiss name for
Switzerland is Confoederatio Helvetica. Get it?
Helvetica, the classic sans serif font selected as the sans serif for PostScript
printers. But it's difficult to read on the screen, even when there are specific
bitmapped versions available.
Monaco, monofont. What else would you call i t when all
the original bitmapped fonts were named for cities?

New York, a pun gone awry. The Mac version of the staid Times font
used by the newspaper of the same name-but it was the London Times
that used it.
Palatino, similar to Times but more readable with its wider characters.
: Symbol;tl']LO 1.0 TIJE

0'\jJJ.l~Ot..

<Povt.

Times, the staid newspaper font chosen as "lhe" PostScript serif font in the early days
; despite its poor screen presence.

The hidden fonts. T here are four additional Apple TrueType fonts on
your system installation disk that get installed if you install QuickDraw GX
H owever, since most people don't need Q uickDraw GX itself (and we recommend against installing it), you're missing those extra fonts. You can, however,
simply run the Installer-either the main Installer or the QuickDraw GX
installer-and customize an installation so you can get at the fonts and bypass
QuickDraw GX itself. (Customized installations are covered in C hapter 8.)

The four extra fonts are shown here-although you' ll get only three additional suitcases, since the two Hoefler fonts arc in one suitcase.
---· ········· -············· · ... ········· ··· ..... ····· ........ "···-··············--· .. ······· ...................................... .
' The GX Fonts
'Ayyfe Chancery is a near-coyy of Zayj Cfia ucery, with a (arger x-fieight for more

reaaa6i(ity, ana aif.ferent(y sryrea num6ers.
Skia is a neat little informa l font that's easy to read at small sizes. Custom -made
for tiny or crowded Help w indows.

Hoefler Text straightforward text font with old-style numbers:

, Hoefler Text Ornaments ~I~+ !i!~~o+v~(@l@)~

123.
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The Microsoft collection. An installation of Microsoft Internet Explorer

adds ten o r twelve font suitcase to your Fonts fo lder: an install with the O S 8
C D give you ten, w hile an install from a Microsoft C D provides two extraMinion Web and Webdings. Even if you' re no t going to use or install
microsoft.com Explorer, you should add the fonts to your system: they're used by a majority
of web page designers, so keeping them available means the pages wi ll look
better on your screen. Besides, why ignore ten or twelve fonts?
You won't even have to run an installer to get at the fon ts. On the OS 8.1 C D,
the fonts arc loose in the Explorer Install folder: use Find Fi le to look for
them ("kind isJout") and you won't have to find them yoursel£ If yo u don't
have the CD and want the fonts, they're free for the downloading from
Microsoft's web site.

The Microsoft Fonts
, Aria I is one of the most common ly used fonts for body text on web pages.

j Arial Black isn't used quite as often on web pages, but makes a
, nice coordinating font.
Comic Sans MS is a breezy informal font.
Courier New i s nearl y indistinguishable from the old,
sta ndard Courier; but , while Mac users all have standard
Courier , the same can' t be said of PC users , so Microsoft
l eapt into the gap .

Georgia is nothing special, but its tall x-height does make it readable at smaller
font sizes.

Impact doesnl hne mach of one allbouuh Its minimal descenders for leners like u
and r ulve h some character.
Minion Web is a typewriter-style, but not monospaced, font; guaranteed to cause confus ion with standard Minion font files.
~

Times New Roman is just a Times font for the rest of them (see the Courier New comments).

Trebuchet MS is a sweet little font whose best design details (like the bottom of
the l and open -descender g) are lost at some sizes.

Verdana is another high x-height font, like Georgia, but sans serif.
Wcbdings
Wingdings
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The PostScript collection. Most PostScript printers come with a set of
PostScript typefaces built into their ROMs; the screen fonts are also usually
supplied on disk so you can get them in your font menu. Five of the fonts
(Courier, H elvetica, Palatino, Times, and Symbol) also come with your basic
system software. The chart here shows the other six.

Basic PostScript Fonts
Avant Garde Is a c lean. no-fuss sans serif font.

It's hard to see Bookman, know Its name, and not think "children's books ."
Helvetica Narrow is just what the name says-a narrow version of the old stand-by.

New Century Schoolbook is very similar t o Bookman, with lower x-height and
narrower character widths.
. Zapf dumcery is over-usei 6ut sti[[ efegant, tfre first script font tfze '.Mac ever saw.
Zapf Dingbats

O*OO .A+•:•to++ ¢- 0* ~(*~~~ 1t~ +30 a>c:!>'*./V'XXK+~ I6t

But wait, there's morel T he Apple Font Library ofTrueType fonts
comes bundled with Apple's printers-every lcind of printer. The collection
includes TrueType versions of fonts that were previously offered only in one
o r two bitmapped sizes as screen fonts to match built-in LaserWriter fonts.
The set includes all the fon ts listed in th e last entry, as well as the o nes shown
here. It's a surprisingly good collection, offering a little of everything in the
way of font types: serif, sans serif, script, text, and pictures.

The Apple Font Library
DELPH JIAN IS AN ALL-cAPS FONT THAT N EEDS T O BE OF A CERTAIN SIZE (NOT
TI-llS ONE) TO BE APPRECIATED.
Garamond :-Iarrow, a highly readable narrow font for when you need ro squeeze more info omo a page.

Helvetica Black is the heavy-weight member of this popular sans
serif family.

Halvadca Compressed: Yet another familY member.
Lubalin Graph is a typewrtter-style but not monospaced font with a v ery tall x-height.

Ludda Bright is eminently readable with its extra-large x-height.
MACHINE IS ANOTHER ALL-CAPS FONT; WE OON1 KNOW WHAT "MACHINF' IS INVOLVm.
Naclianne is an informal handwriting font.

®lb Q3ngliltb {!text ·tbc name prettp mucb saps it nH; tbink cnlligrnpbp.

'lli! is Hhal 0o)'I lotks lile " ff'e's DtiiDrb lo!iiJHOIIil
OXfORd IS 1111 IIITfRfSTIIICj Sfllii· Cilli CjRilp)nc fOIIT

rbar

SUOJS TO COIIfiiSf ITS rrppeR- 1111d loweRCIISf l.erreJtS .

: '!'-'' s...uu;, ~"'.,.....'~""H-i~~ 1-J.
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Of character sets and option characters. Every font has a character set:
all the characters available through various keyboard combinations. But we
tend to think of the full set as separate sets, available with certain modifier
....................................................... .......................................................
keys; so, there's an unshifted set, a
shifted set, a set available with IOption I
I'
and yet another one available with
IShittiOptionl. It doesn't matter how you
The first LaserWriters had only four built-i n fonts:
define "character set" as long as you're
Courier, Helvetica, Times, and Symbol.
aware that a funt'~ characters aren't all
on the surface.

•I:Ll:.

:U1r;

T he Mac also lets you type accented characters, a combination of an accent
and another character already in the set, by typing a special sequence of keys:
you press, for instance, !Option[~) and don't see anything on the screen, but
then you press (ID again and you wind up with e. In picture fonts, these option
characters aren't combinations of other characters, but entirely different characters usually unavailable any other way from the keyboard.
There's lots more about character sets and typing accents in C hapter 16including how to use Key Caps to see what's available in a font. But many of
the font illustrations in the rest of this section show character sets and option
characters for various fonts, so it's important that you know at least the basics
of the terminology.

Charcoal and Chicago
The same difference. C hicago was retired after a decade of service as the
default Mac system font, replaced by C harcoal in OS 8. (You can set the system font in the Appearances control panel.) They're very similar, although
easy to tell apart for anyone who's stared at C hicago menus for years:
Charcoal looks both "rounder" because of the way it treats some of its counters (the round parts of letters, like the two in B and the one in g) and capital
letters (like 0, w hich is definitely an oval in C hicago), and a little more
"angled" because of its relatively flat approach on the tops and bottoms ofletters like C and S, and the true points on letters like A and V.

But the character sets are-with one exception-the same for both fonts, so
there's only one character chart here, for Charcoal. T he one exception: the
zero in the C hicago font is slashed- something not present in the original
bitmapped Chicago, but added when the TrueType version came out. Both
fonts have a full complement of accent characters, although it's unlikely you'll
need them, since neither lends itself to particularly attractive printouts.

Other System Elements

Charcoal's
character set.

Charcoal's control
characters.

Control characters. C harcoal and C hicago are the only fonts that I know of
that have an extra character set accessible through the IControrl key (although
this will hold true for any system font-there are others planned for 8.5). The
symbols include all sorts of things that arc used in menus, like symbols for:
the modifier keys (I Shift), !Option),~ and so on); other keys that might be referenced in menus (l ike~ and
!Enter)); special markers like the
checkmark and diamond; and odds
and ends which I've yet to see in
any menu, like Page down and Rotate.

It's likely you'll find these special characters in any font that's designed to
serve as a system font (there are bound to be more choices eventually). It's
just as likely that you won't be able to use them, because you can 't type characters with the lcontrorl key: Mac programs just aren't set up to acknowledge a
!Control) key combination as a typed character. There are, however, two ways to
access them.

.......... ...
Type
!Control@
!Control@
IControl [Q]
IControl [[I
A

!Control(£)

"\: !Control@)

..,

<..

lcontroii:KI
lconlroll!)

...

!Control If)

:Jg

!Controi[QI

First, you can use the Key Caps desk accessory, which interprets lcontrorl key
combinations: type the characters in Key Caps, then copy and paste them
where you need them. Alternatively, if you're using a utility or program that
lets you enter characters according to their ASCII codes, you can just use the
numbers shown in this chart.

.. ,. ..

.. ................. .. ..... ..

Name
Left tab

ASCII
2
Right tab
3
Enter
4
Shift
5
Control
6
Option
7
Return
11
Return right
12
Down arrow
16
Command key 17

..

.,

..... .. ... ...... ...

..

.. ··· ···········-··-··· ··-······· . . .... . ..... ..... ·-

Type

Name

<El

! Control (~)

+··

...
I

IControiJ:RI
!Control III
!Controi(YI

ASCII
18
19
Apple
20
Forward delete 21
Delete
23
Left arrow
24
Right arrow
25
Up arrow
26

~

!Controi[D

Rotate

../

IControl I£!)

•

IControl CE]
!Control@

•

IE>

··+

!Control@

Check
Diamond

27
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The Apple symbol. If you like the Apple symbol that you see in the
C harcoaVChicago fonts here, there are two things you sho uld know: you
do n' t need to type a contro l character to get it, since it's also on IShltt[Option@;
and most fonts have an Apple symbol on that key comb o.

Symbol
It's Greek to me. The Symbol font, at first glance, seem s to be a Greek
alphabet, but in fact it's a set of mathematical symbols (that and the four card
suits, for some reason!). You'll see what seem to be a lot of vertical lines on
the !Option[ and IShltti Optlonl character sets, but they are slightly different, as you'll
see in a later entry.

Symbol's

character set.
Type
this

then
this

t

• 0

'(Y)''
N
'oo'' (ID ~ CD 'smtl @ 'l§l'' [Q) ~ @ ~
I

0

!Option G)

ct.

~

)

I

!Option I])

I
L

I
l

l
I

I
f

IOption(D

{

II

!Option@

Symbol's option

characters.

~

!Option@

c

~

Braces and brackets. Many of the symbols in Symbol are actually pieces
that you can type on top of each other in adjacent rows of text to make tall
braces and bracke ts for form ulas. You can type a small right bracket with the CD
key; you can type a larger one by typing the top half of a right bracket with
!Shift[ Option[], m oving down a line, and typ ing !Option @ for the bottom half;
m ake an even larger one by adding an extension in th e middle with IOption!EJ; if
you need som ething even larger, you can type multiple extensions in the m iddle. All the vertical line characters in the !Option I and !Shift[ Option) character sets arc
used for exten sio ns \vi th the various bracke t and brace pieces; there's a variety
because of the way they line up with the characters ab ove and below them.
The bracket pieces, and th eir key combin ations, are shown on the next page.
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loptionGJ I~[[I

left
bracket

(Shift( Option@
(Shift(Option@

right
bracket
left
brace

right
brace

right
parenthesis
integral

r

@ill!:(Option !IJ
IOptlon (~L~

I
l
l

IShift( Option(])
IShift IOption lEI

I

i:§lill!l Option I]J
(Shift (Option@

J

(

I
~

(Shift (Option[J
(Option@
(optionIE:!

{

~

left
parenthesis

~~
)Shift(OptionlYI
~.~

J

!Shift(Option OJ
IShift(OptionJEI
IShift( Option [J

f
I
J

@iiilOi'il3 @ill])
IShift IOption I]]

\

I

~lsMtJ1[l

IShift (Option 0
(~( Opt ion@

In summation ... T he re seems to be tv,ro sigma characters in Symbol, on
(Shift([) and again ~- But the latter one (the one that's harder to
get at) is actu ally the mathematical symbol for summation; it's the sam e Greek
letter, but at the sam e point size it's a little b igger both because it's tall er and
its bottom drops below the baseline used for t he rest of the font.
sigma

su mmation

L

Zapf Dingbats
Zapf, and dingbats. T he "first" name of two basic LaserWriter fonts-Zapf
Di ngbats and Zapf C hancery-is the last name of the ir designer, Hermann
Zapf (who also designed other fam iliar fonts that don't h ave his name-like
Palatino and Optima) . T he d ingbat part of the font's name is simply a term
that has long been used in typography to refer to little symbols or ornaments.
ZapfDingbats has th e distinction of being used incredibly often w ithout being
overused, because by its very nature it's used in only bits and pieces. Need
some c ircled numbers? Arrows or ch eckmarks? How about a pointing finger?
T he only proble m is that it's hard to find and remembe r w here characters are,
since there's no obvio us pattern. The cha rts in this chapter should he lp you
find everything you want in the font (and fi nd o ut w hat exactly is in there to
begin w ith), but you m ig ht be comforted to know that there is som e logic to
the arrangement of the symbols in the font and their corresponding keyboard
positions: the symbols are arranged according to the code numbers the computer uses to represent letters. (There , I told you it was comforting.) Arrange
the symbols by code-alphabetically, more or less- and you' ll see everything
beautifully g rouped: four scissors, four h ands, three pencils, all the stars and
arrows. Of course, that doesn't hel p much when you're looking for a specific
character, but it's so comforting to know. And th e charts in this chapter will
help you find the characters you need.
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Zapf Dingbats
character ser.

Type
tnls

then
this ,._

t

................................
Zapf Ding bat's
option characters.

0

A

(Oetion~

C

ICellon ffi)
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0

0
0
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0

The numbers. There are four sets of circled numbers, 1 thro ugh 10, in the
Zapf Dingbats character set: serif numbers in black and in white circles, and
sans serif numbers in black and in white circles. It's not easy to see the difference between the serif and sans serif characters until after you've printed
them , so be extra careful if you're working w ith them.
(j) (O(!tion (Shitt JI)

®

IO(!tioniJ]

@ ~
~
@ ~
® ~
CD ~

®

®
®

IO!!tlon( \I
IO!!tlon(Shitt(II

®l~

O

lO(!tion(SI!acebar]

f.) Io11uon 12:1,ffilill!IKI

e
e
0
0

6
(i)
0
@

IO!!tlon( NJJO§!!iliEI
IO!!tionJE]JShift(O)
[opuon(O§!!ili"I'QI
IOetion (Ql

~
IOption l§!!!!l:l:::l

~
(QQtion (O§!!ili"I]J

G) @Ej~ill),ISJ?8CBbar)

@ (Q@ijG
@ IQQtion(Shittl::l
@ (QQtion(Shitt@
®~
@ IO!!tion(Shift (+l
®~
®~
@ (O(!tlon(YJ
@ !Option[~)

0~
@ IOf1tlon (iZ-'1
~

IO!!tlon (Shift (P)

0

IO!!tlon(f]

~ !Option@

(j) (Option@
8 ~

f3

(O(!tlonill

(D ~
(ID IOption IQJ

Store the numbers. If you're using one of the Zapf Dingbats circled number sets throughout a document, there's always an approach that ca n make life
easier. In Microsoft Word, for instance, I keep an Autotext entry that consists
of the numbers 1 through 10 in the circled set I always use; with two keystrokes, I can insert the entire string of numbers in the document, and then
cut and paste or drag and drop them w here 1 need them. You can do the same
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in any program that lets you store formatted text in a glossary or library;
depending on how you're using the numbers, it might be easier to store them
in shorter groups of three or five digits.
If the program you're using doesn't provide this kind of special storage and
recall, you can create the string of numbers (or substrings, like the numbers 1
through 3) for any or all of the circled sets and store them in the Scrapbook.
Just copy them out when you need them. You can even store them in the
Note Pad, although they'll revert to whatever font you've set for it; you can
just reapply ZapfDingbats after you paste them back into your document.

Hoefler Text Ornaments
Hoefler Text Ornaments. The Hoefler Text O rnaments font (an oxymoronic name!) gets installed if you install QuickDraw GX, or if you go back
and specifically install the TrueType fonts available from the GX installer. The
H oefler Text suitcase that gets placed in your Fonts folder includes both the tex1:
and the ornamental font.

Hoefler Text Ornaments has a very small character set, with plenty of empty
spaces on even the unshifted and shifted character sets; there are no !option! or
!Shlft)Optionl characters (except for the obligatory apple on !Shift) Option[[~ or accents.
The maj ority of the ornaments are swirly swashes, with solid black versions on
unshifted keys and outline or half black/half outline versions on the shifted
keys. T here are also a few whimsical icons thrown in, including left- and rightpointing hands with jester-like cuffs instead of the usual shirt cuff design.

Hoefler Text
Ornament's
character set.

Made for each other. Many of the figures in H oefler Text O rnaments are
matched to make larger figures when used in pairs (you may have noticed that
a few of the characters seem to be missing a left or right edge). There are
some characters that work together in triplets, and some are meant to be used
in long, decorative lines.

Som e of the
Hoefler Text
Ornaments are
meant to be used
in continuous
lines.

Many of th e Hoefler Text Ornaments are
designed to work in pairs or triplets.
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Zeal
Over zeal-ous design. The core of Zeal is its uppercase-only lette rs w ith
bars above and below the lette rs. The bars ex'tend beyond the letterforms so
that w hen you type, they form unbroken lines above and below the letters.
But Zeal is also the third picture font that Apple has included with its products (the original bitmapped Cairo was first, followed by ZapfDingbats) , and
it h as am ong its characters sets of arrows (with and without shafts), astrological and zodiac symbols, and clocks.

Zeal's
character set.

Type
this

t

Zeal's option
characters.
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Bridge over troubled spaces. Typing a space between Zeal words breaks
the bars; to avoid this, type IShittG, as you wou ld to normally get the underline
character.
-------=~-

THIS IS ZEAL

ZEAL WITHOUT BREAKS

The print-over characters. The re are three special characters in Zeal-a
square , a circle, and a slashed circle-that wi ll print over w hatever character
you type before the m. So, you can type a letter from some font and then put
it in a circle or square; or, use a picture from a font (Zeal or som ething else)
and usc the slashed circle to indicate "forbidde n ." It's very strange to work
with overprinting characters, since, for instance, when you backspace over o ne
the text insertio n point doesn't m ove but the character disappears.
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®®®

To combine characters, first type the character you
want inside the Zeal shape, then switch to the Z eal
font and type the character. The square is on !Shift@;
the slashed circle is on IShittG]; to get the circle, type
Ioption(]] and then !Spacebar).

Wingdings and Webdings
The Wingdings character set. Microsoft's Wingdings is quite a collection
of symbols: arrows (a very full quiver), zodiac signs, clocks, circled numbers,
mailboxes, pointing fingers, stars, boxes, and even happy (and unhappy) faces.
Li ke Microsoft's other fonts, it doesn't have the usual Apple symbol on
IOption (Shiitffi], but it does have the command-key symbol (go figure) .

... ... ... .... ... ..

Wingdings'
character set.
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Wingdings' option
characters.
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Wingdings numbers. Wingdings offers two sets of circled numbers (to
Zapf Dingbat's fo ur), but it's even worse when it comes to keyboard placement, w ith almost all the numbers being accented characters. It does,
however, offer zeroes in the number set, if you can think of a use for them.
The Webdings characters. Its nam e may be more clever than its character
set, and it has a way to go before becoming the Dingbats of the Web, but
Webdings gets installed when you install Microsoft Explorer from a Microsoft
disk (rather th an from your system disk). So much of it is heavy black, with
thick lines and silhouettes, that one assumes it was designed for use with the
colorized text available for web pages.
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Webdings'
character set.
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See your travel agent. More than a doze n of the Webdings characters were

created to fit together in an unbroken panoramic view of. .. well, of no place
you' ll ever see all these things together. The picture here shows fourteen
characters strung together.

Your Font Collection
Choosing and Collecting Fonts
Types of fonts. When you start collecting fonts, you should try and keep

your collection balanced. There are four basic categories of fonts:
•

Text fonts: For body text, of course-the kind that comes in paragraph
upon paragraph of information. A good text font is relatively invisible:
that is, the reader doesn't notice the font itsel£

•

Display fonts: Designed to look good at large point sizes (18 points and
over, say); used for headlines.

Other System Elements

•

Decorative fonts : Designed to catch your eye, evoke a mood, convey an
attitude; fro m elegant handwriting to grungy mud-spattered blobs and
everything in between.

•

Specialty fonts: Foreign-language characters or pictures .

Start your collection. Okay, so maybe you do have about fifty fonts that
came with your Mac and printer (as described earlier). But fifty just aren't
enough-especially when there are tens of thousands of fonts out there just
waiting for you. You can buy PostScript or TrueType fonts; you can get free
fonts, fo r that matter. But just where do you start?
First, decide what type of fonts you need. Is TrueType enough for you? Do
you need PostScript? Can you use mostly TrueType and get a few PostScript
for special situations?
N ell.'t, decide what ki11d of fonts you need, based on the documents you're
producing: text fonts, display fonts, decorative fonts ... remember, try to keep
the collection balanced.
Then it's time to consider your budget. There's lots of free fonts out there,
but sometimes you get what you pay for. Free and shareware fonts are often
missing the I Option I and IShitt!Optlonl characters that you may need-but maybe
you only need a brief headline or picture caption and not a full character set.
And the majority of free and inexpensive fonts are TrueType, not PostScript;
once again, however, that may suit your needs.

Not as easy as 1-2-3. Count fonts. Or count families. But know what you're
counting when you're comparing font packages or prices. If you buy a package
that offers sixty fonts, don't be surprised if you wind up with only a dozen or
two: as discussed early in the chapter, Times and Times Italic and limes Bold are
three different fonts, and vendors tend to count the way that sounds the best.
A font by any other name. Since font names and designs aren't trademarked, fonts with the same name may look alike but not be identical (they
might also look alike but have totally different names). This is further complicated by the fact that fonts from a single ma11ufocturer may be sold by different
ve11dors under their own labels.
The possibility of simi lar-but-not-quite-identical fonts, and the havoc they can
wreak on a print job is one of the main reasons professionals stick with the
Adobe version of a PostScript font wherever possible; if you deal with a service
bureau for high-quality output, you' ll probably want to do the same. If not,
you' ll have to bring copies of your own fonts to the printing site- a violation
of your licensing agreement with the font vendor. (You didn't think you actually owned those fonts, did you?) Practically speaking, if you bring your fonts to
the printer and make sure he erases them from his systems after the print job's
done, no one's going to be giving you a hard time about it. -SZAIDD/KT
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Expert sets Expert sets, or expert collections, are companion fonts for certain
typefaces that provide special characters such as small caps, fractions, o ld-style
numbers (the kind chat dip below the baseline), and ornate alternate letters.
Unfortunately, they exist for only a handful of fonts. - EF

The accidental collection. You'll be adding to your font collection without
even knowing it: lots of programs come with fonts that they need, and w hen
you install the program, you get the fo nts. Microsoft E:>.:plorer adds about a
dozen fonts, but Microsoft has always slid a font or two in with its programsnotably the MT Extra font; ATM and Acrobat add Adobe Serif and Adobe Sa liS.
Reference CD's like encyclopedias and, especially, dictionaries usually come
with their own fonts for good screen display; utilities like calendars also add
their own; Maclntax uses a different font approach seemingly every year. One
day you open your Fonts folder and there are thirty mystery fonts.
Sometimes you can identify the program that installed the fonts (TaxFo11t, or
Comptons is pretty much a giveaway). But the only way you can be sure is to
visit your Fo nts folder befo re you install any software, select all the fonts
already in there, and give them a label. After you've installed the new software, check the Fonts folder again; any unlabeled item belongs to the new
software. If the name of the font alone won't help you remember where it
came from, you can put a note in the Comments area of its Info window.

Printed samples. As you add to your font collection, it will be difficult to
keep track of which font looks like what; double-clicking o n a font file for a
sample in a Finder window is not only awkward, but gives a wimpy single
sentence with few uppercase characters. There are several ways you can create
font sample printouts that you can look at and throw away, or catalog for
future reference. Note that the "manual" approaches require that the fo nts
actua lly be installed, while certain utilities can just look inside suitcases no
matter where they are and extract the information.
•

Create a template. Use any word processor or page layout program, type
all the characters in a font (including !Option ) and IShltt)Optionl characters if
they're significant for the font) and a few sentences; copy and paste a few
copies, setting them to different point sizes. To use the template, just do a
Select All and change the text to the target font. Don't forget to put the
name of the fo nt on the page!

•

U se a premade template. PageMaker, for instance, comes with a nicely
designed document named Character Set that you can use for your font
samples.

•

You can print samples of the fonts your printer "knows" about: the ones
in ROM, the ones downloaded to its memory, and the ones stored on an
attached hard drive. The sample is simply a single line of text for each
font, but som etimes that's all you need. U se the Apple Printer Utility's
Print Font Samples command.
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•

FontC harter is a simple but handy utility that comes with Dubl-Cl ick's
M enuFo nts utility (described earlier in the chapter). It prints a single page
of all the characters in a font, including the ASCII codes fo r each. It
works with the installed fonts fro m its Font menu, but you can also open
any font suitcase and access its files.

~ ·

I've saved the best for last: FontGander ($20, shareware) provides everything you could ask for in a font sam pler utility. It provides various
on-screen displays that you can even trigger by dropping a font onto the
Gander icon in case you just want a q uick sneak. But for printouts, you
can choose fro m several page setups, including a single font to the page
(the Gander view shown in the picture here) and several multicolumn,
multifont pages. You can wo rk with installed or uninstalled fo nts. Best of
all, you don' t have to pick or print the fo nts individually: you can select
an entire folder-full of fonts at once and get printed samples.

FontGander
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Font Sources
Shopping around. Yo u can buy fonts from all sorts of places; you can
even buy the same fonts from several different places, since many retailers
can license fonts from their original ma kers. In fact, fo nt design com panies
often license fonts fro m other ho uses, so you might wind up buying a
Mo notype font from Adobe.

'

'

How can you find out who offers what kind of fonts? If you make a living
doing graphics and layout, there's no thing that beats a printed ve rsion of a
fo nt vendor's choices: most are available for a fee (of $25 to $100) directly
from the vendors. But fo r less intensive work, or for starters, nothing beats
checlcing things out o n the web (where
you can usually o rder the printed cataWhat businessman knows about point sizes on
log, too-and often download a free
typefaces or the value of variable point sizes? Who
out there in the general marketplace even knows
font while you're there). Indicative of
what a "font" is?
how the ever-changing computer
John Dvorak '
'
San Francisco Examiner. Feb ruary 19, 1984
world has affected even staid old
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foundries is that a catalog like FontHaus's x-lleigftt, previously published traditionally, is now a Web-only publication.
Here's where you can find the major font houses on the web:
Adobe
Agfa
Bitstream
Font Bureau
FontHaus
Image Club
lTC
Letraset
Linotype-Hell
Monotyp e
URW

adobe.com
agfa.com
bitstream .com
fontburea.com
fonthaus.com
adobe.com
itdonts.com
letraset.com
linotype.com
monotype.com
urw pp.de

But sticking to only the major houses will rule out some of the best new
designs waiting out there for you. Here are four to get you started (you
should surf around to add to the list yoursel£1) :
Fonthead Design
Foundry Group
Garage Fonts
Shift

fonthead.com
foundrygroup.com
garagefonts.com
shiftype.com

Font freebies. Free is not bad. Free is good-both as a concept, and also
often in the design of the free font. Some major houses offer a free "font of
the month" or one for registering for their printed catalog. O thers just offer
them with no strings attached, building brand loyalty
and so on. There are two terrific spats on the Web
that can let you know about free fon ts. The Font
Fairy (otlnllorld.cotnprlserve.com/homepages/kayhalll)
offers pointers to the sites that offer free fonts; the
Fontz site (it~digo.simplenet.com(fo11tzl) offers nearly
1000 downloads directly from its site.

Package deals. In addition to selling fonts singly, most of the major manufacturers offer package deals that significantly reduce the cost per font. Adobe
sells its Type Basics pack (the 35 basic PostScript printer fonts plus 30 more
f.1ces "specially chosen to complement the 35 printer fonts") for $200. Adobe's
V.1lue Pack, including 30 text, script, decorative, and display faces, sells for just
$60, which works out to a couple of dollars per font. And those are the list
prices: You can get these packages and similar ones from other vendors
through mail-order companies for about 40 percent less. - RTJKT/EF
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I can't believe I bought the whole thing. Adobe, Monotype, Agfa, and
the other vendors with large libraries also offer their entire libraries on CDROM. The CD itself is available for a nominal cost (Adobe's Type on Call is
included free with most of their major software packages), and most of the
fonts are encrypted (unreadable unless you have a code) until you call the
manufacturer with your credit card number. In return, the vendor tells you
the codes that unlock the fonts you want. Most of the font vendors offer bargains to customers who buy fonts this way, charging $25 or so for fonts that
may nom1ally retail for $'100 or more. Most also offer unlocked COs, giving
you access to an entire library on your desktop. Other font libraries, such as
Fonti-Iaus and URW, offer their entire libraries for as little as 20 cents per
font. - RT/KT/EF
Clip art addendums. Humongous inex-pensive font collections-usually a
mix of PostScript and TrueType fonts, with more of the latter-arc often
thrown in as a bonus with clip art collections; if you're a font freak, it might
be worth buying the clip art just to get the fonts. The two packages I happen
to have within arm's reach as I write this are Nova Development's Art
Explosion 125,000, which includes 1500 fonts, and IMSI's MasterClips
150,000, which has 2,000!
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About Printers
Printer Technologies
Dot-matrix printers. A dot-matrix printer (li ke those in Apple's old
ImageWri ter line) has a printhead that moves back and fo rth across the wid th of
the paper; groups of pins poke out of the printhead, pressing against an inked
ribbon. The grid of pins in the printhead gives the dot-matrix printer its name;
the alternative descriptio n, impact, comes from the way it functions. The number of pins in the printhead can vary, with a higher number of pins giving
better print quality.

Dot-matrix printers are slow, averaging as little as a half-page per mi nute, and
very noisy. Their advantage, which m akes their unavailability frustrating, is
that you can send multiple-part forms through them and get all the layers
pri nted at the same time.
Inkjet printers. An inkj et printer like Apple's StyleWriter creates little dots
on paper by spraying tiny j ets of ink from its printhead. The dots start out very
sm all, but spread a bit as they soak into the paper; instead of creating a splotchy
output, however, the slight smear means each dot com es in contact with the
o nes next to it, creating a continuous, smooth line even aro und curves.

Inkjets not only provide better output than impact printers, they're also faster
and quieter; it's not surprising, then, that the impact-printer m arket faded away.
Laser printers. A laser printer like Apple's LaserWriter prints images w ith
the same technology used by a copy machine. It beams £lashes of laser light
onto a photoelectric drum; a dry ink powder called toner sticks electrostatically
to the imaged portion of the dru m. T he toner particles are transferred to the
paper, and a hot fuser roller melts the toner o nto the paper.

Laser printers are bigger and more exl'ensive than inkjets, but they're faster
and qu ieter, and provide output generally j udged as higher-quality. -SZNRSIBW
Thermal fusion. A thermal fusion prin ter uses tiny heated elements in the
pr inthead to push a ribbon against the page, bonding a waxy ink to the paper.
Desktop and portable varieties of thermal fusio n printers compete with blackand-white inkjet printers. Cost per printed page is generally higher than for
inkjct printing, but there's no liquid ink to run or sm ear. - RS
Color printers. Some color printers usc technology based o n black-andwhite printer technology, while o thers take an entirely diffe rent approach.
Regardless of the technology, however, a color printer has to handle the actual
"colo ring process" in o ne of two ways. In the pigment approach, the colo r is
created by m ixing basic colors either before they're applied to the paper, or o n
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the paper itsel f (as when a blue dot is overprinted w ith a yellow one to make
green). In the ditheri11g approach, different-colored dots are printed in clusters
so the eye sees them as a combined color.
•

It didn' t take long for the inkjet approach to include color: either separate printheads, o r separate ink cartridges in a single printhead, squirt
dith ered colors onto the page. In more expensive phase-change models, the
"in k" starts as separate colors of wax, and the correct proportions arc
m elted togethe r and then sprayed onto the paper as a single colo r instead
of a dith ered one.

•

A thermal-w ax transfer printer uses rolls of plastic fi lm coated w ith
four d iffe rent colo rs of wax-based pigments; heating elements melt the
wax and tran sfer it to the paper, dith ering the correct colo r from the limited range of colors on the transfer ribbon. Phase-change versions first
melt th e wax pigment to m ix it, then apply it as a single color. Both types
req uire multiple passes of the page.

•

A dye-sublimation prime r works in m uch the same way as a thermalwax p rinter, b uc the pigments are heated by th e printhead so they turn
gaseous; the "sublimed" dye then penetrates the paper's special coating.
Dye-sub pri nters don't have to use di the ring or halfto nes to create different colors o r shades of colors; they can b lend the correct amoun t of each
primary colo r (cyan, magen ta, yellow, or black) to create j ust the right
color at each pri nted d ot. That's w hy they' re called continuous-tone
printe rs.

•

A color laser printer uses the same basic techno logy as a black-and -white
laser printe r but has a four-chambe r to ne r u n it that holds cyan, magenta,
yellow, and black toner. For each color in th e document, the parts of the
image fo r a single color arc etched on to the drum and the paper passes by
to pick u p the color; fo ur passes are required to get all the colors. Some
(very ex'Pen sive) laser pri nters can print continuous-color images because
they use transparent toner; others (like Apple's models) use opaque toner
so continuous-tone images are pri nted as halftones. - SZA/RS/BW

Color inkjet cartridges. There are th ree approaches to color inkjet printing:
•

Single-cartridge systems can accommodate only one cartridge in the
printer at a time: either the all-black ink or a three-cham ber cartridge fo r
cyan, m agenta, and yellow ink. If you want the black ink for text, you
have to swap cartridges, or settle for a "composite black" from the color
cartridge that's not as black as a true black ink, and generally doesn't look
as crisp. T his need for swapping for text o utput m ight be acceptable, but
the re's n o working aro und the fact that some grap hics won 't print well
beca use m any colo rs incl ude some level of b lack- and t here's no way to
swap cartridges to add black to the color printing.

•

Dual-cartridge systems keep both a b lack and a three-colo r cartridge
mounted in th e printer so you don't have to manually swap one for the
other. T he printer automatically switches to the black cartridge for text or
when color graphics need a shot of true black; both text and graphics look
better fo r it.
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•

A four-cartridge system, as you've probably already guessed, provides a
separate cartridge for each color. It's not only more convenient, but it's
also more efficient since it provides more individual j ets for each color,
getting more ink onto the paper each second. Four-cartridge systems arc,
of course, the most expensive type of inkjets. - SlNBW

lmagesetting: no dots here. An imagesetter is a super-high-resolution output devices that differs from any printer you might have in a more important
way than just its resolution (and its cost). Imagesetters don't work with dots;
unlike on even the best laser printer, where a line is actually just a series of
dots, on an imagesetter a line is actually a line. And, instead of paper, an
imagesetter draws its images on fi lm, which is then used to print the paper
version of the document.

More Printer Points
PostScript printers. The terms PostScript printer and LaserWriter and laser
pri11ter are often used interchangeably, but they are not the same.

•

Laser printer is the generic term for a printer that uses laser technology to
create an image on a page.

•

LaserWriter is Apple's brand name for its laser printers .

•

PostScript pri11ters use a built-in chip to interpret PostScript commands.

Most, but not all, LaserWritcrs and laser printers are PostScript printers; in this
chapter, most of the LaserWricer information applies to the PostScript models.
The nonexistent QuickDraw printer. There's no such thing as a
QuickDraw printer, even though you'll find the phrase used occasionally in
this book, in other publications, and even in Apple's literature. QuickDraw is
the "language" that the Mac uses to create images, both letters and pictures,
on the screen. These "QuickDraw" images can be easily sent to a printer, but
the printer itself doesn't contain or understand the Q uickDraw routines the
Mac uses. So, a "QuickDraw printer" is just a positive way to label a "nonPostScript" printer.
PostScript versus QuickDraw. QuickDraw is cheaper and slower;
PostScript is faster and more expensive. That's it in a nutshell, but if you want
a few more details ...

The reason QuickDraw is slower is not because of some inherent Aaw in the
design of the language. It's slower overall for printing because the rasterizillgthe translation of the font information into actual bitmaps that will be
printed- is done in the Mac, where the processor has other demands on its
time. For PostScript printers, the rasterizing is done in the printer, by the
printer's chip. But speed is not PostScript's only benefit: it also provides highquality and high-resolution graphics capability that QuickDraw can' t match.
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A PostScript printer can do everything a QuickDraw printer can do, since the
QuickDraw printer isn't really doing anything but reaping the benefits of the
Mac's brain. QuickDraw primers can't do PostScript jobs, though: they can't
print PostScript graphics at all, and they can print PostScript fonts only with
the help of ATM (covered in Chapter 14).
One more in-a-nutshell: If your printing needs are primarily text, a
QuickDraw printer is perfect for you. If you' re a graphics professional, or a
wannabe, you need PostScript o utput.

They're all dot matrix. D espite the differences in underlying technology and
Higher printer
resolution comes
from smaller dots,
but even
LaserWriters use
dots to print.

output, all printers are, in the end, dot-matrix printers: they all-including laser
printers--draw letters and images by
using dots. The better resolution in
more expensive printers comes from
their ability to use smaller, and sometimes variable-size, dots.

Printer resolution. Subjective judgments aside, we usually rate print quality
in terms of resolutio11. Printers use tightly packed arrays of dots to create the
shapes we sec o n paper. The tighter the array of dots-that is, the mo re dots
per inch (dpi)-the higher the resolutio n, and the finer the images appear.
In !get printers typically prod uce 300 to 720 dpi, a respectable resolution that
rivals laser printing quality.
Laser printers o riginally lcickcd out a mere 300 by 300 dpi; the standard now
is 600 by 600 dpi, but there's also a growing market in affordable graphic arts
laser printers that boast 1,200 by 600, and even 1,800 by 1,800 dots per inch,
many of which also offer various fonns of enhanced resolution. -BW

Resolution enhancement. Vendors

'

'

such as Apple, LaserMaster, NewGen,
and Xantc sell printers with controller
circuitry that manipulates the laser
beam to create a higher apparent resolution, beyond the 600 dpi of a
standard laser engine. For comparative
at Adobe Systems.
'
'
David Ramsey, MacWEEK columnist
purposes, enhanced resolutions are
hard to quantify because different vendors use different electro nic techniques. O ne vendor's "800 by 800" enhanced
resolution may look as good as another's "1,000 by 1,000." If you're loolcing
for better text quality, start by loolcing at Hewlett Packard's LaserJet printers,
which combine true 600-by-600-dpi resolution wi th resolution enhancement
technology, and compare it with higher-resolution models from Xante,
LaserMaster, NcwGcn, and so on. (Resolution enhancement that improves
Many Moe users hove yet to come to grips with the
fact that their PostScript printers, for from being
simple output devices, ore separate computers of
labyrinthine complexity, and that the printer's
internal page description language is understood
completely by only three people, a ll of whom work
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text and graphics doesn't always improve grayscale images, which needs a different type of enhancement technology, like Apple's PhotoGrade).
But remember that 1,200 dpi on a toner-based printer doesn't compare with
the sharpness of a 1,200-dpi imagesetter. The laser-drum-toner process produces a rather sloppy, nonuniform dot in comparison to the photo-chemical
process of imagesetters. - RS/BW

PostScript clones. Some printer manufacturers felt shut out of the
PostScript printer market because of Adobe's initially stringent licensing policies. Others wished to add features (like resolution enhancement) that Adobe's
PostScript hardware/software designs had failed to address. As a result, they
developed or licensed PostScript-com patible interpreters that performed like
Adobe's patented PostScript. O ver the years, these clones have become pretty
reliable, but since Adobe's lightened up its licensing policies in the same rime
span, fewer vendors feel compelled to employ clone PostScript. - BW
Faking it. There is a way to get a Q uickDraw printer to pretend it's a
PostScript printer: through emulation software. This can really slow things
down, but if you only need it occasionally (if, for instance, most of your
•
.. / printing needs are text-based so QuickDraw alone works fine most of the
teletype.com time), you can get PostScript graphics printed on your QuickDraw printer.
blrmy.com
lnrowave.com C heck the latest reviews of programs like StyleScript ($100, Infowave),
T-Script ($145, TeleTypesetting), and PowerRIP ($200, Birrny Graphics).
For printing PostScript fonts, however, you don't need an emulator: you
already have all you need, in the ATM control panel that comes w ith your
system software-that's all covered in C hapter 14.

Label printers. Sometimes all you need is a quick label or two to slap on an
envelope or package- and it's a real pain to put in a partially-used sheet of
labels and make sure you set up the print j ob so it hits the labels that are left
and not any of the blanks. But a separate label printer solves the problem.
CoStar's LabeiWriter XL and XL P lus print quietly on thermal paper.
T
hey're both about $160; the XL prints standard skinny address labels, while
l
../ the XL P lus prints wider labels for shipping, flop py disks, video cassettes, and
costar.com so on. A roll of 700 address labels, available from CoStar and through general
computer and office outlets is unde r $20. T he bundled software stores up to
1,600 addresses, and the addresses can even include PICT graphics. It also
generates and prints a postal bar code for each address. -KF/JK

Plug 'n' Print
Setting up. M ost printers come with a cable for connecting to your Mac,
and most connect to the printer port on the Mac's end of things, although the
modem port can be used in some cases. For a straightforward serial prin ter
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like the Im ageWriter, you can use either port; fo r nctworkable printers, you
have to use the primer port (even if you do n't consider your Mac and your
printer a real, live, network).
If you're connecting a printer (usually a LaserWriter) to your printer port, the
instructions will tell you to use network wire and cabling; this means you need
················(:/;~~~~~ 26. two network connector boxes, one each fo r the Mac and the printer, and the
phone-wire cable that connects them . But th at setup is for when you have
more than o ne Mac connected to the primer, because the network connectors
let you hook up several devices at the same time. If it's just you and your
LaserWritcr, however, you can usc the basic seri al cable that was made for
the ImageWriter (generically, it's an 8-pin serial cable) to connect your
LaserWriter directly to the Mac's printer port.
Networks

Juggling act. What if you have, say, a serial-interface in~ ct printer, a
LocaiTalk-interface laser printer, a modem , and an Apple QuickTake camera?
T he LocaiTalk printer has to go on the primer port, leaving the three other
peripherals to share the modem po rt. A man ual switch box that lets you keep
everything plugged in and turn a knob to select a device. Prices range fro m
$20 to $60, depending o n how many ports are provided. Fo r around $100 you
can snag M omentum's four-connecto r Port Juggler, a small box that automatically switches to the correct device depending on w hich applicatio n
you're using. - BW/RS
Adapting PC printers for the Mac. You can use a PC printer with a Mac;
you just need th e M acintosh drive r software and a serial-to-parallel converter
cable. GDT Softworks' PowerPrint ($100) includes a serial-to-parallel converter for prin ters that have only a PC -standard Centronix parallel port. The
PowcrPrint software has prim drivers for just about every dot-matrix, inkjet,
and laser pr inter; it includes support for a built- in spooler, grayscale capability,
color printer support, m ultiple feeder trays, text rotatio n, scaling, and multiple
paper sizes. -RW/RS

Color Printing Comments
Color printing on black-and-white printers. T here's lots to be said for
eye-catching color, but a color printer isn't always necessary for final color
o utput: Just get the right kind of paper. Previously a specialty item thro ugh
catalogs, wonderful laser paper is now ava ilable from your local office supply
store-and th e bigger the store, the bigger the selectio n. You'll find colors
from pastel to neon; textures like speckled granite, marble, and rain-spattered
silk; and preprinted items like certificates, bordered announcements, and even
tri- fold brochures.
Another approach, for laser printers only, is using special transfer ribbon-a
colo red film that melts against the to ner on th e primed page. You print the
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page as usual, using black where you want to add the color, tape a little piece of
the film over the part you want colored, then send the page through the laser
printer a second time (without printing anything on it this time) ; the heat of the
Laser\X<Titer bonds the colored film against the previously printed black area.
You peel off the excess, unmelted film and you have your spot color where you
need it. The film comes not only a variety of colors, but also in metallics which
can add a nice touch to a special document when used correctly.

'

'

"Obviously, color images should be our ultimate
goal" was one ofSteve Jobs' earliest quotes
concerning:
a) The video screen of the Macintosh
b) The printing mechanism of the lmageWriter
c) The first Macintosh T-Shirts
Andylhnarko,February 1989, ' '
The Acrive Window

Thermal-wax solid blacks. Sometimes the straight black from a thermal
wax transfer printer may have a matte
texture or tiny gaps in coverage. You
can get a glossier, more solid-looking
black by specifying 100 percent of
cyan, magenta, and yellow, in addition
to black (provided your software lets
you specify colors that way). -BW

Odd colors from an EPS file. When you save an EPS file, the PostScript
settings for the printer in use at the time are stored with the file. When you
print from another device, there may be minor or even major color changes.
You can avoid this either by choosing the final output device's driver before
creating the EPS file, or by saving the file as a TIFF image.
Rough-edged color text. When you're printing color text in small point
sizes, you're better off using a single color ink: cyan, magenta, or yellow. Most
other colors use a halftone or dither pattern made of different-color ink dots,
which makes small type look unacceptably coarse. -BW

StyleWriters and lmageWriters
Models
lmageWriter models. The Mac started out with a trusty sidekick, the
dot-matrix ImageWriter printer. You can't buy ImageWriters any more,
except as used models, but they were so sturdy there are many still in service.
ImageWriters are slow (a half-page per minute at highest quality output) and
noisy (those firing pins are whiny little buggers). There were four
lmageWriter models:

•

ImageWriter 1: The original, which received its number only retroactively when the ImageWriter II came out. (In fact, its name was actually
Imagewriter, with a lowercase tv.)
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•

Wide-carriage ImageWriter: You probably never heard of this because
not too many people bought it, so it didn't stay in the lineup long. But
those who bought it really needed the extra width of the carriage.

•

ImageWriter II: Although it wasn't any quieter than its predecessor, the
II was faster, used smaller pins in the printhead for better output
(although it has the same number of pins), and provided an option for a
network card so it could be shared. It also introduced somethi ng we've
forgotten all about at this point: an add-on cut sheet feeder. A cut sheet
feeder?? Originally, you had to use those continuous fan-fold paper that
needed to be torn apart (and have their feeder strips torn off the sides) or
hand- feed a single sheet of paper to the printer at a time.

•

ImageWriter LQ: Another one you've never heard of unless you're an
old Mac hand. It offered more pins in the printhead fo r better printing
(LQ stood for letter quality) but was plagued by problems from the start
and never had a chance when LaserWriters hit the market.

StyleWriter models. Apple's inkjet line of StyleWriters has developed fro m
a simple, slow, black-and-white model to speedy color models. Along the way
came other improvements, too, like higher resolution and ink that didn't
smear at the slightest hint of dampness. Despite the great printouts and good
prices, StyleWriters, and in !gets in general, are often ignored because of their
lack of PostScript capabilities.

H ere's a quick roundup of the StyleWriter line; you'll find more detail in the
StyleWriter Specs chart.
•

StyleWriter 1: Apple's first effort at a low-cost, high-resolution
(300 dpi) printer; like the ImageWriter I, this printer got its nu meral
only in retrospect.

•

StyleWriter II: A ton of small improvements over the origi nal model,
including a smaller case, the ability to hold 100 sheets of paper at a time
(instead of 50) , and the ability to be shared by multiple Macs.

•

Portable StyleWriter: N ot a StyleWriter at all, but a repackaged Canon
BJ10• EX to satisfy early Power Book users.

•

StyleWriter 1200: T he last black-and-white-only StyleWriter upped the
standard 360-dpi inkjet resolution to 720x360.
Color StyleWriters: Starting with the Apple Color Printer and its 360dpi color output, color printing became affordable for almost everyone.
The Color StyleWriter Pro quadrupled the speed of the Color Printer,
and subsequent color StyleWriters have improved even more.

Since StyleWriters can print in diffe rent modes, you might sec different speed
ratings in charts or specs: draft mode can be four or five times faster than
"best" mode; our chart shows the number for best-mode printouts. For color
StyleWriters, both the page-per-minute speed rating and the dots-per- inch
resolution depend on whether you're using black-and-white printing or color;
both numbers are in the chart.
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!StyleWriter Models
B&W

Color

B&W

R•10lutlon ldpl)
Color

Pa1•• p.,. Mlnut•

:Color StyleWriter 6500

600x600

600x300

8

4

i Color StyleWriter 4500

600x600

600x300

5

4

:Color StyleWriter 41 00

600x600

600x300

5

1.5

!Color StyleWriter 2200

720x360

5

.3

icolor StyleWriter 2500

720x360

5

.66

:color StyleWriter 2400

360

3

.3

! Color StyleWriter 1500

720x360

3

.3

; Color StyleWriter Pro

360

2

.5

:Apple Color Printer

360

.5

.29

360

1.5

720x360

2

Portable StyleWriter
StyleWriter 1200
StyleWriter II
. StyleWriter

360
360

.5

Style Writer and Inkjet Tips
Testing. 1, 2, 3, testing ... You can print a test page on your StyleWriter by
holding down the On button after you've pressed it to turn on the primer.
Inkjet paper. With their improved ink formulations, the current crop of
color inkjets look better than ever when printing on (cheap) plain ol' paper.
That said, printouts look even better when you use special coated papers
that keep the ink on the paper surface. Uncoated papers let the color ink
sink in, leaving the surface slightly uncovered, producing a somewhat
washed-out look. - BW
Cartridges. Printing with inlget ink costs more per page than using laser
printer toner. An ink cartridge for Apple's StyleWriter 1200, for example, costs
around $25 and prints about 466 pages of text. That's more than five cents a
page, compared to about two cents a page for a $90 LaserWriter printer cartridge. Printing high volume or lots of high-ink-coverage graphics could
empty a cartridge every two or three days.
Mail-order ink-cartridge pricing is typically about 20 percent less than list.
For the nimble-fingered and damn-the-warranty, full-cartridge-ahead user,
it's possible to buy inks and refiller tools to get about ten uses out of each
cartridge, saving about $10 a cartridge. If you want someone else to deal w ith
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the mess, you can buy "remanufactured" (refilled) cartridges at less than the
usual price. -SZNBW/RS
Keep those cartridges wrapped. Avoid opening a new ink cartridge if
you know you're not going to be using your printer for a while; the ink may
dry up before you get a chance to use it. A friend of mine let a newly opened
ink cartridge languish for six months, and he then ran out of ink after o nly 50
pages-instead of the normal 300 pages on a cartridge. Take his advice and
change the cartridge after your vacation! - ND
When the one-color well runs dry. Sometimes ink clogs some of the fine
holes in inkjet printheads, so you may get either no print at all from one of
your colors, o r blank stripes where the partially blocked ink isn't making it to
the paper. There are three things you can do to unclog the printhead's pores:

•

When you're printing, click the Options or Utilities button in the Print
dialog (the button depends on which printer you're using) to get a dialog
like the one shown here. C lick the Clean ink cartridge checkbox, and the
StyleWriter will blow through the accumulated crud before it starts
printing. You won't have to
Color StyleWriter 1500 utilities
turn off the option; it's
!if Oean lnlc cartridge before printing
turned off automatically after
a single use.

•

H eavy use of the clogged nozzle sometimes breaks the dry dam. Try
printing a heavily inked page one or more times. You can make a suitable page by going into a graphics program, drawing a box that fills a
whole page, and filling it with a solid color or a dark pattern.

•

If the nozzle really blocked with a dried-out clump, you can try soaki ng
just the print head (not the whole cartridge) in some alcohol. -SZNND

Accommodating thick paper. For thick paper stock or envelopes on most
StyleWriters (check your StyleWriter or its manual to see if yours is one of
them), there are two physical adjustments you have to make. O ne lever is o n
the paper tray; move it so that it points to the envelope icon. The second
adjustment is trickier: open the printer's cover and move the lever on the ink
cartridge to the envelope icon. You should flip both levers back to the normal
positions w hen you're going to use regular paper again.
Speeding up a 2400. The Color StyleWriter 2400 uses two cartridges, a
black o ne and a tri-color. If you're not using color, you can take out both cartridges and replace them with Apple's High-Performance Ink Cartridge. It
will really speed up print j obs because it has more ink nozzles than the
smaller cartridges, so more ink hits the page on every pass.
Share and share alike. A StyleWriter connected to a Mac can be shared by
other Macs on a network. (Of course, the StyleWriter will be connected to the
first Mac's modem port because its printer port will have the network connection.) To set up the sharing:
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1. Open C hooser.

Color StyleWrlter 2500 Sha ring Setup
Share thi s Printer
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" ======;-'
Nltme: ~=:;-------'
Passwo rd:

c==J"

0

Kee p Log ofPrtnte r Usage

Setting up sharing
far a Style Writer.

Canter

II

OK

2 . Select the StyleWriter driver.

3.

C lick the Setup button .

4. Turn on sharing with the Share
this Printer checkbox in the
next dialog; you can also give
the printer a name and set a
password for it.
5.

C lick OK.

If you can't get the sharing dialog to show up, or get at all its controls, you
may be missing the PrinterShare extension that you need; it comes with both
the system software and the printer software, so it's easy enough to find
another copy.
Sharing a StyleWriter means sharing your Mac. The StyleWriter doesn't have a
brain to figure out how a page should look; the Mac always does that end of a
job. On a shared StyleWriter, the Mac that the StyleWriter is connected to gets
to do all the thinking, no matter which Mac sent the print job, and that slows
down the "host" Mac considerably.

LaserWriters
Features and Models
It's the PostScript, stupid. No, I'm not calling you stupid-it's just a tag
line (or a campaign slogan). As mentioned earlier, not all Lase rWriters are
PostScript-capable. T he information in this section, and other sections of the
chapter, refer to LaserWriters as if PostScript were the norm (which it is now).
Some of the information applies to LaserWriters in general, too. T he nonPostScript LaserWriters are: LaserWriter ITSC, LaserWriter Select 300, and
Personal LaserWriters 300, LS, and SC.
Leveling on the printing field. Not all PostScript interpreters are created
equal. The origi nal LaserWriters had the original PostScript bui lt in; it's been
retroactively labeled PostScript Level 1 to differentiate it from its descendants.
PostScript Level 2-standard in LaserWriters since the !If and !I g- added
many capabilities to PostScript (and therefore to the printers in which it
lived); for most users, the most important differe nce was that Level 2 handled
memory better, so there were fewe r out-of-memory messages, Courier primouts, and just plain choke-ups. Level 2 also: speeded printing by being able to
cache elements used on more than one page; allowed "composite" fonts that
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need mo re than 256 characters (like Japanese); used compression and decompression to speed fi le handling; introduced several new fu nctions to m ake
colo r printing more accurate; and improved grayscale printing capabilities.
Level 3 PostScript is still very new as of this writing, and it's included in o nly
one LaserWriter to date, the LaserWriter 8500. It promises faster, better printing, of course; it also offers, among other things, improvement in printing
grayscale photos, colors, and 3-D items and provides for a larger set of ROMresident fonts.
The speed factor(s). A printer 's perform ance is usually rated in pages per
minute {ppm), but that's misleading because it refers to how fast a page can be
churned out once it's ready to go-how fast the "print engine" performs. But
before the mechanical end of things can take over, the page has to be "imaged":
all the info rmation has to be processed, with a full page being "designed" from
the instructions that came to the printer, before it can be printed at all. T he
imaging end of things is taken care of by the LaserWriter's processor chip;
and, as w ith Macs, the type of chip and its clockspeed control j ust how fast it
can do things.
Chips and
clockspeeds
Ch apter2

There have been only a few different chips used in LaserWriters, and they can
be easily divided into two groups: the Motorola 68000-series chips (as in the
early Macs), and the more advanced RlSC (reduced instruction set computing)
chips. In the chart on page 590, any processor that's no t a 68-something is a
RISC ch ip. Within each group, more advanced chips (the ones with higher
numbers) are faster; and for each chip, a faster clock speed means fas ter
perform ance.
So, a LaserWriter's two speed factors combine to set its overall speed: the
processor is in charge of the imaging process, and the print engine is in charge
of printing the pages. A 12-ppm LaserWriter could outperform a 16-ppm with a
slower processor if a document is complex and needs a lot of processing time.
Which speed factor is more important depends on the kind of work you do. If
you print mostly text, and often do multip le copies of a document, a faster
engine is your concern . If you work on complex graphics and layouts, usually
printing a single copy at a time, the processor speed is much more important.
Resolution. Even the oldest of the LaserWriters have a resolution of at least
300 dpi; the standard has been 600 dpi for several years now (some models
can do either), and some printers offer even higher resolution.

For text, the difference between 300 and 600 dpi printing isn't that big a deal
except at the smallest font sizes: the 300-dpi text is a little thicker than the 600
dpi, but yo u seldom see any jaggies or poorly formed letters. Fo r graphics,
though, the difference practically slaps you in the face, since the jaggies on
300-dpi curved and angled lines disappear at 600 dpi.

Other System Elements

Resident fonts. Laser printers come with "resident fonts" contained in their

ROMs to speed printing-if the fonts are already there, they don't have to be
sent from the Mac or retrieved from a printer's drive. But how many fonts are
there depends on two things: which printer you're talking about, and how you
count fonts. (The whole issue ofjust what is a font is discussed in C hapter 14;
traditionally, each size and "cutting"-italic, bold, and so on--counts as a separate font, but we generally refer to the "family" as a single font.)

'

'

The first LaserWriter was touted as
having 13 fonts, but they belonged to
When Apple introduced the LaserWriter, Mac users
looked forward to a profusion of high quality
four families: Courier, H elvetica,
typefaces. Now, almost a year later, all that is
Times, and Symbol. T he first three
available are the original four... Why haven' t any
came in plain, bold, italic, and boldnew fonts appeared?
'
'
italic-which adds up to 12 fonts (if
MacUser, December 1985
you're trying to brag). All subsequent
LaserWriters (and PostScript laser printers in general) had 35 fo nts, or so they
wanted us to believe; there were only eleven font families- seven beyond the
original LaserWriter:

•

Courier: (plain), Oblique, Bold, Bold Oblique

•

Helvetica: (plain), Oblique, Bold, Bold Oblique

•
•
•

Times: Roman, Italic, Bold, Bold Italic

•

Bookman: Light, Light Italic, Demibold, Demibold Italic

•

Avant Garde: Book, Book Oblique, Demibold, Demi Oblique

•
•
•
•

New Century Schoolbook: Roman, Italic, Bold, Bold Italic

H elvetica Narrow: (plain), Oblique, Bold, Bold Oblique
Palatino: Roman, Italic, Bold, Bold Italic

ZapfChancery: Medium Italic
Zapf Dingbats
Symbol

Some LaserWriters have one other fon t built-in: the Emulator fon t used towhat else?--emulate the printing available on some non-Apple laser printers.
Fine Print and PhotoGrade. Fine Print and PhotoGrade are built into

some LaserWriters by means of an ASIC (applicatiou-speci.fic integrated circuit)
chip. One is meant to produce better text, and the other improves grayscale
printing for photos and graphics.
FinePrint improves printed output of text by printing dots of different sizes
(or, more accurately, partial dots) when necessary to round out a curve. How
much of a difference does it really make? Little to none. I printed out various
size samples from two different LaserWriters (a Pro 630 at 300 dpi and a
12/640 at 600 dpi) and neither I nor anyone I showed them to could see a difference between the FinePrint and non-FinePrint versions.
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PhotoGrade, on the other hand, makes an incredible difference, letting a
LaserWriter print using 91 levels of gray instead of the usual 33. (Of course, in
both cases it's really printing only black dots, but it's the size and arrangement
of the dots that make us see grays instead of black dots on white paper. )
For many printers, you can't use either option, or sometimes just not both at
the same time, unless you've added extra memory to the printer. O nce you
have enough memory, there are two places you control w hether FinePrint
and PhotoGrade are on: set the default through the Apple Printer Utili ty (in
the Imaging Options level), and override it if you need to through Print dialog's Imaging Option screen.
m
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Set the defaults for FinePrint and
PhotoGrade in the Apple Printer Utility.

IIW!SI:UJft !f

I

Override the default settings for FinePrint
and PhotoGrade in the Prin t dialog.

Memory. PostScript printers need a lot of memory. They need almost a meg
to hold the image of a none-too-fancy page before it's printed and nearly
another half-megabyte to do the calculations that create the page image. Any
leftover memory is used for storing fonts and for caching images of letters it
has already drawn, so it won' t have to create them from scratch again the next
time they're needed. That means a 2MB printer has less than 400K available
for font storage-enough for perhaps ten typical PostScript fonts. Some pri nters use additional RAM for double-buffering, wherein one page gets ready
while a previously processed page is fed to the print engine, and technologies
like PhotoGrade and FinePrint are RAM hogs. And, of course, complicated
graphics and layouts need more memory than a basic text page.

For anything but basic printing, you' ll want to add memory to your
LaserWriter to speed up printing or, in some cases, to make printing possible.
It's easy to add memory to a LaserWriter, and it's a cheap upgrade, too, since
SIMM prices are so low. But what's not easy is deciding where the SIMMs
should go if you have multiple slots. There's no easy formula if you're using
SIMMs of different sizes (which you can do); where the larger one goes
sometimes depends on what size SIMMs you're working with. You're actually
going to have to pick up your printer manual when it comes to this one!

Other System Elements

The LaserWriter family. While there are nowhere near as many
LaserWriter models as Mac models, there have been quite a few in Apple's
printer-production history (which, as I write this, seems to be coming to an
end, with Apple indicating they won't be making any more printers). But the
models out there (I know of dozens of originals still turning out basic text
copy) can be loosely classified into groups:

•

LaserWriter and LaserWriter Plus: The originals, retroactively referred
to as LaserWriter J's, can still handle basic text output but their limited
memory and use of Levell PostScript limits their functionality.

•

LaserWriter II family: This line improved upon the originals with a different print engine that worked faster and produced blacker blacks; each
one also, of course, had better and faster processors. The later models in
the line included Level 2 PostScript.

•

Personal LaserWriters: The low-cost alternative in their time, they
were slower than the models in the II line; in keeping with the personal
idea (as opposed to business or network), there were cutbacks in other
ways, too, like smaller-capacity paper trays.

•

LaserWriter Select: Three models that seemingly have nothing in common except their names: one (the 300) has no PostScript, another (the
31 0) has a RISC processor but only 13 resident fonts instead of the usual
35 and doesn't have FinePrint or PhotoGrade, and the last (the 360) has
triple the speed and memory capacity and Level 2 PostScript. Go figure.

•

LaserWriter Pros: These LaserWriters introduced 600-dpi resolution and
multiple paper trays, along with ever-faster processing. The monster 810 has
the most advanced processor (even better than later LaserWriters), a whopping 750-page paper tray, and lets you print tabloid-size (11 by 17) paper.

•

Color LaserWriters: Unlike their StyleWriter counterparts, the resolution ofLaserWriter output doesn't change as you switch from black and
white to color; however, the number of pages it can print per minute
drops to a rate lower than any other LaserWriter (even the first)-but if
you need color output, that hardly matters.

•

LaserWriters by-the-number: The last round ofLaserWriters were
simply assigned numbers instead of any special names. When there's a
pair of numbers (like 12/640 and 16/600), the first number refers to the
page-per-minute rating (but that's the engine rating, not the imaging time,
as described earlier). In this crowd, the 8500 stands out not just because it
has a single number after its name, but because it can churn out 20 pages
after speedily processing them with its 60MHz processor.
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LaserWriter Specs
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LaserWriter

6SOOO

Speed

DPI

12

300

s
s
s
s
s

LaserWriter Plus

6SOOO

12

300

LaserWriter llf

6S030

20

300

LaserWriter llg

6S030

2S

300

LaserWriter liNT

6SOOO

11.16

300

LaserWriter IINTX

6SOOO
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LaserWriter IISC
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s
s

-
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4

300

4

Personal LaserWriter 300

-

Personal LaserWriter LS
Personal LaserWriter SC

6SOOO
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4
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12

300

4

Personal LaserWriter NTR

AMD 2900S

16

300

4
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4

LaserWriter Pro 600
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3
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Using a Hard Drive
The font express. It was a great disappointment to me that when I replaced
m y LaserWriter Pro 630 with the more advanced 12/640, I had to give up a
great convenience: the internal hard drive the 630 accommodated for font
fi les. (I also miss the little window in the paper tray that told me at a glance if
the supply was getting low.)

If a LaserWriter has its own hard drive, it can retrieve fonts from that drive
instead of from the Mac's; this saves lots of time (transfer from the printer's
drive is much speedier than the network transmission of font information),
and frees up your Mac a lot sooner in the course of a print j ob. The
LaserWriter chart on the previous page shows which models can have SCSI
drives attached internally or externally for font storage.
Special formatting. You can't use a drive that's formatted for the Mac on a
LaserWriter; the drive has to be connected to the LaserWriter first, and then
formatted th rough the Apple Printer Utility:

._. _. ._; :.;_

,~r--_-_

The Disks level
before and after
initializing an
attached drive.

L

..:....:.H_1..._
....._.

O pen the program, select the printer
in the Printer Selector window, and
click the O pen Printer button.

2.

When the printer window opens,
click on the arrow in front of the
D isks category.

. :. . :I--,
.I

s-,... .
A¥.1ll.t"•

'-- LG<i_ .. H

_

..._..

.

3.

I

1.

~~ ~

-'-'-'---19- - - - - '

Select the drive in the dialog window, and click the Initialize button .

If you swap a printer disk from one type of LaserWriter to another, you 'II have
to reformat the disk, since different LaserWriter models use different for matting schemes.

The Fonts dialog in
the Apple Printer
Utility's window
after downloading
fo nts to the drive,
sh owing the total
of 78 fonts on
the drive.

Downloading fonts. To download fonts to the drive, you use the Apple
Printer Utility. T he procedure is the same as downloading fonts to the printer's
memory (described later in the chapter),
<)0
•
except
that you have to choose the disk's
""ller"'
<)0
A.Gw -*$M- 1»\d
()o
SCSI ID number from the pop-up menu
()O
at the bottom of the window.
.-.Gw WI'IOI'd-tt.&'k

AGw MI"*'lf•fh9'-l_.

--

The storage setup. O nly about 20 percent of a printer's hard drive is used
for font storage; the rest is used as a font cache. When you store fo nt files on
the drive, they're still only the files of information needed to create a fo nt.
When you usc the font in a document, the printer figures out how the lette rs
should look and creates a bitmapped fo nt of the r ight size to use for the
printing (remember, even LaserWriters use bitmaps as final output). T hat
information is Aushed out of the LaserWritcr's memory when more room is
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needed. But when you have a hard drive, it's used to store the rasterized font
information so it won't have to be recalculated- that's the font cache.
The fact that you can't use the whole drive for font file storage isn't a big
deal; font files are small-a hundred of them easily fit in about three megs of
drive space.
What's on that drlve7 You can easily get a list of fonts that have been downloaded to the printer's hard drive by using the Apple Printer Utility, described
later in the chapter. But that doesn't tell you how much of the drive is filled.

H ere's a PostScript program that will tell you about the hard drive's capacity,
although it doesn't differentiate between the font files and the font cache
portions.
1.

Type this program exactly as it's printed here, in a word processor or
Simple Text:

/ Helvetica findfont 14 scalefont setfont
statusdict begin
30 100 moveto
(*A page is 1024 bytes -- a K. ) show
30 115 moveto
(Tota 1 number of pages:
show
diskstatus
10 string cvs show
30 130 moveto
(Number of pages free: ) show
10 string cvs show
showpage
Postscript files and
downloading

2.

Save the file as a text file.

3.

Launch the Apple Printer Utility.

Later this chapter 4.

U se the Send PostScript File command to send the text file to the printer.

5. You'll be asked where you want to save the PostScript Log for the download. Put it anywhere-it won't even be saved if everything goes well; it's
only for error reports.
Your printout will look something like this, with the space reports given in
kilobytes:
Number of pages free: 34235
Total number of pages: 39991
* A page is 1024 bytes - a K.

Fonts for ATM. Adobe Type Manager (covered in Chapter 14) can't access
the font files on a printer's hard drive. So, if you want good screen text, you' ll
need t\¥0 copies of each printer font-one on the Mac for the screen display,
and one on the printer's drive for speedy printing.
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Toner Tips
Dense and denser. You seldom need fu ll-strength to ner on your printers
for good printing; using m ore than you need means o nly that you'll run o ut
sooner. While the lowest settings might give type a slightly grayer look, a light
setting is fine for tex't, and just-below-middle setting works fin e for solid
black areas w hen the cartridge is new. (As it ages, you up the print density to
get more on the paper.)

Older LaserWriters have manual settings for print density adjustment; on the very
Later this chapter early models, the dial's on the outside, while models in the II line have the dial
inside, under the lid. For all the manually set models, the number settings go
from 1 to 9, with 9 being the lightest (really!). All recent and current LaserWriters
,. Pr•••....u.
have software-controlled density set1 •••"'• ,,~ 1 .i.:i:. ::: .•. :();! ~¥ ~
rings. Use the Apple Printer utility to
set the density.

Apple Printer Utility

I

Good to the last drop. As your to ner cartridge approaches the end of its
useful days and the LaserWriter light indicates you're low on to ner, you can
extend easily the cartridge's life for a hundred, or sometimes several hundred,
more pages. Remove th e cartridge and give it a few brisk shakes from end to
end w jog the remaining toner around. Don't turn the cartridge upside down;
just make motio ns like you're sifting flour. You should be able to do this a
d ozen times or more before the "low toner" light refuses to turn itself ofT and
the cartridge is really getting empty. (In the meantime, just igno re the light.)
And, be careful in there; a just-used cartridge is hot to the touch. - SZNJF
Buying toner cartridges. It's easy to go through over $500 a year in toner
cartridges if you do a reasonable amount of printing, but you can cut that cost
considerably with some careful shopping.

•

You don't need Apple-brand LaserWriter cartridges. All laser printers are
based on only a few different interior designs and can share cartridges.
The chart on the nex't page shows which LaserWriters use which cartridges, so don 't let the hapless help at the local superstore tell you, as they
tell me where I live, that they just don't carry cartridges for Apple printers.
Buy at a superstore o r web/mail order, not at a computer store or a sm all
office-supply store. Yo u can save up to 25 percent of the cost of a new
cartridge w hen you buy from a high-volume source.

•

Consider a remant.ifactured cartridge, wh ich costs about 40 percent less than
a new one. In remanuf..1cturing, the cartridge is tho roughly inspected and
completely rebuilt, including a new imaging drum if needed (the drum
needs to be replaced, on average, every third time the cartridge is re-used).
The expertise with which this is done makes a difference to the performance life, so all vendors are not alike when it comes to this savings plan.
Avoid reclrarged cartridges which are merely re-filled with toner (a "drill
and fill" j ob) with no inspection or replace ment parts.
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LaserWriter Toner Cartridges and Substitutes

QJ

Apple Toner
Cartridge

Hewlett Packard
Cartridge

Canon
Cartridge

Apple LaserWrit.r

Comparable Printer

Laser Engine

LaserWriter, LaserWriter Plus

LaserJet II, liD, Ill, IIID

Canon CX

M0180

HP92285A

EP

LaserWriter II, IISC, liNT, IINTX,
llf, llg

LaserJet, LaserJet Plus,
LaserJet 500 Plus

Canon SX

M6002

HP92295A

EP-S

Personal LaserWriter SC, LS,
NT,NTR

LaserJet liP, liP Plus, IIIP

Canon LX

M0089LUA

HP92275A

EP-L

Personal LaserWriter 300, 320,
4/600PS

LaserJet 4L, LaserJet 4ML

Canon PX

M2045G/A

HP92274A

EP-P

LaserWriter Select 300,310, 360

Xerox 4505,4510

Fuji Xerox XP10

M1960G/ A

LaserWriter Pro 600, 630,
16/ 600PS

LaserJet 4, LaserJet 4M,
4M Plus, 4 Plus

Canon EX

M2473G/ A

HP92298/ A

EP-X

Fuji Xerox P893

M4683G/ A

' LaserWriter 12/640PS

Other

"S
!!1

.,-....
U1

:;-

!:!.
:I

10

Xerox 113R0005

: LaserWriter Pro 810
(11-micron toner)

Compaq Pagemarq 15/20,
Dataproducts LZR 1560

Fuji Xerox XP20

M1853G/ A

Xerox 113R0011 0
Data products
299275-502

: LaserWriter Pro 810
(7-micron toner)

Compaq Pagemarq 15/ 20,
Dataproducts LZR 1560

Fuji Xerox XP20

M3602G/A

Xerox 113R0011 0
Data products

LaserWriter 8500

Xerox4520

Fuji Xerox XP20

M5893G/A

Color LaserWriter 12/600/660

Canon Color LBP 360P

Canon HX LBP

299275~2

Xerox 113R0011 0

Cyan

M3757G/A

R74-3019-150

Magenta

M3760G/A

R74-3018-150

Yellow

M3758G/ A

R74-3017-150

Black

M3756G/ A

R74-3020-1 50
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It's easy being green. Don't throw your laser cartridges away. They're not
exactly biodegradable; they'll be sitting in a landfill somewhere till the end of
time, or thereabouts. Most cartridge manufacturers provide a mailing label for
returns right inside the box you get the cartridge in-with postage prepaid. Use it!

LaserWriter Tips

LaserWriters
default ta having a
startup page
printed, but you
can turn it off
through the Apple
Printer Utility.

Stop the printer test page. Each time you turn on your LaserWriter, it
spits out a test page wi th all sorts of important information on it. But if you
don't need a reminder about its capabilities or a report on how many pages it's
printed so far in its life, you don't need to waste the time, paper, and toner
every day. U se the Apple Printer Utility to turn off the test page: under the
Startup Page category, just uncheck the startup page option.

If you want a single test page (but you don't want it on all the time), you don't
have to reset the Startup Page option and restart the printer; you can just use
the Print Configuration Page command in the Apple Printer Utility.
The first-page delay. Does it seem to you that your first printout after a
long lunch takes longer than other print jobs? It's not a psychological problem. Many later-model LaserWriters have built-in energy-saving circuitry that
decreases the power draw when the printer's not being used; the rest state
kicks in after an hour or so of idle time, and it takes up to a full minute for it
wake up completely when the Mac clamors for attention.

Other printing
problem s
Chapter 24

Too many fonts spoil the broth. LaserWriters with small amounts of
memory have a hard time handling documents with lots of fonts. If you can't
print a document, or it's coming out with Courier for some areas, try turning
on the Unlimited Downloadable Fonts option: you'll find it th rough the
Page Setup dialog, using either a button or a pop- up menu that says
PostScript Options.
Ways to speed up laser printing. Here are a few ways you can speed up
that output; most are explained elsewhere in the chapter, but I thought you'd
like a quick roundup.

•
•

Use the LaserWriter's built-in fonts .
Add a hard drive to the LaserWriter (if it can handle one) to store fonts .
Manually download fo nts to the printer before the print j ob.
U se a black-and-white printing option instead of color/grayscale when
you don't need the latter.
Add more memory to the printer.

•

Uncheck the U tllimited D ownloadable Fonts option through the Page Setup
dialog's option hutto~ or menu.
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Laser-proof media. If you're going to send envelopes or labels thro ugh
your LaserWriter, make sure they're meant fo r laser printing. The heat inside
the printer can melt glue not made to stand up to higher-than-usual temperatures; at the least, you'll wind up with unusable envelopes/labels; at worst,
labels will peel off inside the LaserWriter and gum up the works.

And if you want to print overhead transparencies, make sure you get laserproof ones, because the standard ones may melt as they go through the
rollers-don't ask how I know!
Ill-legal on Color LaserWriter. If your Colo r LaserWriter has less than
16MB of m emory, it can't use the same high resolution for color printing as it
does o n standa rd-size paper. Instead, it uses a special compression technique
when imaging the page, using only cyan, magenta, and yellow, which can
result in missing pixels or the dreaded j aggies. If you up the memory to 16MB
or more, the printer can use the sam e imaging for the larger page sizes, adding
in the black ink.
Older-model tidbits. Here's a quick list of what you should know if you
have an older L1serWriter:

•

If you're using an older LaserWriter with Levell PostScript-especially
one that has little m emory-you may have trouble printing a document
with multiple master fonts in it: you get a "processing" no tice but then
nothing happens, and the printer returns to its idle wait state. There's
really no way aro und this; you'll have to change the font in your docum ent to a standard PostScript o r Tt·ueType font.

•

T he LaserWriter II line models have an ADB port, but it's totally unusable. It was m eant fo r later expansion (multi ple cut-sheet feeders, for
instance) but no add- on devices were ever deve loped.

•

The Ilf can print legal-size pages only if it's been upgraded from its original 4 megs of memory to 5; it need the extra m eg to image the larger page.

•

The LaserWriter Ilg, for some reason, didn't have ZapfDingbats included
in its ROM, as did all the other LaserWriters. It also had some networking problems that were addressed by a (free) ROM upgrade. T he new
ROM included Dingbats, so if you have a IIg and it has ZapfDingbats
built in (you can check \vith the Apple Printer Utili ty), you have the
replacement RO M.

Printing Software
The Chooser
Good choice. T he C hooser desk accessory is for letting you cl10ose items like
printers and fi le servers, and then set options regarding the item you chose.
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C liclcing in an icon in the left panel lists options o n the right. The C hooser
also lets you turn AppleTalk on and off (since many printers are connected
through Apple"I:1lk) and, in some cases, it lets you turn background printing
on and off. O nce you set choices in the Chooser, they remain until you
change them, although some general trouble-shooting procedures (like zapping the PRAM) can reset it to defaults.
The awkward thing about using the C hooser is that there's no OK button ;
things happen when you select them, even though you seldom get feedback.
There are a few keyboard shortcuts availab le in C hooser:

•
•

Pressing~ alternately

•

In the active pane, you can use E l-+lt(f ) to select the item adjacent to the
currently selected item.

activates the left or right pane .

In the active pane, you can type a few letters to select the item you want.

o-

Ctlooser

~\tStiW'ot

~

Cob'SY 1:500

~

Co lor SV Pro

~

Luotr'Y'rlt...- 300/LS

Color5V~

~Qt'Wrtt.r

A
B

StvltYI'ittt" 1200

t;J

.

- s

~"'-

Select c PostScript Pnnter.
WL-ost
«> PS

.

~

~

t!.)
POfVdltf'

II

-

AppleTol~

Setup_

I

-

fJ Active
0 lnocttve

Drivers. The printer icons in Chooser are the printer drivers that are in your
Extensions folder. A printer driver is special software that translates printing
information coming from an application into instructions that a printer can
understand. T his saves the application from having to know about all the different printers available; it can work with sort of generic information and let
the driver take care of the specifics.
Your system software comes with drivers for all of Apple's printers; thirdparty printers usually come with their own drivers that you install separately.

PPD files. PPD files? What lcind of computer is this, anyway? (Sigh ... )
Somewhere during System 7's reign, the LaserWriter 8 driver came out and
introduced a new concept: PostScript printer descriptions, or PPDs. These files go
in the imaginatively named Printer Description folder in your Extensions
folder. (These files are also sometimes referred to as printer page description files;
they were also originally called printer descriptiottfiles, or PDFs, but that
acronym's been shanghaied by portable dowmentfonnat.)
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Okay, but what are they? Since there are so many LaserWriter models around
with so many different capabilities, a single driver can't take care of them all;
all the driver itself does now is get at the common capabilities, like image scaling and font substitution-the items that have always been in Page Setup and
Print dialogs. The PPD file describes w hat a specific LaserWriter model is able
to do, like use multiple trays, or print both sides of the paper, or use 600 dpi,
or print in color. So, you choose the LaserWriter driver, and then select the
PPD file that goes with your printer. Of course, since this is a Mac, you don't
have to worry too much; you can tell it to find the correct PPD file for you
once you tell it which printer you have.

Setting up a new printer. When you get a new printer-or when you've
installed OS 8 and have to start again with printer connections- you have to
set up a few things so the Mac and the printer understand each other, and so
that you' ll get a desktop printer icon for a LaserWriter.
First, you have to make sure that you have the correct driver for the printer;
and, for a L1serWriter, the right PPD. In most cases, you'll have everything you
need installed with the system software; but if you get a printer that comes out
after the system software was released, or you work with a non-Apple printer,
the required files will come with the printer-make sure you run the installer
software that comes with the printer. Once the software's in your System
Folder (the driver in the Extensions folder, PPD files in the Printer
Descriptions folder), you work with the C hooser to get everything going.

Setting up non-PostScript printers. For QuickDraw-based printers
(inkjets, and some LaserWriters), here's what you do (the exact choices
depend on the printer you have, since they offer different options):
1. Open the Chooser and click the printer's icon in the left panel.
2.

If you' re offered a choice of ports in the right panel, click on the one
you' re using-the printer or the modem port. The way the choices are
presented varies from one printer to another: sometimes you get icons
labeled printer and modem; sometimes you get icons labeled serial port;
sometimes you get icons without labels.

3. If there's a Setup button, your printer is able to be shared with any other
Mac that you're connected to; if you're going to share it, click Setup to
name the printer and set any
0
Cbii.U tf
passwords you wan t to use.

The representa tion
of the printer and
modem ports
varies with the
printer driver you
select.

That's all there is to it; the Mac
now knows where to send the
printer information, and which
driver to use fo r formatti ng the
printed output.
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Setting up a LaserWriter. The setup for a LaserWriter isn' t incredibly difficult, but there are certainly more steps and more choices than fo r nonnetworked printers.
1. Open the C hooser and click the LaserWriter 8 icon.
2. Select the LaserWriter in the right panel.
3. C lick the C reate button (it's a Setup button if you've worked w ith the
printer before).
U se the Auto Setup button for the PPD to be selected automatically or,
use the Select PPD button to do it yoursel£ With Auto Setup, certain
other printer options are also registered (see the next entry).

4.

5. T his step's optional: use the Printer Info button to retrieve any specific
printer information you may not be sure of (like how much memory is
installed); use the Update Info button in the dialog that opens so the
Chooser checks with the printer for the latest info.
6.

Use the Configure button to tell C hooser what special hardware options
you've added to your printer if you've selected the PPD yoursel£ T he
choices are based on the printer's possibilities: envelope feeder, special
high -volume paper cassette, double-sided printing, memory upgrades,
and so on.

7.

C lick all the OK buttons you see to get back to the C hooser.

When you're finished, there'll be a little icon next to the printer's name in the
C hooser list, and a desktop icon to match.
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For a new or upgraded printer. T he PPD files for each printer can
describe only certain basic options that are built in, and provide information
about possible options, like extra memory or special paper trays. If you've
added optional extras, you may not be able to use them because they won't
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show up in Page Setup and Print dialogs without your letting the system
know that they're available.
f;sit Las erwr1r:er se.tup for.
~ Mlas erWrlter 12/640'"

PostScrfpl'" Printer Descripti on (PPD) Fll~
·

r-----

I Olange._ I

Laserwrlter 12/61U PS

lnstallable Options

You can make
simple setup
changes through
the Change Setup
command from
the Finder's
Printing menu.

-

Chnnge:l Dup lex Printing Ullt

I

To: Not lnstnllcd 1;

I Auto Setup )

I

I;

I

The easiest way to get this taken care
of is to select the pri nter in Chooser,
click the Setup button, and then click
the Auto Setup button in the next dialog. If you've done a simple, single
upgrade, like a RAM u pgrade, you can
change the setup manually from the
desktop: click on the desktop printer
icon, choose Change Setup from the
Printing menu, and use the pop-up
menus to indicate the changes.

No PPD. If you can't find a PPD for your laser printer, click the Generic
button in the PPD dia log; this will give you the basic laser printing options
and create a desktop printer for you. (Check with the printer 's manufac turer
to see if there's a special one available, especially w hen you upgrade your
system software.)

Background printing. The next few sections deal with background printing issues, but you should know what backgro und printing's all about. And
it's easiest to understand background printing if you first know what happens
without background ptinting.
When you click the Print button, the Mac starts processing your document
fo r the printer, using the printer driver you've selected in C hooser. It sends
the first part of the processed fi le to the printer and waits fo r the printer to
finish printing that part before processing and sending the next piece. (How
large a "piece" depends on what printe r you're using.) This contin ues until the
w hole print job is completed. While the Mac is waiting for a signal from the
printer that it's ready for the next chunk of informatio n, you get a d ialog box
that says Printhtg in progress. But you can't do anything on the Mac because its
attention is focused exclusively on the print job.
With background printing, howeve r, clicking the Print button processes the
entire document for the printer and stores it o n your disk instead of sending it
to the printer piecemeal. You get back control of your Mac sooner, since you
don't have to wait for the printer's job to be finis hed; the communication
between the printer and the Mac, and the feedi ng out of parts of the
processed document, are done in the background.
On older Macs, background printing slows down the Mac's responsiveness. O n
newer ones, the slowdown is perceptible during the actual download of parts
of th e document to the printer but doesn't necessarily interfere with what
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you're doing. But you should avoid disk-intensive procedures while background printing's going on, since then you and the Print Monitor will be
arguing over disk access and you'll both be slowed down .

Desktop Printers
The desktop printer. Desktop printing was ushered in w ith System 7.6 and
is now the crux of Mac printing. It was originally touted as a great way to send
a document to the printer-drag a document icon onto the printer icon-but
I could never understand how that could be convenient: most people print
from w ithin their applications, and if you're on the desktop, it's likely that
your document is going to be nested down several folders deep. H ow convenient is that? But even if you do most of your printing from your applications,
the desktop printer approach does provide a few options more convenient
than the old way of doing things, especially for background printing.
You can print everything you need to without touching the desktop printer,
since it functions in the background. But you can use it to get a print j ob started
and to access the D esktop PrintMonitor to control the job once it starts. First,
some basics:

•

A desktop printer icon, which is usually the icon of its printer type,
changes to reflect its current status: a dark frame around it means it's the
current printer; when a print job is in the queue, waiting to be sent, there's
a document icon superimposed on the printer icon; during a print j ob, the
document icon gradually fills with gray to show the status of the job;
when you stop the print queue, preventing anything in the list from being
printed, there's a stop sign on the printer icon ; and, if there's an X
through the icon, the printer belongs to a different system's desktop (you
probably have m ul tiple startup drives).

10

~
L]P
LaserWriter

Laser Wr iter

~

LaserW rite r

~

•

Lase rWriter

~
/ml~

Lase r Writer

Lase r Writer

Left, the standard desktop icon and
th e framed default printer; center,
documents waiting in the queue
(top) and a document being
printed; righ t, a stopped q ueue and
an inactive printer.

•

You can rename the desktop printer without affecting its performance-the
actual name of the printer, as it appears in Chooser, isn't changed. The name
of the desktop printer icon, however, is the one that appears in the pop-up
menu Print dialogs.

•

You can print a document by dragging its icon and dropping it on the
desktop printer. T he application will open so you can use the Pri nt dialog
to set options, and the print job starts.
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•

D o uble-clicking a desktop printer icon opens the PrintMonitor.

•

A desktop printer is a necessity: if you try to trash the one you have, a
new one is created automatically.

•

Selecting a d esktop printer icon puts a Printing m enu in the Finder's
menu bar.

The good, the not-as-good, and the ugly. While many diffe rent pieces o f
the system software work together to provide printing capabilities, there are two
extensions that let you create and use desktop printers: Desktop Printer Spooler
and D esktop Print Monitor. Without them, you not only can't use desktop
printers, but if you've already created one, it reverts to a folder (of all things!).

If you turn off these two extensions, you can still have full printing capabilities, including background printing (sometimes desktop printers and
background printing are confusing for beginners), which is provided through
the Print Monitor ex'tension and accessed through the C hooser Gust as in
previous systems).

As for the ugly: If you still have System 7's Desktop Printing Extension hanging around in your £ '<tensions fo lder, it's not o nly unnecessary but it also
could cause your system to freeze on startup under OS 8.
I

-

_"'Il

•

llelp
Open

.; Start Queue
Stop~e

Get Info

-

t o Del
Moke Ali os

~

Gel Prlnler conngurouon

.; seu s Default Prlnll>r
Refresh me nus

The contextual printer menu. Accessing the
Finder's Printer menu is a two-step process, since a
printer icon has to be selected in o rder fo r the menu
to be added to the menubar. But you can do it in
one step by l controt~clicking on the desktop prin ter
icon: the menu that appears has all the Printer menu
commands in it.

Multiple desktop printers. If you have mo re than one desktop printer,
you select the one yo u want to be the current one and use the Set D efault
Printer command from the Printing menu, or press @:IDI]. T he default
printer is the one that shows up by default (duh!) in Print dialogs, where yo u
can select a different printer instead for any print j ob if you have m ore than
one desktop printer available.
The desktop printer without the desktop. If you find yourself going to
the desktop to open a desktop printer to get at the PrintMonitor-which
means you have to hide your application w indows, and maybe even close
Finder w indows just so you can see the icon-you can set things up so you
don't have to go to th e desktop at all.
Create an alias of the des ktop printer and put it in your Apple menu ; selecting
it from there gives you the Print Monitor window without your having to
find the desktop pri nter itsel£ Yo u get two additional bonuses w ith this trick:
The printer 's icon in the Apple menu changes with a print j ob just the way
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The icon in the
Apple menu
changes the same
way the desktop
printer does.

Items in the queue
appear in the
printer's submenu.

~Is Computer-

the real one does, so a click on the Apple menu
means you can tell at a glance how far along the print
job is because you'll see the page graying as the job
progresses. And, when there are any print jobs in the
queue, they all appear as the printer's submenu
items; selecting any item is a waste of time, since it's
like trying to open one from the
Print Monitor window (you get a
dialog telling you that it can't be
Microsoft: Word .. Mon day
Microsoft Word .. Tu e.sdny
opened)-but you can see the list
t.Aicroson. Word - Wee.t
without having to open the monitor.

Look, it's a folder ... it's an application ... it's ... ... a desktop printer. The
icon is more than just a drag-and-drop station for print jobs and a shortcut to
the Print Monitor window. It's an applicationo - - tto nrWrttl:r Info ·
sort of; it's so intertwined with the system's
® LucrWrlter
printing capabi lities that you can Get Info on the
T11e: hxrWrlk.r 8
Z•M: •
printer icon and allocate more memory to it
Pn•ttr: Lwrwrlltr 12J640 PS
Crut:c4: r r1, M&r t3, \ 99 !1,
AN
(which you should do if you're running into
tto411nM:
1. !998, l t:S9 Pt1
c. ......":
problems with big print jobs).
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You can allocate
more memory to
the Print Monitor
by using Get Info
on a desktop
printer.
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On the other hand, the desktop printer is a
folder-sort o£ The pr int j obs that get spooled
f"lnlm11trul,.. ~ K
Pt1'err• tl.tt. !50
tc
to it are stored as files inside the printer icon,
just as if it were a folder; if you use Find File to
find one of the print j ob fi les, you' ll see the desktop printer represented as a
folder in the list. Of course, double-clicking on the icon doesn't open it and
display the files as a folder normally does: you just get the Print Monitor
window. And if you start up w ithout the desktop printer extensions running,
you' ll see the desktop printer icon show up as a standard folder, and doubleclicking on it opens a normal window with the print files inside it.
1

R•••• n ...... ~
SUO?nltld 1lll. lSO
a:

The desktop printer, when it's opened, is also a Finder window: you can turn
it into a pop-up w indow at the bottom of the screen ; you might find it easier
to open from a window tab than by double-clicking on its icon.

The Desktop Print Monitor
The Print Monitor. Okay, it's the Desktop Print Monitor, but we don't have
to be so forma l; it's unli kely you'll get it confused w ith the standard
Print M onitor used by non-PostScript printers.
For PostScript LaserWriters, the default printing setup is a desktop printer and
background prin ting, although you can override either or both when you
need to. All you do is use the Print command as usual, and the document is
processed for the printer, saved on the disk, and then sent out in pieces to the
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printer as a background process contro lled by the D esktop Print M o nito r.
Since print j o bs are first sent to a ho lding area before they go to the printer,
you get to intercept them and change their hand ling before, o r even during,
the time they' re actually printed.
To access the D esktop Pr int Mo ni to r, double-click on the desktop printer
icon. You'll get a window that shows you the status of the current print j ob in
the upper area, and in fo rmation abo ut any of the other print j obs waiting.
To do something with one of the print files, select it and then use a button or
menu command. You can select the current print j o b or any one in the queue;
!Shirtl-click to select mu ltiple items.

Click to put the selected h eld
item back in the print queue
Click to put the selected item on
hold so it won't be printed

Click to set a print priority for a file:
urgent, normal, or a specific t ime
Click to erase the selected print file
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Prioritize. When you send a j ob to the printer, it just gets in line after all the
o thers already there, but you can change the print order inside the
Print Moni tor w indow by assigni ng a priority with the Print Time button or
by manually reordering them. Individual priorities are noted in the Print
T im e colum n.

T he printing priorities (three of w hich are assignable by clicking the clock
icon) are:
•

Urgent: T his puts the fi le ahead of all the other items in the print
queue-except for those also labeled urgent.

•
G Urgent
QNom1ol
e AtTime

The Print time
dialog.

' "' 2199

I@I 1:30PM I@

•

Normal: The default, this keeps a
file in its place in line so that it gets
printed in turn, after all the others
in from of it.
T ime: Set a specific printing time
fo r a fi le in the Print Time dialog.
This is handy if you know you're
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going to a meeting, say, and you can print time- consuming files when
you' re not fighting for the Mac's attention. Or, if you set your Mac to
turn on automatically in the morning before you get there, you can set it
to print things out for you that you didn't need right away.

•

Hold: Put a file on hold by selecting it and clicking the H old button at
the top of the Print Monitor window. It doesn't ever get printed until
you select it and hit the Resume button- at which point you can tell it
from what page it should resume printing.

While you can click any of the column headers to change the sorting order,
that's only for your viewing convenience; the print order doesn't change. But
when items are sorted according to the Print Time column, you can drag
them around in the list to change their priorities. If everything is set as
N ormal, all you'll see is a changed list order. But if you've set some individual
priorities, you'll see the dragged document change its priority label: if you
drag a N ormal file to the top, above an Urgent file, its label changes to
Urgent; dragging an Urgent file beneath a N ormal file changes its label to
N ormal, and so on.
The Print Monitor menu(s). Bet you didn't notice it had one (never mind
more than one)! When you use the Print Monitor, you're on the desktop and
the Finder's Printing menu (the one that shows up when you click on a desktop
printer) is active; you can use it in conjunction with the Print Monitor w indow.

The menu commands apply to the w hole queue rather than to each print file:
the Stop Printing Q ueue command, for instance, keeps every file in queue
from printing until the queue is restarted, at which point the files are printed
in their priority order.
The other menus available for the Print Monitor are the contextual menus
you get if you IControll-click somewhere in the window. T he menu commands
arc an odd assortment: some are from the Printing menu, some apply only to
the files (if you're clicking on the file instead of elsewhere in the window),
and some, like C lose, apply to the w indow itsel£ But there's no logic to which
ones show up where sometimes: the Start and Stop Print Queue commands,
for instance, show up only if you' re clicking on one of the print j obs, even
though the commands apply to the whole queue.
The hidden buttons. You can issue the Stop Pr inting Queue and Start
P rinting Q ueue commands without using the Printing menu: hold down
loptionl Shift ) and the H old and Resume buttons
0 ·:...-.:: 1
change to Stop and Start buttons. I like this
@]EJ~@]
because I keep the Print Mo nitor window on my
o
- ____,
second
monitor, and t he Printing menu is way over
@@1&]1!1
Prlnlqueuel:t$topped
on the other monitor, quite a mouse trip away.
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Multiple printers, multiple monitors. If you have more than one printer
available on your network, you' ll have more than one desktop printer, too.
H ere are some multiple-printer pointers:
•

You can select a printer without making it the default if, for instance, you
want to check or change its configuration. Just click on it once to select it
the way you'd select any deskto p icon, and then use the Printing menu
commands on it.

•

Yo u can open more than one Print Monitor window at a time. Even if a
printer isn't the default, you'll see the list of items in its queue and be
able to manipulate them.

•

You can drag a print file from a Print Monitor window to another desktop printer (its icon o r its Print Monitor window) to redirect a print j o b.

Before-the-fact control. If you're using a PostScript printer, you can set
printing priorities, and even bypass the background printing option, through
the Print dialog.
In the Print dialog, the pop-up menu includes a Backgro und Printing item.
Select it and you'll get pretty much the same dialog you get in the
Print Monitor window for setting
Del UnaUoa: l Prlntt.r •I
Prillt:r. j l.a serWI1teri2J6401"S •I
printing priorities. In addition, you
get to completely override the backPrlnt In: 0 roreoroun111no 'POQI nte)
•&nckoruund
ground printing option and send the
document directly to the printer; this
•rotlnn1 1
o""''""
§~~!Ill ['~"'!.!~
ties up your Mac, but it ensures that
0 hit
you get to print the current docuI s..... s.tut~os I
ment ahead of all the others, even
urge nt-labeled items.
DaCIIUU nt on Ibid

Delayed printing gratification. If you want to process a printingjob but
no t have it printed until later:
1.

Use the Print command as usual.

2.

Immediately open the Print Monitor.

3.

Select the print j ob and click the Set Print Time button.

4.

Set a specific print time, or click Po~tpom: Indt:fi nite ly, in the dialog.

~

If you want to delay all printing, use the Sto p Printing command

~

1

in tdhe Print. Monbitobr'sdFilebm
l en ~ .ki~ou can hdopth is before. you.
sen any pnnt jo s y au e-c 1c ng on t e rim Momtor 1con
to open it. When you want the print j obs to start again, use the Resume
Printing command.

Resume where? If you spool a print job into a holding pattern and later tell
the Print M onitor to print it, you'll get a dialog aski ng you if it's okay to
"resume printing at page 1." This can come as quite a surprise when you've
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spooled a job that's supposed to print from page 5 to page 10! But the
PrintMonitor page numbering refers to the physical page of the j ob you sent,
so in this case, page 5 would be page 1-if you know what I mean.

The Standard PrintMonitor
The PrintMonitor. If your printer doesn' t provide
background printing through a desktop printer, you
can still get background prin ting (except for an
ImageWriter): select the printer driver in C hooser
and click the O n button (you also have to turn on AppleT.1lk) . Mter that, you
print in the normal fashion from an application and the Print Monitor takes
over all the processing. It processes the document for the printer and stores
the processed version in the Print Monitor D ocuments folder inside your
System Folder (if it can't find the folder, it creates a new one); then it feeds
the information out to the printer in pieces.
Setup_

Bockgrouna Pnntlng
n
•
e On 0 OfT

Although it's in your Extensions folder, the Print Mon itor is actually an
application, and you can interact with it while you have print j obs lined up;
you'll find it listed in the Applications menu at the far right of the menubar
whenever it's working on a print job.
Close the document. You can close a document as soon as it's been sent to
Print Mo nitor, because the print j ob comes from the fi le that's been saved in
the Print M onitor folder, not from the document fi le.
Stack 'em up. One of the handiest benefits to background printing is that
you don' t have to wait for one document to print before you use the Print
command on another. Send as many documents you want to the printer and
let Print Monitor feed them out one at a time.
Canceling a print job. If you press ~while the document is being
processed for printing, the operation is cancelled and the printing process
dialogs disappear from the screen. But you may be fooled: the dialogs may
have disappeared because the document's been processed and stored in the
Print M onitor Documents folder before the Mac "heard" you press the cancel keys-and in a few minutes the print j ob's going to start rolling out of the
printer against your wishes. To stop it, you' ll have to use the Pri nt Monitor.
Working in the Print Monitor. When the Print M onitor is working, it's
listed in the Applications menu so you can open its wi ndow. You'll see a status
report for the current print job (how many pages are left to print, for
instance) and all the waiting print j obs listed. Here are the things you can do
in the Print Monitor window:

•

Cancel the current print job by clicking the Cancel Printing button or by
pressing @]IT] while the Print Monitor window is active.
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•

Remove a waiting item by selecting it and clicking Remove.

•

Reorganize the list by dragging an
item up or down by the little
primer icon. (You won't be able to
move an item that has been set to
print at a specific time.)

•

Get information on a waiting document by selecting it in the list;
you'll see how many pages it is,
what application created it, and
when it was spooled to the
PrintMonitor.

.
I

Cancllll•rtntlna

I

I

Set Print Time ...

I

PogoG To Print: 4

The PrintMonitor
window.

user: Mike; document: Prospect s Outline; statu s
prepcrtng doto; source: LocaiTolk

PrererencesShow th e Prtntf\.ionltorwlndowwhen printing:

f)No

QYes

When a printing erTor needs to be reported:

C

• 0 Only dlspi•Y •In App liCAtion menu
g} • 0 Also display Icon In menu bar
~ • fJ Al<o dlspi•Y nlert

When n rnnnunl reed job starts:
0 Give no notlncatlon
~ • G Display Icon In menu bar

IC ~ •

fJ "''" dl <ploy o lert

I Cancel J rc::EJl

PrintMonitor preferences. There's
a Preferences command for the
PrintMonitor that everyone ignores
because it's in the File menu that
everyone ignores. But you can use it
to set all sorts of handy options,
including things like automatically
showing the Print Monitor window
when it's working, and how to report
priming erro rs.

The Apple Printer Utility
Take control over your printer. The Apple Printer Utility has replaced
the older LaserWriter Utility as the basic tool to control your printer. It's
included with system software, as well as with the printing software that
comes w ith Apple primers. With it, you can set and check printer defau lts,
check built-in information like fonts and memory, download fo nts and
PostScript files, and even print font samples.

The Printer Utility has an extra step that the older printer utilities didn't:
when you first run it, you have to specifically open the printer you want to
work with by selecting it in the Selector window and clicking the Open
Printer button. Mter the information is retrieved from the printer, you get a
window for the printer, listing all the items you can control.
The Printer Utility has an odd interface: one long, scrolling window with categories of informatio n; click o n the arrow in from of a category, and a
dialog-box-like area is revealed. The categories that show up depend on your
primer: items like Disks, for instance, show up on ly for those printers that
have hard drives attached.
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Registering changes. The most important thing to remember when you're
working in the Printer Utility is that you have to click the Send button at the
top of the window after you've made changes to any of the' categories; otherw ise, the changes won' t be made to the printer setup.

Category options. Some of the categories in the P rin ter Utility window are
described elsewhere in this chapter, in context; here's a few of the others
available for all models:

•

Name: Your printer's name defaults to the same as its model name/number. You can rename the desktop printer icon, but the origi nal name still
shows up in the C hooser. If you have more than one printer on a network,
model names aren't very friendly, since it's difficult to remember, say,
which one's set up for envelope
printing, or w hich has the legal-size
ILu.,-vrh.,. 12 1640 PS
paper tray. U se the N ame category
fflllt :
ontt-A
Maotltosh,
11M J'f"lnlff"
print • diff tnnt chv'K irr on rtf
in the Printer Utility to officially
rename your printer.

.....

A.noo- s t ~ddl¥ K i t,. Yi thtn.,,.... wm~.ar oorrf'Ot\,t

bvt

fYW4

JUI"tup

•

Paper Handling: Set the default size for a multipurpose tray (if you
have one) and enable or disable the automatic tray switching for when
one tray runs out of paper. There are occasionally some odd interactions
between the size setting and the
Page Setup dialog fo r some applications: w ith PageMaker, for instance,
unless you set the legal size paper
option here, it w ill be ignored at
print time.

•

Imaging Options: Set the defaults for resolution (if the printer has a
choice) and for Fine Print and P hotoGrade; the availability of the latter
options-especially whether they can be used at the same time-often
depends on how much memory's in your printer. You can override these
default settings for any print job through the Print dialog's Imaging
Options settings.
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The Printing Commands
Page Setup Options
The basic dialog. The Page Setup command in almost every application's
File menu is ignored by most users except for the occasional trip there to set
up sideways printing or select legal-size paper instead of standard. But the
Page Setup dialog actually offers quite a few options-just which ones
depends on the printer you're using.
Whatever printer you're using, there are four basic options in the Page Setup
dialog available for most printers; as you change settings, the picture on the
sample page changes to demonstrate the effect of the change. (The picture is
the famous dogcow, Clarus.)

•

Paper Size: A pop-up menu of various paper sizes. When you change
the paper size, margins and page breaks change in your document.

•

Orientation: Standard (portrait) or sideways (landscape). Landscape is a
great way to get wide tables and spreadsheets printed on a single page.

•

Scaling: Scaling down (or, sometimes, up) from the document size
you've been working on.

•

Layout: Printing multiple pages on a single paper. (For PostScript printers, this option is in the Print dialog.)

Page Setup
options depend on
what printer you're
using.
"'\JS l etter
\JS Lette r Small
\JS Legal
US Legal Small
M
MSmall
AS

85

EXecutive
Comm I 0 Envelop e
Monarch Envelope
C5Envelope
DLEnvelope

Postcard

How small is small? Three of the basic paper
sizes appear twice in the menu for some printers,
once each with Small appended to the name. The
size of the paper doesn't change, however, as you
can see in the chart on the next page. What does
change is the margin area that won't be printed to:
the Small sizes have larger margins, and therefore
smaller printing areas.
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Paper sizes.Just what size are all those paper sizes?
Description
US Letter, US Letter Small
US Legal, US Legal Small
A4,A4 Small

Size (inches)
8.5

X

11

AS

8.5 X 14
8.3 X 11 .7
5.83 X 8.27

BS
Executive
Comm 10 envelope

7.25 X 10.5
9.5 X 4.13

Monarch Envelope

7.2 X 10.1

7.5 X 3.88

CS Envelope

6.38 X 9.02

DL Envelope
Postcard

4.33 X 8.67
3.94 X 5.82

Scaling. The printout, or image, size isn't the sam e as the page size. You can
control the size of the image separately from the paper size by using the scaling command in Page Setup. Shrinking the image doesn't give you multiple
miniature pages on a paper (there's another command for that); it shrinks the
image and prints it starting in the upper left comer of the page.
The amount of scaling you can do for a printout and still get a decent image
depends on the printer you're using. You can type in any number you want
(within :sorm: limitations for each printer-generally, 5 and 400 percent are
the outside limits). But QuickDraw-based printers do poorly when you
change an image size unless the change is a certain proportion to the original;
for these printers, you'll find a pop-up menu of suggested sizes in the dialog.

Scaling results vary according to the printer you're
using. Top, a PostScript lets you type in almost any
number; middle, a Style Writer 7200's suggested
size; bottom, the suggestions for a LaserWriter 300.

Keep in mind that the percentage figure is a reduced to percentage, not a reduced
by number: a picture red uced to 75 percent is three-quarters of its original
size, while a picture red uced by 75 percent is only a quarter of its original size.
But even getting that concept down pat mathematically doesn't always prepare
you for what you're going to get as a printout. Reducing an image size to 50
percent doesn't give you something that covers half a page: it covers a quarter
of the page because both the horizontal and vertical measurements have been
cut in hal£ And, doubling the size of a fu ll-page image gives you not t\.vo, but
Jour printed pages.

Multiple pages on a page. The Layout o ption in most Page Setup dialogs
(it's an o ption through the Print dialog for PostScript printers) lets you print
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more than o ne page o n a page- that is, you can print m iniature "thumbnails"
of your pages, which is a great way to do a q uick review of your layout and
content. PostScript prin ters, of course, let you choose even more optio ns, like
12 or 16 pages to a paper, and arra nging them either in rows o r columns on
the page. Almost all prin ters let you choose whether o r not you want a border
around the m iniature pages.
Specifying which pages to print in a Print dialog refers to the document's pages,
not the pages the printer is working with; so, asking fo r a printout of pages 1
thro ugh 4 when you have 4-up layo ut m eans yo u' ll get a single piece of paper
with the fo ur miniature pages on it.

50 perce nt= 65 pe rcent. You might assume that using a 2-up layout would
cut each page image by about 50 percent, but you'd be wrong. The page
image is shrunk to fi t on a half-page in the opposite orientatio n, which makes
it about 65 percent of its original size. So, a 12-point font in the printout
won't look like a 6-point font; it will be a very readable 7.8-point font.
PostScript o ptio ns. PostScript printers provide a list of special printout
options through their Page Setups; for som e printers, there's a button that
accesses the optio ns, while others have a pop-up menu that let you get to the
options. Here's what they are, and what they do:

•

Flip Horizontal, Flip Vertical, Invert Image: T hese are straightfo rward options that are demonstrated by C larus the dogcow.

•

Substitute Fonts: T his substitutes PostScript fonts for certain bitmapped
fonts in your document: Times for N ew York, H elvetica for Geneva, and
Courier fo r Monaco. This is a vestige of the early days, and it can cause a
m ess: yes, you should be printing in PostScript fonts and not in bitmaps, but
switching the font at print ti me changes line breaks and page breaks. (And,
since it's done behind users' backs, it's hard for a novice to track down.)

•

Smooth Text: T his is another archaic option: it smoothes the lines of
bitmapped fonts by adding a few dots alo ng any 45 or 90-degree lines.
But it doesn't affect PostScri pt fonts, and won' t work on TrueType fonts,
either- and nobody prints in just bitmapped fonts anymore.

•

Smooth Graphics: T his smoothes the edges ofbitm apped im ages by
adding a few extra pixels w here there would othe1wise be a j agged edge. If
yo u're using bitmapped im ages fo r their textural feel, you don't want to
turn this o n; on the other hand, if the bitmap is composed mostly of
Jines, turning this on is a good approach.
Precision B itmap Alignment: T his shrinks bitmapped images by about
4 percent for printer's printing at 300 and 600 dpi so that the im age size
will match the printers capability. With a standard bitm apped image at 72
dpi, a 300-dpi printer has to provide about 4.17 dots in the printout for
each dot in the image; most image dots are therefo re replaced with four
printed dots, with every fifth or sixth image dot getti ng 5 dots in the printout. The result is a distorted image or pattern. By reducing the im age
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by 4 percent, the computer sends a 75-dpi image to the printer, a number
that can be easily quadrupled to the printer's 300-dpi capability.

•

Unlimited Downloadable Fonts: The printer normally retains downloaded font info rmation until the entire document is printed, in case you
need the font late r in the document. Sometimes this doesn't leave room
for all the fonts you' re using, and you'll wind up with C ourier being used
in the printout instead of what you planned . By checking the Unlimited
Downloadable Fonts option, font information is flushed from the
printer's memory more often, making room for new ones. (Some programs take care of this themselves regardless of the Page Setup setting.)

A few more. There arc still more options ava ilable through Page Setup, specific to different types of non-PostScript printers. The most common are:

•

Watermark: Printers that provide watermark capability let you choose
from among a list of watermarks (like Draft and Confidential), scale it,
place it on the page, and set the density.

c:E:J

Color StyleWr1te r 2SOOWotennark Options

--.J•I 1cancel 1

Wotennortc,_
l ..::.
Dr:.::.•n:.:.:<c:::Co:.:..:
lo;.:.:
rl_ _

The wa termark
option d ialog for
the StyleWriter
2500.

Den sity:

c:;:(h

I I I I .

Scollno:l Cent ered

•I

•

Larger Print Area, Larger Page Area: This reduces the margins
around the edge of the page so you can print more on a page.

•

Precision Bitmap Alignment: This option is described in the last cr1t1y,
since it's found mostly on PostScript printers, but it's available for some
other high-resolution printers, too.

In addition to the options provided for Page Setup by the system software,
some applications add other items to the Page Setup dialog; they're accessed
either through buttons (on non- PostScript printers) or a pop-up menu (on
PostScript printers).
Printing recipe. Watermarks. Booklets. Mailing labels on partially-used
sheets. Sophisticated print previews. You can have it all ("all" being far too
much to actually list here) with PrintChef ($50, MindGate). PrintC hef
•
,,/ allows so much control over printing options, hooking into both Page Setup
mindgate.com and Prim dialogs, that you' ll think you have a new OS to play with! N o matter what you need printed, or how, PrintC hef seems to handle it, providing
extra attention to details like the "creep" you have to allow for on margins for
folded, stapled or stitched booklets.

Page Setup Pointers
Document-specific settings. T he changes you make in Page Setup arc fo r
the document tha t's active when you choose Page Setup. The settings are
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stored with the document, so that the next time you open it, the Page Setup
dialog w ill show the sam e settings. For a new document, Page Setup offers its
default settings.

The Page Setup update . If you switch printers in Chooser, you'll get a dialog (shown here) that most M ac users have seen but simply dismiss and go o n
their way w itho ut thinking about what it means.
Since different printers have di ffe rent
capabilities, the same document sent to
diffe rent printers can look quite different- not only because the resolution of
the printo ut changes but because the resolution change and a possible change
in the "printable area" of the page affects line breaks and sometimes even page
breaks. In order to see those changes reflected in your documents, you have to
open the Page Setup dialog and click its OK button. Som etimes it's easier to
just quit any open application and relaunch it so the page setup changes will
be automatically applied to any document you open.
Yo u have changed your current
prtnu~r. Pl ease: choo'l:e "'Page Setup_"
In a ll oHh e op en appli cation~.

Setting defaults. If the default offerings in the Page Setup dialog do n't
wo rk for you, they can be changed fo r PostScript printers. It would be nice if
there were a Set Default button someplace, but at least there's a trick: change
the settings to where you want them and then click the OK button while
holding down IoptionI. You'll get a confirming dialog, and then the new defaul ts
wiII be used.
...

\.1'

You can, in fact, set either global
defaults or application-specific defaults.
~ICE]
Use the pop-up men u at the top of the
dialog; if you leave it at Page Attributes,
the defaults will be global, but selecting the current
application's name before you IOptlonl-click OK uses the
settings as defaults only for that application.

Save th e curre nt Page Sel\1p s'ettJngs as the
defau lt settlnqll

LaterWriter 0 P11ge Setup

Sizing it up. C larus the dogcow does mo re than just

::

change position to show you how you're paper 's
going to be printed: he can actually tell you the
dimensions, and the margins, for each of the standard
paper sizes. Just click o n the sample page for the measurement in inches; click aga in for the centime ter
version; click once more to get back to the dog.

The OS 8 shrinkag e . Most upgraders to OS 8 fo und that documents previously set to the standard US Letter size opened set to U S Letter Small after
the upgrade. (Well, actually, what they fo und were messed-up layouts and page
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breaks; thm they found the setup problem.) There's no way around this problem: you just have to reset the setup option in Page Setup for each document.
But if you find that even new documents created under OS 8 are defaulting to
U S Letter Small instead of US Letter, reset US Letter as the default.

The Print Command
In the Print dialog. T he Print dialog changes according to the printer you're
using; the only basics in common arc the number of copies, and which pages
to print.
Printer: j t.anrwriter 121640 PS

I

•I

·I

General

··~n
Pages: f'>AJI

ocstlnoUon: I Printer

-

-

I

SaveJeWngs

Caples:

o=J

.

•J

Qnnl page fN:Im:

fi'IU••It,.('i1underd)

... ,

Hen1dllninQ trom:
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I

Color Styte:Wrlter 2500

The Print dialog
differs depending
on what printer
you're using.
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Page count. As befits the only options common to all printers, there arc several shortcuts in regard to using the controls for page number and copies:

•

Use~ to move from one text box to the ne>..1: and IShittl~l to move to
the previous text box for the th ree numbers.

•

You don't have to click the From button if you' re specifying pages to be
printed; just entering a number in the From box automatically selects the
button.

•

If you want a single page printed, type that page number in both the
From and the To box.

•

If you want to print from a certain page all the way to the end of the document, you don't have to check the last-page number; you only have to
enter the starti ng page in the From box and leave the To box blank.

Now you see it, now you don't. You don' t have to wait fo r the Print dialog
to appear. If you know you want tvvo copies of the firs t four pages of the document, you can hit~ for the Print command, but then go ahead and type
00, GJ, ~.(I] and IReturn I for the Print button just as if the dialog were
open. The dialog will open briefly to register the keystrokes, then go away just
as quickly.

m.
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Quality is option one. Q uickDraw printers offer several options in their
print dialogs (even if the number of choices is put to sham e by the gazillion
offered for PostScript printers). Exactly which ones you get depend o n the
printer, but here are the ones that show up for vario us models:

•

Print Quality: StylcWriters offer two print qualities, Faster and Best. T he
Faster m ode prints at about 180 dpi; Best uses the top dpi available and
can slow down the prin t job considerably. ImageWriters offer Best, Faster,
and Draft modes. T he first two offer the same tradc-ofE you find in
StyleWriter jobs: one is quicker but rougher (at 72 dpi) and the other is
slower but better (at 144 dpi). The Draft optio n prints with a built-in font
that's oddly spaced in order to preserve the line breaks that the real font
uses, and it doesn't print graphics at all.

•

Paper Source: T his used to be simply a choice between automatically o r
manually fed paper. But fo r printers that have multiple paper sourcessay, an envelope feeder, a legal-size tray, a high-capacity paper
cartridge-you can specify where the print j ob is coming from. If there
are two trays, you can specify that the fi rst page come from o ne tray, and
the rest fro m the other- perfect if you're printing multi-page letters with
a letterhead for the first page.

•

Notification: Yo u'll find this in the dialogs for most color printers, especially StyleWriters; printouts take so long, you can have the Mac beep to let
you know the print job's finally done. You can choose the standard system
alert as the sound, or select any available sound from the pop-up menu.

•

Image: For color printers, you can choose to print in black and white,
grayscale, or color; for most black and white printers, you can choose
black and w hite, grayscale, o r PhotoGrade printing.
Paper Type: Some primers, like the Color StyleWri ter 2500, can adjust
the amo unt of colo r that's going to be applied to the page; some types of
paper need less color than others. U sc the pop-up menu to identify the
type of paper you' re using.

The collating option. T he Collate button prints a multiple-copy job so that
each copy is pri nted start to finish instead of five copies of page one followed
by five copies of page two, and so on. Here's what you should know about
collated printjobs:

•

Collating takes a lot longer than printing it uncollated because each page
has to be reimaged when its turn comes aro und again.

•

If your application provides its own collate option, it might clash with the
Print dialog's collate optio n. You'll have to experiment with o nly o ne of
them on, or with both of them o n; the results vary fro m one applicatio n
to another.

•

If you' re on a network and choose to collate a print job, you m ay find
other prim jobs are printed in between your multiple copies because of
the way items are spooled to the printer.

Other System Elements

Now playing on ten screens. If you use a
LaserWriter
printer, you get a Print dialog with so
Cover P<llg e
Color Matching
many
choices
they're divided into (at this point) ten
layout
Error Ha ndlin g
screens,
each
available
through the pop-up menu in
Save as Rle
Ima ging OpUons
the dialog. Luckily, you' ll only need one or two of
Printer S_
p ednc Optio ns
them all the time, although you may find some of the
other choices extremely handy for certain print jobs. You can click the Print
button in any one of the screens and the printing will start with the settings in
all the screens.
Mcrosott: Word

U..ckgro•nd Printing

Th e Print dialog
provides many
different screens
for PostScript
printers.

Most of the Print dialog screens are covered elsewhere in the chapter, in context of their subject matter, but here's a roundup:

•

General: These are the basic settings, for the number of copies, which
pages you want printed, and so on.

•

Application: T he second menu choice is always specific to the application you're using, and the options provided depend on the application.
The picture here shows Microsoft Word in the menu, and its options
include printing only the current selection, printing or ignoring hidden
text; for FileMaker Pro, the choices include printing all records, the group
being browsed, or a single record.

•

Background Printing: Background printing is the system default, but
you can override it here, and tag a file as Urgent or N ormal, or put it on
hold, without going to the Print M onitor.

•

Cover Page: Print an identifYing page before or after your document to
separate it from other print j obs on a shared printer.

•

Color Matching: Set black-and-white printing instead of grayscale, or
grayscale instead of color, depending on your printer's capabilities; also,
set up Color Sync options.

•

Layout: A Page Setup dialog on steroids-not only can you set how
many pages per sheet you want for thumbnails, you can set the layout
direction and choose from a variety of borders around the miniature
pages.

•

Error Handling: Set what you want done if there's a PostScript error, or
if the current paper tray runs out of paper during the print j ob.
Save as File : "Print" a file to the disk as a PostScript file instead of sending it to the pr inter.

•

Imaging Options: Turn options like FinePrint and PhotoGrade on and
off, overriding the printer's default settings.

•

Printer Specific Options: Depending on the printer, options like
selecting the resolution of the printout, or printing double-sided pages.

Skip the menu. You can move from one Print dialog screen to another
without using the menu: just press ©:ID1J or ~ to move to the previous or
next screen.
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Choosing without the Chooser. If you have multiple printers available,
they'll aU show up in a menu in the Print dialog. The one that's selected by
default is the one you've chosen in the Chooser or set as the default desktop
printer through the Finder's Printing menu. You can change the default
printer by selecting a different o ne in the
Blo r..oy
pop-up menu. This not only changes the
rr.= LaserwriterPro 6:W It
printer
for the current print job, but also sets
. ~ . . ...;,u;,;;.;;;me;:,G<o~y
---r-.:::r_....
Pro 630L.:...-.J
ted
r
it as the defau lt for subsequent jobs.

Setting Print dialog defaults. If the standard defaults in the Print dialog
aren' t the ones you need, create new ones: go through all the screens and
make your selections, then click the Save Settings button o n any screen to
save its settings.
Redefining Flint dialog defaults on a temporary basis can be a real time-saver.
Say you're working on redesigning the table on page five of your Wo rd document; you want to try several changes to the fonts, size, border width, and cell
shading to see what you like best. Each time you want to pri nt it, you issue
the Print command and have to move to the Word screen and type 5 in the
From and To boxes. But if you do it once and click Save Settings, you' ll
always get page 5 until you reset the defa ults.

Canceling a print job. The old standby of pressing~ to stop a print job
after you've clicked the Print button still works-usually. Some short print
jobs are processed so quickly that you can't stop them in time by j ust pressing
a couple of keys.
But if you're working with background printing on, which is the system
default, you do have another chance to cancel the j ob: m ove to the Print
Monitor and cancel it there.

Stop the presses! Okay, so you've sent the print job and can't stop it even
from the Print Monitor because it's only a single page and it went to the
printer too quickly for you to catch. The only problem is that you thought
you were typing the numbers 4 and 5 in the From and To page boxes but you
mistakenly typed a 45 in the Copies box-and you hit the Print button before
you could stop yoursel£
In these cases, the on ly way you can stop 45 copies from coming out of the
printer is to shut the printer off in the middle of its efforts. You'll probably
w ind up with at least one page at least partially through the path it takes
through the printer, which m eans you'll have a paper jam register when you
turn the printer back on. So, while you're there to shut it off, o pen it and take
any stuck paper out.

Other System Elements

Other Printing Issues
Fonts
Fonts on QuickDraw printers. If you're printing on an ImageWriter or
StyleWriter, or a non-PostScript LaserWriter, you should make sure that all the
fonts you use in your documents are TrueType fonts so that they'll be scaled
smoothly for the printout.

More about ATM
Chapter 14

You can use PostScript fonts if you've installed ATM; because it creates
QuickDraw-based font displays for the screen, it doesn't take much more
effort to send the information to the printer. But make sure you have the
PostScript printer file available and not just the TrueType screen version, or
you'll still get the TrueType-based output. With ATM running, if you have
both a PostScript font and a TrueType font, the PostScript version "wins" for
the printout.
Fonts on PostScript printers. Between your Mac and your LaserWriter,
you may have three different types of fonts (PostScript, TrueType, and
bitmapped) in any of several places (the Mac's drive, the primer's drive, the
printer's memory, and so on). Because of the high level of cooperation
between your Mac and its primer, you're shielded from the worst of it, but
you should know where things are and how they're used in case you run into
trouble. When the Mac send a print job to the LaserWriter, the printer first
checks what fonts are going to be needed for the page, and then starts looking
for their font files, in this order:

1.

In the printer's ROM, since this is the fastest place to get the font
information.

2.

In the printer's RAM, in case the font's been used recently and
the information is still there.

3. On the printer's hard drive, if there is one.
4 . On the Mac's hard drive, in the Fonts Folder, where the original
file is usually stored (although font-management software like
Suitcase lets fonts be stored elsewhere on the drive and remain
available to the primer).
If it hasn't found the proper printer font at this point, it asks the Mac for the
TrueType font information which is, in all likelihood, in a suitcase in your
Fonts folder because otherwise it wouldn't have displayed on the screen. If the
suitcase contains only a bitmapped version of the font, the printer will settle
for that as a last resort. For both TrueType and bitmapped fonts, the Mac does
the actual font processing and sends the results to the printer.
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When there's no such font. In most cases, a LaserWriter can print sometlli11g
close to w hat you see on the screen because it can at least find a screen fo nt
that it can use to print with. But if you try to print a document that was created o n ano ther Mac, you may no t have its fo nts anywhere o n your printer or
o n your Mac.

When there's just no fo nt to be found, a Lase rWriter will default to a Courier
printo ut. (That's also its default for w hen it has run out of memory and can't
print all the different fonts on a page, so be sure you stop to figure out which
problem is causing the Courier substitutio n.)
If you're using ATM, however, it will fake a font fo r the LaserWriter to usc if
you have the multiple master fonts Adobe Serij MM and Adobe SamMM installed;
the fake won't look the same as the original fo nt, but its general size and weight
will match, and all the line breaks and page breaks will remain intact.
Manually downloading fonts. Yo u can save som e time in the printing
process by manually downloading PostScript fonts to the printer. This keeps
the font informatio n in the printer's memory so the Mac doesn't have to send
it each time a document uses those fonts; it stays in m em ory, packed in more
efficiently than the fo nts that are downloaded autom atically by the Mac at the
printer's request, until you turn off the printer.

U se th e Apple Printer U tility to download fonts:
1.

Open the program, select your printer in the Printer Selecto r window,
and click the Open Printer button.

2. When the printer window opens, click o n the arrow in fro nt of the Fonts
category to display the font information.
3.

C lick the Add button.

4.

Select RAM from the Destination pop-up menu at the bottom of the
Add dialog.
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The Add dialog for
font downloading;
no te that the
download list at
the bo ttom uses
full names for fonts
instead of the
printer file name.
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6. When you have all the fonts you want in
the list, click the Send button.
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The Apple Printer Utility Fonts dialog,
before and after font downloading;
note the reported number offon ts
along the bottom of the dialog.
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The better downloader. OS 8.1, and ATM and some other Adobe products, come with the Adobe Downloader utility, which makes downloading
fonts easier because of just a few friendly little advantages over the Apple
Printer Utility. First and foremost is the fact that you can select multiple fonts
in the list before adding them to the download list-a minor but greatly
appreciated ability. You can even just drop font files on the Downloader's icon
and they'll be sent to the current printer. Scour your hard drive with the
Finder's Find command and see if you already have this utili ty. And use it!
Tip within a tip: U se the drag-and-drop capability to download a set of fonts
for a specific job when its something you have to do, say, at the beginning of
every day. Label the PostScript fonts files for the job in the Fonts folder and
sort the folder's window by label in a list view so you can select all of them at
once. Then, just drag the whole pile onto the Down loader icon.
Outllnl!' rontsAv.sitoblt :
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font files to be
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PostScript Files
PostScript files. PostScript, as we've pointed out many times throughout
this and the Font chapter, is a page description language. You may think you're
sending a beautifully designed page to the printer, but what's really being
sent is a description of how the page should look-and the description is in
the PostScript language, which is made up of English words and symbols. So,
a PostScript file is, actually, a text fi le.
You can create a single PostScript file that contains everything the printer
needs to reproduce a document, including even the font information. Most
people use this capability when they want to bring something to a service
bureau for outp ut because it means bringing a single file instead of, say, a
Quark document, twenty graphics, and twelve fonts. It won't matter if the
bureau even has QuarkXPress, never mind the fonts-the printer will be able
to work with just the PostScript file. (The downside, of course, is that if
something goes wrong with the print j ob, you can't just open the file and fix
the document.) Another use for "postscriptability" is for turning a document
into something that can be placed in a page layout program-a document that
wouldn't normally be accommodated as a placed file (like, say, an Exce l
spreadsheet section).
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Here's how you create a PostScript file from any document:
1.

U se the Print command to open the Print dialog.

2.

Choose File in the Destination pop-up menu.

3.

Choose Save as File from the main pop-up menu.

4.

From the Format pop-up, select the appropriate fi le format:

•

PostScript Job: This saves the entire file as a standard PostScript fi le
that wi ll later be sent to a printer.

EPS file format

•

Chapter 19

EPS Mac Standard Preview: T his saves a single page of the document (you should specify the page in the main level of the Print
dialog) along with a 72-dpi image that you can see if you place the
file in another document. If you try to resize the placed preview
image, the onscreen representation w ill be very distorted.

•

EPS Mac Enhanced Preview: This saves a single page of the document (you should specify the page in the main level of the Print
dialog) along with a PICT image that you can see if you place the file
in another document. The PICT preview image is scalable onscreen
w ithout too much distortion, but this option makes the fi le bigger
than the Standard preview.

•

EPS No Preview: This saves the image with PostScript information
on ly and no preview information for onscreen use.

5. Select a PostScript level compatibility level: Level 1 for eventual printing
on older LaserWriters, Level 2 for everything else.

6. Select a data format: ASCII or the more compact Binary form.
7.

Define the font inclusion:

•

None: You'll need to supply the fonts with the file fo r printing, but
it keeps the file size smaller.

•

All: Every font in the document w ill be embedded in the PostScript
file, preventing m issing-font proble ms but increasin g the files size.

•

All But Standard 13: T his embeds font information in the file for
any font except the thirteen font families built into PostScript printers.

•

All But Fonts in PPD file: Most PPD files list the 13 standard
fonts, so in most cases this choice is the same as the last. If you're
using a printer that might have a differe nt set of fonts in its ROM,
you can use this-but you have to have that PPD selected through
the Page Setup command before you create the PostScript fi le.
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8. C lick the Print button (which
actually works as a Save button,
since the file is "printed" to the
disk).
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The Save as File
option in the Print
dialog.

9.

In the next dialog, give the pri nt
file a name and choose a location
for it as you d o for any file that
you save on the Mac.
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Before the relatively recent version of the LaserWriter driver, you could print a PostScript file to
the disk-but only if you belonged to the small group of people in the know, because t he capability was really hidden. First, you'd prepare the document and use the Print command. Then
you'd click the Print button. Then, you'd have to press ~E) or @IDE-one of them included the
fonts and one didn't; I'd like to think the~ was the one that included the fonts, but I don't
remember, and I wouldn't swear to it, considering. Oh-and if you didn't press the keys quickly
enough after clicking the Print button, the document would just be printed regularly.

Downloading a PostScript file. If you're placing a PostScript file inside
another document, you don't have to worry about anything else when it
comes to printing, except that the file is available at printing time-the same
way you need a placed graphics file available.
But if you want to send a PostScript file directly to the printer, you can't just
print it by opening it in an application o r d ragging it to a desktop printer:
what you' ll get is the tex't of the PostScript file printed out. To get a PostScript
file to print a page image, you have to download it to the printer, using the
Apple Printer Utility:
1. Open the program, select your printer in the Printer Selector window,
and click the Open Printer button.
2.

Choose the Send PostScript File command from the Utilities menu.

3.

In the next dialog, select your file from the list and click the Add butto n
(you can add more than a single PostScript file to the Send list).

4.

C lick the Send button.

5. You'll be asked to name the PostScript Log file and choose a location for
it. You have to save the log file, because clicking the Cancel button cancels the download; save it anywhere, since the log is created only if
something goes wrong with the print j ob.
6.

Click the Save button and the download begins.

If everything goes all right, you'll get a dialog that seems to indicate that
something's wrong: it says something about a file not being created because
no output was returned from the printer. That's referring to the PostScript log
file, which is only created when something goes wrong, so you' ll be getting
your printout in the primer just about the same time you get that dialog on
the screen.

Sending a PostScript program to the printer. There are times you
might want to send a PostScript program to the printer-like the one described
earlier in the chapter that finds out how much room is used and left on a
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printer's drive. You download a PostScript program the same way you download a PostScript fi le-because a PostScript fi le is a program, with instructions
in it as to how to draw the page.
The big diffe rence betvveen a PostScript program and a file that's a page image
comes before the download: the program is saved not as a PostScript file
(through the Print dialog, as described above) but as a plain text file.

No PostScript printer necessary. You can create a PostScript file even if
you don't have a PostScript printer; this comes in handy since you might
want to give the file to someone else for printing. Just choose the LaserWriter
driver in the C hooser and then work with your document; the Page Setup
and Print commands reflect the C hooser setting, not what's actually connected to your Mac.
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The Basics of Text Handling
Text Entry and Selection
The primary rule of text processing. E ntering text is just a matter of typing, keeping in mind this basic rule: Everything happens at the insertion point.
The itJSertion point is the vertical bar that blinks on and off in the text you' re
working o n. Typing or using [Delete I takes place at the insertion po int; if yo u
paste text, it appears at th e insertion point. C licking with the mo use repositio ns the insertion po int, although fo r small moves using the arrow keys
(G~I!I!)) is mo re convenient.

Selecting and deselecting. The basic way to select text is to simply d rag
across it. Take the shortest route fro m the beginning to the end of the selectio n, dragging down across lines of tex't. Keep in mind that you can drag
backwards, too.
To select large, irregular segments of text, click at the begi nning of the text
block and [Shittl-click at the o ther end. Just as on the desktop, a [Shiftl-click also
modifies an already made selection, adding to or subtracting from it.
To deselect text, click someplace that won' t select anything, or select something else. Typing to replace the selection leaves you with unselected text, too.
But often the most convenient way of deselecting text is pressing 8 o r 8 to
move to the beginning or end of th e selection.

Selecting in units. Double-clicking selects a w hole word; depending on the
applicatio n, it may also select the trailing space so that if you press [Delete I,
you're no t left with two spaces betwee n the adjacent wo rds that arc left

'

'

This word selection is pretty much built into the M ac, so yo u'll find it almost
everyv,rhere---evcn o n the desktop and in most dialog boxes. But applications
that handle text also provide their own selection capabilities: for lines, sen··· .. ... .............. ........ .. .. . ... . ... ... .. ... . ...
tences, paragraphs, and so on. M ake
sure
you explore the selection capabiliThe biggest obstacle to professional writing is the
necessity for changing a typewriter ribbon.
ties of your word processor or layout
program , because unit selectio n saves a
Roberr Benchley, 1949' '
lot of time when you're editing.

The Shift-click origin. When you use [Shlft)-click to change a selection, yo u
might be surprised w hen you mean to extend the selection and it actually
shrinks. What you get on a @!ill!)..click depends on w hat you selected to start with.
Say you drag from the midd le of a sentence towards the end, and then decide
you want a few more words near the beginning. You [Shift)-click at the begi nning
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of those two words to add them to the selection, but what you get is m1ly those
two words. A [Shlttl-click actually selects.from tile original click point to the [Shittl-click
spot. (If you had dragged backwards, from the end of the sentence towards the
beginning, the [Shittl-click would have added the earlier words to the selection.)
Shift-clicklselections
depend on the original
selection.
Shift-click selections
depend on the original
selecqon.

Shift-click selections
depend oni the original
selection.

Shift-click selections
d e~ nd on the original
selection.

Sluft-click selections
depend on the original
selection.

Top, the original selection Shift-clicked or dragged from the insenion point
to the middle of the second line. Bottom: left, a Shift-click beyond the
original point; center, Shift-clicking within the original selection; right,
Shift-clicking in front of the origin al selection.

Shift-click units. Using a Shift-click to ex1:e nd a selection (that is, holding
down [Shlttl and clicking at a spot in the text to add to the original selection)
usually works in the "unit" of the original selection. So, if you double-click to
select a word, [Shlftl-clicking someplace else selects up to and including the
nearest w hole word, even if the [Shlfl l-click spot is in the middle of a word.
A simple drag operation for the original selection doesn't define a "unit" for this
[Shlftl-click operation. But if you use a special function to select another unit of
text {&ID-clicking for a sentence works in some word processors, for instance,
or triple-clicking fo r a paragraph), a [Shllll-click will select to the end of that unit.

Unit select-and-drag. If you d ouble-click to select a word, but keep the
mouse button down on the second click and start dragging, you'll add whole
words to your selection.
In most word processors that allow other unit selections w ith clicking (for
sentences or paragraphs, for instance), if you keep the mouse down and start
dragging after the initial unit selection, you'll continue selecting in that unit.

Caps Lock is not Shift Lock. On a typewriter, locking down [Shlttl gives you
the shifted character for every key, so that if you hit®. for instance, you get
an asterisk. But the [Shift I on a keyboard is just that: it locks for capita/letters,
and all other keys you hit still type their unshifted characters.

Caps Lock isn't All Caps, either. If your word processor has an All Caps
style that changes lowercase, or mixed-case, text to all capitals, that's not the
same as if you h ad typed in shifted characters or used [Shittl to type them.
When you apply All Caps, you can take it off later and return the text to its
original lowercase or mixed case, but you can't do the sam e w ith characters
that are true capital lette rs.
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Control panels and text. Basic text-entry settings are scattered through
three different control panels:
Delay and repeat •
rates, the Keyboard
control panel

Set the blink rate for the insertion point in the General Controls
control panel.

•

Set the key repeat rate (how fast repeated characters are typed when you
keep a key pressed down) and the repeat delay (how long you have to hold
down a key before the repeating starts) in the Keyboard control panel.

•

Choose the highlight color in the Appearance control panel.

ChapterS

The Don'ts of word processing. Typewriter skills just don' t cut it in the
computer age-except, of course, that the letters and numbers are still in the
same place (most of the time). Here's what you absolutely shouldn't do:

•

Don't press [ReturnI at the end of a line unless you're ending a paragraph.

•

Don't use double spaces after a sentence (or a semicolon). That spacing
requirement-which made things easier to read in the days of typewriting
monotype- is unnecessary with word processors.

•

Don't press~ to indent the first line of a paragraph. Instead, set a.first
line indent for the paragraph so that it's automatically indented.

•

Don't use tabs to center a title on the page; use a center paragraph
alignment.
Don't use multiple spaces instead of tabs. If you change the size or font of
the text, the size of the spaces also change, disrupting the alignment you
wanted. (And repositioning tabbed text is so much easier than working
with spaces!)

•

Don't use multiple tabs to get somewhere on a line: set a tab w here you
need it. The only exception: When you've set tabs for columns of text and
you have to leave a blank in one of the rows, you use two tabs to get past
the blank column.

Formatting and Special Characters
Character and paragraph formatting. Formatting characters means applying a font, a size, and a style (like bold, underline, or italic) to text. You can
apply formatting "after the fact" to selected text, but the easiest way to format
small chunks of text is on the fly, using keyboard commands to turn character
formatting on and off as you type.
Type l.sllil~l here t o
turn on bold form atting.
1

Type !QIDID here to turn off
bold formatting.
1

This is bold text

Using keyboard commands to
turn formatting on and off as
you type is the easiest way to
format small chunks of text.

Formatting a paragraph means setting all the options that affect the text in a
paragraph, like margins, indents, line spacing, and tab stops. Depending on
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your word processor, a paragraph format can also include things like extra
space before the paragraph, or preceding each paragraph with a number.
When applying paragraph formatting to a single paragraph, you don' t have to
select the paragraph first-whichever paragraph contains the insertio n point is
considered selected.
Hyphens and dashes. A lryplren should be used o nly as a character that either
splits a word o r joins multiple words. An em dash is what people normally call a
dash-there's one right there. An en dash is half the length of an em dash and is
used as a minus sign or to indicate ranges of numbers. (They get their names
from their widths: more or less that of a capital M and lowercase n.)
Here's a comparison of the three, and how to type them. You' ll find that the
length of the hyphen in relation to the en dash varies from one fo nt to another.
hyphen
en dash
em dash

G
~
~OptionG

Hard spaces, hard and soft hyphens. Most programs interpret the
as a liard space, which glues together the words o n either
side of it so they wo n't be split at the end of the line. (Most picture fonts,
though, like ZapfDingbats, have a character for the [Optlon( Spacebar) keystroke.)

[Option(Spacebarl character

The ltard, or nottbreaking, hyphen is a related concept: you use it when yo u
don't want the words on either side of it to be separated at the end of a line.
The sift, or optiorwl, lryphen, on the other hand, is used to show where the
word should break if it falls at the end of a line-but it shows up only if it's
needed. The key combinations you need to type these characters can vary
from o ne program to another, but you' ll usually find the hard hyphen on
~ShiftG, and the soft hyphen on ~:=J.
Smart quotes and inch marks. All word processors let you auto matically
type "curly" or "sm art" quotes and apostrophes-the ones that actually curl
towards the right or left to surro und text. But remember to turn them off
when you' re typing something like 6' 10" for six fee t, ten inches-which
needs straight apostrophes and quotes. (And we'll see i ~ by the time what I
typed goes thro ugh several computers and programs for editing and layout, if
some clever Mac program "fixes" those straight symbols by substituting curly
o nes when no one's looking.)
Removing extra Return characters. Som etimes you'll wind up with a
document (from another program, another computer, or pasted in from
something you copied from a Web site) that has a return character (a paragraph marker) at the end of every line, and two return characters to mark a
true paragraph break-<>ne for the end of the line, and an extra one leaving
a blank line before the next paragraph.
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You can do a quick, global search-and-replace in your word processor to
change each of those end-of-line returns to spaces; the trick is to first mark
the spot where the double returns arc, because that's where you still need a
return character when you're finished. Here's how:
1.

Replace every double paragraph mark with something not used elsewhere
in the document, li ke ##or */*; this marks the spots where paragraphs
begin and end.

2.

Replace every paragraph mark with a single space; just removing the paragraph mark will combine the last word of a line with the first word of the
next line.

3.

Replace every## or *!* (or whatever you used as a marker) with a single
paragraph return to restore the paragraph breaks.

Typing Special Characters.
The Option(al) character sets. Seemingly without conscious thought,
everyone's aware of the fact that every alphanumeric key on the keyboard provides at least two characters: the upper- and lowercase versions of a letter, a
number and a punctuation symbol, or two different punctuation symbols.
T here are two full character sets: one for shifted keys and one for unshifted keys.
But the Mac actually allows for fo ur full character sets, with four characters
accessed from each key; the third and fourth are accessed with the (Option! key
and a (Shift(Optionl combination. Just as you type (Shirt!]) to get an asterisk, you
type (Option!]) to get a bullet. The actual characters available depend on the font
you're using. While there's no guarantee of extra characters in every font, or
which ones are where, there's some standardization as to w hat characters are
stored on what key.

Typing accents. In addition to providing all sorts of characters that you can
type, the Mac also lets you add certain accents to some letters: you type the
key com bination that provides the accent and nothing appears on the screen,
but then you type the letter to be accented, and-voilci!-the letter and the
accent appear together. (To type that accented a, I typed (Optlon ]El, then 0.
There are five basic accent marks available in most fonts (three of them arc
available just by typing regular keys, but then they're printed by themselves,
and not over the next letter) :
Name
acute accent
grave accent
circumflex
umlaut
tilde

Symbol

Keys

Example

(Option)]]

e
e

(Option0

A

~
~
(Option (NI

6
(j

r'\
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N ot all accents can go over all letters; the tilde, for instance, won't go over an
e, and the circumflex won't go over an " · You can see which letters work with
which accents-and where the basic accents are (in case you don't have this
book at hand)-by using the Key Caps desk accessory, which gets its own section coming up next.
What's where, and how to remember. Understanding why certain special characters are placed on certain keys can help you remember where they
are. For instance: the bullet ( •) and the degree symbol (0 ) resemble the asterisk; all three arc on the@) key. (If the logic isn't obvious, look for a connection
that means something to you.) There's a chart on the next page showing some
of the special characters, and how you can remember where they are if you
need them. (You can use Key Caps to see what's where on the keyboard; that's
covered in the next section.)
Typing fractions. When you're typing fractions and want them to look better (but you don' t need to do a professional graphic designer's j ob of getting
them perfect by using a special font) , there's a multi-step way of getting
decent-looking fractions.

1. First, make sure you use the special virgule character on l Shltt(Option OJ (for
most fonts) instead of the normal slash; the virgule's angle is better for
fractions. (How effective this is depends on what font you're using.)
2.

Superscript the numerator and set its size to about three-quarters of the
text point size (about 8 points in 12-point text).

3. Change the denominator's size to the same as the numerator, but don't
subscript it.
4. If the application you're in lets you kern characters, nudge the characters
closer together-or further apart, if that's what you want.

Here's a before and after: 1/2, 1f2.

Key Caps
Key Caps. The Key Caps desk accessory is a simple but useful tool when
you're trying to figure out just where a certain elusive character is stored. With
Key Caps open, select a font from its menu; the Key Caps keyboard displays
the main characters in the font. To see the other characters, press !Shift), !option~
or !Shift (Option), and the keyboard changes to show you the available characters.

You can enter sample text in Key Caps by typing or by clicking on the keys in
window. If you want to use a modifier key-@ilii) or ~you have to use
the keyboard, since the keys don't stay "down" when you click them. You can
copy the sample text into a document, saving you the trouble of remembering
a keystroke combination for a special character. (The pasted text won't appear
in the font you chose in Key Caps, but you can change the font once you're
back in your document.)
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Key Caps knows what keyboard you're using; when you open it, it uses a
keyboard layout that matches your keyboard-a full extended keyboard,
a PowerBook layout, an older keyboard with no numeric keypad. I've faked
most of the screen shots in this section to save room-the full keyboard
layout includes all the cursor control keys and the numeric keypad, too. -SZA/EF

Special Characters, Special Keys
Type

Logic

loption (ID

Asterisk is on 8 key; it's sort of round, too

I~(Option ( e l

Shaped like bullet and asterisk also on 8 key

~(zero)

Looks like underlined zero

®

!Option@

On the R key

00

joption l])

Looks like a flattened %; percent symbol also on 5 key

Character

~

Same key as colon, which has two dots

jShift (Optionli i

Same key as question mark.

!Option@

The umlaut, wh ich starts with U.

~

A basic V-shape.

I Shift IOption

lYJ

Two V's together.

loetioni!J

Looks like an L lying down

- (en-dash)

~

A short hyphen

- (em dash)

I Shift IOption 1::::1

A long hyphen

~

The does not equal sign, same key as equal sign

!Shift (Opt ion l~l

Plus-or-minus symbol, same key as plus sign

[9jiiiOiiTJ ~

These keys also have the < and > symbols on them.

!o ption (I)

The slash is used for division

~

Like upside-down exclamation point (on this key)

f

!Option )£)

Looks like a lowercase f

c

joptionl1)

Dollar sign also on 4 key

t

jOptionliJ

Looks like aT

¥

~

Looks like a Y

fi

jShlft(OptionllJ

"Five" starts with the first two characters of the ligature

a, A

!Option® I Shift) Option fA)

Special A's

~.<;:

IOption)~LIShift)Optlon@

Special C's

0,0

jOption@ jOption(Shilt@

Slashed circles

n,TI

I Opt ion[~J I Shift( Option

J..J

!Option@)

)fJ

P for pi, lowercase and upper
Mu starts with M
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Key Caps-and almost any utility you use
to find keyboard characters in a font- is
tied to the keyboard resource you've
selected in the Keyboard control panel. If
you've selected a special keyboard, such as
for a foreign language or for a different
key arrangement, the new key arrangement is shown in Key Caps.

Out, damned box! When there's a box on a key in Key Caps instead of a
character, that means there's no character for that key (or key combination) in
the font you've selected from the menu. Some fonts have a character for every
key combination, whi le others don't have much beyond the standard upperand lowercase letters.

Accent characters in keycaps. Key Caps
The Key Caps
accents display.
Top, pressing
Option shows the
accent keys.
Middle, after
pressing the grave
accent in the
upper left; bottom;
after pressing the
tilde accent in
theN key.

can show you the special accent characters in
a font, and which letters the accents go with,
so that you can learn how to type them (or
just copy them out of Key Caps).
First, press (Option I. You'll see five keys framed
with a dotted border; these are the keys you
use, in combination with (Optlonl, to put
accents over letters.
With (Option I still down, type one of the framed letters, or click on it in the Key
Caps keyboard; then, release the (Option I key. The Key Caps display changes to
show which letters can take the accent, by framing the keys in black.

Key Caps in the background. Key Caps works in the background: size a
document w indow so you can still see the Key Caps window, and you'll see
each letter you type into your document highlighted on the Key Caps keyboard. What good is that? If you're working with a symbol or picture font at
some point in your document and you don't know where the characters are
that you need, you can set Key Caps to that font and then work in your document. Then, when you need a special character, you can glance at the Key
Caps window to see where it is. When you press (Shiftl, Key Caps shows the
shifted characters; press (Option I and it shows the option characters. Yo u'll even
be able to see the accented characters as you type (or look for) them.

Better than Key Caps. Key Caps is free, and it's right there when you
install your system software, but it has its limitations. For example, you may
have trouble seeing the characters for some fonts, since Key Caps displays
them in only a single size.
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BigCaps, a uti lity that comes with Dubi-Ciick Software's MenuFonts
(described in Chapter 14), takes care of this problem. As its name implies,
BigCaps can d isplay fonts at a larger size than Key Caps, in a resizable w indow. It has a few additional features: its wi ndow is resizable, and it can display
fonts even if you're not using them and they're not in the menu.
Impossible Software's TypeTamer, also discussed in the Font chapter, provides a way to quickly view and insert special characters. It displays a window
that contains all the special characters in a font; you simply click on a character to insert it into your document. Unlike Key Caps, TypeTamer inserts the
character in the correct font, saving you the trouble of changing it in your
document. -EF

Writing Tools
Word Processor Features and Programs
Styles. A style is a collection of character and paragraph formats that you can
apply in one fell swoop. You can, for instance, define a Title style that applies
three character formats (Palatino, 14, bold) and two paragraph formats (centered, blank line after) at one time.
The great thing about styles is that if you change a definition, every paragraph tagged as that style changes automatically. You want those subtitles in
12-point Schoolbook? You don't have to find each o ne-you just change the
style definition.
Styles can also be based on other styles, letting you change all the related styles in
your document just by changing the primary style. You can also define which
style should be applied automatically to a following paragraph, which lets you
format as you write-press !Return! and the new style is autom atically applied.
A style slzeet is the collection of styles used in a document. Some programs
confuse things by calling the definitions for a single style its style sheet. And,
to muddy the waters a little further, some programs have separate character
styles and paragraph styles. And some programs that claim they offer styles give
you only character styles, which lets you apply a combination of character
styles in one action- handy, but nowhere nea r as convenient as paragraphbased styles. -SZA/EC

Outlining. Good writing means putting your thoughts in order; since they seldom come out in th e correct order, re-ordering is w hat outlining is all about.
But outlining isn't just a straight roster of items that you drag into various positions until they make perfect sense. An outline is a hierarchical listing that lets
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you use headings and subheadings and sub-subheadings as far as you need to
sort things out. And, with the capability to collapse or expand headings to hide
or show what's beneath them, you can concentrate on one section of your outline at a time or get a quick overview of the whole thing any time you want.
Macros. A macro lets you string together a series of commands that can be
played back with a single keystroke. A macro might be as simple as one that
combines the Save and C lose commands, or it can perform more complicated
editing combinations like finding every graphic in the document, resizing it,
formatting the line following it as a caption, and saving the changes.

Nisus, C larisWorks, and Word all provide some macro capability. But since
Word incorporates Microsoft's Visual BASIC programming language for its
macros, it is both more complicated (beyond the simple recording level) and
far more powerful than the macro abilities you'll find in other programs.

THINGS TO DO TODAY

Every word processor has an outliner now, but
outlining wa s a new invention, and a separate
product, when ThinkTank was first released by
Living VideoText . But the smaller, desk accessory
outliner Acta had one of the best ad s ever, showing how Julius Caesar might have used it (read
that last line carefully).

> Come, see, conquer
> M ake salad for toga party

> Something different. .. romaine,
garlic, eggs, anchovies and croutons?
> Send thank you to Cleo for pyramid tour
> RSVP to Senate for Ides of March event
> Invade Carthage
> Take chariot in for tune-up
> Remember to have w heel hubs greased
> Set d at e for next bocce game
> Series stands at 8-2 Brutus

Grammar checking. Let me be blunt: there's not a good grammar checker
available anywhere yet in this universe. English grammar is much too complicated and subtle to be helpfully analyzed by some computer program-at least,
by any program yet invented. Sure, it can flag problem words for you-but how
many times do you want to be queried as to whether you meant to use to, too, or
two? I even had one grammar checker, a long time ago, ask me, at every instance
of the word the, if perhaps, just maybe, might I have meant thee, the archaic
form of you? Give me a break! (And how might that sentence be interpreted?)

O f course, you can train most grammar checkers to ignore certain things and
look for others, but then you can train yourself to do that, too. Grammar
checkers that also check style can be useful- letting you know, for instance,
that all your sentences are way too long-but nothing even approaches the
skills of a real-life editor.
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I used to use five test sentences on any grammar checker to sec if it could
catch common errors (using that instead of who, and between instead of among,
for instance), but I'll spare you the full test. Instead, let me share with you the
single test sentence that Word 98 caught:

I was impressed by /rim refusing tire reward.
The /rim should be Iris. But Word 98 decided to flag the passive-voice construction instead, and suggested this:

He refusing the reward impressed me.
I rest my case.
Word processing programs. There's no use providing a separate section
to cover word processors any more, since the field has narrowed so drastically.
We're going to forego any feature roundup, since programs are constantly
updated and this book has a relatively long shelf life; check recent reviews in
magazines or online for the nitty gritty. Here are your choices:

•

ClarisWorks ($100, Claris): If the word processor in this integrated
package is enough for you, it's a bargain: reasonable power, a beautiful
interface, a great price, and a bundle of other applications tied into it.

•

Microsoft Word ($400): The word processor users love to hate. The
Word 98 arm of Office 98 is a more polished version of Word 6 with a
few e""tra capabilities and still enough quirks to remind you that it's a
Microsoft product. (There's a $150 fee to upgrade from Word 6; for only
$150 or so more than the price ofWord alone, you can get the whole
Office suite that includes Excel and PowerPoint-and there's a variation
on the package that includes Microsoft Bookshelf, a good collection of
reference works.)

•

Nisus Writer ($140, Nisus): The third entrant in this field. Indicative of
its struggle to stay out there is the fact that the 5.1 version added features
and still cut its price practically in hal£ Its strong point has always been its
PowerFind feature that lets you define search-and-replace options a million different ways.

claris.com
microsoft.com
nisus.com

If C larisWorks doesn't provide enough power for you, Nisus Writer could be
the word processor of your dreams-as long as you work pretty much alone.
If you're sharing files or working in an office environment, you'll have to join
the rest of us hammering away in Word.

Other Tools
About standalone tools. Back in the early days-as hard as it is to believe
now-word processors didn't have spell checkers built in ; they didn't have
outlining capabilities, either; layout programs lagged behind in the spellchecking department even longer than the word processors. But so much is
built into any program that handles text that standalone tools like spell
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checkers, dictionaries, and thesauruses (thesauri?) are either disappearing o r
dropping their prices; Big Thesaurus, described below, was $100 when we
described it in the las t edition of this book, and now it's $30.
The only advantage to a separate tool that provides a function which already
exists in one of your programs is if you also need it fo r some program that
doesn't have that capability.
A standalo ne program is traditionally one that you run as a separate utility,
showing it which documents you want spell-checked or otherwise processed.
But the extra steps of saving a document, launching a utility, and using it to
check the document, makes it unlikely you' re really going to use it all the
time. So, look for one that interacts with the programs you use.

Spelling Coach and Big Thesaurus. Deneba's Spelling Coach
Professional ($50) comes as close as any spelling checker to doing it all.
Batch-check selections or let Coach Pro watch for errors while you type; a
pop-up menu gives you options fo r correct spellings, and if none seems
appropriate, you can ask fo r phonetic guesses. It includes a 95,000-word main
spelling dictionary (about 90 percent with definitions) and legal, technical,
and medical supplements.
It includes the seam lessly designed Big Thesaurus (also available separately
for $30) which has a menu that automatically appears in all your programs.
Highlight a word, and a keystroke or a m enu click opens the thesaurus window; you can easily open additional windows for any words you see in the
.. ....................... .. .... ............... ............................... ...........................
first window. This multiple-wi ndow
scheme
comes close to Roget's index
Word 3, Users 0
Rober t Wiggins, MacUser m agazin e, July 1987
in that when several windows are
arranged to be simultaneously visible,
Wo rd 4, Mice 5
glancing from one to the other
'
'
Robert Wiggins, M acUser magazine, August I 989
increases your chances of finding
(5 mice is M a cUser's highest rating)
just what yo u need. - RC

''

Spell Catcher. Previously incarnated as Thunder 7, Spell Catcher ($55,
Spell Catch er

Casady & G reene), is one utility I absolutely can't live without; years ago I
delayed moving to System 7 until a compatible version of Thunder 7 was available, and I would've do ne the same in regard to OS 8. Spell Catcher's menu
stays on the menu bar no matter where you' re working, so it's always available.
For m e, the crux of this program's usefu lness is its watch-as-you-type
approach: Spell Catcher is always in the background keeping track of your
keyboard activity. You can set it to beep or flash immediately fo r all sorts of
typos (misspellings, double words, no capital at the beginning of a sentence);
it can make corrections automatically or wait for your approval. Spell
Catcher's glossary function lets you "teach" it the correct spelling fo r common misspellings; so, hte changes to the as soon as it leaves your fingertips,
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and something like a111ij expands to Apple Me1111 Itemsfolder. You don't have to
do anything special to trigger the corrections and expansions-as soon as you
type the space that signifies the end of a word (or a punctuation mark), Spell
Catcher jumps into action. (Microsoft Word gives me this capability, too, but
casadyg.com Spell Catcher makes it available everywhere.) Spell Catcher can also check
spelling in an after-the- fact "batch" mode.
While the spell-checking and glossary expansion functions are enough to keep
this on my top-ten utility list, there's more. Spell Catcher's T hesaurus is
expansive and includes lots of synonyms as well as related words, and even
antonyms-all grouped by meaning and with definitions; all you have to do is
click on the word you want substituted for what you typed, and it's automatically entered in your document.
Could you ask for anything more? You don't have to ask: there's more.
There's a group of little "extras," like curly quote substitution and em-dash
insertion when you type a double-hyphen. And there's GhostWriter, which
saves every keystroke you make so that if you crash without saving a document, you can reconstruct it from the separate file G hostWriter compiled.
All these functions come in a smooth , unobtrusive utility with an elegant
interface that's totally customizable-you can have it on or off in any application, and you can define which functions work in which program. It's an
absolute must-have for anyone who does anything more than the most casual
of writing on the Mac.
Type it for me. The shareware program Typelt4Me ($30), like Spell Catcher,
provides a watch-as-you-type anywhere and everywhere capability. You teach
it your shorthand abbreviations, and it expands a few letters into full words or
phrases. It's a terrific program, but decide what it is you need in the way of
shareware.com help, because while Spell Catcher costs about twice as much , it does more
than twice as much with its built-in spelling dictionaries, thesaurus functions,
and GhostWriter capability.

Zillion Kajillions.
If you write in iambic pentameter
But can' t find a rhyming parameter,
If you wish you were nimble and quick
In completing a new limerick,
You can find what it is that you need
With ease and incredible speed
One, two, or a million times
With a Z illion Kajillion Rhymes.
Eccentric Software (now part of Nisus), offers A Zillion Kajillion Rhymes

($30), which contains an extensive dictionary of common, technical and slang
~ terms.
A Zillion Kajillion Cliches ($30), its companion, makes finding just

nisus.com
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the right (if trite) expression as easy as ... pie, falling off a log, duck soup, taking
candy fi-om a baby, A-B-C, 1-2-3, shooting fish in a barrel. ... (Duck soup??)

ClarisWorks Tips
These tips were
tested for
ClarisWorks 5; most
of them work in the
previous version, too.
The first section,
General Tips, applies
to ClarisWorks in
general, no matter
which module you're
working in.

General Tips
The double-click split. Instead of dragging the little black "split bar" at the
top and left of the scroll bars to split a w indow, you can just double-click on
the bar to split the w indow in half. And no matter w here the split bar is positioned, double-clicking o n it will unsplit the window.
Document windows Path menus. If you
press ~ while clicking on the title of a window,
you'll get a Path menu like the one in Finder windows, which tells you what folders the document is
stored in. You won't be able to select anything from
the menu-everything is dimmed-but it does let
you check w hat folder you're working from.

ClarisWorks may
have been renamed
uAppleWorksnby the
time you read this!

Menu options. There are several places where holding )Option) while opening
a menu changes the men u in one way or another:

•

In the File menu, C lose changes to C lose All.

•

In the F ile menu, Print changes to Print One Copy, a change that lets you
bypass the print d ialog.

•

In the Font menu, the font names get listed in the standard system font
instead of in their own fonts.

•

In the Edit menu, Insert Date and Insert Time change to Insert Fixed
Date and Insert Fixed Time. (The "unfixed" date and time change when
you open the document later, to match the current date and time.)

•

In the Edit menu's Writing Tools submenu, Edit Word Services is added
to the bottom of the submenu.

Selecting a type for a new document. When you use the N ew dialog,
you don't have to click on the type of document you want and then click the
Open button. Instead, you can just double-click o n one of the cho ices. O r,
even simpler, type a single letter to indicate which module you want to work
in:~ for Word Processing,® for Painting, and so on. As for Drawing and
Database,@ selects D rawing, and ~ selects Database. Then j ust hit )Return)
to trigger the OK button.
Keyboard equivalent for dialog buttons. In almost every C larisWorks
dialog, you can use @]ID and the first letter of the button name to trigger the
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button: &IDQ) for D iscard, for instance, or ~I for Replace. In some cases,
two buttons might start with the same letter, but that's no problem: pressing
&@changes the button names to include their keyboard commands.
Save chonoes to the document "lheSpeech"

Holding down
Command
displays the
keyboard
equivalents for
dialog buttons.

befo re closin g?
~
~

S«Vecl

before

Don'tSove

I

[§ill] ~

I Don '! Sove K O I

Drag information from one module to anot her. You don't have to
export and import information to move it around among the word processor,
database, and spreadsheet modules. Open both documents, select the information, and just drag it from one window to another. (To select the
information in the database, you have to be working in the List view.)
As you move from one module to an other, information is distributed in very

logical ways: tabs in the word processor are column dividers in the spreadsheet and field separators in the database. A row in the word processor is a
row in the spreadsheet and a record in the database.
When you're dragging info rmation into a database, it will create as many new
records as it needs to accommodate the data (the number of rows you're dragging). But you have to have enough fields defined to hold the information, or
you'lllose some. Drag five columns of information into a database with only
three fields defined, and the information from the last two columns disappears.
Rearrange button bars. To rearrange the buttons on a button bar, just
~( Optionl-drag buttons to new spots. If you @:IDOptionl-drag a button off its

bar, the button is removed from the bar completely.

Selecting and Editing Text
You're really moving now. You can move the blinking insertion point in
big jumps instead of the little steps that ~II!ll provide :

•

U se [Option8 or [Option8 to go to the beginning or end of the current
word, or the next word if you're already at the beginning or end of a word.

•

U se [Option(!) or [Option (}] to go to the beginning or end of the current
paragraph.
Use~ or ~El to go to the beginning or end of the current line.

•

U se @ID1J or ~ to go to the beginning or end of the document.

Selection shortcuts. C larisWorks has lots of selection shortcuts; you might
notice that many of them add [Shift) to the insertion-point moves listed in the
last entry.
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•

D oubl e-click to select a word.

•

11-iple-click to select a line (not, unfortunately, a sentence).

•

Quadruple-click to select a paragraph.

•

U se (Shltt!Optlon8 and (Shitt!OptionEJ to select a word at a time in either
directio n.

•

U sc (Shitt!Optlon[!J or (Shitt!Option(I) to select from the current spot to the
beginning or end of the paragraph.

•

Use ~ShiitE) or ~ ShiitE) to select from the current spot to the
beginning or end of the line.

•

U sc ~Shitt[!J or ~Shitt(I) to select from the current spot to the
begi nning or end of the document.

Canceling a selection. Because of C larisWorks S's drag-and-drop editing
support, when you place the cursor over selected text you' ll sec the drag-anddrop cursor. If there's a selection and you wa nt to edit in the middle of it, it
seems that you have to first click som ewhere to deselect th e te>..'t and then
click w here you want to edit. But you can skip the separate deselection: clicking in a selectio n will place the insertion point where you clicked, despite the
drag-and-drop cursor that you're using.
Selecting bullet lists and checkboxes. You can select an entire bullcted
item by simply clicking on its leader character-you don't have to triple-click,
as you do for standard paragraph selection.
Selecting a checkbox item is a little trickier, since clicking on the leading box
alternately checks and unchecks it. But if you click right infront of the checkbox, that selects the entire item.

Miscellanous Word Processor Tips
Toggling invisible characters. There's a Preferences setting that lets you
turn invisible characters, like tabs and paragraph symbols, on o r off But you
don 't have to go through that dialog: pressing~ toggles th e invisiblcs on
or off, no matter how you have the general preference set. - SZNCS

Quick-click text box. You can create a floating text box even in a word
processor d ocument, and there's a really quick way to do it: just (Optionl-click
anywhere in the document for the box to appear, and start typing. (You' ll want
to set a text wrap afterwards, of course, or the text in the text box wi ll be
superimposed on the background text.)

Double-click shortcuts. Double-clicking o n items in the Ruler o pens
appropriate dialogs:
•

D oubl e-click on a tab (already set on the ruler, or t he button on the ruler)
to open the 'Thb dialog box.
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•

Do uble-click o n the line spacing or justification controls to get the
Paragraph Format box.

•

Double-click on a column number or icon to get the Section dialog.

Inserting graphics. If you add a graphic to a word processor document by
merely using Paste, it will appear as a (usually) large character in the line
where the insertion point is blinking.
Instead, with the Tools showing at the left of the window, select the Pointer
tool, and then choose Paste from the Edit menu; your graphic wi ll appear as a
completely separate object fi·om the text. You can then choose Text Wrap from
the Options menu and wrap the text around your graphic. -CS

Superior versus superscript. There arc two pairs of character formatting
options in the Style menu that seem to describe the same thing: superscript
and superior, and subscript and infe rio r. The difference? Superior and inferior
change the point size of the selected text as well
This is supertor te x t
as move it above or below the baseline; superThis is superscript
script and subscript merely shift the tex't, leaving
the point size intact.

Find/Replace
Finding and replacing invisibles. You can specify invisible characters
(like tab and return) in a Find/Change dialog by typing a backslash (that's a
backslaslz, not the forward slash on them key) followed by a letter that represents the character:
Tab

Return
Line break ("newline")
Page break
Column break
Section break

\t
\r
\n
\b
\c
\§~

Quick-type invisible codes. T he most common invisibles you'll be looking to find or change arc the tab, re turn, and line break characters. You don't
have to rem ember their codes (although the line break is the only o ne you
might forget), because you can type them into a Find or Change box by holding down ~ and then pressing the key you use to put the character in a
document: IReturn I,~. or lShittiReturnl (for li ne breaks).

Find it again, Sam. If you wa nt to find another instance of the last thin g
you looked for, you don't have to open the Find dialog again: just press @:ID[).
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Drag and Drop
Drag and drop original or copies. When you use drag-and-drop editing,
you get to simply drag a selection from one spot in a document to another. But
if you want to drag a copy instead of the original, hold down !Option! as you drag.
You can also drag selections from one document to another; for inter-document drag-and-drops, it's always a copy that's dragged, even if you don't hold
down !Option!.

Drag and drop with paragraph styles. When you drop a selectio n into
another part of the document, the newly placed text takes on the paragraph
style of its new location. So, if you move a checkbox style line of text in
between two Body-style paragraphs, the checkbox line will revert to Body
style-in fact, it won't even be a separate line/paragraph any more, and will
append itself to the paragraph where you drop it. But you can keep paragraph
styles intact as you drag and drop, as long as you make sure you select the
entire paragraph (including the invisible, trailing paragraph marker) before
you drag it.

Styles
Redefining the default text. C larisWo rks word processor documents
default to using Helvetica, w hich is very difficult to read on the screen.
If you redefine the Body style to, say, Geneva, that works only fo r the document you were working on w hen you redefined the style.
To change the defa ult font for all new documents, use the Prefe rences command ; in its Text screen (use the pop-up menu), set Geneva (or whatever) as
the default font.
Setting the default font in Preferences alters style defin itio ns like Body to
include Geneva instead of the o riginal default Helvetica as part of the definition.

The defined-in-advance style. If you've created a particular combination
of formats that you want to usc as a style, you can quickJy define a style usi ng
the already formatted text as the defin ition. Select the text, open the Styles heet
w indow, and click th e N ew butto n; in the next dialog, name the style, check
the Itll1erit Stylefrom Selection o ption, and click O K.

Stylesheet window basics. T he list of styles in the stylesheet window provides visual clues about the styles and about the selection in your docum ent.
The styles are sorted by type: Basic, Paragraph, Outline, and 'Thble, and each
type is labeled with an icon, except for Basic, w hich has no icon.
The stylesheet window has three views: the basic o ne, an expanded Edit view
that shows the style defin ition, and one that includes a sample of the selected
style. C licking the Edit button expands the window; clicking Done collapses
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Stylesheet window shortcuts. There are m an y hidden keyboard and click
shortcuts for the Stylesheet window:

•

Pressing~ alternately selects the style list or the edit pane in the
expanded view.

•

U sing (!l±J selects the item above o r below the currently selected item
in the active pane.

•

Pressing~ or [Page Downl lets you see the top o r bottom of the list

•
•

[Optionl-clicking directly on a style name opens the Edit view.

in the active pane (but it doesn't change the selected item).

•

Yo u don' t need to use the size box in the lower right corner to change the
w indow size; you can drag on the bottom or right ed ge to of the w indow
to resize it. (When the cursor is in just the right spot for the drag, it
changes to a double-headed arrow.)
If you click in the sample area, you' ll get various types of sam ples for the
selected style-how it looks on the overall document page, for instance.

••
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Styles plus. When there's a plus sign next
to a style name, that means the current
selectio n was d efined as that style, and then
edited to include something that's not in
the style d efini tion . Even a very minor
change, like setting a tab in a paragraph, for
instance-counts as a change to the style.

You can see w hat additional formatting has been added to the base style by
clicking the Edit button; the additions arc shown in italics in the Edit pane.
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Quick return to Body style. C licking on a style in the Stylesheet wi ndow
applies that style to the current paragraph or selected text. But clicking on the
style that's already selected in the list re-defines the selected text in the document as the Body style; this is a handy shortcut when the Stylesheet w indow
list is scrolled to where you can see the current style, but not the Body style.

Word Tips
These tips were
tested for Word 98,
but most work
(sometimes with
minor variations)
in Word 6, too.

Basics
Close and Save All. You can change the Save and C lose commands in the
File menu to Save All and C lose All by holding down IShiftl as you open the
menu. The Save All is particularly handy if you're quitting Word and don't
want to cycle through the open documents to save them or be asked, for each
one, if you want them saved before Word quits.

Double-click shortcuts. Word's document window and status bar have
several "hot spots" that you can double-click to get dialog boxes or perform
actions, as shown in the following picture.
There are hot spots all over, although some of them depend on the view
you're using. When the window's split, for instance, you don' t have to use the
Remove Split command or drag the split bar up into the top of the window to
get rid of it- you can just double-click on it; if you have the Document Map
showing, double-clicking on the vertical divider bar closes it. So, just click
away wherever you are and see what happens.
Opens the
Paragraph dialog

Opens the Documen t
Layout dialog (upp er area)

~~' -- _ .· -·- -i\1 Document4
~
• . . ~-';": • 1 . ..
L!!!Jtl
'

1 • ••

Sets a tab and opens tab
dialog (lower area)

gJ,. =i~~

2' • .•

1 . ; ...

•

g) 1!3

~ ; ~;::==
__,; ;
• •

[Jj D Ill ::J 4 r.)
P19t 24

Splits the
window in half

~

I
Hot spots in Word's
document window
provide shortcu ts
for window
m anipulation and
opening dialog
boxes

-

Sto 1

l.n

Col

Opens Go To/
Find dialog

Keyboard control. You can control everything from the keyboard if you
want to in Word; this is no big surprise in a program that was created for the
Windows world, but sometimes it really is convenient to ignore the mouse.
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To activate the keyboard control, press @1!1~. For menus, you'll see that
every title will have a single letter underlined; press that letter (no ©]ID key
necessary) and the menu drops down. Every menu command will have a single underlined letter; press the letter, and the command is executed. You can
use 8 and 8 to move from one menu to another once a menu's open;(!) and
(±) move you up and down inside an opened menu.
Dialog boxes that open after you've pressed ~will have all their controls
marked so that you can press the ©]ID key and the underlined letter to choose
the option.
The keyboard control mode turns off autOmatically after you've used it for a
command or dialog box. You can cancel it manually by pressing~In addition to all this, there's a simple approach for simple dialogs: for dialogs
with only buttons in them, pressing the first letter of the button name triggers
the button (Y for Yes, N for No, and so on). As a special bonus, pressing N
also triggers the Don't Save button for when you're closing a document
because it used to be a No button.
Selecting multiple undos. When you want to
take advantage ofWord's multiple Undo feature
Tv ping
tO move back through several editing changes,
AutoFormat
Typing .. button for when vou""
you don't have to repeatedly use the Undo comItalic
mand either from the keyboard or the menu.
Undo 6 Actions
Instead, use the Undo men u in the Formatting
tool bar: select as many of the listed undoable
items as you want, and they'll all be done at once. This works for multiple
redos, too-of course, you have to use the Redo menu.
Now, where was 17 When you first open a previously saved document, you
can jump to the spot you last were worki ng on by pressing !~I Option II).
Slide rules. When you have Rulers turned off in any view that allows Rulers
(not the Outline view, for instance), you'll see a light gray bar along the top,
or the top and side, of the document, where the Ruler would normally be displayed. If you move the mouse cursor over the gray bar and hold it there for a
second or two (without the mouse button down), the Ruler slides out of the
window's edge so you can check or change its settings. A second or two after
you move back into the document, the Ruler disappears again.

Character and Paragraph Formatting
Quick-format for words. You don't have to select a word before you apply
a font, size, or style to it: if the blinking insertion point is in the word (including at the beginning or end of it) formatting is applied to the entire word.
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Keyboard commands for font switching. Since Word allows you to create character styles as well as standard paragraph styles, and it allows you to
assign keyboard commands to styles, that means it's possible to call up a font
at a keystroke.

But it's even easier than that, because you don't have to create a style first.
Word lets you assign keyboard combos directly to a font:
1.

C hoose C ustomi ze from the Tools m enu.

2.

C lick the Keyboard button.

3.

Scroll through the Categories list and select Fonts.

4.

Scroll through the Fonts list and select the font you want.

5.

Click in the Press new shortwt key box and press the key combination you
want to use for the fo nt.

6.

If you want the keyboard command to work only in the current docum ent, o r only in the current tem plate, use the Save changes in pop-up
m enu to indicate that; leaving the menu at Normal puts the keyboard
assignment in the Normal template so that it's always available.

7.

Click the Assign button.
customize keyboard
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Using the Paintbrush. Okay, the tool is actually called the Format Painter,
but, as descriptive as that is, nobody calls it that. It's incredibly handy o nce
you get the hang of it, especially after you figure out how to differentiate
between painting a character format and paragraph format.

To use the Paintbrush, first you click in or select the text wl1osejormat you wmzt
copied, then you click the Paintbrush tool. The mouse cursor changes, not
to a Paintbrush, but to an special I-beam text cursor with a plus sign on it.
Anywhere you click or drag with this special cursor is reformatted to match
the original selection (which was sort of "loaded" onto the Paintbrush when
you clicked its button in the toolbar) . Here are the things to keep in mind:
C haracter formats o nly are picked up by the Paintbrush if the insertion
point is blinking in text or if the selection is text. To pick up paragraph
formats, you have to first select an entire paragraph, including the trailing
(usually invisible) paragraph marker; the easiest way to select an entire
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paragraph is by double-clicking on it from the selection bar at the left
edge of the window.

•

The picked-up formats are applied wherever you click or drag the special
cursor. If you've picked up only character formats, a single click of the
special cursor applies the format to the word you clicked on. If you've
picked up paragraph formats, a single click applies the formats to the
entire paragraph you click in; dragging across even partial paragraphs (say,
the end of one and the beginning of the next) applies the paragraph formats to the entire paragraphs.

•

If you want to "paint" more than one spot, double-click on the Paintbrush
tool in the toolbar; the cursor remains "loaded" so you can click and/or
drag in several spots. To get rid of this semi-permanent setup, either click
the Paintbrush button again or just start typing in the document.

Quick style definition. Here's the quickest way to create a new style-you
won't even have to open a dialog box: format a paragraph to conform to your
new style requirements, select it by double-clicking on it from the selection
bar, type the new style name in the Style menu in the Formatting tool bar
(just select, then type right over whatever's there), and press (Return! or (Enter!.
Unfortunately, Word 98 still didn't fix a little bug that's a corollary of this
capability. If you press @Jijoption@ to activate the style name in the toolbar
and type the name of the style you want to apply to the current paragraph,
then press (Return!, the style is applied. If you misspell the style name, Word figures you' re creating a new style- and it creates a new style with the
misspelled name.

Quick redefine of styles. You can quickly redefine a style without using
the Style definition dialog. First, apply the style to an existing paragraph and
then make the changes to it. Select the entire paragraph by double-clicking on
it from the selection bar. Next, click in the Style menu in the Formatting toolbar (which selects the text there), and press (Return! twice: the first time opens a
dialog box, and the second okays the redefine option.

Multiple style deletion. If you've imported parts of other Word documents
(or entire documents, through the Insert command), you may wind up with
lots of styles in your document that you just don't want or need. Working
through the Style dialog box to delete them means you have to select and
delete them one at a time. But there is an easier way (of course, or this topic
wouldn't have an entry! ).
Start with the Style command in the Format menu, but click the Organize button in the Style dialog. In the Organize dialog, you can select multiple styles in
the left pane: (Shi!tl-click to select styles listed next to each other, or [@-click to
select non-contiguous styles. Then click the Delete button. You'll get a dialog
confirming the deletion of the first style in the list that also offers a Yes To All
button so you won't have to confirm the deletion of every style you selected.
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Odds and Ends
The Repeat command. The Repeat command (~) repeats the last ed iting command, your last edit, or the last thing you typed. If you've just applied
a style to a paragraph, you can click in another paragraph and use Repeat to
apply the style there, too.
If you want to use Repeat for a group of character or paragraph formats (bold,
o utline, and italic, say, or justified, indented and double-spaced), use the Font
or Paragraph command to apply all the formats at once instead of using keyboard or toolbar commands to apply them individually. That way, the Repeat
command w ill include all the formats, instead ofjust the last one you applied.
Uncurly quotes. If you have automatic curly quotes (fo r both apostrophes
and quote marks) turned on through the AutoCorrect dialog, how do you get
straight quotes for inch o r foot marks? As soon as yo u type the charac ter, press
~I for Undo: it won't undo the typing, but it will undo the change fro m
straight to curly quote.
Selecting interior blocks of text. Yo u can select any rectangular part o f
text by holding down [Opllon l as you drag. This is useful if you have tabbed
columns because you can actually select a column o f information. You can
apply formatting to the selection, or even cut or copy it, although the success
of cutting or copying depends on what exactly you had selected (including or
excluding leading or trailing tabs, for instance).
Footnote shortcuts. The Footn otes command in the View m enu splits the
document window so you can review th e text of the footnote entries, but
there are two o ther ways to open th e footnote "pane." H old [Shift) while you
drag th e wi ndow's split bar, and you'll get the footn ote pane instead of a regular split window. Or, simply double-click on a footnote reference mark and
the w indow splits to display that footnote.
To close th e footno te pane, you can drag the split bar back to the top o f the
scroll bar, o r press @R!Shifl (ID. But to close the pane and jump to a specific
footnote reference at the same time, do uble-click on the reference mark nex-t
to the footnote i t~clf in the lower pane.

Selecting a
hig hlig h t color.
"None• is used to
erase existing
hig hlights.

The Highlighter tool. Word 98 is driving me crazy
with its combination of great new tools and power, and
I None
l
brain-dead interface and operation. But on the great new
tool side is the Highlight tool, which works just like its
real-world counterpart-except that you can erase these
highlights. It's wonderful to just m ark things with different colors in a document whi le I'm working on it instead
o f having to use asterisks or bold- italic formatting so I can easily find th em
later. I hope this idea is picked up by every application under the sun.

q• oo •

••••o•
••••
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•

To access the different colors, or the None "color" for removing highlights, you have to click on the little arrow next to the highlight button ;
clicking on the button only triggers the current highlight color or lets you
pick up the tool.

•

To highlight text, you can grab the Highlighter from the toolbar and drag
it across the text; or you can select text first and then click on the highlighter button (or select a color from its drop-down menu.)

•

O nce you have tl1e Highlighter, you can put it down by clicki ng on its
button again; or you can click where you want to type and just start typing-the highlight won't be applied to the new typing.

Find and Replace
Find ing again. To find another occurrence of the last item you searched
for, you don't have to open the Find dialog again: j ust press @:IDoption):rJ.
Com bining Find Again with Repeat (@:ID:y}) lets you find something, apply a
format to it (if that's what you did to the found text), find the next occurrence, apply the fo rmat to it, and so on, all without a dialog box in the way.
Replace formatting s hortcut. You can specify character or paragraph formatting for the Find or Replace text, but it's a multi-step process: Select the
category (font, paragraph, styles, and so on) from the dialog's Format menu,
then specify the fo rmats in the dialogs that open-and do it separately fo r
each category. But you don't have to do all that. First, click in either the Find
What or the Replace With box-wherever you're defini ng the forma t. Then
use the Formatti ng tool bar to define the format (click on the Bold button,
select a style, choose a font and/or size), and the formatting selections go into
the Format definition in the dialog.
Tied up in no ts. You can specify a search or replace forma t for te"'t that is not
something: not Bold, for instance, or not All Caps. With the Find or Replace
dialog open, click in the Find What or Replace With text box, and click twice
on the toolbar button that does the formatti ng. T he first click adds the formatting to the defi nition (as described in the last entry), but the second click
adds the Not to the definition. A third click in the button removes the formatting definition from the dialog entirely.
If there's no toolbar button for the format you
want to specify, select Font from the dialog's
Format pop-up menu, and click in the style's
checkbox until it's emp ty (it starts as a dash,
then goes to a checkmark first).

Finding and replacing for format. If you simply want to find and replace
for character or paragraph formats (like changing all the blue double-underlined text to red dotted-underlined text), set up the Replace dialog fo r the
formats w ithout putting any text in the Find What and Replace With boxes.
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If yo u want to find specifically fo rmatted text and return it to whatever is
normal for the paragraph style that contains it, leave Replace With blank but
set the format for the Replace to Difault paragraph font, w hich yo u can select
from th e Style m enu on the toolbar.
Curling up those straight quotes. If you impo rt a document that has
straight apostrophes and quote marks instead of curly o nes, it's easy to curl
them-you don't even have to worry about the difference between opening
and closing quote marks (w hich are different characters). Just use the Replace
command and type a single apostrophe in bo th the Find What and Replace
With boxes; altho ugh they'll be straight marks in the dialog, Word will do all
the replacements with curly apostrophes. For quote m arks, just type the quote
mark in both the Fi nd and Replace boxes; once again, it w ill be the straight
quotes in the dialog, but the replacements w ill be curly-and th e correct-facing marks wi ll be inserted in the appropriate places.
Finding and replacing with highlights. You can use the Highlight tool
in conjunction with the Find and Replace dialogs to do all sorts of nifty
things, even tho ugh you can't specify the color of the highl ight you're looking
fo r. Here ar e three handy basics:
•

It's easy to find highlighted text as yo u scroll through a document, since
it's really eye-catching. But sometimes, especially in long documents, it's
easier to jump from one instance of highlighted text to the next using the
keyboard. To do this, use the Find command, leaving the Find What box
blank but clicking the Highlight tool to add that as the fo rmat for the
Find text. Click the Find N ext button to find the first instance of highlighted text (of any color), and put the Find dialog away. From there, all
you have to do is press @:WoptioniYI, the Find Again command, to jump to
the next area that's highlighted.
Rri

rlndvMt:

Rem ove a//

highlighting with

Replect '-11 1t.:

Search and
Replace.

rOI"fNt : Hot H6rahHoht

•

•

You can remove all the highlights from a document in one fell swoop by using the Replace
dialog. Leave both the Find and Replace text
boxes empty, but set the Find format to
Highlight by clicking once on the H ighlight tool
button, and the Replace format to N ot Highlight
by clicking on it twice. Then click Replace all.

Yo u can highlight certain instances of te}..'t in your document for later
review by letting the Replace command mark them . Say you're looking
for every occurrence of the phrase the f aculty a1td sra.D·because you reali zed
almost too late that sometim es what you were saying applied only to one
or the other rather than to both. Just type that in the Find box (with no
formatting indicated) and type the same thing in the Replace box, adding
the H ighlight fo rmatting to the replace. C lick Replace All and you'll have
every occurrence highlighted. And here's a great tip-within-a-tip: select a
highlight color on the toolbar before you open the Replace dialog, and
that's the color that will be used for the operatio n.
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Tables and Columns
Selecting a table. Select a row or column in a table by putting the pointer
at the top or side of the table, where it will change to a thick arrow, then click.
To select an entire table, double-click anywhere inside it while pressing !Option I,
or press IOptioniCtearl (on the keypad) when the insertion point is anywhere in
the table.

Creating uneven columns. When you drag the column markers on the
ruler, you don't just change one column, you change them all. How do you
create two columns that have different widths? In the Columns dialog box,
check Left or Right for the automatic settings, or click Two or Three
Columns and uncheck Equal Column Width. Then enter the widths you
want for your columns. Now when you drag the column markers in the ruler,
it will affect only one column.
There's a visual clue on the ruler that lets you know if the columns are set for
equal or unequal sizes: the area between the columns is plain gray when
columns are equal, but has a grid icon in the gray when columns are set to be
unequal. -SZAJEC

Avoid the pencil and eraser. The new pencil and eraser tools for drawing
tables and merging cells (by erasing their divider lines) are cute and clever, but
not particularly useful ; after all, this is a computer-why should a I draw
umpteen lines for a five-by-twenty-cell table?
To create a table, stick with the Insert 'Thble menu command or button to get
started; the pencil can be used to quickly divide a cell or two where you need it.
The eraser, unfortunately, has to be dragged across the lines you want to
erase; it would actually be useful if you could just click on a line to delete it.
As it is, it's still much quicker to merge cells-especially three or more-by
selecting them and using the Merge Cells command, which is a single operation; the eraser has to be dragged across every divider individually.

Customizing
Tool bar tricks. Here are four quick tips for working with toolbars:
•

Icontrol !-click anywhere on a toolbar to see a list of other toolbars; select

one from the menu to open it.
•

Reposition a button on a tool bar by holding down @:ill while you drag it.

•

To remove a button from a toolbar, hold down I&ID and drag the button
off. Let it go on another toolbar to move it there; let it go anywhere else,
and it just disappears.
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•

To make a copy of a button, hold down !Option) w hile you d rag it. Let it go
over ano ther toolbar to put the copy o n that toolbar. Let it go anywhere
else on the screen, and you'll get a new toolbar holding that button.

Creating and changing keyboard commands. To change an existing
keyboard eq uivalent or create a keyboard combination for a command that
doesn't have o ne:
1.

C hoose C ustomize from the Tools menu.

2.

C lick the Command tab.

3.

C lick the Keyboard button.

4.

Find the command you want in the Commands list, using the Categories
list to narrow the search (although most of the ti me, selecting All
Commands in the Catego ries list is the only thing that will let you get
to the command you want).

5. To remove an existing keyboard command, click on it in the C urrent
Keys list and then click the Remove button.
6 . To add a keyboard command, click in the Press New Shortcut Key box
and press the key combination you want. You' ll be informed if it's already
in use fo r another command.

7.

C lick the Assign button.

Using the Work menu for documents. When you work on certain documents over and over, even for a relatively short period of time, it's easier to
get at them from a menu than through the O pen dialog- you can't count o n
their always being in the File menu's recent list.

Word 98 comes with a Work menu that lets you easily add items to it: simply
select the Add to Work Menu command fro m the menu, and the active window is added to the list. U nfortu nately, it's added to the list with its entire
path name, so yo u'll get something like: Jntemal Drive: Documer1ts: WorkSt1!1f:
Meetings: May: Memo as the docum ent name in the m enu. You can edit the
name, although the method is incredibly clumsy (even for Microsoft); read
through the next entry to see how it's done.
Creating your own documents menu. If you prefer separate document
menus for differe nt types of documents, you can create your own , through a
process that was apparently designed by someone with a deeply ingrained
hatred of the Mac and its users-and it's an all-new approach j ust for Word 98.

First, yo u have to create the menu itself:

1. C hoose C usto mize from the Tools menu.
2.

C lick the Toolbars tab, and click on Menu Bar in the Toolbars list (right,
the menubar is a toolbar!). T he list isn't alphabetical, so you'll have to scroll
through to find it. You can press~ to j ump from one item that starts with
M to the next, but you can't type a second letter to specif)' what you want.
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Olstomtze

When you find Menu Bar,
you have to click on the
checkbox in front of it, not
just on its name, to truly
select it. With that accomplished, you'll get a second
menubar on your screen, just
beneath the "real" one.
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C lick the Commands tab .

4.

Select the N ew Menu item
at the bottom of the
Categories list.
Select the N ew Menu item that appears in the Commands li st, and drag
it up into the fake menubar, dropping it where you want it placed.

5.

6 . With the dark frame still around the N ew Menu title in the title bar, click

the Modify Selection pop-up in the C ustomize dialog. A single click will
keep the menu open (because of the OS8's sticky menus), which is easier
than if you have to keep the mouse button down for this procedure.
Bm•
7. At the top of the poppedI!C tete
_
up menu, edit the name of
,.o=
r :=
====--lH""'' ... .._
~ El
the menu to Documents (or
tr
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Selection menu to
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menu.
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C lick the C lose button .
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Okay, so now you have a new menu in the menu bar, but it's empty. You think
adding items to it w ill be any more elegant than creating it to begin with ?
First, open the document you want to add to the menu. T hen:
1.

Use the Tool menu's Customize command to turn on the fake tool bar
again: in the Toolbars tab, click on Menu Bar.

2.

C lick the Commands tab.

3.

In the Categories list, click the All Com mands category.

4.

In the Commands list, select the FileOpenFile item . If you click anywhere in the Commands list to activate it, you can press® to j ump to the
first command that starts with that letter. You' ll get FileCiose, and
FileOpenFile isn't too far beyond that.

5. With FileOpcnFile selected, the pop-up menu at the bottom of the dialog
will list the names of all your open documents; select the one that you
want added to your menu.
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6. Drag the FileOpenFile item from the Commands list up to your menu in

Putting an item in
an empty menu
(top left) and into
an existing menu
(bottom right).

the fake menubar. When you see your menu title selected, make sure you
slide down to the menu itself before you let go of the mouse button, or
the document will wind up in the
.t File Documents (t11t V1~
menu bar instead of in the menu. For
File IDocuments Edit VIew lme r
the first item into the menu, you let
a rrtl? Documents Edll Vl~ll go in the blank box that drops down
beneath the menu name; for subseFile IDocuments Edit VIew lnser
quent items, you let go of the mouse
memo ten1PIIIte
button in the spot where you want
oenernl report
the item listed.
ARrl! reports

lJ

7. You get the entire pathname of the document cluttering up your menu. To
edit it, keep it selected, and click the M odify Selection pop-up menu; edit
the nam e of the document at the top of the pop-up, the same way you did
for the menu name itsel£ C lick outside the menu or press )Enter) to close it.
All these gymnastics are worth it to have quick selection of documents that
you use often. C ut down on the hassle by adding as many items to your
menus as you can at o ne time-open them all so you can add them (even to
different menus) while the Customize dialog is open.
More menu-wrangling. A few more notes about altering Word's m enus:

•

To repositio n a menu o n the menu bar, turn on the fake m enu bar and just
drag the m enu title to a new position.

•

To remove a menu from the menu bar, turn on the fake menubar and
then just drag the menu off the fake bar.
To alter the name of a menu or an item in a menu, you turn on the fake
menubar, select the menu name or item by cliclcing on it in the fake menu,
and then using the Modify Selection pop-up in the Commands tab.

•

To add a divider line, turn on the fake menubar and move to the
Commands tab in the dialog. Select the item you want just beneath the
divider, and choose Begin a Group from the Modify Selectio n pop-up.

•

To get the Work menu back if you've removed it, first turn on the fake
menubar. In the Commands tab, select Built-in Menus from the
Categories list, and Work from the Commands list, dragging the Wo rk
m enu into the spot you want (on the fake menubar, of course).
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About Spreadsheets
The Joy of Spread sheeting
What's a spreadsheet? A spreadsheet is a grid of cells arranged in rows and
columns. The columns are identified by letters, and the rows by numbers; a
cell is identified by its column/row position: Al , B12, AB56, and so on.
You put numbers into some cells, formulas into others, and have the spreadsheet
perform all sorts of nifty calculations. (Of course, you can also puc text into some
cells to serve as labels.) Since formulas refer to cells (like C2*15), when you
change the contents of a cell, the results of all the formulas change instantly.
The little spreadsheet pictured here shows four basic living expenses over a
period of six months. By using the spreadsheet's built-in functions, the total
for each month is calculated across the rows, and the totals and averages for
each expense over the sLx months are calculated in the colum ns; the overall
total is also included in the lower right of the grid.
E

56.23

9

F

Total
863.85
87 1.23
859.26
1017 3
1024.89
1019.39
5655.93

265.09
44.18 .........................!'

The"what if" experience. Not every formu la you write or spreadsheet you
create w ill be as simple as a household budget. By combining simple formulas
and more advanced functions, you can create more complex spreadsheet models, li ke the loan am ortization table on the next page. And then you can play
with the most powerful spreadsheet feature, and the one that made the whole
categ01y take off (and , in fact, really launched the personal com puter as we
know it): the what if analysis. You change a value and see the instant recalculation, answering the question, "Mat happens if this number changes?"
You set up a loan am o rtizatio n table, and then wonder: what if you decide to
buy a cheaper car? Or change the loan term? Or find a better interest rate? It's
easy to sec how these changes will affect the monthly payment. Just change
the information in the appropri ate cell and-presto!-your change is reflected
thro ugho ut the spreadsheet.
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The picture here shows a good example of what-ifftng. The design includes an
area at the top where you enter the amounts you already know: the amount of
the loan, the interest rate, and the loan term. The monthly payment formula in
cell 05 uses the formula PMT(D3/12,D4*12,D2), which says to find the periodic payment for a loan based on its interest rate, number of periods, and
principal- the numbers stored in cells 03, 04, and 02 (with adj ustments to
calculate months instead of years). The
rest of the table calculates and displays
Mnuel !nttrvt Rot.
HUI'JbtrtfYMrt
the interest, payment, and ending balance
11
...
for each month of the loan.
Lou~rnount

D

Since all the information in the table is
based on the numbers in the three cells at
the top of the table, changing one of the
numbers changes the entire table. You can
see that in the picture, which shows two
different loan amounts; the single change
for the loan amount affected everything
else. - SZA/EG/ML

Charting. Sometimes a picture is worth a thousand numbers. Spreadsheets
include charting capabilities that let you-and others-understand your numbers at a glance. The charts here are just two of many that can be made from
the sample budget spreadsheet shown at the beginning of the chapter. Charts
are stored w ith the spreadsheet and stay linked to the numbers that created
them, so changing the numbers instantly changes the charts.

Macros. Most spreadsheets give you the abi lity to write and use macros that
automate repetitive tasks or create custom functions. Say you've been keeping
track of the scores for your bowling league. Each week, you create a stacked
bar graph that puts each bowler's scores into a bar and color codes the scores
for each game. Rather than go though the steps to create the chart manually
each week, you can create a macro to do it automatically.
System-wide macros
Chapter 10

When you first get staned with macros, use the software's macro recorder to
have it write the macro for you. This is a nice- although limited-use of
macros that can help familiarize you with the macro language. - EG
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Database management. Spreadsheets are also useful for simple database
functions. By setting up columns for different categories of information (the
fields) and using rows for the data (the records), you can organize, sort, summaDatabases rize, and otherwise analyze data. Excel provides the capability of defining areas
Chapter 18 of a spreadsheet as a database for easier manipulation. But keep in mind that a
database can perform reasonably sophisticated mathematical functions and
analysis wi thin and across records, and except for very complex data, a database w ill usually work better for many kinds of data manipulation. -SZA/D(JML
Spreadsheet programs. There are three spreadsheet programs available
for the Mac: the Microsoft Excel powerhouse, the elegant and reasonably
powerful spreadsheet module in C larisWorks, and the "think different"
approach of Spreadsheet 2000.
If you have ClarisWorks, or are going to get it for its other modules, it will
probably provide everything you need for spreadsheeting. Excel's power comes
at a cost-money, learnjng time, disk space, and RAM-so make sure you need
its special features before you decide to go with it. (In fact, even if it comes with
claris.com the Microsoft Office suite you've purchased because you want Word 98 and
microsoft.com
some bonuses, you still might want to use a different spreadsheet program if
your needs are less than extensive.)
Spreadsheet 2000. ($110, Casady & Greene), originally marketed as
K.I.S.S.-Keep It Simple Spreadsheet-takes an entirely different approach to
handling numbers and charts. You work on a blank layout page, where you
drop separate grids for different types of infonnation. When you want to
setup calculations, you draw lines from one grid to another, through whatever
,,/ ' "operator" relates them. It's sometimes awkward and annoying, and somecasadyg.com times simple and powerful. The drag-and-drop approach to everyth ing-from
the background document pattern to cell formats to the operators fo r "formulas"-is simple and elegant, but in the end it's more time consuming than
simply clicking on a toolbar button without having to drag anything back into
the document window. There's a tool palette for almost everything (over 20
basic palettes), so the
screen tends to get cluttered quickly. In all, it
just makes you wish that
you could have some of
SS2000's capabilities
grafted onto your other
spreadsheet sofrware,
A Spreadsheet
or a little more of the
2000 document
window, with its
traditional spreadsheet
separate but
approach
buried
interdependent
in SS2000.
grids.
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Spreadsheet Basics
Data entry. To enter information in a spreadsheet cell, you select the cell by
clicking in it, and then type the information into an area at the top of the
screen variously called a formula bar or edit bar. To actually enter the information into the selected cell (which is framed with a special border so you can
keep track of it), you press IEnterl or click an Enter button, or just move to
another cell. You can enter the data and move to an adjacent cell at the same
time by using various keys:
This key enters

data and...
~
!Shift~

~

IShiftI Return I

... moves from the
current cell to:
the cell to t he right
the cell to the left
the cell below
the cell above

Editing entries. You can change the contents of a cell in two ways:

•
•

Select the cell and type something different in it.
Select the cell, click in the fonnula bar at the top of the window where the
cell's contents are displayed, and use standard text editing techniques to
change what's there.

No matter how you edit an entry, don't forget to press IReturn I or IEnter! or click
the Enter button to complete it. -CB

Three types of data. There are three types of data you can enter in a cell:
text, numbers, and formulas. A spreadsheet automatically recognizes text as
anything that's not a number-even strings that are combinations of numbers
and text. But you have to specifically indicate when something's a fo rmula, by
typi ng the equal sign as the first character of the formu la.

Cell ranges. Cells have names based
on their column/row positio ns: A1,
A2, B3, and so on (although there are
other ways to refer to single cells, too).
last out the year.
'
'
But so many form ulas depend on
Business Book Editor for Prentice Hall, 1957
gro ups of cells, called rar1ges, that
there's a special way to refer to them, using the names of the cells at their
beginning and end. Traditionally, a colon indicates a range, so that A l :AS
describes the first five cells in the first column, A2:G2 describes a section of
the second row, and A1 :ES is a five-by-five-cell grid in the upper left corner
of the spreadsheet. C larisWorks insists on the non-standard double period to
define a range (Al ..AS), but the concept is the same.

I have traveled the length and breadth of this
country and talked with the best people, and I can
assure you that data processing Is a fad that won't
'

'

Building a formula.A formula can be as simple as an addition problem:
enter =5+2 in a cell and it will display a 7, the result of the formula. But
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most formulas refer to other cells: if you want to add the numbers that are
stored in cells Al and A2, your formula would be =A1 +A2. That way, if you
change the contents of A1 or A2, the formula res ult would also change.
But you don't have to type the names of cells in a formula- all yo u have to do
is click on the cell while you're building the formula, and its name is entered
into the formula. This is not only fast and convenient, it helps prevent typographical errors, too. When you want to refer to a cell range in a fo rm ula, all
you have to is drag the mouse from one end of the range to the other, and the
range reference will be filled in.

Priority of operations. When you punch numbers into a calculator-a real
one or the Mac desk accessory-the numbers are processed in the order you
enter them, so 5+ 3*2 is 16. But in a spreadsheet, certain operations have priority over others and are perfor med first in a calculation regardless of their
position in the formula: exponents have top priority, followed by m ultiplication and division, and then addition and subtraction . When operations have
equal priority, like two division operations, or an addition and a subtraction,
they' re performed from left to right. In a spreadsheet, 5+ 3*2 is ·11.
You can change normal priorities by using parentheses: operations inside
parentheses are performed first. This shows (in bold) which operations are
performed for each seep of a problem.
Innermost parentheses
Parentheses, multiplication
Parentheses
Division

5 + (1 0 + (6-1)

* 4) I 2

5 + (1 0 + 5 * 4) I 2
5 + (1 o + 20) I 2

5 + 30/2
5 + 15 =20

It's not all relative. When you refer co a cell in a formula by using its
column/row name, the spreadsheet knows that cell's spacial relationship to
the current cell (the one wi th the formula in it). If your form ula's in cell B4
and it refers to the range B1 :B3, the spreadsheet knows that you've asked it
to look at the three cells immediately above the formula. This comes in
handy when you copy the formula co cell C4, and it automatically changes
to reference C l :C3, the three cells above the new location.
But this standard type of cell referencing, called a relative riference, isn't always
what you need ; sometimes part of a formula needs to refer to a specific cell no
matter where you put the formula. For that, you usc absolute riferencing in the
formula so the cell reference won't change. U sing a dollar sign in the cell's
name makes it an absolute reference: $A$5, for instance. You can make a cell
reference "half" absolute so that the row never changes but the column stays
relative, or vice versa: $AS or A$5.

Filling in. The same formula, w ith only relative cell reference changes, is
often used in adjacent cells in a spreadsheet. T he little budget spreadsheet
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shown at the beginning of the chapter, for instance, totals and then averages
each of the fou r columns, and also totals each of the six rows.
There's no need to copy and paste, or drag and drop, formulas that you want
to repeat in adjacent cells. Spreadsheets provide Fill commands so you can
select a cell with a formula in it, along with a group of cells to its right or
below it, and have the formula slapped into every selected cell, with relative
cell references in the formula automatically altered along the way. With Fill
commands, it takes barely longer to set up sums for 100 columns than it does
to do a single column.
Functions and arguments. You don't have to create fo rmulas for everything you want the spreadsheet to calculate. If you want the average of cells
Al through A5, you could use the formula (A 1+A2+A3+A4+A5)/5-or you
could use a built-in spreadsheet.fimction. Functions are pre-designed calculations that perform mathematical (and other) operations on the data you
supply; the data items, placed inside parentheses, are the function's argumeuts.

So, instead of A1 +A2+A3+A4+A5, you can add those five cells with the
SUM function like this: SUM(A1:A5) . And if you want the average, you
don't have to sum the cells at all-you just use the AVERAGE function, like
this: AVERAGE(A1 :A5).

l"tl
l!i.J

Thesetipsworkfor
both Excel and

You'll see function names spelled in all caps throughout this chapter, because
that's how a spreadsheet displays them. But you don't have to type the capitals: type the function name in lowercase, and it's automatically capitalized
when you enter the formula into the cell. (And if it doesn't switch to all caps,
you've misspelled it!)

Generic Spreadsheet Tips

ClarisWorks, and are
likely to work in any
other type of

Pay attention to the mouse cursor. Spreadsheets change the mouse
pointer to provide visual clues about things you can do. The basic cursors are:

spreadsheetsohware
you use. References
to the "formula bar"
just need to be
translated to "edit
bar" for use in
ClarisWorks.

•

A white cross (or plus sign) in the spreadsheet area: click to select a cell,
row, or column; drag to select multiple cells; or click to add a cell to a formula if the formula bar is active.

•

A standard I-beam when it's in the formu la bar; click to edit the contents
of the formu la bar.

•

A black, double-arrowed bar when it's between column or row headings;
drag to change the width of the column or height of the row.

•

A standard arrow pointer when you move it out of the spreadsheet window; use it to work with the window or menus.

In addition to the old standards, Excel and C larisWorks provide their own
special cursors for special procedures. Excel, for instance, has a split-bar,
double-arrowed cursor (sounds like a good name for a cattle ranch!) for
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Standard cursors
(left) and special
ones (right).

or
++

opening up hidden rows and columns, and a solid cross
for dragging fills for cells; C larisWorks has a ho llow
arrow and miniature cell to show when you're going to
drag and drop cell contents. -SZA/CB/ML

Working within a selected block. When you select a block of cells,
they're all highlighted, but the active one is framed so you can see which one
you're actually working with. Using~ or I Return! (with or without IShiftJ) will
move you around only within the selected area, bouncing you to the beginning of the next row or column in the selected block instead of moving to
outside the selection.
I can't believe I entered the whole thing. T he cell width and the
contents of the adjacent cells determine what's displayed in a cell. A long
text entry spills over to the ne>..'t cell if that cell is empty; otherwise, the text
display is truncated to fit in the cell (although the complete te>..'t is stored).
Long numeric entries in narrow cells are displayed as a seri es of pound
signs (#####).

Quick adding. When you want to add the contents of a cell to a formula,
you don't have to type the plus sign and then type the cell 's name o r click on
it for its name to be entered: click on a cell while you're building or editing a
formula, and the spreadsheet assumes you want its contents added in, and will
enter the plus sign automatically. If you want to add a range to the fo rmula,
click in the first cell and then drag to the end of the range; o nce aga in, the
spreadsheet enters the plus sign for you.
Watch out for active formulas.

There wasn't much softwa re around when the Mac
started. It came with MacWrite and MacPaint, and ...
that's all. But it wasn't long before Microsoft came
out with its killer spreadsheet: Multiplan, a Mac-only
application.

When there's a formula in the selected
cell and the formula bar is active, it's
all too easy to accidentally al ter the
formula w hen w hat you wanted to do
was move to a new cell: you click in
the cell w here you want to go, and its
name gets added to the formula.

If you forget to enter a fo rmula or the
changes you've made to it, and you
m ess it up by mistakenly clicking
around, there are two ways to hand le
it. U sing Undo works if you've added
only a single cell reference, since it
undoes the last thing you d id. But
clicking the Cancel butto n in the formula bar (the big X) cancels all changes to the cell contents since they first
went into the formula bar. (Pressing~ also works to cancel the changes in

Multiplan had 63 columns and 255 rows, all identified by numbers. So, a cell's name had two numbers
in it, one for the row and one for the column, like
this: R4C3. To this very day, Excel offers that as an
alternate cell-naming scheme, for users really pining
for the old days!
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both programs, and in Excel you can use~. too). Neither Undo nor any
of the cancel options will work if you hit )Enter) or otherwise enter the altered
formula first.

Turn a formula into a text value. If your formula just isn't working, you
don't have to delete the whole thing just because the spreadsheet keeps beeping at you, not letting you enter the incorrect formula. Remove the equal sign
from the beginning of the formula so that the cell will store it as text until you
have a chance to come back to it and figure out what's wrong.

Transposing rows and columns. Spreadsheets have always offered special
ways of pasting data, manipulating it slightly from what you copied, through
the Paste Special command in the Edit menu. Although Excel offers all sorts
of special pastes, C larisWorks also provides one of the handiest: Transpose.
When you choose the Transpose option in the Paste Special dialog, the row
and column information you copied to the C lipboard is pasted so that rows
become columns and columns become rows. T his is handy when you've filled
in the months of the year in column A and then realize you really want them in
row 1, across the first twelve columns. But you can also copy a block of cells and
transpose the paste so that the entire grid is reversed, as shown in the picture here.

Left, the original
data; right, the
transposed paste.

May the best width win. Size a column to accommodate its largest entry
by double-clicking on the right edge of the column header (the letter at the
top of the window). To do this to multiple columns at one time, select them
by dragging across the header titles and double-click on the right edge of any
one of them.
This works for rows, too, for situations where you may have larger font sizes
in some cells across rows: double-click on the bottom edge of the row's name.

Moving formulas. When you use Copy and Paste, or a Fill command, to
copy a formula to other cells, the relative references in the formula change, as
they're supposed to. But if you use drag and drop (or C larisWorks' M ove
option) to move a form ula to a new location, the cell references remain as
they were in the original. But they're still not absolute references: they don' t
have dollar signs in their names, and if you copy or Fill them from the new
location, the relative references will change as they should.

Naming cells. Every cell in a spreadsheet has a "name" that defines its position in the grid of columns and rows, like A1 in the upper left corner, B2, C3,
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and so o n. But you can give cells, or ranges of cells, names, too, which makes
several things easier. For one thing, you can use a Go To command or work
with a list of names to jump right to a cell-and it's easier to remember a
group of data named SecondQuarter than to remember that it starts at cell
]72. And, you can use your cell names in formulas, which makes them bo th
easier to write and easier to read later. (Named cells referenced in form ulas
are absolute references.)

Basic chart types. With spreadsheets offering a w ide range of chart types
and styles, it's tempting to go crazy. The colo rs and styles might be a matter of
taste, but keep in mind that certain types of charts are fo r certain types of data.
H ere are the four basics:

•

A line chart shows how something changes over time, w ith multiple li nes
charting multiple items.

•

A bar chart is useful for comparing differing items either wi th no time
component or sharing the same time component.

•

A pie chart is for showing how the whole (whatever) is apportio ned to
the components; it shows the components in relation to each other and to
the whole, but gives absolutely no indicatio n of how large the "whole"
actually is.

•

The stacked bars in a stacked bar chart are each somewhat like a pie chart
because they show you the relationship of the parts to the whole; but
stacked bars also let yo u compare different "wholes" and see the overall size
or numbers of each. But stacked bars can be misleading because each component starts only where the last left off In the picture here, fo r instance
(the stacked bar chart is in the lower right), the middle segments of the firs t
and last bars end at approximately the same spot, but the val ue of the segment in the third bar is about twice that of the one in the first bar.

~ ,--------

The same basic
information
presented in
different types of
charts.
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ClarisWorks Tips
These tips
were tested for
ClarisWorks 5.
Most will work In the
previous version, too.
ClarisWorks may
have been renamed
"Apple Works" by the
time you read this/

Moving Around and Selecting Things
Selecting all and almost all. A shortcut for selecting the entire spreadsheet is clicking in the blank box at the top left, where the row and column
headers intersect; this is h andy if you're working with the mouse instead of
the keyboard (wh en you could just use~ for Select All).
There's also a selection option named Select All Data: loptionl-click in the blank
box, and everything from cell Al to the farthest cell that contains data is
selected . H olding down IOption) also changes the Edit menu's Select All comm and to Select All Data.

General Setting the arrow key action. By default, using the arrow keys moves you
C/arisWorks tips around in the entry bar for editing cell contents. But you can change that
Chapter 16 through the Edit menu's Preferences command, and make the arrow keys

move you from one cell to another instead. (While you're in there, you can
change the action of the )Enter! key, too.)
Despite the fact that the Preferences window's title refe rs to the curre nt
spreadsheet, the preferences are set for the e ntire program.
PreleMOn<eslor •unnueo• [ ~·

I

IPrcs:slnu arrow keys

0

Always Selects: Another Cell

• Moves the Insertion Point In the Entry 8or

Press Enter to connrm entry end

e Stay In the Current Cell

0
0

-- ""1

l ~I@

Topic: I Sprudshut

I

<>.-

I
I

Move Down On e Ctll
Move Right One Cell

I

I

Matl! Deloult

I I COnttl I

(:::i:J

Reversing the arrow key action. Whichever way you've set the preferences for the arrow keys, using Ioption) reverses it temporarily. So, if an arrow
key normally lets you edit in the edit bar, pressing an arrow key with Ioption)
will let you move from cell to cell, and vice versa.

Zooming in and out. U se the mountain icons in the bottom left of the
spreadsheet window to zoom in and out of the spreadsheet for a close-up or
birds-eye view of things. Clicking on the number next to the icons gives you a
pop-up m enu that lets you select the size you want without having to work
your way up or down to it.
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U sing the Other ite m from the zoom pop-up lets you specify any percentage
you want. If yo u type in a number other than one on the original list, it's usually used as the basis for the zoom increm ent fo r the next few clicks of the
zoom icons. So, enter 10 as the percentage and click "zoom in" and you'll get
a 20 percent view, and then 40 percent, then 80 percent, and so on.

Entering and Editing Data
Activating the edit bar. If you're working from the keyboard and have
selected a cell, you don't have to reach for the mouse to click in the edit bar to
activate it so you can edit the cell contents. Pressing~ or (Option (!] puts
the insertion point at the end of the cell contents in the edit bar, while
(Optionlfl or (Option!IJ puts it at the beginning of the contents.

Auto-enter absolute references. If you' re clicking or dragging on cells to
enter their names into a formula, you can make the references absolute by
@:IDoptionl-clicking or dragging o n the cells.

The Fill Special
dialog.

Use Fill Special. N eed to enter a series of days or months, or even numbers,
into adjacent cells? C lick in the cell that contains the first month of the series
and drag to the right or down as far as you
nnspeclal
want
to go. Then choose Fill Special from
QNt.t mber
Stllrt: Pnnunrv ... 1
C) Time
the Calculate m enu, and select the series
lncremtmt by: [ C ] Munth(s)
Q OGte
Q Day
f> run
that
you want; C larisWorks is usually able
Q Abllrt!vlate
fl Month
Q lnltllll
OQuarter
to figure out which one you want and sug0 P4ttem
gests it as the default. -SZA/CB

L1l

~CEJ

Moving without drag and drop. Yo u can move a selected cell (or block of
cells) by @:IDoptionl-clicking wherever you want the selectio n moved. As with a
drag-and-drop move, this doesn't change any of the cell references in formulas you may be moving.
Editing the formula. When the edit bar is active, and the arrow keys are set
to work for editing instead of for cell selection, it's pretty o bvious that you can
use EG to move a charac ter at a time in the editing area. But you can also use
lTI!J to jump to the beginning o r end of the formula.

Paste function shortcut. When the Paste Function dialog is open, you can
j ump to the function you want by typing the first few letters of its name.
Here are a few other tidbits relating to the Paste Function command:

•

Open the Paste Function dialog with the command in the Edit menu or
by clicking thefx button in the tool bar.

•

U se lTI!J to select the next or previous function in the list .
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•

U se !Page Up(Page Down) to scroll up and down in the list, and IHome(End) to
jump to the top or bottom of the list; none of these keys changes the currently selected function.

•

If you're not exactly sure of the function you need, narrow down the list
by using the pop-up menu at the top of the dialog.
Pule runcllon

--)

Cetegory: IAJI

Use the Paste
Function menu to
narrow down the
list when you're
n ot sure of the
function you need.

•I

~·>
ALERT(M.•uo;• ,
UC>(••ll .~l

...

~(....-)

•T- -)
ATAAZ()c ,.,..,.btl

Formatting
Quick formatting. There are two ways to apply fo rmats to cells that are
Stylesheet
palette tips
Chapter 16

much faster than applying them individually. One way is to use the Copy
Format and Paste Format commands that copies all of a cell's formats so they
can be pasted into other cells. But when you're going to use a certain group of
formats over and over again (say, bold, red, two-decimal-place numbers), create a style that can be stored in a stylesheet and use it on any cells that need
that form atting.

Splitting windows. The split bars work in C larisWorks spreadsheet windows the same way they work in almost any window that provides them: drag
the black bar above the vertical scroll arrow (or to the left of the horizontal
scroll arrow), and the window splits into panes w ith their own scroll bars. It's
a great way to compare data in rows or columns that are far apart under no rm al circumstances. Drag the split bars back to their starting positions to
unsplit the window.
There are two splitting shortcuts: double-click in the split bar in its origi nal
positio n to split the window exactly in hal( To unsplit the window, you can
double-click in the split bar or anywhere along the split line itsel(

Locking row and column titles. When you split a window using the split
bars, all the panes you create can still scroll, although some are interdependent
and scroll together when you're using four panes instead of two. But when you
want to "freeze" some rows or columns in place so that you can scroll the rest of
the spreadsheet and keep the titles in view, you don't have to split the window at
all. Instead, select the row(s) or column(s) yo u want as titles, and choose Lock
Title Position from the Options menu. The gridlines will change from do tted to
solid for the titles-and you can still split the window in either direction.
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And there's a bonus: when you lock title positions on a multi-page spreadsheet, the titles will appear on every printed page.

Hide and seek. H iding a column is a good way to get something out of your
way temporarily-and it's an even better way to get a group of colum ns out of
your way; it's a good alternative to splitting the window in ma ny situations.
To hide a single column, grab the right edge of the column header and drag it
to the left, into its left edge. When you want to hide multiple adj acent
columns, it's easier to select them all and use the Column Width command to
assign a width of zero to all of them at the same time.
You can show a column again by dragging the column header divider (the one
where you initially dragged to hide the column) back out to the right. To
show multiple hidden columns, you don't have to resort to the Colum n
Width command or drag repeatedly: select the columns before and after the
hidden ones and then re- size either one of them by dragging; that will resize
all the selected columns, including the hidden ones, to the new width.
Rows can be hidden, too, by dragging the bottom edge of the row title up into
its top edge. All the other details work, too, except that you' ll be using the
Row Height command instead of Column Width to work with multiple rows.
Your only clue to the fact that there are hidden rows or columns in the
spreadsheet is that there will be missing letters or numbers in the headers.

Charts
Reversing the axes. I don't know about you, but it seems to me that more
often than not, the numbers in my spreadsheet are arranged the way I want
them but a quick chart comes out backwards, with the X and Y axes the opposite of what I want.
You don't have to copy your spreadsheet data and paste it transposed to switch
the rows and columns, and then make another chart. Just edit the existing
chart, using the General screen in the C hart Options dialog, clicki ng either
the Rows or Columns button under "Series in."
Transpose the X
andY axes of a
chart by using the
"Series in" buttons
in the Chart
Option dialog's
General screen.

Chart range: Lji_2._
.L3
_ _ _ _ __ J
Series names
Jan
Ft b
Mor

Series In
~ Rows

~

0

1133

Columns

Shortcut to chart edits. When you want to edit an existing chart, you can
select it and choose C hart Options from the Edit menu, or you can just double-click on the chart itsel£ As a bonus for all that effort, you can go directly
to the part of the C hart Options dialog you need by double-cl icking on the
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right spot in the chart: double-clicking within the charted information takes
you to the Series screen; double-clicking on the title or series legend takes you
to the Labels screen; double-clicking on the labels for either axis takes you to
the Axis screen-with either the X or Y axis button already selected, based on
which axis you clicked o n!
.

Heat

DEtectric

0Phone

Adjusting colors. To change the color used in a chart element, click on the color sample next to the series name in the
legend. You'll see a little bullet in the sample that indicates it's
selected. Open the tool panel and use the Fill palette (by the
paint bucket) to select a new color.

If you're going to print the charts in black and white or grayscale, stick with
shades of gray as your chart colors so you can be reasonably sure what's going
to be printed: you may find a color like yellow drops out entirely and "prints"
as white, and you can't predict what shade of gray red will turn out to be. If
there are more than three different colors in the chart, consider using patterns
as fills for pie or bar charts to further differentiate the elements; for line
charts, try changing the thickness of lines o r the shape of the data points.

'

'

Editing a chart as a picture. You
can
make really major changes to a
Computers are useless. They can only give you
chart by turning it into a picture and
answers.
Pablo Picasso ' '
editing it as a drawing. Keep in mind
that the picture of the chart is no longer
linked to the data, so make sure your data is set before you spend a lo t of time
on editing the visual end of things.
First, turn the chart into a picture: Select the chart window and use the Copy
command. You can then paste the chart into a new document, or just as a
floating window that's stored with the spreadsheet the same way the original
is stored. If you want the picture floating in the same spreadsheet, it's even
easier to just loptlonl-drag a copy out of the original chart window.
Once the chart is a picture, use the Ungroup P icture command to separate the
elements of the chart. You'll have to use it at least twice, because the first
ungrouping merely separates the major components like the grid background,
the bars (or slices), the title, and the legends. Each of those components can be
broken down further: the legend, for instance, breaks into the text and the little
sample color boxes (and the surrounding frame), while the slices of the pie o r
the stacked bar clements come apart. When the chart elements arc separated,
you can edit them with ClarisWorks built-in drawing tools.
If you've turned your basic chart into a thing of beauty and then realize you
need to change the data behind it, you won't always have to re-do everything:
change the data and the original chart, make a picture out of the changed
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chart, copy the changed element, and paste it into the chart you've already
edited, making further changes as necessary.

Creating a pictogram. It's easy to create a pictogram-a chart where little
pictures are used to form the "bars" that normally stand for the amounts in a
series (although it's not easy to create a good-looki11g pictogram). First, find the
picture you want to use for the pictogram and copy it to the Clipboard. Then:
1.

Select the data in the spreadsheet.

2.

Press lm!IMI to open the chart dialog.

3.

C lick on the pictogram chart type.

4.

C lick the Series button.

5.

Click in the Sample box.

6.

Paste your artwork into the box.
Olort Options
Modlf\1-

Gollery

Axes
ScriP\

Labels

Paste your own
image in the
Sample box for a
pictogram.

General

Series - - - - -- - - - -- ,
Edit series:

IAJI•I

Dlsploy as:

IPictoaram

0

Label dolo

000
OfJO

000

•I

[!]D"·

D Repetttlng

overlap

The picture will be stretched to fit the height and width of what would normally be a bar in the chart. You can adjust for some of the distortion by
changing the overall size of the chart: just grab a corner of the chart window
and drag it to resize the chart.

,.,,_-- -- - - - --

•+------------ - -

The picture is
distorted to fit the
size of the bar
(top). A picture can
be repeated inside
the bar, but the
number of pictures
has nothing to do
with the number
that the bar
represents
(bottom).

If you use a small picture, you can use it as a
repeating element in the chart bar instead of
having it stretched to fit: click the Repeating
checkbox beneath the sample picture in the
Chart Options dialog. But that has its own
problems. First, the width of the picture is still
distorted inside the bars unless you size the
chart to accommodate the width of the picture.
More importantly, the image is used as many
times as necessary to fill the bar size-the number of little pictures has nothing to do with the
number the bar represents, which adds up to a
very misleading chart. Use C larisWorks pictograms with great caution!
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Excel Tips
These tips were
tested for Exce/98.

Entering and Editing Information
Edit directly in the cell. You don't have to reach for the mouse after you've
selected a cell from the keyboard and wa nt to edit its co ntents: press I~ED to
activate cell for editin g, with the insertion po int placed at the end of its contents. If yo u know you want to edit the cell contents and you're selecting it
with the mouse instead of the keyboard, do uble-click on it to both se lect it
and activate it for editi ng.
Move cells with drag and drop. You can drag a cell or a range by its border to move it to a new position. Hold down IOptionI while draggi ng to copy it
to the new location. H o ld down IShlftl while d ragging to insert it between other
cells. - SZA/EC
Numbers as text. When you want to enter w hat seems like a number or calculation but want it treated as text (as for a zip code, where a leading zero
would otherwise be chopped ofl) , type an apostro phe as the first character. The
apostrophe won't be displayed in the cell, but you'll see it in rhe fo rmu la bar.
Copy from above. You can usc (Ciii1i(OirJ to fill the current cell with the
contents of the cell above it. If th e cell above bas a formu la in it, you can
copy the result of the formula rather than the formula itself by pressing
lc ontroi) Shifte] instead.
Use AutoFill. Whenever you need a "series" in your spreadsheet-numbers, days, m onths, and so on-you can enter the first item and let Excel
auto-fill the rest. Put the info rmation into the first cell, pressing I Enter I to
enter it, and then drag the fill hand le down o r to the right as far as you wa nt
the series to go. Yo u'll get a po p-up that shows the values of the cells you' re
draggi ng across.

Excel is really smart w hen it comes to series: start with two selected cells
w hose contents arc 1 an d 3, for instance, and th en drag fo r a fill, and it will
suggest 5 and 7 as the next numbers.

Moving Around and Selecting Things
Leapfrogging. Using ~ moves you fro m one cell to another, but you
can leapfrog from group to group by adding the @]ID key, skipping over blank
cells. The first use of~. fo r instance, will jump yo u to the botto m of the
block of used cells you're currently in. The second press of (QID±) will jump
over any blank cells and land you in the next used cell in that row.
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For really big leaps, you can use the [Home) and [End) keys, which j ump you to
the first (upper left) and last (lower right) cells of the worksheet without
changing the selected cells. If you want to select the first or last cell, use
~and @:ID End) instead.

Noncontiguous selections. You can select cells or blocks of cells that aren't
next to each other (in order to apply formatting, say) by selecting the first cell or
block, and then holding down~ while you select subsequent cells.

Moving a selection block. If you've
'

'

selected a block of five cells in a row to
some formatting, and then want
Webster~ Co/leg/are Dictionary, 1929'' apply
to select another five cells two rows
down to apply some more formatting,
you don't have to reach for the mouse, because you can move a selection block
without affecting cell contents. [Option(~~] moves the block to the right and
[Shift( Option(~) moves it to the left, while [Shift)Option ( Return) and [Option ! Return)
moves it up and down.

Computer: One who computes.

Selecting referenced cells. If the current cell has a formula in it, you can
select all the cells to which the formula di rectly refers by pressing @]ill].
Pressing @:IDShittiJJ instead will select all cells even indirectly referred to in
the formula.

Formatting Cells and Sheets
Basic formatting from the keyboard. You can apply all the basic num ber
formatting choices to a cell by using keyboard commands. All the commands
start with [Controi(Shift) and most use a key that's easy to remember fo r the format:
Number format

[Control I Shift) and...

General
Currency
Percentage
Ex ponential
Date
Time
Two d ecim al places, 1000
separator, and - for negatives

$
%
1\

#
@

Copying cell formats. A cell's format includes text formatting (like font,
size, and style), align ment (like left or centered), and number formats (like
dollar signs and the number of decimals). It's easy to copy a cell's formatting
to other cells:
U se the Format Painter tool (the paintbrush): click in the cell whose
format you want to copy, click on the paintbrush, and click in the cell
(or drag across multiple cells) with the paintbrush.
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•

To paint non-contiguous cells with the paint brush, double-click o n the
cool button so the formats "stick" to the brush after using them on the
first group of cells. To "let go" of the brush, click the button once more.

•

Skip the Format Painter cool completely: press lcontrol(f:l to copy a cell's
format, and (Controti3Z) to paste the format anywhere else.

Hide and seek. Hiding a column or row is a good way to get something out
of your way temporari ly-and it's an even better way to get a group of
columns out of your way. It's a good alternative to splitting the window in
many situations. The description here applies to columns, but you can do the
same things with rows.

To hide a single column, grab the right edge of the column header and drag it
co the left, into the left edge. When you want to hide multiple adj acent
columns, select them all and drag the right edge of any one of the headers.
The only way you'll know that there arc hidden columns is if you notice
some letters missing in the header. Excel's visual clue to a hidden column-a
slight shading in the header divider-is so subtle as to be nearly useless. But
you don' t need the Unhide command in the Format menu's Column submenu to show the columns again-you can just use the mouse.

Top, the normal
cursor means
you'll be changing
the width of
column B; middle,
the special cursor
means you can
show the hidden
column; bottom,
dragging open the
hidden column.

To show a single column again , just drag the divider where the hidden column is to open it up again. You can't d rag directly o n the divider, or you'l l
change the width of the showing column; but if you place the cursor to the
right of d ivider, you'll sec it change to a split bar with double arrows, and you
can drag at that point to reveal the hidden column.
The qui ckest way to reveal multiple hidden
columns is to select the columns on either side
of the hidden group, place the cursor to the
right of the center divider, and drag when you
get the special cursor: all the columns will open.
Inserting cells. You can insert cells individ ually, in groups, o r as full rows or
colum ns just by clicking in the right spots-no Insert dialog necessary:

•

loptlon )-click in a cell to insert a new cell above it, shifting all the others in
the column down by a row.
(Shilt(Optionl-click the last cell in a selection to insert as many cells as are
in the selection.

•

Select an entire row or column by cl icking in in its header and
press @:IDJJ to insert a new row o r column above or to the left of the
selected one.

•

(Optlonl-click on a row number or column letter to insert a new row or
column above or to the left of w here you click.
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Seeing red (or green, or bold or••• ) You can apply conditional formatting
to any cell so that, for instance, if a number dips below a certain point it will
appear in red-and you don't have to write a formula in the cell to get the
formatting. Simply use the Conditional Formatting command from the
Format menu and define the conditions that should trigger the format change
that will override the cell's basic formatting. The picture here doesn't look
like much because this book isn't printed in color, but the definition changes
the color of the font in the cell to blue if the value is in the range -10 to 10
(the "between" definition is actually inclusive of the end values you define),
and uses red if the value is below -10.
Condttlonel ForrnattlnQ

lcl l-•o
A oObCcYyZz

: 11-•o
AaBbCcVyZz

Formulas
Reversing references. If you've already entered a cell reference in a formula and want to change the reference type, select the cell reference and press
!QIDTI until Excel places the absolute reference dollar signs where you want
them; it will cycle through applying it to just the row, just the column, and
both row and column. -SZA/EC
Don't argue with me. When you forget w hich arguments come in which
order for a function, start the formula with the equal sign and the function
name, then press lcontroiiShift[~l: all the argument names will be filled in, as if
you had used the Paste Function command. So, type =PMT, press
lcontroii Shlft(AJ, and you'll get =PMT(rate,nper,pvJv,type) in the formula bar, with
the first argument selected so you can fill in a value or cell reference.

If you need more help than just the argument list, press lc ontroi(AJ after you
type the function name and you'll get a Wizard that explains the function.
Edit a range in a formula. When you're editing a formula that refers to one
or more cell ranges, the range names are color-coded in the formula bar to
match special frames around the ranges in the spreadsheet (the frames appear
only when you 're working on the formula). To change a range, grab the handle
on the outline and change it to encompass more or fewer cells-the formula
automatically changes to reference the new range.
Use AutoSum to add columns or rows. Select a cell at the bottom of a
list of numbers and click the AutoSum button (the one with the I. on it), and
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Excel w ill create a SUM form ula for you, usua lly guessing correctly as to
which cells you want sum med. A single click of the button w ill display the
formu la so you can check it or edit it, while a double-click will simply enter
the fo rmula and display the answer. (Or, press @IDShif1IT) to trigger a "click"
of the button.)
That's the basic AutoSum function, but you can take it a little further:
•

Select more than one cell (in yo ur Totals row, for instance) and cl ick
AutoSum to enter the SUM forrnula in all the rows instead of your having to fi ll it across.

•

AutoSum rows and columns at the sam e time in either of two ways.
select the block of numbers, including the empty cells to the right and at
the bottom where you want the totals, and then click AutoSum. Or, select
j ust the Total cells by dragging across o ne area and ~dragging the other
for a discontiguous selection and then click AutoSum.

•

AutoSum multiple blocks that have already been AutoSummed (or manually sum med, for that matter), and Excel knows enough to ignore the
already entered sums as subtotals and give o nly the grand totals. -SZNEC

...Unuar\1
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Miscellaneous
Contextual menus. Excel 98 provides a wide array of contextual menus
that pop up alm ost anywhere you summon them; you can get the m enu by
holding down !control) and clicking someplace (as you can almost anywhere
in OS 8) or by using the traditional Excel combination of holding down
@IDoption l while you click. Because the menus are conte>.:tual, they'll change
based on where you click: in an empty cell, a fi lled cell, a row or column
label, the toolbar, and even on the title bar of the active window.
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Changing the scope of a chart.
When you select a chart on your worksheet, the area that contains the charted
512K of RAM is taken up by the program. ' '
data is surrounded by a special frame.
Macworld, February 1986
.
To quickly change the contents of the
chart-say, add or delete a row or column of data-just grab the handle in the
lower right of the frame and drag it to surround a different range of cells.
More memory is on many a Mac owner's wish fist.
When you use Excel a sizable portion of the Mac's

'

'

If you select specific parts of the chart, the cells that define those parts are
framed and can be adjusted in the same way.
Cycle through workbooks. If you have more than one workbook open,
you don't have to use the Windows menu to go from one to another: pressing
~[0 takes you to the next workbook window and !~)Shift@ takes you to the
previous one.
Localized and general scrolling. When you use a window's scroll boxes,
they work in relation not to the whole worksheet, but to the used area of the
worksheet. So, if the outermost cells you've used are in row 100 and column
Z, dragging the vertical scroll box to the center of the scroll bar will move you
to row 50, while centering the horizontal scroll box will let you see row M.

If you want the scroll boxes to relate to the entire worksheet instead of the
used area, hold down !Shlttl while you drag them.
Tear-off palettes. When you use a toolbar button's drop-down menu by
clicking on the little arrow next to it, and the drop-down has a gray pattern
along its top or side edge, that means the drop-down can be torn off as a separate palette: with the mouse button still down from pressing on the arrow, just
drag away from the tool button to free the palette.

Tearing offa

palette from a
too/bar button.

8300

8300

The hidden Copy command. You can copy a selected section of the
spreadsheet to the C lipboard as a PICT graphic (which will include gridlines,
and row and column headings) that can be pasted into any program as a
graphic. Just hold down !Shittl when you open the Edit menu, and the Copy
Picture command will be in the menu.
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Worksheets
Rename sheets. You can change the name of a worksheet in an Excel workbook by double-clicking on the tab for the sheet to select its name, and then
typing the new name in the tab.
Flipping through worksheets. You can go fi·om one worksheet to another
without reaching for the mouse: usc Ioption E) and IOption[B to move to the neA1:
and the previous worksheet.

Selecting multiple worksheets. You can select more than one worksheet
at a time to perform certain global operatio ns like deleting the worksheets,
running a spell check, or turning off all the grid lines. (A selected tab gets a
white background, w hich is a little opposite of what you'd expect, but they're
gray in their normal state.)
•

To select mu ltiple worksheets, click on the tab of any one, and IShiftl-click
on another; all the worksheets in between those two "viii also be selected.

•

To select noncontiguous worksheets, @click on their tabs.

•

To select all worksheets, lcontrol)-click on any tab and use the Select All
Sheets command from the pop-up contextual menu.

Inserting multiple worksheets. You can insert more than one new worksheet at a time by selecting several existing worksheets and then using the
Worksheet command from the Insert menu; it will insert as many worksheets
as you already have selected.
Moving and copying worksheets. You can re-order worksheets by simply dragging them by their tabs to their new positions. You can make a copy of
a worksheet by ho lding down !Option) as you drag the tab.
To copy a worksheet into another workbook, use the Move or Copy Sheet
command from the Edit menu.

Entering the same data. If you want to enter the sam e informatio n in the
same cell for multiple worksheets, select them all first by !Shitt)-clicking or@
clicldng o n their name tabs, and then enter the data in the top worksheet. You
can type data into a single cell, paste it somewhere, or use a Fill command; as
long as multiple sheets are selected, the information is entered on every one.
Using the worksheet scroll arrows. The four scroll arrows at the bottom
left of each workbook window control the worksheet tabs when you have so
many that they're not all displayed at the same time. (Although you can use
the special split bar to split the bottom area of the window between the tabs
and the window's scroll controls.) You can scroll one tab at a time with the
inner arrows, or jump to the beginning or the end of the group of tabs with
the outer arrows.
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But the re are also two hidden tricks with these scroll arrows. lShitt l-click on
either of the inner arrows to scroll the tabs forward or backward in a group (the
group is the numbe r of tabs that you can see at o ne time).IControl l-click o n any
of the arrows to get a pop-up list of all the worksheets; select o n e to jum p to it.
Scroll one
worksheet
to the right

Scroll one
worksheet
to the left
Jump to end of worksheets

II

Jumpto~--1
~ ili ~I

beginning of
worksheets

-1
with

aQtrl

~Scroll one

Scroll one
group of
worksheets
to the right

group of
worksheets
to the left

aQtr2

aQtr3

Drag to expose more
worksheet tabs, double-click
to fully expand tab area
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About Databases
Database Basics
Basic concepts and terminology. A database is basically an electronic
version of an index-card filing system. Every index card is a record; every discrete piece of information on the card-what you'd put on each line of the
card-is afield; the complete collection of cards is a file, or the database itsel£
(Sometimes "database" gets a little muddy, since it's both the file and a term
for the database program, as in "FileMaker is a database.")
Database programs let you print reports that make lists of the information on
all the records, even tallying numbers and statistics. And they provide a special
kind of field you can use on records, called calculated fields, that perform calculations based on the contents of other fields on the record.

Flat-file versus relational. The difference between a flat-file and a relational database program is in the way information is shared between the
database files the program creates. Flat-file databases create independent database files that aren't linked to any other files; a relational database can look up
information from another fi le to use it in the current file, and even alter the
data in some other file based on the one you're working with.
Say you're making a list of products we mention in the Bible in a flat-file
database. If there are five products from Microsoft, you have to make five
records, and each time, you'd be entering the basic Microsoft information
(name, address, email, phone, and so on) all over again. It takes lots of time,
and the fi le size is bigger because of the repeated information. Then, when
you want a list of all the companies that were mentioned, you wind up with
Microsoft listed five times. If you work solely in a company-based file, you'd
have one record for each company but some will have a single product listed,
some will have a half-dozen or more-and then the products are difficult to
list or look up.
With a relational setup, though, you'd have one file for companies and
another one for products. You'd set it up so that if you entered the name
Microsoft on a record in the Product file, the database would look in the
Company file where Microsoft's information is stored, and import the
address, email, and so on automaticaJiy so you could see it on the product's
record. And, if you set it up right, you don't have to go to the Company database to enter a new company--entering it on a product's record would
automatically create a new record in the other database.

FileMaker Pro. There's no doubt about it: FileMaker Pro ($200,
FileMaker, Inc.) is the most popular Mac database around, and with good
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reason: it's easy to use, has a beautiful interface, and yet there's incredible
power lurkingjust below the surface, in its relatio nal and script capabilities.

FileMaker Pro

For the most mundane of database tasks-a name and address file, sayFileMaker's a cinch even for beginners. You create a few fields, drag them
around in layout mode, and then work with them in Browse mode. The
Layout tools include just enough graphics tools that you can make an attractive layout for screen or print purposes, and you' ll find grids, guides, and
alignment commands to help everything line up.

As you move up from simple databases, you'll find flexible, powerful features
rm\1 before you even ge t to scripting or relational capabilities: "container" fields for
~ sound, graphics, and even movies; global fields that contain the same informafilemaker.com tion on every record; an incredible range of functions for calculated fields;
easy-to-set- up reports with all sorts of summaries and subsummaries available;
and layout buttons that you can assign specific actions to without any scripting.
Another ofFileMaker's advantages is that so many people use it: it's easy to
find help, w hether on-line, in person, or in magazines, books and newsletters.
Don't let its ease-of-use and elegance fool you: this is a heavy-duty database
that can satisfy the vast majority of business and personal users.

The ClarisWorks database. If C larisWorks ($1 00) came bundled with your
Mac, or you bought it for its word processo r or other functions, you already
have a database that might be all you need. It's a straightforward, flat-file database that's easy to use, although, it doesn't have as much in common with
claris.com FileMaker Pro as you might expect, considering their common parentage.
(Although currently they come from different companies, since some Claris
products, including C larisWorks, have been sucked back into Apple, and others
spun off into the re-named File Maker, Inc.)
T he C larisWorks database offers plenty of input controls: checkboxes, rad io
buttons, and pop-up menus and lists. There are lots of different approaches to
finding things, and you can store search criteria for searches that you do often.
It's easy to make lists, labels, and reports.

4th Dimension. ACI U S's 4th Dimension ($275) is a full-featured, crossplatfo rm relational database tl1at is well suited for even the most demandi ng
app lications. U sers can start by creating basic databases with limited fu nctio nality and have plenty of room for change as their needs and proficiency grow.
For experienced users and developers, there's a wealth of tools and features, j including a high-powered programming language-for creating sophisticated
acius.com custom applications. T he 4th Dimension Desktop package ($475) includes
a compiler to turn a database into a standalone program.
~

Relationships in 4D are drawn (using a connect-the-dots metaphor) and d isplayed graphically, making them easily understood. You can also create subfilcs
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(a separate file that is associated with a particular record) to keep track of performance reviews, revisions, or other data that may be present on some
records but absent on others.
It's telling that in the last edition of this book, we reported that this powerhouse program was $875; now it's $275. In an arena dominated by the
ever-more-powerful yet sleek FileMaker
Struct ure for Personnel
Pro, users just aren't willing to pay big
bucks for a program whose advanced feaL..stM•••
•• ~"'=
rtr.t .....
D
tures are difficult to learn. That 4th
.........
,.,,
••
TitN
h t.I S•lrwl
R
Dimension
isn' t a program for novices
OS -..'""
MMth'-' Salltv
•••r-o.,wtanutCM•
isn't necessarily bad; a program with the
power to handle complex data require:: e:
ments often suffers in ease of use. -SZA/JL
1

You can create
and display
relationships
graphically in 4th
Dimension.

..

S t ..- 1 0~

......

.:

Panorama. ProVue Development's Panorama ($400) takes a spreadsheetstyle interface and adds full multiuser capabilities, an integrated word
processor, a snappy forms generator, real security, AppleScript awareness, and
a programming language that includes a much-needed interactive debugger.
Panorama's long-standing claim to fame is its speed, w hich comes from loading the entire database into RAM, even though it's a fully relational program.

Each field can be edited with the program's word processor; you can format
and style text to your heart's content. This makes it easier to build meaningful
forms and reports, as well as fancier interfaces. Interfaces are further
...1' improved thanks to an interface engine that ProVue calls SuperObj ect. You
provue.com can use it to create lists, menus, scalable text and pictures, buttons, and matrix
objects (like schedules, multiple column lists, or calendars) without having to
program. -SZA/DC

While not a relational database
program, Panorama can link
databases via procedures.
Clicking on an item in the price
list (left) automatically
generates a new line item in the
current invo ice in the Invoices
database (right).

Visual Fox Pro. Long known as the speed demon of Mac database programs,
FoxPro's current incarnation, Visual FoxPro ($500, Microsoft) , is a crossplatform, high-end, heavy-duty relational database manager with full
object-orientation and integrated client-server capabilities. (How's that for an
opening sentence?)
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But it's hard to understand why Microsoft continues to offer this prod uct,
.,/' since its Access database is included in the Windows version of its Office
microsoft.com suite; as yet there's not only no indication of its being dropped but evidence
of its continued development and support. However, considering its price and
the level of expertise needed to get at its potential, this is a product fo r o nly a
tiny fraction of the Mac market. -SZA/SS

General Tips
Database Design
What's coming out, not what's going in. In the database consulting I
do-sometimes clients just need som e help, sometimes they want me to
develop the database myself-! always advise users to start by thinking what
information they want to get out of the database. Focusing on what you want
out of it, and lww you want it out, helps define what you need to put in.
lf, for instance, you're going to want a list of people's names alphabetized by last
name, then you'd better plan to put the names in with first and last names in
separate fields. Or, if you do bulk mailings, the zip code needs to be in a separate field, which is not necessary in a smaller database of names and addresses.

Use all the data entry control available. Almost all databases offer some
help in keeping your data accurate and consistent. U se data-entry control
optio ns to let you select values from a list, mark checkboxes or radio buttons,
automatically enter default data, restrict data to a certain value or range, or
insist that a field contain an entry. Not only does this speed up the data entry,
but you'll avoid inconsistent entries that will really mess up search and sorting
procedures. If you sometimes type in .MA and sometimes .MASS and sometimes Massachusetts, and sometimes maybe even Massachussefts, finding things
and sorting them will be a nightmare. -SZA/EC
Different layouts for different uses. Even if your monitor is so big it
touches both sides of your room, yo u shouldn't try to put every single field in
each layout. Instead, create a different layout for each use-one for data entry,
o ne for creating a phone book printo ut, one for address labels, and so onand show only the fields that are necessary.

If you do have many fields in a layout, use background colors (or gray
shades) to distinguish different areas; framing related fields in a rectangle or
rounded rectangle is another way to m ake a potentially confusing layout
easier to deal with. -SZA/EC
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Field Definit ion and M anipulat ion
Input field s and formatted fields. It's so m uch easier to just type in 10
digits fo r a phone number and let the database format them into something
like 123/456-1 234. Not only do you save input time, you' ll have consistency,
with spaces, dashes, and slashes in the same spots on each record.

If your database doesn't let you define an "output" format for a field-and
some of the most popular ones don't-it's easy enough to create a workaround: create one field for the input (PhoneiN , for instance), and another,
calculated field (PhoneFMT) that takes the information from the first field,
formats it correctly, and displays it on the screen.
Formatting ZIP codes. Make sure that Z IP code fields are defined as text
rather than number fields. A numeric ZIP code field will strip the leading
zero from ZIPs li ke 07461 and may perform a subtraction on 07461-8976.
Since te>..'t fields can contain text or numbers, you don't have to worry that
leading zeros will disappear, either. (The same caveat goes fo r telephone fields,
where 555-1212 might be treated as a math problem.)
Use the Date format. If your database offers a special DATE field definition, use it for dates. In addition to providing simple formatting advantages
(like accepting 4/ 1 as input but displaying April 1), using a special date field
lets you sort and calculate correctly. Without a date format, fields that seem to
hold dates but in fact are text fields will sort April before J anuary because of
the alphabetization. And if you want to use dates in calculations (as when
checking, say, how many bills are more than 60 days overdue), a field must be
defined as a date field for the calculation to work.

ClarisWorks Database Tips
These tips were
tested for
ClarisWorks 5; many
will work
in the previous
version, too.
ClarisWorks may
have been renamed
HAppleWorksH by the
time you read this!

In General
Going by the book. The status area not only keeps you apprised of which
record you' re looking at, how many records you have, how many are visible,
and whether or not they're sorted, but also lets you move from one record to
another by using the "record book":
•

C lick on the upper or lower page to move to the previous or next record.

•

D rag the lever up or down to move to the general area you want: with the
lever in the center of the book, for instance, you' ll see a record from the
middle of the file.
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•

Select the number immediately below the book (it tells you which record
you're looking at) and type the num ber of the record you want, then
press IReturn I or ~.

You can also usc @]}Relurnl or ~ to go to the next record or r&@ShittiReturnl
or ~ to go to the previous one.
The number used on the record book to refer to a record has nothing to do
with a specific record. As you show and hide records, and sort them by different fields, record "number 1" is just the first one of the current batch .
Click to move to
the previous record

J

=Be
~
1 Drag the lever to
-

Click to move to
the next record
Number ofre~o.rds

currently v1s1ble

-

move to a new record

==

Select and type new number
to move to a record

4

I

Record•:
,0 ( 1 9)~
Total number of
Sortod

1

records in file

The view from here. One of the frustrating things about creating layouts is
that you constantly have to switch back to Browse mode to see the effects
of your changes. That's where the N ew View command comes in handy.
Next time you change a layout, select New View from the View m enu for a
second window for the sam e database; select Tile Windows to arrange the
two w indows o n the screen . M ake sure that a filled-in record is displayed,
and then switch to Layout m ode in o ne of the t\¥0 windows. As you change
the layo ut- by moving and resizing fields, changing field formatting, and
so on-you can instantly see the effects of yo ur modifications in the other
w indow. -SZA/SS

You can use N ew View for more than two windows, and for more than just
the Layout and Browse modes of a single layout: browse two differe nt layouts; browse the same layout in list and standard views; look at the layout
and browse mode fo r three different layouts at the same time.
If you simply want to look at two different records at the same time and
they're not adjacent in the list, use the split bar just above the top vertical
scroll arrow to divide the window so it has panes with separate scroll controls;
you'll be able to view different records in the upper and lower panes.
Cross-file drags. C larisWorks' highly developed sense of drag and drop lets
you drag a record from one database window to another. T he only info rmation that's actually transferred, however, is whatever's stored in identically
named fie lds in both databases. If you drag a record from one database to
another and there are no fields in common, all you wind up with is a new,
blan k record in the target window.
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In Layout Mode
Automatic text tool. To edit an existing text box in Layout mode, you don't
have to switch to the Text tool: double-click on a text box with the Selection cool
to activate the text box and automatically switch to the Text tool. A triple-click
activates the text box, switches to the text tool, and selects the word you clicked
on; a quadruple-click will wind up selecting the entire contents of the text box.

Resizing multiple fields. With

Are you so used to the name of your computer that
you always spell the name of the apple wrong? How
did the Mac get that name, with that sp elling?
In Apple's early days, code names w ere given to projects in one of two categories: female names and
apples. In addition to the Mac's precurso r, Lisa, there
were also an Annie and a Sara. Then there w ere Pippin

m ultiple fields selected, resizing one
resizes all of them- but proportionately, not to the same size. If, for
instance, you select a small, a medium ,
and a large field, and drag the end of
the small one so that you change it
from one inch in length to two inches,
the other two fields will increase thei r
lengths not by an inch, but to double
their initial sizes.

and Golden Delicious, and then came ... well, then

Deleting a part. There's no yang
for the yin of the Insert Part command
named it after his favorite type of apple. He's responsiin the Layout m enu, but that doesn't
ble for misspelling it-but then, look how he spells his
mean you can't get rid of a part when
name! (Maybe we should blame his parents.)
you redesign a layout. Just remove all
items from it- by deleting them or
moving them to another part-and then drag its border up into the border of the
part immediately above it (for the top-most part, just drag the border into the top
of the window). When you let go of the mouse button, the part is gone.
came Jef Raskin, who originated the Mac project and

Checkboxes and Radio Buttons
The checkered checkbox. The C larisWorks database checkbox is an odd
creature. First, it doesn' t work the way checkboxes do on a M ac, providing a
list of options from which you can choose as many as you wan t. A
C larisWorks checkbox is always single, not grouped, so it can stand for only a
single value which is checked or not.
But the name you give the checkbox is just that: the checkbox's name. It has
nothing to do with the "contents" of the checkbox field, as it does in big-sister
program FileMaker, where clicking~ checkbox puts the checkbox's name into
the field. When you're dealing with checkbox fields for searching, sorting, calculations, or exporting, keep these points in mind:
•

If you refer to a checkbox field in a calculation, the checkbox fi eld is
a 1 if the box is checked, and zero if the box is unchecked.
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•

If you use a checkbox field in a Match criterion, the checkbox value is
either true (for checked boxes) or false. So, you have to use something like:
'Field' = true (w ith no quotes arou nd the true).

•

If you export informatio n or copy multiple selected records and paste th e
information elsewhere, the checkbox field w ill be exported as text: either
on (for checked ones) or off

Radio button fie lds. T he con tent of a rad io button field is not w hat you'd
expect-it doesn't default to the value of the butto n name, but instead is simply the n u mber of the bu tton: if the fi rst butto n of the group is selected , the
field holds a 1, for the second button, the field ho lds a 2, and so on. If you
export the information or copy it out of the d atabase, you' ll get numbers
w here you tho ught you had text entered.
Since it's difficult to create and modify calculations and match criteria where
you have to remember w hich values were assigned to w hich buttons in a field,
use the NUMTOTEXT fu nction w hen you're dealing with radio button
fields. So, for instance, in a match dialog you could see if the butto n labeled
married is selected in the status field by using:
NUMTOTEXT (' st atus ') ="mar ri ed"

Radio frames and titles. A group of radio buttons defaults to being framed
in a thin gr ay line with the title of the field used as a label for the group. T his
is generally a good approach, but there may be times you' ll want to alter the
frame or label, or get rid of one o r the other entirely.
•

To reformat the frame, select the radio button group in the layou t and use
the "pen" controls to change the frame: its thickness, color, and even a
pattern (if you want a dotted or striped effect}. Selecting None as the line
thickness w ill get rid of the fra me com pletely. (Selecting w hite as the
frame colo r also usually gets rid of it -unless it's on top o f a colo red
background. )

•

To change the butto n label, you have to go back through the Define
Fields dialog, select the field , and click Options. In the area Label for
control, type the new name for the label.
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Fields dialog (top)
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To get rid of the label completely, you can leave the Label for control area
blank. Or, you can double-dick on the radio button group in the layout,
and uncheck the Show Label button in the Style dialog that appears.

Searching and Sorting
Three different approaches. The C larisWorks database offers three distinct ways to find things, and it's important to understand the differences- not
only with regard to how information is found, but what happens to the
found records .
.................... .... ................... .................................................. ........................... .............................. .... .. .... .... .. .... .... .............. ....... ..
Looks for

Looks at

Looks In

Result

Find/Change
command in
Edit menu

Simple text and
numbers that you type
in (as in a word
processor's Find
command)

Current
(unhidden)
records

All fields

Shows match on first
available record (and
subsequent records with
Find Next button);
p rovides Change option

Match Records
command in
Organize menu

Text, numbers, or
formulated criteria
("AmountDue>SOO")

Current
(unhidden)
records

Specified
field only

Matching records are
selected (highlighted) but
hidden/ unhidden groups
are not affected

Find mode
from Layout
menu

Simple or formulated
criteria; multiple criteria
("AmountDue>SOO" AND
"CustType <> VIP")

All records

Specified
field(s)

Matching records become
the current set, with
non-matches hidden

There are four Match Records shortcut buttons on the C larisWorks toolbar:
equals, does not equal, is less than, and is greater titan. Instead of using the Match
Records command and then building your match criterion, you can simply
click in a field on a record and then click one of the shortcut buttons;
C larisWorks w ill use the name of the field and its contents as the match criterion. So, it's a cinch to find all the records in the visible set that have the same
value in a certain field as does the current record.
There are two additional Match buttons available-is less thml or equal to and is
greater than or equal to-that are just waiting to be added to the Button Bar.
1.

Choose Edit Button Bars from the pop-up menu at the left of the
butto n bar.

2.

Keep Difault selected in the dialog box's list and click Modify.

3.

Select Database from the pop-up menu in the next dialog.

4.

Select each of the new buttons in turn by clicking on it and then clicking
the Add button.

5.

C lick the Done button.
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Reposition the new buttons on the button bar by holding
down ©:ID option l as you d rag them.

The default Match
buttons and the
two you can add.

Re-search assistance. If you use certain search criteria repeatedly, you
don't have to continually recreate them. To save a search:
1.

From the status area while in Browse or Find mode, click the magnifier
icon to see th e Search pop-up menu, and choose N ew Search.

2.

N ame the Search in the dialog that opens, and click OK.

3. Yo u'll be in the Find mode at this po in t, so enter the search criteria. The
button in the status area that's usually Find will instead be Store; click it
to store the search criteria and perform the search, too.
When you want to re-use the Search, just select it
from the Search pop-up menu.
You can create and sto re Sort procedures the same
way you do for Search criteria, using the Sort icon
and menu in the status area.

Using a stored
Search.

The Name-type field. C larisWorks offers a special field type named Name,
which works as a text field wi th one special exception: if you sort by a
Name-type field, th e sort is done according to the last word in the field. That
means yo u can type a person's full name in a single field and still sort by the
last name.
Of course, this also poses a few problems: j ohn j ones jr wi ll be sorted under jr
and Microsoft Corporation will be alphabetized by Corporation. To get around the
first problem , type [Option lspacebarl between j ones and j r to have it treated as a
single word. In the second situation, type the @ symbol as the first character
in a N ame field and it will be sorted according to the first wo rd in the field.
But- and this is a big but-the @ won't show o n the screen or in printo uts;
it only shows w hen you're actually editing the field.

Calculations

Using a
•Last FirstName"
calcula ted field.

Last name first. O ne of the most common text calculations in a database is
converting separate first and last names into a field that presents the last name
first, followed by a comma and the first nam e. C reating a separate field fo r this
calculation (I always nam e it LastFirstName) is lots easier than trying to set up
a layout w here the last and first names slide
Rich
Wolfson Wolfson, Rich
together with a text-obj ect comma between
Hochreich Doffi e
Doffie, Holchrelch
them. T he calculation itself is simple, too
Luttropp
John
Jo hn, Lutt ro pp
(make sure you include the space after the
Aiton
Ce rol, Aiton
Ce rol
in the quo tes:
comma
Szubln
Jerry
Jer r y, Szubi n
Marilyn

Rose

Rose, Marilyn

'LastName ' & ", " & 'FirstName '
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Formatting phone numbers. As pointed out in the General Tips section,
formatting certain data, like phone or social security numbers, can cause a
problem when you do it on entry: it increases both input time and the chance
of using slightly different formats (slashes instead of hyphens, for instance)
from one record to the next. The solution is to have one field serve as the
input field, where you type nothing but the numbers, and use a calculated
field to format and display the numbers.

This formula takes the 10 digits in a pl1011e field and formats them li ke this:
123/456-1234.

LEFT('phone' ,3) & "/" & MID ('phone',4,3) &"-" & RIGHT(',phone',4)
There's no check here to see if there are, indeed, only ten digits in the field to
start with. The easiest way to ensure that is to use the Options button in the
Define Fields dialog for the input field. In the Verification section, check the
Must Be l11 Range button and fill in 1000000000 and 9999999999 as the lower
and upper ranges; that makes sure that there are 10 characters, all numbers, in
the input field.
OpUons for ..._mberneld '"phone.. _
VerlflcaUon D Cannot Be Empty

Making sure the
Phone input field
has the correct
number and type
of characters.

D Mu51 Be IAllque
G3 Must Be In RlmQI!

r

Ocrault Data
AutomoUcolly Enter:

I

II

rrom: 110000000001
To:

(;1d

1999999999 1

I

C•ncel

I

G:J

Creating compound serial numbers. Unlike FileMaker, which automatically creates serial numbers with embedded letters and symbols (BN-K1,
BN-K2, and so on), C larisWorks' Serial field deals solely with numbers,
although you can specify both the starting number and the increment. You
can, however, use a calculated field to put together the straightfOJward serial
number and w hatever other characters you want. Using a formula like this:

"BN-K" & 'Seri al'
results in the BN-Kl , BN-K2, and so on .
You can embed other identifying information in a serial number; using various date and time functions is one way to include special information. The
NOW() function, fo r instance, gets the current date and time from the Mac's
clock; the DAYOFYEAR (date) function returns a number that tells which day
of the year (day 1, day 17, day 332, and so on) a given date is. Combining the
two functions-DAYOFYEAR(NOW())- returns a number fo r the current
day. Embed that in a serial number calculation like this:

"BN/"&DAYOFYEAR (NOW()) &"- "&' Serial '
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and you' ll have records with serial numbers like BN/ 59-8 w here the final
number is absolutely unique to each record but the number after the slash
indicates the day on which the record was created.

For FileMaker Pro
Th eses tips were
tested for FileMaker
Pro 4; many of them
also work with the
previous version.

Browsing
Getting around. T he numbers in the status area at the left of each
FileMaker wi ndow tells you how many records you've created, how many
you're currently browsing as the resul t of a Find command, and which record
of the current set you' re looking at. T he little book lets you move from one
record to another:
•

C lick on the upper or lower page to move to the previous or next record.
Drag the lever up or down to move to the general area you want: with the
lever in the center of the book, for instance, you'll get a record from the
midd le of the fi le.

•

Select the number immediately below the book (it tells you which record
you're looking at) and type the number of the record you want, then
press !Return ) or !Enter).

You can also use~ to go to the next record or @IDShitt(~ to go to the
previous one.

All these methods for moving around also work for moving between requests,
layouts, and report pages.
T he number used on the record book to refer to a record has nothing to do
with a specific record. As you show and hide records, and sort them by different fields, record "num ber 1" is j ust the first one of the current batch.
Click to m ove to
the previous record
Click to move to
the nex t record

Number of records in
current found set

Drag the lever to
move to a new record
Select and type new n um ber
to move to a record
~-==:!- Total number of
records in file

Bypassing the Delete alert. When you use Delete Record to remove a
record from your fi le, FileMaker asks you if you're sure you want to delete it.
T his is a normal Mac touch-giving you a chance to change your mind before
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an irreversible operation is performed. But if you're sure you want to delete
the record, (QIDoptionl]) \viii avoid the dialog box.

Layout Basics
Holding on to a tool. Generally, after you use a tool in Layout mode, it
automatically switches back to the Selection tool (the arrow) . You can hang on
to a tool indefinitely by double-clicking on it instead of single-clicking when
you select it. If you want tools to be locked with a single click:
1.

From the Edit menu, select Application from the Preferences submenu.

2.

Select Layout from the pop-up menu in the P references dialog.

3.

Check Always lock layout tools.

- SZA/EC

Automatic text tool. To edit an existing te,.,:t box, you don't have to switch
to the text tool: double-clicking on a text box w ith the Selection tool activates the text box and automatically switches to the Text tool. A triple-click
activates the text box, switches to the text tool, and selects the word you clicked
on; a quadruple-click will wind up selecting the contents of the text box.

What a drag it is. When you drag to select multiple items in a layout, only
objects completely surrounded by the drag are selected. But press~ while
you drag, and anything the selection marquee touches will fall into its grip. - EC
Selecting like items. To select all items of the same type (all fields, all labels,
all lines, and so on) in a layout, select one and then press @]~]Option[KI. C licking
on a tool and using Select All also works to select all the items created with
that tool, but since there's no "tool" for fields, it's a more limited approach.

.k
Cltc to togg1e
between custom and
100percentviews

Click for
smallerview
1
~

Click fo r larger view

Changing the zoom level. C lick
on the zoom in or out icons to
change the magnification one level at
time. But clicking on the number
next to the zoom controls toggles you
between the standard 100 percent
view and the last magnification used.

Duplicating a layout object. There are three ways to duplicate an existing
layout item (a field, label, button, or graphic):

•
•
•

Select the item, then copy and paste it.
Select the item and use the Duplicate command in the Edit menu .
H old down (Option ) and drag out a copy of the item .

In the case of fields, the last two options open the Select Field dialog so you
can add a label or even switch the field name; using Copy and Paste doesn't
open the dialog.
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Quick-set defaults. To use any settings as a default for a layout item, set them
w hile nothing in the layout is selected. This works for te>..'t settings such as font,
size, and style, as well as for line, pattern, and color settings for graphics tools.
If you've formatted an item with a combination of formats that you want to
use as defaults, ~click on the object (field, text box, or graphic object) and
its formats will be used as the defau lts for other items of its kind.

~~----,I~::::;,~~~F:,.~,d-1~
~
Text...

Font
Sizt

Style
Te><t Color
Fill
Prn

....
....
..
~

Cut
Co py

Just some of
FileMaker's
contextual menus
that you'll see in
Layout mode.

Put~

Graphic...

Cut
CopoJ
PastP

..
Field Form• t...
Flold Borders...

Port•l..

fill
P•n

Fill
P•n

Cut
Copy
Putt

Cut
CopoJ
Putt

~

~

Fill Color
~
Fill Pott•rn ~
PH'l Color
Ptn P•ttrm
Ptn \t'ldth
~
Cut
C<>PII
Putt

Contextual menus. Hold ing down
lcontroll and clicking on just about anything in a FileMaker window pops up a
contextual menu (a feature that predates the Mac's contex.'tual menus) that
provides formatting and editing commands tailored to the item you're
pointing to. While this works in any
mode-Browse, Layout, Find-you'll
find it handiest when you're working
in Layout.

Shift-drag. U sing !Shift) as a movement constraint seems to present a problem
when you're moving a group of selected objects: hold !Shift ) and click on one of
the items to drag the group, and the item you click on is deselected from the
group, since that's w hat a (Shittl-click does, just as on the desktop.
There are two ways around this problem. If you're going to IShittl-click on the
final item to add it to the group before you move everything, just don't release
the mouse button after you click on the item: keep down both the !Shift) key
and the mouse button, and start dragging the group. If the group of items is
already completely selected, point to any one of them, press the mouse button, and thw press (Shift ), before you start the drag.

Manipulating Fields
Adding a field label. If you wan t to add a label for a field (because you
didn't when you started, or because you mistakenly deleted it), just doubleclick on the field. T he Specify Field dialog opens with the current field
selected. C heck the Create Field Label button and click OK-it's lots faster
than creating the label with the TeJo.:t tool.

Adding a field to match another's formatting. If you've tweaked the
format of a certain field to just the way you want it (say that, in a lapse of
good taste, you have a field whose text is formatted for 15-point red, bold,
shadowed and italic, with a dotted gree n border and a pale pink background),
you don't have to go through all that formatting again to make another field
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match it. Select the formatted field, and use the Duplicate command. The
Specify Field dialog opens with the field selected; select a different field and
click OK The new field will match the formatting of the original.

Opening the format dialog. To format the contents of a field, you don't
have to select it and then choose a command from the Format menu. Instead,
hold down !Option) and double-click on the field. This opens the appropriate
formatting dialog for the field: Text Formats for te>..1: fields, Number Formats
for number fields, and so on.

Resizing multiple fields. With multiple fields selected, resizing one resizes
all of them-but proportionately, not to the same size. I( for instance, you
select a small, a medium, and a large field , and drag the end of the small one so
that you change it from one inch in length to two inches, the other two fields
will increase their lengths not by an inch, but to double their initial sizes.

Working with Parts
Working with part labels. C licking on the
Click on the icon,
or Command-click
directly on a part
label to toggle the
label orientation.

CEi:L...............
~

Lay out

part icon in the bottom of the window frame is
not the only way to toggle between horizontal
and vertical part labels: you can ~click
directly on a part label to switch all the label
orientation.

Background color. To color the background of a part, you don't have to
draw a box and fill it with color, sending it to the back of all the fields and
labels. Instead, click on the name of the part in the layout (the little tab at the
left of the window), and choose a color from the Fill color palette.

Get rid of the body. When you' re creating summary reports-say, to
count your baseball cards to check how much the collection is worth-don't
forget that you don't need a body. The body contains information about
each card that may distract you from the totals that the report is designed to
show (like the fact that your Topps collection is worth $26,457). -EC

Shifting parts. To reorder parts on a layout, !Shlftl-drag a part label to the new
position. This only works on parts that can be shifted, like subsummaries, but
you can drag them from the top to the bottom of the layout (or vice versa) to
change them from trailing to leading summaries (or, again, vice versa.)

Deleting parts but not pieces. You can delete an empty part in a layout by
dragging its bottom border up to the next part or by selecting the part's label
and pressing !Delete I.
If the part contains objects or fields, pressing !Delete) gets you a dialog asking if
you want to delete the part and all its items. But selecting the label and pressing
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IOption IDelete I deletes the part and shifts its items to the part immediately below
it. (So you can't do this to the bottom-most part on a layout.) -SZNEC

Layout Design
List-view div iders. When you're planning a list view, it's important to put a
visual divider between records, whether they're single rows of information or
something "taller." Draw a light-color line at the bo ttom of the body part to
get a line between every record in Browse mode.
Adding a line to
the bottom of a
body part visually
divides t he records
in browse view
(right}.

<4t11 DIIIlnst..

ACIUS

M..e Ty pe Reuotu

A4ottSvstur,.,

Art Exllltslon

Nova DtvtlOFmtnt

ATH Del uxe

Aclobt Syth ms

ca,un te

M41n:st&l,l

Cepllvtle

t"bln.,t•v

Cltrh Hemo Pete
Cufll c:t Ce tcbu 4

FlleH,ter, lnc

Clnl1 lln'tl P111

filt Md:er, I nc

C6ltd11& Gru~~e

Connlct Calde r 4 _ _..;c
<•:.:c
,..
CC!Vc.c
&.:.;
Gr.":.;..;;.
"'_

Celtoltttr CtnstncUon Set Oubl-Cllct Sonvare

Shaded columns. To divide columns of information in a list view, you could
use a vertical line, but along with the recommended horizontal divider, that will
give you a spreadsheet-like grid on the screen. For someth ing a little more subtle and elegant, but just as effective, create a long, narrow graphic with repeated
gray gradients that are sized to the columns on the screen. Paste the graphic at
the back of the body and place the fields using the gradients as dividers.
fOO Se.-1
~

..................................
Using a m ultigradient g raphic
to visually divide
columns.
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Do not enter. You can't enter informatio n into a calculated field, but you can
click or tab into it, and if you hit any key when the field is selected, you get a
dialog that tells you the field is not m odifia ble. To avoid that waste of time,
always format calculated fields so that they can't be entered: use the Field
Format command and uncheck the A llow entry into field option.
Click the new tab order. When yo u want to change the tab o rder of the
fields on the layout, clicking Create new tab order in the dialog afte r selecting
Tab Order fro m the menu blanks out all the arrows that store the tab-order
numbers. But you don't have to type in new numbers: sim ply click in an
arrow, and the next available number will be automatically entered in it.

Layout menu divide r. If you have a long list of layouts in the layout po pup menu and would like to group them, reorder them w ith the Set Layout
O rder co mmand in the Mode menu. But a divider line in the pop-up m enu
helps organization lots oflayouts into logical groups.
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Add a divider line by creating a new, blank layout and naming it w ith a single
hyphen; the hyphen will appear as a full-width line in the menu. Since you
can use duplicate names on layouts, you can make more than one divider, and
place them with the Set Layout Order command.
You won't be able to select the blank line from the menu, so you won't w ind
up in the blank layout accidentally. But it's hard to get there on purpose, too,
since you can't select the line even when you're in Layout mode. To move to
the blank layout so you can delete it (I can't think of why else you'd want to
move to it), use the "book" control in Layout mode: click the pages, drag the
lever, or type the number of the layout to get there.
Button rows. When you switch from one view to another, the currently
selected record remains the same. Switch ing from a list view, where you can
see rows of information for multiple records to a "form" view for a specific
record is usually a two-step process: you first click on the row (record) you
want, and then switch to the other layout with a built-in or scripted command. Wouldn't it be more elegant if you could just click on a row and be
switched to that record in the form view?

This is very simple to set up:
1.

In the list layout, use the Button tool to draw a long, skinny button that
covers the body part.

2. When the button dialog opens, assign the Go To Layout command to the
button, using the name of the layout you want to switch to.

3.

U se the Bring to Front command to keep the button on top of all the
fields.

4.

Make the button invisible by assign ing no line and no fill to it.

That's it. In Browse mode, when you click on a row in the list view, the click
is passed through to select that record before the Go To Layout command is
executed, so you wind up looking at the selected record.
Of course, this assumes that your list view is for viewing only, since you can't
click in a field in a row. If you want to edit data in the list view but still wan t
the convenience of one-click jumping to a record in another view, create a
little button-visible or not-and put it at the far left of the body part, in
front of all the data. In browse view, there'll be a button on every row.

Input
Validating field entry. While using buttons and menus as input devices
prevents misspellings and other erroneous data from being entered, it limits
what can be entered. When you want to make sure that the right kind of data
is being entered but you want to let the user enter anything within the correct
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parameters (like the right number of
digits for a social security number),
make the validation part of the fi eld
definition .
Yo u can set up validatio n for a field
which will take only 10 digits for a
phone number, to be later formatted
with separators:

[ Cllncell r c E : J

1.

Select the field in the Define Fields dialog.

2.

Click the O ptions button.

3.

Select Validation from the pop-up menu.

4 . C heck the first box, and set the type to N umber.
5.

C heck the Validate by calculation optio n, and specify th is calculation in
the next dialog: Length(Phonelnput) =10.

6.

Tum o n the Strict optio n.

7.

Type in a message for the dialog that will appear if invalid data is entered.

Auto format. It's a great disappointment that FileMaker Pro 4 sti ll doesn't
provide some sort of auto-format on input to take care of things like phone
numbers, social security numbers, and oth er things you'd like to be able to
type in without worrying about separators. You can fake it, though, by using
one field fo r input and another for display.
Take a simple example of inputting a 10-digit phone number by just typing
the numbers, but displaying it with separators like this: (1 23) 555-1234. You
use a calculated field to work on the contents of the input field, with a calculation th at looks like this:

"( " & l eft(Phoneinput, 3) & ") " & Middl e(Phoneinput, 4, 3)
& "-" &Right( Phonelnput , 4)
A similar fo rmula would work fo r social security num be rs:

left(SSinput, 3) & "-" & Middl e(SSinput , 4, 2) & " - " &
Right( SS input, 4)
If you're creating the database for someone else to use, you'll have to get
fancier because you'll have to allow for the possibility that the user will type
in numbers with separators (although they may be the wrong separators). O ne
approach is to use an IF statement to check o n how many characters are in the
input field, which will tell you w hether or not separators were used; another
is to validate the field contents on entry (as described in an earlier entry).
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Invisible auto-formatting. The double-field approach for auto-formatting, where one field is used for input and o ne for display, is a little clunky
from an inter £:1ce point of view: not only do you sec two fields in the layout,
but when you mistakenly try to edit the formatted field, you find it's a calculated field that doesn't allow entry or edits. Here's an elegant solution to
both problems.
Give the display field an opaque fill (white, or a colo r to match the rest of the
layout). Turn off the Allow entry intofield option in its Field Format dialog.
Make the input and display fields exactly the same size, and put the display
field on top of the input field, using the Bring to Front command if necessary.
When you're in Browse mode, clicking o n the tandem field activates the in put
field because the display field, though on top, has A llow entry turned off. You
input the informatio n to the input field, and as soon as you click o r tab out of
it, it disappears beneath the opaque display field-which is displaying the formatted version of what you just typed or edited.

Pop-up Menus, Buttons, and Checkboxes
Use a divider line in a pop-up menu. To put a divider line in a pop-up
m enu o r list, type a hyphen on a separate line in the value list. T his is particularly useful to separate the main choices from options like Other and Edit List
at the end of the menu.
If you use the same value list fo r radio buttons or checkboxes, you' ll get a blank
line at the hyphen (or extra space, depending on how you orient the buttons).

Deleting contents from a pop-up menu field. When you use a pop-up
list, it's easy to make a field blank (after you've mistakenly entered information)
because you can select the contents and use IDelerel. But for a pop- up menu,
there are no choices other than w hat's already in the menu, and you can't empty
a field once you've put something in it. You can add the Other option to the
bottom of the menu, and then use the Other dialog to delete the current contents, but there's an easier way: add a blank li ne to the value list for the menu,
and it shows up as a blank in the menu. Select the blank to empty the field.
(Make sure you make a blank line with IRerurn); don't type a space.)

What's the "other" value? When you use the O tl1er option with a menu or
pop-up list, the value you enter is shown in the field even when it's not part of
the original list. When you make an Other button or checkbox, clicking it brings
up the dialog for your entry, but all that shows on the record is a selected O ther
button, with no clue as to the actual data.
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Using two versions
of the same field
on a layout lets
you see what
•other• stands for:
the Layout view
(top) and the
Browse view
(bottom).

Q Cnll ror
Q On Its wny
Q Hnve

g untnown
Other ...

Q
o
O
O
e

I

IStll.tJUl

Cnll lor
on Its wny
HnYe
Unknown
mher _
Arrived broken

To display the data, duplicate the field on the layout
and format it as a standard field; uncheck the box in
the Field Format dialog that allows data entry for the
field so that it can display but can't be used for input.
As the figure here shows, the "other" contents will
be printed next to the "Other" button when you put
both versions of the field on the layout.

Of course, the second copy of the field wi ll display the contents even when
it's one of the named buttons, so you m ight want to go a step further. Instead
of putting a duplicate or' the field (the Status field, in our example) next to the
buttons, create a calculated field that will check the contents of the Status
field; if the contents don't match any of the button names, then it should display the contents-otherwise, it should stay blank. The general approach of
the IF statement is:
If (Status= [any buttonname] . "", Status)

This formu la checks the contents of Status aga inst the names of the buttons.
When there's a match, an "empty string" is the result; if there's no match, it
uses the contents of the Status fie ld as the resu lt.
Because you have to allow for all the button names in the match, you have to
use OR's in the IF statement, like this:
If (Status="Call f or" or Status="On its way" or Status= "Have" or
Status="Unknown", "",Status)

T he easiest way to put this together is to copy the list of button names
from the Value List dia log and paste them into the Calculation definition,
adding the quote m arks and other parts of the statement, so you can be sure
you typed everything correctly.
This works fine, and is fai rly straightforward-and therefore easy to understand. But there's an even better way to create the calculation, one that
involves a lot less typing (and makes things easier when there are even more
items in your button list). U se the PatternCount function to check the contents of the Status field against a string that includes all the button nam es, and

put it inside the IF statement, like th is:
If (PatternCount (" Call for On i ts way Have
Unknown", Status)."",Status )

You can skip the
standard radio
buttons and use a
bullet approach.

StHt us

Sto t us

O Have
@ Need
O Neednext

Have
• Need
Need nt!xl

Q on ltswoy

On Its way

0 Don'tneed

Don't n eed

Radio button bullets. The picture here
shows the standard radio button look, and an
alternative bullet approach. To achieve the latter,
all you have to do is select the field in Layout
mode, and set the line thickness to Nonethat gets rid of the circle around the button.
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You can do some similar things with checkboxes. If you get rid of the li ne
thickness, you'll have X's in front of the choices, but they won't be in boxes
(and they' ll look overly large because they'll include the pixels that would
normally be seen as the corners of the box). Or, you set a thicker line that
gives a thick border to an empty box, and fi lls the box in completely when
it's checked.

Checkboxes contain lists. When you use checkboxes for input, clicking a
The same
checkbox
selections (/eft) can
result in different
field contents
(right) because
the order of the
checkboxes
themselves
doesn't count.

checkbox is like typing the button name into the fie ld; clicking multiple buttons puts all the button names into the field, separated by return characters.
C8l Venl llc Scoop

r8l Chocolate Scoop
[EISyrup

Vanilla St OOD
Chocol ate Scoop
Syrup

OBonenos
ONuls
[8] Vo nl11 c Scoop
[g] Chacolote Sc oop
[EISyrup

OBenones
ONuts

Cho col ate Scoop
Sy rup
Vt~nl llo Scoop

But the order of items stored in the field isn't related
to the order of the checkboxes. Text is entered in the
field in the order in which you check and uncheck
boxes: checking a box adds its label to the bottom of
the stored list, and unchecking the box removes the
its label (and closes any gap that was left).

Finding and Sorting Things
Looking for empties and nonempties. The easiest way to find records
with blank fields is to type an eq ual sign (=) in the field in Find mode. To
find non-empty fields, type an equal sign in the field, check the Omit box,
and then click Find. Or, you can find either the blanks or nonblanks and then,
in Browse mode, choose Find Omitted from the Select menu to take a look at
the group of records that weren't selected by the Find operation.
On the other hand, the fastest way to find empty records is to sort your fi le in
order of a field that should never be empty-such as a client's name. All the
empty records will appear at the top of the list. -SZAIEC

Finding non-alphanumeric characters. When you do a find or a lookup,
FileMaker ignores non-alphanumeric characters in a field . So, if you look for
records with, say, an A+ in a field, you'll also get all the N.s and A- 's along
w ith them. And if you were to do a Find for records with a certain field
empty, you'll still get fields that have, say, just an @ symbol in them.
To force FileMaker to really look at the contents of fields beyond the basic
alphanumeric characters, you have to alter the field definition slightly-either
when you create the field, or afterwards:

ASCII characters
Chapter 12

1.

Open the Define Fields box and create or select the field.

2.

C lick the Options button.

3.

C lick the Storage Options button in the next dialog.

4.

In the ne>.:t dialog, select ASCII from the pop-up menu for the
default language.
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C lick OK as many times as necessary to put all the dialogs away, and you'll
find that searchi ng, sorting, and lookups all pay attention to all the characters
in the field.
Some things are more equal than others. The eq ual sign as a special
symbol in FileMaker searches has always been defined as an "exact match" for
whatever you type after the symbol in Find mode. (That's why it's used, as
described in the last entry, for finding empty records-used all by itself, it
means "eq uals exactly nothing.")

But it never works quite as expected, because "exact match" actually means:
"find records that have a separate word in this field that exactly matches ... . " So,
while a search for]olm would fi nd records for]ohn,]ames ] olrn] ones, and] ames
johnson, an "equals" search finds both]ohn and]ames] ohn]ones because]ofm is
a separate word in both those records.
FileMaker Pro 4 introduced another operator, awkwardly called the field content
match. Its symbol is a double equal sign, and it works the way you pro bably
expected the o ther operator to work: it finds records that truly exactly match
whatever you type in the field as the find criterion.
This...
John
=John
==Jo hn

Finds...
John, James John Jones, James Johnson
John, James Jo hn Jo nes
John

Sorting with non-alphanumeric characters. Fields w ith non-alphanumeric characters will sort ignoring everything except the alphanumerics. To
get them co sort correctly, define the field with the ASCII storage option
described in the previo us entry.

Or, if you don' t want the field defined for a storage option, you can trigger the
ASCII sort at the time of sort: in the Sort dialog, click the 011en-ide field's language for sort and choose ASCII from the pop-up menu.
Special sort orders. You can define a special sort order fo r any field so that,
for instance, records can be ordered according to some priority instead of
alphabetically.

Say you have a radio button field with buttons labeled Top Priority, Special
Attention, and Standard, and you want records sorted according to those priorities.
1.

Choose Sort from the Mode menu.

2.

Move the field (in the picture here, it's named Priority) to the Sort list.

3. With the field selected in the Sore list, click the Ct1sto111 order based on value
list button.
4.

C hoose the appropriate va lue list from the pop-up menu.
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Since this sort is defined through the Sort dialog, not through a field definition, you can just set it up at any time for a single sort operation or make it
part of a Sort script to have it always available.
In this example, the field used its own value list, and both had the same nam e,
but that's not necessary. You might have a value list, for instance, consisting of
yes, no, and tnaybe. The value list might be used for more than one field and, of
course, have a name not related to any of those fields. But the list can be used
to define the sort order for any of those fields (or any other field, though it's
unlikely other fields would have only those values ready for sorting).
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Creating automatic serial numbers with letters. If you need serial
numbers that include letters or other non-numeric figures, you can still get
FileMaker to create the number automatically. In the Define Fields dialog,
select the field (it has to be a Number field), and click Options. In the Auto
Enter section of the dialog box that
- · Entry Os>tlon• ror nerd •sonar•
appears, type the starting serial number,
such as An-BT-1. When a new record is
created, only the numeric portion of the
number will be increased, producing
An-BT-2, An-BT-3, and so on. -SZA/55

Scripts
Keyboard controls in the script window. When you're working in the
Script window, you can do lo ts of entry from the keyboard instead of with
the mouse:
•

Pressing~

•

Pressing Ispacebar I sends the currently selected command from the left
pane into the script panel.

•

Using [I) and (I) selects the previous and next lines in the active panel.

•

Select commands in the activated left panel by typing a few letters (capitals are ignored). You can't type a space, though, since that triggers

alternately selects the left o r right panel.
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moving a command to the right panel. So, there's no way to type set field so
you can select it instead of set error capture, w hich comes before it. But if you
type set to select set error capture, pause a second, and type set again, you'll get
set field. (Pause and type it again, and you'll get set zoom/eve/, and so o n.)
•

When you put a com mand in the list (by double-clicking, using the M ove
button, or using [Spacebar!), its default position is the bottom of the script.
To put a command elsewhere in the script without having to repositio n it,
select a line in the script first; w hen you add the new command, it wi ll be
inserted beneath the selected one.

Naming sorts for long scripts. FileM aker still doesn't indicate, in a script,
what the sorting order is that you've set up in the script-all it says is Sort
[restore], referring to the sorting order that was used when you created the
script. It's especially confusing if you have a long script that does more than
one sort operation-and you have the added annoyance of having to deal with
the Keep/ Replace dialog question every time you look at or edit the script.
Whenever you have a sort in a long script, first define the sort as a separate
script, then call it in the bigger script. Yo u'll be able see the nam e of the
so rt script, w hich makes everything a lot clearer. (And you' ll be able to use
the sam e sort in diffe rent scripts, too.)
t find All
t Sort (Rest ore , No dialog )
t Print (No dlalo9l
t Find All

* P•rform Sor;>t (Sib-scripts, "Sort b\1 r ..m " I
t Print (No dialoc) l

Th e standard Sort command in a
script (top) gives no clue as to what
kind o f sort it is. Calling the Sort as a
subscript (bottom) keeps thing clearer.

Detecting modifier keys. FileMaker 4 added a long list of Status functions
for scripting purposes, but one of the most interesting is the
Status(CurrentModiferKcys) w hich lets you check what modifier keys are being
held down. T his opens a wealth of possibilities, since you can script a butto n
to do one thing if it's clicked, and something else if it's [Optionl-clicked, o r @:IDclicked, o r clicked with the [Shift), [Control), o r [Caps Lock) down, o r any
combination thereo£
So, you might have a button perform a sort in ascending o rder if clicked, or
descending o rder ifiShift)-clicked; you can proceed to a confirming dialog
when a Yes button is clicked in a dialog, or bypass the confirmation if the button is )Optionl-clicked; you can forego setting up a password fo r "expert" access
to some part of the database (data entry, or layout design) and use a key combination with a click on a hidden button.
T he Status(C urrcntModiferKeys) function returns a num ber that indicates
which key is down:
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(Shift)
2
4

(ca~s Lock]
(Control]

8

(O~tion )

16

@ID

To check for a combination of keys, you simply add their numbers together:
return 24, fo r instance, and ~Shift! control) is 21.

[ill~]O~tion] would

To actually respond to key presses, you have to check for them inside the button's script; in most situations an lF statem ent (with ELSE or ELSE IF's) will
suffice, though for m ore complex choices, you might consider using the
CASE statement instead.
Say, for instance, you have previously defined two sort procedures for a
field-Sort U p and SortDown-for ascending and descending sorts. You want
a button click to do the SortUp, and a (Shift]-click to trigger the SortDown. You
have to create a script for your button that will choose between the two subscripts based on the modifier key, like this:
If ["Status (CurrentModi fierKeys) =1"]
Perform Script [Sub-scripts, "Sort Down"]
Else
Perform Script [Sub-scripts , "SortUp"]
End If

Create a button for the layout, and attach this script to it.
C hecking the status of modifier keys doesn't have to occur only when someone clicks a button: the check, and som e branching, could occur in the middle
of a long script. But that would mean the user would have to press the keys at
just the right tim e, so it's not a very reliable approach unless it's inside a loop
(and even then, it's q uestionable).

Relationships
A self-relationship. Since neither this book nor this chapter purports to
actually teach basic techniques, this tip assumes you know the basics of setting
up and using relationships between File Maker files. But what you m ight not
know is that you can set up a relationship in a fi le to itself-which opens up a
wealth of possibili ties.
For instance: I have several databases relating to this book project. One is a file of
hardware and software companies; another is a database of products. T hey are, of
course related to each other, providing several advantages: as I add an item to the
Product database I don't have to enter the specifics of the company if I've already
done that in the other database; when I'm in the Company database, I can sec a
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list of products for each vendor, culled from the other database; and, ifi'm in
the Company database, I can create new records in the Product database just by
adding to the list displayed on the company's record.
But what I really wanted was a list of products on every record of the Product
database, showing what other items were available from the same companyso when I was looking at the record for DeBabelizer, I'd see that there were
three other products from Equilibrium. That's where the self-relationship
comes in-and o nce you know it's possible, you can probably figure out how
to set it up yoursel£ But I'll describe it anyway.
1.

Define the relationship. When you're prompted to choose a fi le to relate
to, choose the current fi le. Set the relationship to be based on a logical
field- in my example, it's based on the CompanyName. I usually name
this type of relationship "me"; ifl need more than one within the same
file, I name them "meCompany", "meChapter", and so on.

2.

In Layout mode, draw a portal for the me re lationship. Format it for as
many lines as works for yo ur layout and situation; add the scrolling capability, and choose a color for the alternating lines to make it easy to read.

3.

Put the appropriate fields in the first row of the portal. For my example,
it's simply the Product field. But be sure you choose the related field, and
not the original o ne; there's a pop-up menu at the top of the Field dialog
that opens when you drag a field onto the layout-select the relationship
from the pop-up. (Related field names begin w ith double colons.) So, on
a record, you have the field Product on the current record, but also a field
labeled ::Product inside the portal.

That's all you need for a scrolling list of related records inside a file. When I
create a new record and input the name of the company that publishes a specific
piece of software, all the other items from that sam e manufacturer are listed.

Calculations based on a self-relationship. The self-relationship you set
up to see a list of related fields within a file as described in the last entry
doesn't have to be limited to a simple list. You can perform calculatio ns o n
the items in the list, too, to keep track of totals, averages, and so on, without
setting up summary fields or making reports.
My company/product list doesn't lend itself to much in the way of calculations, but it's handy to just get a total count of products available from one
company so I don't have to scroll through the list to count them. All I had to
do was create a calculated field (PrdTotal) to hold the total number of products, using the COU N T function to count the records. T he trick is to make
sure that you choose the related fie ld in the Calculation dia log. The pop-up
m enu above the list of fields lists the current file as well as related files; you
have to choose the related file (which is the previously defined self-relationship) from the menu, and then select the related field from the list, as shown
in the picture on the next page.
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With this approach, you can use functions like SUM and AVG to keep track
of information within a single file , displaying the results on each record in
Browse mode. Note that you don' t have to put this calculated field inside the
portal in order for it to work.
Left, the calculation
definition using the
relationship's
Product field. Right,
the layout (top}
and the browse
versions (bottom}
of the results; note
that the calculated
field isn't inside
the portal.

: :OTHER-ch~ck .sbtus:
::Pr4Tot•l
::Prict
: :Prlet Chtcktd
::Price?
::Procl.lct
::Pr""oOJet ?
: :St•tusGetl

I

PpiTohl • _
Comt(,.: :Pr..,uot)

•Products: 4
Fluhbuk

0

Sllrilklfri!l
SprT.g Clnnin4;1
Stufflt Ot\!Kt 4.5

0

The jump-to button. The handiest trick of all when using a self-relationship list is also the easiest to set up. Once you have a list on each record of the
other related records, you can make a button to let you quickly jump to any of
the records in the list.
In Layout, use the button tool to draw a tiny button in the first row of the
portal, at the far end of the rov.' Define the button function as Go to Related
Record, malcing sure to select the me relationship from the pop-up menu in the
button definition box. For the button label, you can just type 0 and format it
to an appropriate size; you can color the butFlashback
ton to match the stripes in the scrolling list.
<~
Shr inkWrap
<
That's it: you'll get a button on every row in
<
Spring Cl•aning
Stufflt D•lux• 4 .S
<to the list, and clicking it takes you right to that
record, in the same file.
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Graphics on the Mac
Basics
Bitmapped graphics. A bitmapped graphic is made up of individual dots.
Picture a sheet of graph paper: if you color in some of the squares, you can
make a picture. A bitmap is simply a collection of tiny clots-on your Mac's
screen or on a printout-that have been filled in with black, w hite or colors to
make a picture.
Each dot on the screen corresponds with, or is "mapped" to, bits in the computer's memory-hence the phrase bitmapped graphic. Bitmapped graphics are
also sometimes referred to as "paint" graphics because the Mac's first graphics
program, MacPaint, worked with bitmaps.

Since bitmapped
graphics are a
collection of dots,
there's nothing
"behind" the circle
ifyou move it.

Working with bitmapped graphics is a little li ke working with an oil painting:
the only way you can change what you first put down is to either paint over the
parts you want to change or scrape off some areas and paint in something else.
Suppose you paint a bitmap image of a square, and then you paint a circle
overlapping it. What looks like a square and a circle to you is just a collection
of colored pixels to the computer. If you want to move the circle an inch to
the right, you'll find it very difficult to select, because it's not a separate
"object." And even if you did succeed in moving it over, you'd find that
there's a blank where it used to be-not the piece of the square you thought
was there! Similarly, if you wanted
to resize the square without changing the circle, you'd find it
impossible. -SZA/AB

Vector graphics. Vector graphics, the alternative to bitmaps, arrived on
the Mac with MacDraw in 1986, and have been around ever since in programs Illustrator and FreeHand; they're also referred to as draw or
object-oriented graphics.

"Objects" exist
separately in a
drawing and can
be manipulated
singly.

With vectors, you have objects that can be manipulated separately. Vector
graphics are like Colorforms "' -those thin li ttle shapes that you stick onto a
background to make pictures. Instead of working w ith a collection of pixels,
you make pictures from geometric shapes, lines and curves. The shapes stay
separate, so you can pick them up and move them around later if you want to.
And (unlike with Colorforms), you
can change an object's attributes,
like its overall size, proportions,
and color -SZNAB
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Bitmapped versus vector graphics. Bitmaps are easy to make and easy to
understand, but they have their lim itations. For one thing, they're hard to
edit. For another, when you look closely--or when you enlarge a bitmapyou can see that "curved" edges are actually j agged because they're m ade up of
individual, square pixels.
Vector graphjcs are not only easy to manipulate, they take lots less disk space
to store. And they have the edge on bitmaps in another way: vector graphics
are resolution independent, which means you can zoom in or resize them as
much as you want, and they'll never look j agged. And if you print a vector
graphic, it will look as sharp and detailed as your printer can make it. (By contrast, a bitmap will always print out at its own built-in resolution-so even if
you have a 1,440-dpi printer, you could still end up with coarse, 72-dpi output
from a bitmap.) Of course, vector graphics can't do everything. For one thing,
they're not good for photos. They don't do things like random textures (like
tree bark) very well, either. -SZA/AB

PostScript graphics. A "PostScript drawing program" is still a vector-based
draw program as described in the last entry. What makes it a PostScript drawing
program is that the information about your drawing is sto red so that a
PostScript description of it can be sent to a PostScript output device.
Bezier curves. One of the toughest concepts to master regarding drawing in
PostScript programs is the Bezier (bez-ee-ay) curoe. Created by French mathematician Pierre Bezier to streamline the process of cutting car parts with
auto mated machines, Bezier curves provide an inventive way to control
curves. Using two endpoirlfs, o r ar1chor points, and two control handles for each
line segment, you can create a wide variety of curves.
Unfortunately these curves are one of the least intuitive aspects of drawing
ever to be loosed upon unwitting artists. The learning, er, curoe is so steep it
seems unclimbable at first. Eventually, after some practice, the magic ofBezier
curves becomes apparent. - RT

File formats. While bitmaps and vectors are the two types of graphics, there
are many di£te rent ways to save them, so there are more than two lcinds of
graphics file formats. Fortunately, fewer than a half dozen form ats account for
the vast majori ty of the graphics files you'll run into.
TIFF (Tagged Image File Fom1at, pronounced as a word) : This is a

bitmapped format that's pretty common in the publishing business. TfFF
files often tum up in the form of scans or stock photos. They can contain
black and w hite, grayscale, o r color images at various resolutions. Just to
complicate things, TIFFs come in both Mac and PC flavors. Most Mac
graphics programs can deal with both kinds, but PC software is no t usually so bright- so if you're planning on giving a TIFF to a PC-using
friend, be sure you save in PC format if your program offers that optio n.
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•

PICT (PICTure, pronounced as a word): Can't decide between bitmaps
and vectors? PICT, the Mac's native graphics format, lets you have either
one, or even both, in the same file. A few programs, like C larisWorks, can
work with both vector and bitmap PICTs.

•

GIF (Graphics Interchange Format, pronounced as a word with a hard g): A
compressed file format; images stored this way take up less space, which
makes them useful fo r web pages where you want to minimize download
times. GIF images can only have 256 colors, though-so this format is
much better for line art and cartoons than for photographs.

•

JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group, pronounced ')ay peg"): Another
compressed format, but this one lets you have millions of colors, which
is what you need to make photos look realistic. You can also get much
higher compression w ithJPEG than with GIF, but you have to watch it:
unlike GIF files, ]PEG -compressed images lose some quality when they
arc expanded again-and the more compression you apply, the worse
they look.
EPS (Encaps11lated PostScript, pronounced as separate letters): These vector
graphics are the elite of the publishing industry. They can be scaled up or
down without losing quality, and they take best advantage of any printer's
resolution. The encapsulated part refers to the fact that the file stores the
PostScript information for the printer as well as QuickDraw information
for screen display. (Technically, you can also store a bitmap image in an
EPS file, but EPS is very inefficient with bitmaps-file sizes can balloon
dramatically-so it's seldom done.)

So how do you know which format to use? Here's a brief rundown:
•

Publishing: U se EPS for line art and TIFF for scanned photos.

•

Web pages: Use GIF for line art (logos, decorative graphics, and so on)
and JPEG for photos.

•

Personal artwork: U se your graphics program's native format, or use
PI CT. If the image is one you don't plan to modify any further and
you're just archiving it, use JPEG at a high quality setting. Important:
Don't store images you're actively working on in JPEG format! Every
time you open and re-save a JPEG image, a little more quality is lost.
Keep images you're working on in PICT or Photoshop format until
you' re sure you're finished, then you can file them in JPEG
format if you need to save space. -SZNAB

Programs and Utilities
The big three. The big three graphics programs on the Mac (and, in fact, in
compucerdom-at-large) are Photoshop, Illustrator, and Freehand. But make
no mistake: these are-in price, complexity, and results- tools for the professional; if you want to get into Mac graph ics, you don't have to start here.
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Adobe's Photoshop ($600) is, as its name implies, the perfect place to edit
photographs, but it's also the profesio nal tool of choice for from- scratch
artwork. Version 5, just being released as this book goes to print, has finally
added text-hand ling features as well as a solution to my personal Photoshop
pet peeve: the lasso can finally shrink auto matically around a selection.
The illustration tools Illustrator ($375, Adobe) and Freehand ($400,
Macromedia) take an entirely different approach to creating and editing graphics, since they were developed specifically to produce PostScript o utput. Instead
of photographic-type artwork, these programs concentrate on high-quality
PostScript o utput of text and illustrations. Professionals keep both programs
around, and for the most part, they offer equal power and elegance. When
pushed to state a preference for one of the programs, most designers finally opt
for Illustrator, so if you're looking to try one, that's the best place to start.

'

'

The big painting programs. When
the gamut of painting programs ran
Question: How many designers does it take
to screw in a light bulb?
from the inexpensive (about $100)
Designer's answer: Does it have to be
' '
MacPaint and SuperPaint to the higha light bulb?
end (around $1000) Photoshop, there
was room for an in- between approach,
wh ich both Deneba's Canvas ($400) and M etaCreation's Painter ($275) ful filled. Both are beautifully executed programs, with Canvas leaning towards
the illustration end of things, and Painter mimicking a real (non-d igital)
artist's approach to painting better than any other program.
The only hesitation in recommending either of these programs is what I think
of as the price/benefit ratio. To go with the no n-mainstream Canvas, despite
its excellence, when it's the same price as Illustrator and not that much less
than Photoshop, is not the best move for a beginner. With the amazing
Painter, the price comparison is not against the higher-priced programs, but
the beginner programs: if you want to learn Mac painting techniques, you can
start out with packages under $100 and then graduate to a more expensive
approach-at w hich point you m ight decide you need Photoshop.

For the rest of us. You want to do a little artwo rk for your web page, or fo r
a newsletter, or just for your pleasure and further edification. You dou't want
to spend around $500 to paint on-screen in your leisure time. Who ya gonna
call? Luckily, many of the big programs have "lite" versions:
•

Photo D eluxe ($50, Adobe) is a baby Pho toshop, perfect for home and
business, especially when coupled with the cheap digital imagery available
through digita l cameras and CD-ROM-based storage of traditio nal photos. Whether you're putting up the new baby's picture on your web site
with M o m's dark-circled eyes fres hened up, creating a family-reunion
montage, or cropping personnel photos for a database, Photo Del uxe lets
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you have the basic photo-manipulation tools at less than ten percent of
Pho toshop's price.

•

~·
adobe.com
metacreations.com
deneba.com

•

Painter Classic ($90, MetaCreations) is a subset of Painter, but definitely isn'tjust a crippled version of a larger program. It uses the
real-world-artist approach, providing familiar tools and special effects.
Art Dabbler ($50, MetaCreations) is just that: a program that lets you
dabble in the wo rld of computer painting. But don't let the name or the
price fool you: there's lots to this program that will keep you-and any
older kids in the family-busy for;-~ long time. You can even create animations to be played back in flipbooks or as QuickTime movies.

ArtWorks ($50, Deneba) offers a double-barrel approach, combini ng
drawing and painting capabilities in one package-accom panied by 500
fonts and 8,000 clip-art images!

And do n't forget: ClarisWorks includes both paint and draw capabilities
along w ith its word processor, database, and spreadsheet, for only $100--altho ugh if you don't need any of its basic productivity modules, don't buy it
just for the graphics capabilities, which are nowhere near the sophistication
(or fun) of any of the other packages described in this entry.
DeBabelizer. In case you're not up on your biblical references, this product

refers to the Tower of Babel, whose construction led to the splintering of the
then sole human language. And, so went the communication between computer programs as more and more graphics formats were created to serve
various needs.
Equilbrium's DeBabelizer ($400) handles-reading and writing-more than
a hundred different graphics file types, changing one to another as needed. It
supports scripting and batch processing; it can even extract graphics from references in an HTML file and work o n them as a batch. You can optimize
graphics files: reduce o r increase color depth, remap the colo rs to any built-in
equil.com or custom palette (web designers take note!), and improve dithering when
you' re reducing the colo r bit depth. DeBabelizer Lite ($1 40) offers a li ttle
more than half the number of filtering capabilities for less than half the price;
you don't get CYMK handling, or some of the more advanced features, like
scripting and palette manipulation.

ml

GIFConverter. While it doesn't approach the sophisticatio n or power of

DeBabelize r, the shareware GIFConverter ($30) may supply all you need in
the way of graphics file conversions- and the price is right.

Clip Art
About clip art. The concept of clip art has been around in the traditional
graphics arts community for a long time: you buy a book of pre-drawn art
that you can use in your artwork any way you see fit. Why waste your time
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draw ing a light bulb, for instance, when som eone else can do it better and
f.1ster and your time is better spent concentrating o n, say, the layout of your
Bright Ideas newsletter?
Ac. with almost everything, the ava ilable computer clip art runs the gam ut
from so-so to terrific. Most professionals turn up their noses at the "One
H undred Gazillio n Images!" packages, but they are (the packages, no t the professionals) life-savers fo r the less artistically endowed amo ng us.
When you buy a package of clip art, you're allowed to use the images any way
you want: you can use them as-is or alter them , put them in a book or in a
newsletter, or print them out for your children to color. What you ca11't do is turn
around and sell them for someone else to use-a reasonable enough limitation.
Here are some things to keep in mind w hen you shop for a clip art package:
•

Know w hat kind of images you need for the j ob you're doing. EPS
graphics, for instance, are perfect for print j obs, but not fo r the Web.

•

Most packages are updated every year or so-sometimes every six
m onths. Yesterday's 60,000 images is today's 100,000-image package. But
that almost always (I've yet to see an exceptio n) includes the original
60,000 images, so yo u're getting only (only??) 40,000 new ones if you buy
th e sam e brand. You're probably better off buying one brand the first
time, from another manufacturer the second, and then maybe back to the
first vendor for your third purchase-at w hich point, the package may
have tripled in size, enough to make it worth th e purchase price despite
some repeats in th e content.

•

T he majority of clip art is colorful-no t exactly what a person with blackand-white/grayscale printing capabilities from a LaserWritcr can use. In
many cases, the lighter colors in a graphic will drop o ut, the middle-range
colors w ill all look the same, and the darker ones all print as black, ruining the image. If you expect to make use of most or all of a package and
it's primarily color, make sure you have a program like Illustrato r that wi ll
let you go in and change the fill co lo rs-or a late-model LaserWritcr that
provides top-notch grayscale capabili ty.
Most of the photographs included with big clip art packages are not to p
quali ty. I have one package with three photos of the Statue of Liberty
included-and not one of them shows the entire crown in the shot.
Photographs are difficult to print well, too, and unless you're lucky
enough to find j11sf the right picture, you'll need a pho to-manipulation
program to make any use of them.

•

The best clip art is designed so you can alter it, taking apart what are
essentially grouped images. If, for instance, there's a corn ucopia of fruit,
you sho uld be able to pull o ut the apple at its mouth and find that both
the apple and the cornucopia (and its other contents) arc still complete
images unto themselves.
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•

Most important of all : make sure your clip art comes with a reference
book of the images-preferably with a decent index, although you won't
have much choice there. Online catalogues and search engines just aren't
enough, and no match for browsing through a book of miniature images
to famili ari ze yourself with the clip art collection.

Nova's Latest Explosion. Nova Development's Art Explosion ($90) just
keeps growing, having started at 40,000 images, jumped to 125,000, and now
settled for a while at 250,000 (the name of the package includes the number
novadevcorp.com of images, so you can keep track of w hich one you're buying). On the 21 CDROMs, you' ll find that a little more than half are vector art; you' ll also find
Clip art for the Web TIFF and JPEG images, photos, backgrounds, borders ... with 250,000 items,
············Ch-~pterl· l· you' ll find a little of everything, including web-oriented graphics, short animations, and a few thousand fonts.
The ClickArt Collection. The first ever clip art package for the Mac was
T/Maker's C lickArt, a line that has grown exponentially and is now available
through Broderbund. The ClickArt Image Pak started as a collection of
45,000 images, went to 65,000 and then 125,000 and is now at the 200,000
mark. For Windows, that is. It's especially sad that the first Mac clip art seems
to be abandoning the platform, especially in an area where it's so easy to do
two versions of a product. I'm listing it here anyway, with the high hope that
they'll come to their senses and put out the Mac version of their humongous
package. In the meantime, the Incredible Image Pak of 40,000 images is
available for $15 (although compared to a few hundred thousand in other
packages, that's not so incredible), and various smaller packages, like ClickArt
Newsletter Art, ClickArt Parties & Events, ClickArt Christian
Illustrations, and ClickArt Beastly Funnies are available for $18-$30.
The Adobe Image Library. What better company to provide clip art images
than the one that provides the top-notch graphics programs? Of course,
Adobe sort of cheated by buying out the Image C lub line of graphics to jumpstart their library, but that only means that you can get both the old Image
adobestudios.com C lub products as well as new ones through Adobe. The Library (which is a
category of products, not a product itself) includes both photographic and
illustration collections.

The top-notch photographic collections, with titles like Animals, Business
Essentials, Action Sports, Active Women, Endless Skies and Floral Focus, are
priced at $300 and include about 100 images each. Adobe's attention to the
needs of the graphics professional means that each image is supplied in four
formats: C MYK high-res, RGB high-res, RGB "optimized" (for screen viewing for presentations or web use), and RGB low-res for comps.
T he DigitArt clip art collections are $100 each for one to two hundred
images. Available collections include: Businessville, Hoopla! Cuts, Nifty
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Fifties, Law & Justice, Technology Then & Now, and Neo Retro. (Samples
fro m the first three packages are shown here.)

Art Parts Fo nthaus refers to its Art Parts collection as "wacky clip art," and
perhaps that's a good description of the style. There are 65 different Art Parts
I
.,/ sets that are $35 each on disk, or 13 sets together on a CD for $170; as I write
fonthaus.com this, their newest C D set, called Cheap Parts, is priced at $99.
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MasterCiips. Up from the previous 101,000 and 202,000 versions, the
MasterCiips 303,000 package ($70, IMSI) is an excellent package offering terrific images of several types: vector, fine art (classic pain tings and illustrations);
,,,,II masterphotos (photographic images); web images (buttons and other 3-D
imsisoft.com objects); and "classics," from the traditional Dover clip art collection. It also
includes about 200 animation clips, almost 5000 sound clips, and 2000 TrueType
fonts. In all, bargain price without the sometime bargain quality penalty!

MEGA Gallery. The Corel Mega Gallery ($40, C orel) offers 50,000 vecto r
clip art images-the first 15,000 coming from th e superseded Gallery 2
.,/' package-as well as 60,000 photo images (low-res, for web use), 1,000 fonts
corel.com (mostly TrueType, but some Type 1 PostScript), and a few hundred sounds
and animations. It doesn't really deserve the mega prefLx, seeing as how other
packages offer hundreds of tho usands pictures, but it's a decent price for
good, extremely usable art.
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Clipables. The Clipables packages have always received good reviews,
though not much name recognition. Now they're available in a single collec.,)' tion, Clipables Master CD ($150, C.A.R. and Neuconcepts)-and it's been
clipables.com available at a "special" price of only $50 for quite some time, so you may find
the actual price has been lowered by the time you read this.
T he collection of four original C lipables packages-Main Library, Statements,
Travel and Vacation, and Editions-provides over 2000 different EPS images.
Each is rendered in full color, but the original black-and-white versions arc
also included; as a bonus, each image was rasterized in Photoshop to create a
PICT file, saving you the trouble of converting it for other uses.

dublclick.com

WetPaint and WetSet. The WetSet Collection ($350, DubiCiick) is a tenvolume collection of the WetPaint clip art products ($30 each). This has
always been a favorite of mine-way back when the Mac could barely handle
color, the black-and-white bitmap approach could be just what you need for
some projects. But the collection, though convenient, is overpriced in today's
clip art market. You're better off sampling (from
their web site) and then perhaps purchasing some of
the better packages-the ones best served by the
bitmapped approach, like For Publishing, Printer's
Helper, and Industrial Revolution.

ClarisWorks Paint and Draw Tips
These tips were
evaluated for
ClarisWorks 5, but
most work in the
previous version, too.
ClarisWorks may
have been renamed
hApp/eWorksh by the
time you read this!

Painting and Drawing
Quick copy. Make a quick copy of any selection (painting) or selected object
(drawing) by holding down !Option! as you drag it.
Quick eye dropper. Pressing~ while you're using any tool will select the
Eye Dropper; pressing~ again gives back the tool you were using. If you've
actually selected the Eye Dropper in the toolbox,~ alternates between it and
the last-used tool.
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Polygon sides. The Polygon tool lets you draw regular polygons from triangles to forty-sided obj ects (that don't have an official name). But the way you
adjust the tool is differem in the Paint and Draw modes. For painting, you
simply double-click on the Polygon tool co get the d ialog w here you enter the
number of sides you want. In the Draw layer, you click on the tool to select it
and then choose Polygon Sides from the Edit m enu.

Tear-off palettes. All the palettes that pop out from items in the tool
panel- like the line and fill colors, line width, and patterns-can be dragged
out onto the screen, where they turn into stand-alone palettes.

Styled lines. You can change the line you draw with the li ne tool by adjusting its width and color, but you still gee a solid line. There are two ways,
however, to get styled lines.
The first is to use the pen pattern palette; select a pattern, and the line cool
wi ll use it; changing the width of the line gives different effects with patterns.
The second way works only in a paint document, not for drawing. Forget the
line tool entirely and instead edit a paintbrush: double-click on the paintbrush
tool, select an existing brush shape, click the Edit button, and create a new
brush shape. Painting with a brush that has "gaps" in it makes styled lines
(hold down !Shift( to paint a straight li ne).
Brush Ettitor ~

11111111111111111 111111111111111

Changing the Pen pattern
affects the line tool, letting
you paint styled lines.

Switch from the
default, smaller
Color palette to
the larger one with
a Preferences
setting.

[]
You can paint styled lines by editing
the Paint brush.

More colors. The default colo r palette provides 81 different colors for fills
and li nes, but you can up chat to 256. In the Preferences command for the
document, select Palettes from the dialog's pop-up menu, and click the
Editable 256 Color Palette button under
the Colors button. In addition to giving
you more colors, you'll find that the
larger palette also lets you use the basic
Mac Color Picker to change the selection of colors in the palette.
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Editing colors, patterns, and textures. The colors, patterns, textures
and grad ients that are in their respective palettes can all be edited if you
wan t to change them. Just tear off the palette so it's a separate window, then
double-click on the item you want to edit. The editing window that opens,
and the tools it provides, depends on what you're editing.

Drawing
Hang on to a tool. When you click on a tool and then use it to draw a
shape, the tool is automatically unselected as soon as the shape is finis hedthe Selection Arrow is activated again. If you'd li ke to use a tool for more than
one item, double-cl ick on the tool; it wi ll remain selected until you click on
another tool. C larisWorks provides some visual feedback for this, too: a single-time tool is inverted to gray in the palette, while a multiple-use tool is
inverted to black.
Shape edit shortcuts. You can change some of the attributes of a rectangle,
rounded rectangle, or arc by simply double-clicking on the object itself in the
document, which opens a dialog where you can set the changes. You can
change a rectangle to a rounded rectangle of any "roundness" on the corners;
a rounded rectangle can be changed to a rounded-end rectangle; and an arc
can have its starting angle and total angle changed, as well as have the sides
fi·amcd (to look like a pie slice).

Xerox filed a copyright infringement suit against Apple in 1990 because Apple derived the Mac
interface from programs developed at Xerox PARC (Palo Alto Research Center). The suit asked to
have Xerox declared the sole owner of t he graphical user interface. In the response, Apple
acknowledged Xerox's pioneering role but said that ideas ca n not be copyrighted.
In June of 1993, Apple lost its five-year copyright-infring ement case against Microsoft and
Hewlett-Packard for copying the Mac's graphical interface. An Apple spokesperson declared: "We
think it is important that innovative graphica l comput er works rece ive the protection to which
t hey are entitled under the copyright law."

Shift for moving multiple objects. Holding down IShittJ when you move
an object constrains the movement to a vertical, horizontal, or 45-degree
angle. Holding lshittJ while you click on an object adds it to or subtracts it from
a group of selected objects. So, if you select three objects, then hold down
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)Shift) whi le you click on one of them to "grab" the group to drag it in a straight
line-you wind up only deselecting that one from the group!
It's not impossible to constrain the movement of a group. After selecting the
group, just click on any o ne of the items and, after the mouse button is down,
press )Shift) and then start dragging. Alternatively, you can press )Shift ) before
clicking on the last item you want to add to the group, and once you )Shiftl-click
on it, keep th e mouse button down and start dragging.

Rotating multiple objects. If you're going to rotate more than one object
at a time, you' ll probably be surprised at the o utcome unless you group the
objects first. The picture here shows what happens to the two objects (on the
left) if you rotate them 90 degrees as separate objects (center) or as a grouped
object (right).

Tile result of rotating multiple obj ects
(left) varies according to whether the
objects are separate (center) or
grouped (right).

Painting
Repeating copies. Holding down IOption I w hile you drag a selection pulls
out a copy of that selection, but adding~ lets you leave multiple copies
behind as you drag; the number of copies you leave behind d epends on how
fast you move the m ouse. T he picture here shows the effect from a simple
striped circle, but by using different shapes or colors, you can, in effect, paint
with any kind of"paintbrush" you care to design.
The repeating copy trick also lets you "Band-Aid" ho les in regular patterns by
just dragging over them. T he second picture here, for instance, shows how a
mistaken erasure can be repaired by simply @:Rioptionl-dragging a selection
across the "damaged" area.
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Holding down Command-option
creates multiple copies as you drag
a selection; the top figure was a
slow drag, while the bottom one
was faster.

Left, the original figure and the
mistaken erasure. Right, drawing a
selection rectangle and
Command-option dragging the
selection to repair the hole by
repeating the pattern.
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Embossing. "Embossing" text or graphics shapes is a great way to get some
subtle texture into a background graphic o r border; and, while it's a mul ti-step
process, it's easy to do. The main goa l is to have the shape (or text) the exact
same shade as the background, and provide a slightly darker edge on one side
and a slightly lighter edge on the other.
1.

C hoose your background color and make a block of it by d rawing a fi lledin rectangle.

2.

Create the shape you want to em boss, or paste it in o r drag it in from a
Library. (If you make the shape-both the outline and the fill- the exact
same color as the background, you can skip the next step.)

3.

For any figure that's not the same color as the background , lasso the
shape and drag it onto the background. U se the Pick Up command fi·om
the Transform menu to pick up the background color and drag the altered
shape out of the color block.

4.

Lasso the color- matched shape, hold down Ioption!, and d rag out a copy of
the shape.

5.

Select a color one or t\'110 shades lighter than the background and pour it
into the second shape with the Paint Bucket.

6.

Lasso either shape, drag out a copy, and pour in a color that's a shade or
t\'110 darker than the original.

7.

Lasso the lightest shape and drag it onto the background.

8.

Lasso the darkest shape and drag it onto the background, exactly on top of
the light shape. While it's still selected, nudge it three pixels to the right
three times.
and down by pressing G three times and then

m

9.

Lasso the original shape (the o ne with the color that matches the backgrou nd) , and drag it onto the other shapes, aligning it exactly with the
lightest shape. Nudge it one pixel over and down by using the arrow keys.

For embossing, start with a block of color.
and three copies ofa shape: one that
matches the background color, one that's
lighter, and one that's darker.

The three-step process: start with the
lightest color, offset the darkest color
on top of it, and place the backgroundcolored shape on top, positioned
between the other t wo.
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Automatic lasso. The cinching effect of the lasso is one that you often need
when malcing a paim selectio n, but dragging it around the image you want is,
well .. . a drag sometimes. If there's eno ugh clear space around the image, you
can use the selection rectangle instead, ho lding down @]ID while you d rag;
when you release the mo use button, the selected area shrinks down to lasso
whatever is inside the rectangle.
Selecting the entire document. When you want to select the entire document, just double-click o n the Selection Rectangle; a rectangular area the size
of the document (regardless of the size of the image) will be selected.
To lasso everything in the document, you can double-click on the Lasso, o r
~double-click on the Selection Rectangle.

Photoshop Tips
My "graphics team"
helped collect and
evaluate the tips in
this section, with Jerry
Szubin being the
official collaborator

General
Plugging in. To select a plug-in location other than the default o n program
startup, hold down ©lli.QQ!!Q!l] on launch.

on most entries.

Reset dialog opens. You can reset m ost dialog box settings to what they
were w hen the box fi rst opened by holding down (Option], which changes the
These tips were
written for Photoshop Cancel button to a Reset button, and the clicking the Reset button. This conveniently leaves the dialog box o pen fo r a di fferent set of changes if that's
4, since version 5
came out just before w hat you need. For a keyboard-only method of resetting the dialog, press
the book went to
print. Almost all these
tips work in the new
version, with the
exception of some
tool palette keyboard
shortcuts and the
"easter egg"in the
About box.

(Option [~.

Delete key color trici(S. Pressing @W o etete] fi lls a selectio n with the background colo r. To fill only the opaq ue area of a selectio n with the background
color, usc~. If you wa nt the opaque areas in the selection fi lled
with the fo reground color, use (Option (Shitt (Delete l.

Beyond credits. C licking on the logo at the top of the toolbox gets you the
expected, fo rmal Ado be Photoshop credits-the same ones you get by selecting About from the Apple men u. If you wait long eno ugh, the text begi ns to
scroll , and you'll sec some less fo rmal credits like den mother (I know that
feeling), babysitter (I kn ow th at fee ling) and the all- im portant Legal
Mumbo-Jumbo.
If you ~cli ck o n the toolbox logo o r hold down @1ID w hile choosing About,
you'll ge t a different-a ve1y different- logo in the Abo ut box. And if you
~click o n the nose ... well, I'm not going to te ll you w hat will happenyou'll have to try and sec.
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Auto-size a new document. There are three ways to "automate" the sizing
of new document:
•

If there's som ething on the C lipboard, the size in the New dialog defaults
the size of the C lipboard contents in case that's what you want.

to

•

To match the size that you last used in the N ew dialog, hold down )Option )
as you select the New command, or press l~] Option)El

•

The Window menu remains available when the N ew dialog is open. To
match the size of any opened document, select it from the Window menu
when the New dialog is open.

The contextual menus. If you lcontroll-click with almost any tool anywhere
in your document, you'll get a contextual menu whose commands, of course,
depend upon the tool you're using. So, with a selection tool active, you'll get
commands including Select All and Load Layer; with the Paintbrush, you'll
get Next Bmsh, Previous Brush, and all the layer modes listed.
Two of the most convenient pop-ups are for the Eraser and the Move Tool.
For the Eraser, you get a menu with Next, Previous, First, and Last Brushes,
and the four eraser tools. Best of all is the contextual-ness of the menu for the
Move Tool: the m enu lists all the laye rs, but only the layers, that have an
opaque pixel at the spot that you click.

Tools and Palettes
Hide and seek palettes. Pressing~ alternately hides and shows all the
open palettes and the toolbox. To hide/show only the palettes, leaving the
toolbox where it is, press !Shift~.
Auto-open tool palettes. It's easy to open the Options palette for a specific
tool, without having to go up to the Window menu for the Show Options
command: just press !Return) while a tool is selected, and its palette opens.

Collapsing palettes. You can collapse a palette window by double-clicking
o n its title bar; even though there's no title in it, it's still a title bar as far as the
Mac's concerned (you use it to drag the window around). But then you get
nothing but a blank title bar, which, while it clears up the screen, doesn't help
much when you need something and can't tell which palette's which. Instead,
double-click on the palette tab, which collapses the window down to just display the tab(s).

Col/ape a palette
by double-clicking
on the title bar
(top) or one of its
tabs (bottom).

When you want to expand a palette again, you can double-click on the frontm ost tab or single-click on any background tab. You can tell the difference
even when the palette's collapsed because
the frommost tab is white and the others
are shaded.
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Join and separate palettes. You can combine any ofPageMaker's palettes
into single windows that have tabs for accessing each individual palette: just
drag the tab of the palette from one window to another. To separate palettes,
drag
..
' the tab
' o ut of the window and drop it any""-Zoo• Tool Optloru: ' " where on the screen.
I~
(
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Keyboard selection of tools. Everything you see in
the toolbox, and even some things you can't see, can be
selected from the keyboard, so you won't have to move
the mouse from the section of th e document you're
working on.
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Pressing a letter on
the keyboard
selects various
items in the
toolbox.

X

The multiple tools accessed through pop-out menus
from the toolbox can also be accessed from the keyboard, by m ultiple presses of the letter key, which cycles
the spot through all its available tools.

Swapping foreground and background colors. You can swap the foreground and background colors showing in the Tool palette by pressing@. To
return both swatches to the default, press@.
Skip the pop-out. Instead of selecting a tool from a Tool-palette pop-out
menu, you can IOptionl-click on the tool to cycle to the next item.
Temporary tools. No matter which tool is active, you can switch to a few
important ones temporari ly by holding down certain keys:
Hand tool
Move tool
Magnify tool

lo:~tl spacebar)

Minimize tool

Ia 3C(Optlon( SpacebarI
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Precise, and not, pointers. You have a choice of two or three diffe rent cursors for each of the tools you use . Every tool offers a standard cursor, which
usually is the shape of the tool itsel£ Every tool also has a precise cursor, a light
crosshairs with a dot in the middle that shows the cursor's "hot spo t." In addition, the "painting" tools (eraser, pencil, airbrush, paintbrush, rubber stamp,
smudge, blur, sharpen, dodge, burn, and sponge) also have a cursor referred
to as brush size, which is the size and shape that you've set for that tool.

The cursor settings
in the Display &
Cursors dialog.

You set the preferences for the two gro ups of tools (Painting and Other)
thro ugh the File m enu's Preferences command, in the Display & C ursors dialog. But you can override the default
, Painting Cursors
Other Cursors
settings with leaps Lock!. If you've set
the preference to Standard or Brush
0 ~tondnrd
Gl Precise
e Precise
Size, keeping (Caps Lock! down will give
l ! ~rush Size
you the Precise cursor, and vice versa.

! l ost~

OH to see the wizard. Hold down (Option! and select Options
from the Layers palette menu. For som e reason, this resul ts in
the ado rable little window shown here.
H Beg one Jl

The palette trash can. In earlier versions ofPhotoshop, you had to drag an
item (a laye r, for instance) to the little Trash can at the bottom of the window
to delete it. Starting in Photoshop 4, however, just clicking on the Trash can
deletes the currently selected layer. (Both methods of sending something to
the Tras h are undoable.) The only difference: when you click to delete, yo u'll
get a confirming dialog as to whether you really want to throw the item away.
Tip within a tip: to use the click method of trashing something and bypass the
confirming dialog, loptionl-click on the trash icon.
The palette m enu
opens a dialog for
setting all options,
but you can set
individual options
by clicking in the
palette itself.

Info window shortcuts. When you want to change the measurement or
color readout modes in the Info palette, you can use the palette menu (click in
~~=====m:q
the m enu arrow at the right of the palette) to open a
F'
' '"-'.""-,-----~
·
dialog that lets you take care of all the settings. But to
~:
~:o : 1:~.
change only one setting, it's f..1ster to use the individ2. 263
ual pop-up m enus: click on the eyedropper o r
crosshairs cursors in the palette fo r a menu of choices.

'-

I:

The invisible tape measure. When you're using the Line tool, the Info
window tells you how far you've moved from the original click spot horizontally (~) and vertically (tN). It also shows you the line's angle (A) and length
(D, fo r distance).
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Use the readouts in
the Info window as
a measuring tape.
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If you wan t to si mply measure
something but not draw anyth ing,
set t he line w id th to zero, and d rag
the invisible line across the area
yo u want to measure.
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Windows and Views
Basic zooming, and variations. T he basic way to zoom is to use the
Zoom tool (w hich can be selected by pressi ng~) to click anywhere on
th e docum ent to increase its size. H ere arc some handy bas ic variations
on the zoom theme:

•
•
•

H o ld

~

to change the tool so it zooms out instead of in .

U se loxloptlonl:±:l and I~IOplion[=:l to zoom in and out .
D ouble-click the Zoom tool icon in the palette to go directly to a 100
percent view.

•

Drag the Z oom tool over an area to magnify the dragged area to the full
size of the w indow.

•

No matter what too l you're using, you can press@]!) and drag a rectangle in
the N avigator window to enlarge that area in the real document- a great
way to j um p to a portion of the document that isn't showing in the window.

Hold that zoom. You can type a zoom percentage d irectly in the lower left
corner of either the docu ment w indow o r the Navigato r palette; pressing
!Return! or !Enter! applies that percentage to the view. But if you hold d own !Shift I
w hile pressing IReturn I or !Enter!, the percentage stays selected so you can immediately type in a d iffe rent one if the first doesn't m eet you r needs.

Full size versus full window. T here are several ways to view your work at
actual size: double-click on the Zoom tool icon in the palette, use the Actual
Pixels command in the View menu, or press ~ Option J1) (zero) .
But there's another "full-size" view, one that resizes the w indow to the full
size of the scree n-or, at least, as large as it can get and still keep the correct
propo rtions for its contents. So, the result of using this fu ll-w indow view
depends on the size o f you r screen, and the size of your artwork. To get the
full w indow, do uble-click on the H and tool icon in the palette, choose Fit o n
Scree n from the View menu, or press~. (C licking a w indow's zoom box
merely sizes the w indow to d isplay as m uch of the artwork as possible at its
current zoom size.)
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The screen background. If your artwo rk isn 't as large as the sc reen (or
large r) , th e surroundin g screen item s can be distracting, and various surro unding colo rs can be misleading. Press (f) to center the artwork on the
screen and change the screen background to black; press it again to change
the surro undin g area to gray; press it once more to return to a standard
window view.

Selecting
Moving the selection shape. Yo u know yo u can move the active selectio n
shape by simply grabbing and d ragging it. But you can actually shift the shape
while you're still drawing it, in case you see that you've started at the w rong
spot: just press (Spacebar) w ithout lifting the mo use button, and the shape will
start moving alo ng with the mouse. Let go of the key, and you can continue
drawing the selectio n shape.

Selection shape constraints. H o lding (Shift) while you use the selection
rectangle or oval constrains the shapes to squares or circles. But this works
o nly for the first selection, because after that, (Shift) adds to the selectio n rather
than constrains the shape.

Constraining shifting selections. As you drag an active selection shape to
a new positio n, you can co nstrain it to vertical, horizontal, or 45-dcgrcc
movements by holding down (Shift). This is a little tricky, because if you press
!Shift) before you click the mouse butto n, you' ll be adding ro the selection
when yo u start dragging. So, make sure you press the m ouse button bifore you
press !Shift ).

Moving the shape with arrow keys. You can move th e selection shape
without dragging it: using~ shifts it by a pixel. Yo u probably already
knew that, because using those keys to m ove an object on the screen is pretty
much second nature to Mac users. But yo u might not know this: using (Shift)
with any of the arrow keys moves the selecti on in 10-pixel increments.

I paint objects as I think them, not as I
seethem.
'

'

Pablo Picasso '

•

'

Altering a selection. T here are lots
of ways you can alter a selection afte r
it's made, using di ffere nt keys in com bination with a selection tool:

(Shiftl-drag to add to the current selection ; the addition can be "attached" to
the current selection, or in a totally different area.
(Optionl-drag to remove part of the o ri ginal selectio n.

•

(ShittiOptionl-drag a new selection, and you'll wind u p with only the parts
that are in commo n to the origi nal selection and the new one.
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You can use the IShift) Option! method to make an entirely new selection inside an
existing o ne w itho ut deselecting first. If, fo r instance, you used Select All to
select the entire layer, you can simply !Shift)Opllonl-d rag a new selection anyw here in the layer; because that actually selects only the area in common to
both selectio ns, you w ind up w ith the smaller selection in the end.

Layers
Merging a laye r. Pressing I&ID]) merges the current layer with the o ne
beneath it- it's the same as the Merge D own command in the L1yers palette
menu. Just make sure, before you use it, that your layers are in the order you
think they are so that the current layer is merged with the correct layer.
Because pasti ng something creates a new layer, when you want something
pasted onto an existing layer, pressing~~.@ w ill, in effect, paste something
to the current layer- just make sure it's in the right spot before you m erge
the layers! (That's ho ld ing down ~ while p ressing@) and then ®-a tiny
tim e saver over pressing~ and then I&ID]).)

Merging multiple layers. The Merge Visible command combines all the
visible layers into one; its keyboard command is lru!)Shift[[l. But here's a terrific variatio n o n that capability: create a new, empty layer and then press
@:ID Shift) Option@. All the visible layers w ill be copied onto the new layer, so you
have a merged layer but all the original layers are still there.
Swapping and sele cting laye rs. As noted in the Arrange submenu, @:IDD
and ~ move the current layer forward or back, and adding !Shift) to either

combination jumps the layer to the cop or bottom of the pile. Bu t a variation
on those keyboard combinations can select a layer wi thout movi ng it in the
hierarchy: IOptlon(D and !Option OJ select the previous or next layer, w hile
!Opllon) Shltt)I I and loption)ShittOJ select the ftrst o r last layer.

New layer option. When you create a new layer through the Layer menu,
you get a dialog that lets you set options for th e layer- including that allimportant layer name so you can keep track of things. C licking on the N ew
Layer icon at the bottom o f the L1yers palette is a quick way to create a layer,
but you don't get the d ialog-u nless you ho ld down Ioption! w hile you click!

Quick duplicate . You can duplicate a layer in the Layers palette by dragging
the layer you want into the N ew Layer icon at the botto m of the palette.
H olding Io ption! w hile you drag it in opens the N ew Layer dialog.
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About Page Layout
Basics
About layout. Even the simplest of word processors these days lets you set
up multicolumn pages and wrap text around graphics. But for detailed work
or large fi les, there's nothing like a page layout program for giving you complete control over the design of a printed page.

There aren't so many products in the field that we need to talk about the features you should look for; they all offer the same basic features, although the
implementation often diffe rs. Most people need PageMaker or QuarkXPress,
with the majority opting for Quark (see the next entry); if you do single-page
ad layouts, you should take a look at Multi-Ad C reator, and for special highend jo bs you might want to consider FrameMaker.

Adobe PageMaker b egan life as Aldus PageMaker,
from a company named for Aldus Manutius, a fifteenth-century printer and font designer who
created one of the first italic font faces. He printed
the first small, almost pocket-sized books, cheaply
enough so that many people cou ld afford to buy
them. Whe n he died, he was buried surrounded by

PageMaker and QuarkXPress.
T here's no sense in spending a few
pages on the differences between these
programs. Each has the undying loyalty (o r, for XPress, the gtudging
respect) of its users who refuse to
switch. And both programs change
often enough that a book like this,
with a relatively lo ng shelf-life, can't
hope to be current beyond the first
few months of publication.

books.

Adobe's PageMaker ($500) was the
first heavy-duty layout program for the
years ago. Where did that name come from? It's the
Mac. Even as its power has evolved, its
name of a dry creek th at runs behind the Northern
interface has remained as elegant as
California home of the company's founder.
ever. QuarkXPress ($700) took over
the lead years ago, however, being first
to offer extraordinaty control over type and then color separations. Sometimes
referred to as simply Quark, other timesj ustXPress, it is now the industry standard. Adobe has stated that the next PageMaker (the current o ne, at this writi ng,
adobe.com is 6.5) will be so different-and modeled after rival Quark-that it won't be
quark.com getting just a new number, but a new name to go w ith its brand-new look.
Aldus (the company) was bought out by Adobe

If you do any but the lightest of layout chores that a word processor might
satisfy, you need one of these programs.
Creator and Creator2. T he best- kept secret in professional Macintosh
publishing has long been Multi-Ad Creator ($650, Multi-Ad Servjces) While
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it's used by a zillion newspapers, magazines, and in-ho use ad departmen ts,
Multi-Ad's marketing is so bad tha t most p eople still d on 't know about this
excellent program . M u lti-Ad C reato r is clearly designed to make ads, but you
cou ld make any o ne-page piece w ith it. Some favorite features:

•

Im porting grap hics is a snap, and you can easily make 1-bit T IFFs transparent or colo ri zed.

•

A Mask palette with Illustrato r-like pen tools lets you easily auto-mask
any imported image or trace areas in an image.

•

The Starburst tool has n o peer, even among drawing programs .

•

Powerful teA1: handling, especially the style sh eets, go beyond-far
beyond-anything you've ever seen, including not only character styles,
but also algorithmic styles ("the first line of the paragraph should be in
Helvetica, then change to Palatin e; put a Zapf D ingbats bullet at the
beginning of the paragraph," and so on).

•

Contro lled export of an entire ad (or just a portion of it) as an EPS or
D CS (separated EPS) fi le for inclusion in a multipage layout program.

For Multi-Ad 's multipage approach, the re's Creator2 ($1000). It "feels" like
../' QuarkXPress in many ways, w ith its box-based layout system . But if you
multi-ad.com thought Q uark gave you great control over your layout, h ow does kerning at
1/1000-em sound?
Both program s have downloadable demos available at the vendor's site, so you've
got nothing to lose but some download time if you want to try them out. -SZA/RA

COME ON IN
FOR BIGSAVINGSON
ALL ESCORTS,
ASPIRES AND F-SERIES
I'ICKUPSI

( Crodicnt ...
Points:

Multi-Ad Creator is
great for singlepage layout.

l

E1IJ

555-1111

A1ternra10: ~

nondom: ~

Gl Note

FrameMaker. Standard page layout programs can produce most types of docume nts, but if you need to include lots of tabular material or footnotes, want
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to build cross-references into your file, o r need files that flow seamlessly not
just between Macs and PC's but possibly to Unix as well, you should consider
FrameMaker 5 ($900, Adobe), which was designed for just that sort of work.
You could use FrameMaker for short documents and brochures, but it's
meant fo r documents that have a fai rly consistent layout from page to page.
It can handle graphics and rules, but it doesn't have the typographic and
graphics- oriented bells and whistles of Page Maker or XPress. It really comes
into its own for lo ng documents li ke technical manuals or in-house guidesjobs you might start out by prod ucing in a word processing program (which is
what FrameMaker most feels like). FramcMaker's built-in word processor has
an excellent spelling checker, extensive find-and-replace features, automatic
index and table of contents generation, footnotes, and so o n.
Frame M aker has the best table-handling of any program for the Mac, plus
unique features such as automatic cross-referencing and conditional text (that
is, insert if .. , which lets you include or exclude certain text in different versions
of a document). It also has an impressive equation editor for doing math texts.
Because FrameMaker is avai lable on so many different platforms-including
adobe.com Windows-it's also great for large corpo rations that need to m ove documents
around among Macs, PCs, and Unix-based systems. You can even use a Reader
utility to read FrameM aker files over networks or on CD-ROMs. -KT/DB
These tips work with
both PogeMaker 6.5
and QuarkXPress 4.

Generic Tips
Work with style. If you don't use stylesheets, learn how and then use them.
There's nothing that m akes text formatting and editing easier than using
stylesheets. (See C hapter 16 for more about stylesheets.)
Temporary grabber hand. You can move a page around in the window
with the Grabber hand, but you don't have to get it from the toolbox: hold
down IOptionI and you automatically get the hand as a temporary tool. Quark
r:;;;1 docs this right, with the m ouse cursor changing to the hand as soon as
~ you press Ioption I; in one of Page Maker's few interface bumbles, you
won't see the hand until you press the mouse button.
Seeing what you're moving. When you drag something in a layout, what
you see is an outline of the item; when you stop dragging and let go of the
mouse, the item itself appears in the new position. But when you're trying to
align som ething carefully, o r when it's a graphic whose frame outline doesn't
match the shape of the graphic, moving the o utline isn' t good enough.

To move the o bject itself instead of its outline, hold down the mouse butto n
until the cursor changes to the "drag" cursor, and then drag the object. In
Quark, you can set the delay for the change in the Interactive tab of the
Application Preferences.
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Setting global defaults. Setting document de£·mlts w hile a document is
open appl ies those settings to the current document. When you want to set
defaults to affect all new documents, set them while no documents are open.
Serial deletions. If you hold down the (Delete) key while clicking on items
with the Item tool (Quark) o r the Selectio n tool (PageM aker) , each item will
be deleted as you click on it. (But Q uark annoyingly beeps at you while the
key is down and the mouse button isn't.) -SZA/RR

Font styles, not styled fonts. If you need to apply bold or italic fo rm atti ng
to some words in a paragraph, use the Bold o r Italic text style commands;
don't apply the bold o r italic va riatio n of a fo nt to the selected text.
When you use the standard style commands, the styled fo nt is used for
printouts, but you can still change the base fo nt at any time by changing the
paragraph style or text style definition. So, if you bold a word in the middle
of a paragraph that's been defined as Dom Casual, Dam Casual Bold is used
in the printout. But if you redefine the paragraph's style to use Bookman O ld
Style, the ba lded word will print in Bookman Old Style Bold.
That's just what you'd expect, of course, so it doesn't seem like any big deal.
But if you o riginally selected text and changed it to Dom Casual Bold and
later changed the paragraph definition to be Bookman Old Style, the local
formatting fo r the balded text would still be Dom Casual Bold-the fo nt
wouldn't change to match the new base font.

Editing styles safely. Suppose you need to edit a paragraph style, but
you're not sure what o ther styles might be based on it. Since the same change
m ight be undesirable in the subo rdinate styles, here's a way to check which
styles will change along with the one you're altering.
Assign a weird color, like magenta, to the style you're editing before yo u
m ake any other changes. The color change will ripple through to the dependent styles, and a quick perusal of the document will show yo u which
based-o n styles will be affected. You can then decide if you want to un link the
dependent styles from the parent, o r simply redefine them slightly to avoid an
unwa nted change. (And do n't forget to take ofT the m agenta!) - SZA/JW

Unfast saves from Word. If you're importing a Microsoft Word file fo r
your layout, make sure that it was saved no rmally, and not as a "fast save,"
which often causes problems once it's in Page Maker or Quark because editing
changes were simply appended to the end of the Word file instead of incorporated where they belong. The best approach is to do a Save As from Wo rd to
create a fresh file for the layout program; that way, even if the Fast Save option
is turned on, it can't be used fo r the new file.
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PageMaker Tips
These tips were
tested for
PageMaker 6.5.

Documents, Windows, and Pages
Flipping pages. The scroll arrows o n either side of the tiny page icons at
the bottom of the w indow let you scroll thro ugh the pages if they' re no t all
d isplayed at o nce. Yo u can jump to the first or last page by @ID-clicking o n the
left or right arrow. H olding !Shift! while you cl ick one of the arrows moves the
pages in groups of six.

Use the page icon
scroll arro ws to flip
through the pages.

I~
~.~~-----------~Scanning through the pages. You can sit back and watch a slide show of
your entire layout by ho ld ing down JShirtl and then choosing Go To from the
Layout menu.

The click-zoom toggle. You don' t need the Zoom tool to change the View
size of the document. You can, instead, ~(Optionl-click anywhere in the docum ent to toggle between standard and 200 percent view. A @IDoption( Shittl-click
zooms you to 400 percent view.

The nonparallax view. The zoom

Many layout programs have come and gone since
the Mac arrived. You might recognize the name
Ready, Set, Go! as one of the hangers-on, although
: we finally dropped it from t his Bible edition. But do
: you remember the one that was touted as the "page
' layout program to replace all others"? Scoop. Yes,
Scoop. Or how about these integrated/
layout programs (for some reason, musical names
were popular): Jazz, Ense mble, Harmony, Quartet,
Ragtime, and Executive Office.

view you have fo r each page (or
spread) is stored separately for each
page. So, as you page through your
document, yo u might be jumping
from a 50 percent view to a 400 percent view to a no rmal-size view. To
make every page o r spread normal size
as you move to it, hold down !Shiftl
whi le you click on the page icon .
To set all pages to the same view, hold
down JOptionl as you select a Z oom To
size from the View men u.

Switching documents. With multiple documents open in PageMaker,
~clicking on a title bar switches you to the ne:>.:t document. Open w in-

d ows in the story editor are also included in the rotatio n, so wi th a single
document and one story open, this is a handy way to switch from layout view
to an open story editor window. - RR
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Shrinking files. A PageMaker file gets bigger every time you save it, even
if you haven't added any pages or material, because the program appends
changes to the existing fi le rather than replacing it with the new, edited
versio n (w hich might be smaller) .
Yo u can avoid this by changing the Save Optio n in the Preferences dialog
from the default fas ter to smaller.

Tools and Palettes
Joining and separating palettes. Yo u can combine any of PageMaker's
palettes into single windows with tabs to access each individual palette: just drag
the tab of the palette from one window to another. To separate palettes, drag the
tab out of the window and drop it anywhere on the screen.
a
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Showing and hiding all palettes. To show or hide all the palettes at once,
just press 00 w hen there's no text active . U se IShittffi§J to hide everything
except the Tools palette.
Showing and hi~ing individual palettes. Yo u can show and hide
palettes through quick keyboard commands. (The only way you'll rem ember
them, tho ugh, is thro ugh constant usage-there's li ttle rhyme o r reason to key
assignments.) H ere are the basic palette "toggles" :
Colors

1~1]]

Styles
Control

@!rJ

Layers
Master Pages

~])

lill!l~l
@IDoptionl])

If you've combined palettes so that previously independent palettes are tabs
in a j oint palette, using a "show" key combinatio n will open the j oint palette
if necessary, and bring forward the correct tab.

Collapsing palettes. You can collapse a palette window by do uble-clicking
o n its title bar; even though there's no title in it, it's still a title bar as far as the
Mac's concerned (you use it to drag the window around). But then you get
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nothing but a blank title bar, which, while it clears up the screen, doesn' t help
m uch when you need som ething and can't cell which palette's which. Instead,
double-click on the palette tab, which collapses the window down to j ust display the tab(s).
Collapsing a
palette by doubleclicking on the title
bar (top) or one of
its tabs (bottom).

When you want to expand a palette again, you can double-click on the
fro ntmost tab o r single-cl ick on any background tab. You can tell the
IP
difference even w hen the palette's collapsed
01 1
because the frontmost tab is white and the
~ I others are shaded.
Shortcuts from the Tools palette. Double-clicking o n m ost tools in the
Tool palette opens certain dialog boxes, as shown here. D ouble-cl icking on
the Hand changes the view to Fit in Window, and doub le-clicking on the
Zoom tool makes it 100 percent view.

Deleting items from a palette. To delete an item from a palette, select
it and either drag it to the trash icon at the bottom of the palette, or j ust
click the trash icon. Either way, you get a confirming dialog. If you want to
bypass the dialog, hold !Option ) as you click o r drag.

Text and Text Boxes
Flowing text. When you place text in a Page Maker document, whether
through the Place command o r by clicking o n the end of a text box to "load"
the cursor, there are th ree ways to flow the text: manually, au tomatically, o r
semiautom atically.

•

A manual flow lets you drag a new text box to the size you want; or, if
you click for a manual flow, the text box will be drawn to the width of the
column defined o n the page and stretch vertically from the click spot to
the bottom of the page. The cursor reverts to the selection arrow at the
end of a manual flow.

•

An automatic flow pours all the text from the spot where you click or
drag until there's no text left; the text boxes are drawn automatically o n
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the pages according to the margins or columns you've set, and new pages
are added automatically as necessary to accommodate the text.
•

The loaded text
cursors: manual,
automatic, and
semi-automatic.

A semi-automatic flow works li ke a m anual flow except that the cursor
remains loaded after the first page o r column is filled so that you can click
or d rag in another spot for the next text box.

You can easily switch from one type of flow to another: pressing~ changes
the default manual ·flow to automatic, and [Shittl changes it to semi-automatic.
~
And it's easy to te ll what mode you' re in, since the cursor
changes to reflect what wi ll happen.

M mr

Homeless text. If you want to enter text without picking a spot on a page
for it, j ust open the Story Editor (@:IDIJ) while no text is active and type or
paste the teJo.'t into the Editor. When you close the Editor window, you'll be
asked if you want to place the text. Agreeing loads the cursor so you can pour
the text; saying no makes the text d isappear.

Deleting a threaded text box. If you want to get rid of a threaded text
box, you can't just select it and press [Delete!, or the contents will also disappear; the previous and next text boxes will sti ll be threaded to each other, but
the material that was in the deleted box will be missing. Instead, ro ll up a text
box until the top and bottom edges meet, w hich wi ll push the contents to the
following box. Al though you can then delete the rolled-up "box," you don 't
have to: just click anywhere to deselect it and it wi ll disappear.
Quick combine. Say you have a dozen text boxes that aren't threaded, but
you'd like to have all their text combined into one text box. Cut and paste?
(And cut and paste, and cut and paste ... ?) Nope, it's easier than that.
1.

Put all the text boxes on the same page or on the pasteboard so you can see
them all at once; you can roll them up to show only a line or two of text.

2.

Select all the text boxes.

3.

C hoose the C ut or Copy command.

4.

With the Text tool, draw a box or click somewhere on a page.

5. C hoose Paste.
All the text boxes' contents will be combined in the new spot.

Miscellaneous
See what's installed. Losing track of which plug-ins you've plugged in?
~click on

the logo at the top of the tool palette to get a list of what's installed.

Getting out of nested dialogs. Whenever you're in a secondary or tertiary
dialog and faced with clicking several OK or Cancel buttons to get rid of all
them, you can ~cl ick the OK or Cancel in the topmost o ne, and they' ll
all close. Or, add [Option! to w hat you'd normally do from the keyboard:
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IOption iReturn l clicks the O K butto n for all the dia logs, and &@ optionQ cancels
all the di alogs.

Selecting layered objects. When you have overlapping objects, ~click
on the top one to select the next one down. If there are more than two overlapping, continue @]]-clicking unti l you've selected the one you want.
Don't misapply master pages. It's easy to mistakenly apply a m aster page
definiti on to the current page because simply clickin g on a master in the
Master Page palette im mediately redefin es the current page fo r that master.
To avoid this particular slip of the mo use, select Prompt O n Apply from the
palette m enu; you'll be asked before the m aster page definition is changed .
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Selecting near guides. When there's a guide-or several guides-across an
obj ect you're trying to select, yo u often get the guide instead of the object
when you click. But if you ~click, you'll get the o bject every time.
New styles based on existing ones. There are nvo ways to create a new
style fro m within the Styles palette: you can click o n the New Style icon
while an existing style is selected, or you can drag an existing style to the New
Style icon. Both let you create a new style that starts out with the attributes of
the cunent style, but one is a duplicate of the current style.

What's the difference? For a new style, the Based On and Next Style def:1ul ts
are the general defaults; a duplicated style copies the Based O n and N ext Style
options from the o riginal.
C licking o n the New Style icon starts a new style with the current style's
attributes; dragging a style into the icon duplicates it. (These actions echo the
nvo commands in the palette's pop-out menu, N ew Style and Duplicate Style.)
Crop before importing a graphic. Whe n you place a graphic in
PageMaker and then crop it, the entire graphic is still incl uded-not j ust the
part you can see, and even including the "empty" space aro und a sm all figu re,
which is actually a collectio n of white pixels. C rop yo ur pictures in your
graphics program befo re importing them to PageMakcr.
Temporary full-res. If you want to see a compressed image tempo rarily displayed at full resolution, press !Control/ when the page is being redrawn.
New-color shortcut. Instead of selecting N ew Colo r from the Colo rs
palette pop-out m enu, you can ~click on any one of the fi rst three colo rs
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(None, Paper, Black) to open the Color O ptio ns dialog. A @:ID-click on a
color usually opens the dialog so you can edit a colo r, but since the fi rst three
aren't ed itable, you can create a new co lo r in the dialog.

QuarkXPress Tips
Th ese t ips were
tested for
QuarkXPress 4.

Hold shift and click
on a window's title
b arto get a
Window's m enu.

Windows and Pages
The hidden Window menu. T he Windows item in the View menu is a submenu that provides two commands (Stack and Tile) and lists all the open windows
so you can select one to bring it to the top. But
there's a hidden Window menu that's much easier to
get at: hold (Shift) and click anywhere on the title bar
of a document window, and the menu pops up with
the two commands and a list of open windows.
Some zooming shortcuts. Zooming in and out of various-size views is
something yo u do constantly w hile you're working on a layout. Luckily, there
are lots of ways to shri nk and magnify the view.
•

Use &IDIJ and @]llQ) to jump to Full (1 00 percent) and Fit in Window
V l e V.7 S.

•

With the Zoom tool, click in the d oc ument to j ump up to the next preset size. ~cl ick in the document w ith the tool to go down
increm entally.

•

Temporarily switch to the Zoom tool for en larging a view by holding
down (Control). For zooming out, hold d own (Controi)Optlonl.

•

D rag the Zoom tool across an area of t he document to enlarge that area to
the fu ll size of the w indow.

•

When using the Item or Content tool, @:W optionl-click an)'\vhere in the
document to toggle between 100 and 200 percent views. (In Quark 4,
unlike in previo us versions, this w orks even if[ caps Lock) is down.

Keyboard percentage zoom. Yo u can jump to any specific percentage
view strictly from the keyboard: press (Control@] to activate the View Percent
field in the lower-left corner of the window, type a n umbe r for the percentage
and press [Return) or (Enter) to activate it.
T ip within a tip: Type a IT! in the field to go to a thumbnail view.

Inserting multiple pages. If you' re inserting a page by dragging a master
page icon into position in the D ocument Layou t palette, holding down (Option)
w hile you d rop the icon into position w ill trigger the Insert Pages dialog so
you ca n insert mu ltiple pages at that spot.
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Tools and Palettes
Collapsing palettes. T he Document Layout palette is the only one \vith a
zoom box, and none of the palettes has a collapse box. But you can still collapse them, just by double-clicking on the title bars.
Selecting tools. Use~ to cycle through the tools in the Tool palette;
of course, selects tools in the reverse direction .

@:IDShitt@

Keep the tool. A single click on any tool except the Item or Content tool
selects it for a single usc: as soon as you use the tool (draw the picture box, or
the text box, or rotate an item, for instance) you're bounced back to the Item
or Content tool-whichever one you were using before you clicked on the
new tool. To select a tool and keep it for further use, l Option~click on it.

There was no program that took advantage of the LaserWriter's PostScript capabilities, until Just
Text was released. It's hard to believe it received favorable reviews-but the product was more
' important than the process at that point.
Just Text gave a great deal of control over the size and exact placement of text, and even graphics, in a document. But it did it all in a window that showed only 9-point Geneva, and could hold
only 32K of information. And it did it w ith commands like this:
For an em dash (a long hyphen), you'd type {md}
For italics, you typed {f6} at the beginning and {f4} at the end of the italicized word.
To begin a new paragraph, you typed {ql} (for quad left) at the end of the previous
paragraph. For a little extra spacing, you'd use something like {ql}{a6}.
So, to get a line of text like this:
You like this- this program?
you'd type something like this (including some initial commands for w here the text begins on
the page, and the font and size):
{il9}{ir9}(p 12}(1213}You {f6}1ike{f4} th is{md}{f6}program{f4}?
But that's not the worst of it. Once you finished typing the gibberish, you couldn't just print it .
First it had to be compiled, which is the process of taking "raw" code that humans use and turning
it into a language that the computer understands; in this case, the language was PostScript and
the comp uter was the LaserWriter.lf the compiler program found any errors (and you can imagine how easy it was to make a few mistakes), it told you where they were. Or it just crashed. Once
you managed to get the compiled PostScript code, which was a text file, it had to be downloaded
to the printer w ith yet another utility, since downloading a file isn't the same as simply printing it.
And if you were very, very lucky, the page that came out was what you meant print.
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Default t ool attributes. It's easy to set the default attributes for any tool in
the tool palette. You might want to, fo r instance, m ake the line tool always
start out with a 1.5-inch thickness, o r have text boxes always start with a None
background instead of White.

Some defaults (like, say, a setting for a 4-point, dotted straight line) make
sense only w ithin the context of a single document. O thers make sense as an
application default so that, for instance, all your text boxes in all your documents start out defaulting to a None background. To set a default for a
specific document, o pen the doc ument and m ake sure it's the active window
before you set the defa ult. To set the default for all new documents, close all
document w indows before setting the defaults.
1.

Select Document Preferences from the Edit men u's Preferences submenu.

2.

C lick the Tool tab.

3.

Find and select the tool you want in the scrolling list.

4.

C lick the M od ify button and set the default attributes you want.

You can select more than o ne tool at a time in the Tool tab's list to set their
defaults the sam e way:

Setting Tool
preferences (the
Select Similar Types
button was clicked
after selecting the
line tool).

•

C lick one tool and then click the Select Similar Types button to automatically select its companio ns: all the text boxes, for instan ce, or all the
line tools.

•

IShitt l-cl ick to select a group of tools starting at the selected o ne and ending
wi th the one you IShitt l-click on.

•

To select no ncontiguous tools in the list, ~click on the ones you want.
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Keyboard control for the Measurements palette. Use @])option [~] to
activate the Measurements palette (it w ill also open it if it's not already open) .
O nce the palette is activated, you can use~ and ! Shift~ to move fro m o ne
field to another, and type numbers o r letters to activate the field contents.

To activate/open the palette and jump r ight to the Font field, press
You can type the first few letters of a fo nt's name to go to it
in the list and then press !Return) or !Enter) to select it.

~Shift) Option@].

To deactivate the palette from the keyboard, press ~ or~.
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Customizing the Tool palette. You can custom ize your
Tool palette to some extent, adding and d eleting tools based on
what you use the most.
To add a tool that norma lly appears in a pop-out menu, ho ld
down Icontrol) while you select the tool from the pop-out. To
delete a tool from the palette, lcontrotl-click o n it. You can't del ete
any of the four top tools, or the bottom two (Link and Unlink),
or a tool that's serving as access to a pop-out menu.

Shortcut to the Tool tab. You can jump right to the Tool tab
of the Preferences dialog by double-clickin g on any of the "creation" tools (the tools that make or draw things).

The default tool
palette (left) and
two customized
palette designs.

Styles palette pop-up. To get a quick
little pop- up menu with four important
commands in it, hold down ]Control) and click
on one of the styles in the Styles palette:
you can edit the style, duplicate it, delete it,
or start a new style.

Hold down
Control to get a
Styles palette
pop-up menu.

Working with Text and Styles
Deleting text. Using IDelete I, of course, deletes the letter before the current
text cursor position. To delete the letter to the right of the blinking cursor,
you can use@ or ]Shifi(Delete l.
To delete a w hole word at once instead of a letter at a time, you can press
@:@Delete!. That deletes the word you're in, or the word to the left of the cursor if it's between words. m Jshift(Delete) also deletes the w ord you're in, but it
deletes the word to the right of the cursor if it's between words.

Click selections. You can select increasingly large chunks of text depending
on how many times you click th e mouse:
Clicks

Select

2 clicks
3 clicks

the word

4 clicks
5 clicks

the li ne
the paragraph
the story

Moving around in and selecting text. You can move th e text inserti on
point from the keyboard in various increments (a word, a line, a paragraph),
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and, by adding the IShittl key to the combination , you can select the same unit.
But there's still no way to easily select that all-important unit, a sentence!1

Unit or destination
Next character
Previous charact er
Next line
Previous line
Next wo rd
Previous word
Beginning of current parag raph
Beginning of next paragraph
Beginning of line
End of line
Beginning of story
End of story

Move Insertion
point

Select from
current spot to

8

~

8

m

I~EI
@iiil(I)

(!)

I§E!fi!I I

~8

~~~EI
I~I:QJ!G

~1!:1

~
~

@IDOpllon(B
@}!}Op1ion8
I~IOp1ionlii

@}!) Op1ion G)

1Shitt i~3:W

lsE!fflill!II I
@illi:fru[l Op1ion 8
@ill!:ICflel Op1ion(t-1
I§E!fi~( Op1ion III
!Shift(~( Op1ion III

Dragging text. Quark 4 added drag-and-drop text editing. Turn it on in the
Applicati on preferences (Interactive tab), and you' ll be able to drag selected
text by grabbing it from anywhere inside the selected area.
Dragging the te"'t moves the origi nal selection. If you want to drag a copy,
hold !Shirt I while you d rag it.
There are two little problems with Q uark's implementation of drag and d rop.
First, there's no feedback w hen you click o n a selection to d rag it; the cursor
doesn't change until you move the mo use. Second, if you drag a doubleclicked word-which gets selected without its surro unding spaces- into a
new spot, spaces ge t added correctly around the word in the new spot, and the
mu ltiple spaces you left behind are automatically deleted. But if you drop the
word in the wrong spo t and drag it to another spot, you'll get an extra space
added after it. Drag it again and get another space. And so on-one extra space
for every drag!

Copying paragraph formats. You can copy all the paragraph attributes of
one paragraph to another by first putting the cursor in the paragraph you want
to change, then 1Shlf1(0p1ionl-clicking the paragraph you want to copy from . If
you' re using style sheets, the style is copied from one paragraph to the other;
but even without styles, the paragraph attributes- li ke justification, indents,
and tabs-are copied. -SZNDB

Keyboard kerning and tracking. Kerning and tracking tigh ten and loosen
text by adjusting the space between letters. Kerning changes the space
between a pair of letters, while tracking applies a more sweeping transformation, usually to entire lines or paragraphs of text at a time. There are kern-pair
values built into fonts, and tracking can be part of a style sheet defin ition, but
both can be applied manually, too.
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For kerning, start with the text insertion point between the two letters you
want to kern; for tracking, select the line(s) you want to adjust. Then, use
these keyboard commands:
Decrease 1/20-em
Increase 1/20-em
Decrease 1/200-em
Increase 1/200-em

~~~[

~]

IQRIOption IShift H
@:ID Option I§!ill!H

U si ng the kern controls in the measurement palette uses the 1/20-em unit. If
you want the smaller unit, loptionl-click o n the kerning arrows.

Add the Option
key to a click of
t he kerning
controls to use a
smaller unit for
kerning or tracking.

Fine-kern from the Measurements palette. C licking on the kerning
controls in the M easurem ents palette decreases and increases the kerni ng by
1/20-em . To make the controls w ork in the tiny 1/200-em unit, ho ld down
!Option! w hile you click them.

Temporary drag and drop. If you leave the drag-and-drop option off, you
can still use it temporarily: hold down ~J controiiShittJ and you can drag
selected text to a new spot.

A lo ng, long, time ago in a town not so far away (from me), original Mac programmer Andy
Hertzfeld gave the Princeton User group a demo of his new program, Switcher, w hich let you
(gasp!) run more than one program at a time o n your program. Nearly as interesting as the program, and the programmer, were some of his anecdote about the early d ays; one in particular
stands out in my memory
Head Macintosh development honcho Steve Jobs had spurts of creative enthusiasm (intersp ersed, by all accounts, with rants and rages) and rushed into the programmers' den one day
w ith a great idea: the Mac Man. At a random interva l-every thousandth or so menu pull-down,
for instance- a little Mac man could appear on t he screen waving at you.
Th e Mac Man d idn't make the cut, but I have the uncomfortable feeling that the p eople at Microsoft remembered him when they put
together that stupid animatio n for their he lp system in Office 98.
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Changing local formatting. If you have local formatting on some text in a
paragraph-say, bold or italic (o r even a d iffe rent font or size) applied to certain words-it's preserved w hen you apply a style to that paragraph. T he rest
of the text wi ll change to match that of the style definition, but the locally fo rm atted text will keep its manually applied fo rmatting. You can fo rce local
formatting to change to the fo rmatting defi ned by the paragraph style by ho lding down IOption) while you click on the style's nam e in the Style palette (or
while you select it from the Style menu's Paragraph Style Sheet submenu).

Applying a font from the keyboard. T here are several ways to choose a
font witho ut reaching for the mo use:

•

Define a character style, assign a keyboard com mand to it, and use it to
change the fo nt whenever you wan t. (You also get to define other character attributes-like size and color- this way.)

•

Use ISi"XIShlfti Optlon iMJto activate the Font area on the Measurements palette .
Type only as m uch as you need to identify the font, and press IReturn) or
IEnter). (Shortcut w ithjn a shortcut: IOptlon iF9 Iselects the next fo nt in the
pop-up menu, and IOptioniShiftlfi:I selects the previous one.)

•

To type a single ZapfDingbats character, press I~Shiftlt.J and then type
the character.

•

To type a single Symbo l character, press I.ID~( Shift[~] and then type the
character.

Redefining a style by example. There's no easy way to redefine mu ltiple
aspects of a paragraph's style sheet. Say you have a style called BodyText that
you' re using for the body of the document. You know you' re not too happy
with it, so you work on a single paragraph, changing the fom, the size, the
leading, the indents, adding the tabs you forgot in the o riginal definition, and
tightening the tracki ng just a tiny bit. Aha! Perfect! But all you have in your
Style palette is the selected BodyText style, and it has a little plus sign in front
of it to show there's ad ditional format ting in the current paragraph. There's
no way to say: "See this? T his is the new definition fo r BodyText!"
H ere's a multistep but easy way of achieving that result. With the text cursor
bli nking in tl1e paragraph that was defined as one style but formatted w ith the
new attributes:
1.

C lick on the No Style option at the top of the Style palette to "undefine"
the current paragraph.

2 . (controlf.-cl ick on any style in the Style palette to get the pop-up menu and
select the New command.
3. G ive the new style a name (I use the soon-to-be-changed style's name
and an equal sign: BodyText=). Set the Based On and N ext Style options
to match the origi nal's options and click OK.
4. (Confrotl-click on the o ld style name in the palette and choose Delete from
the pop-up menu.
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5.

Select the new style as the one to replace the deleted style.

6.

Alter the name of the new style to match the old name.

Miscellaneous
Active apply button. When you're making multiple changes in a dialog
box like the one for paragraph or character formatting, it's helpful to see the
changes as you make each one instead of all at once- and it's especially nice
to see them made interactively so that as you drag a margin marker, for
instance, the margins of the current paragraph change. You don' t have to
keep clicking the Apply button after each edit. Instead, press @:IDOption0
while the dialog is open and the Apply button remains selected, and all
changes are made to the document as you work in the dialog box.
Live scrolling. Quark 4 introduced the option of "live scrolling": as you use
the scroll box in either scrollbar, you can see the pages go by so you don't
have to guess what page you'll be on when you let go. Turn the option on (or
ofl) in the Application preferences dialog, in the Interactive tab.
Find first. Pressing !Option) while the Find dialog is open changes the Find
N ext button to Find First-a very handy option because otherwise Quark
starts the search from wherever in the text you last edited.
Backward and forward. The Send to
Back and Bring to Front commands in the
IC B
""I
Item menu move a selected item to the
Send to Dfttk
ors
l
I
send ftllttwaro -.eorsl
I 8rinu t.orrunt rs Brtna rorward "'C FS back or top of the layered order of items
on a page. But if you hold !Option) when
you open the Item menu, the commands change to Send Backward and Bring
Forward, and the selected item will move back or forward only a single layer.
The~ option works with the keyboard commands, too. The menu lists
jShitt(IT] and (H] as the keyboard equivalents for the bas ic commands;

adding )Option) to either keyboard command changes its fun ction the way
holding Ioption) changes the menu command.

Selecting stacked objects. If you have items overlapping or stacked (a te>..'t
box, say, with a picture box on top of it and a rule slashed across both), you can
hold down la:lf:(Option(Shitt) while you click and each item will be selected in turn.
Single- and double-page guides. When you're working with fac ing
pages, dragging a guide out of the top ruler puts it only on the page you
dragged it onto. If you want a guide that spans both pages, you have to drag
the guide down at the far left or right of the layout, on the pasteboard, so
you're not touching either page while you drag.
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The special Delete Item function. Try this when you want to delete any
item from the layout: Click on the Item tool, and select the item. Then press
@:IDOption[Shift[Delete l. Trust me-try it right away!
Begonel You probably already know that you can get rid of a guide by dragging it back into the ruler from whence it came, or off the opposite end of the
screen, into the vertical or horizontal scroll bar.

But what you probably didn't realize is that you can drag any guide- horizontal or vertical-into either ruler (or scroll bar). No more dragging something
from the middle of a double-page spread on a
D
."
double-page monitor all the way over to the edge
1
of the screen. Grab the edge of a guide and drag it
-~---ca; - JCiimOtir
to the nearest ruler: move the top edge of a vertiMike and
cal guide into the top ruler, or the left edge of a
rmcrophal]es
whlt t: bloo:lc
horizontal guide into the vertical ruler. A half/ I'\,
Th eir lob lsu
inch or one-inch trip instead of a ten-inch drag!

.,

Dragging this rule
straight up into
the top ruler will
make it disappear.

.

I~ /

Want to get rid of all the horizontal or vertical guides at once? loptionl-doubleclick on either ruler, and all the guides in that orientation disappear (including
the ones from the Master Page) .
Rotate the box but not the contents. By setting opposite angles for both
a box and its contents, you can rotate the box without rotating the final orientation of the picture or text. U sing the ModifY command for
/'•,
the item, click the Box tab and enter an angle for the box;
, , Meke "",,
/ • dtomo nd ' •,
then click the Picture or Text tab and enter the reverse
, / s hape d teMt bo:.c "'·\,
,.'by s tortt ng wtt h •'•,,
value for the picture. (So, enter a 30-degree angle for
, / squt~re teJ< t bo>C (hold Shift ' ,
/'to drow . squ ore tn s teod ot •' •,,
one, say, and use -30 for the other.) The picture
'<ectongtol. use the Modify co mmo nd to/
here shows what happens when you do it with a
",,set the box angl e to 45 degrees/'
·.,ond then sol t he content/
text box with 45-degree angles.
' ,tmgl e to -4 5 deg re es;../
'""._,That's all yo~./
''... have to.,'

',dol , /

..'...''
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Designing Web Pages
Design Software
What do you really need? All you really need to create a web page is a
word processor that can save a text file that will later be opened inside a
browser. Since the HTML (1-Iypertex"t Markup Language) is strictly text,
there's no reason you can't just type the text-no reason except, perhaps, preserving your sanity. Autom ating the entry o f opening and closing tags fo r
every HTML element is a j ob for an H TML edito r, and if you're going to do
any seri ous w ork, you need an editor rather than a word processor.
The mo re you want to do o n a web page, the more you need. Yo u' ll need
graphics, and so mething to edit th em in. You might want sound; you might
want som e simple animations. Luckj(y, all the basic tools have sharew are
versions fo r beginners or basic design, so yo u d on't have to spend a fo rtune
to get started.
Oh, and you need both Netscape N avigator and Microsoft Explo rer to m ake
sure that your web page behaves correctly in both browsers! Luckily, those,
too, are free.

HTML editors. There are quite a few HTML edi tors o ut there, di ffering in
approach , price, and power (w ith, of co urse, the price/ power items advancing
pretty m uch hand in hand) . H ere's a roundup of products that goes p retty
light on th eir actual featu res; m ore than any other category of software, these
program s are evolving and leapfroggi ng each other in terms of capabilities, so
you'll have to check current reviews for details.

Visual Page

\

.,}
symantec.com
microsoftcom
claris.com
adobe.com

The category o f visual editors, w here you can work on your page elements
while the HTML code is written for you (but where yo u can directly edit the
HTML at any time) is pretty neatly divided into three duos o f comparable
prices. On the low end, th ere's Visual Page ($80 , Sym antec) and Home
Page ($90, Claris) . Both are easy to get started in and provide plen ty o f elegant power fo r beginning-to-intermedi ate page design; Visual Pagt: is my
personal f.wo rite. For abo ut twice the price, there's PageMill ($150, Adobe)
and FrontPage ($150, Microsoft). Adobe ought to be ashamed of itself when
it comes to PageMill-it was the fi rst o ut o f the gate and could have taken
over the web-page design category, but even the 2.0 version was filled with
annoying (almost crippling) quirks- and the Mac version is still languishing
at 2.0 as I write this, mo nths after the 3.0 version is available for the PC. And
FrontPage? It generally gets favo rable reviews, but I find the interf.1ce confusing and unfriendly- and I'm strange enough to love the power Microsoft
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macromedia.com
golive.com
bare-bones.com

Word provides, so it's not just an anti-Microsoft attitude that makes me say
that. Stick with either of the lower-end products instead of either of these
mid- range offerings! On the high end of the visual-editor category are
Dreamweaver ($300, Macromedia) and CyberStudio ($350, GoLive).
While Dreamweaver has more cutting-edge features, you might not be able to
use them if you're trying to serve surfers w ith less than cutting-edge browser
capability; CyberStudio is a delicious mix of power and performance. If you're
starting out on page design, you don't need either of these tools, but when
you move up, CyberStudio is the better bet at this point.

Every hardcore web designer in the world disdains the visual-only approach
and swears by BBEdit ($120, Bare Bones Software), a text-based editor with
all sorts of features that make HTML coding (and, especially, search-andreplace editing) a snap. But if you want to try the text-editing approach, start
with the shareware Alph a ($30) along with the freeware plug-in HTML
Mode. There's also PageSpinner ($25, shareware) which, unlike BBEdit and
............................................................................. ........ ...................... .
Alpha, started out as an HT ML editor
and not a text editor; it's a little less
The web of our life is of a mingled yarn, good
powerful, but in many ways much
and Ill together.
'
'
Shakespeare, All's Well That Ends Well
more convenient.
'

'

Utilities. In addition to an HTML editor and the graphics program of your
choice, there are several programs that, while not absolutely necessary, can
make web-page design easier.

totallyhip.com
boxtop-soft.com
shareware.com

•

The freeware GIFBuilder is so good at what it does, I can't imagine its
staying free forever. You create your still-frame GIF files somewhere else
and then drag them into GJF builder, which lets you set the necessary
animation options.

•

The shareware GraphicConverter can change almost any kind of
graphic file into a JPEG or GJF for the web; it also lets you set transparency and interlacing.

•

If you want an environment where you can both create your graphics
and animate them, try WebPainter ($90, Totally Hip Software). You get
the basic painting tools and the ability to duplicate (and then adjust)
individual frames; then you can put together the animation with pauses,
timing adjustments, and loops_ The ability to "onionskin" the previous
and next frames over the current one helps you create smooth animations. You can even view your animation as it would be seen at various
modem speeds. And WebPainter comes with a bonus of over 500 readymade GIF animations that you can use or alter. When you' re ready to step
up from GIFBuilder but not shell out for a full-fledged animation studio,
this is the one to get.
If you use Photoshop to prepare your web graphics, PhotoGIF and
ProJPEG ($35 each, BoxTop Software) plug-ins let you slim down
and spiff up your GIF and JPEG images for web pages.
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Web clips. Okay, so you're not an artist. If you were working on a newsletter destined for print, you'd be buying clip art. Well, you can do the same for
your web pages, but you need clip art designed for web pages. Why? Because
web-page art should include: images optimized for the web (GIFs that use
the web-safe colors, for instance); buttons for common web-page functions
(Home, N ext, Previous, and so on), preferably in at least two states (active
and inactive); bullets to usc for lists; bars to use as dividers instead of
HTM£;s gray option; and small background patterns that tile correctly.
Luckily, there are a few collections of web clip art that meet these criteriaand, I'm sure, many more on their way.

•

novadevcorp.com •
artbeats.com
totallyhlp.com

Nova Development, known for its humongous collections of standard
clip art, also offers a modest (in comparison), excellent collection of web
an: Web Explosion 20,000 ($50) that includes 10,000 buttons, 500 bullets, and 750 backgrounds.
If you need animations, N ova's Animation Explosion ($50) fits the bill :
over 5000 animated items from generic buttons to 3-D items.

•

Artbeats Web Stock ($50, Artbeats) offers over 2000 items, heavy on the
animation end of the things, and high on the quality.

•

Hip Clips ($55, Totally Hip Software) is a handy collection of250 readymade animations. (But you might want to spend a little more and get the
company's WebPaintcr, described earlier-which includes two Hip Clip
collections.)

HTML versions. HTML is a language of sorts, and as such, it continually
..J' evolves. To keep track of what's in , what's out, what's hot, and what's not,
w3.net check in with its sanctioning body, the World Wide Web consortium (known
as W3).

But remember that although you might be cutting edge, most surfers aren'tand if you want them to experience your site, you have to provide it at a level
that their machines and browsers-and their modem speeds-can handle.

Beginner Basics
About HTML. Web pages are "written" in HTML-Hypertext Markup
La11guage. It's not a programming language at all; it's merely a way of embedding formatting instructions in a plain-text file . The text is sent across the
Internet to a user's machine, where browser software looks at the instructions in the file, formats the information accordingly, and displays it on the
user's screen.

HTML is, in fact, reminiscent of the earliest word-processing software,
which was unable (before the Mac!) to display simple formatting like bold or
italic characters, or centered text, on the screen. You'd type in your te>.'t with
special, cryptic definitions before and after certain words or paragraphs to format the text when it was printed.
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HTML uses special d efinition s called tags to te ll a browser h ow to d isplay
information in its w indows.

Tag, you're itl The tags that HTML uses t o define the look of a page comewith a few exceptions-in pairs referred to as opening and closing tags. T he
opening tag is placed before the text you want fo rmatted, and the end of the
formatting is indicated with the m atching closing tag.
Both kinds o f tags use brackets like <thi s> to set them off from other text.
The tags the mselves arc often single letters, like <I> for italic, although som e
can get quite involved because they can include attributes that further define a
format (like h ow big a picture should be). A closing tag uses the sam e characters, but w ith a slash: </ I> is the closing italic tag.

The HTML document tags. Every HTML document begins w ith the tag
<HTML> and ends with </HTML>. The re are two major divisions within those
tags: first, the h ead (<HEAD>), and then the body (<BODY>), w hich u se opening
and closing tags, too. Inside the HEAD section, you use the <TITLE> tag to put a
name in the document's title bar. So, the basic structure of every one of your
web pages will be:
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>My Web Page</TITLE>
<BODY>
The body of the document contains everything
the user will see in the browser.

</BODY>
</HEAD>
</HTML>

Tag attributes. Som e tags can have attributes included in them to define
some thing beyond a basic, default appearance o r func tio n. Attributes go inside
an opening tag; the name o f the attribute is fo llowed by an equal sign, followed by the attribute information inside quotes- straight quotes, n ot th e
curly ones that word processors use. So, for instance, the background color
attribute appears inside the BODY opening tag like this:
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF">

Character-formatting tags. T he bas ic character-formatting tags are for
bold and italic text. You simply use t he opening and closing tags around the
text you want formatted, so this:
<Thi s i s <B>bold</B> text, thi s i s <!>italic</! >, and this
is <B> <! >bold itali c</! > </B>.
turns into this:
This is bold text, this is italic, and this is bold italic.
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Many "paragraph" formats include special formatting for the tex't, so you
don't always have bold words and phrases for, say, "headlines."

Paragraphs and heads. An HTML "paragraph" is basically the same as
one in a word p rocessor: any text that's between presses ofi Return l is a paragraph, even it's a si ngle line, o r a single word.
HTML provides for several basic types of paragraph formatting. T he paragraph format itself (the <P> tag) defines separate paragraphs o n the screen,
automatically separating them w ith extra space; this is usually referred to as
the Normal paragraph formatting. T here are six levels of heads (tags <Hl>,
<H2>, and so on) that format the text w ith various combinations of size, bold,
and italic to represent importance. So, with the following HTML, you'd get
the results shown in the picture below.
<Hl>My Home Page</Hl>
<H2>How I Started</H2>
<P>It didn't take long to get started with my first HTML project
because I know ho~1 to fall ow directions , and I have a very ordered
mind . </P>
<P>I'm al so very intell igent , and I read the instructions i n t he
Macintosh Bible to get me started .</P>
--

*-~§!!!!~ Untitled

~
z Addrus : 8

r.

11-ll_ _ _ _ ___,

IJ

My Home Page
How I Started
It didn't take long to get started vith my first HTML
project because I know how to follov directions, and I
have a very ordered mind.
I'm also very intelligen~ and I read the instructions in
the Macintosh Bible to get me started.

It's all relative. Always keep in mind that the user gets to define, through
the b rowser software, certain aspects of a w eb page. Your HTML document
mi ght define basic paragraphs of text with firs t and second-level heads on it
that look perfectly fine in both browsers. But a user m ay have re-defined what
a basic paragraph, or headlines, should look like from his end, throwing off all
your careful formatting.
Lists There arc vario us types of list formats available, divided into two groups:
ordered, w here the items in the list are numbered o r "lettered" in order, and
unordered, w here each item in the list is preceded by a special character, like a
bullet or a square. They're informally referred to as number and bullet lists.
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Both types of lists use nested tags: an outer set ( <OL> for ordered list, <UL> for
unordered list) to define the list itself, and inner tags to define the separate items
in the list. The inner tags (<LI> for list item) need opening tags only, at the
beginning of each line. Here's the HTML, and the results, for numbered
and bulleted lists:
1. first
2. second
3. third
4. fourth

efirst

• second
• third

• fourth

<OL>
<LI>first
<LI>second
<LI>third
<LI>fourth
</OL>
<UL>
<LI>first
<LI>second
<LI>thi rd
<LI>fourth
</UL>

Anchors away. The c rux of a web page is its links: colored or underlined
text or graphics which, when clicked o n, can take you to another document,
or another spot in the same document. To jump to a specific spot in a docum ent, the document mu st have an anchor defined. The anchor itself is
invisible- it just serves as an inte rnal reference point.
To create an anchor, you u se the anchor tag, which has to include a name
attribute so a link can refer to it, like this:
<A NAME="anchorName">
Say you have a relatively long text document broken into three sections with
Hl heads. You'll want to list the three titles at the top of the document so that
the user can click on the name of the heading and jump to that area of the document. If your heading is Part One, it's tagged like this to be a first-level head:
<Hl>Part One</Hl>
You can insert an anchor immediately in front of the heading in the document by embedding the anchor tag w ithin the head tag. The anchor is named
.firstpart here instead of the more logical Part One so you can see w hich is the
anchor information and which is the heading text:
<Hl> <A NAME="firstpart"> </A>Part One</Hl>

Creating a link. A link can jump you to anoth er spot in the sam e page by
referring to an anchor, or to another page entirely by referring to the URL of
the o ther HTML document. Referring simply to another document li nks the
user to the top of that page; you can refer to an anchor in another page if you
want to go somewhere other than the top.
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To create a link, you use the anchor tag, with an HREF (hypertext riference)
attribute inside it. Say the top of your page has a bulleted list for the sections
of the page, like this:
<UL>
<LI>Part One
<LI>Part Two
<LI>Part Three
</UL>
Assuming you've created an anchor nam edfirstpart at the Part One headi ng,
as described in the previous entry, here's how you'd turn the first item in
the bulleted list into a link to that anchor (the pound sign indicates that the
anchor is in the sam e document as the link):
<LI><A HREF="#firstpart">Part One</A>
Defining text as a lin k usually turns the text into blue, underli ned tex-t,
altho ugh you can specify a different style-and a user can override the definition fro m the browser end.

Adding graphics. T here are two types of graphics used on web pages: GIF
fo r simple draw ings, and ]PEG for photographs. The Mac's native PICT fo rmat that so many programs produce has to be translated to GIF before it can
be d isplayed by a browser.
Once you have your graphics prepared, however, it's relatively simple to refer
to them in the HTML document, using the IMAGE tag, and the SOURCE attribute
that names the graphics fi le and its location:
<IMG SRC=" ImageFo 1der/PartPi cture. gi f">
The "path" (the series of nested folders-or, o n the PC side, the subdirectories) to the image com es before the image name, and everything has to be
exact, includi ng upper and lowercase letters. The example here shows a
"local" path-the image is inside a folder that's in the same folder as the
HTML document itsel£

Design Tips
General
What's in a name. The name you give your HTML document when you
save it is the fi le's name. But an HTML document also has a title, and that's
not the same thing as a name. Use the <TITLE> tag inside your document to
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give it a title which will appear in the browser's window, and also in a user's
menu if she chooses to bookmark your page.

The blank GIF: a designer's best friend. Designing a web page isn't like
laying out something for print. You not only don't have control over the final
look (because the surfer gets to set preferences, and even override your specific
settings), you are limited in the commands you can use to place things on a page.
One of the biggest helps is a "blank" GIF: a sm all, single- color GIF that
you've made transparent. (Since the transparency is applied to a single colo r,
no t an actual background, a block of color becomes invisible when you make
its "background" transparent.) N o matter how many different size blanks you
need, you o nly have to make one, and then re-size as necessary. Keeping the
original one sm all keeps download time brie( and re-using it means no repeat
downloads. (H ow small ? Try one-by- one pixel!)
U se the GI F to nudge things in one direction o r another, or to space them
correctly when you're not using a table. Don' t use the SPACER tag instead of
a real graphic: it's supported only by Netscape, not Explorer.

Test runs early and often-times two. As you work on your web page,
keep checking how it looks from a browser's point of view. Every H TML editor gives yo u a shortcut command to switch immediately to a browser in case
you wa nt to check your page there instead ofjust in the editor's preview mode.
I

But check it in both N avigator and Explorer, to make sure there aren' t some
subtle changes that might affect how yo ur page is viewed. There's no excuse
not to use both browsers for this-no matter which you use for your personal
surfing-since they're both free.
Here's w hat to keep in mind as you move back and forth between your editor
and the browser(s) :

•

You can make changes in the editor and then switch to the browser-but
unless you save the changes to the disk from within the editor, you won't
see any changes in the browser, which interprets only what it can read
from the disk.

•

You can save the changes to the disk but they still might not appear in the
browser because it's still working with the last version it read from the
disk. C lick the Refresh or Reload button in the browser to make it read
the file all over again.

Stay a step behind. Every time an update to a browser comes out, you
update your software right away. A new addition to the I-ITML standard, and
you're on it. A nifty new helper application is invented, and you're there.
Most users are not like you. Most users stay a conservative step (and sometimes two) behind, updating software only when it's been aro und fo r awhile.
If you design cutting-edge web pages, you'll narrow your audience to o nly
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those who have the latest and greatest. So, learn the new stuff, but don't use it
right away; let the world catch up with you.
Size it right. You may have a super-duper extra-large monitor, but the
majority of people don't. There's nothing more annoying to a reader than
having to scroll horizontally to see an extra inch or two of text or graphicsand then, of course, having to scroll back again before moving down the page.
Keep your design within the boundaries of a standard screen, allowing for the
scroll bars on the browser window-and don't fo rget, not everyone's fo rtunate enough to have a Mac, either!

Your target area is 640 by 480--the resolution of a standard monitor-to start
with. But the browser window itself takes up some of that space, especially at
the top of the screen, where most people leave on at least the navigation buttons. So, your design area is actually about 595 by 350. Unless you expect people
to print the page, in which case the maximum horizontal measurement is 535
pixels. (Why are we dealing with the vertical measurement at all, since pages can
scroll ad infinitum? Because your first page, at least, should be designed so that
the user can see all the important stuff at one time, without having to scroll.)
Background check. There are many ways you can make sure that your page
design works within the 595 by 350 target area described in the last entry. But
one of the easiest is to make a background with a perfectly sized frame in it:
make a GIF that's simply a 595 by 350 black frame around a white area. Load it
as your background graphic temporarily any time you want to make sure
you're working in the right area. This is particularly important for designers
with humongous screens-even when they remember to keep the "little people" in mind, it's difficult to go back and measure things and resize windows.
There's no place like home. Make sure you always provide an easy to get
back to the top of the current page, and to the top of your home page no matter where your reader might be; it's really annoying to have to click a Back
button a half-dozen times to retrace a route.
Target practice. This sly trick will help keep visitors from wandering off
exploring the links on your page, never to return. Insert the "target=window"
tag inside your pointer anchors like this: <A target=window href= "targetname"
</A>. This opens the target site in a new window, keeping your original page
waiting patiently in the background. -SZA/JH
Check that spelling. Your HTML editor doesn't have an integral spell
checker? Tough! Spell check your web page contents someplace else; nothing
shouts "AMATEUR!" or "CARELESS!" as loud as misspelled words on a web
site. An HTML document is, at heart, only a text document, so it can be
opened in a word processor, spell-checked, and saved as text for use as a web
page again. Or, use something like Casady & Green's Spell Catcher, described
in Chapter 16.
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Backgrounds
KISS. That's an acronym used in design and programming fields that stands for

keep it simple, stupid! And it's really important to keep a background simple-in
this case, that means subtle-so that it won't detract from the overall page design
or make the superimposed text difficult to read. Keep the colors light for the
most part, and keep textures and patterns to only a few, preferably light, shades.
Remember: it's a background. Leave it there!

Colors versus graphics. There are two distinctly different approaches to
putting a background on a web page. One is to simply make it a solid color,
using the BGCOLOR attribute at the beginning of the BODY tag, like this:
BGCOLOR="#FF3300"

A colored background takes absolutely no time to load in the browser, because
there's nothing to load: the browser simply sets the color on the user's
machine. An HTML editor will let you simply select from a palette of colo rs
and insert the color's number in the code.
The second approach is to use a graphic as the background. A graphic used as
a background is repeated indefinitely (or infinitely?) in both a horizontal and
vertical direction on the web page; the size of the graphic, and how well it
"tiles" against itself; matching the edges, can make or kill a page design. The
BACKGROUND attribute is used in the BODY tag for a background image:
BACKGROUND="[pathname]/bckgrndl.gif"

A background image is transmitted to the user the way a standard image is
although, of course, it has to be sent only once and not repeatedly fo r the
tiling. Even if the user has images turned off, the background image is displayed o n the page.
Border edge. One of the most effective page designs is also o ne of the simplest to achieve: a border of some sort down the left edge of the window. T his
can be a narrow border for looks only, or a wider o ne that can accommodate
buttons, text, or graphics.
A vertical border is simply a repeated background graphic that has color or
texture only along its left edge. But in order for it to become a border and not
a tiled small graphic, the image itself has to include a lot of white space so that
the w ho le thing stretches across the wid th of a window. (In fact, if you widen
or ho rizontally scroll a web page with a vertical border graphic, you'll sec
that's it's rcpeat(!d way off to the right sooner or later.) If you're using a texture or something other than a straight edge on the border, you have to m ake
sure that it blends seamlessly w hen it's stacked.
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Also: make sure that there's
plenty of white space (or background pattern) to the right of
the border so surfers with large
monitors who like to keep the
window wide won't see the
border repeat.

·vifls rar DO IO<Jd fYAIIr'Oll"

Double border. You can create a border fo r both sides of a page, like the one
shown here (it's a real site-stop by tl1etipster.com) by making a standard border
graphic with a narrower-than-usual white space so that the graphic is repeated
before the right edge of the browser window.

Using a double
border.

Layout on top of borders. Once you start using borders, you have to be
more careful of all the text on the page, nudging it over so it won't print on
top of the border itsel( You can just indent all the text (the <B LOCKQUOTE> tag
does the trick, but editors just provide indenting buttons you can click on),
but that's not always the best solution-and it won't work at all if you need
some te}..-t or graphic appearing on the border itself

Once you've decided to use a background border, you've pretty much committed yourself to using tables to format the page content. At the very least,
you need a two-column table, with the leftmost column fixed to the width of
the border to keep things on or off the border of the page.

Text
Break out. Paragraphs of text presented as Normal text have an empty space
between them, which makes it easier to read. If, however, you have paragraphs
consisting of single lines that you don' t want spaced like that-and for which
you can't use another pre-defined format- use a line break instead of a paragraph break at the end of each line.

In an HTML editor, you enter a line break by typ inglShif1(Returnl instead ofjust
!Return). In the HTML code, the tag is <BR>, which doesn't need a closing tag.
Watch the white space. I've been preaching "no multiple spaces" in word
processing for as long as there've been word processors-and people who type
multiple spaces instead of creating and using tabs.
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O n a web page, it's even more important to avoid the temptation of putting in
an extra space or two to nudge things around, because browsers ignore multiple spaces-even tho ugh the preview mode in most editors acknowled ge them .
U sing m ultiple returns is also an exercise in frustratio n, because they' re
ignored by browsers, too. But some helpful editors can mislead you: you hit
IRetum l a few times, the text moves d own, you save it-and it appears correctly
inside the browser w indow. That's because an edito r like Visual Page automatically translates mul tiple presses of iReturnl into multiple line breaks, entering as
many lines of <BR> as you typed IRetuml.

Using multiple space s after a ii.Aithough multiple spaces are ignored by
browsers, there's a special kind of space-the 11onbreaki11g space-that has several
handy properties: it "glues" words together so they won't be split at a line break;
it's a little wider in any fOnt than the standard space; and, you can usc as many
as you want next to each other and browsers will interpret them correctly.
To insert a nonbreaking space in your text, you have to type the code
&nbs p; wherever you want the space. (Some HTML editors let you type
loption[Spacebarl or IShitt[Spacebarl and interpret the key combination as the nonbreaking space code.

Relative fo nt sizes. When you' re assigning a font size to text, you don't
work wi th the point sizes that you're used to o n the Mac. Instead, you get
numbers like + 1, +2, 0, -1 and -2. Since th e user can set a desired size for the
fonts in a paragraph, what you get to do is sim ply assign a relative size, larger o r
smaller, th an the default that the user has set.
Text cont rol with spacers. Use the GIF spacer (described earlier) for controlling text. A normal paragraph of text is predefined for its line spacing, a
space between paragraphs, and no first-line indent. All of these can be altered
with spacers.
•

For a first-line indent, put a hori zontal spacer in front of the first word of
the paragraph.

•

Fo r large r spaces between paragraphs, put a vertical spacer in the first line
of text-make sure it's early in the first line, so it won't wrap down to the
second line if someone changes the wid th of the browser window. Use
the spacer instead of typing a space between words so that the word spacing stays reasonably accurate. (If you're indenting the first line of the
paragraph, a single spacer can take care of the indent and the paragraph
spac ing.)

•

To adjust the line spacing, put vertical spacers in the text every few words
so that there'll be at least one in every line even if someone changes the
width of the browser window or the size of the text. U se the spacer
instead of a space between words- o therwise, the text space and the
graphic space m ake too large of a gap.
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Using blank G/Fs

You can use GIF spacers to
Indent the first line of a
paragrapll or to put more space
between paragraplls (or both).
You can also scatter spacers
through the te><t to adjust the
line spacing within a paragraph.

o You can use GIP spacers to
Inde nt the first line of a
paragrapll or to put more space
between paragraphs (or both).

You can use GIF spacers to
Jndentlke first Hne of a
paragrapi&r to put moreP.space
bej&eoCparagra pbs (or both).

C rou can also scatte r spacers
through the te><t to adjust the
line spacing within a paragraph.

You an also scatter spacers
throughGtlle te><t to adjustlh.e
line spaclngllwithln a paragraph.

to space text.

Curly quotes. Most web pages display straight apostrophes and quote marks
ASCII text
Chapter 12

because they're included in the basic list of ASCII characters and th e curly,
printer's quotes are n ot. But even straight quotes have to be "passed " to the
text symbolically, since they mean something else in HTML. To indicate
quote marks, for instance, you have to use the code &quot; (in cluding the
closing sem icolon). For other sp ecial ch aracters, you use a number code
between the ampersand and the sem icolon, including the pound sign to indicate a number. The fo ur you n eed for curly single and double quotes are:
single open quote
single close quote
double open quote
double close quote

&Hl45;
&i/146;
&i/147;
&i/148;

To get this:
This is a "straight" quote and this is "curly."

you'd use:
This i s a &quot;strai ght&quot; quote and this is &#147;cur l y.&#148;

Set a friendly font. The basic font used for text is controlled by the
browser-and, therefore, the user (althou gh many users don' t realize they can
set this preferen ce). Wi th versions 4 ofNetscape and Explorer, you can specify
the font you want to be used on you r page-but the trick is that the user has
to have that font on h is system, or evety thing goes back to the de£·mlt, anyway. Luckily, the FACE attribute lets you list m ore than one font, so if the first
is missing, the second, and then the third, \viii b e looked for before going
back to the default:
<FONT FACE="arial, geneva "> Hell o, surfer! </FONT>
Many HTML editors won 't show the font you've specified, but the browsers
will; this makes design a little awkward, since you h ave to open the page in a
browser to see what it looks like .
Which fonts shou ld you use? The TrueType fonts from Microsoft E:>..-plorer,
provided \'lith both its programs and th e Mac system software-as well as
..............................
Chapter 14 being downloadable from Microsoft's site- are fast becoming standards o n
both platforms.
Microsoft's
Web fonts
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Square bullets, lettered numbers. You don't have to stick to the default
numbered and bulleted lists you get from using the <OL> and <UL> (ordered
list and uno rdered list) tags. Each of those tags takes a TYPE attribute that
changes the leader characters for the list.
Ordered lists can use upper or lowercase lette rs or roman numerals; you simply use a type of A, a, i, o r I, like this: <OL TYPE=" a">. For unorde red lists, the
TYPE choices are disc (the standard bullet), square, or circle: <U L TYPE=" square">
The results of the
disc, square, and
circle TYPE
attribute with the
<UL> tag.

•
•
•
•
•

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

o
o
o
o
o

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

o Monday
o Tuesday
o Wednesday
o Thursday
o Friday

Graphics
The browser-safe palette. Since all but a relatively few m onitors can d isplay at least 256 colors at a time (that's 8-bit color), web design has settled on
256 colors for most uses-son o£ The proble m is that wh ile an 8-b it Mac
monitor can display 256 colors, and a PC m onitor can display 256 colors,
they're not the same 256 colors. But they do have 216 colors in common, so
basic web design uses those 216 colors- the broi/Jser-safe colors the platforms
have in common. If you use som ething not in the "palette" on one o r the oth er
platform, that compute r w ill try to match the color by dithering two others
together, combining dots to approximate the right shade; this adversely affects
the look of many graphics. (This doesn't apply to photographic images, but
only to the colo rs used in backgrounds, te>..'t, and GIF images.)
How do you make sure you're using the right colors? Most graphics programs
let you specify a Web palette from which to work, som e utilities convert colors for you, and HTML editors let you just apply fon t and background colo rs
and do the grunt work for you. But if you want the specific RGB (red, green ,
blue) value for a color so you can use it in your code like this:
COLOR=" #FF3300"
you can look it up in the M ac's Color Picker. You can open the Color Picker
only indirectly: the easiest way is to open the .Appearance control panel and
choose Other for the highl igh t,
w hich o pens the Color Picker.
OI I OU II hiQ; IIQIIIIColor.
Move the sliders on the three colorvalue
bars (keep Snap to !M?b color
,---,~
-----cr @]
~
checked to make sure the slide r
stops only on the notched numbers) and see what the I-JTML
number is fo r the color you create.

.

Using the Color
Picker to find the
code for a websafe color.
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The table. You can download a table of color values, and ready-made palettes
that can be used in programs like Photoshop and DeBabelizer, directly from a
site built and maintained by the very person who coined the term "web-safe
colo rs," Lynda Weinman. T he pic66fm
fflf"
OOflff
R:
kl 101
a.O.S I
1:000
ture here shows just a piece of one
''""
012SS
0 12U
0 125J
G:2.'1S
1: 2..SS
ls 2SS
1:2.'15 1: lSI
of
the tables (the original, of course,
UfJCC
., 051
is
in
color); each shade's color value,
G::US
1:204
and
proportions
of red-green-blue is
331199
a. OSI
o.us
noted in its colored cell.
I: IU
15~

A piece of the
color table.

66fU~

...02
0:2JS
I: OSI

Through a GIF, darkly. The GIF images you place on your web page need
transparent backgrounds so they won't be surrounded by a blotch of w hite. If
you set the background of the page to white, you won't see the blotch, but a
browser might allow the user to override the background color setting-and
he'll see the blotch.

An image ana
textured
background page
before and after
setting the image
background to be
transparent.

If the GIF image wasn't originally saved with a transparent background color,
you can change it in your HTML editor. Although accessing the editing window itself varies from one program to another, they all provide a "magic wand"
that lets you click on the background of the image to make it transparent.
Although you'll see the change in
the image on your page immediately, you have to explicitly save the
change to the image file w hile the
editing window is still open, or it
will revert to its former state.

The background color, not the background When you set the background of an image to be transparent, you're not really setting the background
to be transparent: you're selecting a specific color to be transparent. Usually,
you don't see the d iffere nce between these two concepts because you click on
the surrounding w hite area of a graphic and it disappears-you thi nk it's the
background that's been changed. But if you use a graphic that has internal
white areas, li ke the dove icon shown o n the next page, you'll see that when
you make the "background" transparent, all the other parts of the image that
have the same colo r as that background also become transparent.
To get around this problem-when you don't want the background showing
through parts of the image-you have to change the color of either the surro unding backgrou nd space or the interior areas of the image. It's usually
easier to change the background color: in your graphics program, surround
the original image w ith a rectangle of a solid color-a color that's not in the
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image itself. When you place it on your web page (or when you're still in the
graphics program) make t hat background color transparent, and the interior of
the image wi ll be safe.

00 0
Making the surrounding whi te area
for this image transparent makes all
its white areas transparent.

Top, before and after editing the
outer background. Bottom, before
and after applying transparency.

Orientation with the text. When you work w ith text and graphics "flat" on
a page-without using a table to keep things in place-the graphic is treated
the same way "inline" graphics are treated in word processors and layout programs. In effect, the graphic is a single, giant character that's plopped in the
line of text-throwing off the spaci ng of the lines above and below it.
When you put a graphic on a page with a return or line break before and after
it, there's no problem, since it sits on a "line" by itself. But when it's not separated that way, you have to be careful of how you align the graphic withi n the
text. (To set alignment in an HTML editor, you select the graphic and choose
the al ignment from a me nu or button bar. In the HTML code, the alignment
is the ALIGN attribute in the IMG tag.)
For any image larger than a line of type set with more than a single line of
type, the first three alignment choices-top, middle, and bottom- are unacceptable, although there are occasions w hen the bottom alignment can work.
Each of these options puts a single line of the text with the graphic and bumps
the rest of the text underneath the graphic. T he left or right alignment is w hat
you need to wrap text around a graphic.
The top, middle
and bottom
alignments keep a
single line of text
on the same line as
the graphic (top).
Defining left or
right alignment for
an image wraps
the text to its side
(bottom).

=
~Thl; isClarus. tho ~

1;:;J

dogcov, v oo oppears in tho P"89
Se tup diolog lO demo...,trate vlut
your prinlOut villlook hke He

This i! Clants, tM

dogcov, voo appears in tm P"89
Selllp diolog lO demonstrate vhat
your printout vill look hke. He

TbiJ u Ci>ruo,
lhe dopv, vho
appecn 1ll h
P4g0 Setup d1alog

TbiJ 11 Cl>rus, ~
thtdogcov, vho
l:!_..-..1
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l.r1J
P4gO Setup dialo8
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b l!emonrtrnt
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your pnnlOUl villlook like. He
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Breathing space. When you wrap text around a graphic, the text bumps up
against the edges of the graphic. If you're not using a table to separate the two,
you can easily space them by using a single, well-placed spacer-a transparent
GIF rectangle.
Put the spacer directly after the image (for a left-aligned image), between it
and the text, and set it for left alignm ent, too. Make it as wide as you want the
space to be, and make it long enough to bump down the first full line of text
to keep it away from the bottom of the image.

[§]

This is CI!U'US, tho
This IS CIIU'US, tho
dogcov, vho oppears m
~
dogcov, vho
tho Page Setup d1alog to
H
appears m tho Page
demonstrats vh.>t your
Setup dialog to
printout viU look like.
demonstrats vh.>t
He can fZICS foVMds or ~kv&"ds, or
your printout viU
stond on his hood or Ills tail (son of). I
look lil:e. He can faa~ fovards or

The difference
between the tootight wrapping
(top left) ond the
good spacing (top
right) is a single
transparent spacer
GIF (bottom).

ills is Clarus, tho
opv, vbo
pears in tho Paso
etup dialog to

m

emoiUtnte vm.t

ur printout viii

look like. He CAD fzr:e fovm-d.s or

The no-image test. Turn off the automatic image loading in your browser
and take a look at your page. Can you still figure out what's going on? Don't
depend solely on images for navigating your site; many people surf without
images getting downloaded at all. There are two things you can do to accommodate these people and, in fact, you sho uld do both.
First, assuming the top of your home page fits entirely into a single screen (as
it should, for good design), provide small text links at the bottom that echo
whatever graphic links appear elsewhere o n the page.
Top, the image;
bottom, the
appearance of the
alt label when
images aren't
downloaded

I

~

Second, provide an aft label (alternative label) for every graphic
on the page, like this: <IMG SRC="Imagesjback.gif" ALT="Go
back">. T hat way, each image icon w ill have a label when
someone's doing image-less surfing.

Go back

Specify the graphic size. The only thing just as important as the name
(and path) to the graphic in an image tag is its size. Why, w hen the image will
load without the size specified? Because if you define the height and width
inside an image tag, like this:
<IMG SRC="arrow.gif" WIDTH="84" HEIGHT="59">
the text on the page knows where it has to go and can load before the
image does.
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Auto-convert GIF. M ost HTML editors
w ill let you simply paste a graphic
Pages that take a minute or more to load just don't
cut it with the average Web surfer whose attention
onto a page and automatically create a
span for new sites has been m easured at only about
GIF file for you, so you don't have to
eight seconds.
worry
about a separate utili ty or art
Paul Bonner, Windows Sources Magazine,, '
September 1997
program to convert anything if you
can get onto the C lipboard. You'll
w ind up w ith a few extra steps, though, because the new GIF fi le w ill be
named something like ir~~age2.gif and when you rename it to something more
descriptive, your page will lose the lin k to the original; you' ll h ave to re-place
the newly christe ned graphic. Still, that's sometimes faster than running a
separate program.

shareware.com

The dark side. Even w hen you stick to the web-safe colors, you've got a
cross-p latform problem: PC monitors are decidedly less bright than Mac
monitors, and your pictures may appear dull or muddy on a PC w hen they
looked perfectly fi ne on your computer. GammaToggleFKey is a nifty piece
of freeware that can toggle your monitor into a mode that mimics the PC
screen (gamma being the brightness and color tones on a monitor).

Links and Anchors
Use real names. Name your anchors! If you stick with your HTML editor's
default anchor name (something clever and descriptive like #2312), you' ll
have a heck of a time editing your page as the design grows.
In addition, the anchor's name is usually displayed by a browser when the
user p laces the mouse pointer over the link, and the extra feedback about
w he re the link goes can be very useful.

Bullet links. If you use graphics as bullets in fi·ont of text links, make sure
you define both the bullet and the text as the link- it's very annoying to click
o n a nice chunky, buttony-looki ng bullet and have nothing happen! With both
defined as the link, the use r can click on either and get to the destination.

Tables
The layout tool. Tables are a web designe r's best friend. They're the only
way you can keep elements on a page in the right places w hen a user starts
resizing the window. When you set the table's lines to be invisible, there's
nothing on the web page that indicates there's actually a table: instead , all you
see is well-placed te>..'t and graphics that behave no matter what happens to
w indow. Learn how to hand le tables, and you've got h alf your web-design
problems solved.
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And don't forget: you can put a table inside another table cell, which lets you
solve all sorts of tricky layout problems.

Let the borders go south. When you're using tables for layout, turn off the
borders: <TABLE BORDER="O">. Even if you think framing different parts of the
page is an "effect" you want, you're probably wrong. T he rest of the page
design should "frame" the important parts of the page. Borders should be on
only for very specific reasons; if, for instance, the page (or a section of it) is,
say, a calendar of events.
Fixed-width only. The width of a table can be defined in two ways: relatively (as a percentage of the width of the browser window) or absolutely (in
terms of pixels) :
<TABLE WIDTH="lOO%">

or

<TABLE WIDTH="600">

Always, always, always define your tables in pixel widths; otherwise, when the
user resizes her window, she'll be resizing your table cells, too, wreclcing the
whole purpose of tables-layout control!

The amoeba table. Amoeba?? That's a single-cell creature, and a single-cell
table can be a very handy design tool. Why? Because if you've defined a
fixed-width table (as described in the last entry) and put everything inside it,
the w idth of your page won't change if the use r re-sizes the width of the
window (which usually re-flows text).

Excel. Some HTML editors (FrontPage and Visual Page, for two), understand
the difference between C lipboard contents coming from Excel and text coming from anywhere else. If you paste information in from Excel, it will be
automatically formatted into a table by the editor!

GIF Animations
The minimalist approach. When it comes to animations on a web page, a
very little goes a very long way. It's a design challenge (to put it mildly) to get
something that adds interest to the page without distracting the viewer.
Your GIF animation doesn't have to repeat endlessly. You can often make your
point with just a few repetitions (making sure that the final frame is one that
you want left on the page). Another approach is to define the image to loop
endlessly, but to put a long delay on the first or last frame so there's a considerable time lapse between loops, cutting way down on the annoyance factor.

Implied motion. Well, of course, in animation you might say that all
motion is merely implied, but that's not what I mean here. Since the number
of frames in an animated GIF affects the file size (and therefore the download time), it's important to use as few frames as possible to achieve the
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an imation you need. There are times when you can replace several frames of
something changing position with a single "blur" frame that makes it look
like the o bject has moved.

1e
I
..................................
Left, the original
five-frame
animation. Right,
the three-frame
replacement.

I

li e

e
e

I

I

e
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II

I
I
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I
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Eyeball to eyeball. When it comes to the <BLINK> tag, w hich makes the text
it surrounds blink on and off, take the advice printed on a banner hanging in
my friend Michael's office: "Thou shalt not blink."

Frames
Sparingly. Avoid using frames unless you're very, very good, and very, very
careful. Frames introduce lots of design and navigation problems: their borders take up precious screen space; it's seldom clear to the user w hat the Back
and Forward buttons w ill affect; framed pages take longer to load; there are
problems for a user w ho tries to print a framed page.
A good usc of frames is to keep navigational buttons on-screen-along the left
side or top-while the ma in part of the page scrolls. But make the button area
stationary, not scrollable.

Spare. The more frames you use, the less space you have; and if you make
each framed area scrollable, you'll lose even more space. Remember that you
can not only suppress th e scrol l bars for each frame individually, but also get
rid of the dividing borders, too.
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In General
QuickTime
QuickTime: more than you think. When you say "QuickTime," most
people think of movies and videos on the computer. While it's true that
QuickTime started off as a digital video forma t, it has become much more than
that: it's a way of storing and playing back all kinds of still images, sounds,
video and even interactive programs. Q uickTime isn't just for Macs, eitheryou can play QuickTime files on PCs and other computers as well. A great
source of information is the Quicklime FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions),
quicktimefaq.com which you can find on the Web; the author, C harles Wiltgen, is Apple's
QuickTime Evangelist. -AB
QuickTime extensions. QuickTime's many capabilities are made possible
by a w hole constellation of files, including a slew of System Folder doodads.
If you go poking around, here's what you're likely to find:

QuickTime: The master extension on which everything else depends. It
contains the codecs that encode and decode many different kinds of digital
video and audio.

•

QuickTime Musical Instruments: Contains the d igitized "voices" of
musical instruments that are used by Quicklime's built-in synthesizer
when playing back MIDI files.

~

•

Quicklime""' PowerPl ug

mJ

DJ

QuickTime PowerPiug: Speeds
up Q uickTime functions on
PowerPC Macs.

QuickTime VR: Makes it possible
to view QuickTime Virtual Reality
files (panoramas and "object
QuickTi me,. Musi cal Instruments
movies") that give the illusion of
30 images. A QTVR "pano" acts as
a window on a 360-degree view;
Qui ckTime,. MPEG Extension
you can turn around and see what's
behind you, or move closer to an
object of interest. Some panes even let you click on obj ects in the scene
to interact with them. O bject movies, on the other hand, let you spin a
seemingly solid object around and view it from any side, top or bottom.

JIL

•

•

QuickTi me,. VR

~

QuickTime MPEG Extension: Lets you play back movies and sound
files encoded with the MPEG-1 standard (but only on PowerPC Macs).
These movies can be fo und on the Web and on MPEG-1 CO-ROMs,
also known as Video C Os. (These are not to be confused with the similar-looking DVD movies, which require a DVD-ROM-not CD-ROM
-drive, as well as special MPEG-2 decoding hardware.)
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•

If you own a digital camera, you may also have the extensions
QuickTime IC and QuickTime IC Extras, which let you download
images directly from cameras such as Apple's QuickTake models. -AB

The QuickTime Settings control panel. The Q uickTime Settings
control panel lets you control autoplay for audio and multimedia CDs,
tell Q uickTime how fast your internet connection is (for better playing of
QuickTime movies in your browser), set what kind of synthesizer to use for
MIDI music files, and use other custom settings. There's a considerable difference between the QuickTime Settings control panel version 2.5 which
shipped w ith OS 8 and 8.1, and the QuickTime 3.0 version released afterwards (which you can down load, for free, from Apple's web site) . The first
offers two "panels," one each for CD autoplay and synthesized music; the
update offers five panels, ·with a major change to the Music panel.
Cl

Qutdtnme.. Settings

r-1 AutoPiay
Ea Enable Audio CDAutoP1ay
Plt~,~J tudlttos wt I'"I'Jfflti•l tr.ol< otc.t'
t~.~IOf'\IUcdlo.j 'tl'hn tru..-w4 .

fi! Enable CD-AOMAutoptay

The QuickTim e
Settings control
panel options for
version 2.5.

....,.,...
ol.1 ~w 1

,_CO Ra-t:J to JIIIO"\ 10..1-.UC-41\f ~
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.-I '-'lrlc

• 1- - - - - ,

[it Quicklime .'l.t.tslc Synthesizer
0 Gene ra l MIDI On Modem Port
0 Gen e ral MIDI Ou Printer flort
D Ptug... tn Synthesizer
00MS

n.. Ovbhrw ,...,. . ~rL'wJtr tf' b

•t\t<hd ror v • .,

M J tr•P.ItJ ,~ Uo>'t.vtr""t~.~•l~~flf l•~

J

t-------------------

QuickTime
Settings 3.0 has
many more
options available.

Foreign exchange rates. Keep the "Enable QuickTime Exchange" option
turned off in the QuickTime 3.0 control panel. T his feature is meant to let
you double-click QuickTime fi les that originated on non-Mac computers, but
it does this by altering a file's type and creator-and that can wreak havoc
with Mac programs, leading to all kinds of weird error messages. Unless you
have a very specific reason for need ing this feature (if you' re dealing with
batches ofQuickTime files created on a Sun workstation, for instance), it's
safest to turn it off. -AB
When the worm turns. The relatively virus-fi·ee world of the Mac did
acquire a special kind of virus-a wonn-known as the AutoS tart 9805 worm,
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Viruses
Chapter24

'
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connected to the use of the QuickTime Settings control panel. This selfreplicating program will intermittently slow down your computer and destroy
some of your disk files, but it can attack only if Enable CD-ROM AutoPiay is
turned on in the control panel (that's not the Enable Audio CD AutoPlay).
Since few if any Mac CD-ROMs are set up to autoplay anyway, you have
nothing to lose by turning this off. -SZA/AB

The plug-in. The QuickTime plug- in
lets your web browser play many kinds
I like a film to have a beginning, a middle, and an
of QuickTime movies and sound files
end, but not necessarily in that order.
'
'
Jean·Luc Goddard, film director
from the Internet; the file needs to be
in your browser's Plug-ins folder.
When you install the QuickTime update, the plug-in is automatically
installed, too, but you have to move it to the right folder. -SZAJAB
The QuickTime bonus applications. QuickTime comes with two applications: MoviePlayer and PictureViewer. MoviePiayer is a simple program
that lets you open any QuickTime file-video, audio, MIDI, still image, whatever. You can also get information such as the file's pixel dimensions, running
time, frame rate and so on. PictureViewer lets you open still images (not
movies) and look at them. Period. Since you can do this just as well with
MoviePlayer (any version), this seems like a waste. -AB
QuickTime Pro. The basic QuickTime is free with the system software
and/or for the downloading. But for a measly thirty bucks, you can get
QuickTime Pro, which comes with MoviePlayer Pro and PictureViewer Pro.

MoviePlayer Pro lets you do a lot more than the free version: edit, splice, and
resave movies. You can even apply some interesting filters-there's one that
simulates old, scratched black-and-white film, for example, including an occasional hair popping up in the frame. And MoviePlayer Pro isn't just for movies:
it can play MIDI music files, and can read in the music tracks from an audio
CD and convert them to AIFF (audio interchange file format) files you can play
on your computer. (Make sure you read the next entry about this program!)
As for PictureViewer Pro, it lets you convert and save an image in any of
five-count 'em-five formats. Wow, impressive! Seriously: if you need to
convert graphics files, get the shareware application GraphicConverter, which
supports over three dozen different formats. -AB
The free MoviePiayer Pro. MoviePlayer 3.0 is free, but the Pro version
comes with the thirty-dollar QuickTime Pro. Unlike PictureViewer Pro,
MoviePiayer Pro actually provides useful extras, as detailed in the last entry.
But hey-why pay extra for all these goodies? Apple's dirty little secret is that
MoviePlayer 3.0 Pro is exactly the same as the older MoviePlayer 2.5.1, which
is still free! -AB
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QuickTime compression. QuickTime supports IMA (Interactive
Multimedia Association) compression, a multimedia industry standard which
allows relatively high-quality sound to take up much less disk space. IMA
compression, while not perfect, sounds much better than any compression
previously available on the Mac. -FB
Controlling the MoviePiayer. When you play a movie back in any version
of MoviePiayer, you can control many of its functions. The pictures here tell
the story.

Double-click to
play the movie

... ·· ·s·in9ie:.Ciick.io
pause the movie
· sfiiri· dc,·~·bie.:Ciick
to play backward

Drag
...
... .. ...to...resize
.... ... ..

Option-click to mute
and restore sound
.. ......... .. .. ... ....... ... .... .....
Press on icon to pop
up the volume control
Indicates where
you are in the
mov ie
Drag scroll box to
a new position, or
just click on bar
to jump to a spot

Step backward

oi)t'ion:e:l';ci<.io ··
jump to last frame
·cc;n;n;a;;d~CiiC"i<. i<> .
play in reverse

Control-click either button to get
direction and speed control

w;c;;;e·;;e:·roii·t;<>>c.i<> ·ieit.of C:ente~·ro·
play movie backward
ii.'ovesC:.roii ·t;c;>c·to .~i9i1i. oi'cenie;to
play movie forward
r=a~i.ilei

..

·i;c;n;·cenie; increase's·;;·r;ee'd ··

QuickTime synchronization. One of the wonderful things about
QuickTime is that it allows audio and visual data to play back in synchro nization. That may not seem like a big deal, but it has been problematic in the
past to get visual and audio events to play back in sync. If, for example, you
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have a sprite dance across the screen while you play an audio file, it will probably dance at a different speed on a PowerMac and on a Quadra; the audio,
however, will play back at the same speed on both computers. This presents a
major problem if you want music to reach a climax at a certain point in an
animation. QuickTime helps solve this problem because it keeps the different
events running in sync, no matter what Mac is playing it back. -FB
Keyboard control of MoviePiayer. There are also several keyboard shortcuts for MoviePlayer:
To:
Play
Pause
Play backward
Step fo rward
Step backwa rd

Press:
!Spacebar) or !Return) o r ~

ISpacebar) or IReturn)
~

8

8

Multimedia
Making multimedia. Making multimedia tends to require considerably
more computing power and resources than does playing it back. Imageediting programs, for example, benefit from lots of RAM and fast CPUs;
video and audio editing are virtually impossible without copious disk storage
as well. If you plan to make multimedia titles on a regular or even semiregular basis, you w ill want some serious computing horsepower:

•

Memory: Lots of it. Luckily, it's cheap, so load up. For a beginner,
64 megs; double that for serious work.

•

CPU: Nothing less than a PowerPC even for a beginner. For serious
work, the top-speed PowerPC chip is a minimum, a G3 chip is recommended.

•

Storage: Gigabytes upon gigabytes on one or more hard drives; as with
memory, prices have dropped precipitously, so this isn't too much of a
burden. Opt for the faster SCSI drives if your Mac has two differe nt
busses.

•

Slots: You'll need room for special boards for video digitizing or sampling. Unfortunately, at this point no G3 model comes with more than
three slots-which are quickly used up by, say, a digitizing board, an extra
monitor, and a card for extra-fast storage connections.
CD-ROM drive: You might not want the fastest model available, since
you have to make sure that you won' t be misled as to how your multimedia title might play back on most users' systems, but you won't want an
old, sluggish one, either.

•

CD-R: If you're authoring CD-RO M multimedia titles, you'll want to
be able to make your own COs for test and archival purposes.
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•

Monitor: Get a large screen because it's much easier to work on-you
can see both the work you're doing (in a window sized for playback on a
standard monitor) and all the tools you need to do the work. Get enough
video RAM to run the big screen in millions of colors. - SZA/MEC

Ingredients of multimedia. The name says it all : there are multi media in
multimedia.

•

Text: While at first glance, text may seem to be boring and low-tech, it
can actually be a powerful addition to a multimedia work. It's good for
lots of things, and has at least one powerful advantage over some other
forms of media: it's very compact- the text of an entire book takes up
less room than, say, a medium-fidelity rendition of one top-40 song.

•

Graphics: Multimedia titles usually rely very heavily on graphics, using
them as background "frames," user-interface elements like buttons, illustrations of subject matter, or even as the subject matter. But graphics take
up disk space, and the larger the picture and the more colors it uses, the
more space it takes up. Displaying pictures requires RAM, too, with
larger pictures needing more memory.

•

Sound: You can usc sound in a variety of ways in your multimedia title,
from simple sound effects to high- fidelity music. Remember, though,
that a sound effect can go from interesting to boring to downright annoying the more often a user hears it. Use sound effects only when they're
needed, and not just when they're possible.

•

Video and animation: Video can liven up almost any presentation, but
it has its drawbacks: it's expensive to produce, takes up lots of disk space,
and even with QuickTime's sophisticated assistance, it can still task the
processing speed of many machines. -SZAJMEC

Doubled RAM isn't multimedia RAM. RAM-stretching tricks like virtual
memory or Connectix's RAMDoubler tend to give multimedia titles fits-as
in fits and starts, especially on older machines and with slower drives.

RAMDoubler and
virtual memory
Chapter 13

Playing aud io or video requires the constant attention of your Mac's CPU.
U tilities like RAMDoubler, however, use compression schemes to pack temporarily inactive portions of your Mac's memory into smaller spaces, and
compressing and decompressing mem01y uses CPU time. Wh ile your Mac is
doing that, it can't also be decompressing the video from a CD -ROM. Virtual
memory also ties up the C PU, and then aggravates the problem by using the
Mac's hard disk; hard disks are lots slower to access than RAM, and th is interrupts the smooth playback of a video. - SZA/MEC
Bit depths. Most multimedia titles require a minimum 8-bit depth, for 256
possible colors-nowhere near the number of different colors the eye can see.
It takes at least 16 bits (which can show thousands of colors) or more before
the number of colors available is sufficient to rival photographic quality. But
multimedia authors wan t to reach the widest possible audience, and, for now,
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staying with a 256-color limit is the best means for reaching that audience,
since so many computers still have monitors limited to 256 colors at a time.
Multimedia developers cope with the 256-color limit by using two techniques
to make 8-bit pictures seem to show more colors than they can. The first
method is called dithering, which uses more than one pixel to represent a single point in the picture: a bluish pixel and an adjacent reddish pixel will be
blended by the eye to form a larger, purplish pixel. Dithering can fool the eye
to some e>..'tent, but at the cost of making the picture look less sharp. The second method is to choose the right set of256 colors that best shows the
picture; this is called using a custom color palette. -SZA/MEC

Authoring Tools
Authoring tools? We all know what programming is: writing line after line
of cryptic code inC, Pascal, or BASIC in order to create a computer program
that serves some useful or entertaining purpose. And then there's this thing
called "authoring." Authoring systems like HyperCard can also create useful
programs. So what's the difference, anyway?
In a nutshell, people who use authoring systems get things done a lot faster
than programmers, because authors use "higher-level" tools- tools that do
more of the work for them. Some of these tools don't even require you to
write any code, and all of them feature more or less English-like scripting languages that make life a lot easier. A SuperTalk command like "play movie
'Fred's Birthday' at the location of card graphic 'Frame'" can take the place of
scores oflines of programming code.
T his section provides an overview of today's most popular authoring tools.
Most of these programs are available as downloadable demo versions, so you
can try before you buy-always a good idea when you're considering something as complex and (potentially) expensive as an authoring tool. C heck the
vendors' web sites for the latest versions, prices and availability. - AB
HyperCard. T he first tool that made it really easy to create programs w ith a
more or less complete Mac-style look and feel was HyperCard ($100, Apple
Computer). It's inexpensive, req uires little in the way of RAM, hard disk
space and processor power, and you can do qu ite a lot with it. Its stack-ofcards metaphor makes it particularly suitable for small database projects.
Unfortunately, HyperCard has seen little improvement since its 1987 debut,
and as of version 2.4 (current at this writing) it's showing its age. Support for
color is poor, there are no vector ("draw") graphics, and some basic interface
elements such as menus are very cumbersome to work with. And HyperCard
has no PC version, so your HyperCard stacks are strictly Mac-bound.
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However, Apple has big plans for HyperCard 3.0: it is to be fully integrated
into th e QuickTime system extension. HyperCard stacks should then be able
to run on any machine t hat has QuickTime insta lled, j ust as QuickTime
m ovies and sound files now do. Of course practically every Mac has
QuickTime; the big news is that this w ill supposedly also work on PCs, m aking it possible to bring your HyperCard stacks to a vast new aud ience. (In
theory, stacks should also work with web browsers that use the QuickTime
plug-in, m aking HyperCard applications web-deliverable at a stroke.) Apple
has been working on this for years, and no ship date has yet been
announced-but when it finall y happens, it w ill mark a maj or change in the
low-cost authoring tools arena. -AB
SuperCard. D esigned to remedy HyperCard 's shortcomings-like lack of
support for color, layers, and vector graphics, and H yperCard's li m ited onecard-at-a-time authoring environment- SuperCard ($1 45, IncWell DMG)
was a tremendous improvement in most respects, and quickly garnered a
small but devoted following among educators and corporate developers.
Although it has consisten tly gotten rave reviews, t he product was never marketed well, and it passed th rough several companies before coming to its
present owner, IncWel l. - AB
Version 3.5 ofS uperCarcl is a powerful general-purpose application development tool. It shares HyperCard 's easy-to-understand scripting language (and
indeed can import HyperCard stacks), wh ile greatly e":panding its capabilities. A
browser plug-in makes it possible to deliver SuperCard projects over the Web,
and the SuperCard package also incl udes internet-savvy features that let projects
send and receive e-mail, ftp files, and do other Internet tasks. SuperCard's o ne
m:Dor drawback is that there is as yet no version available for PCs. -AB
Director. Of all the authoring tools described here, Director ($1000),
Macromedia) is probably the least suited to general-purpose app lication development-yet it's easily the best known. Macromedia's marketing muscle has
pushed to th e fore a program whose filmstrip metaphor, w hile ideal fo r
slideshows and presentations, is poorly suited for many other tasks. Many
applications that have been created with other pro ducts described here simply
can't be built-or can only be buil t with great difficulty-using D irector.
Make no mistake, though: Director is a powerhouse w hen it comes to timebased tasks such as animation, presentatio ns (with lim ited interactivity) and
the like. It's probably the single most often used system for au tho ring m ultimedia C O-ROMs, w here its ability to work with mu ltiple onscreen "actors"
and precisely synch ron ize their actions to a soundtrack makes it the best tool
for the job. D irector "movies" can run on both Macs and PCs, and they can
be delivered via the Web to browsers equipped w ith one of Macrom edia's
"ShockWave" plug-ins. -AB
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Authorware.An o ldie but in some ways a goodie, Authorware ($2,999,
Macro media) was o riginally developed for educators w ho were tho ught to be
afraid of programming- hence in Authorware, everything is done by dragging
symbols around on a flowchart. The system is comprehensive (when you buy
Authorware, Macromedia basically throws in a copy of every other program in
its catalog), but its awkward interface and multi-thousand-dollar price have
kept it from achieving widespread use. It does run on P Cs as well as Macs,
and over the Web via a plug-in. - AB
DreamWeaver.Although sold as an HTML editor, DreamWeaver ($299,
Macromedia) is the first (and currently the best) of a new generation of tools
that makes it feasible to build serious multimedia applicatio ns using the new
web technologies: dynamic HTML, J avaScript, and cascading style sheets.
Because this approach by definitio n lets you deliver applications on mu ltiple
platforms as well as across the Web, tools like DreamWeaver are li kely to
supersede products like H yperC ard and Directo r for an increasing number of
projects in coming years.

DreamWeaver offers a WYSIWYG environment that lets you drag text and
graphics into position and then easily assign behavio rs (including an imation)
to them without having to w rite any code. Pop-up menus let you choose
actions for each object, and D ream Weaver then writes the necessary
JavaScript code for you automatically. T he program also includes tools for
managing a web site. Because DreamWeaver's o utput is HTML, it works
on Macs, PCs and o ther computers. And the program itself is available in
both Mac and PC versions. - AB
Presentation programs. A traditio nal presentation program-as opposed
to a multimedia authoring tool- is basically a slide-making tool for business
presentations. If you're doing the presentation from the computer itself (as
opposed to just preparing the slides and handouts), you'll be able to add basic
effects.Jike sounds, "wipes" from one slide to the next, and even Q uickTime
m ovies. A presentation program lets you create master slides with backgrounds that repeat from o ne slide to another, and o utliner that lets you create
and manipulate your presentation info rmation, and an easy way to reorganize
the slides you've created. Most importantly, it lets you easily pr int the presentation material to make handouts for your talk (as well as speaker notes!).

The standard for presentations is from steamroller Microsoft: PowerPoint
($300), w hich has the advantage of near-perfect cross-platform compatibility.
Astound ($150, Gold Disk) is a good alternative-at half the pricc!-but the
Mac version is currently two version numbers behind the PC version, so there
may be less-than-enthusiastic support and development from the m anufacturer.
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Sound and Music
Audio COs
Music to your ears. If your Mac has a built-in C D -ROM drive, you can
play standard audio CDs with it, for your own personal music station. Even
Macs without special aud io enhancements have surprisingly good fidelity
(although nothing to rival a separate stereo setup) even with j ust the internal
speaker-good enough for some background music while you're working.

Your Mac can just play CDs automatically when you insert them, or you can
use the AppleCD Audio Player desk accessory to control the play list.
8
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Double-click on in sort. If you don' t have a CD set to play automatically,
you can open its icon w hen you insert it; you'll see tracks on it, represented
by ugly old black-and-white icons. Double-click on one and the AppleCD
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Setting the volume. Set the volume for you r audio CD in the Monitors &
Sounds control panel: the system sound volu me setting affects the CO's volume. In fact, if you click the Mute button so your computer won't beep, you
won't be able to hear COs, either.

The volume setting in Mon itor & Sounds interacts with the one in the Audio
P layer: the P layer's top volume value is the one that's set in the control panel,
so it can't get any louder than what you've set for the system.
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The Playe r. T he AppleCD Audio Player is a desk accessory that's installed in
your Apple M enu Items folder; if it's not in your Apple menu, you can use
the Find command to scour your drive to see where you m ight have moved it.
The Player has two basic m odes: the small version, which supplies the basic
controls you 'd expect from a C D player, and a fuller version that lets you create a play list fo r each CD. Toggle between the two versions by clicking the
little triangle at the bottom left of the small version. (And don't ignore the
customi zing com mand in its O ptions men u , which lets you change both the
background and reado ut colo rs.)

Click to set time
readou t for elapsed or
remaining time, for the
CD or t he current track

Click for pop-up menu of tracks so
can skip to the one you want

Informat ion
reado uts

Click to o pen
full Player
Scan forward
Scan backward
Click fo r random playing o rder
Click to play tracks in the
order you've designed

Click to toggle
"continuous play"
mode on and off

Keyboard shortcuts. The main buttons in the Player have keyboard eq uivalents (which work o nly when the Player is the active window):
Stop
Pa use/Resu me

IDelete) o r IClear)
ISpacebar) or IEnter!

Eject

@]!ill

Previous Track
Next Track
Volume adju stment

8
8
(!) and (!)

No-strain strains. When the Mac plays a CD for you, you're not losing any
computing power. P laying a CD is not li ke perfo rm ing a backgro und task that
req uires CPU attention and slows down other things you're doing; it's an independent operation that won't affect any of the work you're doing on the Mac.
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Creating your play list. In the full version of the Player, you can create
your own play list for w henever you use that CD. The first thing you'll want
to d o is name the CD and the songs, since there's no way the Mac can read
that information from the disk- all it can do is identify separate tracks and
their playing times. You click on the "name" of any track to edit it, or p ress
~ and !Shift]~ to move from one track title to another. If you edi t a name,
pressing !Return I enters th e changed name and moves you to the next title. You
ca n play a track (so you'll be able to identify it) by double-clicking on the
track number. D on't worry-your Mac will recognize the CD the next ti me
you use it, so you don't have type this information in again!

Before and after
identifying the
songs on the disk.

Working with the
play list.

Once the titles are in, you might want to create a new play list. (Purists will
cringe at this, since a well-crafted audi o CD has music in the proper musical
order already!) Just click the PROG button in the upper part o f the player to
switch to the play list mode. On the left is
the normal o rder ; on the right will be your
custom order. Just drag items from the left
and deposit them in slots on the right. You
can insert a track between ones you've
already put in the list, and reorder the list
by draggi ng things up or d own in it.

Where is all this information? All the information you enter abou t a
CD - its title, its track titles, and the play list you create- are stored inside
your Preferences folder in a fil e named AppleCD Audio Player Prifs. If you
store lots of informa tion there, you may want to add the file to you r list of
miscellaneous backup items so that if it becomes corrupted you won't have to
enter all the information again. And when you reinstall a clean system, don' t
forget to copy this file to your new System Folder.
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It's long been a piece of movie/computer trivia that HAL, the schizo computer in 2001: A Space
Odyssey has a very interesting name. Shift each of its letters to the next one in the alphabet, and
what do you get?
But here's a more subtle piece of trivia: When HAL starts really breaking down, he starts singing
"Daisy, Daisy, give me your answer, do."What's happening is that HAL is regressing to his "childhood," and author Arthur C. Clarke is paying homage to early computers and their programmers.
At Bell Labs, back in 1932, the first tune ever played by a computer was ... you guessed it. Then,
carrying on the tradition, Bill Gates programmed the first microcomputer, the Altair, to hum the
same tune.

Grabbing sound from an audio CD. Here's how to record a snippet of
music or other sound from an aud io CD to use as an alert sound:
1.

C lick the Sound button in Monitors & Sound.

Sound Input

Setting the Sound
Input option.

[~:::~e~~S~ :~ ~ n~pu;t;=~----~
.,/

~crophone..

AV

~on~ec~or tt

2.

In the Sound Input section, select
Internal CD from the pop-up
menu. C lick the Listen button so
you'll be able to hear what's going
on when you're recording.

3.

Insert the CD; if you're system is set up to play CDs, it will just start
playing. Use the AppleCD Audio Player utility to find the section of the
CD you want to record.

4.

C lick the Alerts button in Monitors & Sound.

5.

C lick the Add button.

6.

Listen to your CD. When it gets to the spot you want to record, click the
Record button. (If you can't hear the CD after you click Record, you forgot to check the Listen button back in step 2.)

7.

If you want to grab two different spots for the total sound, use the Pause
button after the first snippet. When the second sound begins, click Pause
again to continue the recording.

8. Mter you've stopped the recording, use the Play button to see if the
sound recorded exactly the way you wanted it. If everything's fine, save
and name the sound.
Don't forget to go back to the Sound area and reset the input option to microphone, because it's easy to forget, and one day you'll be wondering why your
microphone isn't working.
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Another sound-grab procedure. You can also use the Movie Player application to grab sound from an audio C D. (You need either MovieP layer 2.5 or
MoviePlayer Pro that comes with QuickTime Pro; the MovieP layer 3.0 that
comes with the free QuickTime 3.0 was stripped of its Import command.)
With MoviePlayer, you can grab sounds of any length and save them in a format that can be used with m ultimedia presentations, not j ust with the system
software. H ere's how:

1. Insert the audio C D, run MoviePlayer, and choose the Import command
from the File menu.
2.

Select the track you want from the audio C D. (They'll be listed simply by
number, not by name.)

AudiO m lmport OpUons

J

Settings

..,.,I

ll .OZ5 I:IIl

~I

0

16 bll

Size: f) &btl

-

use: f) Mona Q Stere o
...,...._-'-~"~~Auuro

-

Selection - - - -

C lick the Convert button.

4.

In the next dialog, click the O ptions button .

5.

In the Audio C D Import Options dialog,
select the sampling rate you want, the size
(8- or 16-bit), and Mono or Stereo. Use the
Audio Selection controls to find the part of
the track you want, and click OK when it's
all set.

6.

N ame the sound file and save it.

I

Track: "'Tracie '2'

The MovieP/ayer's
Import Options in
the Mo vieP/ayer
application.

3.

Start: ~Etld:~ j

tiM . OlliJ

:il

j
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Digital Audio
Digital audio. You can produce audio on the Macintosh in one of t\vo ways,
either through the use of MIDI (covered in the next section), or through the
use of digital audio. Digital audio is recorded audio waveforms that are stored
as bits and bytes like all other forms of digital media.

You can di gitize sound-that is, change it from its natural analog-based form
to a digital form that can be stored, manipulated, and played on the computer-very easily. Your Mac comes with a microphone and the Monitors &
Sound control panel lets you record up to ten seconds of sound; you can
grab sounds from audio CDs through the MoviePlayer application, tooboth these techniques were covered in the last section. And most Macs also
have input for other audio sources.
When you get serious about working with sound, you'll need more than the

l!~ nifty little tools that come with your system software or those that can be

macromedia.com downloaded as shareware. Check the latest features and reviews regarding
opcode.com SoundEdit 16 ($280, Macromedia) and Audioshop ($100, O pcode

Systems). -SZA/FB
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A little bit better. Digital audio is commonly found in 8-bit or 16-bit formats. The bit rate refers to the number of possible values used to describe the
dynamic rmtge of an audio fil e (that is, the range between the loudest and softest
sound) . The 8-bit files have 256 possible values, while 16-bit files have 65,536
possible values, which results in a marked difference in sound quality; 16-bit
fi les are the standard for high-quali ty audio and are used for audio COs.
But 16-bit files are twice as large as 8-bit files, and older 68K Macs can' t play
them without additional hardware (although the Sound Manager extension
can interpret 16-bit fi les and play them back in 8-bit format for these Macs).
If your project is designed to be played back solely on a high-end Power Mac,
go nuts and use the best quality audio you can. -FB

Sample rates. The process of recording sound onto a computer is often
referred to as sampli11g because when you record audio onto a com puter, it
samples that audio signal thousands of times per second to re- create the waveform digitally. The sample rate determines the frequency range at which the
digitized audio can be reproduced. For example, audio COs are sampled
44,100 times per second-at 44.1 kHz. Digital audio plays back at half the
sample rate, so 44.lk.Hz plays back at a maximum of22.050k.Hz, which is well
beyond the range of human hearing.
Much as we would all li ke to have C D quality audio on our multimedia projects, the reality is that it takes far too muc h computer overhead to play 16-bit,
44.1ki-:Iz audio while playing an animation or displaying a high-resolution
graphic file. -SZA/FB
............... ...................... . ... ...................... ...................... ..

Sample Rate

8-bit Flies
Stereo
Mono

16-blt Flies
Mono
Stereo

5.3MB

2.65MB

10.59MB

5.3MB

22.254kHz

2.67MB

1.34MB

5.34MB

2.67MB

22.050kHz

2.65MB

1.32MB

5.3MB

2.65MB

11.127kHz

1.34MB

0.67MB

2.67MB

1.34MB

11.025kHz

1.32MB

0.66MB

2.65MB

1.32MB

Audio formats. Like text or graphics, audio can come in a variety of different formats. The most common generic audio format on the Mac is AIFF
(Audio Interchange File Format) ; on the PC, the most common format is
Microsoft's JMwe, or .WAV On the Intemet, it's common to see audio fi les in
Sun Microsystems's uLaw format. The main thing to remember is that when
you're using audio files across platforms, you should use a format that the
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target platform can read . Most audio programs can save audio fi les in a wide
variety of formats, and there are plenty of shareware programs available on the
Internet that can do this. - FB

MIDI
MIDI basics. MIDI stands for Musical IIIStnnnent Digital Inteiface; it's a protocol
that's used for passing d igital musical data between electronic musical devices.
With the right hardware and software, computers can also understand MIDI
data. On computers, MIDI is typically used to play music: rather than store a
digital recording of the music itsel( you use the MIDI protocol to store information about the musical peiformauce and let the playback device (usually a
synthesize r or sound card) take care of producing the actual sounds. Because
MIDI is o nly sending performance data, it takes very little CPU overhead.

A MIDI seq11encer is a program that lets you write music using the M IDI protocol; a song played back using MIDI is referred to as a sequence. MIDI uses
the serial port on a computer to transmit MIDI data to a synthesizer, which
plays the data it receives using its own internally generated sounds. A M IDI
channel supports a single musical part with a unique musical voice, and a serial
port provides 16 channels. On a Macintosh, without using add itional hardware, you can get 32 channels of MIDI if you use both serial ports (most Mac
models have two ports).
You should realize that MIDI isn't only used for music. Because it's merely a
protocol for sending data, MIDI can be used for other, nonmusical purposes-like sound effects. For example, MIDI is often used to synchro nize
sound effects to a video source. - FB
General MIDI The original MIDI specificatio n let each musician decide
w hich sounds he could use for w hich program numbers. General MIDI was
created to make it possible for musicians to create sequences that wou ld
sound the same on different systems. It defines a standard instrument bank so
that if a seq uence sends out a program-change message, the instrument that's
chosen is predefined. For example, General MIDI specifies that program 0 is a
piano and program 12 is a vibraphone. In order for a General MIDI sequence
to play correctly, the synthesizer th at plays it back must support the General
MIDI standard. General MIDI has become very popular in the PC world for
gam e and multimedia applicatio ns because just about every PC sound card
currently sold supports General MIDI. Because MIDI data takes so little CPU
power, it's very appealing to developers, although it's not used nearly as commonly on the M ac as is d igital audio. - FB
Creating MIDI. General MIDI is a great way to get started creating music on
your Mac. In addition to your Mac, you' ll need a MIDI sequencing program,
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a MIDI interface to connect your Mac to your synthesizer, a synthesizer (this
doesn't have to be General MIDI-compatible), and a MIDI controller, which
usually takes the form of a piano-like keyboard. There arc many manufacturers of M IDI hardware; Keyboard and Electronic Musician magazines often have
good articles about buying synthesizers, so I recommend looking there as a
place to start.
As for software, there arc several manufactu rers that address the needs of

'
"' musicians at all levels. Two vendors with a long history in the Mac world are
1

opcode.com Opcode Systems, with products like MIDI Translator II ($45) and MIDI
motu.com Translator Pro ($100), and Mark of the Unicorn, with its Freestyle ($175)

program. - SZA/FB

Musical notation. Another area for MIDI software is applications that are
designed for music notation. Whi le many sequencers have notation features,
composers who wish to write complicated music scores need to explore programs that arc designed for that purpose. Finale ($550, Coda) is considered
codamusic.com by many to be the final word in notation programs. It supports almost every
ars-nova.com conceivable type of notation but has a steep learning curve.
On the much lower end , there's SongWorks ($125 Ars Nova) which has a
frustrating interface but might be worth the effort if all you need is simple
single- or multiple-part (up to eight parts) sheet music. - SZA/FB

Animation and Video
Animation
Computer animation. Traditional animation (Disney, Warner Bros., and so
on) has always been frame-based, with individual frames drawn on clear eels
(sheets of transparent cel luloid), overlaid onto a background, and then photographed frame by frame.
Animation on the Mac is both easier and more complex than traditional
methods. Easier, because you don't have to draw every single frame of your
animation. In most cases, you can simply create keyframes at important points
in you r animation, and you r animation software w ill use a process called
tweening to create the intermediate frames. (Tweening refers to creating the
"in-between" frames to produce a smooth transition between keyframes.) On
the other hand, digital animation is sometimes more difficult than traditional
animation simply because of the sheer number of parameters that you can
control. Digital animation offers multiple light sources, sophisticated motion
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paths, motion blurs, and other techniques which would be im possible to
replicate using traditional methods. -SF

2-D animation. Computer 2-D animation is basically the same as trad itional
animation: you create a background, and use ever-changing foreground images
to create the illusion of motion. If you want to just try your hand at a few cartoon-type projects, try MetaCreation's Dabbler ($45) or WebPainter ($90,
Totally Hip Software). The next step up wo uld be CinemationCD ($150,
Vividus) or its big brother Cinemation for about a hundred dollars more.
i

.,/
metacreations.com
totallyhip.com
vividus.com
macromedia.com

The to p-of-the-line animation program o n the Mac is Macromedia
Director ($650, Macromedia), w hich can create stand-alo ne animations to be
played back on the platform of your choice, or clips to be integrated into a
presentation or even played on the Web, with the help of the ShockWave
browser plug- in. You can even create interactive animations, with clickable
areas o n the screen.

3-D animation. Although som e 2-D animatio n work still starts with pencil
and paper drawings, 3-D animation is almost completely created on the computer. T he two m ain stages in creating 3-D art are modeling and renderir1g.
In the modeling stage, yo u start by making a wiriframe image on the screen (so
called because the picture is made with a series of lines that look like a wire
framework, which require much less processing time than generating a filledin image); you then fine-tune the image to sim ulate real-life characteristics
and movem ents. You apply a surface, textures, and lighting effects to the
image, often using the same software that you used to generate the wireframe.
The character or scene can be modeled from various angles, allowing you to
create different versions of the same image.
The renderin g process takes the choices you've made about surfaces, textures,
motions, and lighting effects and tu rns them into a finished 3-D image. T he
rendering process also saves your images on disk, using one of the standard
file formats (such as PICT, PICS, o r QuickTime) that a mu ltimedia application can use. Rendering, however, can take a long time and it requires your
Mac to do a lot of highly complex math work, so you really sho uld usc the
fas test Power Mac that your mo ney can buy.
3-D packages range vastly in price and sophistication. O n the one end of the
spectrum, many developers use StudioPro ($950, Strata) or Infini-D ($500,
metacreations.com MetaCreations). Macromedia's Extreme 3D ($400) offers time-based 3-D anistrata.com mation capabilities in addition to good 3-D modeling and rendering. -SZNJK
I

,,/

Digitizing Video
Video connectors. Attaching a video source to your Mac requires some sort
of cable and connector. There are two different connector types for video: a
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high-quali ty S-Vrdeo connector (which looks a lo t like an ADB connector) and a
composite 11ideo connector (which looks like the RCA connecto rs on the backs of
most stereo amplifiers). Diffe rent Mac models offer o ne, the o ther, both, or
neither; unfort unately, the first few ro unds of G3 Macs don' t offer any handy
video import. - SZA/MEC
Video sources. Getting the Mac set up to capture video is one thing; getting
the video captured is quite another. (N ote: unless you are doing all this
merely fo r your own am usem ent, you don't want to capture video from com mercially produced videotapes, television broadcasts, cablecasts, o r laser
disks-you'll be violating copyright laws and leaving yourself o pen to a very
expensive legal education .) Your video source will probably be some sort of
videotape: VI-IS, H i-8, or, if you arc verging on the professio nal, Beta-SP.
Whatever your source, make sure that it is the highest quality possible; the
more video "noise" in your origi nal, the harder it will be to compress well .
Furthermore, as the Mac's video capabilities im prove, you may eventually
want to recapture your video, and you will be grateful for a high-quality
original when you do. - MEC

'

'

Quick! The cam! Tired of looking at
Q uickTime movies you downloaded
from the net? Feel like maki ng some of
your own? Well, you could get a video
camera and a video input board (or an
AV-equipped Mac), but why spend big
bucks? You can shoot your own
the Trash can.
' '
Larry Tesl er, Lisa developmen t ream
Q uickT ime movies for as little as $200
with Connectix's QuickC am, a golfball-sized video camera that plugs into any Mac's modem, prin ter or the new
U SB port. (An older grayscale model can still be fo und in some stores fo r
under a hundred bucks).

Although the Xerox Star had icons, the Lisa [Mac's
predecessor] was the first product to let you drag
them with the mouse, open them by double-clicking
and watch them zoom into overlapping windows ...
It was the first to feature the menu bar, the
one-button mouse, the Clipboard, and

Sitting o n its tiny pyramidal stand, the eyeball-like Q uickCam grabs color
video and feeds it into your Mac w itho ut any need fo r special video boards o r
AV inputs. You can create Q uickTime movies of anything you can point it at
(and it focuses down to an inch! ) o r grab still pictures for insertion into your
web page o r newsletter. With the freewa re program CU-SeeMe from Cornell
U nive rsity, you can even use QuickCam fo r videoconferencing. - AB
Compressing video. T he still pictures that make up a video take up a lot of
room: a single 16-bit picture measuring 320 by 240 pixels is over l SOK At
thirty of those pictures a second, a single minute of video would take over
250MB! Luckily, there are ways to compress video files, and the compression
schemes also allow the compressed video to be decompressed quickly enough
to be shown o n screen.
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The most practical types of compression schemes are lossy; that is, they deliberately discard som e of the video information, which reduces the picture
quality of each frame. A good lossy compression scheme throws away info rmation that least reduces the picture quality. One type oflossy scheme uses
something called frame differencing. In this schem e, key frames are chosen and
sto red periodically. Non-key frames contain o nly those pixels that differ significantly from those in the key frame. This sort of compressio n works well
for video that doesn't contain a lot of m otion. Another scheme reduces the
number of pixels stored in each frame by collecting adjacent pixels of similar
color and making them all the same color, which can make the picture look
blocky and less distinct. In practice, both schemes are usually used when
compressing video. It ta kes a certain amount of experience and experimentation to balance these different compression methods for the best results. -MEC

Tips for capturing video. A number of video editing programs support
video capturing, which is not surprising, since the bulk of the work of capturing is handled by QuickTime itsel£ In most cases, the process is no more
elaborate than choosing "Record" or "Capture" from a menu or dialog box.
Before you do, though, you should set your frame rate and compression
choices from Q uickTime's standard dia log box. The m enu which brings up
the box is not standard; it will vary from program to program. You also want
to set the capture window size. Once you have these things set, you can start
capturing. Mter that, sit back, relax, and watch the free space on your hard
disk start to disappear!

• Capture your video without a11y compression if your hardware supports it and yo11
have the room. Most codecs (compressor/decom pressor) are just too slow
to compress video in real time, and besides, you will want to play around
with compressio n settings to get the best possible results.

• Capture video in short segments. T he longer the segm ent, the longer it takes
to compress, the more disk space it uses, and the greater the chance that
something will go wrong in the process, forcing you to recapture.

•

Defragment yo11r hard disk before yo11 capture video. If your Mac has to search
all over your hard disk looking for empty sectors, it takes precious processing time away from the video capture, and w ill almost certainly resu lt
in your losing some frames.

•

Titrn qff CPU-hungry e-xtensions and r1etwork connections. Some extensions
work continually in the background, taking small chunks of processing
time away from the capture process. Also, if you have AppleTalk turned
o n, the Mac will be checking the network periodically and, while it's
doing that, it won't be working on you r video.

• Capture your video at tlzefinal frame size you 1vish to use.

If you're planning to
show your video in a 180-by-120 window, it doesn't make sense to capture it at a larger size; this will merely consume disk space and processing
time. Worse, if you plan to show your video in, say, a 320-by-240 window
and you capture it at 180-by-1 20, it will look terrible when scaled up.
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•

Capture your video at the}itwl frame rate you wish to rue. The television standard in America (NTSC) shows frames at about 30 per second (actually,
it is 29.97 frames per second ... go figure). You should capture video at
some even fraction of this rate for the best playback: 15 frames per second
is usually a good choice. Capturing at an uneven fraction of the standard
rate can result in jerky motion, dropped frames, and other oddities.

•

Put a.floppy disk in your.floppy disk drive (and a CD in the CD drive, and a
cartridge in your removable drive). Seriously. Every so often your Mac likes
to check all attached drives to see if something has been put in them .
This check takes a little time, and time is something you don't have to
spare when capturing video. Once a disk is in a drive, the Mac doesn't
check anymore until the disk is removed. - MEC

QuickTime video compression. QuickTime manages video compression
through codecs, (compressor/decompressor) , soft\-vare that handles the compression and decompression of video, graphical, and audio data. Some codecs
are built into the QuickTime extension itself, while other, more specialized,
codecs are separate extensions managed by QuickTime. The standard
QuickTimc Compression dialog box includes a pop-up menu that lets you
choose which codec to use:

•

None: Usc this to convert video from one bit depth to another, and for
capturing video that you want to compress later.

•

Animation: Use this for animations as opposed to video-material that's
made up of a sequence of still images.

•

Apple Video: The first video codcc for QuickTime, it provides fast
enough decompression for many video playback needs, (seven times
faster than its compression speed). The relatively fast compression
speed makes it usefu l for doing editing experiments before final editing
and compression.
Cinepak: Most commonly used for video in multimedia titles, it compresses even more tightly than Apple Video and decompresses much
more quickly. It lets you specify the data rate for your video, particularly
usefu l for video that will play from a CD-ROM , where the maximum
data transfer rate may be relatively low. Compression is very slow, however, often taking the better part of an hour to compress a mere 30
seconds of video. -SZA/MEC

Editing video. T he field ofvideo editing packages runs the price gamut from
free to extremely costly. Nearly all video editors have certain interface elements
in common: a time line that lets you select portions of the movie and places to
insert clips, a clip palette that lets you choose from the unedited clips you wish
to use, and a window to play back the current state of your movie.

•

MoviePlayer, Apple's video viewer doesn't have a real editing interface,
but you can do rudimentary video editing with it by using the traditional
cut, copy, and paste commands that are standard on the Macintosh. You
simply hold down the !Shirt) key as you move the slider to select part of the
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movie, then choose Cut, Copy, or C lear from the Edit menu. When you
finish editing, choose Save As from the file menu and make sure to select
the Make Movie Self-contained option in the dialog; otherwise, it will simply save a tiny file that points to the o riginal movie, and if you m ove that
file to a different disk, you'lllose your edits. As described earlier in the
chapter, you can use the 2.5 version that came with OS 8 and 8.1 for editing, o r MoviePiayer Pro (which you have to buy), but not MovieP iayer
3.0 that comes with QuickTime 3.0.

apple.com
strata.com
adobe.com

•

In Videoshop ($250, Strata), you can trim individual clips and layer multiple video tracks. It has a storyboard as well as a time line so you can see
which clips, in which order, are currently in your movie, and it has a
more ro bust set of effects, transitio ns, fades, and filters.

•

Premiere ($540, Adobe) is probably the standard of multimedia video
professio nals, as well as having a place in the world of broadcast video
editing. It has a huge number of standard transitions and effects, supports batch com pression, lets you "matte" one video onto another, and
much more. Tts weakest feature may be its manual, which is skim py
and sometimes misleading, but if you can afford to buy it, yo u should
have it. -SZA/MEC
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The Hardware
Richard Wolfson was
the associate editor
for th is chapter. You
won't see his initials
throughout, but
many of the entries
are the result of his
contributions.

Displays
Screen technology. The big division between types ofPowerBook displays
is not color versus black-and-white, as you might expect, but between two
types of L CD (liquid-crystal display) technologies: active and passive matrix.
Active-matrix screens provide crisp, sharp images at w ide viewing angles, and
react immediately to cursor moves and screen changes. Passive-matrix screens
are less bright and sharp, must be viewed almost straight-on and are relatively
slow to react. Drag an object on the screen, or just move the cursor at a normal speed, and you m ight see a trail of images left behind; move the cursor
too quickly, and it tmally disappears for a few seconds (this is known as s11bmar£11ing because the cursor seems to have dipped beneath the surface of the
screen in its travels).
Active-matrix displays are far superior, but they have two major drawback<>:
they're heavy, and they're expensive (about $1000 more for a colo r active-matrix
display). Passive-matrix technology has improved: dual-scan passive-matrix displays redraw the top and bottom halves simultaneously, for double the refi·esh
rate. And, with processors getting faster every year, everythillg happens faster.

Where a calculator on the ENIAC is equipped with
18,000 vacuum tubes and weighs 30 tons, computers
of the future may have only 1000 vacuum tubes and
'

'

perhaps weigh 1.5 tons.

Popular M echanics 1949

'

'

The first PowerBook<; were strictly
black-and-white, regardless of the
screen technology. Later models
offered four, and then sixteen shades of
gray. Finally, colo r showed up o n
PowerBook<>, first on the washed-out
165c passive-matrix screen and then in
the superb 180c active-matrix o ne.

Screen size. PowerBook screens range fro m 8.4 to an incredible 14.1 inches
o n a diagonal measurement, but, as w ith desktop monitors, the measurements
can be deceiving. T he screen's pixel resolution is the more important factor,
since the number of pixels it uses horizontally and vertically determines how
much informatio n is displayed. A standard desktop mo nitor has a pixel resolutio n of 640 across and 480 down. The majority of PowerBook<; have the same
resolution; the screen m easurem ent is smaller because each pixel is smaller.
The oldest Power Book<; are limited to a 640x400 (instead of 480) resolution,
while others can go as high as 800x600 (though you may find yourself squinting at those tiny dots). Some models offer a choice of resolutions; in most
cases, the higher resolution (with mo re pixels displayed) can be used only
with fewe r colors showing at a time.
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Unfortunately, the latest PowerBooks (the 3400c and all the G3's) can use
their own displays and an external monitor for mirroring the display, and not
as two different monitors (making one big screen) the way desk Macs can.
Video output. With the exception of the Power Book 100, every black-andwhite and grayscale PowerBook still "thinks" in color, and can provide color
information for an external color monitor, although the models of the first
round (140, 145, 170) and the I/ O-impaired 150 have no video port to accommodate a monitor hookup. For PowerBooks with video ports, the level of
support (how large a monitor, or how many colors) varies from model to
model. The Duos, of course, can support a monitor when inserted into a
Dock or when attached to a mini dock.

Other Components and Capabilities
Batteries. The continuing quest for inexpensive and lightweight, but longlasting, batteries for laptop computers has resulted in four distinct battery
technologies for PowerBooks.

Lead acid, the same type of battery as in your car, was used only for the
PowerBook 100.

•

Nickel-cadmium (NiCad) batteries are used by the 100-series
PowerBooks.

•

Nickel-metal-hydride (NiMH) were introduced with the Duos, and
proliferated into several different varieties. NiMHs recharge £1ster and
last longer than NiC ads.

•

Lithium-ion (Lilon) batteries are the latest and greatest, and are the
batteries for all current PowerBook models.

The expansion bay. Starting with the 5000-series PowerBook (and including the 190) most PowerBook models include an expamio11 bay, which comes
with a floppy drive in it. Pop out the floppy drive and insert something else: a
hard drive, memory modules, a Z ip drive, or a CD drive. T he specs on the
expansion bay changed from the first models that offered it to more recent
and current models, so make sure whatever you order as an add-in w ill actually fit in your model.
PCMCIA cards. The 500-series PowerBooks introduced a new type of
slot: PCM CIA , for Personal Computer Memory Card Intem atioual Association.
Although the SOO's need a "card cage" (Apple's PCMCIA Expansion
Module , origi nally priced at $200) that replaces the left- hand battery,
later models have built- in, accessible PC MC IA slots.

The PC MC IA acronym is such a mouthful that the cards for the slot are
commonly referred to as simply PC cards. They come in three sizes: Type I,
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Type II, and Type III, with the difference being their thicknesses. The PCMC IA slots usually come in pairs, but can accommodate only one Type III card
because its girth blocks the second slot.
An amazing amount of functionali ty can be built into a PC card: modem,
memory, Ethernet connections, and combinations thereof are all on PC cards
for Power Books.
Handy-dandy PowerBook products. Several PowerBook products, hardware and software, are mentioned in context throughout this chapter. But
here are a few items that we want to bring to your attention:
newertech.com •
apstech.com
vsttech.com
iomega.com •
3com.com
globalvillage.com

Newer, faster, better PC card modems ($200-$300) are available from
old hands like Megahertz (now 3Com) and Global Village.
If you're using an external Zip drive with your PowerBook, you may
need a b attery pack fo r it ($50, Iomega).

•

VST Systems has engineered an internal Zip drive for your 190, 1400,
3400, 5300, or G3 PowerBook ($330).

•

Instead of plugging and unplugging three to five wi res every time you
hook up your PowerBook to your desk machine or network, use
BookEndz ($180-200, depending on model, N ewer); this mini docking
station holds all the cables in place so you can just slide the PowerBook in
and out (you' ll want a second set of cables for the most convenient setup).

•

Batteries, chargers, and even car adapters are available for various
PowerBook models from both VST and BTL

•

The PowerDoor ($15, APS), a replacement I/0 door for the one that
constantly breaks off the back of 140-180 models.

PowerBook Models
Gee whiz, G3. What's faster than a speeding bullet? O r at least almost tvvice
as fast as the former "fastest portable in the world" (the PowerBook 5300)? It's
a G3 PowerBook w ith the Power PC 750 chip. The original Power Book G3
was superior in every way: the largest PowerBook screen ye t, lots of fast
memory, fast interna l bus, 5GB drive, zippy modem, 2MB of on-board video
RAM , 20x CD-RO M unit .. . the list goes on. Superior in price, too: its introductory sticker of$5700 could cover the cost of the next- fastest PowerBook (a
5300) and a G3 desktop machine.

Other G3 PowerBooks followed (it's the only kind of PowerBook you can
buy now), with prices currently ranging from $2300 to $6000, screen sizes
from 12.1 to 14.1, and speeds from 233MHz to 292MHz (the processor is on
a daughtercard, which bodes well for upgrades).
The 3400 series. T he PowerBook 3400c models are a closely related group of
four (the 3400d 180 model comes in two configurations) that all offer a 12.1-inch
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active-matrix color screen and a collection of features that, at their release, were
standard PowerBook options: PC card slots, expansion bay, floppy drive unit,
CD-ROM drive unit, and infrared capability. The minor details that separate the
models are not all items that are included in the PowerBook chart at the end of
this section, so here's a quick reference chart.

3400c/180
Processor(603e)speed

3400c/180

3400c/200

3400c/240

180

180

200

240

1.3GB

1.3GB

2GB

3GB

CD-ROM speed

6x

6x

12x

1OBASE-T Ethernet

•
•

•
•

•
•

Built-in modem

The 2400 lightweight. The 2400c/180 is the only model in the 2400
"series"; at 4.4 pounds, it's the lightest non-Duo PowerBook ever made (in
fact, it's lighter than some of the Duos). How did they m anage that? Well,
there's no floppy drive, and no room for one, either: it comes with an external
floppy drive (a totally different design from the one made for the Duos).
Another way to shave weight was to keep the screen size at 10.4" rather than
boost it to over eleven o r twelve inches to match the size of its contemporaries. And then there's the even-smaller-than-usual keyboard. But many
buyers avoided this model because CD access is a must these days.
The 1400 series. There are two basic machines in the 1400 series: the passive-matrix 1400cs and the active-matrix 1400c. The 1400cs has two
variations, w ith the slower 133MHz model coming with an 8x CD-ROM
drive, and the 166Mhz model having a 12x CD-ROM drive. All the "modern" Power Book optio ns are included on this series: expansio n bay, PC card
slots, and infrared capability.
The 5000 series. The four models of the 5000 series got off to a bumpy
start: Consumers complained about the absence of a CD-ROM d rive, almost
a standard already at that time in the PC world, and a few early problems with
lithium-ion batteries cast a pall over the new lineup. The supply nonetheless
fell far short of demand: the 5000-series m achines started the PowerPC-based
PowerBook genealogy, offered larger screens, PC MCIA slots, infrared capability, an expansio n bay, and 64MB RAM expansion.
The 500 series. T he 500-series PowerBooks (four models offering differe nt
types of screens) provide '040 power in an all-in-one laptop design. The
68LC040 chi p used in these PowerBooks (and in the Duo 280 and 280c) is a
special low- power version of the chip so it uses less battery power; it's missing
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some of the built-in FPU functions of the standard '040 chip. The 500
PowerBooks introduced the double-battery approach, and use special "intelligent" batteries that keep track of the charge and time that's left. One of the
batteries can be replaced by a PCMCIA adapter (described earlier).
Duos and Docks. The Duos introduced a new concept in take-it-with-you
computing. For traveling, you have a lightweight laptop, but back at the desk,
it slips into a docking station and performs as the brains of a desktop system
that includes a standard monitor and keyboard, and even slots for expansion.
To keep the Duo small and light, the design called for no internal floppy drive
and few ports-in fact, there's only a single serial port (for an external modem
or printer), a connector for a dock, and the option of a phone jack for an
internal modem. To hook up anything else to a Duo when it's not in its Duo
Dock, you need a mini-dock that provides extra ports. So, the thrill of traveling light is often mitigated by the necessity of schlepping a bag full of extras
for either planned activities (a presentation, say) or in case of emergencies
(you need the Floppy Adapter and an external floppy drive to reinstall a corrupted system from floppies).

The Duo Dock turns a laptop Duo into a desktop Mac. T he Duo slides in the
front of the Dock, creating a setup that includes an internal floppy drive, a complete set of I/O ports, NuBus slots, and a connection for an internal hard drive.
The Duo Dock II was introduced to accommodate the thicker, color D uos
(although you can upgrade the original with a new top) . Additional features
included a math coprocessor (optional on the original), a 32K memory cache,
an Ethernet port, and support for a 20- inch monitor (the original was limited to
a 16-inch monitor). T hen there's the Duo Dock II+ which really should be
called a "minus" instead of a "plus" because it doesn't have the math coprocessor- it was made fo r '040 and Power PC Duos, which don't need an FPU.
If you don't need a full Duo Dock (and you don' t wal"lt it when you' re traveling), you should be using a mini dock that lets you hook up a floppy drive,
hard disk, and so on. Unfortunately, neither the mini docks nor the fu ll size
ones are available as anything but used equipment, so you may have trouble
finding what you need if you didn't get everything along with your Duo.
The 1 00-series models. T he 100-series Power Books (w ith the exception of
the 100 itself) were referred to as "ali- in-ones" because they include an internal floppy drive; all but the 190 and 100 use the 68030 processor, and all but
the 100 use NiCad batteries.

•

The PowerBook 190, released at the end of 1995, was the last of the 68K
Power Books. While it uses the low-power '040 chi p, it shares most of its
design w ith the 5000-series PowerBooks released at the same time:
infrared capability, PC MCIA slots, and an expan sion bay. The 190c and
190cs were the color versions.
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•

The PowerBook 150 was positioned as an entry-level PowerBook at a
point when the first Power Book models were out of production and the
price tags of current models were prohibitive. At heart, it's just a 145B
with a 40MB RAM limit and four levels of gray in a 600x480 screen-and
a severely li mited set of VO ports, not even including video out.

•

The PowerBook 160 introduced the grayscale passive-matrix screen; the
165 is its twin except fo r a faster processor. The 165c was the first color
PowerBook, but its passive-matrix screen displayed washed-out colors.
The 180 was the first PowerBook to usc the standard 640x480 pixel proportions of a desktop monitor, in a grayscale active-matrix screen; the
180c had a tiny but beautiful active-matrix color screen. All these secondround PowerBooks have a 14MB RAM limit.

•

The PowerBook 140 and 170 were in the original group ofPowerBook
offerings. The 170 was the top-of-the-line, with its active-matrix screen, a
faster '030 processor, and an FPU. The 145, with its faster clock speed,
replaced the 140; the 145B is identical, just redesigned internally for
cheaper manufacturing. All these models have black-and-white displays
and are limited to 8MB of RAM .

•

The PowerBook 100, one of the three original models, stood out not
only because of its light weight and the lack of an internal floppy drive,
but also because it used the 68000 processor, a chip that had long been
abandoned in desktop models. Its display is a slow passive-matrix one; it's
the only PowerBook to use a lead-acid battery.

All Macs have code names during development, of
course; but sometimes the code names are used in
software and then forgotten. The balloon help for
the Caps Lock extension in System 7.1 is a case in
point; TIM and Derringer were two of the
. PowerBook code names.

Thlt ( ilt .. no-ws VOW' Mxintosh TN
or OtrrWI9w to dlsp~ .an ken tn tht
mtnu W lo hl:k•tt tNt tApS lock is

on Touu thh:filt 1 pt..o.tt~ tt...
b ttntionJ fol:ttr Md thtn rtsl¥1 Uw
ton'f~UIW .

The Portable. The fi fteen-pound Mac Portable was Apple's humorous first
entry into the portable market; it had a full-size keyboard, a trackball off to
the right, and a beautiful active-matrix screen (although only a few late units
came with backlighting).
Upgrading. When you're deciding whether you should upgrade your
PowerBook, the issues are the same as those for upgrading a desk machine
(discussed in Chapter 2). Consider carefully the cost of the upgrade, especially
for an older PowerBook whose inherent limitations (in addressing memory,
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for instance) might still keep you from having a machine that can do what you
need it to do. Also consider whether the cost of the upgrade is worth it compared to the cost of a new machine or that of a used machine that is more
advanced than yours.
Additional memory and a larger hard drive are almost always effective
upgrades, no matter which PowerBook you're using. Other than that, the reasonable upgrades at this point are those that move a 68K machine into
I
../ PowerPC territory or change a "plain" PowerPC machine into a G3. N ewer
newertech.com Technology offers both. Its NUpower 500/ 167 ($550) puts a 603e processor
into an '040 500-series PowerBook. For the 1400, there's a 167MI-Iz 603e
upgrade for $500 that's just not worth it when you consider there arc variousspeed G3 upgrades for that unit starting at $690. There's also a G3 upgrade
for the 2400 ($830). By the time you read this, there will no doubt be other
upgrades available, so be sure to check their web site.

Using PowerBooks
Conservation Efforts
Unplugged is for MTV. T he best battery-saving tip of all: stay plugged in
whenever possible. When you're plugged in, you don't have to worry about
the rest of the tips in this section.
Perchance to dream. The PowerBook sleep mode drastically cuts down on
battery drain. You can put a PowerBook to sleep manually with the Sleep
command in the Finder's Special menu, or from the Control Strip, or by
pressing the Power button on models that have one; later models go to sleep
when you close the cover. Or, you can have your Power Book go to sleep automatically after a specific period of inactivity.

In sleep, the screen goes blank and the hard disk stops spinning, but those are
only the most obvious results; all sorts of internal components are also powered
down during sleep. A touch of a key wakes up a sleeping Power Book instantly.
Where has all my power gone? Quick: Wha t eats up the most battery
power on your Power Book? A colorful, brightly lit screen ? Keeping the hard
drive spinning? It's hard to conserve battery power if you don't know where
it's all going.

•

The biggest drain on the battery is something you have little control over:
the C PU itsel( And the more powerfu l the processor, and the faster its
clock speed, the more power it uses.
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•

Next in line for biggest power draw is the hard drive, but keeping it spinning is no t necessarily the greatest evil: getting it to spin up from its
sleeping stillness takes more energy than having it rotate at speed for a
few minutes. On the other hand , an unused spinning hard drive wastes
energy. The best sleep interval for a hard drive depends very much on
how yo u work; just keep in mind that letting it go to sleep at short intervals, when you'll have to spin it up every few minutes, might be wasting
more power than it's saving. A spinning CD just about matches the drain
of a spinning hard drive.

•

The third big power drain is an in-your-face option: the screen backlight .

The quick conservation guide. Keeping the power drain to a minimum
lets you work lo nger on a single battery charge. Here are som e things you can
do to maximize your battery life (some are detailed further in other entries):

•

Keep processor cycling turned on in the PowerBook control panel.

•

Keep hard disk access to a minimum: stick to the minimum necessary
virtual memory allocation and allow lots of m em ory for an opened appl ication so it won't go to the disk so often.

•
•
•

Avoid using a C D or floppy disk.

•

Put the PowerBook to sleep whenever you're not using it for more
than a few minutes.

•

Keep the settings in the PowerBook control panel at maximum conservation settings.

•

If yours is a original model that lets you run the CPU at two different
speeds, set it to run at the slower speed.

Keep the backlight turned down as fur as possible .
Keep AppleTalk turned of£

Keeping track. The Control Strip provides a way to keep track of both the
current charge level and the current use level ; yo u can choose to have either
or both displayed in the Control Strip at any time.
The Control Strip
Later this chapter

For a full battery, the battery-level bars arc all dark; they start fading, from the
right, as the battery goes down. The battery consumption gauge reflects the
current amount (get it?) of power use. If you think you' re working conservatively but that gauge is all the way to the right, it's time to check all your
settings- and perhaps review your work habits.

l.l~IUIUUl~ ~]
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The Control Strip's battery readouts. Top, a full charge,
and top usage; bottom, a slightly depleted charge and
more conservative usage.
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The occasional shut down. Don't shut off your PowerBook- j ust put it to
sleep. The only times you really need to tum off a Power Book are when you arc:

•
•
•
•
•

Connecting a SCSI device to it

•

Opening it for repair or upgrade

•

N ot going to usc it for more than a few days

Connecting it to another M ac in SCSI disk mode
Connecting a monitor directly to an all-in-one PowerBook
Connecting an external floppy (except to the 2400)
Inserting a Duo into the Duo Dock or connecting it to a mini dock

Processor cycling. Not exactly awake, not exactly asleep-the PowerBook
has a twilight zone bet\vecn the two called, reasonably enough, a rest state.
Through a process called processor or power cydillg, the processor chip in the
PowerBook catnaps whenever it hasn' t been used for a few seconds; as soon as
you do anything, it wakes up. (You might notice that a blinking text cursor
blinks verrry sloowly if you're not typing for a few seconds). Because the
processor is the biggest single source of battery drain, cutting its needs every
few seconds, fo r seconds at a time, adds up to great savings.
Processor cycling is used by defau lt, although it's an option you can tum offbut it's a hidden option so you can't just turn it off by mistake or through
curiosity. This is covered below, in the PowerBook Control Panel section.

One needs more rest if one doesn't sleep. That's why
I go to bed early.
'

'

The minimal
dialogs for latermodel PowerBook
brightness and
contrast controls.

Evelyn Waugh

'

'

Why would you turn that gem of a
power-saving function off? Because it
interferes with some game sofwarc. Just
make sure you turn it back on again!

Color and contrast don't count. Color PowerBook screens eat up more
battery power than do their grayscale and black-and-white counterparts. But it' s
not the color itself that's drawing the power-it's the extra backlight needed co
get through the multi-layered color screen that
Contrast
eats up power. So, running a color Power Book in
0
black-and-white won't conserve any battery
power, and changing the contrast settings makes
6rightness
no difference on any screen. But turn down the
-~.
screen brightness whenever you can.

Stop talking. When AppleTalk is turned on, it continually checks the
serial port for signs of network activity-even if there's nothing connected to
the port. Of course, the way it checks is by sending a signal and seeing wha t
comes back, and that takes electrical power, which , of course, is coming from
your battery.
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The silent modem drain. You've probably realized that using your modem
drains battery power (or maybe you never thought about it). But the m odem is
sucking power sometimes even when it's not in use: some basic general telecom packages (not specialized software for accessing online services) open the
modem port when you launch the program , and that starts draining the power.

The PowerBook Control Panel
Controlling sleep cycles. The Power Book control panel lets you set the
automatic battery conservation options: screen dimming, hard disk spindown,
and system sleep. But it lets you set them in a very easy way: with a single
slider control w hose extreme positio ns are Better Conservatiotl and Better
Perjorma11ce. Just reposition the con~
Pow elilook
0
8
trol and all the settings are taken
care of for you.
For control freaks. You can change the three conservation settings separately if you want to tweak your Power Book's behavior. Flip the Easy/Custom
button in the upper right to move between the easy and custom controls, by
either dragging the switch to the other position (which is a little difficult) or
just by clicking in the empty spot in the switch.

Set the three conservation settings to where you want them; the numbers by
the controls indicate the minutes for the interval. You'll see that the "easy"
control slider changes in response to your settings.
Sleep sets. Because there's a tradeoff between power conservation and your
PowerBook's performance (as noted even in the label on the control panel's
top slider), you'll want extremely different settings for when you're running
just on battery and when you're plugged in. Luckily, the bottom panel of the
Power Book control panel lets you make up two sets of settings, and override
either one at any time.
Battery: With the A uto button active and Battery selected in the pop-up
m enu, change the slider controls. Any time you're running on battery,
these are the settings that w ill be used.

•

0

. ~~ _

Power6ook
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_
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•

Plugged in: With the Auto button active and Power Adapter
selected in the pop-up menu,
change the slider controls. When
you're plugged in, these arc the
settings that will be used.

•

Override: When you want to
work with temporari ly diffe rent
settings (you're on battery, fo r

I fi1
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instance, but need to up the performance factor for a while), click the
Manual button and change the slider settings. If you change the settings
before you click the button, you' ll wind up changing one of the Auto sets
you've created.
N ote that both Auto sets are just that: auto. You don't have to select either one
to use it- the Power Book knows if it's plugged in or not and uses the appropriate set.

The hidden option. To control
the processor cycling setting (keeping it on saves power but might
interfere with some game software),
you have to find the hidden panel
in the PowerBook control panel.

1'11 You have to start from the collapsed, easy version of the control panel (which

ru is a pretty silly requirement) , and hold down [Option ) while you click or drag
the switch to open the control panel to its fullest. You' ll get a new section,
with a checkbox that lets you turn the cycling on and off.

System Software Specials
The Trackpad control panel. The first trackpads were simple trackball
replacements (which, in turn, were simple mouse replacements) w ith no special powers of their own. But later PowerBook models offered smarter
trackpads, and all recent trackpads let you use the trackpad to click, doubleclick, and even drag thi ngs without keeping the "mouse" button down.
The Trackpad control panel lets you set those trackpad options, as well as the
tracking speed.

•

Tracking Speed: This is similar to the mouse ttacking speed, discussed in
C hapter 5. While the Mouse control panel offers a separate T-fry Slow option,
for the trackpad you're offered a special 1- to-1 setting so that the distance
you move on the pad is translated to exactly the same distance on the screen.
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•

Double-Click Speed: This is really the
double-tap speed; if you tend to drum
your fingers while they're resting on the
PowerBook, keep it at the slowest setti ng!
But double-tapping is a much more natural motion for trackpad users than
having to use the button.

•

Clicks and drags: You can't tum off the
double-click/tap option, but you can
select or ignore the single-click/tap option
as well as the options that let you drag
things without using the "mouse" button.

~

Double-Ciict Speed

+

o•

+
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~

U.Se Trac tpad for;

181 Cllckl nq
181 Or"'1)1ng
0 DroQ lock ( tap once
torel..,.dreg)

~
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Drag versus drag-lock. The click and drag options in the bottom part of
the Trackpad control panel aren't exactly intuitive; and you'll find that they're
connected so that unless you choose the "lesser" one(s) you can't turn on the
next one or two.

The dragging option uses a double-tap to start a drag: tap once regularly, than
tap the second time but keep your fi nger on the pad instead oflifting it, and
you can drag something around as if the mouse button were down. Since this
doesn't echo the way you use a mouse-where you keep your finge r down on
the fi rst click to do a drag-the third option in the control panel, D rag Lock,
lets you "lock down" the mouse button with a single tap. To unglue the item
from the mouse cursor, you single-tap. This option is more awkward than the
default because it's far too easy to trigger by mistake-you wind up with
things stuck to your cursor when all you wanted to do was click on them.
Date & Time-and battery power. O n
PowerBooks, the Date & Time dialog that lets you
set options for the menubar clock also allows you to
turn on a battery charge indicator in the menubar; you can tell the relative
battery charge at a glance, and see if the battery is charging. But for a better
at-a-glance check, use the battery module in the Control Strip, which can
tell you which charge mode the battery is in, and also indicate the strength of
your current usage.

8:35PM
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The Mouse addendum. T he Mouse control panel has an extra section in

Power Book systems (which is a little strange for a computer that doesn't use a
mouse). The addendum lets you control Mouse Tracks, a cute term fo r leaving
a little trail of cursors behind you as you move the cursor around (which is
much more hygienic than what a mouse might leave as a trail). You can choose
how long a trail to leave, and whether or not to leave one at all. On screens
where a cursor disappears when you move it too quickly, leaving a trail is a
good way to see where you've been- which is usually a clue as to where you
are. You can also thicken the 1-beam text cursor to make it easier to see.
-
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Keeping mouse tracks on sometimes interferes with
Balloon Help: you might fi nd a few blan k help balloons left on the screen here and there. But it's only a
temporary effect and goes away either by itself or as
soon as you move something on the screen.
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Also note that w hile the Mouse Tracking section is
always available in this control panel, its settings are
overridden by those in the Trackpad control panel.
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Control Strip modules. T he Control Strip (covered in detail in C hapter 9)
provides several modules specifically for PowerBooks, and a few that, while
not PowerBook-only items, are especially important to PowerBook users.

lfjf

DQ\./n Hard Disk

A m ini PowerBook control
panel; choosing either
setting p uts the slider in the
contro l panel to t he next-tothe-last posit ion at either
,--,::-;-----,,----,.
end of the slider

Spins down the hard
drive immediately
Instead of waiting for
the p re-set interval

is says

Open Location MeneQer
None (off)
lltlente
Ch1C8QO

• Home
Ne"" York
Sen fran
Access to the locations set in
the control panel, and to the
control panel itself

There arc shareware Control Strip modules available that offer functions
beyond those provided by the ones that come with the system, as described in
Chapter 9. Jeremy's Control Strip Modules ($10, shareware) are strictly for
PowerBooks, and include improvements on the Apple offerings as well as some
originals. Many are handy for older PowerBooks, like the ones that check and
let you change the processor speed, and the ones that deal with the SOO's smart
battery; others, like Power Countdown (which displays the time left before certain power conservation featu res are activated) are for any PowerBook.
The Location Manager. T he Location Manager control panel lets you create groups of settings (hmm ... sounds like the Power Book control panel, and
Extensions Manager) from different control panels and system settings; the
sets are referred to as locations, and you can choose one based on, of course,
where you're wor!Gng at any given time.
LOclltlon Manage_r
D
U nfortunately, its usefulness is lim ited
Cur..-enl Louttoo:
because it doesn't address one of the
l ttome
;I
most important resettings travelers face:
internet and other online access options.
Atlantft
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liome
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Sanfnn
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New
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Open

! Duplicate I
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-----:
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If you used the Location Manager in a
pre-OS 8 system, make sure you reinstall it with your OS 8 or 8.1
installation, since previous versions
won't work under the new OS.
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Password Security and its breaches. The Password Security control
panel provides security against casual snoops, asking for a password when the
PowerBook is turned on or, optionally, when it comes out of sleep. Use the
control panel to set up your password, provide a hint if you th ink you 're
going to forget it, and to turn the password protection on and off. You get a
simple dialog at startup that asks for your password (and provides your preprogrammed hint); failure to type in the correct one in three tries either shuts
down the PowerBook or puts it back to sleep, whichever state it started from.
Keep these points in mind:
•

If you're going to use the PowerBook in SCSI disk mode, make sure you
turn off the password protection first.

•

When a PowerBook drive is partitioned, Password Security kicks in only
for the startup partition; if there's a System Folder on another partition,
the PowerBook can start up from that one.

•

Under OS 8, the setup portion of Password Security doesn't work on
2400 and 3400 models, although the actual security portion does. If you
start the computer with a Disk Tools disk from previous system software,
you can open the control panel that's on the hard drive, turn it on or off,
and set the password; when you restart from the PowerBook, the settings
will be used. (I hope this tip becomes obsolete very quickly!)

•

At the release of OS 8.1 and its option of Extended fo rmat fo r disk,
Password Security didn't work wi th extended-format drives. There's no
word at this point if it will be updated for use (although we can assume it
will be) ; if you format your drive with the Extended option, don't use
Password Security unless you have a version that Apple explicitly states
works with HFS Plus.

J
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And a lso ... Here are a few more PowerBook-specific control panels that
aren't covered elsewhere in the chapter:
•

PowerBook Setup: Provides two options which apparently had nowhere
else to go: the ID number setting for SCSI disk mode, and the time/date
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setting for an automatic wake up. The settings show up only on models
capable of those functions.

•

AutoRemounter: Automatically remounts network devices when the
Power Book wakes up.

•

PowerBook Display: Contains setti ngs for working with an external
monitor; with some models, you can use the PowerBciok display and
the monitor as one virtual screen, the way a double- monitor setup is used
on desk machines, or you can set them up for mirroring so that the monitor shows the same thing as is on the PowerBook display-perfect for
demonstrations. (Other, more recent models, work in m irror-mode only.)

•

Infrared control panel: Sets up options for infrared use-if you actually have some other device that uses infrared connections.

General PowerBook Tips
No burn-in. Although screen burn-in was neve r an issue for PowerBook
screens, as it was for early phosphor-coated monitors, a PowerBook screen is
subject to a "shadowing" effect if you leave it on and unchanged for, say 24
hours. To cure the shadowing, put the PowerBook to sleep or turn it off; the
longer the screen was on, the longer it needs to be off to cure the shadows.
Finger-lickin' good. If your cursor is jumping around erratically in
response to trackpad use, it might be because your finger's dam p. Stay dry!
Try placing a small piece of paper on the trackpad surface; if the jumping goes
away, the problem is you r finger, not the trackpad.

Another reason for erratic cursor movement is touch ing the pad in two places
at the same time, so make sure you're not resting a second finger against the
surface un less you' re doing it on purpose (to achieve the effect described in
the next entry).
The two-finger trackpad trek. When you want to take a shortcut across
your screen, use two finge rs on the trackpad: you can make the cursor jump
across the screen or stop halfway, depending on w here it is and where your
fingers are.

Say the cursor is near the left edge of the display. Put your index finger on the
left edge of the trackpad. Then, put your middle finger down on the opposite
edge of the trackpad; the cursor will jump about halfway across the screen.
Lift the first finger, and the cursor will jump to the right edge of the display.
You can also just switch from one finger to the other without the middle step
as long as you get the second one down a fraction of a second before you lift
the first-try it a few times and you' ll get the hang of it.
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Using an external monitor. All but the earliest PowerBooks can drive an
external monitor, and the monitor can be used instead of, or in addition to,
the Power Book screen. Keep these points in mind:

•

N othing shows up on the external monitor the first time you turn on
your Power Book after connecting it. Open the Monitors or Monitors and
Sound control panel to activate the monitor.

•

The Power Book won't go to sleep if a video cable is attached-whether
or not the monitor is on, and whether or not there's even a monitor at
the other end of the cable.
Although the monitor has its own power source, running a monitor is a
significant drain on the Power Book battery because it's juicing the video
card. Stay plugged in when using a monitor.

Playing around. N ote that many games assume a 640x480 display, so older
Power Books, even if they're capable with their memory, hard drive, and
processor speed constraints, may not be able to run many games because of
the dimensions of the screen. -JK
Killing the startup sound. C hanging the volume or clicking the Mute
button in the Monitors & Sound control panel doesn't affect the startup
chord. If you want to dampen it, you have to plug something into the audio
port on the back of the Mac. If you use earphones (to keep your coworkers
from realizing you' re playing C Os or games!) , that will keep the startup
chord from being audible. If you just want to get rid of the sound, get a
"miniplug" from an electronics store-it's the little plug that's at the end of
earphones-and plug that in to the audio port. But then you won't hear any
sounds, incl uding alert sounds.
The 500 single-port storm. The 500-series Power Books have a single serial port that's used for both external modems and printers. Keep these points
in mind:

•

For a serial printer like the Portable StyleWriter, turn off AppleTalk so the
port will work for the printer.

•

Selecting a printer in Chooser can get confusing. Selecting an
ImageWriter gives you a single combined port icon, but selecting a
StyleWriter driver gives you a choice of the modem or printer port, as if
you had two. U se the modem port setting.

The Duo Dock as a recharging station. You don't usually insert a sleeping Duo into a Dock, since pressing the Power On key on the Dock's
keyboard ej ects a sleeping Duo. But if you're not planning on using the
docked Duo, you can insert a sleeping unit anyway: the Dock serves as a
handy recharging station for a sleeping Duo. It also keeps your Duo safely
locked in the Dock when it's not with you.
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Batteries and Power Adapters
Battery bits. H ere are some basic guidelines for almost any kind of
PowerBook battery:
Batteri es are made of toxic materials. They should be handled with reasonable care, and recycled rather than thrown out. Most battery
manufacturers accept old batteries-not for credit, but for proper disposal; even Rad io Shack accepts discards.

•

Leavi ng a battery charging for weeks at a time reduces its lifespan; unpl ug
once in a while even if yo u' re working at home.

•

When a battery is really run down, you might not be able to wake your
PowerBook even when you pl ug it in. Leave it plugged in for about 20
minutes and try again.

Rechargeable, not immortal. Rechargeable batteries have a limited lifecycle-the number of times the battery can be drained and recharged. NiCads,
for instance, have an average of 500 life cycles, which translates to two to
th ree years of use. If your battery just won't recharge anymore, it m ay be
really and truly dead.
Keep that bunny banging the drum. There are several things you can do
to encourage your battery to last through as many cycles as possible:
•

D on't leave it inside an unused, unplugged PowerBook fo r more than a
mo nth; batteries drain even when the PowerBook's not in use. (The
PowerBook 100's lead-acid battery shouldn't be left alone for more than
two weeks.)

•

Keep it in a cool, dry place w hen it's not inside the PowerBook.

•

C harge it fully before storing it (outside the PowerBook).

•

D on't leave it in storage for more than three m o nths or so without giving
it a full recharge .

•

Discharge N iCad and N iMH batteries completely at regular intervals.
(See the Reco11ditioning entry a little further on.)

Trickle me, Elmo. Power Book batteries are charged in two differe nt m odes:
they charge relatively quickly to about 80 percent capacity in fast charge mode,
then charge the rest of the way at a slower pace, in trickle mode. So, you can
charge a battery m ost of the way in about two hours and then need almost
twice that m uch time to fi nish charging. T his method strikes a nice balance
between getting a usable charge as quickly as possible and avoiding ruining a
battery by overcharging it.
It's not actually the battery, of course, switching m odes, since the battery itself
doesn't do the charging; but the charge circuitry in the PowerBook, and e:>.."ternal chargers, handle the chore with aplo mb.
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The t rickle clue. You can easily tell whether your inserted battery is being
charged in fast or trickle mode by checking the battery monitor in the Control
Strip. If there's a lightning bolt going through it, it's in fast mode; if there's a
plug across it, it's in trickle mode. (If it's plain, then you're not plugged in.) The
battery icon in the menu bar, if you've turned it on in the Date & Time control
panel, registers only the fast-charge mode; when in
trickle mode or unplugged, the icon is a plain battery.

Stuck In trickle. If you charge a battery long enough so that it's in trickle
mode and then swap it with another, more depleted battery, the charger
(external or in the PowerBook) won't know the difference and will remain in
trickle mode. It takes a 11ery long time to charge a battery in only trickle mode.
If you're going to swap batteries, unplug the power cord for a moment and
plug it back in to reset the charger to fast mode.

Don't get shorty. For batteries that have exposed contacts, it's important to
keep them covered with a cap (for the batteries that come with one) or case
(shoe-shine mitts from better hotel rooms work well) . If something metallic,
like a paper clip or key, bridges the contacts, they'll short-ruining the battery
and possibly causing burns or even a fire.

Reconditioning. I f you continually charge a NiMH or NiCad battery, use it
for a while, and recharge it, without ever totally draining the charge, you
won't be able to ever really fully charge it. These batteries need occasional
reconditiotting in order to hold a complete charge.
Running a battery down to the point where you get low-battery warnings and
the PowerBook shuts off isn't really a complete discharge. If you have an
external charger/reconditioner, that's the best way to recondition the battery.
But the system software comes with a software-based
~
reconditioner named, in a flight of fancy, Battery
l._gJ
Recondition. You'll find it in the Portables folder inside
Battery Recondition
the Apple Extras folder.
Plan ahead if you're going to use this utility: it takes about two hours to run,
and then you'll need another two to fo ur hours to completely charge the battery again. Letting it go overnight is the painless way.

The secrets of NiMI-1. T he variety of NiMH batteries, and which machine
uses what, can be confusing. H ere's the rundown of NiMH types:

•

There were four types of N iMH batteries used with Duos, each providing a little more power than the last. They're referred to as Type I, II, III,
and High-Capacity Type UI.

•

The 500-series PowerBooks use a special "intelligent" battery that
includes a special chip to help the PowerBook manage its power needs
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more efficiently and provide a more accurate charge reading than is available from other, "dumb," batteries.

•
•

The 190 and 5300's share a common battery (as they do so many features) .
A 30-watt-hour version is used for the 1400 PowerBooks .

And here's a quick chart of what uses what, including the Apple part number
so you can order the right one or figure out which one's already at hand.
Kind of NiMH

Used in ...

Part number

Type I

Duo 210/230

M7782

Type II
Type Ill
Type Ill High-Capacity

Duo 250, 270c, 280
Duo 280, 280c
Duo 2300

M1499
M1499
M2780

Intelligent battery

SOD's

M 1908

NIMH

190 and 5300's

NiMH

1400

M3254
M2538

Mix and match. There are three batteries with the same shape, made for
three different types ofPowerBooks; they're interchangeable to some e>.."tent.
The three are: the Lilon for the G3 models; the Lilon for the 3400; and the
N iMH used in the 190 and 5300.

Both the PowerBook G3 and the 3400 can use, and charge, all three batteries;
but the time you'll get on a battery charge will be significantly shorter with anything less than the battery made specifically for those models. The PowerBook
190 and 5300 can recognize only their own battery, the NiMH model.
Need 8.1 for 3400's better battery.lf you want to use a G3 Lilon battery
(the 47 watt-hour model) in a 3400, you have to move to OS 8.1. With a
lower system, the 3400 won't recognize or be ab le to charge the battery, and
you' ll get an X through the battery indicator icon.
Back-and-forth for 500 batteries. You may be using two batteries in you r
500, but the 500 is using only one of them-one at a time, that is. T he one in
the left bay is drained completely before the 500 starts sucking at the other
one. Occasionally swap which battery is in which bay so that you're not constantly depleting the one battery.
The Duo switcheroo. The Duo battery has a little switch on it that doesn't
do anything. Really. It's there so you can flip it back and forth to remind yourself, say, that you just took it out of the external charger and it's ready to go.
Later and adapters NiCads better. NiCad batteries went through two
subtle revisions, each one providing longer-lasting power. The original one,
model number #5417, is a 2.3 amp-hour model labeled 140/170. T he secondgeneration NiCad is 2.5 amp-hours, model #5653; the third one is #5654, a
2.9 amp-hour version. When you buy a new battery, make sure you get that
last model.
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T he power adapters for the 100-series PowerBooks were quietly improved over
time, with the later ones able to recharge your battery in a shorter ti me. T he
first model (#M5140) is a 15-watt ve rsion w ith a dange rous propensity:
The black ring at the tip of the plug was prone to hairline cracks which could
resu lt in serious damage to the motherboard . The second version is a 17-watt
model (#M5651); the best is the third model (#M5652), a 24-watt version.

SCSI Connections
SCSI connections. PowerBooks have a differe nt type of SCSI port from
desktop Macs because there's not much room at the back of a PowerBook; it's
called the HDI-30 (for high-density interface, with 30 pins) . To connect a standard SCSI device, you need the HDI-30 SCSI cable, which plugs into the
back of the PowerBook and provides a standard 25-pin male SCSI connector
at the other end.
There are two PowerBook SCSI cables used for two very different purposes.
The HDI-30 SCSI System Cable is used for connecting SCSI peripherals to
the Power Book; the HDI-30 SCSI Disk Adapter Cable is used to connect the
Power Book as a SCSI device to another Mac. T hese two cables are often confused, but there are several differences between them:

PowerBook connector:
Pins (o n HDI-30):
Second connecto r:
Length:
Co lo r:

System Cable
HDI-30

29
50-pin male
18 inches
light gray

Disk Adapter Cable
HDI-30
30
50-pin female
10 inches
dark gray

In addition to these two PowerBook-specific SCSI cables, there are two others, standard for desktop Macs that you may wind up using. T he SCSI system
cable has a 25-pin male connector at one end and a 50-pin male connector at
the other. The SCSI extensio11 cable has a 50-pin connector at each end, one
male and one female.

Attaching a SCSI de vice . Adding a SCSI device to the Mac-like an external hard drive, C D- ROM drive, or Z ip drive-is basically the same as
attaching one to a desk Mac, except that Apple recommends you add a terminator both at the end of the chain a~1d before the first device "for optimum
performance." T hat means you have to do it only if you're having problems. I
always start without the extra terminator, and only occasionally- about five
percent of the time-have to add it after all.
If you do add the "before" terminator, it goes on the far end of the HDI-30
SCSI cable; and, of course, it has to be a pass-through terminator so you can
hook up the next device or cable.
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SCSI disk mode. All PowerBooks except the 140, 145, 145B and 170 provide
a unique feature called SCSI disk mode, where you can use the PowerBook
itself as an external SCSI drive. (The transfer of files across a SCSI connection is much faster than using an AppleTalk network connection. )

You need two cables for this hookup : the HDI-30 SCSI Disk Adapter cable
for the PowerBook end, and the standard SCSI system cable on the desktop
end. Miraculously enough, the free ends of each cable-SO-pin male and 50pin female-fit together. You attach the shut-down PowerBook to the
shut-down desk Mac, turn on the Power Book and then the Mac, and voila:
The PowerBook's internal drive shows up as an icon on your desk Mac.
Of course, there are a few more details for a successful hookup:

•

Termination. As with any SCSI chain, proper termination and term ination power are necessary. And, as with any chain, it's sometimes hard to
figure out what's the proper setup. Depending on the PowerBook model
and the desktop model, you may need one or two term inators (they'll fit
between the two SO-pin connectors) or perhaps none.

•

Other devices in the chain. If you have multiple devices, the
PowerBook will usually wind up at the end of the chain: it's the one
you'll be taking on and off the most often- and it has only a single SCSI
port anyway. Wi th multiple devices, termination requirements will probably change, and you'll probably need the SCSI extension cable (w ith its
two SO-pin connectors) instead of the system cable.

•

The SCSI ID. A PowerBook is pre-set to use 1 as its SCSI ID number
in disk mode. If you already have a device assigned to 1, change it or use
the PowerBook Setup control panel to change the PowerBook's num ber.

•

Battery power. Don't run a PowerBook on battery power in SCSI disk
mode; the constant spin ning of the disk and the extra power to the SCSI
port w ill eat up the battery in no time.

•

Password protection. Thrn off password protection if you have it on
through the Password Security control paneL

PowerBook-to-PowerBook connection. You can't just connect
one PowerBook in SCSI mode to act as an external hard drive for another
PowerBook, even if you have all the right cables. A PowerBook in SCSI mode
doesn't provide any termination power, usually provided by the desk Mac on a
normal hookup. To make a reliable PowerBook-to-PowerBook SCSI connection, you need this chain:

1. T he first PowerBook
2.

HDI-30 SCSI System Cable

3.

Pass-through SCSI 50-pin terminator with power supply

4.

HDI-30 SCSI D isk Adapter Cable

5.

PowerBook in SCSI mode
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SCSI Sentry

APS Technologies' SC SI Sentry ($30) is the perfect product for the center of
this chain: it works as an end-of-chain or a pass-through device that detects
and solves many SCSI signal problems. You can get a separate termination
power supply ($20) for situations like this PowerBook chain; or, get SCSI
Sentry II, which includes the termination power supply, for $45.

What's up,Doc1If you're connecting SCSI devices to the PowerBook, the

SCSI Pro

best way to go is something called SCSI Doc ($30, APS Technologies). It
plugs into the HDI-30 connector on the Power Book and provides a standard
25-pin SCSI connector on the other end-with a switch that lets you choose
standard SCSI or SCSI-mode connection. The SCSI Pro version ($20) is
for standard SCSI hookups, with no SCSI-mode option. You can get both for
$35; Power Merge Limited, a "lite" version of a highly recommended filesynching program comes with each package.

File Synching
That synching feeling. When you have two versions of a fi le, one on a desk
Mac and one on your Power Book, it's not too hard too keep track of which is
most current. If you have two versions of lots of files, however, you've got a
problem . Which one is the most recent? H ave they both been changed, wi th
different information in them? Synchroni zing files in multiple locationssync/zing them-can be time consuming if you don't plan ahead.
If you sync files manually, you have to look at their modified dates to see
which is the most recent version, and copy files back and fo rth accordinglypresumably across the network that's set up between your Power Book and a
desk machine. The modified date on a file serves as a time and date "stamp"
for the file.
A file- synching utility (like File Assistant, w hich comes with the system software) saves a lot of the drudgery, but can't resolve the problem of updating
information within a file, or combining changes if both files were changedalthough it can alert you to the problem.

Out of sync. Since any synching procedure is based on a modified date of a
file (and has nothing to do with the file's contents), keep these points in mind:

•

Make sure the time and date is set correctly on both your PowerBook and
your desk Mac. If you change the clocks after you've created files, the
modified date of the files won't reflect their true modification times.

•

If you're traveling with your PowerBook and change the clock to match a
new time zone, you may return to find your most recent files are stamped
as older than the original fi les. It's seldom worth changing the
Power Book clock because of this problem.
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•

If the PowerBook is taken apart for upgrades or repairs, its battery is
removed-resetting the clock. If you don't reset the correct date and
time, your files will be stamped incorrectly.

•

Some fi les are date-stamped as modified even if you only look at themjust open and close them. If you're do ing read-only operations, lock the
fi le on the desktop (in the file's Info w indow) so its date can't change.

The forgotten files. Your documents aren't the only things you might want
to sync on a regular basis; it's easy to fo rget about "background" files when
you're working on more than one machine. T here are all sorts of peripheral
files we use every day that we don't think about too often, since they're not
actually documents that we create and save in the normal way. For instance:

•

Support files: Custom dictionaries and glossaries for word processors,
spell checkers, and thesauruses.

•

Macros: Have you ever tried to call up a macro on one machi ne that you
actually created on the other? Sometimes it's easier just to record a fres h
one on whatever machine you' re on, but synching the macro fi le would
take care of the problem.

•

Desk accessory files: Whether it's Scrapbook pages or a rolodex- type
accessory, desk accessory files contain information that need to be
updated. (Make sure you sync the desk accessory files, not the desk accessories themselves.)

•

Telecom files: How you ever saved someone's address during an online
session and then tried to retrieve it when you're on your other machine?
O r saved an entire message or thread to review later, but it's on the other
drive when you're ready to read?

The File Assistant. The dorky little guy on the File Assistant utili ty does
basic, nothing- fancy file synching between your PowerBook and another volume. You can do strict folder-to-folder and/or file-to-file synching, creating
matched pairs with one-way or two-way synching (for folders). You can't manipulate folder contents-in fact, you can't
Fi 1e Assistant
even see folder contents.

~

When you first run File Assistant, you'll get nothing but a blank screen; you
have to start with the Show Setup Window command to get things going.
Once you select the pairs of fi les or folders, you define w hich way the sync
should go, and then double-click the arrow between their icons to actually
start the process.
Fi le Assistant is just limited and clumsy enough to make it not worth the
effort if you're setting up one-way synching: it's easier to just drag the target
folders from one volume to another. If you're updating both volumes,
though, it's a little easier to automate the process. But if that's something you
do reasonably often, it's time to read the next entry.
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PowerMerge

PowerMerge. O f all the stand-alone file- synching programs that came out
soon after the PowerBooks were released, only PowerMerge ($80, Leader
Technologies) remains-and rightly so, in an atmosphere of"may the best
program win." You can use a variety of controls to define which files, folders,
and disks should be synchronized, and when. You can include or exclude a
specific file from a sync ru n, or any file that meets certain criteria. You can set
the sync to run at a specific time, or in reaction to a certain event (like mounting a volume or logging on to a network) . PowerMerge is so smooth and easy
tu set up that I use it all the time fur backing up my desktop work (by setting
up a one-way sync).

The Problem Clinic
In General
Insomnia. If your Power Book isn't automatically going ro sleep when it's
scheduled to, check out these possibilities (after you've double-checked your
settings in the Power Book control panel):
•

Opened applications may be doing background processing that keep the
Power Book from going to sleep.

•

T imed events in open applications or e"'tensions may be kicking in at
intervals, constantly resetting the "clock" that's keeping track of how long
the PowerBook's been idle.

•

T he PowerBook won't go to sleep
when certain peri pherals-some
monitors and SCSI devices, fo r
instance-are connected.

•

N etwork access may be triggering
activity on the PowerBook.

Life Is something to do when y ou can't go
to s/eep.
'

'

Fran Leibowitz '

'

Don't forget that drive driver. When upgrading to OS 8 or 8.1 on a
PowerBook in which you've inst;tlled :1 non-Apple drive, make sure you've
updated the hard drive's driver. This is a recommended, and even necessary,
step fo r any system upgrade (as described in C hapter 8) but it can be even
more important on a PowerBook. Many users, too anxious to wait for thirdparty driver updates, found that the system software worked just fi ne, as did
their Power Books, with one exception: the hard drive would never spin down
for sleep.
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Resetting the power manager. Resetting the power manager is a panacea
for all sorts of ills on a Power Book-much like zapping PRAM is for all
Macs. When your battery isn't charging, or it's not lasting too long, or the
PowerBook thinks you didn't even put a battery in, try resetting the power
manager. For most models, resetting the power manager consists of many
small steps, and some of them differ from one model to another.

Resetting the Power Manager
For 100-series PowerBooks (except the 190) and Duos
Shut down the computer, and remove the AC adapter and the battery (or batteries). Then:
For the 100

Hold in the reset and interrupt buttons for 1S seconds.

For the 140, 145,
14SB,and 170

Press the reset and interrupt buttons simultaneously by
pushing them in with a paper clip bent into a U-shape;
hold the buttons in for 30 seconds.

For the 1SO

Hold in the reset button for 30 seconds. (Note the special
later step for this model, below.)

For the 160, 165, 180,
and 200 and 2300 Duos

Hold in the rear power button for 30 seconds.

After the appropriate procedure listed above, do these steps in this order (which is not the order
you'd normally follow!):
1.

Reconnect the AC adapter to the PowerBook.

2. Plug the adapter into the wa ll outlet.

3. For all but the 150:Turn on the PowerBook. For the 1SO: Briefly press the reset button again.
You might hear a pop from the speaker, and the PowerBook may start up. If it doesn't, press
the main power button in back.

4. Now, reinsert the battery.

For the 500-series PowerBooks
1.

Shut down the PowerBook.

2. Hold down @]!(Option @!ill and Power On for a few seconds.
3. Turn the PowerBook back on.

For the 190, 1400, 2400, 3400, 5300, and G3 series
~ There are several ways to reset the power manager on these PowerBooks, but the easiest is to zap
~ the PRAM, since that also resets the power manager for these models:

1. Shut down the PowerBook.
2.

Start up while holding down &@option IE@. You should hear two startup chimes before
you let go of the keys.

3. If the computer shuts down at this point instead of starting up, use the power button
to start it.
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Ignore the internal clicks. A slight cliclcing sound from your Power Book
at irregular intervals is nothing to worry about: the sound circuit is shut down
periodically to save battery power, and the click you hear is the circuit shutting off. Some internal hard drives also make a clicking sound when the drive
arm parks and unparks.
Serial port in use (not). If you get an erroneous "serial port in use" error
when you try to establish a PPP connection, open the Infrared control panel
and change the setting to IRTalk.
Some PC-drlve deaths under 8.1. Some third-party PC card drives won't
work under OS 8.1 without their drivers being updated. You'll find some
updates in the CD Extras folder on the system CD, but you may have to contact your card vendor for the one you need.

Model-Specific Problems
Blank screens after OS 8 install. If you install OS 8 or 8.1 on your 190 or
5300 PowerBook and the display is blank when you restart, or after you reset
the PRAM, this is a "normal bug"; a second restart should take care of it. But
to shut down safely (because, although you can't see anything, the PowerBook
probably started up), press the Power button once to bring up the shutdown
dialog; you won't be able to see it, but then pressing IReturn I will trigger the
Shut Down button.
The AppleTalk/Open Transport clash. When you restart a 2400 after
installing OS 8 or 8.1, the serial port may be in use by AppleTalk. If you've
also installed OT/PPP you need to release the port for Open Transport's use:
turn off AppleTalk, restart the PowerBook, and select the modem/printer port
in the OT/PPP control panel.
No Video Player on the 1400. The 1400-series PowerBooks can't use the
Apple Video Player; Apple has provided an alternative, the MoviePiayer,
which you' ll find in the Apple Extras folder.
The brain-dead 500 battery. The "intelligent battery" in the 500-series
PowerBooks has a chip whose memory is easily corrupted, especially when
left uncharged for a long period of time. Symptoms of this stupidity include:
the battery can't be charged in the PowerBook or externally; the battery isn't
recognized by the battery icon; the battery completely discharges in a sleeping
Power Book in a day or two (instead of a week); the battery is extremely hot to
the touch when removed from the PowerBook.

There are two cures for a dumbed-down smart battery. Apple provides a free fix
with its later system software, Intelligent Battery Reconditioncr; EMMpathy
vsttech.com (the Energy Monitoring Module controller in the battery is what's at fault), put
out as freeware from VST Systems, also ftxes the problem.
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The 500-series loose screw. The screws underneath the hinge endcaps on
the 500-series PowerBook tend to come loose. If you don' t keep them tightened, the screw, the hinge mechanism, or even the screen can be damaged
when the screw actually comes loose.
The key to success. Early Duo 210 and 230 models had some significant
keyboard problems: keys that repeated and a spacebar that wouldn' t work at
all; these need total keyboard replacements. But if the Duo's been opened for
memory or modem installation, the problem may be simply from a too-tight
screw at the bottom of the case: Turn your D uo over and loosen the screw
that's at the center of the case.

You can check if you have the best of the Duo keyboards if you can open your
Duo. C heck the last letter of the serial number on the bottom of the keyboard; F is the last keyboard revision. Keyboard replacements are still available
shrevesystems.com through certified Apple repair persons and "parts" compan ies like Shreve. (If
you're in N ew York, check out Tekserve, m y particular favo rite; they're at
212-929-3645.)

The 1 00-Series Power Books
The NoCharge NiCad. If you can't get your 100-series PowerBook to run
on the battery alone, but it runs when you plug it in, that probably means the
battery isn't charging at all. If your battery stays so low it might as well be
dead even after hours of being plugged in-or, you've noticed, it charges in an
e>.:t ernal adapter but not while in the Power Book-you 've got a blown fuse on
the Power Book's motherboard, which effectively disconnects the battery
while it's inside the PowerBook.

There are several ways this can happen, but the
cruelest one is because of a defective adapter. The
17-watt adapters with part number M 5140 on the
"brick" are especially prone to this problem: look
for a break (even a hairline crack) in the black
ring around the end of the adapter.
Old solders sometimes die. H ere's a problem that every PowerBook 100
encounters sooner or later: the battery won't charge when it's in the
Power Book, and the PowerBook won't work on AC power-but the it runs
on a battery that's been charged externally. The problem is due to a broken
solder joint between the motherboard and the AC adapter socket. If you can
get a repair center or Apple to hand le it, they'll give you a $400 motherboard
replacement. Or, you can grab a soldering iron (or a knowledgeable friend
who has a soldering iron) and do it for free.
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Once the motherboard is out, you'll see a hairline crack on the underside of
the solder connection bet\IVeen the AC receptacle and the board. A simple
reheating and reflowing of the existing solder usually works, but the best thing
to do is wick out the existing solder and replace it with high-quality solder.
Trackball improvement. Improve the trackball performance on the 100
with this simple adjustment:
1.

Take out the trackball by removing the retaining ring and then taking o ut
the ball.

2. Locate the shafts to the left and bottom of the trackball well ; each has a
blue ro ller on it.
3.

Slide the blue roller on the left shaft down from its original position.
Move the blue roller on the bottom shaft further to the right.

4.

Return the ball to the well and replace the retaining ring.

By moving the rollers this way, the ball comes in contact only with their edges
and there's less movement of the rollers and the shafts while you're using the
trackball ; as a result, you get smoother trackball action.
Display cables on 140 and 145.A problem screen on an early-production
140 or 145 might be due to a too-thin cable inside the PowerBook, an
acknowledged problem on the early production models. If the display works
correctly w hen you squeeze the right side of the frame around the screen,
you've probably got the cable problem. T he fix is a simple shim that's easy for
a technician to install.

PowerBooks with serial numbers later than CK121 xxx or higher, or F2208 or
higher, or any number beginning with FC, already have the shim installed.
This is so a Macintosh disk! The earliest production models of the 140
and 170 had some significant floppy drive problems. T hey're very finicky
when it comes to reading disks, and the This is not a Macit~tosh disk dialog is
the frequent respo nse to insertion of a perfectly good disk. T he problem
was apparently caused by inadequate shielding on the backlight converter,
a problem attended to later in the productio n runs of both models-first
w ith a shield, and later with a new, less sensitive, flo ppy drive. These
models had shielding installed at the factory:

•

140's with serial numbers higher than F2150xxx

•

170's w ith serial nu mbers higher than CK205xxx

These models had the improved (rev B) drive:
•

140's in any configuration other than 4/40 or 4/80 (4 megs of RAM
and 40MB or 80MB hard drives)
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•

140's in a 4/40 configuration and serial numbers starting wi th or higher
than F2211xxx

•

140's in a 4/80 configuration and serial numbers starting with or higher
than F2212xxx

•

170's with serial numbers starting with or higher than FC213A'XX or
CK213xxx

Disk problem work-around. Disk-reading problems on a 140 or 170 may
be due to inadequate backlight shield as described in the last entry, but you might
be able to work around the problem if you can't get the PowerBook fixed. When
you get a This disk is 11nreadab/e dialog, ej ect the disk, turn the backlight off, and
reinsert the disk; this often makes the disk readable. If the problem disk is one
that was mass-produced, try making a copy of it at a desk Mac; the PowerBook
might be able to read the copy when it can't read the master.

On the Road
Travel
X-ray away. You can't damage your PowerBook by putting it through the xray machine at an airport. Honest. X-rays are a form of light; it's magnetic
waves that might erase your disk or otherwise damage something in your
computer. I've actually x-rayed several Power Books (including my own and
Sharon's-but I did Sharon's first) at a friend's medical office just to prove the
point; nothing happened! The magnetic field from the motor that runs the
conveyor belt for the airport x-ray isn't a problem, either-there's just not a
strong enough field to affect the data on the hard drive.
Sleep it to save time. Once you've passed your Power Book through the
security x-ray, you might be asked to open it and start it up to prove it's a
computer and not a terrorist device. How long does your PowerBook take to
start up? A minute? Two and a half minutes? That's a long time when you're
heading for the gate. Keep your PowerBook in sleep mode, and a single press
of any key will start it up instantly.
Sit right down and write yourself a letter. Here's a great way to make
sure you'll have backups of important files when you get to where you're
going: e-mail them to yourself before you leave. Then, if something happens
to the copies you're working with, you can retrieve fresh copies.
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Phoning (away from) Home
The ot her online toolkit. "Online toolkit" usually means software, but I'm
talking about the equipment you might need just to hook up to a phone line
in an unfriendly hotel room. (Data- friendly hotels have phones with data
j acks in them that you can simply plug into.)

You may need any or all of these:

•

A length of phone wire to connect your Power Book to a phone jack. A
short one will do when you're in a data- friendly room, but you'll need a
longer one when you might have to snake it around and below an
attached-to-the-wall desk that's over the only phone jack in the room.

•

An extension cord, because the room's phone j ack and power outlet
might not be in close proximity.

•

A RJ-11 duplex adapter lets you plug in both a phone and a modem to
a single wall jack.

•

A second length of phone wire and a coupler (also known as a splice
adapter) provides an extra-long phone wire if you need it.

•

A small screwdriver to remove the plate that covers a phone jack.

•

An RJ-11 clip adapter lets you connect directly to phone wires in a
room that doesn't have phone jacks at all because its phone is hard-wired
into the wall .

Teleadapting. If you travel outside the country, you'll be boggled by the
wide variety of phone j acks used around the world; but you can stay on line if
TeleAdapt adapters you choose one of TeleAdapt's hundreds of international phone-plug adapters.
They're available individually ($30) or in m ultipacks ($50-$450) for various
geopolitical regions. And if you don' t know what you need, don't worryTeleAdapt seems to know it all! Check out their web site before you take off,
teleadapt.com especially the terrific Destination catalog, which details telephone and power
supply information for countries you've never heard of (along with the ones
you need to know about).

m

Tapp ing a phone line. No, not that kind of tapping! If you're someplace
that doesn't offer modular phone plugs-an older or out-of-the-way hotelyou can connect directly to phone wires by using an RJ -11 clip adapter, which
gives you the RJ-11 connector for the modem on one end and alligator clips
on the other to attach to the phone wires. (You can buy the clip adapter, or
make your own-described in the next entry).

Where can you fi nd the wires you need? First of all (assuming you're in the
U.S.) , you're looking for the red and green wires of the bunch that you' ll
find. The easiest place to get at the wires is usually behind the wall plate
where the phone wire goes into the wall ; the plate is usually j ust attached to
the wall with one or two screws. (Remember, your online toolkit includes a
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screwdriver-but a room-service knife or other bladed implement will do in a
pinch.) When you take the plate off, you' ll be able get at the wire terminals,
where the wire is attached; attach the clips to the terminals. If there's no hope at
the wall plate, you can try removing the bottom of the phone, or at least loosen
it, and follow the wires to their terminals, where you can attach your clips.
With one clip on each of the necessary wires, stick the other end in your
modem jack, and you're set.
Don't forget to put everything back together the way you found it; you're not
on the men's hockey team at the Nagano O lympics.
Roll-your-own clip adapter. The main piece of equipment you need for
phone systems hard-wired into a wall (beyond a screwdriver to remove the
wall plate) is an RJ-11 clip adapter that provides a standard connector on one
end for your modem and two wires with clips on the other to tap into the two
phone wires you need. I've only ever seen this item for sale as part of a larger
collection of tools and equipment, but you can easily make one yourself for
only a few dollars. H ere's what you'll need:
•

An RJ-11-to-spade adapter (Radio Shack part #279-391)

•

Two insulated alligator clips

•

A piece of 3/16-inch heatshrink tubing

OJ\

H ere's how to put it together:
1.

Cut off two of the adapter wires, leaving the red and
green ones.

2.

C ut off the spades from the red and gree n wires; strip a
half-inch of each wire.

3. Slip the heatshrink tubing over the wires, pushing it all
the way down to the clip.
4.

Remove the insulating covers from the alligator clips
and slide one each onto the red and green wires.

5.

Attach the wires to the alligator clips (soldering makes
the most reliable connection) .

6.

Slide the insulating covers back up over the alligator
clips.

7.

Slide the heatshrink tubing to the V where the red and
green wires split apart. Shrink it by holding a match
under it for a few seconds.

Digital PBX. Many offices and hotels have digital phone systems (PBXs) that
are incompatible with your modem (which is analog); trying to use your
modem incorrectly on a PBX line can fry it. Since many PBX systems use
standard RJ-11 jacks, it's easy to inadvertently connect. Luckily, it's also fairly
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easy to identify digita l systems in those instances where the hotel workers
don't even understand the question you're aski ng. Here are the giveaways:

•

The phone has a data port. You can be fairly sure the system is digital, but
that's w hy the data port is there-so you can plug your modem into it.

•

The phone has an LCD display with the time, the number you're calling,
and so on.

•

The phone has more than the standard keypad numbers: one-touch buttons for the front desk, housekeeping, room service, and so on.

•

The underside of the phone may have warning stickers that say something like: "Not for direct connection to telephone lines I hotel use only."

I carry a cheap single-line phone tester (a few dollars at your local electronics
store); when connected to a properly functioning analog phone line, its LED
glows green.

The pause that refreshes. You have a phone card for voice calls because
it's cheaper than dialing direct from a hotel room and paying surcharges on
the call; you want to use it for online calls, too. We can't give you exact directions because the exact solution depends on the phone companies involved:
which is making the call, which is receiving it, and which one issued the card.
But we can give you directions as to how to figure out what to do.
First, analyze how you use the card for voice calls. Here's a typical setup for
an AT&T card (the examples, of course, use fake numbers):
1.

Dial 0 plus the area code and number you want to reach. If the local carrier isn't AT&T, start the sequence with 10288: 02125551234 or
1028802125551234.

2. Wait for the tone and AT&T acknowledgement to start (about 7 seconds).
3.

Dial the calling card number: 12341231234.

4. Wait for the next acknowledgement (about 5 seconds).

5.

Dial the personal identification number: 9999

The entire sequence looks like this:
02125551234 (wait) 12341231 234 (wait) 9999
To translate that into a number the modem s~ould dial, you use a comma to
indicate a pause; most programs are set up to translate a comma as a 2-second
pause, so your dialing string looks like this:
02125551234,,12341231234,,9999
Your own situation may call for (no pun intended) an entirely different
sequence, with the PIN entered earlier, and different places for pauses, but
the basic approach will be the same.
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The phone duet. Here's another solution to the calling-card problem that
works if you have a modular phone system in your hotel room. Set things up
so you have both the voice phone and the modem connected. In some cases
this will be a cinch: if there's a data port on the side of the phone, just plug in
the modem, and the phone is still available. If there's only a single phone in
the room but it's modular and you have the duplex adapter described in the
"online toolkit," you can plug the adapter into the wall jack and connect both
the phone and the modem to it.
When you have to make a calling card call, you can use both the modem and
the phone's number pad to punch everything in. Make sure you let the
modem take the first round, though: it's set to wait for a dial tone before it
does any dialing, and if you punch in the first few numbers from the phone,
the modem won't be able to take a turn.
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PowerBook Models and Specifications
Chip

PROCESSOR
Speed(MHz)

Size (In)

DISPLAY
Type
Depth

Resolution

PowerPC Models

G3/2SO

233/2S0/292

active

color

800x600

3400

603e

180/200/240

2SO

12.1/13.3/14.1
12.1

active

color

800x600

2400c

603e

180

10.4

active

color

800x600

1400c

603e

166

11.3

active

color

800x600

1400cs

603e

133/ 166

11.3

passive

color

800x600

S300/100

603e

100

9.5

passive

grays

640x480

S300c/100

603e

100

10.4

active

color

640x480

S300ce/117

603e

117

10.4

active

color

800x600

S300cs/100

603e

100

10.4

passive

color

640x480

'040Models

S40c

68LC040

66

9.S

active

color

640x480

S40

68LC040

66

9.5

active

grays

640x480

S20c

68LC040

passive

color

640x480

68LC040

so
so

9.S

S20

9.5

passive

grays

640x480

190cs

68LC040

66

10.4

passive

color

640x480

190

68LC040

66

9.5

passive

grays

640x480

100

9.5

active

color

640x480

66

8.4

active

color

640x480

grays

640x480

Duos

Duo 2300c

603e

Duo 280c

68LC040

Duo 280

68LC040

66

9

active

Duo 270c

68030

33

8.4

active

color

640x480

Duo 2SO

68030

33

9

active

grays

640x400

Duo 230

68030

33

9

passive

grays

640x480

Duo210

68030

2S

9

passive

grays

640x400

'030 (and under) Models

-

180c

68030

33

8.4

active

color

640x480

180

68030

33

10

active

grays

640x400

170

68030

2S

10

active

b &w

640x400

16Sc

68030

33

9

passive

color

640x400

16S
160

68030
68030

33
2S

10
10

passive

grays

640x400

passive

grays

640x400

1SO

68030

33

9

passive

4 grays

640x400

14S, 14SB

68030

2S

10

passive

b&w

640x400

140

68030

16

10

passive

b&w

640x400

100

68000

16

9

passive

b&w

640x400

Portable

68000

16

10

active

b&w

640x400
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Max

MEMORY
On-Board
Speed Ins)

Int. drive

Battery

Weight (lbs)

PCMCIA Bay

PowerPC Models

G3/250

192

32

60

IDE

Lilon

7.7

3400

144

16

70

IDE

Lilon

7.2

2400c

80

16

60

IDE

Lilon

4.4

1400c

64

8

70

IDE

NiMH

6.7

1400cs

64

8

70

IDE

NiMH

6.7

5300/100

64

8

70

IDE

NiMH

5.9

5300c/100

64
64

8/16

70

IDE

NiMH

6.2

5300ce/1 17

16

70

IDE

NiMH

6.2

5300cs/100

64

8/16

70

IDE

NiMH

6.2

540c

36

4

70

SCSI

NiMH

7.3

540

36

4

70

SCSI

NiMH

7.1

520c

36

4

70

SCSI

NiMH

6.4

520

36

4

70

SCSI

NiMH

6.3

190cs

36/40

4/8

70

IDE

NiMH

6.3

190

36/40

4/8

70

IDE

NiMH

6

'040Models

Duos

Duo 2300c

56

8

70

IDE

NiMH Ill

4.8

Duo280c

40

4

70

SCSI

NiMH Ill

4.8

Duo 280

40

4

70

SCSI

NiMH Ill

4.2

Duo 270c

32

4

70

SCSI

NiMH II

4.8

Duo 250

24

4

70

SCSI

NiMH II

4.2

Duo 230

24

4

70

SCSI

NiMH I

4.2

Duo 210

24

4

70

SCSI

NiMH I

4.2
7.1

'030 (and under) Models

180c

14

4

85

SCSI

NiCad

180

14

4

85

SCSI

NiCad

6.8

170

8

2

100

SCSI

NiCad

6.8

165c

14

4

85

SCSI

NiCad

7

165

14

4

85

SCSI

NiCad

6.8

160

14

4

85

SCSI

NiCad

6.8

150

40

4

70

IDE

NiCad

5.8

145,1458

8

4

100

SCSI

NiCad

6.8

140

8

2

100

SCSI

NiCad

5.1

100

8

2

100

SCSI

lead acid

6.8

Portable

8

100

SCSI

lead acid

15.8

• •
•
•
• •
• •
•
•
•
•
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Prevention and Preparation
Your Hardware
General environmental protection. As a general rule of thumb, if you' re
comfortable, so's your computer: it doesn't like extreme heat or cold, or
excessive humidity; if you're in a very dusty environment (or one with animal
hair around), you'll have to clean the components more than otherwise.
Surge protectors. Everyone recommends surge protection as an easy way
to protect your Mac from sudden voltage swings. A surge protector-basically
a power strip with the surge protection built-in-runs about $50 for a good
one, a small price to pay for protection. But I don't use one, and never haveand that includes more than a decade of computing up in the country, where
power outages and voltage swings were very much a way of life. I've always
found that the Mac itself could put up quite well with the vicissitudes of electric life. But I'm not quite willing to tell you not to bother w ith a surge
protector and then get blamed if something goes wrong! But I will tell you
that the importance of surge protection, for most situations, is exaggerated.

And a surge protector won't provide any safety from a lightening strike, so
don't just tum off, but unplug your system in severe thunderstorms.
The Mouse pad.A mouse pad stakes out an area of your desk that's specifically for the mouse, provides an excellent rolling surface (with just the right
amount of traction), and keeps dust and dirt to a minimum in the mousing
area. Your mouse won't need cleaning as frequently if you give it a pad to run
around on.
Cleanliness is next to mouseliness. You need to give the insides of your
mouse a cleaning every once in a while. The roller ball picks up dust, li nt, and
general gunk, which gathers on the rollers inside that actually control the
movement of the cursor on screen. When the cursor starts moving erratically,
that's usually a sign that the mouse needs cleaning.

Remove the ring at the bottom of the mouse by turning it, and drop the ball
out. You'll see two or three rollers inside-some might be plain black bars,
and some black bars with thicker white rings around them (it depends on
your mouse model). The point of contact between the ball and the rollers or
rings is what gets really dirty and needs to be cleaned off.
You can usually just scrape off the gunk, although tough jobs call for dipping a cotton swab (that's a generic Q -Tip, of course) in alcohol and holding
it against the gunk stripe to soften it. A stiff but not sharp object works well
for the scraping-a toothpick is a good tool. Get the rollers clean, clean the
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ball with a soft cloth (with some alcohol if it's really dirty), and put it all
back together.
Keyboard protection. If you work in a dirty environment (or if you're a
natural slob, and eat and drink at your keyboard) you can get a special keyboard cover, called a "skin," (about $15) that you can keep on the keyboard
while you work. The skins are strong, but very thin and don't interfere with
the working of the keys.
Working inside the Mac We've come a long way, baby-the original M acs
were practically sealed against a user 's efforts to open it. But these days, almost
everyone opens a Mac sooner or later, at least to put in some new mem ory. As
with surge protection, the issue of working around an open Mac has probably
been exaggerated (although it's better to err on the side of caution).

When you open your Mac, you expose its delicate innards to the possibility of
a static shock, which could fry some of its components. That shock's going to
com e from you, so be careful. Basic precautions include leaving the Mac
plugged in, because that provides some grounding, and touching somethi ng
else metallic before handling any components, in order to discharge any static
charge you may have built up. (And, for heaven's sake, stop shuffiing your
feet on that carpet!)
Hard drive maintenance. You can prevent serious problems by catching
them when they're not so serious. Practice some preventive medicine for your
hard drive (only the last involves soft\vare that you actually have to buy!).

•

Rebui ld the desktop (by holding down ld~)optionl at startup). This speeds
up the appearance of the disk on the desktop, purges the invisible desktop
file of outdated icons, and repairs broken alias links.

•
•

Run Disk First Aid to nip minor problems in the bud .
Run N o rton Disk Doctor or TechTool Pro to exam ine the disk, and its
files, for any problems.

How often you should do these things depends on how much you use your
Mac. For light-to-average use, every two months or so is fi ne. If you use
your Mac most of the clay, every day, every 1:\vo weeks is not too often!
In addition, do an annual wipeout: every year or so, back up all your work and
totally reformat the drive. This also gives you a chance to do general ho usekeeping, getting rid of files you no longer use or need.

Backing Up
To go forward, you must back up. That's one of my favorite advertising
slogans, used for years by Retrospect, one of the premier Mac back-up uti lities. Backi ng up is the single most important disaster-prevention procedure
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there is. There's an almost trite, but true expression: There are only two kinds
of computer people-those who've lost data, and those who are about to.
You might lose a file because it becomes corrupted and you can't open it.
Maybe you threw it in the trash by mistake. Or you might lose an entire disk
or hard drive to some physical disaster. But if you have an extra copy of your
important documents, you can use the backups if you lose the originals.
Backing up can be as simple as draggi ng important files to a removable disk
and sticking it on a shelf, or as complicated as making incremental backups of
everything on your hard drive with special software and then storing the
backup copies off-site in case of major disaster.

Back up onto what? What do you back up your information onto? As files
get larger, floppies seem to get smaller. And if you're thinking of backing up
an entire hard drive, those floppies are mi~tiswle-you'd need about 1500 of
them for everything on a 2-gig drive! But when your choice is between no
backup and floppy backup of selected important fi les--<:opy to the floppies!
Lucki ly, the cost of high-capacity removable media is w ithin everyone's reach
these days, so there's no excuse not to get yourself a separate setup to help
with backups. For about $150 you can get a system that provides around 100
megs of storage on each removable cartridge; for under $300 you can get a
system that handles a gig on every cartridge. (Iomega's Zip and J az drives are
the most popular, SyQuest offe rs a great bargain; both are discussed in
C hapter 4.) There's also the old standby of tape backup systems, which offer
huge capacity and speed benefits at, of course, a price. And, if your Mac has
more than a single hard drive, you might consider backing things up fro m one
drive to another.

Archival problems. For active files, you make backups so you can get right
back to work if something happens to the original file. But there's another
kind of "backup," too-an archival backup, which means the fi le is no longer
active but you want to keep it around-just not on your hard drive where it's
taking up room. Most people realize that long-term storage has the extra consideration of the longevi ty of the storage medium itself; a C D-ROM, for
instance, will stay viable longer than a magnetic-based medium.
But here's what most people forget: you might preserve an old fi le only to
find you can' t access it. Maybe by the time you need an old file, the application that created it might not be around. Most applications can open
documents only one or two versions back-so how will you open that booklet
you made in the first version of Q uarkXPress? Keeping the application itself
around isn't the solution, because older versions of programs often won't run
under new systems on new hardware.
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There are only two approaches, both ungainly, that take care of the out-ofdate archive problems. Yo u can either keep an old hardware setup around so
you'll always be able to open older applicatio ns and their documents, or you' ll
have to, every year or two, open old documents in newer versions of the parent application, and re-save them in an updated format.

Backup software. You can manually back up files or folders, but if yo u do it
on a regular basis (as you should), that method quickly becomes tedio us.
There are several software solutio ns:

,;/

•

On the high end, there's Retrospect ($1 50, Dantz Developm ent). It's
the only choice for tape backup setups (and it's bundled with many
backup drives), and works with any other medium you use, too. Fo r network setups, there's the Retrospect Network Backup Kit ($300).

•

For the rest of us, Dantz has two other packages, DiskFit Direct ($30)
for backups to removable media, and DiskFit Pro ($75) for file-serverbased operations.

'

J

dantz.com •
leadertech.com
aladdinsys.com

Altho ugh PowerMerge ($80, Leader Technologies) is a "file-synching"
program to keep fil es updated between a PowerBook and a stationery
Mac, you can set it for "one-way synching," which is backing up; that's
what I use all the time. PowerMerge Lite is only $15 and may be all you
need-and you can download a free trial from Leader's web site.

•

Don't forget Stuffit. It's not backup software, but it will let you squeeze
down the size of files before yo u move them to another disk for storage.
Sometimes it will be the only way you can fit something o n a floppy, or
even on a 100-meg Z ip! A free copy comes with almost every telecom
program. Stuffit Deluxe ($80, Aladdin System s), described in C hapter
28, offers lots m ore features as well as the ability to split a large file across
two or more disks.

The forgotten backups. If you do piece-meal backups (instead of a
whole-drive backup) , you'll probably remember ail your important documents. And, since yo u can always reinstall your system software and
applications, it's no t so important that they be backed up. But here are some
of the files most people, to their eventual dismay, often overlook:

•

Preference files: These are easily corrupted and often cause both application-specific and system-wide problems. Some preference files hold lots
of information that you' ll hate to have to reenter after you reinstall an
application or j ust trash a corrupted version of the preferences file.

• "Desk accessory" files: Any little utility you

use that really has o nly a
single file you work with a lot (like the Scrapbook or some Note Pad
replacement) pro bably has fots of informati on in it that you don' t store
elsewhere. The file may be in the utility's folder, or in the System Folder
o r one of its subfolders.

•

Bookmarks: Yo ur browser stores these in a separate file or folder.
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•

Dictionaries and glossaries: If you've been entering a few words a day
into your word processor's dictionary or glossary, that adds up to a lot of
words over a period of months.

•

Macros: A macro utility stores your macros in one or more files in its
folder or in one of the system folders.

Troubleshooting
Diagnosing Problems
Before you call. If you're going to call anybody's tech support (even that
guy you met at the user group), the person at the other end is going to want
to know what your hardware and software setup is: which Mac model, how
much memory, which system software, what extensions, and so on. The easiest way to get this information is to run the Apple System Profiler
(included with your system software, and detailed in Chapter 9) which will
gather up all the information for you.

The next thing you should do is try a few basic troubleshooting procedures
yourself; the first question out of your support personnel's mouth is likely to
be, "Have you tried it without extensions?" and you should have the answer
ready. (And the answer shouldn't be "No, not yet.")
Isolating the problem. If you've just added a piece of hardware co your
setup, or installed a new piece of software, and things start falling apart, it's a
good bet that the new item is causing or at least contributing to the problem.
But most of the time figuring out what's actually causing the problem isn't so
easy. The most important step in troubleshooting is figuring out what the
problem is-from there, it's relatively simple to figure out the solution.

Say you're having trouble printing a document. Is it the document, or some
small part of it-a single graphic or font? Is it the printer, or the network?
Is it the printer software, or something else in the system software? Maybe
it's something about the application and the way it's interacting with the
printer software.
When you run into a problem, try to isolate the different variables involved.
With a printing problem, for instance, check if the application can print
another document; if it can't, see if anything prints from any application. That
helps determine whether the problem is bigger than your document, or
smaller than your printer! If it's only that document that won't print, you can
try printing part of it, or changing its fonts, and so on.
The isolation factor works for more general problems, coo: you can try working w ithout extensions if you're having general system crashes, or detach all
your external SCSI devices if you suspect a SCSI problem.
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Fix-It Procedures
Rebuilding the desktop. There are several invisible files on your hard
drive that keep track of things li ke w here files are stored, how icons look,
which documents belong to which applications, and how aliases are connected. It's occasionally necessary to replace these invisible files because the
informatio n in them can get corrupted; this is called rebuilding the desktop.
To rebuild the desktop, hold down @IDOptlonl at startup (actually, pressing the
keys just before the desktop shows up is soon enough). Just before the disk is
mounted on the desktop, you' ll be asked if you really want to rebuild the
desktop o n the volume; click the OK button. If you have multiple volumes
that mount automatically at startup, you' ll get the "Do you want to rebuild?"
dialog for each volume in turn. Yo u can rebu ild any or all of the volumes.
Apple says that a reliable desktop rebuild occurs o nly with extensions off, so
you have to hold !Shift] at startup until you see the Extensions O ff dialog, then
press @]floptionl for the rebuild. Most people don't bother and the desktop
seems to be rebuilt reliably in m ost instances. If you skip the extensions-off
option and the rebuild doesn't help, go back and do it the more thorough way.
The freeware TechTool, described in the next section, forces an even m ore
complete desktop rebuild.

The rebuild effect on aliases. Rebuilding your desktop solves some alias
problems and can cause others. If your aliases seem to continually fo rget
where their originals are, a desktop rebuild might solve the problem. But a
rebuild sometimes affects aliases left out on the desktop-you might no t be
able to drag and drop things on to them anymore because they'll refuse to
highlight. If that happens, just make new aliases.
Zapping the PRAM. T he PRAM ("pea-ram")-parameter RAM-is a small
amount of memory (about 24K) that retains its contents even when th e computer's shut off and unplugged. Most of your control panel settings are stored
in PRAM, as arc the time and date, and things like the status of the serial and
ADB ports. Sometimes the information in PRAM gets corrupted and causes
all sorts of weird problems, like your losing control panel settings, your com munications program not being able to find your modem, and unstable
network connections. To solve the problems, you have to reset the contents of
PRAM to their defau lts, a procedure known as zapping the PRAM.
To zap the PRAM , start up the Mac while ho lding down @:IDoption [EJB). You'll
hear the basic startup chimes, then you'll hear them again. And again. Mter
the third time, let go of the keys and let the M ac start up the rest of the way.
For an older, N uBus-based Mac, you can zap the PRAM on a restart. For
newer Macs, you have to shut down the M ac and then start up again \vith the
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keys down. That's because PC I-based Macs store some settings in NVRAMnon-volatile video RAM-which also has to be zapped. You can do that only at a
startup, and you have to get the keys down immediately. You also have to then
drag out the Display preferences file from the Preferences folder and then
restart once more! -SZA/HNfTL
The PowerBook 500/5000 zap. For PowerBook 500 and 5000 series models, hold down the zapping keys for only two startup chimes. If you go for a
third round, you won't be able to start up the machine unless you hold in the
power switch on the back of the Power Book for about 30 seconds.
A more thorough zap. Zapping the PRAM at startup actually resets only a
little more than half the PRAM contents-the half prone to corruption. But
that doesn't mean that your problem can't stem from the other half, so you
should use TechTool (freeware, MicroMat) to do a thorough zap through
software rather than as a startup trick. As a bonus, it can save your PRAM settings in a disk file. Save them when everything's going fine, and take a look at
them again when things are falling apart, and you' ll have a good idea as to
whether PRAM settings are the root of your problem.
The forced quit. Sometimes an application freezes up so that it won't
respond to the keyboard or the mouse. But if you have other things open, you
don't want to have to restart the Mac from that frozen state if you can just get
out of the current, choked application. That's what a forced quit is for.

To force-quit a balky application, press
~Option~. You'll get a dialog asking if
problems, restnrtyour compute r
you force quit.
you really want to force the quit, with buttons labeled Force Quit and Cancel (it's a
really primitive dialog, with no platinum
look, and squished buttons). There's no sense canceling, since you can't do anything in the frozen program, so click Force Quit. If you're lucky, the button will
work and the program will quit (taking your probably unsaved document with
it). If you're not lucky, the Force Quit button will also be frozen and you'll have
to move on to the hard restart, described in the next entry.
Force "'Microsott:Word"to quit? Unsaved
chnnges wtll be lost. To avoid furth er
t~ner

If you're able to force quit a program, quit all your other opened app lications
normally and restart the Mac right away.
The hard restart. When things really freeze up-a "hang," when no keyboard commands work at all-you have to do a hard restart, or reset, losing
everything in any document you haven't saved. Press ~Control ) and the
Power key together to reset the Mac.

O n the very rare occasion that this doesn't work, you'll have to press the reset
button on the Mac itself-all models in recent years have one somewhere on
the CPU case. If your model doesn't, flip the Mac off and back on again-or
even unplug and re- plug it-if that's the only way to get out of the freeze.
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Updating the disk driver. As
detailed in Chapter 4, there's a piece of
software on your hard drive called the
driver that lets the Mac communicate
MacsBug is a debugger- a program t hat tracks
with it. Sometimes the driver becomes
down and d isplays what's going on in another p rocorrupted and needs to be replaced;
gram-used by Mac programmers. But the Macs in
sometimes it needs to be updated to
Macs bug d oesn't stand for Macintosh: it stands for
match a system update. If you're using
Motorola Advanced Computer Systems.
an Apple internal hard drive and Apple's
Drive Setup formatting utility, updating or replacing the driver is as simple as running the utility from a different
startup and clicking the Update Driver butto n. Third-party software is just as
easy to use, but yo u have to make sure you have the most recent version of the
utility. This procedure is recommended for moderate-to-severe disk problems.
Reinstalling system software . Corruption of various system files can
cause intermittent crashes, so reinstalling system software is a basic (tho ugh
lengthy and hated) trouble-shooting procedure. M ake sure yo u do a clean
install, as outlined in Chapter 8.

Fix-It Softwa re
The First Aid station. Disk First Aid is a disk-diagnostic and repair utility
that comes wi th your system software. Yo u can use it to fix many disk pro blems, and run it as a preventive measure, fixing minor problems before they
turn into major o nes that affect your work.
You can't run Disk First Aid on the disk that sto res the program. So, if you
need to run it fo r your startup disk, you' ll have to start up on another disk
(use your system CD) that has D isk First Aid o n it.

Create an emergency startup. If you always have an alternative startup
disk around-whether it's a second hard drive, your system CD, or a Z ip diskyou'll be able to start up your Mac (probably) when som ething goes wrong with
the system on your main startup drive. But when there's something wrong
with the original startup disk, you need more than just another startup diskyou need an "emergency" disk that has some disk-repair utility on it.
\.la tOSil.l

El
0

Use the disk
images on your
system CD to
make an
emergency startup
floppy.
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T he simplest approach is to j ust use your system C D, which will act as a startup and give
you access to Disk First Aid, the first line of
defense against disk problems. But the best
approach if you have a Z ip drive or other
large-capacity removable is to make an emergency disk that has a complete system on it,
includ ing Apple's disk utilities, as well as a
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disk-mounting uti lity like SCSIProbe, a disk-recovery utility li ke Norton's Disk
Doctor, and the formatting software you used for your now-comatose internal
drive (if you didn't use Apple's formatting software). This gives you access to all
your tools-something you can't do with the basic system CD.
But the system software also provides another startup tool-or, at least, it provides the tool to make the tool! In the Disk Tools Images folder on the system
CD, you'll find two Disk Tools disk image files; one is for 68K Macs, the
other for PowerPC Macs. You can use the image to make a floppy (as
described in C hapter 4) so you have an emergency floppy on hand.
Think you'llllefler need a floppy startup? H ah! If you've got major SCSI woes,
you won't be able to see your hard drive, the CD-ROM drive, or any Z ip
drive! Make that fl oppy now.
Formatting software. If you're not using an Apple drive, or you have an
Apple drive but you used a different formatter on it, make sure you keep an
updated version of the drive formatter handy. (Formatting software is covered
in C hapter 4.) You never know when you might have to reformat the drive, or
at least replace the driver softwa re.
The Doctor is in. Norton Utilities ($100, Symantec) has long been both
the first and last name in disk diagnostics and repair. At various spots in this
Norton Utilities chapter, you' ll run across the phrase "run Norton's"; what that means is that
you should run the N orton Disk Doctor portion of Norton Utilities. The
Disk Doctor is used as both a preventative
0
B
(fiXing little disk problems before they
become big ones) and a fixer (after things go
south) . The package includes the really handy
UnErase utility to retrieve things that were
symantec.com
accidentally erased, as well as the System Info
utility that tests and reports on various system
components. This is a must- have utility for
any but the most casual of Mac users.
The little Tech Tool. The freeware Tech Tool from MicroMat started out as a
one-trick pony: it let you rebuild the desktop file more completely than the
~~]Option ) on startup trick could do.
B
(That built-in option merely
TecbToar ..... 1'1...
rebuilds the existing desktop files,
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usually clears up desktop'"'"~
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problem.) The current version offers not only a better desktop rebuild, but
also a m ore thorough PRAM zapping, as described in an earlier entry. You
can also use it to poke around and get more information about your hardware
than you'll know what to do with.

micromat.com

The big Tech Tool. Most software tends to bloat over time as its designers
add more and m ore feamres. U sually this leads merely to "featuritis," a disease whose symptoms include useless features that requi re extra memory and
disk space. But someti mes growth is good, as with TechTool's spawning of
TechTool Pro ($150, MicroMat). This commercial product from the longtrusted makers of the freeware utility is going up against Norton's Utilities,
,.,..., ....
offering disk diagnostics, repair, and
recovery tools in addition to its very
thorough hardware-probing uti lities {fourteen difl'e rent ways to test
your modem!). It's too early to rate
the product, but by the time you
_,
..........
read this it will have been out for at
least many months, and you can
check the current reviews. I'm betI
SKIP PAU SI RUN
STOP
ting it'll be a winner.
=.-'~ SV\oiCllll't ..
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Tech Tool Pro
provides many
high-end testing
options.
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SCSIProbe. There may be no such thing as a free
lunch, but there's still free, terrifically usefu l software. SCSIProbe, long a favorite Mac freeware
program, is now distributed (still free) by N ewer
Technologies. You can scope out your SCSI bus and
see what's assigned to what ID number, but it's main
purpose in life is to let you mount SCSI devices that
refuse to show up by themselves.

CanOpener. Abbott Systems' CanOpener ($65) is another utility that's
been around a lo ng time, and it can be invaluable in extracting text and pictures (and even sounds and movies) from damaged files that can't be opened
by any application.
Save those keystrokes. If you're suffering from intermittent crashes, you
may be saving your document every ten minutes-but you can do a lot of
typing in ten minutes. A keystroke-saver li ke the Ghostwriter module in
Casady & Greene's Spell Catcher (descri bed in C hapter 16) keeps all your
keystrokes in a separate text file so you can piece together that last ten minutes
of typing.
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Common System Problems
Crashes and Freezes
Freezes and crashes. There are two types of serious problems that bring
your computer to a screeching halt. It's afreeze when everything is visible on
the screen, but you can't do anything-the mouse cursor might still be moving (or not), but noching responds to clicking or dragging. A crash is even
worse; most of the time you'll get an apologetic dialog ("Sorry, a system error
has occurred"), but you' ll never be able to recover any of your unsaved work.
Some really bad crashes skip the polite notice and just shut down or restart
the computer by themselves. A crash is also known as a bomb because the dialog used to always have a bomb icon in it; it's also an umbrella term, so a
freeze is a type of crash.
Thawing out. If your Mac freezes, it's often an application-based problem
rather than a system-wide one. Although you'll lose your unsaved work in the
application that freezes up, you should be able to get out of the freeze and
save your other work. H ere's what to do on a freeze:

•

Wait a few minutes. I've waited out a few assumed freezes in some
software applications only to find that the application was actually
thinking very sloooowly for a minute or more, and everything returned
to normal. (Microsoft Word, of course, was usually the application in
question. )

•

Double-check that the keyboard and mouse are plugged in correctly!

•

If the Mac is truly frozen, force quit by pressing @:IDoplion~.

•

Assuming the Force Q uit worked and quit you out of the frozen program , save your work in other programs and restart the Mac.

•

If the Force Q uit doesn't work-either clicking the button froze the
mouse, or the mouse wasn't working so you couldn't click the button to
start with-you' ll have to move on to the Reset (press loMIControli and
Power) , missing the chance of saving your work in other programs.

Avoiding the freeze. Continual freezes that don't seem to be limited to a
single application can come from hardware or software problems, so it's difficult to make a definiti ve list of what to do to prevent them. Even the
hardware causes are vague and/or complicated- like the wrong control panel
setting for a newly installed card, or mem01y that's the wrong speed for an
upgrade, and so on.
But, assuming you' re having non-specific freezes and you haven't added anything new to your system, or otherwise changed system configurations (like
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memory allocations, or virtual memory) lately, here are some things you
should try:

•

C heck for eA-te nsio n conflicts (especially, but not only if, the crash is
during startup).

•
•

Allocate more memory to the applications you' re using.

•

C heck for SCSI problems (there's almost always activity on the SCSI
bus, so random crashes can start there).

•

Reinstall system software.

•

Replace the hard drive's drive r.

Get rid of the preferences fi les for the applications in which you freeze,
and for the Finder and other system components like control panels.

About error codes. When you get a system crash or an unexpected quit,
you'll often find that the accompanying error message lists a code number (like
"error Type 1"), and you may well wonder: What the heck does all of this mean?

More printer's ink has been wasted
answering this question than any other
troubleshooting question about the
requtres a computer.
'
'
The Old Farmer's Almanac
Macintosh. I've seen books devote
dozens of pages listing the meaning of
almost every imaginable error code number. The information in these tables
typically isn't any easier to understand than the error codes themselves. And
they almost never contain any useful advice as to what to do if you get a specific error. T he plai n truth is that these messages are meant to be used as
guides to programmers who routinely get these messages while debugging
their software; they have little usefulness for the rest of us. - TL
To

'

'

er~ is human but to really foul things up

The improper shutdown message. There's nothing like adding insult to
inju ry. Actually, the "improper shutdown" message is very much like adding
insult to injury. If the Mac crashes and you have to reset it with [~~]Optionl
Power, you may get the message shown here on restart. It's a little slap in the
face when you know dam well how to shut down properly but the Mac didn't
let you! Turn off the warning in the
~ thh: computer mey~aot have be•n "mt down
General Controls control panel (and don't
~ llmptrtv llul lost tlr•e It was used. to turn on
this computer,
press t.he Power leey on
the teyboGrd .
worry-you don't have to use the Power
key to shut down properly anyway; you can
use the Finder 's Shut Down command).
ntw&~s

Check the trash. After a "bad" restart (from a forced q uit or a reset), check
your trash- you may find a Rescued Items folde r in it. T he files inside the
folder are the temporary files an app lication makes w hile you're working; if
the Mac crashes, the temporary files get dumped into the Rescued folder in
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the trash. Someti mes (though not often) you can open these files and recover
some of the work you perhaps forgot to save before the crash.
Corrupted system software. Corrupted system software can cause intermittent system crashes. Unfortunately, continued crashes can cause system
corruption. You may have actually fixed the original crashing problem (say,
by getting rid of some bad preferences files) but you won't know it because
now you're crashing from the corrupted system. Unfortunately, reinstalling
the system software becomes part of many solutions no matter what the
original problem.
The Sxxx and 6xxx crash problem. If your M ac is from the PowerMac
or Perfo rma 5200, 5300, 6200, or 6300 series and you're experiencing continual freezes, there's a special utility on your system CD that you should run.
You'll fi nd it in the C O's Utilities folder; it's called the 5xxx/6xxx Tester. You
run the test, and if a message tells you a problem was found, you call Apple
and they do a free repair. (Of course, your problem could be j ust softwarebased, in which case the Tester won't diagnose anything.) The 6360 model
(PowerMac and Performa) is exempt from whatever problem seems to plague
the others in the family.

At Sta rt up
No sign of life. You should hear your Mac's startup chimes and hard drive
running when you start up your Mac. You should also see the green power
light come on. If you see no sign of life at all:

•
•

C heck if your power strip or surge protector is off.
Try plugging your Mac into a diffe rent wall outlet .
C heck for disconnected or incorrectly connected cables to all components
of your system.

•
•

Consider swapping power cables to see if this helps your Mac start up.
See if any other system components can start up separately (a monitor or
external drive) to check the power situation.

Doing all this w ill help isolate whether the problem is just wi th your Mac (a
bad motherboard, power supply, or hard drive), with your power connection
(to the wall outlet or surge protector) or is perhaps not even a hardware problem at all. - LL
Dead battery, dead Mac. A totally dead Mac w hen you try to start up
might be, fo r some models, due to the internal battery's having died (the one
that keeps your PRAM alive, and also helps bring the Mac to life w hen you
press the Power key). If your Mac seems to fo rget the time and date between
shutdown and startup, the battery is probably at fault.
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The blinking question mark. When you start up and get nothing but a
disk icon with a blinking question mark in it, the Mac can't find a startup
[1![)?o
disk--one with a good System Folder on it. Or, sometimes there's a
minor o r major problem with the d isk that has the System Folder on
it (rather than the problem being the System Folder itself).

ll.1J.I
•

First, check the obvious: if the startup is an external vo lum e, make sure
it's connected properly and turned on.

•

Try restarting the Mac by pressing~( Control) and the Power key.
If that doesn't work, try to start the Mac with your system C D or an
emerge ncy startup disk. There shouldn't be a problem with the startu p,
but the q uestio n at that point is whether o r not your hard drive wi ll
mount on the desktop after the Mac starts up.

•

If the hard disk shows up, run Disk First Aid, update the hard d isk driver,
and reinstall the system software.

•

If the hard disk doesn' t show up, follow the suggestio ns later in the chapter to try to mount the drive, then fix the drive and its system folder.

The Sad Mac and the Chimes of Doom. If yo ur Mac starts up (if it can
be called a startup) with a dark screen, an unh appy Mac icon (kn own as the
Sad Mac) and a scary-sounding chord (known as the Chimes of Doom),
you've got real problems. Most Sad Macs are hardware problems, although
some system software problems can cause them, too. On later models, you
may stay at a blank screen instead of seeing th e Sad Mac icon, and the sound,
instead of a dark chord, is a cross between a car crash and breaking glass
(somebody has a sick sense of humor) . If you still can't start after zapping the
PRAM and tJy ing with extensions turned off:

•

If you've recently installed new memo ry, cheer up: the problem is most
likely a faulty insta llatio n (rather than faulty chips). Open the Mac,
remove and then reseat the m emory DIM.Ms or SIMMs and start aga in.

•

Check all the SCSI cables and termination, and try again.
Start up with the system CD or an em ergency disk. If the system starts
up, assume the problem is on the startup drive. Try reinstalling or updating the driver software; if that doesn' t work, reinstall the system software.

68040 and CD startup. Talk about strange problems! If you try to start
a 68040 M ac from a C D -ROM by ho ldi ng down @) at startup, o r by using
@:@Oplion(Shifi(Deletel to bypass the intern al d rive, it won't work if the C DROM drive is set to ID 5. (Internal CD -ROM drives are set to ID 3.) But
you can start up fi·om a CD by starting up w ith somethi ng else fi rst and
selecting the C D as the startup in the Startup Disk control panel, then
restarting th e Mac.
Choking on a partition-based startup. If your Mac is choking somew here in the startup process, and you've set a d rive partition as the startup
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device through the Startup Disk control panel, the problem might be that you
forgot to set that partition to automatically mount at startup. Bypass the
startup setting by using a startup disk or CD, or zapping the PRAM to reset
the startup to the default internal hard drive. After that startup, use your drive
formatting software to set the partition in question to automatically mount.
No HFS Plus startup for '040 Macs. OS 8 and its descendents won't run
on any 68K Mac except for those with '040 chips, like Quadras. But an '040
machine can' t start up from an Extended format drive, nor can they store virtual memory files on one. But when running OS 8.1, they can access other
I-IFS Plus volumes.
System extension
This me odds fUnctionality to you r computer.
To Odd thiS Ol e' s functJonaUtytoyour
computer, place the Ole In the EXtensions

tolder ond then restut the computer.

Not the startup folder. If you see
this dialog at startup, you've mistakenly dragged a system extension into
the Startup Items folder (inside the
System Folder) instead of into the
E>..'tensions folder. It's the same dialog
you get if you double-click on an
e>..'tension icon.

The enabler startup screwup. Let's say that for some reason you have
multiple devices attached to your Mac, and some have System Folders on
them, but only one System Folder has the "right stuff": it has the enabler
your Mac needs to start. If the Mac looks at another System Folder first
(because of the rules about startup order), it won't keep looking for a usable
System Folder: you'll get a dialog that says This model Macintosh requires a nerver
version of the system software. So, make sure that the disk that has the complete
System Folder on it is the one that comes first in the startup order.
Flashing screen. O n some Mac models at startup, the screen may flash,
then go blank, and then come back on. This is normal in some situations;
usually the video driver in ROM, which starts the monitor at first is being
replaced by a newer on in the System Folder.
Another start-up freeze. If you've upgraded to OS 8 or its successors
from System 7.x, you may still have the old Desktop Printing Extension in
your Extensions folder. It's not only no longer necessary, it may cause
freezes at startup.

Extension Conflicts
Extension conflicts. Extension conflicts arc probably the biggest cause of
problems on the Mac. Sometimes a single extension causes the problem
because it conflicts with the system software; sometimes it's a combination of
two or more extensions that, although they work by themselves, just can't get
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alo ng with each other. The results of an extension conflict can be as obvious
as a freeze during startup, or as mysterious as random freezes or crashes-or
anything in between. (We're using "extensions" as a general term here, which
includes control panels that load at startup.)
In one way, extension conflicts are easy to di agnose : if you can start up with
extensions off (by holding down !Shift( at startup) and things are working fine,
but things don 't work when the extensions are loaded- that's it: it's an e},.'tension conflict. O n the other hand, tracking down the culp rit isn't always
easy-especially when it's a combination of culprits rather than a single one.

The latest isn't the greatest. If you've added new softwa re and then have
what seems to be extension conflicts, you can be reasonably sure the newest
software is the culprit; remember, many applications add items to the
Extensions and Control Panels folders. The best way to keep track is to make
sure that everything in both of those folders has a label applied to it before you
install any new software; then, you can pick out any new extensions and control
panels that were added during an installation by looking for unlabeled ones.

Oh say, it's the last one you can see. If you're freezing on startup, as the
extension icons march across the screen, in all likelihood you have an extension conflict. And the problem extension is probably the last one that shows up
on the screen before things grind to a halt--or, it's the one loading immediately
after the last one you can see, and it just doesn't even make it to the screen.
You might not be able to identify the icon on the screen, but you can start up
w ith extensio ns off (hold down IShitt l), and look in the Extensions and the
Control Panels folders to find it. You can find the o ne that is probably loading
after it by clicking on that last one you saw to select it, then pressing~ to
select the next icon alphabetically. With those two suspects collared, you can
try some restarts with and without them to nan·ow down the problem .

Finding the culprit. If you' re pretty sure you have an extension conflict,
that's when the real fun begins, because you have to figure out just which one
is the culprit. You'd think that, at worst, you could just try extensions one at a
time and see when things break down, but that wouldn't necessarily find the
problem. Extension confl icts can be much more subtle than that, because
sometimes extensio ns that are no problem by themselves don't know how to
play nicely with others; sometimes the conflict can be caused by a combination of, say, three specific extensions; sometimes it's "merely" a matter of
which extensio n loads into m emory before its rivals get there.
However, no matter how complicated things get, you are going to have do the
extension shuffle, continually moving extensions in and o ut of the Extensions
folder, the Control Panels folder, and the System Folder, restarting each time
to see if things work.
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The Extensions Manager that comes \vith your system software helps this
process considerably, since you don't have to manually move things around.
But the premiere utility for this operation is Conflict Catcher ($80, Casady
& Greene), since it can do automatic shuffling, testing, and restarting. (It's
described in Chapter 9.)
If you're going to do the job manually, remember that you don't have to test
the extensions one at a time. Split them in half, and if things work, add half
of the remaining ones, and so on, until the system starts crashing again.
Forcing the reorder. Sometimes extensions can work together as long as
certain ones load before or after other ones. Extensions (and the extension
component of control panels) load alphabetically, in three different groups:
first come the items in the Extensions folder, then come those in the Control
Panels folder, and finally the ones loose in the System Folder. By renaming or
relocating an extension or control panel, you can change the loading order.
(There's more about this in C hapter 9. )

Viruses
What's a virus? A virus is a computer program designed to sneak onto your
hard drive as a separate file, or embed itself in another fi le, all behind your
back. It might be as benit,rn (though annoying) as something meant to put a
happy face on the screen at random intervals, or as lethal as something meant
to erase your hard drive. The term vims was settled on because the nasty little
program copies itself from one place to another, "infecting" machines and files.

Viruses are not much of a problem in the Mac world, though there have been
a few-just enough to warrant a few anti-virus programs being written. In
fourteen years of heavy Mac use, I've only had to deal with one virus, picked
up through a floppy disk used in a college computer lab. Your greatest exposure to viruses is in downloaded files from the internet or an online service,
since you have little knowledge, and no control, over where the file's been
before yo u get it. But, again, in all these years of online activity, I've never
downloaded an infected file.
So, be aware of the problem, but don't sweat it. (And don't believe an
"exlJert" or tech support person who "diagnoses" a problem with this answer:
lt must be some sort if virus.)

Here in Canada, we don't have nuclear weapons.
We are not allowed to own guns. Not like in the
United States, where people are nasty... Perhaps
because I am a Canadian, I don't do nasty things.
'

'

Creator of the first Mac virus (the "Peace • virus}, '
in MacUser magazine interview.

'

Diagnosing a virus. Unfortunately,
your Mac won't start sneezing and
coughing if it's infected, and a virus
can cause a w ide range of problems:
simple or complex, applicationspecific or system-wide, benign or
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disastrous. But problems o n a Mac are rarely caused by viruses, so that should
never be your first assum ption when you run into a problem that's not easily
identifiable; extension conflicts and corrupted system software cause the m ost
"mysterious" problems.
There are two ways to identify a virus problem : keeping in touch with the
Mac community so that if a virus docs show up, you'll know the symptom s;
and running an anti-virus program to check for an infecti on.
Virus protection. T he fight against viruses is a two-pro ng o ne: preventing
infectio n, and "disinfecting" if the prevention hasn' t worked. The premier
protection utility is Norton AntiVirus fo r the Mac ($70, Symantec), formerly SAM-Symantec AntiVirus fo r the Mac; there are continual updates
available at the web site. It checks any inserted disk, watches downloads and
e-mailed files. In case something slips by, it works in the background or foresymantec.com gro und to scour the drive for infected files. Terrific product, no do ubt, but
drsolomons.com I've always had a copy around and never used it; I don't care fo r the constant
scanning slowdown for a problem that's relatively rare. Also o n the commercial end is Virex ($70, Dr. Solomon's Software), which sports most of the
same features as N orto n's, and a great interface.
Turn it off for installs. If you usc a virus-protection program, make sure
you turn it off before installing any new software. Virus protectio n running in
the backgro und (on-going protection can be provided o nly with an active
extension) can interfere with the program's being installed correctly.
White tit le bars. If you install OS 8 and find that the title bars of windows
arc white, you may have the MBDF virus, one that's been around for about a
decade-you just never realized it! Any virus program should be able to
remove it.
When the worm turns. Just as we were laying out this chapter, a new Mac
virus showed up-a special type known as a worm., and this o ne called the
AutoS tart 9805 worm. This self-replicating program will intermittently slow
down your computer, cause a lot of disk access, and destroy some of your disk
files, but it can attack only if Enable CD-RO M AutoPiay is turned on in the
control panel (that's not the Enable Audio C D AutoPlay). Since few if any
Mac CO-ROMs arc set up to autoplay anyway, you have no thing to lose by
turning this off.
Word macro viruses. When Microsoft Word first included WordBASIC as
part of its features, it became possible to program a virus just fo r Word and
its documents. O ne that quickly surfaced turned every Save into a Save As,
and let you save documents only as templates instead of regular documents.
(It's simple to write a macro that behaves like a virus because macros can be
embedded in a document, activated o n opening that document, and auto m atically transferred to Word 's N ormal template and from there to every
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document it opens.) Microsoft quickly jumped on the clever little viruswhich surfaced on both Macs and PCs when Word 6 came out--offering a fix
downloadable from its web site. A word to the w ise.

Trash
Problems deleting fonts. If you're trying to delete a font file, the Mac may
refuse to let you drag it out of the System Folder. If this happens, drag the
entire Fonts folder out of the System Folde r and restart. Now delete whatever
fo nts you want. Then return the Fonts folder to the System Folder, replaci ng
the new one that was j ust created, and restart again.

When the trash won't empty. The Trash can is bulging, but when you go
to empty it, it refuses to cooperate. Calling your local sanitation department
won't help you. However, one of the following solutions is almost certain to
fix this glitch.
•

If the problem is that the fi le is simply locked, the Macintosh informs
you of this when you try to delete it. It should also suggest the simplest
solution: hold down ~ when choosing the Empty Trash command.

•

If a message says that the file/folder can' t be deleted because there is not
enough memory to complete the operation, just restart you r Mac and try
deleting again .

•

If a message says that the file/folder can't be deleted because it is "in use,"
quit all your open applications and try deleting it again. Otherwise, restart
and try again.

•

Start up with another startup disk and try to delete the file.

Whether or not you finally succeed in de leting the file/ folder, you may still
have underlying corruption of your d isk's directory, which is the underlying
cause of the problem. Left alone, the problem may return or get worse. To fix
things, run D isk First Aid from an emergency startup disk and make repairs as
needed. If you have Norton Disk Doctor or TechTool Pro, use it, too. - TL

Miscellaneous
Date and time mistakes. Is your Mac all of a sudden telling you that it's
1904 or 1956? Has it lost all track of time, so that when you start it up its
clock is wrong-even though you set it during the last work session when you
noticed it was off?
There's an internal battery that keeps the date and time current w hen the Mac
is off or even unplugged. It dies eventually, and can take the time and date
with it. For most models, this is an easy ftx (although you have to open the
Mac case), and the battery can be purchased at a local Radio Shack store.
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There are three different batteries. The oldest, compact, models use something that looks like a standard M battery (but it's not); others use a half-M
.J ' battery (it's half-height) that's on the mothe rboard either in a little cage or
halfaa.com secured by Velcro (or its generic equivalent). If you need more informationor a battery, try the lta!faa web site.

The molasses Finder. If things in the Finder are really slow-opening and
closing windows, and copying things, for instance- try upping the Disk
Cache in the M em ory control panel. It com es set to only 96K, but if you click
the Use D efaults button, it will jump to a size more in keeping with the total
amount of physical RAM you have. G iving the cache 1.5 to 3 megs of memory speeds the Finder considerably, although you may find some compatibility
problems between a high cache and Photoshop's virtual memory demands (as
discussed in C hapter 13).
If it's just your desktop picture that's being slowly redrawn when you close a
Finder window, you may be a little low on Finder m emory. Switch to a pattern
instead of a picture (with the D esktop Pictures control panel) to speed things up.

Mouse misery. W hen your mouse cursor be haves erratically, it could be a
hardware o r software problem.
•

If the cursor jumps around, or moves in only one direction, the mouse
probably n eeds cleaning.

•

If the cursor doesn' t move at all but the Mac responds to keyboard commands, c heck the connection from the mouse to the Mac or keyboard.

•

If the c ursor isn' t moving at the correct speed, check the M ouse control
panel settings; zapping the PRAM resets them to their defaults and you
have to change them back.

•

If the c ursor is moving, and in the right directions, but just moving very
slowly, that's probably because you attached the mouse cable after the
Mac was up and running. Using the Mouse control panel won' t help; you
have to restart the Mac.

•

For gen eral mo use and cursor problems, try zapping the PRAM, which
will reset the ADB ports.

Colors going crazy. If you quit from a game or kiddie CD, or sometimes
from a graphics program like Photoshop, and you return to a desktop wh ere
the colors are all wrong (the inside of windows are dark blue or the m enu bar
is green, say), the application you were using h as probably adjusted the monitor settings behind your back, e ither changing the number of colors displayed
(usually, down to 256 from a higher setting) or the "system palette" (the specific group of colors in use at any given time). Just open the M onitors &
Sound control panel and reselect your usual setting to straighten things out.
Losing an alias link. When you use an alias for an item that's been d eleted
from a disk, you' ll get a dialog telling you the original can't be found. This
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occasionally happens even when the original is still around; sometimes it's
because you've rebuilt the desktop and some links broke, sometimes rebuilding the desktop.fixes the broken links. (Hey, I only report the news.) In any
case, don't panic, assuming that you've actually lost the original-use the Find
command to track it down.
Generic icons. If some of your desktop icons have lost their individuality
and reverted to their generic versions, try rebuilding the desktop. If this fixes
everything, don't worry about it. But if it fixes only some of the
icons, or the problem keeps coming back, it's time to run Disk First
generic
Aid and Norton's.

D

Can't rename an icon. When you click on an icon's name but the editing
rectangle doesn't appear, it's usually because the icon is locked (through its
Info w indow)-locking a file keeps you from changing both the contents and
the name. This applies to locked disks and to CDs, which are by definition
locked from any changes.

The system also prevents some icons from being renamed-a shared volume
on a network, for instance: just think of the mess it would cause if you tried
renaming a disk or folder after it's already been mounted on someone else's
desktop on a network! You don't actually have to be on a network to run into
this little problem: if File Sharing is on (in the File Sharing control panel) and
a disk or folder is set to be shared (with the Finder's Sharing command), you
won't be able to change the icon's name.

Disks, Drives, and SCSI
Floppies
This is so a Macintosh disk! If you insert a floppy disk and the Mac says it
is unreadable and offers you the option to initialize it, don't panic-and don't
initialize it. As long as you don't erase the data on the disk, the odds are generally good that you can recover the data, even if the disk itself turns out to be
unsalvageable.

•
•
•

Eject the disk, slide the metal access shutter back and fo rth a few times,
and reinsert it, t\vo or three times. If the disk mounts, grab the files from
it irnmediately and get rid of the floppy.
Reinsert the disk while holding down

1.\i~)Option )

to rebuild its desktop.

Eject the disk and try it in another Mac if you can . If another drive can
read the data, copy the files to the hard drive and then to a new floppy.
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•

Maybe it's really not a Macintosh disk. M ake sure PC Exchange is
installed (and turned on) and try it again.

•

The disk m ay really be dam aged. Try running Disk First Aid and then
inserting the flo ppy. Ditto with N orton's. If neither can read the disk, see
if you can use Norton's disk copy utility to make a copy of the disk,
which might be readable.

If you get unreadable-disk problems with m any, many floppies, the problem is
probably your drive, not the disks. -SZA/TL
Stuck on you. Since the dawn of Macintosh, there's been a special em ergency-eject tool for stuck floppies, although it doesn' t come with the M ac. A
straightened paper clip pushed into the tiny hole near the floppy drive will
mechanically eject a floppy that won't otherwise come o ut. You have to push
the wire in straight, and apply quite a bit of pressure sometimes, but it usually
wo rks. (C D-ROM drives have the same emergency hole.)

It's possible that a really stuck floppy has a bent shutter (with, maybe, even the
inner spring po pped out) that's caught on the inner mechanism of the drive,
and only dismantling the drive itself will get the floppy out.
The "minor repairs" offer. If you insert a disk and get a dialog that says
something like: This disk needs minor repairs. Do you UJant me to repair it?, go
ahead and click the O K button. If you don't, you won' t be able to read the
disk contents; if you do, the process won't erase anything o n the disk.
Other floppy problems. If you get read or w rite errors with a floppy, do
what you can to get yo ur material off the disk, and then reformat it. If there's
any trouble at all in fo rmatting it, get rid of the disk- it's not worth the risk of
losing information to save a few dimes' worth of media.

Hard Drives
Mounting a hard drive that won't. If your Mac w on't start up normally,
but you get it to start up w ith a system C D , emergency disk, or a second
startup device, and then you don't see the internal bard drive on the desktop,
there are two things you need to do: get that drive to mount and ftx the drive
so it behaves in the future.

First check for basic hardware problems: disconnect any external SCSI devices
and see if the computer starts up normally. If that doesn't work, here are the
procedures fo r mounting a reluctant drive:
•

First, try, try again. Just try restarting a few times-from the reluctant
drive or from another startup. Sometimes you' ll get lucky (b ut do n't
assume you' ll stay lucky, and find and fix the problem!).

•

If you're working from a second startup disk and yo u have the SCSI
Probe utility, use it to mount the drive.
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•

If SCSI Probe doesn't mount the drive, run Disk First Aid from the system C D or emergency startup (or from the second startup drive if you
have one). Sometimes Disk First Aid can see the disk even if it's not
mounted, and running the utili ty will mount and fix the drive.

•

If Disk First Aid doesn't work, try using Norton's or TechTool Pro; they
also can usually work on an unmounted drive.

After mounting a problem disk. O nce a balky drive is mounted, you
need to fix the problem that caused it. There are several reasons for a drive's
refusing to show up on the desktop and/or serve as a startup drive, ranging
from system software to driver software to hardware problems. If the nonmount is a single incident that wasn't preceded by other problems (like lots of
system crashes), I usually just do the first two steps here. If it wasn't a singleincident problem, I do all four steps without even bothering to test in
between to see if the disk is working better.

•

Replace the drive's driver. If you forgot to update the driver when you
updated your system software, this is most likely the problem and it
should be the only thing you have to do to keep things working again.
But sometimes the driver gets corrupted and has to be replaced, so run
your disk formatting utility and replace it if you're having problems.

•

Run D isk First Aid to fix any problems. If it reports problems found and
fixed, you can ass ume things are okay and try working again without trying
the other disk-flx operations. (The assumption might be wrong, of course.)
Run Norton's Disk Doctor or Tech Tool Pro to take care of more serious
disk problems.
If it's the startup drive, reinstall the system software.

No startup, but mounts okay. If your internal hard drive won't serve as a
startup disk but mounts without a problem when you use a different startup,
the problem is most likely the system software , which needs to be reinstalled.
Rescue that information. If you've managed to mount a hard drive that
earlier refused to show up, don't assume it will behave from then on. In fact,
don't assume you'll e11er be able to mount it again, and copy any importan t
material to another disk immediately, while you still have access. Then you can
attend to the drive itself.
Bypassing the internal drive. Sometimes a serious problem on the internal startup drive, like a corrupted driver, can keep the entire SCSI chain from
working, which means you won't be able to start up w ith another device
(except for, perhaps, an emergency floppy) . You can make the Mac ignore the
internal hard drive by holding down @IDShilt [Optlon[Delete l at startup. If it starts
from an alternative startup, you can try mounting the internal drive w ith
SCSIProbe or just go ahead and use Disk First Aid or Norton's on it. Try
replacing the driver as soon as you can access the drive.
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Recovering erased files. When you empty the trash, your file isn' t actually
erased from the disk. Instead, the disk directory, which serves as a table of contents for the disk, is altered. The secto rs in which your document were sto red
(they can be scattered all over the disk) are marked as available for reuse. But
the information is still there, just waiting fo r the right uti lity to e>..'tract it.
N o rton Utilities and TechTool Pro both have modules that recover "erased"
files fro m disks; sometimes part, but not all, of a document can be recovered.

To maximize your changes of file recovery, don't put m1ything o n the disk,
because it might over-write the sectors holding the "erased" fi le. Now is no t
the time to install N orton's on your d rive ! Don't even work o n existing documents, because editing them can make them larger, and they might be stored
in those m arked- for-reuse sectors where your old document lived.
Just don't do auythittg until you recover the file. One person I know did
almost everything right when he realized he had mistakenly erased a large
folder of important fi les. H e didn't use his Mac at all; he went out and bo ught
Norton's. H e did n't install it on his drive; he ran it from the CD. But when
he first launched it, it told him there was n't enough m emory, so he turned o n
Virtual Memo ry. Which wiped out some 20 megs of his drive for the virtual
memo ry file-including, of course, the files he was trying to recover.
Tip within a tip: I've occasionally received a "zero percent" chance of recovering report fro m Norton's U nErase and told it to try anyway- and it worked.
So don't give up until the really bitte r end .
The really dead end. Sometimes a drive is misbehaving so badly or so
often that there's nothing you can do to fix it other than totally reformat it,
wipi ng out its contents and starting again .

If you're lucky, the refo rmatting will be in response to continual problems
that m ay have wreaked havoc but that didn't kill the drive or make it
unmountable. Because that means that you'll be able to get all your data off it
before you erase it with Drive Setup (for Apple drives) or the fo rmatter that
came w ith the drive.
Files replaced by a s1lrange document . An Extended format disk can be
read only by OS 8.1 and later. H ook up an HFS P lus disk to an earlier system,
and you won't be able to get at its contents. All you'll see is a single file
named-well, you can see in this picture
E:xtHO ~ 1!!]8
0 '
it's named. It's a SimpleText document
what
{j}
1 Item, 21!ro K eve11eb1e
that explains to the unini tiated (that's no t
you, since you've been initiated here) that the
Where_1\eve...o11_my.J11eo-90ne ?
disk can be read by O S 8.1 and later systems.
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Heavy-duty recovery. When your corporate records-or maybe those personal records the IRS wants to see-have been erased o r are on a dead drive,
~ and you can't do anything, look into a data recovery service like DriveSavers.
drivesavers.com Professional recovery is expensive, with a charge per meg of drive space (not
per meg of data recovered), but sometimes it's worth every penny.
~1

.
:I

I '~.

I

..J

-·

1 1.,~l~·_p' t ~

1 I've known about, and written abo ut DriveSavers for many years. Once, when doing some
: research for a magazine article, I was talking to the owner of the company. I made an offhand
remark about the significa nce of their phone number (800-444-1904) to Macophiles and was
: met with first a moment of silence, then laughter and congratulations. It seems that the number,
with its significant final four digits, was chosen on purpose, and a little prize put aside for the
: first person who noticed and commented upon it. In several years of business, I was the first to
: say anything! I soon received a DriveSavers mug filled with-what else-Life Savers.

!
!

SCSI Chains
SCSI symptoms. SCSI-chain problems can cause everything from prevent-

ing startup to random crashes while you're wo rking to problems saving and
o pening files to ... well, here's a list of some problems that may indicate
yo u've got SCSI woes ("disk/drive" in this list refers to any SCSI volume) :

•

The icon of a drive doesn't show up on the desktop .

•

T he icon of a disk shows up intermittently o n the desktop .

•

Yo u get multiple icons fo r the same drive on the desktop (and you haven't
created partitions!).

•

The Mac refuses to start up at all, displaying either the Sad Mac on a dark
screen, playing the C himes of Doom, or no t getting past the blinking
question mark icon.

•

The Mac crashes at startup, or soon thereafter, o r unexpectedly during
use, especially w hen trying to access an external device.

•

T he Mac starts up, w ith or w itho ut some problems, but the desktop and
its contents blink o ut and back o n again repeatedly.

•

T here are continual read-w rite errors with a SCSI device .

Basic SCSI trouble-shooting. When you suspect a SCSI problem, it's time

to do some detective work. If things go wrong after adding a new device to
the chain, you've at least got a starting place although you still won't know if
it's a conflict with another device, something wrong w ith the new item, or
'1ust" a cabling problem. Here are some things to try:
•

Make sure all the SCSI devices in the chain are turned o n.
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•
•

Detach all external SCSI devices to see if the problem goes away.
If you have more than one device on the chain, test each device alone
with the Mac to make sure each works.

•

Check the ID numbers on each device .

•

Swap the order of the devices in the chain. (Strange, but true: sometimes a different order works even wi th all the same devices, cables,
and termination.)

•

Double-check the termination of each device-you may have something
in the middle of the chain that's internally terminated.

•

Add or remove terminators, even if you're already following the basic termination rule of one at the beginning and one at the end of the chain.
Keep in mind that the terminator device itself might be defective.

~.
apstech.com

Get an active terminator like SCSI Sentry from APS (described in
Chapter 4.)

•

Remove and reattach all the cables, in case one wasn't seated properly the
first time. (Do this with all devices off.)

•

Replace or swap cables to test that each cable you're using is working
properly. Check that all the pins in the connectors are straight and clean.
(Minor oxidation on connectors can be rubbed off with a pencil eraser.)

•

C hange the way cables go in and out of the devices: if the "in" cable is
in the top purt, put it in the bottom, and put the "out" cable or the terminator in the top port. (Strange, but it has made a difference for some
people!).

•

Try to shorten the overall length of the SCSI chain by using shorter
cables from one device to another.

It might be the driver. There are times when all symptoms seem to point
to a SCSI problem when, in fact, it's the hard drive's driver that's at fault.
This is a simple fix, so you should try it before spending too m uch time playing with SCSI cables.

Removables
Removable drivers on the disks. Just as a hard disk needs a driver
installed in order for it to mount on the desktop, so does a removable disk;
the removable's driver is installed when you format the disk. O ccasionally
you'll find an old removable disk or cartridge with a driver that's much older
than the mounting software or the system software expects to fi nd. Sometimes
that means the disk just won't show up on the desktop. But you can usually
mount it either with something like SCSIProbe or with the utility that came
with your removable drive; the drive utility can also usually update the drive r
on the disk.
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After-mount. If you insert a removable disk and it doesn't show up on the
desktop, you may be missing the proper extension, or the extension might be
incompatible with the system software you're using. Several utilities can
mount SCSI-device disks after they've been inserted, but you can't beat the
free SCSIProbe.
Auto-mounting removable media. If you don't have the right driver for

a removable disk to be mounted on your desktop, and you don't have a utility
for after-the- f.1ct mounting, restart the Mac with the disk already in the
drive-it will be mounted like any other SCSI disk. You'll have to shut down
the Mac to remove the disk.

Applications and Documents
Applications
Stay up-to-date. Some software-based problems aren't due to buggy software, but to incompatibilities between older programs and newer system
software (or vice versa). ft's never a good idea to update the minute new software comes out, but you' ll have to update your programs and system software
in tandem sometimes in order to keep things running smoothly. So, keep
track of application updates by checking with the manufacturer's web site
occasionally. And, if you register your product when you get it, you'll probably get a direct notice about updates and bug fL""<es.
Who ya gonna call? If you have a problem with a specific program and you

are in desperate need of immediate help, call the vendor's technical support
line. You'll find the number somewhere in the documentation that came with
your software. But before you call, make sure you read through the manual to
see if the problem is a known one, and then check their web site to see if the
problem has already been addressed there.
If you are not in a panic for an immediate answer (which may not be so
immediate anyway, as many technical support lines are notorious for keeping
you on hold indefinitely) , your software's documentation probably lists online locations where you can leave messages or check for technical support
tips. U ser-supported Mac forums and newsgroups are also a good place to
leave requests for help. -SZAnL
Not enough memory? Sometimes when you try to launch a program
you'll get a dialog telling you there's not enough memory fo r it. You might
occasionally get a message while you're in an application that there's not
enough memory to com plete a procedure. N either of these messages is
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necessarily accurate: you may indeed have plenty of memory but it's just not
available to the application at the time. C hapter 13 covers all these issues in
the Memory for Applications section.
Unexpected quits. When a program "unexpectedly quits," you usually get a
dialog from the Finder telling you so. But you'll already know, because you' ll
have been working along and all of a sudden, the program-and the document you were working on-disappears. Sometimes there's not even a dialog
waiting for you in the Finder.

First, quit all other applications and restart your Mac. An unexpected quit
leaves everything else in an unstable condition , and you don't want to lose any
more work. Next, allocate more memory to the application in its Get Info
dialog (detailed in C hapter 13) and try again.
While most unexpected quits come from low-memory situations, other culprits include extensions conflicts, clashes between old and new applications
and system software, and corrupted preferences files.

Legend has it that the first bug was a true bug, a moth that blocked a relay switch in a Harvard
Mark II computer. But that's the only legend.There's a logbook which was fo r years on display at
the Naval Surface Warfare Cente r with an entry dated September 9, 1945: "Relay #70 Panel F
(moth) in relay. First actual case of bug being found." lt's obvious that from the wording that the
word bug for computer glitch was already in use. The unfortunate moth was, by the way, taped
to the logbook.
And, one more legend-buster: the bug wasn't discovered by Admiral Grace Hopper, the developer of the COBOL language-she just liked telling the story a lot and so it became associated
. with her.

Houston, we have a problem. If you' re merrily working along and sudden ly get out-of-memory messages inside your applicatio n, here's what to do:
SAVE! Right away. If you have multiple documents open, save the most
important one first. Then close the documents and quit the program; launch
it again when you can give it more memory. (See the "Houston" entry in
C hapter 13 for further suggestions about saving documents whose lives are in
danger because of an out-of-memory problem in an application.)
When a program doesn't work. There are dozens of explanations for why
a program, o r some features in a program, won't work the way they're supposed to--or at all. The problems can range from freezing or auto matically
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quitting on launch to frequent crashes (especially when trying to use a particular feature) to problems opening, saving, or printing documents. There are
three major problem areas, so try any or all of these:
•

Allocate more memory to the program (covered in Chapter 13).
Trash the preferences file that belongs to the application or utility: you' ll
find it in the Preferences folder inside the System Folder, or in an application-specific folder inside the Preferences folder.

•

Start with extensions off (except any that are crucial to the running of the
program) to see if the program runs without extensions that might be
clashing with it.

Documents
No application available. If you have to open a document for which you
don't have the parent application, there arc several thing you can try:

•

Drag and drop it directly on the application icon of another application
that might be able to open that type of file.

•

Launch a related program and try to open the document fro m within
the application.

•

See if a related application has an Import command that can open the
document.

•

Make sure your MacLink Plus software (included with your system software) is installed and running, and see if it can translate the document.
If you need some elements in the document, try Can Opener to extract
the text or pictures.

Application, but not found. If you double- click on a document and get
an "Application not found" message, but you know you have the application,
try dragging the document icon onto the application icon to open it, or try
running the app lication and opening the document from inside the application. Then use Save As to save a copy of the problem document and throw
the first copy away.
If you have continual problems with erroneous "Application not found" messages, it's more likely a system problem than a document problem. Rebuild
the desktop; if that doesn't help, run Disk First Aid. If you still have the problem, bring out the heavy artillery-N orton's or TechTool Pro-and give the
drive a once-over.

Wrong version of the application opening. When you update an application, double-clicking on its older documents should open the newer version
of the application. If you get the old one opening (or, if you've trashed the
older one and 11otl·ring opens), try rebuilding the desktop.
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Of course, when we started laying out this book, I ran into the opposite problem: double-clicking on a Quark 4 document launched Quark 3, which then
told me it couldn't open that versio n of a document! Nothing ftxed that weird
problem. Since I didn' t want to get rid of Quark 3 yet, I stuffed it so that the
Mac wouldn't know it was still around, and now double-clicking on Quark
documents opens Quark 4.
Corrupted files. If you get a dire dialog when you try to open a documentthat the fi le is corrupted or dam aged or that a disk error ha~ occurred, don't
despair. You might still be able to save the contents of the file. Try any or all
of these:

•

Make a copy of the file by duplicating it on the desktop or by dragging it
to another disk, and try to open the copy.

•

Copy the file to another disk and try opening it from there.

•

If you couldn't open the document by double-clicking on it, try launching the application first and using its Open command.

•

Open the file in another application that can handle its fi le type.

•

U se a uti lity like Norton's Disk Doctor to try to recover the file.
Assume it's a disk problem rather than a document problem, and run Disk
First Aid, or Norton's Disk Doctor; then try opening the document again.

Another corrupted-file problem. Sometimes a document opens but continually causes problems-refusing to print, or freezing the Mac when you try
and scroll the document. This kind of problem usually boils down to one of
three things: an embedded, corrupted graphic; a font problem (either corruption or missing); or, in Word, some kind of bogus style sheet definition. As the
computer gods would have it, the only document corruption I ran into while
working on this books was this chapter! The chapter started out with material
extracted from the Quark files from the last edition and a zillion notes I had
made while working on other chapters. I worked exclusively in Word's outline
view, in both Word 6 and Word 98 when it came out, until it was time to actually pull the chapter together. Then, I found that ifl scrolled toward the end of
the chapter in a normal view, or in a completely ex'Panded outline view, the
computer would freeze. Repeatedly. (It was a corrupted graphic pasted in
towards the end; all my backup copies had the same problem.)

When you have some internal corruption in a document (so you can open it
but just can't manipulate it) and you can't just redo it from scratch, here's
some things to try:
•

Try and pinpoint the area of the document that's the problem. If you
always get a PostScript printing error on page 10 of your Page Maker document, it's probably an element on that page. Delete the elements one at
a time, or try moving them to the pasteboard, and see which one's keeping you from printing (or whatever).
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Do a Save As from within the application and see if the new file works.

•

If the application provides an Export command, see how much of the
document you can export.

•

Try copying out chunks of document into a new, blank document. Divide it
up into pieces, save each piece as a separate document, and see which documents behave and which one doesn't. Then break up the problem
document into smaller pieces, and so on, until you've isolated the problem.

•

If you suspect it's some weird formatting problem- like a Word style
sheet-do a Select All and apply a single style to everything.

•

Try extracting the important parts of the document with a utility like
CanOpener, and put the document back together ag<rin.

Printing
When the printer won't behave. When your printer mysteriously refuses
to cough up your output, or doesn't provide the usual options, the fault
almost always lies w ith the Macintosh, not with the printer.

•

C heck the C hooser, and select your printer icon. If your printer doesn't
show up:
• C heck that the printer is on.
• Check all the printer cables: disconnect and rec01mect them.
• Make sure you have the printer driver software in the Extensions
folder.

•
•

Give a LaserWriter time to warm up after you turn it on .
C heck the setting in the AppleTalk control panel: should you have Printer
Port, Modem Port, or Ethernet selected?

•

If you're using PrinterS hare to print to a non-network printer that's
attached to another Mac, make sure that the host Mac is on.

•

For LaserWriters, find and trash the LaserWriter Prefs file from the
Preferences folder.

•

If you're running with extensions off, you won't be able to use many of
the special features of desktop printers (you'll see an X through the desktop printer icon).

•

Zap the PRAM to reset the serial ports (and, after restarting, re-choose
the printer in the C hooser).

•

Try reinstalling your printing software .
- SZAfTUHN

The AWOL desktop printer icon. If you find that, after you set up your

printer through Chooser, there's no little icon next to the printer name and
there's still no desktop primer appearing, there are several possible e>>planations:
•

You're using a printer that doesn't support desktop printing.
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•

You haven't installed all the necessary printing software; there are several
extensions needed besides the printer driver. Install printing software
either fi·om your system CD or from the disks that came with your
printer (whichever is more recent).

•
•

T he correct software is installed, but you have certain extensions turned off.
You didn't answer the OS setup questions for the assistant that ran autom atically after you installed the system. Networked printers like the
LaserWriter are very fussy under OS 8, and I've found that in some
instances, unless you complete the information through the Setup
Assistant, the Mac refuses to create a desktop printer-even if you manually set all the control panels that the Assistant seems to alter. You can run
the OS Setup Assistant again without reinstalling it, since it's placed on
your hard drive when you install the system.

Thanks for the memory. Some repeated printing problems, especially for
larger or more complicated documents, might be due to a lack of thinking
room for the desktop printer's Print Mo nitor. Do a Get Info on the desktop
o
LOlerWrtterrnlb
printer icon and allocate more memory to
it. I found this solved some occasional
~ h MrWrUor
freezing problems when pressing
Khat: duttop pn nter
tvpe : La3trWrtter 8
Allocate more
@OIDoption ~ for a forced quit from an
memory to the
application that I thought was frozen actudesktop printer to
ally
brought up a dialog that asked ifl really
avoid general
wanted to quit the Desktop PrintMonitor.
printing problems.
PostScript errors. PostScript errors while printing are almost always due to
either some corTuption in the document or lack of memory in the printer.

If you think it's the document, you have to figure out where the problem is
by printing only a little of the document at a time (if you can). Sometimes the
problem is a corrupted font, sometimes it's a problem with an EPS graphic
placed in a layo ut- and sometimes it's a corrupted font that's embedded in
the EPS graphic! Working with a piece of the document at a time (say, a page
at a time in a multi- page layout) should help narrow down the problem.
For memory problems, printing part of the document at a time is also a solution (which leads, of course, to som e problems in diagnosing the problem!),
as is using fewer fonts on a page. Memory is cheap, so it pays to fi ll your
printer with mo re memory just as a matter of course.
The non-PostScript PostScript error. My LaserWriter 12/640 continually
reports a PostScript error on the screen when the only "problem" is that it's
out of paper; refi lling the drawer makes the dialog go away.
Time outl If your PostScript printer bows out of a print job with a "timeout"
error (-8993) when printing multiple copies of large o r complex documents,
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try printing either one copy at a time, or select Foreground Printing in the
Print dialog (in the Background Printing section) .

Missing printer drivers after OS install. When you do a clean install of
OS 8, you may find there's no icon for your older StyleWrite r printer in the
C hooser. U se the StyleWriter 1500 driver for a StyleWriter, StyleWriter II,
or StyleWriter 1200. U se the Color StyleWriter 2500 drive r for any Color
StyleWriter. If you have a non-Apple printer, reinstall its printer software from
the original disks or drag it over from your old System Folder. (Check with
the printer manufacturer to see if there's an update to coordinate with new
system software.)
Lib is missing. If your Mac refuses to print and gives you a dialog saying
that something-or-other Lib is missing (that's short for library, and there are
several extensions with lib in their names) , you' ll probably find that the "missing" file is, indeed, in your extensions folder. Restarting the Mac usually
solves the confusion.
Switch-printing. If you move back and forth between a LocalTalk network
printing device and a serial printer, you might have trouble accessing t he
serial printer after turning off AppleTalk. You'll have to restart the Mac to
get at it.

Paper jams from multipurpose tray. If your paper continually jams
when being fed from the multipurpose tray, you might have the wrong paper
size specified in the Page Setup dialog. For a LaserWriter 8500, you should
leave the access door open to avoid misfeeds from the multipurpose tray.
Light bands on laser prints. Even though toner cartridges look light-tight,
they're not. Stuffing them back into their light-proof shipping bags when you
take them out of the printer temporarily w ill prevent damage to the photoelectric drum inside. Once overexposed to light, the cartridge may start
showi ng one or more bands of overly light printing across the page, caused by
exposure lines on the drum. All you can do then is buy a replacement. -BW
Problems with printing Finder windows. The HP DeskWriter's printing
software won't let you print a Finder window or the desktop (using the
Finder's Print Window command) without a freeze or crash. C heck with HP
fo r an updated driver sooner or later. (Maybe.)
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Reference Works
In General
The computer advantage. The advantage of quick searches through tons
of material puts computer-based reference works miles ahead of their paperbound counterparts. Some CD-based references rely on this fast-search
capability alone to get you to switch from the volume on your bookshelf,
while others take more advantage of the medium, bringing words and concepts to life with graphics and animations. And a CO-based multimedia
dictionary can not only pronounce words for you, it can let you look up
words you don't even know, based on what's in the definition (like looking
for the word for a twelve-sided figure by using twelve sides as the search term)!
Some CD tips. If you use reference C O s frequently (or plan to), there are
several points you should keep in mind-only some of which the C O's documentation or ReadMe file will bother to tell you.

•

Most multimedia CDs need the monitor set to 256 colors; you may get
"out of memory" errors or crashing otherwise. Most change the monitor
settings automatically, usually letting you know about it first; most also
forget to set it back to thousands or millions afterward, so you'll have to
do it manually through the Monitors & Sound control panel.

•

Some multimedia titles need Virtual M emory turned off in the Memory
control panel.

•

Most programs on COs create and maintain a Prefs fi le in your
Preferen ces folder (inside the System Folder); if you don't use a CD any
more, you can get rid of the Prefs file.

•

Many multimedia titles have Install programs on the CD that put all sorts
of things on your hard drive. Most of the installers aren't all that smart:
they often, for instance, rep lace a newer system file (like a QuickTime
extension) that's on your drive with the older one that's on the CD.
Whenever possible, use the "Custom" option in an installer and disable the
older extension installation; sometimes you can skip the installation completely if you already have the extensions you need. Here's what a typical
installation for a multimedia CD might drop in your System Folder:
• QuickTime extension
• QuickTime PowerP lug extension (needed only for PowerPC
• Sound Manager extension
• QuickTime Musical Instruments extension
• Special fonts that the program uses for display

M~cs)
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Lots of refere nce COs require that you copy some portion o f the program to
your hard drive and run it from there, althou gh you'll still need the C D; the
main program , w hich runs much faster w he n it's on your h ard d rive, then
accesses info rmation on the C D.

The .com table. There are so many companies m ention ed in this c hapter,
and so m any of them arc mentioned seve ral times, that there was no u se stic king a w eb icon in the margin for every on e, every time. So here's a table of the
com panies m entioned in the chapter, and the ir URLs.

berksys.com

Lea rning Tech

learntech.com

broderbund.com

LucasArts

lucasarts.com

bungie.com

Macally

macally.com

Casady & Greene

casadyg.com

Mac Play

macplay.com

CH Products

chproducts.com

Maxis

maxis.com

davd.com

MECC

mecc.com

dkonline.com

Microsoft

microsoft.com

e dmark.com

Mindscape

mindscape.com

eidos.com

Mu lti Educator

multieducator.com

Graphic Simulations

graphsim.com

Parsoft

parsoft.com

Grolier Electronic Publishing

gro lier.com

Simon & Schuster

simonandschuster.com

gtinte ractive.corn

Softkey

softkey.com

harpercollins.com

The Learning Company

learningco.com

inte rplay.com

ThrustMaste r

thrustmaste r.com

DK Multimedia

Harper Collins

Knowledge Adventure

jumpsta rt.com

Encyclopedias, Etc.
Grolier Multimedia Encyclopedia. From the m inute you launch the
Grolier Multimedia Encyclopedia ($35 standard, $50 de luxe, G ro lie r
Grolier Multimedia Electronic Publishing), you know you 're looking at som ething that was
Encyclopedia d esigned fo r the computer. You can choose from six basic types of info rma-

tion presentation (Articles, Gallery, Atlas, Timelines, G uided Tours, and
Interactiv ities); a pop-up menu provides subca tegories for each . Whe n you' re
viewing information , it's easy to move to re lated topics because all you have to
do is click on a tab li ke Picture, Med ia List, or Re lated Articles. Although the
setup encourages you to browse, fi nding sp ecific information in the m ore
than 3 5,000 entries is made easy by a good search en gine and a filte r option
that lets you browse through materials within a certain subject area.
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The "multimedia" part of the encyclopedia i.s its extensive support in the way
of photographs and music clips, and a few well-done animations. Printed reference material seems almost archaic when you look up the entry on
"animation" and then get a movie to see how it's done, or check on skeletons
and see how a ball and socket joint moves.

The world according to Microsoft. It's hard to love an encyclopedia that
lists Microsoft Windows as the first, default topic w hen you look up computer, but
I was willing to give Microsoft Encarta ($80) a chance, anyway. Encarta
finds a good balance between breadth and depth for a general encyclopedia,
although it needs more memory and disk space than any other CD refe rence.
And while I'd like to be enthusiastic about the wealth of material included, it's
difficult to get past what is, finally, a terrible interface. I'm not condemning it
because it has a Windows look and feel, although it is hard fo r a dyed-in-thewool Mac person to work with that inelegant approach; the real problem is
the hard-to-read screen font, and lines of text that are cut off at the top, bottom, and even sides as you scroll through it.
But Microsoft Bookshelf ($50), a compendium that comprises a great collection of reference tools, including an encyclopedia, dictionary, thesaurus,
almanac, atlas, and a book of quotes is a terrific product. Everything's easy to
find; the interface, though Windows-inspired, is easy to work with; and,
although each edition is labeled with a year (Bookshelf'98, for instance), only
the "year in review" section is time-sensitive. The whole package strikes a
good balance in the breadth-versus-depth dilemma and deserves a spot in any
home with school-age children.

National Geographic. National Geographic magazine, as a cultural icon,
The Complete
National Geographic

has two traditions associated with it: adolescent boys looking through the
issue for pictures of bare-breasted females, and subscribers saving years' worth
of back issues for reference. Well, cable TV and the web has no doubt made
the first custom obsolete; and Mindscape has made the second unnecessary.
T he Complete National Geographic ($175, Mindscape) is every single
issue of the magazine-from the very first one (in 1888!)-on a collection of
30 COs. The equivalent of 185,000 pages of te::>..1: (thank goodness for the
Search feature) includes all the articles that have fascinated millions of people
over the more than 100 years of publication. And, since it's the Complete magazine, you get all the product advertisements, too. It would be a perfect
package if it weren't for the fact that every time you launch the program
you' re "treated" to a full- fledged TV-style commercial for a certain brand of
film. (Tip: click to stop the ad in its tracks). Despite the tacky opening, it's
wonderful addition to any home library.

Back talk. The American Heritage Talking Dictionary ($30, Softkey)
answers the question I've had about other computer-based dictionaries: Why
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sh ould we have to figure out those arcane pronunciation symbols when we're
using a computer? And it answers the questi on out loud-because this dictionary, true to its name, does indeed speak more than a third of its 200,000
entries. It provides lin ks to similar words and synonyms, and includes lots o f
pictures and a sprinkling ofQuickTime movies. T h e main dictionary resides
on your hard drive for sp eed (it comes in both 68K and PowerP C versions),
while th e multimedia elements stay on the CD for space reasons; you don't
need the CD to run the basic dictionary. Like any good dictionary, this one
includes place names and biographical data; extras include a word-hunt fea································································ .. ....................... .. ....... ......
ture using wildcards for when you
don't know the proper spelling of the
He has never been known to use a word that might
word you're looki ng for, and an anasend a reader to a dictionary.
' '
William Faulkner, about Ernest Hemingway
gram maker.
'

'

Science and So On.
The Way Things Work. David Macaulay's wonderful book The Way
Things Work ($40, DK Multimedia) has lost nothing in the transliteratio n to
The Way CD-in fact, it has gained a little (if that's at all possible). T his volume is a
Things Work guide to "machines, inventions, and technology" suitable for a wide range of
ages (from about ten yea rs on up). There's a wealth of wonderfully illustrated
diagrams for items from dishwashers to telescopes; there are lots of links
between related items and you' ll fi nd an animated sequence every time you
need one.

A.D.A.M. and Eve. Mindscape's anatomy primer, A.D.AM. The Inside
Story ($30), is suitable fo r students in junior or senior high school, or any
family member who's curious about the structure of th e human body. Wh ile
most of the program merely identifies compone nts of various systems (like
skin, organs, and skeletal), it also includes four ho urs' worth of video and an imation demonstrating many bodily processes. Looking up information about
a specific body part is frustrating, and sometimes fruitless: the o rganization of
the program is very hie rarchical (you have to move u p and down through
topic branches instead of directly where you want to go), and sometimes there
just isn 't the d epth of informatio n you' re looking for. But it's a captivating
piece of work that invites e>.:plo ration by anyon e even mildly interested in
anatomy. With the configurable body on the screen-you can choose male or
female, or w hite, black, Asian, or Hispanic features and skin tone- these
packages are both anatomically and politically correct.
T he Nine Month Miracle ($20), however, is a disappointing effort that covers conception, pregnancy, an d childbirth from a myriad of directions,
resulting in a choppy presentation of facts, figures, p ictures, and video. To
view a developing fetus, for instance, you have to suffer through a "family
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album" with a sappy scenario of a couple expecting their first baby; there's a
section for each month, and to get to the good part, you have to listen to boring, stilted dialog first. There's lots of information here, and even a section for
very young children, but even the most advanced of medical informatio n is
often buried in a package suitable fo r a junior-high sexed class.
Encyclopedia of Nature. The Eyewitness series of encyclopedias (the

printed version) has always been a staple at my house, and I've added to the
collection over a period of years. I was skeptical about these excellent volumes
being translated well o nto CD, but, based on the Eyewitness Encyclopedia
of Nature disk ($35, DK Multimedia), the computer series is even better
than the paper versions. The graphics are crisp and clean, and the interface is
intuitive, designed so that you can delve deeper into the subject at hand or go
ofT in a tangent exploration. All the text can be spoken aloud if you wish, and
there's a selection of m ovie clips that demonstrate things like jellyfish locomo tion . Other volumes in the series include History of the World and
Encyclopedia of Science, and Children's Encyclopedia. DK has aJso
started a Virtual Reali ty line (cats, dinosaurs, and so o n), where you can wander around a "museum" looking at exhibits and go off on special side trips
(like a dinosaur dig).

The inviting
opening screen of
the Eyewitness disc
has the same feel
as the book series
of the same name.

On Evolution. Mter years (oh, all right, decades) of being a Stephen Jay

Gould fan, I finally know what he looks and sounds like because 's "expanded
book" On Evolution and Natural History ($40) includes a QuickTime
video of one of his lectures, along w ith the complete text of one of his essay
collections, Bully for the Brontosaurus. In add itio n, the C D boasts the illustrated
text of D arwin's Origin cfthe Species and The voyage cftlre Beagle. If you need to
research this subject or these texts, the Find function and the links between
them would certain ly be helpful. But if you're reading for enjoym ent, I recommend the traditional paper copy, and a comfortable chair.
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Music and Poetry
Musical voyages. Learning Tech's Voyager line o f CD Companions are
H yperCard stacks that let you listen to an entire composition as a text commentary scrolls by; you can click to bring up a glossa1y of music terms and
theory, or to read about the life of the composer. Titles ($40-$60) in the series
include Ludwig van Beethoven: Symphony No. 9, Igor Stravinsky: The
Rite of Spring, Antonio Dvorak: Symphony No: 9 "From the New
World" and Franz Schubert: The Trout Quintet. The three titles in the
So I've Heard seri es ($15 each) are designed to be music samplers, o ffering
you commentary and sound clips from an array of composers. Volume 1:
Bach and Before takes you fro m the music of ancient Greek rituals to Bach;
Volume 2: The Classical Ideal is an earful of the w ork of 18th century
composers such as M ozart and H aydn; and Volume 3: Beethoven and
Beyond explores Beethoven's impact on the classical music scene.
The great thing abo ut all o f the offerings is their interface: Yo u' ll find the
screens easy-to-read, punctuated w ith elegant illustrations, and designed with
search tools and icons that m ake it a pleasure to e>..'"]Jlore the topic at hand. -CG

Poetry. Fo r literary commentary in an interesting and interactive form, check
out Learning Tech's Poet ry in Motion ($20) , a C D-RO M with audio,
graphics, and over 90 mi n utes of QuickT ime video that gives 18 m odern
poets (including Allen G insberg, William S. Burro ughs, and Tom Waits) a
chance to recite/perfo rm their work and comment on it (interviews w ith some
of the authors are also incl uded). - CG

Pop Culture
People. What could be mo re representative o f pop culture than Learning
Tech's People: 20 Years ofPop Culture ($20) from People magazine ? It
provides plenty of low- to mid-brow fun thro ugh its twenty years of cover
stories as well as diversions like Face-To-Face (with like-minded covers morphing into one another. T his certainly isn't a must-have for your reference
library, but it's fun and would make a good gift, too.
The fab four. Even a die-hard Beatie fa n who spent her adolescent years in
love w ith J o hn Lenno n can' t find Learning Tech's A Hard Day's Night
($30) particularly enjoyable. You get a tiny Q uickTime w indow that plays the
entire movie w hile you can read through some mildly interesting but
overblo·wn commentary (it states, fo r instance, that the openi ng of the movie
was as cinematically ground-breaking as that of "2001 : A Space O dyssey").
Yes, you can read the script of the movie, and play around with its QuickTime
controls, and pick up fascinating little tidbi ts, but there's just no t enough here
to keep you at your computer. If you want a trip down memo1y lane, or into
rock and roll histo ry, ren t the movie.
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A home run. Get yourself some peanuts and Cracker Jacks to go with
Baseball's Greatest Hits ($30, Learning Tech), an enj oyable collection of

well-presented player and game stats, photos, sound bites, video clips of disappointing quality, and, of course, a trivia challenge. You won't find anything on
Cal Ripk:in's record-breaking game streak because the most recent "footage" is
ofJoe Carter's game-clinching three-run homer for the Blue Jays in the '93
World Series, but baseball nuts seem to prefer their facts and trivia slightly
aged. I'm not a big baseball fan, but I've raised one, and he'll be happy with
this CD for a long time anyway.

Comics as history and art. If you think of Superman w hen you think of
comics, or if Archie and Veronica arc more comic book characters than
Internet buzzwords for you, you may be disappointed in Comic Book
Confidential ($30, Learning Tech). Some of the most famous comicspublished as books or in newspapers-are never mentioned here, presumably
because of copyright and permission problems. But even if you don't know or
care about many of the comics covered here, you' ll still find some of the
accompanying information utterly fascinating-like the Congressional hearings in the fifties that "proved" the link between comic books and juvenile
delinquency (I think it was a separate commission that proved the link
between juvenile delinquency and rock-and-roll). Although you could wish
for wider coverage, what's here is enj oyable and well-presented. - RW

Kids and Computers
Issues and Equipment
Where to put the computer. Not many families buy a computer just for
the kids, and even fewer buy separate ones for them. So, most setups are centrally located in a family room or living room where everyone can access it.
But if you do have a "kids" computer, I'm adamantly against putting a computer in a child's room (I wouldn't put a TV in there, either). I prefer to draw
my kids out of their rooms rather than give them more excuses to shut their
doors on the rest of the family, especially since they became teenagers. For the
youngest children, you'll want the computer more centrally located, anyway,
since they both need help and always want to share the experience ("Look,
mom!") anyway.
QUIET!! To have kids, software, and sanity all at the same time, you need
earphones; standard Walkman-style work just fine. When you've heard
"Find the letter N' in a cloying tone for the umpteenth time, or had to listen
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to preschool background music for hours on end, you'll be glad to spend a
few dollars on sound insulation. (You'll also appreciate it if you have older
kids, or a spouse, w ho's into noisy games.)
How old is old enough? I'm not suggesting that if a child doesn't start early
enough on a computer, he'll forever lag behind his peers educationally. N or am
I recommending that you get a computer specifically for a young child. But if
you have, or you're gettin g, a Mac, and yo u happen to also have a child, you'll
find that most three-year-olds have the motor skills necessary for pointing and
clicking, and the cognitive skills to know that what they' re doing w ith the
mouse is affecting what's happening on the screen. Two-and-a-half isn't too
early to let them play with the simplest of programs; although purposefully
maneuvering a mouse and using its button is beyond many two-year-olds, most
can be taught to press one key at a time to get some feedback from the screen.
The care and not feedling of a computer. T he computer area should be
taboo for certain combinations-like kids and food, or kids and drink. The
potential problem w ith liquids is probably obvious, but cookie crumbs can sift
down into the keyboard, too. The youngest kids need to be taught that while
the computer is something you can play on, it is 1101 a toy, and needs to be
treated gently-the same way you might teach a young one to press piano
keys one at a time and not just bang away at it.
Educational, shmeducational. H ey, for a four-year-old, everything is educational. So, although there's educational software covered later in this
chapter- things that foster specific learning skills or cover particular subject
areas for young children-don't get hung up on educational software just
because you're embarrassed to admit you're letting a preschooler play on a
$2500 machine. T here's nothing wrong w ith playing; in fact, psychologists
will tell you that playing is a child's j ob.
Data protection. Because few families can afford multiple computers, it's
important to keep your grown-up stuff from being messed up by the youngsters in the family. For older kids, it's a sim ple matter of designating some
folders off-limits. But fo r the younge r ones, who behind your back might
accidentally move from a program to the desktop, and then have fun dragging
lots oflittle pictures into the cute little ga rbage can, you need to set up a "fire
wall" (as it's called in big business). T here are several approaches, with diffe rent levels of secur ity:

•

If your child isn't an explorer, setting up the Launcher control panel with
her program icons in it, and keeping other desktop folders closed, is
probably sufficient protection against software accidents.

•

U se the General Controls control panel settings to lock the System
Folder and your Applications folder w hen the kids use the machine. You
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can even store your documents inside a subfolder in the Applications
folder to protect them.

Creating and
using aliases
Chapter 7

•

Turn on the Simple Finder option in the Finder's Preferences dialog
(through the Edit menu). T his gets rids of all keyboard equivalents for
menu commands.

•

Edmark's KidDesk ($25) is a Finder replacement. You can choose from
several desk styles; each comes with a collection of useful little gadgets
like a calendar, note pad, and calculator-and even a private mail system
that sends messages to the desks of other family members! Application
icons appear on the desk surface, and the only way to access the real desktop is through a password.

Ejecting COs. Even young kids catch on quickly-before you know it,
they'll be clicking their way out of a program and getting the CD out of the
drive. But if they do it incorrectly, leaving the ghost icon of the CD on the
desktop, they'll be asked to insert the C D at annoying intervals. First, make
sure your child knows how to quit out of every program"officially," not just by clicking on the exposed desktop if
it's available. Next, set up a way to eject the CD properly.
Unfortunately, one of the "proper" ways is to drag it to the
Spit /tOut!
Trash- not a habit you want the little ones to get into. So,
Make an alias of
make an alias of the 11-ash, change its icon to something
the Trash and edit
its icon to create a
more appropriate, and teach the kids to use it for ejecting
CO-eject icon.
C Os. (See Chapter 7 for more information about creating
and using aliases.)

Creativity and Fun
Kid Pix. From a black-and-white shareware program to a full-color multiactivity CD, Kid Pix Studio Deluxe ($30, Broderbund) has come a long
way-and it's a must-have for ages three to twelve. Activities include a fun
paint program that uses tools that have plenty of weird options and make
strange noises, a puppet show where pressing different keys makes various
body parts move, and a stamp-your-own scene builder where the stamps are
animated. This wi ll hold any child's interest for a very long time.
Creative writing. C hildren can make up stories and illustrate them with
MECC's Storybook Weaver ($45) and My Own Stories ($35 each). The
programs provide elementary word processing and hundreds of images and
background scenes, as well as dozens of sounds. Storybook Weaver draws its
images (knights, trolls, treasure chests) from folklore; My Own Stories offers
contemporary symbols (shopping malls, Frisbees, fire trucks). -CS
Ye Olde Print Shoppe. The Print Shop Publishing Suite ($50,
Broderbund) is a class ic that keeps growing in capabilities. Create and print
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greeting cards, posters, calendars, certificates-just about anything, within a
simple interface. This C D version includes more than 20,000 pieces of clip art
and a few dozen fo nts, too. Terrific-and not just for kids, either.

Child labor7 Davidson's Kid Works Deluxe ($30) is mildly disappointing
but still worthwhile. Write your story on o ne side, illustrate it on the other,
occasionally using "stickers" instead of words. It's a confusing design for the
younger end of the four-to-nine targe t age range; the stickers, for instance, are
presented in small groups and you have to open a sticker book to change the
group. For the older half of the recommended age range, this program is very
close to being very good.

All aboard! Each title in the Imagination Express series ($20 each,
Edmark) provides a theme (ocean, neighborhood, castle, and so on) and
related pictures and information for a child to write a story about. The
approach is wonderful, but far too complicated for the lower half of the recommended Kindergarten-through-eighth-grade range. It would be great in a
classroom where a project could be worked o n over a period of months, but
probably wou ldn't work very well at home.
Thinkin'Things. Ed mark offers three Thinkin' Things Collections, numbered 1 through 3 for age groups three to seven, six to eleven, and eight to
thirteen. They're all terrific COs that offer four or five interesting activities
that foster such important learning areas as critical thinking skills, memory,
problem solving, logic, and spatial dexterity. Sounds like heavy-duty stuff, but
the kids will never notice because they'll be enjoying themselves too much.
The program s arc $25-$40; but if you have mo re than one kid to please, the
$50 Thinkin' Things 3CD Gold Collection is the way to go.

Animaniacs. Whether or not your kids are fami liar with Warner Bros.'
Animaniacs cattoon characters, they can enjoy the Animaniacs Game Pack
($20, Davidson), a collection of five simple but interest-holding games in a
wacky but nonviolent environment (in $moocher, you help Dot blow kisses at
the bad guys to knock them down). Fine for seven through preteen (although
my mid- and late-teen sons admit they still like the silliness of the games).

For the Youngest
Living Books. The interactive storybooks from Broderbund ($20-$35) are
terrific for the young set (from 2 to 7 years). You can choose between "read to
me" and "interactive" modes; in the latter, the words on each page are read,
.................................................................... ... ............... ....................
but then you can click on something
on
the page to get some sound, music,
~hat is the use of a b~ok, thought Alice, without
and animation, or just click to go to
pictures or conversation?
' '
Lewis Carroll, Alice's Adventures in Wonderland
the next page. Each package comes
with
a paperback version of the book,
' '
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for that all-important cuddle-time
reading. The line includes Dr. Seuss
little
d
titles like The Cat in the Hat and
David Do11111d l)oc)
Dr. Seuss' ABC's, selections from
droamlld
the ever-popular Berenstain Bears,
<1. dozorr dCXQ~hnutll
and
and miscellaneous titles like
Arthur's Birthday, Harry and
The Haunted House, and The
Tortoise and the Hare. The best
way to get started, though, is with the
Three For Me Library Volume 1 ($40), which includes Sheila Rae, the
Brave and two of the best-ever storybooks: Just Grandma and Me (with Little
C ritter, and with the best click-on-it animation in any storybook), and Mercer
Meyer's Little Monster at School.

•BIG D

Dr. Seuss's ABC's,
of course.

Three For Me

Fisher-Price. Cross one of the most trusted names in young children's toys
with one of the most trusted names in children's software, and you get
D avidson's Fisher-Price collection (about $20 a title), aimed at children as
young as 18 months old.

Wild Western Town (ages 3-7) provides seven different activities within the
western theme. So, for instance, you can make a Wanted poster by selecting
from a wide variety of features (as well as odds and ends like fishing poles, bugs,
and frames), or try to match a guest with his belongings at the hotel's front
desk. There's a confusing "background" game going on the whole time, with
gold bars hidden around and Bandit Bob lurking in the shadows, but few children will be able or willing to keep track of that when they're playing the other
games. Getting from one spot to another can be mildly frustrating, but the individual activities are charming and will keep the kids busy for a long time.

Build a wanted
poster from the
hundreds of parts
available.
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Pirate Ship (ages 4-8) takes the same approach as Wild Western Town: a generous handful of separate activities with a background game (looking for the
pieces of the lost treasure map). Instead of the Wanted poster, you get to build
a ship in a bottle from various pieces. In the most amusing section, you get to
fire items from a canon: any item you see in the picture, including, say, the
chicken sitting on the barrel. You can aim the canon and adjust the force of the
shot by how far you pull back the plunger.
T he Little People's Discovery Farm is recommended
for ages 18 months to 3 years. (I cringe a little at software for babies. But there's nothing wrong with it; what
is wrong is the notion that it's necessary!) This is an
utterly charming package with four activities: matching
the baby an imals with their mothers, feeding the animals, growing things in the garden, and a version of O ld
MacDonald where you get to click on the animal who
will be in the song (and do the singing). If you insist on getting software for
the youngest member of the family, this is the one to get.

Educational Software
The most important educational tool. Do yourself a favor: Learn to
type! No more hunt-and-peck, no matter how fast: Do it the right way and
everything's f.1ster, from word processing to e-mail. And as soon as the kids'
hands are big enough, make them learn touch-typing, too. There are lots of
packages out there, and some arc even aimed at kids:

•

Typing Tutor ($30, Simon & Schuster)

•

Mario Teaches Typing II ($35, InterPlay)

•

Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing ($40, Mindscape) and Mavis Beacon
Teaches Typing for Kids ($20)

•

Jumpstart 'I}'ping (for kids: $30, Knowledge Adventure)

A subtle learning tool. The perfect educational tool on the Mac is one
that's never claimed to be one: Spell Catcher from Casady & Greene. This
interactive spelling checker, described in detail in C hapter 16, watches as you
type and immediately alerts you to a misspelled word. You can backspace and
retype, or press a key and get a list of suggestions as to the correct spelling.
(Not that there's a question as to how to spell each word, but there might be a
question as to just what that word was supposed to be: Type accomodate and
you'll get accommodate, type mispe/l and you'll get misspell- but type ontorvard
and you'll have to choose from untoward, on toward, and or~to ward.)

While Spell Catcher is meant as a w riter's tool, it's the perfect spelling
teacher for kids. From an educational point of view, there's nothing better
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than immediate feedback-and Spell Catcher's menubar flash or beep is
instant. If your child spells something incorrectly, she can try again by
backspacing to the mistake in the word and typing again from there or by
double-clicking to select the word and then retyping it. Mter a second try, or
if she's stymied the first time around, she can open the Spell Catcher window
that displays both the misspelled version and the correct one-exactly what an
attentive, patient teacher would do in the same circumstances.

Reading and math skills. If you want tO give your child some extra experience in two of the three "R's":
The Learning Company's Reader Rabbit was one of the first educational
games on the Mac; it has been continually upgraded and improved. Now on
CD, Reader Rabbit Deluxe 1 (ages three to sLx), 2 (ages five to eight), and 3
(ages six tO nine) concentrate on building reading skills with simple but colorful and fun activities. Even within each package ($35 each), you can set the
skill level that's appropriate for your child-and change it as your child grows.
So, a three-year-old can play Word Train concentrating on sounds that words
begin with, but a year later can work with ending sounds, or even vowel
sounds in the middle. You can't go wrong with this series. And, as with most
rabbits, this one has multiplied. There are Reader Rabbit Math titles, grade
titles (Preschool, Kindergarten, 1st grade, 2nd Grade), Reader Rabbit's
Interactive Reading Journey, Math Journey, and more, ranging in prices
from $25 to $40 dollars.
The on ly thing more prolific than rabbit software is Davidson's Blaster series,
one of the longest-running educational titles around. It all started with Math
Blaster, an arcade shoot-'em-up takeoff. Now there are Math Blasters for
three different age groups (encompassing 4- to 12-year-olds), for PreAlgebra, Algebra, and Geometry, as well as Blaster math mysteries and
Math Blaster Jr.; most are $30, from Davidson. There's a Reading Blaster
Jr. program ($40), too, and a Kindergarten Blaster 3CD Set ($45) that covers math, reading, and science basics.
Knowledge Adventure started with three titles in its Jump Start series:
Preschool, Kindergarten, and (predictably) First Grade. Each offers a collection of activities that help develop necessary learning skills, starting with
counting, letter and number recognition, shape identification, and the concepts of"same" and "diffe rent. " By the time you're in the First Grade package,
you've progressed to science concepts, language arts basics, and telling time.
But, as with the aforementioned rabbits, the line has multiplied, adding packages at both ends: through Fifth Grade at this point, and down through
Pre-K, Preschool, and, yes, evenJumpstart Baby. Along the way are some
specialized math packages (like Jump Start Second Grade Math). Most
packages are $30.
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Davidson's Kid Phonics and Kid Phonics 2 ($35 each) provide practice in
basic reading skills through clever and in teresting games like the Silent Letter
Stagecoach and the Homonym Ho tel. We could quibble about some of the
cho ices m ade fo r the target audience of six to nine years (most wouldn 't be
able to recognize mail and room, and 11ight and stick, as words that make compound words together), but in all they' re terrific packages.
In Math for the Real World ($30, Davidson), you and your band are traveling around the country playing gigs, accumulating money for a studio sessio n
Math for the that will let you hit the big time. Alo ng the way, you have to answer questions
Rea/World and solve puzzles based on math skills-all the w hile keeping track of your
gas gauge and food supply. While it's not exactly the real world (at least we can
hope not, for the 10-and- up target audi ence), it's an engaging combination of
work and play.

Geography and Socia l Studies. Can your child sing the classic "Don't
know much about history, don't know much geography," and mem1 it?
The software program that spawned a TV Series-Broderbund's Where in the
World is Carmen Sandiego?-also includes titles that take Carmen (and
your kids) to Europe, through the U SA, and even space. You learn about geography and history as you track Carmen and her band of thieves. You have to
collect enough clues to get an arrest warrant and find the suspect, using info rm ation offered by witnesses and informants. If you find that the suspect stole
something from Francisco Pizarro, you'd have to travel to 16th century Peruand if you didn't just happen to know that, you'd be able to look it up in the
standard reference book that comes with the software. (Depending on the
package, you might get a paperback edition of the World A lmanac and Book of
Facts, Fodor's U.S.A. travel guide, the New American Desk Encyclopedia, or Wlzat
Happened When.) Titles are about $35 each. And, for the jealous younger sibling, there's Carmen Sandiego,Junior Detective ($30), a program aimed at
five-to-eight year-olds with minimal or no reading skills. A "case" is in a single
country, the clues are all visual, and there's plenty of on-line help at hand.
MECC has taken to heart the saying: "The journey is the reward. " T he company offers educational games for ages 10 to adult in w hich players "travel" a
route packed with adventures, informatio n, and colorful characters. In The
Oregon Trail ($45), players follow the covered wagon route pioneers trekked
in 1848 from Missouri to O regon's Willamette Valley. After "stocking up" on
supplies, they head west, dealing with difficulties such as river crossings and
wagon breakdowns as we ll as day-to-day decisions like how much food to
consume. Players can stop along the way to trade, buy supplies, or hunt. It's
top-no tch edutainment, w ith geographical and histo rical info rmation skillfully
interwoven thro ughout. T h e Amazon Trail ($35) is a canoe trek up the
Amazon River. The scenario: A mysterious disease has afflicted a hidden Inca
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village and a secret medicinal plant hidden in the rainforest is the villagers'
only hope for salvation. You must find the plant and then the people, along
the way stocking up on other items the Inca king might desire. T he trip
weaves in and out of ti me, allowing the traveler to meet up with explorers,
scientists, and others who shaped the development of the Amazon. The color
animations are absolutely stunning, and digitized photographs and speech and
authentic South American music provide nice touches of realism.
G rolier's How Would You Survive? ($35) is a superb package based on the
book of the same name. While the title might imply some sort of action
adventure, it actually covers the daily life of three ancient cultures: Aztec,
Egyptian, and Viking. You can see how women were treated, what children
did, what kinds of food were eaten, and what monetary system was used. You
can explore a single culture in depth, or go back and fo rth and com pare certain facets of each society. There's no built-in game here, but that's no
drawback; it's a wonderful reference book brought to life that will fasci nate
the ten-to-fourteen age group.

How Wo uld You
Survive isn't a
game of survival,
but a cultural
Jiving exp erience.

MultiEducator puts out a series of history CDs that focus on diffe rent periods
and areas. American History is without a doubt the ugliest piece of software
I've ever seen. It looks as if it had been designed by a ten-year-old (and one
without any taste, at that); it's also rife with typos and grammatical errors. It's
impossible to get past these factors to learn anything from the actual content
of the CD. World History: 20th Century has a different design, but it's no
better. It's amateurish, hard to read, and, overall, a very bad experience. Civil
War: America's Epic Struggle is only a slight improvement over the others-if you don' t mind glaring red text on a bright blue tweed background
(which is better than the areas w here there's blue text on blue background!) ,
and buttons and lists that aren't aligned. But it's just as well that you can' t
quite read it, because if yo u could, you'd find things like "Dredd-Scott
Decision," with its egregious double D and hyphen. If the graphics, design,
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and spelling in an educational product are so poor, how could you possibly
d epend on the quality of its content?
Who Built America? ($40, Learning Tech's Voyager line) is a thoughtfully
designed CD-RO M put together by the American Social H istory Project. It
explores, through words and pictures, the people and events that shaped U.S.
history from 1876 to 1914. With its background aud io and stylized photographs, this presentation has the look and feel of a PBS docu mentary-a
good one. - SZA/MT/CS/CG

Science and Nature. Most science and natrue packages are aimed at the
junior and se nior high schoolers.
The bl urb o n The Cartoon Guide to Physics ($20, H arper Collins) says it's
for "anyone w ith a passing interest in physics-or w ith an interest in passing
physics." That pretty much sums up the attitude o f this fun yet mildly educational CD. The title itself might ring a bell, since cartoonist Larry Gonick has
been at this on paper in the pages of Disco11er and other magazines for years. I
could do w ithout the guide, Lucy, doin' her rap thing duri ng some explanatio ns, but she's easy enough to ignore. O h, and in case you don't think about
physics much-or much about physics-don't forget that its rules keep planes
up, and roller coasters going, and app les falling on people's heads; it's not just
d ry formulas . Through interesting interactivities w here, for instance, you get
to set the starting po int and initial force of a ball in a winding tube, you get a
feeling for how potential and kinetic energy work in a roller coaster.

You can play with
a roller-coaster
tube in The

Cartoon Guide to
Physics, but you're
really learning
about kinetic and
potential energy.

The Eyewitness E n cyclopedia of Space and the Universe ($35, OK
M ultimedia) cove rs space exploration and techno logy, and the solar system
and beyond, from several di fferent angles. W hether you're exploring the
moons ofJupiter or the rings of Saturn, reviewing the Apollo moon shots or
checking out Russian space history, this soft\vare keeps you inte rested with
succinct descriptions and fascinating graphics. And w hen you think you've
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absorbed enough information, you can play QuizMaster, where you can
choose the number of questions, the categories, and the time limit-and play
by yourself or against an opponent.

Do you know the
answer?

Douglas Adams, an author best known for his Hitchhiker's Guide to the
Galaxy books, teamed with naturalist photographer Mark Carwardine to write
a terrific environmentalist book called Last Chance to See. The software
version is also terrific (Learning Tech, $40), offering a sobering view of the
species disappearing from earth. Make sure you check out "Dr. Sutherland"
from the Sidebars menu. The interview with this poison-snake expert, who
says he developed his snake bite kits so that people would stop interrupting
his gardening, is a stitch. When asked what to do w hen bitten by a deadly
snake, he replies: "Well, what do you think you do? You die, of course. That's
what deadly means."

Testing, 1, 2, 3, Testing ... Practice may not always make perfect, but it can
certainly make you better. For those standardized tests that get us to various
educational stages-the SATs, GREs, GMATs, and so on-a little practice can
boost the score just enough to make a difference-often as much as 100
points. Many companies provide test-practice software for your highschooler
to practice those SAT questions, or for grad school wannabes, including:
• Personal Trainer series (ACT, SAT, and GRE; $40 each), Davidson
•

SAT I ($20, C liffs Studyware)

•

Score Builder for the SAT/ACT ($40, The Learning Company)
Higher Score on SAT, ACT, and PSAT ($20, $30 fo r deluxe version,
Kaplan/Simon & Schuster) and Higher Score on GRE, GMAT, and
LSAT.

•

Inside the SAT and ACT Deluxe ($35, Mindscape/Princeton Review)
-RW
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The Game Room
Arcade and Action Games
Prince of Persia I and II. Ever since the days of Dark Castle-a wonderful
game effort from Silicon Beach, who brought us SuperPaint to move beyond
the beautiful, but limited world of MacPaint- Mac garners have shown a
proclivity for catapulting their digital alter egos off high perches and across
deep chasms.

The Prince ofPersia CD Collection ($20, Broderbund), which includes
both the original game and its sequel, is a superior example of the run 'n'
jump genre. You'll find yourself gasping as you propel the Prince across seemingly impassable voids and through apparently impossible situations. -SZA/CB

'

'

Another kind of toy story.
Breaking out of the computer-game
All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy.
anon.
world of senseless violence with
It doesn't do much for Jill, either.
'
'
Power Pete ($20, MacPlay), the cudSharon Aker
dliest arcade game going. You're Power
Pete, a battery-operated protagonist stuck in a toy store full of evil teddy bears,
gingerbread men, heinous cavemen, and nasty little candies that want nothing
more than to drain your batteries. Although this game contains some elements of violence, it is restricted to toothpaste guns and exploding birthday
cakes. All in all, it's a great deal of fun. -SZA/BF
Dark forces in a doomed marathon. When it comes to first-person perspective shoot-'em-ups-and it often does-there are some outstanding
packages that became instant classics when they were released.

•

The big daddy of this genre is Bungie's Marathon, which uses high-res
graphics and smooth 3-D scrolling to produce fantastic gameplay. There
are several in the series: Marathon 2 (which excels in network gaming,
$20), Marathon Infinity ($40), and a Trilogy ($45).

•

The classic Doom is generally unavailable, but its follow-ups Doom II
($1 5, GT Interactive), Ultimate Doom ($40), and Final Doom ($50)
have the same engrossing and hyperkinetic action, as well as the same
particularly violent and disturbing themes.

•

All the awesome technical achievements of the Doom titles are featured
in Dark Forces ($20, LucasArts) andJedi Knight: Dark Forces II
($50) but the violence is kept at a more acceptable level, consistent with
the Star Wars movies. Speaking of Star Wars, LucasArts also has Rebel
Assault ($25) and Rebel Assault II ($20), games that blur the line
between game and interactive movie. -SZA/BF
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ShadowWraith. The best top-down view shoot- 'em-up-by a mileis ShadowWraith ($10, StarPlay Productions). It includes ultracrisp graphics, speedy gameplay, and a CD-quality (audio CD, that is) soundtrack.
ShadowWraith also comes bundled with Souls in the System, a networkable game, for $40. -SZA/BF

Simulations
Sim City 2000. Maxis has-and probably always will-dominated the sim
genre of gaming. The crowning achievement is Sim City 2000 ($30), which
allows you to micromanage a city literally from the ground up. Dealing with
the complexities of supplying housing, power, and water will pale in comparison to the headache you'll get with your first bona fide earthquake. Additional
"scenarios" are available for about $12 each. Sim Farm, Sim Tower, Sim
Earth, Sim Isle, Sim Town and Sim Ant offer up varying levels of sim
gaming, though none of these games have been able to capture the glory of
the flagship products Sim City ($20) and Sim City 2000. -SZA/BF
Pinball wizards. I have a pinball machine in my family room, and there's
nothing like the physical, analog pleasure of a real game. Well, actually, there is
something like it: pinball simulation games have been around for quite a
while. And while none will have you thinking you're Tommy or even Elton
John, they're a pleasure to play. Star Play's Mac classics are Crystal Caliburn
and Loony Labyrinth ($30 each); either will keep you enthralled for hours
at a time and let you do everything but tilt the table.
Flight Unlimited. Modern computers have brought the average person
incredibly close to the realities of flight. From a World War II dogfight to an
imaginary mission in an A-10 Warthog, today's flight simulators offer a spectacular experience. If going for a casual flight in a private plane without the
worries of getting shot down is more your speed, then check out Flight
Unlimited II ($30, Eidos Interactive). This flight enthusiast's ni rvana
includes multiple aircraft, your choice of airport destinations (leaving from
San Francisco) , 3- D photorealistic landscapes, "adventures" like dangerous
weather, and real-world physics. Flight Unlimited should permanently unseat
the anemic-in-comparison Microsoft Flight Simulator as the leading noncombat flight sim. -SZA/BF
A-10 Attack! and F/A-18 Hornet. There are currently two excellent combat sims coexisting in the Mac market. A-10 Attack! ($50, Parsoft) is easily
the most complex of the current sims, and the graphics and physics of gameplay are the best available. The new C uba missions should propel A- 10 to the
forefront of combat ga ming. Not f.1r behind is F/A-18 Hornet ($15, Graphic
Simulations) . Hornet is an order of magnitude simpler to fly, and the excellent networking features and fabulous graphics make it a better alternative for
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flight enthusiasts w ho don' t have rudder pedals. T here's also the F/A Hornet
Korean Crisis ($10) and the Hornet Bundle ($25) that includes both
Hornet 3.0 and th e Korean C risis. Star Wars fans will be thrilled with
X-Wing: Collector's CD ($20, LucasArts) which is superior in eve ry way to
its DOS counterpart. This is the cream of the crop in spaceflight simulation s.
The force is with us! - SZA/BF

Gaming hardware. Fo r years M ac u sers had to attack the ir favorite games
with a keyboard o r a measly m ou se. Anyone who h as had to play an arcade
gam e with a m ouse knows this is no way to go through life.

CH Products has an impressive line of M acintosh peripherals. The
Flightstick Pro ($80) is probab ly the best all-around stick on the m arke t; its
two-butto n Jetstick ($50) is, as C H 's ad s say, for the "gun-shy." Another
good low-end j oystick is the Macally Joystick ($40). For hard-core flight
simulator junkies there's the MFCS, the M acintosh Flight C ontrol System
($100, ThrustMaster), with its military-style grip and four buttons. If you' re
into driv ing simulations, the re's the Formula 22 ($180), with its cushion-grip
steering w heel that clamps to your desk, a gear shifter, and, yes, accele ration
and brake pedals! - SZA/BF

And Also •••
Myst and Riven. We've com e a long way, baby- from the first text- based
adventure, Zork, to the breathtaking Myst ($20, Brod erbund) , and its lo ngawaited sequel, Riven ($45). Instead of typing in commands and keeping a
m ap in your head , you get to wander around a beautiful, mysterious world,
mousing your way from one spot to anothe r. The graphics are stunning, the
music worthy o f m ore than a computer gam e. What's the point of the gam e,
and its rules? Ah, that's part of wh at you have to figure out. H ow muc h direction do you ge t from the company's descriptio ns? In Myst, you're unraveling
"a chilling tale o f intrigue and injustice." In Riven, "nothing is as it seems."

You Don't
Know Jack

Do you know Jack? It's no t your father's j eopardy. It's m ore like the
C omedy C hanne l's Win Ben Stein's Money (w hich must have bee n inspired
by the origi nal You Don't Know Jack) . It h as spawned several packages,
like YDKJ Movies, YDig Sports, YDig Television, and three volumes
of gene ral questi ons and the YDig Pack combo package ($20-$40,
Berkeley System s).
This gam e, for one to three players, puts you in the middle of a TV quiz show
with a sarcastic, m anic, and occasio nally sm army host. When the multiplechoice question appears o n the screen, you buzz in by hitting "your" key o n
the keyboard. A w rong answer elicits a snide comme nt from the host (as does
a right answer, some times). The categories are cleverly named, and o fte n
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double-entendred, perfect for any age from young teen to adults. The questions aren't throwaways; you really have to know stuff to play this game. And
you have to know a wide variety of stuff, too-sometimes just for a single
question. For instance, you're asked which of four people, including Hawkeye
Pierce and Steve Austin, outranks the others. You have to know the television
characters (from M *A*S*H * and The Six Million Dollar M an), remember
their military status, and also know the relative levels of military officers.
T he You Don't Know J ack series is a perfect computer game that offers something unique beyond the game itself-it's a social activity centered around the
computer, accommodating up to three players at a time and enough fun leftover to provide amusement for a small audience, too.
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Connections

About Networks
Rich Wolfson is the
associate editor for
this chapter. Most of
the non-initialed
entries are the result
of his contributions.

Basics
You may already be a network. D o you have a Mac and a LaserWriter?
D o you have a network? If you've answered yes to the first question, then the
answer to the second one is also yes.

A network made up of a single Mac and a primer isn't the kind of network
this chapter's all about. But if you have two Macs connected to a
LaserWriter- a relatively common setup fo r old Mac hands who've handed
down their originals to other family members as they've tried to keep on the
cutting edge-you do have the kind of network we're talking about in this
chapter, albeit a very tiny one. But once both those Macs are connected to the
printer, they're also connected to each other and you can pass files back and
forth between them .
Peer and peerless networking. There are two ways to set up netv.rork
services. In a peer-to-peer arrangement each Mac is capable of sharing files with
others on the network. In a server-based setup, files to be shared are kept on a
central file-sharing computer.

T he M ac's system software has built-in peer-to-peer networking; it's calledji/e
shariug and is a cinch to set up. It's often all a small office needs, and if you
have more than one Mac in your home, it's a convenient way to exchange files.
For a server-based Mac network, you need Apple's separate networking software, AppleShare, which comes with its Workgroup Servers. It's available
separately (version 5 is current as of this writing) for $750 for a five-user
license, and $470 as an upgrade to the previous version. With it, you dedicate
a single Mac as the file server, a centrally managed depot for storing and sharing
files. T he server's hard disk appears to everyone on the network as an icon on
their desktops. (AppleShare is also a system component that lets you do peerto-peer fi le sharing; you' ll have an AppleS hare icon in Chooser even if you
never bought the big product by the same name.)
In both setups, certain files and folders can be assigned privileges, defining who
on the network can access them, and what can be done with them (viewed
only, copied, changed, and so on).
Open Transport. Open Transport is a group of extensions that updates the network system software the Mac used for the fi rst decade or so of its life; it offers
the speed necessary to keep up ·with today's heavier networki ng demands.
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Before Open Transport, AppleTalk was the Mac's networking language, and
everything else was just an add-on. That even goes for TCP/IP, the networking
protocol used over the Internet: even though you could (and still can) install
MacTCP, AppleTalk had privileged access to the operating-system resources.
Open Transport reverses this situation, making every protocol-whether
TCP/IP, N etware, or DecN et-an "equal-opportunity" protocol. It uses industry-standard API's (Application Programming Interface), so that an application
that's written for Open Transport or for APTs can use any network protocol.
Previously, network software developers had to crank out their own software
for each protocol they wanted to support. N ow they only have to write one
interface to Open Transport, and it will handle the different protocols. (In fact,
Open Transport comes with T CP/IP network protocols.) - RW/JR
Network protocols. In local area networks, computers share a sort of "party
line" over w hich all the digital communication takes place. That saves on
cabling, but it creates the potential for incredible chaos. Imagine if all the
phones on your block were connected in a single, huge party line. Picture the
interruptions, the eavesd ropping, the total jam you'd be in. Sooner o r later
you and your neighbors would start developing rules and procedures (let's call
them protocols): hang up if the line is busy and try again later, keep calls short,
hang up if an incoming call is not intended for you, and so on-to guarantee
at least a semblance of orderly communication.

Solving this "party line" problem is the crux of networking. Although you can
see and touch network cabling, it's the invisible sets of complex rules and digital procedures-the protocols-that really make a network run. In fact, for
any network there may be dozens of separate pro tocols at work, many operating in different ways at the sam e time. - RC/BW
The layered look. Network folks tend to think of different parts of a network as occupying separate "layers," based on their functions: wiring and raw
signaling capability is one functional layer, protocols that organize those signals into a m eaningful data flow form another distinct functional layer, and
protocols that ensure reliable data transmission across the network form yet
another discrete laye r, and so on.

Terms like Ethernet, AppleTalk, and 10BaseT that are generally used to describe
"a" network could actually be describing different parts of a single network.
10BaseT, for example, is a wiring scheme, using twisted-pair cabling similar to
phone wire. Ethernet, on the other hand, is a somewhat broader term, defining
how computers and other devices should access the wiring-another distinct
layer; Ethernet can and does run on other types of wiring, not just 10BaseT, or
1OOBaseT. And AppleTalk refers to an entire group of protocols created by
Apple that governs almost every other aspect of netwo rking-that is, how
computer messages are organized and sent so that they arrive where they're
supposed to without error.

•
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If you've got a Mac-only network, you can pretty much safely stick to
AppleTalk (lucky you). If you've got to connect with other kinds of computers, however, you' ll need to know about-and coexist with-other protocol
suites. -RC/BW

Shared printers. There's more to compucer net\vorks than sharing files; you
can also share equipment like printers; in fact, AppleTalk's main task in the
early Mac days was connecting expensive LaserWriter printers to several Macs.
Most Mac-compatible printers have the same LocalTalk ports as do Macs,
so when you connect a printer to your Mac with Loca!Talk, it appears in
Chooser, ready to use, even if it's down the hall. With LocalTal k circui try
built-in, your printer becomes a print station: it sits by itself informing
everyone that it's the re, ready for service to anyone on the network who
selects it in the C hooser. For more recent-model Macs and LaserWriters,
Ethernet is built-in.
A level above a simple shared printer on a network is a printer server. Apple's
AppleS hare file-server software includes print service: when you print to a
printer connected to the server, your print job is sent to the server, which
stores everyone's print j obs, automatically feeding each j ob to the printer. If a
printer doesn't have network circuitry, such as LocalTalk, built-in, connecting
the printer to a print se1ver is one good way of sharing it over the network.
A level below a shared network printer of the kind we've been discussing is the
GrayShare/ColorShare-controlled StyleWriter that, when connected to any
Mac on the network, is also available to other Macs on the network. But in
this setup, everybody's print jobs ge t sent to the Mac that's connected to the
StyleWriter, which then feeds the job to the printer-resulting in a sometimes
unusable host Mac. -RW/BW

Plug-and-pray. The plug-and-play beauty of the Macintosh makes it easy to
start building a small network of from two to 20 Macs (or even 40 with basic
Ethernet setups) . Beyond that, it becomes more like "plug- and-pray," because
you'll need to know more about the in ner workings of your network-the
very things that Apple'L1lk has been handling automatically-and you'll need
to purchase additional products to keep it humming. Example? Imagine that
your 10-person organization grows to 40 people. All this time your network
has been slowing down, and some people regularly find that it doesn't work at
all ! Unless you hire a network consultant, you'll have to learn about
AppleTalk zones and network numberi11g. You' ll need to know what routers are,
and how they can reduce network traffic j ams. -RW/BW
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AppleTalk
The AppleTalk protocol. In the early days of the M ac, the buil t-in network
circuitry as well as the requi red inter-Mac cabling was called Apple Talk. That
made people think the wiri ng was the network, when in reality it's just a
minor part of the whole. As described earlier in the chapter, when we say
'~ppleTalk protocol" we're really talking about a large group of protocols that
govern AppleTalk networks.
The low-speed network circuitry and wiring that used to be called Apple1Mk is
now called L oca/Talk, to distinguish it from the other types of wiring and
transmission schemes over which yo ur Mac's Apple'Thlk protocols can operate. Ethernet is ano ther transmission/wiring schem e over which AppleTalk
protocols operate-one that you simply can't ignore these days, since Ethernet
circuitry has been built into Macs since the Q uadra.
The AppleTalk protocol breaks some real ground by merit of its plug-and-play
nature, automatically handling a lot of techie th ings like assigning workstation
and network addresses, and ro uting messages between networks. Instead of
dealing with ctyptic numbers, you can assign names to workstations, o r to
sections of your network, called zo11cs, which are un iq ue to AppleTalk and part
of why it's so easy to use. - BW
The LocaiTalk chain. Look on the back of any Mac since the Mac Plus, and
you'll find a connector marked with a printer icon. That connector does more
than connect printers: it's also a LocalTalk netwo rk po rt. You can connect Macs
and other LocalTalk-equipped devices (like printers) by connecting Local'T:1lk
connectors to the ports and then stringing special cabling between them .
You could, actually, connect two M acs printer-po rt-to-printer-port and they'd
still be networked-but all you'd have on the network is the t\vo Macs. A
LocalTalk connector is a Y-connecto r that lets you have one connection coming
into and one going o ut from each device on the network. Because of the way
the connections are made, from o ne device to the next rather than radiating
out from some central point, the setup is referred to as a daisy elwin. -RW/BW
No loop-de-loop. A LocalTalk network can't be set up as a loop, so there
will always be two open connections, one on each end of your daisy-chained
devices, because only one of the two connections on those devices will be in
use. For small networks, the empty connector seldom causes a problem. In
m any cases, you need to insert a tenninator, o r tennitwting plug, in the open socket
of the LocaiTalk connecto r to reduce signal reflections along the wiring. - RW
LocaiTalk imit ators: better than the original. Ea rly on in Mac
networking, Farallon bettered Apple's LocaiThlk connectors with its
PhoneNET substitute: it was so much better that even Apple switched
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Although the Macintosh .•. was unarguably inspired
by research done at Xerox PARC ...Apple deserves
recognition for being the first to bring a graphic
user interface to market in a personal computer.
'

'

Fred Davis, MacUser, November 1988

In science the credit goes to the man who convinces
the world, not to the man to whom the idea first
came.

Sir William Osler (1849-1919)

' '

to PhoneNET and LocalTalk connectors haven't been available for years.
PhoneNET ($15 per connector)
and its imitators let you use standard
phone wire with phone (RJ- 11)
connectors between the network connectors instead of the more expensive
LocalTalk shielded cabling. It also
eJo..."tended LocalTalk's overall wiring
limit, as described in the next entry

If you already have LocaiTalk cabling, just switch over to Phone NET-type
hardware for any add itional needs. Farallon makes an adapter for connecting
farallon.com Local Talk to PhoneNET systems, so you won't lose whatever you have
invested. - RW/BW

1'51

LocaiTalk limitations. The origi nal version of Apple's LocalTalk cable supported only up to 1,000 feet of total wiring with a maximum of 30 11odes
(connected devices). PhoneNET-type connectors extend the total wiring limit
to 3,000 feet; and, with quality w iring and star repealers to boost signal strength
it's possible to put 50 or 60 nodes on a PhoneNET network wi thout too
much distortion. - RW/BW

Ethernet
About Ethernet. Once you start adding dozens of busy people to a network, you'll need a faster network. Even folks in small offices and at home
are scanning photos and shuttling QuickTake images around. LocalT1lk,
with a maximum transmission speed of 230.4Kbps (kilobytes per second)
is just too slow in many situations.
Enter Etltemet, w hich boasts a transmission speed of 10 megabits per second;
the newer FastEthemet hits 100 megabits per second. That's like moving up
from a cow path to a multilane freeway! G raduating to Ethernet entails getting
the right hardware to connect to the Ethernet cabling, and installing Ethernet
driver software. -RW/BW

Hubba hubba.Ethernet networks traditionally need a hub , a central piece of
hardware to which all the nodes on the network attach; a very different
approach from LocaiT1lk's daisy-chain, this type of setup is usually referred to
as a star topology. Farallon's EtherWave adapters (which hooked to each Mac,
like a PhoneNET adapter) used to be an alternative to hubs for a small network, but the price of hubs dropped so drastically that the connectors aren't
being made anymore.
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Two ports in the storm. All recent and current Macs have Ethernet ports
built into them. T here are two types ofEthernet ports, and many Macs have
one of each.
The basic Ethernet port built into most Macs is called an AAUI (Apple
Attachment Unit Interface), specific to the M ac. To use that port, you
plug in a small, $40 transceive r box between the AAUI and the specific kind
of wiring you're using. Think of the M UI port as ki nd of general-purpose
port that lets you plug into several types of Ethernet cabling, provided you
buy the type of transceive r that corresponds to your network cabling. If you
get a 10BaseT transceiver, you can plug into a 10BaseT-wired network; with a
10Base2, transceiver you can plug into a 10Base2 (thin-net) network.
Most PCI-based Macs have two Ethernet connectors, an AAUI and a built-i n
10BaseT connector, for which you need no transceiver. You simply plug the
standard RJ-45 10BaseT plug (which looks like a fat phone plug) straight into
the l OBaseT connector on the Mac. It's fairly plug-and-play Ethernet at that
point-even more so than Loca!Talk because you don't have to buy anything
extra, except, of course, for the cabling. - RW/JR
Custom installs
ChapterS

Ethernet d rivers. O nce you have all the hardware, you need an Ethernet
driver to get thi ngs to work. OS 8 comes with the Etllemet (Built-in) extension fo r Macs w ith built-in Ethernet. If it wasn't installed when you
installed your system, go back and do a custom install of the networking
EJ _
:::"A~>P•.r••k
e
softwa re component so you get the items you
need. If you add an Ethernet card, the proper
r~~
~~
!-driver will come with the card. With the soft[.,..._,_ ·M·-U··-_·---' ware installed, Ethernet shows up as a selection
:lJ
in the AppleTalk control panel.
OoMHt ·'-:

. .,, .

_ rrt!!ttt't rt

Apple's Ethernet driver works with most Ethernet cards, but not all; sometimes the card manufacturer says that you m ust use the driver provided with
the card. This can cause a problem if you're a network manager installing network software on dozens of Macs. If you go to install a new Apple Ethernet
driver on all the Macs, for example, and you're not aware that some cards in
some Macs won't work with that Apple driver, you'll soon be getting calls
from folks w ho suddenly can't get on the network.
Some vendors' drivers may offer a perfo rmance boost for their cards. For
that reason it's probably a good idea to use the card manufacturer's Ethernet
driver. Some manufact urers actually j ust give you the Apple driver; but for a
particular piece of hardware, the vendor's own specialized driver will do a
better j ob. - RW/JR

FastEthernet. Ethernet's ten megabits per second sounds like a lot of data
under the bridge but it may work out to be less than you think. About a third
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of that is carrying the network protocols that keep data messages organized.
And, of course, it's shared with other systems on the network, fu rther cutting
into what you get for your actual data. In short, even Ethernet bogs down,
which is why a lot of folks are moving to 100-megabit-per- second Ethernet:
100BaseT, or FastEtllemet.
To move on up to FastEthernet you' ll need:
A good reason. If your conventional Ethernet setup is serving you well,
why upgrade?
A 100BaseT network adapter card for your Mac. You can't move up
without one.
A 100BaseT hub.

Macs that can make use of the extra network speed. That generally
means PCI-bus Power Macs. NuBus expansion slots generally can't move
data fast enough to take full advantage of a NuB us 1OOBaseT interface.
Open Transport system software. Older network extensions just can't
keep pace.
If you currently have a 10BaseT network installed and you have to buy an
Ethernet card for any of your Macs, you should consider one of the dualspeed 10/ 100BaseT cards on the market. They go for around $250 and can
operate at both 10BaseT and 100BaseT speeds. Buy one now, and when you
upgrade to lOOBaseT wiring and hubs, you won't have to replace your card.
Most 10/ lOOBaseT cards can sense whether you 're connected to a 10BaseT or
lOOBaseT hub, and will downshift or upshift as needed. -RW/JR

asante.com
dayna.com
apple.com
farallon.com

Add-on Ethernet. For older Macs without Ethernet circuitry built-in, you'll
need an Ethernet card for Ethernet capability. They're pretty cheap these days,
generally under $100. The major vendors are Asante, Dayna, Farallon, and
Apple. Some simply provide an AAUI, others a specific connector for 10BaseT
or 10Base2. Still others provide several different kinds of Ethernet ports on the
same card, so you can use the one that best applies to your current cabling, and
still be able to use the same card if your cabling changes. -RW/JR

PowerBooks
Connecting PowerBooks. You rove with your PowerBook, creating reports
and lots of other fresh data, all of which need to get onto your company's fi le
server back at the office. You'll also want to tap directly into the office e-mail
when you're back in town. Basically, you want that PowerBook to feel right at
home with a network connection of its own. Fortunately there are many ways
to do that, for every make and model ofPowerBook.

•

LocalTalk: Every PowerBook has LocalTalk networking built-in, so you
can hook it to a LocalTalk (or PhoneNET) network just as you would any
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Mac. Once you've got a LocaiTalk connector in place along the daisy
chain, you disconnect and reconnect the lead between the connector and
the PowerBook, leaving the connector itself in place along the daisy
chain. When you return to the office, plug the LocalTalk connector lead
into the printer port on the PowerBook and fire up the computer; you'll
be on the network.

•

Ethernet: You've got several options for connecting to an Ethernet network, depending on the model of PowerBook you own-although the
options have narrowed, since so many products were available for only a
short time.
•

The Duo Dock II, 500-series, and later PowerBooks have built- in
MUI ports, just like most Macs. All you need is the appropriate
transceiver to link the MUI to the specific form of Ethernet cabling
installed at the site.

•

For a Duo, you might be able to buy a used MicroDock (originally
sold by Newer Technology) with its lOBaseT connector (and ADB
port).

•

For 100-series PowerBooks, there were SCSI Ethernet adapters for
providing Ethernet capabilities, at only about half the speed of a standard Ethernet adapter: Focus Enhancements' EtherLAN SC,
Asante's Mini EN/SC, and the DaynaPort Pocket SCSI/Link.
(Right after you find any one of these products, you're ready to set
out for the Holy Grail.)

•

For any Ethernet-challenged PowerBook, you can use serial-port-toEthernet adapters such as Farallon's EtherMac PowerBook
Adapter ($199). It's slower than a straight Ethernet connection, but
convenient.

• You can get Ethernet on a PC card for PowerBooks with PC slots:
Farallon's EtherMac PC Card is $1 10.
-RW/BW

PB, phone home. One thing about a good network: it's awfully hard to
leave behind. Whether you're roving with your PowerBook or hand ling some
office business from home, you can sti ll reach your company's file servers,
printers, and e-mail over the phone lines. AppleTalk dial-in access has been
around for years: You establish a modem connection between your remote
Mac and another Mac or a black-box device on the office network, and the
two Macs use the regular AppleTalk network to pass data back and forth .
The telephone connection basically substitutes for the network cabling,
though at much slower modem speeds . Early products used proprietary
drivers to send AppleTalk protocols over the wires via modem. Apple set the
standard with the Apple Remote Access protocol, which fina lly integrates
dial-in access at the Mac system level. Originally shipped with the early
PowerBooks, AppleTalk Remote Access ($125 for the server, $55 for a
client) is now a separate product. Farallon's Timbuktu Pro ($140) goes one
better: it provides remote access over the internet. -RW/PH/BW
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Tips
Mac-to-Mac connect. You can connect two Macs d irectly to each other
without any networking connectors or cables. A standard Mac-to-printer cable
(also called an ImageWriter cable or, more formally, the Macintosh Peripheral
8) goes from the printer port on one computer to the printer port on the
other; after that, you can use file sharing software as if they were both connected to a networked printer.
If you want to connect two newer Macs through their Ethernet connectors,
you need a special cross-over cable, where the receive and transmit wires at
one end are swapped. (The cross-over is performed by a hub on a regular network setup.)

Limits for different types of cable. N etwork cabling and transmission
schemes vary in speed, maximum cable length, and in the number of devices
you can connect on a single run of cable. The table below tells you what to
expect from the predominant types of Mac network cabling. (Note that for
10BaseT and 100BaseT Ethernet, one device per cable run is optimal; you can
increase the number and decrease reliability.) - JRJBW

Maximum nodes
per segment

Cable type

Maximum cable run
without repeaters

Maximum
transmission speed

Apple LocaiTalk

30

1,000 feet

230.41</sec

PhoneNET LocaiTalk

30

3,000 feet

230.41</sec

lOBaseT

1*

300 feet

lOMB/ sec

10Base2

30

550 feet

lOMB/sec

10Base5

100

1500 feet

lOMB/ sec

lOOBaseT

1*

250 feet

100MB/sec

• One device p er cable run is optimal

At your service. Because "service" is the raison d'etre of computer networking, whether it's print spooling, file sharing of centralized databases or
documents, or e-mail, your network is likely to require at least one type of
server. Although you can run several services from a single Mac if you have
to, matching the right Mac with the right server software is a tricky business.
You need to consider the number of people accessing the server at any one
time, how many and what kind of services you've installed, the kinds of files
you're sharing, and the speed of your cabling (Loca!Talk versus Ethernet, for
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example). G iven the number of interrelated factors, we' ll j ust list a few considerations in no particular order:

•

If you store thousands of 1OOK or smaller fi les on a fi le server, then the
server should be able to complete fi le requests quickly. If, on the other
hand, you're storing multimegabyte image files, you'll want a dedicated
Mac wi th a fast CPU and faster network cabling than LocalTalk. Still, if
people don't use the server a lot, then you won't need the fastest C PU.
Get the idea?
U se the latest version of AppleShare, add extra memory to the server
machine, and get the biggest, fastest hard drive you can afford-you'll
never regret it.

•

You usually know your server setup is too slow when users consistently
complain about it. If only a few complain, fi nd out whether they're inadvertently slowing themselves down. Launching applications from a server
will definitely slow you down over LocalTalk, as will double- clicking a
Word document from a mounted server drive or sharing font suitcases.
LocalT.1lkjust can't take it. It's good practice to always copy files to your
desktop before opening them.

•

Different types of server software can often work together on the same
Mac. For example, you can run Apple's Apple Remote Access on the
same machine as your AppleShare fi le server, no problem. (And that way,
ARA can j ust tap into the AppleS hare user list, so you don't need another
utility to create a user's account for the ARA server.)
You're better off upgrad ing (for example, purchasing faster drivers or
CPU accelerators) the server hardware you already own and handing the
newly purchased Macs over to ind ividual users. Any network-whether
it's five users or 5,000-is only as good as the people on it. The real work
is done by the workers, and it is done better with better tools. -BW

Ethernet naughts. On the whole, moving to Ethernet is pretty painless.
When somethi ng goes wrong you've usually made one or more of the following mistakes:
•

You didn't use the manufactu rer's Ethernet driver and the card works
only w ith that driver, not with the Apple-supplied Ethernet driver.

•

You' re plugging 10BaseT wiring directly between Macs without going
through a hub.

•

You're not using a transceive r along w ith the AAUI port, or using the
wrong type of transceiver for the kind of Ethernet cabling that's
- JR
installed.

Truly twisted, sister. You can buy preassembled, modular PhoneN ET-style
cabling from many sources, and in many lengths, w ith the connecting j acks
already attached at each end. But the pairs of wires in many of these modular
cables aren't twisted around each other. That can be a problem once you get
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past 30 to 50 feet because it's the twist in twisted-pair wiring that helps cancel
out the electrical interference to which unshielded cabling is vulnerable.
For longer runs, purchase Category 5 twisted-pair phone wire (the cabling that's
round, instead flat like the wire that runs from your phone to the jack in the
wall); you'll probably have to attach RJ-11 jacks yourself. -RW/BW

What's in a Name? Apple's developers get monthly disks these days with straightforward names
like #SDK" (software development kit) and the date. But in the old days, developer disks were
named after movies and TV shows (some of which were current at the time). Names like:
The Byte Stuff

The Postman Always Clicks Twice

The Hexorcist

The Ho und of Bitmapsville

Disky Business

Gorillas in the Disc

Lord of the Files

Hex, Drives, and Videotape

Code Warrior

ROM in Holiday

Hack to Future

Night of the Living Disc

A ROM With a View

2000 Leagues Under the CD

A Disc Called Wanda

The Winter of Our Disc Content

Northern Hexposure

The Silence of the ROMs

Plant printers properly. Printers with built-in LocalTalk or Ethernet circuitry can theoretically plug in anywhere on the network. I've known some
folks though, who've insisted on locating the network printer physically closer
to the boss's office on the assumption that she'll thereby gain both priority
and speed in printing. But networks don' t work that way. In fact, you don't
even have to directly connect a network printer to the Macintosh that's functioning as its print server, since the server can also find it on the netv.rork and
send it spooled jobs.

However, many large networks use devices known as routers to subdivide a
network into separate physical subnetworks. The router device stands
between the two subnetworks it connects, and you must make sure to locate a
network printer and the print-server Mac on the same side of the routerwithin the same subnetwork. Otherwise, the router will get clogged with the
constant print traffic that's forced to hop through the router. - BW
Your house is prewired for a network. So, your daughter finally got
her own Mac in her bedroom, but you drew the line at getting a second
LaserWriter. Now she needs to print from her bedroom to the printer in your
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den, and you're really tired of that wire running through the hallway and
down the stairs almost every evening. T here's an easier way, because every
house has built-in AppleTalk network wiring!
This description assumes many things, but you should be able to take the
basics and run. The basic assumptions are: you r house has standard twopair/ four-wire wiring; you have only one phone number (which uses a
single pair of wires); and you're using P honeNET-type connectors that work
with standard phone wires (they use the "outer" pair of wires, the ones not
used by the single phone line).
Your Mac and the LaserWriter already have network connectors on them. On
each connector, there's a wire that's connecting the Mac and the printer, and
an empty jack with (probably) a transistor in it. Ignore the blank connector on
the Mac, but remove the resistor from the unused jack on the printers' connector. Run a phone wire from that jack to the telephone jack in the wall.
(Use a duplex adapter if you want to keep the phone plugged in!)
Meanwhile, upstairs, put a network connector on the Mac; put a transistor in
one ofj acks, and run a phone wire from the other to the phone jack on the
wall. That's it: the two Macs are connected to the printer and to each other.
As long as your phone wiring has an empty pair of wires, you can use it for
your network. N ewer homes have six-pair phone wires, so you're likely to
have an empty set, but you'll need some advice as to which wires are unused
and how to tap into them. (You can't use a phone-enabled pair of wires
because they always carry a dial tone.) We rewired our house with six-pair
cabling because we have five-yep, count 'em,five-different phone numbers;
but that leaves the sixth pair free for the network, just as we planned it. (We
also ran Ethernet cabling so we'll be ready when all our Macs are.)

Small Networks and File Sharing
File Sharing Setup
Before the software. You need the hardware setup. It's all been covered in
the first half of the chapter, but you might find the information a little too general or theoretical when all you want to do is connect two Macs (say your desk
Mac and your Power Book, or your Mac and the kids') to the same printer.

For a two-Mac, one-LaserWriter network, here's all you do: get three Farallon
PhoneNET connectors and put one in each device (in the printer port on the
Macs). Get two lengths of phone wire, and connect each Mac's PhoneNET
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connector to the one on the printer. This
leaves an open connection on each of the
Macs, which should n't present a problem; but, you should insert the little
terminating transistor that probably came
with the connector into the open hole.

Connecting two
computers to a
printer with
PhoneNET
connectors.

The rest of this section assumes you have a very small network-two or three
Macs and a printer. (Over the years, this has become a common home setup
as older Macs are handed down to the kids for their own use while Mom or
Dad-or Mom and Dad-get a new one.) But the basics are the same for
larger networks that have peer-to-peer sharing enabled.
File-sharing software. File-sharing capabilities are built into your Mac,
but you do need to install the system software components that let you use
it. If you didn't install everything the first time around, you can do a custom
install ofjust the parts you need, which are in the Networking and
Connectivity section of the custom install (see the chart The No-ThinkingN ecessary C ustom Install Guide in C hapter 8).

Before you worry about installing anything, it's easy to check if you already
have w hat you need: in the C hooser, you need the AppleShare icon in the
panel along w ith your printer icon; and see if you have the File Sharing and
the Users & Groups control panels.
Share and share alike. Setting your disk, or specific files or folders, to be
shared is a two-step process. First, you turn on file sharing itself:
1.

O pen the File Sharing control panel.

2.

Put in your name, a password (which is optional and, on a home network, usually unnecessary), and a name for your computer. T hese will
probably already be filled in , since they're items the Setup Assistant insists
on having right after you install OS 8.

3.

With the information in the top section completed, click the Start button
in the center section.
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Next, you have to set items on your computer to be shared; you can share the
entire hard drive, or just certain folders or files.
1.

Select the item (the disk or folder) on your desktop.

2.

Choose Sharing from the File menu.

3.

In the sharing window, click Share this item and its contents.

4.

Set the privileges in each of three areas: for the owner (in case you log in
from somewhere else); for defined Users & Groups (defined through
another control panel); or for "Everyone." There are four levels of privileges, available from a pop-up menu, for each group.
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Setting up users and groups. If you want to assign different degrees of
access to different users, you'll have to register each user's name (and give
them passwords if you wa nt) in the U sers & Groups control panel. You can
also organize users into Groups, so you can set access privileges for several
of them at once. The File Sharing Monitor control panel lets you keep
track of who's using which of your shared items.
The Activity Monitor. It sounds like a Fisher-Price gadget for new parents,
but the Activity Monitor is a tab in the File Sharing control panel that lets you
see who's accessing the shared items on your Mac.

T here's also a list of the shared items, and a Privileges button; select an item
and click the button to change its access privileges-this is easier than finding
it on the desktop to change them. - JK/CR/SH
Logging on for shared files. You use the C hooser to access files set for
sharing on other Macs on your network.
1.

Open the Chooser.

2.

Click on the AppleShare icon.

3. C lick on the Mac you want to connect to. (The picture here shows my
home network, with my husband's and kids' machines in the list.)
4.

ClickOK

5.

In the next dialog, fill in your name, password (if one is necessary, based on
the privileges set up on the remote Mac's file sharing setup), and click OK
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Once you're finished logging on, the other Mac's hard drive appears as an
icon on your desktop, the same way it looks on its own Mac. The big difference is that if you open the remote drive, you'll see a folder named Desktop
Folder that holds the items that are out on the other Mac's desktop.

Accessing the shared files. H ow much access you have, and w hat you can
do with accessed items, depends on the privileges that were set on the remote
Mac. Since folders can be set for read-and-write, read-only, and write-only,
your options may be limited. A folder that's been defined as
write-only (it's subtitled "drop box") lets you do nothing but
copy
or save things into it-you can't even open it to see what
J 's Drop Box
else is inside; it gets a special icon to let you know its status.

Lli

Logging off. There are two simple ways to log off from a shared volume:
drag it to your trash, or select it and press lox(YJ (the Put Away command).

Tips
Quick log-ons. T here are two ways you can get a shared item back on your
desktop without having to go back through the C hooser and its dialogs:
Keep the Recent Servers option turned on in the Apple Menu Options
control panel. Each time you log onto a shared volume, it's added to the
Recent Servers submenu; select it from the submenu to go directly to the
dialog that asks for your password.
While the volume's mounted on your desktop, make an alias of it.
Double-cliclcing the alias after the volume's been unmounted will take
you directly to the password dialog.

Direct access. If you need access to a specific folder on a shared volume,
you don't have to log onto the main volume and then find the folder you
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need every time. Instead, find the target folder the first time you log on, and
make an alias of it on your desktop. From then on, whenever you're connected to the volume, you can just use the folder alias on your desktop to get
to the original folder.

I swore off computers for about a year and a half,
the end of the ninth grade and the all of the tenth.
I tried to be normal, the best I could.

'

'

Bill Gates

'

'

And here's the added advantage: doubleclicking on the aliased folder will open
the password dialog so you can log
onto the volume without touching
C hooser, the volume's alias, or the
Recent Server list.

File-sharing grief-saving. File sharing has two main disadva ntages: It uses
up memory in and slows down the host Mac (the one that's sharing files). Here
are a few tips on how to minimize that tendency, and simplify its use overall:

•

Consolidate shared items: You can share up to ten separate item s (files,
folders, or disk volumes), but unless you' re setting up different access
privileges for each of them, it's much easier to gather everything you're
sharing into one folder and share it.

•

Ask those you share with to be considerate: The fewer people with
whom you share files, the less time your Mac will spend responding to
their requests. Ask the people with whom you share files to free up your
Mac by disconnecting as soon as they've copied what they need.

•

Limit number of shared files: Share as few files as possible. The fewer
files you share, the fewer opportunities there will be fo r someone else to
accidentally delete or rename your files or see something they shouldn't.

•

Use as little security as possible: You should be able to control access
to your sensitive files by being careful about wh ich folders you share. As
soon as you start creating users and groups and setting privileges for
them, you'll find yourself tangled in a web of security that you'll constantly be asked to change. A lot of people will forget their passwords, and
there's no place to look them up--you can only create new ones.

•

Keep the names the same: If you do register users, make sure all owners of file-sharing Macs on the network register users with the same
names. If Margaret registers as Meg on one Mac, Peggy on another, and
Maggie on a third, she'd have to remember which Mac knew her by
which name.

•

The need-to-use basis: Encourage users to mount volumes o nly w hen
necessary, not automatically at startup (unless, of course, that's necessary.)
-RW/BW

Instant messaging. The Mac's file- sharing capability includes a hidden
instant-message system that you can use to send a message to anyone who has
logged onto your machine.
1.

Open the File Sharing control panel.

2.

C lick the Activity Monitor tab.

Connections

3 . lOption~double-click on the name of the user you want to message.
4.

Type your message in the dialog that appears, and click OK.

Your message will appear on the screen of the user you selected.
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Modems
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Hardware Basics
Modems. To connect your computer to the rest of the world, you need a
modem, which connects your Mac to a phone li ne. It takes the digital signals
that the computer uses and changes-modulates-them into the analog signals
(sound) that can be transmitted on phone lines . It also, of course, translatesdemodulates- incoming analog signals into digital computer-speak. (Hence the
word modem, from its original title-by-function : modulator-demodulator.)

You connect your Mac to the modem, the modem to the phone line, and
voila: you've got a pipeline to the outside world. Modems can be external or
internal; for some PowerBooks, they can be on a removable PCMC IA card.
Although there are lots of different modems out there, you don't have to puzzle through all the specs to figure out what you need. When you get right
down to it, you'll be making your buying decision on three basic factors:
transmission speed, price, and manufacturer reliability. The rest is bells and
whistles: size, shape and color, LED readouts or little status lights, and so on.
Although there are other important inherent modem features, if you buy a
new modem you' ll pretty much get the latest in those features. So, although
we attempt to be thorough by presenting all sorts of hardware information in
this section, don't let yourself get bogged down in the details; few people need
to know the details of v.90 or M N P10 modem protocols.
Error correction. Even when modems were slower, error correction and its
partner, error detection were an important part of telecommunication. WYSIWTO EG (what you send is what the other end gets) is an important
communication concept, and with all those blips of information whi zzing
back and forth, it's easy for something to go wrong. But if you don' t know
that something went wrong in the early part of, say, a file transfer, you might
spend a half-hour transmitting the whole thing only to have an unusable fil e
at the end of the procedure.

Error detection/correction, which was included in telecommunication software early on, works something like this: T he sender divides the overall
transmission into smaller blocks. It takes a block, analyzes it, and sends both
the analysis and the block to the other end. T he receiver analyzes the block it
received, and compares that to the analysis that was sent; if they match, it signals for the next block. If they don't match, it asks for that block to be resent.
The modems you buy today (or any time in the last several years) incorporate
error detection and correction as part of their hardware, so you don't have to
rely on slower, software-based procedures.
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A5 with so many features of telecommunicating, however, this whole setup
works only if the modems on each end of the transmission understand the
same procedures, or protocols. Lucki ly, as new modems come out with more
advanced features, they incorporate the older features as well.

Data compression. If you can squeeze your data down to a smaller file size
before transmitting it, the transmission wi ll take less time- saving you time,
money, and probably some other important stuff, too. We cover softwarebased fi le compression utilities briefly later in this chapter, but most modems
include hardware-based compression in case you don't compress your files
from the software end of things.
The hardware approach is certainly easier, because neither the sender nor the
receiver has to do anything to reap the savings of compressed file transmission. On the other hand, since it works only when the modems at both ends
understand the compression scheme, you may wind up doing software-based
compression anyway-because you seldom know what's on the other end. (In
fact, you may not be entirely clear as to what's on your own end, either, in
terms of hardware compression capability.)
If you've already compressed your files, sending them through a modem with
hardware compression won't get you any extra benefit- most modems won't
try to compress an already compressed file, and if they do, you'll see only a
tiny further compression, because a file can be squeezed down only so far.
And, if you' re concerned that your modem will compress a file and make it
unusable at the other end of the transmission because that modem isn't as
capable as yours--don't. The modem is smart enough to check the other
modem's capabilities before it does anythi ng like that!

Protocol standards. The agreed-upon standards among modem manufacturers are identified by arcane labels beginning with a V. followed by a number,
and sometimes the word his or fer (Franc;ais for second an d third). Here are the
ones you're likely to see:
Standard
V.22bis
V27ter
V.32
V.29
V.32bis
V.17
V.32terbo
V.34
V.34 plus
V.42bis

v.ao
V.90

Maximum bps
2,400
4,800
9,600
9,600fax
14,400
14,400 fax
19,200
28,800
31 ,200 and 33,600
33,600
(video-pho ne ready)
56,000

Connections

(In case you actually need to say some of these out loud: V.32bis is "v dot
thirty-two biss.")
Hayes compatibility. Way back w hen, H ayes Microcomputer Products
developed protocols for computers and modems to talk to each other about
basics like dialing, answering the phone, and hanging up. This Hayes command
set (also referred to as the AT command set, since commands start w ith A T , calling the modem to pay ATtention) is used by almost all modems today for
their core set of commands. You'll find most modems are advertised as being
H ayes compatible.

'

'

Additions to the command set have
been made by various manufacturers
This "telephone" has too many shortcomings to be
over the years, so if you decide to delve
seriously considered as a means of communication.
The device is inherently of no value to us. '
'
into this arcane area, make sure you
Western Union internal m em o, 1876
check the manual that came with your
modem so that you know how to talk
to it. (How do you send those commands, even if you know them ? If you're
using a general communications program, covered below, you can type the
commands in the program and they'll be sent to the modem.)
Fax modem. Every modem's a fax modem these days. You should be aware
that no matter the speed of your modem , its fax capabilities will be, at best,
only half that speed. T here are pros and cons to using your modem for faxing,
and, of course, some tips and techniques, so we have a small section later in
the chapter that covers faxing issues.

megahertz.com
supra.com
globalvlllage.com
hayes.com

Modem models. With standard modems having pretty much reached their
highest speed potential, there aren't a lot of diffe rences from one model to
another, and the differences are mostly superficial: an LED display with letters
or little lights over labels, or the kind of fax software that comes w ith it. (Most
fax software is specific to the modem : Supra has FAXcilitate, Global Village
has GlobaiFax, and U SRobotics and Megahertz cards use FaxAction .)

Three of the best-known and most reliable brands for Mac users are Supra,
Global Village, and, for PowerBook PC card modems, Megahertz (from
U SRobotics, recently subsumed by giant 3Com) . I've used all three for years
and have never been disappointed. Practical Peripherals and Hayes (which
now owns Practical Peripherals!), are also dependable companies.
Those modem reports. Do you have an LED readout on your modem, but
the only signals you understand are O K (it's ready and waiting) and 28 (it's
transmitting at 28,800 bps, more or less). O r does the modem have little labels
whose lights blink during the course of your telecommunicating-but you
might as well be looking at the helm of the starship Enterprise (in any of its
incarnations)?
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Here's a quick guide to those little signals:
TX

data is being sent o ut

RX
OH

data is com ing in
the m odem has taken t he telephone line "off hook"

AA
CD

auto-a nswer is t urned on
a connection has been made w ith a remote mod em

Beyond modems: ISDN. The problem with computers and telephones is
that they speak different languages-digital and analog-and information has
to be translated back and forth by modems. The phone lines themselves are
capable of carrying digital signals, although they're not optimized for it. In
all, though, it seems to make sense to provide digital-only capabilities over
phone lines for computer communications. T hat's what ISDN-Integrated
Services Digital N etwork-is all about. Since it actually provides two data
channels, you can use one for data transmission while simultaneously using
the other for voice, fax, or standard modem transmissions. Or, the channels
can be combined to carry data at t\vicc the speed of the single-channel transmission. An ISDN channel carries data at 64K; most people use a double
channel, for 128K speed-more than twice as fast as the best modem (56K)
under ideal conditions.

But all this speed comes at a cost. For hardware, although you won't need a
modem anymore, you will need an ISDN terminal adapter, which costs twice
as much as a modem. Then there's the cost of the service itself. The installation is upwards of$500, and monthly fees range from $30 to $100-and
there's a per-minute cost of about a penny per minute on top of that.
Beyond modems: cable. Wouldn't you be interested in having something
that costs a small fraction ofiSDN's cost (say, about $20 a month) and is
about 20 times faster? Get a cable modem if your cable company offers it. A
cable modem uses that same line that's pouring cable-TV data into your
home-and you know how fast that stuff comes in ! It's so fast that it's not
measured in bits per second, the way most modem speeds are; instead, its theoretical maximum speed is 10 megabits a second-about 175 times faster than
the fastest modem performing at its very best.

Cable modems usc asymmetric data lrallsmission, providing super- fast incoming
data but standard-modem outgoing infor mation (sometimes as slow as
14,400 bps). But the outgoing information is normally a little text and a few
mouse clicks for a web page, not data-heavy sound and graphics, so it's a
great setup for anyone who can get it. (I'm still waiting, anxiously, although
the fo r-one-computer-only restriction of a cable modem is going to cause
problems here at home where we have to accommodate three desk machines
and two Power Books that at this point can hook up to the modem li ne in the
office, living room, family room, or, yes, even the bedroom-although I know
who's going to get priority!)

Connections

At the Speed of Data
Modem transmission speed. There are several factors that will affect your
actual data transmission speed once you start using your modem (see the File
transmission speed entry), but the first concern is the modem's speed rating.

A modem's speed is usually measured in bits per second, or bps; the use of the
term baud, and the related argument about the diffe rence between the terms,
is rarely heard anymore. Also seldom seen these days is the cps (characters per
second) ratings; the diffe rence bet\veen cps and bps is a factor of 1000, so that a
28,800 bps modem is the same as a 28.8 cps modem-which makes the verbal
reference "twenty-eight eight" handy, since it covers both pretty neatly.
When Macs were first able to use a telephone, the standard modem speed was
300 bps; it jumped to 1200 in a couple of years, then multiplied to 2400, 4800,
and so on to the current low-end standard of28,800. There are two speeds
beyond 28.8 that are generally available- 33.6 and 56K- but how much speed
you'll actually get out of them is debatable (and the debate is described in the
nel\:t few entries) .
28.8 versus 33.6. Look at those numbers, and you'll think there's no debate
at all- just get the top speed that you can, and it's worth dumping your current one to move up to th e next. But it's not that simple.

First, the issue of28.8 versus 33.6. The latter model achieves its greater
speed (about 15 percent more) by using special built-in compression techniques. But if files are already compressed (through software like Stuffl t), a
modem 's hardware compression schemes don 't work. If the bul k of your
modeming is transferring files, you won't benefit much, if at all, fro m the
fas ter modem , so it's not really worth moving from 28.8 to 33.6. Of course,
if you're buying a new modem, then get the 33.6 to star t wi th!
The 56K st andard. We're lucky to be able to label an entry "56K standard,"
because until recently there were two competing standards: the X2 technology
from modem giant US Robotics, and the k56flex, or k56Plus, from the even
bigger giants Rockwell and Lucent Technologies. The two technologies were
(and are) totally incompatible; everyone finally agreed on a compromise
referred to as V.90 (or occasionally as V.PCM ). Most modem manufacture rs
are offering free upgrades from their X2 or k56flex models. But whether or
not you can get the full, or even almost full speed from one of these de mons
depends on a lot of factors. And, like the cable modems discussed earlier,
these models are asynchronous, working faster in one direction (to you) than
the other (from your Mac).

Information in your Mac is digital to start with; it's translated into an analog
signal by the modem for your local phone lines, and when it reaches a central
place in the phone system, it's translated back into digital fo rm again. T he
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translation introduces some noise, and it's that noise that keeps your modem
to barely more than 30K at best. But when a service provider has a direct digital connection, it can use a greater speed to send things because the signal
won't degrade as much. So, your 56K modem might let you approach that
speed for incoming information, but you'll be limited to the 25K to 33K standard modem speed for transmissions in the other direction.

File transmission speed. There are several things that affect the actual
transmission speed of a file; some of them are in your control, but others are
entirely out of your hands.
•

The modem speed: The ~peed rating on your modem may not always
be the speed at which you travel, but it represents the upper speed limit
for everything you do online.

•

The file size: Larger files take longer to transmit. (Duh.) You can make
the files smaller before you send them by using a compression uti lity.
(Some telecom software, like AO~s. includes compression software and
lets you access it from within the main software.)

•

The phone line: If the line is noisy (and modem transmissions are more
finicky about noise and static than you are), the transmission will take
longer because some blocks will have to be sent more than once unti l
there's an error-free transmission.

•

The service you're using: If the commercial service or BBS you're using
is crowded at the time you're doing a download, it might be splitting its
attention among many users, making your modem wait for its turn.

•

Your Mac's serial port: Older Macs have slower serial ports and won't
be able to handle the speed of a super-fast modem.

Speaking at diHerent speeds. A fast modem can speak slowly when it has
to--when it's talking to a computer with a slower modem. So don't worry
when your friend says you won't be able to telecommunicate directly with
him any longer because your blazing fast new modem won't jibe with his
9600 antique: a fast modem can always slow down.

Modem Strings and Dialing Strings
Stringing along. T he lt:a:;t friendly aspect of Mac computing (Microsoft
notwithstanding) has always been something called modem stri11gs, or initialization or init strings. (T hese are not the same as dialiltg strings, covered a little later
in this section.)

Telecom software, especially on the Mac, generally tries to protect us from the
nastier aspects of what's going on behind the scenes, but sometimes you need
to know how to deal with out-of-the-ordinary circumstances. For the most
part, you won't ever have to create, edit, or otherwise touch a modem stri ng.
You install your software, pick the name of your modem from within some

Connections

dialog box in the software, and go on from there. But when you run into problems and some helpful soul tells you to edit your modem string to solve your
problem, you might as well be at least mildly comfortable with the whole idea.
Whenever you use your modem, your software first sends information to the
modem telling it how to behave for the rest of the session (or until it's told
otherwise), using cryptic shorthand that looks something like this:

ATSO=O X4 QO Vl

&Cl&D2\NO&K4~

That's a modem string: a series of letters and numbers that stand for modem
commands. These strings tell the modem all sorts of things, like: whether or
not to display its status in a window ("Busy" "Dialing ... " "Connecting"
"Connected at 28000 bps"); whether it should stand by to receive a call, and
how many rings to wait before it answers; and to go ahead and dial even if
there's no dial tone available.
When you're using the right software, you can also send commands directly to
the modem instead of embedding them in the modem initialization string.
Because all the commands are prefaced by AT (for ATTENTION! I'M TALKING TO YOU, MODEM!), they're generally referred to as AT commands.
Normal people shouldn't have to worry about AT commands in "command
mode," but sometimes we have to work with them in the modem strings.
Creating and editing modem strings. How do you control a modem
string? In a general telecom software package (covered later in the chapter),
you can usually just type the string into a window and press lAeluml for it to be
sent to the modem. In service-specific software like that for AOL or one of
CompuServe's packages, you have to poke around Preferences and Settings
dialogs until you see a likely prospect labeled modem string or in it string or initialization or configuration, and that's where you can do your editing.

In CompuServe's Information Manager software, for instance, you have to
use the Edit menu's Preferences command, and then click the Define Modem
button to access the Modem Setting dialog, where you'll see the modem
string. For AOL, you use the Setup command, and click the Edit Modem
Profile button; the string goes in the Configuration box.

_........,
r
I 1. .__;;:"';:.."--'1 ,.........""···1 I

tnlthliu : IAT50-000¥1 &c1&D2"H

Accessing C/M's
modem string.

....., I

I

'I

Blind dialing. Modems usualJy wait for a dial tone before dialing. This
seems perfectly reasonable, since it's what you do, too, but a dial tone isn't
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always available when you're traveling out of the country, or dealing with a
local PBX system that uses something besides the standard dial tone.
To make you r modem work without waiting for the dial tone-known as blind
dialing-edit the modem string to include X1, the bli nd-dialing command. If
there's already an X4 command in the modem string, edit it to X1, and
remember to change it back to X4 when you're working with a standard
phone line aga in.

Dialing string. A dialing string is not the same as a modem string. T he
modem string sends a commands to the modem. The dialing string is simply
the phone number you're "dialing." In the down- and-dirty days of telecommunicating, the dialing string would be part of a command (starting with
ATDT), but now all software provides a place for you to put the phone number, which gets sent as a command. The dialing string has to include the same
numbers you use when you dial; so, not only is the number and the area code
part of the string, but also any prefixes before the area code, and outside-line
access numbers.
By, the, way. A comma in a dialing string makes the modem pause, usually
for two seconds by default. The PowerBook chapter describes how to make a
credit card call through a modem set up; the dialing string requires several
pauses strung together, like this:
02125551234,,,,12341231234,,,9999
Some telecom software has a limit on the number of characters that can be
entered in a dialog as the dialing string. If you're stuck, you can redefine the
length of the pause by adding S8=6, for instance, to the initialization stri ng to
make the comma trigger a six-second pause. Then your dialing string would
look like this:

02125551234,,12341231234,9999

Faxing with Your Modem
Your computer as a fax machine. All modems are fax modems these
days, and almost all of them work for both sending and receiving faxes. It's a
great convenience to not have to print out a document and then fax it from a
standard machine (if you have one), but receiving faxes through your modem
means your Mac has to be turned on, the modem has to be set, through its fax
software, to answer the phone, and you can't pick up the phone. To top it all
off, received faxes are stored on your hard drive as images (a picture of text
rather than the text itself) which take up a lot of room and print very slowly.
So, if you need incoming faxes on anything approaching a regu lar basis, make
sure you get yourself a real fax machine.

Connections

The fax software. You have to install fax software to use your modem's fa."
capabilities. The features offered by fax software vary from one package to
another, but include things like a phone-number list, an option to "collect"
documents for later faxing, automatic generation of cover pages, keeping track
of documents that were sent (and to whom), and so on.

Modems sold as Mac modems usually come wi th Mac fax software: Global
Village
modems, for instance, come with G lobalFax, while Supra modems
\
../ are bundled with FAXcilitate. If you want something with more (or difTerstfinc.com ent) power, there arc third-party programs like stfTecbnologies' FAXstf
symantec.com Home ($40) and FAXstfPro ($80).
Just another output device. Once the fax software is installed, configured, and running, it's a cinch to use. All you have to do is keep in mind that
the fax machine you' re sending a document to is just a remote printer. You' ll
find a fax icon in the C hooser that you can select the same way you would if
you were choosing another printer. From then on, your File menu sports a
Fax command instead of a Print command; instead of a Print dialog, you get
a fax dialog where you can put in the telephone number, and so on. Most fax
software provides a shortcut to temporarily access a fax instead of you r having
to use the C hooser- holding down [OptionI or [Shift I or some other modifier
combination temporarily changes the Print command to a Fa." command.
Some fax software even provides a separate fax menu in the menu bar.
Watch out for art. If your fax is going to include artwork (on a cover page,
for instance), forget about EPS art. Printing to a fax is like printing to a nonPostScript printer, only worse: not only is there no PostScript, but the
resolution of a standard fax printout is about 200 by 100.

Modem Tricks and Tips
Get a separate phone line. The best tip of all isn't free-it'll cost you a
few dollars a month- but it will save lots of grie£ Get a second phone line,
just for the modem . While one fami ly member is online, the others can still
make and receive calls; and, no one will accidentally pick up an extension
while you're online and interrupt the transmission-j ust as you get to the end
of a 45-minute download. Even if you live alone, you may find the convenience of a separate modem line well worth the cost.
Closing the serial port. Sometimes w hen you switch from one communications program to another, or even if you try to start the same program after
a crash while it was online, you get an error message that the modem port is
in use and that the program you are launching cannot use it; under some circumstances the program may even crash. That's because the first program told
the Mac operating system it was using the port, and the system, for obvious
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reasons, won't let two programs try to send data out the same port at the same
time. Restarting your Mac, or using the free utility CommCloser, will solve
the problem. - RS/HN

Disable call waiting. If you have a call-waiting feature on the line you're
using for a modem connection, make sure you disable it before using the
modem-a beep for an incoming call will min your transmission. Most
phone services let you dial *70 to disable call waiting throughout the next call
that you make. You can add it to your dialing string; typing an asterisk dials
the star on the phone pad.

Getting There from Here
Making Connections
Open Transporting. Open Transport is now the standard networking software for Macs-and networking is actually used for Internet access. But you
need at least a 68030 machine to use Open Transport, so older machines have
to stick w ith AppleTalk-based networking. A PCI-based Mac must use Open
Transport, while non-PCI 68030-or-better Macs can use either. If you' re in
that either-or group, go for Open Transport: it's easier to set up, and is faster
on PowerPC Macs.
With Open 11-ansport, you use the T C P/IP and PPP control panels to take
care oflnternet configurations; this is the setup we've covered in most of this
section. Without O pen Transport, you have to use the MacTCP control panel,
which is a little clunkier.

Easy does it with savvy service providers. If you're lucky, you'll never
have to touch most of the control panels and settings that control your tetecom connections. Install the software from your service or service provider,
and everything is taken care of for you, except perhaps the actual telephone
number you have to use for access. Software from AOL is notoriously easy to
set up, and CompuServe is not that far behind; most large ISP's (Internet service providers) also have simple setup operations, w ith an installer that does
all the work for you.
If your software does have an installer, use it! There are so many bits and
pieces that need be stored in various spots that you're bound to forget one;
besides, many installers ask you to input information during the installation
process, which means you won't have to do it later.
But you should have at least a passing acquaintance with some of the background utilities that are used in making online connections, so they're
rounded up in this section.

Connections

Modem scripts. Modems are pretty much the same on the hardware end of
things, but can differ widely in minor ways for hardware, and maj or ways in
software. Instead of each telecom program having to deal with how it wiJI
communicate with a specific modem model, your system software takes care
of all that, much the same way it handles communication between applications and printers. And, just as you have to pick a printer description file for
some printers so the Mac will know about their special features, you have to
indicate just w hich modem you have, too.
1!19
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When you instaJI your system, it creates a Modem Scripts folder inside the
Extensions folder; the "scripts" inside
the folder are named for the modem
models they describe. If your modem
isn't among the collection, its script
probably comes on a disk with the
modem, so you can add it to the folder.

The Modem control panel. The Modem
control panel is the easiest of any system
software settings you have to take care of:
choose Modem Port or Printer Port from the
first pop-up menu, and select your modem
from the second pop- up (the list comes from
the files in the Modem Script folder).

The TCP/IP control panel. To manuaJiy setup the TCP/IP control panel,
you'JI need a crib sheet from your ISP. On it you should find your dial-in
number (don't hesitate to ask for a list of numbers-the one the ISP selects may
not be optimal); a nameserver address or two (same kind of numbers); and a
domain name. Be sure you've been set up with "dynamic server addressing";
some ISPs may suggest
TCP/IP(CIS) ~.~~
9
tJ
<"manual
addressing," which
~tvW :( Pti'P
1:1
s.t..
is
faster
connecting,
but will
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If you use more than one
service, you can save a set of
configurations for each one,
and easily switch from one
to another. -SZA/SB
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The PPP control panel. The PPP control
panel is one of the most basic of your telecom controllers: it stores your basic
connection information, like your usemame
and password for the service you're connecting to, and the number to dial to log on.

The Options button in this control panel
opens a multitab dialog box where you set all
sorts of handy preferences, like the length of
----'
the idle time before a disconnect, whether
3J
I 0e11 •••- Ill Connect I
you want the connection made automatically
whenever you launch a TCP/IP application
{that's the setup in most communication software programs these days), and
whether you want the Apple menu icon to Aash with the PPP icon while you're
connected (a nice visual clue that your connection is still open).

I

:

The PPP control panel provides shortcuts to the other two control panels you
need for your setup-TCP/IP and Modem: just choose either, or both, from the
PPP menu that's added to your menu bar when the PPP control panel is open.

Bypass the password dialog. It's pretty obvious how you can avoid constantly typing in a password at connect time: you check the Save Password
option in the PPP control panel. But what if you connect without a password?
Being asked for a password on every connect is annoying, but there isn't anyplace you can set your configuration to note that you don't need a password.
Just check that Save Password box even if you don't have a password: it
saves the (blank) information from the password text box, which serves as
the nonpassword.

Central configuration. The freeware Internet Config-which a standard
system installation puts inside the Internet folder it creates on your hard drive,
so you don't-serves as a central
tnttmel f'ttlfRretlct:l
0
repository for all the information
~
,.,._,
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~
~ ~
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Using General Telecom Software
General-purpose software. If you usc AOL or CompuServc, you also
use the software made to access those services. If you have a di rect Internet
provider, you use a browser to do your surfing. But there are still a few
general-purpose telecom programs around fo r when you need to j ust access
another computer th rough its modem.

•

Microphone Pro ($100, ST F Technologies) is a powerhouse, and is
indispensable for anyone with midlevel to intensive telecom needs.
MicroPhone's best feature has always been its scriptability, which lets you
automate almost any available task. That said, however, unless you intend
to work w ith its scripting capabilities, you'll probably be satisfied with a
lesser package.

•

The shareware ZTerm ($30) has been around a long time, and provides
all the basic functions you need to com m un icate directly with another
Mac or access a bulletin board.

stfinc.com

•
If you want to see a speed demon in action, load a
512K RAM disk with the System, the Switcher, and ...
MultiPlan and Mac Terminal.
'

Macwor/d,Apr/1 1986 ' '
[MacTerminal:
the first telecom program for th e first Mac,
'
which wasn't designed to accommodate a modem.)

T he ClarisWorks ($100) package
provides a telecom module that is
smooth , trouble- free, and provides
everything you need-and it has a
word processor, spreadsheet, database, and graphics capabilities.

Manually setting up a connection. Because of multiple telecomm unications
standards a general communications application must offer an array of configuration choices; that's what makes telecommunications one of the most diffic ult
computer tasks to master. You'll need to understand these basic settings:

•

Bits per second: Modems can connect not only at their top speed but also
at any slower speed. When two modems connect, they negotiate to determine the highest transfer rate they have in common, dropping down
automatically to a lower rate for a noisy line. But no modem can use a higher
speed than your software is set for, so be sure your software is set even higher
than the speed you want, to make usc of the modem's compression.

•

Flow Control: Modems generally can't transmit data over the phone li ne
as fast as your Mac can push it out, and sometimes your Mac can't keep
up with the incoming data from the modem. Handslwking, or flow control
lets either device tell the other to pause the data flow until it catches up
on the processing. Modems support hardware lwndshaking, a scheme that
uses dedicated wires in the serial cable for signaling.

•

8-1-No: Depending on the program you're communicating with, you
may need to send and receive data in chunks of either seven or eight bits;
your software should offer a choice under the heading data bits. T he end
of one byte and the beginning of another is marked by a stop bit. Finally,
parity is an old-fashioned way of checking that the other computer
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received exactly w hat you sent. Far and away the most common setting is
eight data bits, one stop bit, and no parity, nicknamed 8-1-no.
Connection Settings

Mctlhod:

1r

"'Ro"'o"t"o"'
M"'
od.,.o... -=.-" )'

In the Apple Communications Toolbox,
under "Port Settings, • you'll find the
common settings for parity, data bits,
and stop bits. Here, flow control is
called "Handshake. "The dialog box
may look different depending on the
application you're using.

File-Transfer Protocols: You can send plain-text (ASCII) files via
m odem as if you were typing it o ut, but there are lots of problems with
text transfers, w ith characters getting dropped or garbled. To send anything but plain text, or even if you just want to make sure a text file
arrives intact, you need to use a file-transfer protocol-a set of conventions
for how much data will be packaged, sent, and verified. These protocols
are independent of the computer, the modem, and even the communications software you are usi ng. (Basic file-transfer protocols are described in
the next entry). -SZNHN
trans reropttons for 'CIS 28.0 · !lome'
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This dialog from Zferm allows you to set
various aspects of file transfer protocols, but the
only areas you need to b other with are the two
menus under Default Protocols, and the check
box for CIS 8+, which you need to check only
when using CompuServe.

X, Y, Zmodem. H ere's a gu ide to some commonly used transfer protocols (in
order of preference):

•

Zmodem should be your choice whenever possible. It's the fastest, can
send multiple files in a batch, includes the files' names and other information about them, and can resume interrupted transfers right w here it
left off

•

Ymodem (and an even faster variant called Ymodem-G) also supports
batch transfers and file names but contains no erro r-checking protocol.
It's a very fast way to transfer files, but use it only with modems that do
hardware error correction.

•

Xmodem is an older protocol that is still widely used, in part because
it's supported by virtually all communicatio ns programs, while its Y and
Z cousins are not. It's relative ly slow because it sends smaller packets
and waits for o ne to be acknowledged before sending the next. It uses
an error-detection techn ique called cl1ecksums; som e implementations
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offer a CRC (cyclical redundartcy checking) option, which you should use
if available.

•

Kermit works with a wide range of computers and telecommunications
equipment, including mainframes that don't support newer protocols. It's
still a favorite among many government and university users. But it's generally slower than the alternatives, and it's not supported on most
services. -HN/RS

Being There
I MHO, you should LOL ;-).People can't talk and write online like they do in
the rest of the world. They *emphasize* words _one way_ or >>another<<
because there's no accepted standard for bold or underlining in the primitive
world of telecom. Other online expressions fall into three categories: emoticons, acronyms, and emphasis/actions.

Emoticons, also referred to as smilies, are unbearably cute little faces created
from standard typographical characters, used to show an emotion that isn't
otherwise obvious. It's sometimes important, for instance, to show that you're
only kidding: Don't be an idiot! :-).(To see the face, look at the figure sideways). Sometimes the basic smiley face doesn't have a nose :), or it has a
different nose or mouth, like this : "' >. Here are some basic combinations:
:>)
:· (

:-D
;-)

:-P

frown (bummer!)

:-<

laughing
w inking
sticking tongue out

:-X
:-o

8·)

yelling
wearing glasses

0:-)

innocent (halo)

:-(0)

\:·)

0·)

:fl

different nose

wearing beret
cyclops

:-*

- :·(
B·)
):-)

*=:·)
)

different nose
frown
kiss
keeping mouth closed
surprised
very angry (steaming)
wearing sunglasses
guilty, sneaky (devil)
wearing chef's hat
Cheshire cat

There seems to be an infinite number of online acronyms, but here's a sample
of the most common:
BTW
IMO
IMHO
OTOH
LOL
ROFL
ROTFLO L

MorF
GR&D
RTFM

PM FJI

by the way
In my opinion
in m y humble opinion
on the other hand
laughing out loud
rolling on the floor laughing
Rolling on the floor laughing out loud
m ale or female? (popular in chats)
grinning, running and ducking
read the#@%$&! manual
pardon me for jumping in
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You can also express emotions by setting off words in brackets <blush >;
you'll often see <grin > o r, among experienced onliners, the abbreviated
<g>. Actions and sounds can be conveyed by setting them off in brackets, so
if you're <whistling a happy tune> to show that you're not afraid, or you ran
to your keyboard in a rush to get online ::whoosh!::, you can let others know.
And, of course, you can send a {hug} li ke that or like this {} to someone who
needs it. -SZA/JH
Online etiquette rules.

•

DON'T 1YPE IN ALL CAPS! It's hard to read and it looks like
YOU'RE SHOUTING!

•

Make messages easier to read: Break up long ones into separate paragraphs, using !Return I t\vice after a paragraph for a blank line.

•

Quote a short, relevant piece of a message to which you're replying.

•

Don't delete messages to which you reply. In a public message forum, the
original message helps others follow the conversation.

•

Reread your messages before you post them. You'll be surprised how
often you reconsider and decide to either tone down the language, or polish it up, o r rewrite a section for clarity.

•

Use smilies and emoticons, but sparingly. It's sometimes important to
give readers a clue to your state of mind, but you might try writing so
that the clues aren't needed.

•

Stay on the topic .

•

Disagree with the message, not the messenger. If you don't agree with
what someone said, state your case--don't call him names or point out
grammatical errors.

•

Give as much as (or more than) you take. Seek help, but don't forge t to
help others.

•

Stay out of flame wars (flaming being angry online exchanges). Life's too
short and nothing ever-not ever--gets settled.

•

Give the clueless newbies a break. We all have to start somewhere, sometime. -SZA/JH

Spam. Spamming refers to electronic mass mailings, whether posted to a newsgroup or sent directly to a zillion individual e-mail addresses. The word does
indeed come from H armel's canned meat, but indirectly-it really comes from
a Monty Python sketch which used the refrain Spam, Spam, Spam.
There's not much you can do about spam; it's in the category of unsolicited
sales phone calls and junk mail, although the majority of spam is from sex
sites and for "business opportunities" for making money. If you get any, you
can notifY your online or service provider of the sender, because efforts are
being made to block this kind of misuse of the electronic bandwidth.

Connections

E-mail and Other Online Activities
About E-mail
My dear friend UserName. Whenever you j oin any online service, you' ll
pick a user name (also known as a user ID or screen name) to identify yourself
Your user name doubles as your e-mail address, so pick something short that
will remind people of you, and try to usc something similar on every service
you join. T hough services such as America Online allow wi ld (and even stupid) screen names, contain yourself

If you join more than one service, you'll have a different e- mail address for
each service. Pick one service-the service you access most often or that
you're likely to keep the longest-as your main public e-mai l receptacle;
then you'll have one address to give out or put on a business card. If you get
a lot of e-mail, or if you ge t e-mail on several services, you should look into
e-mail management software (see the E-111ail ma11agers entry below). -JH
E-mail between online services. Within a service like AOL or
CompuServe, you can send mail to another member by using simply the
member's "address," which is either a name, a number, or some combination
thereof But you can send mail to either service through the Internet, from
either service to an Internet address, and even between the two services, using
the Internet as the go-between.

To reach a CompuServe or AOL address through the Internet, from a standard
Internet e-mail address or from the other service, use: usemame@AOL.com or
tlsemallle@compuserve.co/ll.
If a CompuServe address is a number instead of a name, the number will have
a comma, which needs to be changed to a period: 72245,345@compuserve.cont
becomes 72245.345@compuserve.
And, if you're sending something through the Internet.from your CompuServe
account, you prefix the address with internet: (illtemetJerry88@aol. com); if
you're using CIM (CompuServe Information Manager), the "internet: " prefix
is automatically added if you choose i11temet as the type of address fro m the
pop-up menu when you're putting things in your address book.
Getting a head(er). Every online service implements e-mail in a different
way, but they all have some things in common. Mail always has a header
fi lled w ith information including who sent the message and when. You must
supply the subject-a descriptive title-the addressees' correct e-mail
addresses, and of course the body of the message. When you reply to a message, everything is supplied automatically except the body. Some software
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automatically appends the word "Re:" to the subj ect, the date and time are
updated, and lists you as the sender. - JH
The Date: line shows when the
message was sent, not received

~
_s
The Subject usually

The From: line shows who sent the message

The format ofa
typical e-mail
message. We've
abbreviated the
"header" in th is
message, which
was originally three
or four times larger.

~·o

0..1•
f rom
Su,Jett

823·18429
9119/95 I 24 PM
Ohnc Ro:.Cic,ROBACK • PUlJUi[JRS.COM
Ksxt Wed(S Mtttl~ -RtPI'-1

HJI'I"'e

..beph tbll'l'ln

Sender wncr-crutlv.tfxmlu1on.tom

Reoelved from :rmlnlon.:zmtuton comb~ trl-lfT'I9·5.oompu~Nt.tom

indicates if this is a reply

The header contains all the routing
information- most of it can be ignored

.

1118

0

(8 .6 1015.950515)
ldOM14!79; TI.M, 19Sep 1995 14.59:27· 0400

-{

The body -

COntent-t~pe: TEXT/PlAIN; CltA RStT•US·ASCII
Conl ent- tnnsfer-eneoc:ift?: 7DIT

Sender: o...ner·crt4U'I••xmtnto n.t<lm
Preudene.: bulk
lltpl\1· To : ROBACK•PR.COUIEIRS.COM
OQ\1 ~. 1"11 ,_\IOU tiM:fe. Don, (Of"9tt lo brlf'IJ thOU
erllclu ve c!isc.U»td Hot to mullon tome smell I no Mlb
In u,. o1.1r htrle-.ss Leeau ramblu on for too loti<} I

- -Dh ne
Distribution
To: olmph Holmes , 178841 ,7811

Blind copy recipients are not shown

-

«

1"\sr'"tl l n tl1 \l, 178510,186)

lu Ne,rnen, 178518,384)
llll ~t111ulor,

•

IHTERNEh.OSK I.SEACOAST.COM

•

.

E-mail managers. If you send or receive only a few e-mail messages a day,
your o nline service's software wi ll suffice. But ifyou get lots of e-mail, or if you
need to sort it into categories, and store and retrieve it easily, you should consider an e-mail manager, an application which automatically goes online to send
and retrieve all your mail, letting you read and reply to it at your leisure.
Eudo ra began life as a free e-mail manager, and later spawned an expanded
commercial version, Eudora Pro ($90, Qualcomm) . Eudora Pro sends and
retrieves e-mail through a T CP!IP connection. It will check fo r mail on
demand or at regular intervals, filing the messages in user-created "mailqualcomm.com boxes," filed according to content thro ugh a special filtering system. Eudora
Pro is well-designed and powerful , if a tad qui rky. There's no address book,
for example; instead a "nickname" system allows a short name to stand for a
full e-mai l address o r a group of addresses. Sti ll, for those who rely on a
TCP!IP-based service for e-mail, Eudora Pro is easy to use and stable. The
free Eudora Light is sti ll supported; it lacks filtering, spell checking, and other
features, but it makes a terrific first e-mail manager.
C laris E-mailer ($90, also part of C larisWorks Office), is the best all-round
e-mail manager, less powerful than Eudora Pro at filing messages, but covering most other areas better. E-mailer will retrieve e-mail from CompuServe,
America Onli ne, and an Internet service provider, on demand o r on days and
times you preset. It's is a natural choice for those with accounts on more than
one service, but it has several slick features that make it a terrific utility even if
you retrieve e- mail from just a single service-like automatically sending a
prewritten reply (''I'm on vacation."). - JH
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Transferring Files
Sending files. It's always been easy to send a file to someone else on the
sam e service by "attaching" it to a message. But for awhile there, sending stuff
between services, or across the Internet, was an arcane art: you translated the
file into plain text by binhe.xirzg it, and sent the text. On the o ther end, the
recipient would decode the binhexed file (recognizable by its .hqx suffix) and
get the original back. N ow, all you have to do is tell your software to send an
attached file in MacBinary format (see the next entry), and everything gets
transmitted correctly.

Stufflt Deluxe
Chapter28

But you'll still want to compress the file to make it smaller and save transmission time fo r both you and the recipient. Most o nline software comes wi th
some form of Stuffit, !he compression utility, but you might want to use
Stuffit Deluxe, available separately. Again, your software pro bably has
decompression built in or tied into Stuffit Expander, which you can also
use separately. U sually the compressio n and decompression are do ne automatically by the software, so you won't have to do a thing.
O h-and if you really need to manually bin hex som ething, Stuffit Deluxe can
do both that and the decoding end of things.

The MacBinary imperative. Virtually every M ac telecommunications
program has a setting fo r enabling something called MacBirwry. It sho uld be
on by default, and you sho uld leave it on unless you have some very special
reason to tum it off.
MacBinary is not a pro tocol but a file format. It was devised by Mac telecommunications pio neers to deal with som e unique Mac features, including the
fact that the M ac divides files into two segments (called the daiafork and the
resource fork) and sto res some info rmation abo ut files, such as type and creator
codes, creation and modification dates, and icons, in the Finder rather than in
the file itself M acBinary solves these problems by combining both forks in a
single block and adding a 128-byte header with the Finder information; when
receiving a file, MacBinary-aware applications recognize the header, decode
the fil e, and restore it to standard format.
When MacBinary is turned on and you initiate a file tran sfer, yo ur software
will convert the file into the M acBinary format. If it's sent to a PC o r a mainfram e, it will stay in MacBinary format, but if it reaches a Mac via a Mac
communications program, it will auto matically be converted back to its
origi nal format. -HN

Plain binary files. If ano ther Mac user sends you an attachment as a standard binary file instead of M acBinary, you probably won't have to get another
copy of it, as long as you !mow what kind of file it was supposed to be. If you
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know the file type and creator code of the original file and have a utility, like
Drop • Info that lets you reset the file type and creator code of the transmitted
file (since it was lost in the plain binary transfer), in almost every instance you
can just open the file after the codes are redefined.

Virus checkers
Chapt er 24

Don't worry, be happy. No matter what you hear, computer viruses can' t
be transmitted by an e-mail message; but viruses ca11 hop onto your hard drive
when you download files. Al l the com mercial services do an excellent job of
keeping their libraries clean, but bulletin boards aren't always so safe. Invest in
a good virus detectio n uti lity. -JH

Other Activities
Discussion forums. FonmtS are where public discussions occur. Also known
on various services as message boards, SICs (for special interest groups}, or collferellces, each discussion forum is devoted to a topic and divided up into
subsections on subtopics. CompuServe's show business forum, for example
(GO SHOWBIZ), is divided into 24 subsections, including Recent Films,
C lassic Films, C ult TV/Films, Soap Operas (one section for each network!),
and Daytime Talk Shows. Forums are run by sysops (SYStem OPerators),Jomm
leaders, or moderators, who stir up conversatio ns, enforce the rules, and answer
questions. For many people (including yours truly), discussion forums are the
heart and soul of online services.
Forum discussions don 't occur in real time; instead, you compose a message,
give it an informative title, address it to a specific person (or to "All"), and post
it in the appropriate for um and section, where everyone who d rops in can
read the message and comment o n it. The original message and the string of
replies and replies to replies, all keeping the sam e subject, make up a thread.
(As powerful and useful as message threading is, not all services use it.)
T hese fo rum discussions sometimes take on the character of religio us debates,
and some especially inflammatory messages become known as.flames. But for
the most part, forum discussions are civil, and often lively and informative.
They can go on for days and even weeks. -JH

Libraries. All the services offer software you can download. The online universe is simply bursting at the seams with games, uti lities, read ing material,
fonts, system updates, demo versio ns of commercial software, and Frequently
Asked Questions (FAQ) documents, stored in the libraries of onli ne services.
Of course, you don' t need an online service like CompuServe or AOL to
download software, because you can also get almost everything from someplace on the Web. - SZAIJH

Chatty Cathy... and Kelly and Kevin and ... America Online didn't
invent the "chat" concept, but it certainly brought both the word and the
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activity to the forefront of American consciousness. The concept: dozens of people are typing at their computers at the same time; everything everyone types
appears on everyone else's screen, prefixed by the typist's name. Confusing? You
bet. You type a comment, press IReturn!, and anywhere from seconds to a minute
or more later, everyone else can see it-but by then the statement you were
replying tO has scrolled off the screen, and a dozen other, perhaps totally unrelated, comments have appeared. In addition to the conversation itself, participants
type in all sorts of"signals" that indicate emotions or actions. Some software
offers helpful conversation-tracking features, like keeping the "words" of a
conversation in a different color from side comments for emotions or actions.
But even with the most helpful of software, chatting is a great mental exercise.
Unfortunately, the mental exercise sometimes comes only from keeping track
of who said what. The actual conversation in many chat rooms runs the
gamut from juvenile to banal to singles-bar-in-the- seventies-repartee. You can
still sometimes find a good, moderated conference on CompuServe's Mac
forums and in certain Web chats-where people take turns talking in full sentences and meet to discuss specific topics that don't have anything to do w ith
sex or calling each other names.
(Chat rooms seem particularly addictive to teens. One recent afternoon, my
younger son was trying to get in touch wi th a friend of his, whose phone line
was constantly busy. He said he knew why-she dropped into a particular chat
room almost every day after school. So, he went online, dropped in, and asked
her to get off the computer and call him. Which she did.)

Mailing lists. E-mail is a nifty way to sign up for mass mailings on various
topics, everything from exotic music to technical support to Apple Computer
press releases. Some lists mail out all the messages, or digests of them, contributed by all the folks who subscribe to the list, m aking a sort of e-mail
based discussion forum. Other lists are little more than electronic j unk mail.
Signing up typically involves sending a message to a list server (not the mailing address) with a subscribe command in the body. (Lists usually include
unsubscribe instructions at the end of eve1y mailing.) H ere's one to get you
started: for the Apple EvangeList, e-mail macway-request@solutioiiS.apple.com
with any message in the body. -JH

Online Services and Providers
Commercial Services and ISPs
America Online. America Online (AOL), as a result of blanketing Mother
Earth in free sign-up disks, boasts the largest collection of members of any
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online service. It was the first to offer a graphical interface (modeled after
Apple's own AppleLin k) to all users. It even bought its chief (tho ugh ailing)
rival, CompuServe, which it promises to keep alive as a separate entity do ing
its own thing.
Altho ugh so many fo rmer "content vendors" have moved to the Web, AOL
provides hundreds of special-interest areas. It also, of course, serves as a gateway to the Internet. It lets you have several "screen names" for identificatio n
and e-mail on the sam e billing account-perfect for fa milies and small organizations (and split personalities). For the kids, you can set "security levels" that
block them from certain areas, from the Internet, and/or from getting attachments with their mail.

These are only the
m ain NchannelsN
that AOL offers in
its wide world of
inform ation.

CompuServe. CompuServe (or CIS, for CompuServe Information Service)
was dragged kicking and screaming into the age of graphical interface, hemorrhaging m embers left and right along the way, and finally being sold to
America O nline (some said the deal was strictly because AOL needed more
dial- in nodes right away due to class-action law suits by subscribers w hose
chief membership benefit was a busy signal).
Com puServe is positioning itself as a "business resource" and offers, in addition to h undreds of free areas, many for-pay information services; of course, it
too is an Internet gateway. What's still uniq ue abo ut CompuServe-and w hat
will keep me there until its dying day-is its threaded discussions. Wh en
someone posts a message, and someone else replies, and others reply to the
original o r to the replies, it's easy to follow the "thread" of comments and
reply to any of them. T his is eons ahead of the "drop it in this folder"
method of having an online conversation.
The other best thing about CompuServe is its Mac support. It's the only place
that offers Mac experts officially hanging around in the Mac forums, answering questio ns as well as keeping things generally hum ming along.
T here are several ways you can access CompuServe. T he main software is
CIM-CompuServe Information Manager, the graphical approach to
CompuServe's content. T he second tool, ind ispensable for frequent visits to
certain foru ms (as opposed to the wandering around you can do through
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C IM) is CompuServe Navigator, which you can set up to automatically get
your e-mail, respond to any mail you picked up previously, and zip through
any forum to gather recent postings (and post your messages).

CompuServe's
Information
Manager offers
the long-awaited
graphical
connection to
the service.

•

Local bulletin boards. Bulletin boards-small, usually inexpensive, specialized, and local online services-were once the only destination fo r a
modem user. As the m;tior commercial online services grow more enormous
and the Internet becomes a household word, bulletin board systems (BBS's)
are fading from view-or moving to the Web. Most boards usc graphical
interfaces, the most popular of which is SoftArc's First Class. After downloading the First C lass C lient software (available from any First C lass BBS by
logging on with any standard communications software), you can dial in to
any First C lass BBS and use easy icon- and menu-based navigation. -JH/SB
Internet service providers. The Internet service provider market is probably one of the most volatile markets in existence. Everyone-from garage-based
small companies to multinational cable and telephone companies-is clamoring
to be your ISP (Internet Service Provider), your conduit to the Internet.

Fee structures are usually similar to those of commercial online services; typically, $1 0 to $20 a month gets you basic software, unlimited access, and an
e-mail address.
U sing a large, nationwide ISP like Earthlink rather than a local provider has
its pluses and minuses. You should expect to get better customer support and
reliable performance from a national ISP, but you may have to make a longdistance call to connect to the service, which can quickly add to the cost.
Luckily, the number of POPs (local telephone call points ofpresence) for large
service providers is growing. This means that if you are located near a metropoli tan area, you should be able to connect via a local telephone call. -SZNJH

CompuServe Tips
Recent uploads. To check for the recently uploaded files on CompuServe,
you have to check each library individually. U sing CompuServc Information
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Manager, go to a forum, select Search from the Libraries menu, leave the tex1:
fields blank, check the O ne Week Ago radio button, and click Search. - JH
Auto-mail retrieval. C IM has Send/Receive All Mail and Get New Mail
commands (in the Mail men u), but C IM stays online after checking for
mail. Hold down ~while selecting Send/Receive All Mail, or~
while selecting Get New Mail, and C IM will do its thing and then log off
autom atically. -JH
CIM's auto-lookup addresses. When you start a new mail message and
the cursor is in the Name field, just type the first few letters of the person's
name, the same way you stored it in your address book. As soon as you type,
C IM fills in the rest of the name, changing its suggestion as you continue typing. Press (Return) when it's showing the right name, and the address is
autom atically filled in for the next box.
Right back atcha. If you want to quote something from a message when
you reply to it, just select it in the original message and then click the Reply
button . Your message box will open with the selected material in it, set off by
dashed lines and labeled as coming from the original sender.
The browser of your choice. When you access the Internet through CIM,
you can make it launch any browser (I guess that should be either browser) by
setting your choice through the Preferences command, using the General icon.
For CompuServe Navigator. Three quickies for your "Nav session":

•

Copy Table, fo und in the Edit menu, acts like a normal cl ipboard copy
except that every series of spaces is converted into a tab. This is very useful when copying text that has been formatted with spaces substituted for
tabs and indents.

•

Shortcut: H ighlight the thread subject in the Session View window andavoiding the Summary menu-type (I) to retrieve the entire thread so far,
@ for this one message, @) fo r this Branch, and ITJ for all new thread messages next session o nly.

•

If you need a CompuServe local access number when you're traveling,
use Navigator in terminal mode (or any telecommunications application)
and diall-800-346-3247. At the Host Name prompt, type PHONES and
then follow the prompts. -JH

AOL Tips
Buddy Lists. T he Buddy List is one of the best online ideas ever. You create
a list of your friends on AOL--you can categorize them as friend, fam ily
member, or colleague-and then you're notified automatica lly whenever any
one of them logs on while you're online (in case you want to send them an
instant message).
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The way to get the darn Buddy List window open,
however, is anything but intuitive. There are two routes
(one only a little better than the other): use the keyword
BuddyView to open the window, or use the Buddy Lists
command from the Member menu and then click the
View button. You can also set it to open automatically
whenever you log o n, through the Buddy List command- dick on the Buddy List Preferences icon.
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I wanted to do a screen shot of a Buddy List, so I asked one of my sons to log
o n; w hat you see here are a few of his forty-seven closest friends.
Instant Messenger service. This is not the same as the Instant Message
service that keeps AOL members in real-time touch with each other! The
Instant Messenger service lets people who aren't o n AOL send you instant
messages from the Internet. It's a free service fo r both of you, so use the keyword Instant Messenger to get more information.
I just vant to be alone.AOL was created to keep you in touch-with the
world, with your fami ly, friends, and colleagues-but som etimes you just don't
want them all to be in touch with you! While instant messaging may be great
when you want to send something, and your Buddy List keeps you in touch
with your inner circle, sometimes you've got to get some work doue or just
o therwise surf and skim with no interruptions. (Or maybe just no interruptions
from the guy you met in the chat room who thinks you should be j oining him
in a business venture that sounds curiously like a pyramid scheme.)
AOI::s m ost impo rtant dialog box is the Privacy Preferences dialog, w here you
can choose to remain invisible from individuals o r groups, o r everyone in the
online world. Yo u may not be aware of its existence, because access to it is
buried in the Buddy List dialog, w hich has a Privacy Preferences button. But
you can see by the picture here that the cho ices it presents as to who can see
that you' re online and who can instant message you lets you block everyone
or only a select few.
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Once you've blocked someone, what do they see if they search for you or try
to instant message you? A dialog that says you're not even logged on- that
way they're not insulted that you've blocked them from seeing you.
Temporary turn-off. If you want to stay generally available to instant messages but occasionally need to hang out the equivalent of a "Do N ot Disturb"
sign when you're trying to get some work done, you can temporarily block
messages that you don't have time to attend to:

1. Select Send an Instant Message from the Member menu.
2.

In the To box, type $im_cff. U pper or lowercase doesn't matter, but
it's important to include the underscore.

3.

In the message area, type anything, as long as it's at least a single
character-even just a space.

4.

Send the message.

or

-

Send Innant Message

To: l ~lm....off

L

I

!

Jl

carolalpd cannot currently receive
Instant ~1euage1.

The magic
message.

If anyone tries to message you while
you're in this mode, they' ll see a
dialog that says you're not currently
able to receive instant messages. To
turn the instant messaging back on,
just do the same thing again, but
with $im_on in the To box.

Stop that graphics delay. If you're really tired of waiting for America
Online to send graphical elements to your hard drive just so the splash
screens look pretty, locate and install a copy of ArtValve. It's a control panel
that stops AO L from performing that annoying interruption; it substitutes a
generic icon for the missing graphics. You can find it on America O nline. -JH
Web site shortcut. If you're in AOL and heading for the Web, you don't
have to access the Internet and then go to the site. Instead, you can use the
standard Keyword dialog (in the Go To menu, or @IDE)) and type the URL of
the web site you want, like: http://wrvtv.thetipster.com. (Browsers let you skip all
the introductory stuff, but you can't in the Keyword dialog.)
Don't fill out that profile! Leave
your profile blank. What started out as
how many customers do you need?
a good idea- listing your hobbies and
M arc Andreesen, Nerscape found er, '
'
other personal information so people
regard ing AOL:S fina ncial difficulties
of a like mind could contact you-has
been turned into a tool for those of a
warped mind. Fill out your profile, and you'll be the target of all sorts of
unsolicited mass mailings. If it's filled out, go back and blank it out.

If you can't make money with 8 million customers,

'

'
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The Internet
The Basics
What is the Internet? The incredibly complex structure that is the Internet
is actually pretty easy to describe. A network is a group of computers connected so that they can share information. The Internet is networks, and
single computers, interconnected so they can share information. What started
as a military and educational quasi-experiment has turned into a necessity of
everyday commerce and communication.

All about the Web
Chapter28

Okay, then, what's the Web? T he World Wide Web (by English grammar
rules, that should be World-Wide Web, but by convention there's no hyphen)
is not so m uch a separate entity in the vast Internet universe as it is a way of
accessing much of the Internet. Access is Mac-like no matter what computer
you're using: point and click to move from place to place.
Eternal accolades to lim Berners-Lee, who became famous but not rich from
"inventing" the Web. He suggested, in a 1989 paper, that the display of
Internet information could be graphical in nature and navigating from one
place to another could be accomplished by a series of hyperli11ks, or more simply, li11ks. The approach was totally platfo rm independent because everything
could be described in a simple te:\.1: document that would be easy to transfer to
any computer. T he document, using HTML (HyperText Markup Language),
would be translated into pictures and formatted text on the user's end. Within
two years, HTTP was being used on the net, and within five, it seemed to
have taken over the world.

Alphabet soup. As befits an arena that started with computers before they
became personal, Internet-related terms are very much a collection of arcane
acronyms and initials. (Lots of them include a P for protocol, which, as in its
standard English definition, is just a set of rules.) With a few exceptions, noted
in the descriptions below, the letters are pronounced separately, not as words.
Many of these items have fuller explanations and more information later in
the chapter.
•

IP: Internet Protocol. A standard code used to identify individual computers
in a network, or on the Internet. You might already have run across
something called an IP address. You certainly have seen it if you've "manually" set up your Mac for Internet access.

•

TCP/IP: Transmissio11 Co11trol Protocol/Internet Protocol. (You don't acknowledge the slash when you're spouting off this string of initials-just say
"t-c-p-i-p.") These arc the network protocols for the Internet and for
some non-Internet multiplatform networks, especially those that include
Unix machines.
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•

SLIP: Serial Litle l111emel Protocol. (This one's pronounced as a word.) A
protocol for using T CP/IP over phone lines; pretty much replaced by
PPP (next entry).

•

PPP: Poi111-to-Poi11t Protocol. Another protocol for dial- up TCP/IP connections. It's considered better than SLIP, and has become the standard.

•

FTP: File Tranifer Protocol. You guessed it-protocols fo r sending files
from place to place, used for uploading and downloading files. An FTP
site is one that stores files ready for download (although basic Web sites
might also include down loadable files). In the laid-back world of computer jargon, the initials are also used as a verb: You can FTP to this site to
get tl1eJiles you need.

•

SMTP: Simple Mail Tramfer Protocol. A protocol for zapping e-mail around
the Internet.

•

POP: Post Office Protocol. (Pronounced as a word.) A protocol for storing
and retrieving e-mail. This usually has a number after it, for the evolving
protocol, and programs are referred to in terms of complia11ce with the protocol: "That mail package isn't PO P3-compliant."

•

URL: U11iversal Resource Locator. An Internet "address," describing where
specific infonnation resides.

•

HTTP: HyperText Tranifer Protocol. The method used to describe, in textonly documents, how a graphical web page should look on a user's screen.
ISP: Inlemet Service Provider. (Aha! A P that doesn't stand for protocol!) A
company that lets you hook up to the Internet; it can be small and local,
or large and nationwide.

•

The Duke of URL. Every accessible resource on the Internet has its own
unique address-its URL (which, despite the musical reference in this
entry's title, is pronounced as separate letters, not "earl"). You can learn a bit
about what a URL points to by reading it piece by piece; this is a distinctly
useful talent.

Gopher and FTP
Later this chapter

T he URL starts with the protocol, a few letters followed by a colon that tell you
what sort of address it is: http: indicates a World Wide Web page;ftp: is an FTP
site from which you can down load a file; and gopher: is a gopher site. T he protocol is followed by a double-slash (//) separator.
N ext come the domai11 and subdomaiiiS, which identify the host computer or
network; when there's a list of subdomains, they're separated by periods,
referred to as dots when saying the address. Web site domains usually begin
with www.; FTP sites start withjtp. O ne of the subdomains is usually the
name of the company or organization.
Finally (or, not so fina lly, as we'll sec in a later entry), there's a three- letter
domai11 type or top-level domain that tells what kind of organization you're dealing wi th: .com is business (commercial), .org is nonprofit organization, and so
on. H ere's a typical address: http://wrvw.tllecompany.com. -SZA/JH
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Top-level domains. There are six bas ic top-level domains, or domain types:
com
edu
gov
mil
net
org

commercial
educational
government
military
network o r internet
organization (nonprofit)

At least, that's how it started. But it was a very U .S.-centric system, and as the
internet spread, two-letter top-level domains were introduced , to identify the
country of origin : us for United States, uk for the United Kingdom,j p for
J apan, and so on. You'll seldom see the us domain name, but you' ll often see
the codes for other countries. (You can find a complete, ever-growing list of
country codes at http://uci.edu/WebScift/wwrvstat/country-codes.text. )
But that's not all. T he proliferation of
sites
on the World Wide Web has
There is no reason anyone would want a computer
everyone pushing for additional
in their home.
'
KenO/son '
domain names. But the issue that
Digital Equipment Corporation founder and President, 1977
should have been settled the year
' '
before this book went to print is still
up in the air as it goes to press. The wrangling is among the internet specialists, commercial ventures, and the government (that alone is enough to drag
out the process; the issues are not only what the domain names should be, but
also who decides what the nam es should be, who gets to register and keep track
of them, and, of course, who's going to make money doing so.
Address paths. U sing an address that ends with the domain type will get
you to some main or top-level page of information for the organization you're
contacting. From there, many sites offer ways to follow paths to specific information. If you know what you need and w here it's stored, you can use the
resource's path rtame as part of the address to jump right to the spot. A path
name is the route you need to get to an item through its host computer's
directories (similar to the Mac's folders).
Path names start after the domain type, with a slash (/) and sometimes also a
tilde (-) that indicates you're looking at a home directory. The words in the
path that list the subdirectories you're going through (like going through
nested folders on the desktop) are separated by a slash. The final item, after
the last slash, is the resource itself.
http: //www. t hesite.orgf-joinersfmembership/s ignup.html

While case, upper or lower, doesn't matter through most of the URL, it does
matter in the path name. That's the first thing to examine when you get a
"404 N ot Found" error in your Web browser. - SZAJJH
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Registering a domain name. You can'tjust pick a domain name and start
using it. You have to register a domain name through the proper organization;
right now, that's InterNIC.
Although InterNIC started out taking care of all domain names, and doing it
for free, now you have to pay for a domain name ($100 for the first two years)
and there's quite a move to break lnterNIC's monopoly in the area. But,
lnternic.net along w ith the establishment of new domain names (as described in an earlier
entry) , the whole thing is up in the air at this time. - SZA/JH

Features and Functions
E-mail addresses. E-mail addresses on the Internet are easily recognizable:
the @ ("at") sign gives them an instantly recognizable difference from commercial-service addresses which, when used internally, are simply names
consisting of words and/or numbers.
The first part-the part in front of the @-of an Internet e-mail address is the
user's name: sharon, or ] ohnDoe, or WrthCmdr1. The part after the @ is the
domaiu name, followed by a period (called "dot" w hen you're saying the
address out loud) and then a three-letter code for the domain type. Yo u don't
have to worry about upper- and lowercase letters in e-mail addresses.

Permanent e-mail address. The "permanent" e-mail address is an interesting concept. As ISPs come and go, many of us switch. But that means a
new address with many attendant hassles. A group called PO Box offers
addresses that can be aliased to whatever your current real address is. It's
cheap, and it w orks. C heck out http://www.pobox.com. - SB
I heard the news today, oh boy. Usenet news groups are the Internet's discussion forums, despite the misleading word "news" and the f.1ct that posted
messages are confusingly called articles. Because most news groups aren't
supervised, they're seldo m as focussed and civil as commercial-service
forums; pick your news groups carefully if you're easily offended. And
because millions of users have access to the groups, they lack the intimate feel
of the best forums on the commercial services.
The news group address can tell you a bit about w hat you'll find there. The
address is organized into hierarchies, from the broadest to the most specific,
separated by period s. The first part specifies the general category. The most
common are:
alt.
biz.

the alternative-often wilder and weirder- groups
business

comp.
k12.

computers
kindergarten through 12th grade
miscellaneous

misc.
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rec.

hobbies and recreation

sci.
soc.

science
social, cultural, religious

talk.

controversial topics

There are many others, including geographical ones like "ca." for California
and "ba." for Bay Area.
Read the remainder of the address for a clue about the specific contents:
comp.newton.misc, for instance, contains miscellaneous discussions of the
Newton MessagePad; any group name ending with ".binaries" includes
uuencoded (specially coded for transmission over the Internet) images,
sounds, or even applications. (Your news reader or Stuffit Expander can
decode these for you .) -JH
News readers. There are a few fine news readers, but the best is John
Norstad's free NewsWatcher. It's beautifully implemented, and so simple to
use that you probably won't need to crack open the instructions. (One clue:
lS2:J John has implemented drag and drop very nicely-make use of it.) Its only
demon.co.uk/swlS serious disadvantage is that it doesn't let you read and reply off-line. A commercial news reader, NewsHopper ($60; Landware), has one big advantage:
it's the only one that allows off-line reading. For the terminally lazy, a browser
like Netscape Navigator will read news groups too, though without the bells
and whistles of the best stand-alone readers. -JH

Pl!f.1

Just the FAQs, ma'am.Aimost every news group posts a current MQ, a
Frequently Asked Questions document (pronounced "fack"), which contains guidelines and rules for the news group, and often a FAQ covering the subject of the
group as well. (A list ofFAQs is kept at cis.ohio-state.edu!hypertext!jaq/usenet/.) Read
the FAQ before posting messages or risk looking like a newbie. -JH
FTP(ing). The File Transfer Protocol that defines how files can be sent over the

Internet is also an adj ective used to describe a site that stores files for download ("an FTP site"), and a verb that refers to both getting to the site ("If you
FTP to this site ... ") and getting the file ("FTP the file to ... "). You can FT P
(in any sense of the word) with any browser, or w ith FTP-specific software.
You get to an FTP site the same way you get to any site on the net: use your
browser (or specialized software) and the FTP site's address (its URL). Mter
you get to the site, you'll probably have to look for the file. Most FTP sites
are organized in nested directories, similar to the Mac's folders, so you can go
up and down the hierarchy to look for files.
With the ubiquitous Web and its two browsers, most people never need an
FTP- specific piece of software. But if you do, use the shareware classic
Fetch
($25) . - SZA/JH
ftp.dartmouth.edu/

ml

pub/software/mac/
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Gopher. Before the World Wide Web,
people moved thro ugh hierarchical
m enus of resources by way of Gopher,
a slick and still useful m ethod of creatPicture this favorite trad e-show T-shirt in the early
ing a directory of resources. Your Web
days. Large letters on the front: IBM. In smaller print,
browser m akes a fine Gopher applicafollowing the letters:
tion, though the old standby Turbo
I
Gopher is fine . For a sample, you can
Bought
vbit tht.: "mother of All Gophers" at
Macintosh
gopher://gopher.rmm.edu. You can also use
keywords to search all gopher databases using an application called Veronica, which you can get from

gopher://jutiqt4e.scs.rmr.edu/ 11/veronic> . - JH
Telnet. Telnet is a primitive but sometimes necessary m ethod of rem otely
logging onto another computer. Telnet will usually plop you at the remote
computer's command-line prompt, at which point you'll need to enter a username and password, but from there you can, for instance, j oin in a MUD,
search for resources, or use a few Unix commands to mai ntain your Web
pages. C heck out N C SA Telnet at ftp ://ftp.aloha.net/pub/ Mac/. - JH

IRC. The Internet version of an AOL chat room is Internet Relay Chat, or IRC,
in which live conversations take place over channels. Unlike chats on the commercial services, IRC is often thrilling fo r immediate news of world-shaking
events. Eye-witness accounts of the Oklaho ma C ity bombing and the Gulf
irchelp.org War were first transmitted over IRC. Fo r Internet chat, you need your basic
connection, a program (or client) that lets you chat, and a place to "go." You
can get a stand-alone chat client, or one that works with your web browser.
Homer (jtp:!!jtp.alolw.net/pub/Macl) and Ircle (alj8.speech.sc.cmu.edu/- irclel) are
shareware chat programs. If you use Netscape N avigator, you can download
netscape's iChat client from N etscape's hom e page.
Most IRC channels start with a#, and most IRC servers have a chan nel
called #netvbie, which is a good place to start. To find channels, try
wrvw.dal.net, wwtv.rmdemet.org, wrvrv.another.net, and N etscape's home page. - JH
Ping pong. A ping is how long it takes (measured in seconds) for your text
to reach ano ther user in the chat room. Type /ping nickname or /ping/#channelname to ping everyone on the channel to see what your ping is. -JH
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The World Wide Web
Basics
The World Wide Web. For years, the Internet was little more than text, text,
and more text. Then the World Wide Web changed everything. It was as if the
telegram had been followed directly by the invention of glossy color magazines. And because it's so simple to compose a personal Web site, web content
has grown tremendously quickly. Imagine what cable TV would be like if
every person with a video camera could schedule a TV show-that's the Web
in a nutshell. (Yes, it sounds like it could be a nightmare!) You can read a history of the World Wide Web at w3.org/hypertext/WWW/History.lltnzl.

There's still plenty of text, of course, but the Web presents it in formatted
pages, with color illustrations, backgrounds, and even animation and sound.
The Web's most revolutionary innovation, however, is its use of hyperlinks, or,
more simply, just links-click on linked text or pictures and you're whisked
off to some spot on that page or elsewhere on the Web. It's as if the entire
Web is just one enormous-if slow-multimedia magazine. -SZA/JH
The browser. The program that lets you access the Web is a browser, an application that efficiently scoops up the text "behind" the web page you see, and
then, after reading the special tags embedded within the text, does all the
heavy-duty formatting locally, on your M ac. This method gets the information to you much more quickly than if the fully formatted page had to be
downloaded through your modem.

HTML tags only tell your browser how text should look and where things are
placed on the page; all sorts of extra attractions-sound, QuickTime movies,
animations-have to be handled by other applications. Some of these are
modules called plug-ins that let the browser do things like play a QuickTime
movie. Others are helper applications that automatically handle certain types of
files that you download from the Web. -SZA/JH
Web technologies. The Internet is fertile ground for new technologies.
Here's a rundown on hottest:

•

Java. The hot Web technology of the moment promises to turn the Web
from glossy magazine to interactive TV A Java-enhanced Web browser
downloads tiny platform-independent applications associated with web
pages. These applets can do amazing things on the web page. For instance?
Time will tell. Cool-but-forgettable demos of the technology abound.
Play Tetris, do a crossword puzzle, gaze at 3-D modeling, or read a live
stock ticker tape.
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•
A game ofTerriser, Quatrisplayed live over
the Internet
(including sound
effects) with the
help of the plug-in
ShockWave.

ShockWave for Director. Macromedia Director creates mulcimedia for the Mac, and Macromedia's free
AfterBurner software will convert and compress those
fi les so you can add them to web pages. Drop the free
ShockWave plug-in into your browser and you can
experience slick interactive animation over the Web.

•

RealAudio. Radio over the Internet, piped live into
your Mac. No more waiting through a five-minute
down load just to hear a single 20-second sound sample. From a growing list of Rea!Audio Web sites
you can listen to sports and concert coverage, news broadcasts, and
rebroadcasts of archived speeches and music. Don't expect FM-quality
sound-the fi isn't yet hi- but it's improving. The Rea!Audio client
software for listening is free.

•

CU-SeeMe. It's not a hot new technology. It's a hot old technology,
developed in 1992 at Cornell University. CU-SeeMe is video conferencing over the lnternet-videophone!-using an inexpensive Mac video
camera like the $100 Connectix's QuickCam and the video digitizing
capabilities of an AV Mac or a video digitizing card. You'll actually see live
pictures of everyone in the con ference, though it's more like a slide show
than video.

•

VRML (Virtual Reality Modeling Language). This programming language can set the user down in a three-dimensional environment. VRML
browsers and viewers are in the works. C heck out the latest developments: http://rosebud.sdsc.edu/SDSC/Partners/rmnl/software/browsers.html. -JH

macromedia.com
realaudio.com
cu-seeme.cornell.edu

JavaScript. While Java is a programming language that can build platformindependent app lications.]avaScript is a scripting language whose instructions
can be embedded in the HTML code of a web page. As your browser encounters the JavaScript commands while it's building the page on your Mac, it
executes the instructions (assuming your browser understands J avaScript).

JavaScript could have taken over web-page design if the usual nonsense hadn't
erupted between its developer, Sun Microsystems, and Microsoft. Instead of
supporting Sun's version ofJavaScript, Microsoft added its own bells and
whistles, that only Explorer (and not Navigator) could interpret. In the oneupmanship that Microsoft seems to engender with so many of its "colleagues,"
the situation soon escalated so that Navigator could support certain JavaScript
features and Explorer others. That left many web developers sticking with
either the most basic ofJavaScript fun ctions (and what fun is that?) or having
to choose which browser to support-or writing two versions of every page.
Or ignoring JavaScript entirely. Stay tu ned.
Cis for Cookie- that's good enough for me. (If you've had a kid-or
been one-any time in the last twenty years, you know the tune for th is entry
title.) Internet cookies have been getting a bad rap. Yes, they can be mis-usedas can so many technologies-but they certain ly serve a purpose. A cookie is
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simply a special file that a web server sends to your hard drive. The next time
you visit the same site, the server can identify you. It can use this information
to, for instance, personalize the page you see when you come back based on
the things you did at the site on your last visit.
Home sweet home. There are three different meanings for the term

home page:

•

The page your browser goes to automatically when you first start it, and
when you click the Home button.

•
•

The main page for any multipage site .
An "about me" personal page (these proliferated when AOL offered free
Web space to its members).

Misinformation on the Web. One of the Web's great advantages is also one
of its weakest points: anyone can publish on the Web. What's the problem
with that? Case in point: one of my sons was doing a paper on Isaac Asimov's
works. We surfed around looking for information. One of the ''Asimov" pages
started out with th is statement: "Although I've never actually read any of
Asimov's books ... " Really! The author went on to give his opinion of other
people's opinions of Asimov's works.

Caveat surfer.

Browsers and Other Software
Browser wars. There are two main browsers available for surfin g the Web:
Netscape's Navigator and Microsoft's Internet Explorer. The rivalry
between the two has resulted in a game of leapfrog that has led to feature
enhancements and version number increments that changed faster than for
any other software I can think of. Each has settled in at version 4 for awhile as
of this writing, but they'll probably continue to advance in tandem.

Oh .. . did I mention that they were both free? You' ll find an option to install
Explorer with you r system software; some system versions supply Navigator,
netscape.com too. Both are available for download from the Web, too. (There's some irony
microsoft.com involved if you use the one browser to get to a site where you can download
the other one.)
Mter years of preferring Navigator over Explorer-both on merit and on general principal-E>.:plorer 4 is my browser of choice. It's a Mac product that
Microsoft did right, and edges out Navigator in several of its niceties. Still, the
products are so close there's no clear winner at this stage. Which is no big
deal, since you can easily try out both of them.
The biggest helper of all. Because bigger files take longer to transmit,.fi/e
compression has long been a staple of the tclecommunicating w orld : a fil e is
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squeezed down to a much smaller size,
transm itted, and then reconstituted at
... we've had a very in-depth involvement.
Whenever you get involved with prototype
th e o ther end. How is this m iracle
machines that early on, you are essentially part of
wrought? The most basic of tricks for
the engineering team ... Microsoft has been an
compressing text files is to represent
' ' extension of the internal Mac software team for the
last few years.
the most-used letters of the alphabet
Bill Gates, 1984
with fewer bits of information (instead
I've not iced that Microsoft's taken a lot more
of the standard computer-based
credit than t hey deserve.
'
'
approach of needing eight bits of inforBruce Horn, (Finder programmer), 1984
m atio n for every character). On the
graphics end, the basic trick stores info rmatio n about pixel cha11ges in the picture rather than for every single dot in the picture; visualize a landscape photo
w hich is two-thirds blue sky and yo u can see that it would take less room to
say "make this and th e next 2,000 pixels sky blue" than to store the color values for each pixel individually. Compressing a text-based file (including
formatted word processor documents) can save twenty to eighty percent of
the file size; com pressing graphics can save from five to forty percent, depending on both the fi le type and the individual graphic. Beca use the first Mac
compression uti lity was named Stu.fflt, compressed files are generally referred
to as stuffid files in the Mac world.
In addition to file size, transferring files on the Web presents ano ther hurdle,
discussed in the last chapter: you can send only text over the Internet. With a
method called bi11hexi~tg, any Mac file can be translated into text characters,
and then translated back into a real document of text or graphics, or sound, or
whatever it was originally.
None of this is a big deal: compression and bin hexing, and the restoratio n of
the files after being transferred, is usually handled automatically by your
browser. But it's Aladdin Systems' Stuffit Expander that's doing all the work
in the background, first de-binhexi ng the fi le if necessary and then unstuffing
it. This is the "biggest helper of all" referred to in the entry title. Aladdin made
this freeware a lo ng time ago, and it's included with every browser, commercial-service software, and general telecom software package; it's also available
for dov.rn loading from almost anywhere on the Web. T he companio n shareware utility, DropStuff, is available at Aladdin's site (as well as elsewhere); you
can use it to compress files that you want to send someplace.
The commercial route. If you do any but the simplest of stuffi ng and
unstuffing, get Aladdin's Stuffit Deluxe ($80) . It includes things like: a
choice between using faster or more efficient compression; the ability to split
compressed fi les into multiple disk fi les (for when even the compressed verStufflt Deluxe sion won't fit on a d isk); a wider range of fi le types for both com pression and
decompression operations; and the ability to create self-extracting archives. (A
self-extracting archive, identifiable by the .sea sufftx, is a compressed fi le that
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doesn' t need a utility to decompress it: double-click on the file, and it extracts
the original file automatically.)
With Stuffit Deluxe (version 4.5 is current as of this
writing), you get a Finder menu with commands that
can be carried out on selected desktop items, and a popPre:feren tesSpac eSaver Compress
up contextual menu with the same commands. Best of
~ve r_!!'fo_._
Moll
all is the feature that has made everyone to whom I've
St uff and Moll
Preferences.-.
shown it run out and buy the program: in the Finder,
The Stufflt Deluxe
Ab out Ma gic Menu..Finder menu.
alter a file's name by adding .sit to it (the suffix used to
denote a stuffed file), and it's automatically compressed
as soon as you hit !Enter) to enter the name change. Delete the sit suffix from a
stuffed file, and it's automatically decompressed. The same thing works for
aladdinsys.com self-extracting archives (the .sea suffiX). No muss, no fuss, no bother.
Expand
au
stuff
as
Mote Self-Extr acting

If you have Stuffit Deluxe, you can set it to be your browser's "helper"
instead of Expander.

Acrobatics. Adobe Acrobat started out as a utility for electronic publishing:
something that could take a mixed text-and-graphics document and preserve its
contents and layout, and display it on any computer platform. PDF (portable
document format) files are everywhere you look: you'll find them as read-me's
on disks and as downloadable files on commercial services and the Web.
The freeware Acrobat reader is included in your system software- it's also
downloadable from almost anywhere on the Web, including, of course,
adobe.com Adobe's site. With it, you can open and read any PDF, and even search
th rough its contents. To create a PDF file, you need the Acrobat application.
Which brings us to Acrobat (the reader) as a helper application. When the
reader is defined as a helper application in your browser (w hich it usually is
by default}, linking to a PDF file on a web page will launch the reader and
display the PDF in the browser window.
I seem to be the only person who hates this. (I u sed to feel I was the only person who didn't like J ohn Wayne, or watch Dallas. ) But it's just not all it's
cracked up to be. First of all, most PDF files were designed for printed materials, not for the Web. The fo nts are wrong, the pictures aren't great, and the
layout stinks when you put it in a browser window. T he pages are relatively
large, and therefore slow to load and to move around in. The Reader loads
inside the browser wi ndow, and its controls leave even less room for the
actual document, which you can read only by scrolling back and forth horizontally. As a final insult, when you quit your browser, the Reader is left open
in the background (and you never even realized it existed separately from the
browser), taking up, oh, maybe eight megs of memory. There, I feel better for
getting that off my chest!
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Searching on the Web
Search engines versus directories. There are two main ways to find
something on the Web: through a directory or w ith a search e11gi11e. The line
between these two gets a little muddy sometimes, since many sites offer both
capabilities, but their functioning is actually quite different.

A directory provides lists of categories. You click on the category and see subcategories. C lick on one of chose, and get further subcategories, dri lling your
way down co the info rmation you need, unci] you get to a point where there's
actually a list of related sites instead ofjust categories. A search engine lets you
type in a few words and finds sites that include those words as basic topics.
Most search sites are a combination of directory and search engine, so you can
use the best approach: drill down co a certain level of category to narrow your
search, and chen type in what your keywords for the search.
H ere are some directory/search sites to try (many are interlinked so you can
move from one to another-sometimes you won' t even have to reenter your
search criteria):
yahoo.com
excite.com
lycos.com

altavista.com
infoseek.com

~

-

..

~..,.~~~"W~~

The original
famous Web
directory, Yahoo!
You can click on a
category to drill
down, or use the
Search option a t
any time.

Set the default
search site in
Explorer's
Preferences dialog.
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The Search button. The Search button at the top of N avigator cakes you to
a site that lists several search engines; if you want to go directly to a specific
site, you should set up a bookmark for it. In Explorer, the Search button is
set to take you to (what else?) a
Microsoft site. But you can set it to
ur ~.un:h P11J0 '' cpefle(l ~hen you clt ck ttl$ Search button on
he tootb•r.
take you to the search site of your
Mdrus: "'
l t~t""
t o"'
·l/::-:"""-::-:-:c'':::::""'-:-:':-:'m 1------,
choice, through the Home/Search
I u.. ,.,, I
( USI De(ault I
category in the Preferences dialog.

. . . . ..
L
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Advanced search screens. Search engines provide advanced searching
capabilities in two ways: through a special syntax for the keywords you enter
(see the next entry), and through a separate page that lets you narrow the
scope of the search. Look for a button or link on the main page that lets you
access the advanced search options.
The picture here shows the Lycos search engine's advanced search screen (the
inset is the pop-up menu at the top of the screen). Yo u can see how, by using
the various criteria available, you'd be able to increase the chances that the
pages found in the search ·will be the ones most likely to help you.
II
Nrt•ft"ewonl1 (OIQUt ry)
HIIC.ur•IIA"'tt -of' Qoery
~ ~ ·,...,•ctre •..u- "n' ~
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Advanced
searching in Lycos.

Search syntax . W hen you enter keywords for a search in a search engine, be
careful if you're using more than one word for the search. Most engines
default to somethi ng known as an O R search, which means that any site with
either keyword (one O R the other) w ill be listed. So if you enter George
Viilshington, you'll get "hits" that contain the name George (anybody) or the
word Washington (for a person's name, the capital, or the state) .
You can be much more explicit with your search keywords without going to
an advanced search screen, by using the search syntax that the search engine
uses. The syntax "operators" (sym bols li ke + and - and quote marks) let you
set up things as simple as "both these words have to be on the page" to the
more complex "both these words should be on the page, in this order, with in
25 words of each other, but don't show me any pages that also include the
third keyword I've typed in."
Unfortunately, the syntax varies from one engine to another. In Yahoo, for
instance, you use a plus sign to indicate that each word should be included in
the found pages (+ S imon + Gaifunke/) and a minus sign to exclude pages that
contain that word (pythor1- monty). In Lycos, that second search would be
phrased python NOT mo11ty.
Search syntax is a very powerful tool, so you should learn the basics of the
engine you use the most. You'll be able to find the "rules," and down load
them, from the search engine's site.
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The Find command. The Find command in your browser's Edit menu is
different from the Search button: it's for finding specific text on the current
page. Explorer is a little more specific about this function, using Find in Page as
the name of the command.

Surfing Tips
These tips work in
both Netscape
Navigator and
Microsoft Explorer.
They were tested
with version 4 of
each program.

In General
Set your fonts. Basic HTML design calls for text to be simply labeled as
"paragraph," "largest headline," "small headline," and so on. How those labels
are interpreted depend on your browser, which lets you define the font, size, and
color of text for basic text styles. So, instead of cringing at 24-point tex't or
squinting at 10-point text, reset your browser's font defaults for basic web
pages. You can choose one font for "fixed-width" text (monofont) and one for
"variable-width" tex't (proportional font). Avoid Helvetica and Times as the proportional fonts, since they're hard to read on the screen; go with a legible screen
font like Geneva as the default proportional font. For the monofont, Courier
usually works better than Monaco because it's more legible at smaller sizes.

In Explorer, use the Language/Fonts category in Preferences to choose the
fonts. You can't set the default size, but the handy Larger and Smaller buttons
at the top of the window automatically change the size of all the fonts on the
current page. Navigator's Fonts category in its Preferences lets you set both the
font and the size for the t\vo defaults. It also provides an option to override
fonts that are explicitly defined in a web page (the topic of the next entry).
Get your fonts. As HTML standards have evolved to allow more control
over the look of the page, designers have been able to designate specific fonts
for a page rather than just letting your browser apply the styles based o n the
basic paragraph definition.

If you have the fonts that designers use, your pages will be more legible. And
you do have the fonts--or you can get them. As detailed in the Fonts chapter,
TrueType fonts are not only Mac standards, but Web standards. The mostused ones are supplied with Internet Explorer (which comes with your system
sofware) and are also downloadable from Microsoft's web site. Of the dozen
or so fonts supplied, the ones used the most are Aria), Comic Sans, and
Trebuchet, so make sure that these, at least, are installed on your Mac.
Real estate. Both Navigator and Explorer offer toolbars at the top of the
window that can be pretty handy, but also take up a lot of screen space. The
toolbars can be turned off, but also manipulated in other ways to take up less
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space-check the Navigator and Explorer sections later in the chapter, since
the methods differ from one program to another.

Through a background, darkly. Some backgrounds are terrible for texttoo dark, or too patterned, for you to sec the text comfortably, or at all. Just drag
across the text to highlight it and you'll
be able to read it: the highlight color
obliterates the background. For large
bodies of text, use the Select All command in the Edit menu Qo~IAO .

Before and after
highlighting to
make the text
more readable.

Form fitting. The buttons and text fields on a web page form don't act
entirely like Mac controls, although there are some similarities.

•

You have to click on the circular part of a radio button to select it, not
anywhere along its title, as you can on a Mac radio button.

•

Pressing !Return) sometimes triggers a single push button (like Go or
Search) on a page, but not reliably so.

•

You can almost always~ from one text box to another, and IShlfljTab)
backwards through them. You can also cut or copy text from one box and
paste it into another.

Avoiding the link on a copy. If you'd like to copy the text of a link but not
trigger the link itself, you can't just drag across the link to select it fo r copying- when you release the mouse button, you'll have activated the link.
But you can copy the link if you select a little text before or after it along with
the text of the link itsel£ If all you want is the link, press the mouse button
instead of clicking it; both browsers offer Copy Link to C lipboard commands
in a pop-up contextual menu.

Take an educated guess. If you' re
looking for a particular company's
web
site and you don't know the URL,
but whether men do.
'
'
B. F. Skinner
you don't always have to go through
a directory or a search process to find
it. It's often faster to take a few guesses at the address-it doesn't take long to
get the URL 110 1found report.

The real problem is not whether machines think,

'

'

Start with the name of the company: apple. com, microsoft. com, and so on. If
there's more than one word in the company's name, try the main word in the
title, or all the words together: robotics.com or usrobotics.com. Sometimes words
are separated by hyphens or underscores (outa_site.com or outa-site.com) but
never by spaces. Certai n words, like systems and tecfmology/tecfmologies are often
abbreviated, as in Aladdin Systems' aladdi11sys.com and N ewer Technologies'
newertech.com.
Mter a few logical but failed tries, you can always hit the search engines.
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Weird Java Script error dialog. I ran into this odd JavaScript error
recently. T he error report window (top figure) stretched across the fu ll width
of my 20" screen, had no close box, didn't accept a IReturn I or !Enter! to dismiss
it, and wouldn't go behind the main browse r window. It just sat there, having
taken over the screen, and wouldn't budge. Just before giving up and pressing
@:IDOptlon l§£) to quit the browser, I scrolled across another 15 inches of window, to find an O K button which, when clicked, dismissed the window. So,
don't give up!
JavaScnpt
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Top, the w indow that took over
the screen and refused to be
dism issed; bottom, the far right o f
the sam e window, after scrolling,
offered a button for escaping.

Getting On and Around
Set a home page-or not. Your browser lets you decide what home page it
should start with-where it goes when you first launch it. Explorer usually
defaults to a Microsoft page, and N etscape to one of its pages; when you install
Explorer with the system software, the default home page is one of Apple's.

Set your home page to the one you want- the one you use most often. If you
always start out with a fix of current events, set your home page to a news
page; if you always log on to search fo r something, set it to one of the search
engines; if you're a Mac j unkie, set it to one of the many Mac-centric pages
out there. Or, you can do what I do, and set no home page at all. I don't have
any place that I always go to first, so downloading some starting page is j ust a
waste of time for me. In addition, if you have a home page set but your connection isn't open (and doesn' t open automatically when you launch your
browser), you'll get a dialog on every launch that tells you the page can't be
found because your connection isn't open.
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Setting the home
page in Navigator.
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To set the H ome page in Navigator,
select Preferences from the Edit menu.
Click the N avigator category to see the
H ome page options; type in the URL
of the page you want in the H ome
Page Location box. (You can, if you're
at the page, just click the Use C urrent
Page button.) If you want no page at
all, click the Blank Page button.
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In Explorer, start with the Preferences command . C lick the Home/Search categmy, and fill in the URL of the page you want in the Address box. If you
don't want a home page, leave the Address box blank.
Bookmarks. U sing a bookmark is a quick way of getting back to site or page
that you like: you add it to a list of bookmarks, then simply select it from a
menu or other list. Microsoft insists on calling these favorites, but "bookmark"
is the accepted generic term (and it's used in this chapter except in the
Explorer-only section).

It's easy to add a bookmark when you' re on a page you like: Use Add to
Favorites (from Explorer's Favorites menu) or Add Bookmark (from
Netscape's Bookmark men u).
There's more about organizing your zillion bookmarks in each program, later
in their individual tips sections.
Skip the main page. You don't have to bookmark the main page of a site
you visit often. There are several sites that I use where I never hit the top page
at all, as a matter of fact; at shareware.com, for instance, I always use the
Power Search option, so I've bookmarked slwreware.com/code/engine/Power.
Adding a bookmark from a link. If you see a link that you'd like to add
to your list of bookmarks, you don't have to copy the URL and paste it someplace, or go to it and then use the Add Bookmark command. Hold down the
mouse button on the link in the current page, and use the Add Bookmark for
This Link (Navigator) or Add Link to Favorites (Explorer) command.
Spelling counts! While case, upper or lower, doesn' t matter th rough
most of the URL, it does matter in the path name. So, while shareware.com,
Shareware.com, and SlwreltVare.com will all get you to the same place, there
is a difference between shareware.corn/code and shareware.com/Code. (This is
the first thing to examine when you get a "404 Not Found " error in your
Web browser.)
Go forth! (and back, and forth). Once you've been surfing around, the
Forward and Back buttons at the top of the browser window seem the quickest way to move back and forth to places you've been, but they're neither the
only way to get back nor always the most efficient. Don't forget these options:

•

Use a bookmark to jump back to a spot.

•

Use the Go menu, which keeps track of where you've been.

•

Press (don't click) on the Back button for a list of places you've been.

•

Use the History list to see where you've been; use la:H:I H) in either browser to
open it. In Explorer, you can specify how many places should be stored in
the History window through the Advanced screen of the Preferences dialog.
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•

In Explorer, click the arrow next to the Location box at the top of the
window to get a pop-up menu of recent pages.

The Open Location dialog. Although a browser lets you type a URL at
the top of the window and then press !Enter! to go there, it's a pain to click
in the narrow text box; at least Navigator automatically selects the contents
of the box w hen you click there, but Explorer won't go that far. But it's often
reaching for the mouse at all that slows you down, so don't bother: press
(mffg to open the Open Location dialog, type the URL, and press !Return!.
Go-to shortcut. You don't have to type in the http://www. prefix or even the
.com suffix when entering a URL with the Open Location command or at the
top of the browser wi ndow. Typing just tl1elipster, for instance, will take you to

http://www. theti.psler.com.
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Central repository. Do you use more
than one program that accesses the internet? Are you tired of configuring each
one with the same information? The
Internet Config utility that comes with
your system software lets you enter all
the information in one spot; most
"polite" internet programs will check
there for the information before they
bother you to fill in their blanks.

Don't get disconnected (or do). If your PPP connection turns itself off
while you're staring at a particularly engrossing web page, or you were distracted by a short telephone call, you may have your idle time set too short for
the way you work. O n the other hand, if you tend to walk out of the room
during a down load and forget to walk back in within a reasonable time frame,
and your PPP connection is open an hour later, your idle time is set too high.
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Set the disconnect
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This auto shut-off or stay- on isn't a
browser program setting: it's in the PPP
control panel. C lick the Options button in
the control panel, and click the
Connection tab in the dialog. Check the
Disconnect box if it's not checked, and
put in a reasonable (for you) idle time.

Connect to ... What is that silly little Connect To thingy in your Apple
menu? It's a very tiny AppleScript application that puts up a single dialog that
defaults to showing one of Apple's web sites; clicking Connect launches your
browser and goes to the site named in the dialog.

Connections

Enter an lntemetoddrt:Jt: ti.Al.Jto connectto:
Jhttp://wwW.apple.com

Believe it or not, this can actually be useful. If
your browser is set to go to a certain home
page at launch, but you want to go someplace
else, you don't have to start the browser, stop
the home page from loading (or wait for it to
load!), and then go where you want. The
Connect To script overrides the home page setting and takes you directly to your destination.

Speed
Leap before you finish looking. You don't have to wait for an entire
page to load if you see a link on it that you want to m ove to : j ust click the
link and the current download stops and you go to the next place. (I love
those quick escapes) .
Haiti You can stop a page in the middle of a download by clicking the Stop
button at the top of the browser window. U sing @]tlJ also works, and !§ill
sometimes works, too (depending on the browser and the version you're
using) . When you want the page to load completely, use the Refresh button
(Explorer) or Reload button (Navigator).
Open a second window. You can use more than one wi ndow at a time in
your browser. If you have a list of"hits" from a search, you might want to
leave that window the way it is and open its links in another window so that
you don't have to reload the hits list to try another link. The contextual menu
you get when you press on a link includes an Open Link in N ew Window
(Explorer) or New Window With This Link (Navigator) command.

But Explorer provides a neat shortcut: click on a link while holding down

©:ID, and the link automatically opens in a new w indow.

Skip the Images
Turn them all off. The text of a web page comes through relatively quickly,
no matter what speed modem you' re using. And, since the HTML code
behind the page- the instructions for how things should be placed on the
page and w hat the text ~hould look like-is all text, the basic page and its layout can show up on your screen in a surprisingly short time. It's those
pictures that choke up the bandwidth.

So, when you're in a hurry, tum off the graphics. In Navigator, simply use the
Show Images command from the View menu; when it's unchecked, the
image downloads are stopped. In Explorer, you have to through Preferences,
checking or unchecking the Show Images button in the Web Content category. (This is very inconvenient if you work the way I do, turni ng the images
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on and off quite frequently depending on the sites being visited; I've created a
macro for it.)
When images are turned off, a browser marks the image's place with an icon
and a label. (An image icon w ith a question mark in it, though, indicates
that the server couldn't find the image referred to in the page-it has nothing to do with whether or not you have images turned on.) A well-designed
page (like the one shown here) has all its images labeled so you can still tell
what they are even if you can't see them; when they're not labeled in the
HTML, they'll be stamped "Image" on your screen-not exactly helpful.
Navigator uses large desktop-style icons to hold the places, while Explorer
uses much smaller icons that interfere less with the overall look of the layout of the page when images are turned off.
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Turn on an image. When you're faced with a page full of image icons and

want to see one of them, it's easy to load just that image: point to it, hold
down the mouse button, and select Load Missing Image (Explorer) or Load
This fmagc (Navigator).
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You can also load an image by just clicking on its icon: a single click in
Navigator does the trick, while Explorer requires a double-click.
If you load an image that's repeated elsewhere on the page (a button icon, for
instance), the single load will put the image in every spot that it belongs.
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Loading a single image
(upper left) that's repeated
on the page fills it in
wherever it's used (bottom).

When an image is a button. So many images serve as links that often a
click or double-click to load the image will trigger a link instead of load the
image. If you want to get the image and use the link, make sure you use the
pop-up menu Load command instead of the click option.
How can you tell ahead of time which images are links and which are just
images, since they all look the same? Explorer is much more helpful in this
situation. An image's label indicates w hether or not it's a link; the label fo r a
link image appears in the same format (usually in blue, w ith or without an
underline) that a text link uses. In add ition, moving the mouse pointer over a
link image changes the cursor to a hand, and shows the destination in the status tool bar at the bottom of the window. In Naviga tor, you'll just have to
check the pop-up menu to see which of its commands are active, since there's
no clue as to the status of a missing image.

The top-end system in mid-1986 was the Mac Plus w ith its incredible full megabyte of memory,
and an 800K floppy disk drive. The new 20-meg external hard drive, at $ 1500, was finally available. Buy the computer, the drive, and the new, improved lmageWriter II for a total of only $4700.
Only $4700? It was a bargain compared to upgrading to that setup. The o riginal Mac and
lmageWriter were $3000 together. Add $500 for a second, external floppy drive (each drive handled only 400K disks). Another thousand to upgrade the original 128K of m emory to a full
megabyte. Then came $300 to upgrade the intern al hard drive to 800K capa city, $600 for a new
logic board to match the Mac Plus's capabilities, and $130 for t he new keyboard (which came to
about $45 for each cursor key). No upgrad e path for the printer, so just buy the new one ($600,
with another $30 for the different cable) along with the hard drive. Just under $8000 in a short
18 months of computer ownership.
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Turn on t he im ages for a page. There are times when you'll go to a page
and won' t be able to figure out anything without the images turned on.
Instead of loading the images one at a time, you can turn them all on for the
entire page.

Navigator makes this a breeze: just click the Images button in the toolbar.
That loads everything for the current page without changing the setting that
prevents images from loading for the next page.
In Explorer, there's no way to load the images for a single page without
changing the main setting. Reset the preferences setting fo r Load Images to
turn it on, then click the Refresh button in the button bar to reload the page.
T hen, you' ll have to tum off the image-loading again. (As I mentioned a few
entries ago, I made a macro to tum this option on and off.)

Dow nloading
Setting a d ownload f older. O ne of the things you'll do a lot on the Web
is download fi les; each browser lets you set a folder to act as the default place
for downloads.
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N etscape has always liked to make
setting the download folder like a
treasure hunt; version 4 is different
from, but no less puzzling than, its
predecessors. U se the Edit menu's
Preferences command, and click the
Applications category under the
N avigator category. O n that screen,
click the Choose button and select
the download folder you want.

Explorer is a little more direct: use the Preferences command , select
Download Options in the Receiving Files category and use the C hange
Location button in the Download Folder section . Explorer also provides
options for multiple download folders, keyed to the helper application doing
the download; so, stuffed or binhexed files can go one place, sound files
another, and so on. You set these separate download folders through
Preferences; in the File H elpers category, select the type of file and click the
C hange button, which opens a dialog that lets you set the download file for
just that application and file type.
Background and multiple downloads. If you've hopped on the Web to
grab a little shareware utility, you don't have to watch the download progress
dialog and wait until it's finished before you go off to another page. Go to
whatever page you have next in mind and let the download complete in the

Connections

background. Things will slow down a little- for both the download and the
next page you're getting-but it's better to move more slowly than not at all !
And, if you need a few little utilities downloaded, you don 't have to wait
for one to finish before you start the next: pretend the first one's fi nished,
and download the second-and a third and a fourth if you want. They can
all download at the same time.
Multiple downloads won't save you any time, since your bandwidth doesn't
magically widen to accommodate them, but it means that you can set up the
down loads and move to the next place you want to be.

Grabbing graphics. You don't have to download a graphic that you see on a
web page; in fact, you can't "download" it in the usual fashion because it's not
designed to be downloaded. But you can easily put it on the C lipboard or save
it as a file on the disk. Just click on the image, holding down the mouse button, to get a contextual menu with C opy and Save comman ds. In N avigator,
you can also just drag an image from a page to the desktop, and the image will
become a separate disk file.
(M andatory comment: many web-page elements are copyrighted, so watch
what you do with anything you grab from a page.)

Netscape (left)
and Explorer
(right) both have
pop-up menus
that let you copy
or save images.

Auto-unstuff (or not). If you' re downloading a single file, it can be pretty
handy that your browser takes care of the background work involved in
unstuffing it-especially since it's often a two-step process, first converting it
from a binhexed file (the .hqx suffix) and then from its compressed form (the
.sit suffix).

But when you're setting up multiple downloads, the auto-unstuff option can
slow things down: not only are you having things written to the disk as they
come in as fi les, but you've got another application accessing the disk as it
reads the downloaded fi le and writes the converted one. It looks like everything's happening at the same time, but it's not: everybody's taking turns with
the disk access. So, for multiple downloads, it makes more sense to just let the
binhexed or stuffed files be stored on the disk so you can decode them later.
To stop the automatic unstuffing and decoding of files in N avigator, you have
to break their links to the helper application that does the work, which defaults
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to Stuffit Expander. In Preferences, click the Applications subcategory under
N avigato r. There are three fi le-type links you have to break: Macintoslt BinHex
A rchives (w ith .hqx suffixes) , Macintosh Stuj}It Archive (with .sit suffixes), and
the lesser-used ApplicationlX-MacBinary (with .bin suffixes). To break the links,
find the file types in the list and click the Edit button. In the next dialog, click
the Save to Disk button.

Breaking a helperapplica tion link in
Navigator's
Preferences dialog.

Explorer makes it a little easier to prevent autom atic processing of downloaded files. In Preferences, select Download Options, and uncheck the
A utomatically decode MacBinary files and Automatically decode BinHex files optio ns.
Auto-erase the original. In most cases, you'll find that files that you
download eventually become three files on yo ur disk: the original stuffed file,
the secondary unstuffed but still binhexed encoded file, and the final decoded
file. To automatically erase the stuffed and binhexed files, yo u have to work
with settings in Stuffit Expander, not in your browser.

First, you have to find Expander. It's usually stored by default in the Internet
folder that the system installation puts on your hard drive; inside that is an
Internet U tilities folder, then an Aladdin folder and, finally Expander. If you
can't find it, use the Find command in the Finder to look for it.
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Set the automatic
erase for stuffed
and encoded files
in Expan der's
preferences.
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Double-click on the Expander icon and
choose Preferences from the Edit m enu.
In the Preferences dialog, shown here,
check or uncheck the Delete after expanding options under Expand Archives and
Expand Encoded Files categories,
depending on whether or not you want
the originals erased or preserved.

If setting the preferences doesn't work, or only works sometimes, you probably have several copies of Expander on your hard drive. U se the Find
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command to find them and delete all but the most recent one. Don't forget to
tell your browser (and other software, like AOI.:s) the location of the single
copy of Expander that's left.

Navigator Tips
These tips were
testedforNetscape
Navigator4.

Manipulating the toolbars. Navigator's tool bars can be altered, moved,
or removed entirely to give you more screen space.

To remove either or both toolbars, use the Hide Navigation Toolbar and
Hide Location Toolbar commands from the View menu ; they change to
Show commands so you can get the toolbars back.
•

To change the amount of vertical space the Navigation Tool bar uses, use
the Appearance category of the Preferences command and choose
Pictures Only or Text Only instead of Pictures and Text.

•

To change the positions of the toolbars, grab one by its "handle" - the
dotted area at its left edge-'-and drag it up or down to swap its position
with the other one's.

•

To temporarily collapse either toolbar, click on its handle (you don't have
to click on the handle's arrow- anywhere on the handle will do).

The Navigation tao/bar with pictures
and text, just pictures, and just text.
The too/bars swapped from their default
positions (top), the Navigation too/bar collapsed
(middle), and both too/bars collapsed (bottom).

The Bookmark menu. Although adding a bookmark to the menu is as simple as using the Add Bookmark command when you're at a page, a long list of
locations is inefficient. You can control the organization of your Bookmark
menu through the Bookmark window,
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In the window, you can reorder the items
by dragging them around. T he folders act
as menu items, and their contents are the
submenus. You can put something in a
folder by dragging its icon into the folder
icon. To create new bookmarks, folders,
or separators, use the special commands
in the File menu that are available only
when the Bookmark window is open.
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Nested folders. If you put folders inside other folders, you'll get multilevel
submenus in your Bookmark menu. The picture here shows two different
approaches to listing the two groups in the Support and Information menu. At
the upper left is the sub-submenu approach, using folders within folders in the
Bookmark window. In the lower
~dBoolcmartt
•• I
right is the default setup, w here
I ..,,,.
• I
Alii It:
all
the items are in a single sub• £Ya ng tUn
BoobnarkS tor sharei!J8
MKCentral
menu
divided into two groups.
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Adding a bookmark in a specific spot. When you use the Add Bookmark
command for the current page, it's added to the bottom of the Bookmark menu.
Since N etscape didn't deign to give the Mac version the drop-into-the-menu
ability that it gave to the PC version, here's the workaround. When you want to
add a bookmark for the current page but want it somewhere other than the bottom of the menu, press ~I]) to open the Bookmark window, and then drag
the little bookmark icon in the Location bar (it's called the Page Proxy icon!)
into the window, dro pping it into the spot you want it to appear in the menu.

Info on a bookmark. To get the details about any bookmark (and to enter
comments of your own about it), select it in the bookmark window and press
@:IDTI to Get Info.
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A top -level
preference is
m ore than just a
container for other
preferences: it has
its ow n preferences
settings.
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hierarchical structure in the N avigato r
Preferences dialog can fool you because it
doesn't work the way you'd expect it to: clicking o n the top level in the hierarchy gives you
a separate screen of preferences settings.

Connections

'

'

So we went to Atari and said "Hey, we've got this
amazing thing, even built with some of your parts,
and what do you think about funding us? Or we'll
give it to you. We just want to do it." And they said
"No." So then we went to Hewlett-Packard and they
said "Hey, we don't need you. You haven't got
through college yet."
Steve Jobs, about his and Steve Wozniak's '
project-the first personal computer.

'

Save the URL. If you want to save the
URL of the current page someplace
other than in N avigator, you don't
have to Copy and Paste it: you can
drag the little bookmark icon in front
of the Location box at the top of the
window into any drag-and-drop
enabled application.

Mo' zilla. When you have a few free seconds, try typing about:moz illa in
Netscape's Go To field and pressing IReturnI.
[J ~slmJ)Ittext•color-men u .. lJf.sh. Into ~ 8

li

Where'd that come from 1 When you
download or save something from Navigator,
it stores the URL of origin in the Comments
section of the disk file. Do a Get Info from the
desktop, and you can see where you found
the file originally.

!lmpt•t.JCI·tollr•ll'lttlU•:S, 4.tll

I: [•II:'JIIIMIDt1~t.., 4cle. .,.11tM

Size: tS6K<111~ht ( 12.2 ,44'2 bl;W)

A file retrieved
through Navigator
keeps its URL
origin in the file's
comments.
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Tool time. Explorer has three
tool bars at the top of the window,
one at the bottom, and one along
the side. They can be turned on
and off individually, and most can
also be modified to some extent.
Use the Preferences command to
turn the various toolbars on or off;
you' ll find them in the Browser
Display category.

Manipulating the top tool bars. If you want the convenience of all three
tool bars at the top of the window without losing all that screen real estate,
combine them into two rows, or just one. You can drag a toolbar by the
striped gray handle at its right, m oving it up and down in the toolbar area at
the top of the window. You can plop it right in the same row as another toolbar, and then use the handle as a slider to change how much of the row is
given to each toolbar.
Quick add to the Favorites bar. The basic way to add a favorite item to
the Favorites toolbar is to work in the Favorites window, dragging the item
into the Favorites folder.
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But there's a quicker, better way w hen you want to add the current page to
the Favorites bar: hold down ~Shift) as you select Add To Favorites from the
Favorites menu.

Organizing favorites. You can o rganize your favorites by working in
the Favorites w indow, accessed through the Open Favorites command in the
Favorite m enu or by clicking the Favorites button in the toolbar. (It also
opens automatically under other circumstance, such as when you use the
N ew Folder o r N ew Favorites command.)
The Favorites window is much like a Finder window, and you'll be comfortable creating new folders (which are, of course, the submenus in the Favorites
menu), working with the folder hierarchy, and moving items in and out of
folders. You can also:

•

C hange the width of the N ame or Address column by dragging the
striped gray area at the right of th e N ame column.

•

Sort according to either column by clicking on the headers (although
you'll probably want to order things according to how often you use
them, not alphabetically).
Rename an item by clicking on its name and editing it.

•

View the full name in a short column by clicking on it; its name will spill
over to the Address column while it's selected.

•

Reorder the item s in the menu by dragging them around in the window's
list (this part is totally unlike working in a Finder window!).

•

Select multiple items in the list (to move or delete) by (Shifll-clicking
on them.

In fact, the Favorites window is so much like a Finder window that the same
keyboard shortcuts work for expanding and collapsing folders inside it:

•
•

•

I~El expands the selected fo lder.
~collapses

the selected folder.

(a:~eloption l~l

expands all the levels in the selected folder.

la:~eloption l +-1

collapses all the levels in the selected folder.

Keep it brief. Keep the names of your favorite places brief (you can rename
them in the Favorites w indow). W ith long names, it takes a lot of mousing to
get into a submenu.
Keep it unique. T he name you assign to a location is the one that's used by
the Location text box and dialog. As you start typing in either of these,
Explorer guesses w hich location you want based on what you've typed so far.
W ith names that all start the same (like the defaults Apple Computer; Apple
Customer Support, Apple Product Info rmation) you have to type quite a bit before
getting the right guess, so rename locations with differe nces early in the nam e.

Connections

Creating sub-submenus. You're not limited to a single level of submenus
in the Favorite menu. Put a folder inside another folder in the Favorites wi ndow, and you'll get a second-level submenu.
Deleting a favorite. The Favorites window has a nifty relationship with the
Finder: you can drag an item directly from the window-which belongs to
Explorer-directly to the Finder's trash (if you can see the Trash).

But there's an easier way to delete a favorite: select it in the Favorite window
and press IDelete I. You have to click on the icon in front of the favo rite's name,
not on its name or address; otherwise, the text will be deleted, but the item
w ill remain.
Drag in and out. You can drag an item out of the Favorites window into any
drag-enabled application. Perhaps more importantly, you can drag stuff into
the Favorites window: either selected text fi·om a document window, or even
documents directly from the Finder.

Double-clicking
on a file in
the Download
Manager tells you
where it came
from, and where it
went-and lets
you move it, too.

'

'

Where is that file? If you know you downloaded a file-because you
absolutely positively remember doing so or because you checked the
Download manager and it's listed there-but it's not on your disk where you
thought it was, the Download manager can tell you where it was stored: double-click on the item in the
i slmplete.wt.. catur--menu•J.•Utt 1
Download
manager and you'll get
rth MMI": f,im;.ltlext·<·~lcr·m.~~-3.4tll
II Reveal In Rndtr)
the
location
of the stored filed-as
h u tfu: rofdlr""W'cb.,...._lotOJ'"dv•l\.ne:'"lflt iiD"'
~
well as information like where you
down loaded itfrom. And, if you want
0 Lounch Helper Appllcallon a1'ter downlo•dlnll
to move the file, use the Change butS latn - - - ton in the dialog, and the fi le will be
~I
moved to the folder of your choice.

Years it took radio to gain 50 million dom estic
listeners: 40.
Years it took television to gain 50 million domestic
viewers: 13
Years it took the World Wide Web to get 50 million
domestic users: 4
Time Magazine, July 199 8 ' '

Download management. When
you delete something from the
Download Manager w indow, the fi le
itself isn't deleted from your hard
drive. The Download Manager is
merely a list of what you've done
(combined with, sometimes, what
you're going to do), even though it
looks a lot like a Finder window.
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The Tipster List
Top Tipsters
Above and beyond the call of tipstering
Doffie Hochreich
Jerry Szubin

Binky Melnik
Carol Aiton

Rich Wolfson

Special Tipsters
Special contributions by some very special people
Marilyn Rose
John Luttropp

Andy Baird
Tommy Riccota

Chapter Contributors
Chapter 2
JK
John Kadyk
RT
Rob Teeple
Chapter 3
BB
Brad Bunnin
AC
Andreu Cabre
JC
John Christopher
JK
John Kadyk
JM
Joe Matazzoni
AN Arthur Naiman
DR
David Ramsey
Chapter 4
JC
HN
RS
RW

John Christopher
Henry Norr
Randy Singer
Rich Wolfson

Chapter 7
NL
Nicholas Lavroff
CR
Charles Rubin
JS
Jerry Szubin
Chapter 10
EC
Elizabeth Castro
JK
John Kadyk
CR
Charles Rubin
Chapter 12
JB
Jamie Brown
DC
Dennis Cohen
DD Darcy DiNucci
ML Maria Langer
HN Henry Norr
RS
Randy Singer

Chapter 14
TA
Ted Alspach
DD Darcy DiNucci
JF
James Felici
EF
Erfert Fenton
AJ
Alastair Johnston
GS
Gene Steinberg
JS
Jerry Szubin
KT
Kathleen Tinkel
RT
Rob Teeple
The "Graphics Team"*
Chapter 15
ND Nancy E Dunn
KF
Karen Faria
JF
James Felici
JK
John Kadyk
RS
Randy Singer
BW Bob Weibel
RW Rich Wolfson
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Chapter Contributors (continued)
Chapter 16

Chapter 20

Chapter 25

RC
EC
EF
CS

RA
DB
RR
KT
JW

CB
BF
CG
CS
MT
RW

Rick Casreen
Elizabeth Castro
Erfert Fenton
Carolyn Said

Chapter 17
CB
EC
DC
EG
ML

Christian Boyce
Elizabeth Castro
Dennis Cohen
Eve Gordon
Maria Langer

Chapter 18
EC
DC
JL
SS

Elizabeth Castro
Don Crabb
Jay Lee
Steve Schwartz

Randy Anderson
David Blatner
Ray Robertson
Kathleen Tinkel
JB Whitwell
The "Graphics Team"*

Chapter 21

Chapter 26

JH

RC
SH
PH
JK
JR
CR
BW
RW

Joe Holmes

Chapter 22
AB
FB
MEC
SF

Andy Baird
Fletcher Beasley
Michael E Cohen
Steven Frank

John Kadyk

Chapter 19
Andy Baird
The "Graphics Team"*

Ron Colvin
Stephen Howard
Paul Hurley
John Kadyk
John Rizzo
Charles Rubin
Bob Weibel
Rich Wolfson

Chapter 23
JK

AB

Chris Breen
Bart Farkas
Connie Guglielmo
Carolyn Said
MaryToth
Rich Wolfson

Chapter 24
JK
TL
LL
HN
BW
RW

John Kadyk
Ted Landau
Lisa Lee
Henry Norr
Bob Weibel
Rich Wolfson

Chapter 27
SB
JH
HN
RS

Steve Bobker
Joe Holmes
Henry Norr
Randy Singer

Chapter 28
JH

Joe Holmes

*The "Graphics Team": Carol Aiton, John Luttropp, Tommy Ricotta, Marilyn Rose, Jerry Szubin

Web Site Tipsters
Thanks to everyone who dropped by

Nick Aker
Nat Aker
Diego Akerman
Douglas Anderson
Lyle Anderson
Shane Anderson
Duncan Baird
Adam Barisoff
Eric van Beest
Joshua Blake
llyse Blaza r

Jo nathan Blazar
Martijn Breeders
Natalie Buongiorno
Nicholas Burbules
Mark Burgess
Jesse Carneiro
Rames Creel
Mary Saige Decker
Carolyn K Dotzenrod
Tonya Engst
Glenn Feldstein

Karyn Feldstein
Neil Fiertel
Jared Finck
Dan Frakes
David Gavin
Michael Geraci
Marcelo A Ferreira Gomes
Mike Gould
Arthur Greenwald
David Grothe
George Gunderson

The Tipster List

Web Site Tipsters (continued)
Kent Hayden
Michael Hetelson
Ron Holmes
Tim Holmes
Philip Hurst
Craig Isaacs
JP Kang
Michael Korican
Mark Kriegsman
Mike van Lammeren
A rtemy Lebedev
Ted Lippincott
Amber Lunch
Mark D Matthews
Marilyn Matty
Paul McGrane
Derek K Miller
AI Monaro
Rich Morin
Glen A Mortensen

Chelsea Muehe
Lori Myers
Matt Neuburg
Tom O'Grady
Tony Ochoa
Alissa Ostrove
Max Ostrove
Ernst J Oud
Eric Prentice
James Procopio
Lydia Raspberry
Barry L. Ritholtz
Steve Rittner
Adam Rose
Daniel Rose
Isaac Rose
Larry Rosenstein
Aaron D Ruiz
Robert Sandier
Chris Sargent

Andrew Sasaki
Adam Scinto
Mark Showalter
Mike Simmons
Bill Soucy
Eric Staak
Richard Sucgang
Nick Triantafillou
Lorene Turner
Skip Via
Amanda Volker
Jennifer Volker
Keely Volker
Vincent Volker
Adrian Walls
Alan Warner
Christopher Weuve
Curt Wiederhoeft
Eric Wilson
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3COM

Adobe Systems

APS Technologies

5400 Bayfront Plaza
Santa Clara CA 95052
800•638•3266, 408•764•5000
fax: 408· 764·500 1
3com.com

345 Park Ave
San Jose CA 95110
800·833·6687, 408·536·6000
fax:408·537·6000
adobe.com

PO Box 4987
6131 Deramus
Kansas City MO 64120
800•235·8935, 816·483·1600
fax:816·483·3077
apstech.com

Aladdin Systems

A
Abbott Systems
62 Mountain Rd
Pleasantville NY 10570
800-552-9157, 914·747•417 1
fax: 914•747•9115
abbottsys.com

ACIUS
20883 Stevens Creek Blvd
Cupertino CA 95014
800·384·001 0, 408·252·4444
fax: 408·252·0831
acius.com

Adaptec
691 South Milpitas Blvd
Milpitas CA 95035
408·945·8600
fax: 408•262·2533
adaptec.com

Adesso
100 Corporate Pointe
Suite 230
Culver City CA 90230
310·216·7777
fax: 31 0·216·7898
adessoinc.com

165 Westridge Dr
Watsonville CA 95076
408•761•6200
fax: 408·761·6209
aladdinsys.com

Ars Nova
PO Box 637
Kirkland WA 98083
800·445·4866, 425·889·0927
fax: 425·889·8699
a rs-nova.com

Alps Electric
3553 North First St
San Jose CA 95134
800·825·2577, 408·432·6000
fax: 408•432•6035
alpsusa.com

Artbeats
PO Box 1287
Myrtle Creek OR 97457
800•444•9392, 541 •863•4429
fax: 541·863•4547
artbeats.com

AI soft
PO Box927
Spring TX 77383
800•257·6381, 281·353·4090
fax: 281 ·353·9868
alsoftinc.com

Asante
821 Fox l ane
San Jose CA 9513 1
800•662·9686, 408·435•8388
asante.com

America Online

Astound Incorporated

8619Westwood Center Dr
Vienna VA 22182
800•827•6364, 703·448•8700
fax: 703·448-0760
aol.com

7 10 Lakeway Dr
Su ite 230
Sunnyvale CA 94086
408·720·0337
fax:408·720·1011
astound.com

Apple Computer
1 Infinite l oop
Cupertino CA 95014
800•776·2333, 408·996·1 010
fax: 408·974·6726
apple.com

ATTO
40 Hazelwood Dr
Amherst NY 14228
716·691 ·1999
fax: 716·691 ·9353
attotech.com
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Autodesk

Bungle Software Products

CompuServe

111 Mcinnis Pkwy
San Rafael CA 94903
800·964·6432, 415•507•5000
autodesk.com

350 West Ontario
7th Floor
Chicago IL 6061 0
800•295•0060, 312•563•6200
fax: 312·563·0545
bungie.com

PO Box 20212
Columbus OH 43220
800•848•8199, 614•457•8600
fax: 614·457•0348
compuserve.com

B
Bare Bones Software
PO Box 1048
Bedford, MA 01730
781 ·687•0700
barebones.com

Beale St Group
PO Box 820001
Memphis TN 3B1B2
901•751 •9333
fax: 901•274·0853
beale.com

Berkeley Systems
2095 Rose St
Berkeley CA 94709
B00·877·5535, 51 0•540•5535
fax: 510·540·5 115
berksys.com

Binary Software
21 18 Wilshire Blvd 900
Santa Monica CA 90403
BOO•B24•6279, 31 0·449-1481
fax: 800·5S5·72 17
binarysoft.com

Birmy Graphics
250 East Dr
Suite H
Melbourne FL 32904
407•76B·6766
fax: 407· 768·9669
birmy.com

Boxtop Software
10960 Wi lshi re Blvd
Su ite 1550
Los Angeles CA 90024
310•235•3900
fax: 31 0·235·3999
boxtop.com

Connectix

c
C.A.R./Nueconcepts
4661 Maryland Ave
Suite 200
St Louis MO 63108
800•288•7585, 314•454·3535
fax: 314·454•0105
clipables.com

c.....
100 Cooper Ct
Los Gatos CA 95030
800·535•7226, 408•395•7000
fax: 408•354·2743
caere.com

Casady & Greene
22734 Portola Dr
Salinas CA 93908
BOO• 359·4920, 408•484•9228
fax: 408·484·9218
casadyg.com

CE Software
1801 Industrial Circle
West Des Moines lA 50265
800·523· 7638, 515·221•1801
fax: 515•221·1 B06
cesoft.com

CH Products
970 Park Center Dr
Vista CA 92083
619·S98·2518
chproducts.com

Cliffs Studyware
PO Box B0728
Lincoln NE 68501
402·421·8324
fax: 402·477·989B
cliffs.com

Broderbund Software
500 Redwood Blvd
Novato CA 94947
B00·474·BB40, 415·3B2•4400
fax: 4 15·3B2·4419
broderbu nd.com

Coda Music Technology
6210 Bury Dr
Eden Prairie MN 55346
800•843·2066, 612•937·9611
fax: 612•937•9760
codamusic.com

2655 Campus Dr
San Mateo CA 94403
800•950·5880, 650•57l •S 100
fax: 650·571·0850
connectix.com

Corel
1600 Carling Ave
Ottawa ON
Canada Kl Z 8R7
BOO•772•6735,
fax: 613•761-1 295
corel.com

CoStar
599 West Putnam Ave
Greenwich CT 06830
800•426•7B27, 203•661 •9700
fax: 203·661 · 1540
costar.com

Creative Solutions
7509 Connelley Dr
SuiteD
Hanover MD 21076
800•367•B465,410·766·4080
fax: 41 0•766•40B7
creat ive-solutions-inc.com

Cyberian Outpost
3300 State Route 73 South
Wilmington OH 45177
800·856·9800, 860•92 7. 2050
fax: 860•927•8375
outpost.com

D
Dantz Development
40rindaWay
Building C
Orinda CA 94563
800·225·4BBO, 925·253·3000
fax: 925· 253·9099
dantz.com

Vendor Contact List

Data desk Inter national

OK Multimedia

Extensis

9524 SW Tualatin-Sherwood Rd
Tualatin OR 97062
800•994·6788, 503·692·9600
fax: 503•691-1 101
datadesk.com

95 Madison Ave
New York NY 10016
212·213·4800
fax: 212· 213·5240
dkonline.com

55 SW Yamhill St
4th Floor
Portland OR 97204
800·796·9798, 503·274·2020
fax: 503·274·0530
extensis.com

Data Viz

DriveS avers

55 Corporate Dr
Trumbull CT 06611
800•733•0030, 203•268•0030
fa x: 203·268·4345
dataviz.com

400 Bel Marin Keys Blvd
Novato CA 94949
800·440·1904, 415·382·2000
fax: 415·883·0780
d rivesavers.com

Davidson & Associates

Dubi-CIIck Software

19840 Pioneer Ave
Torrance CA 90503
800•545•7677, 31 0-793·0600
fax: 310·793·0601
davd.com

20310 Empire Ave
Suite A102
Bend OR 97701
541·317·0355
fax: 541·317·0430
dublclick.com

DayStar Digital
5556 Atlanta Hwy
Flowery Branch GA 30542
770·614·0070
fax: 770·614·0500
daystar.com

Deneba Software
7400 SW 87th Ave
Miami FL 33173
305•596•5644
fax: 305·273·9069
deneba.com

Diamond Multimedia
2880 Junction Ave
San Jose CA 95134
800•468•5846, 451·967•2450
fax: 541 ·967·2401
diamondmm.com

DiamondSoft
35 1 Jean St
Mill Valley CA 94941
415•381•3303
fax: 415•381•3503
diamondsoft.com

Farallon Computing
2470 Mariner Square Loop
Alameda CA 94501
800·485•5741' 510·814•5100
fax: 51 0•814·5020
farallon.com

FileMaker, Inc

E

5201 Patrick Henry Dr
Santa Clara CA 95052
800•325·2747, 408•727•8227
fax: 408·987·3932
filemaker.com

Eccentric Software/Nisus

FontHaus

PO Box 2777
Seattle WA 98111
800·890· 3030, 619•481•1477
fax: 619·481·6154
nisus.com

1375 Kings Hwy
East Fairfield CT 06430
800•942·911 0, 203· 367•1993
fax: 203·367· 1860
fonthaus.com

Ed mark

FWB Software

PO Box 97021
Redmond WA 98073
800·691·2986, 425·556·8400
fax: 425·556·B940
edmark.com

2750 El Camino Real
Redwood City CA 94061
650·482·4800
fax: 650·482·4858
fwb.com

Dayna Communications
Sorenson Research Park
849 West Levoy Dr
Salt Lake City UT 84123
801 ·269·7200
fax: 801·269•7363
dayna.com

F

Eidos Interactive
651 Brannan St
Suite 400
San Francisco CA 94107
415•547·1200
eidosinteractive.com

Equilibrium Technologies
3 Harbor Dr
Suite 111
Sausalito CA 94965
800•524·8651' 415•332•434 3
fax: 415•332•4433
equil.com

G
Global Village
1144 East Arques Ave
Sunnyvale CA 94086
800· 736·4821' 408·523· 1000
fax: 408·523·2407
g lobalvillage.com

Golive
525 Middlefield Rd
Menlo Park CA 94025
800•554•6638, 602•774•0991
fax: 650·463·1598
golive.com
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Graphic Simulations

IMSI

Kensington Microware

15400 Knoll Trail Dr
Suite 214
Richardson TX 75248
214•699-7400
fax: 214•699•0972
graphsim.com

1895 Francisco Blvd East
San Rafael CA 94901
800•833•8082, 41 5·257·3000
fax: 415•257•3565
imsisoft.com

2855 Campus Dr
San Mateo CA 94403
BOO· 280·83 1 8
fa x: 650·572·9675
kensington.com

lncWeiiDMG

Keyspan

PO Box 6761
Chandler AZ 85246
530·647·81 57
fax: 530·647•8157
incwell.com

3095 Richmond Parkway #207
Richmond VA 94806
510·222•0131
fax: 51 0•222·0323
keyspan.com

lnfowave (GOT Softworks)

Knowledge Adventure

4664 Lougheed Hwy
Suite 188
Burnaby BC
Canada VSC 6B7
800·663•6222, 604·473·3600
fax: 604•473•3699
infowave.com

1311 Grand Central Ave
Glendale CA 91201
800·542·4240
fax: 818·246·8412
j umpstart.com

Grolier Electronic Publishing
90 Sherman Turnpike
Danbury CT 06816
800·285·4534, 203·797•3500
fa x: 203•797·3835
g rolier.com

GT Interactive/Humongous
3855 Monte Villa Pkwy
Bothell WA 98021
800·499·8386, 425·486·9258
humongous.com

Gyration
12930 Saratoga Ave
Building C
Saratoga CA 95070
800·316•5432, 408·255·3016
fax: 408·255·9075
gyropoint.com

H
Harper Collins Interactive
10 East 53d St
New York NY 10022
212· 207·7000
ha rpercollins.com

Hayes
PO Box 105203
Atlanta GA 30348
404•840•9200
fax: 404·441·1238
hayes.com

Humongous Entertainment
3855 Monte Villa Pkwy
Bothell WA 98021
800·499·8386, 425·486•9258
humongous.com

I

Insider Software
6540 Lusk Blvd
Suite 161
San Diego CA 92121
800·700·6340
theinside.com

Insignia Solutions
41300 Christy St
Fremont CA 94538
800·848·7677, 51 0•360•3700
fa x: 510•360•3701
insignia.com

L
LaCie
22985 NW Evergreen Pkwy
Hillsboro OR 971 24
800·999·1455, 503·844•4500
fax: 503·844·4501
lacie.com

Land ware
PO Box 25
Oradell NJ 07649
20 1·261 •7944
landware.com

InterPlay Productions
161815 Von Carmen Ave
Irvine CA 92606
800•468·3775, 949•553·6655
fax: 949·252·2820
interplay.com

Leader Technologies
4590 MacArthur Blvd
Su ite 500
Newport Beach Ca 92660
7 14•7S7•1787
leadertech.com

Iomega
1821 West lomaga Way
Roy UT84067
800·697·8833, 801.778·1 000
fax: 801·778·3748
iomega.com

K

Impossible Software

Kaplan Interactive/
Simon and Schuster

PO Sox 52710
Irvine CA 92619
800·470·4801, 714·470·4800
impossible.com

888 7th Ave
New York NY 10106
800•527•4836, 212·492·5800
kaplan.com

Learning Tech/
Voyager products
361 Broadway
Suite 600
New York NY 10013
212•334·2225
fax: 212•334•1211
learntech.com

Logltech
6505 Kaiser Dr
Fremont CA 94555
800·231·7717, 51 0•795•8500
fax: 510'792•8901
logitech.com
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LucasArts Entertainment

MacWEEK

PO Box 10307
San Rafael CA 94912
888·532·4263, 4 15·472·3400
fax: 415·721•3394
lucasarts.com

301 Howard St
15th Floor
San Francisco CA 941OS
609·786·8230
macweek.com

MicroMat Computer
Systems
8868 Lakewood Dr
Windsor CA 95492
800·829·6227, 707·837·8012
fax: 707·837·0444
micromat.com

Macworld

M
MacAddict
PO Box 5825 1
Boulde r CO 80328
888•771 ·6222, 415•468·2500
m acaddict.com

MacConnection
528 Route 13
Milford NH 03456
800•800·0009, 603· 335·0009
fax: 603·446·7791
macconnection.com

MacHome Journal
612 Howard St
Sixth Floor
San Francisco CA 94105
415·957·19 11
fax: 800•800·6542
machome.com

MacMall
2645 Maricopa St
Torrance CA 90503
800·222·2808,
fax: 31 0·225·4000
macmall.com

MacPiay
17922 Fitch Ave
Irvine CA 92714
714•553·3521
macplay.com

Macro media
600 Townsend St
San Francisco CA 94103
800·470·7211, 415·252•2000
fax: 415·6 26·0554
macromedia.com

MacWarehouse
PO Box 30 13
1720 Oak St
Lakewood NJ OB701
B00·255·6227, 908·370·4779
fax: 908•905·9279
macwarehouse.com

501 Second St
San Francisco CA 94107
800•288·6848, 303·604·1465
fa x: 415•604•7644
macworld.com

Microsoft Corporation
One M icrosoft Way
Redmond WA 98052
800•426•9400, 425•882•8080
microsoft.com

Mainstay

MicroS peed

591-A Constitution Ave
Camarillo CA 93012
805·484•9400
fax: 805·484•9428
mstay.com

2495 Industrial Parkway West
Hayward CA 94545
800•438· 7733, 51 0•259•1270
fax: 51 0·259· 1291
microspeed.com

Mark of the Unicorn

Mindgate

1280 Massachusetts Ave
Cambridge MA 02138
617·576·2760
fax: 617·576· 3609
motu.com

164 Oliver Smith Road
Flintville TN 37335
800·648·6840, 931·937·6800
fax: 931•937·6801
mindgate.com

Maxis

Mindscape

2121 North California Blvd
Suite 600
Walnut Creek CA 94596
800•245•4525, 51 0•933•5630
fa x: 510·927· 3736
m axis.com

88 Roland Way
Novato CA 94945
41 5•895•2000
fax: 4 15•897· 8286
mindscape.com

Momentum
6160 Summit Dr North
Minneapolis MN 55430
800·685·6322, 612·569·1 500
fax: 612·569·1551
mecc.com

7 Waterfront Plaza
500 Ala Moana Blvd
Suite 400
Honolulu HI 96813
808·543·6426
fax: 808•522•9490

MegaWolf

Monotype Typography

1771 Grasso Blvd
New Haven CT 06511
203·562·1243
megawolf.com

150 South Wacker Dr
Suite 2630
Chicago IL 60606
800·666·6897, 312·855·1440
fax: 312•855•9475
monotype.com

MECC

MetaCreations
6303 Carpinteria Ave
Carpinteria CA 9 3013
805•566·6200
fax: 805·566·6385
metacreations.com

Multi- Ad Services
1720 W Detweiller Dr
Peoria IL 61615
309·692·1 530
multi-ad.com
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Multieducator
244 North Ave
New Rochelle NY 10801
800•866·6434, 914·235•4340
fax: 914·235•4367
multied ucator.com

N
Netscape Communications
501 East Middlefield Rd
Mountain View CA 94043
800·638·7423, 415·528·2600
fax: 415·528·4120
n etscap e.com

Newer Technology
4848 Irving St
Wichita KS 67209
800•678•3726, 316•943•0222
fax: 316·943·45 15
newertech .com

Nisus Software
PO Box 1300
Solana Beach CA 92075
619•481-1477
fax:619·481·6154
nisus.com

Nova Development
23801 Calabasas Rd
Su ite 2005
Calabasas CA 91302
818•591·9600
fax: 818•591 ·8885
novadevcorp. com

0

p
Parsoft Publishing
71 0 East Park Blvd
Plano TX 75074
972•379•4462
fax: 972•379•4463
parsoft.com

Port
66 Fort Point St
Norwalk CT 06855
800·350·7678, 203·852•11 02
fa x: 203·866•0221
port.com

PowerLogix
8760A Research Blvd #240
Austin TX 78758
888·769·9020, 512·795·2978
fa x: 512•795•2981
powerlogix.com

Practical Peripherals/Hayes
PO Box 921789
Norcross GA 30092
800·225·4774, 770·840•9966
fax: 800•225•4774
practinet.com

Pre-Owned Electronics
125 Middlesex Tpke
Bedford MA 01730
800·274·5343
preown ed.com

Pro Vue Development
18411 Gothard St
Unit A
Huntington Beach CA 92648
800·966·7878, 714·841·7779
fa x: 714•84 1•1479
provue.com

Opcode Systems
3950 Fabian Way
Suite 100
Palo Alto CA 9430 3
800·557•2633, 650·856·3333
fax: 650·856·3332
opcode.com

Orange Micro
1400 North Lakeview Ave
Anah eim CA 92807
714·779·2772
fax: 714·779·9332
o rangemicro.com

Q
Qualcomm
6455 Lusk Blvd
San Diego CA 92121
800·238•3672, 619·587·1121
fax: 619·658·2100
qualcomm.com

Quark
1800 Grant St
Denver CO 80203
800·676·4575, 303•894•8888
fax: 303•894•3649
quark.com

s
Shreve Systems
1200 Marshall St
Shreveport LA 71101
800·227·3971, 318•424•9791
fax: 318•424•9771
shrevesystem s.com

Simon and Schuster
(Kaplan)
888 7th Ave
New York NY 101 06
800•527·4836, 212•492•5800
simonandschuster.com

Small Dog Electronics
RR# 1 Box 171-1
Prickly Mountain Road
Warren VT 05674
802·496•71 71
fax: 802•496·6257
smalldoggy.com

Soft Key International
One Athenaeum St
Cambridge MA 02142
800·227·5609, 6 17·494· 1200
fax: 6 17·494· 1219
softkey.com

StarPiay Productions
PO Box 217
Greeley CO 80632
800•203·2503, 303·44 7·9562
fax: 303·447·2739
starplay.com

STF Technologies
629B Mock Plaza
Blue Springs MO 64015
800·771·6208, 816•220·1772
fax: 816·220·1 778
stfin c.com

Strata
2 West Saint George Blvd
Suite 2100
Saint George UT 84770
800·678·7282, 801·628·5218
fax: 801•628•9756
strata.com
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Strider

The Chip Merchant

1605 7th St
Menominee Ml 49858
906·863·7798
stridersoftware.com

4870 View ridge Ave
San Diego CA 92123
800·426•6375, 619•26B·4774
fax:619•268·0874
thechipmerchant.com

Supra/Diamond
Multimedia

The Learning Company

2880 Junction Ave
San Jose CA 95134
800·468•5846,
diamondmm.com

1 Athenaeum St
Cambridge MA 02142
800•852•2255, 617·494·5700
learningco.com

v
Visioneer
34800 Campus Dr
Fremont CA 94555
800•787•7007, 51 0·608•6300
fax: 716·871•213B
visioneer.com

VST Technologies
125 Nagog Park
Acton MA 01 720
978·635•8200
fax: 978•263•9876
vsttech.com

Symantec

ThrustMaster

10201 Torre Ave
Cupertino CA 95014
800·441·7234, 408·253·9600
fax: 408·253•3968
symantec.com

7175 NW Evergreen Pkwy #400
Hillsb oro OR 97124
503•615·3200
fax: 503•615•3300
thrustmaster.com

SyQuest Technology

Total Impact

47071 Bayside Pkwy
Fremont CA 94538
800·245•2278, 51 0·226·4000
fax: 51 0·226·4 100
syquest.com

295Willis Ave
Suite E
Camarillo CA 93010
805•987·8704
fa x: 805·484·9469
totalimpact.com

131 1 SE Cardin al Court
Va ncouver WA 98683
800·922·9348, 360·896·9833
fax: 360•896·9724
wacom.com

Totally Hip

WestCode Software

T
TeleAdapt Inc
2151 OToole Ave
Suite H
San Jose CA 95131
408·965·1400
fax: 408·965 1414
teleadapt.com

201-1040 Hamilton St
Vancouver Canada
604·685·6525
fax: 604·685•4057
totallyhip.com

u

TeleType

U.S. Robotlcs/3 Com

31 1 Harvard St
Brookline MA 02 146
6 17• 734•9700
fax: 61 7·734·3974
teletype.com

5400 Bayfront Plaza
Santa Clara CA 95052
847•262·5000
3com.com

w
Wacom Technology

15050 Avenue of Science
Suite 11 2
San Diego CA 92128
800·448·4250
westcodesoft.com
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A
AAU l (Apple Attachment U nit
lnterf.1ce) ports, 914
Abo ut box, 496, 504-507
About command, 203-204
About the Finder, 203-204
About This Computer, 203, 384
Absolute refere ncing in spreadsheets,
665
Acce nt characters
in Key C aps, 636
typing, 633-634
Acro bat (Adobe), 488, 967
Actio n games, 900
Acrive application, 464
Active nmr Lx display, 809
Active termination, 144-'145
Active window, 12
Activity Mo r1itor, 922
A.D.A.M. The Inside Story, 886
ADB (Apple Desktop Bus)
cable, 78
chains, 77
keyboard connections, 79
pon, 34
Add-ins, 38
Address paths (in U !U.s), 957
Adnhc Acrnhat, 41!!!, 967
Adobe Down loader utilil)', 62 1
Adobe Image Library, 725
Adobe Type Manager. Set ATM
AFM (Adobe Font Metrics) fi le, 525
After Dark, 93
AIFF (Audio Interchange File Format),
797
Alert icons, 174
Alert sound and volume, changing,
193-194
Alerts, 18, 173-174
Alias icons, 213, 426

Aliases, 267-273
of aliases, 272
C D, 136
desktop, 270
fi nding orphaned, 273
folder, 269
getting to original of, 269
in GoTo folder, 257
jump-to-folder alias trick, 270-27 1
Launcher d uplicate, 462
locking, 272
losing link to o riginal, 273, 866
making, 268
off-line com pression, 272
in Open/Save dialogs, 270
rebui lding effect on, 852
recovering lost connections, 427
renam ing, 268-269
re-wired, 273
trash, 270
using. 269-272
Aliasing e-mail addresses, 958
Allocation, memory, 103-1 06,502
Allocation blocks, I 03- 106
Alpha utility, 762
Alpha version of software, 439
Alread y-opened boxes, buying in, 60
Air label for web page graphics, 777
Amazon Trail, 89&-897
American H eritage Talking Dictionar,•,
885-886
American His tory, 897
AM ICO (Apple Menu Items C ustom
Order), 36 1
Ancho r poi n t~ (Dczicr curves), 720
Anchor tag (H T ML), 76&-767
Anchors. web page. 778
Animaniacs Game Pack, 892
Animated cursors, 162
Animation, 799-800
Animation Ex'j>losion. 763

Animations (G IF), 779-780
Annive rsary Mac, 51
Anti-aliasing, OS 8.5, 417
AOL (America O nline), 941,
949-950, 952-954
API (Application Programming
Interface), 9 10
Appearance control panel, 167- 168, 173
Appearance control panel tabs,
OS 8.5, 415
Appearance Extension, 344
Apple Communications Port
Settings, 942
Apple Ethernet driver, 9 14
Apple Events, 389
Apple Extended Keyboard II, 79
Apple Extras folder, 242-243, 3 12
Apple Font Library, 557
Apple formatter, 121
Apple menu, 15, 354-355
Connect to .... 364, 974-975
large item aliases, 364
Launcher in, 460-461
making dividers in, 359-360
organizing, 357-364
things to put in, 363
two-tier approach, 361-362
Apple Menu hems folder, 354-364,
35&-357
Apple Menu Items folder alias,
356-357
Apple Menu Options control panel,
354-356
Apple Printer Utility, 588, 592,
608-609
Fonts dialog. 620
Print Font Samples command, 568
Apple Printer Utility window, 591
Apple s ites, help from, 385
Apple 68K C PU upgrades, 67
Apple symbol, 560
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Apple S)•Stem Profiler, 332-333,
432,85 1
Apple Video Player, 357, 834
Ap plcCD Audio Player, 792-793
ApplcDes ign keyboard, 79
AppleScrip t
b:ISics of, 390-392
commen ts in, 392
in OS 8.5, 427
scripring tips, 392-393
setting styles, 392
splash screen , 392-393
AppleScript applications, types of. 391
AppleScript prq jects, 393-395
AppleScript-awarc applicatio ns, 391
AppleSharc, 909
ApplcT.1lk, 817,9 12-913
AppleT.1lk Remote Access, 916
ApplcT.1lk zon es and network
nu mbering, 9 11
AppleT.1lk/Open Transport clash, 834
Applcts, Java, 963
AppleWorks. Su C larisWorks.
Application icon, opening, 162
Application menus, 15, 19,428,464
Application not found, 468, 875
Application partition, 502-503
Application support folders, 328
Application Switcher in OS 8.5,
428-43 1
Applications, 18, 437-491. See also
Software.
active, 464
choosing w here to insrall, 448
cross-platform, 489
and desktop rebuild, 45 1-452
easy vs. cu stom installs, 448-449
vs. extensions, 33 1
in E.'([cnsions folder, 341
handling multiple, 462-466
inst.1llation considerations, 452-455
inst:tll:uion options, 449
installing, 447-455
insralling from a C D , 450
jumping to next and previous, 407
launching, 406, 452-462
launching rnulriple, 457
launching and quirring, 18-19
memory for, 502-506
m oving between , 19
openiug, 18-19
O ut of Memory, 183
partial installs, 45 I
priuting m u lriplc, 282
serial m unbc1-s, 452
support Iiles, 447
switch ing between , 407, 463
tro ubleshooting, 873-875
u n installing, 451
using the inst:tller, 448-449
wrong version opening, 875-876
Applications folders, 3 12, 362-363

ApplicationiX-MacBinary, 980
Arcade gam es, 900-90 I
Archival backup, 849
Arms (in type tem1inology), 530
Array (RAID ), 128-129
Art Dabbler, 723
Art E.xplosion, 125, 571, 725
Art Parts collection, 726
Artbcats Web Stock, 763
Articles (newsgronp), 958
ArtV.1lve, 954
Artwork, fi le formats for, 721
ArtWorks, 723
ArtZ tablets, 97
Ascenders (in type terminology), 530
ASCII codes, 484
ASCII codes for contro l characters, 559
ASCII Iiles, 483-485
AS IC (applicatio n-spccilic imegmed
circuit) chip, 587
Assistants, 307-308
Assisrants fo lder, 308, 3 12
Asymmetric dau rra nsrnission, 932
Asynch ronous, memory as, 40
Asynchronous m oderns, 933
At (@) sign in e-mail addresses, 958
AT command set, 93 1, 935
AT commands, 931,935
A- 10 Atrack!, 901
ATM (Adobe Type Manager), 524
and font fi les, 549-550
fonts for, 592
using, 549-551
ATM control panel, 550
ATM Deluxe, 542
Audio, lilc sizes for o ne-minute, 797
Audio CD rrack icons , 792
Audio CDs, 792-796
grabbing sound fro m. 795-796
setting the volume, 792
Audio formats, 797
Audio Player, 792-793
Audio Playe r play list, creating. 794
Audioshop, 796
Amhoring tools, 789-791
Authorwarc, 791
Auto starmp, 153
Auto-copy !Tom locked volumes, 225
Automatic install (of the system), 294,
296-30 1
Auto-mounting removable media, 130
AV (audio-visual), 48
AV (high -density) port, 36
Average access rime (h ard drive), 126
Average seck time (hard drive), 126

B
Background priming, 600-60 1,606
Background windows, moving.
239-240

Backgrounds, in web page d esign,
770-771
Backing up, 848-851
Backside cach e, 30
Backspace key, 187
Backup software, 850
Balloon Help, 7, 383-384
Balloons, 7, 383-384
Bandwagon buying, 442
Banks (of memory slots), 42-43
Baseball's Greatest H its, 889
Baseline (of type), 530
Baud,933
BBEdit, 762
BBSs, 951
Bcrcnstain Bears, 893
Bernoulli drives, 132
Beta version of software, 439
Bet.~ware, 439
Bezier curves, 720
Bicycle Built for Two. 795
Big Thcsaums, 640
BigCaps, 637
Binary files, 947-948
Bin hexing, 947, 966
Bit depth, 85, 94, 788-789
Bit depths for multimedia titles,
788-789
Bit rate, 797
Bitmap alignment, precision, 612
Bitmapped fonts, 5 19-52 1,527
explained, 84, 523
telling from TmeTypc fonts , 526
Birmapped graphics, 7 19-720
Bitmapped vs. vector graphics, 720
Bits (binary digits), 37
Bits per second (bps), 933, 941
Black terminator, 146
Black-311d-white printers, colo r printing
o n ,580
Blank screen at startup, 860
Blind d ialing (modems), 936
Boards, 32
Bold style, applying to a basic fon t, 549
Bold type, 532-533
Bombs, 857
Book version of a font, 529
BookEndz, 8 11
Bookmark menu (Na\•igator), 981
Bookmarks, 850, 973, 98 I
Booring up, 151
Bootstrapping, 151
Braces and brackets, Symbol font,
560-561
Brigh tness, monitor, 87-88, 350
Brigh tness contro l panel, 350
Browser wars, 965
Browsers, 963, 965. See <1/so lntcm et
E.'\')llorer; Navigator
background and multiple down loads,
978-979
backgrounds, 971
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bookmarks and favorites, 973
getting fonts, 970
grabbing graphics, 979
m oving back and forth to places,
973-974
opening a second window, 975
resetting font defaults, 970
setting a download folder, 978
setting a home page, 972-973
setting idle time, 974
skipping images, 975-976
stopping in midst of a download, 975
telling which images arc links, 977
toolbars, 970-971
turning images o n and off, 976-977
turning on images for a page, 978
Browser-safe palette, 774
Buddy Lists (AOL), 952-953
Buffer, type-ahead, 189
Bug ftxes for software, 320-321
Bullcted inner folders, 460
Bullcted lists, in web page design, 774
Bulletin board system s (BBSs), 951
Bulletin boards, 951
Bundle, bu)·ing, 59
Burst transfer rates (hard drive), 126
Bus slowdown (hard drive), 127
Button Disabler, 347
Button icons, 247
Button views, 10, 245-24 7
Bmtons
in dialog box, 17, 175-177
vs. ico ns, 245
large and small, 246
Bytes, 37

c
Cable care, 143-144
Cable m odem, 932
C able quality (SCSI), 143
Cabling limits, 917
Cabling (SCSI), 142-144
Cache Switch control panel, 54, 347
Caches, 508-510
disk, 308, 508-509
font, 59 1
hardware, 510
Level I and Level 2, 29
memory, 29-30
resetting tem porarily, 510
resizing, 509-5 10
using, 67
Caddy to hold a CD, 134
Calculate folder sizes optio n, 248
Calculated fields (database), 687
Calculator, 371-372
Calculator Construction Set, 372-373
Cancel button (in a d ialog box), 18, 21
Cancel ing a print job, 282
CanOpener, 856
Canvas program, 722

Cap he ight (of type), 530
Capacity of SIMMs and DIMMs, 39
Caps Lock, 188, 630
Caps Lock vs. Shift Lock, 630
Captivate, 389
Captivate Store, 379
Capm ring video, 802-803
Car adapters (for PowerBooks), 8 11
Cards, 32
Carmen Sandiego Junio r Detective, 896
Cartoon Guide to Physics, 898
Casady & Green's Spell Catcher, 769
Cat in the H at, 893
Cataloging files, 271-272
Category 5 twisted-pair pho ne wire, 919
Camion icon used in alert boxes, 174
CCDs (charge-coupled devices), 94
CD alias, 136
CD burns, 135
CD caddy, 134
CD set for extension installs, 340
CD-R (CO-recordable), 135
CD-ROM (compact disc-read o nly
memory), 133
CO-ROMs and drives, 133- 136
accessing inner folders on, 270
DVD clash, 135
ejecting, 228, 891
for extension installs, 340
ExtT:ls fo lder, 313
folders shortcut, 135- 136
font libraries, 571
installing applications from , 450
speed of, 134
starting 68040 Mac from, 860
startu p from, 135, 154, 860
COs (audio), 792-796
Cell ranges in spreadsheets, 664
Cells (spreadsheet), 661
Central processing unit (C PU), 27
Centris AV model, 53
Centris line, 52-53
Centris memory interleaving, 53
Ccntris 650, 53
Centronics connectors, 142
CGA (color graphics adapter), 85
C hain of ADB devices, 77
C hannels (AOL), 950
C hapter contributo rs list, 989-990
C haracter formatting, 63 1, 649-650
C haracter sets, 633
ASC II , 484, 559
Charcoal, 559
fore ign, 190- 191
C haracter styles (word processor
feature), 637
Characters per second (cps), 933
C harcoal character set, 559
C harcoal control characters , 559
C harcoal system font, 359, 558-560
C harcoaVChicago, 359, 558-560

C hargers (for PowcrBooks), 811
C hart types (spreadsheet), 669
C harring (in spreadsheets), 662
C harts, C larisWo rks spreadsheet,
673-675
C hatting (online), 948-949
C heap Parts art collection, 726
C heckboxcs in C larisWorks database,
693-695
C heckboxes in dialog boxes, 17,
175-176
C heckmarks in a menu, 16
C hecksums, 942
C hildren and com puters. See Kids.
C hildren's Encyclopedia, 887
C himes of doom, 152, 860
Chip Merchant, 41, 45
Chips, 27-29, 36-46
Choose d ialog, in OS 8.5, 433-434
C hooser desk accessory
to access fi les set for sharing,
922-923
for background printing, 600-601
for keyboard shortcuts, 597
in OS 8.5, 433-434
for printer drivers, 597-598
for printing, 596-601
setting up a LaserWriter, 599
setting u p a new printer, 598
setting up a non-PostScript printer,
598
Chooser extensions, 341
C IM (Compuscrvc Information
Manager), 935, 950-951
C IM modem string, 935
Cinemation, 800
C inematio nCd , BOO
C ISC (complex instruction set
computing), 27
C ivil War: America's Epic Struggle, 897
C laris E-m ailcr, 946
C larisWorks (AppleWorks), 723, 94 1
C larisWorks databases, 688
calculations, 696
checkboxcs and radio buttons,
693-695
compo und serial numbers,
697-698
formatting pho ne numbers, 697
in layout mode, 693
record book, 691
searching and sorting, 695-696
tips, 691-698
C larisWorks paint and draw tips,
727-732
C larisWorks spreadsheets, 663
charts, 673- 675
entering and editing data, 671-672
moving around, 670
pictogram, 675
tips, 670-675
C larisWorks word processing, 639
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C laris\Vorks word processing tips,
642-648
Classic Mac, 55-58
Clean install, 294, 854
Clear command, 178
C lick-and-a-half, 7, 163
C lickArt
Beascly Funnies, 725
Christian Illustrations, 725
Image Pak, 725
Newsletter An, 725
Panics & Evcn <S, 725
ClickChange, 163, 168, 170
C licking on the desktop, 20 I
Clicking the mouse, 7
C licklhx, 196
Clip an collections, 571, 723-727
choosing, 724-725
for web page design, 763
Clipables Master C D, 727
C lipables pacbgcs, 727
C lipboard, 2 1, 178- 184
concept of. 178
flushing, 18 1, 506
fitll, 18 1
function key cqui\'alents for, 179
keyboard commands fo r, 179
the one and only, 179
Option-copying to, 183- 184
putting in the App~e menu, 183
screen d umps to, 388
a tempo rary holding place, 22
C lipboard contems
checking, 180
gone, 182
hearing, 182
preserving on q uitting, 183
restoring, 179
C lipboard file, 181- 182
C lipboard icon, 182
C lipping; (drag and drop), 184- 185
C lock rate o r speed (processor), 30
C lones, 51
C lose box (window), 11 -12
C loseView control panel, 350
C losing documents, 19
C losing folders, 14
C losing windows, 11- 12, 17 1
CMTools, 20tl, 463
C MYK Picker, 344
Collapse box (window), 11-'13
Collapsing and expanding folders, 14,
249-251
Collapsing windows, 11- 13, 17 1- 173
Collating. 6 16
Color choices, OS 8.5, 4 16
Color depth, setting, 88
Color inkjct camidgcs, 576-577
Color LascrWritcrs, 589
Colo r menus, 387
Colo r Picker, 344-345, 774
Color printers, 575-576

Color priming, 580-581
Color Style\Vriter 2400, speeding up,
584
Color StyleWriters, 582, 584
Color text, rough-edged, 581
Colo r values table, 775
Color wheel, 345
Colored fil m (for laser printers), 580
Colors fro m an EPS fi le, printing, 581
Comic Book Confidential, 889
Comma-delimited text, 485, 490
Comma-delimited text translations, 490
Command key, 7, 16
Command-clicking, 207
Command-dragging. 7
Commands with ellipses ( .. .) after, 16,
164
CommC ioser, 938
Comments box (Info window), 232
Commercial online services, 949-954
Communications s lot (CS), 33
Compact models, specification tables
for, 73
Companion fonts, 568
Company web s ite, searching for, 971
Complete N ational Geographic, 885
Compliance wid1 a protocol, 956
Components (system)
adding, 313-317
colorizing, 309
removing, 317-3 19
Composite memory, avoiding, 46
Composite video connector, 801
Compound docum ent, 390
Compressed fi les, 965-966
Compressing a fi le, 947
Compressing video, 80 1-802
Compression standards (file), 491
CompuServe (CIS), 94 1, 950-95 1
e-mail addresses, 945
Navigator, 951-952
tips, 95 1-952
Co rnpuScrve Information Manager
(CIM), 935, 950-951
Condensed style (fonts), 548
Conferences (online). 948
ConAict Catcher, 340-34 1,501-502, 863
Connect 10... (Apple menu), 364,
974-975
Context-sensitive help, in OS 8.5, 432
Contextm l balloons, 384
Contextual menu extensions, 207-208
Contcxmal Menu Items folder, 207
Contcxm al mcnus, 167,206-208
Com iguo us RAM, 506
Comrol character ASCII codes, 559
Com rol panel devices, 335
Conrrol panel icons, 9
Control panels
available, 333
checking. 332
controlling, 404

explained, 335
vs. extensions, 331
as Finder windows, 347
hardware-specific, 347
ins talling, 333
labeling after installations, 454
not in Startup Items folder, 332
OS 8, 346, 347
using, 333-336
Com rol Panels folde r, 346-354
ante-closing, 348
Control Scrip, 348-350
Modules folder, 348
updating, 31 1
Convergence, 85
Cookies, 964-965
Coprocessors, 31-32
Copy command, 21, 178
Copy dialog, 223
Copy 1 file name, 224
Copy and paste, inter-application,
178-179
Copy and Paste on multiple icons, 2 17
Copy protection, 440
Copy window, 223
Copying, 2 1
as a background procedure, 224
a clipping, 185
Ao ppy disk contents, 228
icons, 219-220, 222-225
stopping during, 224
Copying over folders, 225
Copy-over warnings, 222
Copyr ights, 979
Copy-to-floppy process, 118
Cordless MouseMan, 81
Cordless mice, 8 1
Corel Mega Gallery, 726
Cormpted files, 876-ffl7
Comtpted fonts, 553
Cosmetic concerns, 309
Counter (of type), 530
Country codes (in URLs), 957
C PU power button, t6·1
C PU upgrades, 67
Crashes, 857-859
C rayon Picker, 344-345
CRC (cyclical redundancy checking),
943
C reate Repon, File menu, 332-333
C reative writing titles for kids, 891
C reativity software, 7 15-804
C reator (Multi-Ad), 74 1-742
C reator2 (Multi-Ad), 74 1-742
Cripplcware, 445
C ross-platform applications, 489
C RT (cathode ray tube), 85
CRT monitor, 85
C rystal Caliburn, 901
C urly q uotes, 632
C ursor tracking speed, 97, 163, 191
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Cursors
behaving eratically, 866
common, 6
corruscating, 163
defined,6
Custom color palette, 789
C ustom install (system), 294-296,
302-307
C ut com mand, 2 1, 178
Cut sheet feeder, 582
CU-SceMe. 964
CyberStudio, 762

D
Dabbler, 800
Daisy chain, 140, 9 12
Dark Forces, 900
DASC H (Disk Acceleration/Storage
Control Hardware), 94
Data, protecting from kids, 890-891
Data bits, 941
Data bus, 32-33
Data compression (modem ), 930
Data fork, 483, 489, 947
Data path, 32-33
Data recovery service, 87 1
Data transfer rate (hard drive), 126
Oat.1basc concepts and terminolob'Y· 687
Database design tips, 690
Database field definition and
manipulation, 691
Database file formats, 484-485
Database management (in spreadsheets),
663
Database program, 687
Database translations, 490
Database types (Aat-filc o r relational),
687
Databases, 685-713
Date (document), actual vs. relative, 249
Date and time, erroneous, 865-866
Date & Time control panel, 351
Daughterboards, 32
Davidson's Fisher-Price collection, 893
DaynaPort Pocket SCSVLink, 9 16
DayStar upgrade card, 66
DCA (Document Content
ArchitectUre), 485
DcBabelizer, 723
DcBabelizer Lite, 487, 723
DeBabelizer Toolbox, 487
Debugger, 854
Decorative fonts, 567
Dcf.1ult button (in dialog boxes), 17
Default Folder utility, 480
Defaults (Preferences folder), 367
Defragmentcrs (disk), 121
Dcfragmenting memory, 508
Degaussing, 85
Delete key, 187
Demi bold type, 533

Density of SIMMs and DlMMs, 39
Descenders (of type), 5 19, 530
Deselecting text, 629
Desib'llingweb pages, 76 1-780
Desk accessories (DAs), 371-381
Desk accessory files, backing up, 850
Desktop, 5-14, 199-283
activating, 20 l
clicking on, 20 I
creating a folder on, 226
vs. Finder, 5, 20 I
list of items on, 236
mac ros for, 408-4 12
OS 8.5, 4 15-421
pattcms and pictures, 208-213
printing from, 282-283
rearranging at startup, 393-394
rebuilding, 206. 451-452, 848, 852
saving a docum ent to, 474-475
on shared volumes, 475
using small icons on, 246
what to leave on, 204-205
window font, 204
Deskto p aliases, 270
Deskto p background, OS 8.5, 4 18
Desktop Bus Mouse II, 80
Desktop button (in Open dialog box),
20
Desktop cursors, new OS 8, 162
Desktop folders, 205, 364
Desktop font (Geneva), 359
Desktop icons. s~e Icons
Desktop item, getting info on, 234
Desktop level, 473-474
Desktop Pictures application, 208-212
Desktop Print Monitor, 602-607
Desktop Printe r Spooler, 602
Desktop printers, 60 1-603
Desktop priming, 60 1-603
Desktop rebuild, 206, 45 1-452, 848, 852
Desktop windows, printing, 282-283
Desktop-level list o rder, 474
DeskWriter primer, 283
Destination disk (for Installer), 298
Destination window (for Installer), 296
Detante, 52
Developer disk names (old days), 9 19
Diagnosing problems, 851
Diagonal scrolling, 241
Dial- in number (to service provider),
939
Dialing strings (modem ), 934, 936
Dialog box controls, 17
Dialog boxes (dialogs), 16-18, 173- 177
buttons and text boxes, 175- 177
dismissing, 18
framed def.1ult butto n, 175
keyboard contro ls for buttons, 175
"~th m issing close controls, 174
moving around in, '177
selecting from lists, 174-175

standard components, 17
tabbing in, 177
tabs in, 175
Dialog View utility, 480
Dialog/Default combo. 481
Dictionaries, backing up. 85 1
DlF (Data Interchange Format), 485
Digital audio, 796-798
Digital PBX, 839
D igitArt, 725
Digitizing video, 800-804
Dimmed commands, 15
D IMMs (dual in-line memory
m odules), 39
DRAM types, 40
ED0, 4 1
inst.11ling and removing, 45
pin count, 42
PowcrMacs and, 43
Director (Macromcdia), 790, 800
Directories, Web, 968
Dirty ROMs, 38, 498
D ircy-install updaces, 3 19
D isabled fo lders, 327
Discs (vs. d isks), 134. Sec also
CO-ROMs and drives
Discussio n forums (online), 948
Disk cache, 308, 508-509
D isk Copy, 11 6-'119
Disk Copy folder, 309
Disk Copy version numbers, 11 7
D isk Copy window, 116
D isk directory, 870
Disk drivers, 122, 3!5, 854
Disk First Aid utility, 297, 315, 848, 854
Disk form atting dialog. Il l
Disk fragmentation, 120-12 1
Disk icons, 122- 123
basic, 228
missing. 242
m ounted, 227
in Open d ialog boxes, 20
Disk image file, 116
Disk images, 11 6-11 9
for backups, 11 7
converting, 117
creating, 117
installing from, 453
mo unting, 116
o ld files, 118
using, 11 6-117
D isk needs mino r repairs, l iS
Disk space (vs. memory), 495
D isk surf.1ce, 101
D isk Tools Images folder, 3 13, 855
D isk window with folder ico ns, 5
Disk.Express Pro, 121
DiskFit Direct, 850
DiskFit Pro, 850
Disk-mounting utility, 855
D isk-reading problems on 100-scries
PowcrBooks, 837
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D isk-recovery utility, 855
D isks. Sec Flop py disks; l-Iard disks.
DiskTools calculator, 373
DiskTools Collection, 234, 376, 482
Display, on Power Books, 842
Display foms, 566
Display po rt, 34-35
Dis tortions
avoiding in patterns, 210-211
from enlarged birmappcd font, 520
Dithering, 789
Dithering approach (color printers), 576
DN R (do main mm ~ resolver), 352
Document icon, 8
Docum ent interchange, 48 1-49 1
Documents, 466-48 1
creating, 466
explained, 18
fi le fonnats, 49 1-495
hand ling, 466-470
locked, 469
opening, 467-468
opening and creating, 19
opening and saving, 470-472
prim ing m ultiple, 282
saving, 466-467
saving to the desktop, 474-475
saving and closing. 19-20
rrou blcshooring, 875-fr77
vs. windows, 466
what Mac OS considers as, 355-356
Documents folder, 475
Domain name, 939, 957-958
Dom ain name registr:ltio n, 958
Domain types, 956, 958
Dom ains, 956
Dongle,440
Doo m, 900
DOS, Macintosh, 52
DOS fi le extensions, and PC-Mac file
exchanges. 489
Dot (in e-mail addresses and U RL~).
956,958
Dot pitch, 85
Dot vs. pixel, 5 19
Dot-matrix primers, 575
Dots , letters and images composed of,
578
Dots per inch (dpi), 82
Double monitor setup, 90
Double scroll arrows in OS 8.5, 422
Double speed CDs, 134
Double-click speed, 163, 819
Doublc-clicldng, 7. 162
Double-density Aoppy disks, 109
Double-page d isplay, 89
DoubleScroll, 170
Double-sided Aoppy disks, 109
Download folder, setting, 978
Do\\~l l oad Manager (Explorer), 985
Do\\~ loading
fonts to a Laser\Vriter, 591-592

a PostScript file, 623
from the Web, 978-981
D r. Seuss' ABC's, 893
Drag vs. drng-lock ( Powe rDook~). 820
D rag and d ro p, 184-185
Drag and d rop in Claris\Vo rk~. 646
Drag method fo r opening a document,
468
D ragging, 7
a file icon, 10
an icon, 10
from an inactive window, 222
a platinum window, 17 1
to a su bmenu command, 165
a window, 12
Drag-scroll in list view, 24 1
DRAM D IMMs, types of, 40
DRAM (d ynamic RAM), 40
Draw (object-oriented) graphics, 7 19
Drawing, with graphics tablets, 96-97
DrawingS late II, 97
Dreamwcaver, 762, 79 1
Drive fonnaner, 855
Drive Setu p formatting utility, 122, 124,
854
Drive space, wasted , 106
Driver update (in Automatic install),
298-300
Driver updating, 122, 298-300, 320
Drives. Sec Floppy drives; Hard drives.
DriveS:rvers, 871
DropStuiT, 966
DSP (digital signal processor), 32
Dual-scan passive-matrix d isplays, 809
Dum pster, 267
Duo Dock (Duo) PowcrBook~. 8 13
battery, 827
Dno Dock II and Duo Dock II +,
8 13
as a recharging station, 824
D uplicate com mand, 224
D uplicate files, Extensions Manager
check for, 340
Duplicating folders, 224
DVD disks, 132, 135
Dvorak keyboard layout, 19 1
Dye-sublimatio n primer, 576
Dynamic RAM, 40
Dynamic runge of an aud io fi le, 797
Dynamic server addressing. 939

E
Easy Access contro l panel, 191-193
Easy install (system ), 294-296, 301-302
Easy Open control panel, 485-486
Easy/Custo m setup (Installer), 296
Edit bar (spreadsheets), 664
Edit men u, 2 1
Edit menu Preferences com mand, 28 1
Editing commands, undoing, 179
Editing rectangle (around icon), 9

EDO (extended data o utput) D IMMs,
40-41
8- 1-no, 941-942
Eject button, 20, 477
Eject icon, 267
Ejcctables, erasing from , 264
Ejecting C Ds, 891
Ej ecting Aoppydisks, I I , 111- 11 2, 155,
228, 264
Electronic publishing tools, 488
ELF, 86
Ellipses(. .. ) in dialogs, 176
Em dash, 632
E-m ail, 945
E-mail add ress alias, 958
E-mail addresses, 945, 958
E-mail header, 945-946
E-mail managers, 946
E- mail messages, 945-946
E-mail subject line, 945-946
Embossing text or graphics (in
C laris\Vorks), 731
Emergency startup disk. creating, 310,
854-855
EMMpathy, 834
Ernoticons, 943
Empty Folder, 226, 250
Empty suitcase, maldng, 539
Emulation, vs. upgrading, 441
Emulation mode, 47, 440
Emulator fon t, 587
En dash, 632
Enabler startup, 861
Enablers, 290, 326
Enablers for System 7.5, 290
Encyclopedia of Science, 887
Encyclopedias, 884-887
End key. 187
Endpoints (ofBezier curves), 720
Energy Saver comro l panel, 153,
157-1 58, 160,307
Energy Star-compliant monitor, 86
Enlarging a biunappcd font, 520
Environment
after system installation, 3 10-311
OS 8.5, 415-416
protecting, 847
Ephemeral M acs, 51
EPS (Encapsulated PostScript fonnat)
file, 491, 58 1,721
Erase dialog, fo r Aoppy disks, 112
Erased files, recovering, 870
Erasing an in-ttSe fi le, 266
Erasing a Z ip d isk, 138
Ergonomic keyboards, 78-79
Ergonomic m ice, 80
Erro r codes, 858
Erro r detectiotv'correction (modem),
929
Error messages, 858
Esc key, 188
EtherLAN SC, 916
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EtherMac PC Card, 9 16
EtherMac PowerBook Adapter, 916
Ethernet, 9 13-915,918
Ethernet (Built-in) extension for Macs,
914
Ethe rnet card, 9 15
Ethernet drivers. 9 14
Ethernet ports, 35. 9 14
Ethernet with Powcrllook connected,
9 16
Eudora Pro, 946
Excel, 663
contcxrual menus, 680
entering and editing data, 676
fonnatti ng cells and sheets, 677-679
fornntbs, 679-680
moving around and selecting things,
676
tear-ofT palettes, 68 1
tips, 676-683
worksheets, 682-683
Ex'Jlander, 980
Expanding and collapsing folders, 14,
249-25 1
Expand-zoom (window), 173
Expansion bay (Powe rBooks), 34, 810
Expansion slot, explained, 32
Expert sets (collections of fonts), 568
Explorer. Sec Browsers; Internet
Explorer
Exposure Pro, 389
Extended (expanded) font, 548
E'<tendcd format disks, I08
Extensibility, 330-33 1
E'<tension conAicts, 334,861-863
E"'cnsion fi les, duplicate, 339-340
Extension installs, C D set for, 340
E"'cnsion reports, creating. 333
Extension sets, selecting at starmp, 340
E"'ensions, 330-346
vs. applications. 331
available, 333
checking. 332
vs. control panels, 331
C ustom Install of. 304-305
deleted, 339
forcing reordering of, 863
insL1IIing, 333
keeping track of, 342
kinds of. 341-342
labeling after installations, 454
loading order, 334
and memory, 33 1-332
m issing in OS 8, 344
not in Startup Items folder, 332
OS 8, 343
preventing from loading, 334-335
trashing, 333
trimming to save memory, 50 I
mrning off all, 335
turning off fo r installations, 335-336

using, 333-336
viewing information, 336-337
Extensions folder, 341-344
cypcs of icons in, 342
updating, 311
E'(!ensions icons, 9, 334
Extensions Manager, 333, 336-34 1, 450,
863
Extensions Manager check for duplicate
fi les, 340
E'<tensions Manager control panel, 332
Extensio ns Manager sets, working with,
338
Extensio ns Manager window in Folder
view, 336
Exte nsions Manager w indow in
Packages view, 337
External CD-ROM drives, 134
Extreme 3D, 800
Eyewitness Encyclopedia of N ature, 887
Eyewitness Encyclopedia of Space and
Universe, 898
EZFlyer drives, 133
EZI35 drive, 133

F
F/ A- 18 H ornet, 90 I
F/ A Hornet Korean C risis, 902
Factory-refurbished Mac. 64
Fake fo nts, 55 1
FAQs (Frequently Asked Q uestions),
959
Fast page mode (FPM). 40
Fast SC SI, 139
Fast and Wide SCSI, 139
PdstEthernet, 9 14-915
Fat binary, 441
Fat prOb'farns, 441
Favorites bar (Explorer), 983-984
Favorites (browser), 983-984, 973
Favorites folder in OS 8.5, 427
Fax documents, fonts for, 552- 553
Fax modern, 93 1
Fax software, 937
FAXcilitatc, 937
Faxing with a modern, 936-937
FAXscf H orne, 937
FAXscfPro, 937
Fetch program (shareware), 959
Field (database), 663, 687
56K modems, 933-934
5300/100 LC heat sink, 50-51
Filc Assistant, 830-831
File com pression, 491, 947, 965-966
File com pression standards, 491
File compression utilities, 947
Fi lc exchanges between Macs and PCs,
488-491
File vs. folder copy, 225

File formats, 49 1-495
audio, 797
built-in translations for, 485
explained, 481
for graphics, 720-721
and PC-Mac file exchanges, 489
text-based interchange, 485
File icons, 2 13
File Launch. 406
File menu
Create Report command, 332-333
Get Info command, 23 1
New Set command. 338
File name sort in List views, 252
File servers, 52, 909
File sharing, 909, 920-925
File Sharing conrrol panel, 921
File size in bytes, 232
File synching, 830-832, 850
File transm ission speed, 934
File types and creator codes, 482
FileMake r Pro, 687-688
FilcMakc r Pro databases
auto fonnat, 704-705
browsing, 698-699
finding sorring. 707-709
input, 703-705
layout basics, 699-700
layo ut design, 702-703
manipulating field s, 700-70 I
menus and chcckboxcs, 705-707
relationships, 71 1-713
scripts , 709-7 1'1
working with parts, 70 1-702
Files, 8
ASC II, 483-485
cataloging, 27 1-272
corrupted, 876-877
database, 687
downloading from the web, 979
dTJgging, 10
duplicating, 224
erasing in-usc, 266
vs. icons, 20 I
locking and unlocking. 394
priming from the desktop, 282
recovering erased, 870
setting up to share, 92 1-922
System Folder, 325-326
tcmpoTJry, 249
text, 483
transferring, 947-948
w here they arc stored, I 02
witho ut applications to run them,
849-850
File-sharing instant-message system,
924-925
File-sharing software, 921
File-sharing tips, 924
File-transfer protocols, 942-943
Finale, 799
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Find command, for searching o n the
Web, 970
Find File utility, 274-28 1
Contents search, 281
hidden search criteria, 28 1
hit list, 276
more m emory for, 276-277
with multiple criteria, 276
OS 8.5, 419-42 1
search criteria, 274-275
setting the search area, 274
things to know, 277
Find File window, 277, 279
deleting a criterion row, 278
returning to a single criterion, 278
using a sample for criteria, 278-279
Find and Replace
in C larisWorks, 645
in Microsoft Word, 653-654
Finder, 326. See also Finder window.
browsing through, 205
vs. deskrop, 5, 201
hiding, 465
moving to, 465
o ld picrure and credits, 204
really slow, 866
two types of, 6
Finder dialog, original, 204
Finder fi le, 326
Finder File menu
Simple Finder version, 6
standard, 6
Finder icon, standard, 213
Finder Make Alias command,
improving, 409-410
Finder menu commands, macros for,
408
Finder menus
full, 202
keyboard commands for, 409
O S 8 new items, 202
Finder Preferences command, OS 8.5,
415
Finder Preferences dialog, 244
Finder Primer menu, 602
Finder Printing menu, 600
Finder w indow
basics of, 237-240
button view, 10
control panel as, 347
creating a Launcher window from,
461
header, 238
OS 8.5, 421-425
printing from, 879
Finder Pop, 208, 463
FindcrToFront, 365
FinePrint, 587-588
Fircwire, 141
First C lass, 951
First line indent, 63 1

500 series PowerBooks, 812-813
batteries, 827, 834
serial port, 824
5000/6000 Aaw, 288-289
5xx:x crash problem, 859
5xx:x/6xxx Tester, 859
Fixed disk, defined, 130
Fix-it procedures, 852-854
Fix-it software, 854-856
FI<EY, 187
Flames (online), 948
Flash RAM, 40
Flash It, 389
Flatbed scanners, 95
Flat-file vs. relational database, 687
Flicker, moniror screen, 87
Flight Unlimited II, 901
Flightstick Pro, 902
Floating windows, 170
Floppy disk labels, 113
Floppy disks (floppies), 109
buying, 109-110
caring for, 111
copying, 113, 228
copying a too-big fil e, 11 3
ej ecting, 11 , 111, 155, 228, 264
em ergency ej ect, 11 2
erasing, 11 2
erasing from, 264
initializing, 110-111
l oc~-i ng, 11 2- 11 3
magnetizing, 111
making, 117-118
making more room o n, 114- 11 5
PC, 114
pre-formatted, 110
price of, 110
reported K being used, 115
and the trash, 11 4
troubleshooting, 867-868
Floppy drives, 109-119
backwards compatibility, 109
and bu)~ng a used M ac, 63
troubleshooting, 867-868
Flo ppy-to-floppy copy, 113
Flo pticals, 131
Flow control (data), 941
Flushing the C lipboard, 181, 506
Flush-left text, 534
Flush-right text, 534
Flyover, preventing on two mo nitors, 91
Fo lder actions in OS 8.5, 427-428
Fo lder aliases, 250, 269, 272
Folder vs. file copy, 225
Folder hierarchy, 47 1-473
Folder Icon M aker, 237
Folder icons, 213, 226
Folder sizes, 248-249
Folders, 9
accessing inner on C Ds, 270
complete item counts fo r, 233

copying over, 225
creating, 226
on the desktop, 5
duplicating, 224
ex-pand ing and collapsing, 14,
249-251
guidelines for, 226-227
1nstallcr-crcatcd, 312
jumping to, 405, 410-4 11
last used in an application, 475
opening and closing, 14
OS 8 spring-o pen, 12
and paths, 241-242
seed, 245
selecting without opening, 479-480
setting up shared, 921-922
smart modified dates for, 249
spring-loaded, 243-244
third-parry, 327
which you arc in, 20
vs. windows, 201, 238
Font abbreviations, 543
Font Box, 553
Fo nt cache, 591
Font character sets, 558
Follt Fairy, 570
Font f.1milics, 529-530
Font f.unilies with numbered versions,
544
Font fi le icons, 537
Font fil es, 537-539, 549-550
Fo nt forma ts, 519- 529
Fo nt houses o n the web, 570
Fo nt libraries on CD-ROM, 571
Font management utilities, 542, 553
Fo nt m enu, 543-546
managing, 544-545
point sizes in, 545-546
Fo nt names, 543, 567
Fom Reserve, 553
Font sample printouts, creating, 568
Fonr samples, 538
Fo nt sentence sample, changing,
398-399
Font sources, 569-571
Font styles, 546-549
custom (applied), 546
designed, 546
shorthand for, 543
Fo nt suitcases, 227,281,329-330,
537-539,542,545
Fo ntC harter, 569
Fo ntGander, 569
FontHaus x-hcight, 570
Fo ntographer, 536
Fonts, 5 17-571
abbreviations for, 543
adding to Fonts folder, 539
forAT M, 592
basic categories of, 566
biunapped, 519-521, 527
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characte r sets, 558
choosing and colleccing, 566-569
companion, 568
C ondensed style, 548
corrupted, 553
creating and designing, 536
decorative, 567
derived style vs. true style, 547
des ign guidelines, 552
display, 566
downloading to a L.1serWriter,
591-592
explained, 529
extended (expanded), 548
f.1ke, 551
for f.u documents, 552-553
finding, 551
formats for, 519-529
free, 570
ex. 527, 555
hidden, 555
10 conflicts with, 553-554
installed, 540-54 1
installing, 539-542
L.1ser\Vriccr built-in, 523, 525, 587
managing, 537-546
manually downloading, 620
menu-listing problem, 543
Microsoft, 556
mixing different formats, 527-529
rnonospaced, 530-531
multiple master (MM), 524-525
names of, 543, 567
numbered, 544
OS 8.5, 416-417
PostScript, 52 1-525,557, 619
printer, 522-523, 540-541
and printing, 548, 55 1
proportional, 53 1
QuickDraw, 527, 555. 6 19
QuickDraw
527. 555
removing from Fonts folder, 540
renaming, 542
screen, 522-523
smoothed, 550
sources for, 569-571
specialty, 567
substitute, 6 12
system, 541
system software, 554-566
text, 566
True Type, 525-527
using, 546-554
Fonts dialog, Apple Printer U tility, 591,
620
Fonts folder
adding fonts to, 539
removing fonts from, 540
updating, 31 1
Fontz web site, 570

ex.

Foomotcs command in Microsoft Word,
652
Forced justification, 534
Forced quit. 853
Foreign character sets, 190-191
Foreign keyboards, 190
Forks (file), 104
Form factors (hard d rive). 126
Format Painter in Microsoft Word,
650-651
Fonmtting
cells and sheets iu Excel, 677-679
a hard drive, 121-123
vs. initializing. 102-103
text, 631-632
Formatting software, 122, 855
Formula bar (spreadsheets), 664
Formula 22, 902
Formulas, in spreadsheets, 664-665.
679-680
Forum leaders (online), 948
Forums (online), 948
48XCDs, 134
4th Dimension, 688-689
4th Dimension Desktop, 688-689
FPU emulacion, 32
FPU (Aoating point unit), 3 1
Fractions, typing, 634
Fragmentation (disk), 120-121
Fragmentation (memo!)'). 506-508
Frame diffe rencing (video), 802
FrameMakcr, 742-743
FrameMaker 5, 743
Frames, web page, 780
Freehand, 722
Freestyle, 799
Freeware, 444
Freezes, 857-859
FrontPage. 761
FTP (File Transfer Pratocol), 956, 959
FTP sites, 959
Ftp (in URL~). 956
Full-height hard drive, 126
Fully justified text, 534
Function keys, 78, 187

G
Gaming hardware, 902
Gamma setting, monitOr, 89
GammaTogglcFKcy, 778
General Controls control panel. 161,
351-352, 475
General MIDI, 798
General Telecom software, using,
941-943
Generic icon, 8
Geneva desktop font, 359
Geography for kids, 896-898
GeoPort, 36
Get Info command, 231,287,444

Ghost icons, 10, 111-11 2, 219,477
GIF (Graphics Interchange Fomm).
721
GIF animations, 779-780
GIFBuilder, 762
G IFConvertcr, 487, 723
G !Fs, transparent, 768. 775
G igabyte (gig), 37
Glide Point, 82
Global Village modem, 931
Global window views in OS 8.5, 421
GlobaiFax, 937
Glossaries, backing up, 851
Gopher, 960
Colo folder, 256-257,271,478-479
Grabbing graphics from the Web, 979
Gr:unmar checking, 638-639
GraphicConvertcr, 487, 762
Graphics, 717-738
adding to a SimpleTcxt document,
399-400
alt label for web page, m
embedding, 387
embossing (in ClarisWorks), 731
grabbing, 386, 979
in web page design, 774-778
Graphics file formats , 490-491,720-721
Graphics file interchange, 487
Graphics format translacions, 490-491
Graphics programs and milities,
721-723
Graphics tablets, 96-97
Graphing C alculator, 373-374
Grayscale limitations, 87
Greenish-screen ftx, 53
Greg's browser, 205
Grid size, changing, 221
Grid snap, 220-221
G rid spacing, 221
Grolier M ultimedia Encyclopedia, 884
G3 Lilon battel)', 810, 827
G3 PowerBook, 811
G3 processor, 28
G3 series Macs, 47, 70-7 1
G3 series Macs specification tables,
70-71
G3 upgrade cards, 64-65
G uide documents, in Extensions folder,
341
GURU (GUide to Memo!)' Updates),
29
GURU palette, 29
ex components, installing, 309
GX fonts, 527, 555
G yro Point Desk, 81

H
Half-height hard drive, 126
Hand-held libra!)' icons, 342
Handshaking, 941
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Hand -tooled biunappcd font sizes,
520-52 1
Happy M ac, 152
Hard Day's Night, 888
Hard disk icon, 5
Hard Disk ToolKit, 122
Hard Disk ToolKit Person al E dition,
122
H ard d isks
defined, 119
Info windows, 233
rem ovable, 130
sleep intervals, 158
Hard drives, 119-129
bu ying, 128
and buying a used Mac, 63
bypassing internal, 869
ch oosing, 126- 129
defined , 119
formatting, 12 1- 123
fragm ented, 120-121
hard-wiring an ID num ber, 129
with LaserWriters, 591-592
maintaining, 848
mou nting, 868-869
partition ing, 124- 125
recycling old internal, 129
speed of. 120
speeds and specs, 126- 127
tro u bleshooting, 868-87 1
l-Iard (n onbreaking) hyphen , 632
l-Iard restart, 853
l-Iard space, 632
Hardware, 23-146
buying, 59-64
for game-playing, 902
trouble p revention, 847-848
Hardwa re caches, 5 10
Hard,vare handshaking, 941
Hard\vare requirem cms for OS 8,
287-288
Hardware requi rem ents for Systcm7,
289-290
H ardware restart, 153
Hard,varc setu p for small networks,
920-921
1-lordwa re-specific control panels, 347
Hayes command set, 931
Hayes com patib ility, 931
Hayes m odem, 93 1
HDI-30 SCSI Disk Adapter Cable, 828
H DI-30 SCSI System Cable, 828
Hc:~der (window), 1I
Headp hone port, 35
H eat s ink, 50-51
H elp Balloons in the Abo ut box, 204
Help Center, OS 8.5, 43 1
H elp file icons, 342
Help high ligh ts, 383
Help information window, 383
Help key, 187
Help men u, 7, 15,38 1

Help System , 7-8,381-386
Ind ex view in, 382
interactive, 382
Looku p view in, 382
in OS 8.5, 43 1-432
Topics view in, 382
Helper applicatio n lin k, b reaki ng, 980
Helper applicatio ns, 963, 967, 980
Hertz (Hz), 83
H F S (H ierarch ical Filing System), 103,
106-107
HFS Pins d rive, 50
HFS Pins (Mac O S Extended format),
103, 106-108
H FS Pins startup, 53, 861
H idden fon ts, 555
H idden options for the m enubar clock,
35 1
H ide O thers command, 465
Hide [this application ] command, 464
H iding th e Finder, 465
H id ing windows, 171, 465
Hierarch ical lists, 249-25 1
High d ensity fl oppy d isks, 109
High -capacity removable media, 849
H igh -den sity 50-pin connector
(HD-50), 143
H igh-density port, 36
H igh ligh ter tool in M icrosoft Word,
652-653
High -Perform an ce Ink Cartridge, 584
H inting, 521-522,536
H ip C lips, 763
1-l is tory of the World, 887
HLS Picker, 344
H oeAcr Tc.xt O rna ments character set,
563
Hoefler 1l:xt Ornamen ts font, 563
Home key, 187
Home page, 965
C laris, 76 1
settin g, 972-973
Homer (IRC), 960
H orizontal scroll bar (window), 13
H omer Bund le, 902
Host Mac, 924
Hot key h ierarchy, 402-403
Hot plugging, 144
Hot spot (mouse), 162
Hotel d igital PBX, 839
House, networking, 9 19-920
H ow Would Yo u Survive, 897
HSV Picker, 344
J-ITML docum ent design tips, 767-780
HTML ed itor, 761
H TML (H ypertex-t Markup Language),
76 1, 763, 955
1-IT M L Mode (freeware), 762
H TML Picker, 344
I-ITML tag attrib utes, 764
HTML tags, 764, 963
anchor, 766-767

ch aracter-formatting tags, 764-765
document tags, 764
graphics t:lgs, 767
link tags, 766-767
list fomm tags, 765-766
o pen ing and closing tags, 764
paragraph and head tags, 765
1-ITML versio ns, 763
H T T P (H yperText Transfer Pro tocol),
956
H u b (Ethernet), 913
H yperCard, 789-790
1-lypcrlinks (links), 766-767, 778, 955,
963
H yphen, 632

!-beam cursor, 6
IBM/Mo torola Power PC ch ip, 27
iC hat, 960
Icon and bm ton views, 245-247
Icon gh osts, 10, 111 - 112,219,477
leon lab els, 228-231
leon n am e extensions, 217
leon n am es, 2 15-217,229-230
copying an d pastin g, 2 17
editing, 215
rules fo r, 216-217
Icon parndc, 152, 331
Icon rename delay, 215-216
Icon size in list views, 248
lconMania!, 237
Icons, 5, 8-1 I, 213-237
b utton view, 10
vs. buttons, 245
Copy and Paste on m ultiple, 217
copying, 219-220
copying and d u plicating, 222-225
d eselecting, 9
d ragging, 10
editing, 235-237
vs. fi les, 201
five main groups of, 2 13
generic, 2 14-2 15
in stant. 236-237
Iorge and small, 246
locked, 216
loose, 20 1.215
moving. 10, 219-222
moving multiple, 220
opening , 10-11 ,213-2 14
in OS 8.5, 426-427
pri nter, 60 1
renaming, 9
reverting to generic, 867
reverting to origina], 235
selecting, 9, 218-219
selecting multiple, 218
sizing, 235
types o f, 8
visual clues to states, 2 14
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w here they arc stored, 236
will not re name, 867
ID conAicts (font), 553-554
IDE bu rns, 135
IDE (Integrated Drive Electro nics)
drives, 135, 140
Idle interval, swing, 158
liiustrator, 722
iMacs, 35, 39, 47. 70-71
Im age files, finding, 119
Imagesen crs. 577
lmagcWritcr LQ, 582
ImagcWritcr I (Imagcw ritcr), 581
ImagcWriter 11 , 582
Imaginatio n Express series, 892
Impact pri m er, 575
Inactive windows, 12
d ragging from, 222
moving, 171
Inch marks, 632
Incredible Iruagc Pak, 725
Index view in the H elp system , 382
Infi n i-D, 800
In fo window, 231-235
contextual menu s, 233
Installer, 296
for m emory, 496
!nit, 331
!nit march, 152
In itialization (init) strings (modem),
934-935
Initializing a Aoppy d isk, 1 10- 11 1
Initializing vs. fonnattin g, 102- 103
Inkjet primers, 575-576
cartridges, 576-577, 583-584
colo r cartridges, 576-577
on e-color well ru ns dry, 584
paper, 583
tips, 583-584
Insertion point, 629
Installed font, 540-541
lnst:lller Aow ch art, 295
lnst:lller-creatcd folders, 3 12
Installers, 293
Auto matic install, 297-30 1
before usiug. 295, 297
bypassing. 3 16-3 17
bypassing all, 317
in OS 8.5. 432-433
using fo r applications, 448-449
Installing
applications, 447-455
from d isk images, 453
extensio ns and contro l panels, 333
fonts, 539-542
memory, 45
Installin g system software. Sec System
installation.
Instant Messenger service (AOL), 953
In strum ent b an k (MID I), 798
Integrated circu it (IC), 27
Inter-application exch an ges, 485-488

Interface, 149- 197
Interlacing, monito r, 85
Interleave ratio, I23
Interleavin g, 43-44, 123
Internal drive, bypassing, 869
Internal Zip drives (for Power Books),

Bt l
Internet, 955-960
Internet Assistant, 308
Internet Con fig utility, 940, 974
Internet control panel, in OS 8.5, 433
Internet cookies, 964-965
Internet e-mail addresses, 945, 958
Internet Explorer, 965. Sec also Browsers.
addi ng to Favorites bar, 983-984
deleting favorites, 985
Download Manager, 985
o rganizing favori tes, 984
tips, 983-985
toolbars, 983
True Type font collection. 526
Internet Extras folder, 3 13
Internet folder, 3 12
Internet search ing in OS 8.5, 420
lnterNIC, 958
1/0 ports, 34-36
Iomega Guest, 137
IP (Internet Protocol), 955
IRC chan nels, 960
IRC (Internet Relay C h at), 960
IRC servers, 960
Irclc, 960
ISD N ch an nel, 932
ISDN (Integrated Services Digital
Network), 932
ISD N term inal adapter, 932
ISPs (In ternet service provide rs),
949-954, 956
Italic type. 532
Item s Fo u nd Window; working in ,
279-280

J
J aggies, 520
J ava, 963
J avaScript, 964
J avaScript error d ialog. 972
J az drives. 133, 849
Jaz 2GB, 133
J erem y's Con tro l Strip Modn lcs, 821
J etstick , 902
J igsaw Pu zzle, 374-375
JPEG (Jo int Pho tograp hic Experts
Grou p), 72 1
Juggling m u ltiple appl ications, 462-466
J u m p Start series, 895
J u m p-to-fo lde r alias trick, 270 -271
Just Text, 75 1
Justification option s (type), 534
Justifi ed text. 534

K
Kaboom !, 195
Kaleidoscope, 169, 240
Kensington Mouse, 80
Ken sington power strip. I 53
Kennit, 943
Kcrned pairs (type), 535
Kerning (type), 535
Key arra ngement, keyboard, 78
Key Caps d esk accessory, 190, 634-636
accent characters in, 636
in the background , 636
an d keyb oard resou rces, 636
Key feel, 78
Key repeat and delay, 189
Key rep eat rate, 1 89
Keyboard assignments, increasing
number of, 401
Keyboard butto n presses, 404-405
Keyboard commands. 16
adding to a menu , 397-398
two or mo re in a row, 164
Keyboard contro l panel, 190
Keyboard cover, 848
Keyboard Deluxe M ac, 79
Keyboard equivalents, 16
Keyboard layou ts, 330
Keyboard modifiers, menus and, 164
Keyboard resources, 636
adding o r rem ovin g, 190
in the System file, 190
Keyboard window scrolling, 24 1
Keyboards, 78-BO, 185-193
basic, 79
an d bu ying a used M ac, 63
changing th e an gle o f, 80
Dvo rak, 191
ergonomic, 78-79
fo re ign , 190
layou ts o f, 330
special keys, 635
sticking tiny labels o n keys, 402
vs. typewriters, IBS- 186
using their feet, 80
Kcyframes (an imation), 799
KcyQ uc ncer, 40 1
Keystroke saver, 856
Kid Ph onics. 896
Kid Pix, 89 1
Kid Pix Studio Deluxe, 89 1
Kid Wor ks Dclm:e, 892
Kid Desk , 891
Kid s, 889-903
action and arcade gam es, 900-901
and com puter care, 890
creative writing titles, 89 1
and data p rotect ion , 890-89 1
ejecting C O s, 891
geography and social stud ies titles,
896-898
h ow old is o ld enou gh , 890
interactive storybook titles, 892-893
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Kids, coutitwetl
math skills titles, 895-896
need for sou nd insulation with, 890
reading skills titles, 895-896
spe lling teacher for, 894-895
test-practice software, 899
tOuch-typing, 894
where to pm tl1c computer, 889
Kilobyte (K), 37
Kinderb-artcn Blaster 3CD Set, 895
KJSS (keep it simple stupid), 770
Knowledge Advenrure, 895

L
Label printers, 579
Labeling extensions after installations,
454
LabciOnce, 11 3
L1bels, sticking on the keyboard keys,
402
Labels (icon), 228-231
LabelWriter XL and XL Plus, 579
Land areas (disk), 134
L1nguagc scripts, 330
Laser primers, 575-577
Laser p rimo urs, light bands on, 879
Laser\Vriter built-in fontS, 523. 525
LaserWriter fam ily, 589
L't,erWritcr ,nd L1scrWritcr Pins, 5R9
LaserWritcr Pros, 589
LaserWriter Select, 589
LaserWriter 11 family, 589
LaserWriter Utility, 608
LaserWriters, 575, 577, 585-596
b uilt-in fonts , 523, 525
by-the-number, 589
and d ocumentS v.~th lots of fon tS,
595
down loading fontS to, 591-592
envelopes or labels through, 596
fi rst-page delay, 595
with a hard d rive, 591-592
low on toner, 593
network connectors, 920
n ot all PostScript-capable, 585
pages per min ute (ppm), 586
prim density adjusonent, 593
resident fonts , 587
resolution, 586
setting up, 599
specs t.1ble, 590
ten-screen Print d ialog, 617
tips for using , 595-596
toner cartridges table, 594
toner tips, 593, 595
turning off the test page, 595
using o lder models, 596
ways to speed up printing, 595
Latency (hard d rive), 126
Launcher aliases, d u plicate, 462
Launcher control panel, 457

L1uncher Items Folder, 460
Launcher layers, 459
Launcher (The), 19, 457- 462
in the Apple menu, 460-46 1
bri nb~ng back, 461
buttons, 459
cannot be a pop-up window, 257
changing button sizes, 459
launching at starntp, 458
layers, 459
removing buttons, 459
renaming buttons, 458-459
L1nnchcr window, 19, 257, 457-458
with buttons on the desktop, 5
creating from Finder w indow, 461
L1t.tnching an applicatio n, 18-19, 162,
452-462
Lannching the Lau ncher at startu p, 458
L~un c hin g multiple applications, 457
LCD (liqnid-cryst:tl display), 809
Lead acid batteries, 810
Lead rime, and buying hardware, 59
Leading (type), 533
Learning tlte software, 455
Leaving the Mac on, 160
Lcttcrspacing (in type), 535
Level 1 cache, 29
Level 3 PostScript, 522, 586
Level 2 cache (l 2), 29
Libraries. in ElC!ensions folder, 341
License ab>Teem ent (Installer), 296
Licensing a~,.,-eemen rs, 296, 439
Ligatures (ligated characters), 535-536
Ligh ming- PCI, 96
Lil' BigBoard, 80
Line feed s, and PC-Mac fi le exchan ges,
488
Lin ks (hyperlin ks), 766-767, 778,955,
963
List box, active, 476
List boxes (in d ialog boxes), 17, 476
List of items on the desktop, 236
List (i n Open dialog box), 20
List server (online), 949
List views, 14, 221,247-249
in OS 8.5. 423-424
path to a file, 471
showing invisible fi les and folders,
476
sorting in, 251-253
Lists, hierarchical, 249-25 1
Lithium-ion (Lilon) batteries, 810, 827
Little People's Discovery Fann, 894
live scro lling, 169, 240
l ive updates for open wind ows, 249
Living books for kids, 892-893
Loan amortization table, 66 1
Local bnllecin boards, 951
Loca1T.1lk, 91 2-913, 915-9 16
LocaiTalk imitato rs, 912-9 13
Locked d isk, 234

Locked documentS, 469
Locked files, 234
Locked icons, 2 16, 234, 265
Locked volumes, 225
Locking a floppy disk, 112-11 3
Locking items, 234
Locking row and column titles
(spreadsheet), 672-673
Locking and unlocking files, 394
Logic board, 32, 66-67
Look Mom No Hands, 207
Loohtp view, in the Help system , 382
Loony L1byrimh, 901
Loose fi les in the System Folder, 326
Loose icons on the desktop, 201, 215,
244-245
Lossy compression, 802
Low-level fonnat (hard drive), 123
Low-m emory warning signs, 497
Low-profile hard drive, 126
Lycos search engine, 969

M
Mac C lassic, 55-58
Mac clones, 5 1
Mac LC line, 55, 57, 72-73
Mac names, 55, 256
Mac 101£ keyboard, 79
M>e (original), 56
Mac OS. See OS 8; OS 8.5; OS 8.1
update; System 7.5.
Mac OS Easy Open control panel,
485-486
Mac OS Extended fo rmat, 106- 108
Mac OS Read Me files, 3 12
Mac OS Setup Assistant program , 307
Mac OS Standard format, 106-107
Mac Plus, 56, 58, 77, 146
Mac Portable, 814
M ac publications, help from, 385
Mac SE, 55-56, 58
Mac specification tables, 68-73
Mac SX-4, 96
Mac II line, 54
m emory and, 56-57
specification tables, 73
Ilci, 55, 57
Hex, 54
mx, 146
Ilsi, 55, 57
Ilvx, 55
Ilx, 54
Macally J oystick, 902
Mac Binary format, 947
Macintosh Bini-lex Archives, 980
Macintosh DOS and Windows, 52
Macintosh Smffit Archive, 980
MacLinkPius, 486-487
MacLinkPlus/PC Connect, 487
M acro edito rs, 400-412
M acromedia D irector, 790, 800

Index

Macros
backing up, 85 1
defi ned, 400
for the desktop, 408-412
m ulri-applicatio n, 403
in spreadsheets, 662
temporary, 403
in word processo rs, 638
MacsBug debugger, 854
M acTC P DNR, 352
Mac-to-Mac con nect, 917
MacTRAC, 82
Magneric s torage standard, 101
Magnetic waves, low-frequency. 88
Magneto-opticals (M Os), 13 1
Magnifying glass, 12
Mailing lists (online), 949
Mail-order hardv..,nc, 60
Mail-order software, 443
Main window, closing everything bm,
412
M ake Alias co mmand, improving,
409-4 10
M ake Disk icon, 11 9
M anual addressing, 939
Map control panel, 352-354
MAP (minimum advertised price), 59
Marathon, 900
M aster designs (font), 524
M asterClips 150000, 571
M astcrClips art collectio n, 726
MasterJuggler, 542, 545
Math Blasters, 895
Math for the Real World, 896
MaxPowr C itation, 65
M axPowr Pro G3, 65
M ega Gallery, 726
Megabit,, 41
M egabits per seco nd, 126
M egabytes (megs), 37, 288
Megabytes of space needed for OS 8,
288
Megahertz, 30
Megahertz modem (U S Robotics), 931
Mem ory, 493-516. See also RAM .
allocated to run ning programs, 504
for applications, 502-506
as asynchronous, 40
avoiding co mposite, 46
basics o f, 37-40
buying, 44
and buying a used M ac, 63
C lassic and C lassic II, 57-58
dcfined, 37,495
vs. disk space, 495
extensio ns and, 331-332
freeing by Rushing the C lipboard,
181
how much there is/is needed,
495-496
installing, 45

launching, 504, 505
limitations of Macs, 496
Mac Plus and SE, 58
and the M ac II line, 56-57
Minimum Size, 502
m onitors and, 84
the number applications usc, 503-504
out of (inside an applicatio n), 498
for Prim M onitor, 603
fo r PostScript printers, 588
PowcrBooks and, 843
PowerMacs and, 48
Preferred Size, 503
price of, 44
released, 506
specification tables, 71-73
and start up, 152
Suggested Size, 502
sure fi xes for sho rtages of, 497-498
fo r the system , 501-502
and TrueType fonts, 527
units of measure, 36-37
M em ory allocation bars, 204
Mem ory allocations, 50 1-508
M em ory cache, 29-30
M emory chips. 36-46
M em ory control panel. 496-497, 511
M em ory fragm entation, 506-508
M emory modules, 39
M emory partition, Balloon H elp to see,
505
M emory report, 501-502
M em ory req uirements, histor ically, 506
M em ory slo ts, banks of, 42-43
M em ory slo ts for RAM, 33, 42-43
M emory speed, 39
M emory statistics, 203
M en u blink control, 163
M enu titles, 5
M enubar, 5
M en ubar clock. hidden o prio ns for, 351
M enu Fo nts, 545
M enus, 6, 15 -1 6, 163- 167
applicatio n and system, 15
with arro ws, 165
chcckmarks in, 16
COnteXtllal, 167, 206-208
ellipses( ...) in, 16, 164
highlight colo r in, 164
key symbo ls in, 164
and keyboard modifie rs, 164
pop-up, 17-18, 166
scro lling. 165
selecting from, 15
speed scrolling, 165
sticky, 166
Message boards (online). 948
Messages, sending to a list server, 949
M FC S (Macintosh Flight C ontro l
System ), 902
MFS (Macintosh Filing System), 103

Mice, 162-163. See also Mo use.
cordless, 8 1
ergonomic, 80
M icro Dock, 9 16
M icrophone, 195
Microphone Pro, 941
Microprocessor, 27
M icrosoft Bookshelf, 885
M icrosoft Encarta, 885
Microsoft E>:plorer, 761
Microsoft fo nt suitcases, 556
Microsoft fonts, 556
Microsoft Word, 639
character fo rmatting, 649-650
customizing, 655-658
do uble-click shortcuts, 648
Find and Replace, 653-654
Footnotes command, 652
Format Painter, 650-651
High lighter tool, 652-653
keyboard contro l, 648-649
m acro virus es, 864-865
paragraph formatting, 649- 650
Repeat co m mand, 652
styles, 65 1
tables and columns, 655
tips for using, 648-658
M IDI, creating, 798-799
M IDI channel, 798
M IDI (M usical Instrument D igital
lntcrf.Kc), 798-799
M IDI sequencer, 798
MIDI Translato r Pro, 799
MIDI Translato r II, 799
M illiseconds, 39
Mini EN/SC, 916
Mirro rs (RAJD), 128-129
Missing Extensio ns fi le, 339
M odal dialogs , 173
M odeling (3-D animarion), 800
M odem control panel, 939
M odem initializarion (init) strings,
93 4-935
Modem LED reado ut, 931-932
Modem line, separate, 937
Modem m odels, 93 1
Modem port, 34
Modem reports, 93 1-932
M odem scripts, 939
M o dem Scripts folder, 939
M odern strings, 934
Modem transmissio n speed, 933-934
Moderns, 929-938
blind d ialing, 936
dis.1bling call wairing, 938
faxing with, 936-937
56K standard, 933-934
tric ks and tips, 937-938
28.8 vs. 33 .6, 933
Moderated conferences (online), 949
M oderato rs (o nline), 948
M odern Memo ry Manager, 498
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Modc32,38
Modifier keys, 16, 164, 186, 192,401
Modular Mac, 54
Money-back guaramee, 59-60
Monitor m anuf.1cturcrs, 86
Monito r po rt, 34-35
Mo nito r screen Ricker, 87
Mo nito r screen orientation, 86
Mo nito rs, 82-93
caring for, 92-93
cleaning, 92
J.rge or double, 89-92
measuring, 86
and memory, 84
mulrisync, 83
screen resolutions, 83
tem1inology, 85-86
Monitors & Sound control panel, 88-89,
9 1, 193-194
Monofont. 530
Monospaccd font, 530-531
More Compatible (Caches Disabled), 54
More File Info, 208, 234. 482
Motherboard, 32
Motorola 68000-serics chips, 27-29
Mo unted disk, IOJ
Mo unting a disk image, 11 6
Moun ring a hard drive, troubles with,
868-869
Mounting SCSI-device disks, 130
Mounting shared disks, 272
Mounting two volumes with the same
name, 102
Mo unting utility for partitioned APS
drive, 125
Mouse, 5-7, 162- 163
basic actions, 7
and buying a used Mac, 63
cleaning, 847
cordless, 81
ergonomic, 80
Mouse in a Box, 80
Mouse control panel, 82, 163
Mouse cursor (cursor), 6
behaves cratically, 866
in spreadsheets, 666-667
Mouse Keys, 191
Mouse pad. 847
Mouser control strtp, 350
Move to Trash command, 261
Move& Rename folder, 477
MovicPbycr, 785-787, 803
MoviePbyer Import O ptions, 796
Movicl'laycr Pro, 785
Movies, Quicklim e, 783-787
Moving between applications, 19, 463
Moving to the Finder, 465
Moving icons around, 10, 2 19-222
Movingawindow, 12, 171
Mt. Everything. 130
MTJ3F (mean time between f.1i lurcs}, 127

Multimedia
authoring tools, 789-791
bit depths for, 788-789
making, 787-789
M ultimedia RAM, 788
Multiple applicatio ns
handling, 462-466
launching, 457
printing, 282
Multiple documents, printing, 282
Multiple master (MM) fonts, 524-525
M ultiple startup devices, 156- 157
M ultiple undo, 22
Multiple-mo nitor scmp, 91
Multiscan monitors, 83
Multisync monitors, 83
Mumetal alloy. 88
Music, 792-799
Music reference works, 888
Musical instnnncnts (Quicklime), 783
Musical notation, 799
My Own Stories, 891
My Settings set of extensions. 338
Myst, 902

N
Naming conventions for Macs, 55
Nanoseconds, 39
National Geographic, 885
Native code, 440
Native form at, 481
Native mode, 47
Navigational aid, GoTo folder as, 256
Navigator (Nct~capc), 761, 965. St'C also
Browsers.
Bookmark m cm>, 981
bookm arks, 982
manipulating toolbars, 981
nested folders, 982
saving URL of current page, 983
Network, 907-925
detecting, 909
direct access to folder/volume,
923-924
logging ofT, 923
parts of, 9 10-911
remote connection, 915-916
quick log-ons. 923
setting up a StyleWriter on, 584-585
setting up users and groups, 922
small , 920-925
in your house, 919-920
Network c.1bling limits, 917
Network connectors, 920
Network file servers, 52
Network printer connectors, 580
Network protocols, 910
Ne twork servers, 52, 917
Network services, 917-918
Networkablc printers, 580
Networking. peer and peerless, 909

N ew Folder. 2 1,226
New Mac, buying, 61-62
N ew Set command, File menu, 338
Newbie, 959
N ewer Technology, 44
N ews group addresses, 958-959
N ews groups, 958
N ews readers, 959
N ewsHopper, 959
N ewsWatcher, 959
Nickel-cadmium (NiCad) batteries,
8 10,827
Nickel-metal-hydride (NiMH)
batteries, 810, 826-827
Niji, 169
Nine Month Miracle, 886-887
Nisus Writer, 639
N oChargc NiCad, 835
N odl'S (connected devices), 9 13
Non-interlaced monitor. 85
Non-priming keys, 164
N orton AntiVirus for the Mac, 864
Norton Disk Doctor, 848, 855
Norton UnErase, 870
N orton Utilities, 121, 855, 870
Not enough memory m essage, 495, 503
Note bars, making, 380
N ote icon used in alert boxes, 174
N ote Pad, 375-376
No-Thinking-Necessary C ustom Install
Guide, 305-306
NTSC (National Television Standards
Committee), 86
NuBus architecture, 33
Nnllns slots, 33
Nudge command, ·193
Numbered fonts, 544
Numbered lists, in web page design,
774
N umbers control panel, 354
Numeric keypad, 186
NumLock, 186
NUpower 5001167,815
NVRAM (non-volatile video RAM),
500,853
Nybblcs, 37

0
Object, 488
Object-oriented graphics, 7 19
OCR (optical character recognition)
software, 93, 96
OEMs (original equipm ent
m anufacturers}, 127
Office digital PBX, 839
O ld fi les withom applications to run
them, 849-850
OLE (Object Linking and Embedding),
488
O n Evolution and Natural H isto ry, 887
On-board m emory, 38
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OneCiick, 40 I
1.4MB floppy disks, 109
Online acronyms, 943-944
Online connections, 938-940
Online etiquette, 944
Online e:>.')lressions, 943
Online hardware merchants, 60
Online services and providers, 949-954
help from, 386
libraries of. 948
Open applications and memory
allocation, 203
Open bunon (in O pen dialog box), 21
Open dialog box, 20-21, 434
Open Location dialog, 974
Open and Save dialogs in OS 8.5, 434
O pen Transport standard, 909-910, 938
Open Doc, 390
O pening an application, 18-19
Opening documents, 19, 467-468, 470
Opening a folder, 14
Opening an icon, 10-11, 213-214
Opening and saving documcms,
470-472
Opening a window, 11 -12
Open/Save dialogs, 475-481
alias Option option, 477
aliases in, 270
enhancing, 480-481
Save lists, 475-476
shortcuts in, 478
O pen/Save folder, dcf.1ult, 475
O penType standard, 529
Operating system (OS), explained, 287.
See also; OS 8; OS 8.5; OS 8.1
update; System 7.5.
Optimizers (disk), 121
O ption characters, 558
Option key, with Empty Trash, 265
Option-copying to the C lipboard,
183-1 84
Option-drag, 7
Option-drag copy, 225
O rangePC Coprocessor, 52
Oregon Trail, 896
Original Mac, 56
Orphaned aliases, finding, 273
OS8
big changes from System 7, 29 1-292
comrol panels, 346
defaulting to US Lette r Small,
614-615
extensions, 343
Finder application icon, 5
Finder and temporary fi les, 249
hardware requirements for, 287-288
menubar clock, 5
new click-and-a- half. 7
new desktop cursors, 6
new Finder menu, 202
new Finder View menu, 238
new List views, 24 7-249
new menu colors, 164

new system cursors, 162
new trash can, 261
new window look, 167
sets of c:>."tensions, 338
space needed for, 288
spring-open folders, 12
OS 8.5, 413-434
Application Switcher, 428-431
desktop, 415-421
Finder windows, 421 -425
folders actions, 427-428
icons, 426-427
new Help System, 431-432
OS 8.1 update, 292, 319
OS Help, 8, 381-383
OSX, 292
OTT/PPP Strip, 349
Om of Memory messages, 183
Outline fonts, 523-525
attributes, 524
laid on a grid, 521
Outlining (word processor feature),
637-638
Om-of-memory Finder report, 205-206

p
Page coum, 6 15
Page description language, 621
Page Iayou t, 739-758. See also PageMakcr
tips; QuarkXPrcss tips.
Bold or Italic text style commands, 744
editing styles, 744
f.1st save, 744
global defaults, 744
serial deletions, 744
temporary grabber hand, 743
using stylcsheets, 743
Page Setup command, 610-615
document-specific settings, 613-614
OS 8 defaulting to US Letter Small,
614-615
pointers, 613-615
PostScript options, 612-6l3
setting defaults, 614
standard paper sizes, 614
update, 6 14
Page size vs. printout (image) size, 611
Page Up and Page Down keys, 187-1 88
Paged memory management unit
(PMMU),29
PageMaker tips, 745-750
documents and pages, 745
pasting from into QuarkXPrcss, 183
shrinking files, 746
text and te:>."t boxes, 747-748
tools and palettes, 746-747
PageMill, 761
PageMill folder selection, 480
PageSpinner, 762
Painte r C lassic, 723
Painter program, 722

Painting programs, 722
PAL (programmable logic array), 56
Palettes, 170
Panes (window), 170
Panorama, 689
Pape r handling, 609
Paper and printers
accommodating thick, 584
paper jams, 879
orientation, 610
sizes, 610-611
Paper Port scanner, 96
Paragraph formatting, 631 -632, 649-650
Paragraph formatting in Microsoft
Word, 649-650
Paragraph styles (word processor
feature), 637
Parallel ports, 34
Parameter RAM, 40
Parent application, 8, 875
Pa.r ent windows, activating, 243
Parity, 941
Part.i tioned APS drive, mounting utility
for, 125
Partitioning a hard drive, 124-1 25
Partitions, 124-125
in Automatic install, 299
Balloon Help to see, 505
memory, 502-503
startup, 125-126, 156,860-861
Passive matrix display, 809
Pass-through terminators, 144
Password Security control panel, 354
Paste command , 21, 178
Pasting, 21
Path menu, 241-242
Path name (in U RLs), 957
Paths
from a drive to a document, 471
to a file, 471
folders and, 241-242
keyboard commands for navigating,
242
through a hierarchy, 470
Patterns and pictures (desktop), 208-213
PC card modems (for PowerBooks),
811
PC Compatibility Card, 52
PC Compatible, 52
PC Exchange, 489-490
PC fi le exchanges, 488-491
PC floppy disks, working with, 11 4
PC printers, adapting for the Mac, 580
PC-formatted Z ips, 138- 139
PC ! (Peripheral Component
Interconnect), 33
PCMCIA cards, 810-811
PCMCIA E:>.')lansion Module, 810
PC M C IA slots, 34
PDS (processor direct s lot), 33
Peer and peerless networking, 909
Peer-to-peer networking, 909
People: 20 Years of Pop C ulture, 888
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Perfonnas, 49-51
equivalentS, 50
5300/100 LC heat sink, S0-51
1-IFS Plus drive. 50
LC, 69
missing modem parr, 50
nam es of, 49-50
6330 memory, 48
specification t.1bles, 70-73
system software, 50
Peripherals, 34, 75-97
Personal LascrWritcrs, 589
Phase-change printer models, 576
Phone cards, using with PowerBooks,
840-841
Phone line, getting a second, 937
Phone Pad, 376
PhoneNET, 913
Phosphors. 83
Photo Deluxe, 722-723
PhoroGIF, 762
PhotoGrade, 587-588
Photashop, 487, 722
and caches, 5 10
layers, 738
precise cursor, 735
screen background, 737
selecting in, 737-738
tips for using, 732-738
tools and palettes, 733-734
and virtual memory, 513
windows and views, 736
Physical memory, 496
Picoseconds, 39
PICT (PIC 'Titre) graphics form at, 491 ,
72 1
PICTinText, 387
Pictogram, Cb risWorks spreadsheet, 675
Picture clipping, 185
Picm reViewer, 785
Picture Viewer Pro, 785
Pigment approach (color primers), 575
Pinging, 960
Piracy. software, 440
Pirate Ship, 894
Pits (disk), 134
Pixel resolution, Power Book screen, 809
Pixels (picture clements), defined, 82
Pixels vs. points, 5 19
PKZip, 491
Platinum look, system -wide, 172, 237
Platinum windows, 17, 167, 17 1
Pby Sound button (Clipboard), 182
Plug 'n' prim, 579-580
Plug-ins, 963
PlusM akcr, 108
PlusM aximizcr, 108
PMMU (paged memory managem ent
unit), 32
PO Box (for addresses that can be
aliased), 958

Poetry in Marion, 888
Point vs. dot, 519
Point size (rypc), 530-532
Point sizes in menus, 545-546
Pointer, 5-7
Po inting the mouse, 7
PointS of presence, 951
PO P (Post O ffice Protocol), 956
Pop-u p menus, 17-18, 20, 166
in dialog boxes, 17
in O pen dialog box, 20
for pop-up windows, 255
Pop-u p windows, 253-257
closing. 254
drag method, 255
pop-up m enus for, 255
resizing, 254-255
tabs and tab names, 255
Port Presentation System, 81
Portable SryleWriter, 582
Portj uggler, 580
Ports (VO), 34-36
basic, 34-35
SCSI, 142
Posting (online), 948
Post-install procedures (system ),
307-313
PostScript
Level 3,522,586
vs. QnickDraw, 577-578
vs. lhleType, 528
PostScript clones, 579
PostScript errors, 878
PostScript fi les, 621 -624
creating from a document, 622
creating with no PostScript printer,
624
downloading, 623
PostScript fontS, 521-525, 557
explained, 523
Type 1 and Type 3, 522
PostScript graphics, 720
PostScript hinting, 521-522
PostScript interpreters, 521,585
PostScript options in Page Setup,
612-613
PostScript outline fonts, 521
PostScript printer descriptions (PPDs),
597
PostScript printers, 521, 577
fonts on, 619
need for m emory, 588
PostScri pt program, sending to the
printer, 623-624
Power button, C PU, 161
Power key, shut down with, 159-1 60
Power Perc, 900
Power strip, 153-154
PowerBook 100, 813-814, 835-837
PowcrBook 140, 812, 814, 834
PowcrBook 145 and 145B, 814

PowcrBook 150, 814
PowerBook 160 and 165c, 814
PowerBook 170, 814
PowerBook 180 and 180c, 814
PowcrBook 190, 8'13
PowerBook 2400 (lightweight), 812
Power Book 3400 (series), 81 1-812
Power Book 500 series, 8 12-813, 824,
827,834
Power Book 500!5000 zap, 853
PowerBook models, 811 -8 14, 842-843
Power Book models and specifications,
842-843
Power Book productS, 8 11
PowerBooks, 807-843
batteries, 810
batteries and power adapters, 825-828
Battery Reconditio n, 826
battery-level bars, 816
biggest power draw, 8 15-816
blank screens after OS 8 install, 834
buying used, 64
connecting to a network, 9 15-916
connecting a Z ip drive to, 138
Contro l Strip battery readoms, 8 '16
Control Strip modules, 821
controlling sleep cycles, 81!l
Date & lime and battery power, 820
displays, 809-810
expansion hay. 810
file synching, 830-832
internal click•, 834
keeping in sleep mode, 837
killing startup sound, 824
Location Manager, 821
maximizing battery life, 816
modem drains battery power, 818
Mouse Tracks, 820
online toolkit, 838
password security. 822
procc'Ssor cycling, 816-817
resetting power manager, 833
screen size, 809
SCSJ connections, 828-830
serial port in usc error, 834
sleep mode, 815
sleep setS, 818-819
rips for using. 823-824
trackpad control panel, 819
troubleshooting, 832-837
turning off, 8 17
upgrading, 814-815
using, 815-832
using an external monito r, 824
using phone cards with, 840-841
using the trackpad, 823
video o utput, 8 10
virtual memory. 513
PowerBook-to-PowcrBook connection.
829-830
PowcrBoost, 66
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PowcrDomain, 140
PowcrDoor, 811
PowerForcc cards, 65
PowerMac AV m odels. 48
PowcrMac Display Adapter, 36
PowerMacs, 46-49
and DIMMs, 43
and EDO DIMMs, 4 1
memo ry, 48
and SIMMs, 43
specificatio n tables, 70-7 1
upgrading, 64-67
l'o werMcnu, 208, 463
PowcrMergc, 832, 850
Po werMergc Lite, 850
PowcrPC m emory, 503
Power PC m odels. 27
PowcrPC processors, 27-28
PowerPC-based M acs specification
tables, 70-7 1
Power Point Astound, 79 1
PowerPrint software, 580
Power RIP. 579
Power UP 750 boards, 65
PowcrUP 604c, 65
PowcrUscr 105 E.'Ctended, 79
PPD fi les, 597, 599-600
PPP contro l panel, 940
PPP (Point-to-Point Pro toco l), 956
Practical Peripherals modem , 931
PRAM (Parameter RAM), 40, 852
PRAM zap, 500, 510, 852
Preference fi les
backing up, 367, 850
corrupted, 367
Preferences command, Edit m enu, 281
Preferences folder, 3 1I, 367
Preinstall procedures, 3 15
Prem iere (Adobe), 804
Presentation programs, 79 1
Pressing the mouse, 7
Preventio n techniques , 847-851
Price protectio n, getring, 60
Prices, falling, 6 1
Prince of Persia CD Collection, 900
Print command, 615-618
Print dialog, 588, 615
Save as File option, 622
screens for PostScri pt primers, 617
sctring defaults. 6 18
Print Font Samples command, 568
Print j ob, canceling, 282,6 18
Print Monito r, 603-607, 878
m enu(s), 605
fo r multiple printers, 606
w indow, 602-603
Prim Shop Publishing Suite, 891-892
PrimC hef, 613
Primed circuit board, 32
Primer description files (PDFs), 597

Printer drivers, 34 1, 597-598, 879
Printer files with no screen fonts, 553
Printer font names, 523
Primer fonts, 522-523. 540-54 1
Primer hard d rive capacity, finding, 592
Primer menu (Finder). 602
Primer models, 581-596
Primer page description files, 597
Prim er port, 34
Printer resolution, 578
Printer server, 9 11
Printer techno logies, 575-579
Priutcr timeout error (-8993), 878
Printer Utility, 608-609
Printers
adapting PC -typc fo r the M ac, 580
hard drives in, 591-592
setting np new, 598
shared, 9 11
types of, 575-577
Printer-shaped icons, 342
Primhead, 575
Priming, 573-624
background, 600-601, 606
color, 580-581
commands for, 610-618
delayed, 606
from the desl.."top, 282-283
desktop windows, 282-283
fonts, 548. 551
issues of. 6 19-624
resuming, 606-607
single-page widths, 283
t roubleshooting, 877-878
Priming software, 596-609
PrintMonitor, 607-608
PrimMo nitor m acro, 405-406
PrimMonitor preferences, 608
PrintMonicor window, 608
Primo m (image) size vs. page size, 6 11
Privacy Prefe rences dialog (AOL), 953
Privileges
networking. 909
setting, 922
Problems, diagnosing, 851
Processor chip, 27
Processor fam ilies, 27
Processors (processor chips), 27-29
explained, 27
in PowerBook~, 842
specification tables, 70, 72-73
wait states, 41
Productivity software, 625-713
Profi ler utility, 30
Project suitcases, 539
ProJPEG, 762
Proportional fonts, 531
Proportional scroll box in OS 8.5,
422-423
Protocol standards, modem
connectio ns. 930-93 1

Protocol (URL). 956
Protocols
file-transfer, 942-943
network, 9 10
Pseudo-static RAM. 40
Public domain , 444
Publish and Su bscribe, 389-390, 488
Publishing, fi le formats for, 72 1
Push buttons (in dialog boxes), 17, 176
Put Away command, 262
Puzzle piece icons, 342

Q
Quad speed COs (quads), 13 4
Quadra AV model, 53
Quadra memory interleaving, 53
Quadra 950 display, 53
Quadra 950 terminatio n, 146
Quadra 900!950, 53-54
Quadra/Ce ntris specificatio n tables, 72
Quadras, 52-53
QuarkXPrcss tips, 750-758
default tool attributes, 752
Measurements palette, 752
pasting fro m PageMaker into, 183
Send to Back and Bring to Fro m , 757
styles, 756-757
te>."t, 753-756
Tool palette and tab, 753
tools and palettes, 751
windows and pages, 750
Q uickCarn, 80 1
Q uickDraw, 39()
Q uickDraw GX fo nts, 527, 555
Q uickDraw vs. PostScript, 577-578
Q uickDraw printer fonts, 527,555, 6 19
QuickDraw primers, 577, 616
Q uicKeys, 40 1,403-412, 463
general tips, 403-404
launching and switching, 406-407
macros fo r the desktop, 408-412
universal m acros, 404-406
Quicklime. 783-787
bonus applications, 785
com pression, 786
&change o prio n, 784
e>."tensio ns, 783
M ovicPiayer, 785
movies, 5 12. 801
MPEG Exte nsion, 783
Musical lnstmments, 783
PicturcViewcr, 785
PowerPiug. 783
Settings control panel, 784
synchronizatio n, 786
video compressio n, 803
QuickTime Pro. 785
QuickTime VR, 783
Quitting an applicatio n, 18-1 9
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R
Radio butto ns (in C larisWorks
datab:~scs), 693-695
Radio buttons (in dialog boxes), 17,
175-176
Ragged right text, 534
IWD (redundant array of inexpensive
disks), 128- 129
RAM barrier, 39-40
RAM disk,, 514
getting rid of, 515
making, 514
running applications from, 515-516
zapping, 516
RAM Doubler, 497
RAM (random access memory). See also
Memory.
contiguous, 506
defined, 37-38, 495
how much is in the compUter, 495
for multimedia, 788
rypes of. 40
RAM slots, 33
Rastcrization, 521
Rastcrizing, 577
Read me files, 447
Reader Rabbit Deluxe I 895
Reading Blaster Jr., 895 '
Reading :1 disk, 10 1
ReadMe Iiles
editable, 395
editing, 386-387
Read-write heads, 102
RealAudio, 964
Rebel Assault, 900
Rebooting, 151, 153
Rebuilding the desktop, 206, 451-452,
848, 852
Recent Documents folder, 355-356
Recharged cartridges (LaserWritcrs) 593
'
Reconditioned Mac, 64
Record (database), 687
Recordable vs. scriptable, 391
Recording a sound, 195
Records (in databases), 663
Recovering erased files, 870
Recovery, heavy-duty, 871
Redo command, 180
Reference works, 883-889
Refresh cycle, 42
Refresh rates, 42, 83, 87
Hcgistering software, 455
Reinstalling system software, 32 1-322
•
854
Helational database, 6tf7
Relative referencing in spreadsheets, 665
Remanufactured cartridges
(LaserWriters), 593
He movable disks, 130
drivers on, 13 1
trash and, 264

Removable storage media (removables),
129-133
auto-mounting, 130
problems w ith, 872-873
as startup, 130
types of, 131- 132
Removing system components, 3 17-3 19
Rendering (3-D animation), 800
Repeat command in Microsoft Word
652
'
Reports (database), 687
Rescued Items folder, 263-264, 858-859
ResEdit Projects, 397-400
ResEdit (resource editor), 395-400, 483
Reset, 853
Resistor (tem1inator), 144
Resolution, 82
of L1serWritcrs, 586
of monitor screens, 83, 85
of printers, 578-579
of scanners, 94-95
selecting, 89
Resource editor, 395-400, 483
Resource fork, 483, 947
Resources, 227, 396
modifying, 396-397
and PC-Mac file exchanges, 489
111 SUitcases, 329, 537
System fi le, 329-330
user-configuroble, 330
n cstarting, 152-153
Resum ing priming, 606-607.
Retrospect, 850
Retrospect N etwork Backl1p Kit, 850
Return characters, removing clC!ra,
632-633
Return vs. Enter, 188
Reverse sort macro, 410
Revert, 18
RGB monitor, 85
HGB Picker, 345
RISC chip, and L1serWriter speed, 586
RISC (reduced instmction set
computing), 27, 586
Riven, 902
River of white (in type), 534
~-11 clip adapter, 838-839
RJ-1 1 d uplex adapter, 838
~- 1 1 -to-spad e adapter, 839
Rj-45 10BaseT plug, 9 14
HO M disk, 58
ROM (read-only memory), 38
Rom an version of a font, 529
Romulus, 96
n outcrs, 9 11 ' 919
RPN (Reverse Polish Notation), 372
RTF (Rich Text Fonnat), 485, 490
RTFM (read the manual), 456

5
Sad Mac, 152, 860
Sample Desktop Pictures, 209
Sample rates (audio), 797
Sampling (audio), 797
Save As command, 20, 467
Save as File option, Print dialog, 622
Save button (in Open dialog box) 2 l
Save dialog boxes, 20-2 1, 475-48 1,
Save lists, 475-476
Save vs. Save As, 467
Saving a docum ent to the desktop,
474-475
Saving documents, 19-20, 466-467, 470
Scaling, 611
Scan rates, 83, 87
Scanners, 93-96
evaluating scan q uality, 95
how they work, 94
resolution, 94-95
rypcs of, 95
Scheduled Stanup & Shutdown 160
Science reference titles, 886-887
Scrapbook, 180-18 1, 376-379
Screen, 5. See t1lso Mon itors.
and buying a used Mac, 63
fl ashing, 861
Screen burn-in, 92-93
Screen color, grabbing, 345
Screen dumps, 387
Screen Ricker, 87
Screen fonts, 522-523
Screen fonts \vith no printer files, 553
Screen names, 945, 950
Screen orientation, 86
Screen resolutions, 83
Screen savers, 92
Screen shot problem on 7200s, 388
Screen shots, 387-389
Screen sleep only, 159
ScreenShot, 389
Script Editor (ApplcScript), 391
O~cn Dictionary comm and, 391
scn pt types, 391
Scriptable vs. recordable, 391
Scroll arrows (window), 11, 13, 170
Scroll bars (window), I I, 13-14
Scroll box (window), 11, 14
Scrolling, variable-speed, 24 1
Scrolling menus, 165
Scrolling while dragging, 241
Scrolling windows, 13-14, 240-241
SCSI bus, 139
SCSI cabling, 142- 144
SCSI chain, 139-142
SCSI chain lengths, 143
SCSI chain problems, 871-872
SCSI connections for PowcrBooks,
828-830
SCSI devices, 129-130, 139-146
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SCSI disk mode, 829
SCSI Doc, 830
SCSI drive, attaching, 828
SCSI extension cable, 828
SCSI ID numbers, 129, 141-1 42, 156
SCSI no-cable setup, "144
SCSI peripheral imerface cable, 142
SCSI port, 34
SCSI Pro, 830
SCSI Sentry, 830, 872
SCSI Sentry II, 146
SCSI (small computer system interf.1ce),
139
SCSI standard, 139
SCSI styles, 35
SCSI system cable, 142, 828
SCSI tennination, 144-146
SCSI types, combin ing on-a chain, 140
SCSI-device disks, mounting, 130
SCSIProbc, 130, 855-856
SCSI-3, 139
SCSI-3-capablc devices, 139
SCSI-2 adapter cards, 143
S/DlMMs, installing and removing, 45
SDRAM (Sychronous DRAM) , 41
Search characters in OS 8.5, 432
Search criteria, hidden, 281
Search engines, 968
Search syntax (Web search), 969
Searches, simultaneous, 281
Searching, C larisWorks database,
695-696
Searching for a company's web site, 97 1
Searching on the Web, 968-970
Secondary cache (L2), 29
Second-time buyer, hidden costs for, 61
Sectors (disk), 101
Security levels (AOL), 950
Seed folders, 245
Select button, 479
Select-and-drag, 630
Sclecti ng from men us, IS
Selecting text, 629-631
Selecting text in C larisWorks, 643- 645
Selecting text in units, 629
Selecting withom opening a folder,
479-480
Self-aliasing, Apple Menu Items,
356-357
Self-arb itrating architecture, 33
Self-extracting archive, 217
Self-termination, 144-145
Sending fi les, 947
Serial numbers (applications), 452
Serial ports, 34
closing, 937-938
expanding, 96
Serial Switch, 347
Serif and sans serif faces, 531
Server-based networking setup, 909
Servers, 52, 909, 9 17

Settings (Preferences folder), 367
Setup Assistant, 307-308
750 Power PC processor, 28
72 dots to the inch, 86-87
7200-series memory, 48
ShadowWrairh, 901
Shared desktop, 473
Shared disks, mount ing, 272
Shared files
accessing, 923
logging on for, 922-923
Shared printers, 911
Shared-volume desktops, 475
Shareware, 444-447
getting from the web, 445-446
paying for, 446-447
Shareware.com, 445-446
Sharing control panel, 924-925
Sharing files, 909, 920-925
Sharing a StyleWriter, 584-585
Shielding (from magnetic waves), 88
Shift Lock vs. Caps Lock, 630
Shift-clicking, 629-630
Shimmering (monitor), 88
Shock C lock (Totally Twisted), 93
ShockWave for Director, 964
Shoot-'em-ups, 900-901
Show All command, 465
Show C lipboard command, 180, 271
Show Launcher at startup option, 155
Shrinking a bitmapped font, 520
Shrinking a window to its title bar, 13
Shrink\Vrap, 119
Shut down, 159- 161
automatic, 160
improper message at, 858
with Power key, 159-160
or sleep, 158
and wake up, 161
Shur Down warning, 16 1
Shutdown dialog, 160
Shutdown Items folder, 159, 366
Sidegrades, 444
SIGs (special interest groups) , 948
Silicon.Express IV, 140
Silve rlining disk formatter, 12 1- 122
Sim City 2000, 901
SIMMs (single in-line memory
modules), 39
banks of. 42-43
LC II,57
pin connr, 42
PowerMacs and, 43
self-banking 72-pin, 43
speed of. 45
Simple Finder menus, 202
Simple Finder mode, 6, 202
SimplcSound, 357
SimpleTcxt, 376, 386
SimpleText Color Menu, 387
SimpleText document, adding a graphic
to, 399-400

Simulations software, 901-902
Single-machine licensing agreements,
439
Single-sided Aoppy disks, I 09
Single-user licensing agree ments, 439
604 PowerPC processor, 28
604e PowerPC processor, 28, 65-66
601 PowerPC processor, 27
603 Power PC processor, 27
603e Power PC processor, 28
16.7 million colors, 87
68040 chip, 29
68040 Macs, specification tables, 72
68H COOO chip, 29
68000 chip, 28
68000- serics (f.1mily) chips, 27-29,
3 1-32
coprocessors, 31-32
and LascrWriter speed, 586
68LC040 chip, 29
68030 chip, 29
68020 chip, 28-29
6xxx crash problem, 859
Size box (window), 11-1 2, 17·1
Skin (keyboard cover), 848
Sleep mode, 157-158
Sleep Setup button, 158
SLIP (Serial Line Internet Protocol),
956
Slot (expansion)
common, 33
explained, 32
specification tables, 70, 72-73
Slow Keys, 192
Small Caps style, 547
Small icons, using on the desktop, 246
Small networks, 920-925
Small system font, OS 8.5, 4 17
Smart quotes, 632
SmartBoard, 80
Smilies, 943
Smooth text and graphics, 612
Smoothed font, 550
SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol),
956
Snap To utility, 177
Snapz Pro, 389
Snd2SysBeep, 196
So I've Heard, 888
SODIMMs (small-outline dual in- line
memory modules, 39
Soft (optional) hyphen, 632
Software. See also Applications
buying. 442-444
buying and installing, 439-456
buying the old version, 443
choosing, 441-442
formatting, 855
learning, 455
for printing, 596-609
registering, 455
upgrading in haste, 443
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Software compatibility, 442
Software Installers folder, 317
Software market, top sellers in
yesterday's, 444
Software piracy, 440
Software reviews, 44 1-442
Softw:tre serial numbers, 440
Software update disks. marking, 453
Software version, finding what you
have, 443-444
Software version numbers, 439
Softw.orcFPU, 32
Soft\Vindows, 289
Song\Vorks. 799
Sorting
CbrisWo rk~ database, 695-696
in herited , 253
in List views, 25 1-253
n u mbers in List views, 253
reverse son noacro, 410
Sorting criteria, 25 1-252
Souls in the System, 90 1
Sound files and the System file, 196- I 97
Sou nd input port, 35
Sound om port, 35
Sou ndEdit 16, 796
SoundMaster, 196
Sou nds, 330
creating and collecting, 195-196
grabbing, 398
on the Mac !lsi, 57
and music, 792-799
o n the OS 8.5 desktop, 4 I 8
system, 193- 197
Spamming, 944
Special characters, 632, 635
and PC-Mac file exchanges, 488
typing, 633-634
Special effects with type, 536
Special folder icons, 226
Special keys. 635
Special system folder icons, 9
Special-inte rest areas (AOL), 950
Specialty fonts, 567
Specification ta bles for Mac m odels,
68-73
Speed (CD), 134
Speed (cu rsor), sct1ing, 19 1
Speed Doubler, 3 1
Speed Doubler 8, 31
Speed (processor), 30
Speed (Mac), 46
Speed (oncm01y), 39
Speed o f a SIMM, 45
Speeding up Mac Hci and llsi, 57
Speeds and specs (hard drive), 126-127
Spell C atcher, 640-641,856,894-895
Spell checkers, 640-64'1, 769, 856,
894-895
Spellin g Coach Professional, 640
Spelling teacher for kids, 894-895
Spindle speed (hard drive), 126-127

Splash screen, 392-393
Split bar (window), 170
Spliuing windows, 170
Spreadsheet file formats, 484-485
Spreadsheet function argumen ts, 666
Spreadsheet functions, 666
Spreadsheet programs, 663
Spreadsheet tips, 666-669
Spreadsheet trnnslations, 490
Spreadsheet 2000, 663
Spreadsheet.,, 659-683
absohotc and relative referencing, 665
active fomm las, 667-668
basic chart types, 669
building a formu la, 664-665
cell ranges in, 664
ccllsin,661
charting in, 662
C larisWorks tips, 670-675
dal3 entry, 664
databases in, 663
editing comics in, 664
explained, 661
filling in adjacent cells, 665-666
hiding a column, 673
loan amortization ta ble, 661
locking row and column titles,
672-673
macros in, 662
mo use cnrsor in, 666-667
naming cells, 668-669
ponncl signs in (#####), 667
priority or ope rations, 665
transposing rows and colum ns, 668
types of data in, 664
w hat if analysis, 661-662
Spring C leaning, 453
Spring-loaded folders, 243-244
Spring-open drag (folders), 243-244
Square pixels (Mac display), 5 19
SRAM (Static RAM), 40
Stamping cJCtensio ns after insmllatio ns,
454
Standard icons, opening, 10
Standard PrimMonitor, 607-608
Star repeaters, 913
Star topology (Ethernet), 9 13
Startup, 151
blank screen at, 860
blinking question mark at, 860
from a CD, 135, 154
enabler for, 861
fl ashing screen at, 86 1
launching th e Launcher at, 458
no sign oflifc at, 859
partitio n as, 125-126,860-86 1
partition-based choke, 860-86 1
rearra nging the desktop at, 393-394
rc movablcs as, 130
Sad Mac icon at, 860
system extension dialog at, 861
Zip disk as, 138

Startup devices, m ultiple, 156- 157
Startup disk, 151, 156
control panel, 156- 157
creating, 854-855
defined, 293
Startup items
bypassing, 366
creating, 154-155
Startup Items fold er, 332, 364-366
Startup keys, 154
Startup message, special, 366
Startup options, 154- 155
Startup order, 156
Startup partitions, 156
Startup procedure, 151-152
Startup scan for SCSI bus, 141
Startup screen, 155
Startup sou nd
changing, 197
killing, 197
Static charge, d ischarging, 848
Static RAM, 40
Static shock, 848
Stationery, 469-470
Stationery Pad, 469-470
Stickies, 380-381
Stick')' Keys, 192
Stick')' menus, 15, 166, 203
Stiffit Expander, 966
Stingray, 81
Stop bit, 941
Stop icon used in alert boxes, 174
Storage, 99-146
Storage bay, 34
Swrage media, 129- 139. See nlso l-Iard
disks.
Storybook Weaver, 89 1
Storybooks, interactive, 892- 893
Striping (RALD), 128- 129
Strip Launch, 350
Stud ioPro, 800
Stuffit, 217, 308, 850, 9 47
Sruffit Deluxe, 491, 850,947,966-967
Stuffit DeltLxe Finder menu, 967
Stuffi t E.'l."jlander, 49 1, 947
Style menu (fonts), 546-547
Styles (font), 546-549
Styles (word processor feature), 637
in C larisWorks, 646-648
in Microsoft Word, 65 1
StylcScript, 579
Stylcsheets, 547, 637, 743
StylcWriter, 575
models, 582-583
print modes, 582
shared by Macs o n a network,
584-585
tips for usin g, 584-585
StyleWriter I, 582
StyleWriter 2400, speed ing u p. 584
StylcWritcr 1200, 582
StylcWriter II, 582
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Subdomains (in U RLs), 956
Subfolders in the System Folder,
326-329
Submarining, 809
Submenu selection, 165
Submenus, 16, 165
Subscribing (on line), 949
Substitute fonts, 612
Suitcase fi les and resources, 329-330
Suitcase icons and their contents, 227
Suitcase utility, 542, 545
Suitcases of fonts, 227,281,329-330,
537-539,542,545
Super Aoppy disks, 109
SuperCard, 790
SuperDrive, 109
Supra modem, 93 1
Surface Verify (Zip disk), 138
Surge protectors, 847
Sustained transfer rates (hard drive), 126
SVGA (super video graphics arr':ly),
85-86
S-Video connector, 801
Swap fi le, 5 12
Swimming monitor screen, 88
Switch boxes, 580
Switching between applications, 19, 463
Syjet drives, 133
SYLK (symbolic link), 485
Symbol character set, 560
Symbol font, 560
Symbol option characters, 560
Symbols. 560-561
the Apple, 560
braces and brackets, 560-561
Synchronous DRAM (SDRAM), 41
SyQuest drives, 131, 133, 849
Sysops (online), 948
System, defined, 325
System beep, 193
System CDs, 294, 3 13
System components
adding, 313-317
colorizing, 309
removing, 317-319
System conrrol panels (OS 8), 346
System cursors, new OS 8, 162
System disk, 151, 293
System e:<tension, defined, 34 1
System extension dialog at startup, 861
System file, 227, 287, 325
Keyboard resources in, 190
sound files and, 196-197
System fi le resources, 329-330
System Folder. 287, 323-367
dcfined,326
keeping just one, 326
magnified, 350
personalizing. 311-313
routing capabilities, 328

swfling, 308-309
subfoldcrs in, 326-329
top level, 3 12-313
System folder. defined, 326
System font (Charcoal), 359
System fonts, 167,204,541
basic, 554-555
dcf.1ult Mac, 558-560
organizing, 54 1-542
OS 8.5, 416-417
System installation, 293-307
Automatic, 297-301
before beginning, 295, 297
clean up after, 309-310
Custom, 302-307
Easy, 301-302
enough time for, 293
b'llidelines for, 293-297
new e nvironment, 310-311
in OS 8.5, 432-433
Pos t-inst:lll, 307-3 13
types of, 294-295
Syste m memory, 50 1-502
Syst.em menus, 15
System patte rns, restoring, 2 11
System problems, common, 857-867
System resources, System fi le, 329-330
System 7.5
clock and Help menu icon, 5
enablers for, 290
System software, 285-322
checking what is running. 287
corrupted, 859
ex-plained, 287
reinstalling, 321-322, 854
for this computer option, 291
Universal option, 291
updating, 3 19-321
upgrades, 291
System softw.lre disk, defin ed. 293
System softw.~re fonts, 554- 566
System softw.1re version, 203, 287
System software version numbers, 320
System sounds, 193- 197
System version numbers, 290-291
System versions, 290-292
System-level extensions, 33 1
Sysccm7
big changes in OS 8. 291 -292
hardware requirements, 289-290
Help me nu and Finder icon, 5
System-wide platinum appearance,
172,237

T
Tab-delimited text, 485, 490
Tab-delimited text translations, 490
Thbles, designing for web pages,
778-779
Tables and columns in Microsoft Word,
655

T.1blcs of Mac model specifications,
68-73
T.1gged Image File Format (TIFF), 491,
720
T.1pe backup systems, 849
Target icon, I0
T C P/1 P control panel, 939
T C P/1 P (Thnsmission Control
ProtocoVlncernet Protocol), 910,
955
TcachTcxt, 376
TechTool, 852-853, 855-856
TechTool Pro, 848. 856, 865, 870
Te Aon, 166
TclcAdapt adapters, 831l
Telnct, 960
Temporary files, 249
Temporary macros. 403
IOBaseT connector, 914
Terminating plug, 912
Termination, SCSI, 144-146
Terminators (resistors), 144-145,912
Test-practice software, 899
Tetris, 964
Text
embossing (in ClarisWorks), 73 1
rough-edged in color, 581
in web page design, 77 1-n3, n6-777
wrapping around web page graphics,
777
Text boxes (in dialog boxes). 17, 2 1,
175-177
Text characters, and PC -Mac file
exchanges, 488
Text clipping, 185
Text conrrol panel, 354
Text Encodings folder, 327
Te:<t cnrry and selection, 629-631
Text fields (in dialogs), 176
Text files, 483
Te:<t fonts, 566
Text formatting. 631-632
Text handling basics, 629-637
Text (1-beam) cursor, 6
Text with Layout (M icrosoft Word), 484
l h.-r processing, primary rule of, 629
Text-enrry settings comrol panels, 631
Themes on the desktop, OS 8.5,
4 18-419
Thermal fusion printer, 575
Thennal-wax solid blacks, 581
T hermal-wax transfer printer, 576
T hctipster.com, 384
Thinkin' T hings Collections, 892
T hinkin' Things 3CD Gold Collection,
892
Thinking Mouse, 80
ThinkTank, 638
32-bit problem, 498
T his disk is unreadable, 837
T his is not a Macintosh disk, 836
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Threaded discussions (CIS}, 950
Threads (online), 948
Three For Me Library Volume 1, 893
3-D animation, 800
Throughput rate (hard drive), 126
Thumbnails, priming, 612
T IFF (T.1ggcd Image File Fom1at), 491 ,
720
Tile-and-zoom method for multiple
windows, 172
Tiling windows, 172
Timbuhu Pro, 9 16
Tipster list. 989-991
Title bar, 11- 12
shrinking a window to, 13
is srill a window, 173, 240
Today stamp, 249
Toggle comm ands, 16
Toner cartridges (LaserWriters), 593-595
recycling, 595
table of, 594
Toner (laser primer). 575
Toner tips (LaserWriters), 593, 595
Tool palettes, 170
Topics view in the Help system, 382
Top-level domains (in URLs), 956-957
Totally Twisted collection, 93
Touchlloard, 80
Toxic dum p (Totally Twisted), 93
Trockboll keybonds , 78, 80
Thckballs, 78, 80-82
TrackBoard, 80
Tracking speed, cursor, 97, 163
Tracking speed (PowerBooks), 819
Tracking (in type), 535
TrackMan Live, 81
Trackman Marble, 82
T rackpad keyboards, 78, 80
Tracks (disk), 101
Transfer protocols, 942-943
Transfer rates (hard drive}, 126
Transfer ribbon (for laser printers), 580
Transferring Iiles, 947-948
Translatio n utilities, 489-490
Transparency scanners, 95
Transparem G IFs, 768, 775
Transvcncr Pro, 487
Trash aliases, 270
Trash cans, II
evolutio n of, 264
extra, 266
Trash icons, 5, 213
Thsh (the), 261-267
in Apple menu, 263
for ejecting, 228
emptying by mistake, 262-263
emptying docs not erase files, 103
floppy disks and, 114
problems deleting fonts, 865
and removable disks, 264
Rescued Items folder in, 858-859
retrieving items from, II , 262-263

tricks for using, 266-267
using, II
will not empty, 865
Trash warning, 261
Trash window, 263
Trashed items, counting, 263
Trashing items, 261-262
Trashing items with the same nam e,
265-266
Trashing locked icons, 265
Troubleshooting. 851 -856
1h1e fonts, 543
Tmc-fom menus, 543
TmeTypc font families, 527
TrueType fom fi le, 526
TrueTypc fonts, 525-527, 970
getting rid of, 550
Imernct E.xplorcr collection of, 526
vs. PostScript fonts, 528
tel ling from bitmappcd fonts, 526
when you don't want, 529
1h1e"JYpc scaler, 525
1h1- Form keyboard, 79
ll1rbo Gopher, 960
1hrboMouse, 8 1
Thrningonthc Mac, 151-154
TV q uiz show game, 902-903
1\veening (animation), 799
24X COs, 134
2940UW, 140
Twisted-pair wiring, 919
2-D animation, 800
Type
designed styles vs. custom styles, 533
italic vs. obliq ue, 533
serif and sans serif faces, 531
size and style, 531-533
terms for, 530
weights, 533
Type Basics pack, 570
1}•pc 1 PostScript font, 522, 524
Type Heunion Deluxe, 545
Type T.1mer, 545
Type 3 PostScript font, 522
Typefaces, 529
Typelt4Me, 64 1
Typesetting, 533-536
TypcT.1mer, 637
Typing ahead, 189
Typogrophy, 529-533

u
uL1w format, 797
Ultra SCS I, 139
UltraPen, 97
Underline style, 547
Undo, 22, 179-180
multiple levels of, 180
ultimate, 180
Undoing the Undo, 179
UnErase utility, 855

U nhappy Mac icon, 860
U nlimited Downloadable Fonts, 595
Unmounring a disk, 101,264
U nplugging in thundersto nns, 847
Untitled floppy disk, 110
Untitled folder, 226
Updater, running, 320
Updating the disk driver, 854
U pdaring drivers, 320
Updating system software, 319-32 1
Updating vs. upgrading, 319
Upgrades, 64-67
costs of, 66
vs. emulation, 441
tracking, 291
vs. updating, 319
to a used Mac, 63-64
UIU.s (Universal Resource Locators),
956
US Letter Small, OS 8 defaulting to,
614-615
USB hubs, 35
USB (Universal Serial Bus), 35, 49
U sed Mac
bu)•ing, 62-64
vs. reconditioned, 64
upgrading, 63-64
Used PowerBook, buying, 64
Usenet news groups, 958
User Group Locator, 456
User groups, 384-385, 456
User lD (e-mail), 945
U ser name (e-mail), 945
User-configurable resources, 330
U sers and groups, network, 922
Utilities folder, 313

v
V bis or ter (modem), 930-931
Vector vs. bitrnappcd graphics, 720
Vector graphics, 7 19-720
Vendor contact infonnation, 993-999
Veronica, 960
Vertical scroll bar (window), 13
VGA (video graphics array), 85
Video
capmring, 802-803
compressing, 801-802
digitizing, 800-804
editing, 803-804
Video compression (Quick'Iime), 803
Video compression schemes, 802
Video connectors, 800-80 I
Video mirroring on two monitors, 92
Video ports, 35-36
Video RAM (VRAM}, 40, 84
Video slots, 33
Video sources, 801
Video support, 36, 85
Video-in and video-om ports, 35
Vidcoshop, 804
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View menu, 244
View menu Arrange subme nu, 246
View O ptio ns dialog, 244, 246, 248
View Options Keep Arranged, 246-247
Views control panel, 245
Views fo nt, OS 8.5, 417
Vircx, 864
Virtual Aoppy, 11 6
Virtual memory, 496-497, 503, 51 1-514
Virtual PC, 289
Virus disinfection, 864
Virus protectio n, 864
Viruses, 784-785, 863-865, 948
Visual FoxPro, 689-690
Visual Page (Symamec), 76 1
VLF, 86
Volume (disk), 101
defined, 227
o pening, 411 -41 2
Volume icons, 213, 227
Voyager line of CD Companio ns, 888
VIU\M (Video RAM), 40
VRML (Vi rtual Reality Modeling
Language), 964

w
Wait cursors, 6, 162
Wa it states (processor), 4 1
Wake the Mac, 157, 16 1
Warm boot, 153
Warm reboot, 153
Warm restart, 153
Warm start, 153
Warn before emptying trash, 261
Warn me c heckbox, unchccking, 161
Warranty (hard drive), 127
Watermarks, 613
Wave (.WAV) file fo rmat, 797
Way Things Wo rk, 886
Web browsers, 963, 965
Web direccories, 968
Web Explosion 20000, 763
Web font s tandards, 526
Web page design, 759-780
alt label for graphics, 777
backgrounds, 770-77 1
bullets and nlllnbered lists, 774
cl ip art, 763
frames, 780
G IF animatio ns, 779-780
graphics, 774-778
gr:tphics an d text, 776-777
links and anchors, 778
sizing the page, 769
software, 761-763
spell checking, 769
tables, 778, 779
test runs, 768
text. 77 1-773
tips, 767-780

transparent G IFs, 768, 775
wrapping text aro und graphics, 777
Web page forrns, 971
Web pages , 963
fi le formats for, 721
insrnlled, 3 12
using TnteType fo nts, 526
Web search syntax, 9$
Web site shortctl! (AO L), 954
Web site tipsters list, 990-991
Web sites, help from, 385
Web tcch n ol of,~es, 963
Web (The World Wide Web), 955,
961-985
download ing from, 978-981
searching on, 968-970
surfi ng tips, 970-985
Web-based catalogs, ordering software
front, 443
Webdings character set, 565-566
WcbPaintcr, 762, 800
Weights (type), 533
Welcome screett (lnsrallcr), 296
WetPaim clip art products, 727
WetSet Collection, 727
What if analysis (in spreadsheetS),
66 1-662
\Vherc itt the World is Carmen
Sattdicgo, 896
White-hole shortcut, 356-357
Who Built America, 898
Wide SCSI. 139
Wide-corriage ImageWriter, 582
Wild Western Town, 893
Window appearance, O S 8.5, 415-4 16
Window coutents, arranging, 244
Window frame, 22 1
Window headers, 204
Window Mo nkey, 240, 463, 465, 481
Window panes, 170
Window swapping, 405
Window titles, 204
\Vindow views, 244
changing, I'I
setting, 394-395
\Vtndow-frame control, 172
Windows, 5, 167-173,237-257
active and inactive, 12
:IS title bars, 173
automatic closing of, 238-239
basic manipulation of, 12- 13
changing backgro unds, 240
changing look of, 168
closing, 242
closing all , 239
Collapse box, 167
collapsing, 12-1 3, 172- 173
defined, II
defining in OS 8.5, 42 1-422
vs. documentS, 466
dragging, 12

dragging to bottom of screen, 254
dragging from inactive. 222
edge for dragging, 167
expand-zoom, ·173
Aoacing, 170
vs. folders, 20 I, 238, 466
forced to fu ll-size, 239
full-size, 171
getting info on current, 233
getting the old look back, 168
getting om of the way, 171
hiding, 171, 465
live scrolling, 169
manipulating, 171 - 172
m oving, 12
m oving background, 239-240
moving and resizing, 171
opening and closing, 11-12
pop-up, 253-257
repositioning, 12
resizing, 12
scroll arrows, 170
scrolling, 13-14, 240-241
scroll ing backwards, 169
sorting order, 239
splitting. 170
standard zoom box. 168
tile-and- zoom method for
nmltiple, 172
tiling, 172
title bar, 240
turning into pop-up tabs, 13
types of, 253
uni-directional zoom box, 168
vertical zoom box, 168
working with, 11-1 4
zoomed, 17 1
Windows emulator, 289
Windows o perating system, Macintosh
version of, 52
WindowShadc control panel, 172
Wingdings character set, 565
\V.refram e image (3- D animation), 800
Word. See Microsoft Word
Word processing, 627-658
Word processing don' ts, 63 1
Word processing programs, 639
Word processing trans lations, 490
\Vord processor featu res and programs,
637-642
Workgroup Servers, 52
World History: 20th Century, 897
World Wide Web, 955
WorldScript, 389
Worms (viruses), 784-785, 864
Wrist rests, 80
Writing tO a disk, 10 1
Writing tools, 637-642
www (in U RLs), 956
W\VYTINWYG (when what you type
is not what you get), 551-552
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X

z

X-height (of type), 530
Xrnodcrn, 942-943
X-ray m achines at airportS, 837
X-\Ving: Collector's CD, 902

Zapf Dingbat circled number sets, 562
Zapf dingbats, 561-563
Zapping PRAM, 500, 510, 852
Zapping a RAM disk, 516
Zeal character set, 564
Zeal font, 564-565
Zeal prim-over characters, 564-565
Zero pcrccm chance of recovering, 870
Zeroing all data (hard drive), 123
Z illion Kajillion C liches, 64 1
Z illion K:ljillion Rhymes, 641
Z ip disks, 136- 139
accessories, 136- 137
as startup disks, 138
emergency ejection of, 138

y
Yahoo!. 968
YDKJ Pack, 902-903
Yesterday stamp, 249
Yrnodcrn, 942
You Don't Know Jack series, 902-903

erasing, 138
power on/ofTbmtons, 136
Z ip drives, 132-'133, 136- 139, 849
PC-formatted, 138-139
for PowerBooks, 138, 81 I
Zip Plus, 132
Zip Tools disk, hi-platform, 137
Ziph , 491
Zip-to-Zip copies, 137
Zrnodcm, 942
Zones, AppleTalk, 912
Zonkcrs, 163, 169, 237
Zoom bar (window), 11
Zoom box (window), 12, 168, 171
ZTcrrn, 941
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